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EBERLE'S PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.-A Treatise on the
Theory and Practice of Medicine, in 2 vols. Svo. By John Eberle,
M. D., late Professor of Materia Medira and Obstetrics in the
Medical Colleges of Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Lexington,
Ky., &c., &c., wi1h notes and additions by George McClellan, M.D.,
and other distingnished Physicians, embracing all the late improvements and discoveries in Practice.
This is one of the most valuable works on the Practice of Medicine
that has ever issued from the American or English press.
The distinguished editor of the North American Medical and Surg·ical
Journal, speaking o{ this work, says,- " The work of Dr. Eberle is confessedly one of very great merit. It does much credit to his industry and
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for the production of a system of Practical Medicine, are possessed by few,
and when we say, as we do wilh great candour, that the Treatise bef01e us
will bear a very favourable comparison with any modern work of the same
class, while it is far superior, as well in regard to the soundness of its

~~t~~~~~~~l' ~~e;h~ ~:~:r~~~fa~a~}nt1;eaE~~n:he:;:~~e;:~: '~~ i~~~~::~~;:
it and its author no mean praise."
THE DISPENSATORY OF THE UN ITED STATES: consisting of
!st. A TREATISE ON MATERIA MEDICA, or the Nat11ral,
Commercial, Chemical and Medical History of the substances employed in Medicine.
2d. A TREATISE ON PHARMACY: comprising an accou11t of
the preparations directed by the American and British Pharmacopreias, and desig ned especially to illustrate the Pharmacopreia of
the United States. By George B. Wood, !VI. D, Professor of
Materia M edica and Pharmacy in the Philadelphia Colleg·e of
Pharmacy; and Franklin Bache, M. D., Professor of Chemistry in
the College of Pharmacy and in the Franklin Institute.
The above is one of the most valuable works of the kind ever i.-;sued
from the American Press.
One among the most distinguished of the medical faculty, in noticing the
o-reat value of this work to the student and practitioner, says, "We therefore hailed with no inconsiderable pleasure the appearance of the DlSptnsatory of tlte United States, convinced from our knowledge of i~s authors
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that it would prove a most valuable addition to our medical literature.
We have not been disappointed in these expectations, and feel fully per-

su~~: !~i1~!~ :P:h~~~~~near~}\~~~;;~;n;~:~~:: :: ~~~~~fsa~~~t~~~;its of
the work, "We recommend it most cordially to the Medical fraterrnty' to
the practical ~h~rmaceutist, and especially to the diligent perusal of the

stu~;~~~:~:~f:1.i~no~r~~a~~;~~~;ng our firm conviction, that, as a w~ole,

~~i~vfiii:he7t~~:~~; i:!~e !:stk'~~~: ~~ ~:e ~~~~is~o l~~!JI3!aic~a~ts~~J.~~t=
eyes of our neighbours of Europe, to raise the character of American
science.

A TREATISE ON TI-IE MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS, 2 vols. in one, fourth edition, improved. By John
Ebe rle, M. D., late Professor of Materia l\ledica and Obstet rics in
the Medical Colleges of Phi lade lphia, Cincmnati, Ohio, and Lexington, Ky., and Member of 1he American Philosophical Society,
Corresponding Member of the Medico-Chirurgical Society, &c.
Eberle on Diseases and Physical Education of Children, I vol.
This is a new edition much improved, containing a table exhibiting the
doses of medicines, according to the different ages.
Eberle's Notes for Students, new edition.
These works are among the most popular of this distinguished author's
writings, and we hope will be found in the library of every physician.

DR. EBERL E'S works are used in many of our .Medical Schools
as Text Books, and are much approved.

P. S.-All the new Medical Books for sale as soon as
published.
RUSCHENBERGER ' S V ALUABLE SERIES .

va~~~J~~er~esEo1f~!~~' ~;v~/a~~~. ~'.'~~'.l~~s~~=n~~;~~;,ing

very
I. Elements of Anatomy and Physiology.
2. Elements of Mammalogy, the Natural History of Quadrupeds.
3. Elements of Ormthology, the Natural History of Birds.
of 1ie!:i~~~e~1~~ o~£i~~;etology and Ichthyology, the -atural History

M~ii!~~~1ents of Conchology, the Natural History of Shells and
6. Elements of Entomology, the Natural History of Insects.
7. JElernents of Botany, the Natura l History of Plants.
tu~~. Elements of Geology, the Natural History of the Earth's Strnc-

re;~i~g~n~~~le~~e0~~~a~~~~~t~:~t~7n,i~v~~t ~~!1 v;.~~j~::~ b3~t ~::~el\v;rt~;

afford, be cons1d.ered complete without it."- National Intelligencer.
nWe take. this opportunity of calling attention to Dr. Ruschcnberger's
exccllen; series of elememary text-books, designed for the use of Colleges
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and
1ools, on the subject of Natural History. Eight volurnes have
alreaJy appeared, comprising the following divisions; Anatomy and Physiology; Mammalogy; Ornithology ; Herpetology and Ichthyology ; Conchology; Entomology; B6tany and Geology. This series has been adopt~
in several of our Colleges and Public Schools, and with, as we learn, unqualified satisfaction. One admirable feature, am~ng" others which characterize these works, is their perspicuity and simplified arrangement,
combining a vast amount of information in the smallest compass--a mode
of imparting instruction quite up to the labour-saving and time-economizing
spirit of the age. Grigg & Elliot, of Philadelphia, are the publishers;
and they are for sale by James Langley, Wiley & Putnam, and the Book. sellers genera11y." - Democratic Review, .Opril, 1845.
In ·addition to numerous flattering notices of the American Press, the
publishers have received upwards of one hundred recommendations from
the most prominent professors and distinguished teachers of our country,
to the superior claims of these works, and urging their introduction as Class
Books into all the Schools, Academies, &c.; throughout the United States.
As these little books are ve ry cheap, we hope all parents will pro-

cure a set for their children for home amusement and instruction.

VALUABLE WORKS
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LIBRARIES ,
PUBLISHED BY GRIGG & ELLIOT.
SPLENDID LIBRARY EDITIONS,
& c. & c .

Crabbe, Heber and Pollok's Poetical Works, steel portraits, complete in
one vol. Svo., bound, library style.
The same work, calf extra, embossed gilt.
Byron's ·w orks, complete in I vol. Svo., including all his suppressed and
att ributed poems, bound, library sty le.
The same work, calf extra, embossed gilt.
Cowper and Thomson's Prose and Poetical Works, complete in 1 vol.
8vo., bound, library style.
The same work, calf extra, embossed gilt.
Rogers, Campbell, Montgomery, L~mb and Kirk White's Poetical Works,

Thc;~~~e,:~lr~, :~~·f ~~~~~.b:~~~~;~~r~h.style\.
Milton, Young, Gra)'.', Beattie and Collins's Poetical Works, complete in 1
vol. 8vo., bound, library style.
The same work, calf extra, em bossed gilt.
Mrs. Hemans's Poetical works, complete in 1 vol. 8vo., bound, library
style.
The same work, calf extra, embossed, gilt.
a::? This is a new and complete edition, with a splendid engraved likeness of Mrs.
Hemanl',on steel, and contains all the Poems in the last London and American edi-
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~lc::\1ahQ.n's American Gardener,"'!}th edition, greatly improved, Svo.

r;~.~!:~~l~t!~~~a{~:;~:,t~~f;hb:a~~~~l~ itl~~st~~~~!~~ :~!!;t:: by himself,
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Svo.
·
,.Ourder's Village Sermons. For Family ~eading.
Josephus's \Vorks, 2 vols. Svo., sheep, gilt.

O

The only readabl e Edition published in this country.

Say's Political Economy, 8\'o., new edition . . .
Mason's Popular System of Fa~riery, new e~1.uon.
Hind's Popular System ofFamery, new ed1t1?"·

~f~: ~:~~r~~i::r:f ~~i~' :C1~~~o~;t~;~~h J.1 3~.5 .Winchester,

1 vol.

12mo.
Seneca's Morals. nShould be found in every library."
Shoberl's History of Persia, with 12 fine coloured plates, fancy paper.
Bigland's Natural History of Animals, 12 fine coloured plates, fancy paper.
Bigland's Natural History of Birds, Fishes, &c., 12 coloured plates, fancy
paper.
Dictionary of Select and Popular Quotations, 9th edition.
.
The American Chesterfield, containing a complete Treatise on Carving,
with cuts.
The Southern and 'Vestern Songster, plate.
The Daughter's Own Book.
Bennett's Letters to Young Ladies.
The Gentlemen and Ladies' Book of Politeness, and Propriety of Deportment, by Mrs. Celnart.
The Life of General Jackson.
Winchester's Family Prayers. fine edition.
The New Testament, royal Svo., large type, new edition, for Family use.
Letters from a Father to his Sons in College, by Samuel Miller, D. D.
Bigland's Natural History, with 24 coloured plates, half mor. ex. gt. edBigland's Natural History, 60 plates.
Shakspearf', 2 vols. Svo., plates.
Bunyan's Complete Works, 2 vols. Svo.
Wecms's Life of Marion.
Do.
do.
'Vashington.
Polyglotl Bible, !Smo., plain sheep, rolled ed.
Do.
do.
do. morocco tucks, gt. ed.
Do.
do.
do. plain Eng. calf, gilt ed.
Do.
do.
do. Eng. calf, super. ex. do.
Do.
do.
do. Turkey, mor. gilt ed.
Pearl Pocket Bible, best edi tion published, plain sheep.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
mar., tucks, gt. ed.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
plain Eng. cf., gt. ed.
Do.
do.
do.
do.
calf, sup. extra gilt.
Do.
do.
. do:
do.
rrur. mor., ex. gt. ed.
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All the above Bibles are m the bei:.l Phil:-tdelpb.ia binding.
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PREF ACE

THE FIRST JrnITION.

THE objects of a Dispensatory are to present an account of medi ..
cinal substances in the state in which they are brought into the shops,
and to teach the rno<les in which they are prepared for use. The
importance or these objects, and the general value and even necessity
of a work of this nature, wi ll not be disputed. It may, bowe,·er,
be a question, how far the wants of the mediral and pharmaceutical
community in this country are supplied by the Dispensatories already
in circulation; and whether sach a deficiency exists as to justify the
offer of a new one to the public attention. The great merits of the
works severally entitled ''The Edinburgh New Dispensatory," and
"The London Dispensatory," the former edited by the late Andrew
Duncan, M. D., the latter by Anthony Tod<l Thomson, M. D., are
well known wherever the English language is spoken . Founded, as
they both are, upon the excellent basis laid by Lewis, they are nevertheless entitled, from the great addition of valuable materials, and the
distincti\'e character exhibited in the arrangement of these materials,
to be considered as original works ; while the style in which they
have been executed speaks strongly io favour of the skill an<l industry
of their authors. But they were calculated especially for the sphere
of Great Britain, and are too deficient in all that relates exclusively
1o this country, to admit of being received as standards here. In th.e
history of our commerce in drugs, and of the nature, growth, and
collection of our indigenous medical plants; in the chemical openi.tions of our extensive laboratories; and in the modes of preparing,
dispensing, and applying medicines, which have gradually grown into
use among us; there is much that is peculiar, a knowledge of which
is not to be gained from foreign hooks, and is yet necessary to the
C'baracter of an accomplished American pharmaceutist. ·we have,
moreO\·er, a National Pharmacopceia, which requires an explanatory
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commentary, in order that its precepts may be fully appreciated, and
adrnntageously put into practice. On these accounts it is desirable
that there should be a Dispensatory of the United States, which, while
it embraces whatever is useful in European pharmacy, may accurately
rep resent the art as it exists in th is country, and gi,·e instruction
adapted to our peculiar wants. It appears due to our national character, that such a work should be in goo<l fa ith an American work,
newly prepared in all its parts, and not a mere edition of one of the
European Dispensatories, with here and there additions and alterations, which, though they may be useful in themseh·es, cannot be
made to harmonize with the other materials so as to gi,·e to the whole
an appearance of unity, and certainly would not justify the assump tion of a new and national title for the book. Whether, in the Dispensatories which have been published in the United States, these
requisites have been satisfactorily fulfilled, it rests with the public to
<leterrnine . That valuable treatises on Materia Medic a and Pharmacy
have been issued in this country, no candid person, acquainted with
our medical literature, will be disposed to deny. In offering a new
work to the meclical and pharmaceutical professions, the authors clo
not wish to be considered as unden•aluing the labours of their predecessors. They simply concei1·e that the field has not been so fully
occupied as to exclude all competition. The pharmacy of continental Europe is ground which has been almost untouched; and
much information in relation to the natural hi story, <'Ommerce, and
management of our own drugs, has Jain ungathered in the possession
of individuals, or scattered in separate treat ises and periodicals not
generally known and read . Since the publication of the last edition
of our National Pharmacopccia, no general explanation of its processes has appeared, though required in justice both to that work and
to the publ ic. The hope of being able to supply these deficiencies
may, perhaps, be considered a sufficient justification for the present
undertaki ng.
The Pharmacop<eia of the United States has been adopted as the
basis of this Dispensatory. It is followed both in its general diYision
of medicines, an<l in its alphabetical arrangement of them un<ler each
division. Precedence is, in every instance, gi"f'n to the names which
it recognises, while the ex planations by which it fixes the s i gni fica~
1
ion of these names, are inserted in immediate connexion with the
ti tles to which they severally belong. Every article which it desio-~ates is mo~e or less fully described; and all its processes, after bei;g
literally copied, are commented on and explained whenever comment
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and explanation appeared necessary.

Nothing, in fine, has been

omitted, which, in the estimation of the authors, could sen-e to
illustrate its meaning, or promote the ends which it was intended to

subsen-e.

This course of proceeding appeared to be due to the

national character of the Pharmacopreia, an<l to the important object

of establishing, as far as possible, throughout the United States, uniformity both in the nomenclature and preparation of medicines. In
one particular, convenience required that the plan of the Pharma-

copreia should be departed from. The medicines belonging to the
department of MATERIA MEnrcA, instead of being arranged in two
di visions, corresponding with the Primary and Seco11dary Catalogues
of that work, have been treated of indiscriminately in alphabetical

succession; and the place which they respecti1·ely hold in the Pharmacopceia is indicated by the employment of the term Secondary, in
connexion with the name of each of the medicines included in the

latter catalogue.
But, though precedence has thus been given to the Pharmacopc:cia
of the United Stales, those of Great Britain have not been neglected.
The nomenclature adopted by the different British Colleges, and their
formul::e for the preparation of medicines, have been so extensively

followed throughout the United States, that a work intended to represent the present state of pharmacy in this country would be imperfect
without them; and the fact that the writings of British physicians and
surgeons, in which their own officinal terms and preparations are ex clusively employed and referred to, have an extensive circulation
among us, renders some commentary necessary in order to prevent
serious mistakes. The Pharmacopreias of London, Edinburgh, and
Dublin have, therefore, been incorporated, in all their essential parts,
into the present work. Their officinal titles are uniformly givenalways in subordination to those of the United States Ph~nnacopceia,
when they express the same object; but in chief, when, as often happens, no correspond in g medicine or preparation is recognised by our
national standard. In the latter case, if different names are applied

by different British Colleges to the same object, that one is generally
preferred which is most in accordance with our own system of nomenclature, ancl the others are g iven as synonymes. The medicines

directed by the British Colleges are all described, and their processes
either copied at length, or so far explained as to be intelligible in all
essent ial particulars.

Besides the medicinal substances recognised as officinal by the
Pharmacopreias alluded lo, some others have been described, which,
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either from the lin gering remai ns of former reputation, from ~e~e nt
reports in their favo ur, or from th eir important relation to medicines
in general use, appear to have claims upon the attent ion of th e physician and apothecary. Opportunity has, moreo,·cr, been taken to
introdu ce incidentaJly brief accounts of substances used in ot_her
countries or in former t im es, and occasionall y noticed in med1c~I
books; and, th at the reader may be able to refer to them when desirous of informat ion, their names have been placed with those of the
standard remed ies in the Index.
In the descriptio n of each medicine, if derived imm ed iately from the
animal, vegetabl e, or mineral kingdom, th e atte ntion of th e authors
bas been directed to its natural history, the pince of its growth or production, th e method of co11ecting and preparing it fo r market, its commerci al history, the state in wh ich it reaches us, its sensible properties,
its chemical composition and re lat ions, the changes wh ich it undergoes by time and exposure, its accidental or fraudule nt adulterations,
its medical properties and appl ication, its economical uses, and the
pharmace utical treatment to which it is subjected. If a chemical
preparation, the mode and principles of its manufacture are indicated
in addition to the other particulars. If a poison, and likely to be
accidentally taken, or purposely employed as such, its pecu liar toxi cological effects, together with the mode of counteract ing them, are
indi crited; and the best means of detecting its presence by reagents
are explained.
The authors haYr followed the exa mpl e of Dr. A . T . Thom son, in
giving botanical descriptions of the pl ants from which th e medicines
treated of are derivc<l. In relntion to all indigenous medic inal p la nts,
an<l those naturalized or cult irnted in th is country, the advantages of
such descriptions are olnious. Th e physician may ofte n be placed
jn situations, in wh ich it may be hi ghly important that he should be
able to recognise the Yrgetnble which yields a particular medicin e;
and the apothecary is constantly liable to imposition from the collector~ of herbs, unless p~ssesse<l of the means of dist inguishing, by infalhbl~ marks,_ the rnn ous products presented to him. A knowledge
of forelgn med1cmal plants, though of less importance, will be found
useful in Yarious ways, independently of the grat ifi cation afforded b the indulgence of a li beral curiosity in relation to objects so close/
connected with our daily pnrsuits. The introduct ion of these botani~
cal notices into a Dis~ensatory appears t~ be peculiarly appropriate i
as they are to be co nsidered rather as objects for occasional refe rence
than for regu la r study or co ntinuous perusal, and therefore coincide
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with the general design of the work, which is to coll ect into a co nvenient form for consultation all th at is practically important in relation to medicines. The authors haYe en<lea\'Oure<l to preserve a cl ue
proportion between the minuteness of the descriptions, and their value
as means of information to the st ud ent; and, in pursuance of this plan,
ha,·c generally dwelt more at le ngth upon ou r native plants, than upon
those of fore ign growt h: but, in all instances in which they ha,·e
deemed any botanical description necessary, they have taken care to
incl ude in it the essential sc ientific character of the genus and species,
with a reference to the position of the plant in the artificial and natural systems of classification; so that a person acqua inted with the
elements of botany may be able to recognise it when it comes under
his observation.
In prepari ng the Dispensatory, the authors haYe consulted, in addition to many of the older '''orks of aut hority, the greater number of
the treatises and dissertations whi ch have recently appeared upon the
various subjects connected with Pharmacy, and especia11 y those of the
French writers, who stand at present at the head of this department
of med ical scie nce . They have also e nd earoured to collect such
detached facts, scattered through the various scientifi c, medical, and
pharmaceutical journals, as they conceived to be important in them·
se!Yes, and app li cable to th e subj ects under consideration ; an d ha\' e
had frequent recourse to the reports of traYellers in relation to the
natural and commercial history of foreign drugs . The occasional
refe rences in the body of the work will indicate the sources from
which they have most largely drawn, and the authorities upon which
they lrnYe most relied. In relation to our own commerce in drugs,
and to the operations of our chemical laboratories, they are ind ebted
for information chiefl y to the kindness of gentlemen engaged in these
bra nches of business, who haYe always evinced, in answering their
numerous inquiries, a promptitude and politeness which merit th eir
warm thanks, and wbicb they are pleased to have this opportunity of
acknow ledgin g.*
It has not been deemed necessary to follow the exa mpl e of th e
British Dispensatories, by inserting into the work a treatise upon
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Chemistry under the name of Elements of Pharmacy. Such a treatise
must necessarily be very meagre and imperfect; and, as systems of
chemistry are in the hands of every physi('ian :md apothecary, wou1d
uselessly occupy the place of valuable matter of Jess easy access.
Th e authors may perhaps be permitted to observe, in relation to
themseh'es, that they have expended much time and labour in the
preparation of the work; ha\'e sought diligently for facts from every
readily accessible source; ha,·e endea,·oured, by a comparison of
authorities, and a close scrutiny of evidence, to ascertain the truth
whene"er practicable; and have exerted themselves to the extent of
the ir abilities to render the Dispensatory worthy of public approbation, both for the quality and quantity of its contents, and the general
accuracy of its statements. They are conscious, nevertheless, that, in
so great a multiplicity of details, numerous er rors and deficiencies may
exist, and that the faults of undue brevity•in some cases, and prolixity
in others, may not have been entirely avoided; but they venture to
hop e that a candid public will make all due allowances; and they
take the lib erty to invite from all those who may feel interested in the
diffusion of sound pharmaceutical knowledge, the comm unication of
friendly suggestions or criticisms in relation to the objects and execution of the work.

Philadelphia, January, 1833.

PREFACE TO TIIE SEVENTH EDITION.
IN the several editions of this Dispensatory subsequent to the first, such
modifications of the original plan as set forth in the foregoing preface, and
such additions and emendations have been made, as were thought calculatecl
to increase the usefulness of the work, and to maintain it on a level with the
advancing knowledge of the times. In the second edition, an Appendix was

introduced containing notices and dt>scriptions of numerous drugs, which,
though not in general use, were possessed of some interest from their former
or existing relations to Medicine and Pharmacy. In the third edition, the
authors adopted the prest•nt plan of treating, in the body of the work, of
those medicines and pn•parations exclusively which are r<'cognised in lhe
American and British Pharmacopreias, while all others deemed worthy
of notice were placed in the Appendix; thus giving a precision to the
arrangement which was before
In Lhe pre-paration of the fourth
edition, many changes were
necessary by the previous publication of the revised London Pharmacopreia of 183G. On no revision of
the Dispensatory did the authors bestow so much labour as on the one
prt>parutory to the fifth edition. The nf'w editions of the United States
and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias re'}uirf'd comment; and the recent pharmacological treatises of Dr. Pereira and Dr. Cbri:::.tison, containing much
origiual observation, and the Medical Flora of Dr. Lindley, not to speak
of other valuable works in different departments of l\lateria Medica and
Pharmacy, afforded a great mass of new material for sel<'ction and arrangement. The pe-riodical press had also presrnted much that demanded
notice; and the changes in tile commerce in drugs, and the various modifications in pharmaceutical operations, resulting from increased experience
and the advancement of science, called for careful pt:>rsonal examination
and inquiry. It was the aim of the authors, by pruning redundances
and concentraling lhe new mallt:!r within the smallrst space, to swell the
Dispensatory as liule as cons isled with the great object of mility; but, with
all their endeavours, they were compelled to exceed the former limits by
more than one hundred pages. Comparatively little addition was required
in the sixth edition i and the same n.•mark is applicablt.! to lhe pn•sent.
The authors, howevl'r, have end~avoured to st>lect aod condense from 1he
periodical journals, and from recent European trt'atises, every thing of
value which came within the scope of the work; and, in offt:!ring it for the
sevt'nlh time to the public, they feel themselves justified in expressing the
hope that it will be found, not less than formerly, to meet the wishes of the
medical and pharmaceutical community.

Philadelphia, July, 1847.

ABBREVIATIONS EMPLOYED IN THE WORK.

U.S.-" TttE

PuARMACOPCEIA OF THE UN ITED STATES OF AMERICA.

By

authority of the National MPdical Convention, held at Washington, A. D.
l~lO."
Lond. -

LoNDON P11ARMACOl'CEIA,

Ed.-EntNnunou

A. D . 183G.

PnARMACOP<EIA,

A. D. 1841.

A. D. 1826.
Off. Syn.-OFr1c1NAL SYNONY~tEs, o r the titles employed by the PharmacopCEias with the accompanying exp lanations, when these titles nre not

Dub.·-DuoLIN PnARlllACOP<EIA,

given in chief.

Sex. Syst.-The

SEXUAL SvsTEM,

or the artificial system of Linnreus.

founded on the sexual organization of plants.

to which any particular genus of plants
When not otherwise stated, it is to be understood that the

l\"'at. Ord.-The

NATURAL ORDER

belongs.
natural orders referred to are those recognised by Proressor Lindley, of
the Universily or London, in hi s "Introduclion to the Natural System of
Botany."
Gen. l'/i.- The GENERIC CHARACTER, or scientific description or any par·
ticular genus or plants under consideration.
Off. P r rp.-OFFICJNAL PREPARATIONS; including all the preparations into
which any particular medicine dir~cted by the U.S. Pharmacopcria or
the British Colleges ente rs. 'Vh en the same preparation has received
different names in the different Pharmacopcrias, only one of these names
is mentioned, and precedence is always given to that or the U.S. Phar·
macopa::ia.
Sp. Gr.-SPECIFIC

GRAVITY.

Equiv .. or Eq.-,C11.E1111cA.L Ectu1vALENT, or the number representing the
smallest quantity m wh1cb one body usually combines with others.

Li~;;;,·n~'.'~~:~::~:.·~·:0u1~11:;·;:;~,'..c::~~;,~·;,~:~::~:~,~·;:;'~'.~~~~::

- l'l'ooclv . Jlled. Bot., Wooovn.LE's MEDICAL BoTA~Y, 2d edition.-B.,
BAuME's [-hoRom:TER.

F,-'iJ.t~:.:N:~~:~crm., GERMAN.-/tal., lTALIAx.-Span., SPANIS H. -

Tl-IE

DISPENSATORY

THE UNITED STATES.
PART I.
MATERIA MEDICA.
TnE Materia Medica, in its most comprehensive sense, embraces all
those substances which are capable of making sanative impressions on the
human system; but, as the term is employed in this work, it has a more restricted signification. The Pharmacopreias of the United States and Great
Britain very appropriately arrange medicines in two distinct divisions, one
including all those which are furnisht'd immediately by nature, or thrown
into commerce by the manufacturer; the other, those which arc prepared by
the apothecary, and are the objects of officinal directions. The former arf'
enumerated under the title of H MATERIA MEDlCA ;" the latter, under that of
upREPARATJONs," or "PREPARATIONS and CoMPOSITJONs."
In Dispensatories, which may be considered as commentaries on the Pharmacopreias,
the same arrangement is usually followed; and the authors of the present
work adopt it the more willingly, as, independently of the weight of authority in its favour, it has the recommendation of being the most convenient.
By this plan, all the directions which relate to the practical operations of
the apothecary are collected in one place, and are thus more easily referred
to than if mixed indiscriminately with other matters, as they must be by
any mode of arrangement which makes no distinction between the original
medicinal substances and their preparations. Under the head of Materia
Medica, therefore, in this Dispensatory, we treat of medicines in the statC'
only in which they are produced by nature, or come into the hands of the
apothecary. Of these medicines, such as are recognised by our National
Pharmacopreia are most minutely described; but we consider also all that
are included in the officinal catalogues of lhe British Colleges.
Another point in which we accord with the Pharmacopreias is the alphabetical arrangement of the objects of the Materia Medica. As a Dispensatorr
is intended rather for reference than for regular perusal, it is important that
its contents should be so disposed as to facilitate consultation. Medicines.
in a work of this kind, are considered as independent objects, to be studied
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Jo[aleria Joledica.
separately, and without any reference to community of source, or
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s~milarity
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ferent systems have been adopted according to t~e set ~f relauon,s towards
which the mind of the author has been espec1ally dJrected. fh_us, tl~e
naturalist classifies them nccordin(J' to the affinities of the several obJects m
nature from which they are dcriv~d; the che1_nist, acco~ding to their composition; the practitioner of med~cine, according to theIT effects ~pan. the
system in a state of health and disease. But non~ of these class1fic~uons
is without imperfections; and a ~imp!~ alphabeuca~ ~rrangement ~s decidedly preferable, in every case in wluch t!1e med1cm_es. are considered
solely in their individual capacity. Yet, as It comes '~'tthm the scope of
this work to treat of their physiological and therapeuucal ~ffects, and as
the terms by which these effects are expressed ar: also the titles of classes
to which the medicines belong. it will not be amiss to present the reader
with the outlines of a system of classifica~ion, by consulting which he will
be enabled to ascertain the precise meaning we attach to the terms employed to designate the peculiar action of different medicinal s~bstances.
H.emedies are divided into general and local, tbe former actmg on the
whole system, the latter on particular parts or organs.
[. GENERAL RE.\IEDlES include 1. ARTERIAL STUIULANTS, sometimes called lsc1TANTS, which, while they raise the actions of the system
above the standard of health, exhibit their influence chiefly upon the heart
and arteries; 2. NARCOTICS, which especially affecf the cerebral functions,
and are either stimulant or.sedative according as they increase or diminish
action i 3. ANTISPAsnioo1cs, which, with a general stimulant power, exert
a peculiar influence over the nervous system, exhibited in the relaxation
of ~pasm, the calming of nervous irritation, &c., without any special and
decided tendency to the brain; 4. Toxws, which moderately and permanently; exalt the energies of all parts of the frame, without necessarily
producing any apparent increase of the healthy actions; and 5. AsTRtSGENTs, which have the property of producing contraction in the livinrr
0
tissues with which the>y may come in contact.
JI. LOCAL RE\1ED1ES may be divided i11to four sections: a. T/ioae
o.D'ecting the fu7}clion of a 71art, namely, 1. E11rnT1cs, which act on the
stomac~1, producm~ vomiting; 2. CATUART1cs, which act on the bowels,
pro~ucing ~ purgauve effecti ~· DrnRETTcs, which act o.n the kidneys, producmg an 111creased flow of urme; 4. ANTJLITmcs, which act on the same
org~ns! preventing the format.ion of calculous matter; 5. D1APUORETICS,
which mc~ease the cutaneous discharge; 6. ExrECTORANTs, which augment
the secretion from the pulmonary mucous membrane, or promote the discharge of tl~e secreted matter; 7. E~~1E~AGOGUES, which excite the menstrual secrct10~; ~· StALAGOGUt:~, which mcrcase the flow of saliva; and 9.
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.Materia Jllledica.
lainecl within the organs, including 1.

ANTHELMINTics, which destroy
worms, or expel them from the bowels; and 2. ANTACIDS, which neulralize
acid, whether existing in the alimentary canal, or circulating with the blood.
It is believed that all substances employed as medicines, with the exception of a very few which are so peculiar in their action as scarcely to admit
of classification, may be distributed without violence among the above
classes. Some substances, however, in addition to the properties of the
classes to which they are severally attached, possess others in common,
which gi\•e them practical value, and authorize their association in distinct
groups, not recognised in the system of classification, but constantly referred
to in medical lan guage. Thus we have RE1''RIOERANTS. which, when internally administered, diminish animal temperature; ALTERATIVEs, which
change. in some inexplicable and insensible manner, certain morbid actions
of the system; and CARMINATivEs, which, by promoting contraction in the
muscular coat of the stomach and bowels, cause the expulsion of flatus. It
is common, moreover, to attach distinct names to groups of remedies, with
reference to certain effects which are incident to the properties that serve to
arrange them in some more comprehensive class. Thus NARCOTICS frequently promote sleep and relieve pain, and, in relation to these properties,
are called SOPORIFICS and ANODYNES; and various medicines, which, by
diversified modes of action, serve to remove chronic inflammation and enlargements of the glands or viscera, are called D1wosTRUENTs. These
terms are occasionally employed in the following pages, and are here explained, in order that the sense in which we use them may be accurately
W.
understood.
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.llbsinthium.

ABSINTHIUM. U. S, Land., Ed.
Wormwood.
"'l'he tops and leaves of Artcmisia Absinthium." U.S.

11

Artemisia

A~;~ 1~.~~-.'~\~;~t~ll~~c~~~l~~~~I7{t~/l~~~~:~i~;;: ;;~ntes.- ~ub.
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Senecionidere . De Cand. Asteracere. Lbidley.
Gen. Ch. Receptacle sub-villous or n~arly naked. Seed-down none.
Calyx imbricate, with roundish, converging scales. Corollas of the ray
non e. lflilld.
Several species of Artemisia have enjoyed some reputation as medicines. ·/
The leaves of .fl. . .llbrotanum, or southernwood, have but recently been
discharged from the Pharmacopa::ias. They have a fragran_t odou;r, and a
warm, bitter, nauseous taste; and were employed as a tome, deobstru~nt,
and anthelmintic. Similar virtues have been ascribed to .11. Santomca.
ll. pontica has been occasionally substituted for common wormwood, but
is weaker. /J. vulgaris, or mugwort, formerly enjoyed.considerable_rep~ 
tation as an emrnenagogue, and a fow years since came into some notice, m
consequence of th e recommendation of itS root as a remedy in epilepsy by
Dr. Burdach of Germany. For this purpose,· it should be collected in
autumn or cnrly in the spring, and the side roots only dried for.use. These
should be powdered as they are wanted, the ligneous portion bemg rejected.
The dose is about a drachm, to be administered in some warm vehicle in
anticipation of the paroxysm, and to be repeated once or twice, at intervals
of half an hour, till perspiration is produced, the patient being confined to
bed. ln tbe intervals, it may be given every second day . This is merely
the revival of an old practict! in Germany. The Jl. vulgaris of this country
is thought by Nuuall to be a disti.nct spec ies, and may not possess similar
properties . In China, moxa is said to be prepared from the leaves of .llrtemi;;ia Chinensis, and /l. hulica, which are for thi s reason ranked amonrr
the offi~inal planls by the Dublin College. (See Mo xa.) The medicin:
known rn ~urope by th~ ~1ame of wormseed, is probably the product of diff:rentspccies o~ Arlcm1.sia. (See .!l:te.1nisi_a Sa_ntonica.) But the only spep
c1es which re,1u 1rcs particular description, m this place, is A. Absinthiwn .
.!lrlemisia .!lbsinthium. Willd. Sp.Plant. iii. 18-1.J ; Woodv. M ed. Bot.
p. ?-1. t. 22. \Vormwoocl is ayere!rnial plant, with branching, round, and
stn~tcd or furro~ved stems, which nse two or three feet in hein-ht and are
1mmclcd at their summil. The lower portion of the stem live~ several
years, and annually sends Llp h erba~eous s hoots, which perish in the winter
'l.'hc radical leaves are triply pinnatt~d, with lanceolate, obtuse, dentate di vi:
s ions ; those .o\ t!1e stem, doubly or simply pinnatifid, with Janceolate, somewhat acute d1v1s1o~s; the floral leaves are ~ancrolatc; all are hoary. The ftow-

f~se~~~t ~;~e:~~~n,~~111/flc~~~~~-~~1~1~;'J~::~~~l;~~~~;o~:d~~:~:~tthdding,tnd
Thi s plant is a native of Europe, where it is also
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preserve their peculiar sensible properties long when dried.
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.Absintliium.-.11.cacia.
Wormwood has a strong odour, and an intensely bitter, nauseous taste,
which it imparls to water and alcohol. A dark green volatile oil, upon which
the odour depends, is obtained by distillation . 'l1he constituents, according
to Braconnot, are a very bitter, and an almost insipid azotized matter, an excessi vcly bitter resinous substance, a green volatile oil ,chlorophylle, albumen,
starch, saline matters, and Jignin. Among the saline substances, Braconnot
found one consi.sting of potassa, and an acid which he supposed to be peculiar, and denommated absinthic acid, but which is now asserted to be perfectly
identical with the succinic. This acid may be recognised among the products
of the dry distillation of wormwood. (.!lnnal. der Chem. und Pharni. xi viii.
122.) The substance formerly called salt ofworniwood (sal absinthii) is
impure carbonate of potassa, obtained by lixiviating the ashes of the plant.
iUedical Properties and Uses. 'Vormwood was known to the ancients.
It is highly tonic, and probably enters the circulation, as it is said to render
the flesh and mi lk of the animals fed with it bitter. 1t formerly enjoyed great
repu~ation as a rer:nedy in numerous complaints, attended with a debrntated
condllion of the d1gcst1ve organs, or of the system generally. Before the
introduction of Peruvian bark, it was much used in the treatment of interrnittents. It has a.lso been supposed to possess amhelmintic virLUes. At
present, however, 1t is little used in regular practice on this side of the Atlant ic. A narcotic property has been ascribed to it by some writers, in consequence of its tendency to occasion headache, and, when long continued, to
produce disorder of the nervous system. This property is supposed to depend on the \•olatilc oil, and therefore to be less obvious in the decoction than
in the powder or infusion. In large doses, wormwood irritates the stomach,
an<l excites the circulation. The herb is sometimes applied externally, by
way of fomentation, as an antiseptic and discutient. The dose in substance
is from one to two scruples; of the infusion, made by macerating an ounce in
a pint of boiling water, from one to two fluidounces.
Off.Prep. Extractum Artemisire Absinthii. Dub.
'\\....

ACACIA . U.S., Land.

Gum Arabic.
"The concrete juice of Acacia vera and other species of Acacia." U.S.
Acacia vera. Gum.mi." Lond.
Off. Si;n. GUMM! ACACIA;;. Gum of various species of Acacia. Ed.
ACACIA ARABICA et ACAC IA VERA. Gummi. Dub.
0

Gomme Arabique, Fr.; Ambisches Gummi, G'crm.; GommaArabica,ltal.; GomaArabiga, Spa11.; Samagh Arabce 1 ./J.rab.

ACACIA.

Sex. Syst. Polygamia Monrecia. - .Na/. Ord. Leguminosre,

Trib. Mimosere.

This genus is ~ne of those into which the old genus Mimosa of Linn::eus
was dlvidcd by\V11ldenow. The name .8.cacia was employed by the ancient
G~ecks to designate the. gum-.tree of Egypt,.a~d has been appropriately applied to the new genus m wluch that plant is rncluded .
Gen. Ch. HERMAPHRODITE. Calyx five-toothed. Corolla five·cleft, or
formed offive petals. Stamens 4- 100. Pistil one. Legume bivalve. MALE.
Caly.-c five-toothed. Corolla five-cleft, or formed of five petals. Stamens
4-100. Tf'illd.
Several species of Acacia contribute to furnish the gum Arabic of the
shops. Among the most important are .fl. vern and .11 . .11.rabica, confounded
together by Linnreus under the title~~ 1'1imosa Nilotica.

./lcacia .
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•'9raciatera. Willd. Sp.Plant. iv. 1805; Hayne, Dara/el. wul Beschreib.
4·c. x. ;31. This is a tree of middling size, with numerou~ scattered .branches,

~~r~.hic~,!~~e;~:~1~~; al~=r~~~:~n~e~~pf~~da~~v'~~~~ ;:~~hp:ir:e~11~li1~~r~~v0~
which the lower arc usually furnished with ten pairs of leaflets, the upper
with eight . The leaflets are very small, oblong-lin~ar, .smooth, and supported upon very short footstalks. On the common pet1.ole 1s a gland between
each pair of pinnre. Both the common and partial petiole are smoot h. Two
sharp spines, from a quarter to half an inch long, of the colo_ur of ~he smaller
branches, and joined together at their base, are found at the rnsert~on of each
leaf. The flowers are yellow, ino<lorous, small, and collected m_ globular
heads supported upon slender peduncles, which rise from the axils of the
leaves, in number from two to five together. The fruit is a sm~oth, flat,
two-valved legume, divided by contractions, occu.rring at regular .rnterv~ls,
into several roundish portions, each containing a smgle seed. Thi s species
flourishes in Upper Egypt and Senegal, and is probably scattered_over the
whole inten•ening portions of the African continent. 'I1he Acacia ~f the
Cape of Good Hope, considered by Sparrman and Thunb~rg a~ the ~1mosa
Nilotica of Linn., and hence treated by some authors as 1dent1cal with tbe
present species, appears to be distinct, and has recei\•ed the name of Jlcacia
Karroo. It exudes a gum, which is collected at th e Cape .
.11 . .IJ.rabica. Willd . ~/1. Plant. iv . 1805; Hayne, Darslel. uml Bescltreib.
:1· :12.-Jlcacia .Nilotica, Delil. JU.jlor. de l'Egypt. p. 79.-Jlcacia vcra.
Vcsling . .!Egypt. p. 8'. This species, thou gh often Jiule more than a shrub,
attains in favourable situations the magnitude of a considerable tree, being
sometimes forty feet high, with a trunk a foot or more in diameter. 'l'hc
leaves arc alternate and doubly pinnate, having from four to six pairs of
pinna::, each of which is furnished with from ten to twenty pairs of minute,
smooth, oblong-linear leaflets. The common petiole has a gland between
the lowest pair of pinn.c, and often also between the uppermost pair. Both
the common and partial petiole, as well as the young branches, are downy.
The thorns are straight, and disposed as in the former species. The
flowers ~re ?Isa arranged as in A. vera 1 and the fruit is of a similar shape .
A . Arabic?- 1s perhaps the most widely diffused of the gum-bearing species.
It gr?ws 111 U1~per an~ Lower Egypt, Senegal: and olher parts of Africa,
flourishes also rn Arabi<~, and is abundant in Hindostan, where its gum is
used for food by the nal1ves.
Bc~i~es the l\\'O species above described, the following afford considerable
quanl1_t1es of gun: :-.II. Senegal, a sm~ll tree, inha~iling the hottest regions
of Africa, and s~1d to form vast forests rn Senegambia; /J.. gwnmifera, seen
by ~roussonet .111 ~Jorocco ~ear .i\1ogador; .'9. Elirenbergiana, a shrub six
or eight feet h.1gh, named Ill honour of the German traveller Ehrenberrr
who ?bse_rved It in the des_erts ?f Lybia, Nubia~ and Dongola; .IJ..
growmg m the same countries wnh the last-ment1one_d species and also in
Upper Egypt and Sencgambia; .!J . .!ldansonii of thePlore de SenPrrambie
wh!ch is sai~ to contr~bute a p_ortion o~ the Senegal gum; and .B~orlilis:
'~l11 ~h sometimes attains thr. h~1ght of sixty foet, and inhabits Arabia Felix,
~ub1a 1• Dongola, and the Lybia~1 desert .. It is highly probable that gum
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~t m Ne\':' ~olland. Other tr?es, moreover, ~lot belonging to the ~nus,
afford a s1m1~a~ product, ~speciall,y th.e J(eronut elepfwnlttm of Hin!ostan,
is used for medical purposes by all
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.llcacia.
The gum-bearing .Acacias are all thor~y or prickly trees or shrubs, calculated by nature for a dry and sandy soil, and flourishing in deserts \\•here
few other trees will g row. \Ve are told that camels, altached to the
caravans, derive from tht!m their chief sustenance in many parts of those
desolate regions in which Africa abounds. In these situati.ons, they have
a
stun ted growt~, an~ present a bare, withered.• and uninvitin g as pect; but
in
a favourable s1tuat1011, as on the banks of rivers, they are often luxuriant
and beautiful.
Theil' bark and unripe fruit contain tannin and galli c acid, and are sometimes used for tanning leather. An extract was formerly obtained from
the
immature pods of .fl • .llrabica and .fl. vera, by expression and inspissation. It was known to the ancients by the name of acacim verre succus,
and '~as highly lauded by son:e of the Greek medical writers. It is at
p resent lntle used, th.ough described in most of the European works on Pharmacy. his a solid, heavy, shining, reddish-brown substance, of a sweetish,
acidulous, styptic taste, and soluble in water. Its virtues are probably
th ose
of a mild astrmgent. On the continent of Europe, a preparation is said
to
be substi tuted for it called acacia noslras, obtained by expression and inspissation from the unripe fruit of the Prunus spinosa, or wild plum tree.
The gum of the Acacias exudes spontaneously from the bark of the trunk
and branches, and hardens on exposu re ; but inci sion s arc sometimes
made
in orde r to facilitate the exudation. 'l'his is supposed by some to be favou
red
by disease; and it is stated by Jackson, that, in Morocco, the greatest
product is obtained in the driest and hottest weather, and from the most sickly
trees. An elevated temperature appears to be essential; for in cooler
climates, though the tree may flourish, it yields no gum. According to Ehrenberg, the varieties in the colour and other characters of tJie gum do
not
depend upon difference in the species of the plant. Thus, from th e
same
tree, the gum will exude frothy or thick, and clear or dark coloured, and
will
assume, upon hardening, different shapes and s izes; so that the pieces,
when
collected, require to be assorted before being delivered into commerce.
Commercial History and Varieties. The most common varieties of this
drug arc the Turkey, the Barbary, the Senegal, and th e lndian Gum;
to
which may be added the Cape Gum.
1. TunKE\" Gu;u. Gum Arabic was Connerly procured, chiefly, if not
exclu sively, from Egypt and the neighbouring countries; and much is
still
obtained from the same sources. h is collected in Upper Egypt, Nubia,
Kordofan , and Darfur, whence it is tak en down the Nile to Alexandria.
A
considerable quantity is also brought to the same port from Arabia.
We
obtain it in this country through Smyrna, Tries te, Marseilles, or some
other
entrepot of the Mediterranean commerce. Two varieties of the gum
have
long bee11 noticed, one more or less coloured, the other white, which
were
formerly, and, on the continent of Europe, are still distinguished by
the
titles of gum getlda, and gum turic,.derived from the ports of the Red
Sea,
Jidda and Tor, from which the vaneties were erroneously supposed
to be
respectively exported. Th e gum from Egypt is commonly known to
our
druggis1s by the name of T.urkey gum, and is the kind with which the
apothecaries are usually supplied. Though interspersed with roundish pieces
of various sizes, it consists chiefly of small, irregular fragments, which
are
commonly whitish, or slightly tinged with yellow or reddish-yellow.
It is,
on the whole, lighter coloured, more brittle, more readily soluble, and
much
freer from impurities than the other commercial varieties, and contains
much
of that form of gum Arabic, which is characterized by innumerable minute
fissures pervading its substance, and impairing its transparency.

.llcacia.
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2. BARBA RV Guar. Much gum Arabic is at present obtained from Barbary; and Mogador, a port of l\Iorocco, is the chief entrep_ot of _the trade.
According to Jackson, the natives call the tree which a!lords it at~a/e!t.
They aather it in the months of July and August, when the weath.er JS hot
and v:ry dry. Two kinds are brought to Mo~ador, one from_ the ne1ghbourina provinces, the other by caravans from T1mbuctoo. This m~y account
fo~ the fact, thatthe Barbary gum in part resembles .ll10 Turk7y, m part the
Senegal. '\i\7 hrn first deposited in the warehouses, 1t has a famt smell, and
makes a crackling noise, occasioned by the spontaneous rupture of ~he small
masses as they become more dry. The Barbary gum is exported m casks,
and reaches the U. States through the route of English ?ommerce.
3. SENEGAL GuM. This variety was first introduced into Europe by the
Dutch. 'rbe French afterwards planted a colony on the western coast of
Africa, and took possession of the trade i bu~ since the ias.t great European
war, it has been largely shared by the English. St. Loms, at the mouth ?f
the Senegal, and Portendic, considerably further north, are the ports m
which the commerce in gum has chiefly centred. Immense forests of the
Acacia exist at some distance in the interior. These are composed chiefly
of two different tree~. called by the natives vereck or nereck, and nebuel or
nebued, the former of which yields a white gum, the latter a red. These
are probably distinct species, the vereck being, according to M. Rain, .9.
vera, and the nebuel, Jl.. Senegal. According to Adanson, there are several
other species in the nei~hbourhood which yield gum. In th~ month of
November, the juice begins to exude from the trees. The dry wmds, which
prevail after the rainy season, cause the bark to crack; the juice flows out,
and hardens in masses, which are often as large as a pigeon's egg, and
sometimes, according to M. Rain, as large as the egg of tbe ostrich. At
this period, the Moors and negroes proceed to the forests in caravans, collect
the gum in leather sacks, and convey it to the coast, where they exchange
it for British goods. Senegal gum is imported into the United States chiefly
from Bordeaux. It is usually in roundish or oval unbroken pieces, of various sizes, sometimes whitish, but generally yellowish or reddish, or brownish -red, la~·ger t.han those of the ~urkey gum, less britlle and pulverizable,
and breaking with a more conchmdal fracture. The French give the name
?f Gum C?alam ( Gommc de Galam) to a variety consisting of pieces more
irregular m shape, often angular and broken, and mixed with small fragments, so as to resemble ~rurkey gum i~.appcarance. (G.uibourt .)
4 . 1Nn1A GuM •. Cons.1de~able quantllle~ of gum are imported into this
coun.tr~ from. India. Ainslie states th.at. it is derived from .!l . .11.rabica;
and 11 is not 1mprobable that much of it 1s taken to Calcutta in tho Arab
vessels from the ports of the Red Sea. It is in pieces of various size
colour and quality, some r~sembling the broken fragments of the Turkey
gum, though much le~s chmky; others large, roundish and tenacious, like
the Senegal. ~ts taste is S\~e~ter than. that of the other varieties. It is usually

~~cSi~~~~a11~·i~~~~·gc:~1,a~~~~~~ ~~;1~.~a~~;te~i~~~~o~~~~e~~~bti~;r~~t~~~~
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It owes !ls properties to the presence of basso1·in. The pieces of this un~
bear a considerable resemblance to those of the genuine a f 1
dg
easily escape detec~io? . Their wan~ of solubi.lity, however,~~ca e;e~~ ~:r
More or less of a snndar substance is found m the parcels of um Arabi~
from other S?lirces; and we h~ve seen. one p~r~el, said to hav! come from
Barbary, chtefly composed of n. Besides this impurity in the India gum,
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perties of the turpentines. If proper care be used in assorting this commercial variety, it may be ei:nployed for all the purposes of good gum Arabic.
'!'he [ndia gum is brought mto this country partly from. Calcutta, partly by
way of England. It usually comes in large cases. '\Ve have ~een a parcel
of gum said lo have come directly from the Red Sea, enclosed m large sacs
made of a kind of matting, and bearing a close resemblance to the gum from
Calcutta, except that it was more impure, and contained nui:nerous large,
irregular, very brittle masses, not much less than the fist in size.
5. CAPE Guitr. Pereira mentions that gum has recently been imported
into Great Britain from the Cape of Good Hope, where it is collected pro·
bably from .llcacia Karroo, which grows abundantly on tl_1e banks of the
Ganep and in other parts. It is of a pale yellow colour, m tears or fragments, and is considered an inferior variety. None of it probably reaches
this country.
General Properties. Gum Arabic is in roundish or amorphous pieces, or
irregular fragments of various sizes, more or Jess transparent, hard, briule,
pulverizable, and breaking with a shining fracture. It is usually white, or
yellowish.white; but frequt>ntly presents various shades of red, and is sometimes of a deep orange or brownish colour. It is bleached by exposure to
the light of the sun. In powder it is always more or less purely white. It
is inodorous, has a very feeble, slightly swee~ish taste, and when pure dis~
solves wholly away in the mouth. The specific gravity varies from l ·31 to
1·48. (Berzelius.) Gum Arabic consists essentially of a peculiar proximate
principle of plants usually called gum, but for which the name of arabin,*
originally proposed by Chevreul, has been adopted by the French chemists.
In describing its chemical relations, therefore, we describe those of the prin·
ciple alluded to. VVater, either cold or hot, dissolves it, and forms a viscid
solulion called mucilage, which, when evaporated, yields the gum unchanged.
(See JJ/ucilago .llcaci:e.) It is insoluble in alcohol, ether, and the oils; and
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alcohol precipitates it from its a'lueous solution. The dilu~dd dcid~d~~~~lrte
it, but not more freely than water. The concentrated a~J .5 eco ted int~
Triturated with sulphuric acid at ordinary temperatures, !l JS carver t"on of
a substance similar to the gummv product which resul.ts from t le ac ~
1
the same acid on linen rags and.saw-dust. Heated wJLh concc~tratd 5 ~d
phuric acid, it is decomposed with the evolution of carbon. ~r~c clilu~ aci '
when bo~led with it, 111ves rise to the formation of a sacchan~c su S~'lnce.
Stronrr nitric acid con~erts it into mucic ~cid, and at the s~me time pro ,y~e s

1
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lead it is precipitated from its solution, in the for~n of a while .insoluble co~-
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A solutfon of borax coagulates it. ·when added to a sol?~wn of .silicate of
potassa, it precipitates a compou~d of.gum, potassn, and. s1hc~, while a C?~
pound of gum and potassa remarns dissolved . Its s?lul1on yie lds. a prec1p1tnte with nitrate of mercury, and form~ a bro.wn 1 se.m1-transparent.Jelly, w~en
mixed with a strong solution of scsqu1chlonde ?f iron. In solution ll. unites
with sugar; and the liquid, '~hen evaporate_d, Y.telds a transparent, sohd substance, which is not susceptible of crystall1zat1on.
.
Gum Arabic undergoes no change by time, when kept in a dry place. Its
aqueous solution, if strong, remain~ for a considerable length o~ ume un~l
tered, but ultimately becomes sonr, rn consequence of the production of acetic
acid. At a temperature between 300° and 400°, the gum becomes soft, and
may be drawn into threads. At a red h eat it is decomposed, yielding., among
other substances, a minute proportion of ammonia. \Vhen burnt, 1t leaves
about three per cent. of ashes, consisting, according to GuCrin, of the carbonates of potassa and lime, a little phosphate of lime. chlorid e of potas·
sium, oxide of iron, alumina, magnesia, and silica. The lime exists in the
gum combined with an excess of malic acid, which gives to its solution the
property of reddening litmus paper. Besides pure gum, or arabin, gum .Arabic contains a very small proportion. of some azotized body, which is thought
to occasion a slight opalescence in its solut ion, several saline substances, and

~i~~~~it~r~~l~i~~~t~t!n~: up~~b~~: ~:~eb~a~~:i~~3~ya~~~:~~nggt~oe ~0u~:

pound of g_um and protoxidc of lead witb. sulphurctted hydrogen. !ts ultimate constituents are carbon, hydr.ogen, and oxygen; but the proportions are
stated somewhat differently by different chemists. 'l'hus its formula has
been variously given, Cl.\lll 130 1 ~; ClllIIm0 10; and C 1uII 110 11 •
'l'he properties above described ?elong to gum Arabic generally. There
are! however, pharmac~utic varieties which present differences desen•ing
notice. l. Gum that ~s transparent aml readily soluble. This constitutes
by far the ?realer portion of the commercial .varieties di~tinguished by the
names of 1 urkey ~um and Senegal gum. It 1s chara.ctenzed by its transpar~n~y; rea<ly. solubili~y, and the comparatively sli ght degree of thickne ss and
v1sc1d1ty of i~s ,solut10n,. Under this head may ~e included tl~c gom,me
blanchefe"!dillee of Gu1bo~rt, and other French wnters. It is distinguished
the whiteness and deficient transparency of the pieces, attributable to the
mmute _cracks or fi~sures wit~ which they aboun~, and which render them
very. bnttle an~ easily pulver1zable. This peculiar structure is generally
ascn~ed to the rnfluence.or solar h~a~ an.d light; but is conjectured by llayne
to anse from the exud.at1on of the Julee m the frothy state noticed by Ehrenberg. . Thoug~ the pieces are somcwha.t opaque, each of the minute fragments mto which they may be broken is perfectly transparent and homo-
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geneous . This variety, in consequence of its prompt and entire solubility,
is usually preferred for medical use, and for most purposes in pharmacy.
2. GU?n l~ss transparent and less soluble. Guibourt has proposed for portions of this gum the name of gomme pellicutee, from the circumstance that
the masses are always apparently covered, on some part of their surface, by
a yellowish opaque pellicle. Other porl ions of it have a mamillary appear·
ance on the surface. Its transparency is less perfect than that of the former
variety; i~ less freely and less compl~tel y dissolved by waler, and forms
a more v1sc1d solution. It melts with difficulty in the mouth ; and adheres
tenacious~y to the teeth . It is found in all the commercial varieties of g.um,
but least m that f~om Egypt. Its peculiaritie~ may probab ly be ascnbed
to variable proportions of bassorin associated with the soluble arabin. Between these two varieties of gum there are insensible gradations, so that
it would be difficult always to classify the specimens which may come under
notice.
Impurities and .!Jdultcrations. In parcels of gum Arabic there are sometimes pieces of a dark colour, opaque, and incorporated wi th ligneous,
earthy, or othe r impurities. The interior are often mixed with or substituted for the bette r kinds, especially in powder; and portions of insoluble
gum, bdell ium, and other concre te juices of unknown origin are found
among the genuine. Flour or starch is somet imes fraudulently added to the
powder, but is easily detected by the blue colour which it produces with
solution of iodine. I n consequence of the impurities, and difference in
quality, gum Arabic should generally be assorted for pharmaceutical use.
JJJedical Properties an.d Uses. This gum is used in medicine chiefly as
a demulcent. By the viscidity of its solution, it serves to cover and sheathe
inflamed surfaces; and by blending with and diluting irritating matters, tends
to blunt their acrimony. Hence it is adrnntageously employed in caturrhal
affections and irritation of the fauces, by being held in the mouth and allowed slowly to dissolve. Internally administered, it has been found especially useful in inflammatory affections of the gastric and intestinal mucous
membrane; and its employment has even bee n extended to similar affections
of the lungs and urinary organs. ~Vhethcr it is beneficial in the latter cases
in any other manner than by the dilution resulting from its watery \·ehicle,
is a doubtful point. By some physicians it is thought to possess a positively sedative influence over the action of inflamed surfaces to which it is
applied in the state of solution. As an article of diet in febrile cases, and
others requiring an adherence toa very ri~id regimen , it is perhaps s.uperior
to almost any other substance. If not positively sedative, it is certamly not
in the least irritating, while it is sufficiently nourishing to prevent the injurious action of the organs upon themselves. Its n utritive p roperties have
been deniedi but the fact of their existence rests on incontrovertible evidence.
The Moors and negroes live on it almost exclusively during the period of
its collection and conveyance to market; the Bushman Hotten tots, in times
of scarcity, support themselves upon it for days together; and we are told
that the apes of South Africa are very fond of it. Six ounces a day are
said to be sufficient to sustain life in a healthy adult. In many cases of
disease, its solution may with propriety constitute the exclusive drink and
food of the patient. It 'is best prepared by dissolving an ounce of the gum
in a pint of boiling wate r, and allowing the solution to cool. In pharmacy,
gum J:\.-rabic is extensively ~sed for ~he suspension of insoluble substances
in water, and for the formation of pills and troches.

!t

Off.Prep. Gonfectio Amygdal<ll, Lond., Ed., Dub.; Mistura Amyg·
dalre, U.S., Ed., Dub.; Mistura Creti:e, U.S.; Mucilago Acacire, U. 8.,
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Lond., Ed., Dub.; Pulvis Cretre Compositus, Lond., Dub.; Pulvis Tragacanthm Compositus, Land., Ed.; Trochisci Acaciro, Ed.
W.

ACETOSELLA. Lond.
Wood-sorrel.
11

0xalis Acetosella.'' Lone/.

g~~~1~.\} bS~;~0Sy~~~ei~~:~~{·d~~1l~~~~~~;,r;;;,~j\~~~jt !J~:/ 1?J~ii~;~~~n.
Gen. Ch. Calyx ffre-leaved. PetaJs firn, connected by the claws. Stamens unequal, the firn shorter exterior ones connectc<l at the base. Cf!psules opening elastically at the corners, five-angled. Seeds covered wtth
an arillus. Purslt.
Oxalis .llcelosella. Willd . Sp. Plant. ii . 780.; Woodv. llfed. Bot. p. 563.
t. 20 1. The wood-sorre l is a small perennia l, herbaceous, ste mless plant,
with numerous radical leaves, which are all ternate, and supported upon
slende r hairy petioles. The leaflets are obcordate, entire, hairy, of a yel·
lowish-green colour, but fre<1ucntly purplish on their. unde! su rface .. The
scape or flower-sta lk, which usually exceeds the petioles ~n Ieng.th, JS furnished with two scaly bractes near the middle, and termmates rn a large
white, or flesh-coloured flower, marked with red streaks. The styles arc
of the same length with the inner stame ns.
This plant is a nati\•e both of Europe and N. America. In this country
it is fou nd chiefly in the mountainous regions of the interior. It se lects
shady places, such as woods, g roves, and hedges, and Aowc rs in l\fay. Other
indigenous spec ies of Oxa lis, more widely diffused than the 0. Jlcelosella,
might be substituted for it without disadrantage, as they possess simi lar
properties. They all have ternate leaves with obcordate leaflets, and, with
the single exception of the 0. violacea, bear yellow flowers. The whole
herbaceous portion may be used.
Properties. Wood-sorrel is without smell, and has an agreeable sour taste.
lt owes its acidity to binoxalate of potassa, which is sometimes separat~d
for use, and so ld under the naml! of salt of sorrel. 'rhis is prepared in
Switzerland and Germa ny, from different species of Oxalis and Rumcx, by
the following process. The plants , previously bruised, are macerated for
some days in water, and then submi~ted to pressure. The liquid thus olr
tained is mixed with clay, and occas1onally agitated for two days. .At the
end of this time, the clear liquor is decanted, and evaporated so that crystals
may f~rm whe.n it cools. These are purified by solution and a new crys·
talhzauon. Five hundred parts of the plant afford four parts of the acidulous salt. The same salt may be prepared by e~actly neutralizing with
potassa one part of oxalic acid in solution, then add mg one part more of the
a~id, and evaporating .th~ solutio n .so that it may crystallize upon cooli ng.
Bmoxalate of .rotassa is in rhombo1dal cr)'.'stals, of a sour, pungent, bitteris h
taste, soluble m f?rty part~ of cold and. six parts of boiling water (Ka ne ),
and unalterable m the air. h contams 72 parts or two equivalents of
oxal.ic acid, 47· 15 parts or one equivalent of potassa, and 18 parts or two
equ1valt>nts of water. Quadroxalate of potassa is often substituted for the
binoxalate. It is prepared in the same manner, except that, instead of one
part, three parts of the ac id are added to the origina l portion neutralized
by potassa. Botl.1 salts are kept in the shops under the names of salt of
Jorrel and essential sail of lemons, and are employed for removing iron
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mould and ink stains from linen, and sometimes as a test for lime. Both
are poisonous, though in a less degree than uncombin ed oxalic' acid.
JIIedical Properlie:J. This and other species of sorrel are refrigerant;
and their infusion, or a whey made by boiling them in milk, may be used
as a pleasant drink in febrile and inflammatory affections. A solution of
the binoxa!ate of potassa is used on the continent of Europe, as a substitute
for lemonade. The fresh plant, eaten raw, is said t'o be useful in scorbutic
cases. Oxalis crassicaulis, a Peruvian species, yields an edible root, and, by
expression from its leaves, a very sour and astringent juice, which is em·
ployed in the form of syrup, in hemorrhages, chronic catarrh, bowel affec·
W.
tions, and gonorrhma, with asserted advantage.

ACETUM. U.S., Land.

Vinegar.
"Impure dilute acetic acid prepared by fermentation." U.S. "Acetum.
Fermentatione paratum." Lond.
OJ!. Syn. ACETUM BR!TANN!CU'.11. British vinegar. ACETUM
GALL!CUM . French vinegar. Erl. ACETUM VIN!. Dub.
Vinaib'Te, Fr.i Essig, Germ.; Aceto, [lal. i Vinagre1 Span.

Vinegar is a sour liquid, the product of the acetous fermentation. Viewed
chemically, it js a very dilute solution of acetic acid, containing foreign
matters. (See .flcidum .flceticum.)
The acetous fermentation can be induced in all liquors which have under·
gone or are susceptible of the vinous fermentation. Thus sugar and water,
saccharine vegetable juices, infusion of malt, cider, and wine, may be con·
verted into vinegar, if subjected to the action of a ferment, and exposed,
witb. access of air, to a temperature between 75° and 90°.
In different countries, different liriuors are used for conversion into vine·
gar. Jn France and other wine countries, wine is employed; in Britain,
infusion of malt; and in the United States, for the most part, cider. For
the use of the white lead manufacturer, it has, of late years, been exten·
sively made from potatoes.
The method pursued in making wine vinegar at Orleans, in France, where
it is manufactured in the greatest perfection, is as follows. Casks are cm·
ployed of about the capacity of 88 wine gallons, those being preferred which
have been previously used for a similar purpose. They are placed upright
in three rows, one above another; each cask having an opening at the top
of about two inches in diameter. In summer, no artificial heat is used; but
in winter, the temperature of the manufactory is maintained at about 68°.
The wine intended to be converted into vinegar is kept in separate casks,
containing beech shavings, on which the lees are deposited . Twenty·two
gallons of good vinegar, boiling hot, are first introduced into each vinegar
cask, and, at the end of eight days, about two gallons of the wine, drawn
off clear, are added; and the same quantity is added every eight days, until
the casks are full. After this, the vinegar takes about fifteen days to form.
At the end of that time, only half the contents of each cask is drawn off;
nnd it is filled up again by the addition of two gallons of wine e'·ery eight
days as at first. In some cases, however, the quantity of wine added, and
the intervals between the successive additions, are greater or less than those
here indicated; the variations in this respect depend!ng upon. the progress
of the fermentation. To determine this point, the vmegar makers plunge
a stave into the cask; and if1 upon withdrawing it, they find it covered
3
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with froth, they judge that the fermentation is going on properly, and, ac-

co;~~~~~~~:1n'fu~~~n\\~~~~alt

is employed, the process is as follov.:s· The
infusion, when properly cooled, is put into large an~ deep fermenting tuns,
where it is mixed with yPast, and kept in fermentation for ~our or five dayd
'rhe liquor is now distributed into smaller Yessels, placed m a r?Om heatj
by means of a stove and kept there for about six weeks, or until the who. e

~~ru°;1;~:;.~d~~\:i, ':';tf:to k~~~·~t~~t~~
:~::~;~~i/:~! ~~~;.l~:1~:rb:'.~~
they are allowed to r~marn for several n:ionths, or
0

rain; in which situation
until perfect vinE"gar is formed. The proces~ is then completed tn t~e f~l
Jowing manner. Large tuns are prepared with false h?ttoms, ~n which JS
put a quantily of the refuse of raisins and oth~r fruit, technically call.ed
rape. These tuns are worked in pairs, one being completely filled with
the vinegar from the barrels, and the other only .three-fourths filled. I.n
the latter the fermentation takes place more rapidly; and th~ process is
rendered more active alternately in one or the other tun, by filling up each
. .
.
daily from the other, until the pr?cess is completed.
1n the United States, vinegar 1s often prepared from. cider .. '.Vhen 1t 1s
made on a large scale, the cider is placed in barrels with their bung-holes
open . which arc exposed during the summer to the heat of the sun. 'l'he
acetification is completed in the course of about two years. The progress
of the fermentation, however, must be watched; and, as soon as perfect
l•inegar is formed, it should be racked off into clean barrels. Without this
precaution, the acetous formcntation would run int? the putrefactive, and
the whole of the vinegnr be spoiled. The early cider is not so good for
conversion into vinegar as the late, in consequence of the abundance of
malic acid in the former; for it must be recollected that, in cider, the malic
acid is not the subject-matter of the acctous fermf'ntation, but the alcohol
which it contains as a vinous lrquor.
Vinegar is now maJe by the improved German method, by which the
time consumed in ils formation is greatly abridged. A mixture is made of
one part of alcohol of 80 per cent., four to six parts of water, and onethousandth of honey or extract of malt to act as a ferment. This mixture

{:1 ~J~~~~r,t~~~\kol~t~~~~d~~ : ~e~ ; ~.;k~~e~~:b~l~:J1~nl~' :i:~;~~~sie,~~~!foe:
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The tub JS furn~shed, near the top, with a shelf, perforated with numerous
small holes, which are loosely filled with packthread about six inches long,
prevented from slipping through by a knot at one end . The alcoholic
mixture, first heated to between 75° and 83°, is placed on this shelf, and
slo~vly perc.olatcs the beech shavings, whereby it becomes minutely divided.
It 1s essential to the success of the process that a current of air should pass
throu;th the tub. ln order to establish this current, eight equidistant holes
are pierced near the bottom of the tub, formina a horizontal row and four
glass tubes are inserted vertically in the shel~ of sufficient len~th to project above and below it. The air enters by the holes below and passes
out .by the tubes. The c~ntac~ of the.air with the minutely divided liquid
r~p1dly promotes the acet~ficat1on, which consists, essentially, in the oxidat10n of the alcohol. During the process, the temperature rises to 1000 or
104°, an~ re~ai~s .nearly stationary while the process is going on favourably. 1 he liqmd is drawn o.ff by a discharge pipe near the bottom, and
~ust be passed t~uee or four limes through the tub, before the acetification
1s co.mpleted, which ge~erally ~cupie.s ~roi:n h~enty-four to thirty-six hours.
Vinegar may be clanfied, without ll1Jurmg lts aroma, by throwing about
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a tumbler fu~ of boiling milk into from fifly to sixty wine gallons of the
liquid, and sllrring the mixture. Tb is operation has the effect, at the same
time, of rendering red vinegar pale.
The series of changes which occur during the acetous fermentation is
called acelification. During its progress, there is a disengagement of heat;
the liquor absorbs oxygen, becomes turbid, and filaments form, which are
observed to move in various di~ections, until, finally, upon the completion of
the fennentation, they are deposited in a mass of a pultaceous consistence. 'l'he
liquor now becomes transparent, its alcohol has disappeared, and acetic acid
Jrns been formed in its placf'. How then is this change of alcohol into
acetic acid effocted? Liebig supposes that it takes place in consequence
of the formation of a new substance, called aldehyd, into which the alcohol
is changed by the loss of a part of its hydroge·n. T he alcohol, consisting of
four equiv. of carbon, six of hydrogen, and two of oxygen, loses two eqs.
of hydrogen through the influence of the atmosphere, and becomes aldehyd,
composed of four eqs. of carbon, four of hydrogen, and two of oxygen.
This , by the absorption of two eqs. of oxygen, becomes four eqs. of carbon, four of hydrogen, and four of oxygen; that is, hydrated acetic acid.
Thus the conversion of alcohol into acetic acid consists in, first, the removal of two eqs. of hydrogen, and afterwards the addition of two eqs. of
oxygen. .11.ldeliyd is a colourless, very inflammable, ethereal liquid, having
a pungent taste and smell. Its density is 0 ·7!.J. It absorbs oxygen with.
avid ity, and is thus converted into acetic acid, as just stated. Its name
alludes to its relation to alcohol, alcohol dehydrogenated. Its aqueous solution is decomposed by caustic potassa, with fo rmation of aldehyd resin.
This is a soft light-brown mass, which , when heated to 2 12°, gives off a
very nauseous soapy smell.
Properties. Vinegar, when good, is of an agreeable penetrating odour,
and pleasant acid taste. The better sorts have a grateful aroma, which is
probably due to the presence of an ethereal substance, perhaps acetic ether.
The colour of vinegar raries from pain yellow to deep red . VVhen long
kept, particularly if exposed to the air, it becomes muddy and ropy,
acquires an unpleasant smell, putrefies, and loses its acidity. This result
may, in a good measure, be prevented by boiling i.t for a. few minutes, so
as to coagu late and separate the gluten, and immediately transferring it to
hollies, which must be well corked .
The essential ingredients of vinegar are acetic acid and waler; but besides
these it contains various other substances, derived from the particular
vinous liquor from which it may have been prepared. Among these may
be mentioned, colouring matter, gum, starch, gluten, sugar, a little alcohol,
and frequently malic and tartaric acids, with minute portions of alkaline and
earthy salts. According to the U. S. Pharmacopreia, vinegar should be free
from sulphuric acid, and of such a strength that a fluidounce would require,
for saturation, about thirty-five grains of crystallized bicarbonate of potassa.
ln the last Edinburgh Pharmacopreia ( 18-11 ), two kinds of vinegar have
been made officinal, malt vinegar and wine vinegar, under the names of
British vinegar and French vinegar . 'I'he former is stated to vary in
density from 1·006 to 1·019, the latter from 1·0 14 to 1·022. Specific
gravity, however, is not an accurate index of the strength of vinegar .
.Mall vinegar has a yellowish-red colour. That of British manufacture
usually contains sulphuric acid, which the manufacturer is allowed by law
to add in a proportion not exceeding one-thousandth part. The strongest
kind, called proof vinegar, contains from 4·G to !j per cent. of acetic acid.
The Edinburgh College does not recognise this impurity, although sane-
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of two sorts, ~he white aOd the red, according as it is prepared from white

tioned by the British laws, and, therefore, rejects the vinegar if it give
Jenee of the presence of free sulphuric acid. On the contrary, the. Lo~
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or red wine . Tf7/iite wine dnegar is usually preferr~d, and .that made at
Orleans is the best. Red wine vinegar may be depnved of its colou_r and
rendered limpid, by being passed ~hrough animal charco~l.. A~cordtng to
the Edinburgh Pharmacopreia, wrne vinegar may be d1strn~u1shed fro~
malt vinegar by the addition ?f ammonia in slight exc~ss, wh1~~ cau~1es m
tbe former "a purplish muddmcss, and slowly a purp.hsh prec1p1tate, and
in the latter, either no effect, or a dirty brownish precipitate .
.flclulterations. The principal foreign.substances which vi~egar is Jiable
to contain, are sulphuric acid and certam acrid substances, mtroduc~d ~y
design, and copper and lead, .derived from improper vessels used mys
manufacture. Muriatic and nitric acids are but rarely present. Chloride
of calcium will detect free sulphuric acid, without causing the least precipitate with the minute quantity of sulphates, almost always present in vin~
gar. (Boellger.) Chloride of barium is not a suitable test here; as it will
cause a precipitate with these sulphates, when no free sulphuric acid is
present. i\1uriatic acid may be discovered by adding to a distilled portion
of the suspected vinegar, a solution of nitrate of silver, which will throw
Jown a curdy white precipitate. lf nitric acid be present, an improbable
:mpurity, it may be detected by its producing a yellow colour, \vhen the
suspected vinegar is boiled with indigo. 'I'he acrid substances usually
introduced into vinegar are red pepper, long pepper, pellitory, grains of
paradise, and mustard seed . These may be detected by evaporating so as
to form an extract, which will have an acrid, biting taste, if any one of the
substances mentioned be present. By far the most dangerous impurities
in vinrgar arc copper and lend. The former may be detected by a brown·
ish precipitate on the addition of ferrocyanuret of potassium to the concentrated vinegar; the Jauer, by a bl~ckish precipitate with sulphuretted
hydrogen, and a yellow one with iodide of potassium. Pure vinegar js not
discoloured by sulphuretted hydrogen .
.Me~lical. P_roperties. Yincgar ~c1s ~s 3: refrigerant and diuretic. With
this view, 1t 1s added to diluent drrnks m mflammatory fevers. It is sometimes used as a clyster, diluted with twice or thrice its bulk of water. It
ha.s ~een s~pposed to be a powerful . antidote to the narcotic poisons, but
t~1s 1.s a ~1stake. In the case of opium, the best authorities unite in con·
s1derm~ 1t \~orse than uscles~; .as it gives activity to the poison rather than
neutralizes 1t. Externa.lly 1t 1s employed as a fomentation or lotion in
~ruises and sprains. Diluted with water, it forms the best means of clear·
mg the eye from small p~rtic.les of lime. Its vapour is inhaled in certain
s~ates of s?re·throat, and 1~ d1~used thr?ugh sick rooms under the impres·
s1on that 1t destroys pesttlenual effluvia, though, in fact, it has no other
t'ffect than to cover unpleasant smells. The dose is from one to four flui·
drachms; as a clyster, from one to two fl.uidounces .
. Off: Prep. Acetum Destillatum, U .. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Cata plasma

~op~~·~~e~t1£~r~m1'~mmonoiac!~
~'.1~~;sL~f~~~t~r:bkr~;f~~:.'1l~~~~-nSy'
., mctura B.pn
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ACIDUM ARSENIOSUM. U.S., Land.

Arsenious Acid.
"Sublimed arsenious acid in masses. 11 U. S.
Sublimatione paratum ." hond.

"Acidum Arseniosum.

Off. Syn . ARSENJCUM ALBUM . Ed. ARSENIC! OXYDUM ALBUM. Dub.
White arsenic; Acide arsenie ux, Arsenic blanc, Fr.: Arsenichte Saure, Weisser Ar·
senik, Germ.; Arsenik, Da11., Swed. , Polish; Aci<lo nrscni\•SO, Arsenico, Ital.; Arsenico
blanco, Spa11.

The basis of all the arsenical preparations is a peculiar metal called arsenic. It is brittle, and of a steel-gray colour, ancl possesses much brilliancy
when recenliy broken or sublimed. Exposed to the air, its surface becomes
dull and blackens. lts texture is granular, and sometimes a little scaly.
Rubbed on the hands, it communicates a peculiar odour; but it is devoid of
ta~te.
Its sp. gr. is 5·7 according to Berzelius, 5-9 accord ing to Guibou rt.
' 'Yhen heated to about 356° of Fahr. (Berzelius), it sublimes without '.using,
giving ri~e to vapourR having an alliaceous or garlicky odo~r. Its. equivalent
number 1s 75·4. lt forms two well characterizeJ combinallons wJth oxygen,
both having acid propenies, called arsenious and arsenic acids.
Preparalion, ~·c. Arsenious acid is prepared chiefly in Bohemia and
Saxony, where it is procured on a large scale, as a collateral product, during
the smelting of cobalt orrs, which are almost invariably acc~mpanied hr
arsenic. These ores are roasted in reverberatory furnaces, with long honzontal flues. The arsenic is converted, by combustion, into arsenious acid,
which rises in vapour, and condenses on the sides of the flues. In this
state it ~snot pure, and requires a second sublimation, which is _performed
in cast iron vessels, fitted with conical heads of the same material, having
an opening at the summit. The vessels are placed over a furnace, a.ml
brought to a red heat, when a portion of the impure arscnious acid is
thrown in through the opening, which is immediately stopped. This
portion being sublimed, a second portion is introduced in a similar manner.
Finally, the vessels are allowed to cool, and upon removing the heads the
purified acid is found attached to them in vitreous layers, at first as transparent as glass, but gradually becoming, by contact with the air, opaque at
their surface. These are broken into fragments of a convenient size, and
thrown into commerce. The arsenious acid which reaches this country is
generally packed in casks, containing from two to fi,,e hundred pounds,
and is shipped principally from the ports of Hamburg and Bremen.
Properties . Arsenious acid, as it occurs in commerce, is in masses exhibiting a vitreous fracture. It is of a milk-white colour exteriorly, but in~
ternally, often perfectly transparent. As first sublimed , the whole mass is
transparent; but it gradua lly becomes white and opaq ue, the change pro~
ceeding progressively frorr_i the surface i~wards. r~he nature of this change
has not been well determined. Accordmg to Gu1bourt, the sp. gr. of the
transparent variety is 3 ·73, of the opaque 3·09. The experiments, however, of Dr. J. K. Mitchell and Mr. Durand make the density of the former
variety from 3·208 to 3 ·33J. As it occurs in the shops for medical use, it
is often in the form of a white powder, almost as fine as flour. In this
state it is sometimes adulterated with powdered chalk, or sulphate of lime,
a fraud which is easily detected by exposing the powder to a heat sufficie nt
to evaporate the arsenious acid, when these impurities will be left behind.
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In consequence of the liability of the acid to contain imJ?urities when in powder,

:: :: ~~~~~,l~~e\; ~~=.~~~d ~~·~:~~i~'~::. ~,7:~~:~n:0~':1~~t~~~·::, ~,~,:~
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In strong, hot solution, it has an auswre taste, most nearly resembling that
of sulphate of zinc. (Mitchell and Durand.) ~t h~s no s~cll , even .when
in a state of vapour. The garlicky odour, which 1s somet imes attn~u.ted
to it, belongs only to the vapour of t!ie met~!; and, w~1en appare~tly arising
from the acid itself, is, in fact, owing to its reduction. Its point of s~b·
limation, according to Berzelius, is a~ an incipie~t red heat; but, accordm.g
to Mitchell and Durand, it is lower instead of higher than t.hat of metall~c
arsenic, being only 425° of Fa~r. "\Vhen slowly sublimed, 1t co~denses m
regular octohedral crystals, exhibiting a sparkling lustre. It consists .of o~e
equivalent of arsenic, 75·4, and three of oxygen 24=99·4. .!lr:mnc acid
is composed of one equivalent of arsenic and five of oxyg~n.
..
.
Arsenious acid is soluble in water. Guibourt states that Its solub1hty differs according as it is transparent or opaque. Thus 1000 parts of wat.er at
fj!)° Fahr. dissolve 9 ·6 of the transparent, and 12·5 of che opaque vanety;
and the same quantity of boiling water dissolves 07 parts o~ t~e transparent,
rew.ining 18 when cold, and L15 p_a.rts of the opaque, _retarnmg 29 on cooling. These results show that a bo1hng saturated solution, when allowed to
cool, retains more of the acid in solution, than can be dissolved in cold
water without a preliminary boiling, and teach the propriety of e_mploying
a boiling temperature wht!n searching for this acid. The solubility of the
powder of arsenious acid, as prepared for use in medicine, corresponds, of
course, with that of the opaque variety. Guibourt, ho\vevcr, is said to be
wrong as to the different solubility of the transparent and opaque varieties.
From the experiments of Taylor it would appear, that the two forms do not
<liffcr in solubility, and that the quantity of the same variety which water
will dissolve is very different, according to the mode of effecting the solu·
tion i water in violent ebullition dissolving more than when moderately
boiling, and the duration of the process having a decided influence on the
result. (Lond. and Ed. Phil. Mag., No-v. 1Sa7.)
.Medical Properties. Internally, the action of the preparations of arsenic
is alterative and feb rifu ge; externally, for the most part, violently irritant.
They have been considered as peculiarly applicable to the treatment of
diseases of a periodical character. When commencing their exhibition,
th7 dose should be smaU, and afterwards .gradually increased, the operation
bemg c~refully wa~ched .. When t_he s~ec1fic effects of the medicine are pro-duced, 11 must b~ immediately laid aside .. These arc, a general disposition
to cede:ma,.especmlly of _the face and eyelids, a feeling of stiffness in these
parts, .1tchmg of _the skm, tenderness of the mouth, loss of appetite, and
~neasmess and sickness of the stomach. The peculiar swelling produced
1~ called redeml! arsenic~lis . Somcti':11es s~Jiv~tion is produced, and occa·
s10nally the ~air an~ nails fall off. 'l he pnnc1pal preparations now in use
are the ~rsernous acid, the substance under consideration and the solution
of ;usemte of potassa, or Fowler'~ solution. The arsenia~es of potassa and
sod~, and .the sulphuret of ars~nic are also occasionally employed. One
gram _of ttie ar~eniate of soda, dissolved in a fluidounce of water, forms the
arsemcal solution of Pearson.
It. may .he questioned whether the different arsenical preparations act
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hibilion. The late Dr. Physick, whose opinion is entitled to great respect,
thought otherwise; for, with regard to the arsenious acid, and the solution
of arsenite of polassa (Fowler's solution), the result of his experience was
that they act differently, and cannot be substituted for each other. Cases
of the efficacy of the metal, when given in the form of Fowler's solution,
will be noticed under the head of Liquor Potassre .flrsenitis. For a complete list of the diseases in which arsenic has been tried, the reader is
referred to Mr. Hill's paper in the Edin. Med. Journal, vols. v. and vi.
Some writers have entirely proscribed the use of the arsenical preparations in medicine. Amongst these, ot:Je of the most authoritatirn is Mr.
Brande, who considers their introduction into the Pharmacopreias as a great
evil, on account of the facilities afforded, by legalizing the medicinal use of
the poison, for its employment for self-destruction and murder. At the same
time, he believes that more harm than benefit has resulted from its adminis0

~;i~~~~s (~~~\t -'ri~:~d~'. P·A~~jnic~:eac,~i~~l~~~h;~i;~~1,d:n~ ~ss~r~~u~~~f;
employed for criminal purposes; but when it is considered how extensively
1
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hand, it may be asked, are poisons more dangerous as medicines than other medicinal subs tances, if given in their appropriate doses? 'Ve think not; though
we admit that dangerous mistakes are more apt to occur from their use. If
the views of Mr. Brande were carried out, they would lead to the discarding of the corro.sive chloride of i:nercury, hydrocyanic acid, strychnia, and
other articles from the Materia Medica; but we believe that no practitioner
will be found willing to strike these substances from the list of remedies.
'Vhile we wish to retain the preparations of arsenic as potent remedies
in the hands of the judicious practitioner, we should be glad to find their
sale subjected to strict regulations, under heavy penalties for their infraction.
Arsenious acid has been exhibited in a great variety of diseases, the principal of which are scirrhus and cancer, especially cancer of the lip; anomalous ulcers; intermittent fever; chronic rheumatism, particularly that form
of it attended with pains in the bones; diseases of the bones, especially
nodes, and firm swellings of the sma ll joints of the hands; frontal neuralgia; and different painful affections of the head, known under the names of
hemicraniaand periodical headache. Mr. Henry Hunt,ofDartmouth,EngJand, found it useful in mitigating the pain of ulcerated cancer of the uterus,
and in menorrhagia; also in frritable uterus, attended with pain and bearing
down in lhe erect posture. He gave it in pill, in the dose of a twentieth of
a grain three times a day. In this dose the remedy seldom produces unpleasant feelings, and may be continued for three or four months, for
which period it must sometimes be employed, in order to produce the desired
effect on the uterus. Arsenious acid has been extolled as a remedy in
certain cutaneous affections, particularly lepra. Dr. Pereira says that he
has seen it used in a large number of cases of this disease without a single
failure to cure. Its external application has been principally restricted to
cancer, and anomalous and malignant ulcers, especially of the kind denominated noli me tangere.
Arsenic is thought highly of by some in the treatment of lupus, and of
ill-looking sores of the face, lips, and tongue, and sometimes effects a cure ..
Dupuytren was in the habit of using with advantage a powder composed of
one part of arscnious acid and twenty-four parts of calomel, as a topical
application to herpes exedens, and to the foul ulcers occurring in those who
have undergone repeated courses of mercury.
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Arsenic is the chief ingredient in nearly all the empiric:iI remedies ~r
the cure of cancer by external application . Plunket's caustic was a r~me

a
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of arsenious acid, and five scruples of sulphur.

The whole was beaten
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use of the veO'ctable matter is to deslroy the cuticle; for, unless.this is done,
the arsenic '"'~II not act. ~lr. Samuel Cooper thinks this caustic was nevrr
of any permanent benefit in genuine cancer, but has effect~d perfect cures
in some examples of lupus, and malignant ulcers of the ltps and .roots of
the nails. In onychia maligna, .;\Ir. L~ke, of London, regards an 0111.tm.ent
composed of two grains of arsenious acid and an ounce of spermacell omtment as almost a specific. (Pereira, .Mat . .!lied., "47.) . .
.
At Paris, an arsenical paste of the following compos1t10n is used as an
application to mal ignant ulcers: - Red sulphuret of mercury 70 parts! dragon's blood 22 parts; arsen.ious acid 8 parts .. It is app.li~d, ~ade up mto n
paste with sali\•a. The pam produced by. this com.pos1.11on 1s v~ry severe,
and its application dangerous. The practice of spr~nklrng unmixed arsenious acid on ulcers is now reprobated, as fraught wilh the greatest danger.
Mr. S. Cooper characterizes it as a murderous practice. The acid may, however, be used either in solution, or reducf>d by some mild ointment. A Jo1ion
may be formed of eight grains of arscnious acid and the same quantity of
carbonate of potassa, dissolved in four fluidounces of distilled water; and a
cerate, of half a drachm of arsenious acid and s ix drachms of simp le cerate .
The cerate is sometimes formed of half this strength. The lotion is in
effect a solution of arsenite of potassa.
Febure's remedy for cancer consisted of ten grains of arsenious acid dissolved in a pint of distilled water, to which were added an ounce of extractum con ii, three fluidounces of liquor plumbi subacelatis,and a fluidrachm
of tinctura opii. \Vith this the cancer was washed every morning. Febure's formula for internal exhibition was. arsenious acid two grains, rhubarb
half an ounce, syrup of chicory q. s., distilled water, a pint. Of this mixture, a tablespoonful, which contained about a sixteenth of a grain of the
acid, was given Hcry night and morning, with half a fluidrachm of the
syrup of poppies. The dose was gr_adually increased to six tablespoonfuls.
~rhe. ave~age dose of ars.enious ~c1d is the tenth of a grain, three times a
day, given m the form of pill. It 1s ~o.metimes combined with opium, which
enables the stomach to bear the med1c111e better. A convenient formula is to
mix one grai~ of the acid with ten grains of sugar, and to beat the mixture
~horoughlr with crum o~ b.read.' so as to form a p~lular mass, to be divided
mto ten pills. The .flswtic pills, so called, consist of arsenious acid and
black pepper, in the proportion of 1 part of the former to 80 of the latter.
Properl.ie~ of /Jr~enious Jlcid as a J:"oison. Arsenious acid, in an overdose, admm1stered internally, o~ a~phed exte~·nally , acts with very great
energy, and generally destroy~ life ma short time. The ~ymptoms it pro~uccs are an. austere ta~te.i feud state of the mouth; frcq1.i.cnt ptyalism; continual hawkm~; constnct1on of the pharynx and a:sophagus; the sensation
of th~ teeth.bcrng on edge; h~ckups ; nause~; anxiety; frequent sinkings;
burmng pam at the pr~co.rd1a; mflammauon of the lips, tongue, palate,
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tiable thirst; burning heat over the whole body, or a sensation of icy cold·
ness; difficult respiration; cold sweats; scanty, red, and bloody urine; change
in the coun~enance; a livid circle round the eyeli~s; swelling and itching or
the body; livid spots over the surfac~, and occasionally a miliary eruption;
prostration of strength; loss of feeling, especially in the feet and hands;
delirium; convulsions, often accompanied with insupportable priapism;
falling off of the hair; detachment of the cuticle, &c. Sometimes there exist
inflammation and burning pain in the urino-genital organs. It is very rare
to observe all these symptoms in the same individual. In some cases,
indeed, they are nearly all wanting, death taking place without any pain
or prominent symptom. After death, the morbid appearances are various.
Jn some cases, no vestige of lesion can be discovered. The appearances,
however, in the generality of cases, are the following. The mouth, sto·
roach, and intestines are inflamed; the stomach and duodenum exhibit spots
resembling eschars, and perforations of all their coats ; and the villous coat
of the former is in a manner destroyed, and reduced to the consistence of a
reddish-brown pulp.
Dr. Christison divides the poisonous effects of arsenious acid into three
orders of cases, according to the character and violence of the symptoms.
In the first order, the poison produces symptoms of irritation and inflamma·
tion along the course of the alimentary canal, and commonly kills in from
one to three days. In the second, the signs of inflammation are moderate,
or even altogether wanting, and death occurs in five or six hours, at a period
too early for inflammation to be always fully developed. In the third order
of cases, two stages occur, one in which inflammatory symptoms are de·
veloped, as in the first order; the other, marked by symptoms referable to
nervous irritation, such as imperfect palsy of the arms or legs, epilepsy,
tetanus, hysterical affeclions, mania, and coma. It is a general character of
this poison to induce inflammation of the stomach in almost all instances,
provided death does not take place immediately, whatever be the part to
which it is applied. Thus the poison, when applied to a fresh wound, will
give rise to the same morbid appearances in the stomach and intestines, as
when it is swallowed. In some cases, observed by Drs. Mall and Bailie,
the rectum was much inflamed, while the colon and small intestines escaped.
The precise rank which should be assigned, in the scale of poisons, to
arsenious acid when applied externally, is still undetermined. One set of
observers contend that its external application is not attended with great
danger; while another party conceives that it acts as a virulent poison.
Hunter, Sir Everard Home, Jreger, Brodie, Dr. Campbell, of Edinburgh,
Smith, and Orfila, have all adduced experiments on the inferior animals,
which prove that arsenious acid, inserted into a recent wound, causes death
after a longer or shorter period. Indeed, some observations go to prove that
its poisonous effec1s are developed in a smaller dose, when used in this way,
than when taken into the stomach. Nor are there wanting many well authen·
ticated facts of its deleterious effects, externally applied, on the human
constitution. Roux reports the case of a young woman under his care,
whose death was caused, after agonizing sufferings, by the application of an
arsenical paste to a cancerous breast. A case is related of death from the
application of an arsenical paste to a soft tumour of the temple; the poisonous
effects on the system at large being the cause of the fatal result. (.!lrchives
Generates, ii. 230.) Sir Astley Cooper, in his lectures, bears testimony to
the dangerous effects of arsenic externally applied. On the other hand,
some writers contend for the safety of the external application of this poison.
Mr. Blackadder applied it in large quantities to sore::i, and never witnessed
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a single instance in which it acted constitutionally. Dr. Randolp~, of th!s
city states that Dr. Physi.ck frequently and successfully employc arsenic
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adder and Harles show in what this difference consists. It seems to depend
entirely on the circumstances of the applica~ion, as ~eing favourable or unfavourable to absorption. Blackadder allnbutes his ve1x success to the
Jarge quantities of the arsenic which he emel~ys; and which, he contend~,
kills the part wilhout being absorbed; and this 1~ p~obably the fact. Harless
observations may be explained on the same principle. He contended .that
the outward application of arsenic is comparatively safe to ulcers, eitber
common or malignaot; but is dangerous to parts recently w?u~ded and pouring o~t blood. Here the diffCrence w~uld seem to consist in the gre~ter
liability to absorption in the latter than rn the former case . The ve~y dilution caused by the blood, may be an efficient promoter o~ absorption; for
the experiments of Dr. Campbell show, that arsenic acts with more_ ener$'y,
when dissolved in water, than when in the solid state. The case m which
Dr. Randolph employed this mineral, by the advice of Dr. Physick, was
one of ulcerated scrotum, in which it acted by producing the death of the
diseased part, a state e\ridently unfavourable to absorption. The formula
employed was one part of arsenious acid to five of the flowers of sulpbur.
Arsenious acid, when it produces the death of a part, does not act, strictly
speaking, as an escharotic. It destroys the vitality of the organized structure, and ils decomposition is the consequence. The true escharotic acts
chemically, producing decomposition of lhe part to which it is applied; a
state incompatib le with life. This distinction be ing borne in mind, we can
explain why the operation ofarsenious acid is often limited to the destruction
of diseased formations, which are known to possess a feeble vitality; while
the true c>~charo~ics destroy both the diseased a~d healthy structure. ' Vhen
the arsenious acid succeeds as an external application to cancers, which is a
v~ry rare occ~rrencc, it acts on _this.principle; destroying the vitality of the
~~s~h1:~~~~~~1.on only, and causing 1t to be thrown on· as something foreign

U~on the whole, .new facts are wanting to clear up this difficult subject.
Ju~g1~g from. tl~e lights we. possess, the external application of arsenious
ac1d 1 .1~ case 1t 1s absorbed, 1s attended with very great danger; and the
cond1t1~ns of a part, ~nd of the system at large, favourable or otherwise to
absorpt10n, are too liule understood, to make it warrantable to use this
poison externally without the greatest caution.
T1:eatmenl of Poisoning by /J.rsenious .flcicl. Before the antidote, to be
ment1o~ed presently, c:i!-1 be .obtained, the poison should be dislodged as far
as possible h.Y rree ~om1tmg, tndu~ed by the finger, the feather part of a quill,
and the adm1n1stratton of an emettcof sulphate of copper or sulphate of zinc
T~e same object is promoted by the use o~ the stomach.pump . Demulcen~
drinks should at the same time be ~reely given, such as milk, white of eggs
~~~el~~~rt,h~r p~jsu:n~nd water, which serve to encourage the vomiting and

. T~e antidot~ above referred to is the hydr~t~d sesquioxide (peroxide) of
1ron m the mots/ or pulpy state. As soon as Jt 1s ready, it must be given in
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that the quantity taken should be at least twelve times the supposed amount
of the poison swallowc>d; but as_ the antidote is perfectly innocent, it is prudent to give it in larger quantities . Ils efficacy is of course greater, the
sooner it is administered afler the ingestion of the poison; but even after
delay, its use will proYe advantageous, so long as there is reason to believe
that a portion of the poison still remains in the stomach. The antidote acts
by producing with the poison, by a transfer of oxygen from the oxide to
the acid, an insoluble, and therefore inert, subarseniate of protoxide of iron

;~~t~~;~:~J: (~~pr;:~~nO~~Ju~eJ:;~~~t!!~~. ~~i~~)e i~i!~:1J~cke~~d~>~
all apothecaries ready for use.
'l'his antidote for arsenious acid was discovered by Drs. Bunsen and Berthold of GOttingen, in 1834, and its efficacy has been abundantly confirmed
by t:xperiments on inferior animals, and by its successful application to numerous cases of poisoning in the human subject. Among others, the reader
is referred to the following:-1. The case of M. Blonde!, in which two
drachms of arsenic had been swallowed. (Amer. Journ. of Phann. new
series, i. 350, from the Journ . de Chim. JJ1ed.) 2. Two cases treated by
Dr. Buzorini, (French Lancet, Nov. 17, 1835.) 3. A case reported by Mr.
John Robson, in which more than a drachm and a half of the poison had
been swallowed, and the antidote was not administered until two hours after
the poison had been taken. In the last-mentioned case, about an hour after
the ingestion of the poison, the stomach-pump was used, but unsuccessfully, on account of the instrument becoming choked with the remains of
food. (Arner. Journ. of
Sci., xx. 522, from the Lond. Jl!led. Gazette of Nov. 5, 1836.) 4. Case related by Dr. Thomas, of Baltimore, in
which twenty grains of the poison had been swallowed. (.llmer. 111ed.
Library and Intelligencer, ii. 205.) 5. qase of Dr. Macdonald in the New
York Journ. of Medicine and Surgery, i1. 205. (;, Case reported by Dr.
Gerhard, (ftfed. Exam., iii . 250.) 7. Cases related by Drs. Smiley and
Wall ace of this city. Eight persons in one family were poisoned, of whom
six reco\•ered and two died. In the fatal cases, the patients could not retain
the antidote. (Merl. Exam.,_ iii. 679.)
Several valuable obserrnt1ons have been latterly made in relation to the
antidotal powers of the different oxides of iron, and the circumstances which
influence their efficacy. The forms of oxide experimented with, are the
anhydrous sesquioxide (colcothar), the dry hydrated sesquioxide (rust of
iron, and the subcarbonatc of iron of the U.S. Pharmacopreia, which are both
essentially hydrated oxides), the hydrated oxide in the state of pulp or magma, and the same oxide kept under a stratum of water. Orfila has shown
that colcot!tar is without effect, because it does not combine with the arsenious acid. Dr. Von Specz, of Vienna, has proved that rust of iron acts as
an antidote to arscnious acid; but, as it is much less powerful than the pulpy
hydrate, it should be used only in the absence of the latter, and until it can be
procured. C!rfila a~rees with Von Specz as to _the degree of efficacy of the
rust, and attnbutes lls inferior power to its inability completely to neutralize
the arsenious acid. According to the French toxicologist, it forms with the
acid a subsalt which is poisonous, though much less so than the free arsenious acid. Thus it would appear that Dr. T. R. Beck is in error in stating that the dry hydrated oxide is inert. (Am.er. Journ. of lite Med.
Sciences, new series, ii. 95.) All the best authorities unite in considering
the hydrated oxide in the state of pulp or magma to be the best form of the
antidote; but opinions are divided as to the necessity of its being freshly
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prepared as ~vell. a~ rr_ioist, and .as to the relative advantage o~n:;~~~ ~r 1~~~
wa~e~, to mamtain. it m the i:io1~t state. An able ~aper, l~~ h~ cie di/ uted

~t~1~(:1~::~jj~~~: ~~ ~1;,::,:!~~;.~~~~~r;~:~~~tt~ J~e~~~) ~e~h_as p!ve~,
~:~t ~~i~ ~~~5 ~o0~~:; i~~~t~~~~ ~~dr~~!~5t~rs 1J~J~~:se; i~f 1~Z~~~::~z~~r:r:ae;i~
in the oxide, when mixed with much water, than when m the form of a

tb~ct\:i1~~v~~;om the above facts and observations, that the forms. of sesqui·
oxide of iron are efficacious as antidotes to arsenic in the following. order,
beginning with the one having the least power :-1, dry hydrated oxide ; 2,
hydrated oxide, Jong kept and mixed with much wat_er; 3, th_e ~ame long
kept, and in the form of a thick magma; 4, the sam~ JUSt prec1p1tated and
still pulpy. The form of antidote which can be obtained first musl be. used
first, although not the best, and may be replaced by a better as soon as _it c~n
be procured . The apothecary should, therefore, always keep ~he oxide m
the form of thick magma, and be prepared, at a. moment's w~rnmg, to make
the antidote. ·when applied to for it, he mu~t .instantly furnish the magr:ia,
or, if unprovided with this, the rust or prec1~1tated subcarbon~te, and 1mmediately proceed to prepare the antidote, which may be done m ten _or _fifteen minutes, if the proper solutions are always kept ready for -efi~ct1.ng
the precipitation. These are the solutions of the tersulphate of ~esqui?inde
of iron, and solution of ammonia. The preparation of the tersulphate ~n solution forms the first step in the officinal formula for obtaining the antidote.
(See Ferri_ OxidumHydralwn.)
The antidote having been fa1thfully applied, the subsequent treatment
consists in the administration of mucilaginous drinks. Should the patient
survive long enough for inflammatory symptoms to arise, these should be
combated on general prin~iples. Accordingly, venesection and leeches may
become neccf;sary; and, 111 the course of the treatment, emollient enemata,
antis~asmodics, and narcotics \vill often prove useful in mitigatin~ pain and
allayrng nervous irritation. Convalescence is grnerally long and distressing,
and hence it is of the greatest imporlance to attend to the diet, which should
consist exclusively of milk, gruel. cream, rice, and similar bland articles.
Recently, Bussy ha~ proposed light magnesia, or the kind which has not
bee~ too strongly. calcined, as w~ll as r~ccmly precipitated l;{clatinous ma~
nes~a, a~ an antidote fo.r arsemous acid; and a case is given by him 111
which it proved. efllc~c1ous .. (Jou!n. de Pharm., x. 81.) Dr. Christison
also saw a case m which this anudote seemed very serviceable. For the
salts of the acids of arsenic, the subacetate of the sesquioxide of iron has been
su$'ge~ted. as ~n antidot~ by Duft.as. In poisoning by these salts, the sesqmox1de 1s said to be without effect.
It was formerly supposed. that bodies poisoned by arsenious acid were
unusuallJ: prone to putrefaction; but so far from this being true, it exerts a
preservative effect.
Reagents/or. detecting Jlrs~nious .fl.ci~l. As arsenic is so frequently employ~d for cn.mmal.pu~poses, 1t becomes nnportant to detect its presence in
me~1co~leg.al m~est~gation~. The tests for it may be divided into, Isl, those
which md.1cate md1rectly its ~re~enc~; and 2d, those which demonstrate its

~::~~:~: ~ll~~~t~f~~tl;e~~:~:~.g~~~al~e~; ~~: l~t~~~~l~~es~~~~ren~,~~~~~::~

for metalhzat10n.
The most characteristic reagents, according to Dr. Christison, are sul~
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phuretted hydrogen,ammoniacal nitrate of silver, and amnioniacal sulphate
of copper. ln lhe opinion of lhis writer, lhe concurrent indications of these
three tests are all-sufficient for detecting, in an infallible man ner, Lhe presence of arsenious a?id; but we think that, in quesLions involving life and
death, the metallization of the poison should never be omitted.
In using sulphuretted hydrogen, the solution must be neutral. An excess
of alkali may be nf'utralized with acetic acid; and an excess of nitric or sulphuric acid by potassa. A slight excess or acetic acid is not hurtful, but
rather favours the subsidence or the precipitate, which is the tersulphuret
of arsenic. According to Dr. Christiso~, this tc.st is so exceedingly delicate, that it detects the poison, when d1ssoh,ed rn one hundred thousand
parts of water. The colour it produces is lemon or sulphur-yellowi but
the presence of vegetable or animal matter commonly gives it a whitish or
brownish tint. Some medical jurists recommend the use of sulphuretted
hydrogen water; but the gas is far preferable. It can be applied with
much convenience by using one of Dr. Hare's self-regulating gas resf'fvoirs.
Dr. Chrislison has shown, lhat, how delicate soever tbe ammoniacal
nitrate of silver may be in ordinary solutions, it is not to be depended upon
in dilule solutions of the poison, where animal or vegetable malter is present; for the precipitate is either not formed in consequence of the organic
principles exerting a solvent power over it, or, if formed, is essentially
altered in colour.
The ammoniacal sulphate of copper is a test of ''ery great delicacy. The
precipitate occasioned by it is the arsenite of copper, of an apple.green or
grass-green colour. !ls operation is prevented by muriatic, nitric, sulphuric,
acetic, citric, and tartaric acids in excess; as also by ammonia. But a
greater objection to it is, that its indications fail when animal or vegetable
matter is present, in case the arsenic is not abundant.
Of the three tests mentioned, perhaps sulphuretled hydrogen is the most
delicate; and it has the advantage of yielding a precipitate eligible for
subsequent reduction. But they are all liable to tl~e object~on of being
obscured in their indic~ti~ns, where the ~mount of poison is mmute, by the
presence of organic pnnc1plcs; a complication constilllting the most difficult problem that can be presented to the attention of the medical jurist.
As this case includes all others of more easy solution, we shall suppose it
to occur, and shall indicate the steps which are to be pursued.
Having obtained general indications of the presence of arsenic, the first
step will be to separate the organic matters; the second to throw down the
arsenic by means of sulphuretted hydrogen; and the third, to reduce the
precipitate oblained.
The following are the directions gi,•en by Dr. Chr_jstiso_n for separating
the organic principles. Boil the suspected matter with d1s1illed water for
half an hour, and filter, first through gauze to separate the coarser particles,
and afterwards through paper. To the transparent solution thus obtained,
add acetic acid, which will coagulate some animal principles. To ascertain.
whether the solution has been sufficiently freed from animal matter by this
measure, neutralize with ammonia, and test a small portion of it with the
ammoniacal nitrate of silver. If this gives a c.haracteristic precipitate, th e
solution is sufficiently deprived of animal matler; if not, another measure
must be adopted to separate it. This consists in first rendering the solution
neutral or slightly alkaline, uext faintly acidulating with muriatic acid,. and
then adding an excess of nitrate of silv~r. This salt precipitates the animal
matter in combination with oxide of silver. After this step, the excess of
4
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silver is thrown down by a slight excess of chloride of sodium, and the solu-

tio[~~~\~1;~~ this manne~ disembarrassed the soluti on of organic matte{,
~he
5
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passed through it, which ,.,,-ill throw down the ars~nic as the tcrs.ulphurct.
lf the proportion of arsenic be verx small, a J:ellow1shness only will ~e. produced, owing to the precipitate b~rng sol~b le m. an excess of the prec1puant.
In this case, it is necessary to boil, to <lnvc off the exc?ss of su~phuretted
hydrogen. The precipitate is then collected and dr1~d .. If It. be very
minute it must be allowed to subside, and the clear l1qu1d having been
withdr~wn, the remainder is to be poured upon a filter. After filtratien,
the precipitate is washed down to the botto~ of the filter, bJ: 1:ieans of ~he
pipette, an instrument employed for washing. scanty precipitates. 'I he
filter is then gently pressed between folds of b1b.ulou~ paper, and th~ pr~
cipitatc removed with the point ofa knife before It dnes,_a~d then dned m
littl e masses on a• watch-glass. In this manner, Dr. Chnst1son states that
it is easy to c_ollect a portion of the tcrsulphuret so small as th~ tw enty-fifth
part of a gram. 'Vhcn t~e preci_pi~ate 1s small an_d not easily ~eparated,
Devcrgic recommends to dissolve_1t ma small quantity of ammoma, to filter
the solution, and then evaporate 1t in a watch-glass, when the tersulphuret
will be left. The precipitate is then to be reduced by means of a flux,
which this author recommends to consist of two parts of ignited carbonate
of soda and one of charcoal, as preferable to black flux. The best flux for
arsenious acid is freshly ignited charcoal.
A method different from that of Dr. Christison has been recommended by
M. }fauffiier for separating organic substances. It cons ists in adding to thl'
liquid, resulting from the decoction of th e suspected matters, a solution of
oxide of zinc in potassa. The oxide precipitates in union 'vi th the organic
substances, 'vhile the potassa unitl's with the arsenious acid and remains in
solution. The clear solutioni obtained by decantation or filtration, being
then acidulated with muriatic acid, the arsenic is precipitated by sulp huretted hydrogen, as recommended by Dr. Christison. (Journ . de Pharm.i
xx. 492.)
The ~eneral formula for reduction is as follows. Th e operation is per!ormed m a small gla~s tube. If the matter to be operated on is small, it is
mtroducrd to the bottom of the tube, and then a liule of the flux is added to
cover it, care being taken that the materials are conducted to the place they
are to.o_ccupy, by means of a small glass funnel with a slender stem, withou~ ~01l111g the empty part of the tube. 'Fhe h_eat is applied by means of a
spmt lamp, the upp er part of the matenal being first heated with a small
fl~me, and afterwards the lower part with a larger flame. A little waler,
d1sen~aged at first, should b~ remove~ with a roll of fillcrino- paper before
sufficient heat has been applied to ~ublime the metal. '\Vhe; the da;k crust
begins to form, ;1,1c. tube s h?uld be held _quite st~ady, and in the same part
of the flame. lhis crust 1~ the metallic ~rser:nc, havin g the surface next
the tube resplende_nt a~d .polished, and the mtenor surface crystallized. lts
characters arc qune d1stmct, even when it does not amount to more than
th e three-hundredth l?art of a grai.n. If any doubt should be felt as to the
natu1:e. of the cru~t, 1t may be dnYen up and down the tube, so as to con-

;ae:;t~t ~}1~~h~~~r!~~gbeo~:~l~e!~~~ ~r~~s~~l;ir:i:~s;~~~~s F~~~1 t~1e11~~i~~gs~~~~

may be d1s.solv~d. rn a dr~p or hv.o ~f d1stilled water, and the
react charactenst1cally with the liquid tests.

solutio~
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A new method of testing for arsenic has been proposed by i\Ir. Marsh.
(Edin. New Phil. Journ.for Oct., L836.) It consists in taking advantage
of the power, which nascent hydrogen possesses, of decomposing the acids
of arsenic, with the result of forming water and arseniuretted hydrogen.
The liquid in the stoi~ach , or obtained from its contents by boiling water,
is mixed with some dilute sulphuric acid, and _placed in a self.regulating
reservoir for hydrogen, in which a piece of zinc 1s suspended. The mate·
rials are here present for the production of hydrogen; ?ut if the liquid from
the stomach contain arsenic, the nascent hydrogen will combine with the
metal, and the nature of the compound gas formed may be ascertained by
burning a jet of it from~ fine jet.pipe connected with the reservoir, taking
care that the atmospheric air is first eXpcJled before applying the fire, for
fear of an explosion. The flame will have a characteristic blue colour, ancl
by holding a piece of white porcelain over it, a thin film of metallic arsenic
will be formed. Liebig and .Mohr bear testimony to the delicacy of this
test; but to remove e\·ery source of fallacy, it is necessary to be sure of the
purity of the apparatus, as well as of the zinc and sulphuric acid i as these
lauer are liable to contain a minute portion of arsenic. The piece of zinc
employed should be changed after every experiment. A modification of
Marsh's apparatus, which is praised by Berzelius for th e certainty and distinctness of its results, is figured in the 64th No. of the Chem. Gazette, for
January 15th, 1845.
Lassaigne h<ts proposed to pass the arseniurctted hydrogen throu gh a
solut ion of nitrate of oxide of silve r. Arscn ious acid is formed, nitric aci£1
set free, and metallic silver deposited in black flocculi . l\Iunatic acid is
cautiously a<lded to the decanted liquid to decompose the excess of the
nitrate, by throwing down its silver in the form of a chloride. The filtered
liqu or will contain nitric and arscnious acids, the latter of which may be
detected by the usual tests. Or it may be evaporated to dryness, whereby
the arsenious becomes arsenic acid, by oxygen derived from the nitric acid.
The solut ion of arsenic acid obtained from the dry residuum is then tested
by nitrate of sih'e r, which forms with it a brick·red precipitate of arseniate
of silver.
~farsh's test has been objecte~ to by Mr. L. Thompson, who alleges that
antimony forms a compound with hydrogen, very similar to arseniuretted
hydrogen, both in the colour of its flame, and in t~e metallic crust which it
deposits during combustion on cold surfaces . Still, the two metals may be
discriminated by acting on the metallic crust with a drop or two of fuming
nitric acid, with the assistance of heat. Arsenic will thus be converted
into the soluble arsenic acid, precipitable brick. red by nitrate of silver ;
antimony, on the other hand . into the insoluble antimonic acid. Besides,
acocrding to Lassaigne, arsenical spots become lemon yellow by the vapour
of iodine; while antimonia! spots, by the same vapour, assume a deep yeJlow
colour, afterwards passing into orange. (Journ. de Plutnn., ix. 2::J5.J
Professor H.einsch has proposed a new method for detecting arsenic in
organic liquids, which is praised by Dr. C~Histison as being of greatde>lica~y,
and as leaving none of the metal in the subject of ana lysis. It consists in acid·
ulating the suspected liquid with muri~tic acid, and heating a slip of copper
foi l in it, on which the arsenic is deposited as a white alloy; and then sepa·
rating it in the state of arscnious acid, by subjecting the copper, cut into
small chips, to a. Jow red heat in the bouom of a small glass tube. The peculiar crystalline ap pearance of arsenious acid, mentioned in the last pag(•, is
conclusi \'C of its presence. The merit of this test is not that it gives a cha·
racteristic deposit on the copper, for bismuth, tin, zinc, aiid antimony give
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a similar deposil; but that it furnishes the arsenic without loss, and in a

convenient form for applying the liquid and subliming tests . .

Off. Prep. Arsenici Oxydum Album Sublimatum, Dub.; Liquor Pot~ssre
Arsenitis, U. 8., Lond., Ed.
·

AC!DUM CITRICUM, U.S., Lond, Ed., Dub.

Citric Acid.
Acidum limonis, L1L; Acidc citrique, F r.; Citroncn:>liurc, Germ.; Acido citrico, Ital.,

SpcC.itric acid is the peculiar aciJ to

~vhich limes and lemon~ owe their sou.r1

1

~=sj,u~~~n~r ~~~~~ ~r:i~;~~~~~~~~~~as:Zile'.; a ~~~~~~e;~c~ ~: s~;:er~~~~r~~

the red whorllebcrrv, the berry of the bittersweet, the red gooseberry, the
currant. th e strawberry, the raSpberry, ~nd t.h~ tamarind.
.
The acid is extracted from lemon or hme JUJCC by a very simple process,
for which we are ind ebted to Schrelc. The boiling juice is first complete ly
saturated with carbonate ~f lime (chalk or ~vhiting) , in fine powder, and
the citrate of lime form ed 1s allowed to subs ide. This is then wash ed repeatedly with water, and decomposed by diluted sulphuric _acid. An i~s?""
luble sulphate of lime is immediately form~d, and the disengaged c1tnc
acid remains in th e supernatant liquor. This is carefully concentrated in
lt'aden boilers, until a pellicle begins to form, when it is transferred to other
vessels in order to cool and crystallize. As the crystals obtained by the first
crystallization are generally brown, they require to be redissolved and recrystallized several times, in order to render them pure and white.
The late Mr. Parkes, in his Chemical Essays, has given a very interesting account of the manufacture of citric ac id , which is made in large quantities in London for the use of the calico-printers. As Mr. P. was himself
engaged in this manufacture, the following outl ine of the process which he
pursued, may be received with the greater confidence. The heated juice is
placed in large square vats, in which it is saturated with clean soft chalk
or whiting, gradually added to prevent excessive effervescence. The insoluble citrate of li me is allowed to subside, and the supernatant liquid, containing mucilage, saccharine matter, and a little malic acid, is drawn off by
m~ans of a syphon. The citrate is then passed through a seive, and washed

~:1~r~;;a~~~tat~~,i~~~1i!:i~;;~~~~~:~:~~~:::g~~~n~1 ~~!:~rb~ol~1~~:rfcu~~~d~

taken m the proportion of nme pounds and a half of the strong acid diluted
with_ seve n gallons of water, for every te n pounds of chalk used. Some deduct1011, however, may be made from the water of dilution, in consideration
of the wate_r present !n the moist_ cit~ate . The quantitr of chalk expended
may be easily ascertained by we1gh111g out more than 1s sufficient for the
purpose of saturation, and we ighing the remainder after the saturation has
been completed. The su lphuric ~ci~ is gradually poured in immediately
aft~r the water has been added to It~ m o_rde_r that the decomposition may be
ass1ste~ by the _heat ~cm•rate d by its d il ulion; and at the same time, the
whole 1s well s~1rred, m o~de r to prevent the citrate from running in to lumps
and. t_hus escap1!1g the act10n of the acid . As the point of complete dccompos111on ~f the citrate a.pproach~s , the sulphate of lime precipitates more and
more qmcldy, and the quan~1~y of supernatant liquid becomes sensibly
gr~at~r. Whe n the decompos1uon has been completed, the solut ion of citric
acid is drawn off, and the sulphate of lime washed repeatedly with cold
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w~ter to separate an.Y remains of acid. The solution of the acid, together
wnh the washings, is then concentrated by e\'aporation in leaden boilers.
umil it reaches the sp. gr. of about l · J:JO; when the fire is withdrawn, an<l
the acid rcmo\·ed to a smalle r leaden vessel, where it undergoes a further
concentration by means of a water-bath. ~Vh en the blllk of the acid liquor
becomes very much reduced by evaporation, it must be transferred to a
still small~r leaden boiler, where it is further evaporated by the same
means, unlll the li~uor acquires the consistence .of ''cty thin molassC's. It
is then watched \\'llh the g reatest atlention for notmg the production of a pellicle, upon the appearance of which ove r the whole surface of the liquor, the
acid is to be deemed suffic iently concentrated, and must be immediately remo\·ed from the water-bath, and put aside to cool and crystallize. If at this
stage of the process th e acid were not removed from the fire, the whole
would be in danger of being charred and spoiled .
The liquor is allowed to remain at rest four days, that crystals may be
for~ed, from which the molher watc~s, presenting a blac~\. colour,_are
to be
dramed . 'l'hcse are then diluted with ten or twelve times thelf bulk of
water, saturated anew by means of carbonate of lime, and trealed in all
respects as if they had c~nsi&ted of fresh lemon juice. By lhis proceeding,
a new crop of crystals will be obtained.
\Vhatever care may be taken in conducting the process, the first. crop of
crystals will be of a light brownish colour; but if the solution has bce·n burnt
during the evaporation, or the mucilage imperfectly separated, they will be
dark-brown or black. In order to have the crystals perfectly pure and white,
it is necessary to subject them to repeated solutions and crystallizations.
Accordmg to Mr. Parkes, a gallon of good juice, if the process be well conducted, will yield eight ounces of white crystals. But the product depends
very much on the proportion of citric acid in the juice, which is very vari able. The more recent the juice the better the quality. That which is
stale will sometimes be quite sour, without containing any citric acid, in
consequence of its having undergone the acctou~ fermentation .
In decomposing the citrate of lime by sulphunc acid, it is not prudent to
trust altogether to the appearance of the liquor, in deciding when the decomposition is complete. A more certain criterion is to filter a small portion
of the liquor, and test it w ith acetate of lead. If no sulphuric acid be present in excess, th(' precipitate wilt consist of citra.te of lead, and be entirely
soluble in nitric acid. On the contrary supposition, the precipitate will be
a mixture of citrate and sulphate of lead, the latter of which will remain
undissolv~d on the addition of nitric acid.
It is desirable to have a slight excess of sulphuric acid; as it rather foxours
than otherwise the crystallization of the citric acid. It is found necessary,
also, to add occasionally a small portion of sulphuric acid to the citric acid
liquor, during the progress of its concentration .
Citric acid is manufaclUred in different ciLies of the Uniwd States, for use
in the arts and in medicine. In Philadelphia it is made in the usual manner,
from the_ juice of limes and lemons. Th e ii:nported juice furnishes from
four to six ounces of the pure crystallized aCJCl to the gallon .
Citric acid is properly placed in thei\lateria~ledica list of the United States
Pharmacopreia. as an article purchased from the manufacturing chemist.
The British Colleges place it among the preparations.
The following is an outline of the process of the London Pharmacopceia
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resulting citrate of hme is carefully washed with tepid water, and decom4*
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posed, while yet moist, by the addition of

twe1~ty-seven

ouncC's of diluted sulphuric acid, and forty flu1dounces

and. a. half fluid-

or d1st1lled w~ter.

The liquor is boiled for a quarter of an hour, and, after havmg been

~trarne.d
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tion and crystallization are to be repeated scn:•ral times, m order to get the

cr~;.1~~sp~~~rees.s of the Edinburgh Pharmacopreia is substantially tl~e same
with that of the London. The principal differences are, that tl~e Edmbur~h
College purifies the lemon juice ~o ~ cer.tain e~tent f~oin mucilage ~Y. boiling, rest, and subsidence, before it is boil ed with a view to tl.1e n~d1t1on of
the chalk, and indi.cates the. proportion of the dil~~ed sn}phunc ac!d to the
chalk expended, without fixing the abso~ute quantities. ~hese are 1~1pro~e
ments ; for the presence of much mucilage interferes w1~h the purification
of the crystals, and the quality of the juice is too variable !o. allow the
quantity of chalk necessary for satur~tion to be fixed. Dr. Chr1st1son states
that the juice is advantageously clarified by a.lbumen. .
.
.
In the process of the Dublin College, the citrate of Inn?, wh1c~ is unnecessarily directed to be dried, is decomposed by a quantity of diluted sulphuric acid, equal to eight times .the weight of the.chalk ei:nployed .
Properlie.<t. Citric acid i.s a wh~te crystallized solu.l, often in large crystals,
havinCT the form of rhombo1dal prisms with dihedral summits. It is permanent i~ a dry air, but becomes moist in a damp one. Its sp. gr. is l ·U. Its
taste is strongly acid, and almost caustic. When heated, it dissol\'es in i~s
water of crystallization, and, at a higher temperature, undergoes decompos1tion.• be_coming yellow or brown, and forming a very. sour syrupy liquid ,
which 1s uncrystallizable. By destructive distillation, 1t gives rise to water,
empyreumatic oi l, acetic and carbonic acids, carburetted hydrogen, and a
1rnmber of pyrogenous acids, among which is the aconitic. A \'oluminous
coal is left.
Citric acid dissolves in three-fourths of its weight of cold, and half its
weight of boi ling water. It is also :Soluble in alcohol. A weak solution of
it has an ~weeable taste, but cannot be kept, ns it undergoes spontaneous
decompos1t1on. It is incompatible with alkaline solutions, whether pure or
carbonated, converting them into citratcs; also with the earthy and metallic
carbonates,_ most acetates, the alkaline sulphurets and soaps. It is characterized by !ls taste, by the shape of its crystals, and by its forminfT an insoluble sa lt with lime, ~nd a deliquescent one with potassa. If su lphuric acid
bt:> presc_nt, the precipitate by acetate of lead will not be entirely soluble in
nitric acid; the insoluble portion being sulphate of lead . Sometimes large
crystals of tartaric acid are substituted for or mixed with the citric, a fraud
which is readily detected by adding a solution of carbonate of potassa to one
of the su_spectcd acid; when, if tartaric acid be present, a crystalline precipitate of b1tartrate of potassa (cream of tartar) will be formed. Lime or other
fixed im~urity is detected by incinerating the acid, either alone or by the aid
of red oxide of mercu ry, when the fixed matter \\·ill be left.
l'o!npositio1~. Th.e formula of this acid, c?nsiderl'd dry, as it exists in
the citrate of silver, IS C1>1H:.Ou · As crystallized from its solution by cooling, it contains four eqs. of water.
M~dical Properties. Citric . acid is princ~~ally E>mployed for making a
su~sutute for lemonade, ~nd in the compos1t1on of effervescing draughts.
It 1s used also for preparing the neutra l mixture, for which a formula was
jotroduced. into. the U.S. Pharmacopceia at its last revision . (See Liquor
Potassre Citralis, U. S.) When added in the quantity of nine drachms and
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a half to a pint of distilled water, it forms a solution of the averagr strength
of lemon juice. Of this soilllion, or of lemon juice, a scruple of bicarbonate of potassa saturates thre e fluidrachms and a half: a scruple of carbonate of potassa, four Ouidrachms; and a scruple of carbonate of ammonia,
s ix fiuidrachms. Half a fluidounc e of lemon juice, or of an equi\'alent solu-

:~~~u~! ~!~r~~~~~~~:h~:;a~~r~~~!·e~ ~~n~ii~:~j~inagd?r~% t\~On l~gfoe:ra~~r~su ~f
tbe acid, mixed with a little sugar and oil of lemons, in nine hundred parts of
water; or a scruple of the acid may be di ssolved in a pint of water, and
s wee tened to the taste with suga r.which has been rubbed on fresh lemon-peel.
Off. Prep. Liquor Potassre Citratis, U. S.
B.

ACIDUM MURIATICUM. U.S., Dub.

Muriatic Acid.
'' AqfJ.("ous solution of chlorohydric acid gas of the specific gravity l · 16."
U.S.
Off. Syn. AClDUM HYOROCHLORlCUM. Lond. AClDUM MURIATICUM PURUM. Hydrochloric acid. AClDUM MUR!ATLCUM.
Hydrocltloric acid f.!f commerce. Ed.
tlpirit ofsea·.!> alt, Thlarin e acid, Hydrochloric acid , Chlorohydric a('id ; Acide hydro·
C'hlorique, l!'r. ; Sa!zsii.urc, Kochsalzsii.ure, Germ. ; Acido muriatico, Ital., Spm1

The muriatic acid of pharmacy and the arts is a solution of muriatic
acid gas in water. It is sometimes called liquid muriatic acid, but more
properly h.lJdrated muriatic acid. The acid is officinal in its pure form in
the U.S., London, and Dublin Pharmacopreias, and in its pure aud comme rcial forms in the Edinburgh. The sp. gr. of the pure acid is directed
to be 1·16 in the U.S ., London, and Dublin Pharmacopreias, and 1·17 in
the Edinburgh. The three British Colleges give processes for the preparation of the pure acid; while, in the United States Pharmacopreia, it is
placed exclusively in the list of the Materia Medica, as an article to be
procured from the manufacturing chemist.
Preparation. Muriatic acid is obtained by the action of su~phuric acid
on chloride of sodium or common salt. The commercial acid 1s procured,
on a large scale, by distilling the salt with an equal weight of sulphuric acid,
somewhat diluted with water, from iron stilJs furnished with earthen heads,
into earthenware receivers containing water. "\Vben thus obtained, it is contaminated with iron and other impurities, and is not fit for medicinal purposes.
Commercial muriatic acid is now procured in large quantities in England,
during the decomposition of common salt for the purpose of making sulphate
of soda, from which soda·ash and carbonate of soda are afterwards manufactured in immense quantities. Indeed the quantity of muriatic acid generated
in soda works is so great, that, in many cases, so far from its being valuable,
it is a difficull problem to devise means to get rid of it. When the object is
to obtain sulphate of soda, the decomposition of the sea salt is performed in
semi-cylindrical vessels, the curved part, next the fire, being made of iron,
and the upper or flat surface, of stone. If the acid be saved, it is conveyed
by a pipe to a double-neck.ed. stonew1_1.re rec~iver~ half fill~d .with water, and
connected with a row of s1m1lar receivers, likewise containmg water.
The acid, when required to be pure, is generally prepared, in the laboratory, by saturating distilled water wit~ t~e gas in a .Woulfe's apparatu s. A
quantity of pure fused* common salt is mtroduced mto a retort or mattrass,
• According to Thenard 1 the fusion of the common salt will very much facilitate the
conducting of the process.
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which lessens its power of absorption. It is therefore expedient, rn or.der
to obtain a strong acid, to keep the bottles c~l by mc:rn~ of water or ice.
The connecting tubes nec>d not plunge.<l~eply .rnto ~h~ acid_. .
.
'I1he rationale of the process for obtain mg this oc1 ~l 1s suffic1~n~ly su.nple.
Common salt is a compound of chlorine and sodium; munat1.c a~1d, of
ch lorine and hydrogen; and li quid sulphuric acid, of ~r>' sulp.hunc acid :ind
water. The water is decomposed; its oxygen, comb111rng with th? sod.wm
of the common salt, generates soda, which unites with. the su.lphunc a.c1d to
form sulphate of soda; while the hydrogen and chlorine, being ?oth 111 the
nascent state, combine and escape as muriatic acid gas. The residue of the
process is consequently sulphate of soda, or Glaub.er's ~alt. lt is reserved
by the British Colleges, to be dissol\'C'd and crystal11ud, m order to form the
officinal sulphate of soda. (Sec Sod<.e Sulplws.)
.
Th e following is a synops is of the proportions of the ingredients prescribed by the British Colleges, for obtainin g the pure acid :-London, two
pounds of dried ch loride of sodium, twenty ounces of su lphuric acid, and
twenty-four fiuidounces of distilled water;-Eclinburgh, equal weights of
purified and well dried sail, pure sulphuric acid, and water ;-Dublin, one
hundred parts of dried salt, eighty-seven of commercial sulphuric acid. and
one hundred and twenty-four of water. The Edinburgh College distils
11 with a gentle heat by means of a sand-bath or naked gas-flame,
so long
as any liquid passes over, preserving the receiver constantly cool by snow
or a stream of cold water." The Dublin College distils the materials to
dryness. One-third o.f the water prescribed in the.Edinburgh formula,
and one-h alf of that directed in the London and Dublin, is mixed with the
sulphuric acid; the rest being put into the receiver to absorb the rras .
From the above view it is perceived, that the British Colleo-es dilfor as to
the proportion of acid and salt. Theory calls for a little Jes; than 82 parts
of the liquid sulphuric acid to 100 of the common salt; while the London
College uses about 8:3 parts, the Dnblin 87, and the Edinburgh JOO parts
of acid to that quantity of salt. The L ondon proportions are, therefore,
nearest the theoretical quantities, and would even seem to furnish a slirrht
exces_s of acid; but fro m careful experiments made by Dr. Barkcr,e of
Dublin, it appears to be dc>monstrate?, that to decompose completC'ly the
whole of the salt, 87 parts of strong acid are necessary; for it is a principle
now generally conceded, and which was contended for many years ago by
~he late
Hope, that to produce the complete decomposition of a salt, it
is some~1mes necessary to ~se more than an equivalent quantity of the decomposing agent. flccordmgly, Dr. H ope found that the Edinburgh proportion.of. equ~l w~1ghts of sulphuric acid and salt ga,·e a larger product
of munat1c acid, with less expense of time and fuel, than when a smaller
quantity of the decomposing acid was employed.

pr.

The common salt is directed to be purified by theEdinburgh College by
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dissolving it in boiling water, concentrating the solution, skimming off the
c.rystals as they form on the surface, draining from them the adhering solution, and subsequently washing them slightly with cold water. Dr. Christison slates that the object of the process is to separate nitrate of soda, which
is almost always present in the common salt of commerce. It will also
separate nitrate of potassa if it happen to be present. 'rhe same College
directs pure sulphuric acid, on the ground that the commercial usually contains nitrous acid. (See /lcidum Sulphuricum Purum.)
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to the air, it emits white fumes, owing to the escape of the acid g.as, and its
union with the moisture of the atmosphere. When concentrated, it blackens
organic substances like sulphuric acid. Its sp. gr. varies with its strength.
When as highly concentrated as possible, its density is 1·21. The medicinal acid has the sp. gr. of I· Hi, and 100 grains of it saturate 13t grains
of crystallized carbonate of soda. When of this strength, it contains rather
more than 33·9 per cent. of muriatic acid gas. (Phillips.) Mixed with
nitric acid, it forms nitromuriatic acid, or aqua regia. (See .11.ciclum. Nitromuriaticwn.)
As it is desirable to know, on many occasions, in chemical and pharmaceutical operations, the quantity of strong hydrated acid, of acid gas, and of
chlorine, contained in samples of acid of different densities, we subjoin a
table by Dr. Ure, containing this information, as abridged by the late Dr.
Duncan.

ef the Quantity of Hydrated Muriatic .llcid of sp. gr. 1·2, of Mu:
riatic .llcid Gas, and of Chlorine, in 100 purls of Hydrated .11.cid of dijferent densities.

Table

I

Sp. Gr.

SJ~~~~~~

Hydrated!

A 'd

1·1102

55

l·U:llO

J·lOOO

50

1·1822
1·1121
)·1701

]·0899
1·0798
1·0697
1·0597
J·0497
1·03!)7
1'0298
1·0200
1·0100

21·822
20·388
18·348
16·310
14·271
12·:J33
J0·194
8·155

2:N2Ci
19·837
17-85·1
15·870
13·887
11'903
9·<.)I!)
7·935

6·116

5-951

4·078
2·039

3·968
1·984

I·!U21J

1'1599
1·1515
1·1 ·110
J•J308
1'1206

A 'tl

I

!·'.WOO

Sp. Gr. - -

G~~.

Chlorine.

45

40
35
30
25

20
15
10
5

•

G~:s. I Chlorine.

.Muriatic acid is characterized by forming, on the addition of nitrate of
silver, a white precipitate (chloride of silve~), which is insoluble in nitric
acid, but readily soluble in ammonia. It is mcompatible with alkalies and
most earths, with oxides and their carbonates, and with sulphuret of potassium, tart rate of potassa, tartar emetic, tartarized iron, nitrate of silver, and
solution of subacetatP of lead .
•l/dtdterotions. This acid, when pure, will evaporate without residue in
a platinum spoon . H sulphuric acid be present, a solution of chloride of
barium will cause a precipitate of sulphate of baryla in the acid previously
diluted with distilled water. hon may be detected by saturating the dilute
acid with carbonate of soda, and then adding ferrocyanuret of potassi~m,
which will strike a blue colour if that metal be present. Free chlorme
may be discovered by the acid having the power to dissolve gold leaf. Any
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minute portion ofl11.c leaf which may be dissoh•cd, is detrcted ~y ad_ding a.so-

lution of protochlonde of tin, which will gi\·e ris? t.o a pur.P!J~h tm~. 1 he
free chlorine is derived from the reaction of nllnc or nitrous acid on a
small portion ~f the muriatic acid, which is ll.rns dcpri\•ed of its hydrogen.
These contaminating acids arc deri,•ed from nitrates 111 the com_mon salt, and

from nitrous acid in the commercial sulphuric acid, employed

111

the prepa-

ration of the muriatic acid . Ilence it is that when free chlorine is presern,
nitrous acid, or some other oxide of nitrogen, is also present as an i~npurity .
11/urialic JJ_cicl of Commerce. This acid has the general properties of th~
pure hydrated acid. It has a )'ellow colour, owing to the presence of scsquichloride of iron, or of a minute proportion of organic mauer, such ~s cork,
wood, &c. It usually contains sulphuric acid, and sometimes chlonne .a~d
nitrous acid. But the most injurious impurity to tho~e who consume It rn
the arts, is sulphurous acid . To detect. this, M. Girardin, Prof. of Chemistry at Rouen, has proposed a very dehcale test, namely, the protochlo1 1
1
1
0
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The mixture having been stirred two or three times, as much distilled water
as of the protochloride is to be added. If sulphurous acid be present, the
muriatic acid becomes turbid and yellow, immediately upon the addition of
the protochloride; and, upon the subsequent addition of the water. a slight
evolution of sulphurellcd hydrogen takes place, perceptible to the smell,
and the liquid assumes a brown hue, depositing a powder of the same colour.
The manner in which the test acts is as follows. By a transfer of chlorine the test is converted into bi chloride and metallic tin, the Jauer of which,
by reacting with the sulphurous acid, gives rise to a precipitate of the dcutoxide and protosulphuret of tin. M. Lembcrt has proposed the following,
which he considers as a more delicate test of sulphurous acid. Saturate
the suspected muriatic acid with carbonate of potassa. Then add succcssi\·ely a Jillie weak solution of starch, one or two drops of a solution of iodate
of potassa, and sulphuric acid , drop by drop. If sulphurous acid be present, it '.vill be set free along with iodic acid, and these, by reacting on each
other, will develope iodine, which will cause a blue colour with the starch.
(Journ. de Phann., :Je Ser., iii. 207.)
Another impurity occasionally present in the commercial acid, as shown
by Dup~squi.er, is arsenic. 'l'hc immediate source of this impurity is the
sulphunc acid used to prepare the muriatic acid. The sulphuric acid derives
the a~s~nic fro~ the sulphur ?sed in its manufacture,and ~his last from pyrites
~omammg a lmle of t~e po1:.onous ~eta!. The arsemc, when present, is
t~ tb~ form of a chlonde, and, from its volatility in this state of combina
hon, is transferred to the muriatic acid, distilled from the commercial acid .
diluting the acid with an equal Yolume of
This impurity i~ separated
,,.. ater, an~ passmg through It sulphuretted hydrogen, which throws do,.,·n
th~ ars_em? ~s a sulphuret. ' Vhere leaden vessel.s are used in preparing
of lt>ad, which may be detected by
chloride
contain
to
apt
1s
this acld, 1t
sulphurctted hydrogen. This impurity, being fixed, is got rid of by dislilJing th~ a.cid. _(Dr . .0. Vogel, Jr.)
c~mn:iercc is officinal only in the Edinburgh Pharmal\l~nauc acid
copreia. Its density is directed to be at least I· JbO. Dr. Christison states
th~t it varies in this respect from 1·180 to 1·216. Thus the commercial
acid is stronger than th~ pure ~cid of the Edinburgh Phannacoproia, and
consequenlly more fum~ng .. It 1s officinally ?efinecl to be always yellow,
and commonly to contam a little sulphuric acid, oxide of iron, and chlorine.
Propertfrs of lllurialic .fJcid Gas. Muriatic acid gas is a colourless
4
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elastic fluid, possessing a pungent odour, and the property of irritating the
o.rgans of respiration. It destroys life and exLinguishes flame. It reddens
lnmus powcrfu!ly, and has lhe other properties of a strong acid. Its sp. gr.
is 1·26V. Sub1ccteJ to a pressure of 40 atmospheres, at the temperature of
50°, it is condensed into a transparent liquid, to which alone the name of
liq.u~d nuuiatic aci~I properly belongs. lt absorbs waler with t.he greatest
av1d1ty, and, ~ccordmg t~ th~ temperature and pressure, unites with a greater
or Jes~ quantity of that hqu1d. \Va.ter, at the temperature of fHP, takes up
46 l times its volume of the gas, increasing one-third in bulk, and about
three-fourths in \n>ight. \.\Tater tl~us saturated constitutes tbe stron~ hydrated acid already described. ·w1th metallic oxides it forms a chlonJe of
the melal and water.
Composition. Muriatic acid gas consists of one eq. of chlorine :J5·-12,
and one of hydrogC'n 1=:36·42; or of one volume of chlorine and one of
hydrogen united without condensation .
.llle~lical Properl~es.
M ~riatic acid is ·refrigerant and antiseptic,. It is
exhibited, largely diluted with water, in fevers, some forms of syphilis, and
to counteract phosphatic deposits in the urine. Dr. Paris has given it with
success in malignant cases of typhus and scarlatina, administered in a strong
infusion of 'luassia. The same writer has found it one of the most efficacious
remedic>s for preventing the generation of 'vorms, after a free evacuation
of the bowels. lt proves also a good adjunct to gargles in ulcerated sorcthroat and scarlatina maligna. The dose for internal exhibition is from ten
to twenty minims, in a sufficient quantity of some bland fluid, as barley
water or gruel. In the composition of gargles, it may be used in the proportion of from half a fluidrachm to two fluidrachms, mixed with six fluidounces of the vehicle. The diluted acid is the most convenient form for prescribing. (See .!Jcidmn 1lluriaticum Dilu.tum.)
Toxicological Properties . Muriatic acid, when s~vallowed, is highly irritating and corrosive, but less so than sulphuric and mtric acids. lt produces
blackness of the lips, fiery redness of the tongue, hickups, violent efforts to
vomit, and agonizing pain in the stomach. There is much thirst, great restlessness, a dry and burning skin, and a small concentrated pulse. If the
acid has been recently swallowed, white vapours of a pungent smell are
emitted from the mouth. The best antidote is magnesia, which acts by saturaling lhe acid. Soap is also useful for the same reason. I n lhe course
of the treatment, bland and mucilaginous drinks must be freely given.
\Vhen inflammation supervenes, it must be treated on general principles .
.\1-uriatic acid is used as a pharmaceutical agent by one or more of the
Pharmacopreias in the preparation of tartaric acid, tartrale of antimony and
po_tassa, oxide of antimony, tartrate of iron and polassa, .muriate of r:iorphia
(Ed.), sulphate of quinia, ~icarbonat~ of soda, st~ychnia, and precipitated
sulphur. In the following hst of officmal preparations, we ~hall assume that
tl~e Edinb~rgh College inten~ed the u~e of pure muriatic acid in for?1intt the
diluted acid; although the kind of acid, whether pure or commercial, 1s not
indicated in the formula.
Off. Prep . of Muriati~ .11.cid . . A?idum Muriaticum Dilutu.m, U.·. S., Land.,
Ed., flub.: Acidum N1tromunat1cum, U.S., Dub.; Ant11non11 Oxydum
Nitromuriaticum, flub.; Barii Chloridum, U.S., Land., Ed., flub .; Calcii
Chloridum, Lonrl.; Calx. Ch lorinata, Land.; Ferrum Ammonialum, U. S .,
Land.; Liquor Calcii Chloridi, U. 8.; Morphire Murias, U.S., Land.;
Tinctura Ferri Chloridi, U. S., Land., flub.; Zinci Chloridum, U. 8.
Off. Prep. of Muriatic .11.cid of Co1nmerce. Calcis Murias, Ed.; Ferri
Muriatis Tinctura, Ed.
B.
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ACIDUM NITRICUM. U. S., Lond., Dub.

Nitric Acid.

'~~t~~ 1~.ci~~I~~~r~~~.tf[C'~llf ~t~rfi-vi~· Pure

nitric acid. ACf·
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and the diluted . The stroncr
and commercial acids 'viii be noticed here i the
0
diluted, under another head. (See .11.cil.lum Nit:icu_m nilutum.) The strong
acid is officinal in all the Pharmacopreias, and ts directed to have the sp. ~r.
1·5 in the U.S ., Lond., and Ed. Pharmacopreias, ~nd 1·49 in the Dubh.n.
The commercial acid is a new officinal of the Edinburgh Pharmacoprew,
' and peculiar to it, and is drfined by the College to have a density .va~yin~
from l ·38 to 1 ·39. In the British Pharmacopreias, the strong acid 1s directed to be obtained according to a given formula, but it is. more prop~rly
placed in the Materia Medica list of the U. S .. Pharmacopooia, as an arllclc
to Le purchased from the manufacturing chemist.
. .
.
. .
The usual process adopted in the laboratory for obtammg this acid 1s to
add to nitrate of potassa .in coarse pow~er, contained in a retort, an equal
weight of strong sulphunc acid, pourrd m by means of a tube or funnel, so
as not to soil the neck. The materials should oot occupy more than twothirds of the capacity of the retort. A receiver being adapted, heat is applied bv means of a spiri t-lamp, the naked fire, or a sand-ba~h, moderate ly
at first,"but afterwards more strongly when the materials begrn to get soli~,
in order to bring the whole into a state of perfect fusion. Red vapours will
at first arise, and afterwards disappear in the progress of the d1stillation.
Towards its close they will be reproduced, and their reappearance will indicate that the process is completed.
'fhe rationale of the process, when the ordinary acid of commerce is use-d,
jg as follows. Nitrate of potassa is a dry salt, consisting of one eq. of nitric
acid and one of potassa. E:Jydrated sulphuric acid of or?inary strength (sp.
gr. 1.8433, Phillips), consists of one eq. of dry sulphunc acid, and one and
a quarter eqs. of water i and hydrated nitric acid, of one eq. of dry acid, and
one and a half eqs. of water. The eq~ivalent quantities of the materials for
mutual decomp~sition are one eq. of nitrate of potassa, and two eqs. of com ·
mercial sulphu!1c a~id, cont~ining. two and a half eqs. of water. Two eqs.
of dry su\phunc acid co~bme w~th ?ne eq. of potas~a, forming one eq. of
b1s~lphateof p~t3:ssa, wluch remams m the retort retaming one eq. of water;
wh.il.e the .remammg one and. a .half. eqs. of water from the sulphuric acid,
un1tmg ~v1th one eq. of dry nitnc acid, form one eq. of hydrated nitric acid,
'~hich distils O\'er. The nitric acid t~us formed is, according to Mr. Phillips, the strongest procurable, and vanes m density from l ·5033 to I ·504.
If, in ~he above procc:-ss, the decomposition were performed by the stron.,.est
0
sulphunc acid, the proportions, in round numbers, would be one cq . 0 f thc
salt 102, and two eqs. of sulphuric acid US, containing. two eqs. of \vater .
No~v this approaches n~arly to equa~ "':eights; and ~vhen m practice an equal
we1&ht of the com1:fl.crcial we~ker acid 1s taken, the increased quantity merely
furnishes the add1t1on~I p~rt1on of water, nec~ssary to make up two and a

!~~~ae~~d oth~v~~~;lc ':~:~hr~:~~~- amount

required for the bisulphate of po-

The British Colleges differ somewhat in the proportion of the materials
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employed for making this acid . The following is an outline of their respective
processes .
. rrhe London College take~ eq_ual weights, (two. pounds, each,) of dried
nitrate of potassa and sulphuric acid. These are mixed in a glass retort. and
the nitric acid is distiltet.l by means of a sand -bath . About two hundred and
seventeen grains of crystallized carbonate of soda a re saturated by one hun dred grains of this acid. The Edinburgh College mixes in a glass retort
cqu~l weights of p~rified nitrate of potas.sa and of sulphuric acid, and distils into a cool receiver, with a moderate heat, from a sand-bath or naked gasflame, so l?ng as the fused mate rial continues to give off vapour. The paleyeHow acid thus obtained may be rendned colourless by heating it gently
ma retort. The nitrate is purified from the chlorides of sodium and potas sium (the usual impurities) by two or more crystallizations; the absence of
the chlorides being ascertained by the non-action of the nitrate of silver on
a solution of the purified salt. The EdinLurgh College has dismissed its
"Acidmn /\.itrosum," and substituted the above for its former faulty a nd
wasteful process for nitric acid. The Dublin College mixes one hund red
pa.rts o~ nitrate of potassa with ninety-seven parts of commcrci~I sulphuric
acid, "in a glass rrtort, and, with an apparatus adapted to collecting the acid
products, distils until the residuum in the retort concretes, and again becomes
liquid."
The proport ion of equal weights, now adopted by the Edinburgh College,
after the London , is the best fo r operations on a small scale in the laboratory.
This proportion is preferred by Thenard. I n operations on a large scale,
where iron vessels are used, a strong heat applied, and water placed in
the receivers to condense the acid, less sulphu ric acid may be adnmageously
employed .
Preparation of Nitric .flcid for the .!Jrts. Two strengths of this acid
occur 1n. the a~ts i-double aqua /orris, whi~h is half the strength of concen trated nitric acid, and single aqua for/is, which is half as strong as the double.
Aqua fortis is sometimes obtained by dist illing a m ixture of nitre and calcined
sulphate of iron . By a n interchange of ingredients, sn ~ p~atc of potassa a~d
nitrate of iron arc formed, the latter of which, at the d1st11ling heat, readily
abandons its nitric acid. The sulphate of potassa is washed out of the residue,
and the sesquioxide (peroxide) of iron which is left, is sold, under the narr~ e
of colcothar, to the polishers of metals. The distillation is pnformcd m
large cast-iron retorts . lined on the inside with a thick layer of red oxide of
iron, to protect them from the action of the acid . The aci~ is received in
large glass vessels contai~i n g wat~r . A consider~ble portion of the ~cid is
decomposed by the heat 111to reddish vapours, wh 1cb subsecp1ently dissolve
in the water,and absorb the oxygen which had been disengaged. The acid
thus obtained is red and tolerably strong; but it is diluted with water before
being thrown into com.me rce. The sp. gr . of this acid is about 1 · 2~.
I n France, nit ric acid is manufactured on the la rge scale from nitre and
sulphuric acid in cast-iron cyli nders. T~e cylinders are disposed horizontally across a furnace, an~ are st rewed internally throughout their whole
length w ith nitre. Two circular cast-iron plates, ~ach pierced with a J1o le,
serve to close the ends. At one end. the sulphuric acid is poured in, and,
by means of a stoneware tube connected with ~he other, the nitric acid is
cOnducted to receivers. The sulphate of potassa is removed after each operation . The iron cylinders are acted upon by the .acid; yet, notwithstanding
this disadvantage, the process, when conducted 1n such vessels, is auended
with a great saving of expense.
I n England, nit ric acid is generally procured for the purposes of the arts,
5
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by dislilling the materials in earthenware retorts, or cnst-iron pot~ with an

earthen hl'acl, connected with a srries of g lass or stonrwarc receivers con-
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the product has an orange-red colour, which is n•movcd by hc?ung .t h_e aci~.
Jn the United States, nitric acid is made on the large scale, Ill a d1sllllaLO iy
appar~tus, having the same general arrang_cmenl ns in France a_nd Engla~d.
Somcumcs a cast-iron cylinder is u~ed as m France, :'.l.nd somcumes a duck
cast -iron pot, ,,,..ith an ea.rthenware head. The pot _is ~et in brick-work over
a fire-place, and the matf'rials having been placed m 1t.' the h~ad is luted on
with a fat lute, and made- to communicate with two receiver~. either ?f SlOnewarc or glass, connected togcthN by means of a tube., L.arge demi.Johns of
glass answer the purpose of receivers very well. 1 he rncondens1ble products arc made to pass by means of a tube into a por_tion of wate~. 'l'he
quantity of s ulphuric acid emp loyed in different esm.bhshments, rn_nes from
one-half to two-third s of the weight of the nitre. Nitrate of soda, im ported
into the United States from Peru, is used by some manufacturing chemists
to obtain nitric acid. One objection to this sail is that it often comaii:is mucb.
common salt. Supposing it pure, it y ie lds a lar~er amount of acid for a
~ivcn \veight than nitrate of potassa; but the residuum, sulphate of soda,
1s less valuable than sulphate of potassa. The latter salt, under the name
of sat enixwn, is sold to the alum makt>rs.
Properties of Strong Nitric .8cid. Nitric acid, so called from nitre, is a
dense liquid, extremely sour and corros ive. lt was discovered by Haymond
Lully, in the 13th century, and its constituents. by Cavendish, in 1784.
When perfectly pure, it is colourless; but as usually obtained, it has !1 straw
colour, owing to the presence of nitrous acid. Exposed to the air, 1t emits
white fumes, possessing a disagreeable odour. By the action of light, it
undrrgoc>s a slight decomposition, and becomes yellow. It acts powerfully
on animal maller, pr~ucing its decomposition. On the living fibre it operates as a st ron g caustic. It stains the skin and most animal substances of
an indelible yellow colour. 0~1 vegeta_ble .fibre, it acts peculiarly, abstracting
hydrogen or watC'r, and combining with its remaining eleme nts. With the
fibre of cotton, paper, and other li gneous substances, it forms an explo:::-:ive
compound, which, in the case of cotton, consists, according to Mr . T. Ransomu, of thC' clem~n~s of. cotton (Cto?l1 10 0to)• minus two eqs. of hydrogen,
plu s two eqs. of nitric acid (C 1.) J O:.'(IN_g). (Phil. Mag ., Jan., 18-!i .) For
the explosive compound, first formed, as derived from paper. by Pelouze,
thi s clwmist proposes the name of.JJyroxyline, restricting Braconnoi's name
of xyloidine to the substance obtarncd by precipitating the nitric solu tion of
starch and other l~ gneous sub.stances by watt'r. \\'hen diluted, nitric acid
converts most animal and vrgetablc substanCC'S into oxalic, malic and carbon!c acids_. 'J~h~ general cbarac~cr
its action is to impart oxygc~ 10 other
bodies, wh1~h 1t_ 1s cna~lcd _to do m consequence of ~ht' large quantity of this
elt>ment which 1l contains 111 a ~talc of loose comb111ation. lt acidifit:'s su lphur and ph.osphoru~, and _ox i~iz es all t~e metals,_ except chromium, tung~t~n.• columl.num, ~en~m, t1ta1~1um, osmium,. rhodium, gold , platinutn. and
~nd1u~n. In _the liquid state, it alw~ys cor:itams water, which is essential to
its existence Ill t~at stat~. lt C?~bme~ with sal1fiable basPs and forms nitrates .. \V_he~ mixed with 111urmt1c_ac1d,_ mutual decomposition takes place,
and a l1qu1d is formed, capable of d1ssolvmg gold, ca ll ed nitro-muriatic acid
or aqua regia._ (Sec .!lci<~~m J\'i1_romuriaticum, U.S ., Dub.) 'Vhen of the
sp. gr. 1·42, its composition being one eq uival ent of dry acid to four of
water, it boils at 250°. When either st ronger or weaker ·t han this, it vola-
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til izes at a lower temperature; an~ ~y losing more acid than water in the
first case, and more water than ac_1d m the second, it constantly approaches
to the sp. gr. of I ·42, when its boding point becomes stationary.
As a nitric acid below the standard strength is necessarily employed in
many chemical and pharmace~tical operat ions, it often becomes important to
k now the proportion of dry acid, and of acid of the standard strc not h of J ·5,
contained in an acid of any give n spPcific gravity. The follo,,~ng table,
drawn up from experiments by Dr. Ure, gives information on these points.

the

Nitric acid, when uncombined, is re~ognise~l by its dissolving copper with
the production of red vapours, and by its form mg nitre when saturated with
potassa. When in the form of a n itrate, it is detected by its action on goldleaf, afler the addition of muriatic acid, in consequence of th e evolution of
chlorine; or it may b~ discovered, accordi_ng to Dr. O'Sbaug~nes~y, by
heatin g th e supposed mtrate in a test tube w!lh a drop of sulp hu_nc acid, and
then adding a crystal of morphi::t. If nitric acid be present, it will be set free
by the sulphuric acid, and reddened by _the morphia. The same effect is
produced by brucia; as also by commercial strychnia, on accoun.t of its containin g brucia. To prevent all ambiguity, ansing from the accidental presence of nitric acid in the sulphuric acid employed, the operator should
satisfy himself by a separate experim~nt, that the latter acid has no power
to produce the characteristic colo~r w!lh morphia.
'l'he most common impurities in nitric acid are sulphuric acid and chlorine; the former derived from the acid used in the process, the latter from
common salt, which is not an unfrequent impurity in nitre. They may be
detected by adding a few drops of the solution of chloride of barium and of
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nitrate of silver to separate portions of the nitric acid, diluted with three or
four parts of distilled water. tr these precipitan ts s hould prod.uce a c!oud,
~he chloride will indicate sulphuric a~id, and the nitr~te, c~1 lon~1e. 1. hese
impurities may be separated by adding nitrate of silve.r JO slig ht exce~s ,
which will precipitate them as chloride and sulphate of silv~r, and then d1s0
titling nearly to dryness in very clc:_rn vessels . .T.hc ch lorin e mar be &' t
rid of, without lhe use of nitrate of silver, by dist11lrng the comme~cml acid,
and rejecti ng the first eight h or fourth which comes over, according to ~he
quality of the acid, and resen'ill(T th at which passt~s s u_bseq uently, which
is absolutely pure. {Ch. Barresuil.) The s~ lphuric acid .may ~l~o be got
rid of by distilling from a fresh portio.n .of mlrt'. ~~'h ese 1mpu~1ues, howeve r, do not in dlC least affect the med1cmal properties of the acid .
Properties of the Ni~ric /lcid '!! Co111merce.-'l'his has the ~eneral properties of the strong acid. The B<li.nbu.rgh aci~ of ~o~mercc is characte~
iJ:ed as colour less or nea rly so, ond, if diluted wuh d1stilled watt.'r, as prec ipitating but slightly , or n?t at all, with solution of.ni.tratc.of baryta, or of
nitrate of silver. Accordmg to l\1. Lembert, th e nllnc acid of commerce
sometimes contains iodine, probably derived from the native nitrate of soda ,
in which he found iodine. It may be detected by saturating the suspected
acid with a carbonau•d alkali, pouring in a little clear solution of starch, and
tht>n adding a few drops of su lphuric acid. lf iodine be present, the sulphuric acid will set it free, and the starch solution will become blue .
Composition. The officinal nitric acid consists of one eq. of dr:r acid 5cl,
and one and a half eqs. of water la·.J=67·5 . The dry acid consists of one
eq . of nitrogen 1-l, and five eqs. of oxygen -10=5 l; or, in volumt"s, of one
volume of nitrogen and two and a half volumes of oxygen, supposed to be
condensed, to form nitric acid vapour, into one volum e. The s tron gest possible liquid acid consists, according to Thenard , of one eq . of dry aci<l and
one of water, and has the sp. g r. l ·G t!"l. Mr. Phillips thinks the strongest
acid does not exceed th e density of 1·;}0-1. (Seep. 36.)
fn rompatibles. l\Iost of the substances with \\"hich nitric acid is incom patible, may be inferred from what has been already said. It is incompatible with the s ulph ate of protoxide of iron, which it converts imo the sulphate ?f the sesquioxide, with salifinblc bases, carbonates, a nd su lphurets,
and \\'Jth the acetate's or lead and potassa .
. Mediral J;1ropetlie.'l. Nitric. acid. is t~nic an.d antiseptic. Largely diluted
with wa~~r 1t fori:ns a good a~1d dnn~ .m febnle diseases, especially typhus.
In syph ili s, :ind 111 the chrome heparn1s of India, it is highly extolled by Dr .
Scou, formerly of Bombay. h has occ~sionally excited ptyalism. h cannot
~e depended upon.os ~ reme~y in syphilis, but is often an excellen t adjuvant
rn worn-out const1tut1ons, e1tht~r to prepare the system for the use of mercury, or to lessen ~lw effects of that metal on the constitution. Externally,
it has bet>n used w1tb ad.vantage as a l~tio.n to ulcers, or ~he st rength of about
twelve minims t.o the pint of watc~. Thi s practice originated with Sir Everard Born~, and is pa~ticu~arly applicable ~o those ulc{'rs which are superfic ial
and not disposed to c.1cat.r1ze. ln .sloughrng phagedmna, stron g nitric acid is
one of thP: bt>st appli~a~10ns! applied by means.of a_riece of lint, tied round
a small stick. As 111tnc.ac1d cltssolves both unc acid and the phosphates, it
was supposed to be appil~able to those ca~es of gravel in which th{' uric acid
~nd the phosphate~ are mixed; but expt!rience has not confirmed its efficacy
m such cases. Nevertheless, when the sabulous deposit depends upon

~=;~~~1i~~t~~: 1~~ 0d~sr°:~:r;t~~!~~~tio~~h~h~: 5~c\~ rr:o~~ fi:~~~ t~~~~it~e~~l~i~~
d~J~l;;~ca~i~1 ~~~~;: ~o~~~eieo~t \f:;c;~:s1;r~;t~~~~e or four times a day.
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Nitric acid, in the state of \'a pour, is considered usefol for destroying contagion, and h e nce is emp loyed in purifying gaols , hospitals, ships, and other
i~fected places . lt is ~rep~rcd for u~e by the extempora neous decomp_o:sitlon of nitre by sulph uri c acid . H alf an ounce of powdered nitre is put into
a sa ucer, which is placed in an earl~en dish containing heated sand. On the
nitre, two drachm s of s ulphuric acid are th en poured, a nd the nitric acid
fumes are imm ediately d ise ngaged. The quant iti es just indicated are con-

~~dt~~~~~n~ec~l~~~i~~!t ~o~·t~~~i ~l!~~ti~~ :ncEb~~1~!1~c;h~:s~~~~~~r. ~~~;if:~~oel
Smyth, who recei ved from the British P arliam ent, for its discovery, a reward
of five thousa nd pounds. ll may well be doubted whether the nitri c acid, as
a disinfector, is at all comparable to ch lori ne ; and s ince the introduction of
chlorinated lime, and so lut ion of chlorinated soda as disinfecting agents, this
gas has been brought into so manageable a fo rm, that its use may ve ry well
s upersede that of eve ry other age nt employ ed with s imilar intentions. (See
Calx Chlorinata and Liquor Sudre ChlorinalO!.)
Properties as a Poi.<Jon. Nitric acid, in ils conce ntrated state, is one of
the mineral poisons m ost frequt>ntly taken for th e purpoSL' of self-d estruction. Immediate ly after swallowing it, the re are produced burning heat in
the mouth, resophagus, and s tomach, acute pain, di sen gagt• ment of gas .
abundant eructations, nausea, and hiccup. Th ese efli:::cts arc soon followecl
by repeated and excessive vomiting of matte r having a peculiar odour and
taste, tumefaction of th e abdomen with exquisite tcnderne:::s, a feelin g of
coldness on the su rface', horripi lations, icy coldness of the extremities, small
depressed pulse, lrnrriblc anx ie ti es, continual tossings and contortions, and
extreme thirst. The breath bccomC's ex treme ly fetid, and the countenance
exhib its a compl ete picture of s ufferin g . Th e cases are almost unif~rml y
fatal. The best remed ies are repeated doses of mag nesia as an ant1dOll",
mucilaginou s drink s in large quantities, olive or almond oil in very b.rge
doses, emollient fomentations, and clysters. Until magnesia can be obtained , an immediate resort to a solution of soap in large amount will be
]Hoper.
Nitric acid is u sed to prepare Acidum Phos phoricum Dilutum, Lond.;
' Antim onii et Potassre Tartras, U.S.; Antimonii Oxydum Nitromuriaticum,
fl ub.; Calom elas, Ed.; Ferri Ferrocyanure tum, U.S.; Ferri Oxidum Hydratum, U.S.; F erri Oxidum Nigrum,Ed.; Hydrargy ri Oxidum Rubrum,
U.S., Lond.; Sublimatus Corrosivus, Ed.; Zinci Chloridum, U. S. In
preparing F erru go (Ferri Oxidum H yd ralum, U. 8.), the Edinburgh College uses its nitric acid of commerce.
Off. Prep. of Nitric /Jcid. Acid um . Nitricum Dilutum ,_ U.S., Lond.,
Ed., Dub.; Acid um Nitromuriaticum, U.S., JJub.; Argenti Nitras, U.S.,
Lond., Ed.; Bis muthi S ubnitrn s, U.S., Lond.; Spiritus .lEthe ri s Nitrici,
Lond., Eel., JJub.; Unguentum A.cidi Nitrici, Dub.; Unguentum Ilydrargyri Nitratis, U. S. , Lond., Ed., Dub.
.
Off. Prep. of Nitric .!lcirl of Commerce. B JSmuthum Album, Ed. B .

ACIDUM PYROLIGNEUM. Ed.
Pyroligneous Acid.
"Diluted acetic acid, obtained by the destructive di stillation of wood.'' Ed.
Acide pyro-ligneux, P r.; ilrcnzlichc Jlolz:>J.urc, 1lolzscssig1 Germ.; Addo pyrolignioo,

ltalWood, when charred, yields many volatile products, among which are
:;•
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an acid liquor, empyreumatic oil, a.nd ta~ cm:itaining creasote .and some ot_her
proximate principle_s. "\Vhcn the carbon1z_at1on is perfonn.ed in c_lose \'Cssels,
these products, which are lost in the ordmary process ol ch~rnng, _may be
collected, and, at the same time, a lar<Ye
amount of charcoal 1s obtarned.
0

The carbonization of wood in close vessels, with a view lo preserve the
condensible products, was first put in practice by Molle rat in France. The
apparatus emp loy ed atCboisy, near Paris, is thus described by Tl_1enard. _lt
consists of, 1st, a furnace with a movable top; 2d, a strong sheet-iron cylmder, sufficiently capacious to contain a cord of wood, and furnished with a
sheet-i ron cover; 3d, a sheet-i ron tube proceeding horizontally from the
upper and laleral part of ~he cylinder to the distanc~ of about a foot; 4th, a
copper tube connected wllh the last, which is bent m such a manner as to
plunge successively to the bottom of two casks filled with water, and, after
rising out of the second, is bent back, ~nd m~de lo terminate in the furnace.
At the bottom of each cask, the tube dilates mto a ball, from the under part
of which another tube proceeds, which, passing water-tight through th e cask,
terminates above a vessel, intended to receive the condensible products.
The sheet-iron cylinder, being filled with wgod, and closed by luting on
its cover 'vith fire-clay, is let down into the furnace by the help of a crane.
'rhe fire is then applied, and, when the process is completed, the cylinder
jg removed by the same means, to be replaced by another. During the
carbonization, the volatile products are received by the tube; and those
which are condensible, being the pyrolig neous acid and tar, are condPnse<l
by the water in the casks, and collect in the lower bends of the tubes, from
which they run into the several recipients; while lhe inconden:.o:ible products, being inflammable gases, are discharged into the furnace, 'vhere, b.v
their combustion, they assist in maintaining Lhe heat. Eight hundre<l
pounds of wood afford, on an average, lhirly-five gallons of acid liquor,
weighing about three hundred pouncls.
This is_ the crude pyroligneous acid, sometimes called pyroligneous t.•inegar. _ft is a dark brown liquid, having a strong smoky s1:nell, and con_sists
of acetic acid, diluted_wit_h more or less water, and hold mg 111 solution chiefly
tar and empyreumallc oil.
The. Edi~bur~h officinal pyroligneou~ acid is this crude acid pi:rifie~.
It~ pu~1ficallon is effected by repeatt.>d d1stillation, and then neutralizing 1t
with lit?e or_ carbonate ~f soda. The ~cct~te formed is de~omposed
~u lph~nc acid, and the d1sengaged acetic acid repeatedly disulJed, until It
is obtamed nearly colourless.
Properties. '.rh~ pyrol_igneous acid of the Edinburgh College is a pale
~traw-coloured liquid , hav1_ng a strong acetic odour, ~carcely empy reumatic
ifwe!I prepared. Its densny m~st be at least 1.0:~-J. One hundred minims
of acid. o~ this density neutralize fifty-three grams of carbonate of soda.
The acid 1s often stronger than this. Th e ScOlch acid h'as somet imes the
density of 1:0~2, and the _English, a specific gra,·it_y nearly as hi gh as
I ·050. ( Clmstison, E~l. D~spensa/01·'!/·) As tests of its freedom f~om cop-
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Thus ~t aprears that this ~ew_officmal of the Edinburgh College is nothing
but. acetic acid, wh?~e d~ns1ty 1s no~ to be u~der l ·034, but may be higher.
This want of pr~c1s10n m the spec ific gravity of the acid is objectionable.
The. n~me. too, given b~ the College, is indefensible. A complex product
of d1st11lat10n, ~haractenzed by the prcsen.ce of an acid, may be designated
by an unchem1cal name; but the convenience of such a nomenclature is
no reason why the acid, when separated, should be called by the same
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name, merely on account of its source. O~ the contrary, the nature .of the
acid and not its source should determine its appellation. Dr. Christison
insists that the acetic acid of the London College is really pyroligneous
acid, because it is prepared from acetale of soda, which is u:iually maJc
from the acid obtained from wood by destructive distillation!
Medical Properties and Uses. Pyroligneous acid, as defined by the
Edinburgh College, is an acetic acid of medium strength, and, therefore,
applicable to the general purposes of that acid . IL is ~ccordingly employed
by the College for forming several acetates. Dr. Christison states that it is
useful for preserving vegetable specimens, such as pulpy fruits, bulbs, and
fresh leaves .
Uses of the Crude ./Jcid. The crude acid, in a dilute state, has been
used as an application to gangrene and ill-conditioned ulcers. It acts on
the principle of an antiseptic and stimulant, the former property being probably chiefly due to the presence of creasote. Several cases in which it
was successfully employed, are reported in a paper by Dr. T. Y. Simons,
of Charleston, S. C ., published in the fiflh volume of the American Journal
of Medical Sciences.
'rl1e crude acid is advantageously applied to the presenation of animal
food. l\lr. William Ramsay (Edin. Phil. Joum., iii. 21) has made some
interesting experiments on its use for that purpose. Herrings and other
fish, simply dipped in the acid and afterwards dried in the shade, were
effectually preserved, and, when eaten , were found very agreeab le to th e
taste. Herrings slightly cured with salt, by being sprinkled with it for
six hours, then drained, next immersed in pyroligneous acid for a few
seconds, and afterwards dried in the shade for two months, were found by
i\lr. Ramsay to be of fine quality and flavour. Fresh beef, dipped in tho
acid in the summer season for the short space of a minute, was perfectly
sweet in the following spring. Professor Silliman states, that one quart of
the acid added to the common p ickle for a barrel of hams, at the time they
are laid down, will impart to them the smoked flavour as perfectly as if
they had undergone the ordinary process of smoking.
Off. Prep. Ac~tum Cantharidis,Ecl.; Extract um Colchici Aceticum,Etl.;
l\lorphi;:e Acetas, Bd.; Plumbi Acetas, Ed.; Potassre Acetas, Ed.
B.

ACIDUM SULPHURICUM. U.S., Land.
Sulphuric Acid.
"Sulphuric Acid of the specific gravity 1·845." U.S.
phuricum. Hujus pondus specific um est 1·845." Loncl.

Ojj: Syn. ACIDUM SULPl-JURlCUM.

11

Acidum Sul·

Sulphuric acid ofcomme,.ce.

Ed.; AC!DUi\l SULPHUR!CUM VENALE. Dub.

Oil of vitrioli Adllc !>Ulpburiqu~, J/r.; VitriolVI, Schwcfcls;i.ure, Germ.; Acido solfo-

sico, /tal.i Acidosulfurico, t'J;)(UI.
Sulphuric acid is placed in
preias noticed in this work, as
nufoclurer. Its officinal sp.
Plmrmacopreias, is H31Z.; in

.
.
.
the i\~atena Medi.ca hst of all the Pharmaco·
an acid to be ?bta1i:ed from the wholesale ma.
gr., us prescnbcd in the U. S. and London
the Edinburgh, 1·840 or near it; and in the

Dublin, I ·850.
Preparation. Sulphuric acid is obtained by burning sulphur, mixed with
one-eiahth of its weit'1'ht of nitre, O\'er a stratum of water, contained in a
chamber lined with sl1ect lead. lf the sulphu r were burned by itself, the
product would be sulphu.rous acid, which contains only two-thirds as much
oxygen as sulphuric acid. The object of the nitre is to furnish, by ils
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decomposilion, the requisite addition~! quantity of o~y.gen . . To un?erstand
t.he process, it is necessary to bear 111 mind that nitric acid contams. five ,
sulphuric acid three, sulplu~rous acid two, nitric oxide tw~, hypo?Hrous
acid three, and nitrous acid lour equivalents of oxygen, cornbmed with one
equiv. of tl_rnir se\·eral radicals. One equiv. of sulp~rnr decompos.es 0~1e
equiv. of rnt~ic aci~ of the nitre, and becomes one equiv. of sulphunc acid ,
which combme.s with the. potassa of the nit.re to form sulphate of potassa.
In the mean time, the nitric acid, b~· furni shing_ Liue~ ~CJ~· of _oxygen_ to
form the sulphuric acid, is conv~r~ed 1010 one equiv. of nnnc oxide, which
is evolved. This gas, by comli111rn_g wilh two ~qs. o_f _die ~xygcn of the
air, immediately becomes nitro~s acid vapour, which diflu~es Itself throughout lhe leaden chamber. 1Vhile these changes are tak1~g place, the remainder of the sulphur is undergoing combustion, a~d filling th(' cham~er
with sulphurous acid gas. One equiv. of nitrous acid gas, and one equ iv.
of sulphurous acid g~s, being. thus intermingled in the chai:nber, react on
each other, by the aid of mo1sture,_so a~ to form a cry~talline comp?und ,
hypomtrous
consisting of one equiv. of sulphunc acid and one equiv.
acid, united wili1 a portion of water. This compou~1~ falls into the wat~r
of the chamber, and instantly undergoes decompos1t1on. The sulphunc
acid dissolves in the water, and the hyponitrous acid, resolved, at the moment of its extrication, into nitrous acid and nitric oxide, escapes with effervescence. The nitrous acid thus set free, as well as that reproduced by the
nitric oxide u~iting with ~h~ oxygen .of th~ atmosphere, again :eact with
sulphurous acid and hum1d1ty, and give nse to a second port10n of the
crystall ine compound, which undergoes the same changes as the first. [n
this manner, the nilric oxide performs the part of a carrier of oxygen from
the air of the chamber to lhe sulphurous acid, to convel't the latter into sulphuric acid. 'rl1e res idue of the combustion of the sulphur and nitre consists of sulphate of potassa, and is sold to the alum makers.
Prepar<llion on the Large Scale. The lc:aden chambers vary in size, but
are generally from thirty to thirty -two feet square~ and from sixteen to twenty
feet high . The floor is slightly inclined to facilitate the drawing off of the
acid, and covered to the depth of several inches with water. There are
several modes of burning the mixture of sulphur and nitre, and otherwise
conducting the process, but that pursued in France is as follows. Near
one of the sides of the chamber, and about a foot from its bottom, a cast iron
tray is placed_ over. a furnace •. resting on the wo~nd, i~s mouth opening externally, and its chimney havmg no commurncauon with the chamber. On
this tray the mixture is placed,.b~ing introduced byasquar~ opening which
may be shut by means of a shdmg door, and the lower side of which is
level with the surface of the tray. The door being shut, the fire is gradually
raised in the furnace, whereby the sulphur is infiamC'd, and the products
already spoken of are generated. When the combustion is over, the door
is raised, and the sulphate of potassa removed. A fresh portion of the mixture is then placed on the tray, and the air of the chamber is renewed by
opening a door and valve situated at its opposite side. Next, the several
ov:enings are cl?sed, and the_ fire is renewed. These operations are repeated
with fresh portions of the mixture, every three or four hours, until the water
at the bottom of the chamber has reached the sp. gr. of about l ·5. It is
then drawn off and transferred to leaden boi lers, where it is boiled down
unti l it has attained t.he sp. gr. of 1·7. A~ this density it begins to act on
lead, and, t~erefore, its further .c~ncentrat1on must be conducted in large
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the acid is fully concentrated, opaque grayish-white vapours arise, the
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appearance of which indicates the completion of the process. The acid is
allowed to cool, and is then transferred l? large demijohns of ~reen glass,
called carboys, which, for greater security, arc surrounded with straw or
wicker-work, and packed in sq uare boxes, or in flour-barrels sawed in two.
The method of manufacturing this acid, as described by Mr. Parkes, is
somewhat different. The mixture is usually spread on iron or leaden plates,
resting on stands of lead within the chamber, placed at some distance from
each other, and a foot or two above the surface of the waler. The sulphur
is the~ lighted by means of a hot iron, and. the doors closed. If the sulphur
and nitre be well mixed, the combustion w11l last for thirty or forty minutes;
and in t_hrce hours from the time of lighting, the condensation of the gases
having rn that interval been completed, the doors are thrown open for from
fifleen to thirty minutes, to admit fresh atmospheric air, and to allow time
for the residuary nitrogen to es~ape, preparatory to the n~xt burning.
'rhese operations arc repeated with fresh charges of the mixture, every
four hours, both night and day, until the water has attained the requisite
acid impregnation, when it is transferred to leaden boilers, and otherwise
treated as just exp lained. The quantity of the charge for each burning is
determined by the size of the chamber, allowing one pOllnd of the mixture
for every three hundred cubic feet of atmospheric air which it may contain.
As, in the manufacture of sul phuric acid, the nitre is the most expensive
material, many plans have been resorted to, for the purpose of obtaining
the nitrous acid at a cheaper rate. One plan is to procure it by treating
molasses or starch with common nitric acid. In this case, the manufacturer
obtains oxalic acid as a collateral product, which serves to diminish his
expenses.
ln some manufactories of sulphuric acid, nitrate of soda is s ubstituted for
nitre. The advantages of the former salt are its greater cheapness, and the
circumstance of its containing a larger proportional quantity of nitric acid.
A new method is now practised by some manufacturers for making sul·
phuric acid. lt consists in filling the leaden chamber with sulphurous acid
by the ordinary combustion of s ulphur, and afterwards admitting into it
nitrous acid and steam . The nitrous acid is generated from a mixture of
sulphuric acid with nitrate of polassa or nitrate of soda, placed in an jron
pan, over th e Lurning sulphur in the sulphur furnace, where the draught
se rves to conduct the nitrous acid.fumes into the chamber. As, under these
circumstances, sulphurous and nitrous acid, and the vapour of water are
intermingled in the chamber, it follows that all the conditions necessary for
generating the crystalline compound, already alluded to, are present._ Of
course, the rationale of this new process is the same as that already given.
The details of this process, and a wood-cut of the sulp~ur-furnac e, steam
boiler, and chamber employed, are given by Dr. Pereira in his 11/ateriu.
Medica, Second Edition, p. 465.
The above explanations relate to the mode of prep~ring common sulphuric acid; but there is another kind known on the comment of Europe by the
name of the Jwning sulphuric acid of Norcl!tausen, so called from its properti~s, and a place. in Saxo~y where it is. larg~ly manufactured. 11.'his
acid 1s obtained by distilling dned sulphate of iron m large stoneware retorts,
heated to redness, and connected with receivers of glass or ston eware. The
acid distils over, and sesquioxidc of iron is left behind in the form of colco-

thar.

The process for making sulphuric acid by the combustio~ of sul~hur wit h
nitre was first mentioned by Lemery, and afterwards put m practice by an
English physician o_f the name of Ward. As practised by him the _:o~bus
tion was conducted m very large glass vessels. About the year 11-16, the
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great improvement or leaden chambers \l'aS introduced by Dr. Roe~~ckk·ad
5
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fell to one-fourth of its former price, and was emp loyed .for many purposes
0
1
11

for~: ,1i~~~~~~~;~} ;'ui~f1~t~\~ ~~itdb:r~si:ds~~c:~~~uut~p~~.~~io~ ~~ ~nost of the

cities of the Union. Th ese supply the enurc demand of th e ~1Hted. s.tate~.
Properties. Sulphuric acid, or, as it is comm?nly called, 011 of v1tnol, is
a dense, colourless, inodorous liquid, of an olC'agmous appearance, and pos-

sessing strong corrosive qualities. On the living fibre, It _acts as a powerful
caustic. Rubbed in small quantity between the fingers, 1t ~as. an unct~ous
feel, in consequence of ilS di.ssolving. the ~uticl ~. ln t.he liquid form, It always contains water, which 1s essential ~o its ~x1stcnce ~n that !orm .. \Vh en
pure and as highly concentrated as possible, its sp. gr. is 1·8.Jo, a ~u1dou~ce
weighing a small fraction over fourteen drachms. \Vh c n of t~1s specific
gravity, it contains about JS per cent. of water . \Vh encve r .Hs de~1s1ty
exceeds this. the presence of sul phate of lead, or of some other 1mpu~1ty 1s
indicated. The commercial acid is seldom of full strength. According to
Mr. Phillips, it has O'enerally asp. gr . of only l·Sl:J;J, and contains 22per
cent. of water. Th~ strong acid boils at 51:>0 , and freezes at 15° below
zero . When diluted, its boiling point is lowered. \\' hen of thesp. gr. 1·78,
it freezes above 32) ; and hence it is hazardoas to manufaclurers to keep an
acid of that strength in glass ~<>SSt:!ls in cold weatbrr, as they are liable to
burst. \Vith salifiable bases, 1t forms a numerous cla~s of salts called sulphates. It acts powerfully on organic bodies, whether vt-getable or anima l,
depriving them of the clements of water, developing charcoal, and tu.ming
them black. A small pi ece of cork or wood dropped into the acid, w11\, on
this principle, .render it of a dark colour. \Vhcn diluted with p~re water, it
ought to remam limpid, and, when heated suffic ientl y in a platinum spoon,
the fixed residue should not exceed the four-hundrf'dth part' of the arid employed. When present in small quantities in solution, it is detected unerringly by chloride of barium, which causes a precipitate of sulphate of baryta.
The most usual impurities in it are the sulphates of potassa and lead, the
former derived from th e residue on the iron tray, the latter from the leaden
boilers in which the acid is concentrated. Occasionally nitre is added to
render dark samp les of acid colourless. 'rhis addition will give rise to the
impurity of su lphate of potassa. These impuriti es often amount to three or
four per cent. Th e commercial acid cannot be expected to be absolutely
pure; but, when properly manufactured, it oug-ht not to contain more than
one-fourth of one per cent. of impurity. The fixed impurities are discoverable by evaporating a portion of the suspected acid, when they will remain.
If sulphate of lead be present, the acid will become turbid on dilution with
an equal bulk of water. This impurity is not dt'tected by su lphurctted
hydrogen, u~less the sulphuric acid be saturated with an alkali. lf only a
scanty m~ddtn~s.s arises, t.he acid is of go~d commercial ci.uality .
Other 11npurit1es occur m the commercial sulp huric arid . Nitrous acid
is ah~·ays prese!lt in more or.less amount. lt may be detected by gently
pounng ?- solution o~ green vitriol over the commercial acid in a tube; when
the soluuon, at the !me of contact, will acquire a def'p red colour, due to the
sesquioxidation of the iron b\• the nitrous acid. The commercial acid is
not to be rejl"cted on account ·of the indications of this test, unless it shows
the presence of nitrous acid in unusual quantity . \Vh cn sulphate of potassa
is fraudulently in.troduc<'d !nto .the acid to.increase its density, it may be det~cted by saturatmg the acid wuh a1~mon1a and heming to redness in a crucible; when the sulphate of ammonia will be expelled , and the su lphate of
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potassa left behind. The dangerous impurity of arsenic is sometimes present in sulphllric acid. In consequence of the high price of Sicilian sulphur,some of the English manufacturers at one time employed iron pyrites
for the purpose of furnishing the necessary su lphurous acid in the manufacture of oil of vitriol. \.Yith thi s view the pyrites is subjected to combustion,
and the sulp hurous acid fumes are conducted into the leaden chamber. As
the pyrites usually contained arsenic, it happened that the sulphurous acid
fumt>s were accompanied by this metal, and 1hus the sulphuric acid became
contaminated . From 22 to 35 grains of arsenious acid have been found in
20 fluidounces of oil of vitriol of English manufacture, by Dr. G. 0. Rees
a1~d Mr. Watson. To detect this i~purity, the acid, previously diluted
with distilled water, mu st be exammed by Marsh's test. (See .flcidum
.!Jrseuiosum .) Acconling to Dupasquier, the arsenic is present in sulphuric acid in the form of arsenic acid, which may be completely separated
by the sul phuretof potassium, sodium,or barium, but preferably by tile last.
The same chemist sta tPS, that tin is some times present in commercial su lphuric acid, derived from the solderings of the leaden chambers. It may
be discovered by sulphureued hydrogen , which_ produces a precipitate of
sul~huret of tin, convertible by nitric acid into the white insoluble deu~oxide
of trn. If the prec ipitate should be the mixed sulphurets of arsenic and
tin, the former is converted by nitric acid into arsenic acid and dissolved,
and the latter into deutoxide and left.
As s ulphuric acid is often under the standard strength, it becomes important to know how much hydrated sulp huric acid of the standard specific
gravity, and of dry acid, is contained in an acid of any given density. The
foJ/owing table, drawn up by Dr. Ure, gives this information.

Table of the Quantity of.Hydrated Sulphuric .11cid of Sp. Gr. 1·8485, and
of .Dry .flc~d, in 100 parts of Dilute .!Jcid at Different Dens'ities.
- - , Hyd.

n-;;-1

~

llyd.-~n-;T

D'Y

Hyd. j

Dr~
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The only way to obtain pure sulphuric aci? is by distillation.. o,~·ing to
the high boiling point of this acid, the operation is rather precarious, m consequence of the danger of the fracture of the retort, from the sudden concus~ions to which the boiling acid gives rise. Dr. Ure r~co~m~1~ds tha~ a
retort of the capacity of from two to four quarts be used rn d1st1ll1nga pmt

of acid.

This is connected, by means of a wide glass tube three or four

feet long, with a receiver surrounded with cold water.

All the vessels must

be perfectly clean, and no luting is employed. 'l'he. retort is then t~ be
cautiously heated by a small furnace of charcoal. . lt 1s us~ful to r.ut i1~to
the retort a fow sharp-pointed piL·ces of glass, or slips ~f platinum ~o~I, w1.th
the view of diminishing the shocks produced by the acid .vapou~. I he d1~

tilled product ou<rht not to be coll~clt~d until a dense gray1slHvh1te vapour 1s
genPrated, the a1~pearancc of wluch is a sign. that t~e pure conc~ntrated
acid is coming over. If this vapo~r shoulJ not unmediately appear, it .sh.ows
that the acid subjected to distillation is not of ful! strengLl1, and the d1sulled
product, until this point is attained, will be an acid water.
'I'he Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges give formul::c for purifyingt~e .commercial acid. (See Jlcidum Sulplwricwn Purum.) Th~ strong ~c1.d 1~ not
convenient for medicinal use; and hence a formula for a diluted acid 1s given
in the United States Pharmacopreia, fotlowing the example of the British
Colleges. (Sec Jlcid'l.lm Stdplrnricum Dihtlum.)
Jncompat-ibles. Sulphuric acid is inc01:npatible with most metals; with
salifiable bases and their carbonates; with most salts, effecting their decomposition; with alcohol, which it converts into ether; with all organic
substances, which it chars or otherwise decomposes; and with ,·egetable
astringent solutions.
Compositfon . The hy<lrate<l acid of the sp. gr. 1·8-15, consists of one .
equivalent of dry acid 40, and one eq. of water 9=49; and the dry
acid, of one eq. of sulphur JG, and three cqs. of oxygen 24=40. The
ordinary commercial acid (sp . gr. 1·8-I:.J:J) consists, according to Mr. Phillips, of one eq . of dry acid, and one and a quarter eqs. of water; or four
eqs. of the former to ffre of the latter. The hydrated acid of Nordhausen
has a density as high as I ·89 or HJ, and consists of two eqs. of dry acid,
a~d one cq . of. water. This acid is particularly adapted to the purpose of
dissolving indigo for dyeing the Saxon blue. When heated gently in a
retor~, co~nected with a dry and refrigerated receiver, dry or anhydrous sulphuric acid distils over, and tlw common prOlohydrated acid remains behind.
The anhydrous acid und~r 61° is in the form of small colourless crystals,
resembling asbestos. lt is tenacious, difficult to cnt, and may be moulded
in the fingers like wax, without acting on them. Exposed to the air, it emits
a thick opaque v~pour of an acid smell. Above Ul 0 it is a liquid, very
nearly of the c.lensity of 2.
JtJedical Properties . Sulpl~uric acid is tonic, antiseptic, ~nd refrirTE'ftlnt.
lnte~nal.ly it _is always admim s t~red in a dilute state. For its medic~! prope:t1es m this form, the. r~ader is !eferred to the tide, Jlcidum Sulplwritum
J?ih~tum. ~x~e rnally .1t 1s som~llmt·s employed as a caustic; but, from its
liquid f?rm. 1t is ~ery m.convenic~t for th?-t purpose. lt is employed also
as .an. omtn:cnt mixed wil.h lar~, m swellings of the k net>-joim and other
aff~ct.1ons, m t~~ proporuon of ~ drachm 10 an. ounce. (See Unguentum
.flcult Sulplmrici, Dub) Ch~rpu.', corroded by 1t, .forms a good application
to gangrene. \V~cn r:i1xed wnh saffron l? the consistence of a ductile pa:ste,
Velpeau found this a~1~ to f?rm a convenient caustic, not liable to spread or
to ~e, a~sorbe~, an~ g1vm~ nse 1to an eschar which ~s p~omptly detached.
1oxicological1 roper/us. 1 he symptoms of poison mg by this acid are
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the following :-Burning heat in the throat and stomach, extreme fetidness
of the breath, nausea and excessive vomitings of black or reddish matter.
excruciating pains in the bowels, difficulty of breathing, extreme anguish, a
feeling of cold on the skin, great prostralion, constant tossing, convulsions.
and death. The inteJlectual facuhies remain unimpaired. Frequently the
uvula, palate, tonsi ls, and other parts of the fauces are Co\•ered with black
or white sloughs. 'l'he treatment consists in the administration of large
quantities of ma~nesia, or, if this be not at hand, of a solution of soap. ~he
safety of the patient depends upon the greatest promptitude in the application of the antidotes. After the poison has been neutralized, mucilaginous
and other drinks must be taken in large quantities.
Uses in the .llrts. Sulphuric acid is more used in the arts than any other
acid. It is employed to obtain nearly all other acids; to extract soda from
common salt; to make alum and sulphate of iron, when these salts command
a good price, and the acid is cheap; to dissolve indigo; to prepare skins for
tanning; to prepare phosphorus, chlorinated lime or bleaching salt, sulphate
of magnesia, &c. The ans of bleaching and <lycing cause its principal consumption.
Sulphuric acid is used as a chemical agent, in one or more of the Pharmacopceias commented on in this work, for preparing the following officinals:
- acetic, hydrocyanic, muriatic, and nitric acids; sulphuric ether and spirit
of nitric ether; carbonic acid water and chlorine wa.ter; ferrocyanurct, hydrated oxide, and black oxide of iron; mild and corrosive chlorides of mercury; solution of chlorinated soda; bicarbonates of potassa and soda; and
phosphate of soda.
OjJ: Prep. Acidum Sulphuricum Aromaticwn, U.. S., Ed .., Dub..; Acid um
Sulphuricum Dilutum, U.S., Lond .• Ed.; Acidum Sulphuricum Purum.
Ed., Dub.; Ferri Sulphas, U. 8., Lond., Ed .. Dub.; Hydrargyri Persulphas, Dub.; Hydrargyri Sulphas F lavus, U.S.; Magnesire Sulphas Pu rum,
JJub.; Oleum JEthereum, U. 8 ., Lond.; Potassre Bisulphas, Lorul., Ed ..
JJub; Potassre Sulphas, Lond.; Quini::c Sulphas, U.S., Lond.,Ed.; Unguenlum Acidi Sulphurici, Dub.; Unguentum Sulpburis Compositum.
U. S. ; Zinci Sulphas, U.S., Dub.
B.

ACIDUM TARTARICU M. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Tartaric Acid.
Acidc tnrtriqu<', Fr. ;

'Veinstci n~aure, G~>rlll. j

Acido tartarico, IJ.al,, Spa11.

Tarlaric acid is placed among the preparations by the British Col1eges:
but stands more properly, in the United States Pharmacopa:ia, In _the Materia Medica list, as an article to be purchased from the manufacturing chemist. It is extracted from tartar. a peculiar substance which concretes on
the inside of wine-casks, being deposited there during the ~ermentation of
the wine. Tartar, when purified and reduced to powder, 1s the cream of
tartar of the shops, and is found to consist of two equivalents of tartaric acid
and one of potassa. (See Potassre Bitarl ras .)
Tartaric acid was first obtained, in a se>paratc state, by Scheele in 1770.
The process consists in saturating the excess of acid in the &itartrate of
potassa or cream of tartar wi~h carbonate of. Jim~, and. decom~os.ing t~ e
rcsultin<r insoluble tartrate of hme by sulphuric acid, which prec1p1tates m
combin:tlion with the lime, and liberates the tartaric acid. The equivnlent
quantities arc one eq. of bitartrate, and one of carbonate of lime. The process, when thus conducted, furnishes the second equivalent, or excess of
G
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acid only of the bitartrate . The other ef)uivah•1~t ~nay. be procure~! by de·
composing the neutral tartrate of potassa, rema1~1mg m th~ sol~tton after
the precipitation of thE' t:HtraLe of lime, by chloride of calcium. m exc~ss.
By double decomposition, chloride of pota~sium \.vi!l be forn:ied in solution,
and a second portion of tart rate of lime will prec1pitale, which m.<JY be ?e·
composed by sulphuric acid in the same manner as the first por~1on .. 1 he
proc1:ss, when thus conducted, will furnish twice as much tartanc acid, as
when the excess of acid only is saturated and set fre~ . .
.
.
Preparation on/he L([rge SCftle. The mode ~f o.bta1~ing th is acid, on the
large scale, is as follows. Mix intimately, by gnndrng Ill a mortar and pa~s
ing through a sievt>, 100 parts of bitarlrale of potassa ' cream of tart_<lr) with
21H _parts of pul_vPrized ch_alk. Throw th~ mixture, by spoonfuls, into 8 or
11
01

~~a:~'d~bei!~r~\·;~~~; f~~s~ ~ ~dfti~~a.ter E:=~ i ~~ t~~t!~1~:fo~~~r~·i~~~~~ea~~~:

and if not neutral, make it so by the addition of a liu le chalk. ~ash the
tartrate of lime with abundance of cold water, and add to it a quantity of sulphuric acid equal in weight to the c~alk t.·rnpl~yed, and diluted with from JO
to l(j times its weight of water. Agnate the 1_n1xturn frequently for21 hours,
and then test a small portion of the clf'arsolution for sulphuric acid by acetate
of lead. A prt>cipitate will be formed, which is either tartrate of lead, or a
mixture of tartrate and sulphate of lead. If the former, it will dissolve entirely in dihllt" nitric acid; if the latter, only partially, as the sulphate of lead
is insoluble in that acid. lf a slight excess of sulphuric acid should be indicated, it is of no consequence; but if the excl'SS be considerable, it must be
removed by a fresh nddition of chalk . On the other hand, an rxcess of
tartrate of lime, which interferes very much with the crystallization of the
tartaric acid, must be decomposed by adding a small quantity of sulphuric
acid. The clear liquor, St.'paratcd from the sulphate of lime, is concentrated
by evaporation to the consistt>nce of syrup, and allo\\"ed to crystallize. Repeated solutions and crystallizations are necrssary to get the crystals white.
The mode of ascertaining the quantity of chalk consumed, is to weigh out
more than is nt>cessary in llw proct.'SS, and 1 after the saturation ha::: bef'n completed, ~o weigh what ~s left. If tbe neutral tartratf' of potassa be also_ converted into t~rlratf" of lime, in the mannn already explained, !be qu~nt 1 ty of
sulphuric acid for decomposition must be d0l1blt.. d. Sometimes the b1tartrate
of potassa is decomposed by lime, in which case the whult> of the tarta ric
acid present is converted into tartrate of lime at one operationi but the caustic
pota_ssa at the same tim_e lib~ratf'd, rPnders this_ pr~Ct'SS ineligi.ble, by dis-

sol,~,\~1! :!:c1~~rt~:t~ 0~~ ~~:~~~;dn~~' ~~~e~;t~~f't~~~ 1f~~:~~Jr~?·~~~a~~~ish
Colleges. ln that of the London College, the Imperial mf'asure is of
course employed.
"Take of bitartrate of potnssa four pounds ; boiling clistillt"'d water l\vo
p:~llons and a h~lf; prepart'd chalk twenty-five ouncrs and six drachms;
dd_oted sulph~nc ac id st'ven pi~ts and seventeen fluidouncesi hydroch loric
act? twenty-six and a half fl~1dounces, or as much as may bE> sufficient.
Boil the b1tartrate of potassa with two gallons of the distilled water, and add,
by d~grces, the half of tbe ?balk; ~vhen the effcrvesct•nce is. ovt•r, add the
remainder of the chalk, pre_v1ouslv d;ssolved in the hydrochloric acid diluted
with four pints of tbe distdlt•d \\;alt'r. Then St'l aside that the 1a rtrate of
lime may ~ubs~de_, and, ha\ ing roured off the iiquor, \\"ash the tartrnte freq'.1ently with d1~tdle? watt>r ll~td it is free from taste. Tht·n pour on the
dtlut~d sulphuric acid_, and bod for a quarter of an hour. Having strained
the liquor, evaporate Jt by a ge11tle ht<at, that crystals may form. These, in
1
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order to be pure, must be dissolved in water two or three times, and the
solution as oftf' n strained, e ...·aporatt"d, and set aside ." Lond.
The formula of the Edi.nbu.rgh College is substantially the same as that of
the London. The following IS the DuLlin formula .
"TakP of bitarlrat~ of potassa, reduced to powder, ten parts; prepared
cha lk, four parts; ~ulphuric acid,seven parts; watN, onC' hundred and twentv
parts. Mix the bitartrate of potassa with one hundred parts of hot wale~,
and g radually add the prepared chalk; then, as ~oon as the elfrrvesccnce
sha ll h~~ e ceased, pour off the su pernatant liquor. \Vash the residual tartrate ol lun e . until 1t ber,ome~ tastele~s. Into the clear decanted liquor, drop
as much of the water of mur~ate of lim e as may ?C' sufficient to throw down
the tartrate of lime. Let thts also be washed \t•Jlh walt'r, and mixed with
the former d1~posit. ~'hen add the su_lphuric acid, diluted with twe~1t y parts
of wale•r 1 and, employ mg frequent ag1w.tio11, digest the mixturn with a medium heat dllring three days . Pour off the supernatant acid fluid, and wash
out the acid from the sediment. Let the liqu ors, including the first acirl
liqu~r and the washings, evap~ra te with a gentle heat to the point of crystallization. Let the crystals, purified by rcpeatt>d solutions and crystallizations,
be kept in a stopped glass vessel." Dub.
Th e quantity of chalk directed in the Dublin formula is excessive, being
two-fifths of the weight of the bitartrate; whereas, by theory, a portion only
one-fourth the weight of the latte r is required; and making every al!ow::inct:
for impurities, 01w-third would be amply suffic ient. Th e plan of dissolving
th e bitartrate in boiling water, and then adding the chalk, is not an eligible
one. It is better to mix tht>m together according to tlw plan give n by Dr.
H e nry, as described in ~he ~eginni~g of this article, a~d to throw the mixture by spoonfuls at a time 11110 boiling water. ln this way le~s water is
necessary; and less excess of cbalk is rC'quired, as less of it escapes dccomposilion. Instead of prescribing the quantity of chalk, it would, perhaps,
have been an improvement, if the Colleges had directed a quantity "sufficient for saturation." The London nnd Edinburgh Colleges have very properly followed the example of the Dublin College, in directing the decomposition of the neutral tartrate of potassa by means of a solution of chloride
of calcium.
Properlie.'I. Tartaric acid is a white crystallized solid, in the form of irregular six-sided prisms. Sometimes two opposite sides of the prism become
very much enlarged, so as to cause thi:: crystals to present the appearance of
tables. As found in the shops, it is JO the form of a fine white powder,
formed by pulverizing the crystals. lt is unalterable in the air, and possesses
a_ strong ~cid taste, which become.s agre('abl~ w.hen the aci_d is sufficicn tlr
diluted with water. It is soluble m five or six tunes its weight of cold, and
twice its weight of boiling water. It is also soluble in alcohol. A weak
solution und ergors spontaneous decomposition by keeping, becoming covered
with a mouldy pellicle. ln the form of crystals, it always contains combined
water, from which it cannot be separated without the substiwtion of a base.
In unitinf"r with bases, it has a remarkable tendency to form double sails,
several of which constitute important medicines. \Vhen subjected to hral it
gives rise to three peculiar acids, d_escribt>d i~ systema~i~ chemical_ '':orks.
It is distinguished from all other acids by form mg a prec1p1tate, cons1st111g of
bitartrate of potassa, when added to a_ neutral salt of that alkali. Its most
usua l irnpu~ity is sulphuric acid, wh~cl.l may be dct~CtC'd by the ~o!u~io.n
affording-, wnh acetate of le~d, a pre~1p1tate only pa~tially solublf' 11:1 n1tr1c
acid. ·when incineratl'd wtth red oxide of mercury, It leaves no residuum,
or a mere trace.
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Tartaric acid is incompatible with salifiable bases.and their. carbonn.tes;
with sails of potassa, with which it produces a crystalline precipitate of b1tai:trate; and with the salts of lime and of lead, with which 1t also forms precipitates. ll consists, when dry, of four eqs. of ca_rbon 24, two of hydrog~n
2, and five of oxygen 40=66; and, when crystall1zed, of one eq. of dry acid

li6, and one of water 0=75.
11/edical ProperLies. Tartaric acid, being cheaper ~han citric acid, forms,
when dissolved in water and sweetened, a good substitute for lemonade. It

JS very much used in medicine to form acid refrigerant drinks and eftCrv~s
cing draughts. It is also employed in making soda powders, a pr~parat1on
which has been made officinal in the last Edinburgh Pharmacopo::1a, under
d1e name of P ulveres Effervescenles. Tartaric acid is a constituent in the
rrent le apericnt called Seidlitz powders. Th ese consist of a mixture of two
~rachms of tart rate of potassa and so_da (Rochelle salt), and two s~ruples of
bicarbonate of soda, put up in a while paper, and th1rty-~ve grains of t~r1aric acid contained in a blue one. The contents of the white paper arc d1s"olvcd in about half a pint of water, to which those of th e blue paper are
added ; and the whole is taken in a state of effervesce nce. The excess of
;.tcid renders the medicine more pleasant, without injuring its aperient quality. This acid, dried by a gentle heat, and then mixed in due proportion
with bicarbonate of soda. forms a good effervescin g powder, a te~spoonful of
which, stirred into a tumbler of water, forms the dose. The mixture must
be kept in well-stopped vials. Th e neutralizing power of tartaric acid is
about the same as that of citric acid.
Ojf: Prep. Pulvcrcs Effervescentes, Ed.; Trochisci Acidi Tartarici, Ed.

B.

ACONITUM. U.S., Ed.
.Aconite.
"The leaves of Aconitum Napellus and of Aconitum paniculatum (De
Candolle)." U.S. "Leaves of Aconitum Napellus." Ed.
Ofl Syn. ACONLTI FOLIA. ACONITI RADIX. Aconitum paniculatum . Folia. Radix. Lond.; ACONITUM PANICULATUM . Folia.

Dub.
Aconit, Fr.; Ei!.IC'nhut, l\!Und1«bppC', Germ~; Aconito, Nn.pcllo, Ital.; Aconito, Span

AcoN1Tm11 . Sex. Sysl. Polyandria Trigynia.-Nat. Ord. Hanunculacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx none. Petals five, the highest arched . Nectaries two,
peduncled, recurved. Pods three or five. TFilld.
The plants belonging to this genus are herbaceous, with divided leaves,
and vio let or yellow flowers, disposed in spik_es, racemes, or paniclcs. In
the French Codex three species are recognised as officinal, .fl . .IJnthora,

:t~~~;;~~~:i.~":'11fcn~ w~~ ~~~~~~~~ly ~~~~P;~~nt~ub~~h~ ~~~~~ e~~f~;,e~n~~
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:Storck, who mtroduced the medicine mto notice. The U.S. Pharmacopccia
at present rE>cogni~es .8 . .Nopellus and .fl. paniculalum of De Candolle, the
London and Dublm Colleges only the latter. De Candolle, in his Prodromus, divides the genus .llconitum into four section s-.flnthora, I.11coctonum,
Camrnarum! and Napellus ..•8. paniculatvm belongs to the third section;
and t!rn part~cula~ p_lant .behev~d to have been used by StOrck, is a variety
of this species, d1strngu1shed Ill the Prodromus as th e SLOrcldanum. .fl.
ne~montl~num of ~VilldenO\_v, for which the honour has been generally
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rily acrid. It is, however, of liltlc consequence which was used by StOrck;
as most of the species possess similar virtues, and one is frequemly substituted for another in the shops. Griger states that he has found none rqual
to A. l\'apcJ/us in acrimony; and this may, dierefore, be considered as the
most efficacious . .fl. uncinalum is . the only speci~s indi~enous in this
country .. Most of the others are nallves of the Alpine re~ions of E urope
and Siberia. ~hose employed in medicine appear to be indiscriminately
called by English writers woljsbane or monkshood.
.!lconilwn Nupellus . Linn. Flor. Suec. ed. 1755, p. 186.- .8. neubt:rgense. De Cand. Prodrom. i. 62. - /L variabile ncubergense. Hayne,
flarslel. und Beschreib. &.c., xii. 14. This is a perennial herbac ... ous
plant, with a turnip-shaped or fusiform root, seldom exceeding at top the
thickness of the finger, three or four inches or more in length, brownish
ex.tt?rnally~ whitish and fleshy \Vithin, and sending fo rth numerous long,
thick, fleshy fibres. When the plant is in fu !I growth, there are usually
two roots joi~ed together , of which l he older 1s da rk brown and supports
the ste r~, whilo the younger is of a light yellowish-brown,_ and is destined
to furnish the stem of the following year. Thf> s:tem is erect, round,
smooth, leafy, u:-ually simple. and from two to six or even eight fee t high.
The leaves arc alternate, petiolate, divided almost to the base, from two to
four inclws in diameter, deep green upon thei r upper surface, light green
ben~0 ath, somewhat rigid, and more or less smooth and shining on both
sides. Those on the lower part of the stem have long footstall<s and five
or seven divisions; the upper, short footstalks and three or five divisions .
The divisions are wedge-form, with two or three lobes, which extend nearly
or quite to the middle. The Jobes are cleft or toothed, and t he lacini:n or
teet h are linear or linear-lanceolate and pointed. The flowers are of a
da rk violet-blu(' colour, large and beautiful, and are borne at the sumrnit
of the stem upon a thick, simple, straiglH, e rect, spike-like raceme, beneath
which, in the cult ivated plant, several smaller racemes arise from lhe axils
of the upper leaves. Though withou_t calyx, they_ have two small calycinal
stipu les, situated on the peduncle w ithin a few Imes of the flower. The
pe tals are five, the upper helmet-shaped and beaked, nearly hemispherical,
open or closed. the two lateral roundish and internally hairy, the two lower
oblong-oval. They enclose two pC'diceled nectaries, of which the spu r is
capitate, and thy lip bifid and revolute . The fruit cons ists of three, fou r,
or five podlike capsules.
The plant is abundant in the mountain forests of Fra.nce, Switze rland,
and Germany. It is also cu ltivated in the ga rdens of Europe, and has
been introd uc<'<l into th is count ry as an ornamental flower. All parts of it
a rc ac ri d and poisonous. The leaves are usually employed, and should be
collected when the Bowers begin to appear, or shortly before. l n the last
edition of the London Pharmacopreia, the root a lso has been adopted as offici na l. Acco rding to Dr. Turnbull, this is by for the most acti ve part of the
p lant. I t shou ld be gathered in the spring, before the leaves appea~.
Properties. The fresh lcui;es have .a faint ~arcotic od?ur, .which 1s most
se nsible when they are r ubbed. Their taste is at fir.st b1ttensh and herbaceous, aftNwards burning and acrid, and attended wnh a feeling of numbness and ti ngling on the inside of the lips, to~gue, and fauces, which is very
durable, lasting sometimes many hours: _When long chewed,_ th_ey infla?Je
the toncrue . The dried leaves have a s11nilar taste, but the acrid 11npress1on
comme~ces later. Their sensible properties and medicinal activity are
impairt'd by long keeping. They should be of a green colour, and free
from mustiness. The root has the same effect upon the mouth and fauces.
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[t shrinks much in drying, and assumes a darker colour .. Those

par~els,

whether of leaves or roots, should always be rejected, which arc destitute
of acrimony. The analysis of aconite, though attempted by s.everal chemists, has not been satisfactorily accompl ished. Bucholz obtained f~om t.he
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cen~. of water.

1

During the bruising of the herb. he experien.ced headache,
1
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there are two active principles in aconite, one easily destrucuble, upon
which the acrimony depends, the other less acri~, having alkaline properties, and capable of exerting a po\Ycrful narcotic influence over the system.
For Lhe latter the name of aconitin or aconitia has been proposed. Hesse
obtained it from the dried leaves by a process similar to that employed in
procuring atropia. (See Belladonna.) The London College has adopted
it as offi.cinal, and given a ~rocess for its preparati.on under the n~me .of
nconitina. (Se~ .8conil~1ia, in ~he sec~nd part of this wo.rl~ .) ~esch1er discovered a peculiar acid m aconite, wh1c~ he called acom.tic acul.
Medical Properties and Uses. Aconite was well known to the anc.ients
as a po\verful poison, but was first employed as a medicine by Baron StOrck,
of Vienna, whose experiments with it were ptiblishcd in the tear 1762. In
moderate doses, it has been said to excite the circulation, and occasionally to
increase the perspiratory and urinary discharge, while it exercises considerable influence over the nervous system. Recent writers, however,
deny that it possesses any decided diaphoretic or diuretic properties. According to Dr. Fleming, it is ayowcrful sedative to the nervous system,
reducing also the force of the circulation. ln moderate doses, it produces
warmth in the stomach and sometimes nausea, general warmth of the body,
numbness and tingling in the lips and fingers, muscular weakness, diminished force and frequency of pulse, and diminished frequency of re$piration . From larger doses, all these effects are experienced in an increased degree. The stomach is more nauseated; the numbness and tingling extend
over the body; headache, vertigo, and dimnrss of vision are induced; the
i~atient complains occasionally of severe neuralgic pains; the pulse, respira·
t10n 1 and muscular strength are grratly reduced; and a state of general
prostration may be induced, from which the patient may not quite recover
in less than two or t.hrec days. The effects of remedial doses begin to be
felt in twenty or thirty minutes, a re at th e height in an hour or two, and
continue with little abatement from three to five hours. In poisonous doses,
besides the characteristic tingling in the mouth and e lsewhere, it occasions
burning heat of the cesophagus and stomach, thirst, violent naUsea, vomiting,
purging, severe gastric and intestinal spasms, headache, dimness of vision
wit~ contracted or expanded pupil, numbness or paralysis of the limbs,
diminished sensibility in general, stiffness or spasm of the muscles, great
prostration of strength, raHid countenance, cold extremities, an extremely
feeble pulse, and.death m a few hours, sometimes preceded by delirium,
stupor, or .convuls10ns. All the~e effects are not expe rienced in every case;
~ut there is no ~ne of them w~1ch l~as not been. recorded as having occurred
in one or more mstances. Dissection reveals mflammation of the stomach
and bowels, and engorgement of the brain and lungs. Life may usually be
s~ved by a limely an~ thorough evacuation af the stomach, and the use of
stimulant remedies internally and externall y; and it is wonderfu l how
rapi~ly the palient passes from a state of imminent danger to perfect health.
Pereira states that, when dogs are opened immediately after death from
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~conitc, no pulsations of the heart are visibl e .

Applied to the skin, aconite

ts said to occasion a feclinf?' of heat and prickling or tingling followed by
num~ness {Turnbull), and, 1f in contact with a wound, produces its peculiar
constnutional effects. Applied to the f'ye, it causes con1raction of the pupil.
(Pereira.) fn relation to i~s mode of action, aconite appears to be locally
irritant, and, at the same time, entering the system, to operate powerfully
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and motion. The heart feels al so this paralyzing influence , and hence
proceeds the great depression of the pulse under the full action of the
medicine.
Aconite has been employed in rheumatism, neuralgia, gout, scrofula,
phthisis, secondary syphilis, scirrhus and canct>r, certain cutaneous diseases,
amaurosis, paralysis, epilepsy, intermittent fever, dropsies, and other complaints. It has long enjoyed, in Germany, a high reputation as a remedy
in rheumatism; and has recently come into great vogue elsewhere in the
treatment of that disease, especially in its chronic and neuralgic forms. By
some practitioners it is considered as one of the most effectual remedies in
neuralgia, in which it is used both internally and as a local application. Dr.
Fleming considers it highly useful as an antiphlogistic remedy, and especially applicable to cases of "active cerebral congestion or inflammation;
while it is contra-indicated in the headache of anremia, and in all cases
attended with a torpid or paralytic condition of the muscular system. It
may be administered in powder, extract, or tincture. 'l'he dose of the powdered leaves is one or two grains, of the extract from half a grain to a grain,
of the tincture twenty or thirty drops, to be repeated twice or three times a
day, and gradually increased till the effects of the medicine are experienced.
Dr. Fleming recommends a tinclure made from the root, carefully dried and
powdered, by macerating sixteen ounces with a pint of alcohol for four days,
then placing the mi~ture in a percolator, and adding alcohol until twentyfour fiuidounces of tmctureare obtained. Of this, five minims may be given
three times a day. and gradually increased till its effects become obvious.
Few patients will bear more than ten minims. Aconite may be used externally in the form of the strong tincture just referred to, of extract mixed
with lard, of a plaster made with the extract, or of aconitina . (See Extractum .llconili, Extractum .flcon'ili .11/colwlicum, and .!lconilina.) The tincture may be applied by means of a piece of soft sponge fastened to the end
of a stick.
Off. Prep. Aconitina, Lond.; Extractum ~coniti, U. 8_., Lonrl., Dub.;
Extract. Aconiti Alcoholicum, U.S., Ed.; Trnctura Acomti, U. 8.
YV.

ADE PS. U.S., Lond.
Lard.
"The prepared fat of Sus Scrofa, free from saline matter ." U.S.
Scrofa . .9.clfps prreparalus." Lond.

"Sus

Off. Syn. AXUNG!A. Fat of Sus Scrofa. Erl.; ADEPS SU!LLUS
PIUEPARATUS. Dub.

Axougc>, Grai:;sc, Saindoux , Fr. ; Schwei neschmalz, Germ. ; Grasso di por~ La.r<lo1
1

0

1

Jtai;a~i~t~h ~ ~ r%~~~C:d ~~~~d~f ~h: hog.

The Dublin College gives a process
for ils preparation; but, as in t~is country it i_s pur~has~d b,y the druggists
already prepared, the introducuon of any officmal d1recuons m our Pharma-
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copceia was deemed superfluous. The adipose matter of the omentum an~
mesentery. and lhat which surrounds the kidneys, arc usuall)'. employed•
thou ah the subcutaneous fat is said to afford lard of a firmer consistence. In
the c~·ude state it comains membranes and vessels. and is more or le.ss contaminated with blood from all which it must be freed before it can be fit for use .
For this purpose, th~ fat, having been deprived, as far as. possible, ?Y the
hand, of metnbranous matter, is cut into pieces. washed ~v1th water till ~he
Jiquor ceases to be coloured, and then melted, usually with a s1.nall p~r110n
of water, in a copper or i ron vessel, over a slow fire. The heat is conunued
till all the moisture is evaporated, which may be known by the lra~spare.nc.y
of lhe mehed fat, and the absence of cr~pitation whc>n a smal.l port ion of ll is
thrown into the fire. Care should be taken that the heat ts not too great;
as otherwise th~ lard might be pa~tial!y decomposed,ac9uire a yellow colour,
and become acnd. ·~~he pr~cess 1s coinpl~ted by straining the fluid thro~gh
0
0
01
1 1
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for rharmaceutic purposes. To free it from t~is, the Dublin Col!ege directs
thal it be melted wili1 twice its weight of boiling water, the mixture well
agitated and set aside to cool, and the fat then. separated .
.
Properties. Lard is white, inodorous, with little taste, of a soft cons1st~nce-.
at ordin~ry temperatures, fusible at about 100°4? ., i~solu.ble ir~ watc>r, partially
soluble 111 alcohol, more so in ether and the \'olaule oils, dissolved and decomposed by the stronger acids, and convert('d into soap by union with the
a lkalies. When melted, it readily unites with wax and rPsins . According
to Braconnot, it comains, in 100 parts, 62 of oliin or the liquid principle of
oi ls, and as of stearin or the concrete principle. But M. Le Canu a~certained,
that the stearin of Braconnot consists of two distinct substances, diff"ering in
fusibility and solubi lily . For the least fusible of these he retained the name
of stearin, and to the other applied that of rnargarin, from its resemb.lance
to the principle of the same name in veget~ble oils. Most fats .and oils, of
animal or~gin, are composed of thc>se _ingredients, upon the r~lat 1 ve proportio.n of which their consistence respecllvely depends. Th~ liquid and concrete
pnncip les may be obtained separate by the action of bmling alcohol, which,
on cooling, dt>posits the latter, and yields the former upon evaporation.
AnOLher ~ethod is to compress ~at, or oil congealed by cold, between the
folds of bibulous papn. 'l'he oliin is absorbed by the paper, and may be
separated by .compression under w~ter; the stearin and margarin remain.
Oltiin, ongrnally denominated elain, resembles oil in appearance, is colourless when pure, congeals at 20° F ., has little odour and a sweetish taste, is
insoluble in water, but soluble in boiling alcohol, and consists of carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen. The ?!Cin of lard has recently been introduced extensively into use for burning m lamps.
Stec~rin is white, concrete, of a crysta ll i.ne appearance like sperm~ceti,
pulvenzable, fusible at about 143°, soluble 10 alcohol and boiling ether, insol uble in cold ether and in water, and composed, like the former pri nciple,
of carbon, hydrogen, and o~ygen. It may be separated from the concrete
matter of lard by ~re~ting 1_1 w_ith cold ether so long as anything is diss?lved. The s~earrn 1s left behind, and the ethereal solu tion yields margarm by evaporat10n.
. ~rim m~rgari? of ani_mal. fats resembles stea:in v~ry closely, differing only
m its melting pomt, which 1s about I l~:P, and m being soluble in cold ether.
Very good candles are now made out of the concrete constituents of lard.
Exposed to the air, lard absorbs oxygen and becomes rancid. It should,
therefore, be kept in well closed vessels, or procured fresh when wanted for
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use. In the rancid state, it is irritating to the skin , and' sometimes exercises
an injurious reaction on substances mixed with il. Thus, the ointment of
iodide of potassium, which is white when prepared with fresh lard, is said
to be more or less yellow when the lard employed is rancid .
JIIedical Properties and Uses. Lard is emollient, and is occasionally
e mploy ed by itself in frictions, or in connexion with poultices to preserve
t~eir soft consistence; but !ts chief use is in pharmac.Y as an ingredie nt or
orntments and cerates. It is frequently added to laxative enemata. W.

ALCOHOL. U.S.
Alcohol.
"Rectified spirit of the specific gravity 0·835." U.S.

Off. Syn. SPJR!TUS RECT!FICATUS. Land., Ed., Dub.
Spirit or wine; Alcool, Esprit do Yin, Fr.; Rcctificirtcr Weingeist, Germ.; Alcoole,
Acquavitc rcttificata 1 Ila!. ; AlcohoJ 1 Espritu rcctifica<lo de vino, Span.

SPIRITUS VINI GALLICI. Land.
Brandy.
11

Spiritus. E vino Gallico destillatus." Lond.

Eau <lt• Yic, Fr.; Brantwcin, Germ.; Acquavite, Ital. ; Aqua anlicnte, Span.

The Pharmacopa:ias have recognised several pharmaceutical strengths of
the liquid, which, in its pure sta te, is known to the chemist under the name
of alcohol. The British Colleges have adopted three strengths of this substance; while the United States Pharmacopceia has admitted only two. Th~
following table presents a view of the names and strengths of the alcohol
according to these different authoritjes; assuming those spirits to be identi...
cal, the specific gravities of which approach to equality.
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this is an alcoholic liquor, and may be considered as a fourth for~ of alcohol recognised by t.hat College, .its officin_al ti~le has been associated wjth

"Jllcohol," in formm(J' the heading of this article.
By the table it is Perceived that the officinal "Alcohol" of the United
States Pharmacopceia is a rectified spirit of the sp. gr. 0·835; while the
spi rit, under the sai:ne officinal name, of the British Colleges is much
stronger. It is certainly to be r~g:eued that the sam~ name has been .ar·
plied to the substance of such ?1fier~nt st!engt.hs, as it l~ad:s to confos10n.
Our principal object, however, m this article, 1s to descnbe the alcohol of
the United States Pharmacopa:da, corresponding to the British Spiritus
Rerlijicatus; and we shall introd~~e incidentally our notice of brandy, and
of the stronger spirit of the Bnt1sh Colleges, also called alcohol. The
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.lllcolwl Dilutum, and the corresponding preparations of. the British Pharmacopreias, will be considered in their appropriate place rn the second part

of l~~~1::r\'~ ~~~ecf~~~(~~t ~;~~~e~7;) a peculiar

generat~d for

liq.uid,
the
most pan in vegetable juices and infusions by a peculiar formcn~at1on, called
the vinous or alcoholic. The liquids which have undergone 1~ ~re called
vinous liquors, and are of various kinds . Thus, the ferment<'d J~ice ~f the
grape is called wine; of the apple, ciderj and the fermented infusion of
malt, beer.
"With regard to the nature of th~ liquids suscepti_ble of the vinous ~erment·
ation, one general character prev_ads, howeve~ various tht.!y may be in oth~r
1
1
10
1
1 0
;rt
t
n
e
sugar they contained has, either wl~olly or in pa~r, disapf?eared, and that the
only new products are alcohol, which rf'mains in lhe ltquid, and carbonic
acid, which escapes during the process: and these, w.hen taken. together, are
found to be equal in weight to the sugar lost. It is he.nee rnfo~rcd, that
sugar is the subject-matter of the changes that occur dunng the vmou~ fermentation, and thut it is resoh•ed into alcohol and carbonic acid . Addiuonal
facts in support of this view, will be adduced under the head of the compos ition of alcohol .
Sugar, however, will not undergo the vinous fermentation by itse lf; but
requires to be d issolved in waler, subjrcled to the influence of a ferment, and
kept at a certain temperature. Accordingly . sugar, water, the presence of a
ferment, and the maintenance of an adequate tempnature, may be deemed
the pre-requisites of the vinous fermentat ion. The water acts by gi\'ing
fluidity, and the ferment and tempcraLUre operate by commencing and maintaining the chemical changes. The precise manner in which the ferment
operates in commencing the rf'aClion is not known. Neither has it been
certainly ascertained whelher it is a pecaliar vegetab le principle, or whether
a number of distinct vegetable subslancrs are capable of acting in a similar
way. As a general rule, subslances conta ining nitrogen, such as gluten,
albumen, .caseous malter, &c .. possess the properly of inducing the vinous
fermentation. The proper temperature ranges from 60° to 90° .
. ~crtain ,·egeta?le infusions, as those of potatoes and rice 1 though con-
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the only sub~tance susceptible of this fermentation: The UJ_Jparent e~cep
t ion is explained by the circumstance, that starch 1s susceptible of a spontaneous change which co~\·erls iL into sugar. How this change takes place
is not wel! known, but !tis di:'signatcd by some authors as the saccharine

;~11Jns~~~.~~o~.~~1;0~!1~~.c~~~Jtr~~~: ,ht~1ta~v~~:r .1~1~:1 ~t:~.c~; ~il: ~e~e f~~~v~~~J
into sugar. 'Vhen, therefore, starch is apparently converted into alcohol by
~ermt·nL;;i~ion, it is s~pposed that during the change it passes through the
intermediate state of sugar .
. Alcol~ol, b~i~1g lhe product of the \·i~ous fermenta,lion, n~c~ssarily exists
111 all nnous liquors, and may b~ obtained from them by d1std!alion. Formerly it was supposed that th<'so liquors did not contain alcohol, but were
me_rdycapabl~ of furnishing it, in consf'quence o~ a new arrangement of their
ult1m<tte constttut>nts, the n·sult of the heat applied. Brande, however, disprovt•d th!s id•!a, by showing that alcohol may be obtained from all t·inous
liquors without the application of heat,.and, therefore, must pre-exist in
them. His method consists in pre_cipitatmg the acid and colouring mauer
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from each vinous liquor by subacetate of lend, and sf'pnnlling the water by

carbonate of potassa.

Gay· L ussac and Donovan have ~roved the same

fact. According lo the former, litharge, in tine powder, 1s the best agent
for precipitating the colouring mailer .
Jn vinous lirpwrs, the alcohol is diluted with abundance of water, and associated wilh colouring mauer. rnlatile oil. extractive, and various acids and
salts . ln purifyin&' i~ we take advantage of its \•olatility, wl~ich enables us
to separ~te it by J1stillation, combint:d with some of the pnncip lrs of the
vinous liquor employed, and more or less water. The distill ed product of
vinous liquors forms the diffi· rent varieties of ard~nt spiri1s of commerce.
When obtained fr om wine, il is called brandyi from fermented molnsses ,
rum; from. cider, maill'd ba~ley, or rye, whisky; from rnnlted barlt•y and
rye-meal wllh hops, and rect1fi.cd from juniper berries, Holland gin; from
malted barley, ry.e, or potatoes, rectified. with tu rpen~ine, common gin; and
from rermentcd nee, arrack. These spirits are of ddferl'Ol strengths, that
is, contain different proporlions of alcohol, and have various peculiaritit•s by
which they are distinguished by the taste . Their strength is accurately
judged of by the specific gravity, which is a lways less in proportion as their
conce~tration is greater. W he n they have the sp. g r. of 0·9:l0, the.y arc designated in commerce by the term proof :ipiril. lf lighter than this, they a re
said to be above proof; if heav iC'r, be low p roof j and the percentage of water,
or of spirit of 0·825, necessary to be added to any sample of spirit to bring
it to the standard of proor spirit, ind icates the number of degrees the given
sample is above or below proof. Thus, if IOU volumes of a spirit require
10 volumes of \Vater to reriuce it to proo f ispi r it, it is said to be" 10 over
proof." On Lhe other hand, if IOO volumes of a spirit requi re IO volumes of
a spirit of0·825 to raise it to proof, the. sample is sai~ to be'.' 10 undl'r proof.''
P roof spirit is still very far from bemg p u re; bemg a dilute alcohol, containing about half its weight of water, together with a pecu liar oil and other
foreign matters . fl may ~c furthe r purified and sLrengthirned by rcdistillation, or rectification as it is called . Whi~ky is the spirit usually employed
for this purpose ; and from C\'e ry hundred gallons, between fifty-sevt!n a nd
fifly -t>ight may be ~btained, of the average strt·ngth of rectified sp}rit, (sp. g r.
0·~;~5.) correspond mg to the °:!colwl of the U. S. Pharmacopreia, and the
~)1iritw; Rectific.atus of the British Colh·ges . When th is is once more cautiously distilled, 1t will be furt her purified from water, and attain the sp. gr.
or about 0 ·823, which is the lightest spirit w h ich can be obtained by ordinary distillation, and is th e pu~·e spirit or a lcohol of the British system of
excise. It still, howeve r , comams eleven pt• r cent. of water. In the mean
w hi le, the spirit, by these repeated d istillations, becomes more and more
freed from the contaminating oi l, called grain oil orfusel oil.
If it be desired to obtain alcohol of still greater concentration, it is necessa ry to avail our~elves of certain substances which have a powerf~I affini ty
for water. Of th1s nature are lime, carbonate of potassa, and chlori de of cal-
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a tion or distillation. By using substances of this natu re, the British Col·
leges arc enabled to produce their strongest spirit, which they denomina te
alcohol. (See tabular view, page 57.) The following are the processes
w h ich they adopt.
.
. .
ALi;OHOL (sp. gr. 0·8 1?), Loud.-:--" Take of r ectified spmt, _a gallon
[ I mpcrial meas.u~e chloride ~f calc1ui:n, ci poum~ . . Add the c~1luride of cal·
cium to the spmt, and when It has dissolved, d1st1l seven puus, and five
fluidounces.''

Ji
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(sp. gr. 0·794-6), Ed.-" Take of rectifi~d spirit, one pint
[Imp. meas.]; lime, eighteen ounces. Break down the Iim.e rnto small fragments: expose the spirit and lim.e together to a gen~le heat m ~ gl~ss m~trass
till the lime begins to slake· w ithdraw the heat till the slaking is finished,
preserving the upper part 'or the matrass cool wi~h damy cloths .. 1~h~n
attach a proper refrigerntory, and with a gradually increasing heat d1sttl ~ff
seventeen fluidounces . The density of this alcohol should no.t exceed 7?G:
if higher, the distillation must have been begun before the slakrng of the hme
ALCOHOL

wal;c~:,~:d(~~. gr.

of

O·SIO), Bub.- " Take rectified spirit, ag_allon; pea rlashes, dried and still hot, three pounds and a ha{(; munate of li~c, dn~d, a
7Jound. Add the pearlashes in powder lo tl~e sp~rit, and let the mixture d1.gest
in a covered vessel for seven days, shak111g 1t fre~uemly. Dra~v ?fJ t~e
supernatant spirit, and mix with it the muriate of lune. Lastly, distil, mth
a moderate heat, until the mixture in the retort be~ins to thi~ken . "
In these processes, the London College uses chlonde of calc:um, the X:dinburgh, lime, and the Dublin, both carbonate of potassaand ch londe of calcium,
for separating the water. These substances are all well fitted to remove the
water, on account of their strong auraction for that liquid. Formerly, the
London Pharmacopreiadirected the use of carbonate of potassa for this pu:pose; but in the revision of 1836, the chloride was advantageously substituted, which, on account of its solubility in alcohol, is more powerful than
the alkaline salt, as an agent for separating water. By the processes of the
London and Dublin Colleges, the rectified spirit is not entirely deprived of
water; but by the Edinburgh formula, it is brought at once to its highest
strength, when it has a specific gravity between 0·79-1 and 0·796 1 and is
called anhydrous or absolute alcohol. The officinal alcohol of the London
and Dublin Colleges may be brought to the same strength, by very carefully and repeatedly distilling it from chloride of calcium.
Soubeiran recommends the following as an easy method for obtaining absolute alcohol abundantly and economica!Jy. 1st. Rectify alcohol, marking
86° of the centesimal alcoholmeter of Gay-Lussa~ (recti_fied spirit), by distilling it from carbonate of potassa. This operation raises its strength to
94° or 95°. 2d. Raise this alcohol to 07°, by distilling it with fused chloride of calcium, or by digesting it with quicklime, from which it must be
afterwards ~oured oft: in the proportion of a pint of_ the alcohol to 1 ~ounces
of the chlonde, or 2j- ounces of the lime. :Jd. Distil the product of this
operation slowly, with quicklime, in the propor1ion of 3:f ounces to the pint.
'l'he product will be absolute alcohol. The operation may be shortened to
two steps, by distilling the alcohol of U4° or U5°, with an excess of quick Jime (7! ounces t«:> the pint). In all cases, before dccanti~g or distillincr, the
alcohol must be digested for two or three days with the lime, at a temPerature between 95° and 100° F. Lime will not answer as a substance to be
distilled from, unless it be in sufficient excess; for, otherwisf>, towards the
end of the distillation, the hydr~te of lime formed will yield up its water
to the alcohol, and weaken the distilled product. (Journ. de P!tarm., xxv.
J. Jan., 18.19.)
It thus appears that the J?rocess adopted by the Edinburgh College for
a_b5olute alcohol, now first mtroduced into its Pharmacopceia, is substantially the same as that recommended by Soubeiran. Dr. Christison assures
us, that, on using pure quicklime, with the precautions mentioned in the
Edin_burgh formula, he has "alw3:ys obtai~ed from rectified spirit of the
density of 0:838, seventeen-twentieths of Its volume of alcohol, of density
0 ·796; and 1f the first tenth be k~pt apart, the rest may be obtained so low
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as 0·7942." A good way for ascertaining when all the water has been
removed, is to drop into the liquid a piece of anhydrous baryta, which will
remain unchanged if the alcoliol be free from water; otherwise it will fall
to powder.
. Alcohol, though freed from water by the processes indicated·, may still be
impregnated with a portion of the essential oil called grain oil. 'l'his is
usually removed by digesting the spirit with charcoal, especially animal
c_harcoal. The same end may be attained on a small scale, by adding a
little of the solution of nitrate of silver to the spirit, and exposing it to a
bright light. By the action of the oxide of silver on the oil, it is converted
into a black powder, and by a new distillation, the spirit is obtained pure.
The absolute alcohol of the Edinburgh Pharrnacopreia is submiued to this
t~st.
Its purity is directed to be such, th.at," when mixed with a little solutwn of nitrate of silver and exposed to bnght light, it remains unchanged, or
only a very scanty dark precipitate forms."
Prop~rlies. Alcohol is a colourless, transparent, volatile liquid, of a
penetrating, agreeable odour, and strong burning taste. When free from
water of dilution, its sp. gr. is 0·7U6, or a little unde r, at the temp. of 60°.
Its density progressively increases by dilution, so that its sp. gr. is an index.
of its strength. When of the sp. gr. 0·820, its boiling point is at 176°; this
point being always lower in proportion as the alcohol is stronger. Its specific gravity, as a vapour, is HiO compared with air. Absolute alcohol has
never been frozen ; but Dr. J . K . Mitchell, of this city, succeeded by a cold
of 146° below zero, in rendering alcohol of 0·7!)8 viscid, so as to resemble
melted wax. In Dr. Mitchell's experiments, alcohol of 0·820 froze read ily.
On account of the property of alcohol of resisting extreme degrees of cold
without freezing, it is used in thermometers for measuring low degrees of
temperature.
Alcohol is inflammable, and burns without smoke or residue, the products
being water a11d carbonic acid. lts flame is of a bluish colour when strong;
but yellowish, when weak. It combines with water and ether in all proportions. Its value depends upon the quantity of absolute alcohol which it
contains; and as this is greater in proportion a.s the .sp. ~r. of any sample is
less, it is found convenient to take the density m estimating its purity . This
is done by instruments with bulbs and long stems, called hydrometers,
which, by being allowed to .float in the spirit, sink deeper into it in proportion as it is lighter. Any given hydrometer strength corresponds with some
particular specific gravity; and , by referring to tables constructed for the
purpose, the percentage of absolute alcohol indicated in each case is at once
shown . The following table, constructed by Lowitz and improve~ by
Thomson, is of this kind. We have placed in notes, referring to their respective specific gravities in the table, the names of the different officinal
spirits, whereby the per centage of absolute alcohol is indicated which they
severally contain.
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Alcohol is capable of dissolving a great number of substances; as, for
example, sulphur and phosphoru s in small quantity, iodine and ammonia
freely, and potassa, soda, and lithia in tbe caustic state, but not as carbonates.
Among organic substances, it is ~ solvent of the organic vcgetabl~ alkalies, un·a, tannic acid, sugar, mannite, camphor, resins, balsams, volatile oils,
and soap. It dissolves the fixed oils sparingly, except castor oil, which is
abundantly soluble. Lt acts on most acids, forming ethers with some, and
effecting the solution of others. All deliquescent salts are soluble in a1cohol,
except carbonate of potassa; while the efflorescent salts, and those either
insoluble or sparingly soluble in.water, are mostly insoluble in it. It dis~o\ves muriate of ammonia, and most of the chlorides that are readily soluble
111 water; also some nitrates, but none of the metallic sulphates.
It is capable of combining, in the rnlid form, with different substances, so
as to form definite compounds, which, from their analogy to hydrates, are
called alcoates.
Composition. Alcohol consists of four eqs. of carbon, 24, six of hydrogen 6, and two of oxygen 16= 46; or, in volumes, of four volumes of the
v.a pour of carbon, 8ix vol_umes of hydrogen, and one volume of oxygen.
These elements may be vtewed as united, so as to form a compound of one
eq. of ether and one of water (C,H,O+HO).
It has already been stated that, in tbe vinous fermentation, sucrar is converted into alcohol and carbonic acid. This conversion is thus :xplained.

t Alcohol, Dub. (nearly.)
§ Lightestspmt obtained byorLlinarycliotillution
'IT SpiritusRectificutus,Lmd.,Eti,.
Spiritus Tcnuior, Ed. :f:t Spiritus Tcnuior, Lond.

• Alcohol, E~..

.t

tt

•• SpiritusRectificatus,Dub.
§§Alcohol Dilutum, U.S.

Alcohol,Lo11d.
II Alcohol, U.S.
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The sugar, supp?sing it canr·sugar, is first changed into grape sugar, or,
according to M1tscherlich and Soubeiran, into uncr~stallizable sugar.
The two latter sugars, at the temperature of 212°, consist of C1llH 1 ~0 12 , and
are resolved by the fermentation into two eqs. of alcohol C I-1 120 4 , and four
eqs. of carbonic acid (0 4 0 8 ) •
.JJ1edical Properties, ~-c. Alcohol is a very powerful diffusible stimulant.
It is the intoxicating ingredient in all spirituous and vinous liquors, including under the latter term, porter, ale, and cider, and every liquid in short
which has undergone the vinous fermentation. In its pure state it is never
used in medicine; but, diluted to a greater or less extent, it forms a men~truum for many remedies. In a diluted state, and taken i?- small quantity,
It excites the system, renders the pnlse full, communicates additional.
energy to the muscles, and gives temporary exaltation to the mental faculties. In some states of acute disease, characterized by excessive debility,
it is a valuable remedy. In the form of brandy, it is frequently given in the
sinking stages of typhus with advantage. Other kinds of ardent spirit are
occasionnl!y administered, and each is supposeJ to have its pecu liar qualities . Thus, according to Dr. Paris, brandy may be estccm.ed simply cordial
and stomachic; rum, heating and sudorific; and gin and whisky, diuretic.
Physicians should b~ on their guard not to prC'scribe alcoholic remedies in
chronic disea~es, whether alone or in the form of tinctures, for fear of begetting intemperate habits in their patients. Externally, alcohol is sometimes
applied to produce cold by evaporation, or to stimulate when its evaporation
is repressed. A mixture of equa l parts of rectifi~d spirit and white of egg
is stated by Dr. Christison to be an excellent application, in the early stage
of excoriation from pressure, in protracted diseases. ll is to be applied frequently by a fine bi:ush or feather, and renewed as it dries, until an albuminous coating is formed over the excoriated surface.
As an article of daily us<', alcoholic liquors produce the most deplorable
consequc>nces . Besides the moral degradation which they cause, their
habitual use gives rise to dyspepsia, hypochondriasis, visceral obstructions,
dropsy, paralysis, and not unfrequently mania.
In the arts, alcohol is used to form drying varnishes, and in chemistry, as
an important analytic agent. Being a powerful antiseptic, it is very useful
in preserving anatomical preparations.
E,ffects as a Poison. \Vhen taken in large quantity, alcohol, in the form
of vurious ardent spirits , produces a true apoplectic state, and occasionally
speedy death. The face becomes livid or pal(', the respiration stertorous,
and thl! mouth frothy; and scnst.: and fc·eling are more or less completely
Jost. Where the danger is imminent, an emetic may be administered, or
the stomach pump used. The alfusion of cold water is often \·ery useful.
As a counter-poison, acetate of ammonia has been foLJnd to act with adrnntage. After death, abun?ant evidence is furnished of the absorption of t_he
alcohol. By Dr. Percy 1t was detected by chemical analysis in the brain,
and by others in the ventricles.
Plwrrnaceutic Us~s. Alcohol is ~ery extensivelx employed as a pha:maceutic agent. E1tber in its r~ctified state~ or diluted with water, it 1s
used in the formation of all the tmcwres, spints, ethers, and resinous extracts. It is added to the vinegars, some of the medicated waters, and one
or more of the decoctions and infusions, to assist in their preservation; and
serves as a vehicle or diluent of certain active medicines, as in the Spfritus
.!Jmmonire, and .llcidum Sulphuricum. .llromalicurn. It iS also empkiyed
for various incidental purposes connected with its solnnt power.
Off. Prep. of .fl/coho/. Alcohol Dilutum, U.S., Ed.
Off. Prep. of Brandy. Miswra SpintG.s Vini Gallici, Lond.
B.
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ALETRIS. U.S. Secondary.
Star Grass.
The root of Aletris farinosa." U.S.
ALETRIS. Sex. Syst. Hexandria Mon~gynia .-1Y~/. Ord. Liliacere ..
Gen. Ch. Corolla tubular, six-cleft, wrinkled, persrntent. Stamens mse rted into the base of the segments. Style triangu lar, separable into thr~e.
Capsule openina at the top, three-celled, many seeded. Bigelow .
11

.Bletris farin~sa. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. HS:J; Bigelow, JJm. ~Jed. JJ.ot.
iii. !-J2. This is an indigenous pe rennial plant 1 the le~ves of which sprmg
immediate ly from the root, and spread on the ground in the f~rm of a star.
Hence have originated the popular names of .star grass, blazing star, and
mealy starwort, by which 1t is known in d1ff'erent parts of the cou.ntr~ .
The leave-s are sessile, Janceolate, entire, pointed, very smooth, long1tud1nally veined, and of unequal size, the largest being about four inches ~n
0

1

!:eni~~~: n~~f;1n~~<:t~~ist~ ~~~~~;1s~a~c~,~~;h~~~mso%s:t~~ e~e b~~o~~': 1::!e s~

h terminates in a slender scatlered spike, the flowers of which stand on very
short pedicels, and have minute bractes at the base . The calyx is wanting.
The corolla is tubular, oblong, divided at the summit into six spreading
segments, of a white colour, and, when old, of a mealy or rugose appearance on the outside. The plant is found in almost all parts of the
United States, growing in fields and about the borders of woods, and flower·
ing in June and July.
Properfies. The root, which is the officinal portion, is small, crooked,
branched, blackish externally, brown within, and intensely bitter. The
bitterness is extracted by alcohol, and the tincture becomes turbid upon the
addition of water. The clecoction is moderately biller; but much less so
than the tincture. It affords no precipitate with the salts of iron. (Bigelow.)
lliedical PropPrlies. ln small doses the root appears to be simply tonic,
and may be employed advantageously for similar purposes \yith other bitters
of the same cl~ss. "\Vhen large.ly given it produces nausea. The powder
may be administered as a tonic m the dose of ten grains.
VV.

ALLIUM. U. S., Land., Ed.
Garlick.
11
The bulb of Alli um sativum.'' U.S., Eel. "Alli um sativum. Bu/bus."
Lond.
Off. Syn . ALLIUM SATIVUM. Bulbus. Dub.

Ail, £r.; Knohlaucl1. G'crm.: Aglio, ital. ; Ajo, Span.
ALI,IUi'tl . Sex . Sysl . Hexandria Monogynia. -Nat. Ord. Liliacere.
Gen . Ch. Corolla six.parted, spreading. Spathe many-flowered. Umbel crowded. Capsule superior. ff'illd.
·

This is a very extensive genus, including more than sixty species, most of
which are European. Of the nine or ten indigenous in this country, none
are employed. Of the European species, several have been used from a
very early periOd, ~oth as food and medicine. Three only are officinal.IJ.. safivum, or garJ1ck; .11.. Cepa, or onion; and .8.. Ponmn, or leek. The
U . S . Pharmaco~reia has adopted only .IL sativwn, and to this we shall confine our observations in the present place, simply stating, that few genera
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present a greater resemblance in medical and sensible properties among the
various species that compose them, than the present .
.fl.Ilium sativwn. Willd. 5)1.Plant. ii. 68; Woodv. Afed. Bot. p. 74H, t.
256. This is a perennial plant, and like all its congeners, bulbous. The

~~;b~a~~eo~u,~hei~ohu~h~ntb~~;I~~=~ ci:n:t~~~mt~1: ~;~~:a~oo~sd~~~=~i~.g, fToi:
stem is simple, and rises about two feet in height. The leaves are long, fiat,
and grass-l ike; and sheath the lower half of the stem. At the termination of
the stem is a cluster of flowers and bulbs mingled together, and enclosed in
a pointed spathe, which opens on One side and withers. The flowers are
small and white, and make their appearance in July. This species of garJick gr~\\:s wild in Sicily, ltaly, and the south of France; and is cultivaled
in all CIVIiized countries.
The part employed, as well fo r culinary purposes as in medicine, is the
bulb. The bulbs aro dug up with a portion of the stem attached, and, having been dried in the sun, are tied together in bunches, and thus brought
to market. They are said to lose by drying nine parts of their weight out
of fifteen, with liul~ diminution ·of their sensible properties. '.!'his species
of A Ilium is common ly called English garlick, to distinguish Jt from those
which grow wild in our fields and meadows.
Properties. Garlick, as found in the shops, is of a shape somewhat
spherical, nattene>d at the bottom, and drawn towards a point at the summit,
where a portion of the stem several inches in length projects. It is covered
with a white, dry, membranous envelope, consisting of several delicate
lamin<e, within which the small bulbs are arranged around the stem , having
each a distinct coat. These small bulbs. which in common language are
called cloves of gar lick', are usually five or six in number, of an oblong shape,
somewhat curved, and in their iillerior are whitish, moiH, and fleshy. They
have a disagreeable yungcnt odour, so peculiar as to have received the n airn~
of alliaceous. Th eir taste is bitter and acrid. This smt>ll and taste, though
strongest in the bulb, a re found to a greater or less extent in all parts of the
plant. They depend on an essential oil, which is very volatile, and may be
obtained by distillation, passing over wiLh the first portions of water. It is
of a ye llow colour, exceedingly pungent odour, and strong acrid t~te; i~
heav ier than water; contains sulphur; and when applied to the skin produces much irritation, and sometimes even blisters. Cadct-Gassicourt obtained s ix drachms of it from 20 lbs. of garlick. Besides thi s oil, fresh
garlick, accord in g to the same chrmist, contains in 140(i parts, 520 of mucilage, 37 of albumen, 48 of fibrous matter, and 80 l of water. BouillonLagrange mentions, among its constitu<'nls, su lphur, a saccharine maucr, and
a small quantity of fccula. 'l'he fresh_hL~lbs yield upon pressure nearly a
fourth part of juice, which is highly viscid, and so tenacious <is to require
dilution with water before it can be easily filte red. 'Vh en dried it serv~s as
a lute for porcelain. It has the medical proper~ics of the bulbs. W ate~,
alcohol, and vinegar extract the virtues of garlick. Boiling, however, 11
continued for some time, renders it inert.
1"1edical Properties and Uses. 'J?hc use of garlick, as a medicine nnd condiment, ascends to the highest antiquity. \.Yhen it i_s taken intt>rnally, the
active principle is very speedily absorbed, an~, penetrat~ng throughout the system, becomes sensible in the breath and v:mous secrenons. Even externally
applied. as for example to the ~ole.s of the feet, it i_mparts its pecu.liar odour
to the breath, urine, and persp1rat10n, and, accordmg to some wnters, may
be tasted in the mouth. Its effects upon the system are those of a general
stimulant. It quickens the circulation, excites the nervous system, promotes
7•
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expectoration in a debilitated state of the vessels of the lungs, produces <lia-

phoresis or diuresis according as the patient.is kept warm or cool, and acts
upon the stomach as a tonic and carminative. It is said also to be emmenaApplied to the skin, it is irritant and rubcfacient, and moreover
exercises, to a greater or less extent. its peculiar influence ~p.on the sy~ter:i,
in consequence of its absorption. Moderate ly employed, il is be n ~ficial rn
enfeebled digestion and flatulence; and is habitually used as a con~1ment .by
many who bave no objection to an offensive breath. It has been given 'Y1th
ad vantage in chronic catarrh, humoral asthma, and other pectoral atfecuons
in which the symptoms of infiammalidn have been subdued, and a feeble
condilion of the vessels remains. 'Ve use it habitually,and with great benefit, in such affi:ctions occurring in children, as well :i.s in the nervous and
spasmodic coughs to which this class of patients are peculiarly liable. Some
P.hysi~ians have highly recommendc~ it in old alOnic dr~psies ~nd calculo~s
<l1sorders; and il has been employed Ill the treatment of mterm1ttents. I t is
said also to be an excellent anthclmintic. If taken too largely, or in excited
states of the system, it is apt to occasion gastric irritation, flatulence, hemorrhoids, headache, and fever. As a medicine, it is at present more used
externally than inwardly . Bruised and applied to tile feet, it acts very
beneficially,as a revulsive, in disorders of the head; and is especially useful
in the febrile complaints of children, by quieting restlessness and producing
sleep. In the same state it is used to resolve indolent tumours. Its juice
mixed with oil, or the garlick itself bruised and steeped in spirits, is frequently used as a liniment in infantilE' convulsions, and other cases of spasmodic or nervous disorder among children. The same application has been
made in cases of cuta neous eruption. A clove of garlick, or a few drops of
the juice introduced into the ear, are said to prove highly efficacious in atonic
deafness; and the b~lb, bruised and applied in the shape of a poultice above
the pubis, has somC'lunes restored action to" the bladder, in cases of retention
of urine, from debility ~f that organ. In the same shape, it has been recommended as a resolvent rn indolent tumours, and may, perhaps, prove beneficial by stimulating the absorbents .
. Garlick may be ta~rnn in. the form of pills i or the clove may be swallowed
e!lher whole, or cut mto pieces of a convenient size. Its juice is also freriucntl.y administered mixed with sugar. The infusion in, milk.was at one
~ime highly recommended, and the syrup is officinal. The dose in substance
is from half~ ~ra~hm to a dr;~chm, or even two drachms, of the fresh bulb.
That of the JUICe is half a ftu1drachm.
gogue.

Off. Prep. Syrupus Allii, U.S.

W.

ALLIUM CEP A. Bulbus. Dub.
Onion.
Ognon, Fr.; Zwie\Jc\.Lmwh. Germ.; Cipolla, llal.; Ccl>olla, Span.

AL1.IUM. See ALL LUM. U.S.
.111/ium Cepa· Willd. Sp . Plant. iL SO.

The onion is a perennial bulb-

ous pl~nt, with a na.ked ~ca1~e, s.wellu~g towards the base, exceeding the
leaves m length, and termmatmg ma simple umbel of white flowers. The
leaves are hollow, cylindrical, and pointed.
The origina~ country of t~is s~ecies of Alli um is unknown. The plant
has been cultivated from tlme 1mmemorial, and is now diffused over the
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whole civilized world. All parts of it have a peculiar puneent odour, but
the bulb only is used .
Prop erties . The bulb is of .various size and shape, ovate, spherical, or
flattened, composed of concentnc fleshy an~ succulent. layers, and covered
~vith dry me~branous coats, which are reddish, ycllow1sh, or white, accord
mg to the variety. Jt hns, in a high degree, the characteristic odour of the
plant, with a_ sweet ish and acrid taste. Fourcroy and Vanquclin obtained
from it a while acrid volatile oil holding sulphur in solution, albumen, much
uncrystallizable sugar and mucilage, phosphoric acid, both free and combined with lim_e, acetic acid, citrate of lime, and lignin. The expressed
juice is suscepuble of the vinous fermentation .
.flledical P1·operlies and Uses. The onion is stimu lant, diuretic, expec·
torant, and rubefacient. Taken moderately, it increases the appetite and
promotes digestion, and is much used as 3: condiment; but in large quantities
~t is apt to ca~se flatulencC', gastric uneasmess, and febrile excitement. The
1uice 1s occas1onally given, made into syrup with sugar, in infantile catarrhs
and croup, in the absence of much inflammatory action. It is also recom·
mended in dropsy and calculou~ disorders. Depri\'ej,of its essential oil by
boiling, the onion becomes a mild esculent; and it is much more used as
food than as medicine. Roasted and split, it is sometimes applied as an
'\V.
emollient cataplasm to suppurating tumours.

ALOE. U.S., Lond.
Aloes.
"The inspissated juice of the leaves of Aloe spicata, and other species
of Aloe." U.S. "Aloe s picata. Foliorum succus spissatus." Lond.

Off. Syn. ALOE BARBADENS.IS. ALOE INDICA. ALOE SOCOTORINA. From und etermmcd species of Aloe. Ed.; ALOE HEPATIC A,
ex A. vul~ari . ALOE SOCOTORINA, ex A. spicatii. Dub.
Sue

d'nloe~,

.l'r.; Aloe, Germ., Ital.; AloC, Span.; Musebbcr1 .lira&.

Most of the species belonging to the genus Aloe are said to yield a bitter
juice, which has all the properties of the officinal aloes. It is impossible,
from the various and sometimes conflicting accounts of writers, to determine
exacdy from which of the species the drug is in all instances actually derived .
.!Jloe spicala, however, is generally acknowledged to be an abundant sou rce
of it i and Aloe Vulgaris and .!Jloe Socotrina are usually ranked among
the medicinal species. In Lindley's Flora Medica, .8. purpurascens, .!J.
arborescens, .11. Commelyni, and .IJ. multiformis, all natives of the Cape
of Good Hope, are enumerated as yielding aloes; and others are, without
doubt, occasionally resorted to. The U.S. Pharmacopmia and that of London at present recognise particularly only the .fJ.loe spicata. We shall
confine ourselves to a description of the three following species, which probably yield most of the aloes o'. commerce.
ALOE . Sex. S.IJsl. Hexandna Monogy~ia.-Nat. Ord. Liliace::e.
Gen . Ch. Corolla erect, mouth spreading, bottom nectariferou s. Fila·
ments inserted into the receptacle . .r-Pilld .
.fl.Loe spicala. Willd. Sp . Plant. ii. 185. This species of aloe:! was first
de scribed by 'l'hunberg. 'l1he stem is round, three or four feet high, about
four inches in diameter, and leafy at the summ it. 'l'he leaves are spreading,
subverticilale, about two feet long! broad at the base, gradually narrowing to
the point, channeled or grooved upon their upper surface, and wjth remote
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teeth upon Lheir edges. The flowers are bell-shaped, ~nd spread horizontally in very close spikes. They contain a large quanuty of purp.le honey
juice. Beneath each flower is a broad, ovate, acute bracte, a wh1.tc colour
with three green streaks, and nearly as long as the coroll<1.
the six petals,
the three inner are ovate, obtuse, white, with three green ltnes, and broader
than the outer, which Olherwise resemble them. The stamens are m~ch
longer than the corolla. The spiked aloe is a native of Souther~ Afnc~,
growing near the Cape of Good Hope, and, lik~ all t~ie other spe~1e.s of this
genus, preferring ::i ~andy soil. In some distr1ct::t of the colony 1t 1s foun.d
jn great abundance, particularly at Zwellendam, near Mossel Bay, wl_1Cre _it
almost covers the surface of the country. Much of the Cape aloes 1s said
to be derived from this species .
.fl.. So~otrina. Lamarck, Encycf., i. SS; ~e Cane~. Plantes Gras:es,/!rt·
83; Curtts' Bot. Mag. pl.,472.- JJ_.vera. Miller, Diet,., ed._8,no. 5.J. lhe
stem of this species is ere_ct, a foot and a half or more 1~ height, woody, and
leafless below, where it 1s very rough from the remains of former leaves.
At top it is embraced by green, sword-shaped, ascendin15 leaves, somew~at
concave on the ir upper surface, convex beneath, curved inward at the po1_m,
with numerous small white serratures at their edges. The flowers, whtch
are in a cylindrical, simple raceme, are scarlet near the base, pale in the
centre, and greenish at the summit, and have unequal stamens, of which
three are longer than the corolla. The plant receivrd it~ name from the
island of Socotra,of wh ich it is said to be a native; and it 1s supposed to be
1he source of the Socotrine aloes .
.!J. vulgaris. Lamarck, Encycl., i. 80; De Canel. Planfes Gra.'Jses,fig.
27. This species has a very sho~t \VOody stem, and lanceolate embracin~
leaves, which are first spreading, lhen ascending, of a glaucous-green colour,
somewhat mottled with darker spots, flat on the upper surface, convex beneath, and armed with hard reddish spines, distant from each other, and perpendicular to the margin. The ftO\\"Cr-stem is axillary.of a-glaucous-reddish
colour, and branched, with a cylindrical·o\'ate spike of yellow flowers, which
are at first erect, then spreading, and finally pendulous, and do not exceed
the stamens in length . A. vulgaris is n nat ive of south -eastern Europe and
the norlhof Africa, and is cultivated in ftaly, Sicily, Malta, and especially in
the 'V. lndies, whe~c it contributes largely to furnish the Barbadoes aloes:.
The proper aloetJc juice exists in longitudinal vessels beneath the e11idermis of the leaves, and readily flows out when these are cut transversely.
The liquid obtain~d by expr_essio~ from the paren?hyma is muci laginous,
and possessed of httle med1cmal virtue. The quality of the drug depends
much upon the mode of preparing it. The finest kind is that obtained by
exudation, and subsequent inspissation in the sun. Most of the bettE'r sons,
however, are prepared by artificially heating the juice which has spontaneou~ly exuded fr~m the cul le~ves. The chief disa~vantage of this pro.
cess 1s the conversion of a portion of the soluble active principle into an
insoluble and comparatively inert substance, throllgh the influence of an
elevated temperature. The plan of bruising and exp ressing the leaves, and
boiling down the resulting liquor, yields a much inferior product; as a larae
portion of it must be derived from the mucilaginous juice of the parenchym~.
rrhe WOrSt plan Of all is to boi] the ]eaves tlrnmselves in \Vater, and to evaporate the decoctio~. The qual_ity of the dr°:g is als.o ~ffected by the careless or fraudulent mixture of foreign matters with the 1u1ce, and the unskilful
management of the inspissation.
Commercial History and Varieties. Four chief varieties of aloes are
known in commerce, that of the Cape of Good Hope, the Socotrine, the
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Hepatic, and the Barbadoes, of which the first two are most used in this
countrv.
1. CAPE ALOES, which is by f~r the most abundant, and, by its extraordinary cheapness and excellentqual1ties, almost pro_mises to supersede the other
varieties, has been imported chiefly if not exclusively from Groot Britain; as
no direct trade has till recently been carried on between the U. States and
the Cape.of Good Hope . It is collected by th!! Hottentots and Dutch boors,
indiscriminately from the .11.. spicata and other species, which grow wild in
great abundance. The process is very simple. According to the account of
Hall beck, a Moravian missionary who resided at the Cape, a hole is made in
the ground, in which a sheep skin is spread with the smooth side upward.
The leaves.are then cut off near the stem, and arranged around the hole, so
that the juice which runs out may be received into the skin. The juice
flows most freely in hot weather. (Un. Breth ..Mission. Intelligencer, N. Y.,
vi. 436.) ·when a sufficient quantity of the liquor has been collected, it is
inspissated by artificial heat in iron cauldrons, care being taken to prevent
its burning by constant stirring. 'Vhen sufficiently concentrated, it is poured
into boxes or skins, where it concretes upon cooling. ·The finest kind is
collected at the Missionary Institution at Bethelsdorp, and hence ca!Jed
Bethelsclorp aloes. lts superiority is owing exclusively to the greater care
observed in conducting the evaporation. and in avoiding the intermixture of
earth, stones, and other impurities. (Dunsterville, inPereira's .fl!lat. Med.)
Cape aloes has sometimes been oonfounded with the Socotrine, from
which, however, it differs very considerably in appearance and sensible properties. By the German writers it is called shining aloes. When freshly
broken, it has a very dark olive or greenish colour approaching to black, presents a smooth bright almost glassy surface, and, if held up to the Jight, appears lranslucent at its edges. The small fragments also are semi-transparent,
and have a tinge of yellow or red mixed with the deep olive of the opaque
mass. The same tinge is sometimes observable in the larger pieces. The
powder is of a fine greenish-yellow colour, and being generally more or less
sprinkled over the surface of the pieces as they are kept in the shops, gives
them a somewhat yellowish appearanct>. The odour is strong and disagreeable, but not nauseous. It has not the slightest mixture of the aromatic.
Cape aloes, when perfectly hard, is very brittle, and readily reduced to powder; but, in ''ery hot weather, it is apt to become somewhat soft and tenacious, and the interior of the pieces is occasionally more or Jess so even in
winter. It is usualJy imported in casks or boxes. Dr. Pereira says that a
variety of aloes is sometimes imported into England from the Cape, of a
reddish-brown colour like hepatic aloes.
2. SocoTRINE ALOES. 'l'he genuine Socotrine aloes is produced in the
Island of Socotra, which lies in the Straits of Babelmandel, about forty
leagues to tht> east of Cape Guardafui; but we are told by Ainslie, that the
greater part of what is sold under that name is prepared in the kingdom of
~Ielinda, upon the eastern coast of Africa; and Wellsted states that the aloes
of the neighbouring parts o~ Ara)Jia is. the same as. that o.f Socotra: It is
probable ~hat the commerce rn th1~ v~nety of alo~s 1s carried on chiefly by
the maritime Arabs, who corivey 1t either to India, or up the Red Sea by
the same channel through which it reached Europe before the discover}'. of
the southern passage into the Indian Ocean. The species of aloe which
yields it is not certainly known. Ainslie says that it is evidently from the
same species with the Cape aloes; but he does not gi\•e his re~ons for the
opinion; and the ~xter~al character of the two varieties is so different, that
we cannot but hesitate m admitting their identity of origin. We have been
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able to discover no good reason for depriving the .11. Socotrin.a ?f the honour
formerly conceded to it, of produc1ng this highly valued van~ty of aloes.
According to \Vellsted, the plant grows on the sides and surnmus of mo_untains, from five hundred to three thousand feet abo\·e the level of the plain~.
It is found in all parts of the island, but most abundantly ?n the western portion, where the surface is thickly covered with it for miles. · It .appears to
thrive best in parched and barren places. l\Juch le'is of the drug 1s'Colle~ted
than formerly, and in the year IS:i:J only two tons were exported.. fhe
whole produce was formerly monopolized by the Arabian Sultan of K1s~een,
who still claims sovereignty over the island. But at present the business
of collecting the drug is entirely free to the inhabi~ants-, ~he lea~es are
plucked at any period of the year, and are placed in skins rnlo which the
juice is allowed LO exude. In what way the inspissation is effected we are
not informed. The aloes is exported in skins. hs quality differs much
accordincr to the care taken in its preparation. The price varies in Muscat
from two~o four shillings a pound. (ff/el/sted's T'oyageto the coast ofilrabia,
and Tour in the Island of Socolra.) A portion ascends the Red Sea, and
through Egypt reaches the ports of Smyrna and Malta, whence it is.sent lo
London. Another portion is carried to Bombay, and thence transmitted to
various parts of the world . 'l'he little that reaches this country either comes
by special order from London,or is brought by our India traders. Vic have
known o(two arrivals directly into the United States from the Island of Socotra, and have in our possession pareels of aloes brought by both. 'J'hey
are identical in character, and correspond exactly with the following description.
Socotrine aloes is in pieces of a yellowish or reddish-brown colour,
wholly different from that of the former \'ariety. Sometimes the colour is
very light, especially in the fresh and not fully hardened parcels; sometimes
it is a deep brownish-red like that of garnets. [t is rendered much darker
by exposurt>: to the air; and th~ interior of the masses is consequently much
lighter coloured than the exterior. Its surface is somewhat glossy. and its
fracture smooth and conchoidal, \\'ith sharp and semi -transparent edges.
The colour of its powder is a bright golden yellow. lt has a peculiar, not
unpleasant odour, and a taste, which, though bitter and disagreeable, is
accompanied with an aromatic rlavour. '!'hough hard and pulverulent in
cool weather, it is somewhat tenacious in summer, and softens by the heat
of the hand.
Under the name of Socot.rine aloes are occasionally to be met with in the
market, small parcels b.eaut1fully semi-transparent, shining. and or a yt'llowish, reddish, or brown1sh-rC'd colour. These, howe\•er, arc \"ery rare, and
do not deserve to be considered as a distinct variety. They are probably
portions of the juice carefully inspissated in the sun, and may accompany
the packages brought from any or the commercial sources of aloes.
7
"
hen in mass, as imported from the East, Socotrine aloes is soft and
plastic, and of a very light yellowish -brown colour in the interior. ft becomes hard and brittle when broken into pieces; ancl the London dealers
hasten the result. by exposing it to a very gentle heat, so as to evaporate the
moisture. Per~1ra. tells us that imp_ure and dirty pieces of the drug are
melted and strarncd, and that the skms from which the best portions have
been removed are washed with water, which is then evaporated . No inconsiderable portion of the Socotrine aloE's received from London has pro·
bably undergone such processes.
:\luch of the a~oes sold as Socotrine, has never seen the lsland of Socotra,
nor even the Indian seas. It has been customary to affix ttlis title as a mark
of superior value to those parcels of the drug, from whatever source they
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may have bC'en derfred, which have been prepared with unusual can·, and
arc supposed to be
Lhe best quality. Thus, both in Spain and the "'est
Indies, th~ juice whi~h is obtained without expression, and inspissated in
the sui~ without artificial heat, has been called Socotrine aloes; and is probably l1ule inferior to the genuine drug.
The ~ocotrine aloes has been v~ry long known un~er this pa me, an~ in
former .limes held the ~ame supenority in the estimation of the profession,
which 1t still to a certarn degree retains.
:l. HEPATIC ALOES . Much confusion and uncertainty ha\'C prevailed in
rf'lation to this kin_d
aloes. The name was .originally applied to a product
from the East ~nd1 es, of a reddish-brown or liver colour, which gave orirrin
lo the designation. From a supposed resemblance between this and the al~es
from the West Indi es, the name was very commonly applied also to 1he lattt•r
variety, and was also extended to portions of the drug collected in Spain and
OLhcr parts of the south of Europe . But the 1Vest Indi a aloes is decidedly
d~ffCrent from any now brought from the East, and deserves the rank of a
distinct variety, with the name of Barbadoes aloes. In this country, we
se ld o.m meet with aloes bearing the name of the hepatic, although much
that ts sold as Socotrine probably deserves it. In the drug commerce of
London, it is still recognised as a distinct variety. It is imported into England chiefly from Bombay; but, according to Ainslie, is not produced in Hindostan, being taken thither from Yemen in Arabia. lt is probably obtained
from th e same plant or plants which yield the Socotrine, but prepared with
less care, or by a somewhat different process. In relation to the Socotrine
nnd hepatic aloes, we shou ld probably not be far wrong in considering · the
fo rm er as embracing the finest, and the latter the inferior pnrcels of the same
variety; and it is in fact stated that they sometimes come together, a large
mass of the hepat ic being crossed by a vei n of th e Socotrine. They are both
embraced by the Edinburgh College under the title of ALOE lNDICA- an
improper designation; as the a loes which is produced in India is altogether
inferior, and is seldom or never exported from that region. 'l'he variety
which the Edinburgh College designates as Socotrine aloes, and defines to
be "in thin pieces translucent and garn et-red, almost entirely soluble in
spirit of the st.rength of sherry,'' has little claim to the title, being of unknown
origin, very rare, and wholly unlike the drug usually brought from Socotra.
Hepatic aloes is of a reddish-brown colour, but is darker and less glossy
than the Socotrine. lls odour is somewhat like . that of· the Socotrine, but
less agreeable, and is wholly difft•rent from that of Cape aloes. 'fhe taste
is nauseous, and intensely bitter. Th e fracture is not so smooth, nor the
edges so sharp and transparent as in either of the first mentioned varieties.
It softens in the hand, and becomes adhesive. The powder is of a dull yellow colour.
4. BARBADOES ALOES. This is the name by which the aloes produced in
the West Indies is now generally designated. The aloes plants.are largely
culti\'ated in the poorer soils of Jamai~a and Barbadoes, especially of the
latter island. The species from which most of the drug is procured is
.11. vulgaris; but .11. Socolrina, 11. pur71urascens, and .11. arborescens, are
also said to be cultivated. The process emp loyed appears to be somewhat
different in different places, or at least as described by i:liffer~nt a~thors. A
fine kind was formerly prepared by the spontaneous msp1ssat1on of the
juice, placed in bladders or shallow ''essPls, and exposed to th ~ sun. The
common Barbadoes aloes, however. is now made, e ithe r by boil mg the juice
to a p roper consistence, or by first forming a decoction of the leaves, chopped
and suspended in water in nets or baskets, and then evaporating the dccoc-
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tion. In either case, when the liquor has attained such a consist~ncc lhat
it will harden on cool.ing, it is poured into cala~osJ.1es and ~\lowed to concrete. It is imported mto England in gourds we1ghmg ~ro_m liO to .70 pounds,
or even more. In consequence of _tbe great demand for 1t in vete:Lnarr practice, it commands a high price in Great Britain; and very liule IS con-

su~~~ i~o~~~rUofit~~r~~ad~!~

aloes is not uniform. Sometimes it is dark
brown or almost black, sometimes of a reddish-brown or liver colour, an_d
again of some intermediate shade. It has usual~y a dull fracture, and is
al.most perfectly opaque, even at the edges,. and in thin layers. It is also
distinguishable by its odour, which is very disagreeable and even nauseous.
The powder is of a dull olive yellow colour.
Besides these varieties of aloes, olhers are mentioned by authors. A very
inferior kind, supposed to consist of the dregs of the juice which furnished
the better sorts, almost black, quite ?paqu~, hard, of a rough fracture and
very fet id odour, and full of various 11npunties, was formerl_y sold under the
name of caballine,fetid, or horse aloes. It was us~d exclusively for ho.rses;
but, in consequence of the cheapness of better kmds, has been banished
from veterinary practice, and is not now found in the market. Aloes has
been imported from ~uscat, and a considerable quantity came over in a
vessel sei:it by the Sultan to the United St~tcs. Some of a similar ori~in has
been called .lJ:locha aloes in Lond on; but 1t is nothing more than an inferior
sort of hepatic. Several inferior kinds produced in different parts of Hindostan have been described by Pereira under the name of India aloes; b~t
the:t are not brought, unless accidentally, into the markets of Europe or this
country.
General Properties. The odour of aloes is different in the different varieties. The taste is in all of them intensely bitter and very tenacious. The
colour and other sens ible properties have already been sufficiently described.
Several distinguished chemists have investigated the nature and composition
of aloes. The op inion at one time ente rtain ed, that it was a gum-resin, has
been abandoned since the experiments of Braconnot, who found it to consist
of a bitter principle, soluble in water, and in alcohol of :38° B. 1 which he considered peculiar and named resino-amer; and of another substance, in much
smaller proportion, inodorous and nearly tasteless, very soluble in · alcohol,
and scarcely soluble in boiling water, which he designated by the name of
flea-coloured principle. These rcsuils have been e~sentially confirmed by
the experiments of Trommsdorff, Bo~illon-Lagrange, and Vogel, wl~o consider the former substance as extractive matter, and the la.tter as havrng the
chief characters of resin. Besides these principles, Trommsdorff discovered
in a variety of hepatic aloes, a proportion of insoluble matter which he considered as albumen; and Boi~illon-Lagrange and Vogel found that Socotrine aloes yields, by distillat10n, a small quantity of volatile oil, which
they could n~t obtain. from the h.er.atic. The proportions of the ingre~ie~ts
vary greatly rn the different varieties of the drug; and the probability 1s,
that scarcely any two specimens would afford precisely the same results.
Braconnot found about 73 per cent. of the bitter principle, and 26 of the
flea-coloured principle. Trommsdorff obtained from Socotrine aloes about
75 par~s of extractive., and 25 of resin ; and from the hepatic, 81 ·25 of
extractive, .6·25 of res1.n, and 12·?0 of albumen, in the hundred parts. The
former vanety,.accordmg to Bo~1llon-Lagrange and Vogel, contains 68 per
cent. of extractive and 32 of resm; the latter 52 of extractiv e, 42 of resin,
and G of the albuminous matter of Trommsdorff. We are not aware that
any analysis has been published of the Cape aloes as a distinct variety.
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Berzelius considers the resin of TrommsdorfT and olhers, to belong to
that .fo rm of matter which. he calls apothime (S~e Extracts), and which is
nothing more than cxtrac~1ve, altered by the actton of the air. It may be
obtained separate, by treating aloes with water,and digesting the undissolved
portion with oxide of lead, which u~ites with the apotheme forming an insoluble compound, and leaves a portion of unaltered extractive, which had
adhered to it, dissolved in the water. The oxide of lead may be separated
by nitric acid very much diluted i :ind the apoth&me remains in the form of
a brown powder, insoluble in cold water, very slightly solubl e in boiling
water, to which it imparts a yellowish-brown colour, soluble in alcohol,
ether, and alkaline solutions, and burning like tinder without flame and
without being melted. According to the same author, the bitter extractive
which constitutes the remainder of the aloes, and for which the name of
aloesin has been proposed, may be obtained by treating the watery infusion
of the drug with oxide of lead, to separate a portion of apothCme which
adheres to it, and evaporatin g the liquor. Thus procured, it is a yellowish.
tran slucent, gum-like substance, fusible by a gentle heat, of a bitter taste,
soluble in ordinary alcohol, but insoluble in that fluid when anhydrous, and
in ether. Chlorine produces with its solution a precipitate analogous to apothCme. Cold sul phuric acid dissolves without changing it. Nitric acid
dissolves it, producing a greenish colour. Its solution is rendered brighter
by acids, which occasion a slight precipitate, and dark red by th e alkalies
and the salts of iron. Acetate of lead, tartar emetic, pcrchloride of tin, and
the salts of manganese, zinc, and copper, do not disturb the solu tion;
protochloride of tin, and the nitrates of mercury and sih-er occasion precipitates. It is probably the active portion of the drug.
A portion of hyacinthine, transparent aloes, considered as genuine Socotrine, has been examined by M. Edmond Robiquct, and found by him to
consist, in 100 parts, of 85 of aloesin, 2 of ulmate of potassa, 2 -of sulphate
of lime, 0·25 of gallic acid, S of albumen, and traces of carbonate of potassa, carbonate of lime, and phosphate of lime. (Journ. de Phann. el de
C!tim.3eser.,x. 17a.)
Aloes yields its active matter to cold water, and when good is almost
wholly dissolved by boiling water; but the resinous portion, or apotheme of
Berzelius, is deposited as the solu tion cools. It is also soluble in alcohol,
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nates, and soap alter in some measure its chemical nature. and rC>nder it of
easier solution. It is inflammable, swelling up and decrepitating when it
burns, and giving out a thick smoke which has the odour of the drug.
Those substances only are incompatible with aloes, which alter or precipitate the aloesin, as the insoluble portion is without action upon the
system. Its aqueous solution keeps a long time, even for several months,
without exhibiting mouldiness or putrescency ~ but it becomes ropy, and
acquires the character, which it did not previously possess, of affording
an abundant precipitate with the infusion of galls .
.Medical Properties mul Uses. Aloes was known to the ancients. It is
mentioned in the works of Dioscorides and Celsus, the former of "'horn
speaks of two kinds. The varieties are similar in their mode of action.
They are all cathartic, operating ve ry slowly but certainly, and having a
peculiar affinity for the large intestint's. Their action, morE"over, appears
to be directed rather to the muscular coat than to the exhalent vessels; and
the discharges which they pr~ucc, are, .thercf?re, seldom very thin or
watery. In a full dose they quicken the c1rculauon, and produce general
8
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warmth. 'When frequently repeated, they are apt to irrila_te the rectum,
giving rise. in some instances, to hemorrhoids, and aggravating ~hem when
already existing. Aloes has also a decided tendency to the utcrrne syste~ .
I ts emmenagogue effect, which is oflen very considerable, is generally attributed to a sympathetic extension of irritation from the rectum l? the uterus i
hut we can see no reason why the medicine should not act spec1fically upon
this organ; and its influence in promoting menstruatioi: is
no _me~ns confined to cases in which its action upon the neighbourmg intestine _is most
conspicuous. A peculiarity in the action of this cathartic is, that an mcrease
of the quantity administered, beyond the medium dose, is not attended by a
corresponding increase of effect. Its tendency !o irritate the rectu~n may
be obviated, in some measure, by combining it with soap or an alkalme car·
bonate; but it does not follow, as supposed by som.e, that this modification
of its operation is the result of increased solubility; for aloes gi\·en in a liquid
state produces th(' same effect as when taken in pill or powder, except that
it acts somewhat more speedily . Besides, when externally applied to a
blistered surface, it operates exactly in the same manner as when internally
administered; thus pro"ing that its peculiarities are not dependent upon
the particu lar form in which it may be given, bot on specific tendencies to
particular parts. (Gerhard,
.!Im ..Med. and Surg. Journ., x. 155.) ·with
lls other powers, aloes combmes the property of slightly stimulating the sto·
rnach. lt is, therefore, in minute doses, an excellent remedy in habitual
costiveness, attended with torpor of the digestive organs. From its special
direction to the rectum, it has been found peculiarly useful in the treatment
of ascarides. Jn amenorrhrea it is perhaps more frequently employed than
an¥ other remedy, ent_ering into almost all the numerous empirical preparat10ns which are habitually resorted to by females in that complaint, and
enjoying a no less favourable reputation in regu lar practice. It is, more·
over, frequently given in ~ombination with mo~e irritating cathartics, in
order to regulate their liability to excessive act10n. In the treatment of
:imenorrhrea, it is said to be peculiarly efficacious when given in the form
of enema, about the period when the menses should appear. Aloes is contra·indicate~ by the existence of hemorrhoids, and is obviously unsuitable,
unless modified by combmation, to the treatment of inflammatory diseases.
The medium dose is 10 grai ns; but as a laxative it will often operate in
the quantity of 2 or 3 grains; and, when a decided impression is required,
tl~e dose may be augmented to 20 grains. In consequence of its excessively
bitte r :ind somewhat nauseous taste, it is most conveniently administered in
the shape of pill.•
Off. Prep. Decoctum Aloes Comp., Land., Ed., Dub.; Enema Aloes,
Lond.; Extractum Aloi:is Hepaticre, nub.; Ext. Aloes Purificat., Lond.;
E .xt. Co!.ocynth . Comp., U.S., Lone~., Dub . ; Pi lulre Aloes, U.S., Ed.;
P1l. Aloes Comp., Lond., Dub.; Pi!. Aloes et Assafa::tidm, U.S., Ed.;
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Pil. Aloes et Ferri, Ed.; Pi!. Aloes ct Myrrhre, U. 8., Loncl., Ed., Dub.;
Pi!. Col?cynth. Comp., Dub., Ed.; Pil. Gambogi:.c Comp .• Dub., J,ond.,
Eel.; Ptl. Rhei Comp ., U. 8., Lond., Ed.; Pil. Sagapeni Comp., Lorul.;
Pulvis Aloes Compositus, Land., flub.; Pulvis Aloes et Canella::, U. S.,
Dub.; Tinctura Aloes, U. S., Loncl., Ed., Dub.; Ti net. Aloes et Myrrhre,
U.S., Lond., Eel., Dub.; 'rinct. Benzoini Comp., U. S., Lond., Ed.,
Dub.; Tinct. Rhei et Aloes, U.S., Ed.; Vinurn Aloes, U.S., Lond., Ed.,
Dub.
W.

ALTH,'EA. U.S.
Marshmallow.
The root of Althrea officinalis.'' U. 8.
Off. Syn. ALTH£1E RADIX. ALTHJEJE FOLIA. Lond., Ed.;
ALTHJEA OFF!ClNALIS. Folia et Radix. Dub.
11

Guimauvc, l'r.; Eibisch, Germ.; Altea, llal.; Altea, llfatvavisoo, Span.
ALTHMA.
Sex. Syst. Monadelphia Polyandria.-Nat. Ord. Malvacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx double, the exterior six or nine-cleft. Capsules numerous, one-seeded. Willd .
.!llthrea .o.!Jicinalis. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 770.; Woodv. llled. Bot. p.
552. t. IOtl. The marshmallow is an herbaceous perennial, with a perpendicular branching root, and erect woolly stems, from two to four feet or more
in height, branched and leafy towards the summit. The leaves are alternate,
petiolate, nearly cordate on the lower part of the stem, oblong-ovate and
obscurely three-lobed above, somewhat angular, irregularly serrate, pointed,
and covered on both sides with a soft down. The flowers are terminal and
axillary, with short peduncles, each bearing one, two, or three flowers. The
corolla has five spreadin g, obcordate petals. of a pale purplish colour. The
fruit consists of numerous capsules united in a compact circular form, each
containing a single seed. The plant grows throughout Europe, inhabiting
salt marshes, the banks of rivers, and other moist places. It is found also
in this country on the borders of salt marshes. In some parts of the Continent of Europe, it is largely cultivated for medical use. 'I'he whole plant
abounds in mucilage. Both the leaves and root are officinul, but the latter
only is employed to any extent in this country. The flowers are somelimes
to be found in the shops, but are scarcely used.
The roots should be collected in autumn from plants at least two years
old. They are cylindrical, branched, as thick as the finger or thicker, from
a foot to a foot and a half long, externally of a yellowish colour which becomes grayish by drying, withi.n white a~d fle~hy. They are usually P.repared for the market by removing the epidermis. Our shops are supplied
chiefly if not exclusively from Europe.
Properties. Marshmallow root comes to us in pieces three or four inches
or more in length, usually not so thick as the finger, generally rou.nd, but
sometimes split, white externally a~d downy fr?m the mode in which the
epidermis is removed, li~ht and easily brok~n with a short somewhat fibrous
fracture, of a peculiar faint smell, and a mild mucilaginous sweetish taste.
Those pieces are to be preferred .which are.plump a~d but slightly fibrous.
The root contains a large proportion of mucilage, besides starch and saccharine matter, which it yields readily to boiling water. The mucilage, without
the starch, is extracted by cold water, which thus becomes ropy. A principle was discovered in the root by l\f. Bacon, which he supposed to be
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peculiar to the marshmallow, but which has been ascertained to be identical
with the asparagin of Robiquet. i\L\'I. Boutron-Cha~lard and Pdo.uze
found it to belong to that class of organic principles, wluch are converuble
by the agency of strong acids, of potassa or soda, or even of 'Yater alone. at
a high temperature, into ammonia and peculiar acids, and which are des1g-
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formerly named, aspartic acid; and one atom of the resulting asparmate
of ammonia is equivalent to one atom of asparamide and one of water. It
is found in various other plants besides the marshmallow, as in the shoots
of asparagus, in all the varieties of the potato, and in the roots of the comfrey and liquorice plant. (Journ. de P~wrm_., xix. 208.) Asparamid? has
0
1
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mouldy, of a sour or musty smell, or a sourish taste.
'l'he roots ofotherll/alvacem are sometimes substituted withoutdisadvan~
tage, as they possess similar properties. Such are those of .!llthma rosea
or hollyhock, and AJalva .!llcea.
The leaves, which are recognised by the British Colleges, are without
smell, and of a mucilaginous taste, and are used for the same purposes as
the root .
.Medical Properties and Uses. The virtues of marshmallow are exclusively those of a demulcent. rrhe decoction of the root is much used in
Europe in irritation and inflammation of the mucous membranes. The roots
themselves, boiled and bruised, are sometimes employed as a poultice. The
leaves are applied to similar uses. In France, the powdered root is much
used in the preparation of pills and electuaries.
Off. Prep. Decoctum Alth:mc, Dub., Ed.; Syrupus Alth:ere, Lond., Ed.,

W.

Dub.

ALUMEN. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.

Alum.
"Sulphate of alumina and potassa." U.S.

~~h ~ ~~cf;~ i' ;{:~· i~l~ud~~hl~'·;a?t , ~~~~f~~f-~gA~1f~h~ ~~~;~Ip hate of alum ma, unlled with sulphate. of potassa. It is included in the Materia.
Medica list of the United States and British Pharmacopreias, as an article
to be procured from the wholesale manufacturer.
Alum is manufactured occasionally from earths which contain it ready
formed, but most generally from minerals, which, embracing most or all of
its constituents, are called alwn ores. The principal alum ores are the
alum, stone, which is a. native mixture of subsulphate of alumina and sulphate of potassa, foun~ in large. quantities at Tolfa and Piombino in Italy,
and certam natural mixtures of sulphuret of iron with clay and carbonaceous malter, called alwninous schist or alum-slate.
It is particularly. at the Solfaterra, and other places in the kingdom of
Naples, that alum 1s extracted from earths which contain it ready formed.
'l,he ground being of volcanic origin, and having a temperature of about
101°, an effloresce.nee of pure alum is formed upon its surface. This is
collected and lixiv1ated, and the solution made to crystallize by slow evaporation in leaden ~essels sunk in t~c ground.
The alum stone ts manufactured mto alum by calcination, and subsequent
1
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exposure to the air for three months; the mineral being frequently sprinkled
with water, in order that it may be brought to the state of a soft mass. This
is lixivintcd, aud the solution obtained crystallized by evaporation. The
alum stone may be considered as consisting of alum, united with a certain
quantity of the hydrate of alumina. This latter, by the calcination, loses
its water, and becomes incapable of remaining united with the alum of
~he mi?eral, which. is consequently set free. Alum of the greatest purity
is obtarncd from tlus ore.
Aluminous schist, when compact, is first exposed to the air for a month.
It is then stratified with wood, which is set on fire. The combustion which
ensues is slow and protracted. The sulphur is in part converled into sulphuric acid, which unilcs wilh the alumina; and the sulphate of alumina
thus formed generates a portion of alum with the potassa derived from the
ashes of lhe wood. The iron, in the mean time, is almost wholly converted
into sesquioxide, and thus becomes insoluble. The mauer is lixiviated, and
the solution crystallized into alum by evaporation. The mother~wat~rs,
containing sulphate of a lumina, are then drm1m off, and made to yield a
further portion of alum by the addition of sulphate of potassa, or chloride
of potassium.
·when the aluminous schist is easily disintegrated, it is not subjected to
combustion, but merely placed in heaps, and occasionally sprinkled with
water. The sulphuret of iron gradually absorbs oxygen, and passes into
sulphate of the protoxide, which effloresces on the surface of the heap.
Part of the sulphuric acid formed unites with the alumina i so that, after
the chemical changes are completed, the heap contains both the sulphate
of iron and th~sulphate of alumina. At the end of about a year, the matter
is lixiviated, and Lhe solution of the two sulphates obtained is concentrated
to the proper degree in leaden boilers. The sulphate of iron crystallizes,
while the sulphate of alumina, being a deliquescent salt, remains in the
mother-waters. These are drawn off, and treated with sulphate of potassa
in powder, heat being at the same time applied. They are then allowed
to cool, that the alum may crystallize. The crystals are then separated
from the solution, and purified by a second solution and crystallization.
They are next added to boiling water to full saturation, and the solution is
transfrrred to a cask, where, on cooling, nearly the whole concrete's into a
crystalline mass. The cask is then taken to pieces, and the salt, having
been broken up, is packed in barrels for the purposes of commerce. Th.is
process is employed in France, Great Britain, and the United Stales.
Alum is somelimes manufactured by the direct combination of its constituents. With this view.clays are selected as free from iron and carbonate
of lime as possible, and calcined to sesquioxidize the iron, and render them
more easily pulverizable; after which they are dissolved, by the assistance
of heat, in weak sulphuric acid. The sulphate of alumina thus generated,
is next crystallized into alum by the addition of sulphate of potassa in the
usual manner.
Besides the officinal alum, which is sometimes called potassa-alum, there
are several varieties of this salt, in which th e potassa is replaced by some
other base, as, for example, ammonia or soda. .!lmmoniacal alum, or the
sulphate of alumina and ammonia, is soi:ietimes manufactured in France,
where it is formed by adding putrid urine to a solution of the sulphate of
alumina. lo Great Britain it is somelimes made by adding sulphate of
ammonia from <ras liquor to the sulphate of alumina. Scotch alum, n:iade
near Paisley, g:nerally contains both potassa and. a!"°f!'lonia .. Ammo~rncal
alum resembles so exactly the potassa·alum, that lt is unposs1ble by simple
8*
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inspection to distinguish them; and in composition it is perfect~y a~alo~ous
to the potassa salt. lt may, however, be distinguished by subJeCt111g . 1t to
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of ammonia will be perceived.
.
.
Properties. Alum is a white, slightly efflorescent salt, crystall_1zed 10
regular octohedrons, and possessing a sweetish, astringent taste. It dissolves
in between fourteen and fifleen times its weight or cold, and three~fourL!1s of
its weight of boiling water. Its solution is precipitated by ammonia and
potassa, which throw down the alumina as a ge latinous hydrate,. free from
colour if the alum be pure. Its sp. gr. is 1·71. It reddens litmus, but
changes the blue tinctures of the petals of plants to green. It cannot, therefore, be properly said to contain an excess of acid. When heated a little
above 212°, it undergoes the aqueous fusion; and, if the heat be continue~,
it loses its water, swells up, becomes a white, opaque, porous mass, and 1s
converted into the officinal preparation, called dried a.Lum . (See Alumen
Exsiccalum.) Exposed to a red .heat, it gives off ox.ygen, together with
sulphurous and anhydrous sulphunc acids i and the residue consists of alumina and sulphate of potassa. When calcined with finely divided charcoal,
it forms a spontaneous ly inflammable substance, called Homb erg's pyrophorus, which consists of a mixture of sulphuret of potassium, alumina,
and charcoal.
Several varieties of alum are known in commerce. Roche alum, so called
from its having come originally from Roccha in Syri~, is a sort which occurs
in fragments, about the size of an almond, and havmg a pale rose colour,
which is given to it, according to Dr. Pereira, by bole or rosi!-pink. Roman
alum also occurs in small fragments, covered with a rose-coloured efflorescence, derived from a slight covering of oxide of iron.
All the alums of commerce contain more or less sulphat~ of iron, varying
from five to seven parts in the thousand. Roman alum is among the purest
varieties, and is, therefore, much esteemed. The iron is readily detected
by adding to a solution of the suspected alum, a few drops of the ferrocyanuret of potassium, which will cause a greenish -blue tint, if iron be
present. It may be detected also by precipitating the alumina with a
solution of potassa, and afterwards adding the alkal i in excess. This will
redissolve th~ alumina; but any iron which may have been precipitated
with it. will be left in the state of sesquibxide . 'I'he quantity of iron usually
present, though small, is injurious to the alum when used in dyeing. It
may, however, be purified., either by dissolving it in the smallest quantity
of boiling water, and stimng the solution as it cools, or by repeated solutions and crystallizations.
Incompatibles. Alum is incompatible with the alkalies and their carbonates, lime and lime-water, magnesia and its carbonate, tartrate of potassa,
and acetate of lead.
Composition. Alum was regarded as a sulphate of alumina, until it was
proved by Descroizilles, Vauquelin, and Chaptal to contain also sulphate of
p otassa, sulphate of ammonia, or both these salts. When its second base is
potassa, it consists of one equivalent oftersulphate of alumina 171 ·4, one of
sulphate of potassa 87· 15, and twenty-four of water 216=474·55. In the
ammoniacal al~m, the equiv~lent of su lphate of potassa is replaced by one of
sulphate of ox.1de ?f ammonmm. In other respects its composition is the
same. Alumina 1s classed by the chemist as an earth. It is essential to
the constitutio~ of true alum, as it cannot be replaced by any other base.
It may be obtamed by precipitating a solution of alum by water of ammo-
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nia 1 added i~ excess. As thus procured, it presents a gelatinous appearance, and ism the state of hydrate. In this form, it has been used by some
practitioners on the continent of Europe in diarrhcea. In the form of clay,
dried, it has been employed as a styptic to leech bites. Alumina consists
of two eqs. of a metallic radical called aluminium 27·4, and three of
oxygen 24=51·4. lt is, therefore, a sesquioxide.
Medical Properties, ~c. Alum, in ordinary medicinal doses, is astringent; in large doses, purgative. It is used both as an internal and local
remedy. Internally it is employed as an astringent in passive hemorrhages,
colliquati\·e sweats, diabetes, and chronic dysentery and diarrhreai also in
gleet and leucorrhrea, in which latter diseases it is sometimes combined with
cubebs. lt h ~s bee~ recommended by Kreysig and Dzondi in dilatatio1~ of
the heart and rn aomc aneurism. A stri king case of benefit from alum in d1\atation of the heart, by Schlesier, is recorded in the Eclectic Journal of Medicine, iv. 135,from lite llfedicinische Zeilung. In this case, the.alum was
given in combination with rhatany and digitalis. As a purgative, It has been
employed in colica pictonum. The practice was introduced by a Dutch
physician in 1752,and imitated by Dr. Pcrciv~l with great success. Its use
In this disease has been latterly revived, and its efficacy fully sustained by
Kapeler and Gendrin, of Paris, and Copland, of London. 1L allays nausea
and vomiting, relieves flatulence, mitigates the pain, and opens the bowels
with more certainty than any other medicine. Its remarkable influence in
allaying the tormina in this disease, has led some to attribute to it a sedative
ope ration. Sometimes it is advantageously conjoined with opium and
camphor.
The Jocal applications of alum are numerous. In various anginose affections, it is found highly useful, applied topically either in powder or solution.
When the affection is attended with membranous exudation, its efficacy has
been particularly insisted on by Bretonneau, applied in solution prepared
with vinegar.and honey for adults, and in powder, by insuiftation, in the
cnses of children . When used in the latter way, a drachm of finely powdered alum may be placed in one end of a tube, and then blown by means
of the breath into th~ throat of the child. M. Velpeau, in I8:35, extended
the observations of M. Bretonneau, and has used alum successfully, not
only in simple inflammatory sorethroat, but in those forms of angina dependent on small-pox, sca rlatina, &c. In these cases, the powdered alum
may be applied severa l times a day to the fauces, by means of the index
fi nge r, so as to cover the aflected surfaces. In relaxation ?f the uvula, and
in the beginning of sorcthroat, with or without membraniform exudation,
a solution of alum forms one of our best gargles. It forms also a useful
astringent wash in certain states of mercurial sore-mouth. In gleet and
leucorrhrea the solution is an approved remedy, either alone or conjoined
with sulphate of zinc. (See Liquo~ .!llumini.y Compositus, Land .) It is
frequently applied as a local styptic, 10 epistax is, ~y mea~s of a plug s?aked
in a saturated soluti on, and pressed up the nostnl, and rn menorrhag1a, by
the aid of a sponge, soaked in a similar solution, and introduced into the
Yagina. [n the latter stages of ~onju~ctival i~lfammation it is often proper,
and in the purulent ophtbalmrn of mfants, 1t forms the most efficacious
remedy we possess. In these cases, it is some tim es applied in the form of
the alum cataplasm. (See CaUJplasma .!lluminis, Dub.)
The ordinary dose of alum is from ten to twenty grains, repeated every
two or three hours, taken in the form of pill or solution. To prevent nausea,
nutmeg or some aromatic water may be ad~ed . . [n col~ca pictonum the
dose is from half a drachm to two drachms, given m solution every three or
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four hours. An elegant way of exhibiting alum, is _in the f?rm of alum
whey, made by boiling two drachms of alum wilh a pint of mil~, .and then
straining to separate the curd. 'l'he dose is a wineglnssf~I, conta1n1ng a?out
fifteen grains of alum. As a collyrium, the solution IS made of various
strengths, as four, six, or eight grains to the fluidounce o'. wat~r. A solution containinO' from half an ounce to an ounce of alum ma pmt of water,
and sweetened with honey, forms a convenient gargle. Solutions for gle~t
and leucorrhrea, and as topical applications to ulcers, &c., must_ vary rn
strength according to the state of the parts to which they are applied.
Op: Prep. Alumen Exsiccatum, U.S., Land., Ed., Dub . ; _Catapla~m.a
Aluminis, Dub.; Liquor Aluminis Compositus, Land.; Pulv1s Alumm1s
Compositus, Ed.
B.

AMMONIA.

Ammonia.
All the ammoniacal compounds owe their distinctive properties to the presence of a peculiar gaseous substance, composed of n itrogen and hyd.rogen,
called ammonia. This is most easily obtained by the actio~ of lime on
muriate of ammonia or sal ammoniac; when the lime unites with the muri ·
atic acid, so as to form chloride of calcium and water, and expels the ammonia. It is transparent and colourless, like common air, but possf"sses a
hot and acrid taste, an<l an exceedingly pungent smell. h has a powerful ·
alkaline reaction, and, from this property and its gaseous nature, was called
the volatile alkali by the earlier chemists. Its sp. gr .is 0·59. IL is irrespirable, the glouis closing spasmodically when the attempt is made to
breathe it. It consists of one eq. of nitrogen 14, and three of hydrogen
3= 17; or, in volumes, of one volume of nitrogen and three volumes of
hydrogen, condensed into two volumes. Its symbol is NH 3 • •
The salts of ammonia may be divided into hydracid salts and oxacid salts.
Thus, when muriatic acid unites with ammonia, we have the hydracid sal:
called muriate of ammonia, which is usually considered to be a compound of
muriatic acid and ammonia, with the symbol NH:uBCI. But Berzelius
supposes that, in the act of uniting, the hydrogen of the muriatic acid is
transferred to the clements of the ammonia, and that the compound, thus
formed, uniting with the chlorine, gives rise to a salt, represented by NH-l 1Cl.
To this hypothetical compound (NH.,) Berzelius gives the name of ammonium, and, consequently, to muriate of ammonia, the appellation of c/iloride

of ammonium.

•

Applying the same view to the oxacid salts of ammonia, Berzelius conceives that they are compounds of o:i.'ide of ammonium (NH-lO) with their
several acids. It is found that the true oxacid sails of ammonia always con tain one eq. of water, which cannot be separated from them without destroy ing their nature; and it is supposed that the elements of this eq. of water,
united with the elements of one eq. of ammonia, form oxide of ammonium.
To apply the new view to sulphate of ammonia, this salt is usually considered to be. a protohydrated sulphate of ammonia (NH 3
3 ,HO); but
on the new view, it is the sulphate of oxide of ammonium, without water

,Sq

(NH,O,SO,).
The [oll?wing is ~table of .t~e principal officinal preparations containing
ammoma, included m the British and United States Pharmacopreias, with
the synonymes.

Ammonia.
I.
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b1 AQ.UEOUS SOL UTION.

Liquor Ammonire Fortior, U. 8.; Ammonire Liquor Fortior, Lond.;
Ammonire Aqua Fortior, Ed.-Stronger Solution of .11.m~

monia.

Linimentum Ammonire Compositum, Ed.
Tinctura Ammonim Composita, Lond.
Li<1uor Ammoniw, U. 8., Lund.; Ammoni:.:c Aqua, Ed.; Ammonire
Caustic:.:c Aqua, n ub.- Solution of Jlmmonia.-Water of

llmmonia.

Hydrargyrum Ammoniatum, U. 8.; Hydrargyri Ammonio-Chloridum, Lond.; Hydrargyri Prmcipitatum Album, Ed.; Hy·
drargyri Submurias Ammoniatum, Dub.-White Precipitate.
Linimentum Ammonire, U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.-Liniment of

.!Jmmonia.- Volatile Liniment.

II. In

Linimentum Camphorm Compositum, Lond., Dub.
Linimentum Hydrargyri Compositum, Lond.
Sr1R1Tuous SoLUTI ON.

Spir!tus Ammonim, U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.-Spirit of Ammonia.
Tmctura Castorei Ammoniata, Ed.
Tinctura Guaiaci Ammoniata, Ed.
Tinctura. Opii Ammoniata, Ed.
Tinctura Valerianre Ammoniata, Ed., Dub.
Spiritus Ammonire Aromaticus, U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.-Aro·

matic Spirit of Ammonia.

Tinctura Colchici Composita, Lond.
Tinctura Guaiaci Ammoniata, U. 8., Dub.; Tinctura Guaiacl
Composita, Lond.
Tinctura Valerianre Amrnoniata, U.S.; Tinctura Valerianre Composi ta, Lond.
Spiritus Ammonire Fcetidus, Lond., Ed., Dub.-Fetid Spirit of

.!Jmmonia.

I[[.

IN

SALINE COMBI NATION.

Ammonire Murias, U.S., Ed., nub.; Ammonire Hydrochloras,

Lond. -Muriate of llmmonia.- Sal .llmmoniac.
Ferrum Ammoniatum, U. 8.; Ferri Ammonio·Chloridu m, Lond.
Ammonir.c Carbonas, U.S., Ed., Dub.; Ammonire Sesquicarbonas,
Lond.-Carbonate of .!lmmonia.- 111ild Volatile .8/kali.
Cuprum Ammoniatum, U. S., Ed., Dub.; Cupri Ammonio· Sul.:.
phas, Lone/.
Liquor .Ammon ire Sesquicarbonatis, Land.; Ammoniro Carbonatis
Aqua, Ed., Dub.
Linim entum Ammonire Scsquicarbona.lis, Lone/.

Ammonire Bicarbonas, nub.
Liguor Ammonire Acetatis, 0. S., Loncl.; Ammonire Acetatis
Aqua, Ed., Dub.- Spirit of Mindererus.
Ammonire Hydrosu lphuretum, pub.
The ammonia. in th ti spirit of ammoma of the U. S. and Ed. Pharmaco·

;:da~~bil1~n1 1:Jo~f~~!~~ ~~a:: ~~~~hnea~~~~e.si~~"tt;~;:~~~i~~~~~s i~i~hes~i~?t~ 0of

ammo nia, th e alkali is caustic in the Edinburgh preparations, but carbonated
in those of the other Pharmacopreias. It is seen by the table that the amm.011inled tinctures are made in the Edinburgh Pharmacopa:ia with the
simµle spirit of ammonia; in the U. S. and London Pharmacopceias, with
th!! aromatic spirit. Of the two ammoniated tinctures of the Dublin College, one is made with the simple, the other with the aromatic spirit. B.
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Liquor Ammonia Fortior.

LIQUOR AMMONIJE FORTIOR. U.S.
Stronger Solution of Ammonia.
An aqueous solution of Ammonia of the specific gravity 0·882." U.S.
Off. Syn. AMMONllE L!Q.UOR FORT!OR. Land.; AMMONllE

11

A'%~~ p~~p~:~~~~~v~dfirst

Pharmac~preia

introduced into the London
of
IS3G, and has since been success ively admitted in to t~~s~ of Edinburgh
and the United States. It is too strong for intern~l ex.lu?arnn, but forms a
convenient ammoniacal solution for reduction, with d1sulled water, to the
strength of ordinary officinal solution of Ammonia (Liquo r Ammonire), or
for preparing strong rubefacient and vesicating lotions and liniments. (See
Linimentum .!lmmonia: Compositum, Ed.)
.
.
.
The United States and London Pharmacopc:eias include this solution m
the list of the Materia Medica; but in the Edinburgh Pharmacopceia, a

for,~T~k~s ~;v~nu~~!t~ts0r£~:~~~. ';t~ii~~e~ :~,~o~!~~vsQuicklime,

thirteen
ounces; Water, sevenjluido'l!nces and a half; Di.stilled .w~ter, twe~ve fh1i~
ounces. Slake the Lime with the water, cover it up t11l 1t cool, tnturate Jt
well and quickly with the Muriate of Ammonia previously in fine. powd~r,
and put the mixture into a glass retort, to which is attached a r~ce1ver. with
a safety-tube. Connect with the receiver a bottle also provided wHh a
safety-tube, and containing four ounces of the Distilled Water, but capable
of holding twice as much. Connect this bottle with another loosely corked,
and containing the remaining eight ounces of Distilled Water. The communicating tubes must descend to the bottom of the bottles at the further
end from the retort; and the receiver and bottles must be kept cool by snow,
ice, or a running stream of very cold water. Apply to the retort a gradually
increasing heat till gas ceases to be evolved i remove the retort, cork up the
aperture in the receiver where it was connected 'vith the retort, and apply
to the receiver a gentle and gradually increasing heat, to drive over as much
of the gas in the liquid contained in it, but as little of the water as possible.
Should the liquid in the last bottle not have the density of 960, reduce it
with some of the Stronger Aqua Ammon ire in the first bottle, or raise it with
Distilled Water, so as to form Aqua Ammonire of the prescribed density."
' In this process the ammonia is disengaged in the usual manner from
muriate of ammonia by the action of lime, as explained undt:r the head of
Liquor .lbnmonire. But it is perceived, by the details of the process, that
the Edinburgh College propose to obtain both th e stronger and ordinary
solution of ammonia at one operation. This is done by connecting two
bottles with the retort, through an intervening empty rect:iver, and charging
them severally with one-third and two-thirds of the prescribed d istilled
water. The receiver between the retort and the boules serves to detain.
impurities. The water in the first bottle becomes nearly saturated with
ammonia, a result which is favoured by the application of cold. After the
gas has ceased to be disengaged from t!Je retort, it is removed; and any ammonia which may have been condensed with water in the receiver, is saved
by being driven over by a gent~e heat. As the water in the lirst bottle will
not take up all the ammo~ia disengaged, the balance is allowed to pass into
the second bottle, ''°here 1t saturates the water to a greater or less extent,
forming a weak aqueous ammonia. The aqueous ammonia in the first
bottle is the Edinburgh .ll.1n1noni:e .fl.qua Fortior, and that in the second is

Liquor .R.mmoni«J Fortior.
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converted into Liquor Ammon ire of the proper officinal strength, by the addition of aqueous ammonia from the first bottle, if loo weak, or of distilled
water, if too strong. The Edinburgh process has the merit of economizing
the ammonia, and of furnishing two preparations at one operation.
p,·operties of .!Jqueous .!Jnimonia of maximum strength. It is a colourless liquid, of a caustic, acrid taste, and peculiar, pungent smell. It is
strongly alkaline, and immediately changes turmeric to reddish-brown
when held over its fumes. Cooled down to 40° below zero, it concretes
into a gelatinous mass, and at the temperature of 13ff' enters into ebullition,
owing to the rapid disengagement of the gas. Its sp. gr. is 0·875 at 50°,
when it contains 32·5 per cent. of ammonia.
Properties of the OJ!icinal Stronger Solution of .!Jmmonia. This has
sim ilar properties to those mentioned above. Its officio~ sp. gr. is 0·882,
U. 8., Lond.; 0·880, Ed. When of the density 0·882, it contains about 2U
per cent. of ammonia. The liquor ammonire fortior of the shops is usually
not so strong, commonly ranging in density from 0·886 to O·DIO. Even
though of proper officinal strength at first, it generally becomes gradually
weaker by the escape of ammonia. If precipitated by lime-water, it contains carbonic acid. After having been saturated with nitric acid, a precipitate produced by carbonate of ammonia indicates earthy impurity; by
nitrate of silver, either muriatic acid or a chloride.
Liquor .fimmoni:e Fortior is a convenient preparation for making Liquor
.flmmoni:e, by due dilution with distilled water; and the Pharmacopreias
!iave given directions for this purpose. In the U.S. and London Pharmacopreias, the stronger solution is directed to be diluted with two measures of
distilled water; in the Edinburgh, with two and a half measures. By dilution in these proportions, the stronger preparation is brought uniformly to
the strength of Liquor Ammonire (sp. gr. 0·960).
"When purchasing or making the Stronger Solution of Ammonia, the
apothecary should not trust to its being of the officinal strength; but ascertain the point by taking its density, either with the specific gravity bottle or
the hydrometer. In reducing it to make Liquor Ammoniro, the same precaution should be used; and if the mixture should not have the sp. gr. of
0·060, it should be brought to that density by the addition either of the
stronger solution or of distilled water, as the case may require.
Medical Properties and [Tses. This solution is too strong for medical
employ.ment in its unmixed state. Its rubefacient, vesicant, and caustic properties, when duly reduced by admixture with tincture of camphor and spirit
of rosemary, will be noticed under the head of Linirnentum .!Jmmoni:.e Com]JOSilum. When a solution of am.mania of 25° (sp. gr. 0·905) is mixed
with fatty matter in certain proportions, the mixture forms the vesicating
ammoniacal ointment of Dr. Gondret. The amended formula for this
ointment is as follows: Take of lard 32 pans, oil of sweet almonds 2 parts.
Melt them together by the gentle heat of a candle or lamp, and pour the
melted mixture into a bottle with a wide mouth. Then add 17 parts of
solution of ammonia, of 25°, and mix, with continued agitation, until the
whole is cold. The ointment must be preserved in a bottle with a ground
stopper, and kept in a cool place. 'Vhen well prepared it vesicates in ten
.
minutes. (Joum. de Plwrm.,.3e air. ix. 3~.).
The officinal stronger soluuon of ammo111a is used as a chem ical agent to
prepare two Edinburgh officinals, (errugo a~d Ferri Oxi~lum Nigrum:
Off. Prep. Liniment um Ammomro ComposJtum, Ed.; Liquor Ammomre,
U.S., Lone/., Ed.; Tinctura Ammonioo Composita, Lond.
B.
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.llmmonia Mun.as.

AMMON!£ MURIAS. U. S., Ed., Dub.

Muriate of Ammonia.
"Chlorohydrate of Ammonia." U.S.
Off. Syn. AMMON!JE HYDROCHLORAS .. IA1;d.

.

Sal ammoniac, Hydrocblorate of ammonia; Sel ammonmc,} r.; Salm1ak, Germ. ; Sale
ammoniaco, Ital; Sal ammoninco, Span.
.

This salt is placed in the Materi~ ~edica list of all the Pharmacopreias
commented on in this work. It ongmally came from Egypt, where Jt was
obtained by sublimation from the soot afforded by the combustion of camels'
dung, which is used in that coun~ry for fuel. . .
.
.
Prepamtion. At present munate of ammonia 1s denved .from two prm·
cipal sources, the ammoniacal liquor,called gas liquor, found m the condensjng vessels of coal gas-works, and the brown, fetid ammoniacal liquor, known
under the name of bone spirit, which is a secondary product, obtained, during the destructive distillation of bones, by the manufacturers of animal char·
coal for the use of sugar-refiners. These two liquors are the source of all
the ammoniacal compounds; for they are both used to obtain muriate of
ammonia, and this salt is employed, directly or jndirectly, in obtaining all
the other salts of ammonia.
The gas liquor contains carbonate, hydrocyanate, hydrosulphate, and sulphate of ammonia, but principally the carbonate. The first three salts are
converted into sulphate by tbe addition of sulphuric acid, and due evaporation, whereby brown crystals of sulphate of ammonia are obtained. These
are then sublimed with chloride of sodium in iron pots, lined with clay and
furnished with a leaden dome or head. By the mutual action of the sulphate, chloride, and water, there are formed muriate of ammonia which
sublimes into the head, and sulphate of soda which remains behind. Thus
NH 3 ,S0 8 ,HO and NaCl become NH 3 ,HCI and Na0,803 • Sometimes, in·
stead of the ammonia being first conYerted into the sulphate, it is made at once
into muriate of ammonia by the addition of muriatic acid or chloride of cal·
cium. 'Vhen chloride of calcium is employed, the chief reaction takes place
between carbonate of ammonia and the chloride, with the result of forming
muriate of ammonia in solution, and a precipitate .of carbonate of lime.
The solution is duly evaporated, whereby brown crystals of muriate of am·
mania are obtained. These, after having been dried, are purified by sub·
limation in an iron subliming pot, coated with a composition of clay, sand.
and charcoal, and covered with a dome of lead. These pots are sometimes
sufficiently large to hold 500 pounds. "A gentle fire is kept up under the
subliming pot for seven or eight days, when the dome having cooled down,
and the sal ammoniac somewhat contracted, so as to loosen from the sides,
the dome is thrown off from the iron pot, and about two or three hundred
weight of white, semi-transparent muriate of ammonia are knocked off in
cakes." (Pereira.)
In the destructive distillation of bones for making animal charcoal, or in·
deed, of any animal substance whatever, the distilled products are the bone
spirit already mentioned, being chiefly an aqueous solution of carbonate o(
ammonia, and an empyreumatic oil, called animal oil. These products all
result from a new arrangement of the ultimate constituents of the animal
matter •. Hydrogen and oxygen form water; carbon and oxygen, carbonic
acid; mtrogen and hydrogen, ammonia; and carbon, hydrogen, and oxy·
gen, the animal oil.

.llmmonite .Jlfarias.
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. Muriate of ammonia may be obtained from bone
spirit in the manner
JUst described for procuring it from gas liquor.
Sometimes, however, the
sulphate of ammonia is not made by direct combination
, but by digesting
the bone ~piri t with grou nd plaster of Paris (sulphate
of lime). By double
decomposition, sulphate of ammonia and carbonate
or lime
sulphate of ammonia is then converted into the muriate are formed. The
by sublimation with
common sa lt, in the manner just explained.
For obtaining muriate of ammonia, other processrs,
above, have been proposed or practised; for an account besides those given
of which the reader
is referred to the Chemical Essays of the late Mr.
Parkes, who has appro·
priated a separate essay to the subject.

Comniercial History. All the muriate of ammonia consumed
in the
United States is obtained from abroad. Its commercial
varieties arc known
under the names of the crude and r~fmed. The
crude is imported from
Calcutta in chests, containing from 350 to 400
pounds. This rnriety is
consumed almost exclusively by coppersmith s and
other artisans in brass
and copper, being employed for the purpose of
keeping the metallic sur·
faces bright, preparatory to brazing. The refined
comes to us exclusively
from England, packed in casks containing from
5 to 10 cwt.
Properties. Muriate of ammonia is a white, translucent,
tough, fibrous
salt, occurring in commerce in large cakes, about
two inches thick, convex
on one side and concave on the other. It has a
pungent, saline taste, but
no smell. Its sp. gr. is 1·45. It dissolves in three
parts of cold, and onC' of
boiling water, and cold is produced during its solution.
It is less soluble in
rectified spi rit than in water, and sparing ly so in
absolute alcohol. A hot
concentrate d aqueous solution, as it cools, deposits
the salt in feathery crys·
tals. This salt is very difficult to powder in the
ordinary way. Its pulver·
ization , however, may be effected readily by making
a boiling saturated
solution of the salt, and sti rring it as it cools. The
salt may thus be made
to granulate, and in this state, after havin g been
drained from the remaining
solution and driC'd, may be readily powdered. j)luriate
of ammonia, at a red
heat, sublimes without decomposition, as its mode
of preparation prO\'es.
Exposed to a damp atmosphere , it becomes sligh
tly moist. It has the pro·
perty of increasing thesolul::ility of corrosive s ublimate
in water. (See Liquor
1

;~·rJ~ :a:fiar~/1ih~ 1:1f:~ii~ 0 ~~J af~a;~n~e~~~~::e~h:Yf~~~;~r~~fen~~ng~~1~

muriatic acid, the latter, ammonia, both sensible
to the
ammonia is the sal t usually employed for obtaining smel l. Muriate of
gaseous ammonia,
which is convenientl y disengaged by mean s of lime.
Th ough neulral in
composition, it slightly reddens litmus. It is incompalibl
e with acetate of
lead and nitrate of silver, producing a precipitate,
with the former, of chlo·
ride of lead, with the lauer, of chloride of silver.
According to the Edinburgh Pharmacop reia, muriate
liable to adulteration . If it be not ent irely ,·olatili..:ed of ammonia is not
by
in water, it contains impurity. If the salt be entirely heat and soluble
volatilized by heat,
and yet produces a precipitate with chloride of
barium, the presence of
sulphate of ammonia is indicated.
Composition. Muriate of ammonia is composed of one
eq. of muriatic
acid 30·42, and one of ammonia 17=53·-12; or,
in ultimate constituents, of
one eq. of chlorine, one of nitrogen, and four
of hydrogen. Viewed as

~:~o~i1~K:CJ)~ 0 ~~uc~~tii~acl~~~i~~l~;n~~~ ~~~~~~i~~l~r/~~v!~~l~~~e;~~~~r~~

atic acid gas, and two volum es of ammonia, condensed
into a sol id .
.lf.fedical Properties. Muriate of ammonia is employed
both internally
9
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and externally. Internally it acts primarily 011 the alimentary canal, purg~ng
~n large doses, but rather constipating in small ones. Its ~ecoudary acuon
1s alleged to be that of a stimulating alterative on the capillary, ~landular,
and lymphatic systems, and on the mucous, serous, and fibrous tissues, the
nutrition of which it is supposed to improve. It has been recommended
in catarrhal and rheumatic fevers; in pleuritis, peritonitis, dysPntcry, and
othN inflammations of the serous and mucous membranes, after the first
violence of the disease has abated; in chronic inflammation and en largement
of the thoracic and abdominal viscera; and in amenorrhrea, when dependent
on deficient action of the uterus. Several cases of pectoral disease, simulating incipient phthisis, are reported to have been cured by this salt in
Otto's Bibliothek for 1834. According to Dr. ·watson, it is a ~ery e~ca·
cious remedy in hemicrania. The dose is from. five to tb1rt.Y gr~u~s,
repeated e\'t!ry two or three hours, either given JD po~vder m1xe.d with
powdered gum or sugar, or dissolved in syrup or mucilage. It JS very
little used as an internal remedy in the United States; but is a good deal
employed on the continent of Europe, especially in Germany, where it is
deemed a po\Yerful allerative and resoh-ent.
Externally, muriatc of ammonia is used in solut ion as a stimulant ~nd
resolvent in contusions, indolent tumours, &c. The strength of the solution

~~~~~1~!d,.~~i~fn~c~~r~~~~c: ~t ,:~tt~~t~o~~ i:n~i~~' ~lc~~l~~~~~s ~ ~ ~iu~f~~
0

1

of com·enie nt strengt h. 'Vh en the solution is to be used as a wash for
ulcers, or an injection in leucorrhrea, it should not contain more than from
one to four drachms of the salt to a pint of water.
Off. Prep. Ammonire Aqua Fortior, Ed.; Ammonire Carbonas, U.S.,
Lone/., Ed., Dub.; Fcrrnm Ammoniatum, U.S., Lond.; Liquor Ammonire,
U.S., J,ond., Ed., Dub.; Liquor Hydrargyri Bichloridi, Lond.; Spiritus
Ammon ire, U.S., L ond., Ed.; Spirilus tl.mmoni:c Aromaticus, U.S.,
B.
Lond.; Spirilus Ammoni.e Fretidus, Lond.

AMMONIACUl\L U.S, Land., Ed.
Ammoniac.
"The concrete juice of Dorema Ammoniacum." U.S. '"Dorema Am·
Gw?imi-resina." Lond. "Gummy-resinous ex udation of
moniacum.
11
Dorema Ammoniacum . Ed.

Off. Syn. Ai\IMONIACUM GUMM!. HERACLElTh1 amrn IFE-

RUM. Gummi Resina. Dub.

an~:~ i~~~~ S~~:~~ lJ~~;!~:·J,;'t,,. t~~ 1~~;:i ~ls~~~~~~' ~~~~;~:~. arnmoniaco,
1

0

1

1

ltrtl.; Gomma
Much. uuccr1ainLy long existed as to the ammoniac plant. It was gene·
rally behe\·ed to be a species of }"'enda, till Willdenow raised, from some
se~ds mixed with the gum-res in found in the shops, a plant which he ascer·
tamed to be an llerncleum,and named II. gwnmiferum, under the impression that it must be the true_ s_ource of the medicine . .on this authority, the
plant was adopted by the Bnt1sh Colleges, and recognised in former editions
of our national Pharma~opreia. 'Villd~now expr~ssly acknow ledged that he
could not procure from it any gum·resm, but ascnbed the result to the inAu·
ence of climate: 'fh~ 11eraclewn, however, did not correspond exactly with
the rep_reseutauo~s given of ~he ammoniac plant by travellers; and Sprengel
ascertained that it was a natlve of the Pyrenees, and never produced gum.
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Mr. Jackson, ln his account of Morocco, imperfectly describes a plant indigenous in that country, supposed to be a species of Ferula, from which
gum-ammoniac is procured by the natives. Thi s plant has been ascertained
by Dr. Falconer to be Feru/a Tingilarw (Royle's JIIat. Jlfed.), and its
product is thought to be the ammoniacum of the ancients, which was obtained from Africa; but this is not the drug now used under that namC',
which is derived exclusively from Persia. .'.\-1, Fontanier, who resided
many years in Persia, saw tl~e ammoniac plant growing in the _province of
Fars, and transmitted a drawmg of it with specimens to Paris. From these
it \~as inferred to.he a speciesofFe rula ; and Merat and De Lens proposed
for 1t th e name oflginally applied to it by Lemery .• of F. ammonifera. It
was subsequently, however, ascertained, from specimens obtained in Persia
by Colonel ·wright, and examined by Dr. David Don, that it belonged to a
genus allied lo Ferula, but es~entially diff~rent, and named by Mr. Don,
.Dorema. A description of it 1s contained m the 16th volume of the Linnrean Transactions, under the name of Dorema .Bmmoniacum. This is
now acknowledged by all the officina l aulhorities except the Dublin CollegP. The same plant has been described and figured by Jaubert and
Spach in their 11 11/ustrations of Oriental Plants," (Paris, 18-l:t, t. 40, p.
7b), by the name of fliserneston gummiferum, under the erroneous impression that it belonged LO a previously undescribed genus.
•
The ammoniac plant grows spontaneously in Farsistan, lrauk, Chorassan.
and other Persian proYinccs. Dr. Grant found it growing abundantly in
Syghan near Bameean, on the nothwest slope of the Hindoo Coosh mounM
tains . It atlains the height of six or Se\'en feet, and in the spring and
early part of summe r abounds in a milky juice, which flows out upon the
slightest puncture. From the accounts of travellers it appears, that, in the
month of .May, the plant is pierced in in numerable places by an insect of
the beetle kind. 1'be juice, exud in g through the punctures, concretes
upon the stem, and when quite dry is collected by the natives. M. Fontanier states that the juice exudes spontaneously, and that th e harvest is
about the middle of June. According to Dr. Grant, the drug is collected in
Syghan, like assafctida, from the root of t~1e plant. The gum· resin is sent
to Bu shire, whence it is transmitted to India . ft reaches this country usually
by the route of Calcutta. The ~ame of the drug is thought to have been
derived from the temple of J11pner Ammon in the Lybian desert, where
the ammoniac of the ancients is said to have been collected; but Mr. Don
considers it a corruption of .!lnneniacum, origi natin g in the circumstance
that the gum·resin was formerly imported into Europe througl~ Armenia.
Properties. Ammoniac.comes either in the state ?f tear~ .. or in aggregate
masses, and in both forms 1s frequently mixed with 1mpunues. That of the
tears, however, is preferable, a~the purest may be conveniently picked out and
kept for use. These are of an i~regula~ shape! usually more or less globular,
opaque, yellowish on the ou.ts1de, .whitish within, com~act, homogeneous,
brittle when cold, and breaking with a conchoidal shinrng fracLUre. The
masses arc of a darker colour and less uniform structure , appearing, when
broken, as if composed of numerous white or whitish t~ars, emb~dded in a
dirty gray or brownish substance, and frequently mmgled wnh fon·ign
matters, such as seeds, fragmPnts of vegetables. an~ sand , or other earth.
The smell of ammoniac is pecu!iar, n.nd stronger 111 the mass than in the
tears. •rhe taste is slightly sweetish, bitter, and somewhat acrid. The sp.
gr. is 1·201. \Vhen heated, the gum·rcsin softens and becomes adhesive,
but does not melt. lt burns with a white flame, swelling up, and emitting
a smoke of a strong, resinous, slightly alliaceous odour. It is partly soluble
in water, alcohol, ether, vinegar, and alkaline solutions. Tnturated with
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water, it forms an opaque milky emulsion, which becomes clear ~pon standing. The alcoholic solution is transparent, but is rendered milky by the
addition of water. Bucholz obtained from 100 parts of ammo~iac, 2~·4
parts of gum, 72·0 of resin, 1·6 of bassorin, and 4·0 of water mcludmg
volatile oil and loss. Braconnot obtained 18·4 per cent. of gum, 7.0·0 of
resin, 4·4 of a gluten-like substance (bassorin/, and 6·0 of.wat~r! with 1.2
per cent. of loss. Hagen succeeded in procurmg the volaule 011 m_a sep.arate state by repeated distillation witl1 water. It has a penetratmg disagreeable odour, and a taste at first mild, but afterwards bitter and nauseo~s.
The resin of ammoniac is dissolved by alcohol, and the fixed and volalile
oils, but is divided by ether into two resins, of which one is soluble, the
other insolub le in that menstruum.
J11edical Properties and Uses. This gum-resin is stimulant and expectorant, in Jarge doses cathartic, and, like many other stimuiants, may be so
given as occasionally to prove diaphoretic, diuretic, or emmenagogue. It
has been employed in medicine from the highest antiquity, being mentioned
in the writings of Hippocrates. The complaints in which it is most frequently used are chronic catarrh, asthma, and other pectoral affections,
attended with deficient expectoration without acute inflammation, or with a
too copious secretion from the bronchial mucous membrane, dependent upon
debility of the ve~sels. It is thought to have been useful in some case~ of
amenorrhrea, and m chlorotic and hysterical conditions of the system arising
out of this complaint. It has also been prescribed in obstructions or chronic
engorgemems of the abdominal viscera, under the vague notion of its deobstruent power. Any good which it may do in these affections, is more
probably ascribable to its revulsive action upon the alimentary mucous
membrane. Authors speak of its utility in long and obstinate coli~s dependent on mucous matter lodged in the intestines; but it would be difficult
lO ascertain in what cases such mucous matter existed, and, even allowing
its presence, to decide whether it was a cause or a result of the diseased
action . Ammoniac is usually administered in combination with other expectorants, w ith tonics, or emmenagogues. It is much less used than formerly. Externally applied in the shape of a plaster, it is thought to be
useful as a discutient or resolvent in white swellings of the joints and other
indolent tumours. (See Empfastrum Arnrnoniaci.)
It is given in substance in the shape of pill or emulsion. The latter form
is preferable. (See .Mistura .8mrnoniaci.) The dose is from ten to thirty
grains.
Off. Prep . Emplastrum Ammoniaci, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Emplastrum Ammoniaci cum Hydrargyro, Lone(., Ed., Dub.; Emplastrum Gummosum, Ed.; Mistura Ammoniaci, U.S., Lond., Dub.: Pilulre Ipecacuanhm
Compositre, Lond.; Pilulm Scillre Composiue, U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.

w.

AMYGDALA AMARA. U.S., Land., Ed.

Bitter Almonds.
11

The kernels of the fruit of Amygdalus communis-variety amara."

U.S. "Amygdalus communis. (De Cand.) var.a.. Nuclei." Lond. nl{ernels of Amygdalus communis, var. a . (DC .)" Ed.
Off. Syn. AMYGDALJE AMARlE. Amygdalus communis. Nuclei.
Dub.

am~~;~~aJ~.mere, Fr.; Bittere Mandeln, Germ.; Mandotle amare, ]lal.; Almendra
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AMYGDALA DULCIS. U. S.,Lond., Ed.
Sweet Almonds.
"The kernels ofthefruitof Amygdaluscommunis- varietydulcis." U. 8 .
"Amygdalus communis. (De Cand.) var. J3. Nuclei.'' Lond. "Ke rnels of
Amygdalus commuriis, var. 13 . and y. (DC.)" Ed.
Off. Syn. AMYGDALJE DULCES. Amygdalus communis. Nuclei.
JJub .
Amandc doucc, Fr.; Si.issc Mandcln, Germ.; Mamlorle dolci, Ital.; Almendra du lee,
Span.
AMYGDALus. Sex. Syst. IcosandriaMonogynia. -Nat. Ord. Amygdalem.
Gen. CA. Calyx five-cleft, inferior. Petals five. Drupe with a nut perforated with pores. TVilld .
.llniygdalus communis. Willd. Sp . Plant. ii. 982; Woodv. JJJecl. Bot.
p. 507. t. 183. The almond tree rises usually from fifteen to twenty feet
in height, and divides imo numerous spreading branches. The leaves stand
upon short footstalks, are about three inches long, and three quarters of an
inch broad, elliptical, pointed at both ends, veined, minutely serrated, with
the lower serrntures and petioles glandular, and are of a bright green colour.

~ehdeu~~I::,~nad~>~~~fscl;~gae;J~~~L~~~;~:l~rx:':~~i:fe t~s::i\~e,r~:~! dvi~r~~~;~
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rous pairs upon the branches. The fruit is of the peach kind, with the outer
covering thin, tough, dry, and marked with a longitudinal furrow, where it
o~ens when fully ripe.
Within this covering is a rough shell, which contains the kerne l or almond .
There are several varieties of this species of Amygdalus, diffCring ch ieOy
in the size and shape of the fruit, the thickness of the shell, and the taste
of the kernel. The two most important are the .Rmyg.lalus (communis)
dulcis, and the .lhnygdalus (l'ommunis) amara, the former bearing swf"et,
the latter bitter almonds. Another variety is the Jragili~ of De Candol!e,
which yields th e soft-shellt•d almonds.
The almond tree is a native of Persia, Syria, and Barbary, and is very
extensively cultivated in various parts of the South of Europ('. It has bee11
introduced into the United States; but in lhe norlhern and middle st'ctions
the fruit does not usually come to perfection. 'Ve are supplit>d with sweet
almonds chiefly from Spain and the south of France. They are distinguished
into the soft-shelled and hard-shelled, the former of which come from Marseilles and Bordf'aux, the lattPr from Malaga. From the latter port llwy are

~~~~ti~~~e~~~u~~ ~~cu~u';,i;1~~~tn~1ev~';;~~·ia ~?m~~i~~s'hthc~1Fo1~~~.~ei~l~~r\~:c~
from Malaa:a. the laller from Valentia. The former are longer, narrower,
more point'ed, and more hig-hly e~teemcd than the latter. The biueralmonds
are obtained chiefly from Morocco, and are exported from :\fogador.
Properties. The shape and appearance of almond s art' too wt>ll known
to require description. Each kern_rl cons_ists o~ tw.o wh1.te cotylcdon5, enclosed in a thin, ;:ellowish -brown, b1tlt>r ~km, wh1~h 1s easdy separable after
immersion in boiling water. \Vh1:·n d e pnv~d of tlus covermg, they are cal!ed
blanched almonds . On t~xposure to the a ir they are apt to bc•come rancid;
but, if thorouCTh!y dried and kept in welt closed glass \'esse~s. they may be
p reserved un;ltned for many years . The two varieties require each a separate notice.
9'
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PART I.

1. A1uYGDALA DuLc1s. Sweet .fllmonds. These, when blanched, are
without smell, and have a sweet, very pleasant taste, which has render.ed
them a favourite article of diet in almost all countries where they are readily
attainable. They are, however, generally considered of ~i~cult digestion.
By the analysis of M. Boullay, it appears that they contam 111_100 parts, 5
parts of pellicle, 54 of fixed oil, 2-! of albumen, (j of uncrystalhzable s~~r,
3 of gum,4 of fibrous matter, 3·5 of water.and 0 ·5 of acetic acid comprising
loss. The nlbumen differs somewhat from ordinary vegetable albumen, ~n<l
has received the name of emuls'in. It may be obtained separate by treating
the emulsion of almonds with ether, allowing the mixture, after frequent
agitation, to stand until a clear fluid separates at the bollom of ~h~ vessel,
drawing this off by a syphon, ad.ding a.lcohol to it so as to pre~1p1t.ate the
emulsin, then washinrr the precipllate wlth fresh alcohol, and d rym~ll under
the receiver of an air~pump. ln this state it is a white powder, modor0l1s
and tasteless, soluble in water, and insoluble in ether and alcohol. Its s~lu
tion coao-ulates at 212°. Its distinguishing property is that of pro~ucmg
certain ~hanf1es hereafter to be noticed in amygt.lalin, which property 1t loses
when coagulated by beat. (Thonison and Hichardson, .Uni . .Journ. of
Phann .. x. 351, from .11.then::eum.) It consists of nitrogen, carbon, hy~ro
gen, and oxygen , and is probably identical with the principle for which
Robiquet proposed the name of synaplase. Thomson and Richardson sup0

~~~d ~il~,~~f~~ e~~t~e~~;a~~:~ \~ ~~:;c~~i~1~i~~e.co~~~~l~~t/~~a~?igr~;

tinged with yellow, sweet and bland to the taste, and may be substituted (or
olive oil in most of the economical uses to which the latter is applied. (See
Oleurn .flmygdal:e.) Almonds, when rubbed with water, form a milky
emulsiou, the insoluble matters being suspended by the agency of the albuminous, mucilaginous, and saccharine principles.
2 . AittYODALA AitlARA. Bitter .9bnonds. These are smaller than the preceding variety. They have the bitter taste of the peach-kernel, and, though
in their natural state inodorous or nearly so, have, when triturated with water,
the fragrance of the peach blossom. They contain the same ingredients as
sweet almonds, and like them form a milky emulsion with water. It was
formerly supposed that they also contained hydrocyanic acid and an essential
oil, to which their pecu.liar taste and smell, and their pec~liar operation upon
the system were ascnbed. It was, however, ascertarned by MM . Robiquet and Boutron, that these principles do not pre-exist in the almond, but
result from the reactio1.1 of water i and VVOhler and Liebig have proved , what
was suspected by Rob1quet, that they are formed out of a substance of peculiar properties, denominated cmiygdalill, which is the characteristic constituent of bitter ~lmo~ds. This s.ubstan~e, which was discovered by Robiquet
and Boutron, 1s while, crystall1zable, rnodorous, of a sweetish bitter taste,
unalter<l:ble in the air, free!~ soluble i.n water and hot alcohol, very slightly
solub~e m cold alcohol, and msoluble rn elher. Its elementary constituents
are mtrogen, carbon, hydrogen, and ?xygen: and it is supposed to be an
amide; as, when treated with an alkali, it yields ammonia and a peculiar acid
which has been named arnygdalic acid. Lie bier and WO bier recommend the
following process for procuring it, in which the= object of the fermentation is
to de~troy the su.gar with ~vhich it is associated. Bitter almonds, previously
depnved of their.fixed oil by pressure, are to be boi led in successive portions of alcoho~ till they are exhausted._ From the liq~ors thus obtained,
1
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This residue is then to be diluted with water, mixed with g~d yeast, and
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placed in a warm siluation. After the fermentation which ensues has
ceased, the liqu or is to be filtered, evaporated to the consistence of syrup,
an_cl mixed with alcohol. Th e ~mygdalin is thus precipitated in c.onnexion
with a port!on of_ gum, fro~ which il may be separate~ by. solution m boiling
alcohol, which will deposit 1t upon cooling. If pure, 1t will form a perfectly
transparent solution with water. Any oil which it may contain may be
separated by washing it with ether. Onr .pound of almonds yielded at least
120 g rain s ?f amygdali_n. (.llt~nalen der P!wrm., xx ii. and xxiii. :l2H.)
Amygdalrn, when mixed wJth a_n emulsion of sweet almonds, gives ri se,
among other products, to the volallle oil of bitter almonds and hydrocyanic
acid-the t'muls in of the sn.·· eet almonds actin.g the part of a fermC'nt, by
setting on foot a reaction between the amygdalm and water; and the same
result is obtained when pure emu/sin is added to a so!Ulion of amygdalin.
lt appears then that the volatile oil and hydrocyanic acid, developed in Oitrer
almonds when moistened, result from the mutual reaction of amygdalin,
water, and emulsin. It is asserted that emulsin procured from other seeds,
as those of the poppy, hemp, and mustard, is capable of producing the same
reaction between water and amygdalin, though in a less degree than that
of th.e sweet or bilte~ almonds. (.flm~af. der Phann., xxviii. 200.)
Biller almonds yield their fixed oil by pressure; and the essential oil,
impregnated .with hydrocyanic acid, may be obtained from the n·sidue by
distillation wnh water. This oil, usually called oil of bitter almond.~, has a
b_itter, acrid 1 ~urning taste, and the peculiar odour of the kernel in a very high
degree . It 1s of a yel!owish colour, hea\•icr than water 1 soluble in alcohol
and etber, sliglnly solubl e in water, and deposits, upon standing, a white
crystalline substance, which consists chiefly of benzoic acid. lt may be
em~re ly freed from bydrocyanic acid, by agitating .it strong ly with hydrate
of lime and a solution of chloride of iron, and submitti ng the mixture to distillation. Th e oil comes over with th!!. water, from which it may be separated in the usual manner. Thus purified, it still retains its peculiar odour,
with a burning and aromatic taste; but, as proved by Dr. GOppert of Breslau,
is destitute of those poisonous properties which distinguish the oil in its
original state, and which depend on hydrocyanic acid. The odour of the
oil of bitter almonds has been usually, but erroneously, ascribed to this
acid, which, on exam ination , will be found to smell very differently. The
same rema rk is applicable to the essential oils of the cherry laurel, of the
bird cherry, and probably of other vegetables supposed lo contain hydrocy~
anic acid. The benzoic acid which the oil of bitter almonds deposits upon
standing, has been proved by H.ob ique t and Boutron not to pre-exist in the
oil 1 but to result from the absorption of oxygen; and Wohler and Li eb ig
have rendered it probable that there exists a radical in the oil, consisting of
carbon, hydroge n , and oxygrn, which, though it has not yet been isolated,
is a distinct substance, and constitutes the basis of numerous compounds.
'I'he oil is composed of thi s radical, called benzyle, and hydrogen, with the
former of which, oxygen when absorbed forms benzoic acid, and with the
latter, water. The pure oil is therefore considered a hydruret of benzyle.
Esst'ntial oil of bitter almonds operates upon the system in a manner
c~osE"ly analogous to that of hydrocyanic a~id. A single drop is sufiici~nt to
destroy a bin.I, and four drops have occasioned the death of a dog of middle
size. Th e distilled water of bitter almonds operates in a sim ilar manner,
thou ah less powe rfully; and the almonds themselves have proved deleterious
whe~ taken in considerable quantities. Confectioners employ bittn almonds
for communicating flavour to the syru.P ~f orgeat. (~ee Syn~pus .llmygdaf:e.)
The kernel of the peach possesses similar properties, and 1s frequently used
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as a substitute. Oil of bitter almonds is much used by the perfumers.. It
has been ascertained that substances which afford this oil, such as b1tler
almond paste, bruised cherry-laurel leaves, peach leaves, &c., ha.ve t.he
property of destroying the odour of musk, camphor, most of the volallle mis,
creasote, cod-li\·er oil, the balsams, &c. ; and NI. Mahier, a French ~harma
ceutist, has employed them successfully to free mortars and bottlC"s from th~
odour of assafetida, and other substances of disagreeable smell. Al_I that
is necessary is first to remove any oily substance by means of an alkali, and
then apply the paste or bruised leaves. (.8m. J. of Plwr_ni., xviii. 20~.)
Jlfedical Properties and Uses. Sweet almonds exercise 110 other rnfluence upon the system than that of a demulct'nt. The emulsi~n. form.ed by.
triturating them with water is a pleasant vehicle for the admu:ustratlo~ 01
other medicines, and is itself useful in cases of catarrhal affection. Bnter
almonds are more energetic, and, th?ugh not much in use, might .und~ub~
E'dly be employed wit~ advantag~ 111 cases to which hydr?cyanic ac1.d is
applicable. An emulsion made ~vnh them has been beneficially presc.nbecl
in pectoral afft:ctions attended with cough, and is said to ha\'C cured mtermittents when bark has failed. ( Hergius 1 JUat . }l/ed.) It probably operates
by diminishing the excitability of the nervous system, and moderating existing irritation . Or. A . T. Thomson says that he has found it extremel_y useful
as a lotion in acne rosea and impetigo. Bitter almonds an: said by Hufeland
to have been successfolly empl?yed for the expulsion of the tapti worm .. In
some persons they:produce urticaria, when taken in the smallest quantities.
Oil of biller abnonds might probably be su?stituted with.advantage for
medicinal hydrocyanic acid; as the acid con tamed in the OJI is much le~s
liable to decomposition, remaining for several years unaltered, if the oil is
preserve<l in well stoppPd boules. According to Schrader, 100 parts of th~
oil contain sufficient acid for the production of 22·5 parts of Prussian blue.
From this fact it may be inferred, that the oil is about four times as strong
as our officinal hydrocyanic acid, and may therefore be given in the dose o:'
from a q~arter of a drop to a drop, to be gradually and very cautiously in·
creased tillson:ie effect upon the system is observed. ll may be administered
in emulsion with gum Arabic, loaf sugar, and water. ll has been employed
externa}ly1 diss~ked in water in the proportion of one drop to a f1~1idounce 1
in prun~o senilis and o.ther cases of troublesome itching. To facilitate th~
soluti~n m water, th.e oLI may be previously dissolved in spirit.
\Vohler and Liebig propose,as a s~bstitute for cherry -laurel watn, which
owes its effects to the hydrocyanic acid it c~ntains, but .is objectionable from
its uneq~al strength, an. t'Xtemporaneous mi;x:ture, consisting of 17 grains o(
amygdahn, and one Hu1dounce of an emulsion made with two drachms of
sweet almonds, and a sufficient quantity of water. 'l'his mixture contains,
according to the. above naim•d chemists, one grain of absolute hydrocyanic
acid, and is equivalent to tw? fluido~nces of fresh cherry-laurel water. If
~t be foi:nd lo answer in practice, it '~'11! have the great advantage of certainty
m relatwn to tbe dose i as arnygdalrn may be kept any length of time unaltered.. .If the c~lculation of WOhler an~ Liebig be correct as to the quantity
of acid it contams, not more than a flu1drachm should be given as a. commencing dose.
Off. Prep . of Sweet .fllmonds. Confcctio Amygdalre, Lond., Ed., Duh.;
M~stura. Acacire, Ed., flub.; Nlistura Amygdalre, U.S., Lone/., Ed., Dub.;
~;1 :~r(r.~~mphor::e, Ed.; Olcum Amygdalarum, Dub.; Syrupus Amyg·

1

Off. Prep . of Bitter /llmomls.

Syrupus Amygdalre, U.S.
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AMYGDALUS PERSICA. Folia. Dub.
Peach Leaves.
Pl'chC'r, Fr. ; Pfusichbanm. Germ.; PN.s.ico, It al; Alberchig:o, Span.

A111voouus. See AMYGDALA .
.IJmygrlalus Pel'sica. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 982; Woodv. Med. Bot. p.
51.1. t. 184.-Per:tica vulgaris. Miller, Lamarck. Every one is familiar
wllh the appearance of the common peach tree. It is characterized speci~
fic~lly by having "all the serratures of the leaves acute, and by its sessile
solitary flowers." Though its native country is not certainly known, it is
gene rally supposed to have been brought originally from Persia. In no
cot~ntry, perhaps, does it attain greate r perfection, as regards the character
of Its fruit, than in the United States.
Peaches are among the most grate ful and wholesome of our summer
fruits. They abound in saccharine matter, which renders their juice susceptible of the vinous fermentation; and a distilled liquor prepared from them
has been much used in some parts of the country under the name of peach
brandy.
The kernel s of the fruit bt>ar a close resemblance in appearance and properties, and probably in chemical nature, to bitter almonds, for which they
are frequently,and without inconvenience, substituted in our shops. They
are employed by distillers in the preparation of liqueurs, and by cakebakers to give flavour to various productions of their ovens; and are said to
yield as much amygdalin as bitter almonds.
The flowers, leaves, and bark also have the peculiar odour and taste of
biller almonds, and would probably yield hydrocyanic acid. The leaves
aff"or~ a volatile oil by distillation. 'rhese are the on ly part directed by the
Dublm College.
illedical Properties, c.';·c. Peach leaves are said to be laxative; and they
probably exert, to a moderate extent, a sedative influence over the nervous
system. They have been used as an anthelmintic with great reported success. More recently their infusion has been recommended in irritability of
the bladder, in sick stomach , and hooping-cough. Half an ounce of the
dried leaves may be infust'd in a pint of boiling water, and half a fluidounce
give n for a dose three times a day, or more frequently. Dr. Dougos gives,
in hooping-cough, a pint of the strong ju fusion, in small doses, in the course
of the day . (Jourri. de P!tarm., xxiii. 356.)
Th e flowers also are laxative; and a syrup prepared from them is considerably used, in infantile cases, upon the continent of Europe. Woodville
states that a drachm of the dried flowers, or half an ounce in their recent
state, given in infusion, is the dose as a vermifoge. Cases of fatal poisoning from their use in children are on record.
The kernels have more of the peculiar powers of hydrocyanic acid, and
therefore require to be used with so~e caution. Blanched, and rubbed .up
with hot water, thev form an emuls10n well adapted to coughs dependlng
on or associated wilh nervous irritation. Either the bruised leaves, flowers,
or kernels, may be used by the apothecary for cleansing his vessels from
disagreeable odours . (See page 92. )
The dried fruit, stewed with sugar, is an excellent laxative article of diet>
suitable to cases of convalescence attended with torpid bowels.
W.
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AMY L UM. U.S., Land, Ed.
Starch.
"The fecula of the seeds of 1,riticum vulgare." U.S., Ed.
.
hybernum. Seminwn Fxcula." _Lond.

"Triticum
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plants, and
especially abundant in the various gra ins ; such as wheat, rye, barley, oats,
rice, maize, &c.; in other seeds, as peas, beans, c hestnuts, acorns. &c.; and
in numerous tuberous roots, as those of the potato (Solan.um. tuberoswn),
the S\~eet potato (Convolvulus Batatas), the arrow·root, t~e.cass.ava pl~m,
and different species of Curcuma. The proCC'Ss for obtammg 11 cons ists

essentiall y in reducing the substances in which it exists t.o .a state of n:iinute

division, agitating or washing them with cold waler, stra1~m~ or pou~mg off
the liquid, and allowing it to stand till the fine fecula which It holds m suspension has subsided. This, when dried, is sta rch, more or less pure according to the care taken in conducting the process. The starch of commerce is procured chiefly from wheat, s?metimes also from potators. Our
space w ill not allow us to enlcr into details in re lation to the particular steps
of the operation to which these substances are subjected; and the omission
is of less consequence, as sta rch is nO\•er prepared by the apothecary.
Starch is white, pulverulent, opaque, and, as found in the shops, is usually
in columnar masses, having a som('what crystalline aspect, and producing a
peculiar sound when pressed between the fingers. lts specific gravity is
l ·5:3. When exposed to a moist air, it absorbs a considerable quantity of
water, which may be driven o(fby a gentlt' heat. It is insoluble in alcohol,
ethe r, and col<l water; but unites with boiling water, which, on cooling,
forms with it a soft semi-transpa ren t paste, or a gelatinous opaline solution,
according to the proportion of starch employed. The paste, placed on folds
of blotting paper, renewed as they become wet, abandons its water, contracts, and assuml's the appearance of horn. Lf the proportion of starch be
:·ery small, the so luti on , after slowly depositing a very minute quantity of
mso!uble matter, continues permanent, and upon being evaporated yields a
sem i-transpa rent mass, which is partially soluble in cold water. The starch
has, the~eforc, been modifi("d by the combined agency of water and heat i
nor can 1t be restort>d to ns original condition . Exposed, in lht.! dry state.
to~ t~mperat~rc s~mewhat above 212°, it undergoes, according to Caventou ,
a s1m1.la~ moclificatwn; and a dcgn~e of heat sufficient to roast it slight ly convert~ 1t rnto a substa nce soluble 111 cold. water, called /Jrilish gum, and
applicable to ti~~ sa~1c purpose~ as gum rn the arts. Th e same change in
rcga~d to s?lu~d1ty is. to a certa111 extent, produced bv mechanical means, as
by tnturat1on 111 a mortar i and that the effect is not the result of heat evol\•ed
by fricti?n, is evinced by the fact, that it takes place when the starch is tritu·
rared with water.
The \•ie\~S now generally ente rtained in relation to starch, by which the
ab.o~e mention ed phenomena 'l'.ay bl• most conveniently explained, are lhose
origm~lly pres...cn:t·.d by Haspa d, and subs.cquently confirmed and extended
by Gu1h?urt, C1ucnn, and ?thcrs . .Accord mg lo these views, starch consists
ol organized granu.les, wh~1ch, examined by the microscope, appear to be of
various form and size'. 1 l~ese granules consist of a thin exterior pellicle or
tegmnent, and. of an mtP,r~or substance, th.e former wholly insoluble, the
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P.ortion, dilforPnt. opinions have existed . M . Guerin supposed that it consisted or two dist met substances, one soluble in cold water, the other soluble
at first in boiling water but becoming insoluble by evaporation. Thus.
when one part of starch is boiled for fifteen minutes in one hundred pans of
water, and the liquid is allowed to stand, a small portion, consisting of the
broken tcguments, is gradual~y d~posited . If the solution be now filtered
and evaporated, another portion 1s deposited which cannot afterwards be
dissolved. ·when wholly depri\'ed of this portion, and evaporatt:d to drynf'ss, the solution yields the part soluble in cold water. According to MM.
Payen and Persoz, the imerior portion of the globules consist~ only of a
single substance, which is converted. imo the two just m.entioned by the
agency of water; and Thenard is inclined to the same opinion . An appropriate name for the interior soluble portion of starch is amidin, which has
been adopted by some chemists. Starch, in its perfect state, is not affocted
by cold water, because the exterior insoluble teguments prevent the access
of the liquid to the interior portion; but when the pellicle is broken by the
agency of heat, or by mechanical means, the fluid is admitted, and the starch
partially dissolved. Another view of the structure of the starch granule,
founded on microscopic obsenration, has been advanced by Schleiden. According to this view, it consists of concentric layers, all of which have the
same chemica l composition; but the outer layers having been first formed,
have more cohesion than the inner, and are consequently more difficult of
so lubility. The rings observed upon the surface of the granules, in some
varieties, are merely the edges of these layers; and the point or hylum
about which the rings are concentrically placed, is a minute hole, through
which probably the substance of the interior layers was introduced. (Pharm.,
Central JJlat. Juni, 18-14, p. 40 1.) MM. Payen and Guibourt at present
admit that the starch granule is organized throughout, and com:ists of but
a single chemical principle; the difft!rences in the relation to water being
ascribable to the more compact organization of the exterior layer, which
enables it to resist the action of water. (Jouni. de Plwrm. el de Chim., 3e

ser ix. 103.)
Iodine forms with starch, whether in its original 8tate or in solution, a blue
compound; and the tincture of iodine is the most delicate test of its presence
in any mixture. The colour varies somewhat according to the proportions
employed. When the two substances are about equal, the compound is of a
beautiful indigo-blue; if the iodine is in excess, it is blackish-blue; if the
starch, violet-blue. A s ingular property of the fodide of starch is that its
solution becomes colou rl ess if heated to about 200°, and afterwards recovers
its blue colour upon cooling. By boil ing, the colour is permanently lost.
Alkalies unite with starch, fo~ming so.Jubie compou.nds, which are decomposed by acids, the starch bemg precipitated. It 1s thrown down from its
solution by lime-water and baryta-water, forming insoluble compounds
with these earths. The solution of subacetate of lead precipitates it in combination with the oxide of the metal. Starch may be made to unite with
tannin by boiling their solutions together; and a compound results, which,
though retained by the water while hot, is deposited when it cools. By long
boiling with diluted sulphuric, muriatic, or oxalic acid, it is converted first
into dcxlrine,* and ultimately into a saccharine substance similar to the
sugar of grapes. A similar conversion into dextrine and the sugar of grapes
• Dextrine is a substance resembling gum in appearnncc and properties, but differing
from it in not affording: mucic acid by the aclionof nitric acid. ltislargelydissolveJ
by water, hot or cold, and forms a mucilaginous solution, from which it is precipitated by
alcohol. This fluid has no action on dcxtrine.
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is effecled by means of a principle callea diastase, discovered by i\DI. Payen
and Persoz in the seeds of barley, oals, and wheat, after ¥ermination . (See
Hordeum.) Strong muriatic and nitric acids dissolve it; and the latter.
by the aid of heat, converts it into oxalic and malic acids . Concentrated
sulphuric acid decomposes it. 1\lixed with hot water, and expose~ to a
tempe~ature of 70 or 80°, it undergoes fermentation, which results in the
formation of severa l distinct principles, a~ong which are sug~r, a gummy
subsmnce (perhaps dextrine), and a mod1fication of starch which De Saussure called amicline.
'rhe tegumentary portion of starch, for which the name of amylin h~s
been proposed, when entirely freed from the interior soluble mattc>r, ts

~v~~oli7s~~~o!~~l~~~r \~~te~hea:e~~ b?;/~~~o~~~~nb~~li~~·i~ei~~o~ti~~~~~e~lca,;~~

acids, J10wever, act upon it as they do upon starch. It approaches nearer
in properties to lignin than to any other principle.
.
Starch, as obtained from different substances, is somewhat different in its
characters. T?beat starch, when examined with a microscope, is found to
consist of granules of various sizes, usually rounded, but uneven upon the
surface, and mixed with loose integuments, resulting from the process of
grinding. It has also a certain degree of hardness and adhesiveness, owing.
according to Guibourl, to the escape of a portion of the interior substance of
the broken granules, which altracts some moisture from the air, and thus
becoming glutinous, acts as a bond between those which remain unbroken.
Another opinion attributes this peculiar consistence to the retention of a portion of the gluten of the ,wheat flour, which causes the granules to cohere.
Potato starch is employed in various forms, being prepared so as to imitatl!
more costly amylaceous sub~tances, such as arrow-root and sago. ln its
ordinary state, it is more pulvcrulent than wheat starch, has a somewhat
glistening appearance, and may be distinguished, with the aid of the microscope, by the size of its granules, which are larger than those of any other
known fecula, except canna or Lotts le rnois. ThPy are exceedingly diversified in size and shape, though their regular form is thought to be ovate-.
They are characterized by concentric rings or rugre, which are most readily
distinguishable in the fresh starch, and are said by Raspail to disappear
upon desiccation. These surround a minute circular hole or hylum upon
the surface of the granule. ln some instances there are two of these holes,
one at each end, or both at the same end. The characters of other kinds of
fecula will be given under the heads of the several officinal subs1ances of
which they constitute the whole or a part. Starch consists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen-its formula, from whatever source it may be derived,
being, according to the latest opinions, C 1.l!H 10 0 10 •
lf!Jedical Properties, ~·c. Starch is nutritive and demulcent, but in its
ordinary form is seldom administered internally. Powdered and dusted
upon the skin, it is sometimes used to absorb irritating st'cretions. and prevent excoriation. Dissolved in hot water and allowed to cool, it is often
employed in enemata,either as a vehicle of other substances, or as a demulcent application in irritated states of the recllttn. It may be used as an
antidote to iodine taken in poisonous quantities .
OJT Prep. Decoctum Amyli, Loncl.; Enema Opii vel Anodynum, Ed.·
Muc1lago Amyli, Ed., Dub.; Pul\'iS Trogacanthc:e Comp., Lone/., Eel.;
Trochisci Acaciro, Ed.
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ANETHUM. Land., Ed.
Dill Seeds.
11 Anethum graveolens. Fructus." Lond.
lens." Ed.

"Fruit of Anethum graveo-

Aneth a odcur forte, J:i'r.; Dill, Germ.; Ancto, Ital.; Encldo, Span.
ANETnuru:. Sex. Sysl. Pentandria Digynia.-Nat. Ord.

Umbelliferre or
Apiacere.
Gen. Cit. Fruit nearly ovate, compressed, strjated. Petals involuted,
entire. 11"illtl .
.!lnethumgraveolens. Willd. Sp.Plant. i.1469; Woodv. Med. Bot. p.
125. t. 48. Dill is an annual plant, three or four feet high, with a long,
spindle-shaped root; an erect, striated, jointed, branching stem; and bi pinnate or tripinnate, glaucous leaves, which stand on sheathing footstalks, and
have linear and pointed leaflets. The flowers are yellow, and in large, ~t,
terminal umbels. destitute of involucre. The plant is a nati\•e of Spain,
Portugal, and the south of France; nnd is found growing wild in various
parts of Africa and Asia . It is cultivated in all the countries of Europe, and
has been introduced into our gardens. The seeds, as the fruit is common ly
called, are the only part used. They are usually rather more than a line in
length, and less than a line in breadth, of an oval shape, thin, concave on
one side, convex and striated on the other, of a brown colour, and surrounded
by a yellowish membranous expansion. Their smell is strong and aromatic,
but less agreeable than that of fennel-seed; th~ir ta.ste, m_oderately warm and
pungent. These properties depend on a volatile 0tl, which may be obtained
separate by distillation. lt is of a pale yellow colour,and of the sp.gr. 0·881.
The bruised seeds impart their virtues to alcohol and to boiling water.
Aiedical Properties. Dill seeds have the properties common to the aromatics, but are very seldom used in this country . They may be given in
powder or infusion. The dose is from fifteen grains to a drachm.
Off.Prep. Aqua Anethi, J.ond., Ed.; Olcum Anethi, Ed.
W.

ANGELICA. U.S. Secondary.
Angelica.
u The root and herb of Angelica atropurpurea." U.S.
ANGELlCA. Sex. Sysl. Pentandria Digynia.- Nat. Ord. Umbelliferre or
Apiacere.
Geri. Ch. Fruit elliptic, compressed, somewhat solid andcorticate,ridges
three, dorsa l acute, intervals grooved , margin alated. General involucre
none. (Sprengel.) Umhel large, i:iany-rayed, spreading; umbellet dense,
subhemispheric; involuce/l about eight-leaved. Calyx five-toothed. Petals
inflected. Nullall .
•Ongelica alropurpurea. Willd . Sp. Plant. i. 1430. This indigenous
species of Angelica, sometimes called masterwort, has a perennial purp lish
root, and a smooth herbaceous stem, the dark colour of which has given rise
to the specific name of the plant. 'rhe leaves are ternate,and supported by
very large inflated petioles. The partitions of the leaf are nearly quinate,
with ovate, acute, deeply serrate, somewhat lobed leaflets, of which the
three terminal are confluent. The flowers are greenish-white.
The purple angelica extends throughout the United States from Canada
10
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to Carolina growincr in meadows and marshy woods. and flowering in
June and J~ly. lt i~ smaller than .R . .flrchrmgelica, with a less succulent
stem. The whole plant is officinal. 1t has a str~ng od~u r, ~nd a war'"?
aromatic taste. The juice of the recent root is acrid, and 1s said to be po 1-

so~ofe~1~c~~~tr:~:1~~~~.0~.~-i\~,!~s~:~~~af~i~;~~~~·f

th e plant are similar to
those of the garden Angelica of Europe, for which i~ has .bee~ propos~d as a
substitute. It is, however, little employed . An infusion 1s .occas1ona.lly
used in flatulent colic: and we arc told that the stems are sometimes candied
by the country people.
W·

ANGELICA ARCHANGELICA. Semina. Dub.
Seeds of Garden Angelica.

ANGELICA. Ed.
Root

of

Garden Angelica.

~~~~~~,~~ j~~7~:~~l~1~~;~~n8!!:~~·:rr::~~lica, Ital. ; Angeli~ Span.

ANoE1.1cA. See Al\'GELICA. U.S .
.flngelica .fl.rcliangelica.. \Vil.I~. Sp. Plant. i. 1128; Woodv. Med. Bot.

;~,~~~ ~;a~! 5~1o~~~~l~~{:'~ceasl~f:c~i1:i~~~i·alHr~~~; ~;n~~~~·~vt~· m~~;l~~:::~

and sending up annually a hollow, jointe~, round, channe.led, srr.ioolh, purplish stem, which rises ~ve feet or more m height, and divides mto numerous branches. The leaves, which stand upon round fistulous footstalks.
are very large, doubly pinnate, with ovate lanceolate, pointed, acutely serrate
leaflets. of which the terminal one is three-lobed. The flowers are small,
greenish-white, and disposed in ve~y larg.e, many-rayed, terminal umbels,
composed of numerous, dense, hcm1sphencal umbellets.
This plant is a native of the north of Europe, and is found in the high,
mountainous regions in the southern section of that continent, as in Switzerland and among th e Pyrennees. It is cultivated in various parts of
Europe, and may be occasionally met with in the garde ns of this country.
I t flowers during the summer. Th e whole plant has a fragrant odour,
and aromat ic properties; but the root and fruit only are officinal.
1. The root should be dug up in the autumn of the first year, as it is then
Jess liable tD become mouldy and worm-eaten than when taken from the
ground in the spring. Lt is spindle·s lmped, an inch or more in thickness at
its upper e xtremity, and beset with numerous long descendincr radicles.
Th e fresh root has a yellowish -gray epidermis, a fleshy yellow pa~enchyma,
and when wounded yields a honey·coloured juice, havinu all the aromatic properties of the plant. The dried root is grayis h-bro~n and much
wrinkled externally, whitish and spongy within, and breaks with a starchy
fracture, exhi.bitin~ shining resino~s pomts. lt is ''ery apt to be attacked by
worms; and ts said to keep best, m the state of powder, in full and well
closed vessels. The smell is strong and fragrant, the taste at first sweetish,
aftenvards warm, aromatic, bitterish, and somewhat musky. These properties are extracted by al~ohol, and less perfectly by water. The con·
stituents or the root, according to the younger Buchner, are volatile oil, a
peculiar volatile acid which he calls angelicic acid, a wax-like substance, a
crystallizable sub-resin, a brittle amorphous resin, a bitter principle, tannic
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acid, malic acid, sugar, starch, albumen, pectic acid, fibrin, and Yarious salts·
(Jottrn. de Phann., 3e sPr. ji. 121.) Five hundred parts yield by distillation nearly four parts of volatile oil.
2. Tlte seeds, as the fruit is commonly called, arc two or three lines long,
oval, obtuse or somewhat notched at the ends, flat, and marked with a longitudinal furrow on one side, convex with three angular ridges on the other.
They are ash-coloured, and have the same smell and taste as the root. They
are said to keep well.
.Medical Properties. Angelica is an elegant aromatic tonic; but is little
employed in the United States. The Laplanders, in whose country it
flourishes, are said to esteem it highly as a condiment and medicine. In
Europe, the stems are frequently made into a preserve, and used in desserts
in order to excite the stomach. The dose of the root or seeds is from thirty
grains to a drachm.
OjJ:Prep. Spiritus Anisi Compositus, Dub .
W.

ANGUSTURA. U.S .

Angustura Bark.
"The bark of Gali pea officinalis. Hancock." U.S.
Off. Syn. CUSPARlA . Ga/ipea Cusparia. Cortex. Lond.; CUSPARIA. Bark of Galipen officinalis, Ed.; ANGUSTURA. BONPLANDIA TR!FOL!ATA . Cortex. Dub.
Angusturc Fr.; Augusturarindc, Gi:rm.; Cortcccia dell' Angustura, lial.; Corteza <le
Aneostura, Span.

The subject of Angustura bark, in its botanical relations, has been in volved in some confusion. The drug was at first supposed to be derived
from a species of Magnolia, and in Europe was referred by some to the
.Magnolia glauca of this country. Humboldt and Bonpland were the first
to enlighten the medical public as to its true source; though the name which
it bore was sufficient to indicate the neighbourhood of its growth. These
naturalists, when at Angustura, a South American city upon the banks of the
Orinoco, received specimens of the foliage of the plant from which the bark
was obtained ; and aflerwards believed that they had found the same plant
in a tree growing in the vicinity of Cumana. This !alter they had the
opportunity of p~rsonally inspecting, and were therefore enabled to describe
accurately. Unabl~ to attach it to any known genus, th.ey erected it into a
new one, with the title of Cuspctria, a name of Indian origin, to which they
added the specific appellation of Jebrifuga. On the authority of these
botanists, the Ow1paria Jebrifuga was generally believed to be the true
source of the medicine, and was recognised as such by the London College.
A specimen having in the mean time been sent by them to \.Villdenow, the
name of Bonplandia was imposed on the new genus by that celebrated
botanistj and was subsequenlly adopted by Humboldt and Bonp!and themselves, in their great wor.k on equino~tial pla_nts. Hence the title of Bonplandia trffoliata, by which the tree is described in many works on Materia
Medica. De Candolle, however, having found in the description all the
characters of the genus Galipea of Aublet, has rejected both these titles, and
proposes to substitute that of Galipea Cusparia, which has been adopted
by the London College in the 1.ast edition of their Pharmacopceia. After all
these commutations, however, It appears from lhe researches of Dr. Hancock, who resided for several months in the country of the Angustura bark
tree, that the plant described by Humboldt and Bonpland is not that which
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yields lhe medicine, but probably another species of the same genus,.which
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tw~n the two plants, is that of their size; the tree described by ~umbold.t and

Bonplan.d being of great magnitude, atlaini~g th.e height ~f sixty or eighty
feet, while that from which the bark is obtained 1s never higher than twe~ty
feet. Hancock proposes for the latter the title of Galipea qfficinali.Y~ which
has been adoptf'd in the United States and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias.
GALJPEA.
Sex. Syst. J?iandria Monogynia. - Nat. Ord. Rutace~ .
Gen. Ch. Corolla inferior, irregu lar, four or five cleft, hypocratenform.
Stamens four; two sterile. Loudon's Encyc.
. .
Galipea officinalis. Hancock, Trans. Lond. Medico·Bo~. Soc. This is
a small tree. irregularly branched, rising to the me~ium he.1ght.of twelve or
fifteen feet, with an erect st~m from three to five inches m diameter, and
covered with a smooth 0uray bark. The leaves are alternate, petiolate, and
composed of three leafl ets which are ob long, pointed at each extremity,
from six: to ten inches in length, from two to four in breadth, and supported
upon the common petiole by short leafstalks. They are very smooth and
glossy, of a vivid green colour, marked occasionally '~ith small, whitish
round spots, and, when fresh, of a strong odour resemblmg that of tobacco.
The flowers are numerous, white, arranged io axillary and terminal, pedun·
clcd racemes, and exhale a peculiar unpleasant odour. The fruit consists
of five bivalve capsules, of which two or three are commonly abortive. The
seeds, two of which are contained in each capsule, one often abortive, are
round, black, and of the size of a pea.
This tree grows abundantly on the mountains of Carony, between the 7th
and Sli1 degrees of N . Latitude; and is well known in the missions, near
the Orinoco, upwards of two hundred miles from the ocean. It flourishes
at the height of from six: hundred to one thousand feet above the level of
the sea. hs elegant white blossoms, which appear in vast profusion in
August and September, add greatly to tbe beauty of the scenery.
rrhe bark is gt.>nerally brought from the West India ports packed in casks;
~ut, a~cording to Mr. B.rande, the original package, formed in Angustura or
its neighbourbood, consists of the leaves of a species of palm, surrounded
by a network made of sticks.
Properties. rl~lrn pieces a.re of various lengths, for the most part sl_ightly
curved, rarely qu11lcd, sometimes nearly flat, from half a line to a lme or
m?re i~ thickness_, pared away .t~wards. the edg~s, covered externally
with a light ycllow1sh-gray or wh1t1sh w.nnkled epidermis, easily scraped
by ~he nail, ?-nd i~ternally of a yellow1sh·fawn colour. They are very
fra~ile, breaking with a. short, resmous fracture, and yield, on being pul·
venzed, a pa le yellow powder; but, when macerated for a short time in
w::iter, they become soft and tenacious, ~nd ma_y be cut into strips with
scissors. The smell ?f Angustura bark 1s peculiar and disagreeable when
fres~, but becomes famtcr with age; the taste is bitter and slightly aromatic,
!eav1ng.a sense ~f pu.nge_ncy at 1he e~d of the tongue. According to Fischer,
1t contams volatile oil, bitter extractive, a hard and bitter resin, a soft resin,
a substan?e analogous to caoutchouc, gum, lignin, and various salts. The
volatile. oil, which .may be obtained by distilla~ion with water, is of a pale
yellowish colour, lighter than water, of an acrtd taste, and of the odour of
the bark. Cusparin is a name. give.n by Saladin to a principle, deposited in
tetrahedral crystals, when an infusion of the bark is treated with absolute
alc?hol, at com~on temperatures, and alJo,:red _to evaporate spolllaneously.
h 1s neutral, fusible at a gemle heat, by which 1t loses 23·09 per cent. of its
0
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weight, soluble in 200 parts of cold and 100 parts of boiling water, soluble
in the concentrated acids and in.~he alkalies, and precipitated by the infusion of galls. (J. de Phann. xx11. G62.) The virtues of the bark probably
reside in the volatil~ oil, and biuer principles. They are extracted by water
and alcohol.
Dr. A. T. Thomson states that precipitates are produced with the infusion by the solutions of sulphate of iron, tartrate of antimony and potassa,
s~lphate of copper, acetate and subacetate of lead, bichloride of mercury,
nitrate of silver, and pure potassa; by nitric and sulphuric acids; and by the
infusions of galls and yellow cinchona; but how far these substances are
medicinally incompatible with the bark, it would be difficult in the present
state of our knowledge to determine.
FALSE ANGUSTURA.
Under this title, the European writers on Materia
Medica describe a bark which has been introduced on the continent mixed
with the true Augustura bark, and which, possessing poisonous properlies,
has in some instances produced unpleasanl effects when prescribed by mistake for that medicine. ll is di.slinguished by its greater thickness, hardness,
weight, and compactness; by us resinous fracture; by the appearance of its
epidermis, which is sometimes covered with a ferruginous efflorescence,
sometimes is yellowish-gray, and marked with prominent white spots; by
the brownish colour and smoothness of its internal surface, which is not,
like that of the genuine bark, separable into laminre; by the white slighlly
yellow powder which it yields; by its total want of odour, and its intense
tenacious bitterness. ·when steeped in water, it does not become sofl like
the true Angustura. Analyzed by Pelletier and Caventou, it was found to
contain a peculiar alkaline principle which they calledbrncia,and upon which
its poisonous operation depends. (Sec Nux Vom.ica.) ln consequence of its
presence, a drop of nitric acid upon the internal surface of the bark produces a
deep blood-rt!d spol. The same acid, applied to the external surface, renders
it emerald-green. InthetrueAngustura bark, a dull red colour is produced
by the acid on both surfaces. The false .!Jnguslura was at first supposed
to be derived from JJrucea antidysenlerica; and was aftenvards referred
to some unknown species of Strychnos, in conseqllence of containing brucia,
which is a characteristic ingredient of that genus of plants. At present, it
is generally believed to be derived from Stryclmos Nux vomica, the bark
of which, according to Dr. O'Shaughnessy, exactly corresponds with the
description given by authors of the false Angustura, and like it contains brucia. Little if any of the false A ngustura bark reaches the United States, unless as an object of curiosity.
JJ.Jedical Properties and Uses. A ngustura bark had been long used by
the natives of the country where it grows, before it became known in Europe.
From the continent its employment extended to the \.Yest Indies, where it
acquired considerable repumtion. It was first taken to Europe about fifty
years since, and attracted particular attention among the English physicians.
It is now ranked amon~ the ofiicinal remedies th~oughout Europe and America; but has not sustained the estimation in which it was at first held; and
in the United States is not much prescribed. Its operation is that of a stimu-
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t
considerably used as a fcbrifuge in the place of Peruvian bark; but has not
been found generally successful in the intermittents of northern latitudes. It
is said to be particularly efficacious in bilious diarrhceas a~d dy~enterie~;
and has been recommended in dyspepsia, and other diseases 111 wluch a tonic
treatment is demanded. The testimony, however, of practitioners in Europe
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cock employed it extensively in the malignant bilious intermittent re\'e~s,
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fermented infusion, as recommended by the native practitioners. It has the
advantage over Peruvian bark, that it is less apt to oppress the stomach.
.
lt may be given in powder, infusion, tincture, or ex.u:act.. _The dose rn
substance is from ten to thirty grains. ln larger quant1t1es 11 is apt to i:roduce nausea. From five to fiflcen grains is the dose of the extrac~, wh!ch,
however, according to Dr. Hancock, is .inferio~ to the p~wder or rnfus1on.
To obviate nausea it is frequently combmed with aromatics.
Off. Prep. Infu;um Angustur::e, U.S., Lond., Bd.; Tinctura Anguwrre,

JJub.,Ed.

·

ANISUM. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Anise.
oThe fruit of Pimpinella Anisum ." U.S., Ed. uPimpinella Anisum.
0 Pimpinella
Anisun:i· Se.mina." Du~.

Fructus." Lond.

Grnincs d·anis, Fr.; Anissamc, Genn.i Semi d'amso, ltal.; Si1mcr.tc de anjs, Span.;

An~~:·P:;:~LA.

Sex. Syst. Penlandria Digynia.-.Nat. Ord. Umbelliferre

orApiaccro.

Gen. Ch. Fruit ovate-oblong. Petals inferior. Stigma nearly globular.
Willd.
Pimpinella .Bnisum. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1473; Woodv. Jlted. Bor. p.
135. t. 52. This is an annual plant, about a foot in height, with an erect,
smooth, and branching stem. The leaves are pctiolate, the lower roundishcordate, lobed, incised·serrale, the middle pinnate-lobed with cuneate or
Janceolate lobes, the upper trifid, undivided, linear. The flowers are white,
and in terminal compound umbels, destitute of involucres.
The anise plant is a native of Egypt and the Le,·ant, but has been introduced into the South of Europe, and is cultivated in various parts of that
continent. It is also cultivated occasionally in the gardens of this country.
The fruit is abundantly produced in Malta and Spain. The Spanish is
smaller than the German or French, and is usually preferred.
Anise seeds (botanically fruit) are about a line in length, oval, striated,
somewhat downy, attached to their footstalks, and of a greenish-brown
colour, with a shade of yellow. Their odour is fragrant and increased by
friction; their taste warm, S\~eet, and aromatic. These proper~ies, which
depend upon a peculiar volatile oil, are imparted sparingly to boiling water,
freely to alcohol. The volatile oil exists in the envelope of the seeds, and
is obtained sep~rate by distillation . . (See Oleurn .!Jnisi.) Their internal
substance contains a bland fixed 011. By expression, a greenish oil is
obtained, which is a mixture of the two . The seeds are sometimes adult~rated with Sf!1all frag.mt>nt~ of a~gillaceous eartb; and their aromatic quali11es are occaswnally 1mpa1rcd, rn consequence of a slight fermentation,
which they ar~ ap~ to _undl'rgo in the mass, when co11ected before maturity.
A case of po1sonmg 1s on record from the accidental admixture of the fruits
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The .Star anisee.d, the bacliane of the French writ~rs, though analogous
in sensible properties to the common aniseed, is derived from a different
11

F}~~;~J~ p~1~~:~du~,~~t~~~ .llli~l~;if~~~s~~~::~t::t;r~~r~:~ ~~e~e~r~r:~;;i~~
Jigneous capsules, four or five lines long, united together in the form of a
star, each contain ing a brown shining seed. It is much used in France to
flavour liqours, and rhe volati le oil upon which its aromatic properties depend
is imported int? this country _fr?m the East [~dies, and solJ as common oil
of anise, to which, however, 1t 1s much supenor. (Togno and Durand.)
Medical Properties and U:Jes. Ar;iise is a grateful aromatic carminative;
and, like several other fruits of a similar characler, is supposed to have the
property of increasing the st>cretion of milk. It has been in use from the
earlil'st times. l n Europe it i.s much employed in flatu lent colic, and as a
corri~ent of griping or unpleasant medicines; but in this country fennelseed ts usually preferred. Anise may be given bruised, or in powder, in
the dose of twemy or thirty grains or more. 'rhe infusion is less efficient.
The volatile oil may be subslituted for the seeds in substance. Much use
is made of this aromatic for imparting flavour 10 liquors.
Off. Prep . Oleum Anisi, U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Spiritus Anisi, Lond.

w.

ANTHE MIS. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Chamomile.
"The flowers of Anthemis nobilis." U.S.

"Anthemis nobilis. Flores

sinJ'j}'';y~. ~o~~:l1~~~7L'(/~~'.ve~sJ~~~;;[SiNO~iiEi~.1-1~res.

Dub.

Camornille Romaine, Jlr.; Rornischc Kamille, Germ.; Camomilla Romana, Ital.; Manzanilla Romana, Span.

Sex . Syst. Syngenesia Superflua.- Nat. Ord. Compositre
Senecionidere. De Cand. Asteracere. Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Receptacle chaffy. Seed down none· or a membranaceous margin. Calyx hem ispherical, nearly equal. Florets of the ray more than
Willd.
Several species of Anthemis have been employed in medicine. .11. nobilis, which is the subjeclof the presenlarticle, is by far the most important .
.11. Cotula, or May-weed, is also recognised by the U.S. Pharmacopreia. (See
Cotula.) .fl. Pyrethrum, \Vhich affords the pellitory _root, is among the
officinal plants. (See Pyret!trnrn.) .fl. urvensis, a native of this country
ANTUEms.

five.

and of Europe, bears flowers which have an acr_id bitter taste, and possess
medical properties analogous though much infenor to those of the common
chamomile, for which they are said to be sometimes substituted in Germany.
They may be distinguished by their want of smell. .11. tinctoria is occasiona ll y employed as a tonic and vermifuge in Europe .
.!Jntlmnis nobilis. Willd. S)1. Plant. iii. 2180; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 47.
t. 19. This is an herbaceous plant with a perennial root. The stems are
from six inches to a foot long, round, slen~er, downy~ trailing, and divided
into branches, which turn upwards at their extrem1t1es. The leaves are
bipinnate, the leaflets small, thread-like, somewhat pubescent, acute, and

~e;e::,~l;e~i~:~~~ ~~~o,~,~~~= ~:~~en~he ~~&~o::e~~~r;:~I~~;{} ~~~hfl~!e~~~
of a hemispherical form, and composed of several small imbricated hairy
scales. The receptacle is convex, prominent, and furnished with rigid
brislle-like palere. The florets of the ray are numerous, narrow, and termi-
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nated wilh three small teeth. The whole herb has a peculiar fragrant
odour, and a biller aromatic taste. The flo,vcrs only are officinal.
This plant is a native of Europe, and grows wild in al~ t.lrn temperate
parts of that continent. ll is also largely cuhi,'atcd for medicinal purpose~ ..
ln France, Germany, and ltaly, it is generally knowr1: bJ: the m1~ne ~t
Roman chamomile. The flowers become double by cult1\·at1011, and HI tb.1s
state are usually preferred; though. as the sensiblt' properties. art' found Ill
the greatest degree in the disk, which is not fully dt!v~lopcd !n the double
flowers, the single arc the most powerful and are cxclus1v_ely d1rcct.cd by th'!
London and Edinburgh Collcg:s. Lt is rather, howevl'r, in aromatic fiav.our
than in biuernt·ss, that the radial florets arc surpassed by t.hose or. the disk.
If not well and quickly dried, the flowers lose their beauufol while colour,
and are less efficient. Those which are whitest should be preferred.
1
1
1
0

thi'!'~~~~~y~ ~nad ~:~~:a~fo~~~~r~c:i't~vha~:~o~i~Pu;~:\~:e;! 10: }a~~r:J; ~1)::. ~1~;

whole herb bcinrr employed. 'l'ht' mt'dicme, as found m our shoµs, consists
chiefly or the do~hle flowers, and is im1~ortcd f~om Germany and England.
From the former country are also occastonally 1mponed 1 under the n~me of
chamomile, the flowers or Alalricaria Cftamomilla, a plant bclongrng to
the same family with the Anthcmis, and closely allied to it in sensible as
well as medicinal properties. (See i1latricaria.)
Properties. Chamomile flowers, as usually found in the shops. are large,
almost spherica l, of a dull-white colour, a fragrant odour, and a warmish,
biller, aromatic taste. 'Vhen fresh, their smdl is much stronger, and was
fancied by the ancients to resemble that of the apple. Hence the natne cha
mamielum (xa.,ua.i on t~le ground, and J.17/"-0v an apple); and it is so~<'\\'l~at
singular that the Spanish name manzanilla (a little apple) has a similar signification, The flowers impart their odour and taste to both waler and alccr
hol, the former of which, at the boiling temperature, extracts nearly onefourlh of their wright. They ha\'t: not been accurately analyzed, but are
known to contain a volatile oil, a biucr principle, resin, and a small quantity
of tannin. The first t~\'O are probably their acti\'e ingredients. (Sec 0/Pum
.11.nthemidis.) A volatile acid, in minute proportion, has been obtained from
them by Schendlt'r, said greatly to resemble, if it be not identical with
valerianic acid.
JUedical Properties and Uses. Chamomile is a mild tonic, in small doses
acceptable and c:orroborant to the stomach, in larger quantities capable of
acting as an emetic: ln cold infusion it is often ad\•antageously used in cases
of enfeebled digestion, w.helher occu.rring as. an origi1~al affection, or consequent upon some acute d1seas~. lt 1s especially applicable to that condition
of general dt.•bility with langu id appetite, which often atlcnds convalesceneo~
fro.m idiopathic fevers . .As a .fcbrifu~e, it has also acquired much reputation,
being frequently prescribed Ill rem1ttents, when tht! subsidence or action
between the paroxysms is so considerable as to dcmnnd the use of tonics, but
is not sufficiently compl~te to admit of a resort to Peruvian bark or its preparations. Chamo1.nile rn. substance has, in some instanct:s, proved effectual
rn the treatment of rnterm1ttents; but we have.so many other remedies more
~fiici~n l ~n tbcse cases, .that it is now seldom 1f c~er employed. The tepid
infusion 1s very often given to promote the operation of emetic medicines or
to assist the stomach in relieving itself when oppressed by its conte~ts.
Tbe flowers arc sometimes applied externally as fomentations in cases of
irritation or inflammation of the abdominal viscera, and as gentle incitants in
flabby, ill-conditioned ulcers. The dose of the powder as a tonic is from
half a drachm to a drachm three or four times a day, or more frequently
according to the end proposed. The infusion is usually preferred. Th~
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decoclion and extract cannot exert the full influence of the medicine; as
th~ volatile oil, upon which its virtues parliy depend, is driven off at the
boiling temperature.
O.ff: Prep. Decoctum Cham::emeli Comp ., Dub.; Decoctum Mal~re
Comp., Lond.; Extractum Anthemi<lis, Ed., nub.; Infusum Anthem id is,
U.S., Lond., Ed., flub.; Oleum Anthemi<lis, Lond., Ed.
W.

ANTIMONIUM.

Antimony.
Stibiwn, Lat. ; Antimoinc, Fr.; Antimon,

Spic~sglanz,Gcrm.;

Antimonio, Span., Ital.

· Metallic antimony, sometimes called regulus of anti11iony, is not officinal
in the British or United States Pharmacopreias; but, as it enters into the
composition of a number of important pharmaceutical preparations, we have
thought it proper to notice it under a distinct head.
Antimony exists in nature, 1. uncombined; 2. as an oxide; 3, as a tersulphuret; and 4. as a sulphurctted oxide. It is found principally in France
and Germany.
Extraction. All the antimony of commerce is extracted from the native
tersulphuret, which is by far the most abundant ore of this metal. The ore
is first separated from its gangue by fus ion. It is then reduced to powder,
and placed on the floor of a revcrberatory furnace; where it is subjected to
a gentle heat, being constantly stirred about with an iron rake. The heat
should not be sufficient to cause fusion. This process of roasting is known
to be completed, when the matter is reduced to the state of a dull grayishwhite powder, called antimuny ash. By this treatment the an~imony is
partly teroxidized, and partly converted into antimonious acid; while nearly
all the sulphur is dissipated in the form of sulphurous acid gas: a portion of
tersulphuret, however, remains undecomposed. The matter is then mixed
either with tartar, or with charcoal impregna~ed with a concentrated solut.ion
of carbonate of soda, and the mixture heated m crucibles, placed in a mehmg
furnace. The charcoal reduces the teroxide of antimony, while the alkali
unites with the undecomposed tersulphuret, and forms with it melted scorire,
which cover the reduced metal and diminish its loss by volatil ization. The
metal obtained is then purified by a second fusion.
Antimony is imported into the United States principally from France,
packed in casks. A portion is also shipped from Trieste, from Holland,
and occasionally from Cadiz. The Spanish antimony is generally in the
form of pigs; the French, in circular cakes of about ten inches in diameter,
flat on one side and convex on the other; and the English, in cones. The
French is most ~sleemed.
Properties, ~·c. The time of the discovery of antimony is not kno\Vn;
but Basil Valentine was the first to describe the method of obtaining it, in
J1is work entitled Currus Triumphalis .!lntimonii, published towards the
end of the fifteenth century. lt is a brittle, brilliant metal, ordinarily of a
lamellated texture, of a silvcr·white colour when pure, but bluislHvhite as
it occurs in commc>rce. When rubbed between the fingers, it imparts a
sensiblf' odour. Its equivalent number is 129,symbol Sb., sp. gr. ()-7, and
its fusing point 810°, or about a red heat. Oa cooling afler fusion, it
assumes a crystalline structure, and an appearance on the surface bearing
some rPsemblance to a fern leaf. When strongly heated, it burns with the
emission of white vapours, consisting of teroxide, formerly called argentine
jlo·u·crs of anlimony. A small ponion being fused, and then thrown from
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a moderate height upon a flat surface, divides into numerous glob.ules, which
burn rapidly as they move along. It forms three co""!bina~ions with o~yge~;
one oxide- teroxide of antimony,and twoacids-ant11!1onious and ant~mon!c
acids. 'fhe teroxide contains three, antimonious acid four, and an~1~nonic
acid five eqs. of oxygen, combined wit~ one of the metal. In add1t1~~ to
these, a suboxide exists, which, according to Marchand, has a compos.nion,
represented by the formula, Sb O~. It may be obtained by decomposing a
solution of tartar emetic by a Grove's battery. (C/ie~n. G.~z., ~o. 72,421.)
The teroxidc will be noticed under the head of Jlntimonn Oxidum. .flntimonic acid is a lemon-coloured powder, which may be_prepared by oxidizing the metal by digestion in nitric acid, and then dri vmg off the excess ~f
nitric acid by a heat not exceeding 600°. When exposed to a.r~d heat,. It
parts with oxygen, and is converted into antinionious acid. This 1s a wl~He
powder, and, though medicinally_inert, frequently forms.a larg~ pro_ro:tion
of tbe preparation called antimonml powder. (See Pulvis .f:l_ntunomah~.)
The following table exhibits a view of the d1fl€rent ofilcinal preparations
ofantimony:1. SoLPllURETTED : J. Antimonii Sulphuretum, U. 8., Eel., Dub.; Antimonii Sesquisulphuretum, Lond.
2. Antimonii Sulphuretum Prreparatum, Dub.
3. Antimonii Sulphurctum Prrecipitatum, U.S.; Antimonii Oxysulphuretum, Land.; A ntimonii Sulphu retum Aureum, Eel.;
Sulphur Antimoniatum Fuscum, Dub.
IL Oxrn1zED : 1. Teroxide. Antimonii Oxidum, Ed.
2. Te1·oxide, combined with lerchloricle of antimony. ~ntimonii
Oxydum Nitromuriaticum, Dub.
3. Teroxide, combined with tartaric acid and potassa. Antimonii
et Potassre Tartras, U. S., Dub.; Antirnonii Potassio-Tanras,
Lond.; Antimonium Tartari1atum, Ed . . Dissolved in wine.
Vinurn Antimonii, U.S.; Vinurn Antirnonii Potassio-Tartratis,
Lond.; Vin um A nt imoniale, Ed. Dissolved in diluted alcohol.
Liquor ~artari Emetici, JJub. Jllix~c/, with lard. ~nguentum
Antimon1i, U. 8.; Unguenlum Ant1rnonii Potass10-Tartratis,
Lond.; Ungucntum Antimonialc, Ed.; Unguentum Tartari
Emetici, Dub.

4.

Terox~de

and anlimoni_ous acid, mixed wilh phosplwle

of lime.

Pulv1s Antimonialis, Ed., Dub.; Pulvis Antimonii Compositus,

Lond.
According toSerullas,a\l the antimonial preparations. except tartar emetic,
and butter or ~rch l oride of antimuny, contain a minute proportion of arsenic.
an exception, bcc~~se, a.ccording t~ this ch~mist, it sep~
Tartar f'r_netic
rates entirely. m the act of crystall 1z1ng 1 fr om any minute poruon of arsernc
in t?l' materials from which it is prepared; the poisonous metal beirw left
belund in the mother-waters of the process.

!s

B.

ANTIMONII SULPHURETUM.' U. S., Ed, Dub.

Sulphuret

ef Antimony.

"Native Scsquisulphurel of Antimony, purified by fusion." U.S.
Off. Syn. ANTLMON LL SESQ.ULSULPHURE'l' UM. Lond.

re:;it~;~;~ 0s:,1~~~~ S~i~;:r~ ~?~:;,in~~;~:1~1i~ti s;~:!;~~~·i:;;~,i~'.IS;~~~lantirnon,
1
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Preparation, {~·c. The officinal sulphuret or antimony of the Pharmacopreias is obtained from the native sulphu ret, technically called antimony ore,
by different processes of purification; the following beino- an outline of that
genera ll y pursued. The ore is placed in melting pots '~ith perforated bottoms, which are made to rest on others half buried in the earth. The melting pots are surrounded with wood, which is set on fire. The sulphuret is
quickly melt.ed, an.d. runs down into the receiving pots, leaving th e stony
and ea rthy 1mpunt1es behind. A better process is to place the melting
pots in a circular reverberatory furnace, and to ?onnect them, by means of
curved earthen tubes, with the receiving pots, situated outside the furnace.
This arrangement affords facilities for removing the residue of the operation,
and allows of the collection or the melted su lphuret, without interrupting
the fire, and, consequently, without loss of time or fuel.
Propetfies, ~ - c . Sulphuret of antimony is mostly prepared in France and
Germany, and comes to the United Stall's principally from France. It is
called in commerce, antimony, or crude antimony, and occurs in fused
roundish masses, denominated loaves. These are dark-gray externally, and
exhibit internally, when broken, a brilliant steel-gray co lour, and a striated
crystalline texture. Their goodness depends upon their compactness and
weight, and the largeness and distinctness of the fibres. The quality of the
sulphuret cannot well be judged of, excPpt in mass; hence it ought never to
be bought in powder. It is entirely soluble in murialic acid by th e aid of
heat, with the evolution of sulphuretted hydrogen. The muriatic solution,
when added to water, lets fall the greater part of the antimony as a white
powder (oxy_chloride of antimony). ff the muriatic acid shou ld have dissolved somp lead or copper, the filtered solution, after the precipitation of the
white po,\:der, would give a dark coloured precipitate with sulphuretted
hydrogen i but if these metals should be absent, it would yield, with the
same test, an orange-coloured precipitate, derived from a small quantity of
antimony, not thrown down by th e water. Arsenic may be detected by the
usual tests for that metal. (See .8cidum .!lrseniosum.)
Composition. The officinal s~ lphure t of antimony is a tersulphuret, consisting of one eq . of antimony 129, and three of sulphur 48= 177.
Sulphuret of antimony requires to be levigated in order to fit it for exhibilion as a medicine, when it takes the name of prepared sulphure t of antimony. In this form it is now officina1 only with the Dublin College. (See
.llntimonii Sulphuretuni Pr:eparatum.)
Off. Prep. Antimonii et Potassre Tartras, U.S., Lond., Ed.; Antimonii
Oxidum, Ed.; Antimonil Sulphuretum Prrecipitatum, U.S., Lond., Ed.;
Antimon ii Sulphuretum Prreparatum, Dub.; Pulvis Antimonialis, Ed.,
Lond.
B.

APOCYNUM ANDROS.iEMIFOLIUM. U.S. Secondary.

Dog's-bane.
u The root of Apocynum Androsremifolium ." U.S.
ArocYNUM. Srx . Syst. Pentandria Digynia.-Nat. Ord. Apocynacere.
Gen. Ch . Calyx very small, five-cleft, persistE>nt. Corolla campanulate,
half five-cleft, lobes revolute. furnished at the base with five dento1d glands
alternating with the_ stamens. .!Jnthers conni_vent, sa~gitate, cohering to
the stiuma by the middle. Style obsolete. Stigma thick and acute. Follicles l~ncr and linear. Seed como:::e. Nuttall .
.flpocy":ium androstEmjfolium. ~Villd. _Sp: Plant. i. 1259;.Bigelow, .!Jm.
Jllecl. Bot. ii. 148. Dog's-bane is an md1genous, perennial, herbaceous
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Jlpocynumi Cannabinum.

plant, from three to six feet in height, and

ab~unding

in a milky juice,

~~~~~1~:~~ie 'b~io~v~ 1fuia~1:r~e1 ~~~J~.a~~~~,~~o~;r~~ t~~hs~;!e~:~~:;rt~

the sun, and covered with a tough fibrous bark . The leaves ar~ opposite,
petiolate, ovate, acute, entire, smooth on _both sides, and tw.o or three rn~hes
long. The flowers are white, tinged w!lh red, and g~ow in l?ose, nodding,
terminal or axillary cymes. The peduncles are funushed with ver)'." sma ll
acute bractes. The tube of the corolla is longer than the calyx, and 11~ border spreading. The fruit consists of a pair of long, linear, acute foll1cles,
containing numerous imbricated seeds, attached to a central receptacle, and
each furnished with a long seed·down.
The plant flourishes in all parts of the U~ited States, from Canada .to

fua~~l~nn~ J ;,t/s f?fJ~~l r~~tn~ ~~:c~~r~ne'!nl~\~;;;ts of woo~s, and .Jfow~r~ 111

This is large, and, like o_ther parts ?f the pl~nt, co~tams a milky ~u1ce.
Its taste is unpleasant and intensely b1tl?r. Bigelow rnf~rred from l11s experiments that it contained bitter extractive, a red. col~urmg matter soluble
in water and not in alcohol, caoutchouc, and volatile oil .
.Medical Properties. The powder of the recently dried root acts as an
emetic in the dose of thirty grains; '!-nd is said to be sometim~s emplo_ye.d
by practitioners in the country for tlllS purpose. By Dr .. zoll1ckoff~r It is
considered a useful tonic, in doses of from ten to twenty grarns. Dr. Bigelow
states that its activity is diminished, and eventually destroyt'd by keeping. It
is among the remedies emp loyed by the Indians in lues venerea.
W.

APOCYNUM CANNABINUM. U. S. Secondary.

Indian Hemp.
"The root of Apocynum cannabinum." U. S.

ArocvNu•i. See APOCYNUM ANDROS1EM!FOLIUM .
JJpocym.tm cannabinum. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1259; Knapp~ Jlm. Jl'led.
Rev. iii. 197. In general appearance and character, this species bears a
close resemblance to the preceding. The stems are herbaceous, erect,
branching, of a brown colour, and two or three feet in height; the leaves are
opposite, oblong·ovate, acute at both ends, and somewhat downy bent>ath;
the cymes are paniculate, many.flowered, and pubescent; the corolla is small
and gret>nish, with a tube not longer than the calyx, and with an erect border; the internal parts of the flowers are pinkish or purple. The plant grows
in similar situations with the Jl. androsll!mifolium, and flowers about the
same period. ~ike that specie~, it abounds in a mJlky juice, and has a tough
fibrous bark, which, by maceration, affords a substitute for hemp. From this
circumstance the common name of the plant was derived. Its fruit is similar
to that of the former species.
The root, which is the officinal part, is horizontal, five or six foet in
len~th, about one.third of an inch thick, dividing near the end into branches
which terminate abruptly, of a yellowish-brown colour, when young, but
dark cht>stnut ~vhen old, of a strong odour, and a nauseous, somewhat acrid,
per~anently b1tt~r taste . The inte~nal or lig~eous portion is yellowish·
white, and less bitter_ than t~e ex~e~1or or ~ort1cal part. The fresh root,
when wounde~, emits a milky JU1ce, which concretes into a substance
closely resembhn~ caoutchouc. In the dried state, it is brittle and readily
pulveriz~d, affo~dmg a powder. lik.e that of ipe.cacuanh~. Ac~ording to Or.
Knapp, 1t contains a b1tt~r prmctple, extr~ctive,. t~nnm, gall 1c acid, resin,
wax, caoutchouc, fecula, hgnm, and a peculiar pnnc1ple upon which its acti-
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vity depends, and which he proposes to call apoc.ynin. (.Rm. Med. Review,
iii. 197.) Dr.Griscom, byasubseq.uent analysis,oblainedsimilar~esults, with
the addition of gum to the other ingredients. The root yields its virtues to
water and alcohol, but, according to Dr.Griscom, most readily to the former.
Medical Pro7~erties ancl Uses. Indian Hemp is powerfully emetic and
cathartic, someumes diuretic, and, like other emetic substances, promotes
diaphoresis and expectoration. It produces much nausea, diminishes the
frequency o~ the pulse, and appears to induce drowsiness independently of
the exhaustion consequent upon vomiting. The disease in which it has
been found most beneficial is dropsy. An aggravated case of asciles, under
the care of the Jate Dr. Joseph Parrish, was completely cured by the decoction of the plant, which acted as a powerful hydragogue cathartic. Dr. Knapp
also found it useful in a case of dropsy. Other instances of its e(ficacy in this
complaint have been published by Dr. Griscom of New York. (.11.m. Journ.
of Med. Sciences, xii. 55.)
From fiftee.n to thirty grains of the powdered root will generally produce
copious vomiting and purging. The decoction is a more convenient form
for a~ministration. [t may be prepared ?Y boiling .half an ounce of the dried
root m a pint and a half of water to a prnt, of which from one to two ftuidounces may be given two or three times a day, or more frequently if requisite. The watery extract, in doses of three or four grains three times a day,
will generally act on the bowels.
W.

AQUA. U.S., Ed.

Water.
"Natural water in the purest attainable state." U.S.

0

Spring Water."

Ed.
va~e

Or.; Eau, Fr.; \Vasser, Germ.; Acqua, f/af.; Abrim, ~pm1.

·water hris always been included, as an officrnal, in the United States
Pharmacopceia, on account of its great importance as a medical and pbarmaceulicat agent. lt was not admitted into the officinal lists o( the British
Pharmacopreias until the year 1839, when it was first recognised by the
Edinburgh College. It is one of the most abundant substances in nature,
and plays an important part in the economy of the universe. It is more or
less concerned in almost all the changes which take place in inorganic matter, and is essentia l to the growth and existe nce of living beings, whether
anim.al or vegetable. In treating of a substance of such diversifie~ agency,
our lunit:S will allow only of a sketch of its properties and modifications.
\Ve shall speak of it under the several heads of pure water, common waler,
and mineral waters.
PuRE VVATER. \Vater, in a pure state, is a transparent liquid, without
colour, taste, or smel l. Lts sp . gr. is assumed to be unity, and forms the
term of comparison for that of aU solids and liquids. A cubic inch of it, at
the temp. of 60°, weighs very nearly 252·6 grains. It is compressible to a
small extent, as was proved first by Canton, and afterwards, in an incontestable manner, by Perkins. Reduced. in temp. to 32°, it becomes a solid or
ice; and raised to 212°,an elastic fluid called steam. In the state of s-team
its bulk is increased nearly 1700 fold, and its sp. gr. so far diminished as not
to be much more than half that of atmospheric air. At the temp. of :l9° its
density is at the maximum; and conseq uently, setti ng oul from that point, it
is increased in bulk by being either heated or cooled. It has the power of
II
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dissolving more or Jess of all the gases, including com~on ai.r, the constituents of which are always present in natural water. It is ~n1forml.\'." present
in the atmosphere, in the form of an invisible vapou:, even rn.the cl nest.weather, and exerts, by its variable amount at differenl times, an important influ-

cn~~:~rt~7n~t~!m::t~c~t~~~k,dies either in the liquid or sol}d form; in th.e
1~ 1s the f!JOSt universal solvent known, and on this property mainly depends its great influence

former case producing solutions, in the latter hydrates.
in th e operations of nature.

Water consists of one equ ivalent of hydrogen 1, and one of oxygen 8=9;

or in volumes, of one volume of hydrogen and half a volume of oxyge~,
condensed into one volume of aqueous vapour or ste~m . . on these data, it
is easy to calculate the sp. gr. of steam; for its density w1.ll be 0·0689 (sp.
gr. of hydrogen)+0·5512 (half the sp . .gr. of oxygen)~0·6201.
..
Co:io10x VV ATER. From the extensive solvent powers of water, it JS obvious that, in its natural state, it must be more or less contaminated with
forei<rn matter. This is found to be the case; and, according to the nature
of th~ strata throu<rh which it percolates, it becomes variously impregnated.
\Vh en the for<>ign°substances present ar~ in so ~i:iall.amoun~ as not ve:y
material Iv to alte r its taste and other sensible qualities, it constitutes the d1ffC>rent vafieties of common wafer.
Common water possesses almost innumerable shades of difference, as
obtained from different localities and sources, but all its varieties may be
conveniently arranged under the two heads of soft and hard. A soft water
is one which contains but incon sid erable impuriti es, and which, when used
in washing, forms a lath er with soap. By a hard water is understood a
variety of water whicl1 contains sulphate Qf lime, and, therefore, curdles
soap, nnd is unfit for domestic purposes. Tincture of soap is a convenient
and useful test for ascertaining the quality of water. In distilled water it
produces no effect; in soft water, on ly a slight opalescence; and in hard
water, a milky appearance. This laller appearance is due to the formation
of an insoluble compound between the oil of the soap, and the lime of the
sulphate of lime.
The most usual foreign substances in common water, besidl"s oxygen and
nitrogen, and matters held in a state of mechanical suspension, are carbonic
acid, su.lpha.te ~ncl carbonate ~f lime, and chloride of sodium (common salt).
Carbomc acid 1s. detected by hme-\vater, which produces a precipitate before
th e water is boded, but not afterwards, as ebullition drives off this acid.
The _Presence of su lphate of lim e i~ ~hown by precipitates being produced
by rntrate of baryta, and, after ebulhuon, by oxalate of am monia. The first
test shows the presence of su lphuric acid, and the latte r indicates lime not
held i~ solutio~ by ca~bonic acid. Carbonate o~ Jim? can be present only
by. ~emg held 111 solu~1on by an ~xcess o~ carbonic acid, and is detected by
hoilmg the '~'a.ter, w:h1ch causes 1t to pr~c1pitate. Nitrate of silve r will produce a prec1p1tate, if any soluble chlonde be present; and in all ordinary
cases the particular one present may be assumed to be common salt.
It is gen~rally supposed that. the oxrgcn and nitrogen present in natural
waters are m the .sa.me proportion as. m atmospheric air; but for the most
part the oxygen 1s m larger p~oportion. In atmospheric air, the oxygen
amount.s to about 20 per cent. 1.n. volume;. but the usual gaseous mixture,
expelled from f~esh. water b~ boil mg, c.ont~ms about :J2 per cent. of this gas.
The cause of this d1f'.erence 111 proportion 1s that water has a greater affinity
for oxygen than for mtrogen, and consequently takes up proportionably more
of the former ~han of the latter from th e atmosphere.
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Common water is also divided into varieties according to its source. Thus
we have rain , s now, spring, river, well, lake, and marsh waler. This division is not so practical, however, as that into sqft and hard; as the source
of the water is not always indicative of its quality. We shall nolice these
varieties in a general manner.
Rain and snow waters are the purest kinds of natural water, being, in
effect, produced by a natural distillation. Rain water, to be obtained as pure
as possible, must be collected in large vessels in the open fields at a distance
from hou ses, and some time after the rain has commenced falling; otherwise
it will be contaminated with the dust which floats in the atmosphere, and
other impurities derived from roofs. It may be obtained tolerably pure,
even in large cities, by taking advantage of a heavy rain, and, afler it has
descended for a considerable time, and washed away every impurity, collecting it as it falls from the roofs and spouts.
Rain water ordinarily contains atmospheric air; and, according to Liebig,
a little nitric acid, if it descended during a storm. Snow water has a peculiar laste, which was formerly supposed to depend on the presence of air
more oxygenous than that of the atmosphere; but in point of fact, when
newly melted, it contains no air,and this accounts for its vapid taste. After
exposure to the air, however, for some time, it takes up the constituent
gases of the atmosphere like other natural waters. Both rain and snow
water are sufficiently pure for employment in most chemical operations.
Spring water (aqua fontana) depends enti rely for its quality on the strata
through which it flows; being purest when it passes through sand or gravel.
It almost always contains a trace of common salt, and generally other impuriti es, which vary according to the locality of the spring.
River waler {aqua ftuvialis), generally speaking, is l e~s impregnated
with saline matter than spring water, on account of its being made up in
considerable part of rains, and of its volume bearing so large a proportion to
the surface of its bed. On the other hand, it is much more apt to have
mechanically suspended in it, certain insoluble matters of a vegetable and
eanhy nature, which impair its transparency.
Well water, like that from springs, is liable to contain various impurities.
As a general rule, the purity of the water of a well will be in proportion to
its depth, and the constancy with which it is used. .!Jrtesian or overflowing wells, on account of their great depth, generally afford a very pure water.
Lake water cannot be characterized as having any invariable qualities.
In most of the lakes in the United States, it constitutes a pure and wholesome
water. This remark is particularly applicable to our grf>at lakes.
111arsh u·ater is generally stagnant, and contains vegetable remains undergoing decomposition. It is an unwholesome water, and ought never to be
used for mediciaal purposes.
Th~ term /Jqua, fn the U.S. Pharmacopreia, may be ~onsidered as designatmg any natural water of good quality. In the Edmburgh Pharmacopreia it means spring water," so far at least free of saline matter as not to
possess the quality of hardness, or con~ain ~hove a 60~0th of solid matter."
A good water may be known by its being lively, limpid, and without sme ll.
It answers well for the cooking of vegetables, and does not curdle soap.
Upon th e addition of nitrate of baryta, nitrate of silve r, or oxalate of ammonia, its transparency is but sl ightly affected; and upon being evaporated to
dryness, it leaves but an inconsiderable residue.
Water shou ld never be kept in leaden cisterns, on account of the risk of
its dissolving a small portion of oxide of lead. This risk is greater in proportion to the softness and purity of the water; for it is found that the pre-
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R. Phillips, jun., attributes the preservative power to ~ulphate of hme., an.d
not to a chloride, which Jauer would give rise to chloride ~f lead, w~1ch is
slightly soluble. The protection is afforded by the formallop of an m~~lu
ble film on the surface of the lead, as a conseq uence of the decompos1t1on
of the saline matter.
'.l'he Schuylkill water introduced into this _city posses~es all the charac~er
ist1cs of a good water, except that it is occas10nally turbid ~fter h~avy rams.
Accordingly, it may be used pharmaceutica~ly_ in all cases m which "_water
is directed as contra-dislinrruished from "d1slllled water." A brackish or
hard water ought never t~ be emp~oyed. For so~e pharmaceutical pro·
cesscs. however, no natural water 1s d~emed sufficiently pu:e; and hence
the necessity of resorting to its distillation. (See .llqua flestillata.)
M1NERAL lVATERs.
When natural waters are so far impregnated with
foreign substances as to ha vc a decided taste and a peculiar operation ?n the
animal economy, they are called mineral waters. These are convemently
arranged for description under the four heads of carbonated, sulpkuretted,
chalybeate, and saline.
J. Carbonated waters are characterized by containing an excess of car·
bonic acid, which gives them a sparkl ing appearance, and the power of
reddening litmus pa~er. Th ese waters frequently. contain the carbonates of
lime, magnesia, and iron, which are held in solu tion by the excess of car·
bonic acid. The waters of Seltzer, Spa, and Pyrmont in Europe, and of
the S\veet springs in Virginia, belong to this class.
2. Sulphuretted waters are such as contain su lphuretted hydrogen, and
are distinguished by the peculiar fetid smell of that gas, and by their yield·
ing a brown precipitate with the salts of lead or silver. Examples of this
kind of mineral water are furnished by the waters of Aix La Chapelle and
Harrowgate in Europr, and those of the white, red, and salt sulphur springs
in Virginia.
3. C!wlybeate waters are characterized by a strong inky taslf~, and by
striking a black colour with the infusion of galls, and a blue one with ferrcr
cyanuret of potassiU:m. The iron is generally in the state of carbonate of
the protoxi~e, h.cld in solution by excess of carbonic acid. By standin~,
the ~a~bomc acid is given off, ?n~ the protoxide, by absorbing oxygen, is
prec1pllated as a hydrated sesqu10x1de of an ochreous colour. The principal
chalybeate .waters are those of Tun~rid~e and Brighton, in England, and of
Bedford, Pittsburgh, and Brandywme, m the United States.
4. Sa~ine .waters ar~ those, the predominant properties of which depend
upon salme 1mpreg~atJon. The .salts most usually present are the sulphates
and carbonates of hme, magnesia, and soda, and the chlorides of calcium,
magnesium, and so~ium. Potassa is occasionally present, and lithia has been
de~ect~d by ~erzel1us in t~e ~pring of.Carlsbad, in Germany. Bromine
exists 1~ considerable. quantity m the saline at T.heodorshalle, in Germany,
as also m ~he salt sp rin gs of westero Pennsylvania. The mineral springs at
· Saratoga, In the state of New york, contain. a ~mall P?rtion of iodine, and
some of the~ a trace of bromme. Th e pnnc1pal salme waters are those
of Seidlitz 111 Bohemia, Cheltenham and Bath in England, and Harrods·
burg and Sar~toga in the United States. To these may be added a most
'
important salme water, that of the ocean.
We subjoin a summary view of t~e composition of most of the mineral
waters. enumerated under the foregmng heads, with the authority for each
analysis.
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Seltzer . In a wine pint. Carbonic acid 17 cubic inches.
Solid Contents;- carbonate of soda 4 grs.; carbonate of macrnesia 5; carbonate of lime ;.J; chlo_rideofsodiu_m 17. Total 2~ grs. (Be:'gmann.)
.5/Ja. In a wine pint. Carbonic acid 13 cubic inches. Solid conlents;carbonateof soda l ·5grs. ; carbonate of magnesia 4·5; carbonate of lime I ·5;
chloride of sodimn O·~; oxide of iron ~ - (i. Total 0:·3 grains. (Bergmann.)
Pynnont. In a wine pint. Carbonic acid 26 cubic inches. Solid contents; -carbonate of magnesia 10 grs.; carbonate of lime 4·5; sulphate of
mag·nesia 5-5; sulphate of lime8 ·5; chloride of sodium 1·5; oxide of iron
0·6. Total 30·6 grs. ( Rergmann.)
2. SuLPJJ~RETTED. /lix la Chapelle. In a wine pinl. Sulphuretted hydrogen G·a ~ub1c inches. Solid contents;- carbonale of soda 12 grs.; carbonate of lune 4·75; chloride of sodium 5. Tota l :l l ·75 grs. (Bergmann.)
Jlarrowgate old well. In a wine gallon. Gaseouscontents; - sulphureued
hydrogen 1-1 cubic inches; ca rbonic acid 4·25; nitrogen ~; carbu reLted hydrogen 4· 15. Total 30·4 cubic inches. Solid conlents;- chloride of sodium
752 grs.; chloride of calcium 65·75; chloride of magnesium 29·2; bicarbonate of soda 12·8. Total 859·75 grs . (English West. Quart. Jown .)
Tf/hite sulplt~u ._ I n a wine gallon . Gaseous conlents;- sul_phuretted hydrogen 2·5 cubic inches; carbonic ac id 2; oxygen J ...148; rntrogen :~·552.
Total U·.J. Solid contents in a pin t; - sulphate of magnesia 5·51'8 grs.;
sulphate of lime 7·744; carbonate of lime l · 150; chloride of ca lcium O·:W-1;
chlor ide of sodium 0· 180; oxide of iron a trace ; loss 0·410. Total 15·270
grs. (Prof William B. Rogers.)
3. C11ALVDEATE. Tunbridge. In a wine gallon. Solid conlents;- chloride of sodium 2· W grs.; chloride of calcium 0 ·39; chloride of magnesium
0·2Y; sulphate of lime 1·4 1 ; carbonate of lime 0 ·27; oxide of iron :l·22;
traces of manganese, vegetable fibre, silica, &c. 0·-14; loss 0· 13. Total
7·6 1 grs. (Scudamore.)
Brighton. ln a wine pint. Carbonic acid 2·G cubic inches. Solid contenls; - sulphate of iron l ·bO grs.; sulphate of lime 4·00; chloride of sodium
1·5:.J; chloride of magnesium 0·75; silica 0· 14; loss O·HJ. Total 8·5 grs.
(ilfarcet.)
•
Chellenhmn, (chalybeate.) fn a wine pint. Gaseous contents;- carbonic
acid 2·5 cubic inches. Solid cnntenls;- Carbonate of soda 0·5grs.; sulphate
of soda :l:l.·7; sulphate of magnesia G; sulphate of lime 2·5; chloride of
sodium ..jJ ·;3; oxide of iron 0·8. Total.7;.M; g rs. (Brande c:-nd Parkes.)
Bedford. Anderson's spring. In a wrne gallon. Carbonic acid 74 cubic
inches. Solid contents;- su lphate of magnesia 80 grs.; sulphate of lime
14·5; chloride of sodium lO; chloride of calcium :3; ca rbonate of iron 5;
carbonate of lime 8 . Tota l 120·5 grs. (Clwrch.)
4. Sn1N1-:. Seidlitz. In a: wine pint. Solid contents;- carbonate of
magnesia 2·5 grs.; ca_rbonate of lime 0 ·8 ; sulphate of magnesia 180; sul phate of lime 5; chlonde of magnes ium4·5. 'l'otal 192·8 grs. (Bergmann.)
C!teltenltam, (pure saline.) In a wine pint. Solid contenls; -sulphate of
soda 13 grs.; sulphate of magnesia 11; sulphate of lime 4·3; chloride of
sodrnm 50. Total 80·5 g rs. (Parkes and Brande.)
Bath. King's well. Sp. gr. 1·0025; temp. 115°. In an imperial gallon.
Solid conlenls; - carbonate of lime 8·820 gn.; carbonale of magMsia 0 ·329;
carbonate of iron 1·064; sulphate of lime 80·052; sulphate of potassa 4·641;
sulphate o_f .soda 1U·22!); chloride of sodi~m 1 2·64~; chloride of magnesium
14·58 l; s1!1ca 2·982 i with traces of iodine and oxide of manganese. Total
144·3-l grs. (llfuck and Galloway, Chern. Caz. for 18Hi, p. 4UG.)
Balslon Spa. Sans Souci spring. l n a wine gallon. Solid contents; 11 •
1.
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chloride of sodium 143·733 grs. i bicarbonate of soda 12:66; bicar~on~te of
magnesia 39· 1_; carbonate of lime 4:~·"107; carbonate of non 5-95; 1od 1de of
sodium 1·3; silica I. Total 217·15 grs. (Slee/.)
Saratoga. iodine spring. In a wine .gallon. Gaseous conlents~-car
bonic acid ;J36 cubic inches; atmospheric air 4. Total :340 cubic 11!ches.
Solid contents;- chloride of sodium l b7 grs.; carbonat~ of ma~n~s1a_75;
carbonate of lime 2t.i i carbonate of soda 2; carbonate of iron l ; 1odme 3 ·5.
.
Total 294·5 grs. (Prof. Emmons.)
Surafo<ra , Pavilion sprino-. ln a wine ~allon. Gaseous contenls;~ca!
bonic acil'aon·05 cubic inchc~; atmospheric air 5·03. Total 364·0b cubic
inches. Solid conlents;- chloride of. sodium 1S7·68 grs.; carbonate of soda
4·!:.12; carbonate of lime 52·81; carbonaLe of magnesia 5G·92; car_bonate of
iron a·5 1 ; sulphate of soda 1·48; iodide _of sodium 2:59; alumina 0·42;
silica 1· )(j; phosphale of lime 0· J9; bromide of polass1um a trace. Total
3 I.1·71 grs. (Dr. J. R. Chilton.)
Snratoga. Union S]Jring. ln a wine gallon: Gaseous conlents;- ca:bonic acid :314· W cubic inchrs; atmospheric air 4 ·62. Total 3H:n~ cubic
0
1
0

~~~~~t~a~:
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silica and alumina

bon°ate of iron 5·452; iodide of sodium, or iodine 3·600;
1·570; bromide of potassium a trace. Total 392·!107 grs. (.Dr. Chilton.)
Saratoga. Congress spring. In a wine ~lion. Gaseous co'!t~nls;
carbonic acid 31 1 cubic inches; atmospheric air 7. Total 3 18 cubic rnches.
Solid conlents;-chloride of sodium 385 grs.; iodide of sodium :l·5; bicarbonate of soda8·982; bicarbonate of magnesia 95.788; carbonate of lime
9H·098; carbonate of iron 5-076; silica l ·5; bromide of potassium a trace.
Total 597·943 grs. (Steel.)
Sea f Plltel'. Engli.'lh channel. In a thousand grains. ·water 96 1·744
grs. ; chloride of sodium 27·059; chloride of potassium 0 ·7G5; chloride of
magnesium 3·6G7; bromide of magnesium 0·020; sulphate of magnesia
2·296; sulphate of Jime l·-:107; carbonate of lime 0 ·03:3. Total 1000·000
grs. (Schweilzer.) The proportion of chloride of sodium is from 36 to 37
parts in 1000 in the ocean, at a disLance from land . hs amount is small in
the interior of the Baltic. It is perceived that bromine is present in very
minute amoun~. 100 pounds ~f sea water yield only 3J grains of this elemenl. Accordrng to Bala rd, iod1110 exists in the water of the Mediterranean.
Sea water, filtned, and charged with five Limes its volume of carbonic acid,
forms, according to Pasquier, a gentle purgative, which keeps very well,
and is not disagreeable to take. The dose is from half a pint to a pint.
ll-lcdical and .Dieletic Properties of f'l'aler. - Watcr is a subsLance of the
first necessity to animals and vegetables. lnanimalstheree.xistsan instinctive
~esire fo~ it, to repair ll1e waste o~ the fluids wt~ich is constantly taking place
It constttutes the bas is of nearly all the secretions,
in the ammal economy.
and nine -tenths .of ~he weight of the blood. l n short, it is nature's agent fo r
producing the li quid state, and is Lhe only diluent proper in a state of health.
Water as a remedy is highly important. \ Vhen taken into the stomach,
it acts by its tempt>rature, by its bulk,and by being absorbed. \ Vhen of the
temperature of about U0° , it gives no positive sensation either of heat or cold;
between 00° and 45°, it creates a cool sensalion; and bclow45°, a decidedly
cold one. BeLween 60° and 100°, it relaxes the fibres of the stomach, and
is apt to produce n~usea, particularly if the effect of bulk be added to that of
t~mp_erature. ~y Its bu1k and solvent powers, it often allays irritation by
diluting the .acrid conten~s of the st.oma~h and bowels, and favouring their
final expuls ion; and by its absorpt1011, 1t promotes the secretion of u rine a nd
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cutaneous transpiration. Indeed, its influ.cnce is so.great in the latter way,
that it may be safoly affirmed, that sudorifics and diuretics will not produce
their proper effect, unless. assisted by copious dilution.
VVater, externally applied as a bath, is also an important remedy. It may
act by its own specific effect as a liquid, or as a means of modi(ying the
heat of the body. It acts in the latter way <l.ifferently, accordi~a to the par~
ticular temperature at which it may be appl ied. \Vhcn this above 97°,
it constitutes either the vapour or hot bath; when between !.J7° and 85°,
the warm bath; between 85° and 65°, the tepid bath; and between 65°
and 32°, the cold bath.
The general action of the vapour bath is to accelerate the circulation, and
produce profuse sweating. 1t acts locally on the skin by softening and relaxing its texture. Jn sti(foess of the joints, and various diseases of the skin,
it has often proved beneficial. The late Dr. Duncan had seen scaly cutaneous diseases, which had resisted for years every other treatment, become
quickly cured by its use .
The hot bath, like the vapour bath, is decidedly stimulant. By its use the
pulse becomes full and frequent, the veins turgid, the face flushed, the skin
red, and the respiration quickened. lfthe temperature be high,and the constitution peculiar, its use is not without danger; as it is apt to produce a
feeling of suffocation, violent throbbing in the temples, and \'ertigo, with
tendency to apoplexy. ·when it acts favourably, it depletes actively from
thP skin by producing profuse perspiration.
The warm bath, though below the animal heat, nevertheless produces
a S('nsation of warmth; as its temperature is above that of the surface. It
diminishes the frequency of the pulse, especially if previously accelerated,
renders the respiration slower, lessens the heat of the body, and relaxes the
skin. The warm bath cannot be deemed, strictly speaking, a stimulant.
By relieving certain diseased actions and states, accompanied by morbid
irritability, it often acts as a soothing remedy, producing a disposition to
sleep. lt is proper in febrile and exanthematous diseases, in which the
pulse is frequent, and the skin preternaturally hot and dry, and where the
general condition is characterized by restlessness. It is contra-indicated in
diseases of the head and chest.
The tepid bath, from its temperature, is not ca lcu lated to have much
rnodirying influence pn the heat of the body. hs peculiar effects are to
soften and cleanse the skin, and promote insensible perspiration.
The cold bath acts di(forently according to its temperature and manner of
application, and the condition of the system to which it is applied. 'Vhen
of low temperature and suddenly applied, it acts primarily as a stimulant, by
the sudden and rapid manner in which the caloric is abstracted; next as a
tonic, by condensing the living fibres; and, finally, as a sedative. lf the
cold bath were applied at a temperature just sufficient to excite a cool sensation, and this temperature were gradually lowered, it is probable that it
would act excl usively as a sedative .
From the above explanations, it may be easily understood that the cold
bath will act very differently under different circumstances. lt is often useful in diseases of relaxation and debility, when practised by affusion or
pluncring. But it is essential to its efficacy and safety in these cases, that
the s~ock of vitality should be sufficient to create, immediately after its use,
those general sensations of warmth and invigoration included under the term
reaction. It was used with advantage by the late Dr. Currie of Liverpool,
in the form of affusion, in certain febrile diseases, especially typhus and
scarlatina. To make it safe, however, tb.e heat must be steadily above the
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natural standard, and lhe patient must be free from all sense of chilliness,

an~~11dt \~n•ll:rs~:tfr~~J:~~l~s:~~:1~!~i:~t:~~dative in local infi~m~ation.s, ~nd
as a means of restraining hemorrhage.

hs use, however,

IS

rnadm1ss1blc

in ;,~~;:~at~~s~ of.;s:t~~ ~:t~he most extensive pharmace.utical agt"nl that
we possess. It is employed in a vast number of prepa.rat10ns, as a means
1
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~!d~rionma~~i~ffe cl~;~~ic~~r~~~i~i~ ~e~~c~~!~~~~X~~v~~~ s~~c :e~~~r~~~7/1he~

medicated waters, decoctions, and infusions.
Off.Prep. Aqua Dcstillata, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

B.

ARALIA NUDICAULIS. U.S. Secondary.

False Sarsaparilla.
"The root of Aralia nudicaulis." U. S.
ARALIA.

Sex. Syst . Pentandria Pentagynia.-Nat. Ord. Araliacere.

Gen. Ch. Flowers umbelled . Caly.'C five-toothed, superior. Petals five.
Stigma sessile, subglobose. Berry five-celled, five-seeded. Torrey .
.!Jralia nudicaulis. Willd . S]J. Plant.. i. 152li Rafinesque, Med. Ft01:.
i. 5;J. The.false sarsaparilla, wild sarsaparilla, or small spikenard, as this
plant is variously called, is an indigenous perennial, with one leaf and one
flower-stem, springing together from the root or from a very short stalk, and
seldom rising two feet in height. The leaf, which stands upon a long footstalk, is twice ternate, or once and quinate, with oblong-oval, acuminate
leaflets, rounded at the base, serrate on the margin, and smooth on both su~
faces. The scape or flower·stem is naked, shorter than the leaf, and terminated by three small umbels, each consisting of from twelve to thirty small
yellowish or greenish flowers. The fruit consists of small round berries,
about as large as those of the common elder.
'fhe plant grows throughout the United States, from Canada to Carolina,
inhabiting shady and rocky woods, and delighting in a rich soil. It flowers
in May and June. 'l'he root is the officinal portion.
This is h?rizonlal, creeping, sometimes several feet in length, about a:5
thick as the l1tlle finger, more or less twisted, externally of a yellowish-brown
colour, of a fragrant odour, and a warm, aromatic, sweetish taste. lt has
not been analyzed.
Medic((/ Properties and Uses. False sarsaparilla is a gentle stimulant
and diaphoretic, and is tho11glit to exert an alterative influence over the
system analogous to that of the root from which it derived its common name.
It is used in domestic practice, .and by some practitioners. in the country, as
aJemcdy in rheumatic, syphilnic, and cutaneous affecuons, in the same
manner and dose as the genuine sarsaparilla . .
. The. root of /lralia racemosa, or American sp'ikenard, though not officmal, is llsed for the same purposes as A. nudicaulis, which it is said to
resembl~ in. m.edical prop~rtit!s. Dr. Peck strongly recommt~nds the root
11
11
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taste and more acceptable to the stomach than most other medicines of the
same class. (.!Jm. Journ. of illed, Sci., xix. 117.)
W.
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ARALIA SPINOSA. U.S. Secondary.
Angelica-tree Bark.
"The bark of Aralia spinosa." U. 8.
ARALIA. See ARALIA NUDICAULIS .
.IJ.ralia spinosa: Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1520. This is an indigenous arbor·
esccnt shrub, variously called angelica-tree, toothache tree, and prickly ash.
The last name, however, should be dropped; as it belongs properly io the
Xantlwxylum fraxineum, and if retained might lead to confusion. The
stem is erect, simple, from eight to twelve feet high, armed with numerous
prickles, and furnished near the top with very large bi pinnate or tripinnate
leaves, which are also prickly, and are composed of oval, pointed, slightly
serrate leaflets. It terminates in an ample panicle, very much branched,
and bearing numerous small hemispherical umbels, in each of which are
about thirty white flowers.
This species of Aralia is found chiefly in the Southern and ·western
States, though cultivated in the gardens of the north as an ornamental plant.
It flourishes in low, fertile woods, and flowers in August and September.
The bark, root, and berries are medicinal; but the first only is directed by
the Pharmacopreia.
'I'he bark is thin, grayish externally, yellowish within, of an odour somewhat aromatic, and a biuerish, pungent, acrid taste. It yields its virtues to
boiling water.
Medical Properties and Uses. The virtues of .Oralia spinosa are those
of a stimulant diaphoretic: According to Elliot, an infusion of the recent
bark of the root is emetic and cathartic. The remedy is used in chronic
rheumatism and cutaneous eruptions. Pursh states that a vinous or spirituous infusion of the berries is remarkable for relieving rheumatic pains;
o.nd a similar tincture is said to be emp loyed in Virginia with ad\•antage in
violent colic. The pungency of this tincture has also been found useful in
relieving toothache.
The bark is most conveniently administered in decoction.
W.

ARCTIUM LAPP A. Semina. Radix. Dub.
Seeds and Root of Burdock.
Bardane, Fr.; Gcmcinc Klette', Germ.; Bardana, Ita l. , Span.

AncTIUM. Sex. Syst. Syngenesia .lEqualis.-Nat. Ord. Compositre
Cinarea:, De Cand. Cynaracere, Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Receptacle cha~y. Calyx globular; the scales at the apex with
inverted hooks. Seed-down bristly, chnfl)r . fFilld .
/lrctium Lappa. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii . 1631; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 32.
t. 13.-Loppa minor. De Cand. Prodrom. vi. 061. Burdock is a biennial
plant, with a simple spindle-shaped root, a foot or more in len~th, brown
externally, white and spongy within, furnis_hed with thread-like fibres,
and having withered scales near the summit. The stem is succu lent,
pubesce nt, branching, and three or four feet in height, bearing very l~rge
cordate, denticulate leaves, which are green on their upper surface, whitish
and downy on the under, and stand on long footstalks. The flowers are
purple, globose, and arranged in terminal panicles. 'rhe calyx consists of
imbricated scales, with hooked extremities, by which they adhere to clothes,
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The seed-down is rough and prickly, and the

se~h.i:r~l~~~1;~n~~~a;~ of Europe, and is abundant .in the. UniLed States,
P~::h ~~1i~r~~v~h~~ ~;~v~~ai~~~~ds~~ed~ngT~:~~~~: ~~~i~~ ~~ll~~J~t~~ ~~f1~~! d
5

in ~J~~ngd~~~e~/~~:-~~~~s i~f\!~~~v~~St ~!rf:!;~ ~·. the taste mucilaginous
1

1

and sweetish, with a slight deg ree of bittcrn~ss and astringency. ~mong
its constituents, inulin has been found by Gu1bourt, an~ suga r by Fee.
The seeds are aromatic, bitterish, and somewhat acrid.
.
.
ltlediccd Properties and Uses. Th e root is considered apenent, d1aphoretic, and sudorific, without irritating properties; and has been recommen~~d
in gouty, scorbutic, venereal, rheumatic, scrofulous, leprous, a~d nephritic
affections. To prove effectual its use must be r.ersever~d m for a long
time. It is best administered in the form of dccoct1on, which may be prepared by boili_ng t\,vo ounces of.the recef!t bruisc:d root in three t;ints of water
to two, and given m the quan.llty of a pint dun~g th~ day. 1: he seeds ~re
diuretic, and have been used rn the same complarnts, m the form of emulsion
or powder. The dOse is a drachm. The leaves have also been _employed
both externally and internally in cutaneous eruptions and ulcerallons. W.

ARGENTUM. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Silver.
Argent, Fr.; Silber, Germ.; Argento, ]laf.; Plata, Span.

Silver is occasionally found in the metallic state, sometimes crystallized or in the form of vegetations, at other times combined with gold,
antimony, arsenic, or mercury; but more usually it occurs in the state
of sulphuret., either pure, or mixed with other sulphurets, such as those of
copper, lead, and antimony. It is sometimes, though rarely, found as a.
chloride.
The most productive mines of silver are found on this continent, being
those of Mexico and Peru; the richest in Europe are those of Norway,
Hun ga ry , and Transylvania. The principal ore which is worked is the
sulphuret. The mineral containi ng silver which is most disseminated is
argentiferous galena, which is a sulphuret of lead, containing sulphuret of
silver. Argentiferous galena exists in several localities in the United States .
A mine of silver was opened about the year I S 11, in Davidson county,
North Carolina. The ore is an argcntiferous carbonate of lead, yielding
about one-third of its weight of lead, from which from 100 to 400 ounces
of si lver are exlra~ted per ton. (Eclifeldt and Du Boi.'I, Manual of Coins.)
Extraction. Silver is extracted from its ores by two principal processes,
amalgamation and cupellation. At Fr<"yburg, in Saxony, the ore, which
is principally the sulphuret, is mixed with a tenth of chlor id e of sod ium
(common sa ll), and roasted in a rcverberatory furnace. The su lphur becomes
acidified •. and combines with sodium and oxygen, so as to form sulphate of
soda, while the chlorine forms a chloride with the s ilve r. The roasted mass
is the~ reduc~d to v.ery fine powder, mixed with half its we ight of mercurv,
one third of Jts weight of water, and about a scvt::nteenth of iron in flat
pieces, and subjected, f?r sixtee n or eighteen hours, to constant agitation in
barrels turned by machmery. The chlorine combines with the iron, and
remains in soluti on as chlorid e of iron, while the silver forms an amalO'am
with thr mercury . The amalgam is then subjected to prrssure in leat l~ern
bags, through the pores of which the excess of mercury passes, a solid
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amalgam being left behind. This is then subjected to heat in a distillatory
apparalus, by means of which the mercury is separated from the pure silver,
which remains behind in the form of a poro11s mass. In Peru and Mexico
the process is somewhat similar to the above, common salt and mercury
being used; but slaked lime and sulphurct of iron are also employed,
with an effect which is not very obvious.
'Vhen argcntiferous galenas are worked for the silver they con{jn, they
are first reduced, and the argenliferous lead obtained is fused on a large
shallow cupel called a test, and exposed to the blast of a bellows, whereby
the lead is oxidized, half vitrified, and driven off the test in scales, forming
the substance called lit!targe. By continuing the operation, the whole of
the lead is separated, and the silver, not being oxidizable, rrmains behind
ns a brilliant fused mass. The time required for the separation is much
abridged by the process of Mr. Pattinson, of Newcastle. This consists in
allowing the melted alloy to cool slowly, and separating the crystals which
first form, and 'vhich are much richer in sih-er than the original mass, by
means of a perforated ladle. rrhe crystals are then subjected to cupellation,
for the separation of the lead which they still contain.
Properties. Silver is a white metal, very brilliant, tenacious, malleable,
and ductile. In malleability and ductility, it is inferior only to gold. It
is harder than gold, but softer than copper. hs equi\'alent number is 108,
symbol Ag, sp. gr. about 10·4. It forms but one well characterized
oxide, which is a protoxide. Exposed to a full red heat, it enters into
fusion, and exhibits a brilliant appearance. It i.s not oxidized in the air,
but contracts a superficial tarnish of sulphuret of silver by the action of
sulphuretted hydrogen, which always exists in minute quantity in the
atmosphere. It is entirely soluble i_n diluted nitric acid . If any gold be
present, lt will remain undissolved as a dark-coloured powder. From the
nitric solution, the whole of the silver may be thrown down by chloride of
sodium, as a white precipitate of chloride of silver, characterized by being
completely soluble in ammonia. If the remaining solution should contain
copper or lead, it will be precipitated or discoloured bysulphuretted hydrogen.
Phann. Uses. The only officinal preparations of silver are the nitrate
and cyanurel. The oxide and chloride have been proposed as medicines,
and will be noticed in 1he Appendix.
Off. Prep . Argenti Nitras, U.S., Lond., Ed., nub.; Argenti Nitratis
Crystalli, Dub.
B.

ARMORACIA. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Horse-radish.
11
The fresh root of Cochlearia Armoracia." U.S., Ed. °Cochlearia
Armoracia. Radix recens." Lon.cl.
Off. Syn. COCHLEARIA ARMORACIA. Radix. Dub.

Raifort snuvagc, Pr.; l\lecrrcuig, Germ.; Rafano rusucano, llal.i Ral><mo rusticano,
Span.
.
..

CocuLEARIA. Sex. 1.l:ljsl. Tetradynam1a S1hculosa.-Nat. Ord. Brassicacere or Crucifer:e.
Gen. Ch. Silicula emarginate, turgid, scabrous, with gibbous, obtuse
valves . H"illd.
Coch/earfo .11.rmoracia. Willd. Sp. Planl. iii. 451; Woodv. Med. Bot.
p. 400, t. 145. The root of this plant is perennial, sending up numerous
very large leaves, from the midst of which a round, smooth, erect, branching stem rises two or three feet in height. The radical leaves are lance·
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shaped, waved, scolloped on the edges, sometimes pinnatifid, .and sta nd
upon strong foo tstalks. Those of the stem are much smaller, w1t.hout footstalks, sometimes d ivided at the edges, sometimes almost entire. The
flowers are numerous, white, peduncled, and form thick clusters at the ends
of the branches. The calyx has fou r ovate, deciduous leaves, and the
corolla an equal number of obovate petals, twice as .long as the caly.x , and
inserted by narrow claws. The pod is small, ellipucal, ~r?wned with the
p_ersistent stigma, and divided into two cells, each contamrng from four to
six seeds.
The horse-radish is a native of western Europe, growin g wild on the
sides of ditches, and in other moist situations. It is cultivated for culinary
purposes in most civilized countries, and is said to have ?ccome naturalized
..
in some parts of the Unite_d States . Its flowers appear m Jun~.
'l'he root, which is officmal in its fresh state, 1s long, tapering, wh1t1sh
externally, very white within, fie~~Y· of a strong pun~ent odour wh~n
scraped or bruised, and of a hot, b1tmg, somewhat sweetish taste. Its virtues are imparted to water and alcohol. They depend upon a volatile oil,
which is dissipated by ~rying; the root becon:iing at first sweetish, ~nd
ultimately insipid and quite inert. Its acrimony 1s also destroyed by boihng.
The oil may be obtained by distillation ~vith water. It is colourless or pale
yellow, heavier than water, very volatile, excessively pungent, acrid, and
corrosive, exciting inflammation and even vesication when applied to the
skin. From a comparison of its sensible properties, chemical reactions, and
ultimate composition with those of the volatile oil of mustard, Hubatka has
decided that the two oi ls are perfectly identical. (Journ . de Phann., 3e stir.,
v. 42, from .Rnn. tier Chem. und Pharm.) It exists in exceed ingly small
proportion in the root, constituting,acco:ding to Gutret,only 6 parts in 10,000.
Besides this principle, the fresh root contains, according to the same chemist,
a bitter resin in minute quantity, sugar, extractive, gum, starch , albumen,
acetic aci~, acet~te and sulp~ate of lime, water, and lignin. It ma:y be kept
for some lime without matenal injury, by being buried in sand m a cool
place.
Medical Properties and Uses. Horse-radish is highly stimulant, exciting
the stomach when swallowed, and promoting the Secretions, especially that
of urine. Externally applied it is rubefacient. Its chief use is as a condiment to promote appet_ite, and invigorate digestion; but it is also occasionally employed as a me~1cine, particularly in dropsical complaints attended
with an enfeebled condition of the digestive organs, and of the system in
gen~ral. It has, n.ioreover, been recommended in palsy and chronic rheumat~sm, both as an rnternal and E;Xternal remedy; and in scorbu tic affections
is highly esteemed. Cullen found advantage in cases of hoarseness from
the use of a syrup, prepared from ~n infusion of horse-radis h and sugar,
and slo\~ly swallowed 1~ the quantity of one or two teaspoonfuls, repeated
as occasion demanded. fh e root may be given in the dose of half a drachm
or more, eit her grated or cut into small pieces.
OJ!. Prep. Cata plasma Sinapis, Dub.; lnfusum Armoracire U.S. Lond.
JJub.; Spiritus Armoracire Compositus, Lond., JJub.
'
' "\V. '

ARNICA. U.S. Secondary.
Leopard's-bane.
The root and herb of Arnica montana." U.S.
Off. Syn. ARN!CA MONTANA. Flores. Folia. Radix. Dub.

11

Sp~~.nique 1 Fr.; Berg-Wolvcrly1 Gemeines ii.chtesFallkraut, Germ.; Amica montana, Ital.,
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Sex. Sys!. Syngenesia Superfiua.- Nat. Ord. Compositre-Senecionidere. lJe Cami. Asteracere. Lindley.
Gen. Cit. Calyx with equal leaflets, in a double row. Seed-down hairy,
sessile. Seeds both of the disk and ray furnished with seed-down . Recep·
ARNtCA.

tacle hairy. Hayne .
.fl_rnicamontana. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 2106; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 4 1.
t. 17. This is a pert!nnial, herbaceous plant, having a woody, btownish,
horizontal root, ending abruptly, and sending forth numerous slender fibres
of the same colour. The stem is about a foot high, cylindrical, striated,
hairy, and terminating in one, two, or three peduncles, each bearing a flower.
The radical leaves are ovate, entire, ciliated, and obtuse; those of the stem,
which usually consist of two opposite pairs, are lance-shaped. Both are of
a bright green colour, and somewhat pubescent on their upper surface. The
flowers are very large, and of a fine orange-yellow colour. The calyx is
greenish, imbricated, with lanceolate scales. The ray consists of about
fourteen ligulate florets, twice as long as the calyx, striated, three-toothed,
and hairy at the base; the disk, of tubular florets , with a five-lobed margin.
This plant is a native of the mountainous districts of Europe and Siberia,
and is found, according to Nuttall, in the northern regions of this continent.
west of the Mississippi. Lt has been introduced into England, and might no
doubt be cultivated in this country; but it is very litt le used, and in the U.S.
Pharmacopre ia has been placed with the medicines not considered strictly
officinal. The flowers, leaves, and root have been employed in medicine:
but the flowers are usua ll y preferred.
Properties. The whole plant, when fresh, has a strong, disagreeable odour,
which is apt to excite sneezing, and is diminished by desiccation . Tht:.:
taste is acrid, bitterish, and durable. \.Valer extracts its virtues. Chevallier
and Lassaigne disCO\'Cred in the flowers, gallic acid , gum, albumen, ycllo"·
colouricyg matter, an odorous resin, ::rnd a bitter principle which they considered identical with that discovered by them in the seeds of the Cytisw·
Laburnum, and hence named cytisin. 'I'his substance is yellow, of a bitter
and nauseous taste, deliquescent, readily soluble in water and diluted alcohol.
but with difficulty in strong alcohol, and insoluble in ether. In the dose of
five grains it is powerfully emetic and cathartic, and is supposed to be the
active principle of the plant. The flowers are said also to contain a small
proportion of a blue volatile oil. According to Pfafi~ the root contains vola·
tile oi l, an acrid resin, extractive, gum, and lignin.
illedical Propel'lies and Uses . Leopard's-bane is a stimulant, directed
with peculiar energy to the brain and whole nervous system. as manifosted
by the headache, spasmodic contractions of the limbs, and difficulty of respiration, which result from its use. It acts also as an irritant to the stomach
and bowels, often producing an emetic and cathartic eRt>ct, and is said by
Bergius to be diuretic, diaphoretic, and emmenagogue. It is much used by
the Germans, who prescribe the flowers and root with advantage in amaurosis, paralysis, and other nervous affections. It is said t? prove serviceable in that disordered condition which succeeds concussion of the brain
from falls, blows, &c.; and from this circumstance has received the title of
panacea lapsorum. It has also been recommt"nded in intermittent fe"!'er,
dysentery, diarrhrea, nephritis, gout, rheumatism, dropsy, chlorosis. and
various other complaints, in most of which it seems to have been empiri·
cally p~escribed. [ t seems to bC' peculiarly useful in dis~ases attended with
a debilitated or typhoid state of the system, to which Jt is adapted by its
stimulant properties. The powdered leaves are sometimes employed as a
sternutatory; and the inhabitants of Savoy and the Vosges are said to sub12
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stitutc lhem for tobacco. Tbe French practitioners occasionally use the
flowers of Arnica, though much less extensively than the Ger~an. I~ En~
land and the United States the medicine is little known. It is best given. m
substance or infusion. The dose of the powder is from ~ve ~o ten grams
0
0

f~1e~u;~t~yor,~~~;;~~f ,:~h~~1!"/r~~ ~aTra; ~i~:~~~;;~ob~ ~·~~~~ n~:°rr.~~n:

gi,·en every two or three hours. It should always be st~m.ed. tbrough !men,
in order to separate the fine fibres, which mig~t otherwise irritate the throat.
The poisonous properties of the plant are said to ~e best counteracted by
the free use of vinegar or other dilute vegetable acid.
W·

ARTEMISIA SANTONICA. Semina. Dub.
Seeds ef Tartarian Southermvood.
J3arhotin c-, Scmcncinc, Fr.; "rurm ~am<' , Germ.i Semo Santo, Ital.

AnTE>nSIA. See ABS l NTH!U.\t.
The wormseed or Europe is ascribed by the Dublin C~llege, without suf.
ficicnt authority, to .llrtemisia Santonica, or 'l~arlarian southernwood.
It is oft,vo kinds; one called the Aleppo,Alexandna,or Levant wormseed,
the other Barbary wormseed.
. .
.
The former is supposed to be the product of .flrternisia Cont_ra, ~vh1ch
grows in Persia, Asia Minor, and other parts of the East. It consists m fact
not of the seeds, but of the small globular unexpanded flowers of the plant,
mixed with their broken peduncles, and with minute, obtuse. smooth lea~es.
Jt has a greenish colour, a very strong aromatic odour increased by friction,
and a very bitter disagreeable taste.
The Barbary wormseed is thought by some to be derived from .IJ.rtemi8ia Judaica, by others from the ,JJ. glorn.erala of Sieber, both of 'vhich
grow in Palestine and Arabia. It consists of broken peduncles, having the
calyx sometimes attached to thei r extremity. The calyx is also sometimes
separnle, cons isting of \·cry small linear obtuse leaHcts. The flowers are
wanting, or in dlC shape of minute globular buds. All these parts are covered
with a whitish down , which serves to distingltish this variety from the \vonn~ccd of the Levant. It is, morC'over, lighter and more coloured t han the !alter.
l ts smell and taste are the same.
These products contain a \•olatile oil and a resinous extractive matter, to
which their virtues have been ascribed. A peculiar principle has also been
discovered in them, which has received the name of sanlonin. It is crystallizable, colourless, tasteless, inodorous, soluble in ether and alcohol, and
nrarly insoluble in wate r. Its alcoholic solution has a decided bitterness.
Though neuter in its action upon test-paper, it combines with the alkalies to
form s~\uble and cry~tallizable salts. It may ?e obtained by treating wormsecd with hydrate of lime and alcohol,evaporatmg the tincture to one-quarter,

~!t~lr~~~ta~;~~i~~fdt.o s~f,~;a~:~~:n~~s;~';e~~\::~ti~; ~~;~~~\: ;1:\hv~tl:i~~~;

cools .. In the dose ~f three or four ~rains twice a day, it is said to be very
efficacious as a verm1fuge. For details as to the mode of extracting santonin,
l hc reader is referred to the American Journal of Pharmacy, vol. xv. p. 278 .
.Medical Properties ant~ Cses. The J?roducts above described have long
been ce.lebrate~ as a verm1fuge, and the wle of_s~men contra, by which they
are designated m many w?rks on pharmacy, ongmatcd in their antbelmintic
property. They may be given in powder or infusion. The dose in substance
is from ten to thirty grains, which should be repeated morning and even ing
for several days, and then followed by a brisk cathartic. They a re not used
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in this country, having been superseded by the seeds of Chenopodium
anthelminticum, which are universally known among us by the name of
wormseed .
"\\T,

ARUM. U.S. Secondary.
Dragon-ruot.
"The corm us of arum triphyllum ." U.S.
ARUM.

Sex. Syst. Monrecia Polyandria.-Nat. Ord. Aracere.

Gen. Ch. Spathe one-leafed, cowled. Spadix naked above, female below,
stami neous in the middle. TVilld.
The root, or, as it is botanically called, the cormus of the .Orum maculatum, is occasionally used as a medicine in Europe, and held a place in the
Dublin Pharmacopreia previously to the last edition . Its medicinal properties are so precisely those of the .9.. trip!tyllum of this country, that the
s ubstitution of the latter in our Pharmacopceia was a mauer of obvious
propriely, independently of the consideration that the root is efficient ouly
in the recent state .
.lirum triphyllum. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 480; Bigelow, .lim. Med. Bot.
i. 52. The dragon-root, Indian turnip, or wake-robin, as this plant is
variously called in common language, has a perennial root or corm us, which,
early in the spring, sends up a large, ovate, acuminate, variously coloured
spathe, convoluted at bottom, flattened and bent over at top like a hood, and
supporte d by an erect, round, green or purplish scape. 'Vithin the spathe
is a club-shaped spadix, green, purple, black, or variegated, rounded at lhe
end, and contracted near the base, where it is surrounded by the stamens
or germs in the direcious plants, and by both in the monrecious, the female
organs being below the male. The spat he and upper portion of the spadix
gradually decay, while the germs are converted into a compact bunch of
shini ng, scarlet berries. 'I'be leaves, which are usually one or two in num ber, and stand on long sheathing footstalks, am composed of three ovate
acuminate leaflets, paler on their under than their upper su rface, and becoming glaucou s as the plant advances. There are Lhree varieties of this species
of Arum, distinguished by the colour of the spathe, which in one is green,
in another dark purple, and in a third white.
The plant is a native of North and South America, and is common in all
parts of the United States, growing in damp woods, in swamps, along
ditches, and in other moist shady places. All parts of it are hi gh ly acrid,
but the root only is officinal.
rrhis is roundi sh, flattened, an inch or two in diameter, covered with a
brown, loose, wrinkled epidermis, and internally white, fleshy, and sol id.
In the recent state, it has a peculiar odour, and is violently acrid, producing,
when chewed, an insupportable burning and biting se nsatio n in the mouth
and throat, which continues for a long time, and leaves an unpleasant soreness behind. According to Dr. Bigelow, its action does n~t readily extend
throu <rh the cuticle, as the bruised root may lie upon the skm tit! it becomes
dry, ~·ithout producing pain or redness. The acrid principle is ext remely
volatile, and is ent irely driven off by heat. It is not imparted to water,
alcohol, ethe r, or olive oil. The root loses nearly all its acrimony by dryin"', and in a short time becomes quite inert. It was found by Mr. D. S.
Jo~es to contain, besides tb e acrid principle, from JO to 17 percent. of starch,
albumen, gum, sugar, extractive, lignin, and salts of potassa and lime. (.!lm.
Joum. of Plwrm ., xv. 83.) The starch may be obtained from it as white and
delicate as from lhe potato. In Europe, the dried root of the ./1.. maculalum
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is said sometimes to be emp loyed by the country people, in tim~s of grea~
:-carcity as a substitute for bread· nnd an amylaceous substance 15 prepar~.
from it in En('rland
called Portla~d arrowroot or Portland sago ..
~nd 10
c inal u~e. the lndian turnip may be pres erved fresh for a year, 1 une m

lbor .

~a~tecJ?;/i~c"j,~~;;rties and

Uses.
local irritant, possessinrr the

i~

Arum in its recent state
a powe!ful
property of stimulatin g the secretions, ~artic~-

~~~~rrr::,0~~r~~s~\~~ :~:~1:i~11 ~a:~;~t~· ch!~~~s r~:~~n:1~:~~ :~:~~ ~~~o~~v!Oe~~
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tions connected with a cachectic state of the system . As 1mi:nedmtely ta~en
from the ground, it is too acrid for use. T~ e. recently dne~ root, w~1ch
retains a portion of the acrimony, but not sufficient l? pre~ent lts convement
administratioll, is usually preferred. It may be $wen in the dose of _ten
grains, mixed with gum arabic, suga r, and water~ m the form of emulsion,
repeated two or three times a day, and grad~ally rncreascd to half a drachm
or more. The powder, made into a paste with honey or sy7u_p, and placed
in small quantities upon the tongue, so as to be .gradually d1flu:sed over the
mouth and throat, is said to have proved useful in the aphthous sore-mouth
of children.
W.

ASARUJ\1. Lond.
Asarabacca.
"Asarum Europreum . Folia." Lond.

OJI. Syn. ASARUM EUROPJEUM. FOL!A. Dub.
AearN, Cabaret, Fr.; llu.sclwur.t.e l, Gtrm.; A;;;;aro. i tal., Spa11.

AsARu111 .
acere.

Sex. Syst. Dodecandria Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Aristolochi-

Gen. Ch . Calyx th!ee or four-cleft, sitting on the germen. Corolla none.
Capsule coriaceous. crowned. Tfttld .
.flsarwn Europreum. Willd. Sp.Plant . ii. 838; Woodv . JJfed. Bot. p.
170. t. GU. The asarabacca has a perennial root or rl11zoma 1 with a very
s hort, round, simple, herbaceous, pubescent stem, which in general supports
only two leaves and one flower. The leaves, which are opposite and stand
on long footstalks, are kidney-shaped, entire, somewhat hairy, and of a
shining deep green colour. The flower is large. of a dusky purple colour,
and placed upon a short terminal peduncle. The calyx. which supplies
the place of a corolla, is bell-shaped, greenish at th e base. and di\•ided at the
mouth into three pointed purplish segments, which arc erect, and turned
jnwards at their extremity. Th e filaments are twelve, and prolonged beyond
the anthers into a small hook. The style is surmounted by a six-parted
reddish stigma. The fruit is a six -celled coriaceous capsule, crowned with
the persistent calyx.
Thi s species of .Asa rum is a native of Europe, growing between 37° and
60° north latitude, in woods and shady places, and flowering in l\lay. AIJ
parts of the plant are: acrid. The le.aves only are directed by the London
College, but the whole plant, including root, stem, leaves, and flowers, is
usually kept in the shops. The root is about. as thick as a goose-quill, of a
grayish colour, quadran.gular, knoued and twisted, and sometimes furnished
with radicles at each joint. l.t has a smell ~nalogous to that of pepper, an
acrid taste, an~ affords a gr~y1sl~ powder: 1 he leaves arc nearly inodorous,
with a taste slightly aromatic, b1tter1 acrid, and .nauseous. Their powder
js yellowish-green .. Both par~s rapidly lose lhe1r aclivity by keeping, and
ultimately become rncrt. Geiger, however, asserts that they keep well if
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perfectly dry. Their virtues are imparted to alcohol and water, but are
dissipaled by decoction. Accordin~ to MM. Fe.neulle an~ Lassaigne, the
root contains a concrete volatile oil, a very acr.1d fixed ?ii, a. yellow substance analogous tocylisin, starch, albumen, mucilage, citric acid, and saline
maucrs. 'l'he latest analysis.is by GrUger, who found in tbe rool a liquid
volatile oil, two concrete volaule substances call~d respectively asarum ca~n
pltor or asarone, and asarile, a peculiar bitter pnnciple called asarin, tannrn,
extrncti,,e, resin, starch, gluten, albumen, lignin, citric acid, and various
salts j in the leaves, asarin, tannin, extractive, chlorophylle, albumen, citric
acid, and lignin . The active principles appear to be the volatile oil, which
is lighter than water, glutinous, yellow, of an acrid and burning taste, and a
smell likl! that of valerian, and the asarin, which is soluble in alcohol and very
bitter, and is probably the same as the cytisin of Feneulle and Lassaigne.
Aledical Properties and Uses. The root and leaves of asarabacca, either
fresh or carefully dried, are powerfully emetic and cathartic, and were for merly much used in Europe with a view to these effects. The dose is from
th irty grains to a clrachm. But as an emel ic they ha\'e been entirely superseded by ipecacuanha, and are now used chiefly, if not exclusively, as an
errhine. 'l'he powdered root, snuffed up the nostrils in the quantity of one
or two grains, produces much irritation, and a copious now of mucus, which
is said to continue sometimes for several days. The leaves are milder and
generally preferred. 'fhey should be used in tbe quamity of three or four
grains, repeated e\'ery night until the desired effect is experienced. They
have been strongly recommended in headache, chronic oplnhalmia, and
rheumatic and paralytic affections of the face, mouth, and throat.
Off.Prep. Pulvis Asari Compositus, Dub.
W.

ASAR UM. U.S. Secondary.
Canada Snakeroot. Wild Ginger.
"The root of Asarum Canadense." U.S.
AsARUl\t.
See ASARUM .
.!lsmwn Canadense. Willd . Sp. Plant. ii. 838; Bigelow, .flm. Med. Bot.
i. 149; Barton, .Med. Bot . ii . 8:1. This species of Asarum very closely
resembles .fl . .b'urop~urn or asarabacca, in appearance and botanical
character. lt has a long, creeping, jointed, fleshy, yellowish root or rhizoma, furnished with radicles of a similar colour. The stem is very short,
dividing, before it emerges from the ground, inlO two long round hairy leafstalks, each of which bears a broad kidnry-sbaped leaf, pubescent on both
surfaces, of a rich shining light green above, veined and pale or bluish
beneath. A single flower stands in the fork of the stem, upon a hairy pendu lous peduncle. The flower is often concealed by t!le loose soil or decayed
vegetable matter; so that the leaves with their pct10le~ are the only parts
that appear above the surface of the ground. There is no corolla. The
calyx js very woolly, and divided into three broad concave acuminate segments, with the ends reflexed, of a deep brownish-purple colour on the inside, and of a dull purple inclining to greenish externally. The filaments,
which are l\\·elve in number, and of unequal length, stand upon the germ,
and rise with a slender point above the anthers attached to them . Near
the divisions of the calyx are three filamentous bodies, which may be con
sidered as nectaries. The pistil consists of a somewhat hexagonal germ,
and a conical grooved style, surmounted by six revolute stigmas . The
capsule is six-celled, coriaceous, and c{~~vned with the adhering calyx.
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Canada snakeroot, or wild ginger, is an i11digenous plan:, inha?itin.g
'voods and shady places from Canada to Carolina. hs flowering period is
from April to July. All parts of the plant ~1avc a gra~eful aro~nat1c odour,
which is most powerful in tbc root. This 1s the oflicmal portion.
As we have seen it in the shops, it is in long, more or le~s contor~cd
pieces, .of a thickness from that of a str?-w to that of a goose-quill, brownish
and wrinkled extt>rnally, whitish withm, hard and britl le, an~ frcqu~ntly
furnished wid1 short fibres . Its taste is agreeably aromatic and ~lightly .b1lter,
said to be intermediate between that of ginger and scrpentana, but m our
opinion bearing a closer resemblance to that of cardamom. The taste of the
petioles, which usually accompany the root, is more bitter and less aromatic.
Among its constituents, according to Dr. Bi.gelow, are a light·coloured,
pungent, a_nd frag~ant esse1_Hial oil, a reddish b1ner resinous maner, starch,
and gum; m addiuon to which Mr. Rllshton found fatty matter,chlorophyllc,
and salts of potassa, lime, and iron . Mr. Procter found the resin to be acrid
as well as bitter, and without aromatic properties. The root imparts its
virtues to alcohol, and less perfectly to water .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Wild ginger is an aromatic stimulant
tonic, with diaphoretic properties, applicable to similar cases with serpen·
taria, which it n:semblcs in its effects. It is said lo be sometimes used by
the country people as a substitute for ginger. From the close botanical
analogy of the plant with the European Asarum, it might be supposed, like
that, to possess emetic and cathartic properties: but such does not appear
to be the case, at least with the dried root. It would form an elegant adju·
vant to tonic infusions and decoctions. It may be given in powder or tine·
W.
ture. The dose in substance is twenty or thirty grains.

ASCLEPIAS INCARNATA. U.S. Secondary.
Flesh-coloured Asclepias.
"The root of Asclepias incarnata." U.S.

AscLEP1.,.

See ASCLEPlAS TUBEROSA .

.!Jsclepias incarnata. "\Villd. Sp. Plant. i. t:iti7. This species has an
erect downr stem, branched above, two or three feet high, and furnished
with opposite, nearly sc·ssilc, lanceolate, somewhat downy leaves. 'rhe
flowers are red, sweet.scented, and disposed in numerous crowded erect
umbels, which are generally in pairs. The nectary is entire, with its horn
exserted. ln one variety the flowers are white.
The plai~t grows in all parts of the United States, preferring a wet soil,
~~ flowermg froi;t June to ~ugust. Upon b<'ing wounded it emits a milky
1u1ce. The root 1s th e officmal portion . Its properties are probably simi·
lar to those of .11. Syriaca; but they have not, so far as we know, been
f~l!y tested. Dr. Griffi~b states that it has. been employed by several phy·

~~i'ii~i:~I.hef h~:~n~: i~t. ~~.) scful

emeuc and cathartic.

(Journ.t .the

ASCLEPIAS SYRIACA. U.S. Secondary.
Common Silk-rveerl.
11
The root of Asclepias Syriaca." U.S.
AscLEPIAs. See ASCLEPlAS TUBEROSA .
.11. Syriaca. Willd. ~P· P/~mt. i. 12~5. The silk.weed has simple stems,

from three to five feet high, wuh opposue, lan ceolate-oblong, petiolate leaves,
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downy on their under surface. The flowe:s are large, of a pale purple
colour, sweet-scented-and arranged in nodding umbels, which are two or
three in number. The neclarr is bidentate. The pod or follicle is covered
with sharp prickles, and contains a l~rge quantit~ of silky seed-down, which
bas been sometimes used as a subsututc for fur m the manufacture of hats,
and for feathers in beds and pillows.
This species of Asclcp ias i~ very common in the United States, growing
in sandy fields, on the mad sides, and on the banks of ~treams from New
England to Virginia. It flo\~Crs in July and August. Like the preceding
species, it gives out a white Jllice when wounded, and has hence received
the name of milk-weed, ~y which it is frequemly called . According to
Schultz, l:'\O parls of the juice contain (j!) of water, 3·5 of a wax-like fatty
matter, 5 of caoutchouc, 0-5 of gum, l of sugar with salts of acetic acidt
and I of other salts. (P/wrm. Central Blatt, 1844, p. ~02 . )
Dr. Richardson, of Massachusetts, found the root possessed of ano<lyne
properties. E-1e gave it with adtrantage to an asthmatic patient, and in a
case of typhus fever attended with catarrh . In both instances it appeared
to promote expectoration, and to relieve pain, cough, and dyspnrea. He
gave a dracbm of the powdered bark of the root, in divided doses, during
the day, and employed it also in strong infusion.
'V.

ASCL EPIAS TUBEROSA. U.S. Secondary.
Butterfly-meed.
uThe root of Asclepias tuberosa." U.S.
AscLErus. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia.- Nat. Ord. Asclepiadacece ..
Gen . Cit. Calyx small, five-parted . Corolla rotate, five-parted, mostly
re{]exed . Siaminal crown (or nectary) simple, five-leaved i leaflets opposite the anthers, with a subulate averted process at the base. Slign1as
with the five angles (corpuscles) opening by longitudinal chinks. Pollinia
five distinct pairs. Torrey .
.!Jsclepias tube,osa. Willd. Sp . Plant.i.1273; Bigelow, .!Jm. fl'Ied . Bot.
ii. 59; Barton, Jl!Ied. Bot. i. 2:J9. The root of the butterfly-weed or pleu·
risy-ro?t is perennial, and gives origin_ to numerous stems whic~ are erect,
ascending, or procumbent, round , hairy, of a green or reddish colour,
branching at the top 1 and about three feet in height. 'l'he leaves are scattered, oblong-lanceolate, very hairy. of a deep rich green colour on their
upper surface, paler beneath, and supported usually on short footstalks.
They differ, however, so_mewhat in shape according to the variety of the
plant. In the variety wllh clecumbent stems, they are almost linear, and
in another variety cordate. The flowers are of a beautiful reddish-orange
colour, and disposed in terminal or lateral corymbose umbels. The fruit
is an erect lanceolate follicle, with. fiat ovate seeds connected to a longi·
tudinal receptacle by long silky ha1:s.
This plant differs from other species of Asclepias in not emilling a milky
juice when wounded. It is indigenous, growing throughout the United
States from Massachusetts to Georgia, and, when in full bloom, in the months
of June and July. exhibiting a splendid appearance . It is mo~t abundant
in the Southern States. The root is the only part used in medicine.
This is large, irregularly tuberous, b~anching, often somewhat fusiform,
fleshy, externally brown, internally white and stria~ed, and in the r~cent
state, of a sub-acrid nauseous taste. \Vhen dried 1t is easily puh-enzed,
and has a bitter but not otherwise unpleasant taste. It yields its virtues
readily to boiling water.
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Jlfedical Properties and Uses.

The root of Asclepias tubcrosa is ~i~-

~R~~e~l~oa;a~h~;tfce.ctof~ntth:\~~:~~1~ r~1c~1t~t:;i ~ l11::~~n; te~a~gcem~J~~~~d tb
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regular practitioners in catarrh, pneumonia, pleurisy, consu_mption~ a~d

other pectoral affectionSj and appears to_ be decidedly useful._1f ~pplted 111
the early stages, or, after sufficient dt>plellon, when the complamt.1s a~read.Y
forml'<l. lts popular name of pleurisy-root expresses the est11nauon lll
which it is held as a remedy in that disease. It has al~o been used advantageously in dysentery and acute rheumatism, a~1d m1gh~ probably prove
beneficial in our autumnal remillents. Much testimony might be advanced
in proof of its possessing very considerable diaphoretic pow.ers .. It is said
also to be ~ently tonic, and has bee? 1~opul~rly employed m pams of the
stomac h ansing from flatulence and 111d1gest1on. .
.
From twenty grains to a d_rnchm ~f the root m p_O\yder m~y be g1~en
several ~imes a day; but as a d1aphoret1c it is best administered m decoct1on
or infusion, made in the proport10n of an ounce to the qua:t ?f water, and
given in the dose of a teacupful every two or three hours ull 1t. opera~~:

ASSAFCETIDA. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Assafetida.
"The concrete juice of the root. of Ferula Assafretida. _U.S. 11 Fer~la
Assafretida. Gummi·resina." Loral., Dub. "Gummy·resmous exudat10n
of Ferula Assafretida, and probably Ferula persica." Ed.
AssafIBtitla, Fr.; Stinkasant, Teufdstlrcck, G'em1.; AssafotiJa, Ital.; Asafctida, Span.;
11

Unp;oozeh,Persian;Hilteet,.llrab.

FERULA. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia.-Nat. Ord. Apiacere or Um·
belliforre.
Gen. Ch. Fruit oval, compressed plane, with three streaks on each
side. TYilld.
Feruht Jlssafcetida. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1413; Krempfer, .!J.mamitat.
Exotic. 535. t. 536. Narlhex .11.asafretida. Falconer, Royle's Jlfat. il1ed.,
Am. ed., p. 407. The following description of the plant which yields
assafetida is derived from that by Krempfcr, who wrote from actual obsen·a·
tion. 'l'he root is perennial, fleshy, tapering, when of full size as large as
a man's leg, beset with many small fibres near lhe top, externally blackish,
internally white, and abounding in an exces~ iv e ly fetid, opaque, milk_y
juice. 'rbe leaves, all of which spr in g immediately from the root, are six
or seven in number, nearly two feet long, bipinnate, with the leaflets alter·
nate, smooth, variously sinuated and lobed, sometimes lanceolate, of a deep
green colour, and a ft'tid smell. From the midst of the leaves rises a luxuri·
ant, h erbaceo~s stem, from six to nine feet iu height, two inches in diameter
at the base, simple, erect, round, smooth, striated, and terminatin(J' in lar ae
plano·convex umbels with numerous radii. The flowers are pal~ vellO\~;
the see<ls a.val, flat, foliaceous, and of a reddish·brown colour. Tlie plant
is said to differ gready both in the shape of its leaves, and the character of
its fetid product,_acc_ording t_o th e si~u~tion ~nd ~oi l in which it grows_.
F~om an exan:i1nat1on of this plant m Jts native sites, as well as of specimens
cult1vatt'd by himself, Dr. Falconer conceives that it belongs to a genus,
which, though analogous to Ferula, is yet dis~inct, and for which he proposes the name of Narlhex. For a full botamcal dt!scriplion of the plant
by Dr. Falconer, the reader is referred to Royle's Materia Medica. 'rllere
can be no doubt that Falconer's plant is th e same as that seen and d1?scribed
by Krempfer. It is a native of Persia, Affghanistan, and other neighbouring
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regions; and flourishes abundantly in the mountainous provinces of Laar
and Chorassan, where ils juice is collected. Burns, in his travels into
Bokhara, stales that t~e youn~ plant is eaten with re lish by the people,
and that sheep crop It greedily. Some suppose. but without proof, tha t
other species of Ferula contribute to the proc.luction of the assafetida of
commerce; and F. Persica is admitted among its probable sources by
the Edinburgh College. This plant grows also in Persia, and has a strong

odour of the drug.
The oldest plants are most productive, and those under four years old are
not considered worth cull ing. At the season when the leaves begin to fade,
the earth is removed from about the top of the root, and the leaves and stem,
being twisted off near their base, are thrown with other v~getable matters
After some time the sum
mit of the root is cut off transversely, and tbe juice which exudes having
been scraped off, another thin slice is removed, in order to present a fresh
surface fo r exudation. This process is repeated at intervals till the root
ceases to aflOrd juice, and perishes. During the whole period of collection,
which occupies nearly six weeks, the solar heat is as much as possib le excluded. The juice collected from numerous plants is put together, and
allowed to harden in the sun.
Assafetida is brought to this country either from India, whither it is conveyed from Bushire and down the Indus, or by the route of Great Britain.
In sometimes comes in mats, but more frequently in cases, the former containing eighty or ninety, the latter from two hundred to four hundred
pounds. It is sometimes a lso imported in casks.
As found in the shops it is in irregular masses , soft ish when not long
exposed , of a yellowish or reddish-brow n colour externally, exhibiting when
broken an irregu lar wh itish, somewhat shin ing surface, which soon becomes
red on exposure, and ulLimately passes into a dull yellowish-brown . This
change of colour is characteristic of assafetida, and is ascribed to lhe influence of air and light upon its resinous ingredient. The masses appear as
if composed of distinct portions agglutinated together, sometimes of white,
almost prarly tears, embedded in a darker, softer, and more fetid paste.
Occasionally the tears are found separate, though ve ry rarely in the commerce of this country. They are roundish, oval, or irregular, and generally flattened, from the size of a pea to that of a large almond, yellowish
or brownish externally and white within, and not unlike ammoniac tears,
for which they might be mistaken except for their odour , which, ho\".ever,
is weaker than that of the masses. (Pereira.) The odour of assafetida is
alliaceous, extremely fotid, and tenacious; the taste, bitter, acrid, and durable. The effect of time and exposure is to render it more hard and brittle,
and to diminish the intensity of its smell and taste, particularly the former.
Kcempft:r assures us, that one drachm of the fresh juice diffuses a more
powerful odour through a close room tl~an one hundred pou~ds of the drug
as usually kept in the stores. Assafouda softens by heat wllhout mel_ti~g,
and is oJ difficult pulverization . Its sp. gr. is 1·~27. (Berzelius.) It 1s mflammable, burning with a clear, lively flame. 1t yields all its virtues lo
alcohol, and forms a clear tincture, which becomes milky on lhe adllition of
water. Macerawd in wate.r it pro?uces a turbid _red solution, and trit~rated
with that fluid o-ives a white or pmk-coloured milky emulsion of considerable permanence~ ln _100 parts, Pellet~cr ~oun~ 65 parts of resin, HJ·-l--l of
gum, I 1-()tj of bass?rm, 3·60 of volaule ?ii• ,_v1th traces of ~uperm~lale of
lime. Brandes obtained 4·U parts of volatile oil, 47·2;) of a bitter res111 soluble in elher, 1·6 of a tasteless resin insoluble in ether, 1·0 of extractive, HJ·4
of gum containing traces of potassa and Jimc united with sulphuric, phos--

over the root, in order to protect it from the sun.
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phoric, acetic, and malic acids, 6·4 of bassorin, G·2 of sulphate of lime, 3·5
of ca rbonate of lime, 0·4 of oxide of iron and alumina, 0·4 of malate of
lime with resin, 6'0 of water, and 4·6 of impurities consisting chiefly _of
sand and woody fibre. The odour of the gum-resin depends on the volatile
oil, which may be obtained separate by distillation with water ~r alcohol.

~~i~~ l!~~~e~ftl~~ne;ca:~dii~;/;u~~:~si:~e~d~~~~ ~i~~ l~~d ~ ~~~t~e;~~:~~gfl;~,] I~~~

afterwards bitter and acrid . It is said to contain a small portion of sulphu r.
The volatile oil and the hiller resin are the active principles.
Impurities and .!l_clulteration.'f. Assafetida is probably no.t often _purpo?ely
adulterated, but it frequentlycomesofinferiorquality,and mixed with ~·anous
impurities, such as sand and stones. Portions which are very soil, dark
brown or blackish, with few or no tears, _and indisposed to assu".1e a red
colour when freshly broken, should be rejected. ~Ve have been informed
that a case seldom comes without more or less of this inferior assafetida, and
of many it forms the larger proportion. It is sold chiefly fo r horses .
.Medical Properties and Uses. The eff~cts of assafet id a on ~he system
are those of a moderate stimulant, powerful antispasmodic, efficient expectorant, and feeble laxati\'e. Its volatile oil is undoubtedly absorbed; as its
peculiar odour may be detected in the breath and the secretions. As an
antispasmodic simply, it is employed in the treatment of hysteria, hypochondriasis, convulsions of various kinds, spasm of the slOmach and bowels
unconnected with inflammation, and in those numerous irregular nervous
disorders which accompany derangement of the different organs, or result
from mere debility of the nervous system . From Lim union of expectorant
with antispasmodic powers, it is highly useful in spasmod ic pectoral affections, such as hooping-cough, asthma. and certain infantile coughs and catarrhs, complicated with nervous disorder, or with a disposition of the system to sink. In catarrh us scnilis; the secondary stages of peripneumonia
notha, croup, measles, and catarrh; in pulmonary consumption; in fact, in
aU cases of disease of the chest in which the lungs do not perform their office
from want of due nervous energy, and in which inflammation is absent or
has been sufficiently subdued, assafeticla may be occasionally prescribed
with advantage. In the form of enema it may be beneficially employed in
typhoid diseases <lllended with inordinate accumulation of air in the bowels,
and in other cases of tympanitic abdomen. The same form will be found
most convenient in the hysteric paroxysm, and other kinds of convulsion.
In most cases its laxative tendency adds to its advantages; but in some instances must be counteracted by the addition of laudanum. It may often
be usefully combined with purgative medicines in constipation of the bowels
with flatulence .
.IL appe~rs t? have be~n known i~ the E~st from very early a~es, an?, notw1thstandmg Jts repulsive odou r, 1s at present much used 1t1 India and
Persia as a condiment. Persons soon habituate themselves to its smell,
whic~ they even_ le~rn to associate plt>asatll~y with the agreeable effects
sometimes
expenenced from Its mternal use . Children with hooping-couah
0
become fond of it.
The ~edium dose is ten gr::i.ins, which m~y be g!ven in pill or emulsion.
(See ftlt.~lura /l~·'tefret.idm.) The tincture 1s officmal, and is much used.
When given by ll1JeCl1on it should be triturated with warm water. From
half :i dra~hm. to two drachms may be admini:i:tcred at once in this wav.
As assafeuda 1s not arh. to afii.!ct the brain injuriously, it may be giv(•n
freely when not comra-111d1catc<l by the existence of inflammatory action.
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Off. Prep. Emplastrum Assafcctidre, U.S., Ed.; Enema Fretidum.Ed.,
Dub.; Mistura Assafcctidre, U.S., Lont!., Dub.; Pilu!re Aloes et Assafceti_dre, U.S., Ed.; Pilulre Assafcetidre, U.S.; Pilulre Galbani Compositre,
U.S., Loral., Ed.; Spiritus Ammonire Fcetidus, Land., Ed., Dub.; Tinctura Assafcrtidre, U. S., Lond., Ed., JJub.; Ti net. Castorei Ammoniata, Ed.

w.

AURANTII CORTEX. U.S.
Orange Peel.
11 The outer rind of the fru it of Citrus vulgaris or Citrus .!Jurantium."
U. S.
Off. Syn . AURANT!UM . Citrus Aurantium. Fructus . AURANTII
CORTEX. Citrus vulgaris. FruclUs Cortex ea.:terior. AURANTII FLORES. Citrus Aurantium. Flores. AURANT fl OLEUM. Oleum e'jloribus dcstillalum . Lond.; AURANT U CORTEX. Rind of the fruit of
Citrus vulgaris . AURANTil OLEUM. Volatile oil of the flowers of
Citrus vulgaris, and sometimes of Citrus Aurantium. Ed.; C ITRUS AURANTIUM . Frucllls succus ct tunica exterior. F lores. Folia. Dub.

Ec-orce <l'orangr, ~'r.; Pomeranzcnschalc, Germ.i Scon:c <lei frutto <lcll"arancio, Ital.;
Cortczaclc nnranja, Span.

C tTRus. Sex. Syst . Polyadclp hia Icosandria. -Nat. Ord. Auranliacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-cleft. Petals five, oblong. .!Jnthers twenty, the
filaments united into different parcels. Berry nine-celled . Tf/illd.
This very interesling genus is composed of small evergreen trees, with
ovate, or oval-lanceolatc, and shining lea\'·es, odoriferous flowe rs, and fruits
which usually combine beauty of colour with a fragrant odour and grateful
taste. They are all natives of warm climates, and, where the winters are
severe, requirP. the ai~ of artificial heat. '!'hough the species are not
numerous, great diversity ~xists in the character of the fruit; and many
varieties, fo unded upon this circumstance, are noticed by writers. In the
splendid work on the n~tural history of the Citrus ?y"Risso and Poiteau,
169 varieties arc descnbed under the eight followmg heads :-1 . sweet
oranges, 2. bitter and sour oranges, 3. bergamots, 4. limes, 5. shaddocks,
6. lumcs, 7. lemons, and 8. citrons. or these it is difficult to decide w hich
ha\·e just claims to the rank of distinct species, and which must be considered merely as varieties. 'l'J1ose employed in medicine may be arranged
in t\vO sets, of which the orange, C. Aurantium. and the lemon, C. Medica,
are respectively the types, the former characterized by a winged, the latter
by a naked or ne~rly naked petiole. The form .and characte.r ?~ the fruit,
which are not entirely constant, serve as the bas1softhesubd1v1S1ons. The
C. Decmnana, which yields the shaddock, agrees with the C. Jluranlium
in the fo rm of its petiole; but its fruit is not officinal.
Citrus .8uranfium. Willd. Sp. Plant . iii. 1427; Woodv. Med. Bot. p.
532. t. 188. The orange tree grows to the height of about fifteen feet. Its
stem is round, very much branched, sometimes even from the base, and
covered with a smooth, shining, greenish-brown bark. fo the wi ld state,
and before inoculation , it is often furnished with axillary spines. The
Jea,•es are ovate, pointed, entire, smooth, and of a s hi ning pale green colour.
When held between the eye and the .light, they exhibit numerous smal1
transparent vesicles, filled will\ essential oil; and, when rubbed between
the fingers. are highly fragrant. Their footstall<s are about an inch Jong,
and are furnished with wings or lateral appendages. The flowers, which
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wilh pointed teelh . The petals are oblong, concave, wh1~e, and !>cset with
numerous small glands. The filamenrs are united al their base 1~ three or
more distinct portions, and support yellow anthers. The germen is r?und·
ish, and bears a cylindrical style, which is terminated by a glo~u l ar stigma.
The frllit is a spherical berry, often somewhat flattened at its ~ase ~nd
apex, rough, of a yellow or orange colour, and divided internnlly into nme
1
0
8
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layer, which abounds in vesicles filled with a fragr~nt. ~ssential ?11, and of
an interior one which is thick, white, fungous, rns1p1d, and modoro~s.
There are two varieties of the C..!Jurantimn, considered by some as dis·
tinct species. They differ chiefly in the character of the fruit, whic~ in

~~~a~~cs~~et~:iei,0tl~~es~~~~d s~u ~:i~:d b~i~~~!1 ~u;~~~~i~ r~~ r~i~i~~s ~~d 0~~~~~:'.

The Seville or::i.nge is the product of the latter ..
This beautiful evergreen, in which tl~e fru.1t is mingled, in everr stage
of its growth, with the blossoms and foliage, 1s one of those producuons of
the tropics which have been applied to the most numerous purposes both
of utility and ornament. A nati.ve of China and India, it was introduced
into Europe at a very early period, was transplanted to America soon after
the first settlement of this continent, and is now found in every civilized
country where the climate is favourable to its cultivation. In colder countries, it is one of the most cherished ornaments of the hot-house, though in
this situation its beauties are not fully developed, and its fru it does not
attain perfection. It flourishes in the most southern portion of our own
country, particularly in the neighbourhood of St. Augustine in Florida,
whence we annually derive a considerable supply of very fine oranges.
The tree also grows in the gardens about New Orleans, but is sometimes
destroyed by the frosty winters which are incident to that climate. The
fruit is brought to us chiefly from the south of Europe and the West Indies.
The Havana oranges have the sweetc>st and most pleasant flavour.
Various parts of the orange-tree are used in medicine. The leaves,
which are bitter and ar.omatic, are employed in some places in the state of
infusion as a gently sllmulant diaphoretic. The fresh flowers impart to
water distilled from them their pf'culiar fragrance; and the preparation thus
obtained is much esteemed in the South of Europe for i1s antispasmodic virtues. The distilled water of orange-flowers is recognisrd as officinal by all
the British Colleges. An oil is also ob1ained from the flower::; by distillation,
which is called neroli in France, and is much used in perfumery, and in the
composition of liqueurs. It is an ingredient of the famous Co logne water.
!hat obtained from the flowers ~f the Sevil!e or bitter orange ( C. vulaaris),
1s deemed the sweetest. It was mtroduced mto the London and Edinburgh
Plrn.rmacopreias, with the title of .H.uranlii Oleum, to serve for the prepa·
ration of ?range-flower water. ~he fruit is applied to several purposes.
Small unnpe oranges, about the size of a cherry or less, previously dried,
and rendered smooth by a turning lathe, are sometimes employed to maintain the discharge from issues. They are preferred to peas on account of
their agreea~l~ odou:, and by some are thought to swell less with the mois·
ture; but this is denied by others, and it is asserted that they require to be
renewed at the end of twenty-four hours. ThC'se fruiLs are sometimes kept
in tbe shops under the name of orange berries. They are of a grayish or
greenish-brown colour, a fragrant odour, and a bitter taste, and arc said to
0
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be used for flavouring cordials. An essential oil is obtained from them by
distillation, known to the French by the name of essence de petit grain, and
employed for similar purposes with that of the flowers. The oil, however.
which now goes by this name, is said to be distilled chiefly from the leaves.
and.thos~ of the bitter orange yield the best. The unripe fruit is also among
the Dublin officinats. The London College recognises the ripe fruii, the
Dublin the juice of the fruit. The juice of the Seville orange is sour and
bitterish, and forms with water a refreshing and grateful drink in febrile
diseases. It is employed for the same ~urposes with the juice of the
lemon, which it resembles in containing citnc acid, though in much smaller
proportion. The sweet orange is much morn pleasant' to th~ taste, and i~
very extensively used as a light refrigerant article of diet in inflammatory
diseases, care being taken to reject the membranous portion, and to swallow
only the pulp. The rind of the mature fruit is the only part directed by
the U.S. Pharmacopreia. The outer portion is that considered officinal;
as the inner is wholly destitute of useful properties, and by its affinity for
moisture prodL1ces a disposition in the peel to become mouldy. The best
mode of separating the outer rind, when its desiccation and preservation
are desired, is to pare it from the orange in narrow strips with a sharp
knife, exactly as we pare an apple . When the object is to apply the fresh
rind to cenain pharmaceutic purposes, as, for instance, to the preparation
of the confection of orange peel, it is best separated by a grater. The dried
peel, sold in our drug stores, is usually that of the Seville orange, and is
chiefly brought from the Mediterranean .
Properties. Orange peel has a grateful arorr~atic odour, and a war_m bi~ter
taste, which depend upon the essential oil contamed in its vesicles. The rmd
of the Seville orange is much more bitter than that of the other variety.
Both yield their sensible properties to water and alcohol. The essential oil
may be obtained by simple expression from th~ fresh grated rind, or by distillation with water. It has properties closely resembling those of the oil of
lemons, and may be used for similar purposes.
lJiedical Prapert-ies and Uses. Orange peel is a mild tonic, carminative,
and stomachic, but is seldom used alone. Jt is chiefly employed to communicate a pleasant flavour to other medicines, to correct their nauseating properties, and to assist their stimulant impression upon the stomach. lt is a
frequent and very useful addition to bitter infusions and decoctions, as those
of gentian, quassia, columbo, and especially Peruvian bark. It is obviously
improper to subject orange peel to long boiling; as the essential oil on which
its virtues chiefly depend is thus driven off. The dose in substance is from
half a drachm to a drachm three times a day. Large quantities are sometimes productive of mischief, es_pecially in childr~n, in whom violent colic
and even convulsions are sometimes induced by 1t. We have known the
case of a child, in which death resulted from ea.ting the rind of an orange.
\Vhen the object in the use of orange peel is simply to obtain its agreeable
flavour, the rind of the sweet orange is preferable; as a tonic, that of the
Seville orange.
Off. Prep. Aqua Florum Aurantii, Land., Ed.; ..Confectio~urantii Cor·
ticis, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Infusum Aurant11 Compos1tum, Lond.;
Infusum Gcntianre Comp., U.S., Land., Ed.; Spirit us Armorncire Comp ..
Land.; Syrupus Aurantii Corticis, U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Tinctura
Aurantii, Lond., Ed.; Tinct. Cinchonre Comp., U. 8., Land., Ed.; Tine!.
Gentian::a Comp., U.S., Lond., Ed.; Vin um Gentianro, Ed.
W.
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AVEN,'E FARINA. U.S.
Oatmeal.
11 Mt>al prepared from the seeds of Avena sativa." U.S.
Qfl Syn. AVENA. A\ ena sativa. Seniina integumentis mulata. ~ond.;
AVENA . Seeds of Avena sativa. Ed.; AVENA SATIVA. Farina ex
seminibus. Dub.
1

Farine (.l'a\'Oine, Fr.i 1-fafcrmcbl, Gcn11.; Farina dell'<n·cna, llal.; Harinn de avcna,

SpA..vENA. Sex . Syst. Triandria Digynia.-Nat. Ord. o.rnmi nacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx two-valved, many flowered, with a twisted awn on the
back. Willd.
llven.a saliva . Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 446. Th e common ~at is s_o well
known that n minute description would be s uperfluous. It JS specifically

distinguished by its "loose panicle, its two-seeded glume~, and its ~mooth
seeds, one of which is awned." lt was known to the ancients, and 1s now
cullivated. in all civilized countriesj but its original localit¥ has not been
satisfactonly ascertained. It grows wild in Sicily, and is said to have been
seen by Anson in the Is land or .I uan Fernandez, on the coast of Chili.
This grain , though cultivated chie~y for. horses 1 is very n ouris hing, and
is largely c?nsumed as food by the mhab1tants of Scotland, ~he North of
Ireland. Bntw.ny 1 and some other countries. 'I'h e ~eeds depnved of their

~~~~~~~n~~l~end t~:;~~~·e a~fd t~:e X~r=~~f~.

bft ti~ 6o~;n~~~ ~~~tg;:~P~~:d ab;

grinding the seeds, that is kept in our shops .
Oatmeal contains, according to Vogel, in 100 parts, 50 of starch , 4·30 of
n grayish substan_ce rcsei:nbl_ing rather coagu lated albumen than gluten1 8·25
of sugar and a bitter pnnc1ple, 2·50 of gum, 2 of fix('d oil, and 23·95 of
fibrous matter includin~ loss. It ha~ no smetl, is very slightly but not u~
pleasantly biller, and yields most of Jts nutritive malter with facility to boiling water.
Gruel made with oatmeal affords a nutritious, bland, and easily digestrd
alimenl, admirably adapted to inOammatory diseases; and, from its somew hat
laxalive tendency, prefera bit> i~1 certain cases to t~e pur~ly mucilaginous or
amylaceous preparations. [t JS very often administered after bri sk cathartics, in order to render them easier and at the same tim e more efficient in
their action. It is sometimes also used in the form of enema; and the meal,
boiled with water into a thick paste, forms an excellent emollient cataplasm.
D_aimeal grw'l may be prepa~e~ by boiling an ounce of ~he mea l with three
pints of water to a quart, strain mg the d ecoction , allowing it to stand till it
cools1 an~ then pouring off the clt>ar liquor from the sediment. Sugar and
lemon-juice may be added to improve its flavour i and raisins are not unfrequently boiled with the meal and water for the same purpose.

Off Prep. Pulvis pro Cataplasmatc, Dub.

W.

AZEDARACH. U.S. Secondary.
Azedarach.
11

The bark of the root of MP.lia Azedarach." U.S.
Sex. Syal. Decandria Monogynia.- Nat. Orel. Meliacere.
~ve-toothed. Petals five. Nectary cylindrical, toothed,
.Drupe with a five-celled nut. Willd.

MELIA.

G_en. Ch. Calyx

beanng the anthers m the throat.
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... Melia .!Jzedarnch. Willd. Sp. Plant .. ii 558; Michaux, N. Jim. Sylv.
111. 4. This is a beauliful tree, rising thirty or forty feet in height. with a
lrunk fifteen or twenty inches in din meter. \Vhen standinO" alone, it attains
less e levation, and spreads itself out into a capacious summ~. It s leaves are
large, a nd doubly pinnate, consisting of smooth, acuminate, denticulate, dark
g reen leaflets, which are disposed in pairs with an odd one at the end. The
~Owers, .which.a re of a lilac colour and deli~~tfully fragrant, are arranged
m beautiful axillary clusters near the extre m1LJ es of the branches. 'l'he fruit
is a round drnpe, which, when ripe, is about as large as a cherry,and of a
yellowish colour.
Thi s species of Melia is variously called pride of India, pride of China,
and common bead tree. It is a native of Syria, Persia, and the North of
lndia,and is cultivated for orname ntal purposes in various parts of the easte rn
and western continents. It is abundant in our Southern States, where it
lines the streets of cities, and adorns the environs of dwellings, and in some
places has become naturalized. North of Virginia it docs not flourish,
though sma ll trees may sometimes be see n in shelte red situations . Its flowers
appear ear ly in the sp ring. 11 Jw fruit is sweet ish to the lastC', and, though
said by some to be poisonous, is eaten by children at the South without
inconvenience, and is reputed to be powerfnlly vermifoge. But the bark
of the root is the part chie fly employt>d. It is preferred in the recent state,
and is therefore scarcely to be found in th e shops at the North. Lt has a
bitter, nauseous taste, and yields its virtues to boiling water.
llfedical Prop erties and Uses. This bark is cathartic and emetic, and in
large doses is said to produce narcotic effects simi lar to those of spige lia,
es pecially if gathered at the season when the sap is mounting. l t is conside red in the Southern States an efficient amhelmintic, and appears to enjoy,
in some places, an equal degree of confidence with the pinkroot. IL is
thought also to be useful in those infantile remittents which resemble verminose fevers. without being dependent on the presence of worms. The
form of decoction is usually preferred. A quart of water is boi_led_with four
ounces of the fresh bark to a pint, of which the dose for a cluld is a tablespoonful every two or three hours, tilt it affects the stomach or bowels.
Another plan is to give a dose morning and f'\'ening for several s uccPssive
days, and then to administer an active cathartic.
\.V.

BARIUJ\1.
Barium .
This is the metallic radical of the earth baryta, and is the basis of several
offici11a l compounds. Jt was first obtained in 1808, by Sir H. Davy, who
describes it as a difficultly fusible metal, of a Jark·gray colour. effervescini{
violently with water, and considerably h!:'avier than sulphuric acid. Its eq.
is 68·7, a nd symbol Ba. When exposed to the air, 1t instant!~ becomes
covered with a crust of baryta, and, when gently heated, burns with a deep
red light. The only officinal compound.s of barium are the chlorid(•, and
the carbonate and sulphate of the protox1de of barium (baryta). The car·
bonate and sulphate are found as minc·ral substances, and are not llsed as
medicines. but as the materials from which the chloride may be prepared.
l:.aryta may be obtained from the native carbonate by intense ignition
with ca1 bonnceous matter; or from the native sulphate, by ignition with charcoal, which conve rts it into su lphu rct of barium, subsequent solution of the
sulphuret in nitric acid, and strong ignition of the nitrate formed to dissipate
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the acid. As thus obtained it is an anhydrous solid, caustic, alkaline, difficultly fu sible, and of a grayish-white colour. lls sp. gr. i~ about 4._ It acts
tm the animal economy as a poi!iion. \Vhcn sprinkled wllh .water it slakes
1
5 1
3

~~~~r~~:~~~1~~:i~i~ g :~~ e~~ ~~ :~a~~~-e\~~etl~:~~a-~Yd;a~e ~:hf~~:ed ~~r~~:~~

when the anhydrous earth is made into a paste wJth wat~r, and exposed to a
red heat in a platinum crucible. The excess of water 1s expelled, and the
hydrate, undergoing fusion, may be poured out and all.owed to conge~I.
Baryta dissolves in water, and forms the test called barytic wat~r: A boiling saturated solution, as it cools, yields crystals of baryta, contarnrng much
water of crystallization.
Baryta consists of one eq. of barium GS·7, and one of oxygen 8= 76·7.
Its symbol is, therefore, BaO.
B.

BARYTJE CARBONAS. U.S., Land., Ed.
Carbonate of Baryta.
Carbonate de barrtc, Fr.; Kohlensaurcr Baryt, Gem1.i Barite carbonate1 Ital.; Car·
bonatodc bmito, Span.

The officinal carbonate of baryta is the native carbonate, a mineral dis·
covered in 1783, by Dr. Withering, in honour of whom it is called ffith
erite. It is rather a rare mineral. It is found in Sweden and Scotland, but
most abundanliy in the lead·mines of the North of England. It occurs
usually in grayish, or pa le yellowi~h·gray, fibrous masses, but sometimes
crystallized. Its sp. gr. varies from 4·2 to 4·4. Generally it is strongly
translucent, but sometimes opaque. It effervesces with acids, and, before
thC' ?l~wpipe, melts into a white enamel without losing its carbonic acid. It
is d1strngu1shed from the carbonate of strontia, with which it is most liable
to be confounded, by its greater specific gravity, and by the absence of a
reddish flame upon the burning of alcohol impregnated with its nitric solu.
tion . On the animal economy, it acts as a poison.
"\\Then pure, carbonate of baryta is enlirely soluble in muriatic acid. If
any sulphate of baryta be present, it will be left undissolved . If neither
~mmonia nor sulphurelted hydrogen produce discoloration or a precipitate
rn the muriatic solution, the absence of alumina, iron, copper, and lead is
shown. Lime may be detected by adding to the muriatic solution an excess
4

1

~~tesr~~~~du:it~s~f~~' t~;i~1 ~a~v;\~~l~~~~tgo;~~b~~=teb~~~~d:~ ,:11~~~:rt1t~~=b~

present, will produce a precipitate of carbonate of lime.
Carbonate of baryta consists of one eq . of carbonic acid 22, and one of
baryta 76·7= 98·7. hs only oilicinal use is to make the chloride of barium.
(See Barii Chloridum.)
O.lf. Prep. Barii Chloridum, U.S., Lond., Ed.
B.

BARYTJE SULPHAS. Ed, Dub.
Sulphate of Baryta.
sol~;~:~,;t:far, Barosclcnite; Sulfate <le baryte, Fr.; Schwefolsaurer Baryt, Germ.; Barite

The _native sulphate ofbaryta is used in Pharmacy with the same view as
the nauve carbonate; namely, to obtain the chloride ofbariL1m. The U.S.
and London ~Jrnrmacopooia~ direct for this purpose the carbonate of baryta,
and the Dublm Co!Jege the sulphate; while the Edinburgh College retains
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bolh, giving a separate formula for lhe use of each, according to the option

of lhc operalor. (Sec Barii Cldoridum .)
Sulphate of baryla is a heavy, lamellar, briltle mineral, varying in sp. gr.
from 4 ...1 to 4·(;. lt is gennally translucent, hut someLimes transpareonl or
opaque, and its usua l colour is white or flesh-red. When crystallized, it is

usually in Lhc rorm of a very flat rhombic prism .

Before the blow-pipe it

strongl,v df'Cr<'pitatt'S, and meils into a white enamel, which, in the course
of kn or twelve hours, falls to powder. By this treatment it is partially
conve~ted

into sulphuret of bariu_m, and, if applied to the tongue, will give a
taste like that of putrid eggs, which arises from the formation of sulphuretted
hydrogen. This salt, on nccount of its great insolubility, is nol poisonous.
"\\then ground to fine powder, it is sometimes mixed with white lead; but it
impairs the quality of that pigmenl. It consists of one eq. of acid 40, and
one of baryta 7fr7= 116·7.
Off Prep. Barytre Murias, Ed., Dub.
B.

'BELLADONNA. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Belladonna.
"Thr leaves of Atropa Belladonna." U.S., Ed. 1'Atropa Belladonna.
Folia." Lond.
Off: Syn. ATROPA BELLADONNA. Folia et radix. Dub.
Bvlla(\01u.•1 Fr.; Gc meinc Tollkirsclic, \Volf':;kir.-;chc, Germ.; Belladonna, llal.i Bclladomi. Belladamn. Spa1i.
ATROPA.

Se3.:. Syst. Pentanclria Monogynia.- Nat . Ord. Solanace::c.
Stamens distant. Berry globular, tjo-

cel~~'.1. fJ~i1cforolla bell-shaped.

.Btropa Belladonna. Willd. Sp.Plant. i. 1017; Woodv. Jlletl. Bot. p.
230. t. 82. _The belladonna, or deadly nightshade, is an herbaceous perennial plant, w ith a fleshy creeping root, from which rise several erect, rounct,
purplish, branching stems, lo lhe heighl of aboul three feet. The leaves,
which are anached by short footstalks to the stem, are in pairs of unequal
size, oval, pointed, entire, of a dusky green colour on their upper surface,
and paler beneath. The flowers are large, bell-shaped, pendent, of a dull
reddish colour, and supported upon solitary peduncles, which rise from the
axils of the leaves. The fruit is a roundish berry with a longitudinal furrow on each side, at first green, afterwards red, ullimatcly of a deep purple
colour, bearing considerable res(•mblance to a cherry, and containing, in two
distinct cells, numerous seeds, and a sweetish violet·coloured juice . The
calyx adheres to the base of the fru it.
The plant i~ a native of Europe, where it grows in shad>' places, <tlong
walls, and amidst rubbish, flowering in June and July, and npening its fruit
jn September. The leaves are the only part directed by the United States,
London, and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias; the ro?t also is ordered by the
Dublin College. The former should be collected 1n June or July, the latter
in the autumn or early in the spring, and from plants three years old or more.
Properties . The dried leaves are of a d_ull greenish colour, 'vith a very
faint narcotic odour, and a sweetish, subacr1d,slightly nauseous taste. The
root is long, round, from one to several inches in thicknrss, branched and
fibrous, externally when dried of a reddish-brown colour, internally whitish,
or little odour, and a feeble sweetish taste. Both the leaves and root, as well
as all other parts of the plant, impart their active properties to water and
alcohol. By the researches of the German chemist Brandes, it was rendered
13*
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probable that these properties resided in a peculiar alkalinC': rrinc!plc •.which

he supposed to exist in th e plant combined '''iLh an excess ~f mal1 c ac1d,and
appropriately named atropia. Besides the malate of ?troprn, Brandes found

in the dried herb two azOli~ed principles, a g:ecr~ rC'sm_(chloro1~l~ylle), ,,·~x,

gum, starch, albumen, lignin, and various saline 10grcd1ents. ~h e a~kahne
principle ,~·as afterwards detected by ~J. Runge_; and the fac_t of us existence
was established beyond question by the expernncnts of Geiger and H esse,
who obtained it from an extract prepared from the stems and leaves of the
plant. It was first, howeve r, procured in a state of purity .by Mein,~ Ge_r·
man apothecary. who extracted it from the r?<Jl.* .fltrup~a crystalh~es ~n
white, silky prisms; is inodorous and of a bitter taste; dissolves eas 1.ly rn
absolute alcohol and ether, but very slightly in water, and more freel_y Ill all
these liquids hot than coldi melts at a tcmeerature above 2l2°,and 1s v?latilized unchanged; re~tores the colou~ of l.1ti:iu s pape! reddenE>d ?Y ac!ds;
forms soluble sa lts with the s ulphuric, mtnc, munat1c, and acetic acids;
and, in a very dilute solution, pro<luces,.when applied to the eye, a s1~eedy
and durable dilatation of the pupil . Like the other vegetable a~kalies, Jl
consists of ni1rogen, carbon, hydrogen, aad oxygen- its formula.being
H £:J0 6 • Liibekind has described, under the name of belladomnn, a volatile
alkaline principle, wholly distinct from atropia, which he obtained from belladonna; but it yet remain s to be see n whether this was not the product of
the process. (See .!J.m. Journ. of Pharm., xiii. 127.)
Jlfedical Properties and Uses. Tbe action of belladonna is that of a
powerful narcotic, possessing also diaphoretic and diuretic properties, and
somewhat disposed lo operate upon the bowels. According to Orfila, it has
little intensity of local action, but is absorbed, and, entering the circulation,
exercises its influ e nce upon the nervous system, especially upon the ?rain.
A.ong its first ob\ ious effects, when taken in the usual dose, and cont mued
fo r some time, are dryness and stricture of the fauces and neighbouring parts,
with slight uneasiness or giddiness of the head , and more or less dimness of
vision. ln medicinal doses, it may also occasion dilatation of the pupil, decided

N<?M

1

• The following is the process employed by Mein. The roots of plants two or three
years old were sclccled. Of these, rc<luccd to an extremely fine powder, 24 parts were
digcsted,forscvemldays,with60partsofalcoho\o f86orUOpcrcent. Thcliquidhav·
ing been separated by strong e][prcssion, the re~iduc was trc."ltcd anew with an equal
qu;111tity of alcohol: and tJ1c tincture~, poured together and filtered, were miJ.:ell wit\Jone
The C:Opious prepa~t of hydrate of lime, and frequently shaken for twentr·four hours.
cip11atc which now formed was SC'pnrntcd by filtcringi and diluted sulplmnc acid was
added drop by drop to the filtered lir1uor,till sligh1ly in excess. The .sulphate of lime
having IJcen separate<L by a new filtmtion, the alcoholic tifjuhl was distilled to onc·halr,

iilf!lltfII
this process twenty grams of the pure alkali. (Journ. de Phann., :~u. 87.)
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frontal headache, slight delirium, colicky pains and purging. and a ~~arlet
efflorescence on the skin; but this lastefft:cl is very rare. The practil10ner
should watch for these symptoms as signs of the activity of the medicine, and
s~ould gradually increase the dose till some one of them is experie~ced in a
slight degree, unless the object at which he aims sl~ou_ld be previously attained; but so soon as they occur, the dose should be d1m1nished, or the use of
the narcotic suspended for a time. In large quantities, belladonna j~ capable
of producing the most delett:ai?us effects. It 1s in fact~ powerful poison, and
many instances are recorded, Ill which it bas been acc1dentally swallowed or
pu_rposely administered with fatal consequenc<'s. All parts of the plant are
p~1::;onous.
ll is not uncommon, in countries where the ~elladonna grows
wild, for children to pick and eal the berries, allured by their fine colour and
swee~ taste .. Soon after the poison has been swallowed, its pe_culiar_ influence 1~ experienced in dryness of the mouth and_ fau~es, great tlmst, d1_fficult
deglutttion, nausea and inpff{.>ctual retching, vertigo, mtoxication or delirium,
auende<l with violent gestures, and sometimes with fits of laughter, and followed by a comatose state. 'l'he pupil is dilated and insensible to light, the
face red and tumid, the mouth and jaws spasmodically alfected, the stomach
and bowels insusceptible of impressions, in fact the whole nervous system
prostrate and paralyzed . A feeble pulse, cold extremities, subsu!tus tend in um, deep coma or delirium, and sometimes convulsions, precede the fatal
termination. Dissection discloses appearanct>s of inflammation in the stomach and intestines; and it is _said that the bod~ soon begins to putrefy,
swells, and becomes covered wnh livid spots, while dark blood flows from
the mouth, nose, and ears. To obviate the poisonous effects of belladonna,
the mO$l effl'ctual method is to evacuate the stomach as speedily as possible,
either by ml!ans of emetics, or the stomach-pump, and afterwards to cleanse
the bowels by purgatives and cnemata. The infusion of galls may poss ibly
be useful as an antidote, and, if the experiments of M. Runge can be relied
on, lime·water or the alkaline solutions would render the poisonous matter
which might remain in the stomach ·inert.
Notwithstanding the tremendous energy of this narcotic, it has been
used as a medicine, even from very early times. The leaves were first
employed externally to discuss scirrhous tumours, and heal cancerous and
other ill-conditioned ulcers; and were afterwards administered internally for
the same purpose. Much evidence of their beneficial influence in these
affections is on record, and even Dr. Cullen has spoken in their favour i but
this application of the :emedy has fallen into disuse. It is at present more
esteemed in nervous diseases. It has been highly recommended in hooping-cough, in the adva~c~d . stages of which it is undoubtedly ~om~times
beneficial. In neura lgia 1t 1s one of the most effectual remedies m our
possession; and we ourselves can bear testimony to its usefulness in this
complaint. Hufeland recommends it in the convulsions dependent on scrofolous irritation. It has been prescribed also in chorea, epilepsy, hydrophobia, mania, paralysis, amauros~s, r~eumatisr:i, gout, dysmenorrl~rea,
obstinate. intermittents, dropsy, and pund1cc; and in such of these affections
as have their Reat chiefly in lhe nervous system, it may sometimes do good.
It is said to have been effectually employed in several 'Cases of strangulated
hernia. It has within a few years acquired great credit as a preventive of
scarlatina; an application of the remedy first suggested by the famous author
of the homreopathic doctrine, and founded upon the idea. tbat, as the symptoms produced by scarlatina in the nervous system closel_y resemble tbose
which result from large doses o~ b<.:liadonna 1 tbe former might b~ prevented,
or at least moderated, by establish111g the latter, as small-pox ts prevented
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by vaccination, or rendered milder if the system has already come partially

un!e;pil~~~n~ou~~~e~ye, belladonna

has

th~

property of dilating the pupil

exceedingly, and for tbis purpose is sometimes employed by E.uropran. ocuJi sts previously to the opt'ration for cataract. In cases ~f,rar.t1al opacny_of
the crystalline len s, con fin r d to the centre of that body, v1s10n 1s temporanly

improved by a similar use of the rem edy; and it may_also pcr~aps be beneficially employt>d, when, from inOammation of the ins, there .1s da.ngcr of a
permanent closure of the pupil. For thest> purposes, a strong 1nfos1on of. the
plant, or a solution of the ext ract, may be dropped into the eye, .or a liulc
of the extract itself rubbed upon the eye lid s. 'l'h e same application of the
remedy has been recommended in cases of morbid sensibi lity of the ey~ .
The decoction or extnJ.Cl of belladonna, applied to the neck of the uterus, is
asserted to have hastened tedious labour dependent on rigidity of the os
tinc::e; and spasmodic stricture of the urethra, neck of the bladder, and
sphincter ani, and painful uterine affCctions have been relieved by th e. l?cal
use of the extract, eiliw r smea red upon bougies, or administered by mJ~C
tion. In the latter mode it has sometimes relieved strangulated hernia.
It is asserted also to be very useful in the relic,. of paraphirnosis. The
inhalation of the vapour from a decoction of the leaves or extract has been
highly recommend ed in spasmodic asthma. For this purpose, two drachms
of the leaves, or fifteen grains of lli e aqueous extract are employed to the
pint of water. Relief is said to have been obtained in phthisis by smok ing
the leaves, infused when fresh in a strong solution of opium. and th en dried.
Belladonna may be give n i1.1 substance, infusion, or extract. The dose.of
the powdered leaves is for ch il dren from the eighth to the fourth of a gram,
for adults one or two grains, repeated daily, or twice a day, and gradually
increased till the peculiar effocts of the medicine are experienced . An
infusion may Le prepared by adding a scrup le of the dried leaves to ten
fluidounces of boiling waler, of which from one to two ftuidounces is the
dose for an adult. The extract is more used in the United States than any
other preparation . (See Extractum Bellculonnm.)
OjJ: Prep. Extractum Belladonnm, U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Extract.
W.
BelJadonmc Alcoholicum, U. S.; Tinctura Belladonna:, U. 8.

BENZOINUM. U.S., Land., Ed.
Benzoin.
"The concrete juice of Styrax Benzoin ." U. S . "Styrax Benzoin. BalErl.

aaQff,,~~;o~*Y~~~n~~~~~~~n.icR:~~n~~tifl~i.f Styrax Benzoin."

~r.l~~ib~~~r~i!i";~~·r~;~•f;~~ ~ ~i ~' {~:;· I~ t~'r;~~a;:~in.
70 1

1

At one time it was
generally supposed in Europc to be derived from the Laurus Ben""'oin of
th!s country. '~'his er_r~r was corrected by Linnrous, who, ho".. cve~, coma shrub which
Benzoil,
Croton
the
to
drug
e
th
as.cnbrng
m
m1tted another,
he afterwards described und er the name of 'l'erminalia Benzoin. Mr.

~;Jah~~~e~~~~~~:~n~r~~b~i ~~~;~c~;l~~~e;7\~evt~1~:~~h:0~n~~~~o~iro~~~1~?~
1

'l rans~~ttons, has been copied. by most subseq.uc nl writers.

The specimen

~fr J:s ~:h ~~~~rf~~~~~r~c~;~;s~e\~1 : 1 g~~:~~ra~haracter, was
1

obtained by

STYRAX. SeJ:. Sys/. Decandria Monogynia .-Nat. Ord. Styrace::c.

Ben:::.oinum.
TY~t~F."

Ch. Calyx inferior.
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Corolla funnel-shaped. .Drupe two-seeded.

Styrnx Benzoin. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii . 62~; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 294.
t. 102. This is a ta.II tree of.q.uick grow th, sending off many strong round
branches, covered wllh a whu1sh downy bark. hs leaves are alternate,
entire, oblong, pointed, smooth above, and downy beneath. The flowers
are in compound, axillary clusters, nearly as long as the leaves, and usually
hang all on tbe same s id e upon short slender pedicels.
The benzoin, or benjamin tree, is a native of Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Laos,
and Siam. (.!linslie.) By wounding the bark near the origin of the lower
branches, a juice exudes, which hardens upon exposure, and constitutes the
benzoin of comme rce. A_ tree is thought of a proper age_ to ~e wounded at
six years, when its trunk JS about seven or eight inches rn diameter. The
operation is performed annually, and the product on each occasion from one
tree never e.'::ceeds three pounds. The juice which first flows is the purest,
and affords the whitest and most fragrant benzoin. It is exported chiefly
from Acheen in Sumatra, and comes into the western markets in large
masses packed in chests and casks, and presenting externally the impres·
sion of the reed mats in which they were originally contained.
Two kinds of benzoin arc distinguishable in the market, one consisting
chief1y of whitish tears united by a reddish-brown connecting medium, the
other of brown or blackish masses, without tears. The first is the most
valuable, and has been called benzoe am.ygdaloides, from the resemblance
of the white grains to fragments of blanched almonds; the second is some·
times called ben:::oe in sortis- benzoin in sorts- and usually contains
numerous impurities. Between these two kinds there is every gradation.
We have seen specimens of this balsam consisting exclusively of yellowish·
white homogeneous fragments, which, when broken, presented a perfectly
smooth, clear, white, shining surface. These were no doubt jdentical in
constitution with the tears of the larger masses.
Properties. B~nzoin has a frngrant odour, with very little taste; but,
when chewed for some time, leaves a sense of irritation in the mouth and
fauces. It breaks with a resinous fracture, and presents a mottled surface
of wh ite and brown or reddish-brown; the white spots being smooth and
shining, while the remainder, though sometimes shi ning and even translucent, is usually more or less rough and porous, and often exhibits impuri·
ties. In the inferior kinds, the white spots are very few or entirely wanting.
Benzoin is easily pulverized, and in the process of beiHg powdered, is apt
to excite sneezing. Its sp. gr. is from 1 ·OG3 to 1.092. , ,Vhen heated, it
melts and emits thick, white, pungent fumes, which excite cough when
inhaled, anti consist chiefly of bcnzoic acid. It is wholly soluble, with the
exception of impurities, in alcohol; and is precipitated by water from the
solution, rendering the liquor milky. It imparts to boiling water a nmable
proportion of bcnzoic acid. Lime-water and the alkaline solutions partially
dissolve.it, forming benzoates, from which the '.1cid may be precipitated by
the addition of another, having stronger affinity for the base. Its chief
constituents arc resin and bcnzoic acid; and it therefore belongs to the bal·
~ams. The white tears, and the brownish connecting medium, are said
by SLOh~e to contain very nearly the same proportion of acid, which. according Lo Bll:cholz, is 12·5 per cent., to Stolze 19·8 per cent. In a more recent
examinnuon by Kopp, the white tears were found to contain from b: to JO
per cent. of acid, and tbe brown _15 per cent. (Journ. de Plwrm.., :le sh.,
iv. 4li.) Th_e resin is of th ree ddforen~ kinds, one extracted from the bal~
sam along wllh the bcnzoic acid by a boding solution of carbonate of p~tassn
in excess 1 another dissolved by ether from the residue, and the third affected
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Besides. benzoic acid and resi~, th~ balsam
contains a minute proportion of extractive, and traces of volatile 01~. .
Jllediral Properties and Uses. Benzoin, like t~e other balsams: l S stimulant and expectorant, and was formerly employed m pectoral. a~ections; but,
except as an i1~ gre~ient of the compound ti~cture of benzom, it. has fallen
into almost entire disuse. Trousseau and P1doux recommended it strongly,
in the way of fumigation, in chronic laryngitis. ~ither the air of t_he chamber may be impregnated with its vapour by placing a small .P.ort1on upon
some live coals, or the patient may inhale the vapou: of boiling water to
which the balsam has been added. It is employed m pharmacy for the
preparation of benzoic acid (see .IJ.cidum !Jenzoicun_i); and. the.milky li9uor
r esulting from the addition of .water t? Its alc?holic solut10n, 1~ sometimes
used as a cosmetic, under the 11npress1on that 1t renders .the sl~m soft. In
the East Indies it is burnt by the Hindoos as a perfume m the~r temples .
Off. Prep. Acid um Benzoicum, U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Trnctura Benzoini Composita, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
·w.

by neither of these solvents.

B!SMUTHUM. U.S., Lond., Ed, Dub.

Bism11th.

~i~~c~t~ta;;· ~is~:~t~li;;·; ~:i::1,1~~~i;;.;~~Bi~~~1~lJy i;~:·i t~:m~e~:iii~

state,
occasionally as a sulphuret, and rarely as an oxide. It is found principally
in Saxony. It occnrs also in Cornwall, and has been found at Monroe,
Connecticut, seventeen miles west of New Haven. It is obtained almost
entirely from the native bismuth, which is heated by means of wood or
charcoal, whereby the metal is fused and separated from its gangue.
Almost all the bismuth of commerce comes from Saxony.
Bismuth was first distinguished as a metal by Agricola in 1520. Before
that period it was confounded with lead. It is a brittle, pulverizable, bril. liant metal, of a crysta lline texture, and of a white colour with a slight reddish tint. Its c rystals are in the form of cubes . It undergoes but a slight
tarnish in the air. Its sp. gr. is 9·8, melting point 476°, ancl symbol Bi.
At a high temperature, in close vessels, it vo!atiliz('s, and may be distilled
over. \Vhen heated in the open air to a full red heat, it takes fire, and
burns with a faint blue flame, forming an oxide of a yellow colour. This
is the protoxide, and consists of one eq. of bismuth 71, and one of oxygen
8=79. Besides this oxide, bismuth forms a sesquioxideof a brown colour,
very like the deutoxide of lead, and consisting of two eqs. of metal 142,
and three of oxygen 2l=Hi(i. Arppe and Heintz alle-ge the existence of
other ~xides of .bismutl~, and make its eqnivale~t .one-half larger than is
h~r: g1v~n . ~1sm~th 1s acted on feebly by muriatic acid, but violently by
ntlnc acid, which dissolves it with a copious extrication of red fumes. Sul-

;~~~ii~na~~?li~vt~:n e~~~~c~~~nn~t~~\~;~~~o~t; ~~i~.atA~ i~0~~~ ~r:~~tc~~l~t!r~~~
1

it is generallyc?ntaminated wiih a little arsenic, the presence of which m~y
be delCcted by lls not being completely solu ble in an excess of nitric ac1d.
It may be pu~ifie? from ~11.cont~minati.n&' m.etals, by dissolving the bi~muth
?f commerce m diluted. mtnc acid, prec1pllatmg the clear solution bY: adding
Jt to water,.and reducmg the while powder thus obtained (subnitrate of
bismuL~} with bl~c~c flux .. The same precipitate is .obtained by adJing
ammonia to the nitric solution; and, if Lhe supernatant liquor should be blue,
~he presence of copper is mdicated. If the precipitate be yellowish, iron
is present.

Bismuthum.-Brominum.
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Pharmaceutical Uses, 4·c.

Bismulh, in an uncombined state, is not used
in medicine, but is employed pharmaceutically to obtain the subnitrate of
bism uth, the only medicinal preparation formed from this metal. In th e arts,
it is used to form a white paint for the complexion, called pearl while; and
as an ingredient of the best pewter.
Off. Prep. Bismuthi Subnitras, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
B.

BROMINUM. U.S. Secondary.
Bromine.
Off. Syn . BROMIN!UM. Lond.
J~rornc,

l!'r.; Brom 1 Gen11.; Bromo, Ital.

B1:omine is an ele ~n entary body, possessing many analogies to chlor!ne
and iodine. It was discovered in JS:l6 by Bala rd, a chemist of Montpellier,
in the bittern of sea-sail works, in which it exists as a bromid e of magnes ium. Since then it has been discovered in the waters of the ocean, in certain marine animals and vegetables, in numerous sa lt springs, and, in two
instances, in the mineral kingdom- in an ore of zinc, and in the cadmilllfl of
Silesia. In the United States it was first discovered by Professor Silliman,
who found it in the bittern of the salt works at Salina, in the state of New
York, where it exists apparently in considerable quantities. It is found in
the salt spr ings, near Piusburg, Pennsylvania, the billern of which contains
about nin e drachms of bromine to the gallon. At present this bromine is
successfully extracted by Dr. Ed ward Gillespie, who discovered it some
years ago, while testing the water of th ese spri ngs for iodine. h has been
detected also in the waters of the Saratoga Springs, and was found by the
late Professor Em met, of the University of Virginia, in the Kenhawa water.
Preparation. Bromine is prepared by passing a current of chlorine
through bittern, and then agitating it strongly with a portion of ether. The
chlorine decomposes the bromide of magnesi nm present in the bi Hern, form- .
ing a chloride of magn esium; and the disengaged bromine dissolves in the
ether, to which it communicates a hyacinth-red ~olour. The e th ereal so.lu·
tion of bromine is next decanted, and trt•ated with a concentrated solution
of cau~tic potas.sa, whereby the bromin e is converwd into bromide of potassium , and bromate of potassa. In th e mean time the ether loses its colour
and becomes pure, and may be again employed for dissolving fresh portions
of bromine. Having in thi s. wa.Y obtained a suffic ie nt quantity of the salts
aborn mentioned, th eir solution 1s evaporated to dryness, and the dry mass
calcined at a red heat, in order to convert the bromate of potassa into bromide of potassium. Tb e bromide is next decomposed by distilling it, with
sulphuric acid and deutoxide of man~anesc, from a retort furni.shed with a
bent tube plunging into water conLamed in a bottle. The acid combines
with potassium and oxygen, so as to form sulph ate of potassa, and the liberated bromin e distils over, and condrnses under the water.
Properties . Bromine is a volatile liquid, of a dark-red colour when viewed
in mass, but hyacinth-red in thin layers. Its taste is very caustic, and its
smeJI strong and di sagreeable, having some resc~blance to that of chlorine.
Its density is very nearly :J. At 4° below zero Jt becomes a hard, brilt~e,
crystalline solid , havin&' a dark Jeade~ colour, and a lust~e nearly me~alhc.
lt boils at about 117°, forming a reddish vapour resembling that of .mtrous
acid, and of the sp. gr. 5·39. It evaporates readily, a single drop being sufficient to fill a large flask with its peculiar vapour .
Bromine is sparingly solubl e in water, to which it communicates an orange
colour, more soluble in alcohol, and still more so in ether. The alcoholic
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and elhereal solulions lose their colour in a few da\rs, and become acid from
the generation of hydrobromic ncid. It bleaches ~e~eta.ble s~bstanccs like
chlorine, and decomposes organic matters. Its comb.111at1on with starch ~as
a yellow colour. It _corrodes the skin and gives It~ det>p :yell.ow st.am.
Bromine is intermediate in its affinities between chlorine and iodine; srnce
its combination~ are decomposed by chlorine, while_, in its turn, it decom·
po.ses those of 10dine. Its eq. number is 78·4 and 1ts symbol Br. It fo~ms
acids with both oxygen and hydrogen, called brom.ic and hydrobromic ac1.ds,

which are analogous in properties and composiuon to the corresponding
compounds of chlorine and iodine.

In testing for bromine in mineral or saline waters. the water is evaporated
in order to crystallize most of the salts. The solution, after having been
filtered, is placed in a narrow tube, and a few drops of strong chlorine water
are added. If this addition produces an onrnge colour, bromine· is present. The water examined, in order that the test may succeed, must be
free from organic matter, and the chlorine not added in excess. For I-lt>ine's
method of estimating the quantity of bromine in mineral waters, see Chem.
Ga:=. No. 81. p. IO;J. Bromine may be detected in marine vegetables by
carbonizing them in a covered crucible, exhausting the charcoal, previously
pulverized, with boiling distilled water, precipitating any alkaline sulphuret
present in the solution with sulphate of zinc, and then adding successively
a few drops of nitric acid and a portion of ether, shaking the whole together.
If bromine be present, it will be set free and dissolved in the ether, to which
it will communicate an orange colour. (JJupasquicr.)
Aledical Properties. Bromine, from its analogy to iodine, was early tried
as a remedy, and the result has demonstrated its value as a therapeutic
agent. It acts like iodine, by stimulating the lymphatic system and promoting absorption. It has been employed in bronchocele, scrofulous tumours
and ulcers, amenorrhrea, chronic diseases of the skin, and hypertrophy of
the ventricles. For a list of the diseases in which bromine and its preparations have been used, the reader is referred to the Essav of Dr. Clover
in the Ed. Med. ~- Surg. Jouni. for Oct. 1812, an abstrUct of which is
giv~n ~n ~he illed. Exam. v. 712. Magcmdie recommf'nds it in cases in
which 10d111e does not operate with sufficient activity, or has lost its cffoct
by ha~it. The. f~rm in which it is emp loyed is aqueous solution, the dose
which, contammg one part of bromine to forty of distilled water, is about
six drops taken sev~ral times a day. \Vhen used as a wash for ulcers,
!rom ten to forty mmims of bromine may be added to a pint of water. Of
Hs. comp~unds the .b:omides of potassium, iron, and mercury ha\'C been
ch1~fly tned as med1c111es .. (Sec Potassii Bromidum, Lond.) The bromidt
of iron ?nd ~he two bromules of merwr!I. will be noticed in the Appendix.
Brof!lme, m an overdose, acts as an irritant poison. The best antidote,
B.
according to Mr. Alfred Smee, is ammonia.
Off. Prep. Potassii Bromidum, Lond.

or

CALAMUS. U.S. Secondary.
Sweet Flag.
uThe rhizoma of Acorus Calamus." U.S.
Off. Syn. ACOR U.S. Acorus Calamus. Rftizoma. Lond.; CALAMUS
ARO:vlATI~US. Rh1zoma o~ Acorus Calamus, rnr. o., vulgaris, Ed.
Sp!':rus vra1, Acorns odoram, .lr.; Kalmuswurzcl, Genn.i Calumo aromatico, flat.,

AcoRus. Sex.

Syst. Hexandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Acoracere.

Calamus,
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Gen. Ch. Spadix cylindrical, covered with florets. Corolla six-petalled,
naked. Style none. Capsule three-celled. Willd .
.11.corus Calamus. W11ld . Sp. Plant. ii. 199; Barton, Med. Bot. ii. 63.
The sweet flag. or calamus, has a perennial, horizontal, jointed, somewhat
compressed root (rhizome), from ha lf an inch to an inch thick, sometimes
several feet in length, sending off numerous round and yellowish or whitish
radicles from its base, and bunches of brown fibres resembling coarse hair
from its joints, internally white and spongy, externally whitish with a tinge
of green, variegated with triangular shades of light brown and rose colour.
The leaves are all radical, sheathing at the base, long, sword-shaped, smooth.
green above, but, near their origin from the root, of a red colour, variegated
with green and white. The scape or flower-stem resembles the leaves, but
is longer, and from one side, near the middle of its length, sends out a
cylindrical. spadix, tapering at each end , about two inches in length, and
crowded wlth greenish-yellow flowers. These are without calyx, and have
six small, concave, membranous, truncated petals. The fruit is an oblong
capsule, divided into three cells, and containing numerous oval seeds.
This is an indigenous plant, growing abundantly throughout the United
States, in low, wet, swampy places, and a long the sides of ditches and
s.treams, and flowering in May and June. It is also a native of Europe and
Western Asia; and a variety of the same species is found in India. The
European p lant differs from the American in some unimportant particulars.
The leaves as well as root have an aromatic odourj but the latter only is
used in medicine. It should be collected late in the autumn, or in the spring.
After removal from the ground, the roots are washed, freed from their numerous fibres, and dried with a moderate heat . By the process of drying
they lose nearly one-half their diameter, but are improved in odour and taste.
Properties. The roots, as found in the shops, are in pieces of various
lengths, somewhat flattened, externally wrink led and of a yellowish -brown
colour, and presenting on their under surface numerous minute circular
spots, indicating the points at which the radicles were inserted. Their texture
is light and spongy, their colour internally whitish or yellowish-white, and
their fracture short and rough. Sometimes pieces are brought into the
market consisting exclus ively of the interior portion of the root. They are
usually Jong, slender, irregularly quadrangular, and of a grayish-white
colour; and are prepared by paring off the outer coat with a knife. The
odour of calamus is strong and fragrant; its taste warm, bitterish, pungent,
and aromatic. Its active principles are taken up by boiling water. From
one hundred parts of the fresh root of the European plant, Trommsdorff
obtained O· l part of volatile oil, 2·3 of a soft resin, 3·3 of extractive with a
liule chloride of potassium, 5-5 of gum with. some phosphate of potassa, l ·6
of starch, analogous to inulin, 2 1·5 of lignin, and 05·7 of water. Sixlet>n
ounces of the dried root afforded to Neumann about two scruples of volati le
oil. The oil is at first yellow, but ultimately becomes red, and has the smell
and taste of calamus. The extractive matler has an acrid and sweetish.
taste. The root is sometimes attacked by worms, and deteriorates by keeping.
The root of the Indian variety is said to be less thick than the European ,
and to have a stronger and more pleasant taste and smell. It is supposed
by some to be the true cnlamus of the ancients, thou~h the claims of either
varirty to this honour have not been certainl_y est~blished.
.
.
Medical Properties and Uses. Calamus is a sl1mulant tornc, possessing
the ordinary virtues of the aromatics. lt may be taken with advamage in
pain or uneasi ness of the stomach or bowels arising from flatulence, and
forms a useful adjuvnnt to tonic or purgative medicines, in cases of torpor
14
'
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or debility of the alimentary canal. It was probably. known to the ancie~ts;
but the calamus aromaticus of Dioscorides was a different product, having
been derived, according to Dr. Royle, from a species of Andropogon. The
medicine is at pres«.>nt much neglected, though well calculated t~ answer
as a substitute for more costly a~omatics. . The dose in ~ubstance is from a
scruple to a drachm. An infusion, made m the proportion of an ounc~ of
the root to a pint of boiling water, is sometimes given in the dose of a wme·

glassful or more.

W.

CALCII CHLO RID UM. U.S ., Land.
Chloride

ef Calcium.

Off. Syn. CALCIS MURIAS. Ed., Dub.

.

l\iuriate of lime, 1-Jydrochloratc of hm c; Chtorurc de calcnun, Hydrochloratc dechaux,

Fr.b1i~~id!c~t~a~~l:~n~~!i!~ ~f'~hlorine, united with calcium, the metallic
radical of lime. It is placed in the list of the Materia Medica in the United
Slales Pharmacopceia; but processes for preparing it are given by theLondon, Edinburgh, and Dublin Colleges. lt may be readily formed by saturating muriatic acid with chalk or marble, evaporating to dryness, and

~~f~~~le ~f r~:i~i~~ a~:~v::r:i~I~~ ~~~~'r b~f r~:~~~~g i~i~~s~~;at~d~t f~r:d
heat. The London College forms the chloride from chalk in the following
manner. "Take five ounces of chalk, and ten fluidounces, each, of hydrcrchloric acid and distilled water . Having mixed the acid and water together,
add the chalk gradually to the mixture to perfect saturation. After the
effervescence shall have ceased, filter the liquor, and evaporate it to dryness.
Put the dry salt in a crucible, and, having fused it, pour it out upon a clean
stone slab. When it has cooled, break it into pieces, which must be kept
in bottles well stopped." The Edinburgh process is substantially the same
with the London. The only differences are that the Edinburgh College
uses white marble in fragments, and obtains the chloride in crystals, by
evaporating the solution resulting from the saturation to one-half, and setting
it aside in a cold place.
In making chloride of calcium, the Dublin College uses the residuum of
its process for obtaining water of ammonia. The Jatter preparation being
procured by the action of lime on muriate of ammonia, the residuum is a
soluLion of chloride of calcium; but it generally contains adhering ammonia
and an excess of lime. Any quantity of this residuum is taken, afld, after
being fil_tered, is evaporated to dryness. The excess of lime may be saturaled wtth muriatic acid, or converted into an insoluble carbonate by exposing the solution for some time to the air.
Properties. Chloride of calcium, in the fused or anhydrous state, as it
is directed or understood to be in the U.S., London, and Dublin Pharmacopreias, is a colourless, slightly translucent solid, of an acrid, bitter, saline
taste, extremely deliquescent, very soluble in water, au.d readily soluble in
rectified spirit On account of its avidity for water, the fused salt is used
for ~rying g~ses, and for bringing alcohol to its highest degree of concentration. It 1s employed for the latter purpose by the London and Dublin
Colleges. The crystallized salt, as directed by the Edinburgh College, is
also very deliquescent, and has the form of colourless, transparent, striated,
six-sided prisms. The crystals, on exposure to heat, fir!t dissolve in their
wa~er of cry~tall~zation, and, after this has evaporated, undergo the igneous
fusion. W llh ice or snow they form a powerful frigorific mixture. Ser-
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lution of chlotide of calcium, wheon pure , yields no precipitate with ammonia, chloride of barium, or ferrocyanuret of potassium dissolved in a
large quantity of water. The non-action of these tests severally shows the
absence of magnesia, sulphuric acid, and iron.
Chloride of calcium exists in solution in the water of the ocean and of
many springs. It is usually associated with common salt and chloride of
magnesium, from which it is separated with difficulty.

Composition. Chloride of calcium consists of one eq. of chlorine 35·42,
and one of calcium 20·5 = 55-92. 'When crystallized, it contains six eqs.
of water=54.
ChJoride of calcium is used medicinally in solution only. In this state
it has the officinal name of Liquor Calcii Chloridi, under which litle its
mo~icinal properties are given. It is employed in saturated solution by the
Edinburgh College for purifying sulphuric ether.
Off.Prep. Liquor Calcii Chloridi, Lond., Ed., Dub.; Morphim Murias,

R

~

CALCIS HYDRAS. Lond.
Hydrate

of Lime.

"Calx recens usta aqua resoluta." Lone!.
Slaked lime; Hydrate de chaux, Chaux Ctcintc, Fr.; GelOschtcrKalk, Germ
The London College introduced hydrate of lime as a nc\v officinal in
its revised Pharmacopre ia of 1836. It is readily prepared by adding water
to quicklime by small quantities at a time, until th e earth falls into powder.
During the operation, which is called the slaking of lime, a great deal of
heat is evolved, and the water forms with the earth a solid compound, called

~~:~~ed ol t~;~e~ir i:t;;:~~=,c~~~~~~l~~~d~:~;:~~~el~s:u~j~~~~~ t:~a~ I~~h

Ii\
temperature, loses the combined water, and returns to the state of lime.
When perfectly formed, the hydrate contains nearly one-fourth of its
weight of water, corresponding to one eq . of th e earth and one of water. Its
only officinal use is to form chlorinated lim e, or bleaching powd er. (See
Calx Cldorinata.) The tests for hydrate of lime are the same as for lime.
(See Calx.)
Off. Prep. Calx Chlorinata, Lond.
B.

CALX. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Lime.
u Lime recently prepared by calcination." U. 8.

11

Calx recens usta."

Lond.

Qllickl ime; Chaw:, Chau.x v.ive, F r.; Kalk, Gl!rm.; Calce, llal.; C~lviva, Span.
Lime, which ranks among the ~lkalin e earths.• is a very important phar-

maceutical agent, and forms the pnncipal ingredient in several standard preparations. Th e London and Edinburgh Co lleges give processes for its
preparation; but in the United States and D~blin Pharmacopreias, it is placed
exclusively in the li st of the Materia Med1ca.
Lim e is a very abundant natural production. It is never found pure, but
mostly combined with acids, as with ca!'bonic acid in chalk, n:iarbl c, ca lcareous spar, lim estone, and s hell s ; with sulphuric acid in th e different kinds
of gypsum; with phos phoric acid in th e bones of animals; and with silica
in a great variety of minerals.

Calx.
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Preparation. Lime is prepared by cal~ining, with a strong heat, some
form of the native carbonate. The carbonic acid is thus expelled, and the
Jime remains behind. 'Vhen the lime is intended for nice chemical operations, it should be obtained from pure white marble, or fr~m oyster shells.
For the purposes of the arts it is procured from commoi;i. hm~ston~, by ca~
cining it in kilns of peculiar construction. When obtamed.1~ tl11s wa~, 11
;s generally impure, being of a grayish colour, and conta~nmg alu~mna,
silica, sesquioxide of iron, and occasionally a liule magnesia and oxide of
..
.
manganese.
The officinal lime of the United States and Dublin Pharmacopa:ias is the
lime of commerce, and, therefore, impure. That obtained by the processes
of the London and Edinburgh Colle~es is purer. The London College
rakes a pound of chalk, and exposes ll, b~oken into small pieces, to. a very
strong fire for an hour. The Edinburgh d1rections are to expose wh ite marble, broken into small fragments, in a covered crucible, to a full .red heat for
three hours; or till the residuum, when slaked and suspended in water, no

lonp~~pee~~I;s~sc~i~ne t~~e ~d;!~;?s~~,;h!;~a~~l~~idl~aving

a strong, caustic,
alkaline taste, and the sp . gr. 2·3. It IS very refractory in the fire, having
bee~ fused only by the compound blo'":'pipe of Dr. Hare. Exposed to the
air, 1t absorbs moisture and carbonic acid, and falls into a white powder. In
this state, it is a mixture of carbonate and hydrate. On account of its liability to change by being kept, lime, intended for pharmaceutical purpos.es,
.l)hould be recently burnt. It acts upon vegetable colours as a strong alkalme
base. Upon the addition of water, it cracks and falls into powder, with
the evolution of heat. (See Galcis Hydras, Lond.) If it dissolve in mu riatic acid without effervescence, the fact shows the absence of carbonic acid,
and that the lime has been well burnt. If any silica be present, it will be
left undissolved by the muriatic acid. If the solution give no precipitate
with ammonia, the absence of iron and alumina is shown.
Lime is but sparingly soluble in water, requiring, at the temperature of
G0°, about seven hundred times its weight of that liquid for ~omplete solution. Contrary to the general law, iL is less soluble in hot than in cold water.
'l'he solution is called lime.water. VVhen lime is mixed in excess with
water, so as to form a thick liql~id, the mixture is called milk of lime.
Lime is the oxide of a peculiar metal, called calcium, and consists of one
eq. of calci~m 20·5. and one of oxygen 8=28·5. It is distinguished from the
other allrnlrne earths by forming a very deliquescenl salt (cliloride of ccilcittm)
by reaction with muriatic acid, and a sparingly soluble one with sulphuric
acid. A II acids, acidulous, ammoniacal, and metallic salts, borates, alkaline
carbonates. and astringent vegetable infusions are incompatible with it.
ftletlical Properties. Lime acts externally as an escharotic, and was
formerly applied to ill·conditioned ulcers. Mixed with caustic potassa, it
forms the Potassa cum Colee. As an internal remedy ii"'is always administe red in solution . (See Liquor Calcis.)
Economical Uses. The uses of lime in the arts are numerous. It is
t!tnployed in the fabrication of soap, to rendn the fixed alkalies caustic; as
a manure for fertilizing fields; and, mixed with sand and water, as the ordinary cemPnt of buildings.
Lime is used to prepare .lEther Sulphuricus, Ed.; Alcohol, Ed.; Liquor
Ammon ire, U. 8., Lone/ .. Ed., Dub .; Liquor Potassre, U.S., Lond., Ed.,
8.; Spiritus Ammonire, U.S., Ed.; SLrychnia,
Dub.; Quinire Sulphas,
U.S., Ed.; Sulphur Prrec1pitatum, U.S.
Off. Prep. Liquor Calcis, V. S ., Lond., Ed. , Dub.; Potassa cu m Ca Ice,

U.·

Lone/., Ed., Dub.

B.
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CALX CHLORINATA. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Chlorinated Lime.
"A compound resulting from the action of chlorine on hydrate of lime."

U.S.

~u~1~~C:~:~t~~.1;r~:. ~~~~~~~:tG~, 1~i;mCio?::o1~~r~a%;,r i1~ZC· Bleaching powder; Chlo-

'fhis compound was originally prepared, and brought into notice as a
bleaching agent, in 1798, by Mr. Tennanl of Glasgow. Subsequently it
was found to have valuable properties as a medicine and disinfectant, and,
accordingly, it has been successively introduced into the London, Edinburgh, and United States Pharmacopceias. The London College on ly has
given a process for its preparation, which is as follows: "Take of Hydrate
of Lime a pound; Chlorine as much as may be sufficient. Pass the chlorine over the lime, spread in a proper vessel, until it is saturated. Chlorine
is very readily evolved from Hydrochloric [muriatic] Acid added to Binoxide [deutoxide] of Manganese, with a gentle heat."
This ~rocess of the London College is unnecessary; as chlorinated lime
is made rn large quantities, and of excellent quality, by the manufacluring
chemist, for the use of the bleacher, dyer, and paper-maker. The following
is the process pursued on the large scale. An oblong square chamber is
constructed, generally of siliceous sandstone, the joints being secured by a
cement of pitch, rosin, and dry gypsum. At one end it is furnished with an
air-tight door, and on each side with a glass window, to enable the operator
lo inspect the process during its progress. The slaked or hydrated lime is
sifted and placed on wooden trays, eight or ten feet long, two broad, and
'One inch deep. These are piled within the chamber to a height of five or
six feet on cross-bars, by which they are kept about an inch asunder, in
order to favour the circulation of the gas over the lime.
The chlorine is generated in a leaden vessel nearly spherical, the lower
portion of which is surrounded with an iron case, leaving an interstice two
inches wide, intended to receive steam for the purpose of producing the
requisite heat. In the leaden vessel are five apertures. The first is in the
centre of the top, and rece ives a tube which descends nearly to the bottom,
and through which a vertical stirre r passes, intended to mix the materials,
and furnished, at the tower end, with horizontal cross-bars of iron, or of
wood sheathed with lead. The second is for the introduction of the common
"Salt and manganese. The third admits a syphon-shaped funnel, through
,.,hich the s ulphuric acid is introduced . The fourth is connected with a
pipe to lead off the gas. The fifth, which is near the bottom, receives a
di scharge pipe, passing through the iron case, and intended for drawing off
the residuum of the operation.
The pipe passing from the leaden vessel terminates und er water contained
in a leaden chest or cylinder, where the gas is washed from muriatic acid.
From this intermediate vessel, the chlorine finally passes, by means of a
pretty large leaden pipe, through the ceiling of the chamber containing the
lime. The process of impregnation generally lasts four days, in order to
form a good bleaching powder. If the. process be hastened, heat will be
generated, which will favour th e production of chloride of calcium, attended
with a proportional diminution of chlorid<' of lime.
rl'he proportions of the materials employed for generating chlorinated lime
vary in different manufactories. Tho!!!e generally adopted are 10 cwl. of
common salt, mixed with from 10 to 14 cwt. of deutoxide of manganese; to
14*
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which are added, in successive portions, from 12 to 14 ~wt. of strong sulphuric ae:id, diluted before being used until its sp. gr. JS :educe? to a~out
1·65, which will be accomplisheJ by adding about one-thlfd or its we1g~t
of water. In manufactories in which sulphuric acid is also made, the acid
intended for this process is brought to the sp. gr. of 1·05 on ly, whereby the
expense of further concentration is saved.
.
.
.
.
Properties. Chlorinated lime is a dry or slightly m01st, gray1sh-wh1te,
pulverulent substance, possessing an acrid, hot, bitter, astringent taste, an.d a
feeble odour resemblinrr that of chlorine. It possesses powerful bleachrng
properties. When pe~fectly saturated with chlorine, it diss?lve~ ~I most entirely in water; but, as ordinarily prepared, a large proportion IS insoluble,
consisting of hydrate of lime. 'Vhe1~ exposed _to heat, it. gives o~ o_xygen
and some chlorine, and is converted into chlonde of calcium. It is incompatible with the mineral acids, with carbonic acid, and the alkaline carbonates. The acids evolve chlorine copiously, and the alkaline carbonates
cause a precipitate of carbonate of lime. (See Liquor Sodre Chlori.natce.)
Composilion. Although the bleaching powder has been studied by a
number of abl.e chemists, its compositio~ is still involv~d in doubt. Dr. Ure
believes that 1t consists of hydrate of lime and chlorrne, united in variable
proportions, not correspondent to equivalent quantities. According to Brande,
Grouvelle, and Phillips, the compound obtained when chlorine ceases to be
absorbed, consists of one eq. of chlorine and .two of hydrate of lime, rt':solvable, by water, into one eq. of hydrated chlonde of lime which dissolves, and
one of hydrate of lime which is left. Dr. Thomson, however, asserts that
the substance has been so much impro\.·ed in quality of late years, that good
samples consist of single equivalents of chlorine and lime, and are almost entirely soluble in water. It thus appears that the best authorilies agree in
considering the bleaching powder lo contain lime and water, or their elements, together with chlorine. From the statement of Dr. Thomson, it may
be assumed as probable that the essential part of the compound is the portion
soluble in water. On this view, its ultimate constituents, exclusive of the
elements of w~ter, are one eq . of chlorine, one of calcium, and one of oxygen;
~he excess of lune found by Phillips and others being a portion of the earth
1mperfectly . hydrated, and, therefore, in an unfit state to be acted on by the
chlorine. Three views are taken of the. manner in which these elements
a.re united to form the blea?hing powder. The first mak.es it a chloride of
lime, the _second, hrl10chlonte of Ji.me with chloride of calcmm,and the third ,
oxychlonde of calcium. By doublm g the elements present, it is easi ly shown
1

:~s~J:b~~s;h :~~~;o~e;;~aio;~c:~~;C1d~C~~~~i0~~~~1u~~i~~:o~t

The si~plest view of the nat~re of th~ bleaching eowder is that which
1;upposes 1t a compound of chlorine and lime. The view which makes ita
hypochlorite is that of Balard and Berzelius, and is supported by the fact
that t~e com~ound smells of hypochlorous acid. On the other hand, if it
contain chlonde of cal.cium, it ought to deliquesce; unless it can be shown
that the rmetalli.c ch~ortde is i.n ~uch a state o~ combi1.1ation as to prevent this
result. fhe tlmd view, that 1t 1s an oxychlonde, which assimilates its nature
to tha.t of the deut?xide of ca.lcium, is held by Millon . According to this
chem 1st, the quanlity o_f chlon~e, taken up by a_ metallic protoxide, is regulated by the nature of its peroxide. The peroxide of calcium is a deutoxide
(~a0!.1); and Millon contends that,.in forming the bleaching powder, the
lime tak.es up but o~e eq . of chlorine, corresponding to the second eq. of
oxyge.n in the deuto.x1de~ thus generating the compound CaOCI. Again, the
peroxide of potassium is represented by KU:u and Millon states lhat the
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bleaching compound which potassa (KO) forms with chlorine, is KOCl 2•
lf further observation should show that the number of equivalents of ch lorine, necessary to c01wert a protoxide into a bleaching compou nd, is always
equal to the number of equivalents of oxygen required to convert it into a
peroxide, it will go far to prove the correctness of Mi lion's views.
On the supposition that the bleaching powder is a hypochlorile of lime,
with chloride of calcium, the mode of its formation is thus explai ned. Two
eqs. of chlorine, by uniting se.Parately with the elements of one eq. of lime,
form one eq. of chloride of calc1um, and one of hypochlorous acid, the latter of
which combines with an additional e<1. of lime, to form hypochlorite of lime.
Upon the whole, considering the uncertainty which exists as lo the real nature
of the compound under consideration, the name of chlorinated lime, adopted
by the Pharmacopreias, is a judicious one, as involving no decision of its
exact composition .
. impurities tmd Test s. Chlorinal~d lime may contain a great excess of
lun e, from imperfect impregnation with th e gas. 'l'his defect will be shown
by the large proportion insoluble in water. If it contain much chloride of
calcium, it will be quite moist, which is always asignofinferiorquality. If
long and in.sec ure ly kept, it dete~iorates from the gradua l formation of chloride of calcium and carbonate of hm e . Several methods have been proposed
for determining its bleaching and disinfecting power, which depends solely
on the proportion of loosely combined chlorine. Walter proposed to add a
~olution of the bleaching powder ~o a standard solution o.f su_lphate of indigo,
m order to ascertain its decolorizing power; but the ob1ect1on to this test is
that the indigo of commerce is very variable in its amount of colouring matter.
Dr. Ure has proposed muriatic acid to disengage the chlorine over mercury;
but this test is liable to the fallacy that it will disengage carbonic acid as well
as chlorine; and it has been shown by some unpublishf'd experiments of Mr.
Procter. of this city, that . th~ amount of disengaged gaseous malter is not in
proportion to the decolorizmg power. The late Dr. Dalton proposed as a
test, to add a solution of the bleaching powder to one of the sulphate of
protoxide of iron, until the odour of chlorine is perceived, Chlorine is not
disengaged until the iron is sesquioxid ized, and th e stronger the bleaching
powder, the sooner thi s will be accomplished. Dr. Thomson and Professor
Graham consider this test as the best yet proposed.
'l'he Pharmacopreias hav e given no satisfactory test of the value of chlorinated lime. The character given in the London and United States Phar·
macopceias of entire solubility in dilute muriatic acid, with the evo lution of
c_hlorine, applies equally to good and bad samples. Assuming the chlorrnated lime to be dry, and, therefore, free from chloride of calcium, it
would follow that the quantity of oxalate of lime, thrown down by oxalic
acid from the part of the powde r soluble in water, would be proportional
to the lime present, and, therefore, to the chlorine combined with it. This
test is given by the Edinbur~h College, with ~irections for measuring the
bulk, after rest, of the precipitated oxalate of lune; but the plan is not practically convenient.
lJIIedical Prope:t-ies and Uses. Chlorinated li~ne , externally _applied, is
a desiccant and disinfectant, and has been used wllh advantage, m solution,
as an application to ill-conditioned ulcers, burns, chilblains, and cutaneous
eruptions, especially it ch; as a gargle in putrid soreth roat; and as a wash for
the mouth to disinfect the breath, and for ulcerated gums. ln tC'rnally, it is
a stimula nt and astringent. 1t has been employed by Dr. Reid in the epidemic typhoid fever of Ireland; by the same practitioner in dysentery, both
by the mouth and injection, with the effect of correcting the fetor, and im-
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prO\•ing the appearance of lhe stools; by Cima, b?Lh internall.Y and external I\- 111 scrofula; and by Dr. Varlez of Brussels in ophthalm1a. Dr. P?reirJ. has used a weak solution very successfully in the purulent opluhalmia
of infants. In the febrile cases Or. Reid found iL to render the tongue
cleaner and moister, to check diarrhcea, and induce sleep. Th~ dose internally is from three to six grains, dissolved in one or two fi~1dou.nce~ of
water, fihered, and sweetened with syrup. It should nevn be given in pills.
As it occurs of vurinble qunl_ity, and must be use~ in. s~lution more. or .le~s
dilute, uccording to the parucular pur_pose to wh1~h tt 1s to be applied,tt IS
impossible 10 give any nry precise d1rections for us strength as. an exlernnl
remedy. From one lo four drachms of lhe powder added wa pint of wate~,
and the solution fihered, will form a liquid within the limits of strength ordinarily required. For the cure of itch, M . Derhe~ms has :ecommended a

:f~tl:0~tr~~~; fi~~~~~~~~h ~~1~c~:;!r~~eti~!~r~dd~~ aa~~1~ 0~[0~'1a~~r 'c~:~

r:;p
stantly by wet cloths . When applied to ulcers, the1r surface may be covered
with lint dipped in the solution. When used as an ointment, to be rubbed
upon scrofulous enlargements of the lymphatic glands, it m~y be made of a
drachm of the chloride to an ounce of lard. Chlorinated lime acts by the
loosely combined chlorine it contains; but is not so eligible for some pur·
poses as the solution of clilorinated soda. (See Liquor Soclte C!tlorinat~.)
In consequence of its powers as a disinfec1ant, chlorinated lime is a very
important compound in its application to medical police. It possesses the
property of preventing or arresting animal and vegetable putrefaction, and,
perhaps, of destroying pestilential and infectious miasms. It may be used
with advontage for preserving bodies from exhaling an unpleasant odour
before interment in the s:ummer season. In juridical exhumations its use is
indispensable, os it efl'Cctually removes the disgusting and insupportable
fetor of the corpse. The mode in which it is applied in Lhese cases, is to
envelop the body with a sheet completely wet with a solution, made by adding about a pound of the chloride to a bucketful of water. It is employed
also for disinfecting dissecting rooms, privies, common sewers, docks, and
other places which exhale offCnsive <"ffiuvia. In destroying contugion and
infection, it alsb appears lo be highly useful. Hence hospitals, alms· houses,
jails, ships, &c., may be purified by its means. In short, all places deemed
infectious from having been the receptacle of cases of virulent disease, may
be more or less disinfecte_d by its use, after they have undergone the ordi·
nary processes of clean~mg.
'l'he way in which ohlorinated lii:ne acts, is exclusively by its chlorine,
w~ich, being loosely cornbi~ed, is disengaged by the slightest affinities. All
acids, Heft the cmbonic, d1sen~age it; and as this acid is a product of
animal and vegetable decomposition, noxious effluvia furnish the means, to a.
ce~tain .extf'nt, of their O\~n disinfection by this chloride. But the stronger
ac~ds. disengage the chlorine far more readily, and, among Lhese, sulphuric
acid .1s the o~eapest nnd most convenient. Accordingly, the powder may
be dissolved in a very dilute solution of sulph~ric acid, or a small quantity
of this acid may be added to an aqueous soluuon ready formed, in case a
more copious evolution of chlorine is desired than that which takes place
from th~ mere ~ction of the carbonic acid of the atmosphere.
Chlorrn~ted lime may be advantagE>ously applied to the purpose of purify·
ih~ offensive wale!, n property which makes it invaluable on long voyages.
w. hen u~ed for this. purpose, from one to two ounces of the chloride may be
mixed with abbUt sixty-five gallons of the water. After the purification has
been etfcGted, the water must be exposed for some time to the aira.nd allowed.
to settle, before it is fit to drink.
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Chlorinated lime is used as a chemical agent in the U . S. formula for pre.
paring acetate or zinc.
Off. Prep. L iquor Sodre Chlorinatre, U. S.
B.

CAM PH ORA. U.S ., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Camphor.
"A peculiar concrete snbstance derived from Laurus Camphora, and purified by sublimation ." U.S. "Laurus Camphora. Concretum sui generis,
3ublimalione purificalum." Lontl. "Camphor of Camphora officinarum."
Eel. "Laurus Camphora. DryobalanopsCamphora. Camphora." Dub.
C:imphrc, l!'r.i Kampher, Germ.: Car.Corn , Ital. ; Alcanfor, Span.

The name of camphor has been applied to various concrete, white, odorous, volatile products, found in different aromatic plants, and resulting probably from some chemical change in their volatile oil. But commercial
camphor is derived exclusive ly from two planls, the Camphora officinarum
of Nees or LaurtlS Cm:npltora of Linnreus, and the nryobalanops Camphora; the former of which yields our officinal camphor, the latter, a product
much valued in the East, but unknown in the commerce of this country and
of Europe. A considerable quantity of camphor, said to be identical with
the officinal, has recently been obtained upon the Tenasserim coast, in further India, by subliming the tops of an annual plant, growing abundantly
in that region, and thought to be a species of Blumia. This product, however, has not yet been introduced into general commerce. (Am. Journ. of
Phann., xv i. 56, from the Calcutta Journ. of Nat . Hist. ) The following
observations apply to the officinal camphor.
CAMPHORA. Sex. Syst. Enneandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Lauracere.
Gen. Ch. Flowers hermaphrodite, panicled, naked. Calyx six-cleft, papery, with a deciduous limb. Fertile stomens nine, in tbree rows; the inner
with two stalked, compressed glands at the base; anthers four.celled; the
outer turned inwards, the inner outwards. Three sterile stamens shaped
like the first, placed in a whorl alternating with the stam ens of the second
row; three others stalked, with an ovate glandular head. Fruit placed on
the obconical base of the calyx. Leaves triple-nerved, glandular in the axils
of the principal veins. Leaf buds scaly. (Lindley , Flora Mediea, 332.)
Among the species composing the genus Laurus of Linn., such striking
differences have been observed in the structu re of the flower and fruit, that
botanists have been induced to arrange them in new gene ra. The camphor7
cinnamon,and sassafras trees have been separated from the proper laurels by
the German botanist Nees, and made th e types of distinct genera, which
Jmve been adopted by Lindley and most other recent writers, and may be
considered as well established . The United States Pharmacopreia virtually
recognises the new<:1rrangement by adopting the genusCinnamomum, though
it sti ll auaches the two other plants to Laurus.
Camphora ojicirwrum. N~ es, Laurin. 88.-Laurus Camphora. Willd.
Sp. Plant. ii. 478; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. G8 1. t. 230,~Persea Comphora.
SprrnO'el. 'l'he c<:1mphor tree is an evergret>n of considerable size, ha\'ing
tb e asPect of the lind en, with a trunk strai ght below, but divided above into
many branches, which are covered wi1h a smooth, greenish bark. lLs lea ves,
whiCh stanrl alternately upon long fooLstalks, are ovate lanceolate, entire,
smooth and shining, ribbed, of a bright ye\10\~ish-g re.en colou r on their upper
surface, paler on th e under, and two or three mches in length. 'rhe flowers
am small, white, pcdicelled, and collected in clusters, which are supported
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by Jong axillary peduncles. The fruit is a red berry resembling t~at of t~e
cinnamon. 'l'he tree is a native of the most eastern parts of Asia, and 18
found abundantly in China and Japan. [t has hE>en introduced into the ~o
tanical garden:> of Europe, and is occasionally met with in the conservatones
of our own country.
.
. .
The leaves have when bruised the odour of camphor, which 1s diffused
through aU parts of the plant, and is obtained. from the · root_, trunk, and
bra nches by sublimation. The process is not precise ly the same mall ~laces.
The following is said to be the one pursued in Japan. ~rhe pa:ts men~1oned,
particularly the roots and smaller branches, are cut mto chips, which a~e
placed, with a little water, in large iron vessels, surmounted by earthen c~p1·
tals, furnished with a lining of rice.straw. A mode!~te heat is t~en 3:pplied,
and the camphor, volatilized by the steam of the bodm~ water, nses 1~to the
c.apital, where it is condensed upon the straw. In China, the commmuted
plant is said to be first boiled with water until the camphor adheres to the
stick Used in stirring, when the strained liqu?r is ~llow~d to c~l; an~ the
camphor wh ich conctetes, being alternated with layers of earth, 1s submllted
to sublimation.
Commercial History. Camphor, in the crude state,_ is brought to this
country ch iefly from Canton. Il conies also from Batavia, Singapore, Cal·
cutta, and Very frequently from London . All of it is probably derived origi·
nally from Ohilla and Japan. Two commercial varieties are found in the
market. The cheapest and most abunJant is the Chinese camphor, the
greater part of which is produced in the island of Formosa, and thence taken
to Canton. It comes in chests lined with lead, each containing about 130
pounds. It is in small grains or granular masses, of a dirty white colour,
and frequently mixed with impurities. The other variety is variously called
Japan, nutch, or tub camphor, the first name being derived from the place
of its Origin, the second from the people through whom it is introduced into
commerce, and the third from the recipient in which it is often contained.
It comes usual_ly fr~m Batavi~, to which port it is brought from Japan. Like
the former var~ety, It is in grams or granular masses; but the grain~ are larger
and of a pinkish colour, and there are fewer impurities, so that it yields a
latger product when refined .
Crude camphor, as brought from the East, is never found in the shop of
the apothecary. It must be refined before it can be used for medicinal pur·
poses. ~he process for refining camphor was first practised in Europe by
the Venetians, who probably derived it from the Chinese. It was afterwards
~r~nsfo r red ~o t_he Dutch, who long enjoyed a monopoly of this business; and
It 1.s only \V1lh1~ a few yea:s th~t the process has been generally known.
It 1s now practised largely 111 th is country, and the camphor refined in our
domestic establ_ishmcnts is equal to any that was '.orn~erly imported . C~ude
camphor is mixed with about one.fiftieth of qu1cklime, and exposed, m a
glass or ear~he~\~are vessel place~ in a. sandbath, to a gradually increasing
heat, by_ which 1t is melted, and ulumately converted into vapour, which con·
<lenses in a sui~able recipient. H.efined .in this manner, it is usually in the
form of large circular cakes, one or two inches thick, com·cx on one side,
concave on the other, ond perforated in the centre.

an::~b~:~:.s~~~~1;th~:s~::sa~t!i1d°;~i~;,;t~1 r::Tigh~~:~:!i~f~~~~:;s11s1. odftu:~
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po\~~e r very d1~cult, unless.the cohesion of its particles be overcome by the
add1uon of a mmute proportion of alcohol, or olher volatile liquid for which
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it has an affinity. It may be obtained in powder also by precipitating its
alcoholic solution with water, or by grating and afterwards sifting it. The
fracture of camphor is shining, and its texture crystalline. Its sp. gr. varies
from 0·9857 to 0·9Y6. It therefore floals upon water, on the sur(llqe of
which, if thrown in sma ll fragments, it assumes very toingular circµlatory
movements, which ceast! upon the aQ.dition of a drop of oil. Iis vo latility is
so great, that even at ordinary temperatures it is wholly dissipfl.ted if left
exposed to the air. 'Vhen it is confined in bottles, the vapour ~ondenses
upon the inner surface, and, when allowed to stand for a lc;mg time in l~rge
bottles partially filled, sometimes fprms large and beautiful cryst~ls. It
melts at 288° F. and boils at 400°. ( Turn er.) In ctose vessels it may be
sublimed unchanged. When allowed to concrete &lowly frpm the state of
vapour, it assumes the form of hexagonal plate~. It i13 not ahered by air
and light. It readily takes fire, and burns with a brilliant fl11me, giving out
much smoke, and leaving no residue. Wnter triturated with camphor dissolves a very minute proportion, not more, according to Bfrzelius, than a
thousandth part; which, however, is s1,lfficient to impart a decjded odour
and taste to the solvent. By the interve ntion of sugar or magnesia, particularly of the latter, a much larger proportion is dissolved. (See .Rqua
Camphorr.e.) Carbonic acid also increases the solvent power of water. Ordinary alcohol will take up seve nty-five per cent. of its weight of camphor,
which is precipitated upon the addition of water. Berzelius states that 100
parts of alcohol, of the sp. gr. 0·806, dissolve 120 parts at 50° F. It is
soluble also without change in ether, the volatile and fixed oils, strong acetic
acid, and the diluted mineral acids. By means of the spirit of nitric ether,
it is rendered so mewhat more soluble in water. By the action of strong
sulphuric and nitric acids, it is decomposed, the former carbonizing and
converting it into artificial tannin; the latter, by the aid of repeated distillation, into a peculiar acid calle-d the camphoric. The alkalies produce very
little effect upon it. The re8ins unite with it, forming a soft tenacious mass,
in which the odour of the camphor is sometimes almost extinguished and
frequently diminished; and a si milar softening effect results when it is triturated with the concrete oils.* Exposed to a strong heat in close vessels,
camphor is resolved into a volatile oil and charcoal. lt is closely analogous in
character to the esse ntial oils. Berzelius considers it a .stearoptene free from
any mixture of eleoptene. (See Olea Volatilia.) According to M. Dumas,
it consists of a radical called camphene united with oxygen. Camphene,
which is represented by pure oil of turpentine, is composed of ten equivalents of carbon 60, aod eight of hydrogen 8=68. With one equiv . .of
• As this property of camphor may have n strong bearing injuriously or otherwise on
pharmaceutical processes, it is desirable that th e operator, as well as prescriber, should
beawareofthedcgrceofcffoctproduccdbydiffcrcntresinoussubstanceswhichmaybe
mixed with camphor. M. Planche has found that 1_nix1urcs, f?rmcd by triturating pow1
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oxygen it forms camphor, with four equiv. of the .sam~ body, ~yd rated camphoricacid, and with half an equiv. of hydrochlonc acid, arttficml camphor.•
.Medical Properties and Uses. Camphor does not seem to hav~ bee~
known to the ancient Greeks and Romans. Europe probably derived It
from the Arabians, by whom it was employed as a re.frigerant. ~uc~ ~if
ferencc of opinion has prerniled as to its mod e of act~on, som~ mamtammg
ils immediate sedative influe nce, others conside_ring_ 1t as a d1!ect a~d decided stimulant. Its operation appears to be primarily and chiefly directed
to the cerebral and nervous systems; and the circulation, though usually
affected to a greater or less extent, is probably im·olved .• for the most i:art,
through the agency of the brain. It acts, also, to a certain extent as a direct
irritant of the mucous membranes with which it is brought into contact, and
may thus in some measure secondarily excite the pulse. Theeffects.ofthe
medicine vary with the quantity administered. In moderate doses it produces, in a. heah hy individual, mental exhilaration, increased heat of skin,
and occasional diaphoresis. The pulse is usually increased in fulness, but
little, if at all, in force or frequency. According to the experiments of cer• Sumatra Campllhr. Bornt0 Camphor. Dryobalanop1 Camphor. Tt has long beC'n
know n thatane:xccllcntvarictyof camphor is produced in the hlnndsof Sumatra am!
Borneo, by a forest tree, which, not having been seen b}'botanist«,rcmaincd until a recent
pe rioJ undetermined. It was nt length, however, dcscribcJ by Coicbrooke, and is now
recogn ised in systemat ic works as Dryobala11op1 Camphora, or D. aromatica. It is a

vcrylarg('trce,somctimcsnttainingtheheightofonehundrcdfeet,with a trunk six or
sevenfcetindiamctcr,andra11ki11g1.1mong the tallest andlargcsttrccsofthclmcuriant
regions where it grows. Jt is found botJ1 in Smmura and Borneo, and is abundant on the
N. W. coast of the former island. The camphor exists in concrete masses, which OC<"t1py
longitu<linal cavitiesorfis;mrcsintlrnheart of the tree, from a foot to a foot and a half
long, at certain dbtances apart. The younger trees arc g<'nerally less productive 1han tlw
old. The only method of ascertaining whether a tree contains camphor is by incisinn.
A party proceeds lhrough the forest, wounding the trees till they find one which will
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phor removed by means of sharp·pointed instruments. Th e masses are sometimes a.~
tJ1ick as n man's arm; and the product ofa middling sized tree is nearly ele\·en pound~;
ofn.largeone,doublcthequa111i1y. The trecswhichlm\•ebcen wountlcdandleftstand·
years afinwanls. The Dryobalanops rieMs
ing, often produce ~amphor seven or
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tain Italian physicians, it has a tendency to the urinary and genital organs.
producing a burning sensation along the urethra, and exciting voluptuous
dreams.* Cullen, however, states that he has employed it fifty times,
even in large doses, without having ever observed any effect upon the
urinary passages. By many it is believed to allay ~rritations of the urina!y
and genital apparatus, and to possess antaphrod1siac properties. In its
primary operation, it allays nervous irritation, quiets restlessness, and produces a general placidity of feeling, which renders it highly useful in
certain forms of disease attended with derangement of the nervous functio ns.
In larger doses., it displays a more decirled action on tl~e brain, producing
more or less g iddiness and mental confusion, with a disposition to sleep;
and, in morbid states of the system, relieving pain and allaying spasmodic
action. In immoderate doses, it occasions nausea, vomiting, anxiety, faintness, vertigo, delirium, insensibility, coma, and convu lsions, which may
end in death. The pulse, under these circumstances, is at first reduced in
frequency and force ;t but as the action advances, it sometimes happens that
symptoms of strong sanguineous determination to the head become evident,
in the flushed countenance, inflamed and fiery eyes, and highly e'xcited
pulse.+ There can be no doubt that it is absorbed; as its odour is observed
in the breath and perspiration, though, as is asserted, not in the urine.
By its moderately stimulating powers, its diaphoretic tendency, and its
influence over the nervous system, it is admirably adapted to the treatment
of all diseases of a typhoid character, which combine with the enfeebled
condition of the system, a frequent irritated pulse, a <lry skin, and much
nervous derangement, indicated by resllessness, watchfulness, tremors, subsu ltus, and low muttering delirium. Nor are its beneficial effects confinecl
to typhoid diseases. With a view to its anodyne. and narcotic influence, it
is often used in those of an inflammatory character, as in our ordinary remittents, and the phlegmasire, particularly rheumatism, when the increased
vascular action is complicated with derangement of the nervous system . tn
such cases, however, it should never be used until after proper depletion.
and even then should be combined with such medicines as may obviate the
slight stimulation it produces, and give it a more decided tendency to the
skin; as, for instance, tartarized antimony, ipecacuanha, or nitre. In a
great number of spasmodic and nervous disorders, and complaints of irritation, camphor has been very extensively employed . The cases of lhis
nature to which experience has proved it to be best a<lapted , are dysmenorrhcea; puerperal convulsions and other nervous affections of the puerperal
state, and certain forms of mania, particularly nymphomania, and that
arising from the abuse of spirituous liquors. In some of these cases, advantage may be derived from combining it with opium. Camphor has also
been employed internally to a llay that irritation of th e urinary organs which
is apt to be produced by cantharides.
It is much used locally as an anodyne, usually dissolved in alcohol,
oil, or acetic acid, and frequently combined with laudanum. In rheumatic
and gouty affections, and various internal .spa s modi~ and inflammatory
complaints, it often y iPlds reli ef when applied in this way. The ardor
urime of gonorrhrea may be alleviated by injecting an oleag inous solution
of camphor into the urethra i and the tenesmus from ascarides and dysen·
tery, by administering the same solution in the form of enema. Tw enty or
thirty grains of camphor, added to a poultice, and applied to the perineum,
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allays the chordee, which is a painfol attendant up?n gonorrh.rea.

The

vapour of camphor h.as been inhaled into the l~ngs wJth benefit rn. cas~s of
asthma and spasmodic cough; and a lump ~f it held to the n~se 1s srud to
relieve that unpleasant fulness of the nostrils and coryza which attend a
commencing catarrh. lt has been emp loyed for the same purpose, and for
nervous headache, in the form of powder snuffed up the nostnls.
Camphor may be given in substance in the form of bolus or pill, or. di.ffo~ed in \Vater by. trituration with various subs~ances. The form of pill is
objectionable; as rn this state the camphor is with difficulty dissolved in the
gastn~ liquors, and floating on the top is apt to excite nausea, or pain and
uneasiness at the upper orifice of the stomach. Orfila states that, when
given in the solid form, it is capable of producing ulceration in the ga~tric
mucous membrane. The emulsion is almost always preferrerl. This is
made by rubbing up the camphor with loaf sugar, gum Arabic, and water;
and the suspension will be rendered more complete and permanent by the
addition of a litde myrrh. Milk is sometimes used as a vehicle, but is
objectionable, as it is apt to become sour very speedi ly. The aqueous solution is often employed where only a slight impression is desired. For this
purpose, the .!lqua Camphorx of the United States Pharmacopccia is pre ferable to the solution effect?d by simply pouring boi ling wate r upon a lump
of camphor,. which is sometimes prescribed under the name of camphor tea.
'~'he med.JU~ dos~ of camphor is. from five to ten grains; but to meet
vanous ind1cot10ns, it may be diminished to a single grain or increased to a
scruple. The injurious effects of an overdose are said to be best counteracted,
after clraring out the stomach, by the use of opium.
Off. Prep. Acidum Aceticum Camphoratum, Ed., D-ub.; Aqua CamphonB •. U. 8 ., Lo1~d., Dub.; Ccratum.~ydrargyri Comp., Lond.; Ceratum
Plumb1 Subacet~lrs, U. S., Land.; Lmun entum Camphorre, U. S., Land.,
Ed., Di:b.; Limmentum Camphorre Co~p., Lond., Dub.; Linime.nt. Hydrargyn Comp., Lond.; Liniment. Op11, Lond., Ed., flub.; Liniment.
Saponis Camphor_a lum, U. 8 .; Liniment. 'ferebinthinre, Land., Ed.; Mis·
tura Camphorre, Ed .; Mist. Camphorre cum Magnesia, Ed., JJub.; Tinctura Camphorre.' U. S ., La~ul., Ed., Dub.; Tinct. Opii Camphorata, U. 8. 1
Lond., Ed.; 'l'rnct. Sapoms Camphorata, U. 8., Lond.,Ed., JJub . W .

CANELLA . U. S., Land., Ed.
Canella.
"The bark of Canella alba." U. 8., Ed.

11

Canella alba. Cortex." Lond.

OJ!. Syn . CANELLA ALBA. Cortex. JJub.
bla~~~:(~~~m:Jlanch~, l'r.; 'Vcisser Zimmt, Canell, Germ.; Canella bianca, Ital.; Canela

CANELLA. Sex. Syst. Dodecandria Monogynia. -Nat. Ord. Meliacere.

JJe Cami. Canellere. Lindley.

Gen. Ch. Calyx three-lobed. Petals fiv~ . .!lnthers sixteen, adhering to
an urceolate nectary. Berry one·celled with two or four seeds. fVilld.
, Canella alba . Willd. Sp .. Plant . ii. 85 1; Woodv. 111ed. Bot. p. 694. t.
2.37 . . This is the o~ly species of the genus. It is an erect tree, risine:
so~et1 mes.t? t he height of ~fly _fe:t, Lr~nchi.n~ only at the top, and covered
with a wh1t1sh bar~, by which 1t 1s easily d1strnguished from other trees in
the woods. where 1t grows. The leave~ are alternate, petiolate, oblong,
obtuse, entire, o~ a.dark green colou r, th ick and shining like those of the
laurel, and of a similar odour. The flowers are small, of a violet colour, and
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grow in cluslers upon divided footstalks, at the extremi ti es of the branches.
The fruit is an oblong berry, containing one, two, or three black and shining

seeds.
The Canella alba is a native of Jamaica and other \Vest India islands.
The bark of the branches, which is the part emp loyed in medicine, having
been removed by an iron instrument, is deprived of its epidermis, and dried
in the shade. lt comes to us in pieces partially or completely quilled, occasionally somewhat twisted, of various sizes , from a few inches to two feet
in length, from half a line to two or even three lines in thickness, and, in the
quill , from half an inch to an inch and a half in diameter.
Pro1!erties. Canella has a pale orange-yellow colour, usually much lighter
on the inner su rface, an aromatic odour somewhat resembling that of cloves,
and a warm, billt'rish, very pungent taste. his brittle, breaking with a sho rt
fracture, and yielding, when pulverized, a yellowish-white powder. Boiling
water extracts nearly one-fourth of its weight; but the infusion, though biller,
has cornparativt'ly little of the warmth and pungency of the bark. Jt yields
all its virtues to alcohol, forming a bright yellow tincture, which is rendered
milky by the addition of water . By distillation with water it affords a large
proportion of a yellow or reddish, fragrant, and very acrid essentia l oil. lt
contains, moreover, according to the analysis of MM. Petroz and Robinet,
mannite, a peculiar very biller extract ive, resin, gum, starch. albumen, and
various sali ne substances. Meyers and Reiche obtained twelve drachm s of
the volatile oil from ten pounds of the bark. They found it to consist of two
distinct oils, one lighter and the other heavier than water. According to the
same chemists, the bark contains 8 per cent. of mannite, and yields 6 per
cent. of ashes. (./1n n. der Chem. um/ Phann., and .!lm,. Journ. of Pharrn.,
xvi . 75.) Canella has been somet imes confounded with ·winter's bark, from
which, however, it differs both in sensible properties and composition . lt
contains, for instance, no tannin or oxide of iron, bOlh of which are ingredients in the latter. (See Tf7intera. )
ftledicnl Properties and Uses. Canella is possessed of the ordinary properties of th e aromatics, acting as a local stimulan t and gentle tonic, and
producing upon the stomach a warming cordial effect, which re nders it
useful as an addition to tonic or purgative medicines in debilitated states of
the digestive organs. It is scarcely ever prescribed except in combination.
Jn the West Indi es it is employed by the negroes as a condiment, and has
some reputation as an antiscorbutic .
Off. Prep . Pulvis AloCs et Canellre, U. 8., Dub.; Tinctura Gcntian<e
Composita,Ed.; Vin um Aloes,Lond.,Dub.; Vin um Gentiame, Ed.; Vin um

Rbei, U.S., Ed.

W.

CANNA. Ed.

Canna Starch.
Fecula of the root of an imperfectly determined species of Canna." Ed.
Under the French name of taus /es mois, a variety of fecula has recen tly
been introduced into the markets of Europe and this country. lt is said to be
prepared in the \Vest India island of St. Kitts, by a tedious and troublesom.e
proce~s, from the root or rhizome ?f the Canna coccinea, although this
botanical origin is altogether uncertain.
Canna starch is in the form of a li ght, beautifully while powder, of a
sh ining appearance, very unlike the ordinary for.ms of focula .. Its gran~les
are said to be larger than those of any other variety of starch m use, being
11
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from the 300th to the 200th of an inch in length. Under the. micro~cope
they appear ovate or oblong, with 11umero_us regular un~ually d1st~nt rings;
and the circular hylum, which is sometimes double, 1s usu?llY situate~ at
the smaller extremity. (Pereira.) This fecula J~as th~ _ordinary chem1c~l
properties of starch, and forms, when pre~ared_ with b01lmg water, a nut~!·
tious and wholesome food for infants and rnvahds. It may be prepared in
the same manner as arrow·root, and is said to form even a stiCTer jelly with
boiling water. (See lll<tranta.~
·w.

CANTHARIS. U. S., Land., Ed.
Spanish Flies.
"Cantharis vesicatoria." U. 8., Lond., Ed.

Off. Syn . CANTHARIS VES!CATOR!A. Dub.
Cantharide, Fr.j Spanische Fhege1 Kanlhandc, Germ.; Cantarclle, Ital.; Cantlmritlas,

Spa.11

The term Cantltaris was employed by the ancient Greek writers to designate many coleopt~rous !nsects. Linnreus conferred the title upon a genus
in which the officmal blistering fly was not included, and placed this insect
in the genus Jlfeloii. This latter, however, has been divided by subsequent
naturalists into several genera. Geofifoy made the Spanish fly the prototrpe
of a new one which he called Cant!taris, substituting Cicindela as the title
of the Linnrean genus which he had thus deprived of its original designation.'
Fabricius made some alteration in the arrangement of Geoffroy, and substituted Lytta for Cantharis as the generic title. The former was adopted by
the London Co1lege, and at one time, was in extensive use; but the latter,
having been restored by Latreille, is now recognised in the European and
American Pharmacopceias, and is universally employed. By this naturalist
the VC'sicating insects were grouped in a small tribe corresponding very nearly
with the Linnrean genus Meloe, and distinguished by the title Cantharidere.
This tribe he divided into eleven genera, among which is the Cantharis.
Two others of these genera, the MeLoe properly so called, and the lllylabris,
have been employed as vesicatories. The MyLabris cichorii is thought to
be one of the insects described by Pliny and Dioscorides under the name of
cantharides; and is to this day employed in Italy, Greece, the Levant, and
Egy~t; and another specie.s, the .M. pustulata, is applied to the same purpose in China. The ll'feloti proscaraba?us and AL nwjalis have been occasionally substituted for cantharides in Europe, and th·e ll1. lrianthema! is
used to a considerable extent in the upper provinces of Hindostan. Several
species of ~anth.aris, closely analogous to each other in medical properties,
arc found i? various parts of the world; but the C. vesicatoria is the only
one recognised by the Pharmacopa:ias of France and Great Britain. The
C. villala has been introduced into that of the United States, and will be
noticed under a distinct head. At present we shall confine our observations
to the C. vesicatoria, or common Spanish fly.

lid~;N~~E;sCa~~~iS:ri~~s~~t~at~;~~J;

Coleoptera. Linn.- Family Trache-

Gen. Cl~. Tarsi e~tire; nails bifid; head not produced into a rostrum;
elytra flexible~ cove~rng the whole abdomen, linear semicylindric; wings
perfect; maullc:e with two membranaceous lacinim, the external one acute
with~n! subuncinate; anlennre longer than the head and thorax, rectilinear;
firs~ JOIDt largest, the second transverse, very short; maxillary palpi larger
at tip. Say.
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Cantharia vesicaloria. Lalreille, Gen. Crust. et Insect., tam. ii. p. 220.
This inst'Ct is from six t? ten lines in length, by two or three in breadth,
and of a beautiful shining golden-green colour. The head is large and
heart-shaped, bearing two thread-like, black, jointed feelers; the thorax
short and quadrilatt>ral; the wing-she.aths lon g and flexib!e, covering brownish membrano~s wings. When ahve, the Spanish fltes have a strong,
penetrating, feud odour, compared to that of mice, by which swarms of
them may be detected at a considerable distance. They attach themselves
preferably to certain trees and shrubs, such as the white poplar, privet, ash,
elder, and lilac, upon the leaves of which they feed. The countries in
which they most abound are Spain, Italy, and the South of France; but
they are found to a greater or less extent in all the temperate parts of Europe, and in the West of Asia. In the state of larva, they live in the ground
and gnaw the roots of plants. They usually make their appearance in
swarms upon the trees in the months of May and June, at which period
they are collected. The time preferred for the purpose is in the morning
at sun-rise, whrn they are torpid from the cold of the night, and easily let
go their hold. Persons with their faces protected by masks and their hands
by gloves, shake the trees, or beat them with poles; and th e insects are
received as they fall upon linen cloths spread underneath. They are then
plunged into vinegar diluted with water, or exposed in sieves to the vapour
of boiling vinrgar, and, having been thus deprived of life, are dried either
in the sun, or in apartments heated by stoves. This mode of killing the
flies by the steam of vinegar is as ancient as the times of Dioscorides and
Pliny. In some places they are gathered by smoking the trees with burning brimstone. When perfectly dry, they are introduced into casks or
boxes, lined with paper and carefully closed, so as to exclude as much as
possible the atmospheric moisture.
Cantharidcs come chiefly from Spain, Italy, and other parts of the Mediterranean. Considerable quantities are also brought from St. Petersburg,
derived originally, in all probability, from the southern provinces of Russia,
where the insect is very abundant. The Russian flies are more esteemed
than those from other sources. They may be distinguished by their greater
size, and their colour approaching to that of copper.
Properties. Dried Span ish flies preserve the (orm and colour, and, to a
certain extent, the disagreeable odour of the living insect. They have an
acrid, burning, and urinous taste. Their p~wder is of a grayish -brown
colour, interspersed with shining particles, which are the fragments of the
feet, head, and wilig-cases. If kept perfectly dry, in well-stopped glass
boules, they will retain their activity for a great length of time. A portion
which had been preserved by Van Swieten for thirty years in a glass vessel, was found still to possess vesicating properties. But exposed toa damp
air, they quickly undergo putrefaction; and this change takes place more
speedily in the powder. Hence, the insects should either be kept whole, and
powdered as they are wanted for use, or, if kept in powder, sh.ou ld be well
dried immediately after pulverization, and preserved in air-light vessels.
They should never be purchased in powder, as, independen_tly of the consideration just mentioned, they may in this state be more easily adulterated.
But, however carefully managt>d, cantharides are apt to be attacked by
mites, which feed on the imerior soft parts of the body, reducing them to
powder, while the harder exterior parts arc not affected. An idea was at
one time prevalent, that the vesicating property of the insect was not injured by the worm, which was supposed to devour only the inactive portion.
But this has been proved to be a mis~ake. M. Farines, an apothecary of
)5*
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Perpignan, has satisfactorily shown that, though the hard parts left by these
mites possess some vesic~ting power, and the powder ~roduced by them
still more, yet the sound flies are much stronger than ellher. Camphor,
which has been recommended as a preservative, does not .rrevent the destructive agency of the worm.* It is also stated by M. Fannes, that, when
the flies are destroyed by the vapour of pyroligneous acid instead of common vinegar, they acquire an odour wJ1ich contributes to th.eir preserv~t!on.
Cantharides will bear a very considerable heat without losmg the bnlhant
colour of their elytra; nor is this colour extracted by water, alcoh~l, ~ther,
or the oils; so that the powder might be deprived of a~! its a~tive prrnc1ph:s 1
and yet retain the exterior characters unaJtered. 1he wing cases resist
putrefaction for a long time, and the shining particles have been detected
in the human stomach months arter interment.
So early as 1778, Thouvenel attempted to analyze cantharides, and the
attempt was repeated by Dr. Bcaupoil in 18 03; but no very interesting or
valuable result was obtained till the year 1810, when Robiquet di scove red
in them a crystalline substance, which appears to be the vesicating principle of the insect, and to which Dr. Thomson gave the name of cantharidin.
Th e constituents, according to Robiquet, are, I. a green oil, insoluble in
water, soluble in alcohol, and inert as a vesicatory; 2. a black matter, soluble
in water, insoluble in alcohol, and inert; 3. a yellow viscid matter, soluble
in water and alcohol, and without vesicating powers; 4. cantharidin; 5. a
fatty matter insoluble in alcohol; 6. phosphates of Ji me and magnesia, acetic
acid, and in th e fresh insect a small quantity of uric acid. Orfila has since
discovered a volatile principle, upon which the fetid odour of the fly depends. It is separable by distillation with water. Canl/wridin is a white
substa.nce in the form of crystalline scales, of a shin ing micaceous appearance, msoluble irl water and cold alcohol, but soluble in ether, the oils, and
in boiling alcohol, which deposits it upon cooling. [t is fusible and volatilizable by heat without decomposition. and its vapours condense in acicular
crystals. It is obtained by macerating powdered flies in ether for several
days ; introducing the mixture into a percolation apparatus; adding, after
the liquid has ceased to flow out, fresh portions of ether, till it comes away
nearly colourless; d~splacing the whole of the menstruum still remaining
in the mass by pourmg water upon it; distilling the filtered liquor so as to
recover the .et.her ; t~en allowing the residue to c.ool; and, finally, purifying
the canthandm which is deposited, by treating it with boiling alcohol and
animal charcoal. Alcohol of 34°, or a mixture of alcohol and ether, may
be ~ubs.tituted for the ether itself; but the last-mentioned fluid is preferable,
as It dissolves less of the gree n oil, the separation of which from the canthar~din is the most difficult part of the process. By this plan, M. Thierry
obtam.ed from. 1000 i:arts of powdered fiies,.4 parts of pure cantharidin.
Not withstand mg the insolubility of this principle in water and cold alcohol,
the dccoction and tincturt> of cantharides have the peculiar medicinal properties of the insect; and L ew is ascertained that both the aqueous and
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alcoholic extracts acted as effectually in exciting vesication as the flies themselves, \\rhile the residue was each case inert. ThecantharidinconsequentJy
exists in the insect, so combined with the yellow matter as to be rendered
soluble in water and cold alcohol. It has been found also in the Cantharis
vittata, and Mylabris cichorii, and in different species of Meire.
Adulterations. These are not common. Occasionally other insects are
ad~e<l, purposely, or through carelessness. These may be readily distinguished by their different shape or colour. An account has been published
of con~iderable quanti.ties of va:iously coloured glass beads having been
found rn a parcel of flies; but this would be too coarse a fraud to be extensively practised. Pereira states that powdered flies are sometimes adulterated
with euphorbium.
llfedical Properties and Uses. Internally administered, cantharides are a
powerful stimulant, exercising a peculiar influence over the urinary and genital organs. In moderate doses, this medicine sometimes acts as a diuretic,
and generally excites some irritation in the urinary passages, which, if its
use be persevered in, or the dose increased, often amounls to violent strangury, altended with excruciating pain, and the discharge of bloody urine.
ln still larger quantities, it produces, in addition to these effects, obstinate and
painful priapism, vomiting, bloody stools, severe pains in the whole abdominal region, excessive salivation with a fetid cadaverous breath, hurried
respiration, a hard and frequent pulse, burning thirst, exceeding difficulty of
deglutition 1 sometimes a dread of liquids, frighful convulsions, tetanus, delirium, and death. Orfila has known twenty-four grains of tbe powder prove
fatal. Dissection reveals inflammation and ulceration of the mucous coat of
the whole intestinal canal. According to M. Poumet, if the intestines be inflated, dried, cut into pieces, and examined in the sun between two pieces of
glass, they will exbibit small shining yellow or green points, strongly contrasting with the matter around them. (Journ. de Pharm., 3e sir., iii. 167.)
Notwithstanding their exceeding violence, cantharides have been long and
beneficially used in medicine. Either these or other vesicating insects appear to have been given by Hippocrates in cases of dropsy and amenorrhCI!a,
in tbe latter of which complaints, when properly prescribed,they are a highly
valuable remedy. In dropsy they sometimes prove beneficial, when the system is in an atonic condition, and the vessels of the kidneys feeble. Dr.
Ferriar considers them peculiarly useful in the anasarcous swellings which
occasionally succeed scarlet fever . They are also useful in obstinate gleet,
leucorrhCI!a, and seminal weakness; and afford one of the most certain means
of relief in incontinence of urine, arising from debility or partial paralysis of
the sphincter of the bladder. A case of diabetes is recorded in the N. Am.
Archives (vol. ii. p. 175), in which a cure was effected under the use
of tincture of cantharides. They are used also in certain cutaneous eruptions, especially those of a scaly character, and in chronic eczema. Dr.
lrven has employed them in scurvy. (Ann. de Tlufrap., 1845.) Their unpleasant effects upon the urinary passages are best obviated by the free use
of diluent drinks; and, when not consequent upon great abuse of the medicine, may almost always be relieved by an anodyne injection, composed of
laudanum with a small quantity of mucilaginous fluid. The dose of Spanish
flies is one or two grains of the powder, which may be given twice a day in
the form of pill. The tincture, however, is more frequently employed.
Externally applied, cantharides excite inflammation in the skin, which
terminates in a copious secretion of serum under the cuticle. Even thus
applied, they not unfrequendy give rise to strangury or tenesmus; and this
in fact is one of the most troublesome attendants upon their operation. b
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probably results from the absorption of the active princ!ple.of t~e fly~ and i!
not prevented by any of the various modes of co.mb111~t1on rn which. the
epispastic substance has been applied. <?amphor given !tlle~natly, or mixed
with the flies previously to their application, was at one time rn mu.ch repute
as a preventive of strangury, but has lost its credit. TJ~e mos.t certa1~ m:thod
of obviating this unpleasant effect, is to allow the ep1sl?ast1c apph.cat1on to
continue no longer than is necessary to its full rube.fac1ent op.erauon; and
afterwards to favour vesication by the use of an emollient poull!ce. (See Ce-

ra/um l'antharidis.)

.

.

.

The blistering fly may be employed either as a ruhe.fac1.en~, or with a view
to the ~rotluction of a blister. ln the former ~apacit_y Jt_ is sel_<lom used,
except m low states of disease, where external st1mulauon 1s required to support the system; but as an epispastic it is preferred to all other substances,
.and, in tbe extent of its employment, is surpassed by few articles of the Materia Medica.
Blisters are calculated to answer numerous indications. Their local
effect is attended with a general excit_ement of the system, which re~~ers
them valuable auxiliaries to internal stimulants in low or typhoid conditions
of disease; and they may sometimes be safely resorted to_ with this view
when the lauer remedies are inadmissible. The powerful impression they
ma~e on the system is sufficient, in ma~y instances, to subvert morbid associauons, and thus to allow the re-establishment of healthy action. Hence
their application to the cure of remittent and intermittent fevers, in which
they often prove eflectual, when so employed as to be in full operation at
the period for the recurrence of the paroxysm. On the principle of revulsion, they prove useful in a vast variety of complaints. Drawing both the
nervous energy and the circulating fluid to the seat of their own immediate
action, they relieve irritations and inflammations of internal parts; and are
employed for this purpose in _every disease attended with these derangements.
In such cases, however, arterial excitement should always be
reduced by direct depletion before the remedy is resorted to. Blisters ~re
also capable of substituting their action for one of a morbid nature existing
in the part to which tht.>y are directly applied . Hence their use in tinea
capitis, obstinat.e herpes, and various cutaneous eruptions. Their local
stimul~tion renders them useful in some _cases of threatened gangrene, and
in parual para~ysis. From _the serous discharge they occasion, much good
rt.>suhs in erysipelas and varrnus other local inflammations, in the immediate
vicinity of which their action can be established; and the effects of an issue
may be obtained by the continued application of irritants to the blistered
surface. Perhaps the pain produced by blisters may be useful in some
cases of nervous excitement or derangement, in which it is desirable to
withdraw the attention of the patient from subjects of agitating reflection.
On some constitutious they produce a poisonous impression, attended with
frequent pulse, dryness of the mouth and fauces, heat of skin, subsultus
tendinum, and even convulsions; and some physicians have been so much
alarmed by the occasional occurrence of these symptoms as to induce them
to employ the remedy with great hesitation. What is the precise condition
of system i~ which lhese effects _result, it is impossible to determine. They
probably anse f~o~1 the absorption of the active principle of cantharides i
a~d ?er_e~d on 1?wsyncra~ies of ~onstitut!on, by which the system of certain 1nd1v1duals 1s susceptible of 11nprt>ss1ons different from those usually
produced by the same cause. In this respect ~he Spanisldlies are analogous
to mercury; and any argument drawn from this source against the use of the

one would equally apply to the other. The general good which results from
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their use far overbalances any partial and uncertain evil. For some rules
relative to the application of blisters, the reader is referred to the article Ce·
ratuni Canlltaridis.
Off. Prep. Acetum Cantharidis, Loncl., Ed.; Ceratum Cantharidis, U.S.;
Cerat. Cantharidis, Lond.; Emplastrum Cantharidis, Lond., Ed., nub.;
Emplast. Cantharidis Comp., Ed.; Linimentum Cantharidis, U.S.; Tine·
tura Cantharidis, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Unguent. Cantharidis, U.S.,
Lond., Ed., Dub.; Unguent. lnfusi Cantharidis, Ed.
W.

CANTHARIS VITT AT A. U.S.
Potato Flies.
"Cantharis viuata." U.S.
\Vithin the limits of the United States are several species of Cantharis,
which have been employed as substitutes for the C. vesicatoria, and found
to be equally efficient. Of these, only the C. villata has been adopted as
officinal; but as others may be more abundant in particu lar districts, or in
cenain seaso~s, and are not inferior in vesicat~ng powers, we sha!J briefly
notice all which have been submitted to expenment.
1. Cantharis vittata. Latreille, Gen. Crust. et Insect.; Durand, Journ. of
the Phil. Col. of Plumn.., ii. 2~4. fig. 4. 'fhe potatofl.y is rather smaUer
than the C. vesicatoria, which 1t resembles in shape. Its length is about
six lines. The head is of a light red colour, with dark spots upon the top;
the feelers are black; the elytra or wing cases are black, with a yellow longitudinal stripe in the centre, and with a yellow margin ; the thorax is also
black, with three yellow lines; and the abdomen and legs, which have the
same colour, are covered with a cinereous down. It inhabits chiefly the
potato vine, and makes its appearance about, the end of July or beginning or
August, in some seasons in great abundance. It is found on the plant in
the morning and evening, but during the heat of the day descends into the
soil. The insects are collected by shaking them from the plant into hot
water; and are afterwards carefully dried in the sun. They are natives of
the Middle and Southern States.
This species of Cantharis was first described by Fabricius in the year
1781; and was introduced to the notice of the profession by Dr. Isaac Chapman of Bucks county, Pennsylvania, who found it equal if not superior to
the Spanish fly as a vesicatory. The testimony of Dr. Chapman has been
corroborated by that of many other practitioners, some of whom have even
gone so far as to assert, that the potato fly is not attended in its action with
the inconvenience of producing strangury . But this statement has been ascertained to be incorrect, and, as the vesicating property of all these insects probably depends upon the same proximate principle, their operation may be
considered as identical in other respects. lf the potato fly has been found
more speedy in its effects than the Cantharis of Spain, the result i~ perhaps
attributable to the greater freshness of the former. 1t m~y be applied to the
same purposes, treated in the same manner, and given rn the same dose as
the foreign insect.
2. Cant!taris cinerea. Latreille, Gen. Crust. et Insect.; Durand, Journ.
of lite Phil. Col. of Phann_., i. 274. fi~" 5. The ash-coloured cantharis
closely resembles the preceding species m figu~e and size; but diff~rs from
it in colour. The elytra and body are black, without the yellow stripes that
characterize the C. vittata, and arc entirely covered with a short and dense
ash-coloured down, which conceals the proper colour of the insect. The
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feelers are black, and the first and second joints are v~ry large in the male.
This species also inhabits the potato vine, and is occas1o~ally found on other
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the mode of collection, properties, and i:nedi.cal use, appl¥ equally .well t.o
that at present under consideration . Jll1ger rn 1801 first d1s?overed .lls ves1cating properties; but to Dr. Gorham is due t~ec_redit of calling J?uhlic attention particularly to the subject, in a commun1cat1on addressed, in the year
1808, to the !\'ledical Society of Massachusetts. This species is often confounded with the C. villa/a .
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t(e C. vittata, and of a different shape. The elytra are black, with the
suture and margin a~h-coloured. The head, thorax, and abdomen are black,
but nearly covered wilh an ash.-coloured down; a_nd on the ~pper part of the
abdomen, under the wings, are two longitudinal Imes of a bnght clay _colour.
This species is usually found, in the latter part of summer, upon the different
plants belono-ing to the genus Clematis, and frequents especially the lower
branches \vhich trail along the ground. Professor VVoodhouse, of Philadelphia, first ascertained the vesicating properties of this insect; but it had
previously been described by Fabricius as a native of the Cape of Good
Hope. Dr. Harris, of Massachusetts, found it equally efficient as a vesicatory with any other species of this genus.
4. Cantharis atrata. Latreille, Gen. Crust. et Insect .; Durand, Jo.urn. of
the P!til. Col. of Pharm ., ii. 274. fig. 7. The black cantharis is smaller
than the indigenous species already described; but resembles the C.. margin.ala in figure. Its length is only four or five lines. lt is distinguished by
its size, and by its uniform black colour. It frequents more especially the
different species of .IJ.ster and Solidago, though it is found also on the Prunella vulgrtris, Ambrosia trifida, and some other plants. l\lr. Durand met
wi~h considerable numbers of this insect, in the neighbourhood_ of Philadel~
phia, in the month of September, and they continued to appear ull the middle
of October. They are common in the Northern and Middle States, but are
not confined exclusively to this country, being found also in Barbary. Drs.
Oswood and Harris, of New England, have experimented with them, and
satisfactorilyascertai.ned their vesicating powers. They are probably identical
with the insect noticed as vesicatory by Professor Woodhouse, under the
name of 1lleloe· niger.
Several other species have been discovered in the United States, but not
yet practically employed. Among these are the C. am.eas, a native of Pennsylvania, discovered by Mr. Say; the C.politus and C. aszelianus, which
in~abit the Southe:n States; the C. Nullalli, a large and beautiful insect of
Missouri, first noticed by Mr. Nuttall, and said to surpass the Spanish fly
in magnitude and sp lendour; and t~e C. albida, another large species, found
by Mr. Say near the Rocky mountams. Of these the C. Nuttalli. 11 bids fair,
at some future pNiod, to be an object of some importance in the western
section of this country. The head is of a deep greenish colour, with a red
spot in front; the thorax is of a golden green; the elytra, red or golden purple and somewhat rugose on their outer surface,green and polished beneath;
the feet black; the thighs, blue or purplish. The exploring party under
Major Long asce~lain~d the vesicaling powers of this insect. ll was found
in the plains of the Missouri, feeding on a scanly grass, which it somelimes
• Lytta

N1dtall~

Say, Amer. Entomol.1 vol. i. fig. 3.
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covered to a considerable extent. In one place it was so numerous and
troublesome, as to be swept away by bushels, in order that a place might be
cleared for encamping.
\V.

CAPSICUM. U. S., Lond.
Cayenne Pepper.
" The fruit of Capsic um annuum ." U.S. °Capsicum annuum. Baccre."

Lond. "Fruit of Capsicum annuum and other species.'' Ed.
Off. Syn. CAPSlCUM ANNUUM. Capsulre cum seminibus. Dub.
J>oivrc de G11iuec, Poine d'lmle, J!r.; Spnnischer Pfo_ffor, Germ.; P<'ppe ronc, Bal.;

Pirnicnto,Sptm.
CA1•s1cui\1.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Solanacere.
Gen. Ch. Corolla whe('l ·s~aped . Ber~Y. without juice. ~illd.
Numerous species of Capsicum, inhabiting the East fnd1 es and tropical
America, are enumerated by botanists, the fruit of which, differing simply
in the degree of pllngency, may be indiscriminately employed. The C. bac~
catu11l or bird pepper, and the C.Jrutescens a.re said to yield m~t of the
Cayenne pepper brought from the West Indies and South America; and
Ainslie informs us that th e latler is chiefly employed in the East Indies.
The species most extensively cultivated in Europe and this country, is that
recognised as officinal by thePharmacopa:ias, namely, the C. anmmm. The
first two are shrubby plants, the last is annual and herbaceous.
Capsicum, anmmm. Willd. Sp.Plant. i. 1052; Woodv . A/ed. Bot. p.
226. t. 80. The stem of the annual capsicum is thick, roundish, smooth,
and branching; rises two or three feet in height; and supports ovate, pointed,
smooth, entire leaves, which are placed without regular order on long foot·
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corolla, monopetalous and wheel-shaped, with the limb divided into five
spreading, pointed, and plaited segments; the filaments, short, tapering,
and furnished with oblong anthers; the germen, ovate, supporting a slender
style which is lon ger than the filaments, and terminates in a blunt sligma.
'l'he fruit is a pendulous, pod-like berry, light, smooth and shining, of a
bright, scarlet, orange, or sometimes yellow colour, with two or three cells,
containing a dry, loose pulp, and numerous flat, kidney-shaped, whitish,
seeds.
The plant is a nati\·e of the warmer regions of Asia and America, and is
cultivated in almost all parts of the world. It is abundantly produced in this
country, both for culinary and medicinal purposes. The flowers appear in
July and August, and the fruit ripens in October. Several varieties are cul·
tivated in our gardens, differing in the shape of the fruit. The most abundant is probably that with a large irregularly ovate berry, ~epressed at the
extremity, which is much used in the green state for picklmg. The medi·
cinal variety is that with long , conical, generally pointed, recur.ved fruit,
usually not thicker than the fin~er. Sometimes we .meet with small,
spherical, s lightly compressed berries, not grea~ly exceed mg a large cherry
in size. When perfectly ripe and dry, the fruit is g round into powder, and
brought into market under the name of red or Cayenne pepper. Our
markets are also partly supplied by importation from the 'Vest Indies. A
variety of caps icum, consisting of very sma~l, conical, exceedingly pungent
berries, has recently been imported from Liberia. In England the fruit of
tbe C. annuum is frequently called chillies.
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Powdered capsicum is usually of a more or less bright red colour, 'Yhich
fades upon exposure to light, and u\Limately disappears. '.fhe odo':1r is p~
culiar and somew~at aromatic, stronger in the recent than rn the c1:1ed.fn11t.
The taste is bitterish, acrid, and burning, producing a fiery sensation m the

mouth, which continues for a long time. 'l'he pungency appears l? depend
on a peculiar principle, which was obtained, though probably not 1~ a perfectly isolated state, by Braconnot, and named capsicin. The fruit, fr~ed
from the seeds, was submitted to the action of alcohol, and th e resultmg
tincture evaporated . During the evaporation a red-coloured wax separated,
and the residuary liquor by further evaporation afforded an extra~t, from
which ethe r dissolved the capsicin. This was obtained by evaporatmg .the
ether. It resembles an oil or soft resin, is of a yellowish-brown or redd1shbrown colour, and when tasted, though at first balsamic, soon produces an
insupportably hot and pungent impression over the whole interior of the
mouth. Exposed to heat it melts, and at .a hi ghC'r ~emperature emits fumes,
which, even in very small quantity, excite coughing and sneezing. It i.s
slightly soluble in water and vinegar, and very soluble in alcohol, ether, 011
of turpentine, and the caustic alkalies. which it renders reddish-brown. It
constitutes, according to Braconnot, 1·9 per cent. of the fruit. The other
iogredients, as ascertained by the same chemist, are colouring matter, an
azotized substance, gum, pectic acid (probaby pectin), and saline matters.
Red oxide of ·lead is sometimes added to the powdered capsicum sold in
Europe. It may be detected by digesting the suspected powder in diluted
nitric acid, filtering, and adding a solution of sulphate of soda, which wiU
throw down a white precipitate if there be any oxide of lead present. Capsicum is said to be sometimes adulterated with coloured saw-dust .
.Medical Properties and Uses . Cayenne pepper is a po"rerful stimulant,
producing when swallowed a sense of heat in the stomach, and a general
glow over the body, without any narcotic effect. Its influence O\'er the circulation, though considerable, is not in proportion to its local action. It is
much employed as a condiment, and proves highly useful in correcting tbe
flatulent tendency of certain vegetables, and bringing them within the digestive powers of the stomach. Hence the advantage derived from it by the
natives of tropical climates who live chiefly on vegetable food . In the East
Indi es it ha~ be~n used from time immemorial. From a passage in th.e
works of Phny, it nppears to have been known to the Romans. As a medicine it is useful in cases of enfeeb led and languid stomach,and is occasionally
prescribed in dyspepsia and atonic gout, part icularly when attended with
much flatulence, or occurring in persons of intemperate habits. lt has also
been g iven as a ~timu lant in palsy and certa.in lethargic affections. To the
sulphate of quima it forms an excellent add11ion in some cases of intermittents, in which there is a great want of gastric suscepti bility. It acts by
exciting the stomach, and rendering it sensible to the influence of the tonic.
Upon the same principle it may prove useful in low forms of fever as an
adjuvant l? tonic or stimulant rnedici.nes. Its most important application,
however, 1s to the treatment of malignant sore-throat and scarlet fever, in
which it is used both internally and as a gargle. No other remedy has
oblain e~ equa~ credit in the~e co1~plaints. The following formula was employed m mahgnant scarlatina, with great advantage, in the \Vest Indies,
where this application ~f the :remedy originated. Two tablespoonfuls of
the powdered pepper, wnh a teupobnful of common salt, are infused for an
hour in~ ~int or. a boiling liquid composed of eq_ual parts or water and vine-
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as a gargle. It is, however, only to the worst cases that the remedy is applied
so ene rgetically. In mild er cases of scarlatina, with inflamed or ulcerated
throat, much relief and posi tive advantage often follow the employment of
the pe pper in a more diluted state. Capsicum has also been advantageouslr
used in sea-sickness, in the dose of a teaspoonful, given in some com•enient
Yehicl e on the first occu rrence of nausea.
Applied externall y, Cayenn~ pepper is a powe~ful rubefacient, very useful in local rheumatism, and 10 low forms of disease, wh ere a stimulant
impress ion upon the surface is de1~anded. It has the advant~ge, under
these circumstances, of acting speedily without endangering ves1cation. It
may be applied in the form of catsplasm, ?r more com'eniently and efficiently as a lotion, mixed with heated spint. The powd er or tincture,
brought into comact with a relax ed uvula, often acts very beneficially.
The dose of the powder is from five to ten grains, which may be most
conveniently given in the form of pill. Of an infusion prepared by adding
two drachms to half a pint of boi ling water, th e dose is about half a fluidounce. A gargle may be prepared by infusi ng half a drachm of the powder in a pint of boiling water, or by adding half a fluidouncc of the tincture
to eight fiuidounces of rose-water.
Off. Prep. Tinctura Capsici, U.S., L-Ond., Ed., Dub.
\V.

CARBO.
Carbon .
Pure C'harconl; Carbone, Fr., Ital. ; Kolilcnstoff, Gel'm.; Carbon, Span.

Carbon is an e!C'mentary substance of great importance, and very extensively diffuse d in nature. ll exists in larlJe quantity in the min eral king·
dom, and forms the mos t abundant constituent of animal and vegetable
matter. In a state of perfect purity and crystallized, it constitutes the
diamond, and, more or less pure, it forms the substances known under thn
nam es of plumbago or black lead , anthracite, bituminous coal, coke, animal
charcoal, and vegetable charcoal. Combined with oxygen, it constitute~
carbonic acid, which is a constituent of the almosphere, and present in
many natural waters, especially those which have an efforvescing quality.
United with oxygen and a base, it forms the carbonates, and of course carbonate of lime, which is one of th e most abundant combinations of th e
min eral kingdom .
The diamond, or crystallized carbon, is found principally in India and
Brazil. 'Vithin a few years, se \•eral diamonds have been found in the gold
region of Georgia. This gem is perfectly transpa rent, and the hardest and
most brilliant substance in nature. Its sp. gr. is about 3-.~. ft is p1::rfeclly
fixed and unalterable in the fire, provided air be l'xcluded; but it is combustible in air or oxygen, lh e producl being the sa'me as when charcoal is
burned, namely carbonic acid.
Next to diamond, plumba go nnd anthracite are the purest natural forms
of carbon. Plumbago is the substance of which black lead crucibles and
pencils are made. It is found in greatest purity, perhaps, in the mine of
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carburet of iron; but, in very pure specimens, it is nea rly free from iron.
which mu st, th erefore, be deemed an accidental impurity. .tlnthracite
occurs in different parts of the world, but particularly in the Uniled States.
Immense beds of it exist in Pennsylvania. Bituminous coal is a form of
16
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the carbonaceous principle, in which the carbon is associated wilh volatile
matter of a bituminous nature. \Vh en this is driven off by the process of
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Carbon may be obtained artificially, in a state approachm~ to purity, ~y
several processes. One method is to expose lampblack to a full red !1eat rn
a close vessel. It may also be obtained in a very _pure state by passing the
vapour of volatile oils through an ignited porcelain tube; '"'·hereby t~e hy-
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vegetable substances which leave no ashes when burnt, to 1gn1uon rn close
vessels.
Properties. Carbon in its crysta lliz ed_ form has already been described
as diamond. In its uncrystallized state it is an insoluble, infusible solid,
generally of a black colour, and without taste or smell. It burns when sufficiently heated, uniting with the oxygen of the air, and generating a gaseous
acid , called carbonic acid . lts sp. gr. in the solid sta te, apart from the pores
which it contains when in mass, is 3·5; but with the pores included, it is
onl y 0·44. In a state of vapour, its density is 0·4215, as obtained by calculation. It is a very unalterable and indestructible substance, and has
great power in resisting and correcting putrefaction in other bodies. When
in a state of extreme division, it possesses the remarkable power of destroying the colouring and odorous principles of most liquids. The conditi.ons,
und er which this property is most powerfully developed, are explamed
und rr the head of animal charcoal. (Sec Carbo .Bnimalis.) Its other physic::d properties differ according to its source and peculiar state of aggregation. lls equivalent number is 6, and ils symbo l C. As a chemical element,
it enjoys a very extensive range of combination. It combines in five pro·
portions with oxygen, forming carbonic oxide, and carbonic, oxalic, mellitic,
and croconic .acids . (See ./l~ua .flcidi Carbonici, and Oxalic .11.cid.) It
uni tes also with chlonne, iodin e, and bromine. "With hydrogen it forms a
number of compounds, called rnrbo-!tydrogens, of which the most interestjng, excluding hypothet!cal radicals, are light carb~retted hydrogen, or fire
damr, ol~fiant ga_s, the light antl concrete OJ!s of wme, and certain purified
volatile 01ls . . Wnh nitrogen it constitutes cyanogen , the compound radical
?f hydrocyamc ?r prussic acid; and united with iron in minute proportion
H f~rms steel. lt .1s thus perceived that as a chemical agent it performs
an 1mpor~ant part 111 the economy of nature.
To notice all the forms of the carbonaceous principle would be out of
place in this work. We shall, therefore, restrict ourselves to theconsidera·
tion of those which are officinal, namely, animal charcoal and wood charcoal. These are described in the two following articles.
B.
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CARBO ANIMALIS. U.S., Land., Ed.
Animal Charcoal.
°Charcoal prepared from bones." U.S. "Carbo. Ex carne et ossibus
coclus." Lond.; "Impure animal charcoal obtained commonly from bones."
Ed.
Charbon animal, Fr.; Thicrischc Koble, Germ.; Carbone animate, Jtul.J Carbon ani·
mal,Spa11.

The animal charcoal employed in pharmacy and the arts, is obtained from
bones by subjecting them to a red hent in close vesse ls, and is chiefly employed as a decolorizing agent. The residue of the ignition is a black
matter, which, when reduced to powder, forms the substance properly called
bone-black, but familiarly known under the incorrect name of ivory·black.
Ivory by carbonization will furnish a black, which, on account of its fine·
ness and intensely black colour, is more esleemed than the ordinary boneblack; but it is much more expensive.
Animal charcoal, in the form of bone-black, is extensively manufactured
for the use of sugar refiners and others; aml an ammoniacal liquor, called
bone spirit, is obtained as a secondary product, and sold to the makers
of sal ammoniac. The bones are subjected to destructive distillation in
iron retorts or cylinders, and, when the bone spirit ceases to come over, the
residuum is charred bonr, or bone-black. Bone consists of animal matter
with phosphate and carbonate of lime. In consequence of a new arrangement of the elements of the animal matter, the nitrogen and hy~rogen united
as ammonia, and a part of t he charcoal in the form of carbonic acid, d istil over ;
while the remainder of the charcoal is left in the retort, intermingled with
the calcareous salts. fn this form, therefore, of animal charcoal, the carbon
is mixed with phosphate and carbonate of lime; and the same is the case
with the t ru e ivory black.
Properties. Animal charcoal, in the form of bone-black, called ivoryblack in the shops, is a black powde r, possessing a slightly alkaline and
bitleris h taste, and having a ge neral resemblance to powdered vegetable
charcoal. It is, however, more dense and less combustible than this charcoal; from which, moreover, it may be distinguished by burning a small
portion of it on a red-hot iron, when it will leave a residuum imperfectly
acted on by sulphuric acid: whereas the ashes from vegetable charcoal will
readily dissolve in this acid, forming a bitterish solution .
Animal charcoal by no means necessarily possesses the decolorizing property; as this drpends upon its peculiar state of aggregation. 1f a piece of
pure animal malter be carbonized, it usually enters into fusion , and, from
the gaseous matter which is extricate~, becomes porous and cellular. The
charcoal formed has generally a metull1c lustre, and a colour resembling that
of black lead. lt has, however, liule or no decolorizing power, even though
it may be finely pulverized.
Rationale of the E.ffccts of Charcoal as .a .Decolorizi_ng .!Jgent. The
decolorizino- power of charcoal was first noticed by Lownz of SL Petersburg; and fhe subje_cl was subsequently ably investigated by Buss~'· Payen,
and Desfosses. I t 1s generally communicated to charcoal by ignning it in
close vessels, but not always . The kind of charcoal, fo r example, obtained
from substances which undergo fusion during carbonization, docs not possess the property, even though it may be afte rwards finely pulverized. The
property in queslion is possessed to a certain extent by woo~1 charcoal; b~t
is developed in it in a much greater degree by burning it with some chem1-
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ca l substance, which may ha,·e the effect of reducing it to ~n extr~me degree
of fin eness. The most powerful of all the charcoals for d1sc~argmg colou.rs
are those obtained from certain animal matters, such as dned blood, hair,
horns, hoofs, &c., by first carbonizing them in connexion with carbonate of
potas.:;a, and then washing the product with water. Charcoal, thus prepared,
.sct:ms to be reduced to its fin es t possible particles. The next mos~ powerful
decolorizing charc?al is ivory or bone-black, in which th7 separation ?f the
ca rbonaceous particles is eftCcted by the phosphate of lime present in the
hone. Vegetable substances also may be madt: to yield a good charcoal
for destroying colour, provided, before carbonization, they be well comminuted, and mixed with pumice stone, chalk, flint, calcined bones, or other
similar substance in a pulverized state.
It results from the foregoing facts, that the ~ecolor.izing J?Ower of charcoa l depends upon a peculiar mode of aggregation of lls particles, the leading character of which is that they are isolated fror:i one another, ~nd thus
e nabled to present a greater extent of surface. It 1s on t ~1is principle that
certain chemical substances act in developing the property m question, when
they are ignited, in a state of intimate mixture, with the substance to be
charred. 'l'hus it is perceived that there is no necessary connexion between
animal charcoal and the decolorizing power; as this charcoal may or may
not possess the peculiar aggregation of its particles on which the power
depends. Bone-black, for instance, has this property, not because it is an
animal charcoal; but because, in consequence of the phosphate of lime present in the bone, the favourable state of aggregation is induced.
'l'he following table, abridged from one drawn up by Bussy, denotes the
relative decolorizing power of different charcoals.
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.Comparing the extreme~ of this ta~ l c, it is perceived that blood ignited
with carbonate of potassa 1~ twenty tunes as powerful in discharging the
colour of syrup. and fifty tunes as powerful in decolorizing indigo, as an
equal weight of bone-black.
~nimal charcoal is capable of taking lime from water, and even from some
of lls salt~; as also iodine from liquids which contain it in solution,as observed
by Lassa.•gne. Its power, however, in acting on solutions and chemical compounds, 1s much more decided i~1 its pur.ified state, as shown by Mr. Warington, and by M . 'Vapen. [n this state, 1t takes a number of salts from their
aq ueous solutions, ~nd ~ven converts chromate of potassa into the carbonate.
Bone-black consists, m the hundred parts, of eighty-eight parts of phos-
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phate and carbonate of lime, ten of charcoal, and two of carburetor silicuret
of iron . (Dumas.) The proportion of charcoal here given is small. According to Dr. Christ ison, Scotch bone-black generally yields about twenty
per cent. of charcoal, which is a large amount to be obtained by analysis,
considering that thirty-three per cent. only of the bone is anima l matter, and
that part of the charcoal is lost in the process.
Plwrn~aceutical Uses, ~'c. Animal charco.al is used in pharmacy fo r
decolor!zing vegetable princ iples, such as quinia, rno~phia, &c., and in the
art_s, pnnc~pally for clarifying syrups in sugar refinmg, and for depriving
spi rits distdled from grain of the peculiar volatile oil, called grain oil, which
imparts to them an unpleasant tasle as first distilled. The manner in which
it is used is to mix it with the substance to be decolorized, and to allow the
mixtu~e lo stand for some time . The charcoal. unites chemic.ally with the
colouring matter, and the solution by filtration 1s obtained white and transparent. For most pharmaceutical operations, and when used as an antidote, animal char~oal must be purified by muriatic acid from phosphate
and carbonate of hme. (See Carbo .Rninialis Purificalus.) In t he U.S.
formula for su lphate of qu inia, however, it is used wit hout purification; as
the carbonate of lime which it contains performs a useful part in the process. (See Quini::e Su/pitas .)
Off. Prep. Carbo Animalis Purificatus, U.S., Lond., Ed.
B.

CARBO L IGNI. U. S., L ond., Ed., Dub.
Charcoal.
Ca~~~~~~!~.~~~;~':,~.; Charbon tle bois, Fr.; 1-Iolzkohlc, Germ.; Carbone di Jegno, Ital.;

Preparation on tlie Large Scale. Billets of wood are piled in a conical
form, and CO\'ered with earth and sod to p revent the free access of ai r ;
several holes being left at the bottom, and one at the top of the pile, jn order
to produce a draught to commence the combustion . The wood is then
kindled from the bouom. I n a little while, the hole at the top is closed, and
after the ignition is found to pe rvade the whole pile, those at the bottom are
stopped also. The combustion taking place with a smothered flame and
limited access of air, the volatile portions of the wood, consisting of hydrogen and oxygen, are dissipated; while the carbon, in the form of charcoal,
is left behind.
In this process for the carbonization of wood, all the volatile products are
Jost i and a portion of the charcoal itself is dissipated by combustion. ·wood,
thus carbonized, yields not more than 17 or 18 per cent. of charcoal. A
beurr method is to char the wood in iron cylinders, when it yields from 22
to23 parts in the 100ofexcellent charcoal; and at the same time, the means
arc aftOrded for collect ing the volatile products, consisting of pyroligneous
acid, empyreumatic oil, and tar . This process for obtaining charcoal has
been desc ribed under another head. (See .!lcidum Pyroligneum.)
Preparation/or .il1edicat Use. Common charcoal is no~, perhaps, sufficiently pure for medical exhib ition; as a.JI the volat ~ le porllons of the wood
are not completely expelled. Lowitz directs its purification to be conducted
in the fo llowing manner. Fill a crucible with ordinary charcoal reduced to
fine powder, and lute on a perforated cover. Then expose t he whole to a
strong red heat, and continue the ignition as long as a blue flame issues
from the aperlurc in the cover. 'Vhen this ceases, allow the charcoal to
cool, and transfer it quickly to bottles, which must be well stopped.
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PropcrtieR. Charcoal is a black, shining, brittle, porous substance,

last~

less, and inodorous, and insoluble in water. It is a good conductor of electncity, but a bad oae of heat. In masses, it floats in water; but,. when re~u~ed
to a fine powder, whereby its porosity is destroyed, it sin~s in. that l1qu1d.
It possesses the remarkable property of absorbing many tunes Jts ow_n bulk
of certain gases, provided it be perfectly dry. When exposed to the air after
ignition, it increases rapidly in weight, absorbing r:om tw~lve to four_teen per
cent. of moisture. As ordinarily prepared, it contains the incombust1ble part
of the wood, amounting to one or two per cent., which is lefl in _the ~orm of
ashes when the charcoal is burnt. These may be removed by d1gestmg the
charcoal in diluted muriatic acid, and afterwards washing it thoroughly with
boiling water.
Aiedical Properti~s, ~·c. Powdered charcoal is antiseptic and absorbe~t.
It is employed with advantage in certain forms of dyspepsia, attended with
fetid breath and putrid eructations; and it has been exhibited in dysentery
with the effect of correctin g the fetor of the stools. As a remedy in obsti·
nate constipation, Dr. Daniel, of Savannah, speaks of it in hi gh terms, and
reports fourteen or fifteen cases in which it proved successfu l. He also
found it useful in the nausea and confined state of the bowels which usually
attend pregnancy. Its use as an ingredient of poultices is noticed under th.e
title of Cataplasma Carbonis Ligni. Several of its varieties constitute the
best tooth powder tho.t can be used. Those which are generally preferred
are the charcoals of the cocoa-nut s hell and of bread. The dose of charcoal
varies from twenty grains to a drachm or more. Dr. Daniel gave it, in his
cases, in doses of a tablespoonful repeated ·every half hour.
In consequence of the absorbent and antiseptic properties of charcoal, it
is inval1table in domestic economy. Meat embedded in it in close vessels
is kep.t perfectly sweet for many months; and water intended for long voyages 1s equally preserved by the addition of its powder. The power of
some of its varieties in destroying colours and odours is very considerable;
and it acts upon the principle which has been explained under the head of
animal charcoal. (See Carbo .!lnimo/is.)
Charcoal is used in preparing the Edinburgh Barytre JJ[urias, when this
salt is obtained from sulphate of baryta.
_ OJ!. Prep. Cataplasma Carbonis Ligni, Dub.
B.

CARDAMINE. Lond.
Cuckoo-.fl01ver.
"Cardamine pratensis. Flores." Lond.
Off. Syn. CARDAMINE PRATENSIS.

Flores. Dub.

Cresson des prCs, Fr.i \Viesenkresse , Germ.i Kardnmine 1 Ital

'Sex. Syst. Tetradynamia Siliquosa.-Nat. Ord. Brassica·
cereorCruciferre.
Gen. Ch. Pods opening elastically, with revolute valves. Stigma entire.
Calyx somewhat gaping. ff'illd.
1
8
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ste.m alternate, with leaflets which become na.rrower, more entire, and
pomted a~ they ascend . . The flowers are pu.rplish-white or rose-coloured,
and termmate the stem m a raceme approaching the character of a corymb.
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This species of Cardamine is a nalive of Europe, and is found in the
northern parts of our continent, about Hudson's Bay. It is a very handsome plant, abounding in moist meadows, which it adorns with its flowers
in the months of April and May. The leaves are bitterish and slightly
pungent, resembling in some measure those of water·cresses, and Jike them
supposed to be possessed of antiscorbutic properties. In Europe they are
sometimes added to salads. The flowers only are officinal. They have
the same taste with the leaves, and, when fresh, a somewhat pungent odour.
When dried, they become inodorous and nearly insipid.
They formerly possessed the reputation of being diuretic, and, since the
publication of a paper by Sir George Baker, somewhat more than half a century ago, have been occasionally used as an antispasmodic in various nervous
diseases, such as chorea and spasmodic asthma, in which they were successfully employed by that physician . They produce, however, little obvious
VV.
effect upon the system, and are not employed in this country.

CARDAMOMUM. U.S., Land., Ed.
Cardamom .
"The fruit of Alpinia Cardamom um ." U.S. "Alpinia Cardamom um.
Semina." Lond. ••Fruit of Renealmia Cardamom um." Ed.
Off. Syn. AMOMUM CARDAMOMUM. Semina. Dub.
Petit cardamome, .F'r.; Kleine Kardamomem, Genn.; Cardamomo minore, flu!. ; Carda·
momo mcnor, Span.; Ebil, .llrab.; Kakelah seghar, Persiani Capalaga, Malay; Gujaratil
elachi, Hindoost

'l'he subject of cardamom has been involved in some confusion and uncertainty, both in its commercial and botanical relations. The name has been
applied to the aromatic capsules of various Indian plants belonging to the
family of the Scitamine:.:e. Three varieties have long been designated by the
several tit les of the lesser, middle, nnd larger, the cardamomum minus, medium, a11d majus of older authors; but these terms have been used differently by different writers, so that their precise signification remained doubtful.
Pereira, whose position, in the midst of the greatest drug market in the world,
has given him excellent opportunities, which he has not neglected, of investigating the commercial history of drugs, has enabled us in great measure to
clear up this confusion. It is well known that the lesser cardamom of most
writers is the variety recognised by the Pharmacopceias, and generally kept
in the shops. The other varieties, though circulating to a greater or less
extent in European and Indian commerce, are little known in this country.
A sketch of the non·officinal cardamoms, condensed from the account of
Pereira, is given below in a note.* 'I'he following remarks have reference
exclusively to the genuine Malabar or officinal cardamom.
• 1.

Ceylon Cardamom.

This !ms been denominated Yariously by different authors,

~=;~:~o~:~u~n~;~:.~u:;n:~~:o;;;~"c;;;Ya'~:~n~.nd 1~};~~::;=;;: ::;r;;;:~·ma~1 ~~1i:~~~m~
the East it is sometimes called Grains of Pamdise; but ii iii distinct from the product
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The fruit iii a lanceolate-Oblong, acutely triangular capsule, somewhat curved, about an
inch and a half long and four Jines broad, with flat and ribbed sides, tough and ooriaceom,
brownish or yellowisl.M1sh coloured, having frcquemly at one end the long, cylindrical,
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PART J,

Linnreus conrounded 1 under the name of .!bnomum Cardamomum., two

difft>renl vegetables- the genuine plant of Malabar, and another growing in

Java. These were separated by \Villdenow, who ?onferred o~ ~he former
Sonnerat's title of .Bmoniwn repens, while he retamed the ongrnal name
fo~ the latter, though not the true cardamom plant. fn the tenth vol. of the
Lorn. Transactions, A. D. 18 11, Mr. Whit e, a Britis h Army Surgeon in
India, published a very minute description of. the Malabar plant, which he
1
1
0 1
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arrangement of the Scitamine::c, could not be considered an .!hnomwn; and,
as he was unable to attach it to any other known genus, he proposed to
construct a new one with the name of Elettaria, derived from eleltari, or
elatari, the Malabar name of this vegetab le. Sir James Smith aftCr\\'a rds
suggested the propriety of naming the new genus ll1atonia, in honour of Dr.
Maton; and the latter title having been adopted by Roscoe, obtained a place
in former editions of the London and United States Pharmacopreias. After
all, however, it is doubtful whether the new genus is well founded; and
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the ce lebrated Dr. Roxburgh describes the Malabar cardamom plant as an
.11.lpinia, with the spec ific appellation of .fl. Cardamomum. H e has been
followed by SprengeJ, and several other German authorities, and recently by
the London College, and the framers of the Pharmacopceia of the United
States. Lindley and Pereira, however, adhere to the genus Elettaria of Dr.
Matan . Finally, Roscoe has arranged the plant with the abandoned genus
Renealmia of Linnreus which he has restored; and the Edinburgh College
bas recogni sed this arrangement.
ALPINIA. Sex. Syst. Monandria Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Scitaminere.
Brown. Zingiberacere. Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Corolla with inter ior border unilabiate . .lln/herdouble,naked,
(uncrown ed.) Capsule berried, three-celled. Seeds a few, or numerous,
arilled . Roxburgh, Jlsiat. R esea rch. vol. xi. p. 350 .
.Blpinia Cardamomum. Roxburgh . -Elettaria Canlarnomum . !Vlaton. Afatonia Cardamomwn. Roscoe.-Amom.um Repens. Sonnerat; Willd.
Sp. Plant. i. 9. Renealniia Cardarnomum. Roscoe, .Monandrous Plants.
Figured in Linn. Trans., x. 218. The cardamom plant has a tuberous
horizontal root or rhizoma, furnished with numerous fibres, and sending up
from eight to twenty erect, simp le, smooth, green and shining, perennial
stems, which ri se from six to twelve feet in height, and bear alternate
sheathing leav es. These are from nine inches to two feet lon g, from one
to five inches broad, elli ptical·lanceolate , pointed, entire, smooth and darkgreen on the upper surface, glossy and pale sea-green beneath, with strong
midribs, and short footstalks. Th e scape or flower-stalk proceeds from the
base of the ste m, and li es upon the ground, with the flowers arranged in
the form of a paniclc. The calyx is monophyllou s, tubular, and toothed at
tbe margin; the corolla monophyllous and funnel-shaped, with the inferior
border unilabiate, three-lobed, and spurred at the base. The fruit is a threecelled capsule, containing numerous seeds.
This valuable plant is a native of the mountains of Malabar, where it
springs up syontaneously in the forests after the removal of the u_ndergr~wth.
From time 1mmemorial 1 great numbe rs of the natives have denved a livelih ood from its cultivation. It begins to yield fruit at the end of the fourth
year, and continues to bear for several years afterwards. The capsules
when ripe are picked from the fruit stems, dried over a gentle fire, and
separated by rubbing with the hands from the footstalks and adhering calyx.
Thu s prepared, they are ovate-oblong, from three to ten lines Jong, from
three to four thick, three-sided with rounded angles, obtusely pointed at both
ends, longitudinally wrinkled, and of a yellowish-white colour. The seeds
which they conlain are smal l, angular, irregular, rough as if embossed upon
their surface, of a brown colour, easily redllced to powder, and thus separable from the capsules, which, though slightly aromatic, a~c much less so
than the seeds, and should be rejected when the medicine 1s given in su bsrnnce. 'l'he seeds constitute about 74 parts by weight in the hundred.
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and more coarsely ribbed, and more l~ighly esteemed than the other varie·
ties; ~ . the long-longs, from seven hnes to an inch .in length by two or
1
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Jes~ pointed. The odour of cardamom is fragra_nt, the taste warm, s lightly
puncrent, and highly aromatic. These properties are extracted by water
and ~lcoho l, but more readily by the lalter. Th ey depend on a vola~ile oil
which rises with water in dist11lation. The seeds contain, according to
'frommsdorff, 4·6 per cent. of volatile oil, 10·4 of fixed oil, 2·5 of a salt of
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potassa mixed wilh a colouring principle, 3·0 of sta:ch , 1·8 of azotized
mucilage_, 0·4 of yellow colouring maltt>r, and 77·:3 of l1gn:ous fibre. The
volatile 01! is colourless, of an agreeab le and very penetr~ting odour,and of
a strong, aromatic, burning, camphorous. a_nd slightly b1tt.er taste. Its sp.
gr. is 0·915. It cannot be kept long w~thout u1~dergorng. change, and
finally, PVen though excluded from the air, loses its peculiar odour and
taste. (Trommsdorf, Annalrn der Pharmacie, July, l S:l!.) The seeds
should be powdered only when wanted for immediate use, as they retain
their aromatic properties best while enc losed within the capsules.
Alcdical Properties and Uses. Cardamom is a "·arm an~ grateful aro·
matic, less heating and stimulating than ~ome other~ belon.ging to the cl~ss,
and very useful as an adjuvant or correcu~e of cord1al, tonic, and purgative
medicines. Throughout the East Indies Jt is largely consumed as a con·
diment. It was known to the ancients, and derived its name from the
Greek language. ln this country it is employed chiefly as an ingredient
ia compound preparations.
OJ!: PrPp. Confoctio Aromaticn, Lond., Dub.; Extract. Colocynthidis
Comp., U.S., Lorlll., Dub.; Ptilvis Aromaticus, U.S., Lond.. Ed., Dub.;
Tinctura Cardamomi, U.S., Lond., Ed., .Dub.; Ti net. Cardam. Comp. ,
Lonrl. , Ed., Dub.; Tinct. Cinnam. Comp., U. 8., Lond., Ed.; rrinct.
Con ii, Land., JJub.; 'l'inct. Gentian. Comp., U. 8., Land. , nub.; Ti net.
Quassire Comp., Ed.; Tinct. Rhci, U.S., Ed.; Tinct. Rhei Comp., Dub.;
Tinct. Rhei et Aloi:is, U.S.. Ed.; 'rinct. Sennre Comp., Loral., Dub.;
W.
Tinct. Sennre ct Jalapre, U.S., Ed.; Vin um AloCs, U.S., Ed.

CAR OT A. U.S. Secondary.
Carrot Seed.
11

The fruit ofDaucus Carota." U.S.

Off. Syn. OAUC ! FRUCTUS. Oaucus Carota. Frucllls. Lond.; OAU CUS CAROTA. Var. SYLVESTR!S. Scmina. Dub.

DAUCI RADIX. Lond., Ed.
Garden Carrot Root.
Daucus Carota. Radix recens .'' Loncl. ••Root ofDaucus Carola. var.
Sativa." Ed.
11

Off. Syn. DAUCUS CAROTA. Radix. Dub.
Carrouc, .Fr.; lieme~11e i\fohre, (i<'llX' Ruhr, Oerm.: Carola, ital.: L:mahoria, Spnn

A~:c~~~s.

Sex. Syst. P entandria Digynia.- Nat. Ord. Umbcllifcrre, or

Gen. Cit. Corolla somewhat rayed. Florets of the disk abortive. Fruit
hispid with hairs. lrilld.
Daucu,s Car_ola. Willd . Sp . Plant. i. 1.~sn; Woodv. Jlled. Bot. p. 130.

50. 'I he wtld carrot has a biennia l spindle-shaped root, and an annual,
round, furrowed., hairy stem, which divides into lon g, erect, flower-bearing

t.
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tripinnate, th e upper, smaller and less compound; in both, the lenH~ts are
d~vided i~ to narrow pointed segments. Th e ~owers are small, white, and
disposed m many -rayed compound umbels, which are at first flat on the top
and sp reading:. but, when the see~s are formed, contract so as to presen t a
conca\•e cup-like surface. A stenle flower of a deep purple colour is often
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observable in the centre of the umbel. The general involucrum is composed
of several leaves, divided in lo long narrow segments; the partial is more
simple. 'l'he petals are five, unequal, and cordate. The fruit consists of two
piano-convex hispid portions, connected by their flat surface.
Daucus Carota is exceedi ngly common in this country, growing along
fences, and in neglected fields, which, in th e_ months of June and July are
some times white over their whole surface with its flowers. lt grows wild
also in Europe, from which it is supposed by some botanists to have been
introduced into the United State~. Th e well-lrnown garden carrot is the
same plant somewhat altered by cultivation. The officinal portions are the
fruil or the wild, and the root of the cultivated \'ariety.
I. CARROT S EEDS. St rictly speaking, these should be called the fruit.
They are very light, of a brownish colour, or an oval shape, flat on one
side, convex on the other, and on their convex surface presenting four
lon gi.tudinal ridges, to. which stiff whitish hairs or bristles are attached.
Th<.>y have an aromatic odour, and a warm, pungent and bitterish taste.
By distillation they yield a pale yellow vokuile oil, upon which their virtues
chiefly depend. Boiling water ex tracts their active propert~s.
Medical Properties and Uses. Carrot seeds are moderately excitantand
diuretic, and are considerably employed, both in domestic practice and by
physicians, in chronic nephritic affections, and in dropsy. As they possess
to a certain extent the cordial properties of the aromatics, they are especially
adapted to cases in which the stomach is enfeebled. They arc said to afford
relief in the strangury from blisters. From thirty grains to a drachm or the
bruised seeds may be given at a dose, or a pint of the infusion, containing
1.he virtues of half an ounce or an ounce of the seeds, may be taken during
the clay. The whole umbel is often used instead of the seeds alone.
2. CARROT RooT. Tho root of the wild carrot is whitish, hard , coriaceous,
branched, or a strong smell, and an acrid di sagreeable taste; that of the cultivated vari ety is reddish, fleshy, thick, conical, rarely branched, of a pleasant
odour, and a peculiar, sweet, mucilaginous taste. The constituents of the
root are crystaLiizable and uncrystallizable s ugar, a little starch, extractive,
gluten, albumen, volatile oil, vcgetabll' jelly or pectin, malic acid, saline
matters, li gnin, and a peculiar crystallizab!e, ruby-red, neuter principle,
without odour or taste, called carolin. ln relation to the nature or vegetable

~~~fi~~t~~n ~f~~~~~i~?m~i~~la~:i~~o~~bi~[d s,~~~ ~\!;:tati:'~c~~~si~:.~ec~n~
not found it to be a peculiar principle, and gave it the name of pectin from
the Greek (n'l'xt't~), expressive of the peculiar property of gelatinizing, by
which it is distinguished. It exists more or less in all vegetables, and is
abundant in certain fruits and roots from which jellies are prepared. It may
be separated from the juice of fruits by alcohol, which precipitates it in the
form of a jelly. This being washed wilh weak alcohol and dri ed, yields a
semi-transparent substance bearing some resemblance lo fish-glue or isinglass. lmm ersed in 100 parls of cold water, it swells lik e bassorin, and
ultimately forms a homogeneous j.elly. 'Vith a large r proportion il ex hibits
a mucilaginous consistence. ~t .is less acted on by boiling than by cold
water. '.Yh en perfecdy pure it 1s tasteless, and has no effect on v('getable
blues. A striking peculiarity is that, by the agency of a fixed ailrnli or
alkaline earthy base, it is instant ly converted into pectic acid, which unites
with llw base to form a pectate. This ma.y be decomposed by the addition
of an acid, which unites with th e alkah and separates th e pectic ac id.
(Braconnol, /lnnales de Chimie, Jui/let, LS3l.) Pectic acid thu s obtained
is in the form of a colourless jelly, slightly acidulous, with the property of
redd ening litmus paper, scarcely soluble in cold water, more soluble in
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boiling water, ~nd formi~g with the latler a solution, ~v_hich, though it ~oes

not become solid on cooling, is coagulated by Lhe add1t10n of alcohol, l ~me 
water, acids, or salts, and even of sugar if allowed to stand for some t1~e.
With the alkalies the acid forms salts, which are also capable of assuming
the consistence of a jelly. With the earth~ and. mct~llic _oxides it forms
insoluble salts. Braconnot thinks that pect~c acid ex1s_Ls rn many plants
already formed, being producPd by the reaction of_ alkalies p_resen~ rn the
p lant upon the pectin. M. FrCmy found that pectm results, Jll fru~ts,from
the reaction of acids upon a peculiar insoluble ~ubst~nce they contain wl~en
immature; and that pectin is changed into pecuc acid not only by alkalies,
but also by vegetable albumen.
.
Medical Properties and Uses. The w1 Id root possesses the same properties with the seeds, and may be used .for the same purposes. T.hat .of the
garden plant has acquired much reputatrnn as an externa l ~ppl!ca.t1on to
phagedenic, sloughing, and cancerous ulcers, the fetor of which lt ~s supposed to correct, while it sometimes changes the character of the d iseased
action. It is brought to the proper consistence by scraping. In this state it
retains a portlton of the active principles of the plant, which render it som:what stimu lant. Boiled and mashed, as usually recommended, the root JS
perfecLly mild, and fit only to form emollient cataplasms.
Off. Prep . Cataplasma Dauc i, nub.
W.

CARTHAMUS. U.S. Secondary.

Dyers' Sa.ffron.
nThe flowers of Carthamus tinctorius." U.S.
Fleurs de carthamc, Safran b5.tard, Fr.; Farber Saffor, Germ.; Cartamo, Ital., Span.

CARTHAMUS. Sex. Syst. Syngenesia 1Equalis. -Nat. Ord. Compositre
Cynareoe. JJe Cand. Cynaraceoe. lindley.
Gen. Ch. Receptacle paleaceous, setose. Calyx ovate, imbricated, with
scales ovate, leafy at the end. Seed-down paleaceous, hairy, or none.

Willd.

Carthamus tinctorius. VVilld. Sp.Plant. iii. 170G. The dyers' saffron
or sa.fftower is an annual plant, with a smooth erect stem, somewhat branched
at top, and a foot or two in height. The leaves are alternate, sessile, ovate,
acute, entire, .and furnished with spiny teeth. The flowers are compound,
in Jarge, termma l, solitary heads. The florets arc of an orange-red colour,
with a funnel-shaped corolla, of which the tube is Jong, slender, and cylindrical, and the border d ivided into five equal, Janceolate, n.arrow ~egments.
The plant is a native of the Levant and Egypt, but is cultivated m various
parts of Europe ~nd America . The florets are theyart employed . They are
brought to us chiefly from the ports of the MedJtcrranean. Considerable
quantities are produced in this country, and sold as American saffron.
Safflower in mass is of a red colour, diversified by the yellowness of the

~~~~~n~~~:n~~~nr~~l~vi~~~~e~~i~l:~i~~~rn!~s~ al~:ne;~tl;a;n;~~gd~~l1;t:~~:~\~:~
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colouring su~stances- o~e red , insoluble in water, slightly soluble in alcohol.
v~ry soluble m alkaline liquids, and call~d carthmnine or carthamic acid by
DObereiner, who found it to possess acid properties; the other yellow, and
soluble in water. It is the former which renders safflower useful as a
dye-stuff. Carthamine mixed with finely powdered talc forms the cosmetic
powder known by the name of rouge. For more detailed information in
relation to these principles, the reader is referred to the Journal de Phar·
macie et de Cbimie (3e ser., vol. iii. p. 203).
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These flowers are sometimes fraudulently mixed with saffron, which they
resemble in colour, but from which they may be distinguished by their
tubular form, and by the yellowish style and filaments which they enclose.
~Medical Properties. In large doses carthamus is said to be Jaxati ve; and
administered in the state of warm infusion it proves somewhat diaphoretic.
It is used in domestic practice, as a s ubstitute for saffron, in measles, scarlatina, and other exanthematous diseases, in order to promote the eruption.
~n infusion made in the proportion of two drachms to a pint of boiling water
1s usually employed, and given without restriction as to quantity.
W.

CARUM. U.S.
Cararvay.
"The fruit of Ca rum Cami." U. S.
OJ!. Syn. CARUL Lond., Ed.; CARUM CARU!. Semina. Dub.
Carvi, .Fr., ltaL; Gemeiner Kummel, G'erm. ; Alcaravca, Spa11.
CARUM.
Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia.-Nat. Ord. Umbellifene or
Apiacem.
Gen. Cli.. Fruit ovate-oblong, striated. lnvolucre one-leafed. Petals
keeled, inflexed-emarginate. lf'illd.

0
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whitish root, and an erect stem, about two feet in height, branching above.
and furnisfted with doubly pinnate, deeply incised leaves, the segments of
which are linear and pointed. The flowers are small and white, and terminate the branches of the stem in erect umbels, which are accompanied with
an involucre, consisting sometimes of three or four leaflets, sometimes of one
on ly, and are destitute of partial involucre.
The caraway plant is a native of Europe, growing wild in meadows and
pastures, and cultivated in many places. It has been introduced into this
country. 'I1he flowers appear in May and June, and the seeds, which are
not perfected till th e st>cond year, ripen in August. The root, when improved by culture, resembles the parsnip, and is used as food by the inhabitants of the North of Europe. The seeds are the part used in medicine.
They are collected by cutting down the plant and threshing it on a cloth.
Our markets are supplied partly from Europe, partly from our own gardens.
rrhe American seeds are usually rather smaller than the German.
Caraway seeds (ha lf-fruits) are about two lines in length, slightly curved,
with five longitudinal ridges which are of a light yellowish colour, while the
intervening spaces are dark brown. They have a pleasant aromatic smell,
and a sweetish, warm, spicy taste. These properties depend on an essential
oil, which they afford largely by distillation. The residue is insipid. They
yield their virtues readily to alcohol, and more slowly lo water.
Medical Properties and Uses. Caraway is a pleasant stomachic and
carminative, occasionally used in flatulent colic, and as an adjuvant or corrective of other medicines. The dose in substance is from a scruple to a
drachm. An infusion may be prepared by ~dding two drachms of the seeds
to a pint of boiling water. The volatile oil, however, is most employed.
(See Oleum Cari.) The seeds are baked in cakes, to which they communicate an agreeable flavour, while they stimulate the digestive organs.
Off. Prep. Aqua Carui, Lond., Dub.; Confcctio Opii, Land., Dub.;
Confectio Rutre, Lond., Dub.; Oleum Cari, U.S., Lond., Ed., JJub.;
Spiritus Carui, Lond., Ed., .Dub.; Spiritus Juniperi Compositus, U. 8.,
17
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PART I.

CARYOPHYLL US. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Cloves.
"The unexpanded flowers of Caryophy llus aromaticus." U. 8. "Ca~y
ophyllus aromaticus. }'lores nondum explicati exsiccati." Lond. . "Dned
undeveloped flowers of Caryop~:yl.lus aromaticus." Ed. "Eugenia caryophyllata. Flores nondum expltc1t1." JJub.
.
..

Sj)~;~~~:U~~o~~ ~~(~~~°J.!;:;1 ~:~~eK~~~;~~;~~C·~~~;~;·; ~~~~~Peil, 1:;;;~-b~lavos de csptcm,
CARYOPHYLLus.

Sex. Syst.

Icosandna Monogynia-Nat. Ord. Myr-

tacere .

Gen. Cit. Tobe of the calyx cylindrical; limb four-pa~te~. Petals fou.r,
adhering by thei r ends in a sort of calyptra. Stamens d1stmct, arranged rn
four parcels in a quadrangular fleshy hollow, near the teeth of the calyx.
Ovary two-celled, with about twenty ovules in each cell. Berry one or twocelled, one or two-seeded. Seeds cylindrical, or half-ovate. Cotyledons
thick, fleshy, conYex externally, sinuous in various ways internally. Lindley. De Canel.
.
...
Caryophyllus m·omalicus. Lum. Sp. 735.
Cand. Prodrom. m. 262.
Eugenia caryophyl(ata. Willd. Sp. Plant. Jl. HG5; Woodv. Med. JJ.ot.
p . 5:38. t. rn~. This small tree is one of the most elegant of those which
inhabit the s unn y clime of India. It has a pyramidal form, is alwa;ys green,
and is adorned throughout the year with a succes~ion of beautiful r~sy
flowers . Th e stem is of hard wood, and covered with a smooth, grayish
bark. The leaves are about four inch es in length by two in breadth, obovate-oblong, acuminate at both ends, entire, sinuated, with many parallel
veins on each side of the midrib, s upported upon long footstalks, and op~o
site to each other upon the branches. They have a firm consistence, a shining green colour, and when bruised are highly fragrant. The flowers are
disposed in terminal corymbose panicles, and exhale a stron g , penetrating,
and grateful odour.
The natural geographical range of the clove-tree is extremely limited. It
was formerly confined to the Molucca islands, in most of which it grew
abundantly before their conquest by the Dutch. By the monopolizing policy
of this commercial people, the trees were extirpated in nearly all the islands
except Amboyna and Ternate, which were under their immediate inspection.
Notwithstanding, however, the jealous vigilance of the Dutch, a French
governor of the Isle of France and of Bourbon, named Poivre, succeeded, in
th e year 1770, in obtaining plants from th e Moluccas, and introducing them
into the colonies under his control. Five years aflerwards, the clove-tree
was introduced intoCay<'nne and the West Indi es, in 1803 into the Island of
Sumatra, and in 18 18 into Zanzibar. It is now cultivated largely in these
and other places; and commerce has ceased to depend on the Moluccas for
supplies of this valuable spice.
The unexpanded flower buds are the part of the plant employed under
the ordinary name of cloves.• They are first gathered wben the tree is
about six years old. The fruit has similar aromatic properties, but much
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weaker. The buds are picked by lhe hand, or separated from the tree by
long reeds, and are lhen quick~y dried . ln the Moluccas they are said to
be sometimes immersed in boiling water, and afterwards exposed to smoke
and artificial heat, before being spread out in the sun. In Cayenne and
the West Indies they are dried s imply by solar heat.
Cloves appear to have been unknown to the ancients. They were introduced into Europe by the Arabians, and were circulated through the
mediu_m of Venetia.n commerce. Aftenhe discovery of the southern passage
to India, the trade 111 this spice passed into the hands of the Portuguese; but
it was subsequently wrested from them by the Dutch, by whom it was long
monopolized. Within a few years, however, the extended culture of the
plant has opened new sources of s upply; and the commerce in cloves is no
longer restricted to one nation. Th e United States derive their chief
supplies from the West Indies and Guiana. Of the average annual import,
according to the custom-house returns, from 1820 to 1828 inclusive,43,240
pounds were brought from the \V est Indies or South America, and 12,828
from France ; while from England, Holland, and the East lndies together,
the amount imported was only 11,090 pounds: and as the clO\•es obtained
from France were probably of American growth, it appears that we can
receive but a very small proportion of those produced in the Moluccas. The
laner are said to be thicker, darker, heavier, more oily, and morl! highly
aromat ic than those of the colonies to which the clove-tree has been transplanted. 'fhey are known by the name of .OmJJoyna. cloves. Those of
Bencoo/en, from Sumatra, are deemed equal if not supenor by the English
druggists .
Properties.-Cloves resemble a nail in shape, are usually rather more
than half an inc~1 long, and have a round head wit.h four spreacli~g points
beneath it. Then· colour is externally deep brown, internally reddish; their
odour strong and fragrant; their taste hot, pun gent, aromatic, and very permanent. The best cloves are large, heavy, brittle, and exude a small quantity
of oil on being pressed or scraped with the no.ii. ·w hen light, soft, wrinkled,
pale, and of feeble taste and smell, they are inferior. '\\7 e are lOld that those
from which the essential oil has been distilled are sometimes fraudulently
mi.xed with the genuine.
Trommsdorff obtained from 1000 parts of cloves 180 of \'Olatile oil, 170
of a peculiar tannin, WO of gum, GO of resin, 280 of vegetable fibre,an<l 180
of water. i\l. Lodibert afterwards discovered a fixed oil, aromatic and of a
green colour, and a white resinous substance which crystallizes in fasciculi
composed of \'ery fine di\•erging silky needles, without taste or smell, solu ble in ether and boiling alcohol, and exhibiting no alkaline reaction. This
substance, called by M. Bonastre caryophJ;llin, was found in the clo\'es of the
Mol ucca s, of Bourbon, and of Barbadocs, but not in those of Cayenne . Berzeli us considers it a stea roptene, and probably identical with that deposited
by the oil of clo~es when long kept. .M. Dum~s has discovered another
crystalline pri11c1ple, which forms in the water distilled from clo~·es, and is
grad~ally deposi lt:d.
Like caryophyltin; it is soluble in alcohol and ether,
but differs from that substance Ill bccommg red when touched with nitric
acid. M. Bonastrc proposes for it the name of eugenin. (Joum. de Phann.,
.xx. 56;}.) Water ex.tracts .the odour of cloves. with comparatively liule of
their taste. All th eir sensible propenies are imparted to alcohol, and the
tincture when evaporated leaves an excessively fiery extract, which becomes
insipid when deprived of the oil by distillation with water, while the oil which
comes over is mild. Hence it has been i~ferred t~at the pungency of this
aromatic depends on a union of the essenual oil wllh the resin . For an ac-
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count of the oil,see Oleum Caryop!tylli. The infusion and oil.of clo~esarered
dened by nitric acid, and rendered blue by tincture of ch!onde of tron i facts
of some interest, as morphia affords the same results with these. reagents .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Cloves are among the most stimulant of
the aromatics; but, like others of this class, act less upon the system at large
than on the part to which they are immediately applied. They are ~o!Ile·
times administered in substance or infusion to relieve nausea and vomnrng,

~~~~:tc~rfl%~1~~~e;J:0 ~c~:~teo;ao~~~!d ~;~fc5i~~~. i ~~e~~~t::i~;t~ =e~~r~~
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officinal preparations. Their dose in substance is from five to ten ~ram_s.
The French Codex directs a tincture of cloves to be prepared byd1gestmg
for six days, and afterwards filtering, a mixture of four ounces of pow~ered
cloves and sixteen of alcohol of 31 ° Cartier. Three ounces to the prnt of
alcohol is a sufficiently near approximalion.
.
..
Off. Prep. Confectio Arom_atica, Land., Dub.; Confect10 Scammonu,
Lond., Dub.; Infusum Aurantli Compositum, Lond.,Ed.,Dub.; Infusum
Caryophylli, U. S., Lond., Ed., /Jub.; Mistura Ferri Aromatica, Dub.;
Oleum Caryophylli, Ed.; Spiritus Ammonire Aromaticus, U. ~·· Land:;
Spiritus Lavandulre Compositus, U.S.,Ed., /Jub.; Syrupus Rhe1 Aro_mattW.
cus, U.S.; Vin um Opii, U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.

CASCARILLA. U.S., Land., Ed., Dzeb.
Cascarilla.
"The bark of Croton Eleutheria." U.S. "Croton Cascarilla. (Don.)
Cortex." Lond. "Bark probably of Croton Eleuteria, and possibly other
species of the same genus." Ed. "Croton Cascarilla. Cortex." Dub ..
Otscarille, l'r.; Cascaril\rinde, Gtrm.; Cascariglia, Ital.; Cbacarila, Spa11
CROTON. Sex. Syst. Monrecia Monadelphia. -Nat. Ord. Euphorbincere.
Gen. Cit. MALE. Cal.t/X cylindrical, five-toothed. Corolla five-petalled.
Stamens ten to fifteen. FE!'ttALE. Calyx many-leaved. Corolla none. Styles
three, bifid. Capsule three-celled. Seed one. Willd.

Cascarilla has been ascribed by different authors to different species of
Croton. The United States and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias indicate the C.
Eleutheria, that of the Dublin College, the C. Cascarilla of Linnreus. Both
species grow in the West Indies, and it is not impossible that the bark of
both has been sold as cascari!Ja; but there is reason to believe that the C.
Eleutheria is at least the most abundant source of it. The London College
is undoubtedly wrong in ascribing it to the C. Cascarilla of Don. This
botanist mistook the Copa/chi bark of Mexico, which is produced by the
Croton Pseudo-China of Schiede, and bears some resemblance to cascarilla,
for the genuine bark, and hence proposed to transfer the specific name of
Cascarilla to the Mexican plant ;-an unfortunate error, 1.0 which the London
College has given authority by its sanction. No fact is better ascertained
than that the proper cascarilla bark is a \\"'est India product. and is never
brought from Mexico. The Copalchi bark has been mistaken also for a
variety of cinchona, to w~ich, however, it bears no great resemblance.
Croton Eleutheria. W1lld. Sp. Plant. iv. 545; Sloane's Jamaica, vol. ii.
t. 174. This species of Croton is a small tree or shrub, said by Browne to
be four or five feet in height, but as seen by Dr. Wright in Jamaica, rising
to twenty feet, and branching thickly towards the summit. The leaves are
entire, ovate or cordate lanceolate, and elongated towards the apex, which is
blunt. They are of a bright gref'n colour upon their upper surface, and
stand alternately upon short footslalks. The flowers, which are of a whitish
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co.lour. are disposed in axillary and terminal rac~mes. This shrub grows
wild in the West Indi es, especially the Bahama islands, in one of which~he smal l island of Eleulheria-it is found so abundantly as to have received
Its name from that circumstance. It is called by Browne sea-side balsam.
Croton Cascari/la. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 5:ll; Woodv. iliecl. Bot . p.
629. t. 222. This is sti ll smaller than the preceding species, and is called
by Browne the small sea-side balsam. The stem is branched and covered
with brown bark, of which the external coat is rough and whitish. The
leaves are lon g, very narrow, somewhat pointed, enti re, of a bright green
colour on the upper su rface, downy and of a silvery whiteness on the under.
They are placed alternately on short footstalks. 'I'h e flowers are sma ll,
greenish, and disposed in long terminal spikes. This plant is a native of
the Bahamas, has been found abundantly in Hayti, and is sa id also to grow
in Peru and Paraguay. Browne describes it as hot and pungent to the taste.
The Croton lineare of Jacquin, considered by \.Yilldenow as a variety of
the C. Cascarilla,_ is made a d!stinct species by Sprengel. 1l is tbe wild
rosemary of Jama1_ca, and is said by Dr. Wright to have none of the sensible
qualities of cascanlla.
Cascarilla is brought to this market from the \Vest Indies, and chiefly, as
we have been informed, from the Bahamas . It comes in bags or casks.
We have observed it in the shops in two forms so distinct as almost to
deserve the title of varieties. ln one, the bark is in rolled pieces of every
size, from three or four inches in length and half an inch in diameter to the
sm.allest fragm_ents, cove red externally wi:.~1 a dull whitish or grayish-white
epidermis, which in many portions is partmlly, sometimes wholly removed,
leaving a dark-brown surface, while the inner surface has a chocolate colour,
and the fracture is reddish-brown. The sma ll pieces are sometimes curled,
but have a distinct abrupt edge as if broken from the branches. The second
variety consists entirely of very small pieces not more than an inch or two
in length, very thin, without the white epidermis, not regularly quilled, but
curved more or less in the direction of their length, often Jmving a small
portion of woody fibre attached to their inner surface, and presenting an
appearance precisely as if shaved by a knife from the stem or branches of
the shrub. Whether these two vari eties are derived from distinct species,
or differ only from the mode of collection, or the part of the plant from
which they are taken, it is difficult lo determin e.
Properties. Casca rilla has an aromatic odour, rendered much more distinct by friction, and a warm, spicy, biuer taste. It is brittle, breaking with
a shon fracture. When burnt it emits a pleasant odour very closely resembling that of m_usk, but weaker and more agreeable. This property serves
to distinguish 1t from all other barks. lt was analyzed by Trommsdorff, and
more recently by M. Du val, of Liseux, in France. The constituents found
by the latter were albumen, a peculiar kind of tannin, a bitter crystallizable
principle called cascarillin, a red c_olouring matter, fatty ma_tter of a nauseous odour, wax, gum, a volatile ~II, resin, !-!larch, pectic acid, chloride of
potassium, a salt of lime, and tignrn. The oil, according to Tro~msdorf:f~
• constitutes 1·6 per cent., is of a greenish-yellow colour, a penetratmg odour
analogous to that of the plant, and of the sp. g_r. 0·!)38. To obtain cascarillin, M. Duval treated the powdered bark with waler, added acetate of
lead lo the solution, separated the lead by sulphuretted hydrogen, filtered,
evaporated with the addition of animal ~harcoal, filtered again, evapo~ated
again at a low temperature to the consistence of a s_yrup, allowed this to
harden by cooling, and P.urified the matter thus obtamed by twice succ.essively treati ng it, first, wllh a little cold alcohol, to separate the colourmg
17•
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and fatty matters, and afterwards with boiling alcohol and animal char~oal.
The last alcoholic solution was allowed to evaporate sponta~eously. 'I hus
obtained, cascarillin is white, crystallized, inodorous, of a bitter. taste, v~ry
slightly soluble in water, soluble in alcohol and ether, neuter_ m c_henu~al
relat ions, and without nitrogen, (Jou_rn. de !harm. et de Clu:r'!'., :Je ser.,
viii. 96.) Either alcohol or water will partially extract the active matters
.
of cascarilla; but diluted alcohol is the proper menstn~um.
Medical Properties and Uses . This bark is aromatic and tome. It was
known in Germany so early as the year 16\JO, ~nd.was m~ch used as a_ substitute for Peruvian bark by those who were preJud1ced against that febnfuge
in the treatment of remittent and intermittent fevers. It has, however, lost
much of its reputation, and is now em_ ployed on!y where. a P.leasant and
gently stimulant tonic is desirable; as m dyspeps1~, chrome diarrha:a and
dysentery, flatulent colic, and other cases of. debili~y of the stomach or
bowels. It is sometimes advantageously combmed with the more powerful
bitters. It may be given in powder or infusion. The dose of the former
is from a scruple to half a drachm, which may be repeated several times a
day. In consequence of its pleasant odour when burnt, some smokers mix
it in small quantity with their tobacco; but it is said when thus employed
to occasion vertigo and intoxication.
Off. Prep. Extractum Cascarillre, nub.; Infusum Cascarillre, U.S.,
Lond., Ed., nub.; Tinctura Cascarillre, Lond., Ed., Dub.
VV.

CASSIA FISTULA. U.S.
Purging Cassia.
"The fruit of Cassia Fistula." 0. S.

Off. 81;n. CASSIA: Cassia Fistula. Leguminum Pulpa. Land.;
CASS I.£ PULPA. Pulp of the pods of Cassia Fistula. Ed.; CASSIA
FISTULA. Pulpa leguminis. Dub.
Casse, :1'r.; ROhre nkassic, <J.erm.; Polpi di Cassia, Ital.; Cana Fistula1 Span.

CAsS~A. Sex. Syst. Decandria Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Fabacere or
Legummosre.
Gen. Cit. Calyx five-lea\red. Petals five . .llnthers, three upper sterile,
three lower beaked. Lomentum. Willd .
. Th~ t!ee which yields the purging cassia is ranked by many botanists
rn a distinct genus, separated from the Cassia and denominated Catlwrtocarpus, of which the f?llowing is given as the essential generic character.
"Calyx five-parted, deciduous. Corolla regular, of five petals. The lower
.filaments bowed. Pods long, woody, many-celled. Cells filled with pulp."

Lindley, in Loud. Encyc. of Plants.
·
Cassia Fistula. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii . 518; Woodv. ft'Ied. Bot. p. 445. t.
160.-.G_atliartocarpu_s Fistula. Persoon, Synops. i. 459. This is a large

tree, nsmg to the height of forty or fifty feet, with a trunk of hard heavy
wood, divi~ing towards the top into numerous spreading branches, and
covered with a sm~oth a~h-coloured ~ark. The leaves are commonly com- •
posed of five or six pairs of opposite leaflets, which are ovate, pointed,
undulated, smooth, of a pale green colour, from three to five inches long,
and supported upon short p~tioles. The flow~rs are large, of a golden
yell~w colour, and a~ran~ed m long pendent axillary racemes. The fruit
consists .of long, cyhn~rical, ~oody, dark-brown, pendulous pods, which,
when agitated by the wmd, ~trike against each other, and produce a sound
that may be heard at a considerable distance.
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This species of Cassia is a native of Upper Egypt and India, whence it is
generally supposed to have been transplanted to other parts of the world. It
is at present very extensively diffused through the tropical regions of lhe old
and new continents, being found in Insular and Continental India, Cochin
China, Egypt, Nubia, the West Indi es, and the warmer parts of America.
The fruit is the officinal portion of the plant. It is imported from the East
and West Indies, chiefly the latter, and from South America.
Properties. Cassia pods are a foot or more in length, straight or but
slightly curved, cylindrical, less than an inch in diameter, with a woody
sh!!I!, externally of a dark brown colour, and marked with three longitudinal
shining bands, extending from one end to the other, two of which are in
close proximity, appearing to constitute a single band, and the third is on
the opposite side of the pod. These bands mark the place of junction of
the valves of the legume, and are represented as sometimes excavated in the
form of furrows. There. are also circular depressions at unequal distances.
Internally the pod is divided into numerous cells by thin transverse plates,
which are covered with a soft, black pulp. Each cell contains a single,
oval, shining seed. The pods brought from the East Indies are smaller,
smoother, have a blacker pulp, and are more highly esteemed than those
which come from the West Indies. VVe have seen a quantity of pods in
this market sold as cassia pods, which were an inch and a half in diameter,
flattened on the sides, exceedingly rough on the outer surface, and marked
by three longitudinal very elevated ridges, corresponding to the bands or
furrows oft he common cassia. The pulp was rather nauseous, but answered
all the purposes required of the medicine. They corresponded exactly with
a specimen of the fruit of the Cassia Brasiliana brought from the \Vest
Indies, and were probably derived from that plant.
The heaviest pods, and those which do not make a rattling noise when
shaken, are lo be preferred, as they contain a larger portion of the pulp,
which is lhe part employed . This should be black and shining, and have a
sweet taste. It is apt to become sour if long exposed to the air, or mouldy
if kept in a damp place. The pulp is extracted from the pods by first
bruising them, then boiling them in water, and .afterwards evaporating the
decoctiou; or, when the pods are fresh, by opening them at the sutures, and
removing the pulp by a spatu la: (See Cassi~ Fistulre Pu~pa.)
The pulp is the portion considered officinal by th e British Colleges; but
as it is the pod that is usually kept in the shops, the United States Pharmacopreia designates the latteT. Cassia pulp has a slight rather sickly odour,
and a sweet mucilaginous taste. From the analysis of M. Henry it appears
to contain sugar, gum, a substance analogous to tannin, a colouring matter
soluble in ether, traces of a principle resembling gluten, and a small quantity of water.
JJ-Iedical Properties and Uses. Cassia pulp is generally laxative, and may
be advantageously given in small doses in cases of habitual costiveness.
In quantities suffic.ient to purge, it occasions nausea, flatul~nce, and griping.
In this country it is very rarely prescribed, except as an mgredient in the
confection of senna, which is a highly pleasant and useful laxative preparation. Thll dose of the pulp as a laxative is one or two drachms, as a purge
one or two ounces.
Off. Prep. Cassire Fistulm Pulpa, U.S.
W.
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CASSIA MARlLANDICA. U.S.
American Senna.
"The leaves of Cassia ~Iarilandica." U.S.
CASSIA. See CASSIA FISTULA.
Cassfo JJfarilandica. 'Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 524; Bigelow, Jlm. Jlfed. Bot.
ii. t 16; Barton, 11/ed. Bot. i. 137. This is an indigenous perennial plant,
of vigorous grow~h, sending up a~nually nurr~erous round, CTt'C~, nearl_y
smoOlh slC'ms, which are usually simple, and rise from three lO six feet m
height. The leaves are alternate, and composed of from eight to ten pairs
ofoblon" lanceolate,smooth, mucronate leaflets, green on their upper surface,
pale be;eath, and connected by short petioles '\:ith the co~mon foo~stalk,
which is compressed, channeled abo\'e, and furnished nea.r its base with an
ovate, stipitate gland . The flowers, which are of a beauuful golden yellow
colour, grow in short axillary racemes at the upper part of th e stem . The
calyx is composed of five oval, obtuse, unequal, yellow leaves; the corolla of
the bame number of spatulate concave petals, of which three arc ascend·
ing, and two descending and larger than the others. The stamens are t~n,
with yellow filaments and brown anthers, which open by a terminal pore.
Th e three upper stamens bea~ s hort abortive anthers; the three lowerm?st
are long, curved, and tapering mto a bc~k. The germ, which df'scends wJth
the latter, bears an erect style terminating in a hairy st igma. The fruit is a
pendulous legume, from two to four inches long, linear, curved, swelling at
th e seeds, somewhat hairy, and of a blackish colour.
'fhe .11.merican senna, or wild senna as it is somet im es called, is very
common in all parts of the United States south of New York, and grows
11atura1ly as far northward as the sout hern boundary of Massachusetts. It
prefers a low, moist, rich soil, in the vicinity of water, and, though frequently
found in dryer and more elevated places, grO\YS most abundantly and luxu·
riantly in the flat ground on th e borders of rivers and ponds. It is some·
times cultivated to the northward in gardens for medical use. In th e months
of July and August, when it is in full bloom, it exhibits a rich and beautiful
appearance. Th e leaves sh?uld be collected in August or the beginning of
September, and carefully dned.
They are sometim es brought into the market, compressed into oblong
cakes, such as those prepared by the Shakers from most herbaceous medi·
cinal plants. Th e leaflets are from an inch and a half to two inches Jong,
from one quarter to half an inch. in breadth, thin, pliable, and of a pale
green colour. They have a feeble odour, and a nauseous taste some\\' hat
analogous to that of senna. '.Yater ~nd alcohol extract their virtues. They
were analyzed by Mr. Martin, of Philadelphia,a~d found to contain a printiple analogous to calhartin in chemical properties and effects on the sys·
tern,. alb~men, mucilage, s~arch , c~lor~phy ll~, yellow colouring matter,
volaule 011, fatty matter, resin, and lignrn, besides salts of potassa and lime.
(Jlm. Joum. of Plwrm., i. 22.)
Jf,fedical Properties and Uses . American senna is an efficient and safe
catlia~tic, clos~ly resemb.li ~ g th e impo~ted s~nna in its action, and capable
?f bemg substitute~ for 1t m a ll cases rn which the latter is employed. It
1s, however, less active; and, to produce an equal effect, must be administered
!n a dose about one·.third large.r .. It is habitual!~ used by many practitioners
m the country. Like se-?na 1l 1s most conveniently g~ven in the form of
infusion, and s hould be similarly combined in order to oLviate its tendency
W.
lo produce griping.
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CASTANEA. U. 8. Secondary.
Chinquapin.
"The bark of Castanea pumila." U. S.
CASTANEA. Sex. s.11st. Mollrecia Polyandria.-Nat. Ord. Cupuliferre.
Gen. Cit . MALE . .!lment naked . Calyx none . Corolla five-petalled. Sta·
mens ten to twenty. FEMALE . Calyx five or six leaved, muricatc. Corolla
none. Germs three. Stigmas pencil-formed. Nuts three, included in the
echinated calyx. Willd.
Castaneapumifa. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 461; Michaux, N . .!lrn. Sylv.
iii. 15. The chinquapin is an indigenous shrub or small tree, which, in the
Middle States, rarely much exceeds seven or eight feet in height; but, in
Carolina, Georgia, and Louisiana, ~ometimes attains an elevation of thirty
or forty feet, with a diameter of trunk equal to twelve or fifteen inches.
The leaves are oblong, acute, mucronately serrate, and distinguished from
those of the chestnut, which belongs to the same genus, by their whitish and
downy under surface. The barren flowers are grouped upon axillary peduncles three or four inches long; the fertile aments are similarly disposed,
but less conspicuous. The fruit is spherical, covered with short prickles,
and encloses a brown nut which is sweet and edible, but differs from the
chestnut in being much smaller, and convex on both sides.
The tree extends from the banks or the Delaware, southward to the Gulf
of Mexico, and south-westward to the Mississippi . It is most abundant in
the southern portion of this tract of country. The bark is the part used. It
is astringent and tonic, and has been employed in the cure of intermiuents;
but has no peculiar virtues to recommend it, and might well be spared even
W.
from the Secondary Catalogue of the Pharmacopreia.

CASTOREUM. U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Castor.
"A peculiar concrete substance obtained from Castor fiber." U. 8. "Castor fiber. Concretum infolliculis prr.eputii repertum." Lond. "A peculiar
secretion in the pn.epuLial follicles of Castor fiber." Ed.
Castorcum , l'r.; Bibergcil, Germ.; Caswro,Jtal.; Castorco,Span.

In the beaver, Castor fiber of naturalists, between the anus and external
genitals of Loth sexes, are two pairs of membranous follicles, of which the
lower and larger are pear-shaped, and contain an oily, viscid, highly odorous
substance, secreted by glands which lie externally to the sac. This substance is called castor. After the death of the animal, the follicles containing it are removed, and dried either by smoke or in the sun; and in this
state arc brought into the market.
This drug is derived either from the northern and north-western parts of
the American continent, or from the Russian dominions; and is distinguished, according to its source, into the Canadi~n or America~, and Russian castor. Of the latter but a very small portion reaches this country.

0

Th~~s7o~i~~~~sb:~l~~h~~otK;i;::lp ~i~~~dde~~:~~o~~ie!~s~~o;~ c~~~:ion~r~. in
sacs about two inches in length, larger at one end than at the other, much
flattened and lninkJed, of a brown or blackish colour externally, and united
in pairs by the excretory ducts which connect them in the living animal.
In each pair, one sac is generally larger than the other. They are divided
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internally into numerous cells containing the castor, .which, when th~ sacs
are cut or torn ope n, is exhibilcd of a brown or redd1sl~-brown colour,, inter~
mingled more or less with the whitish membrane form mg the ~ells. fhose
1

r~:~:~~~~:n~ut~:!~ra~~n~~~~!~\t~J~~~·a ::aovfi~r~~~~· ~:~i~:~~~~r:~r~h~~\~h=

stronger taste and smell, and are considered more valuable as a med1cme.
A variety of Russian castor, described by Pereira under the nam~ of c!tallcy
Russian castur, is in smalle r and rounder sacs than the Amencan, ~ia~ a
peculiar cmpyreumatic odour very different from that of the other var1eues,
breaks like starch under the teeth, and is characterized by effervescing with
dilute muriatic acid. In a specimen examined by Miiller,40·616percent.
of carbonate of lime was found. (See Ani. Journ. of Plwn;i., xviii . 276.). In
the castor from Missouri, the contents of the sac are sometimes almost white,
and evidently of inferior quality. It is said by M. Kohli, that the Canadian
castor, treated with distilled water and ammonia, affords an orange precipitate, while the matter thrown down from the Russian under simi lar treatment is white.
P roperties. Good castor has a strong, fetid, peculiar o~our; a bitter, acrid,
and nauseous taste i and a colour more or less tinged with red. It is of a
softer or harder consistence according as it is more or less thoroughly drie~.
When perfectly desiccated, thou gh still somew hat unctuous to the touch, 1t
is hard, brittle, and of a resinous fracture. Its chemical constituents, according to Brandes, whose analysis is the most recent, are volatile oil; a resinous
matter ; albumen; a subs tance resembling osmazome; mucus; urate, carbonate, benzoate, phosphate, and sulphate of lime; acetate and muriate of sod a;
muriate, sulphate, and benzoatc of potassa; carbonate of ammonia; membranous malter; and a peculiar proximate principle previously discovered by
M. Bizio, an Italian chemist, and called by him castorin. This principle
crystallizes in long, diaphanous, fasciculated prisms, has the smell of castor,
of which it is alleged to be the active constituent, and a taste like that of
copper. It is insoluble in cold water and in cold alcohol; but is dissolved
by one hundre.d parts of the latter liquid at the boiling temperature, and by
the esse ntial oils. It possesses neither alkaline nor acid properties. It may
be ~btained by treati~1g casto~ minutely divided with s ix ti~es its weight of
boihng al?ohol, fihermg the liquor while hot, and allowing 1l to cool. The
caslorin 1s slowly deposited, and may be purified by the action of cold
alcohol. Its claim to be considered the active principle of castor is nry
doubtful.
Alcqhol and sulphuric ether ex tract the virtue's of castor. An infusion
made with boilin~ water has its sensible properties in a slight deo-ree;
but
0
the odorous princi ple of th e drug is dissipated by <lecoction.
. The vir~ues of castor ar.e impaired by age; and.the change is more rapid
m proport!~n to the elevat1011 oftemp~rature. Moisture promote.sits speedy
deco~positton'. 11~ a dry cool pla~e 11 may be _kept. for a long tune without
matenal deter10rauon. When quite black, with little taste or smrll, it is
unfit for use. !1- factitious preparation is sometimes sold, consistinrr of a
mixture of vanous ?ru~s, scented with genuine castor, intermingled with
membrane, and stuflt?d. into the scrotum of a goat. The fraud may be detecte.d by the comparatively feeble odour, the absence of other characteristic
sensible pr.opertics, and the want of the smaller follicles containincr
fatty
0
maller, which are always auac hed to the real bags of castor.
111ediral Properties and Uses. Castor is moderately stimulant and antisp~smodic. The e~periments of Thouvenel yrove that, in large doses, it
quickens the pulse, ~ncreases the !~eat of th~ sk.111, and produces other symptoms of gene ral excitement; but Its force 1s dIT~cted chiefly to the nen•ous
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system, and in small closes it scarcely disturbs the circulation. It has also
enj~yed a high reputation as an emmenagogue. It was employed by the
ancients. Pliny and Dioscorides speak of it as useful in hysteria and amenorrhcea. In Europe, especially on the continent, it is still frequently pres~ribed in low forms of fever attended wit~ nervous symptoms, in spasmodic
diseases, such as hysteria and epilepsy, m many anomalous nervous affections, and in diseases dependent on or connected with suppression or retention of the menses. The practitioners of this country rarely resort to it.
The dose in substance ls from ten to twent:y grains, which may be given
in bolus or emulsion. The tincture is sometnnes employed.
Off. Prtp . Tinctura Castorei, U. S., Lond., Ed., .Dub.; Tinctura CasW.
torei Ammoniata, Ed.

CAT ARIA. U.S. Secondary.
Catnep.
11

The leaves ofNepcta Cataria." U. 8.

Cataire, Pr.; Katzenm1inzc, Germ.; Cattara, llal.; Gatcm, Span.

NEPETA. Sex. Syst. DidynamiaGymnospermia. -.Nat. Ord. Lamiacere
or Labiatre.
Gen. Ch. Calyx dry, striate, five-toothed. Corolla -with the upper lip
undivid1~d, the under lip three-parted, the middle division crenate. Stamens
approximate. .
1Vepeta Cataria. The cat.nep or catmint is a perennial, herbaceous
plant, with a quadrangular, branching, somewhat hoary stem, from one to
three feet high, and furnished with opposite, petiolatc, cordate, dentate,
pubescent leaves, which are green above and whitish on their under surface. The flowers are whitish or slightly purple, are arranged in whorled
spikes, and appear in July and August. The plant is abuiidant in the
United States, but is supposed to have been introduced from Europe.
The whole herbaceous part of the plant is used; but the leaves only are
r.ecognised in the United States Pharmacopceia. They J~ave a strong peculiar, rather disagreeable odour, and a pungent, aromatic, bitterish, camphorous taste . They yield their virtues to water. The acli\•e constituents
are volatile oil, and tannin of the variety which produces a greenish colour
with tbe salts of iron.
In its operation upon the system, catnep is tonic and excitant, bearing
considerable resemblance to the mints and labiate plants. It has had the
reputation also of being antispasmodic and emmenagogue. Cats are said
to be very fond of it, and it has been asserted to act as an aphrodisiac in
these animals. It is employed as a domestic remedy, in the form of infusion,
in amenorrhcea, chlorosis, hysteria, the flatulent colic of i?fants, &c.; but is
scarcely known in regular practice. Some of the older wnters speak favourably of its powers. The leaves are said to re.Iieve toothache if chewed, or
held for a few minutes in contact with the diseased tooth . Two drachms
W.
of the dried leaves or herb may be given as a dose in infusion.

CATECHU. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Catechu.
"The extract of the wood of Acacia Catechu." U.S. "Acacia Catechu.
Lond. "Extract of the wood of Acacia Catechu 1 of

Ligni Extractum."
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Dub.

Cachou1 Fr.i Cateclm, Genn.i Catccu, Catciu, Catto, Ital.; Catccu, Span.; Cutt, llindoostanct.

AcACIA. See ACACIA.

Jlcacia Catechu. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 1079; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 433.

t. 157. According to Mr. Kerr, whose description has been followed by
most subsequent writers, the Acacia Catechu is a s~all t:ee, seldo~ !Il~re
than twelve feet in height, with a trunk one foot rn ?1amete_r, d1v1dmg
towards the top into many close branches, and covered n·tth a thick, rough,

brown bark. The leaves, which stand alternately upon the younger branches,
are composed of from fifteen to thirty pairs of pinnro nea~ly two inches long,
each of which is furnished with about forty pairs of linear leaflets, beset
with short hairs. At the base of each pair of pinnre is a small gland upon
the common foot-stalk. Two short recurved spines are attached to the
stem at the base of each leaf. The flowers are in close spikes, which arise
from the axils of the leaves, and are about four or five inches long. The
fruit is a lanceolate, compressed, smooth, brown pod, with an undulated
thin margin, and contains six or eight roundish flauened seeds, which when
chewed emit a nauseous odour.
This species of Acacia is a native of the East Indil"s, growing abundantly
in various provinces of Hindostan, and in the Burman empire. Pereira
says that it is now common in Jamaica. Like most others of the same
genus, it abounds in astringent mauer, which may be extrncted by decoc·
tion. Catechu is an extract from the wood of the tree.
This drug had been long known in medicine before its true source was
discovered. It was at first called /erra Japonica, under the erroneous impression that it was an earthy substance derived from Japan. '\Vhen ascer·
taincd by analysis to be of vegetable origin, it was generally considered by
writers on the Materia Medica to be an extract obtained from the bete/..nut,
which is the fruit of a species of palm, denominatE'd by Linnams .!Jreca
Calecliu. The true origin of the drug was made known by Mr. Kerr,
assistant-surgeon of the civil hospital in Bengal, who had an opportunity
not only of examining tht! tree from which it was obtained, but also of witnessing the process of its extraction. According to Mr. Kerr, the manu·
facturer, having carefully cut off the exterior white part of the wood, reduces
~'he interior brown or reddish-coloured portion into chips, which he then
boils in water in unglazed earthen vessels, till all the soluble matter is dissolved. The decoction thus obtained is evaporated first by artificial heat,
and afterwards in the sun, till it has assumed a. thick consistence, when it
is spread out to dry upon a mat or cloth, being, while yet soft, divided by
means of a string into square or quadrangular pieces. ~rhe account more
recently given by Dr. Royle, of the preparation of the extract in Northern
India, is essentially the same. The process, as he observed it, was completed by the pouring of the extract into quadrangular earthen moulds.
Our own countryman, the Rev. Howard Malcolm, states, in his "Travels
in South Eastern Asia," that catechu is largely prepared from the wood
of the Acacia Catechu in the vicinity of Prome, in Burmah. Two kinds.
~e ob~crves, are prepared from .the ~ame trC'e, one black, which is preferred
m Chma, and the other!ed, w~1ch 1s most esteemed in Bengal. According
to some authors, the unripe frmt and leaves are also submitted to decoction,
and Mr. Kerr states that the areca nut may sometimes be added to the
other ingredients in places where it is abundant.
The name catechu in the native language signifies the juice of a tree, and
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appears to have been applied to astringent extracts obtained from various
plants. According to the United Stales, London, and Dublin Pharmacopreias,
however, the term is properly restricted to the extract of the Acacia Catechu;
as it was not intended to recognise all the astringent products which are
floating in Asiatic commerce; and those from other sources than the Acacia,
thou g h they may occasionally find their way into our shops, do so as an ex·
ception to the general rule. A minute account of the diversified forms and
exterior characters, which the officinal catechu presents as produced in
different localities, would rather tend to perplex the reader than to serve any
good practical purpose. These characters are, moreover, frequently changing, as the drug is pr~cured from new sources, or as slight variati?ns may
occur in the mode of Its preparation . Commerce is chiefly supplied with
catechu from Bahar, Northern India, and Nepaul through Calcutta, from
Canara through Bombay, and from the Burman dominions. We deri\•e it
directly from Calcutta, or by orders from London, and it is sold in our markets without reference to its origin. [t is frequ ently called cutch by the
English traders, a name derived, no doubt, from the Hindoostanee word cult.*

1. Officinal Catechus.
The following, so far as we have bee n able to distinguish them, are the varieties of
officinalcatedmtobefoundinthemarkctsofPh..iladelpbia.
1. Plano·convex Calechu. Cake Catechu. This is in the form of circular cakes, flat
ononesiJe,convexon the other, and usuallyt'Omewhat roundeclattbeedge,asifthc
soflextracthad been placed ins.'lucers,or vcsselsofasimi!arshape,toharden. As found
in the retail shops it is almost always in fragments, most of which, however, exhibit some
eviclencesoftheoriginalform. The cakes are of varioussize,fromtwoorthrcetosix
inches or more in diameter, and weighing from a fow ounces to nearly lwo pounds.
Their exterior is usually smooth and <lark brown, but we have seen a specimen in which
the nat surface exhibited impressions as if produced by coarse matting. The colour
internally is always brown, sometimes of a light yellowish·brown or chocolate colour,
but more frequently dark reddish·brown, and sometimes almost black. The cakes arc
almost always more or less cellular in their interior; bminthisrespect great diversity
exists. Sometimes they are very porous, so as abnost to present a spongy appearance,
sometirnes compact and nearly w1iform; and this difference may be observed even in the
same piece. The fracture is sometimes rough and dull, but in the more compact parts is
usually smooth and somewhat shining ; and occasionally a piece split in one direction
willcxhibitaspongyfracture,whileinnnotheritwi!I be shining and rcsinous,imlicatingthe consolidation of the extract in 1<.tyers. This variety of catcchu is often of good
quality. hiscommonatpresentinour market; but·wehavebeenunable to trace its
origin accurately. There can be little doubt, from its internal character, that it comes
from the Ea.st Indies, and is the product of .IL Catechu; but no accounts that we have seen
of the preparation of t.lte drug, in particular geographical sites, indicate this particular
shapc;nnditisnotimpossiblethatportionsofitmaybcformedoutofothervarieticsof
catcchu by a new solution and evaporation

fro~~ ~~~~;:u~~1~f t~~!1i:Oi~11~; f:~~~:c~~~~v~~~~:~d~he1~~~1~: !o~n~~;:; ;:~~~~
~'le;;:;~;l~~~~~;~:1~~~~,,~~;;~~ ~1a~==~:e:°~~~~i~c~o[i1::~1;~~1~dN;:;fc~tB~~::~~~g h;

this fonn, however. we cl.o not see it in the shops; but almost al~vays in angular irregular
frngment.s, in which portions of two layers sometimes cohere with leaves between them,
incticatinglhcir oriI,>in. !tis characterized by its compactness, its shining fracture, and
its blacl:ish·brown or dark Port·wine colour, so that when fin ely broken it bears no inconsiderable resemblance to kino. This is an excellent variety or catechu, and is not unfre·
quent in the shops.
3. Calechu. in Quadrangular Calm. This is scarcely ever found in the shops in its
complete form, and the fmgments are often such that it would be impossible to infer from
them t11e original shape of the cake. This is usually between two and three inches in

18
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Properties. Catechu, as it comes to us, is in mass~s of different shapes,
some in ball:s more or less fl attened, some in circular cakes, some sa ucershaped, others cubical or oblong, or quite irregular, and of every grade in
size, from small angular pieces, which are eviden tly fragments of the origi-
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PART I .

nal cakes. to lumps which weigh one or two pou nds. The colour is exte rn all y of a rusty brown, more or less dark, in terna ll y va ryin g from a J?ale
reddish or yellowis h-brow n to a dark liver colou r. ln some specimens 1t is
alm ost black, in ol hers somew hat li ke th e colour of Port-wine, and in oth ers
again, though rarely, dull red like annotta. The extract has bee n disti nguished into the pale and da rk va rieties ; but there does not ap pear to be
sufficient grou nd for retaini ng th is disti nction. Catec hu is inodorous, with
a n astringent and bitter taste, which is followed bya sense of sweetness. It
is briule, and breaks with a fracture, whic h is rough in some s pec ime ns, in
oth ers uni form , resinous, and s hining. T hat whic h is prefe rred in our
market is of a dark colour, easily broken into small ang ular frag ments , with
a smooth glossy surface, bearing some rese m bla~ce to kino. Catechu is
ofle n mixed with sand , st icks, and other impuri ties. I ts chief chemical
constit uents are tan ni n, ex tractive, and m ucilage. Out of 200 parts of

~!:1 ~xsl~:~~:~~~~}\~C:1 ~~\~hiss~~~~~~~ct;~~~lc~~~~k:17;s~~1;~:1~1;~/er P hann., mi. 72.)

Sernralvarie1iesofgambirared cscribcd. Sometimesitisinoblonginsteadofcubical
pieces, without differing in other respects from the ordinary kind; sometimes in small
circular cakes or shortcylindrical pieccs, heaYicr than water, of a pale rcclclish-yellow
oolour, moc.lcrntely a::;tringent, gritty under the teeth, and quite impure; sometimes in very
small cubes, distinguishable by the black colour they afford with tincture of iodine, indicating the admixture of sago or other amylaceous matter; and finallr, in circular cairns of
th('sizeofnsmalllozcnge,flaton oneside,amlsomewhatc,onvexonthcothcr,ofapnlc
pinkish yellowish-white colour, and a chalky fcc L This is most highlr cslCcmcd by the
natives in I ndia. (Pereiro.) Noneofthcse varietiesoccurt0anycxtcntinourcommcrce,
andwehavemctwithnoneofthemintheshops.
Gambir was probably the substance first brought from the East umler the name of tcrra
Japo11ica. Tt is largely consumed in the East by the betel-chewers. Great quautitiesare
imported into Europe, where it is used for tanning, calico printing, dyeing, &c. fo this
country it is also largely consumed by the calico printer. Though a strong astringent,
andappl icabletothesamcpurposesasthcofllcinalcatechu,itisseldomor nevermedicinallyemployed in the UnitedStat<·s.
2 . .llreca Catedm. TILis is obtained from the areca nut or betel 1iut, which is the seed
of the .!lrecci Catechu., a palm cn\tiYatcd in all parts of India. (Sec Jlppendix.) It is prcparell by boiling: the nuts in water, and evaporating the <lecoction. There are 1wo varieties,
one of a b!ack colour, Yery astringent, mixed with paddy husks and other impurities, and
obtainedbyeYnporating t hefirstclecoction;theother,yellow ish-brown,ofaneruthyfracture,andpure,resultingfromtheevaporationofadecoctionofthenutswhichbadbeen
submitted to the preYious boiling. The first is called kassu) the other roury. (Hey1u,
Tracts, ~c. mi I ndia.) They are prepared in J. lysorc, and Ainslie states that OOth varieties are sold in thebazarsofLower i ndia, ancluscdforthesnmcpurposesastheofficina l
catechu by the native and European practitioners. They are also much used for chewing
by the natives. Buttheyarescldomcxported,anditisuncertain whether they find their
way into European or American commerce. Pereira thinks he bas identified the kassu
with a variety ofcatcchu derived from Ceylon, where he has been informed that an extrnct of the areca nut is prepared. ltis incircular flatcakes,fromtwo to three inches
in diameter, scarcely an inch tl1ick, covered on one side with paddy husks, and intcrr.ally
blackish-brown and shining, like Pegucateehu.
Guibourt and Pereira describe other varieties, which we have not met with.and w hich
arc probably ra re. One of these is the Siam Catccli11, in conical masses shaped like a
betel nut, and weighing about a pound and a hnlr. Its fracture is shining and liver-Cl(?
loured, like that of hepatic aloes; in other rel'pects it resen:ibles Pegu catechu. Anoth~r
istheblacktmicilaginow; calechuof Guibourt,m paralleloptpeds an inch and a halfm
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w hat flattened balls, weighing three ~r fonr ounces, of a.dull-red~l ish, wavy, and often marbled fracture. 'Ve saw something like this ten years smce, which had been brought upon
speculation by a merchant from Calcutta, but is not now in the market. Lastly, there is a
pak or w/iilish eatechu, in small roundish or oval. lumps, with an irre_gular surface, dark
or blackish-brown externally, \"cry pale and dull mtcrnally, and of a bitter astringent and
sweetish taste, with a smoky fiavour. It is unknown in commerce.
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Bombay catechu, Sir H. Davy obtained 109 parts of tannin, 68 of ex~ract
ive, 13 of mucilao-e, and 10 of insoluble residue . 'I1he same q~anuty of
Bengal catechu yielded U7 of tannin, 73 of extractive, Hi of mucilage, ~nd
14 of insoluble residue. The rortion desi_gnated by Davy as extractive
contains, if it do not chiefly consist of, a pnnciple discovered by _Buc~n~r
and now called catecltuic acid. (See note, page 194.) The tanmc acu~ 1.s
of the variety which precipitates iron of a greenish-black c?lour. It pre~1p1tates gelatin, but not tartar emetic. (Kane.) Ca~echu 1s almost enurely
soluble in a large quantity of water, to which it imparts a brown colour.
The late Dr. Duncan found that 18 ounces at52° were required lo JOO gra ins
of the exlract, of which about nt h of earlhy n:iatter wa~ !~ft undi~solved.
The extractive is much Jess soluble than the astringent pnnc1ple, which may
be almost enlirely separated from it by the frequent app l_ication of small
quantities of cold water. Boiling water dissolves the extractive matter much
more read ily than cold, and deposits it of a reddish-brown colour upon cooling. For the important reactions of catechu, see .!Jcidum Tannicum.
Medical Properties and Uses. Catechu is gently tonic, and powerfully
astringent. The dark coloured has the latter property in a somewhat greater
degree than the li ght, and is therefore usually preferred. The latter, being
ralher sweeter, is preferred by the Malays, Hindoos, and other Indians, who
consume vast quantities of this extract by chewing it, mixed with a small
proportion of lime and with aromatics, and wrapped in the leaf of the Piper
Betel. Catechu may be advantageously used in most cases where astringents are indicated, and, though less employed in this country than kino, is
not inferior to it in virtues. The complaints to which it is best adapted are
d iarrbrea dependent on debility or relaxation of the intestinal exhalents, and
.passive hemorrhages, particularly that from the uterus. A small pi.ece, held
m the mouth and allowed slowly to dissolve, is an excellent remedy m relaxation of the uvula, and the irritation of the fauces and troublesome cough
which depend upon it. Applied to spongy gums, in the state of powder, it
sometimes proves useful; and it has been recommended as a dentifrice in
combination with powdered charcoal, Peruvian bark, myrrh, &c. Sprinkled
upon _the su.rface of indolent ulcers, it is occ~sionally ~nefic_ial, and is much
used lfl: India for the same purpose mixed with other mgred1ents in the state
of a~ ointment. An infusion of catechu may be used as an injection in
obstinate gonorrhrea, g leet, and leucorrhrea; and we have found it highly
beneficial, when thrown up the nostrils, in arrestin(J" epistaxis. The dose
jg fr~m ten g~ains t~ half a drachm, which should
frequently repeated,
and 1s best given with sugar, gum Arabic, and water.
Off.Prep. EleclUarium Catechu, Ed., flub.; Infusum Catechu Compositum, U. 8., Lond., Ed.; Tinctura Catechu, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
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CENTAUREA BENEDICTA. Dub.
Blessed Thistle.
"Centaurea benedicta. Cnicus benedictus. Folia.'' Bub.
Cbardort bCnit, l!'r.; Canlobcnedikten, Germ.; Cardo sa,nta, Ital.; Cardo bendito, Spm1.

CENTAUREA. Sex. Sy.st. Syngenesia Frustranea. -Nat. Ord. Compositre
Cynarere . .De Canel. Cynaracere. Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Receptacle bristly. ·Seed-down simple. Corollas of the ray
funne l-shaped, longer, irregular. ff'illd.
Centaurea b~ncdicta. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 2315. Woodv. M ed. Bot. p.
34. t. 14.-Cmcus benedictus. De Cand. Prodrom. vi. 606. The blessed
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thistle ( carcluus benedictu.~) is an annual herbaceous plant, the stem of
which is about two feet high , branching towards the top, and furnished with
long, elliptical, rough Jeaves, irregularly toothed, barbed with sharp points
at their edges, of a bright green colour on their upper surface, and whitish
on the under. The lower leaves are deeply sinuated, and stand on foot·
stalks, the upper are sessile, and in some measure decurrent. The flowers
are ypJlow, and surrounded by an involucrc of ten leaves, of which the five
exterior are largest. The calyx is oval, woolly, and composed of several
imbricated scales, terminated by rigid. pinnate, spinous points.
This plant is a native of the 8outh of Europe, and is cultivated in garde ns
in other parts of the world. It has become naturalized in the United States.
The period of flowering is June, when its medicinal virtues are in grcate.!'t
perfection. The leaves are the officinal portion. They should be gathered
when the plant is in flower, quickly dried, and kept in a dry place.
The herb has a feeble unpleasant odour, and an intense ly bitter taste, more
disagreeable in the fresh than the dried plant. Water and alcohol extract its
virtues. The infusion with cold water is a grateful biller; the decoction is
nauseous, and offensive to the stomach. The bitterness remains in the extract. 'l'he active constituents arc volatile oil and a peculiar principlr, for
which the name of r.nicin has been proposed. This is crystallizable, inodorous, very biner, neither acid nor alkaline, scarcely soluble in cold water,
more so in boiling water, and soluble in all proportions in alcohol. It consists
of carbon, hydrogen, and oxyge n, and is analogous to salicin in composition.
In the dose of 4 or 5 grains it is said often to vomit, and in that of IS grains
to be useful in intermittent fevers. (.flnn. de TM rap ., 1813, p. 206.)
Medical Properties and Uses. The blessed thistle may be so administered as to prove tonic, <liapboretic, or emetic. The cold infusion, made
with half an ounce of the leaves to a pint of water, has been employed as a
mild tonic in debilitated conditions of the stomach. A stronger infusion,
taken warm while the patient is confined to bed, protluces copious perspiration. A still stronge r infusion, or the decoction taken in large draughts,
provokes vomiting, and has been used to assist the operation of emetics.
'fhe herb. however, is at present little employed, as all its beneficial effects
may be obtained from chamomile. The dose of the powder as a tonic is
from a scruple to a drachm, that of the infusion two fiuidounces.
W.

CENTAURIUM. Lond.,Ed., Dub.

Common European Centaury.
11 Erythrrea Centaurium." Lon.cl:
"The flowering heads of Erythrrea
Centaurium ." Ed. "Ervtlmea Centaurium. Folia." Dub.

Petite ccntaurc, Fr.; Tausci1gliklcnkraut, Germ.; Cenmurea mineire, Ital.; Centaura
minor, Span.
ERVTHR..EA . Sex. Sy_st. Pentandria Monogynia.-Nat . Ord. Gentianacere.
Gen. Ch. Capsule linear. Calyx five-cleft. Corolla funnel-shaped, with
a short limb withering. Anthers oflen bursting, spiral. Stigmas two.
Loudon's Encyc.
Erytlmza Centautium. Loudon's Encyc. of Plants, p. 130.-Chironia
Centaurium. Will<l. Sp. Plant. i. 1068; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 275. t. 96.
This is a small, annual, herbaceous plant, rising about a foot in height, with
a branching stem, which divides above into a. dichotomous panicle, and bears
opposite, sessile, ovate Janccolate, smooth, and obtusely pointed leaves.
1'he flowers are of a beautiful rose colou r, standing without peduncles in the
IB'
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axils of the stems, with their calyx about half as long as th~ tube of the
c;_orolla. The plant grows wild in most parts o~ E~rope,.adorn1ng the woods
and pastures, towards the close of summer, with its. dchcale fiow~rs. . .
The herb, though without odour, has a strong b1tt~r taste, which 1t nn·
parts to water and alcohol. The flow_ering summits are generally pre-
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The name of

.Medical Properties ancl Uses. 'l'he common cent~ury o.f Eur~pe .h~s
tonic properties very closely resem_bling th?se of gentian, with wh1cl~ 1t is
associated in the same natural family. h 1s employed on the other side of
the Atlantic in dyspeptic complaints, and formerlr had ~onsiderable repUlation in the treatment of fever. It was one of the mgred1ents of the Portland
powder. In the United States it has been superseded by.the Sabb~tia
angularis, or American ccntaury .. The dose of the 1'owd~r is.from thmy
grains to a drachm. Another spec ies of Eryt~rroa (.E. Chilen~is) p~s.sesses
similar properties, and is employed to a considerable extent m Ch1h as a
mild tonic.
W.

CERA ALBA. U. S., Land., Ed., Dub.
White Wax.
u Bleached yellow wax." U.S.
"Concretum ab ape paratum, dealba·
tum." Lone/. "Bleached Bces'wax." Ed.

Circ blunchc, Fr.; \Vcisses Wa.chs1 Germ.; Cera bianca, Ital.; Ccrc blanca, Span

CERA FLA VA. U.S ., Ed., Dub.
Yelloiv Wax.
i: A
peculiar concrete substance prepared by A pis mellifica." U.S.
u Waxy concretion of Apis mellifica." Ed.
Off. Syn. CERA. A pis mellifica. Concretum ab ape paratum. Land.

Circ jaunc, Fr.; Gclbes Wach!!1 Gem1.; Cera gial!a, llal ..· Ce ra mnarilla, Spa11.

Wax is a product of the common bee, .Rpis mellifi.ca of naturalists, which
constructs with it the cells of the comb in which the honey and larvre are
deposited. It was at one time doubted, whether the insect elaborated the
wax by its own organs, or merely galhered it already formed from vegetablt:s. The question was set at rest by Huber, who fed a swarm of bees
exclusively on honey and water, and found nevertheless that they formed a
comb consisting of wax. This, therefore, is a prop~r secretion of the insect.
It is produced in the form of scales unde'r the rings of the belly. But wax
also exists. in pla~ts, bearing i~ this, as. in other respects, a close analogy to
the fixed 01ls, which are found m both kingdoms. It is, however, the product
of the bee only that is recognised by the Pharmacopccias. This is directed
in two forms: 1. that of yellow wax procured immediately from the comb;
and 2 . that of white wax prepared by bleaching the former. \Ve shall consider these separately, and afterwards give an account of vegetable wax.
1. CERA FLAVA or Yellow TPax. This is obtained by slicino- the comb
taken from the hive, draining and afterwards expressing the honey, and
melting the residue in boiling water, which is kept hot for some time in
order to allow the impurities to separate, and either subside or be dissolved
by the water. yYben ,thc ~iqui~ .cools the 'yax co.ncretes,and, having been
removed an~ again me1tcd m b~1hng water, JS stramecl and poured into pans
or other suu~ble vessel~. It JS usually brought to market in round flat
cakes of considerable thickness. 'l'he druggists of Philadelphia are sup~
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plied chiefly from the Western State~ and ~orth ~arolina, especiall.y the
latter, and from Cuba. Some of infenor quality is imported from Africa.
In this state, wax has a yellowish colour, an agreeable somewhat aromatic
odour, and a slight peculiar taste. To the touch it is rather soft and unctuous,
though of a firm solid consistence and briule. It has a granular fracLUre;
but when cut with a knife presents a smooth glossy surface, the lustre of
which is so peculiar as, when met with in other bodies, to be called waxy.
It does not adhere to the fingers, nor to the teeth when chewed, but is soft·
ened and rendered tenacious by a moderate heat. Ils point of fusion is
142° F.j its specific gravity from 0·960 to 0·965. The colour, odour, and
taste of yellow wax depend on some principle associated with it, but not
constituting one of its essential ingredients.
Various adulterations have been practised, most of which may be readily
detected. M eal, earth, and other insoluble substances are at the same time
discovered and separated by melting and straining the wax. When the
fracture is smooth and shining instead of being granular, the presence of
resin may be suspected. This is dissolved by cold alcohol, while the wax
is left untouched. Tallow and suet are detected by the softness they communicate to the wax, and its unpleasant odour when melted.
ce!t~~~w wax is used in medicine chiefly as an ingredient of plasters and

2. CERA ALBA or White Wax. The colour of yellow wax is discharged
by exposing it with an extended surface to the combined influence of air,
light, and moisture. 1'he process of bleaching is carried on to a considerable extent in the vicinity of Philadelphia. The wax, previously melted,
is made to fall in streams upon a revolving cylinder, kept constantly wet,
upon which it concretes, forming thin riband-like layers. These, having
been removed, are spread upon linen cloths stretched on frames, and exposed to the air and light; care being taken tO water and occasionally tum
them. In a few days they are partially bleached; but to deprive the wax
completely of colour it is necessary to ropeat the whole process once, if not
oftener. When sufficiently white it is melted and cast into small circular
cakes. The colour may also be discharged by chlorine; but the wax is said
to be somewhat altered. \.Vhite wax sometimes contains one or more fatty
acids, consequent probably upon the employment of alkalies in bleaching it,
which render it an unfit ingredient in the unctuous preparations of certain
salts. Of these acids it may be deprived by means of alcohol. (Jaum. de
Pharm. et Chim., 3e sir. iv. 205.)
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ductile at 95° F., and fusibl e at about 155°, retaining its fluidity at a lower
temperature. According to Saussure, its specific gravity in the solid state

is 0·966, at 178° F. 0·834, and at 201 ° 0·8247.

By a great heat it is partly

volatilized, partly dccompost>d; and, when flame is applied to its vapour, it
takes fire and burns with a clear bright light. It is insoluble in water, and
in cold alcohol o~ ether, but is slightly soluble_ in boiling alcohol and ether,
whic~ deposit it m a g:reat mea_sure upon c~olmg. The essential and fixed
oi1sd1ssolve it with facility; resin readily unites with it by fusion; and soaps
are formed by the action of soda and potassa in solution. It is not affected
by the acids at ordinary temperatures, but is converted into a black mass
when boiled with concentrated sul~1uric acid. Its ultimate constituents are
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen . Dr. Jol~n ascertained that it consists of two
distinct proximate principles, one of wl11ch he called cerin, the other myricin. According to MM. Boudet and Boissenot, the former constitutes at
least 70 per cent. of wax, mt>lts at about 143°, di ssolves in 16 parts of
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boiling alcoho!, and is sn~onifiable wi~h potnss~, yielding ~arga~ic acid, 11
little olt>ic acid, and a lalty matter rnsuscepuble of sapon1fi~<~t1011 called
cerain; the latter melts at 140°, is dissoh'ed by 200 parts of boding alcoho!,
and is not saponifiable by potassa. From the experiments of M. Lew}: 1t
would appear, that cerin and myricin arc isomeric with each othe_r and '~1th
wax; that by a boiling solution of potassa wax is wh~lly sapon1ficd, w.llh~
out the formation of glycerin; that both wax and cenn are conve-rt~d into
stC'aric acid by saponification; and t hat this, by a further oxidation, is
changed into n:iargaricacid. (Jo~an. de P!tarm. el de Chim., 3eser. iii.3 15.)
0 11
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wholly different from it in properties
composition. and is isomeric, if
not identical with the cerain above referred to. (Philosaph. Jllag., Jan.
1844, p. 20.)
'White wax has been adulterated with white lead and tallow. The former
sinks to Lhe bottom of the vessel when the wax is melted; the latter imparts
to it a dull opaque appearance, and a disagreeable odour during fusion.
Starch has been employed for the same purpose. It may be detected by
dissolving the wax in oil of turpentine, in which starch is insoluble. Pereira
says that pure wax is yellowish·white; and that the white wax in circular
cakes always contains spermaceti, which is added to improve its colour.
Medical Properties and Uses. Wax has little effect upon the system.
Under the impression that it sheathes the inOamed mucous membrane of
the bowels, it has been occasionally prescribe.cl in diarrhrea and dysentery;
and it is mentioned by Dioscorides as a remedy in the latter complaint. By
Poerner it is high ly recommended in excoriations of the bowels, attended
with pain and obstinate diarrhcr:a. His mode of using it is to melt the wax
with oil of almonds or olive oil, and, while the mi.xture is still hot, to inco rporate it by means of the yolk of an egg with some mucilaginous fluid.
•rhe dose is half a drachm three or four times a day. Another method is to
form an emuls ion by means of soap; but it is evident tha.t this would be the
most energetic ingredient. 'Vax is also used to fill cavities in carious teeth.
its chief employment, however, is in the formation of ointments, cerates,
and plasters. It is an ingredient in almost all the officinal cerates, which
owe their general title to the wax they contain.
3. V EGE'l'ADLE WAX . .Many vegetable products contain wax. Il exists
in the pollen of nu~erou~ plants: and forms the bloom or glaucous powder
which CO \'ers certain fruits, and the coating of varnish with which leaves are
sometimes supplied. In some plants it exists so abundantly as to be profit~bly ~xtracted for use. ~uch is the Ceraxylon .llndicola, a Jofly palm grow11.1g Ill the South American Andes.
Upon the trunk of this tree, in the
rmgs. left by th~ fall o.f the l~ave~, is a coating of wa~- like matter, about
?ne.s1xth of an inch thick, which is remo~cd by the. nallves, and employed
m the manufacture of tapers . It contains, nccordmg to Vauquelin , twothirds of a resinous substance, and one·third of pure wax. (Fee .) Two
kinds of wax are collected in Brazil, one called camauba, from the leaves
of a palm growing in the province of c~ara, the other ocuba, from the fruit
of a shrub of t be province of Para. (Journ. de P/wrin. et de Cltim., 3e sir.
v. ~ 54.) But the _fo rm o~ vegetable wax b~sl known in this country is that
derived from .1..Wynca cerif.~ra, and commonly called myrtle wax. (See Bi·
gelow'JJ .Rm. 1J1ed. Bot., .m. 32.) The•wax myrtle is an aromatic shrub,
fro m one to twelve feet high, found in almost all parts of the United States
from New England to Louisiana. The fruit, which O'rows in clusters
cl?sely att~c.hed to the stems an.d branches, is small, globular, and covered
with a wh1ush coat of wax, which may be separated for use . Other pans
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of the plant are said to possess medical virtues. The bark of the root is
acrid and astringent, and in large doses emetic, and has been popularly employed as a remedy in jaundice. The process for collecting the wax is
simple. The berries are boiled in water, and the wax, melting and floating
on the surface, is eilher skimmed off and strained, or allowed to concrete as
the .liquor cools, and removed in the solid state. To render it pure, it is
agam melted and strained, and then cast into large cakes. It is collected
in New Jersey, but more abundantly in New England, particularly Rhode
Island.
111yrtle wax is of a pale grayish-green colour, somewhat diaphanous, more
brittle and more unctuous to the touch than beeswax, of a feeble odour, and
a slightly bitterish taste. It is about as heavy as water, and melts at 109° F.
It is insoluble in water, scarcely soluble in cold alcohol, soluble, with the
exception of about thirteen per cent., in twenty parts of boiling alcohol,
which deposits the greater portion upon cooling, soluble also in boiling
ether, and slightly so in oil of turpentine. In chemical relations it resembles beeswax, and consists, like that product, of cerin and myricin, containing 87 parts of the former and 13 of the latter in the 100. The green
colour, and probably the biller taste, depend upon a distinct principle, which
may be separated by boiling the wax with ether and allowing the liquid to
cool. The wax is deposited colourless, while the ether remains green.
Medical Prope1·ties and Uses. This variety of wax has been popularly
employed in the United States as a remedy for dysentery; and we are told
by Dr. Fahnestock, that he found great advantage from its use in numerous
cases during an epidemic prevalence of that complaint. He gave the pow·
dered wax in doses of a teaspoonful frequently repeated, mixed with muci-
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used in the preparation of tapers and candles. It is somewhat fra~rant
when burning, but emits a less brilliant light than common lamp-oil. W.

CEREVISIJE FERMENTUM. Lond., Dub.
Yeast.
L evur£", Fr.j Bierh£"fcn 1 Germ.j Fermento di cervogia, Ital.; Espumn de ccrveza, Span

This is the substance which rises, in the form of froth, to the surface of
beer, and subsides to the bottom, during the process of fermentation. A
similar substance is always produced during the vinous fermentation of
saccharine liquids; but the principles of its formation are unknown.
It is ftocculent, frothy, somewhat viscid, semi-fluid, of a dirly yellowish
colour, a sour vinous odour, and a bitter taste. At a temperature of 60° or
70°, in a close vessel or damp atmosphere, it soon undergoes putrefaction.
Exposed to a moderate heat, it loses its liquid portion, becomes dry, hard,
and brittle; and may in this state be preserved _for a long time. In France
it is brought to the solid state by introducing 1t into sacs, washing it with
water, then submitting it to pressure, and ultimately drying it.
Yeast is insoluble in alcohol or water. It was analyzed by ':Vestrumb,
and found to contain in 15142 parts, 13 of potassa, 15 of carbonic acid, 10
of acetic acid, 45 of malic acid, 09 of lime, 240 of alcohol, 120 of extractive,
240 of mucilage, 315 of saccharine matter, 480 of gluten, 1:3595 of water,
besides traces of silica and phosphoric acid. Its bitterness is attributab~e to
a principle derived from the hops. The pr~perty for which it is chiefly
valu.ed is thal of exciting the vinous fermentation in saccharine liquids, and
the panary fermentation in various farinaceous substances. This property
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it owes to the 3zotiz~d principle (g:luten or albumen) which it contains; for
if separated from this constituent, 1t loses its powers as a ferment •. n_nd r.eacquirt>s them upon the subsequent addition of the glut~n. By boiling m
water it is deprived of the property of exciting fermentation. At an e l eva~ed

temperature it is decomposed. affording products similar to those which
result from the decomposition of animal matters .

Examined by a microscope, yeast is seen to abound in minute transparent vesicles, which appear to contain one or more granules. . These have

been supposed to be living infusory plants or animalcule~, wh1~h have t.he
power of propagating themselves at the expense of organic proximate principl~s with which they may be brought into contact i and attempts have
been made to solve the mysteries of fermentation by the conjecture, ~bat
the sugar or other fermenting substance, while contributing to the n~uns~
ment of these microscopic beings, undergoes a decomposition resulung m
the formation of new products. The doctrine of Liebig, however, that ferme~tation is merely a chemical movement, excited by a m.ovement of decomposition going on m the ferment, is more generally received.
Professor Mulder considers the cells of yt>ast as a plant, the vesicular
coating of the cell as composed of a substance analogous to cellulose, and
its contents as a protein body, difft>ring in some respects from gluten and
a lbum en, and probably a superoxide of protein. During fermentation,
this protein body makes its way through the vesicular coat, undergoes decomposition by the agency of heat, and, in the act of decomposition, sets on
foot the changes in sugar which result in the formation of alcohol and
carbonic acid. (Chem. Gazelle, Feb. 15, I S.JD.)
lJledical Properties and Use.y, Yeast has been highly extolled as a remedy
in typhoid fevers, and is said to have been given with advanlage in heclic.
It is~ however, little empl~yed ; as its somewhat tonic and stimulating ~ffects,
ascnbable to the biller principle of hops, the alcohol, and the carbomc acid
which are among its cor:istituents, may be obtained with .e9ual certainty from
more convenient medicines. Dr. Hewson, of Philadrlph1a, informs us, that
in ~case of typhoid fever attended with great irritability of the stomach, the
patient was benefited and sustained by taking a pint of yeast daily for five
days, d.uring which period no other remedy wns l'mployed. When largely
tak~n, 1t g:enerally proves la xative; and it may sometimes be necessary to
obviate th1~ eff~cl by opium. Exterftall~ applied, it is very useful in foul
a~d sloughing ulcers; ~he fetor of which 1t corrects, while it affords a gentle
st11!1ulus to the deb1lit~ted vessels. It is usually employed mixed with
farinaceous substances in the form of a cataplasm. The dose is from half
a fluidounce to two fluidounces every two or three hours.
W.
Off. Prep. Cata plasma Ferinenti, Land., nub.

CETACEUM. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Sperm ace ti.
uA peculiar concrete substance obtained from Physeter macrocephalus."
U.S. .. Physeter Macrocephalus. Concrelum in. propriis capitis eel/is
repertum." I~nd. "Cetin~ of ~hyseter macrocephalus, nearly pure." Ed.

pc~~~1~ed~~~~~nS~,~~rrmacet1, Cc111w, Fr.i Wallmth, Oerm.; Spcrmaccti, Ital.;

Es-

The spermact:'ti whal~ i~ from sixty to eighty feet in length, with an
enormous. head, not l e:i~ in its largest part than thirty feet in circumference,
anrl consl1luting one-t~ird of the who lt! length of the body. The upprr part
of the head is occupied by large caviues, separated from each other by
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cartilaginous partitions, and containing an oily liquid, which, after the death
of the animal, concretes into a white unctuous spongy mass, consisting of
spermaceti mixed with oil. This mass is removed from the cavities, and
the oi l allowed to separate by draining. The quantity of crude spe rmaceti obtained from a whale of the ordinary size is more than sufficient to fill twelve
large barrels. lt stitl, however, contains much oi ly mauer and other impurities, from which it is freed by express ion, washing with hot water, melting,
strainin g, and lastly by repeated washing with a weak boiling ley of potash.
'l'he common whale oi l, and the oi l of othercetaceous animals, contain small
quantities of ~eermaccti , which they s lowly deposit on long standing.
Spermacell 1s in white, pearly, semitransparent masses, of a crystalline
foliaceous texture; friable, soft, and somewh~t unctuous to the touch i slightly
odorous; insipid; of the sp. gr. 0·943; fusible at 112° F. (Bo~lock); volati1izable at a higher temperature without change in ·vacuo, but partially
decomposed if the air is admitted; inflammable; insoluble in water; soluble
in small proportion in boiling alcohol, ether, and oil of turpentine, but deposited as the liquids cool; readily solu ble in the fixed oils; not affected by
the mineral acids , except the sulphuric, which decomposes and dissolves it;
rendered yellowish and rancid by long exposu re to hot air, but capable of
being again purified by washing with a warm ley of potash. By the agency
of the alkalies, it is with difficulty saponified, being converted into an acid,
called by MM. Dumas and Stass ethalic acid, and a peculiar principle
named ethal by Chevreul. Spermaceti, when quite pure, may be considered
either as a compound of ethalic acid and etbal, or as a distinct substance,
which is resolved into these two by reaction with alkaline solutions. (.llnnal.
der Chem. und Phann., xli i. 241.) The name of cetin was proposed for
it in this state by Chevreul. As found in the shops it is not ent irely pure,
containing a fixed oil, and often a peculiar colouring principle. From these
it is separated by boiling in alcohol, which on cooling deposits the cetin in
crystalline scales. Ttitus purified, it does not melt under 120° F., is soluble in 40 parts of boiling alcohol of the sp. gr. 0·82 1 ( Thenard), and is
harder, more shining, and less unctuou s than ordinary spermaceti. The
ultimate constituents of spermaceti are carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen; and
its formula, according to Dumas, C~H 33 0.
Medical Properties and Uses. Like the fixed oils, spermaceti has been
given as a demulc~nt in irritations of the pulmonary and intestinal mucous
membranes; but 1t possesses no peculiar virtues, and its internal use has
been genera lly abandoned. It may be rf'duced to powder by the addit.ion of
a little alcohol or almond oil, or suspended in water, by means of mucilage,
or the yolk of eggs and sugar. Externally it is much employed as an ingredient of ointments and cerates.
Off. Prep . Ceratum Cetact!i, U.S., Lond.,Ed.; UnguentumAqure Rosm,
U.S.; Unguentum Cetacei, Lond.
W.

CETRARIA. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Iceland Moss.
Cetraria Islandica." U.S., Lond .• Ed.
Off. Syn. LICHEN JSLAND!CUS.
Planta. flub.
11

CETRARIA ISLANDICA.

Lichen d' Is.laade, Fr.; Islantl.iches .Moos, Germ.; Licbeno Islandico, /lal.; Liquen
lsiandieo, Span.

Ci,:TRARIA. Sex. Syst. CryptogamiaLichenes.-Nat. Ord. Lichenacere.
Gen. C/L. Plant carLilagino·membranous, ascending or sp;eading, lobed,
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smooth, and naked on both sides . .flpothecia shield-like •. obliquely ad~ate
with the margin, the disk coloured, piano-concave; border rnftexed, derived
from the frond. (Loudon's Encyc.)
. .
.
'l'h e genus Lichen of Linnreus has been ~1v1ded by s~bs~quent bot.an.1sts
into numerous genera, which have been raised to the dignity of a d1stmct
order, both in the natural and artificial systems of arrangement. The name
Cefraria has been conferred on the genus to which the Iceland moss belongs.
Cetraria lslandica. Acharius, Lichenog. Univ . 512. -Lichenlslandicus.
Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 803. t. 271. Iceland moss is foliaceous, erect, from
two to four inches high, with a dry, coriaceous, smooth, shining, laciniated
frond or leaf, the lobes of which are irregularly subdivided, channeled, and
fringed at their edges with rigid hairs. Those divisions upon which the
fruit is borne are dilated. The colour is olive-brown or greenish-gray above,
reddish at the base, and lighter on the. under than the upper surface. The
fructification is in flat, shield-like, reddish-brown receptacles, with elevated
entire edges, placed upon the surface of the frond near its border.
The plant is found in the northern latitudes of the old and new continents,
and on the elevated mountains further south . It received its name from the
abundance in which it prevails in Iceland. It is also abundant on the mountains and in the sandy plains of New England.
The dried moss is of diversi6ed colour, grayish-white, brown, and red, in
different parts, with less of the green tint than in the recent state. It is
inodorous, and has a mucilaginous, bitter taste. Macerated in water it
absorbs rather more than its own weight of the fluid, and, if the water be
warm, renders it bitter. Boiling water extracts all its soluble principles.
The decoction thickens upon cooling, and acquires a gelatinous consistence,
resembling that of starch in appearance, but without its viscidity. After
some time the dissolved matter separates, and when dried forms semitransparent masses, insoluble in cold water, alcohol, or ether, but soluble in boiling water, and in solution forming a blue compolffi.d with iodine. This
principle resembles starch in its general characters, but differs from it in
some respects, and has received the distinctive name of lichenin. Berzelius
found in 100 parts of Iceland moss l ·G of chlorophylle, 3·0 of a peculiar bitter
principle, 3·6 of uncrystallizable sugar, 3·7 of gum, 7·0 of the apotheme of
extractive, 44·6 of the peculiar starch.like principle, l ·9 of the bilichenates
of potassa and lime mixed with phosphate of lime, and 36·2 of amylaceous
1

1

fib~~~~~~:x~f~!~~!~~~ h ~2 b~:~~~~r~:!~e~~~h~ ~f:~~rv~~i::i~fe

of Iceland
The followmg process for obtai~i~g 1t is that of Dr. Herberger, who
1s said to have been the first to procure 1t rn a pure state. The moss, coarsely
of
alcohol,
of
powdered, is boiled for half an hour in four times its weiaht
0
0·883. The liquid, when cool, is expressed and filtered, and treated with
diluted muriat ic acid, in t~e proportion ~f three drac.hms to every pound of
moss employed. Water 1s then added m the quantity of about four times
the bulk of the !iquid , and the mixture left for a night in a closed matrass.
The deposit which forms is collected on a filter, allowed to drain as much
as :poss.ible, and ~ubmitted to. the press. To. purify it, the mass, while still
moist, 1s broken rnto small pieces, washed with alcohol or ether, and treated
with two hundred times its weight of boiling alcohol, which dissolves the
cetrarin, leaving the other organic priaciples by which it has been hitherto accompanied. The greater part is deposited as the liquor cools, and the remainder may be obtained by cvaporati?n· By this process one pound of moss
yielded to ~r. H~rberger 133 gra1~s of cet~ari~. This principle is white,
n?t crystall1.ne, l.1ght, unal.terable. m the air, rnodorous, and exceedingly
bitter, especi~Uy m alcoholic solution. Its best solvent in absolute alcohol,

~oss,.
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of which 100 parts dissolve l ·7 of celrarin at the boiling temperature.
Ether also dissolves it, and it is slightly soluble in water. Its solutions are
quite neutral to test paper. It is precipitated by the acids, and rendered
much more solub le by the alkalies. Concentrated muriatic acid changes
its colour to a bright blue . It precipitates the salls of iron, copper, lead,
and silver. In the dose of two grains repeated every two hours it has been
used successfully in intermittent fever. _(Jouni. de Phann. ~xiii . 505.) Drs.
Schnedermann and Knop have ascertamed, that the cetrarin above referred
to consists of three distinct substances, 1, cetraric acid, which is the true
bitter principle, is crystallizable, and of an intensely bitler taste, 2, a substance resembling the fatty acids, which they call licltslearic acid, and 3,
a green colouring substance, for which they propose the name of thal/ocltlor. These principles are obtained perfectly pure with great <lifficuJty.
(Chem . Gazette, Jan. and Feb. 1846, from .!Jnn. der Pharm., Iv. 144 .)
'fhe gum and starch contained in the moss render it :::ufficiently nutritive
to serve as food for the inhabitants of lceland and Lapland, who employ it
powdered and made into bread, or boiled with milk , having first partially
freed it from the bitter principle by repeated maceration in water. Th e bitterness may be entirely extracted by macerating the powdered moss, for
twenty-four hours, in twenty-four times its weight of a solution formed with
I pan of an alkali1~e carbonate and 375 parts of water, decanting the liquid
at the end of this tune, and repeating the process with an equal quantity of
the solution. The powder being now dried is perfectly sweet and highly
nutritious. Thi s process was suggested by Berzelius.
Medical Properties and Uses.-Iceland moss is at the same time demulcent, nutritious, and tonic, and well calculated for affections of the mucous
membrane of the lungs and bowels, in which the local disease is associated
with debility of the d'igestive organs, or of the system generally. Hence it
has been found useful in chronic catarrhs, and other pulmonary affections
altended with copious expectoration, especially when the matter discharged
was of a purulent character; as also in dyspepsia, chronic dysentery, and
d iarrhrea . It has, moreover, been given in the debility succeeding acute
disease, or dependent on copious purulent discharge from external ulcers.
But the complaint in the treatment of which it has acquired mo~t reputation
is pulmonary consumption. It had long been employed in this dis12ase, and
jn fo:emoptysis, by the Danish physicians, before it became known to th e
profession at Jarge. In the latter half of the last century it was introduced
into extensive use; and numerous cures supposed to ha~e been efft>cted by
it are on record. But now that the pathology of phth1sis is understood,
physicians have ceased to expect material advantage from it in that disease;
and there is reason to belit!ve that the cases which have recovered under its
use, were nothing more than chronic bronchitis. It can act only as a mild,
nutrit ious, demulcent Lonie; and certainly exercises no specific influence over
the tuberculous affection .
It is usually employed in the form of decoction . (See Decoctum Celra·
rire.) By some writers it is recommended to deprive it oft be bitter principle
by maceration in "·ater, or a weak alkaline solut~on, before prt>paring the
decoction i but we thus reduce it to th e slate of a simple demulcent, or mild
article of diet, in which respect it is not superior to the ordinary farinaceo us
or gummy subs.lances used in medicine. The powder is sometimes~iven in
the dose of thirty grains or a drachm; and a preparation at one lime obtained some repute, in which the ground. moss was incorporated with chocolate, and used at the morning and evemng meal as an ordinary beverage.
OJJ: Prep . Decoctum Cetrarire, U. 8., L ond. , Dub.
W.
19
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Chenopodium.

CHENOPODIUM. U.S.
Wormseed.
"The fruit of Chenopodium anthf"lminticm:n." U.S.
CuESOPODIUM.

Sex. Sys/. Pentandria D1gynia.- Nat. Ord. Chenopo-

diacere.

Gen. Ch. Calyx five-leaved, five-cornered. Corolla none. Seed one, len·
ticular, superior. ff'illd .
Chenopoclium anthelminlicu,m. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 130.t; Barton, Med.
Bot. ii. 18:~. This is an indigenous perennial plant, with an herbaceous,
erect, branching, furrowed slem, which rises from two to five feet in height.
The leaves are alternateorscattered,sessile,ohlonglanceolate,altenuatedat
botfi ends, sinuated and toothed on the margin, conspicuously veined, of a
yellowish -green colour, and dotted on their under surface. 'fhe flowers a~e
very numerous, small, of the same colour with the leaves, and arranged m
long. leaOess, terminal panicles, which are composed of slender, dense, glomerate, alternating spikes.
This species of Chenopodium, known commonly by the names of wormseed and Jerusalem oak, grows in almost all parts of the United States, but
most vigorously and abundantly in the southern section. It is usually found
in the vicinity of rubbish, along fences, in the streets of villages, and in the
commons about the larger towns. It flowers from July to September, and
ripens its seeds successively through the autumn. The whole herb has a
strong, peculiar, offensive, yet somewhat aromatic odour, which it retains
when dried . All parts of the plant are occasionally employed; but the fruit
only is strictly officinal. This should be collected in October.
"\Vormseed, as found in the s.hops, is in.small grains, not larger t1rnn the
head ~fa pin, irregul~rly spherica l, VC'ry light, of a dull, green ish-yellow or
brownish colour, a bttterish, somewhat aromatic, pungent taste, and possessed in a high degree of the peculiar smell of the plant. 'fhese grai ns,
when deprived, by rubbing them in the hand, of a capsu lar covering which
invests the proper.seed, exhibit a shining surface of a very dark colour. They
abound in a volatile oil, upon which their sensible properties and medical
virtues depend, and which i~ obtained separate by distillation. (See Oleum
Chenopodii.) The same oil impregnates to a greater or Jess extent the whole

plant.
The fruit of the Chenopodimn ambrosioides, which is also an indigenous
plant, and very prevalent in the Middle states, is said to be used indiscriminately wit~ th~t of the C. anthelmintic~tm. It may be distinguished by its
odour, wh1~h JS .weaker and less offen.s1ve 1 and to some persons agreeabl~.
The plant itself is often confounded with the true wormseed, from which Jt
differs in having its flowers in leafy racemes. This species of Chenopodium
has been e~ployed in Europe as a remedy in nervous affections, particularly
chorea. Fn•e or six cases of this disease, reported by Plenk, yielded, after
having resisted the ordinary means, to the daily use of an infusion of two
drachms of the plant in ten ounces of water, taken in th e dose of a cupful
morning and evening, _and associated with the employz;nent of peppermint.

(Merat and De Lens, Dier. de Mat. Med.)
The C. Botrys, which is also known by the vulgar name of Jerusalem
oak, is another indigenous species, possessing anthelmintic virtues. The
plant is said to have been used in France with advantage as a pectoral in
catarrh and humoral asthma.
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. -lf!ediectl Properties ancl Uses. "\Vormseed is one of our most efficient
md1genous anthelm!ntics, an~ is thought to be particularly adapted to the
expulsion of Jumbrici in children. A dose of it is usually given before
breakfast in _the morning, and at bed time in the evening, for three or fo.ur
days success1vely 1 and then followed by calome l or some other brisk catharuc.
Jf the worms are not expelled, the same plan is repeated. The medicine is
most conveniently administered in powder, mixed with syrup in the form of
an elcctuary. The dose for a child two or three years old, is from one to
tw~ scruples. The volatile oil is p~rhaps more frequently given than the
fruit in substance, though its offensive odour and taste sometimes rendE'r it
of difficult administration. The dose for a child is from five to ten drops,
mixed \\'ith suga r, or in the form of emulsion . A tablespoonful of the
exp_ressed juice of the leaves, or a wineglassful of .a decoctiOn prepared by
boiling an ounce of the fresh plant in a pint of milk, with the addition of
orange-peel or other aromatic, is sometimes substituted in domestic practice
for the ordinary dose of the fruit and oil.
Off. Prep. Oleum Chenopodii, U. 8.
W.

CHIMAPHILA. U. S., Land.
Pipsisserva.
"'The leaves of Chimaphila umbellata." U.S. "Chimaphila corymbosa.
Fo/ia." Lond.
Off Syn. PYROLA. Herb of Chimaphila umbellata. Ed.; PYROLA
UMBELLATA. Herba. Dub.
CHIMAPHILA. Sex. Syal. Decandria Monogynia.- .Nat. Ord. Pyrolacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-toothed. Petals fiv.e. Style very short, immersed in
the germ. Stigma ann.ular, orbicular, with a five-lobed .disk. Filaments
stipitate; stipe discoid, ciliate. Capsules five-celled, opening from the sum·
mits, margins unconnected. Nuttall.
This genus was separated from Pyrola by Pursh, and is now admitted
by most botanical writers. It embraces two species, C. umbellata and
C. maculata, which are both indigenous, and known throughout the country
by the common title of winter green. The generic title was founded upon
the vulgar name of the plants. It is formed of two Greek words, :tHµ.o.
winter, and 1JiiAr>r a friend. The C. umbe/lata only is officinal.
Cliiniapldla umbellata. Barton, JJfed. Bot. i. 17.- Pyrola umbe/lata.
Willd. Sp . Plant. ii. 622; Bigelow, .!l7rt • .Med. Bot. ii. 15. The pipsissewa
is a small evergreen plant, with a perennial, creeping, yellowish root (rhizoma), which give~ rise to several simple, erect or semi-procumbent stems.
from four to eight inches in height, and ligneous at their base. The leaves
are wedge-shaped, somewhat lanceolate, serrate, coriaceous, smooth, of a
shining sap-green colour on the upper surface, paler beneath, and supported
upon short footstalks, in irregular whorls, of which there arc usually two
on the same stem. The flowers are disposed in~ small terminal corymb,
and stand upon nodding peduncles. The caly_x 1s small, and divided at its
border into fi\'C teeth or segments. The corolla 1s composed of five roundish,
concave, spreading petals, which are of a white colour.tinged with red, and

~hah:l~1:np:~:i:~:~d ~~~~~~rg;,h:od~~~;,nbifu~c~~end, ';~~pl~l:~~hn::s.sh~{~~;
germ is globular an~ depressed, supporting a thick and apparently sessile
stigma, the style being short and immersed in the germ. The seeds are
numerous, linear, chaffy, and enclosed in a roundish, depressed, five-celled,
five-valved calyx, having the persistent calyx at the base.
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This humble but beautiful evergreen is a.native of the northcr_n latitudes
of America, Europe, and Asia. It is found rn all parts of the United States,
and extends even to the Pacific ocean. It grows under the shade of woods,
and prefers a loose sandy soil, enriched by decaying leaves. Th.e ftow~rs
appear in June and July. Alt parts of the plant are endowed with active
. .
properties. The leaves and stems are kept in the shops.
The C. maculata, or spotted winter green, probably possesses similar
virtues with the C. umbellctta. The character of the leaves of the two plants

~:i~~J:~v=t t~1:i~~~~~~.~~~r~h~1:y a~hb~~a~~rt~~a~-~~:r\~}:':u~~J~."~~~I~~~

deep oJnre gree n colour, veined with gre(>nish white; those of the officinal
species are broadest near the summit, gradually narrowing to the base, ancl
of a uniform shinin g g reen. In drying, with exposure to light, tbe colour
fades very much, though it still retains a g reenish hue.
Pipsissewa, when fresh and bruised, exhales a peculiar odour. The taste
of the leaves is pleasantly bitter, astrjngent, and sweetis h; that of the stems
and root unites with these qualities a considerable degree of pungency.
~oiling water extracts the active. properties of the plant, ~vhich are _also
imparted to alcohol. The constituents, so far as asce rtained, are bitter
extractive, t_annin, resin, gum, lignin, and saline matters. Th ~ peculiar
active principle has not yet been isolated, though it probably exists in the
substance called biLter extractive.
Medical Properties and Uses. This plant is diuretic, tonic, and astrin·
gent. It was employed by the aborigines in various complaints, especially
scrofula, rheumatism , and nephritic afft'ctions. From their hands it passed
into those of the European settle rs, and was long a popular remedy in certain parls of the country. before it was adopted by the profession. The
first regular treatise in relation to it that has come to ou r knowledge, was
the thesis of Dr. Mitchell, published in the year 180;1; but little was thought
of it till the appearance of the paper of Dr. Sommerville, in the 5th vol. of
the London Medico-Chirurgical Transactions. By this writer it was highly
recommended as a remedy in dropsy; and his favourable report has been
s ustain ed by the subsequent statements of many respectable practitioners.
It is par_ticul::trly useful i~ cases attended with disordered digestion ~nd gene·
ral debility, in which its tonic properties and usual acceptability to the
stomach prove highly useful auxiliaries to its diuretic powers. Nevertheless,
it cannot be relied on exclusively in the trf'atment of the complaint; for,
t.hough it generally produces an increased flow of urine, it has seldom
effected cures. Other disorders, i_n which i.t is said to have proved useful,
are calcu_lous and nephrilic affections, an? _m general all those complaints
of the unnary passages for which uva urs1 1s prescribed . lt is very highly
esteemed by some practitione rs as a remedy in scrofula, both before and
after the occurrence of ~lceration; and it has certainly proved highly ad van·
tageous in certain obstmate ill-conditioned ulcers and cutaneous eruptions,
supposed to be connected with a strumous diathesis. In these cases it is
used both internally, and locally as a wash.
'fhe decoction is the preparation usually preferred, and may be taken to
t~e a";'-ount of a. pint in twenty·~our bo~rs. The watery ex.tract may be
given m the dose of twenty or thirty grams four tim es a day. Mr. Procter
pre~ares a ~yru p by macerating fo~r ou~ces of the leaves, finely bruised,
rn e1ghtJlu1d?unces of water for tlurty·s1x hour~, and then subjecting it to
percolauon ttll a pint of Ruid is obtained, which is reduced one.half bv
evaporation, and incorporated with twelve ounces of sugar. One or tw"o
tablespoonfuls may be given for a dose.
Off.Prep. Decoctum Chimaphilre, U.S., Land., D11b.
W.
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CHIRETT A. Ed.

Chiretta .
.. Herb and root of Agathotes Chirayta." Ed.
Sex. 8y3t. Peatandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Gentian-

ac~~ATHOTES.

Gen. Ch. Corolla withering, rotate, in _restivation twisted to the right;
with glandular hollows protected by a fringed scale upon the segments .
.Bntlters not changing. Stigmas sessile . Capsules conical, onc-ct>lled,
with spongy placentre upon the sutures. Seeds indefinilC, minute. (Lindley.)
.llgat!totes Chirayta. Don. Lond. Phil. 11/ng. 1836, p. 76.- Gentiana
Cltirayta. Fleming, .Rsictt. Research. xi. 167. The chfrayta or c/tirella
is an annual plant, about three feet high, with an erect, smooth, round stem,
branching into an elegant leafy paniclc, and furnisb.ed with opposite, embracing, Janceolate, ve ry acute, entire, smooth, three or five- nerved lea,•es.
The flowers arc numerous, peduncled, yellow, with a four-clHt calyx having
Jincar acute divis ions, the limb of the corolla spreading and four-parted, four
stame ns, a single style, and a two-lobed stigma. The capsules are shorter
than the permanent calyx and corolla. The plant is a native of Nepau],
and other parts of Northern India. The whole of it is officinal. 1t is
gathered about th e time when the flowers begin to decay .
The dri ed plant is imported into Europe in bundles. The root is fibrous,
and the stems contain a yellowish pith. ln other rt-spects it corrcspond.s
with the description above given. All parts of it have a very bitter taste,
which is strongest in the root. It is without odour. Water and alcohol
extract its virtues, which are also retained in the extract. According to
Lassaigne and Boisse!, the stems contain resin, a yellow bitter substanct-,
brown colouring matter, gum, and various salts.
1liedical Properties and Uses. Chiretta has long been used in India,
where it is a favourite remedy with both the native and European practitioners. It has recently been introduced into Europe, and appears to be
highly esteemed; but has not been employed to any considerable extent in
this country. Ils propenies are those of the pure bitters, and probably do not
differ from those of the other members of the natural family of Gentianacere.
(See Gentiana.) Like these, in overdoses it nauseates and oppresses the
stomach. Some have supposed that, in addition to its tonic properties, it
exerts a peculiar influence over the li\•er, promoting the secretion of bile and
correcting it when deranged, and restoring healthy evacuations in cases of
habitual costiveness. But it may well be dou_bted whe~her it produces any
other effects of this kind than suc h as are inc1Jent to its tonic power, and
might be expected from the other pure bitters. It has been used in dyspepsia, in the debility of convalescence, an~ ~enerally in cases in which corroborant mea·s ures are indicated. In [nd1a It has been successfully employed
in intermittents and remittents, combined with the seeds of the Guilandina
Bonduc. It may be administered in powd er, infusion, tincture, or extract.
The dose in substance is twenty gra ins. The infusion is officinal.
Off. Prep. lofusum Chireure, Ed.
W.
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CHONDRUS. U.S., Secondary.
Irish Moss.
Chondrus cri spus. (Greville, .fllg. Brit.)" U.S.
Sex. Syst. Cryptoga!11i~ Algre .-N_at .. Orel. Algacere.
Gen. Ch. Frond cartilaginous, dilat1~g up,~a.ras mto a flat, nen·e_less,
dichotomously divided frond, of a purplish or hv1d·red colour. Fructifica.
lion, subsphl'rical capsules- in the substance of the frond, rarely suppo~ted
on little stalks, and containing a mass of minute free seeds. (Greville,
from Lindley'sF/or. Ned.)
Clwndrus crispus. Greville, ,/}_/g, Brit. 129. t. 15.-Sph:Erococcu8
crispus Agardh. - Pu.cus crispus. Linn. The lrish m_oss~ or carrageen, as
it is freque ntly called, consists of a fiat, slender, cartilaginous frond, from
11
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wedge-shaped segments, and more or less curled u~ so ~ to diminish ~he
apparent length. The capsulE>s are somewhat hem1sphencal 1 and are imbedded in the disk of the frond. The plant grows upon rocks and stones
on the coasts of Europe, and is especially abundant on the southern and
western coasts of lreland, where it is collected for use. It is said also to be
a native of the United States.
When collected, it is washed and dried . In the recent state it is of a
purplish colour, but, as found in the shops, is yellowish or yellowish-white,
with occasionally purplish portions. It is translucent, of a feeble odour, and
nearly tasteless. It swells up in cold water, but does not dissolve. Boiling
water dissolves a large proportion of it, and, if the solution be sufficien~ly
concentrated, gelatinizes on cooling. According to Feuchtwanger, it contains
starch,and a large proportion of pectin, with compounds of sulphur, chlorine,
and bromine, and some oxalate of lime. Herberger found 79· l per cent. of
vegetable jelly, and 9·5 of mucus, with fatty matter, fret! acids, chlorides,
&c., but neither iodine nor bromine . M. Dupasquier discovered in it both
of these principles, which had escaped attention previously in consequence
of their reaction, as soon as liberated, upon the sulphuret of sodium resulting
from the decomposition of the sulphate of soda of the moss when charred.
(Journ. de.Pha~m. et d~ Chim.,:Je. ser., iii. 113.) The pectin or vE>getable
jelly, Pemra thmks entitled to the r~nk of a distinct proximate principle,
and proposes to call carrageenin. It 1s distinguished from gum by affording
when dissolved in water i10 pre?ipitate with alcohol, from starch by not
becoming blue with tincture of iodme, from pectin by yielding no precipitate
with acetate of lead, and no mucic acid by the action of nitric acid.
Carrageen is nutritive and demulcent, and, being easy of digestion and not
unpleasant to the taste, forms a useful article of diet in cases in which the
farinaceous preparations, such as tapioca, sago, barley, &c., are qsually em·
ployed. lt has been particularly recommended in chronic pectoral affections,
scrofulous complaints, dysen~ery, diarrhrea, and disorders of the kidneys
and bladder. It may 1?e used m the form of decoction, made by boiling a pint
and a half ?f .water wtth half an ounce of the moss down to a pint. Sugar
and IE>m~n JUiee may usually be added to improve the flavour . Milk may
be. substituted for water, when a more nutritious preparation is required.
1t 1s recommended to macE>rate the moss for about ten minutes in cold water
before submitting it to decoction . Any unpleasant flavour that it may have
acquired from the contact of foreign substances, is thus removed.
W.
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CIMICIFUGA. U. S., Secondary.
Black Snakeroot.
"The rool of Cimicifoga racemosa." U.S.
C1M1CIFUGA. Sex. Syst. Polyandria Di-Pentagynia.-Na/. Ord. Ranunculacere.

Gen. Ch. C0:lyx four .or five-leaved. Petals four to eight, deformed,
thickish, someumes wantmg. Capsules one to five, oblong, many-seeded.
Seeds squamose. Nuttall.
Cimicifuga racemosa. Torrey,Flor. 219.~C. Serpentaria. ~ursh, Flor .
.!lm. Sept. p. 372.-.flctma racemosa. W11ld. Sp. Plant. 1i. 113U.il/acrotys racemosa. Eaton's Manual, p. 288. This is a tall stately
plant, having a perennial root, and a simple herbaceous stem, which rises
from four to eight feet in height. The leaves are large, and ternately decomposed, having oblong ~vate leafl~ts, incis~d and toothed .at their edges.
The flowers are small, white, and disposed m a long, termmal, wand-like
raceme, wilh occasionally one or two shorter racemes near its base. The
calyx is white, four-leaved, and deciduous; the petals are minute, and
shorter than the stamens; th e })istil consists of an oval germ and a sessile
stigma. The fruit is an ovate capsule containing numerous flat seeds.
The black snakeroot, or cohosh, as this plant is sometimes called, is a
native of the United States, growi ng in shady and rocky woods, from Canada to Florida, and flowering in June and July. The root is the part
employed.
This, as found in the shops, consists of a thick , irregularly bent or contorted body or caudex, from one-third of an inch to an jnch jn thickness,
often several inches in length, furnishC'd with many slender radicles, and
rendered exceedi ngly rough and jagged in appearance by the remains of
the stems of successive years, which to the length of an inch or more are
frequently attached to the root. The colour is externally dark brown,
almost black, internally whitish; the odour, though not stron g, is very
peculiar and rather disagreeable; the taste is bitter, herbaceous, and somewhat astringent, leaving a slight sense of acrimony. The root yields its
virtues to boiling water. It was found by Mr. Tilghman, of Philadelphia, to
contain gum, starch, sugar, resin, wax, fatly matter, tannin and gallic acid,
a black colouring matter, a green colouring matter, li gnin, and salts of po1

tas~e~~~a~' ;r~~~;:I:; :~~ ilJs~~. (J~uh:~~c~ ~f°cf~f~i%{a':~rb:.~1~!· h:~·i
not been very accurately investigated . lt has been usually considered a
mild tonic, with the property of st imulating the secretions, particularly those
of the skin, kidneys, and bronchial mucous membrane; and has been thought
by some to have ~n especial affinity for the uterus. It undoubtedly exercises considerable mfluence over the nervous system, probably of a sedative
character; but this influence, so far as our observation has gone, is shown
rather in morbid states of that system than in health. Dr. Hildreth, of Ohio,
has found it, in large doses , to produce some v~rtigo, impaired vision, nausea
and vomiting, and a reduction of the circulatIOn; but from very large quantities has seen no alarming narcotic effects. Its common name was probably
derived from its supposed power of curing the diseases arising from the bite
of the rattlesnake. Till recently, it has been employed chiefly in domestic
practice as a rem:dy in rheumatism, dr~psy, hysteria .. and var ious affections
of the lun gs, parllcularly those resembling consllmpt1on. Several cases of
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chorea are recorded by Dr. Jes~c Young, in which it is s~id to ~ave effected
cures; and the editor of the American Journal of the ~Ied1ca~ S~iences states.
that he was informed by Dr. Phy sick that he had known it , 10. the dose.of
ten grains every two hours, prove successful in th e cure of this complamt
in several instances. In th e cases recorded by Dr. Yo~ng, the powdered
root was given in the quantity of a teaspoonful th~e~ tunes a ~ay ·
Journ . of 1l1ed. Sciences, ix. 310.) \Ve h'.1ve adrntn1ster~d this med1c1~e
in chorea with complete success, afrer the failure of pur~at.1ves and metallic

Vl.m.

tonics; and have also derived the happiest cffcc1~ from 1~ Ill a. case of con·

vulsions, occurring periodically, a~d co1~ne~te~ with uLenne d isorder .. Dr.
Hildreth has found it in combinauon with 10dine, very advantagt'ous rn the
t!arly stages of phthis,is. (.Rm. Joum. of A-!ed. Sci., N. S., iv. ~I.) ~tis
usually administered in the for~ o~ deco~uon. An ounce of the bru1s~d
root may be boiled for a sbort time rn a p~nt of wa~er, and one or t\~O flu1dounces given for a dose. From ha~f a prnt LO a pull o~ the decoctrnn may
be taken without inconvenience during the day . Dr. Hildreth recommends
a saturated tincture in the dose of one to two fluidrachms.
W.

CINCHONA. U.S.
Peruvian Bark.
0 The bark of different species of Cinchona from the
western coast of
South America." V. S.

Varieties. CINCHONA FLAVA. Yellow Bark. The variety called
m commerce Cali•aya Bark.-CINCHONA PALL!DA. Pale Bark.

The variety called in commerce Loxci Bark. - CINCHONA RUBRA.
Red Bark. The va riety called in commerce Red Bark. U.S.

Off. Syn. CINCHONA CORDIFOL LA. Cinchona cordifolia. Cortex.CINCHONA LANC!FOLIA. Cinchona lancifolia. Cortex. - CINCHO NA OBLONGIFOLIA. Cinchona oblongifolia. Cortex. Lond.
CINCHONA CORON.IE. Bark of Cinchona Condaminea. Crown
Bark. - CINCHONA CINEREA. Bark of Cinchona micrantha. Gray
Bark. Silver Bark. - CINCHONA FLAVA. Bark of an unascertained
species of Cinchona. Yellow Bark. - CINCHONA RU BRA. Bark of
an undetermined species of Cinchona. Red Bark. Ed.
CINCHONA CORDIFOLLA. Cortex. Cinchona flava . -CINCHO.'<A
LANCLFOLLA. Cortex. Cinchona officinali•.-C!NCHONA OBLONG!·
FOLlA. Cortex. Cinchona rubra. Dub.
Quinquina., .Fr.; China, l'eruvian.ii,chc Rinde, Germ.; China, Ital.,· Quina, Span.

When this work was originally wriuen, various points in relation to the
botan ical and pharmacological history of Peruv ian Bark were unsenlcd,
and appea rt!d to require discussion. Since that p e riod, the botanical part
of the subject has been laborious ly investigated by Professor Lindley, of
Londo~, wh~se conclu:>lons are as sati::;factory as the cxistino- state of information will permit; and ceriain opinions in relation to th~ sources and
charact.er of d.iffercnt varieties of the drug, which were held by us in common wll~ emment pharmacologists of tht: continent of E:iropt·, but. being
wholly _different from those of the highest Britis h authoriues , were thought
to requi re whatever support w e. c~uld give them, hav~ now been adopted
by the best write rs of Great Bntarn, and may be considered as fully esta·
blished. In the present edition, therl'fore, Ji scuss ion upon these points
may be spared a~ no longer necessary; and Wtl shall content ourselves with
stating the facts as now generally admitted.
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Botanical History.
Though the use of Peruvian bark was introduced into Europe so early as
1640, it was not till the year 11:37 that the plant which produced it was
known to naturalists. In that year, La Condumine, one of the French Academicians who were sent to South America to make observations relative to
the figure of the earth, on his journey to Lima, through the province of Loxa,
had an opportun ity of examining the tree, of which, upon his return, he
published a description in the Memoirs of the Academy. Soon afterwards
Linnreus gave it the name of Cinchona officinalis, in honour of the Countess
of Cinchon, who is said to have first taken the bark to Europe; but, in his
description of the plant, he is stated by Humboldt to have united the species
discovered by La Condamine with the C. pubescens, a specimen of which
had been sent him from Santa FC de Bogota. For a long time botanists
were ignorant that more than one species of this genus exist~d; and the C.
officinalis continued, till a comparatively recent date, to be recognised by the
Pharmacopreias as the only source of the Peruvian bark of commerce. But
numerous plants supposed to belong to the genus were afterwards discovered
in various parts of the world; and the number of distinct species for which
the honour has been claimed, is not less than forty-six, exclusive of the
varieties which have been mistaken for species. But the propriety of associating all these plants in one genus has always been considered doubtful;
and. according to De Candolle, there exist sufficient grounds for distributing
them into at least eight genera; viz., Cinchona, Buena, Remijia, Exostemma, Pinckneya, Hymenodyction, Lucu lia, and Danais. The Cinchona
is confined exclusive ly to the region of country now occupied by the republ~s of New Granada, Equador, Peru, and Bolivia. The Buena includes two Pernvian and one Brazilian species, the former of which, before
their change of name, were designated as th~ Oinchonct acuminala, and C.
oblusifotia. The gen us Re_mijia .was established by De Candolle, and embraces three shrubs of Brazil, which were ascribed by Aug. de St. Hilaire
to the Cinchona, and the bark of which is used as a febrifuge by the natives
of the country. To the .E'xoslemma belong the West India species, of
which there are not less than nine, formerly known as the Cinchona
Carib:£o, C. jloribwula, &c. To the same genus belong the former Cinclwna P!tilippica of the Philippine is lands, the C. corymbifern of Tongataboo, fo ur species indigenous to Peru, and two discovered by M . de St.
Hilaire in Brazil. The Pinckneya consists of a single species, inhab iting
Georgia and South Carolina, discovered by Michaux the elder,and described
in some botanical works by the name of Cinchona Caroliniana. The
Hymenodyction is an East lndia genus, including the Cinchona excelsa of
Roxburgh, found on the Coromandel coast. TheLuculia, of which th~re is
but one species- the Cinchona gratissima of Roxburgh's Flora Indicainhabits the mountains of Nepaul. The .Danais embraces the Cinchona
Jlfro-lnda of Willem., growing in the Isle of Fran~e . Of these various
genera, the Cinchona, Buena or Cosmibuena of Ruiz and Pavon, and the
.E'xostemma, have been most generally confounded. The last, however, is
decidedly distinguished by the projection of the stamens beyond the corolla,
a character expressed in the name of the genus. Of the two former
Buena was originally suggested as a distinct genus by Ruiz and Pavon, has
been recognised by De Candolle and some other authors, and appears to be
sufficiently characterized . [ts chief peculiarities are the shape of the corolla,
the separ~tion of the calyx from the fruit at maturity, and the opening of the
capsule from above downwards. \Ve have briefly noticed the genera which
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have been confounded with the true Cinchona, because the barks of some of
them have been occasionally substituted in pharmacy-for the ~enuine fobri1
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observed these plants, besides La Condamine, of whom we have before
spoken, are chiefly Joseph de Jussieu, wbo in_the year li3!) explo~ed the

country about Loxa, and gathered spt>cimens still exis_ting in the cab_inets of

Europe; IWutis, who in the year 1712 di_sc?vered Cinchona _trees !n ~ew
Granada, and afterwards, aided by his pu p1l Zea, made forth.er 111vest1gat1ons
and discoveries in the same region; Ruiz and Pavon, whom the year I 777
began a course of botanical inquiries in the central portions of Lower ~~ru,
and discovered several new species; Humboldt and Bonpland, who v1s1te.d
several of the Peruvian bark districts, and published the r_esults of their
observations afler 1702; and finally Piippig, who travelled in Peru as late
as 1832, and published an account of his journE>y about the year 1835.
C1~cuo:u. Sex. Sysl. PentandriaMonogynia.- Nat. Ord. Cinchonacere.
Gen. GIL. Calyx five-toothed. Corolla hypocraleriform, with a five-parted
limb, valvate in rostivation . .!l.nlhers linear, inserted within the tube, and not
projecting, unless in a verr slight degree . Capsule spliuing through the
dissepiment into two cocc i open at the comm1ssure, and crowned by the
calyx. Seeds girted by a membranous lacerated wing. (Lindley.)
The plants compos ing this genus are trees or shrubs. The leaves are
opposite upon short petioles, \~ith flat margins, and are attended with ova~e
or oblong, foliaceous, free, deciduous stipules. The flowers are terminal, m
corymbose panicles, and of a white or purplislHose colour. (De CandolU.)
It has been s~ated that the genuine cinchona trees are confined excl~sively
to South Amenca. In that continent, however, they are widely diffused,
extendi~g from La Paz, in the former vice-royalty of Buenos ~yres, to lhe
mountains of Santa Martha on the northern coast. Those whtch vie Id the
bark of commerce grow at various elevations upon the Andes, seldom less
than 4000 feet above tbe level of the sea i and reauire a temperature considerably lower than that which usually prevails i'n tropical countries.
There has been much difficulty in properly arranging the species of Cinchona; and botani5:ts have not only differed on this point, but have in some
instances exhibited adegrt>e of excitement unbecoming the dignity of scirnce.
Ruiz and Pavon, in the Flora Peruviana, describe thirteen new species,
while Mutis reduced the number to seven, and Professor Zea attempted to
prove, that almost all the efficacious spf'cies of Ruiz and Pavon are reducible to the four desc ribed by Mu tis in the year 1793, in the Literary News
of Santa Fe de Bogota. It appears from the best testimony, that the number of the species has been unnecessarily augmented by certain botanists i
mer_e fugitive difihences, depending on peculiarities of situation or growth,
havmg been exaggerated into permanent characteristics. One source of the
difficulty of a proper discrimination is statt>d by Humboldt to be the varying
shape of the leaves of the same species, according to the degree of elevation
upon the mountainous declivities, to the severity or mildness of the climate,
the greater or_ J:ss humidity of the soil, and to various circumstances in the
growth ?f individual plants. Even the same tree often produces foliage of
~ div~rs1fied character_; and a per~on not awa~e of this fact, might be led to
1magme that he had discovered different species from an examination of the
leaves which have grown upon one and the same branch. The fructification partakes, lo a certain extent, of the same varying character.
Lambert, in his ·· l.ll~strati?n of the genus C_inchona," published in the
year 1821, afler adm1tttng with Humboldt the 1demity of several varieties
which had received specific names from other botanist~, describes nineteen
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species , exclusi,·e of the two Peruvian Buenz. De Candolle enumerates
only sixteen well ascertained species.
ln the prest'nt state of our knowledge, it i"s impossible to decide from
which species of Cinchona the severa l varieties of bark are respectively derived. The former references of the yellow bark to th e C. cordijolia, of the
pale to the C. lanc~folia, and of the red to th e C. oblongifolia, have been
very properly a~andon.ed in th e United States and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias, though sllll retarned in those of the London and Dublin Colleges. It
is now almost universally admiued that the valuable barks, known in the
market by these titles, are not the product of the spec ies to which they have
been ascribed. It is stated by Humboldt, that the property of curing agues
belongs to the barks of all the cinchonas with hairy and woolly blossoms,
and to those alone. In Lindl ey's catalogue this division includrs fifteen
species. We shall notice the most prominent, mentioning also the synonymes employed by different authors.
1. Cinchona Condaminea . Humb. and Bonpl. Plant. Equin. i. p. 33.
t. IO; Lindley, Flor. Med. 414. This tree, when full grown, has a stem
about eighteen feet high and a foot in thickness, with opposite branches, of
which the lower are hori zontal, and the higher rise upwards at their extrrmities. The bark of the trunk is ash-gray with clefts or fissures, and yields
when wounded a bitter astringent juice; that of the small branches is greenish, smooth, and glossy, and easily srparable from the wood. The leaves
are of variable shape, but generally ovatc-lanceolate, about four inches in
length by less than two in brea(llh, smooth, and scrob iculate at the axils of
tile veins beneath. The flowers are in axillary, downy, corymbose panicles.
The tree grows on the declivities of the mountains, at an elevation of from
nbout a mile to a mite and a half, and in a mean temperature of 67° F. It
was seen by Humboldt and Bonpland in the neighbourhood of L oxa, and
is said also to grow near Guancabam ba and Ayavaca in Peru. It is now
generally admitted to be the source of the crown bark of Loxa.
2. C. micrantlw. Ruiz and Pavon. Fl. Peruv. ii. 52. t. 194 i Lindley,
Flor. Med. 412.-C. scrobiculata. Humb. and Bonpl. Plant. Equin. i. p.
Hi5. t. 47. Lindley has no hesitation in uniting the C . scrobiculata of
Humboldt and Bonpland with the C. micrantha of Ruiz and Pa\·on . It is
a large trt-e, attaining th e height of forty feet, with oblong leaves, from four
to twelve inches in length and from two to six in breadth, scarcely acute,
smooth, shining on the upper surface, ~nd scrobiculate at the axils of the
veins beneath. The flowers are in termrnal, loose, leafless panicl es, and are
smaller than those of any other sprcies except the C. Jancifolia. (Lindley.)
Th e tree was seen by Humboldt and Bonpland framing large forests in the
mountains nf>ar the city of Jaen de Bracomoros. It grows also, according
to Ruiz and Pavon, in the mountains near Chicoplaya, Monzon, and Puebla
de San Antonio, and, according to POppig, al Cuchero. Large quantities of
the bark are collected by the people of Jaen, and sent to th e coast to be
shipped to Lima; and Ruiz states that it is always mixed with that sent into
the market from the provinces of Panatahuas, Huamili es, and Huanuco.
The Edinburgh College ascribes to this species their cinchonlt cinerea, the
grnlj or silver bark of British commerce, frequently called also Huanuco
bark. It undoubtedly contributes to furnish the officinal 7Ja/e bark.
3. C. luncifolia. Mu tis, Period. de Santa Pe, p. 405i Lindley, Flor. Med.
11
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the C. nitida and C. lanceolala of Ruiz and Pavon, the union of which with
it by other botanists llaJ given it an unmerited importance. As seen by
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l\.lutis, it is a very handsome tree, from thirty to forty-five feet in height,
with a trunk from one to four feet in diameter. Its leaves are oblong-lanceo1atc, very acute at each end, revolute at the edge~ smooth above, a.nd not
scrobiculate. The flowers, which a re the smallest m the genus, are rn five0
5
1 5
1
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varieties or bark, unde r the impression, Probably, that the species is iden1ica1
wiLh the C. Condaminea, and therefore affords the most esteemed pale bark
of the shops. This, however, has been ascertained to be a mis~ake: rr~e
product of the C. Jancifolia is one of the Carthagena barks, and 1s o~ inferior
quality. It was. named orange bark- quina n_aranjancl~i-by Mu us, and a
specimen deposited by Humboldt, under this name, m the Muse.um of
Natural History of Paris, was found by Guibourl to be identical with his
spongy Cartlwgena bark. That the tree cannot produce one of the valuable varieties is proved by the fact, that none of these come from Carthagena,
through which the bark of the C. lancifolia must be exported .
4. C. cordifolia. Mutis, in Humb. 11.tagaz. Berlin, 1807, p. 1 17; Lindley, Flor . ftled. 839. 'l'his is a spreading tree, fifteen or twenty feet high,
rising on a single, erect, round stem, which is covered with a smooth bark,
of a brownish-gray colour. The bark of the smaller branches is lighter
coloured. The leaves vary much in form, but some of a heart-shape are to
be fouod on almost every branch. They are usually roundish-ovate, about
nine inches long, smooth and shining on the upper surface, ribbed and
pubescent on the under. The flowers are in thyrsoid, brachiate, tomen·
tose panicles. This species was first d iscovered by Mutis in the mountains
about Santa Fe de Bogota in New Granada, and grows at elevations varyi ng
from 5b00 to 9500 feet. 1t is considered by the London and Dublin Colleges as the source of Lhe yellow bark. h has been ascertained, beyond the
possibilily or doubt, nol to produce the valuable or officinal yellow bark,
which never comes from the region where it is known to grow. Guiboun
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5. C. magnifolia. Ruiz and Pavon, Fl. Peruv . ii. 53. t. 196.- C. ~b
longifolia. Mutis.- There has been some confusion in relation to the species
designated by these two names. The London and Dublin Colleges, in re.
cognising the C. oblongifolia as the source of the officinal red bark, undoubtedly have in view the planl discovered by Mutis in New Granada; while the
former college gives the authority of Lambert for the name. Now Lind·
ley has ascertained that the C. oblongifolia of Lambert is a different plant
from thnt of Mutis of the same name, and believes, with the authors of the
Flora Pcru~iana, that ~he lalter is identical '.vit~l their C. magnifolia. We
shall, therefore, take ll for granted, that this 1s the plant intended by the
London College, the bark of the C. oblo.ngifolia of Lambert being wholly
unknown .. The C. oblongifolia of I\'1.ut1s is a stately tree with very large
leaves, which are oblong.• strongly r1bb~d, smooth and shin ing on both
surfaces, and often a foot rn length exclusive of the footstalk . The flowers
are in large, terminal, Jenness thyrses, and have a fragrant odour, not unlike
~hat of ora.nge-blossoms. This species grows in New Granada, and, according to Ruiz and Pavon, is abundant also on the mountains of Panatabuas,
a!>out Cuc~er?, Chincao, Chacahuassi, &c. Some years since, it was con-
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from Carlhagcna? and yet this is the port from which the product of the
C. oblongifolia, growing in New Granada, is shipped. The tree does, undoubtedly, as asserted by Mutis, produce a red bark; but it is the red Cartlwgena bark, the quina roxa de Santa
of Ruiz, a comparatively valueless variety, wholly distinct from the efficient and highly esteemed red bark
from the Pacific. Ruiz speaks of it as of inferior quality and liule esteemed ; and Bergen and Guibourt have proved it to be identical with the
worthless quina nova or new bark of Europ_ean commerce.
The foregoing species have been particularly noticed, because recognised
in some of the Pharmacopceias as the sou rces of officinal varieties of bark.
The following, for a description of which we refer to Lindley's Flora
Medica, y ield barks possessing fo hrifuge properties.-6. C. nitida of the
Flora Peruviana, incorrectly confounded, according to Lindle-y, with C. lanceolata by De Candolle, and C. Condaminea by Lambe rt, grows in groves,
in cold situations upon the An<les, in the Peruvian provinces of I-luanuco,
Tarma, Huamili es, and Xauxa, and afford s a bark which is \'ery hi ghly esteemed in those places. though unkn ow n as a distinct variety in commerct:!.7. C. lucumrefolia of Pavon, confounded by Lambert with C. Condaminea,
grows nea r Loxa, and probably contributes to th e Loxa or pale barks.8. C.lanceolata of the Flora Peruviana, is found at Cuchero 1 and ''arious other
places fifteen or twenty leagues distant from Huanuco, where it forms groves
in lofty cold situations upon the Andes. Its bark is said by Ruiz and Pavon
to be called yellow bark, from the colour of its inner s urface, and to resemblt:!
Calisaya bark in Havour. Ruiz, indeed, conjectures that it is th!! source of
that highly valued variety of bark, .in which case, the tree must also grow
in Bolivia at a great di stance from its known loc..:ality.-9. C. ovalifolia of
Humboldt an<l Bonpland, the C. llmnbolclliana of ROmer and Schultes, and
of De Cand., is a shrub from six to nine feet high, inhabiling the province
of Cuenca, where it forms considerable forests. It probably contributes to
the Loxa barks, although its product is said to be of inferior quality.-10. C.
oval a of the Fl. Peruv., grows in close groves , in warm situat ions a! the foot
of the Andes, near Pozuzo and Panao, about ten leagues from Huanuco.
Lindley considers it quite distinct from the C. pubescens of Vahl, and C. cnrdifolia of Mutis, with both of which il has been confounded. Ruiz calls its
bark cascarillo pallido or pale bark, an<l states that it was not to be found in
commerce, though emp loyed at Panao in the preparation of an extract. Von
Bergen, however, upon comparing a specimen of the cascarillo pallido in
the collection of Ruiz with the Jaen bark, found th em identical.-11. C.
pubescens of Vahl, considered by Lindley as identical wi~h the~· purpurea
of th e FL Peruv., is a tree of considerable magnitude, d1stingu1shed by the
violet tint of its large leaves, and the purple colour of its flowers. It occurs
in groves on th e lower mountain ridges in the provinces of Loxa, Jaen ,
Panatabuas , &c., was seen by POppig at Cuchno, and is said to grow also
in New Granada. The bark is inforior, and is said to be employed for
adulterating th e better kinds. A specimen take~ to Europe by POppig was
found by Reichel to be id entical \\'Ith the Ilu ~milies bark.-12. C. !iirmta
of the Fl. Peruv. grows on wooded mountains 10 the province of Panatahuas
near Huanuco, and is said to yield a good bark, called formerly quina delgadilla or clelgacla, but now scarcely collected.~l~. C. glandulifera of the ~I.
Peruv. is a shrub of about twelve feet, flounshmg on the high mountams
N. W. of Huanuco, and yielding an excellent bark, unknown in commerce,
called by the inhabitants cascarillo negrillo from its blackish epidermis. In
its Howering season, it perfumes the forest by the strong sce nt of it s blossoms.
-14. C. acutifolia of the Fl. Peruv., discovered by 'l'afalla in the Peruvian
20
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Andes, north of Huanuco, yields a very inferior b.'l~k. said by Ruiz and
Pa\·on sometimes to occur in parcels of the better kmd_s.-15. C. m~cr~
carpa of Vahl, identical, according to Ruiz an~ Pavon, _with the C. ova_I1folia

n
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to grow as far north as Santa Martha. Its bark is_ called 9uina blanca or
white bark, from the colour of the epidermis, and 1s not highly esteemed.
May not this species be the source of the commercial variety brought from
Maracaybo and Santa Martha?
Besides the above species, Lindley enumerates, 16. C._rolwulifolia of
Ruiz and Pavon, growing in the provin_cc of Loxa; 17. C. villosa,of Pavo~,
the C. Humboldtiana of Lambert, growing at Jaen of Loxa; J~. C. obfongifolia of Lambert, in the same locality; 19. C. caducijlora of Bo~plan~,
growing near Jaen de Bracomoros: 20. C. stenocarpa of Lambert, mb~?1 t
ing the mountains of Loxa; and 21. C. cava of Pavon, the C. Puvonu of
Lambert, which is found in Quito. None of thesl:! are known to yield bark
to commerce. The C. clic!toloma of the Flora Peruvia11a, C. macroCC1lyx
of De Candolle, C. crassifolia of Pavon in De CandoJlc's Pro.dromus, C.
Pclalba of the same authority, and C. JJfuzonensis of Goudot rn De Candolle's Prodromus, arc considered by Lindley as uncertain species.

Commercial History.
For more than a century after Peruvian bark came into use, it was procured almost exclusively from Loxa and the neighbouring provinces. l n a
memoir published A. D. 1738, La Condamine speaks of the bark of Rhiobambo, Cuenca, Ayavaca, and JaCn de Bracomoros. Of these places, the
first two, together with Loxa, lie within the ancient kingdom of Quito, at its
southern extremity; the others are in the same vicinity, within the borders of
Peru. The drug was shipped chiefly at the port of Payta, from which it was
carried to Spain, ~nd thence spread over Europe. Beyond the limits above
mentioned, the Crnchona was not supposed to exist, till, in the year 1753,
a gentleman of Loxa, familiar with the aspect of the tree, discovered it while
on a journey to Sama Fe de Bogota, in numerous situations along his route,
wherever, in fact, the elevation of the country was equal to that of Loxa,
or about U,500 feet above the level of the sea. 'l'his discovery extended
quite through Quito into the kingdom of New Granada, as far as two degrees and a_ half north of the equator. But no practical advantage was derived from Il; and the information lay buried in the archives of the viceroya~ty, till subsequent events brought it to light. To Mutis belongs the
credit of making known the existence of the Cinchona in New Granada. He
first discovered it in the neighbourhood of Bogota, in the year 1772. A botanical expedition was afterwards organized by the Spanish government, with
the view of exploring this part of their dominions, and the direction of it was
given to Mutis. The researches of the expedition eventuated in the discovery of several species of Cinchona in New Granada; and a commerce in
t~e bark soon commenced, which was afterwards carried on with great
vigour through the ports of Carthagena and Santa Martha. The English
and North Americans, opening a contraband trade with these ports, were
enabled to undersell the Spanish merchant, who received his supplies by
the circuitous route of Cape Horn; and the barks of New Granada were
soon as abundant as tbosc of Loxa in the markets of Europe.
To_ these sources an?ther wa~ added about the same time, A. D. 1776, by
the discovery of the Cinchona m the centre of Peru, in the mountainous re-
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gion about the city of Huanuco, which lies on the eastern declivity of the
Andes, north-east of Lima, at least six degrees south of the province of
Loxa. •ro explore this new locality, another botanical expedition was set
on foot, at the head of which were Ruiz and Pavon, the distinguished
authors of the Flora Peruviana. T~ese botanists spent several years in
this region, during which time they discovered numerous species that were
afterwards described in their Flora. Lima became the entrepot for the
barks collected around Huanuco; and hence probably originated the name
of Lima bark, so often conferred, in common language, not only upon the
varieties received through that city, but also upon the medicine generally.
Soon after the last-mentioned discovery, two additional localities of the
Cinchona were found, one at the northern extremity of the continent near
Sama Martha, the other very far to the south, in the provinces of La Paz
and Cochabamba, then within the vice-royalty of Buenos Ayres, now in the
republic of Bolivia. These latter places became the source of an abundant
supply of excellent bark, which received the name of Calisaya. It was
sent partly to the ports on the Pacific, partly to Buenos Ayres.
The consequence of these discoveries, following each other in such rapid
succession, was a vast increase in the supply of bark, which was now
shipped from the ports of Guayaquil, Payta, Lima, Arica, Buenos Ayres,
Carthagena, and Santa Martha. At the same time, the average quality was
probably deteriorated ; for, though many of the new varieties were possessed
of excellent properti<>s, yet equal ca re in superintending the collection and
assorting of the article could not be exerc ised now that the field was so extended, as when it was confined to a small portion of the South of Quito
and North of Peru. The varieties which were poured into the market soon
became so numerous as to burthen the memory, if not to defy the discrimi·
nation of the druggist; and the best pharmaceutists found themselves at a loss
to discover any permanent peculiarities, which might serve as the basis of a
proper and useful classification. This perplexity has continued more or less
to the present time; though the discovery of the alkaline principles has pre·
sented a ground of d istinction before unk~own. The restrictions upon the
commerce with South America, by directmg the trade into irregular chan·
nels, had also a tendency to deteriorate the character of the drug. In the
complexity of contrivance to which it was necessary to resort, to deceive the
vigilance of the government, little attention could be paid to a proper assort·
ment of the several varieties; and not only were the best barks mixed with
those of inferior species and less careful preparation, but the products of
other trees, bearing no resemblance to the Cinchona, were sometimes added,
havi ng been arlificially prepared so as to deceive a careless observer. The
markets of this country were peculiarly ill furnished. The supplies being
derived chiefly, by means of a contraband trade, from Cartbagena and other
ports on the Spanish Main, or indirectly through the Havana, were necessarily of an inferior character; and the little good bark which reached us
was imported by our druggists from London, whither it was sent from Cadiz.
A great change, however, in this respect, has taken place since the ports
on the Pacific have been opened to our commerce. The best kinds of bark
have thus been rendered directly accessible to us: and the trash with which
our markets were formerly glutted is now in great measure excluded. Our
ships trading to the Pacific, run along the American coast from Valparaiso
to Guayaquil, stopping at the intermediate ports of Coquimbo, Copiapo,
Arica, Callao, Truxillo, &c., from all which they probably receive supplies
of bark in exchange for the mercury, piece-goods, flour, &c., constituting
their outward cargo.
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The persons who collect the bark are called in South ~~erica Cascarillero.'t. Considerable experience and judgment are requ1s1le to render ~n
individual well qualified for this business. He must not only be able to d1s-
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dec~rticated, and the ma.rks by which the efficiency or 1~effic1~ncy of _any
par11cular product is indicated . The bark gatherers begin their operations
with the selling in of the dry s~ason. in .May. Sometimes they ~rst cut
down the tree, andaflcrwards strip ofl the bark fromthe branches; mother
instances, they decorticate the trre while standing. The former plan is said
to be the most economical; as, when the tree is cut down, the stump pushes
up shoots which in the course of time become fit for decortication, while, if deprived of its bark, the whole plant perishes. The operator separates the
bark by makin<r a longitudinal incision with a sharp knife through its whole
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decorticated. According to POppig, the bark is not sep~rate~ until three
or four days after the tree is felled . lt must then be speedily dried, as otherwise it becomes deteriorated. For this purpose it is taken out of the woods
into the vicinity of some inhabited place, where it is exposed to the sun. In
the drying process it rolls itself up, or in technical language, becomes quilled;
and the degree to which this effi!ct takes place, is proportionate directly to
the thinness of the bark. and inversely to the age of the branch from which
it was derived. In packing the bark for exportation, it often happens that
several different kinds are introduced into the same case. The packages
arc, in -commercial language, called seroons. As found in this market they
are usually covt'red with a case of thick and stiff ox-hide, which is lined
within by a very coarse cloth, apparently woven out of some kind of grass.
The Cinchona foresls, being in very thinly inhabited districts, do not, for
the most part, belong tq individuals, and are open to the enterprise of all
who choose to engage in the collection of the bark. The consequence is,
that the operations are carried on without reference to the future condition
of this irnport::mt interest, and the most wasteful modes of proceeding are
adopted if they save present trouble, or contribute to immediate profit.
Neverthrless. the great extent to which the Cinchona forests prevail, spreading, as they do, with some interruptions, over more than thirty degrees of
latitude, and occupying regions which can never be applied to agricultural
purposes, almost precludes the idea of their even remote extinction.

Classification.
To form a correct and lucid system of classification is the most difficult
part of the subject of bark. An arrangement founded on the botanical
species, though the most scientific and satisfactory when attainable, is in the
present instance quite out of the question. There are few varieties, of the
precise origin of which we can be said to have any certain knowledge; by
far the greater number being either derived from an unknown source, or
but obscurely traceable to the species producing them.
'l'he Spanish merc~ants adopted a c\assificati?n, dependent partly on the
place of growth or shipment, and partly on the inherent properties, or ~up
pose<l relative value of the bark. So long as the sources of the drug were
very confined, an<l the number of varieties small, this plan answered the
purposes of trade; b~t.at present it is altogether ina~equate; and, though
some of the names ongmally conferred upon this principle arc still retained,
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they have ceased to be expressive of the truth, and are often erroneously,
almost always confusedly applied. The Loxa barks embrace, among us,
not only those which come from that province, but those also from the
neighbourhood of Huanuco; while others, which have received different
names, are brought from the same place. It is said that, by the traders in
South America, the young slend~r gray barks are called by the name of
Loxa, from whatever source they may be deri\·ed; while those somewhat
larger and older receive their appellation from Lima.
Perhaps the best arran~ement for pharmaceuti~at and medicinal purposes
is that adopted in the United States Pbarmacopreia, founded upon difference
of colour. It is true that dependence cannot be placed upon this property
alone; as barks of a similar colour have been found to possess very different
virtues; and, between the various colours considered characteristic, there is
an insensible gradation of shade, so that it is not always possible to decide
where one ends and the other begins. Still it has been found that the most
valuable barks, which are brought almost exclusively from the western or
Pacific coast of South America, and are recognised only as coming from this
~ource by .our Pharmacopceia, may be a.rranged, ~ccording to their colour,
m lhree divisions, which, though mingling at their extremes, are very distinctly characterized, in certain specimens, by peculiarity not only in colour,
but also in other sens ible properties, and even in chemical constitution.
The three divisions alluded to are the pale, the yellow, and the red. These
may be consiclered as exclusively the officinal barks; while the inferior
varieties which approach one or other of these classes in colour, but differ
in other properties, may be treated as extra-officinal, and considered under a
separate head. As these inferior kinds come chiefly if not exclusively from
the northern ports of New Granada and Venezuela, they are known in commerce by the name of Carthagena barks, and by this name will be described
in the present work. Parcels of little value may be occasionally imported
from the Pacific coast of South America; but the quantity is small, as the
profit they would yield would not pay the expense of so long a voyage. In
describing, therefore, the different kinds of bark, we shall treat .first of the
officinal varieties under the three heads of pale, yellow, and 1·ed, and secondly
of the extra-officinal under the title of Carthagena barks. The commercial
name will at the same time be given in all instances in which a knowledge
of jt can be useful in this country. It is proper here to state, that the different barks frequently come to us mingled in the same package, and that, in
deciding upon the character of a seroon, the druggist is guided rather by the
predominance than the exclusive existence of certain distinctive properties.
There is a remarkable difference in the epidermis or outer covering of the
strictly officinal barks from the western coast of South America, and that of
the extra-officinal or Carthagena barks, from the ports of the Caribbean sea.
In the former, the epidermis is cracked, rugose, and of a brownish colour,
and, when apparently whitish, is so in consequence of adhering lichens,
upon the removal of which by scraping the normal colour appears: in the
latte r it is comparatively destitute of fissures, smooth, whitish or yellowishwhite, and micaceous.

1. p ALE BARIL
The epithet pale applied to these barks is derived from the colour of the
powder. The French call them quinquinas gris, or gray barks, from. the
colour of the epidermis. They come into the market in cylindrical i:>1eces
of variable length, from a few inches to a foot and a half, sometimes srngly,
sometimes doubly quilled, from two lines to an inch in diameter, and from
20•
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half a line to two or three lines in thickness . The finest kinds are about
the size of a goosequill. Their exterior surface is usually more or lt>ss

rouO'h, marked with circular and sometimes with longiLUdinal fissures, and
of : grayish colour, owing to adhering li.chens.

The shade

!s different. in

different samples. Sometimes it is a light gray, approaching to w~11te,
sometimes dull and brown, sometimes a grayish-fawn, a~d freCJuently diversified by the imermixture of the proper colour of the ep1der.mis with that of
the patches of lichens. The interior surface, in the finer kmds, is smooth;
in the coarser, occasionally rough and somewhat ligneous. Its colour is
a brownish-orange, sometimes inclining to red, sometimes to yellow, and in
some inferior specimens, of a dusky hue. The fracture is usually smooth,
with some short filaments on the internal part only. In the coarser barks
it is more fibrous. The colour of the powder is a pale fawn, which is of a
deeper hue in the inferior k~n<ls. The taste is moderately bitter and somewhat astringent, without bemg disagreeable or nauseous . Authors speak
a lso of an acidulous ancl aromatic flavour, which is less evident. The better
kinds have a feeble odour, which is distinct and agreeably aromatic in the
powder and decoction. The pnle barks are chemically characterized by
containing a much larger proportion of cinc!t~nia tlum ef quinia; and the!r
infusion does not yield a precipitate with solut10n of suJphate of soda. Their
appearance indicates that they were derived from the smaller branches.
They are collected in the provinces about Loxa, or in the country which
surrounds the city of Huanuco, north-east of Lima, and are probably derived
chiefly from C . Condaminea and C. micrantha.
There are several commercial varieties of pale bark, obtained from different sources, and differit1g more or Jess in their properties. The most
highly esteemed of these is the Loxa bark, the finest specimens of which
are sometimes called crown bark of Loxa, from the impression that they
have the same origin and character wit!~ the bark formerly selected with
great care for the use of the King .of Spam and the royal family. The pale
bark collected about Huanuco is ellher named Lima bark, because taken to
that city for commercial distribution, or Huanuco bark, from its place of col~ection. ·~~he former.name .has been more common in this country, where,
mdeed, this commercial vanety has not unfrequent ly been confounded with
the Loxa bark. Other p~l~ barks a re the Jaen and Humnilies barks, which
are scarcely known as distinct varieties in the United States.*
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In this country, the pale bark has fa llen into disuse. As it yie lds li tt le
quinia, it is not employed in t he manufacture of the sulphate of that alkali,
which has almost su perseded the b~rk as a re rr~edy in intermitten ts ; and
the red bark is preferred by physicians, w hen It is necessary to resort to
inclining to fawni but frequently diversified by whitish lichens, wh.ich arc in some
instanccsso numerous as to cover almost the whole exterior of the bark,andgiveita
light·gmy appearance. The inner surface is smoOLh and uniform, and of the colour of
cinrn.1111011 1 with occasionally a reddish tinge. The fracture in the smaller quills i5 quite
smooth, in the larger somewhat fibrous. T he ba rk is of a rather firm consistence, aml
when cut transversely exhibits a resinous character. Its odour is compared by Guibourt
to that perceived in damp woods, by Von Bergen to that of tan. Its taste is acidulous,
a.stringent, and biuerish. The powder is of a dull cinnamon colour. This variety of
bark appears to contain, on an average of several results smtcd byGeigcr,about0·4S
pcrccnt.ofcinchonia,and 0·06 of quinia. In the thicker pieces, which appear to bo
richest in thcorganicalkalic.s, Thiel found l ·O percent. ofcinchonia,and0·03 ofquinia.
According lO Soubciran, one pow1d of Loxa ba,rk yields from a drachm and a hulf to
two drachms of sulphate ofcinchonia. The strong reaction ofa solution of gelatin
indicates the presence of much tannin. Guibourt, in the edition of his Hi.stoire des
.Drogw;s,printed in 1S3G,dcscribes several varieticsofLoxa bark; one answering to the
above, under the name of Qui11qui11a gris brwi de Loxa, a second, under that of qui11q1ti11a
de Loxa cendri, which he considers identical with the Jacn bark of Von 13ergen 1 and two
Others both of which he calls q1,i11qui11a de Loxa jibre11x. Of these two1 one is probably
not found in commerce, and the other is the variety described in his former edition as the
Qui11qui11a gri.s de Loxa. This is characterized by its light-gray colour externally, and by
its extreme thinness, which is observable even in the pieces taken from the larger
IJranches,thebarkbeingalmostas thin andasmuchrolle<lasCeyloncinnamon. !tis
very rare. In the seroons of Loxa bark, other kinds are sometimes mixed with tho
genuine. Among them are quilts ofa bark supposed to be identical with 1hc Huamilies,
a nd a variety which has been called while .Loxa bark, of unknown origin, resembling the
gcnui.ncc.xceptinthecharacter of its epidermis, which is whitish andmicacoous,likc
that of the Carthagena. barks. English druggists distinbruish Loxa bark into 1. the picked
('rowii bark, which consis1s of the Ii nest, thinnest, a nd longest quills; 2. the silvery crown
bark,somewhatlargerinsizc,andcharactcri;.;ed byawhitishsi lveryappearariccofthe
epidermis derived from mlhcring lichens; and 3. the leopard crown bark, named from its
s.peckled appearance, depending on whitish lichens alternating with the dark-brown
epidermis. Loxa bark is thought to be derived c hiefly from C. Condaminca, and to have
beenthevarietyfirstimportedintoEuropc.
2. Lima or Hr.mnv.co Bark. Cind1ona Cinerea, Gray Bark, Silver Bark, Ed .-Qiii11qui11a
r/e Lima, J.~r.-Chiiia Huanuco, Graue Chi11a, Germ.-The Lima or H uanuco bark was
introduced into notice about the year 1779,afier the discovery of Cinchona trees in the
central regio11s of Peru; but POppig says that the trade in it began in 1785. T he first
name origimucd from the circumsmncc that the bark entered into commerce through the
city of Limn, the second was derived from the name of the city (H uanuco or Guanuco),
in the more immediate neighbourhood of which the trees were found . T he dimensions
of this variety of bark do not materially differ from those of the preceding, allhough in
the largest pie<:es the diameter is somewhat greater. Many of the smaller quills have a
more or less spiral form. At the edge of most of the complete quills, a sharp oblique
slit made with a knife is observable. T he epidermis is usually adherent. T he exterior
surface is marked with longitudinal wrinkles, which in the thick pieces are often so
deep as to amount to furrows, penetrating quite through the outer coating of the bark.
Transverse fissures are also generally observable, but they never run wholly round the
quill,oftel\ uot more than a quarter or half round, and do not .exhibit elevated borders.
1
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the epidermis, is l1erc an~ there removed, exhibiti1~g the proper b.·uk in patches.
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wanting, the surface is grayish·fawn or rcddish:gray, and in the ~bicker pieces of a dark
cinnamon colour. The inner surface, though m the smaller qmlls sometimes tolerably
uniform, is generally more or less uneven, fibrous, or splintery, especially in the larger
1>ie<:es, in which may often be observed adhering yellowish-whi.te splint.ers of wood.
The colour is usually a ru,,ty-brown inclining somewhat to red, with occas1onallr a purplish tinge. The tran:;yersc fracture is smooth in the exterior part, fibrous or splintery
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the medicine in substance. There is little doubt, however, that cinclwnia
possesses febrifuge properties little if al all inferior to tliose of quiniaj '.lnd
should the source of the latter begin to fail, the pale bark would come rnto
more extensive use for the prPparation of the former.
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3. Jatn Bark. .IJ.sh·bark. - Chma Jaen, Blasse Ten-Clmia 1 Germ.- Q11mquina de Lexa
ccn.drC of Guibourt. This variety prob.-i.bly derives its name from the province of Jaen de
Bracomoros, in the 'ricinity of Loxa, where large quantities of bark have been collected.
The Jaen bark is always in quills, which do not differ much in size from those of the
Loxa bark, but are distinguishable by being frequenlly curved longitudinally, or bent in
different directions, and somewhat spiral. The outer coat is often partially or entirely
rubbed off, leaving the surface smooth ancl soft to the touch. \Vhen the epidermis is
perfect, it exhibits sma! I irregular transverse fissures, with occasionally faint longitudinal
fissures and wa,·y wrinkles, and here and there a few warts, but no deep furrows. The
colour varies from light or ash-gray to light yellow, diversified with blackish and
brownish spots. When the outer coat is rubbed off, it inclines still more to yellow.
Considered in mass, the bark always appears somewhat yellowish or straW.()Oloured. The
, exterior layers are soft and rather spongy, and may be readily scraped by the nail. The
inner surface is exceedingly diversified, sometimes smooth, sometimes uneven and splintery. It is m:ually of a dull cinnamon colour. The bark is very brittle, and the fracture
is smooth in the smaller quills, more or less uneven, and sometimes splintery in the larger,
and in neither exhibits a resinous appearance. The odour is sweetish, and is compared
to that of tan. The taste is acidulous, slightly astringent, and bitter without being disagreeable. The oolour of the powder is cinnamon-brown. The bark is very deficient
in alkalies. Some experimenters have fotmd none, or only traces, ·while the highest pro·
duct obtained was 80 grains of quinia and 13 grains of cinchonia from a pound. .M. Manzini, of P.aris, extracted from it an alkaline principle which he believed to be pecul!ar, and
named r:tncMvatin; but which has been ascertained to be identical with the anciiia, of
Pelletier. Thisvarictyofbarkis thought to be of little Yalue. Von Bergen belie,·es it to
be the product of the C. ovata oftheFl.Peruv. It is exported chiefly in chests.
Von :SCrgen describes a variet! of pale bark, under the name of dark Jaen bark, (dunktlt
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YELLOW BARK.

Th e officina l term yellow bark should be considered as applicable only
to the valuable variely of the drug having this colour. This is known in
commerce under the name of Calisaya, which has be~n said, though _erroneously, to be derived from a district of country in Boil via, near the clly of
La Paz, where the bark is collected.• Among the druggists, the Ca lisaya
bark is arranged in two divisions, the quilled and the flat, which sometimes
come mixed together in the same seroon, sometimes separate. The appearance of both indicates that they were taken from larger and older branches
than those which yield the pale varieties. They are sometimes called by
the Fnmch quinquina jaunt royal, from th eir resemblance to a variety of
bark formerly collected for the Spanish king.
Th e quilled Calisoya ( Calisaya arrolada of the Spanish Americans) is in
pieces from three or four inches to a foot and a half long, from a quarlt!r of
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an inch to two or three inches in diameter, and of equally variable thickness.
The epidermis is of a brownish colour, diversified or concealed by whitish
or yellowish lichens, is marked by lon gi tudinal wrinkle.s and transverse
fissures, and is often partially separated, and genera lly easily separable from
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several layers, separated from each other by a redd~sh-qrown membrane Jike
velvet. The epidermis yields a dark-red powder, 1s tasteless, and possesses
none of the vinues of the bark. It is desirable, therefore. to get rid of it
before the bark is powdered, as the medicine is thus procured of greater
strength . The bark itself, without the epidermis, is from one to two lines
in thickness, of a fibrous texture, and when broken presents shining points,
apparently the termination of small fibres running longitudinally, which,
examined by the microscopt>, are found, when freed from a salmon-coloured
powder that surrounds them, to be yell.ow and transparent. They read.ily
separate when the bark is powdered, m the form of spicuke, which, like
those of cowbage, insinuate themselves into the skin, and produce a disagreeable itching and irritation. The colour of the bark is brownish-yellow
with a tinge of orange, the taste less astringent than t hat of the pale bark, but
much more biuer; and the bitterness is somewhat peculiar. The external
part of the proper bark is more bitter and astringent, and consequently
stronger in medicinal power, than the internal; probably from the longer
exposure of the latter to the action of air and moisture. The odour is faint,
but when the bark is boiled resembles that of the pale varieties. The small
quills closely resemble some of the pale varieties in appearance, but may
be distinguished by their very bitter taste.
0 8
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va rious Jcnglhs, either quite flat, or but slightly curved, generally destitute
of the epidermis, and therefore presenting the yellowish colour of the bark
both within nnd without. It is usually thicker th:m the quilled, more
fibrous in its texture, less compact, less bitter, and possessed of less medicinal
power. Though weaker than lhe proper bark of the quills, it is usually,
in equal weight, more valuable than that variety, because free from the useless epidermis.
The valuable yellow bark is characterized by its strongly bitter taste,
its fine brownish-fellow somewith comparatively linle astringency ;
what orange colou r, which is still brighter m the powder; and by containing
a lar!fe proportion of quinia with very little cinchonia. The salts of quinia
~nd lime are ~o. abundant i~ its composition, that a strong infusion of ic
mstantly prec1p1tates a solution of sulphate of soda. ( Guibourt.)*
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Nothing is known with certainty as to the particular species which yields
Calisaya bark. Some writers, influenced simply by its oJficinal title of yellow bark, have atlributed it to the C. cordifolia; because Mu tis gave the same
name to the product of that species. The British Colleges fell into this error,
without, however, being aware, that the yellow bark which they adopted as
offi.cinal was really the Calisaya. That it is an error has been fully demonstrated; as no Calisaya bark is brought from those regions where the C. cor-
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difolia most abounds . In the last edition of the Edinburgh Pharmacopa:ia,
the error has been corrected. .Many wrilers ascribe this vari~t~ l? t~e C.
hmcifolia, on the authority o~ Mutis himsel~ who as_serts that 1t 1~ 1~d 1 spu
tably derived from that species. But Mu tis. was mistaken; for Jt is now
well known that the bark of the C. lancifolia is wholly different from the
Calisaya. (See C. lancifolia.) Ruiz was disposed to ascribe it to his C: lar:ceolala; but Von Bergen found a specimen of the bark of that species. m
Ruiz's collection to be different from the officinal yellow bark. Accordmg
to 1".f· Auguste Delondre, who receive~ specimens of.the plants producing
Calisaya bark from his correspondents m South Amen_ca, no less than three
dis linct trees contributu to furnish the bark thrown into commerce unde r
that title. One of these specimens appeared to Guibourt to belong to the
Cinchona micrantlw, and another to the C. Condaminea. The third resembled the latter of these two species, but differed somewhat both in its
leaves and fruit. A fourth specimen had fruit like that of the Condaminea,
but smaller leaves, and was considered by Ouibourt as probably the C. angustifolia of Ruiz, now thought to be merely a va riety _of the C. lancifolia.
But this information is quite too v~gue to lead to any satisfactory conclusi_on.
It may, however, serve to explain the fact, that barks are sometimes imported under the name of Calisaya, and derived from the same distri~t of
country, which differ from the genuine bark both in appea rance and qualities,
and will not serve for the preparation of sulphate of quinia.•
The genuineCalisaya bark is produced mostabundanliy, if not exclusively, in Bolivia, formerly Upper Peru, in the province of La Paz, and in the
count ry about Apolobamba on the Rio Paro; and , before lhe distu rbances
in these countries, was shipped as well from the port of Buenos Ayres as
from those on the Pacific. It is at present, hO\vever, procured exclusively
from the latter. A very fine parcel was exhibited to us, imported directly
from Coquimbo in Chili. We have been informed by gentleme n who have
been long personally engaged in commercial transactions upon the Pacific
coast of South America, that the Calisaya bark of commerce is originally
obtained chiefly, if not exclusi\•ely_, at the port of Arica, whithe r it is brought
from the interio r provinces of Bolivia . From that town it is sent to various
other p_orts on the Pac ific . It is generally supposed to have been first introduced mto commerce towards the end of the last century, and it was probably not known b¥ its present name till that period; but La Conda mine
stat~s that the Jesui ts of La Paz, at a period anterior to the discovery of the
feb n fuge ~f Loxa, sent to Rome a very hiller bark by the name of quinaquina, wh_1ch, though supposed by that traveller to have been derived from
the Peruv1.an balsam tree., was very probably~ as conjectured by Guibourt,
~he t~ue cinchona. Besides, Po~et, in his History of Drugs, published
m 1604, speaks of a bark more bnter than that of Loxa, obtained from the
province of Potosi, which borders upon that of La Paz; and Chomel also
states that the cinchona tree inhabited the mountains of Potosi, and produced a bark more esteemed than that which grew in the province of Quito.
( Gui.bourl, Jour!1. d~ Plwrm., xvi. 235.) It is possible thal, though known
at this t>arly pnmd, 1l may have gone out of use; and its re-introducLion
into ~o~ice, t~wards the end of the last century, may have been mistaken for
an ongrnal discovery. 'Vhether it is found in the other localities of bark in
Peru and Quito, it is difficult to determine ; bul we may infer from the
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existence of a commercial ''ariety known to the Spaniards by the name of
Calisnya cle Quito, that eithe r the identical bark, or a variety closely analogous to it, has been found in that province.

3.

RED BARK.

The name of this variety is very appropriately applied; as the colour is
usually distinct both in the bark and the powder. In South America it is
called cascarilla ro:ra and colorada. Some writers have divided it into
several sub-varieties; but there doe:s not seem to be ground for such division
in any essential difference of properties. Like the Calisaya, it comes in
quills and flat pieces, which are probably derived from different parts of the
same tree. It is imported in chests.
Some of the pieces are entirely rolled, some partially so, as if they had
been taken from half the circumference of the branch; others are ncarlv or
quite flal. They vary very greatly in size, the quill being sometimes ~less
than half an inch in diameter, sometimes so much as two inches; while the
fl.at pieces are occasionally very large and thick, as if derived from the trunk
of a tree. They are covered wilh a reddish-brown or gray, sometimes
whitish epidermis, which is rugged, wrinkled lon git udinally, and in the
thicker pieces marked with furrows, which in some places penetrate to the
surface of the proper bark. In many specimens, numerous sma ll roundish
or oblong em inences, called warts, may be observed upon the outer surface.
Beneath the epidermis is a lay er, dark red, brittle, and compact, which possesses some bitterness and astringency, but much less than the interior parts.
These are woody and fibrous, of a more or less lively brownish -red colour,
which is usuatly very distinct, but in some specimens passes into the orange
and even yellowish-brown; so that it is not always possible to distinguish
the variety by this property alone. The taste is bitter and astringent, and
the odour similar to that of other good barks . Red bark is chemically distinguished by containing considerable quantities both of quinict and of cilic!tonia.• It yields a turbid salmon.coloured decoction with water.
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PART I,

rrhe species of Cinchona which produces red bark is unkno.wn-the
notion derived from Mu tis, and formerly generally prevalent, that It was ob~
tained from the C. oblongifolia of that ~otanist, having been demonstrated to
be incorrect. For the proofs upon this point, which have .now ceased to
}1ave any practical importance, the reader is referred to the arucle CINCHONA,
section RED BARK, in early editions of this work. [t has been supposed
that red bark may be derived from the same species with one or more of ~he
pale barks, but taken from the larger branches or the trunk. This opinion
receives some support from a statemerit made by La Condamine, rn his
memoir upon cinchona. VVe are told by this author that three kinds of
bark were known at Loxa-the white, the yellow, and the red . The white,
so named from the colour of the epidermis, scarcely possessed any medicinal virtue, and was obtained from a tree entirely distinct from that which
yielded the two other varieties. The red was superior to the yellow; but
Jrn was assured, on the very best authority, that the trees producing them
grew together, and were not distinguishable by the eye. Of the three
varieties -mentioned by La Condamine, the white, which \ms probably one
of the inferior barks with micaceous epidermis, does not reach us; and that
which he calls yellow is probably identical with the pale variety of the
Pharmacopreia, as this grows abupdantly about Loxa. Should it be admitted that the red bark is furnished by the same tree which yields the pale,
we have a ready explanation of the difference in size of the two varieties.
CARTIIAGEN A BARJ{S.

Under this head may be classed all the Cinchona barks brought from the
northern Atlantic ports of South America. ln commerce, they are variously
call~d Cart!tagena,Maracaybo,and Santa Martita barks, according to the
particular port at which they may be shipped. They are all characterized
by a soft, whitish or yellowish-white, micaceous epidermis, which may
be easily scraped by the nail, and which, though often more or less completely removed, almost always leaves behind traces sufficient to indicate its
character. They contain cinchonia and quinia, though in smaller proportion
than the best barks from the Pacific. Similar barks are found on the Western
coast of South America; but they never reach us unless accidentally; as they
woul~ not ~ear the expense of carriage. Such are the white barks of the
Spamsh wnters. The Carthagena barks are not recognised by the Phar·
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macopreias. In the state of powder, however, they are generally kept in
the shops, and sold for tooth powder, &c., under the name of common barlc.
They are not unfrequently substituted, ei~he r fraudulently or by mistake,
for the better kinds. Like the proper officmal barks they may be arranged
into several subdivisions, according to their diversities in colour.
1. Yellow Carlhagena Bark. Thi s is by far the most abundant of the
non-officinal barks, and the only one uniformly found in the market. It
occurs in quills or flat pieces, but most commonly in the latter form, and
is distinguished, independently of the peculiar epidermis already described,
by the brownish-yellow colour of the proper bark. There are two varieties
of it very well characterized by their appearance and other properties, but
not distinguished in commerce.•
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Hard yellow .Carthagena Bark (China flava dura of Vo1:1 Berge.a} is
in pieces of various size and form, sometimes wholly or partially qu1ll.ed,
and sometimrs flat i and the flat pieces present the a~pe~rance of havrng
been warped in drying, being frequently cur.ved long1.tudrnally back~vard,
and sometimes also in the transverse direct10n or spirally. The d1men·
sions are sometimes those aiven by Von Bergen (see note); but, as found
in tbis market, the bark i~ more commonly in small, irregularly square
?T oblong, flauish, and variously warp~d pi~ces •. from one .to th re~ or four
mches long, and from one to three Jines rn t~1ckness, mixed with small
quills or fragments of quills i the former appeanng as if chipped from the
trunk or larO"e bran ches, the latter evidently ~erived from the small bra~ches.
Io this shaP'e it was trcatetl. of, in former editions of this work, as ~ distinct
variety, under the name of Santa lllartha bark, which it at one lime held
in the market; but a closer examination has convinced us that it is the
same bark as the hard yellow bark of Von Bergen, though collected in a
different manner. The quills are ge nerally more covered with the mica·
ceous epidermis than the flat pieces, in which it is often nearly or quite
removed. The inner su rface of the latter, though sometimes smooth, is
often rough and splintery, as if forcibly se~arated from the wood to which
jt adhered. The colour of the proper bark JS a pale, dull, brownishwyellow,
darker in parcels which have been long kept; and the surface oflen appears
as if rubbed over with powdered bark. The texture is rather firm and
compact, and the fraclUre abrupt without being. smooth or prE"senting long
splinters. The taste is bitter and nauseous. 'l'h1s variety of bark is thought
to be obtained from the C. cordifolia; as Guibourt found that a specimt'n of
the bark of t~at tree, which came originally from Mu tis, resembled it pre·
cisely in all its sensible properties.
. l~brous yellow Cartlwgena B(~rk (Chin~t flava fibrosa. of V?n Bergen)
1s said by Von Bergen and Pereira sometimes to occur in quills, but we
have seen it only in flat or slightly rolled pieces, which are from half an
lnch to two inches broad, and from four to six or even nine inches long.
~t c~iffcrs from the former variety chiefly in a SOt~lewhat brighter col?ur, and
rn 1.ts less compact and very fibrous texture, which causes it to exhibit long
~phnters when broken trans~ersely, and often to hang together by connect·
mg. fibres when broken longitudinally. (See Note.)

:'cea~;~fr~~~n!\~~~~~~;~, ~r:s~~;~~;fti~~h~~~~:a1ea~~=~t~i~~~ 'Tner:

in
:trrikr:;
d~~rc.e the fibrous textu~e of this variety, bu.t in rather larger pieces, and
d1fterrng also somewhat m the. colour, \\:hich, mstead of being a nearly pure
?C~lre·y~Jlow, has a.n o!ange tmt, especially in the exterior portion, where
it 1s decidedly reddish m some oft.he pieces. It closely resembles the oftlci·
nal yellow or.Calisaya, for which 1t ~ig.ht be mistaken by an inexperienced
per~on, and, 1f n:garded only upon its mner su rface , even by the most exw
per1enced. But it is rather thi~ker, less hard, compact, and heavy, and
much ~ore ~brous than. the Calisa.Y~· and, t.hough. in general deprived of
the epidermi s, yet occasionally exh1blls remams of 1t, having the characters
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of that of the Carthagena barks, and, where it i.s quit~ absent, appears as
though it had been removed by scraping or cutting with a_ knife, and not
spontaneously separated at the natural juncture, as in the Calisa_ya. ~esides,
the bark is spongy under the teeth, and wants the strong peculiar b1tter~ess
of the offi.cinal yellow. Still it has a decidedly bitter taste, and its infus.ion,
thou~~ not prec_ipitated by solution of sulphate of soda, affords a copious
prec1p1tate with infusion of galls, indicating the presence of no inconsiderable
proportion of the active alkaline principles.
A specimen of ~ark labelled yellow bark of Loxa, brought from Sou~h
America by Dr. Dillard, of the U. States Navy, and said to be employed m
Loxa for making extract of bark, presents characters closely analogous to
those of the fibrous Car\hagena bark, and sufficient to justify the supposition
that it was derived from the same species of Cinchona.
The powder of yellow Carthagena bark has a yellowish cinnamon-colour,
with less of the reddish tint than the Catisaya, fo r which, however, it may
be readily mistaken, and, there is reason to believe, is not unfrequently sold.
It may be distinguished by its comparatively foeb~e bitterness; but much
more certainly by the test of sulphate of soda, which throws down no precipitate with its infusion.
2. Red Carlliagena Bark. This name pro~crly belongs to a bark known
to the French pharmaceutists by the name of quinquina nova or new bark,

~~~n:s~~l~~;ff~1~Z~~h~~~s~a~e~~r~TI~ko°ft1~a~l~r~iiP~rr:~i~~:~ blt ~~sn~,~~~
found in our markets, unless sometimes, possibly, as an adulteration of the
offi.cinal red bark.* A red bark, with whitish and micaceous epide rmis,
thick, spongy, and of little taste, is sometimes mixed with the packages of
the officinal red bark from the Pacific. May it not be the product of lhe same
species of Cinchona, which grows in Peru as well as in New Granada?
3. Orange Carthagena f!arlc. This is the orange cinclwnrt of .Santa
Fi,so highly lauded by Mut1s, and the spongy Cartlwgena bark of Gu1bourt.
It has occu rred in commerce in large, flat, somewhat curved, or semi-cylindrical pieces, sometimes as much as three or four inches broad, a foot long,
and nine lines in thickness, covered with a yellowish·white, micaceous epi~
dermis, marked with longitudinal and sometimes transverse fissures . 'rhe
bark itse lf is of an orange colour, externally fibrous, li ght, spongy under the
teeth, without taste or very feebly bitter, and destitute of virtues. It yields
a beautiful orange powder. It scarcely occurs in commerce. The destruction at Cadiz by the Spanish authorities, of a large quantity of this bark,
collected by .Mutis at the expense of the government, which was ascribed
by Humboldt to mercantile cunning, is now considered as a11 indication of a
just appreciation of its virtues. The bark is the product of C. lancifolia.
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4. Brown Carlhagena Bari~. Under this name Guibourt has desciibed
a bark of a white and smooth epidermis, rough, hard, compnct, very heavy,
sometimes as much as half an inch in thickness, of an orange-brown colour
when freshly cut, and a chocolate colour upon its inner su rface, a1.1d of a
bitter astringent taste analogous to that of the pale barks, but more d1sa~ree·
able. Some of the pieces from the smaller branches are completelr qutl_led,
and others somewhat larger appear as if warped or contorted by des1ccatmn .
Pereira thinks this may be a variety of the hard ycllow_l'artliagena.bm:k.
Vl e have not met in this rnarkC:!t with specime ns answering the description
ofGuibourt.
FALSE BARKS.

Before dismissing the subject of the \'arietie_s of cinchona, it is proper to
observe that numerous barks have at various times been introduced into the
market, a_nd sold as closely resemblin~ or identical with the febrifuge ~f
Peru, which experience has proved to d1ff€r from it materially, both in chem1cal composition and medicinal virtues. These barks are generally procured
from trees which were formerly ranked among the Cinchonm, but are now
arranged in other genera. They are distinguished from the true Peruvian
bark by the absence of quinia and cinchonia. Among them are I. the Carib:ean bark, from the Exostemma Caribrea; 2 . the St. Lucia bark, or quinquina piton of the French, derived from t~ e Exostemma fl_oribunda i and
3. the Pil<t.'}a bc1rk, from the mountain of P1taya in Columbia, of uncertain
botanical origin, known in France by the name of quinquina bicolore, and
in Italy by that of china bicolornfa. Of these the last only is known in this
country. A considnable quantity of it was some time since imponed into
New Orleans, whence a portion reached this city . The specimen in our
possession is in quills, for the most part s in gly, but in some instances
doubly rolled, from eig ht to ten inches lo more than two feet in length, and
from a quarter of an inch to an inch or more in diameter. The outer surface is of a dull grayish·olive colour, with numerous large oval or irregular
spots much lighlcr coloured, sometimes eve n whitish, and sl ightly dE>pressed
bene?th the g":ne_ral surface, as_ if a layer of the epide rmis had fallen off
wilhm their limns. It is to this appearance that the bark owes its name
of biculorata. The colour of the internal su rface is deep brown or almost
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with a s hort but not smooth fracture. Its taste is very bitter, and of a flavour
not unlike that of some of the inferior kinds of cinchona. It is without
odour. ~olchi and Peretti found in it a new crystil.llizable alkaline principle, ":hich they _named pitaina. It ha.s been c~nsi<ler~bly employed by
the Italian phys1c1ans, and Brera found It to cure rntermiltents in the quantity of half an ounce.

Chemical History.
In the aMlysis of Peruvian bark, the attention of chemists was at first
direc.ted ~xclusively to _the action ~f wate: and alcohol upon it, and to the ~e
termmat1on of the relative proport10ns of Its gummy or extractive and resm?us 1~1auer. Tl~e_ presence of tannin and of various alkaline or earthy salts
m minute qu~nl1t1e~ was afterwards ?emonslrate<l. Fourcroy made an elabor?le analysis, wl~1ch proved the existence of oth_er principles in the bark
besides those previously ascertained. Dr. W estnng was the first who attempte_d the d1~covery of an active principle in the bark, on which itsfebrifuge vITtues might depend; but he was unable to carry out his conception
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to a successful result. Seguin afterwards pursued the same track, and
endeavoured, by observing the effects of various reagents, to discover the
relative value of djfferenl varieties of the drug. The conclusions, however,
at which he arrived, have not been supported by subsrquent experiment.
M. Des~harnps, an apothecary of Lyons, obtained from bark a crysta!lizable
salt of hrne, the acid of which Vauquelin afterwards separated, and callt!d
lt.inic mid. The latter chemist a!so pushed to a much further extent the
researches of Seguin, as to the influence of reagents. He examined seventeen different kinds or bark, which h~ arranged in three rlasses, according
to their chemical relation with certam reagents- the firs~ class in?luding
those which afforded precipitates with tannin and not with gclaltn; the
second, those which precipitated gelatin and not tannin; the third, those
which precipitated at the same time tannin, gelatin, and tartar emetic. He
supposed those to be the most efficient which gave precipitates with tannin or
the infusion of galls. Reuss, of Moscow, succeeded in isolating a peculiar
colouring matter from red bark, which he designated by the name of cine/tonic red, and obtained a bitter substance, which probably consisted in
part of the peculiar alkaline principles subsequently discovered. The first
step, however, towards the discovery of cinchonia and quinia appears to
have been taken by the late Dr. Duncan, of Edinburgh. He believed the
precipitate afforded by the infusion of cinchona with that of galls, to be a
peculiar vegetable principle. and nccordingly denominated it cincltonine.
Dr. Gomf'Z, a Portuguese physician, convinced that the active principle of
bark resided in this cinchonine, but mixed with impurities, instituted experiments upon some pale bark, which resulted in the separation ofa whitecrystallinesubstance,considered by him lo be the pure cinchonineofDr. Duncan.
It was obtained by the action of potassa upon an aqueous infusion of the
alcoholic extract of the bark, and was undoubtedly the principle now universally known by the name of cinclwnine or cinchonia. But Dr. Gomez
was ignorant of its precise nature, considering it to be analogous to resin.
M. Laubert afterwards obtained the same principle by a different process,
and described it under the name of white matter, or pure white resin . To
Pelletier and Caventou was reserved the honour of crowning all these experiments, and applying the results which they obtained to important practical
purposes. They demonstrated the alkaline character of the principle discovered by Gom~z and Laubert, and gave it definitively the name of cinchorline. They discovered in the yellow or Calisaya bark another alkaline
principle which they denominated quinine. Both these bases they proved
to exist in the barks, combined with tho Mnic acid in the slate of kinate of
cinchonine and of quinine. It has moreover been established by their
labours, that the febrifuge property of bark depends upon the presence of
th~se two principles. It was in the year lt:i:20 that these chemists announced their discovery. Dr. Duncan's suggestion was made so early as
1803. Among Engli~h and American chemists, the names of these alkaline
bodies have been changed to rinchonia _and quinia, for the sake of uniformity
of nomenclature; and by these names we shall always call them.*
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It has before been stated, on more than one occasion, that the three offi.cinal vari e ties of bark are distincrui shed by peculiarities of compositio1_1. We
give the result of the analysis ~f each variety, as obtained by Pelletier and
Caventou . (Joum . de P/wrm., vii. 70. 89. !:.12.)
Pale bark of Loxa contains, I. a fatty matter; 2. a red colouring matter,
very slightly soluble, identical with the cinchonic red of Renss; 3. a yellow
colouring matter, soluble in water and alc?l10l, and capable of being p~ecipi
tatcd by the subacetate of lead; 4. tan nm; 5. gum; 6. starch; 7. hgmn;
8 . kinate of lime; !). kinate of cinchonia, with a very minute proportion

of kinate of quinia.
Yellow Calisaya bark contains the fatty mat.ter, the

~inchonic red, the

yellow colouring malter, tannin, starch, lignin, krnale of lime, and kinate of
quinia, wit!t a. comparatively small proportion of kinate of cinclwnia.•
Red bark contains the fatty matler, a large quantity of the cinchonic red,
the yellow colouring matter, tannin, starch, lignin, kinate of lime, and a
large proportion both of kinate of quinia, and of kinale of cinclwnia.
Cart!tagena bark contains the same ingredients with the red bark, but in
different proportions. It has Jess of the alkaline matter, which it also yield s
with much greater difficulty to water, in consequence of the abundance of
insolublecinchonic red which it contai ns, and which either involves the salts
of quinia and cinchonia so as to prevent the full contact of water, or retains
these alkalies in combination. (Journ. de P!tarm., vii . 105.)
By the experiments of Henry, jun., and Plisson, it may be considered as
established , that the alkalies of the different varieties of bark are combined
at the same tim e with kinic acid, and with one or more of the colouring
matters, which, in relation to these substances, appear to act the part of
acids. This idea was originally suggested by Robiquet. (Journ . de Pharm.,
xii. 282. 360.) It is stated that the compounds of quinia and cinchonia
with the cinchonic red are scarcely soluble in water, while the kinates of
these bases are very soluble. (ibi d., xvii. 201.)
From the statements above made, it appears that the three officinal varieties of bark differ little except in the proportion of their constituents. All
contain both quinia and cinchonia; the yello\V bark abounding in the first,
the pal_e in the second_, and the red in both. Gum is the only constituent
found m one a~d not m the others. It is an ingredient in the pale bark,
but is ·wanting in the red and yellow.
The odour of bark appears to depend on a volatile oil which Fabroni and
Trommsdorff obtained by distilJation with water. The oil floated on the
surface of the water, was of a thick consistence, and had a bitterish acrid
taste, with the odour of bark.
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The fatty matter, which was first obtained pure by M. Laubert, is of a
greenish colour as obtained from tbe pale bark, oran ge-yellow from the yellow. It is insoluble in water, soluble in boiling alcohol, which deposits a
part of it on cooling, very soluble in sulphuric ether e\'en cold, and capable
of forming soaps with the alkalies. 'fhe colour is probably owing to extraneous matter connected with it.
The cinclwnic red of Reuss, the insoluble red colouring matter of Pelletier and Caventou, is reddish-brown, insipid, inodorous, largely soluble in
alcohol, especially when hot, and almost insoluble in ether or water, though
the latter dissolves a little at the boiling temperature. The acids promote
its solubility in water. lt precipitates tartar emetic, but not gelatin; but,
if treated with a cold solution of potassa or soda, or by ammonia, lime, or
baryta with heat, and precipitated by an acid from the solution thus formed,
it acquires the properly of forming an insoluble compound with gelatin, and
seems to be converted into a species of tannin. lt is precipitated by subacetate of lead. It is most abundant in the red bark, and least so in the
pale. Berzelius supposes it to consist of tannin and apotheme, and to be
formed from tannin by the action of th e air.
The yellow coluuring malter has little taste, is soluble in water, alcohol,
and ether, precipitates neither gelatin nor tartar emetic, and is itself precipitated by subacetate of lead.
'fhe tannic acid, tannin, or soluble red colouring matter of P elletier and
Caventou, has been considered as possessing all th e properties which characterize the proximate vegetable principles associated together under the name
of tannic acid. It has a brownish-red colour and austere taste, is soluble in
water and alcohol, combines with metallic oxides, and produces precipitates
with the salts of iron, which vary in colour according to the variety of bark;
be in ~ deep green with the pale bark, blackish-brown with the ye_Jlow, and
reddis h-brown with the red . It also forms white precipitates with tartar
emetic and gelatin, and readily combines with atmospheric oxygen, becoming insoluble. It must, howeve r, di~er materially from th e tannin or Lannie
acid of galls, which could not exist in aqueous solutions containing cinchonia without forming an insoluble compound with that base.
But the most interesting and important constituents of Peruvian bark are
the cinchonia and quinia, and the acid with which tbey are combined. In
relation to these, th erefore, we shall be more minute in our details.
Cinchonia when pure is a white crystalline substance, soluble in 2500
parts of boiling water, almost insoluble in cold water, very soluble in boiling
alcohol, which deposits a portion in the crystalline state upon cooling, and
slightly soluble in_ ether and the fi.xed and volatile oils. Its bitter taste, at
first not very obvwus in consequence of its difficult solubility, is developed
afler a short time by the solution of a minute portion in the saliva . Its
alcoholic, ethereal, and oleaginous solutions are very bitter. By heat it is
at the same time melted and decomposed. Its alkaline character is very
decided, as it neutralizes th e strongest acids, forming with them saline
compounds. Of the salts of cinchonia, the su lphate, nitrate, muriate, phosphate, and acetate are soluble in water. 'l'he neu tral, tartrate, oxalate, and
gallate are insoluble in cold water, but may be dissolved in hot water, in
alcohol, or in an excess of acid. Several processes have been employed
for the preparation of cincbonia. One of the simplest is the following.
Powdered pale bark is submitted to the action of sUlphuric or muriatic acid
very much diluted, and the solution thus obtained is precipitated by an excess of lime. The precipitate is collected on a filter, washed with water,
and treated with boiling alcohol. The alcoholic solution is filtered while
hot, and deposits the cinchonia when it cools. A further quantity is ob-
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tained by evaporation. If not perfectly white, it may be. free:d from colour
by first converting it into a sulphate with dilute sulp.h~n~ acid, then trea~·
ing the solution with animal charcoal, filtering, prec1p1t~trng by an alkali,
and redissolving by alcohol in the manner already m:n~1oned .. It.mayalso
be obtained from the mother waters of sulphate of qu1ma, by d1_lu_t1ng them
with water, precipitating with ammon_ia, co_llec~i~g tJ~e. prec1p1tate o~ a
filter, washing and drying it, and then d1ssolvrng 1t in ~1hng alcohol, wh1~h
deposits the cinchonia in a crystalline form upon .coo~mg. I~ may ~e still
further purified by a second solution and crystall1zat1on. Cmchonta con·
sists of J equivalent of nitrogen, 20 of carbon, 12 of hydrogen, and l of

;~~t:~n~~~;s~J~?jJ :~~ ~\~ ;~m ~~;o~e~u~~hren~f[, i~~~~~t:~t~~l:e~·dhfc~:

position, but very slowly absorbs carbonic acid, and acquires the property
of effervescinfT slightly with acids. It may be distinguished, when dissolved
in the saline ~tale in waler, from any other vegetable alkali, by a reddish
somewhat orange colour, produ?ed by t~e addition first of liquid chlorine
and then of ammonia to the solution.• It is precipitated of a sulphur-yellow
by the perchloride of gold. (Journ. de Chim. llfed., Oct., 1842.)
Sulphate of cincltonia, or more strictly clisulplwte of cinc!tonia, the only
salt of this base which has been employed to any extent in a separate state,
may be prepared by heating cinchonia with a liule water, adding dilute
sulphuric acid gradually till the alkali is dissolved, then boiling with animal
charcoal previously washed with muriatic acid, filtering the solution while
hot, and setting it aside to crystallize. By alternate evaporation and crystallization, the whole of the sulphate may be obtained from the solution. It
is a white, very bitter salt, crystallizing in flexible, somewhat shining, foursided, flattened prisms, terminated by an inclined face, and generally col·
lected in fasciculi. It is soluble in fifty-four parts of water at common tern·
peratures, and in a smaller quantity of boiling water. Chemists consider it
as a disulphale. By the addition of the necessary quantity of acid, it passes
into the neutral sulphate, which is soluble in less than half its weight of water
at 58°. It consists, according to Pelletier and Cavcntou, of 100 parts of
cinchonia, and 13·021 of sulphuric acid. (Journ. de P/umn., vii. 57.)
Quinia .{Qu1NA, Lond. ) is whitish, and, as usually prepared, is rather
flocculent in its appearance, not crystalline like cinchonia. It may, however, be crystallized, by cautious management, from its alcoholic solution,
in pearly silky needles. (Journ . de Plwrm., xi. 249.) [tis fusible without
chemical change at about 300° F ., and becomes brittle on cooling. It is
more bitter than cincbonia, is almost insoluble in water, but is very soluble
in alcohol, and soluble also in ether, and in the fixed and volatile oils. Its
alcoholic solution is intensely bitter. It unites with the acids to form salts,
which crystallize with facility. The gallate, tartrate, and oxalate are said
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to be insoluble, or nearly so, in co~d water, but are dissolved by an excess
of acid. It is unalterable in the air, not even absorbing carbonic acid. Its
salts may be distinguished from th<;>5e of the other vegetable alkalies by the
beautiful emerald green colour which results, when their solution is treated
first with solution of chlorine and then wi~h ammonia, and which changes to
a white or violet upon saturation with a dilute acid. They are precipitated
of a buff colour by perchloride of gold. (Journ. de Chim. Med., Oct., 1842.)
Quinia consists of 1 equivalent of mtrogen, 20 of carbon, 12 of hydrogen,
and 2 of oxygen (NC 211 H 1 ~0 2)i and its combining number is 102. This
number, however, is founded on the opinion, that of the two salts which
quinia .forms with sulphuric acid, the one originally co~sidered neutral, and
denominated simply sulphate of quinia, is in fact basic, consisting of two
equivalents of the base, and one of the acid, while the other, at first supposed
to be a supersalt, is strictly neutral, consisting of one equivalent of each of
its ingredients. The snme remark is applicable to the combining number
of cinchonia. Quinia is obtained by treating its sulphate \Vi th the solution
of an alkali, collecting the precipitate which forms. washing it till the water
comes away tasteless, then drying it, dissolving it in alcohol, and slowly
evaporating the solution.
'l'he only important artificial salt of quinia is the suJphate, the process for
procuring which, as well as its properties, will be hereafter described. (See
Quinim Sulphas, among the Preparations.) The muriate, phosphate, acetate,
citrate, valerianale, lactate, ferrocyanate, and tannate have also been employed and recommended; but none of them has yet gained a reputation
which entitles it to rank among standard remedies. The first six may be
prepared by saturating a solution of the acids respectively with quinia, and
evaporating the solutions. 1\1. Devay prepares the valerianate by adding
a slight excess of the acid to a concentrated alcoholic solution of quinia,
then diluting the solution with twice its volume of water, and evaporating
at a temperature not exceeding 122° F. After the evaporation of the alcohol, the valerianate appears in fine crystals. (.llnn. de Thfrap., A. D.
1845, p. 136.) Theferrocyanate is made by boiling together two parts of
sulphate of quinia and three of ferrocyanuret of potassium in a very little
water, pouring off the liquor from a greenish-yellow substance of an oily
consistence which is precipitated, washing the latter with distilled water,
then dissolving it in strong alcohol at 100° F., filtering immediately, and
afterwards evaporating the solution . (./l~. Joum . of Pharm., xii. 351.)
M. Pelouze, however, found this preparatwn to be pure quinia, mixed with
a liule Prussian bhi~. (.11.rcltives Gin., 3e sir., xv. 236.) The tannatemay
be prepared by precipitating the infusion of bark, or solution of sulphate of
quinia, ?Y the infusion of galls or solution of tannic acid, and then washing
and dry mg the precipitate. Either of these salts may be given in the same
dose as the sulphate.

Kinic Jlcid (called also Cine/ionic, or Quinic .flcid), and the Kinales of
Cinclwnia and Quinia . It may be desirable to procure the alkaline principles in that state of saline combination in which they exist in the bark; as it
is possible that they may exert an influence over the system in this state,
somewhat different from that produced by their combinations with the sulphuric or other mineral acid. As it is impossible to procure the kinates
immediately from the bark in a pure state, it becomes necessary first to obtain
the kinic acid separately, which may thus become of some practical importance. 'Ve shall, therefore, briefly describe the mode of procuring it, and
its characteristic properties. By evaporating the infusion of bark to a solid
consistence, and treating the extract thus obtained with alcohol, we have in
the residue a viscid matter consisting chiefly of mucilage with kinate of
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If an aqueous solution of this subst.ance
be formed, and allowed to evaporate at a gentle heat, cry~tal~ of the,kinate
are deposited, which may be purified by .a second crystalltzatwn. 1 he s~lt
thus obtained, being dissolved in water, 1s tlecomposc_d _by 1~ea~s of ox~hc
acid, which precipitates the lime and leaves the lame acid in solut~on.
This may be procured in the cry~talline state by srontaneous e~arora~10n,
though as usually prepared, it is rn the form of a tl11ck syrupy lic!u1d . rhe
crystals arc transparent and colourl~ss, sour to .the ta~te, and re~d.ily soluble
in alcohol and in water.* The krnates of cmchoma and qurnia may be
obtained either by a direct combination of their co~stituents, or .by Lhe
mutual decomposition of the sulphates o~ those alkal1~s and the k1~ate of
lime. The kinate of cinchonia has a bitter .and astri~gent ~aste: 1s very
soluble in water, is soluble also in alcohol, and 1s crystallized wllh difficulty.
The kinate of quinia is als? very soluble in water, but less so in rectified
alcohol. Its taste is very bitter, resembling exactly that of yellow bark. lt
crystallizes in crusts of a mammillated form, and opaque or semitransparent.
The salt is with difficulty obtained free f~om colour, and only by employing
the ingredients in a state of extreme purity. (.fl_nn. de. Chim. ct de Phys.,

Ji me, which is insoluble in alcohol.

Juillet, 1829.)
Of the relations of bark with the several solvents employed in pharmacy
~e shall speak hereafter, under the heads of its infusion, de~oction, and
tincture; where we shall also have an opportunity of mentioning some of
the more prominent substances which afford precipitates with its liquid preparations. It is sufficient at present to state, that all the substances which
precipitate the infusion of bark do not by any means necessarily affect its
virtues; as it contains several inert ingredients which form insoluble compounds with bodies which do not disturb its active principles . As tannic
acid forms with quinia and cinchonia compounds insoluble in water, it is
desirable that substances containing this acid, in a free state, should not be
prescribed in connexion with the infusion or decoclion of bark; for, though
this insoluble tannate might be found efficacious if administered, yet, being
precipitated from the liquid_, it w~uld be apt to be thrown away as dregs, or
at any rate would communicate, if agitated, an unpleasant turbidness.
It is evident from what has been said, that an infusion of bark, on account
of the tannin-like principle which it contains, may precipitate gelatin, tartar
emetic, and the salts of iron, without having a particle of cinchonia or quinia
in its composition i and that consequently any inference as to its value drawn
from these chemical properties, would be fallacious: but, as the active principles are thrown down by the tannic acid of galls, no bark can be considered
good which does not afford a precipitate with the infusion of this substance.
It is impossible ~o determine, with.accuracy, the relative proportion of the
active ingre~ients ~n t~e different v:aneties of cinchona; as the quantity is by
no means un1fon_n m d~fferent spec1~ens of the same variety. Pelletier and
Caventou state, m their first memoir, that they had been able to obtain only
2 parts of cinchonia from 1000 of pale bark; while from an equal quantity
of the yellow they had succeeded m extracting 9 parts of quinia, and from
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the red, 8 parts of cinchonia and 17 p~rts of q~inia. (Joum. de Phann., vii.

~;~id~~~ ~~~;1:~j~ :~:;~;~~~~:=r~;o~p~:~~~n~l~;;heex~~~~~:~t=~~iet1~:
cording to a statement subseq u.emly made by them to the French institute,
they obtained from the best Cahsaya bark 2·9 per cent. of sulphate of quinia,
from inferior kinds l ·5 per cent.; and the average result was 2·33 per cent.
(North .IJ.m ..Med. and Surg. Journ., v . 475.) Accounts generally agree in
giving less alkaline mattt>r to the pale barks than to the yellow, and more
to the red than to either. Mr. Viltmann, of Osnabruck, obtained from the
Huanuco bark 3·5 per cent. of cinchonia, from the Calisaya or royal yellow ,
5 per cent. of quinia, from the retl, 6 per cent. of quinia and cinchonia, and
from the Carthagena, 3 ·3 per cent. of alkaline matter. (Joum. de Chim .
llledicale, Nov., 1830.) We cannot, howe ver, avoid suspecting some inac~
curacy in the steps by which he obtained results so far exceeding those of
the experienced French chemists before quoted.
The following mode of estimati ng the value of bark by the quantity of
alkaline matter it contains, we copy from a communication of M. Tilloy, of
Dijon. published in the 1:3th vol. of the Journ . de Pharmacie, p . 330. 11 Take
an oul'.lce of the bark coarsely po\Vd ered, introduce it into about 12 ounces
of alcohol of 30° B. (sp. gr. 0·8748). expose the mixture half an hour to
a temperatu re of from 105° to 120° F., draw off the alcohol, add a fresh
portion, and act as before i unite the liquors, and throw into them a sufficient
quantity of acetate or subace tate of lead to precipitate the colouring matter
and kinic acid, thrn allow the insoluble matte r to subsid e, and filter. Add
to the filtered liquor a few drops of sulphuric acid to separate the excess of
acetate of lead, filter and distil off the alcohol. There remains an acetate
or sulphate of quinia, according to the quantity of sulphuric acid employed ,
together with a fatty matter which will adhere to the vessel. Decant the
· liquor, and add ammonia, which will instantaneous!~ precipitate the quinia .
Too much ammonia will retain it in solution, but m this case a few drops
of su lphuric acid will cause it to precipitate. Th e quinia w~shed with warm
water, and then treated with sulphuric acid, water. and a little animal charcoal, yields very white s ulphate of qui nia. I have thus obtained in six
hours nine grains of the sulphate from an ounce of bark [57G g rains
French], which is a large proportio~ when allowances are m.ade for the
loss during the process." The Edinburgh Pharmacopceia gives the following mode of testing the value of yellow bark. u A filtered decoction of
100 grains in two fluidounces of distilled water gives, with a fluidounce of
concentrated solution of carbonate of soda, a precipitate, which, when heated
in the fluid, becomes a fused mass, weighing when cold two grains or more,
and easily soluble in solution of oxalic acid."

Medir,al Properties and Uses.
This valuable remedy was unknown to the civilized world till about the
middle of the seventeenth centur,y; though the native.s of Peru are generally
supposed to have been long prenously acquainted with its febrifuge powers.
Humboldt, however, is of a di(forent opinion. In his Memoir on the Cinchona forests, he states that it is entirely unknown asa remedy to the Indians
inhabiting the country where it grows; and as these people adhere with
perlinacity to the practices of their ancestors, he concludes that it never was
employed by them. They have gene rally the most violent prejudices against
it, considering it absolutely poisonous; and in the treatm ent of fever prefrr
the milder indigenous remedies. Humboldt is disposed to ascribe the dis22
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covery of the febr.ifuge powers of the bark to the Jes~its, w~10 were sent to
Peru as missionanes. As bitters had been chiefly relied on in the trcat~ent
of interminent fevers, and as bitterness was observed to be a predominant
property in the bark of certain trees which were fe\le~ in clearing the fore.sts,
the missionaries were naturally led to give it a trial in t~1e same c~mplamt.
They accordingly administered an infusion of the ba:k in .the teruan ~gae,
then a prevalent disorder in Peru, and soon ascertamed Its extraordinary
powers. A tradition to this effect is said by Humboldt to be current at
Loxa. Ruiz and Pavon, however, ascribe the discovery to the Indians.
The Countess of Cinchon, wife of the Viceroy of Peru, having in her own
person experienced the beneficial effects of the bark, i:s said, on her return
to Spain in the year Hi40, to have first introdu_ced the remedy into Europe.
Hence the name of pulvis Commiliss<e, by which it was first known. After
its introduction, it was distributed and sold by the Jesuits, who are said to
have obtained for it the enormous sum of its weight in silver. From this
circumstance it was called Jesuits' powder, a title which it long retained.
It ha~ acquin-•d some reputation in England so early as the yea: Hi58, but
from its extravagant price, and from the prejudice excited against it, was
at first little used. At this early period, however, its origin _and nature do
not seem to have been generally known; for we are told that Sir John Talbot,
an Englishman, having employed it with great success in France, in the
treatment of interminents, undt:r the name of the English powder, at length,
in the year 167H, sold the secret of its origin and preparation to LouisXLV.,
by whom it was divulged.
VY hen taken into the stomnch, bark usually excites in a short time a sense
of warmth in the epigastriurn, which often diffuses itself over the abdomen
and evt>n the breast, and is sometimes attended with con::::iderable gastric
and intestinal irritation. Nausea and even vomiting are sometimes produced,
especial ly if the stomach was previous ly in an inflamed or irritated state.
Purging, moreover, is not an unfrequent attendant upon its action . After
some time has elapsed, the circulation often experiences its influence, as
exhibited in the somewhat increased frequency of pulse: and, if the dose be
r~peated, the whole system becomes m_ore or less affec~ed, and all the functions un_dergo a moderate degree of excllt>menl. Its action upon the ne~\·o~s
system is ~fter:i ev_inced by a sense of. tension or fulness or slight pam m
t~1e l1ead, smgmg _m ~h~ ears, and partial deafness, which are always expen1.mced by many md1v1duals wlH.·.n brought completely under its in~uence.
~l'l~e effects above mentioned elllttle bar~ to a place af!1ong the tomes, and
1t is usually ranked at the very head of this class of medicines. But, besides
th~ mere excitation of the ordinary functions of health, it produces other
elfo_cts upon the_ system, ~vhich must be considered peculiar, and independent
of HS mere tonic operation. The power by which, when administered in
the intervals bet\veen the paroxysms of intermittent disorders, it interrupts
the progress of ~he disease, is somcHhing more than what is usually undersLOod by the tonic property; for no other substa~ce belonging to lhe class,
howe~er powerful or pe~mane~t may be the excitement which it produces,
exercises a control over rntt:'rm1tlents at all comparable to that of the medi?ine under con.sideration .. As
th~se c?mplaints it is probable that, in the
mterval~. a train of morbid acttons 1s going on out of our sight, within the
recesses of the nervous system; so it is also probable that bark produces, in
the same system, an action equally mysteriou.s, which supersedes that of
the mal.ady, and thus accomplishes the restoration of the patient. From the
possession both of th~ tonic, _and of the anti-intermittent property, if we may
be allowed so to designate 1t.' bark is capable of being usefully applied in
the treatment of numerous diseases.
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It may usually be employed with benefit in all morbid conditions of tbe
system, whatever may be the peculiar modifications, in which a permanent
corroborant elfect is desirable, provided the st?mach be in a proper state (er
its reception. In low or typhoid forms of d1seai:;e, in which either no rn·
flarnmation exists, or that which does exist has been moderated by proper
measures, or has passed into the suppurative or the gangrenous stage, this
remedy is often of the greatest advantage in supportin g the system till the
morbid action ceases. Hence its use in the latter stages of typhus gravior;
in malignant scarlatina, measles, and small pox; in carbuncle, and gangrenous
erysipe las: and in all cases in which the system is exhausted under large
purulent discharges, and the tendency of the affection is towards recovery.
As a tonic, bark is also advantageously employed in chronic diseases connected with debility; as, for example, in scrofula. dropsy, passive hemorrhages. certain forms of dyspepsia, obstinate cutaneous affections, amenorrhrea, chorea, hysteria ; in fact, whenever a corroborant influence is desired,
and no contra-indicating symptoms exist. But in all these cases it greatly
behooves the physician to examine well the condition of the system, and,
before resorting to the tonic, to ascertain the real existence of an enfeebled
condition of the functions, and the absence of such local irritations or
inflammations, especially of the stomach or bowels, as would be likely to be
aggravated by its use. In doubtful cases, we have been in the habit of
conside rin g the occurrence of profuse sweating during sleep as affording an
indication for its use, and, under these circumstances, have prescribed it
very advantageously, in the form of sulp hate of quinia, in acute rheumatism,
and in the advanced slages of protracted fevers.
But it is in the cure of intermillent diseases that bark displays its most
extraordinary powers. It was originally introduced into notice as a remedy
in fever and ague, and the rep utation which it acquired at an early period
it has ever since retained. Very few cases of this disease will be found to
resist the judicious use of bark, or some one of its preparations. This is
not the place to speak of the precise circumstances under which it is best
administered. It will be sufficient to say, that physicians ge nerally concur
in recommending its early employment, in divided doses, to the extent of
one or two ounces, during the intermission, and the repetition of this plan
till the disease is subdued, or th e remedy is found insufficient for its cure.
Other intermittent diseases have been found to yield with almost eq ual certainty to the remedy, particularly those of a neuralgic character. H emicrania
and violent pains in the eye, face, and other parts of the body, occurring
periodically, are often almost immediately relieved by the use of bark. Some
cases of epilepsy, in which the convulsions recurred at regular intervals,
have also been cured by it; and even the hectic intermiltent is frequently
arrested, though, as th e cause still generally continues to operate, the relief
is too often only temporary. Diarrhcea and dyse ntery sometimes put on
the intermittent form, especia lly in miasmatic districts; and under these
circumstances may often be cured by bark. Nor is it necessary that, in
the various diseases which have been mentioned, the intermission should
always be complete, in order to justify a resort to the remedy. Remittent
fevers, in which the remission is very decided, not unfreque nt1y yield to
the use of bark, if preceded by proper depleting measures. But, as a
genera l rule, the less of the diseased action there is in the interval, the
better is the chance of success.
Some observations are requisite as to the choice of th!! bark, and lhe forms
of administration. In the treatment of intermittents, either th e red or tbe
yellow bark is decidedly preferable to the pale, and of the first two, the red
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is usually considered the most powerful. With regard to t~e red, e~p~ ri 
ence had pronounced in its favour long before analysis proved its superrnrity.
I"' not only coma ins more of lhe active principles of the bar!~ than the other
varieties, but has also the advanla<Te of uniting them both ll1 nearly equal
proportion. The pale bark may Possibly, in it~ finest forms, be superior
for the purposes of a general tonic; as it is less liable to offend the stomach,
and perhaps to irritate the bowels.
Where the object is to obtain the full influence of bark, it is most effectually admin istered in substance. 'Ve can by no means be absolutely certain that quinia and cinchonia are its only active ingredients; and, even
supposing them to be so, we are equal ly uncertain whether they may not
be_somewha~ modi~ed in their prop1mies, even by the the~apeutically inert
prmciples with which they are associated. In fact, bark m substance has
been repeatedly known to cure interrnittents when sulphate of quin ia has
failed. It is best administered diffused in water or some aromatic infusion.
Experience has proved that its efficacy in intermittents is oflen greatly promoted by admixture with other substances. A mixture of p_owdered bark,
V irginia snakeroot, and carbonate of soda, was at one time highly esteemed
in this city; and another, consisting of bark, confection of opium, lemon -juice,
and port wine, has in our own experience, and that of some of our friends,
proved highly efficacious in :some obstinate cases of fever and ague. *
But, notwi_ths_tanding the superior efficacy of the bark in substan~e, it is in
the great maJonty of instances sufficient to resort to some one of ns preparations; and in many cases we are compelled to this resort by the inability
of the stomach to support the powder, or the unwillingness of the patient to
encounter its disagreeable taste. The best substitute, in intermittent dis·
eases, is sulphate of quinia, or sulphate of cinchonia, the former of which
is used almost to the exclusion of the lauer, though not perhaps upon sufficient grounds. The advantage of these preparations is their facility of
ad mi ~istration, and the possibilit.y, by their employment, of introducing a large
<inantny of lhe active matter, with less risk of offending the stomach . Sulphate of quinia is now almost universally employed in the treatment of intermiuents, and bark resorted to only after this has failed . (See Quinir£
Su/pitas.)
Thoug~ quini3: possesses the anti-intermittent power of bark. it is by no
!"°eans sat1sfactonly a~c.ertained that it is capable of exerting all the peculiar
mfluence of that m~d1cme as a tonic; but, as bark in powder can se ldom be
supported, by a delicate sto~ach, for a sufficient period to insure the neces~ary _influence of the medi~ine in chro~ic disease, it is customary to resort,
~n this cas:, to S?me one of its ~re~arat1ons m \~hich the quinia is extracted
rn connex ion w ith the other p_nnc1ples; as the rnfusion, decoction , tincture,
extract: Each of these will be particularly treated of among the prepa·
ration~ . It is here only necessary t~ say, that t heir use is mostly confined to
~hrom_c cases; or to t_hose of a malignant cha_racter, as typhus gravior, &c. 1
rn which the whole virtues of the bark are desired, but the stomach is unable
to bea_r the powder. Should bark or it~ prep~rations produce purging, as they
occas_1onally ~o, they should be combmed with a small portion of laudanum.
It is someumes desi rable to inlro~uce bark into the system by other snr~
~aces than that of the stoma~h; and It has b~en foun~ to exercise its peculiar
influence to whatever part It has been applied. Injected into the rectum,
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in connexion with opium to prevent purging, it has been employed sucp
cessfully in the cure of intermittents; and the use of hark jackets, made by
c1uilting the powder between two pieces of flannel or muslin, and worn
next the skin, and of bark baths made by infusing the medicine in water,
has pro ved st:rviceable in cases of children. But the best preparation of
bark for external application is decidedly sulphate of quinia, which, spri nkled
upon a bliste red surface denuded of the cuticle, is speed ily absorbed, and
produces on the system effects not less decided than those which result
from its internal administration.
The medium dose of bark. as administered in intermittents, is a drachm,
to be repeated more or less frequently according to circumstances. 'Vhen
given as a tonic in chronic complaints, the dose is usually smaller; from
ten to thirty grains being sufficient to commence with.
Off. Prep. Oecoctum Cinchonre, U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Extractum
Cinchonre, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; lnfusum Cinchonre, U.S., Lon.cl., Ed.,
Dub.~ lnfusum Cinchonre Comp., U.S.; Mi stura Ferri Aromatica, !Jub .;
Quinire Sulphas, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Tinclura Cinchome, U.S.,
L-Ond., Ed., Dub.; Tinctura Cinchonre Comp., U.S., Lond., Ed., nub.;
Vinum Gentianre, Ed.

,V.

CINNAMOMUM. U.S., Land.
Cinnamon.
11
The bark of Cinnamomum Zeylanicum (l"Vee.T) , and of Cinnamomum
aromaticum (Nees)." U. 8. "Laurus Cinn~momum. Cortex." Lond.
Ojf. Syn. C!NNAMOMUM. Bark of Cinnamomum Zeylanicum; Cinnamon. -CASSflE CORTEX. Bark of Cinnamomum Cassia; Cassia
bark. Ed.; C!NNA~lOMUM. LAffilUS C!NNAMOMUM . Cortex.CASS IA. LAURUS CASS IA. Cortex. Dub.

C1\XA'IO~.-Cancll<',

Pr: Brmm!'r Crmel, Zimmt, Grrm.; Canc\ln, Ital.; Canela,

Ki(.~~~~l~,..:.ic~: ~r~eili~ ~~:;a /,;1\ ::~:· J~~; ~a~sicnzimm1,
1

1

1

~jWl.n.;

111

C:m11.; Cannellina, ltul.; Cn,.in,

$pt111.

Thi! U.S. Pharmacopccia embraces, under th e title of cinnamon, not
only the bark of that name obtained from the island of Ceylon, but also th e
cornmc rciul cassia, which is imported from China; nnd as the two prodllcts,
thougl1 very different in price, and somewhal in fla\'OUr, possess id entical
medical properties, and arc used for the same purposes, there seems to be
no nt!cPssity for giving them distinct officinal designations. Indeed, the
barks of all the species of the genus Cinm1momum, possessing analogous
properties, are as much entitled to the common name of cinnamon, as those
of th e Cinchonas ha\'C to the name of cinchona, and the juice of different
species of Aloe, to that of aloes. Varieties may be sufficiently distinguished

~To;~da~J;~f1~r~~~i:~:~~b~t \\~~\~1::':~~:f; ~':~~tlu~ds:::i~~~:~ttf:7!;:~
1

sible to determine. The term cassia, or cassia ligneu, has been generall y
used in modern times to designate the coarser barks analogous to cinnamon.
It was probably first applied to the barks from Alalaba.r, and afterwards
extended to those of China and other parts of Eastern Asia. It has been
customary to ascribe C'llSSia lignea to the Laurus Cassia of Linnreus; but
the specific character givf'n by that botani.st was so indefinite, and based on
~uch imperfect information, that the spec ies has been almost unanimously
abandoned by botanists. The fact appears to be, that the barks sold as
22"
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cinnamon and cassia in different parls of the world are deri~e~ from various
species of Cinnamomum. Dr. 'W ight, who was co1:im1ss1oned by the
British lndian Government to inquire into the botanical so~rce ?f "the
common cassia bark of the markets of the world," expresses hi s beht:!f, that
the li st of plants yielding this product extends to ne-arly every specie~ of the
genus, including not less than six plants on the i\falabar coast a~d in Ceylon, and nearly twice as many more in the Eastern part of A~ia, and the
islands of the Eastern Archipelago. (JJ/adras Jouni. of. Ltterat. ~nd
Sci., 1839, No. 22.) 'Ve shall describe only th e two species recognised
in the U.S. Pharmacopcr:ia.
C1NNAJUOMUM. Sex. Sysl. Enne3:ndrial\fonogynia.-Nat. Ord. Lauracere.
Gen. Ch. Flower.'J hennaphrodite or polygamous, panicled or fascicled,
naked. Calyx six-cleft, with the limb deciduous. Fertile stamens nine,
in three rows; the inner three with two sessile glands at lhe base i anthers
four-celled, the three inner turned outwards. Three capitate abortive stamens next the centre. Fruit seated in a cup-like calyx. Leaves ribbed.
Lea/buds not scaly. (Lindley .)
I. Cinnam.om.um Zeylanicum. Nees, Laurine::e, 52; Lindley, JJfed.
Flor. 320; Hayne, narstel. tmd Besc!tre-ib. &c. xii. 263.- Laurus Cinnamomum. Linn. Thi s is a tree about twenty or thirty feet high, with a
trunk from twelve to eightee n inches in diameter, and covered with a thick,
scabrous bark. The branches are numerous, strong, horizontal and declining; and the young s hoots are beautifully speckled with dark green and
light orange colours. The leaves are opposite for the most part, coriaceous,
entire, ovate or O\'ate-oblong, obtusely pointed, and three -nerved, with the
lateral nerves vanishing as they approach the point. 'l'herc are also two
Jess obvious nerves, one on each side, arising from the ba;,e, proceeding
Lowards the border of the leaf, and Lhen quickly vanishing. The footstalks
arc short and slightly channeled, and, together with the extreme twigs, are
smooth and without the least appearance of down. fn one variety, the
Jeaves are very broad, and somewhat cordate. Wh en mature they are ofa
shin in g g reen upon their upper surface, and lighter-coloured beneath. The
flowers are small, white, and arranged in axillary and krminal panicles.
The fruit is an oval berry, which adh eres like the acorn to the receptacle,
is larg.er than th e black currant, and when ripe ha.s a bluish·brown surface
diversified with numero us white spots.
The tree emits no sme ll perce ptible at any distance. The bark of the
root has the odour of c~nnamon with the pungency of camphor, and yields
this princip le upon distillation. Th e leaves have a spicy odour when rubbed,
and a hot taste.• 'l'he petiole has the flav our of cinnamon. It is a singular
fact, that the odour of the flowers is to people in general disagreeable, being
compared by some to the scent exhaled from newly sawn bones. The fruit
when ~pcned h.as a tern?inthinate odour, and a taste in some degree like that
of Juniper be me~. It 1s the prepared bark that constitutes the spice so well
known, and so highly valued, under lhe name of cinnamon.
This srecies of Cinnamomum is a native of Ceylon, where it has long
been cultivated for the sake of its bark. It is said also to be a native of the
Malabar coast, and has at various periods been introduced into Java, the Isle
of Franc~, Bourbon, the Cape de V~rds, Brazil, Cayenne, several of the
West India Islands, and Egypt; and rn some of these places is at this time
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highly productive. This is particularly the case in Cayenne, wher~ the
plant was flourishing so early as the year 1750. IL is exceedingly rnftu·
enced, as regards the aromalic character of its bark, by the circumstances
of soil, climate, and mode of culture. Thus, we are told bv Marshall that
in Ceylon, beyond lht! limits of Negombo and Maturn, in the western and
sou thern aspect o( the island, the bark is never of good quality, being great~y
dtdicient in the sp1cy 1 aromatic flavour of the cinnamon; and that even within
these limits it is of unequal value, from the various influence of exposure,
soil, shade, and other circumstances.
2. C. aromaticwn. Nees,L:turinem,52 ; Lindley, Flor. llfed. :130.C. Cassia . Blume; Ed. Ph.; I-Jay ne, .Darst el. wul Beschreib. t~·c. xii. 2:3..Laurus Cassia. Aiton, Hort. Kew. ii. 427.-Not /..aurus Cassia of Linn.
This is a tree of about the same magnitude as the former species, and like
it has nearly opposite, s hortly petiolate, coriaceous, entire leaves, of a s hin·
ing green upon the upper su rface, lighter coloured beneath, and furnished
wnh three nerves, of which the two lateral vanish towards the point. The
leaves, however, differ in being oblong.Janceolate aod pointed, and in exhibiting, under the microscope, a very fine down upon the under surface.
The footstalks and extreme twigs are also downy. The flo\\'ers are in
narrow, s ilky panicles. 'l1he plant grows in China, Sumatra, and probably
in other parts of Eastern Asia, and is said to be cultivated in Ja\·a. It is
believed lo be the species which furnishes, wholly or in part, the Chinese
cinnamon or cassia brought from Canton, and is s upposed also to be the
source of the cassia buds of commerce.
Besides the two species above d?scribed, others have been thought to
contribute to the cinnamon and cassia found in commerce. The opinion of
Dr. \Vight has been already stated. The C. Loureirii of Nees, growi ng
in the mountains of Cochin-china towards Laos, and in Japan, affords, accordina•to Loureiro, a cinnamon, of which the finest kind is superior to that
of Ceylon. The C. nilidum, growing in Ceylon, Java, and upon the continent of India, is said to have been th e chief sou rce ~f the drug, known
formerly by the name of Folia .iVal<tbuthri, and consistmg of the leaves of
different species of Ginnamomum mixed together. The leaves of the C.
Tamala of Hindostan have been so ld under th e same name. The C. Culilawan of the Moluccas yields th e aromatic bark called Culilawan, noticed
in the .!Jppendix; and similar barks are obtained from another species of the
same region, denominated C. rubrum, and from the C. Sintoc of Java.
Culture, Collection. Conimerce, ~·c. Our remarks under this head will
first be directed to th e cinnamon of Ceylon, in relation to which we have
more precise information than concerning the aromatic obtained from othe r
sources. The bark was originally collected exclusively from the tree in a
wild stale ; but under the government of the Dutch the practice of cultivating
it was introduced, and it has been continued since the British ha\•e come
into possession of the island. The principal cinnamon gardens are in the
vicinity of Columbo. The seeds are planted in a. prepared soil at cenain
distances; and, as four or firn are placed in a spot, the plants usually grow in
clusters like tho hazel bush. In favourable s ituations they attain the height
of five or six feet in six or seven years, and a healthy bush will then afford
two or three shoots fit for pl'aling i and every second year afterwards will
afford from four to seve n shoots in a good soil. The cinnamon harvest
commences in May and continues till late in October. Th e first object is
to select shoots proper for decortication, and those are seldom cut which are
less than half an inch, or more than two or three inches in diameter. The
bark is divided by longitudinal incision,!::, of which two i\re made opposite
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to each other in the smaller shoots, several in the larger, and is then removed in strips by means of a suitable instrument. The pieces a~e next
collected in bundles, and allowed to remain in this state for a short lime, so
as to undergo a degree of formenlation, which facilitates th~ separation of the
cuticle. The epidermis and the green matter beneath It are remo~ed
placing the strip of bark upon a conve~~piece of wood,.and scraping Its
external surface with a curved knife. I he bark now dries and contracts,
assuming the appearance of a quill. Th~ peeler i~tro~uces the ~ma!lertu?es
into the larger, thus forming a congenes of .qu ills into a cylmd~1cal prpe
which is about forty inches long. When sufficiently dry, these cylinders are
collected into bundles weighing about thirty pounds, and bound together by
pieces of split ham.boo. The commerce in Ceylon cinr:iam_on \:vas formrrly
monopolized by the East India Company; but the cult1val10n ts now unre·
stricted, and the bark may be freely exported upon the payment of ~ duty
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-and third. The inferior kinds, which are of 1nsufficiPnt value to pay the
duty, are used for the preparation of oil of cinnamon. Formerly, accord~ng
to Marshall, they were exported to the continen t of lndia, whence a poruon
was said to reach Europe under the name of cassia.
Imm.ense quantitit>s of cinnamon arc exported from China, the finest of
which is Jiule inferior to that of Ceylon, though the mass of it is much
coarser. It passes in commerce under the name of cassia; and is said by
.Mr. Reeves to be brought to Canton from the province of Kwangse, where
the tree producing it grows very abundantly. (Trans. lJfcd. Bot. Soc., 1828,
p . Z~i.) ll has already been stated that th is tree is supposed to be the Cinnamomum aronwticum; but we have no positive proof of the fact. Travellers inform us that cinnamon is also collected in Cochin-china; but that
the best of it is monopolized by the sovereign of the country. lt is supposed
to be obtained from the Cinnamomum Loureirii of Nees , the Laurus Cinnamomum of Lourei ro. According to Sit' bold, the bark of the large branches
is of inferior quality and is rejected, as it will not bear the expense of carriage; that from the smallest branches resembles the Ceylon cinnamon in
thickness, but has a very pungent taste and smell, and is little esteemed;
while the intermediate branches yield an excellent bark, about a lin e in
thickness, which is even more highly valued than the cinnamon of Cey lon,
and yields on distillation a sweeter and less pungent oil . (.Onnal. der P/iarm.,
x.x. 250.) It is highly probable that a portion of the cassia exported from
Canton is derived from Cochin-china, and the islands of the fodian Archipelago.
Cinnamon of good quality is said to be collected in Java, and considerable quantities of inferior qualtity have been thrown into commerct', as
cassia lignca, from the Malabar coast. Manilla and the Isle of France are
also mentioned as sources whence this drug is supplied. Little. however,
reaches the United States from these places.
Cayenne, aad several of the West lndia Islands, yield to commerce
~onsiderabl~ quantities of ci~namon of rnrious qualities. That of Cayen~e
ts of two kinds, o~e of which closely resembles, though it does not quite
equaJ, the aromatic of Ceylon; the other resembles the Chinese. The
former is supposed to be derived from plants propagated from a Ceylonese
stock, the lauer from those which have sprung from a tree introduced from
Sumatra.
By far the gr_eater pr~portion of cinnamon brought to this counlry is imported from China. It 1s entered as cassia at the custom house, while the
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same article brought from other sources is almost uniformly entered as cin·
namon. By an examination of the treasury returns from the year 1820
to 1829, we found that th e average annual import of this spice was, in
round numbers, Gf.2,000 pounds· from Cbina, 12,000 pounds from England,
9,000 pounds from the British East Indies, 3,000 pounds from the West
Indies. and an insignificant quantity from all othe r places, with the excep·
tion of 12,758 pounds brought in one year from the Philippines. Th ere is
no doubt that much of the amount brought from China is exported ; but we
have not been able to ascertain the proportion.
From what source the ancients derived their cinnamon and cassia cannot
now be ascertained with certainty. Neither the plants nor their localities, as
d~scribed by Dioscorides, Pliny, and Theophrastus, correspond precisely
wnh our present knowledge; but in this respect much allowance must be
made for the inaccurate geography of the ancients. It is not improbable
that th e Arabian or other Eastern navigators, at a very early period, con·
veyed thi s spice within the limits of Phrenician and Grecian, and subse·
c1uently of R oman commerce.
Properties. Ceylon cinnamon. is in long cylindrical fasciculi, composed
of numerous quills, lhe larger enclosing the smaller. The finest is of a
light brownish-yellow colou r, almost as thin as paper, smooth, often some·
what sh ining, pliable to a considerable extent, with a splinle ry fracture when
broken. It has a pleasant fragrant odour, and a warm, aromatic, pungent,
sweetis h, slightly astringent, and highly agreeable taste. When distilled it
affOrds but a small quantity of essentia l oil, which, however, has an ex~
ceedingly grateful flavour. It is brought to this country from England; but
is very costly, and is not generally kept in the shops. Th e inferior sorts
are browner, thicker, less splintery, and of a less agreeable flavour, and are
little if at all superior to the best Chinese. The fin er variety of Cayenne
cinnamon approaches in character to that above described, but is paler and
in thicker pieces, being usually collected from older branches. 'rlmt which
is gathered very young, is scarcely distinguishable from the cinnamon of
Ceylon. It is not recognized in our markets as a distinct variety.
The Chinese cinnamon, called cassia in commercial language, is usually
in sin gle tubes of various sizes, from an eighth of an inch to half an inch or
eve n an inch in diameter. Sometimes the tubes are double, but very rarely
more than double. In some instances the bark is rolled very much upon
itself, in others is not even completely quilled, forming segments more or
less extensive of a hollow cylinder. It is of a redder or dark er colour than
the finest Ceylon cinnamon, thicker, rougher, denser, and breaks with a
shorter fracture. It has a stronger, more pungent and astringent, but less
sweet and grateful taste; and, though of a sim ilar odour, is less agreeably
~ragrant. It is the kind almost univer~ally kept in our sh?ps, and, while
1t is much cheaper than the former vanety, is perhaps not mferior to it for
the preparation of the various tinctures, &c., into which cinnamon enters
as an ingredient. Of a similar character is th e cinnamon imported directly
from various parts of the East Indi es. But under the name of cassia are also
brought to us very inferior kinds of cinnamon, collected from the trunks or
large branches of the trees, or injured by want of care in keeping, and per·
haps some derived from inferior species. It is said that cinnamon from
which the oil has ~een distilled, is sometimes ~raudulently mingled with the
genuine. 'l'hese inferior kinds are detected, 1!1depen~ently _of their grea~er
thickness, and coarseness of fracture, by their deficiency m the peculiar
sensible properties of the spicC'.
From an analysis made by Vauquelin, it appears that cinnamon contains
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a peculiar essential oil, tannin, mucilage, a colouring matter, an acid, and
lignin. Th e oil oblained from the Cayenne cinnamon, ~e found to be more
biting than that from the Ceylonese, and at the same time to be som.ewh~t
peppery .. Bucholz found in 100 parts of cassia, ~ignea,. 0·8 of ~olallle.01 1 ,
4·0 of resm, 14·6 of gummy exlractive (probably rncludm~ tannin)_, G4_..J of
/ignin and bassorin, and 16·3 of water including loss. This aromat ic yields
its virtues wholly to alcohol, and Jess readily to water. At the temperature
of bo_ili1~g alcohol \'cry linle of the oil ri s~s, and an_ extract prepared from
the tincture retains, therefore, the aromatic properlles. For an account of
the esseruial oil, see Oleum Cimwmom.i .
Medical Properties and Uses. Cinnamon is among the most gratefu l
and efficient of the aromalics. It is warm and cordial to lhe slomach, carminative, astringent, and, like most other substances of this class, more
po\~erful as a local than general stimulant. It is seldom, however , prescribed alone, though so~etimes ~a_pab l e, w hen given in powder or_infu~i on ,
or allaying nausea, checking vomiting, and reli e ving flatulence. ~ t 1s ch iefly
used as an adjuvant to other les!l pleasant medicines, and enters rnto a great
number of officinal preparations. It is pecul iarly adapted to diarrhrea, and
is often employed in that comp laint with chalk and ast ringents. 'l'he dose
of the powder is from ten gra1 ns to a scru pie.
Cassia Buds. This spice was formerly recognised as officinal by the
Edinburgh College, under the name of }'fores Lauri Cassim, but has been
omiued in their la.st Pharmacopceia. It consists of the calyx of one or more
species of Cinnamomum, surrounding the young germ, and, as stated by
Dr. Martius on the authority of the elder Nees, about one quarter or the
normal size. It is produced in China; and Mr. Reeves states that great
quanti ties of it are brought to Canton from the province which affords the
cassia. The species which yields it is in all probability the same with that
which yields the bark, though it has been ascribed by Nees to the Cimw·
momum Loureirii. fn favour of the former opinion is the statement of Dr.
Christ ison, that the C. a1'om.aticum., cultivated in the hot·houses of Europe,
bears a flower-bud which closely resembles the cassia-bud when al the same
period of advancement. Cassia-buds have some resemblance to cloves, and
are co.mpared to small nails with round heads. The enclosed germen is
sometimes removed, and they are then cup·shaped at top. They have a
b~O\~n ~olour, with the ~avour or cinnamon, and yield an essential oil upon
d1stdlat1on. Though lml e known in this country, they may be used for
the same purposes as the bark.
Off. Prep . Acidum Sulphuricum Aromaticum, U.S., Ed., .Dub.; Aqua
Cassire, Ed.; Aqua Cinnamomi, Land., Ed., Dub.; Confectio Aromatica,
Lond., Dub.; Decoctum H:nmatoxyli, Ed., Dub.; Electuarium Catechu,
Ed., Dub.; Emplastrum Aromaticum, Dub.; I nfusum Catechu Comp.,
U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Pulvis Aromaticus, lf. S ., Ed., D ub.; Pulvis
C.innar_nomi Comp., Lond.; Pulvis Cretre Comp., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Pulv1s Kmo Comp., Lond., Dub.; Spi ritus Ammon ire Aromaticus, U.S.,
Lo_n~. , lJub.; Spiritus Cassire, Ed.; Spiritus C innamomi, .Dub., Ed.;
Spmtus La\·andul.m Comp., U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Syrupus Rhei Aromatic~1s, U.S.; r~~mctura Cardamomi Comp., Lond., Ed., Dub .; 1'inctura
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Land .• Ed.; Tinctura Quassire Comp., Ed .; Vinum Opii, U. S., Lond.,
W.
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Cocculus Indicus.
"Fruit of Anamirta Cocculus." Ed.
Off. Syn. COCCULUS SUBEROSUS. Fructus. Dub.
C0<1uc du Le\•ant, Fr.; KokkclskOruer, FischkOrner, Germ.; Galla di L('Vflnte, Tlol.

The plant which produces cocculus lndicus was embracr.d by Linnreus,
with severa l others, under the title of Mell'ispermum Cocculws. These were
referred by .De Candolle to a new genus, denominated Cocculus. From
this the parncular specie~ under consideration h~s been separated by Wight
and Arnott, and erected into a distinct genus with the name of .11.namirta,
which has been adopted by Lindley and other botanists.
ANA1111RTA . Sex. Syst. Direcia Dodecandria.-Nat. Ord. Menispermace_m.
Gen. Cit. Flon1 ers dicecious. Calyx of six sepals in a double series, w1tl1
two close-pressed bractioles . Corolla non e . MALE. Stamens united into a central column dilated at the apex . Anthers numerous, covering the whole globose apex of the column. FEMALE • .lYowers unknown. nrupes one to
three, one-celled, one-seeded. Seed globose, deeply excavated at the hilum .
.lllbmnen fleshy. Cotyledons very thin, diverging. (1Vight and .flrnott.)
.IJ.namirta Cocculus. Wi ght and Arnott, Flor. Penins. Ind. Orient. i.
446; Lindl ey, Flor. lJ;fed. 311.-Afenispermum Cocculus. Linn.-Cocculus
suberosus. De Cand. Podrom. i. 97. This is the only species. It is a
climbing shrub, with a subcrose or corky bark; thick, coriaceous, smooth,
shining, roundish or cordate leaves, sometimes truncate at the base; and
the female flow ers in latera l compound racemes. It is a native of the
Malabar coast, and of Eastern Insu lar and Continental India. Th e fruit is
the officinal portion.
This plant was proved to be the sou rce of cocculus Indicus by Roxburgh,
who rai sed it from genuine seeds which he had rec~ived from Malabar. It
is believed that other allied plants, bearing similar frmt, contribute to furnish
the drug; and the Cocculus Plukenelti of Malabar, and C. lacunosus of
Celebes and the Moluccas, are particularly designated by authors. It was
known to the Arabian physicians, and for a long time was imported into
Europe from the L evant, from which circumstance it was called cocculus
Levanlicus. It is now brought exclusively from the East Indies .
Properties, ~·c. Cocculus lndicu s, as found in the shops, is roundish,
somewhat kidney-shaped, about as large as a pea; having a thin, dry, blackish, wrinkled exterio r coat, within ·which is a ligneous bivalvular shell,
enclosing a whitish, oily, very bitter kernel. It is without smell, but has an
intensely and permanently biller taste. It bears some resemblance to the
bay berry, but is not quite so large, and may be distinguished by the fact
that in the cocculus lndicus th e kernel never wholly fills the shell . When
the fruit ls kept long, the shell is sometimes almost empty. The Edinburgh
College dirl'cts that •'the kernels should fill at least two-thirds of ~he fruit."
1\1. Boullay discovered in the seeds a peculiar bitter principle which he denominated picrotoxin. This is white, crystalli7.able in quadrangular prisms,
soluble in twenty-five parts of boiling and fifly of cold water, very soluble
in alcohol and ether, but insoluble in the oils. It is poisonous, and, g iven
to strong dogs, in the quantity of from five to ten grains, produces death preceded by convulsions. To P!ocure it, the watery e.xtract of the seeds. is
triturated with pure magnesia, and then trt"ated with hot alcohol, which
dissolves the picrotoxin, and yields it upon evaporalion. In this state, however, it is impure. To obtain it colourless it must be again dissoked in
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lndicus contains a large proportion of fixe~ oil, and ?ther su?stances o~ less
interest. The active principle above described is said to res 1 ~e exclus ively
1
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the other identical with it in composition, but distinguishable by its want
of alkalinity, its volatility, and its solubility and crystalline form, and denominat~d parnmenispermin. They al.so found, in the same part, a new
acid, which they called hypopicrotoxic. The picrotoxin of M. Boullay
they believed to possess acid properties, and proposed for it the name of
picrotoxic acid. (Jouni. de Pharm., xx. 122.)
.
llfedical Properties, ~-c. Coc?ulus lndicus acts upon the system 1n the
manner of the acrid narcotic poisons, but is never given internally. fn
India it is used to stupefy fishes in order that they may be caught; and it
has been applied to the same purpose in Europe and this countr~. It is
asserted that the fish thus taken are not poisonous. In Europe, It is said
to be added to malt liquors in order to give them bitterne5's and intoxicating
properties, although the practice is forbidden by the law, in England, ?nder
heavy penalties. The powdered fruit, mixed with oil, is employed m the
East Indies as a local application in obstinate cutaneous affections. An
ointment made with the powder has been used in tinea capitis, and to de·
stroy vermin in the hair. Picrotoxin has been successfully substituted by
Dr. Jaeger for the drug itself. Rubbed up with lard in the proportion of
ten grains to the ounce, it usually effected cures of tinea capitis in less
than a month.
OJ!: Prep. Unguentum Cocculi, Ed.
W.

coccus.

u. s.

Cochineal.
11

CoccusCacti ." U.S.

Off. Syn. COCCL Coccus Cacti. Lond., Ed.; COCCUS CACTI. Dub.
Cochenilll", .l!'r., Germ.; Cocciniglia, Ital.; Cochjnil!a, Span.

. The Coccus is a genus of h~mipterous insects, having the snout or rostrum
rn t~e breas~, the _antennre fihform, and the posterior part of the abd0t?en
furnished with bnst les. The ma_le has t\'.""O erect wings, the female is wmg·
Jes~ . The C. G_acti is c~aractenzed ~y lls depressed, downy, transversely
wrmkled body, its purplish abdomen, Its short and black legs, and its subu·
late antennre, which are about one-third of the length of the body. (Rees's

Cyclopredia.)
. Th.is insect is ~ound wild in Mexic~ antl the adjoining countries, inhabitmg different ~pec1cs of Cactu_s and allied genera of plants; aml is said to
have been discovered al~o m some of the West lndia islands, and the
s~uthern parts of the United St~te~ . I~ Mexico, p~rticularly in the pro·
vm~es of Oaxaca an_d Guaxaca, It is an important object of culture. The
Ind1~ns form plantal10ns of the nopal (Opuntia cochinillifera), upon which
the rnsect feeds and propagates. During the rainy season, a number of
the fe_ma_les are preserved unde! cover upon ~he branches of the plant, and
are d1stnb.uted, after the ?essat10n of t~1e rams, ~pon the plants without.
They pensh ''ery speedily after. hav 1~1~ de~os1ted their eggs. These,
hat?hed by the heat of thl· sun, give ongm to mnumemble minute insects,
which spread themselves over the plant. The males, of which, according

•
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to Mr. Ellis, the proportion is not greater than one to one hundred or two
hundred females, being provided with wings and very active, approach and
fecundate the latter. After this period. the females, which before mo,ved
about, attach themselves to the leaves, and increase rapidly in size; so that,
in the end, their legs, antennro, and proboscis are scarcely discoverable,
and they appear more lik e excrescences on the plant than distinct animated
beings. rrh cy are now gathered for use, by detaching them from the
plant by mE'ans of a blunt knife, a few being left to continue the race.
They are destroyed either by dipping th em enclosed in a bag into boiling
water, or by the heat of a stove. In the former case they are subsl"quenliy
dried in the sun. The males, which are much smaller than th e full grown
females, are not collected . It is said that of th e wild insect there are six
generations every yea r, furnishing an equal number of crops; but the d0mestic is collected only three times annually, the propagation being suspended during the rainy season, in consequence of its inability to Sllpport
the inclemency of the weather. The insect has been tak en from Mexico
to th e Canary Islands, where it has been successfully propagated; and
considerabl e quantities of cochineal have been delivered to commerce from
the island of Teneriff"e. Attempts have also been made to introduce the
culture into Spain, Corsica, and Algiers.
As kept in the shops, the finer cochineal, g1'ltna jhut of Spanish commerce, is in irregularly circular or oval, somewhat angular grains, about onceighth of an inch in diameter, convex on one side, concave or fiat on the
other, and marked with several transverse wrinkles. Two varieties of this
kind of cochineal are known to the druggist, distingu ished by their external
appearance. One is of a reddish-gray colour, formed by an intermixture of
the dark colour of the insect with the whiteness of a powder by which it is
almost covered, and with patches of a rosy tinge irregularly interspNsed.
From its diversified appearance, it is called by the Spaniards cochinilla
}aspcada. It is the variety commonly kept in our shops. The other, cocltinilla rencgricla, or grana nigra, is dark coloured, almost black, with only
a minute quantity of th e whitis h powder between the wrinkles. The two
are di stin guished in our markets by the names of silver grain.<J and blaclc
grains. Guibourt supposes the difference to depend upon culture, or,
perhaps, on original varieties in the insect. Others think that it arises
from the mode of preparation; the gray cochineal consisting of the insrcts
destroyed by a dry heat; the black, of those destroyed by hot water, which
removes the external whitish powder. According to Mr. Faber, who derived his information from a merchant resident in the neighbourhood whe re
the cochineal is collected, the silver grains consist of the impregnated female just before she has laid her eggs, the black of the fen:iale aftn the
eggs have been laid and hatched. (.flm. Joum. of Plutrm., xviii. 47.) There
is liulc or no difference in their quality.
Another and much inferior variety is the grana sylvestra or wild cochineal, consisting parLiy of very small separate insects, partly of roundish or
oval masses, which exhibit, under the microscope, minute and apparently
new born insects, enclosed in a white or reddish cotton-like substance. It is
scarcelv known in our drug market.
Cochineal has a faint heavy odour, and a bitter slightly acidulous taste.
Its powder is of a purplish carmine colour, tinging th e saliva intensf'ly r~d
Accordin g to Pelletier and Cavcntou, it consists of a peculiar colouring
principle which they call carmine, a peculiar animal matter constituting the
skeleton of the insect, stea1 in, o!Cin, an odorous fatty acid, and rnrious salts.
It was also analyzed by John, who called the colouring principle cochinilin.
23
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Carmine is of a brilliant purple-rc<l colour, unallerable in dry air,. ~usible at
122° F., very soluble in water, soluble in cold, and more so 1~ boil mg ale?·

ho!, insoluble in ether, and without nitrogen among its constJ_tuents.. 11 1s
obtained by ~acerating cochineal in ether, and treating the r~s1due with successive port10ns of boiling alcohol, which on cooling depos1~s a part of the
carmine, and yields the remainder by spontaneous evaporat1~n. I~ ma.Y ~
freed from a small proportion of adhering fatty man:r, by d1ssolv1~g It m

alcohol of 400 Baume, and then adding an equal quantity of sulphun_c eth_er.

Pure carmine is deposited in_the course of a fe_w d~ys . . The watery mfu~1on
of cochineal is of a violet-crimson colour, which 1s brightened by the acids,
and deepened by the alkalies . 'l~hc colouring matler is readi ly precipitated .
'rhc salts of zinc, bismuth, and nickel produce a lilac precipitate, and those
of iron a dark purple approaching to black. 'rhe salts of tin, especially the
nitrate and chloride, precipitate the colouring matter of a brilliant scarlet, and
form the basis of those splendid scarlet and crimson dyes, which have rendered cochineal so valuable in the arts. VVith alumina the colouring malter
forms the pigment called lake. The finest lakes are obtained by mixing the
decoction of cochineal with freshly prepared gelatinous alumina . The pigment called carmine is the colouring matter of cochineal precipitated from
the decoction by acids, the salts of tin, &c., or animal gelatin, and when properly made is of the most intense and brilliant scarlet.
Cochineal bas been adulterated by causing certain heavy substances,
such as powdered talc and carbonate of lead, by shaking in a bag or otherwise, to adhere to the surface of the insects, and thus increase their weight.
The fraud may be delected by the absence, under the microscope, of a
woolly appearance which characterizes the white powder upon the surface
of the unadulterated inscc~. Metallic lead, which is said frequently to exist
in fine particles in the arllficial coating, may be discovered by powdering
the cochineal, and suspending it in water, when the mNal remains behind.
Grains of a substance artificially prepared to imitate the dried insect has
been mixed with the genuine in France. A close inspection will serve to
detect the difference. (Journ. de Phann., 3e ser., ix. 110.)
lffeclical P:operlies, t5·c. Cochineal is supposed by some to possess anodyne p1:opert1es, and has been highly recommended in ho~ping-cou_gh and
neuralgic affections. It is frequently associated, ir1 prescnption, with carbonate:o~ potassa, especially in the treatment of hooping·cough. In ph~r
macy 1t 1s employed to colour tinctures and ointments. To infants wnh
hooping-cough, cochineal in substance is given in the dose of about onethird of a grain three times a day. The dose of a tincture, prepared by
macerating one part of the medicine in eight parts of diluted alcohol, is for
an adult from twenty to thirty drops twice a day. In neuralgic paroxysms,
S~uter gave half a tablespoonful, wilh the asserted effect of curing the
disease.
Off. Prep . Tinctura Cardamomi Composita, Lond., Ed.; Ti~ct. C i ncho~re
Comp., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Tinct. Gentian::e Comp., Ed.; Tmct. Quass1:e
W.
Comp., Eel.; Tinct. Serpentariro, Ed.

COCI-IL EARIA OFFICINALIS. Herba. Dub.
Common Scurvy-grass.
g~~~~~~':;~ s:ec~~iMJ~~t°ff~rau1,Gcrn1.;

Cocicaria, Ital., Span.

Cochlearia oj/icinali•. Willd. Sp .. Planl. iii. 448; Woodv. Med. Bot. p.
393. t. ll2.

Common scurvy.grass

lS

an annual or biennial plant, sending
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up early in the spring a tuft of radical leaves, which are heart-shaped, roundish, of a deep shining green colour, and supported on long footstalks. The
leaves of the stem are alternate, oblong, somewhat sinuate, the lower petiolate, the upper sessile. The stem is erect, branched, angular, six or eight
inches high, and bears, at the extremity of the branches, numerous white
cruciform peduncled flowers, in thick clusters. The fruit is a roundish twocelled pod, containing numerous seeds. The whole plant is smooth and
succulent.
ll is a native of the northern countries of Europe, where, as well as in
the United States, it is occasionally culti\•ated in gardens. The whole
herb is officinal. It has, when fresh, a pungent unpleasant odour if bruised,
and a warm, acrid, bitter taste. These properties are lost by drying. They
are imparted to waler and alcohol by maceration, are retained by the expressed juice, and probably depend on a peculiar volatile oil which is
separable in very small quantity by distillation with water.
Medical Properties and Uses. Common scurvy-grass is gently stimulant, aperient, and diuretic. It is highly celebrated as a remedy in seascurvy; and has been recommended in chronic obstructions of the viscera,
and certain forms of chronic rheumatism. The frt'sh plant may be eaten
as a salad, or used in the form of infusion in water or wine, or of the expressed juice. Alcohol and water are impregnated with its virlul"s by
distillation; and the distilled spirit has been found useful in paralysis, in
the dose of thirty drops several times a day. The expressed juice may be
VV.
used as a local application· in scorbutic affections of the gums.

COLCHICI RADIX. U.S.
Colchicum Root.
11

The corm us of Colchicum autumnale." U. S.

Off. Syn. COLCHlC! CORMUS. Colchicum autumnale. Cormua.
Lond.; COLCH[Cl CORM US. The cormus of Colchicum autumnale.
Ed.; COLCHfCUM AUTUMNALE. Bulbus. JJub.

COLCHICI SEMEN. U.S.
Colchicum Seed.
"The seeds of Colchicum autumnalc." U.S.
Off. Syn. COLCH!Cl SEMINA. Colchicum autumnale. Semina.
Lond.; 'coLCHJC[ SEMrNA. Seeds of Colchicum autumnale. Ed.;
COLCHICUM AUTUMNALE. Semina. 1Jt1b.
Cotchique, Pr.; Zcitlosc,

Hcrb~t-Zeitlose,

Germ.; Colchico, Ital. , Span.

CoLcmcmu. Sex. Syst. Hexandria Trigynia. -Nat. Ord. Melanthacere.
Gen . Ch. A spathe. Corolla six·parted, wilh a tube proceeding directly
from the root. Capsules three, connected, in~ated. PVilld.
Colcldcwn autumnale. Willd. Sp. Plant. i1. 272; Woodv . .Med. Bot. p.
759, t. 258. This species of Colchicum, often called meadow-saffron, is
a perennial bulbous plant, the leaves of which appear in spring, and the
flowers in autumn. Its manner of growth is pl"culiar, and deserves notice
in this place 1 as connected in some rn1?asure with its medicinal efficacy. In
the latter part of summer, a new bulb, or cormus as botanists now call the
part, beg ins to form at the lateral inferior portion of th~ old one, which receives the young offshoot in its bosom, and embraces lt half round. ~rhe
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new plant sends out ~bres from its base, and is furnished wi.th a radical
spathe, which is cylmdrical, tubular, cloven at lop on one s 1d.e, and half
under 0rrround . In September, from two to six flowers, of a lilac or pale
purple colour, emerge from the spathe, unaccompanied with lea~es . 'l'~e
corolla consi:3Ls of a tube five inches Jong, concealed for two-th1rds of Jts

~eenrr:~ ~~ \~1: g:~~~~' o:~o~~:, ~~db tt;i~l~si~n;~t~i:;~~:r;~f; r;~~~nfi~~J::

ground lill the following spring, when they rise upon a stem above th e surface in the form of a three-lobed, three-celled capsule. The leaves of the
new plant appe.ar at thu same time_; so that in fact they follow the flower i.nstead ofprecedmg it, as might be inferred from the order of the.seasons m
which th ey respective ly show them~eh•es. The leaves are radical, spearsbaped, erect, numerous, about five inches long, and one inch broad at the
base. In the mean time, the new bulb has been increasing at the expense
of the old one, which having pC'rformed its appointed office perishes, while
the former, after attaining its full g rowth , sen ds forth new shoots from itself,
and in its turn decays. Each parent bulb ha s two offsets.
The C. autumnale is a native of the temperate parts of Europe, where it
grows wild in moist meadows. Attempts have been made to introduce its
culture into this count ry, but with no great success; though small quantities
of the bulb of apparently good quality have been brought into the market.
The officinal portions are the bulb or cormus, and the seeds. The root,
botanically speaking, ~o~sists of the fibres auached to the base of the bulb.
~rhe flowers possess s11mlar virtues with the bulb and seeds.

I. C0Lcmc1 RAn1x.
The medicinal virtue of the: bulb depends much upon the season at which
it is collected. Early in the spri ng it is too young to have fully developed
its peculiar properties; and !ale in the fall it has become exhausted by the
nourishm ent which it has afforded to the new plant. The proper period for
i1s coll~clion is from the J:arly part of Jun e, when it has usually attained
perfection, to the middle of August, when the offset appears. It is probably
owing, in great measure, to this inequality in the colchicum at different
seasons, that entirely opposite reports have been given by different authors
of its powers. Krapf ate whole bulbs without experiencing inconvenience i
Hall ~ r found it entirely void of taste a~d acrimo~y i. and we are told that in
Curn1 ola the peasants use it as food wuh impunity m the autumn. On the
contrary, abundant testimony might be adduced of its highly irritating and
poi sono us nature, of which in fact there at present exists no doubt. Perhap~ soil an;t climate maY: have some inftu~nce in modifying its character.
'l h.e bulb 1s often used .m the fresh state m the countries where it grows;
as it is apt to be injured rn drying, unless the process is very carefully conducted. The usu~I plan is to cut the bu~b, as soon afler it has been dug up
as possible, into th111 transverse slices, which are spread out separately upon
paper or perforated trays, and dried with a moderate heat. The reason for
drying it r1uickly after removal from the ground, is that it otherwise begins
!O vegeta~e, and a ch~nge in its chemical nat.ure takes place; and such is
its r~tent1vene~s of life, that, if not cut in slices, lt is liable to undergo a
partial vegetatwn even during the drying process. Dr. Houlton recommend s that the bulb should be stripped .of its dry coating, carefully depri~ed
o~ tl~e bud or young bulb, and t~e n dned whole. It is owing to th e hrgh
vitality o.f the bud that the bulb 1s s~ apl ~o vegetate. (Pharm. Joum. aml
Tr~ns .., 1v. 18.). Much loss of 've1ght 1s sustained by exsiccation. Mr.
Bambndge obtamed only two pounds fifteen ounces of dried bulb from
eight pounJs of the fresh.
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Properties.

Th e recent bulb or cormus of the C. autumnale resembles
that of the tulip in shape and size, and is covered with a brown membranous
coat. Internally it is solid, white, and fleshy; and, when cut transversely,
yields, if mature, an acrid milky juice. Dr. ~· H. Coxe lays muc.h stress
on a small lateral projection from its base, which serves in his opinion to
d-istinguish it from all other bulbs; but which appears to be merely a connecting process between it and the new plant, and is not always present.
When dried, and deprived of its externa l membranous covering, the bulb is
of an ash-brown colour, convex on one sidt>, and somewhat flattened on the
1

~~h~~·1i~~he~si~oiL~n~~~k~~rb:i1~p~e~pisg:J~:ey:xi~~~~~n~rf~~ ~~~~.bs~s~:~!~~
in segments made by vertical sections of the bulb, but generally in transverse circular slices, about the eighth or tenth of an inch in thickness, with
a notch at one part of their circumference. The cut surface is white, and
of an amylaceous aspect. The odour of the recent bulb is said to be hircinc;
the dried is inodorous. Th ~ taste is bitter, hot, and acrid. Its constituents,
according to Pelletier and Cavcntou, are a peculiar vegetable alkali denominated verattia,• combined with an excess of gallic acid; a fatty matter composed of olein, stearin, and a peculia r volatile acid analogous to the cevadic;
a yellow colouri ng matter; gum; starch ; inulin in large quantity; and lignin.
The active properties are ascribed to the veratria, for an account of which
see Veralrum album. 'Vine and vinegar extract all th e virtues of the bulb.
Dr. AT. Thomson states that the milky juice of fresh colchicum produces
a beautiful cerulean blue colour, if rubbed with the alcoholic solution of
guaiac; and that the same t>fl€ct is obtained by substituting for the juice an
acetic solution of the dried bulb. H e considers th e appearance of this
colour, when the slices are rubbed with a liule distilled vinegar and tincture of guaiac, as a proof that the drug is good and has been well dried.
A very deep or large notch in the c ircum fe rence of the slices is considered
by the same author an unfavourable sign, as it indicates that the bulb has
been somewhat exhausted in th e nourishment of the offset. The dccoction
yields a deep blue precipitate with solution of iodine, white precipitates
with the acetate and subacetate of lead, nitrate of protoxide of mercury,
and nitrate of silver, and a sli ght precipitate with tincture of galls.
1llediwl Prope1ties and Uses.-~1eadow.saffron is believed to act upon
the nervous system, allaying pain and producing other sedative effects, even
wheu it exerts no obvious influence over the secretions. Generally speak-
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ing, when taken in doses sufficiently large to affect the syste'!1, it gives _rise
to more or less disorder of the stomach or bowels, and sometimes occasions

acti\•e vomiting and purging 1 with the most distr.essing_ nausea._ When not
carried off by the bowels, it oflen produces copious d1~phores1s, and oc~a
sionally acts as a diuretic and expectorant; and a case 1s on record of a violent salivation supposed to have resulted from its use. (N. .!lm. f!"led. <~nd
Surg. Jount., x. 204.) It appear~ i~ fact to have the property of st~mu latmg
all the secretions, while it rather diminishes than oth erwise the actJOn of the
heart. [nan o~erdose, it is capable o_f producing ?anger~us and e\•en fatal

effects. ' Excessive nausea and vomiting, abdominal pains, pur~i_ng and
tenesmus, g reat thirst, sink in g of the pulse, coldness of the extremil1es 1 and
general prostration, with occasional symptoms of nervous derangement, are
among the results of its poisonous action. It was well known to the a~cients
as a poison, and is said to have b~en employed by th em as a remedy m gout
and other diseases. Starck revivl'd its use among the moderns. He gave it
as a diuretic and expect?rant in dropsy and humoral ~sthma; and on the contin ent of Europe it acquired considerablt~ reputation 111 these complaints; but
the uncertainty of its operation led to its general abandonment, and it bad
fallen into. almost entire neglect, when Dr. \.Vant, of London, ?gain brou_ght
it into notice by attempting to prove its identity with the active ingredient
: of the eau medicinale cl' Husson, so highly ce lebrated as a cu re for gout. In
James's Dispensatory, printed in 1747, it is said to be used in gout as an
external application. The chief employment of the meadow-saffron is at
present in the treatment of gout and rheumatism, in which expe ri ence has
abundantly proved it to be a highly valuable remedy. We have, within our
own observation, found it especially useful in these affections, when of a
shifting or neuralgic character. lt sometimes produces relief without obviously affecting the system; but is more efficient when it evinces its influence
upon the skin or alimentary canal. Professor Cheli us states that it changes
the chemical constitution of the urine in anhritic patients, producing an evident increase of the uric acid. (N. /Jrn . .Med. and Surg. Journ., xi. 2:34.)
This effect, however, is by no means nniform. Dr. Elliotson Sllccessfully
treated a case of prurigo with th e wine of colchicum, gi\'en in the dose of
halfadrachm three times a day, and ~ontinued fo r thrcei weeks. (MedicoChirurg. Rev:, Oct., 1827.) Dr. Sm.1th, of Port au Prince, employed it advantageously m tetanus both traum_a11c and idiopathic. He gave _it in full
doses repeated every half hour till It produced an emetic or cathartic effect.
(.8m. Journ. of the Med. Sci., xvii. 66.) Mr. Ritton found the powdered
bulb an effectual remedy in numerous cases of leucorrhrea. (ibid .. vi. 527.)
Colchicum has also been recommC'nded in inflammatory and febrile diseases
as an adjuvant to the. lancet, in diseases of the heart with excessive action,
in vari~us nervous complaints, as chorea, hysteria, and hypochondriasis,
and in ch~onic bronchial affections. The medicine is generally given in the
state of vmous tincture. (Sec Vimnn Colc!tici Radicis.) In this form it
has been used extrrnally in rheumatism. The dose of the dried bulb is
f~om two to eight grains, ~vhich may be repeated every four or six hours
t1JI the effects of th e mcdictne are obtained.
Off. Prep. Acetum Colchici, U.S., Lond., Ed.; Extractum Colchici

~h~~tc1~b.7o7!V~·~u!d~ol~~~~a~:dic~,o~~t ~~;:;~, ~;.d.;

Oxymel Col-

2. C0Lcn1c 1 SEMEN.

The seeds of the meadow-saffron ripen in summer, and should be col·
lected_ab~ut the end of !uly or beginning of A~gust. T'hey never arrive at
matunty m plants cultivated in a dry soil, or rn confined gardens. ( Wil-
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Iiam s.) They are nearly spherical, about lh e eight h of an inch in diameter,
of a redd ish-brown colour extcrnatly, white within, and of a biller acrid
taste. Their active prop<>rties reside in the testa or husk, and they should
uot, therefore, be brui sed in the preparation of th e win e or tincture.• Dr.
Williams, of Ipswich in England, who first brought them into notice, recommends them in the warmest terms in chronic rheumatism, and considers
them supNior to the bulb, both in the certainty of their effects nnd th e
mildness of their operation. There is no doubt that they possess virtues
analogous to those of the bulb, and have this advantage, that they are not
liable to become injured by drying-an advantage of peculiar value in a
country where the plant is not cultivated, and where the bulb cannot be
readily procured in the fres h state. A wine of the seeds is directed in the
United States Pharm.acopceia. Their dose is about tbe same with that of

the bulb.
Off. Prep.

Tinctura Colchici Composita, Lond.; Ti net. Colcbici Seminis, U. 8., Lond., Ed., lJub.; Vin um Colchici Seminis, U.S.
W.

COLOCYNTHIS. U.S., Loud., Ed.
Colocynth.
"The fruit of Cucumis Colocyntbis deprived of its rind." U.S. "Cu·
cumis Colocymbis. Peponum Pulpa exsiccata." Lond. 11 Pulp of the fruit
of Cucumis Colocyntbis.'' Ed.
Off. S,ljn. CUCUMlS COLOCYNTHlS . FructOs pulpa. Dub.
C0Joq11inti<la i Coloquintc, }'1·.; Co!oquinte 1 Coloqui1llcnap1CI, Gcrn1.; Coloquintida, }/al.,
Span

CucuitltS. Sex. Syst. Mon~cia Monadelphia.-Nat. Ord. Cucurbitacere.
Gen. Cit . MALE. Calyx fivc-toothrd. Corolla five -parted. Filaments three.
Calyx five-tooth ed. Corolla five-parted. Pistil three-cleft. Seeds
of the gourd with a sharp ed!!e. ff"i!ld.

FEMALE.

Oucumis Colocynthis. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 611; Woodv. Med.Bot. p.
J89. t. 71. The biller cucumber is an annual plant, bearing considerable
resemblance to the common watermelon. The stems, which arc herbaceous
and beset with rough hairs, trail upon the ground, or rise upon neighbouring
bodies to which they auach themselves by their numerous tendrils. The
leaves are of a triangular shape, many-cleft, variously sinuated, obtuse,
hairy, of a tine green colour on the upper surface, rou g h and pale on the
under; and stand alternately upon long petioles. The flowers are ye ll ow,
and appear singly at the axils of the leaves. The fruit is a globular pepo,
of the size of a small orange, yellow and smooth when ripe; and contains,
within a hard, coriaceous rind, a white spongy medullary matter, enclosing
numerous ovate, comp ressed, white or brownish seeds.
The plant is a native of Turkey, and abounds in the islands of the Archi·
pelago. lt grows also in various parts of Africa and Asia. Burkhnrdt, in
his travels across Nubia, found the country cove red with it; Thunberg met
with it at the Cape of Good Hope; and Ainslie says that it grows in many
• Tho foltowing dcl!Cription of the seeds is given by Mr. Gray in the Lond. l\lcd. Ro-

~:~~~~i~i~~~~l:;~2~s·~::~~J~~:~~ff~~f:;2~~~:~;f~}J.~:~~t:.:~~~1~

glol>osc, not in lhe least di\1idl•d, whiti~h, placed ncarlyoppo~itc to the hylum,or tha.t pnrt
where the !'C•'d is affixed to the parent pluut, but om of the ttxis of the sccJ. Base pointing
totlwhylum,slendcr. Apexw•ryobtuse:' Anncquaint...1ncewi1hthcrcnlcharncl£'rsof
tliosce<lsis the more necessary, as the secdsofothcrplants havo been sol<l for them.
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parts of Lower India, particularly in sandy situations near the sea.

It is

said to be cullivated in Spain.
The fruil is gathered in autumn, when it begins to assume a yellow colour,
and, having been peeled, is dried quickly, either in a st_ove or by the sun.
Thus prepared it is imported from the Levant. Pereira states that very
small quantities are imported into England from Mogador unpeeled.* ..
Properties. As kept in the shop:::, colocy~th is in the shape of wh1t1sh
balls about the size of a small orange, very light and spongy, and abounding in seeds which constitute t!1ree-frn:1r~hs of their wei~ht. The s.eeds are
somewhat bitter; but possess httle act1v1ty,and,accordtng toCaptam Lyon,
are even used as food in Northern Africa . When the medicine is prepared
for use, they are separated and rejected, the pulpy or medullary m~tter only
being employed. This has a very feeble_ odour, but a nauseou~ and intensely
bitter taste. "\.Yater and alcohol extract its virtues. Vauquelin obtained the
bitter principlr. in a separate state and called it colocyntl~in. According
to Meissner, 100 parts of the dry pulp of colocynth contain 14·4 parts of
colocynthin, 10·0 of extractive, 4·2 of fixed oil, 1:i.·2 of a resinous substance
insoluble in ether, 9·5 of gum, 3·0 of pectic acid (pectin), 17·1i of gummy
extract derived from the lignin by means of pota~sa, 2 ·7 of phosphate of
Jim<", 3·0 of phosphate of magnesia, and 19·0 of lignin, besides water.
(Berzelius, Trail. de Chim.) Colocynthin is obtained by boiling the pulp
in water, evaporating the decoction, treating the extract thus procured with
alcohol, evaporating the alcoholic solution, and submitting the residue, which
consists of the biuer principle and acetate of potassa, to the action of a little
cold water, which dissolves the latter and leaves the greater part of the
former untouched. It is yellowish·hrown, 8omewhat translucent, brittle and
friable, inflammable, more soluLJe in alcohol than in water, but capable of
imparting lo the latter an intense bitterness. The aqueous solution gives with
infusion _of gal_l~ an abundant white precipitate. An infusion o~ colocynth,
made w11h boilmg water, has a golden-yellow colour, and gelaunizes upon
cooling. Neum~nn obtained from 76t:'.l parts oft he pulp, treated first with alcohol and then with watc>r, 168 parts of alcoholic and 216 of aqueous extract.
A1~dical Properties and Uses. The pu lp of colocynth is a powerful
drastic, hydragogue cathartic, pr~ducing, when given in lar~e doses, violent
griping, and sometimes bloody discharges, with dangerous mflammation of
the bowels. Death has re~ulted from a teaspoonful and a half of the powder. (Christiso1!'.) Even m moderate doses it sometimes acts with much
~arshness, and 1.s. th.ereforc, seldom prescribed alont>. By some writers it
IS stated to be .diuretic.
It ~vas frequently employed by the ancient Greeks
and the Arabians, though Its drastic nature was not unknown to them.
~i:nong t~e mod~rns it is occasionally used, especially by the German prac·
t1~1oners, m o~sun_ate cases _of dropsy, an_d various affections depend!ng on
disordered aclJon m the bram. In combmation with other cathartics it loses
much of its .violence, but retains its purgative energy; and in this state is
very extensively employed . The compound extract of colocynth is a
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favourite preparation with manr practitioners j and, combined with calom~l,
extract of jalap, and gamboge , 1t forms a highly e~cient and sa~e .catharlic,
especially applicable in congestion of the portal c1rcle and torp1d1ty of the
Jiver. (See Pilufre Catltarlic::e Compositw.) 'I'h e dose of col?cynth ~s from
five to ten grains .. It is best administered in a state of mmute division,
cffl•cted by triturallon with gum or farinaceous matter.
Thunberg states that the fruit of the C . Colocynthis, at the Cape of Good
Hope, is rendered so mild by being properly pickl ed, that it is eaten both by
llrn natives a nd colonists; but, as it is thus employed before attai ning perfect
maturity, it is possible that the drastic principle may not have been developed.
Off. Prep . Extractum Colocynthidis, Lond., Ed., nub.; Extract. Colocynth. Comp., U. S., Lond., Dub.; Pilulro Colocynth. Comp., Dub., Ed.

w.

COLOMBA. U. S.
Columbo.
"The root of Cocculus palmatus." U. 8.
Off. Syn. CALUMBA. Cocculus palmatu s. Radix. Lond.; CALUMBA. Root of Cocculus palmatus. Ed.; COLOMBA. Radix. Dub.
Colombo, .J/r.: Co\mnbowmzcl, Germ.; Colurnba1 llul.; Raiz de Columbo, Span.; Kalurnho, Porl.; Calumb, .Mo::ambigue.

rrhe columbo plant was imperfectly known till within a recent period.
Flowering specimens of a plant gathered by Commerson, about the year
1770, in the garden of M . Poivre in the lsle of France, and sent to Europe
with that botanist's collection, were examined by Lamarck, and described
under the nam e of M enispermurn palmalum. But its origina l locality was
unknown, and it was only conjectured to be the source of columbo. In the
year 1805, M. Fortin, while engaged in purchasing the root as an article of
trade in Mozambique, obtained possession of a livin g offset, which he took to
Madras, and which, bein g planted in the garden of Dr. And erson, produced
a male plant. This was fig ured ~nd desc ribed by Dr. Berry, with.out any
knowledge of the previous description of Lamarck. From the drawmg thus
made, the plant was referred to the natural family of the Menispermere i but,
~s the f~male f!O\_vers we_r~ wanting,some difficulty was ex perienced in fixing
Its precise botanical position . De Candolle, who probably had the opportunity of examining Commerson's specimens, did indeed give its generic and
specific character i but confessed that he was not acquainted with the structure of the female flower and fruit. Th e desideratum, howeve r, has been
supplied by amplf' ".lrawings sent to En gla nd by Mr. Telfair, of Mauritius,
made from plants which we're propagated from roots, obtained by Captain
Owen in 1825, while prosecuting his survey of the Eastern coast of Africa.
(Curtis's Bolan. JJiag., vol. 4, pl. 2970.) Th e ge nu s Cocculus. in which
the plant is now placed, was separated by De Candolle from Jlfenispermum,
and i~cludes those species which have six sta mens, while the Menispermum
is limited to those with twelve or more.
CoccuLus. Sex. Syst. Direcia H exa ndria.-Nat. Ord. Menispermacere.
Gen . Ch. Sepals and Petals ternate, usually in two , rarely in three rows.
Sll!mens s i ~, distinct, opposite tbe petals. Drupes berried, 1-G, generally
obliqu e, remform, somew hat compressed, one-seeded. Cotyledons distant.

De Canrl.

3(l ~~l~c~~~1•8 [,~~':'~~~s. T~se i?~n~l.!m~1.~~ ~e!n.t,\~~~ ~ :;~~~iaf1:~t,~~~~
sisting of seve ral fasciculated, fusiform, somewhat curved, and descending
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tubers, of the thickness of an infant's arm. The stems, of which one or two
proceed from the same root, are twining, simp~e in the ma!e plant, bran~~ed
in the female, round, hairy, and about as thick as the l1tlie finger . I he

~ei~~ae~:. \~~~~~t=~~~~h0 ~h;~~,"~~~: o~1 as~:~~r~I~~:;r, ;~~~f~~~~·a'~a v )~:e;~~=~
3

what hairy lobes, and as many nerves, each of which runs into one .of th~
lobes. The flowers are small and inconspicuous, and an~ arr~nged 1 n solitary axillary racemes, which, in the male plant, are compound, t11 the female,
simple, and in both shorter than the leaves.
This species of Cocculus is a native of Mozambique, o~ the sou.th-eastern
coast of Africa, where it grows wild in great abundan_ce m th~ tluck fores~s
whioh extend from the sea many miles into the interior. Il JS never cultivated. The root is du()' up in March, when dry weather prevails. From
the base of the root num:rous fusiform offsets proceed, less fibrous and woody
than the 1~arent stock. These offsets arc separated ?-nd .cut into transverse
slices, which are dried in the shade. The old root 1s rejected.
Columbo is a staple export of the Portuguese from the.ir ~ominions in the
South East of Africa. IL is taken to India, and thence distributed lo various
parts of the world. It was formerly supposed to be a product of Ceylon,
and to have derived its name from Colombo, a city of that lsland, from which
it was thought to be exported. 1t is possible that, when the Portuguese were
in possession of Ceylon, Colombo may have been the entrepot for the drug
brought from Africa, and thus have given origin to its name. Some, however, consider a more probable derivation to be from the word calumh, which
is said to be the Mozambique name for the root.
Properties. The root, as it reaches us, is in flat circular or oval pieces,
from the eighth of an inch to near an inch in thickness, and from one to two
inches in diameter. Along with these are sometimes a fow cylindrical pieces
an inch or two in lengtl1. The cortical portion is thick, of a bright yellow,
slightly greenish colour internally, but covered with a brownish.wrinkled
epidermis. 1'he interior or medullary portion, which is readily distinguisha·
ble from the cortical, is light, spongy, yellowish, usually more or less shrunk,
so that the pieces are thinnest in the centre; and is frequently marked with
concentric circles and radiating lines. Those pieces are to be preferred
which have the brightest colour, are most compact and uniform in their tex·
ture, and ~east worm·eaten. The odour of columbo is slightly aromatic.
The taste JS very biller, that of the cortical much more so than that of the:
cen.tral portion, which is somewhat mucilagino.us. The root is brittle, and
easily pulverized. The powder has a greenish tinge, which becomes browner
with age, and deepens when it is moistened. As it attracts moisture from
the air, andh apt to undergo decomposition, it should be prepared in small
quantities at a time .
.M. Planche analyzed columbo in 181 J, and found it to contain an azotized
subs~a~ce, probably al~umen, in large qua~tity, a bitter yellow substance not
prcc_1p1tated by metallic salts., and one·th1.rd of its weight of starch. He
obtarned also a small propor~1on of essential oil, salts of lime and potassa,
oxide of iron, and silica. 'Vitt.stock, of Berlin, afterwards isolated a peculiar
crystallizabte principle, in which the bitterness resides, and for which he
proposed the nam~ of colombin. (Journ. de Pliann., Fevrier, JS;Jl.) It
appears to be the b1lter yellow substance of Planche, deprived of a portion
of colouri~g ma~ter .. Colombin crystallizes in beautiful transparent quadri·
la~eral prisms, ~s wilhout smel1 1 and is extremely bitter. It is but very
slightly soluble m w.ater, alcohol, or ether, at ordinary temperatures, and yet
imparts to t_hese flu1~s a. strongly bitter taste. It is more soluble in boiling
alcohol, which deposits lt upon cooling. The best solvent is diluted acetic
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acid . It is taken up by alkaline solutions, fr~m which it is precipitated by
acids. It has neither acid nor alkaline properties, and its alcoholic and acetic
solutions are not affected by the metallic salts, or thl" infusion of ualls . It is
obtained by exhausting columbo by means of alcohol of the sp~ gr. 0·835,
distilling off three-quarters of the alcohol, allowing the residue to stand for
some days till crystals are deposited, and lastly treating tbese crystals with
alcohol and animal charcoal. The mother waters still contain a considerable
quantity of colombin, which may be separated ?Y cvarorat in g with ~oarsely
powdered glas~ to dryness, exhausting the residue with ether, disulling off
the e_ther, treallng the r esidue with boiling ac:Lic_ acid, and evaporaling the
solullon so that cryslals may form. Colombm 1s thought to be the active
principle of columbo. 'l1he virlues of the root ~re extr~ctcd by boilin~ water
and by alcohol. Precipitates are produced wilh the infusion and trncture
by the infusion of galls, the acetate and subacetate of lead , corrosive chloride
of mercury, and lime-water; but the bitter princip le is not affected by these
reagents.
Jldu!Urntions. In France, a spurious columbo was some years since
exte nsively substituted for the genuine root, which, according to Guibourt,
had become rare in the commerce o~ that country. As it may possibly be
introduced into our market, it is desirable that our druggists shou ld be put
in possession of the characters by which it may be distinguished . Though
si milar to c1Jlumbo in appearance, it is different in properties, and is therefore truly a sophistication. It is said to be taken to France from Barbary;
but the plant which yields it is not known. Though in round slices lik e
the ge nuine root, it has an epidermis of a gray-faw n colour, marked with
close and parallel circular strim; its transverse surfaces are irregularly depressed; the medullary portion is of a yellowish-orange, with a deepercoloured circle; the smell is weak like that of gentian, the taste feebly bitter
and rather saccha rin e; the powder is of a yellow -fawn instead of a greenish
colour; but the most striking difierence is the total absence of starch, which
constitutes one-third of columbo. Iodine therefore is an excellent test. If
the true columbo be moi~tened wid1 hot water, and touched with iodine, it
immediately assumes a blackish colour; while the spurious root, treated in
the same way, undergoes no change. The latter differs also in communicatin~ a fine yellow colour to et he~. i1~ evolving am~onia when_ treated with
caustic potassa, and in reddening m rnfusion the tmcture of litmus. It is
said that the root of wkite bryony, tinged yellow with the tincture of columbo,
has somet imes been fra~dulently substituted; but the ad_uheration is too gross
to dec_cive those acquainted with th e characters of cnher of these drugs.
American columbo, which is the root of the Frasera TJ7aUeri, is said to be
sold in some parts of Europe forthe genuine. Independe ntly of the sensible differences between the two roots, (See Frasem,) iW. Stolze of Halle
states, that while the tincture of columbo remains unaffected by the sulphate
or ses~uichloride of iron, and gi,res a dirty gray precipitate with tincture of
galls, the tincture of frasera acquires a dark green with the former reagent,
and is not affected by the latter. (Duncan.)
llfedical Properties and Use.r; . Columbo is among the most useful of
the mild tonics . 'Wilhout astringency, with very little stimulating power,
and gene rally acceptable to the stomach, it ans~vers admirably as a rt>mcdy
in simple dyspepsia, and in those slates of debility which are apt to atlend
con,•alescence from acute disorders, especially when the alimentary canal is
left in an enfeebled cond ition. Hence it is often prescribed in the declining
stages of remiltent fever, dysentery, diarrhcea, cholera morbus, and cholera
iafantum. 'rhe absence of irritating properties renders it also an appropriale tonic in the hectic fever of phthisis, and its kindred affections. It
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has been highly recommended in vomiting, unconnected with i.nflammation
of the stomach, as in the sickness of pregnant women. l_t is fr~quen~ly
administered in combination with other tonics, with aromatics, wllh mild

cathartics, and with antacids.

'I'he remedy which we have !ound most

effectual in the permanent cure of a d i:sposition to the accumulation of flatus
in the bO\vels, is an infusion made with half an ounce of columbo, hal~ an
ounce of ginger, a drachrn of senna, and a pint of boiling '.\·ater, and given
in the dose of a wineglassful three times a day. Columbo 1s ~uc~ used by
the nati\•cs of Mozambique, and the neighbouring parts of Africa, m <l.ysrn·
tery and other diseases. (Berry .)
was_fi~st rntroduce~ to the notice of
the profession in Europe by Fran~o1s Red1, m the year IG85.
IL is most commonly prescribed in the stale of infusion. (Sec lnfuswn
Colombm.) The dose of the powder is from t_en to thirty grains,.and m~y
be repeated three or four times a day. It ts frequclltly combined with
powdered ginger, carbouate of iron, ancl rhubarb.
.
.
Off. Pnp. lnfu s um Colom bro, U.S., Lone/., Ed., _Dub.; M1stura Fem
Aromatica, Dub.; Tinctura Golombre, U. S ., Lond., Ed., Dub.
W.

!t

CO NII FOLIA . U. S., Lond.
Hernloclc L eaves.
11 The leaves of Conium
maculatum." U.S. "Conium maculatum.
Folia." J,ond.
Off. Syn. CONIUM. Leaves of Conium maculatum. Ed.; CONIUM
MACULATUM. Folia. JJub.

CONII SEMEN. U.S.
Ileinloclc Seed.
The seeds ofConium maculatum." U. 8.
Off. Syn. CC>N ll FRUCTUS. Conium maculatum. Fructus. Lond.

0

Ci!.(uii onlinaire, Grande cii..'11<.:, l:'r.; Gcflccktcr Schicrlin~, Germ.; Cicnta 1 Ital., Spim

CoNIVlll.
belliferre.

Sex. Sysl . Pcntandria Digynia.-Nal. Ord. Apiacere or Um-

Gen. Cit. Partial lnvolucre halved, usually three-leaved. Fruit nearly
globular, five-streaked, notched on both sides. TPilld.
Conium maculatum. Willd. Sp . Plant. i. 13U5; Bigelow, .Om. Med.
Bot. i. I 13; Woodv. Jlied. Bot. p. 10-1. t. 42. This is an umbclliferous
plant, having a biennial spindle-shaped whitish root, and an herbaceous
b~anching stem, from three to six feet high. round, hollow, smooth, shini ng,
slight~y striated, and marked with brownish-purple spots. The lower leaves
are tnpinnate, more than a foot in lengt h, shining, and attached to the joints
of the stem by shcathintr petioles; the upper are smaller, bi pinnate, and inserted at the divisions of the branches; both have channeled foot-stalks , and
incised leaflets, which arc deep green on their upper surface and paler beneath. The flowers arc very small, while, and disposed in compound terminal umbrls. Th e general involucre consists of from three to seven lanceoJate, reflected leaflets, whiti s h at their edges; the partial involucre, or
three or four, ova~, pointed, spn•ading, a~d on one side only. The petals are
cordatc, with their points inflectrd, fi\•e m number, and nearly equal. The
sta rm·ns. a~ sprea<li.ng, and abou~ as long as the corolla; the styles diverging.
~he .fruit is round.1sh ovate, a line and a half or rather less in length by a
lme m bread~h, stnated 1 nnd.composed of two piano-convex, easily separable parts, which have on their outer surface five crcnated ribs.
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The hemlock is a native of Europe, and has been introduced into the
United States, where it is now naturalized. It grows usually in bunches
along the road sid es, or in waste grounds, and is found most abundantly in
the neighbourhood of old settlements. Its flowers appear in June and July.
The whole plant, especially at this period, exhales a fetid odour, compared
by some to that of mice, by others to that of the urine of cats; and narcotic
effects are experienced by those who breathe for a long time air impregnated with the effluvia. The plant varies in narcotic power according to
the climate and character of the weather, being most active in hot and dry
seasons, and in warm countries. The hemlock of Greece, llaly, and Spain
is said to be much more energetic than that of the North of Europe. As a
genera l rule, those plants are most active which grow in a sunny exposure.
The term cicuta, which till recently was very often applied to this plant,
belongs to a different genus. Both the leaves and fruit are officinal.
The proper season for gathering the leaves is when the plant is in flower;
and Dr. Fothergill asserts, from experimental knowledge, that they are most
active about the time when the flowers begin to fade. The footstalks shou ld
be rejected, and the leaflets quickly dried, either in the hot sun, on tin plates
before a fire, or by a stove heat not exceeding 120° F. They should be
kept in boxes or tin cases, excluded as much as possible from the air and
light, by exposure to which they lose their fine green colour, and become
deteriorated in medical virtues. The same end is answered by pulverizing
them, and preserving the powder in opaque and well stopped bottles. But
little reliance can be placed on the dried leaves; as, even when possessed of
a strong odour and a fine green colour, they are sometimes destitute of the
peculiar narcotic principle. When rubbed with caustic potassa they should
exhale the odour of conia. The fruit, common ly called seeds, retains its
activity much longer than the leaves. D.r. Christison found it to have sustained no diminution of power, after having been kept eight years, (Ed.
New Phil. Journ, April, 1845.)
Properties. The dried leaves of the hemlock have a strong, heavy,
narcotic odour, less disagreeable than that of the recent plant. '!'heir taste
is bitterish and nauseous; their colour a dark green, which is retained in the
powder. A slight degree of acrimony possessed by the fresh leaves is said
to be dissipated by drying. The seeds have a yellowish-gray colour, a feeble
odour, and a somewhat bitterish taste. Their form has already been described. ·water distilled from the fresh leaves has the odour of hemlock,
and a very nauseous taste, but does not produce narcotic effects. The de·
coction has liule taste, and the extract resulting from its evaporat ion is
nearly inert. From these facts it is inferrible, that the active principle, as
it exists in the plant, is not volatile at 212°, and, if soluble in water, is injured by a boiling heat. Alcohol and ether take up the narcotic properties
of the leaves; and the ethereal extract, which is of a rich dark green colour,
is stated by Dr. A. T. Thomson to have the smell and taste of the plant in
perfection, and in the dose of half a grain to produce headache and vertigo.
Upon destructive distillation, the leaves yield a very poisonous empyreumatic oil. We have no satisfactory analysis of hemlock. Schrader found
in the juice of the leaves, resin, extractive, gum, albumen, a green fecula,
and various saline substances. Brandes obtained from the plant a very odorous oil, albumen, resin, colouring matter, and salts, and believed that he had
discovered a peculiar alkaline principle; but there is reason to think that he
was mistaken; as the principle which he described is essentially different
from that which subsequent experiment has proved to exist in the plant.
So long ago as 1827, Giseke obtained an alkaline liquid by distilling
24
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hemlock leaves with water and caustic lime; but he diJ. not succeed in isolating th~ substance in which this alkalinity resided. Geiger was. the first
who obtamed the active principle in a separate state, anq pr~ved it to possess alkaline properties. It appears that there are two v?lalllc s~b~tall:ces
in hemlock, one of them an oil, which comes over by simple d1st11lat1on,
and upon which the odour of the plant depends, and the other an allcaline
principle, which, as it exists in the plant, is so com~ined as not. to be vo~a
tilizable, but which, when separated by one of the mineral alkalies from its
native combination, rises readily in distillation~ a~d may thus ~e procured
separate. This latter substance is the active principle, and merits the name
of conia which has been conferred upon it. Cone-ine, c~nine, con~cine, and
cicutine are synonymes, which have been adopted by different wnters; but
the name first mentioned accords best with the nomenclature of the VE'getable a lkalies generally recognised in En~land and t~is country. In what
state of combination it exists in the plant is not certainly known; but it is
probably united with an acid, as it is separated by the alkalies. This acid
Peschier believed to be peculiar, and named coniic acid. Geiger obtained
conia by the following process. He distilled fresh hemlock with caustic
potassa and water, neutralized with sulphuric acid the alkaline liquid which
came over, evaporated this liCJuid to the consistence of syrup, added anhydrous alcohol so long as a precipitate of sulphate of ammonia was afforded,
separated this salt by filtration, distilled off the alcohol, mixed the residue
with a strong solution of caustic potassa, and distilled anew. The conia
passed O\'er with the water, from which it separated, floating on the surface
in the form_of a yellowish oil. Caustic soda or lime might be:'~_ubstitu t_ed
for potassa 111 the first distillation. According to Dr. Christison-.; an easier
process is to distil cautiously a mixture of strong solution of potnssa and the
alcobolic extract of the unripe fruit . Tb€' alkaloid is obtained floating like
an oil upon the surface of the water in the recei\'er. As obtained by the
above processes, conia is in the state of a hydrate, containing one-fourth
of its weight ?f water and a little ammonia. From the former, it may be
freed by chl~nde of calcium, from the lalter, by exposing it under an ex·
hausted receiver till it ceases to emit bubbles of gas.
The fresh leaves or seeds should be employed in the preparation of conia;
as the alkal_i appears to unde.rgo decomposition by time and exposure. The
seeds C?ntarn most o~ this princip le; but even in these it exists in Yery small
proportlo~. From. six pounds of the fresh and nine pounds of the dried
seeds, Geiger obtarned about an ounce of conia; while from one hund red
pounds of the fresh herb he got only a drachm, and from the dried leaves
cou}d obtain none of the alkali . Ch~istison recom~end_s the full grown fruit
while yet gree~1; and state~ that eight pounds wil l yield half an ounce of
hydrate of co~ia, and contarns much more. (nisper:-salory.) Some doubts
were at one time ~brow~ upon the accuracy of Geiger's conclusions as to
th!:! nature of co~ia, which was su_pposed to owe its alkalinity to the prese~ce of ~mmorna; but the e~penments of MM. Boutron and Henry have
sat1sfactonly senled the question in favour of its claims lo be considert>d as
a peculiar organic alkali .
Coriia is in the f?rm of a yellowish, oily liquid, lighter than water, of a
s_trong ~ud_ penetratmg odour, recalling that of f~esh hemlock, yet not iden·
t~cal ~\'1th il, ~nd ?~a very acrid taste. In volatility it resembles the essential ~il.s, readily n~1~g with the. vapour of boiling water, but when unmixed,
~cq.umng for ebu_llillon, according to Christison, a temperatu re of :370°. It
~s lret:ly soluble i_n alc~ho\, ether, the fixed and volatile oils, and slightly so
111 water.
ll unites with about one-fourth of water to form a hydrate. It
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reddens turmeric, and neutralizes the acids, forming with them soluble salts,
some of which are crystallizable. With tannic acid it forms an insoluble
compound. Like ammonia it emits a white cloud, when approached by a
rod moistened with muriatic acid . When exposed to the air, it speedily
becomes of a deep brown colour, and is ultimately converted imo a resinous
matter, and into ammonia wjlich escapes. Under the influence of heat this
change takes place with much greater rapidity. lts presence may be detected in an extract or other preparation of hemlock by rubbing it witil
potassa, which instantly develops its peculiar odour. In ultimate composition it is analogous to the other organic alkalies, containing nitrogen,
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. In its effects on the system it closely
resembles hemlock itself. Dr. Christison found it, contrary to the exper ience of Geiger, even more active in the saline state, than whe n uncombined. It is a most energetic poison, one drop of it injected into the eye of
a rabbit killing the animal in nine minutes, and three drops killing a stout
cat in a minute and a half when similarly applied. Dr. Christison, from
whose paper these facts are derived (Trans . Roy. Soc., Ed., 1836), is of
the opinion that it acts upon the spinal marrow, directly prostrating the nerv ous power, and thus producing paralysis of the voluntary muscles, which,
invading the organs of respiration , destroys life by arresting this process.
The brain does not seem to be especially attacked; as the animal, when it
dies slowly, preserve::> its senses unimpaired so long as it breathes. In cases
of sudden death from the poison, the heart does not cease to act till after
apparent death; and its action may be sustained after the animal has
ceased to breathe by keeping up artificial respiration. Experiments made
upon animals with a recently prepared extract of hemlock produced precisely the same phenomena as those which followed the use of conia.
Locally the alkali appears to act as an irritant.
ltfedical Properties and Uses. Hemlock is narcotic, without being
decidedly stimulant or sedative to the circulation. Mr.Judd, however, has
inferred from his experiments, that it directly diminishes the action of the
heart, and, when it produces death, contrary to the results obtained by
Christison, exhausts the contractility of that organ. (Medico-Bot. Trans.,
vol. i. pt. 4.) These conclusions require confirmation. ·when given so as
fully to affect the system, it produces more or less vertigo, dimness of vision,
nausea, fainmess, sensations of numbness, and general muscular debi lity. In
1arge r doses it occasions dilated pupils, difficulty of speech, delirium or stupor, tremors and paralysis, and uhimately convulsions and even death. Its
operation usually commences in less than half an hour, and, if moderate,
seldom continues longer than twenty-four hours. It is supposed to be the
narcotic used by the Athenians to destroy the life of condemned individuals,
and by which Socrates and Phocion died. It was also used by the ancients
as a med icine, but fell into entire neglect , and was not again brollght into
notice till the time of StOrck, by whom it was much employed and extravagantly praised. Since that period it has been submitted to ample trial, and,
though its original reputation has not been fully sustained, it still retains a
place in the catalogue of usefu l medicines . Anodyne, soporific, antispasmodic,antiphrodi siac, deobstruent,and diuretic properties have been ascribed
to it; though its claims to the possession of so many virtues have not been
well established. It was highly recommended by StOrck as a remedy in
scirrhus and cancerous ulcers, but at present is only considered a usefu l
palliative in this complaint. In mammary tumours and chronic enlargements of the liver and other abdominal viscera i in painful scrofulous tumours and ulcers ; in various diseases of the skin, as leprosy and elephan-
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tiasis; in the complicated derangements of health attend~nt up~n second~ry
5
!r!r~~~~~ ~~ 1~:~rc~ ~~ ;~:1~~s~~i, :1ha~~. ~~~~~~~i~a~a~~~~·~~~; c~~s~~c;~~~~
0

and in various other disorders connected with nervous derangement, or a
general depra\•cd state of the health, it is occasionally employe~ w.id1 the
eff~ct of relieving or palliating the symptoms, 9r favour3:bly mod1fy111g the
action of remedies with which it is combined. Dr. Gibson, Professor of
Surgery in the University of Pennsylvania, speaks highly of its e~cacy in
the cure of goitre. (See Phil. Journ. of the Aled. and Phys. Sci., 1. H7.)
1,he powdered leaves, and the inspissated juice (the extract of the Pharmacopccias), are the forms in which it is usually administered . Either or
these may be given in lhe do!'"C or three or four grains t\\·ice a day, gradually
increased till the occurrence or slight vertigo or nausea indicates that it has
taken effect. To maintain a given impression, it is necessary to increase
the dose even more rapidly than is customary with most other narcotics; as
the system becomes very speedily habituated to its influence. In some in.
stances, the quantity administered in one day has been augmented to more
than two ounces. The strength of the preparations of hemlock is exceed·
ingly unequal; and caution is therefore necessary, when the medicine is
given in very large quantities, to employ the same parcel, or, if a change be
made, to commence with the new parcel in small doses, so as to obviate any
danger which might result from its greater power. Unpleasant conse.
quences have followed a neglect of this precaution. There is also an
officinal tincture and an alcoholic extract, both of which, when properly
made, are efficient preparations. 1'he fresh juice of the plant has been
recommended by Hufeland in the dose of from twelve to forty drops. The
powdered seeds may be employed in a dose somewha.t smaller than that of
the leaves. Cullen states that an exlract prepared from them is stronger
than lhat of the plant. The fresh leaves are sometimes used externally as
an anodyne cataplasm; and the extract, and an ointment prepared from
the leaves, are applied to the same purpose.
Though fatal to some animals, hemlock is eaten with impunity by others,
its poisonous
as horses, goats, and sheep. The best method of relievinrr
0
effects, is the speedy evacuation of the stomach.
Off. Prep. Cataplasma Conii, Lond., lJub .; Extractum Con ii, U.S.,
Lond., Ed., Dub .; Extract. Conii Alcoholicum, U.S.; Tinctura Conii,
W.
U.S., Lond., Ed., lJub.; Unguentum Conii, lJub.

CONTRAYERVA. U.S. Secondary.
Contrayerva.
"The root of Dorstenia Contraycrva." U.S.
Off. .Syn. CONTRAJERVA. Dorstenia Contrajerva. Radix. Lond.
Contrayerva. Fr.; Gift wurzel, Gern1.; C~ntrnjerva., ital.; Contraycrba, Spa11.

DoRSTENJA.

Sex. Sy.flt. Tetrandrm Monogynia .-Sa/ . Ord. Urticace;:e.

areG:e~·tl;~: fA~;~~acle common, one-leafed, fleshy, in which solitary seeds
The root know°: by the name of contrayerva is believed to be derived
from several species of Dorstenia, among which, besides the D. Contra·
yer·va, two others are men~ioned by Dr. Houston, the JJ. llousto11ia, and D .
.D:ukcna, the former gro_wing near Campeachy, the latter near Vera Cruz.
It 1s referred by Dr. Marti us also to the .D. Brasiliensis,growing in Jamaica,

Contrayerva.-Convolvulus Panduralus.
Trinidad, and Brazil.
the Pharmacopreias.
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The D. Conlrayerrn is the only one recogni sed in

Dorstenia Contrayerva. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 082; Woodv. Med. Bot. p.
705. t. 240. This plant has a perennial, fusiform, brancbing, rough, compact root or_ rhi zon:a, which sends up several leaves of an irregular shape,
about four mch es m length, lobed, serrated, pointed, and placed upon long
radical footsta lks, which are winged toward~ the leaves. The scapcs or
~ower·stems are also radical, rise several inches in height, an d support
irregular quadrangular receptacles, which contain male and female flowers,
the former having two stame ns, the latter a si ngle style. Th e capsule,
when ripe, possesses an elastic power, by which the seeds are thrown out
with considerable force.
rrhe plant grows in Mexico, the West Indi es, and Peru. T he root
(rhizoma) is lhe officina l portion. According to Pereira, however, the contrayerva of the shops is not the product of the s pecies above described, but
of the D. Brasiliensis, and i's brought from Brazil. Th e term contrayerba ,
in the language of the Spanis h Amer icans, signifies counterpoison or antidote, and was applied to this root under the imp ression that it has the property of counteracting all kinds of poison.
P ropert ies. The root, as found in our shops, is oblong, an in ch or two
in length, of varying thickness, ve ry hard, rough, and solid, of a reddis hbrown colour exte rnall y, and pale within; and has numerous long, slen de r,
yellowish fibres attached to its infe ri or part. The odour is aromatic; the
taste warm, sli ghtly bitterish, and pungent. The fibres have less taste and
smell than the tu berous portion. The sensible properties are extracted by
alcohol and boiling water. Th e decoction is of a dark browni sh-red colour,
and highly mucilaginous. The tincture reddens infus ion of litmus, and
lets fall a precipitate on the addi tion of water. The root has not ye t been
analvzed, bu t is known to contain starch and a volati le oil.
lJjedicaL Properties and Uses. Comrayerva is a stim ulant tonic and
diaphoretic, and has been given in low slates of fever, malignant eruptive
diseases, some forms of dysentery and diarrhrea, and other diseases requ irin g gentle stimulation. Lt is ve ry seldom used in this country. The <lose
of the powdered root is about half a drachm.
\V.

CONVOLVULUS PANDURATUS. U.S. Secondary.

Wild Potato .
11 The root ofConvolvulus panduralus." U.S.
CoNvo LvuLus. See SCAMMONLUM.
Convolvulus pancluralus. Willd. Sp. Plant . i. 85(); Ba rton, Jl'/ed. Bot. i.

249. Th e wild potato has a perennial root, and a round, purplish, procum·
which twines around neighbo~1riog objects, and grows
sometimes twelve fee t in length. T he leaves, which .stand alternately on
lonCT petioles, are broad, heart-shaped at the base, enure, or lobed on the
sid~s li ke a gu itar or violin, somewhat acuminate, deep gree n on the upper
surface and paler beneath. The flowers are in fascicles, upon long ax illary
peduncles. The calyx is smooth and awn less ; the corolla, tubular campanulate, very l.art;e, .white at the border, but purplish-red at th e base.
Th e plant 1s ind1genous 1 growing.throughout th e United States in sandy
·fields and along fences, and flowe rin g from June to August. A variety
wilh double flowers is cultivated iu the gardens for the sake of ornainent.
24'
bento~ climbin g stem,
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Convolvulus Panduratus.-Copaiba.

The root, which is the officinal part, is very large, two or three feet in
length, about three inches thick, branc~ed .at the botto~, externally .o~ a
brownis h-yellow colour, and full of long1tudrnal fissures, rnternally wh1ush
and milky, and of a somewhat acrid taste. Pursh says that he has seen a
root as thick as a man's thigh .
.
.
.Medical Properties. 'l'he wild potato 1s feebly cathartic,_ and has been
proposed as a substitute for jalap, but is scarcely u ~ed. It is thought also
to be somewhat diuretic, and has been employed, w.Jlh supposed.advantage,
in strangury and calculous complaints. Fort~ grarns of the dned root are
said to purge gen tly . Perhaps an extract m!ght be found more effectual.

w.

COP AIBA. U.S., Land., Ed.

Copaiba.
11 The juice of Copaifera officinalis and other species of Copaifera." U. S.
Copaifera Langsdorffii. R esina liquida.'' Lond. u Fluid resinous exudation of various species ofCopaifera . Copaiva." Ed.
Off. Syn. COPAlFERA OFF!ClNALl_S. Resina liquida. Dub.

11

Bal~nm or Copaivn; Baume de copuhu,l'r.; Copi11\·n·Balsam, Germ.; Balsamo di oopaiba,
Jtal.;Ba lsuno<lecopayva, Span.

CoPAIFERA. Sex. Syst. Decandria Monogynia.-.Nat . Ord. Leguminosre, Jussieu. Amyridacere, L 'i ndley .
Gen. Cit. Calyx none. Petals four. Legume ovate. Seed one, with an
ovate arillus. 117illd.
The first notice to be found of the copaiba plant is that by .Marcgrav and
Piso in the year 164~. Jacquin in nua described a spt:cies of Copaifera,
which grew in th~ Island of Martinique, and which he named C. oj)icinalis,
from the fact that it afforded this resinous juice. As this was bclie,•ed to be
the same plant. with that observed by l\.'larcgrav in Brazil, it was ado~ted
without hesitation in the Pharmacopmiasj but their identity is now demed;
and Desfontaines has proposed for the officinal species the title of C. Jac9uini, in honour of the botanist who originally described it. From recent
observation and discoveries it appears, that numerous species of Copaifera
exist in Brazil and other parts of South America, all of which, according
to Martius, yield copaiba. Besi des the C . officinalis or C. Jacquini, the
following are described by Hayne ;-C. Guianen sis, C. Langsclorjjii, C.
coriacea, C. Beyricltii, C. .Marli'i, C. biJuga, C. 11-ilida, C. laxa, C. corclifolia, C. Jussieui, C.. Sellowii, C. oblongifolia, and C. mullijuga. Hayne
believes that the C. b1juga is the plant seen by M_a rcgra.v and Piso.
Copaifera oJ!icinalis. Willd. ii. 630; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 6Qg. t. 2 l6.
C. Jacquini. Desfont.• Mem. du Afus. vii. 376; Hayne, JJarstel. tmd Beschreib. 4·c. x. 14. This is an elegant tree, with a lofty stem, much branched
at the top, and crowned by a thick canopy of foliage. The leaves are alternate, large, an~ pinnate, composed of from. two to five pairs of ovate, entire,
obtusely acummate leaflets, two or three inches in length, rather narrower
on one side than the other, smooth, pellucidly punctate, somewhat shining,
and supported on short footstalks . The flowers are whitis h, and disposed
in terminal branched spikes. The fruit is an oval, two-valved pod, containing a sin~le seed.
1'his species of Cop~ifera is a native of Venezuela, and grows in the province of Carthagena, mingled with the trees which afford the balsam of Tolu.
It grows also in some of the West India islands, particularly Trinidad and
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Martinique, where it is said to be naturalized. Though recognised in the
United States Phar~ncopreia as one of the sources of the officinal copaiba,
it probably yiel~s little of that now in use. Accordin" to Hayne, the
species from which most of the Copaiba of commerce is derived, is the C.
rnultijuga, growing. in the pro\•ince of Para. It is. probable t_hat the C.
Guianensis, which inhabits the neighbouring province of Guiana, especially in the vicinity of the Rio Negro, affords also cons.iderablc quantities;
and the C'. Langsdorj/i.i and C. coriacea, which are natives of Santo Paulo,
arc thought to yield most of the j.uice co!lect~d in the last-m~nLioned province. But the London Collrge 1s certainly m error in ascnbing copaiba
exclusi\'ely to the C. Langsdorffii; as litde of that found in commerce is
derived from the region of country where that species is known to flourish.
~rhe juice is obtained by making deep incisions into the stems of the
trees; and the operation is said to be repeated several times in the same
season. As it flows from the wound, it is clear, colourless, and very thin,
but soon acquires a thicker consistence, and a yellowish tinge. It is most
largely collected in the provinces of Para and Maranham, in Brazil, and
until recently was brought to this counny chiefly from the port of Para, in
small ca~ks or barrels. But large quantities of it are now brought from
Maracaibo, in Venezuela, and from other ports on the Caribbean sea,
whence it comes in casks, demijohns, cans, jugs, &c. Copaiba is also exported from the French South American province of Cayenne, from Rio
Janeiro, and from some of the West India islands; but little reaches the
United States from thcsesourcf's.
Properties. Copaiba is a clear, transparent liquid, usually of the con·
sistence of olive oil, of a pale yellow colour, a p~culiar not unpleasant odour,
and a bitterish, hot, nau seous taste. !Ls specific grnvity varies from O·fJ50
to 1·000. It is insoluble in water, but entirely soluble in absolute alcohol,
ether, and the fixed and volatile oils. Strong alkaline solutions dissolve it
perfectly; but th.e resuhing solution becomes turbid when largely diluted
with water. With the alkalies and alkaline earths, it form::; saponaceous
compounds, in which the resin of the copaiba appears to act the part of an
acid. It dissolves magnesia, especially with the aid of heat, and even disengages carbonic acid from the carbonate of that earth . If triturated with
a s.ixteent~1 of its weight of r:iagnesia an~ set aside, it g radually assumes a
solid consistence: and a similar change is produced wi th hydrate of lime.
(See Pilulm Copaib:.e .) Its essentia l constituents are volatil e oil and resin,
with a minute proportion of an acid which appears to be the acetic. (Ou.
rand, Journ. of the Phil. pot. of ~harm., i. ;i.) As it contains no benzoic
acid, it cannot with propnety retam its former title of balsam of copaiva.
The substances which it most closely resembles, both in composition and
properties, are the turpentines.
The volatile oil, which has been adopted as officinal by the Edinburgh
College under the name of CorAJBA~ OLE UM, constitutes from a third to one·
half or more of the copaiba. It may be separated by distillation, and is
best obtained by distillation with water. As it first comes over it is colour·
Jess, but the later product is of a fine greenish hue. By re-di stillation it
may be rendered wholly colourless. It has the odour and taste of copaiba,
is li ghte r than waler, boils at about 470° (Christison), is solub le in ether
and alcohol, absorbs muriatic acid grts and forms with it crystals of artificial
camphor, and when pure contains no oxygen, being isomeric with pure oil
of turpentine. It answers even better than naphtha for preserving potas·
sium, a fact first observed by Mr. Durand, of Philadelphia.
The resinous mass which remains is hard, brillle, translucent, of a green-
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ish-brown colour, and nearly. destitute of sm~ll a~d ~as~e. ~y mixing it
will1 the oil in p:oper ~roport1on, we may obt~m a hqu~d 1denucal or ne~rl.Y
so with the oriamal juice. When treated with the oil of petroleum, ll JS
separated into c.two distinct r~sins, one of '~·hich is d~ssolve~, and ~ay be
obtained separate by evaporation, the other 1s left behind. 1 he fi~st IS yellowish, hard, an d brittle, and constitutes by far the larg:est propo~uon of l~e
residuum of the distillation. It appears to possess acid propert ies;_ as H!i
alcoholic solution reddens litmus, and it forms definite compounds wllh the
alkalies. It has therefore received the name of copaivic acid. The second
xesin is yellowish-brown, soft, unctuous, and '~ithout acid reaction.; an.d is
supposed by Berzelius to result from the resin1fication of the volatile 011, as
it is more abundant in the old than in the recent juice. Recent copaiba
examined by Gerber yielded 41 per ~ent. of volatile oil, 51·38 ?f th e hard
and brittle resin, 2·1~ of the soft resin, and 5·44 of water; while an older
specimen gave 31·07 per cent. of oil, 53·68 of hard resin, 11·15 of soft
resin, and 4· IO of water.
Copaiba, upon exposure to the air, assumes a deeper colour, a thicker
consistence, and greater density, and, if spread out upon an e.xtended surface, ulti~nately becomes dry and .brit.tle. This change is owing partly to
the vo~atdization, partly to the o:odat1on of the essential oil. Considera~le
diversities must, therefore, exist in the drug, both in physical properties
and the proportion of its ingredients, according to its age and degree of
exposure. Similar differences also exist in the copaiba procured from different sources. Thus, that of the West Indies, when compared with the
Brazilian, which is the variety above described and in common use, is of
a thicker consislence, of a deeper or darker yellow colour, less transparent,
and of a less agreeahle, more terebinthinate odour; specimens obtained
from the ports of Venezuela or New Grenada were found upon examination by M. Vigne, to differ from each other not only in physical properties,
but also in their chemical relations (Journ . de Pharm., N. S., i. 52.) i and
it is not impossible that differences may exist in the juice according to the
circumstances of its colleclion. It is said that a volati le oil flows abundantly from a tree near Bogota, without distillation, which is employed to
aclulter~te the copaiba collected in that neighbourhood, and shipped from
:Maracaibo and other neighbouring ports. (.flm. J. of Phann., xviii. 240.)
.fl.dulteration.s. Copaiba is said to be frequently adulterated; but the
remark is appltcab l ~ rather to the markets of Europe than to those of the
United ~tates.: 'rhe fixed oils are th.e most frequent addition, especi~Uy
castor od, which, in consequence of its solubility in alcohol, cannot, hke
the othe rs, be detected by the agency or that fluid. Various plans have
been .proposed for ascertaining the presence of castor oil. The simplest is
to boil one drachm of the copaiba i~ a rint of water, till the liquid is wholly
evapo ratt:d. If the copaiba contam 01!, the residue will be more or less
soft, according to the quantity present; othe rwise it will be hard . Another
mode, proposed ~y M. Planch~, consists in shak in g together in a bot.tie
one part of &oluuon of amm~nia of th e sp. gr. 0·9212 (22° BaumC) with
two an~ a half parts of copa1ba, at a temperalUre of from 50° to 60" F.
The mixture, a~ first cloudy, quickly becomes transparent if t~1e copaiba .is
pure, but remams more or less opaque if it is adulterated w1th castor 011.
According lo J. E. Simon, however, a variety of genuine copaiLa sometimes occur~ in commerce, in which this. test fails. (See JJni. Journ. ~f
Phann., xvi. 2:36.) Carbonate of magnesia, caustic potassa, and sulphunc
~c~d have also been propos7d as tests . Jn the Edinburgh Pha rm acopreia,
lt is stated that copa1ba 11 d1ssolves a fourth part of its weight of carbonate
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of magnesia, wiLh the aid of a gentle heat, and continues translucent."
The presence of a small proporlion of any fixed oil renders the mixtu re
opaque. Turpentine, which is said. to be sometimes added to copaiba, may
be detected by its smell, especially 1f the copaiba be heated.
Jlledical Properties and Uses. Copaiba is gently stimulant, diuretic,
laxative, and in very large doses often actively purgative. It produces, when
swallowed, a sense of heat in the throat and stomach, and extends an irritant action, not only throughout the alimentary canal, but also to the urinary
passages, and in fact, in a greater or less degree, to all the mucous mem branes, for which it appears to have a strong affinity. The urine acquires
a peculi~r odour during its use~ and its smell may be detected in the breath.
It sometimes occasions an eruption upon the skin, resembling that of measles,
and altended with a disagreeable itching and tingling sensation. Nausea and
vomiting, painful purgation, strangury and bloody urine, and a general state
of fever are among the morbid results of its excessive action . As a remedy
it has been found most efficient in the diseases of the mucous membranes,
particularly such as are of a chronic character. Thus it is given with occasional advantage in leucorrhrea, gleet, chronic dysentery, painful hemorrhoidal affections, and in chronic bronchial inflammation. By Dr. La Roche,
of Philadelphia, it is highly recommended in catarrh of the bladder, and in
chronic irritation of the same organ. (.llm. Joum . of Med. Scien., xiv. rn.)
It has been given with some success in dropsy; and is said to be used as a
vermifuge in Brazil. 'l'he complaint, however, in which it is most employed is gonorrhcea. It is given in all stages of the disorder; but caution
is requisite when the inflammatory symptoms are high. Even in health,
if taken largely, it sometimes produces very unpleasant irritation of the
urinary passages, and, by sympathy, of the testicles. It was formerly
highly esteemed as a vulnerary, and as an application to ulcers; but is now
seldom used externally. Dr. Ruschcnberger strongly recommends it as a
local application in chilblains. (Med. Exaniiner, i. 77.)
'l'he dose of copaiba is from twenty drops to a fluidrachm three times a
day, or a smaller quantity repeated more frequently. It may be given
dropped on sugari but in this form is often so exceedingly offensive, as to
render some concealment of its nauseous qualities necessary. It is sometimes given floating on the surface of some aromatic water, or mixed with
an equal .measure of spirit of nitric ether. A Jess disa&'reeable form is that
of emulsion, prepared by rubbing the copaiba first with mucilage or the
yolk of an egg, ~nd sugar, and afterwards with water impregnated with some
aromatic essential oil, as that of mint or cinnamon. The volatile oil mav
be used in the dose of ten or fifteen drops, and probably with the same effects as the copaiba, of which it is the active ingredient. It may ?e admin istered dropped on sugar, or in the form of emulsion. The resm, which
has been proposed as a substitute, is nearly inert. 'l'he pills made by means
of magnesia may sometimes be resorted to with advanlage; and it has
recently become customary to administer copaiba enclosed in capsules of
gelaLin, which completely cover the taste, while they are readily dissolved
in the liquors of the stomach. (See Glue, in the .!Jppendix.) Velpeau has
found the best effects from copaiba in the form of enema. He gives two
drachms made imo an emulsion with the yolk of an egg, twenty or thirty
drops of laudanum, and eight f\uidounces of water.
Off. Prep. Pilul:c Copaibre, U.S.; Oleum Copaibre, Ed.
W.
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COPTIS. U.S. Secondary.
Goldthread.
"The root ofCoptis trifolia." U.S.
Sex. Syst. Polyandria Polyg.ynia.-Nat. Ord. R~nunculace.re,
Gen. Ch. Calyx none. Pe~als fiv~ or six, caducous .. Nec~anes five or six,
cucullate . Capsules five to eight, st1pitate, stellately d1vergrng, and rostrate,
many-seeded. Nullall.
Cop_tis trifolia. Bigelow, ..8m ..Med. Bot. i. GO; Barton, Afed. Bot. ii. 97.
CorT1s.

This lnlle evero-reen bears cons iderable resemblance to the strawberry in
size and general aspect. It has a perennial. cree~ing root, the slenderness
and brig-ht yellow colour of which have given rise to the name of goldlhread, by 'vhich the plant is commonly known. The caudex, from which
the petioles and flower-stems proceed, is invested with ovate, acuminate,
yellowish, irnbricated scales. The leaves, which stand on long slender foot·
stalks, are ternate, with firm, rounded or obovate, sessile leaflets, having an
acute base, a lobed and acuminately crenate margin, and a smooth veined
surface. The scape or flow er stem is slende r, round_, rather_ longer than the
leaves, and surmounted by one small white flower, wnh a mmute macronate
bracte beneath it. The petals are oblong, concave, and of a white colour;
the nectaries inversely conical, hollow, and yellow at the top. The stamens
have capillary filaments and globosc anthers. The germs are from five to
eight, stipitate, oblong, compressed, and surmounted by short recurved
styles, with acute stigmas. The capsules, which diverge in a star-like
form are pedicelle<l, compressed, beaked, and contain numerous black seeds
attached to the inner side.
The goldthread inhabits the northern regions of this continent and of
Asia, aud is found in Greenland and Iceland. It delights in the dark shady
swamps and cold morasses of northern latitudes and Alpine regions, and
abounds in Canada, and in the hilly dislricts of New England. Its blos·
soms appear in May. All parts of the plant possess more or less biuerness;
but this property is most intense in the root, which is the only portion directed
by the Pharmacopc.eia.
D~ie_d goldthread , as brought into lhe market, is in loosely matted masses,
consisting of th~ long, thread-like, orange-yellow roots, frequentl_y interlaced,
and mingled with tbe leaves and stems of the plant. It is wllhout smell,
and h~s ayurely bitt(>r taste, unattended with aroma or astringency. It im·
1mrts Jls bitter~ess an~ yellow colour to water and_ alcohol, but most perfectly
to the latter, with which it forms a bright yellow tmcture. lts virtues appear
t? depend on a bitter extractive matter, which is precipitated by nitrate of
si_lver and_ acetate of lead. (Bigelow.) It affords no evidence of containing
either resin, gum, or tannin.
11/edical Propertie.IJ and Uses. ll is a simple tonic bitter, bearinrra close
resemblance to ~~assia in its mode of action, an~ applicable t.o all ~ases in

~~l~~~~hi~\::1;~:1~;a~ i~s~r::c~i~~~~ti\~~~~\~oN1e~~s ~~g(T~:~J~~cfs' i~~cl~l~e~

ployed as a local applic_ation i_n aphthous ulcerations ~f the mouth; but it
probably has no other vmues m this complaint than such as are common to
a.II the simple bitters. It may be given internally in substance, infusion, or
tmcture. The dose ?f the powder is from ten to thirty grains, of a tincture
prepared by maceratmg an ounce of the root in a pint of diluled alcohol,
one fluidrachm.
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Another speciPs of Coptis has been described by Dr. "\\~allich, under the
n:ime of Coptis T eela, which grows i~ the mountainous regions bordering
on Assam, and is much used a:;; a tome by the people of that country and
by the Chinese. It appears to be closely analogous in properties to the C.
trifolia. (.Rm. Journ. of Phann., ix. 196.)
W.

CORIANDRU M . U.S., Lond., Ed.
Corianrler.
11

Thc fruit ofCoriandrum sati,·um." U.S., Ed.

Fruclus." Lond.

11

Coriandrum sativum.

O.JJ: Syn. CORIANDRUM SAT LVUM. Semina. Dub.

Coriundrc, Pt.; Koriandcr, Germ.: Coriondro. Jttil.; Cihmtro, Span
CoRIANDRUM. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia.- ..Nat . Ord.

Apiacere or
Umbelliferre.
Gen. Ch. Corolla radiate. Petals inflex-cmarginate. [}nfversrtl involucre
one-leafed. Partial involucres halved. Fruit spherical. rFillcl.

Coriandrum salivum . Willd. Sp . Plant. i. 1448; Woodv. Med. Bol. p.

1:37. t. 53. This is an annual plant, with an erect, round, smooth, branching stem, which rises about two feet in height, and is furnished with compound leaves, of which the upper are thrice ternate, wilh linear pointed
leaflets, the lower pinnate, with the pinn::c cut into irregular serrated lobes,
resembling those of common parsley . Th e flowers arc white or rose-coloured,
and disposed in compound terminal umbe ls. Th e fruit is globular, and consists of two concave hemispherical portions.
The C. sativwn is a native of I taly, but at present grow s wild in most
parts of Europe, having become naturalized in consequence of its extensive
cultivation. The flow ers appear in June, and the fruit ripens in August. It
is a si11gular fact, that all parts of the fresh plant are extremely fetid when
bruised, while the fruit becomes fragrant by drying. Thi s is the officinal
portion. It is brought to us from Europe.
The fruit of the coriander, as found in the shops, is globular, about the
eighth of an inch in diameter, obscurely ribbed, of a grayish or brownishyellow colour, and separable into the two portions (half-fruits) of which it
consists. It has th e persistent calyx at its base, and is sometimes surmounted by the adhering style. The smell and taste are gratefu lly aromatic,
nnd depend on a volatile oil, which may be obtained separate by distillation.
They are imparted to alcohol by maceration, and less readily to water.
Jlledical Properties and Ulies. Coriander hns, in a moderate degree, the
ordinary mcdicnl virtues of the aromatics. his almost exclusive ly employee!
in combination with other medicines, either to conr their taste, to render
them acceptable to the stomach . or to correct their gripin g qualities. It was
well known to the ancients. Th e dose is from a scruple to a drachm.
Off. Prep. Aqua Calcis Composita, Dub .; Confectio Senn.e, U.S.,
Lond., Ed.; lnfu sum Gentian::c Compositum, U. S., Eel.; I nfusum Sennm,
U. S.; l nfusum Senn::c Compositum, Ed., Dub.; Tinctura Rhe i et Senate,
U.S.; Tinclllra Senn::e et Jalapre, U.S., Eel.
W'.
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CORNU. Land., Ed.
Hartshorn.
Cervus Elaphus. Corm.1." Lond. "Horn of Ccrvus Elaphus." Ed.
Off. Syn. CORNUA CERVIN A. Ramenta. Dub.

11
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the British Colleges, inhabits Europe, Asia, and the North of Africa. Those
of our own common deer- Cervu.~ Virginianus- though employed in the
arts, are not officinal. Hartshorn is usually imported into th is country from
Germany, in the state of shavings, but is very litde employed.
Ha rtshorn shavings arc without smell au~ taste, pliable, ~n~ of an ivory
yellow colour. According to M. Merat-Guillot, they contain rn JOO parts,
27 of gelatin, 57·5 of phosphate of lime, 1 of carbonate of lime, and l Hi
of water including the Joss. Bo_iling water extracts their gelatin, fo rming _a
tra nsparent, colourless jelly, which may be rendered palatable by the add1·
tion of sugar, lemon or or~nge juice, and a little wine. In i~s preparation,
two pints of water are boiled with four ounces of the shav111gs to a pi nt,
and the residue strained whi le hot. The clear liquid ge latinizes upon cool·
ing. By destructive distillation, the shavings yield an impure solution of
carbonate of ammonia, which formerly received the name of spirit of harts·
!torn; and the same name has been subsequently applied to similar ammo·
niacal solutions procured from other sources. ' Vhen burnt, they leave an
incombustible residue consisting almost exclusively of phosphate of lime.
Medical Properties, ~c. The jelly prepared from the shav ings of harts·
horn has been thought to possess medical virtues; but it is only nutritive
and demulcent, and is probably not superior to calfsfoot jelly. The shavings
themselves are used in the preparation of the Pu Ivis Antimonia lis.
Off. Prep. Cornu Ustum, Lond. , Dub.; Pulvis Amirnonialis, Ed.,Lond.,

Dub.

W.

CORNUS CIRCINATA. U.S. Secondary.
Round-leaved Dogn•ood.
"The ba rk ofCornus circinata." U. 8.
CoRxus. Sex. Syst. Tetrandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Cornacere.
Gen. Cit. lnvolucre usually four· leaved. Petals :superior, four. Drupe
with a two-celled nut. TPilld.
We h~v~ ten ind.igenous sp~cies ofCornus, all of which are supposed to
possess similar med1cal properties; and three- the C. Flo1·ida, C. circinala,
and C. sericea- are noticed in the Pharmacopreia of the United States.
The last .two are placed in the secondary list, not because they are esteemed
less efficient than the first ; but because they have hitherto less attracted the
attention of the profession.
Comus circinata. Willd. ::,jJ. Plant. i. 663. This is a shrub from six to
ten fel'.t high , with warty branches, large, ~oundish, pointed leaves, waved
on their edges and downy beneath, and whtte flowers disposed in dep ressed
cymes. The fruit is blue. The p lant is a native of the United States, extend_ing from Canada ~o Virginia, and growing on hill.sides and the banks
of nver~. l t flowers rn June and July.
The bark, when dried, is in quills of a whitish or ash colour, and affords
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a powder resembling that of ipecacuanha. Its taste is bitter, astringent, and
aromatic. [n chemical composition, so far as this has been ascertained, it
is analogous to the Corn us Florida. It possesses also similar medical virtues,
and may be employed in the same doses. It has been much used as a tonic
and astringent in Connecticut, and was highly extolled by the late Dr. Ives,
of New York, who recommended, as the most eligible preparation, an infusion made by pouring a pint of boi ling water on an ounce of the coarsely powdered bark. 'rlie dose of this is from one to two fluidounces.
\V.

CORNUS FLORIDA. U.S.

Dogwood.
"The bark of Corn us Florida." U.S.
CoRNUS. See CORNUS CIRC!NATA.
Cornua Florida. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 661; Bigelow, .!Jm. Med. Bot. ii.
73 i Barton, .Med. Bot. i. 44. This is a small indigenous tree, usually about
fifteen or twenty feet in height, though sometimes not less than thirty or
thirty-five feet. It is of slow growth; and the stem, which generally attains
a diameter of four or five inches, is compact, and covered with a brownish
bark, the epidermis of which is minutely divided by numerous superficial
cracks or fissures. The branches are spreading, and regularly disposed,
sometimes opposite, sometimes in fours nearly in the form of crosses. The
leaves are opposite, oval, about three inches long, pointed, dark green and
sulcated on the upper surface, glaucous or whitish beneath, and marked
with strong parallel veins. Towards the close of summer they are speckled
with black spots, and on the approach of cold weather assume a red colour.
The proper flowers are small, yellowish, and collected in heads. which are
surrounded by a very large conspicuous involucre, consisting of four white
obcordate leaves, having the notch at their summit tinged with red or purple.
It is this involucre that constitutes the chief beauty of the tree at the period
of flowering. The calyx is four.toothed, and the corolla composed of four
obtuse reflexed petals. The fruit is an oval drupe of a vivid glossy red
colour, containing a two-celled and two·seeded nucleus. The drupes are
usually associated together to the number of three or four, and remain on
the tree till after the early frosts. They ripen in September.
The dogwood is found in all parts of the United States, from Massachusetts to the Mississippi and the Gulf of Mexico; but is most abundant in the
Middle States. In the month of May, it is clothed with a profusion of large
white blossoms, which render it one of the most conspicuous ornaments of
the American forests. The bark is the officinal portion, and is derived for
use both from the stem and branches, and from the root. The bark of the
root is preferred. It is brought into market in pif"ces of various sizes,
usually more or less rolled, sometimes invested with a fawn-coloured epidermis, sometimes partially or wholly deprived of it, of a reddish-gray colour,
very briule, and afiOrding, when pu lverized, a grayish powder tinged with
red. The odour of dogwood is feeble, its laste bitter, astringent, and slightly
aromatic. 'Vater and alcohol extract its virtues. It has not been accurately
analyzed; but, from the experiments of Dr. Walker and others, appears to
contain extractive matter, gum, resin, tannin, and gallic acid. A peculiar
bitter principle, for which the name of cornine has been proposed, has been
announced as an ingredient by Mr. Carpenter; but we need more definite
information on the subject. The flowers of the C. Florida have the same
25
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bitter taste as the bark, and , though not officinal, are sometimes employed
for the same purposes.
JJ/edical Properties and Uses. Cornus Florida is tonic and astringent.
By Dr. 'Valker it was found, when taken internally, to augment. the force
and frequency of the pulse, and increase the heat of the body. It 1~ thought
to possess remedial properties closely analogous to those of Peruvian bark,
for .which. it has occasionally been successfully substituted in t.h~ t~eatment
of rntermtttent fevers; but die introduction of sulphate of qumia rnto use
has nearly banished this. as well as many other substitutes for cinchona,
from regular practice. The dogwood has also been t"mployed with s_upposed
benefit in typhoid fevers, and other complaints for which the Peruvian tonic
is usually prescribed.
It may be given in powder, decoction, or extract. The dose of the powder
is from a scruple to a drachm, repeated, in cases of intermittent fever, so that
from one to two ounces may be taken in the interval between the paroxysms.
The decoction is officinal. (See Decoctum ComUs Ploridr£.) The dried
bark is said to be preferable to the fresh; as it possesses all the activity of
the latter, without being equally liable to offend the stomach and bowels.
An extract might probably be used with advantage in intermittents in large
doses.
W.
Off. Prep. Decoctum Corn us Floridm. U.S.

CORNUS SERICEA. U.S. Secondary.
Swamp Dogwood.
"The bark ofCornus sericea." U.S.

Co•Nus. See CORNUS C!RCINATA.

Cornussericea. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 603; Barton, Med.Bot. i. 115. This
species of Cornus is usually six or eight feet in height, with numerous erect
s~ems, which are covered with a shining reddish bark, and send out opposne :spreading branch~s . T~e young shoots are more or less pubescent.
The leaves are opposue, pet1olate, ovate, pointed, entire, and on the under
s urface coYered with soft brownish hairs. The flowers are small, white,
and disposed in terminal cymes, which are depressed and woolly. The fruit
consists of globular, berry-formed drupes, of a cerulean blue colour, and
collected in bunches.
The swamp dogwood inhabits the United States from Canada to Carolina,
and is found in moist woods, in swamps, and on the borders of streams. It
flowers in Jun~ and July .. The bark was ascertained hy Dr. '\Talker to have
~he same medical properue~ as that of Cornus Florida. It may be given
W.
rn the same doses, and admmistcre<l in a similar manner.

COTULA. U.S. Secondary.
Alay-1veed.
11

The herb of Anthem is Cotula." U.S.

mil~~ 1\ .~':~l i~ICJ;1'1 :~:'Y/al}•;rl~~:::~~·~~~ l~~'. 1 ~1~;;'.11ille,
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Stinkcndc-Kamillc, Ccn11.; Camo-

A:sTHt.ms. See A~THE:.\IIS.
Jlntlmnis Cotufa. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii . 2181; Barton, 111ed. Bot. i. 161.
The may-weed is an annual plant, 'vi th a fibrous root, and an erl'ct striated
ste_m, Yery much b~anched even to the bottom, from one to two feet in
height, and supporting alternate, sess ile, flat, doubly pinnated, somewhat
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hairy leaves, with pointed linear leaflets. Th e flowers stand singly upon
the summits of th e branches, and consist of a central, convex, goldenyellow disk, with white radial florets, which spread horizontally during the
day, but are reflexed or bent towards the stem at night. Th e calyx, which
is common to all the florets, is hemisph erical, and composed of imbricated
hairy scales. The receptacle is conical or nearly cylindrical, and surmounted by rigid, bristle-shaped palere, shorter than the florets. The seeds
arc naked.
1 1his plant grows abundantly both in the United States and in Europe.
In this country it is found in the vicinity of inhabited places, growing
among rubbi sh, along the sides of roads , and in waste grounds. Notwithstanding its exte nsive diffusion, it is generally believed to be a naturalized,
not an indigenous plant. It is frequently called wild chamomile. It
flowers from the middle of summer till late in autumn.
The whole plant has a strong, disagreeable smell, and a warm, bitter
taste, and imparts these properties to water. We are not aware that its
analysis has been attempted.
The medical properties of this species of Anthemis are essentially the
same as those of chamom ile, for which it may be employed as a substitute;
but its disagreeable odour is an obstacle to its ~eneral use. On the con.tinent of Europe it has been given in n ervou s diseases, especiaUy hysteria,
under the impression, probably derived from its peculiar smell, that it possesses antispasmodic potvers. It has also been thought to be emmcnagogue.
In this country it is scarcely employed, except as a domestic remedy . 'fhe
whole plant is active; but the flowers, being less disagreeable than the leave~,
are preferred for internal use. The remedy is best administered in the
VV.
state of infusion .

CREASOTUM. U.S., Ed.

Creasote.
"A peculiar su bstance obtained from tar ." U.S.

Off. Syn. CREASOTON. Oxy-hydro-carburetum, ex oleo pyroxylico
paralum. Lond.
This is a substance of the nature of the volatile oils, discovered in 1830
by Dr. R eichenbach in the products of th e distillation of wood. M. Devi1le
conceives that it is a. volatile oil, derived by heat from the resin of wood,
and isomeric with the original volati le oil, from which the resi n is supposed
to be formed by a slow alteration occurring in the vegetable. It may, therefore, be classed with the volatile oils which are regenerated by distillation.
In the products of the distillation of organic substances generally, whether
vegetable or animal, R eichenbach also discovered five oth~r principles, called
paraffi.ne, eupio ne, pic~mar, capnom~r, and pittacal, which, as being a~so
ciated with creasote, will be here noticed. Paraffine is a white, crystalline,
soft solid, devoid of taste and smell, and characterized by its feeble affinity
for other bodies, as is indicated by its name. from parum affinis. Eupione
is an inodorous, insipid, limpid, and colourless liquid, of th e sp. gr. 0·740,
obta ined most abundantly from animal tar and Dippel's animal oil. Both
th ese substances are composed exclusively of carbon and hyd rogen. Picamar is a colourless oily liquid, heavie r than waler, of a peculiar odour aad
very bitter taste. It is present in the heaviest portion of the rectified oil of
tar, and constitules the hitter principle of that substance. Capnomor, so
called from its being one of th e in gredien ts of smoke, is a colourless liquid,
lighter than waler, having a pleasant odour and a pungent taste, and occur-
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ring in th~ heavy oil of tar.

It has the property of dissolv.ing caoutchouc,

:~~p~r~n ~r"fi~~~~~~~d~h~ =~~:ps:t~:i~~:!~ch;i~~~::~, ~·~~ ~~~a~::der~~~ ~~:
0

heavy oil of tar, is a solid of a beautiful blue colour, and differing from the
other substances above noticed, in containing nitrogen as one of its elements.
Preparation. Creasote is o~tai~ed either from ta.r or from crude pyro·
ligneous acid. 'Vheo tar is used, 1l is distilled until It has attained the consistence of pitch. The distilled liquid divides itself into three layers,
an aqueous between two oily layers. The inferior oily layer, which alone
contains the creasote, is separated, and saturated with carbonate of potassa,
to remove acetic acid. The liquid is allowed to rest, and the new oil which
separates is decanted from it. This oi l is distilled, and yields products
lighter than water, and n liquid heavier. The latter alone is preserved, and,
haYing been agitated repeatedly with weak phosphoric acid to neutralize
ammonia, is allowed to remain at rest for some time. It is next washed as
long as acidity is removed, and then distilled with a fresh portion of weak
phosphoric acid, care being taken lo cohobate from time to time. The oily
liquid thus rectified is colourless, and contains much creasote, but also a
portion of eupione. To separate the latter, the liquid is mixed with a solution of caustic potassa of the density of 1·12, which dissolves th~ creasote,
but not the eupione. The eupione, which swims abo\•e from its levity,
being separated, the alkaline solution of the creasote is exposed to the air,
until it becomes brown in consequence of the decomposition of a foreign
matter, and is then saturated with sulphuric acid. This sets free the creasote, which is decanted and again distilled. The treatment by solution of
potassa, sulphuric acid, &c., is to be repeated until the creasote no longer
becomes brown by exposure to the air, but only slightly reddish. It is then
dissolved in a stronger solution of polassa and distilled again, and finally
redistilled for the last time, rejecting the first portion which comes over
on account of its containing much water. collecting the next portion, and
avoi~ing to push the distillation too far. The product collected in this distillat1on is pure creasote.
When crea.:::ote is extracted from pyroligneous acid, the first step is to dis·
sol~e sulphate of soda in it to saturation. The oil which separates and
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and distilled. w1th water. The oleaginous liquid obtained 1s of a pale yel.low
colour, and 1s to be treated with phosphoric acid, &c. &c., as above detailed
with rcsp7ct to the treatment of the corresponding.oil obtained from tar.
Accordrng to l\'l. Koen~, the tar of the pine furmshes but little pure creasote; .while coal tar, by his mode of tr~atment, yields nearly five drachms to
the pmt. We have not space for the rnsertion of his process, but the details
may be consulte~ in the
2~" Annee, p. SO. 1\.1.
Cozzi has also given a process which is stated to be economical. (Amer.

Journal de Pharrnacie,
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consistence of oil of almonds, shgln/y greasy to the touch, volatilizable by
heat, a~d having a caustic and burning tast~, a~d a penetrating, disagreeable
odour like th~t of smoked meat. As met with 10 the shops, i~ has fre<].uenlly
a brownish lmgc. It burns wilh a sooty flame. Applied to the skm in a
concentrated state, !t corrugates and then_de~troys the cuticle. On paper it
leaves a greasy stam, which disappears ma few hours, or in ten minutes
when exposed to a heat of about 212:>. Its sp. gr. is l·O;l7 (l·OG6 accord·
ing to the Edinburgh Pharmacopceia). In favour of the laller number, Dr.
Christison adduces experimental results of his own, which are entirely satis-
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factory . It boils at 397°,and retains its fluidityat- 17°,and not probably
at so low a temperature as- 50°, as stated in th~ London Pharmacopceia. *
It is a non-conductor of electricity, a~d refr~cts light powerfully. It is_ devoid of acid or alkaline reaction. Mixed with water, It forms two solulions
-ooe consisting of J part of creasote in about 80 of water, the other, of 1
part of water in 10 of creasote. It unites in all proportions with alcohol,
ether, and naphtha. It is capable of dissolving a large quantity of iodine
an~ phosphorus, and a considerable amount of sulphur, especially when
assisted by heat.
Creasote forms two combinations with polassa; one anhydrous, of an
oleaginous consistence, the other, hydrated, and in the form of small, white
pearly scales. It possesses similar habitudes with soda. It instantly dissolves an~monia, and retains it with great force. Strong nitric and sulphuric acids decompose creasote; the former giving rise to reddish vapours,
the latter to a red colour, which becomes black on the addition of more of
the acid. Dilute nitric acid converts it into a brown resin, which, treated
with a.mmonia., and then dissolved in boiling alcohol, gives, by evaporation,
cerlain salts of ammonia, two of which contain new acids, discovered by
Laurent. Acetic acid dissolves it in all proportions without decomposing
it. Creasote dissolves a large number of metallic salts; and it reduces a
few to the metallic state, as, for example, nitrate and acetate of silver. lt
acts powerfully in coagulating albumen.
Of all the properties of creasote, the most remarkable is its power of preserving meat. It is this property which has suggested its name, derived
from ~t:.E«-~Jlesh, and a...l'i:;:i I save. Reichenbach states that fresh meat dipped for a quarter of an hour in a solution of creasote, is preserved from
putrefaction, and concludes that smoked meats owe their power to resist
change to the presence of this substance.
Con1position. According to Ettling, creasote consists of 76·2 carbon, 7·8
h.rdrogen, and 16 oxyg~n, proportions which coincide most nearly with
thirtecn cqs. of carbon, eight of hyarogen, and two of oxygen.
lmpurilies and .lldulterat-ions. Creasote is apt to contain eupione, picamar, andcapnomor, and is sometimes adulterated with rectified oil of tar, and
the fixed and volatile oils. All these substances are detected by strong
acetic acid, which dissolves the creas~le, and leave~ them behind, floating
above the creasote solution. Fixed oils are also discovered by a stain on
paper, not discharged by heat. Any trace of the matter which produces
the brownish tinge, is detected by the liquid becoming discoloured by exposure to sunshine. Specific gravity is not a good criterion of the purily
of creasote; because it is liable to be adulterated by liquids both heavier and
Jighter tha_n itself, and hence may have the proper density without being
pure. If Jt be very light, the presence of alcohol may be suspected. This
adulteration may be separated by distillation, and will first come over, distinguishable by burning with a clear inste~d of a smo~y flame.
JJledical Properties, ~·c. Creasote is irritant, narcot ic, styptic, antiseptic,
and moderately escharotic. Internally it has been emp_loyed in a nu~ber
of diseases; externally, for the most part as an application to eruptions,
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wounds, and ulcers, and as an injection and gargle. The principal diseases
in which it has been given are diabetes mellitus, epilepsy, hy~teria, neu~
ralo-ra,
chronic ca_tarrh, hremoptysis, and pulmonary consumpt10n. .'?ver
0
the lauer disease It has no curallve influence; but it is stated to facilnate
expectoration and to give the sputa a more favourable character. In thi s
disease, and in bronchorrhrea without inflammation, it has been recommended to be inhaled in the state of vapour, by means of the ordinary
inhaling bottle. Dr. R. Dick, of Glasgow, recommends it as an internal
remed.y in chronic gonorrhrea and gleet. Dr. Elliotson, of London, considers 1t an important remedy in arresting. nausea and vomiting, w~en not
dependent on inflammation or structural disease of the stomach , as rn hysteria and pregnancy. He also recommends it, as well as Mr. A. B. Maddock, of London, as a preventive of sea-sickness.
The eruptions to the treatment of which crcasote has been supposed to
be best suited, are thos.e of a scaly character. ln burns .its efficacy has
been insisted on, especially in those attended with excessive suppuration
and fungous granulations. In recent burns, where the cuticle is not broken,
Dr. John Sutherland found it useful, applied in an undiluted state. In
chilblains also it is stated to be a useful application. When applied to
wounds it acts as a styptic, stopping the capillary hemorrhage, but possesses no power to arrest the bleeding from large vessels . Accordingly,
creasote water has been applied locally to arrest uterine hemorrhage, and
the bleeding from leech-bites. The ulcers, in the treatment of which it
has been found most useful, are those of an indolent and gangrenous character, in which its several properties of escharOLic, stimulant, and antiseptic are usefully brought into play. It is also praised as an application
to syphilitic, scrofulous, and cancerous ulcers. In all these cases. the
remedy mus.t be used of appropriate strength, and continued with judgment; and m case it should irntate, its use must be suspe nded, or ahernated with that of emollient and soothing applications. Injected into
fistulous ul.ccrs,.it proves a useful resource, by exciting t.h e callous surfaces and disposing them to unite. Dr. Hildreth, of Zanesv11le, Ohio, found
it efficacious, mixed with mercurial ointment, in the proportion of ten to
thirty drops to the ounce, in scrofulous ophthalmia, and scrofulous ulceration of the cornea. A small portion of the ointment is introduced under
the upper. eyelid, morning and evening, and rubbed over the ~vhole globe.
The application shou l_d be strong enoug h to produce a smartmg pain for
about five minutes. 'I'he local must of course be combined with constitutional treatment. (.flm . Journ. of Med. Sci., Oct., 1842, p . 362.) In cases
of putrid sorethroat, in which the use of a stimulant and antiseptic is required, a gargle of creasote acts beneficially; and in chronic suppuration of
the external meatus of the ear, the same properties make it valuable as an
injection. In deafness arising from deficient cerumcn, Mr. Curtis has
found it useful. The meatus is first well cleansed, and afterwards brushed
over, night and morning, with a mixture of a drachm of creasote to four
drachms of oil of almonds, by means of a camel's hair brush. Dr. PartridfTe,
0
of this city, has found the same treatment advantageous in several cases of
deafness. Th e meatus may be cleansed by droppin g into the ear at night
a few drops of ~live oil, an~ sy ringing it o.ut the .next morning with a weak
and warm solution of Castile soap, to which a sixth of Cologne water has
been added . This may be repeated five or s ix days, until the ear is
thoroughly cleansed. (Med. Exam., iii. 347.) In toothache, depending
on destruction of the tooth and exposure of the nerve, creasote often acts
promptly and radically in the removal of the pain. One or two drops of
the pure substance must be carefully introduced into the hollow of the
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tooth 1 on a little Collon, avoiding contact with the tongue or cheek. To
render the remedy ~ffectual, the hollow of the tooth must be well cleaned
out before it is applied.
Creasote is employed in the pure state, in mixture or solution, and iu the
form of ointment. (See JJtistura Crcasoti and Unguentum Creasoli .) In
the pure state, it may be brushed over indolent or ill conditioned ulcers, or
applied to them by means of lint, to arouse their sensibility, or to create a
new action . Internally it is given in the dose of one or two drops, or more,
repeated several times a day, diluted with weak mucilage, in the proportion
of half a fluidounce to the drop. \ Vhen used as a lotion for eruptions,
ulcers, or bums, or as a gargle or injection, it is employed in solution, containing two. four, or six drops to the fluidounce of distilled water; the
strength being determined by the circumstances of each particular case. Ia
some cases the solution of creasote is used externally, mixed with poultices.
Creasote, in an overdose, acts as a poison. It produces giddiness, obscurity of vision, depressed action of the heart, convulsions, and coma. No
antidote is known to its poisonous efiCcts. The medical treatment consists
in the administration of ammonia and other stimulants.
The addition of three or four drops of creasote to a pint of ink is said
effectually to p revent its becoming mouldy. Dr. Christison finds from experiment, that creasote water is as good a preservative of some anatomical preparations as spirit, with the advantage of not hardening the parts. It is to
cr:asote that the antiseptic properties of wood-smoke, and of pyroligneous
ac id are probably due.
Off: Prep. Mistura Creasoti, Ed.; Unguentum Creasoti, U.S., Lond.,

Ed.

B.

CRET A. U.S., Land., Ed.

Chalk.
"Native friable carbonate of lime." U.S. 11 CalcisCarbonas (friabilis)."
Lond. "Friable carbonate of lime." Ed.
Off. Syn. CALCIS CARBONAS. GRETA ALBA. JJub.
Cra,ie, .Fr.,· Kreide, Gcnn.; Creta, Ital.; Gre<la, Sp(ln., Port

Carbonate of lime, in the extended meaning of the term, is the most
abundant of simple minerals, cons~ituting, acco~ding lo its state of aggregation and other peculiarities, the d1tft>rnnt varieties of calcareous spar, common and shell limestone, marble, marl, and chalk. lt occurs also i11 the
animal kingdom, forming the principal part of shells, and a small proportion
of the bones of the higher orders of animals. Though insoluble in pure
water, yet it is present in minute qu~ntity in most natural waters, being
dissolved by means of the carbonic acid which they contain. In the \vaters
of limestone districts, it is a very common impregnation, and causes purging
in those not accustomed to their use. ln all such cases, boiling the water,
by expelling the carbonic acid, causes the carbonate to be deposited. Besides

:~~~~ ~~~~:~l~n ~~d s~~~te r~s~';i1 ,k~nc:C~~n~~~af~e~ ~~ ~:ea~~~i~1:~~d {~ei;
0

1

1

.Jllonnor, Testa, and Calcis Carbonas Pra!cipitatwn.) In the present
articli:: we shall confine our observations to chalk.
Localities. Chalk occurs abund~ntly in th~ South of England and North
of France. ll has not been found m the Unued States. It occurs massive
in beds, and very frequently contains nodules of flint, and fossil remains of
land and marine animals.
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Chalk is an insipid, inodo~ous, insoluble, opaque, soft solid,
generally wh~te, but grayislHvh~te when impure. lt is roug:h to the touch,
~asily pulve_rized, and breaks w1th an earthy fra~lu~e. It sods the fingers,
yiel~s a white trace when drawn across an uny1eldrng .surface, and when
appht•d to the tongue adheres slightly. lt~ sp. gr . vane~ from ~·3 to ~- 6 .
It is seldom a perfectly pure carbonate of lune, but contains, besides gritty
siliceous particles, small portions of alumina and of oxide of iron . If pun~
it is entire ly soluble in muriatic acid; but usually a liule silica is left. If the
muriatic solution is not precipitated by ammonia, it is fr~e from alumina and
oxide of iron . Like all carbonates it effervesces wllh acids. Though
insoluble in water, it dissolves in an excess of carbonic acid. It consists,
like the other varieties of carbonate of lime, of one eq. of carbonic acid 22,
and one of lime 28·5= 50·5.
Pharmaceutical Uses. Chalk, on account of the grilly particles which it
contains, is unfit for medical use, until it has undergone levigation, when it
is called prepared chalk. (See Crela Pr:£parata.) It is sometimes used in
the preparation of the alkaline bicarbonates, to furnish a stream of carbonic
acid, when decomposed by dilute sulphuric acid; as in the London process
fo r bicarbonate of potassa.
Off. Prep. Ammon ire Carbonas, U.S., Lond., Ed.; Calcii Chloridum,
Lorul.; Calx, Lond.; Greta Prreparata, U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Potass::e
Bicarbonas, Lone/.
B.

Properties.

CROCUS. U. S., Land., Ed.

Saffron.
"The stigmas of Crocus sativus." U.S., Ed. °Crocus sativus. Stigmata exsiccala." Lond.
OJ/ Syn . CROCUS SATIVUS. Stigmata. Dub.
Safran, .Fr., Germ.; ZaJferano, liaL; Azafran, Spa11

CRocus. Sex. Syst. 'l'riandria Monogynia. - .Nat. Ord. Iridace.e.
Gen. Cit. Cot·olla six parled, equal. Stigmas convoluted. 1¥i.lld.

Crocus salivus.

Willd. Sp . Plant. i. 194; Woodv. llled. Bot . p. 763.

t. 239. The common cultivated saffron is a perennial plant, with a rounded
and depressed bulb or cormus, from which the flower rises a liule above
the ground upon. a long, slendt!r, white, and succulent tube. The flower is
large, of a beautiful lilac or bluish-purple colour, and makes its appearance
in September or Oct?ber. The leaves .are radi.cal, lin~ar, slightly rev?lute,
dark green upon their upper surface wnh a whne longitudinal furrow m the
centre, paler underneath with a prominent flatte ned midrib, and enclosed at
their base, together with the tube of the corolla, in a membranous sheath,
from which they emerge soon after the appearance of the flower. 'l'hestyle
hangs out on oue side between two segments of the corolla, and terminates
in three long convoluted stigmas, which are of a rich orange colour, highly
odorous, roll.ed in at the edges, and notched at the summit. These stigmas
are the officrnal part of the plant.
The C. sativus, or autumnal crocus, isa native of Greece and Asia Minor,
where it has been c~ltivated from the earliest ages of antiquity. 1t is also
0 1

1

~~~~;e~~t~ ~~u ~t:f~~ :fk~~~P~~ ~~c~~~~P~:~~;a~rf1°~:~ te:g~af~~~gi~~o~~~:;
wild, but is not thought to be indigenous. Large quantities of saffron are
raised in Egypt, Persia, and Cashmere, whence it is scut to India. \Ve
cultivate the plant in this country chiefly, if not solely, as a garden flower.
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In England the flowers appear in Octobe1:', and the leaves continue green
through the winter; but the plant does not ripen its seed, and is propagated
by offsets from the bulb. These are planted in grounds prepared fo r the
purpose, and are arranged either in rows, or in small patches at certain distances . The flowers are gathered soon after they show themselves, as the
period of flowering is very short. (Fde.) The stigmas, or summits of the
pistils, together with a portion of the style, are separated from the remainder
of the flower, and carefully dried by artificial heat, or in the sun. During
this process, they are sometimes made to assume the form of a cake by
pressure; but the finest saffron is that which has been dried loosely. The
two forms are distinguished by the names of hay-saffron and cake-saffron.
Five pounds of the fresh stigmas yield one pound of the dried. (nun.can.)
'I'he English saffron, formerly most highly esteemed in this country, has
disappeared from our market. ·what may be sold under that name is probably derived from other sources. Much of the drug is imported from
Gibraltar, packed in canisters. Parcels of it are also brought from Trieste
and other ports of the Mediterranean. The Spanish saffron is generally
considered best. Genuine cake saffron is at present seldom found in commerce.
Properties. Saffron has a peculiar, sweetish, aromatic odour, a warm,
pungent bitter taste, and a r'ich deep orange colour, whicl\ it imparts to the
saliva when chewed. The stigmas of which it consists are an inch or more
in length, expanded and notched at the upper extremity, and narrowing
towards the lower, where they terminate in a slender, capillary, yellowish
portion , forming a part of the style. Analyzed by Vogel and BouillonLagrange, it afforded 6·5 per cent. of a peculiar extractive matter, and 7 ·5
of an odorous volatile oil, together with wax, gum, albumen, saline matter,
water, and lignin. The extractive was named by them polychrolte, from
the changes of colour which it undergoes by the action of reagents. It is
prepared by evapo rating the watery infusion to the consistence of honey,
digesting the residue in alcohol, filtering the tincture, and evaporating it to
dryness. Thus obtained, it is in the form of a reddish-yellow mass, of an
agreeable smell, slightly bitter. soluble in water and alcohol, and somewhat
deliquescent. Its solutiCin becomes grass -green by the action of nitric acid,
blue and then violet by that of sulphuric acid, and loses its colour altogether
on exposure to light, and by chlorine. According to M. Henry, sen., it
contains about 20 per cent. of volatile oil, which can be separated only by
the agency of an alkali. When qu ite pure, it is of a bri lliant red colou r,
soluble with difficulty in water which it renders yellow, and readily soluble
in alcohol, and the fixed and volalile oils. M. Henry states that this colouring matter constitutes 42 per cent. of saffron, and the essential oil 10 per
cent. It is to the !alter that the medicine owes its activity. It may be
partially separated by distillat!on. ll i~ yellow, of a hot, acrid, bitrerish
taste, and heavier than water, m which tt is slightly soluble.
Jl.dulterations. The high price of this medicine gives rise to frequent
adulterations. Water is said to be very often added in order to increase its
weight. Oil also added for the same purpose, or ~o improve the appearance. Sometimes the flowers of other plants, parucularly of Carthamus
tinctorius or safflower, and of Calendula officinalis or officinal marygold,
are fraudently mixed with the genuine stigmas. Thry may be known by
their shape, which is rendered obvious by throwing a portion of the suspected mass into hot water, which causes them to expand. (See Carlhamus.) Other adulterations are the fibres of dried berf, the stamens of the
Crocus distinguishable by their yellow colour, the stigmas prel'iously ex-

!s
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hausted in the preparation of the infusion or tincture, and various mineral
substances easily detected upon close examination . J . MU.Iler recommends
concentrated sulphuric acid as the most certain test of saffron . It instantly
changes the colour of pure saffron to indigo blue. (Chem. Gazette, l\lay,

1845, p . 197.)

f!hoice of Saffron. Saffi-on sho~ld not be very moist, nor very dry, nor
easily pulverized, nor should it em1l an offensive smell when thrown upon
live coals. The freshest is the best, and that which is less than a year old
should, if possible, be selected. It should possess in a high degree the
characteristic proper.ties of colour, taste, and smell. I.fit does not colour
the fingers when rubbed between them, or has an 01ly feel, or a musty
flavour, or a black, yellow, or whitish colour, it should be rejected . In the
purchase of this medicine in cakes, those should be selected which are close,
tough, and firm in tearing; and care should be taken to avoid cakes of safflower, which are frequent in the market .
As its activity depends, partly at least, on a volatile ingredient, it should
be kept in well-stopped vessels. Some recommend that it should be enclosed in a bladder, and introduced into a tin case.
Afeclical Properties and Uses. Saffron was formerly considered highly
stimulant and antispasmodic. It has been alleged that, in small doses, it
moderately excites the different functions, exhilarates the spirits, relieves
pain, and produces sleep; in large doses, gives rise to headache, intoxication,
delirium, stupor, and other alarming symptoms; and ShrOder asserts that,
in the quantity of two or three drachms, it proves fatal. It was thought
also to act powerfully on the uterine system, promoting menstruation. The
ancients employed it extensively, both as a medicine and condiment, under
the name of crocus . lt was also highly esteemed by the Arabians, and e~
joyed considerable reputation among the physicians of modern Europe ull
within a comparatively recent period. On the continent it is still much used
as a stimulant and emmenagogue. But tbe experiments of Dr. Alexander
have proved it to possess liule activity; and in Great Britain and the United
States it is seldom prescribed. By old women and nurses saffron tea is frequently used in exanthematous diseases, to promote the eruption; a practice
introduced by the humoral pathologists, but afterwards abandoned by the
profession, and not greatly injurious only from the inactivity of the medicine.
The chief use of saffron at present is to impart colour and flavour to officinal
tinctures. From ten to thirty grains may be given for a dose.
Off. Prep. Acetum Opii, U.S.; Confectio Aromatica, U.S ., Lond.,
Dub.; Decoctum Aloes Compositum, Lond., Ed., .Dub.; Pilulre Aloes et
Myrrhre, U.S., Lond., Ed., .Dub.; Pilulre Styracis Compositre, Lond.,
Ed., Dub.; Syr~pus C~oci, Lond., Ed.; Tinctura Aloes et Myrrhre, U. S.,
Lond., Ed.; Tmcl. Cmchonre Comp., U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub .; Tinct.
Croci, E~l.; Tin?t. Opii Ammoniarn, Ed.; Tinct. Rhei Comp., Lond~,
.Dub.; 'I'rnct. Rhe1 et Sennre, U.S.
W.

CUBEBA. U.S., Dub.
Cubebs.
"The berries of Piper Cubeba." U.S. "Piper Cubeba Fructus.'' Dub.

Off. Syn. PlPER CUBEBA. Piper Cubeba. Bame. Lond.;
B&:. Fruit of Piper Cubeba. Ed.
Cubcbc1 Fr.; Kubeben, G~r,,1.: Cubt•bc, /la/.: Cubcba~, Span.; Kebabch, .!lrab.

Sex. Syst. Diandria Trigynia. -Nal. Ord. Piperacere.
Ge11. Ch. Calyx none. Corolla none. B erry one-seeded. Wi/ld,

P1rER .

CUBE-
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Piper Cubeba. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 159; Woodv. JJfed. Bot.3d. ed. v. 9~.
Th is is a climbing perennial plant, with a smooth, flexuous, jointed stem,
and enti re, petiolate, oblong or ovate oblong, acuminate Jeaves, rounded or
obliquely cordate at the base, stro ng ly nerved, coriaceous, and very smooth.

;~tfore~w~i;h:r~r~i~i~i~u; 1~~~s:. ;~~~~:ii:Jt~e~~;.uncles about as long as the

This species of Piper is a native _of Java, Penan g, and probably other
parts of the East Indies. It grows wil~ in the woods. and does not appea r
to be cu ltivated. rrhe dried unripe frmt is the officinal portion. Dr. Blume
thinks it probable that th e drug is derived chiefly from another species- the
P. caninum. inhabiting the same countries; but Dr. Lindley could discover
no difference between the fruit of the P. cubeba and ordinary cubebs.
Properties. Cubebs are round, about the size of a sma ll pea, of a blackisl1
or grayis h-brown colou r, and furnished with a short stalk, which appears 10
be continuous with raised ve ins that run over the surface of the berry, and
embrace it like a network. Th e s hell is hard , almost ligneo us, and contains
within it a sin gle loose seed, covned with a blackish coat, and internall y
white and oleaginous. Th e odour of the berry is agreeably aromatic; th e
taste warm, bitterish, and camphorous, leaving in the mouth a peculiar sensation of coolness, like that produced by the oil of peppermint. The powder
is dark coloured and of an oily aspect. From lOOO parls of cubebs, M.
Monheim obtainE'd 30 parts of a ceruminous substance, 25 of a grE'en volatile
oil, JO of a yellow volatile oil, 45 of cubebin, 15 of a balsamic resin, IO of
chloride of sodium, 60 of C'Xtracti\•e, and 650 of lignin, with 155 parts lost.
According to M:\1 . Capitaine and Soubeirnn , cubebin is best obtainE'd by
ex pressi ng cubebs from which the oil has been distilled, preparing with it
an alcoholic extract, treating this with a solution of potassa, washing the
residue with water, and purifying it by repeated crystallizations in alcohol.
Thus prepared, it is white, inodorous, and insipid, not \•olatilizable by heat,
almost insoluble in water, slightly soluble in cold alcohol, freely so in that
liquid when hot, and soluble also in ether, acetic acid, and the fixed and
volatile oils. It bears a close resemblance to piperin, but differs from it in
composition. (Journ. de Phann., xxv. 355.) 'l'he volatile oil is officinal.
(See Oleum Cubebm.) Cubebs gradually de teriorate by age; and in powder
b.ecome rapidly weaker, in consequence of th e esca_pe of their volatile oi l.
'l'her s hould be kept whole, and puh•e rized when. dispensed. The powder
is said to be sometimes adulterated with that of pimento.
illedical Properlies and Uses. Cubebs arE> gently stimulant, with a special direction to the urinary organs. In considerable quantities they excite
the circulation, increase the heat of the body, and sometimes occasion headache :rnd giddiness. At the snme time they frequently produce an augmented flow of the urine, to which they impart a peculiar odour. Nausea
and moderate purging are also occasional results of th ei r action; and they
a re said to give ris e to a sense of coolness in th e rectum during the passage
of the feces. "\Ve have no evidence that they were known to the ancients.
They were probably first brought into Europe by the Arabians; and were
formerly employed for similar purposes with the black pepper; but they
were found much less powrrful and ft'll into disuse. Some years since
they were again brought into notice in England as a remedy in gonorrhrea.
This application of cubebs was derived from lndia, where they have Ion~
been u::.ed in gonorrbma and gleet, and as a ~rateful stomachic and carm1nati\'e in disorders of the di('restive organs. They are said to have occasionally produced swelled tcsticl<', when gi\'en in thefirst mentioned complaint;
and, though recommended in all its stages, will probably be found most safe
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and effectual in cases where the inflammation is confined to the mucous
membrane of the urethra. If not speedily useful, they should be discon tinued. They haYe been given also in leucorrhcea. cystirr.ha:a, abscess of
the prostate gland, piles, and chronic bronchial inflammatJon. They are
best administered in powder, of which the dose in gonorrhcea is from one
to three drachms, three or four times a day. For other affections the dose
is sometimes reduced to ten grains. The volatile oil may be substituted,
in the dose of ten or twelve drops, suspended in water by the intervention
of sugar. An infusion, made in the proportion of an ounce of powdered
cubebs to a pint of water, has been employed as an injection in discharges
from the vagina, with asser!ed advantage.
Mr. Wm. Procter, jun., proposes an ethereal extract, or oleo-resin of cubeOO,
made by treating one part of the powder with from two and a half to three
parts of sulphuric ether, in a displacement apparatus, submitting the resulting tincture to e\•aporation until five-sixths of the ether are recovered, and
then completing the evaporation at a temperature below 120° F. The residue
should amount to one-eighth of the cubebs employed, and the dose of it bears
the same relation to that of the powder. (.IJm . .lourn. of Pharm., xviii. 16S.)
Off. Prep. Oleum Cubebre, Ed.; Tinctura Cubeb:c, U.S., Lond.

w.

CUPRUM.

Copper.
Cuivre 1 Fr.; KupCcr, Germ.; Rame1 Ital.; Cobre, Span.

This metal is not offi.cinal in the metallic statP., but furnishes several im·
portant preparations. It is very generally diffused in nature, and exists
principally in four states; as native copper, as an oxide, as a sulphuret, and
as a salt. Its principal native sails are the sulphate, carbonate, arseniate,
and phosphate. In the United States it has been found in various localities.
The principal copper mines in the world are those of the Pyrenees in France,
Cornwall in England, and Fahlun in Sweden.
Properties. Copper is a brilliant, sonorous metal, of a reddish colour, and
vrry ductile, malleable, and tenacious. It has a slightly nauseous taste, and
emits a disagreeable smell when rubbed . Its texture is granular, and its
fracture hackly. Its sp. gr. is 8·89,and its fusing point, 1Hll6 F. according
to Daniell; being intermediate in fusibility between silver and gold. Its
equivale~t n~mber is 31 ·6. Expose.d to the air it u~dergoes a sl~ght tarnish.
Its combtnatJons are numerous and important. With oxygen Jt forms two
well oharacterized oxides, a red suboxide or dioxide, consisting of two eqs.
of copper and one of oxygen; and a black protoxide formed of one eq. of
metal and one of oxygen. The latter oxide, which alone is salifiable, forms
with acids several snits, important in medicine and the arts. With metals
copper forms numerous alloys, of which that with zinc, called brass, is the
most useful.
Characteristics. Copper is recognised by its colour and the effect of tests
on its nitric solution. This solution, with potassa, soda, and ammonia,
yields a blue precipitate, soluble in excess of the latter alkali, with which it
forms a deep blue liquid. Ferrocyanuret of potassium occasions a brown
precipitate of ferrocyanuret of copper; and a bright plate of iron, immersed in
the solution, immediately becomes covered with a film of metallic copper.
The ferrocyanuret of potassium is an exceedingly delicate test for detecting
minute portions of copper in solution. Another test, proposed by M. Ver·
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guin, is to precipitate the copper in the metallic state on platinum by electrochemical action. For this purpose a drop of the liquid to be examined is
placed on a slip of platinum foil, and a sl ip of bright iron is brought jn contact with the platinum and the liquid. If copper be present, it will be
instantly precipitated on the surface of the platinum. (Journ. de P!tarrn.,
xxvi i. 367.)
.flction on the .9.nimal Economy. Copper, in its pure state, is perfectly
inert, but in combination is highly deleterious. Nevertheless, a very minute
portion of the metal, so far as researches have extended, is always present
in the healthy body. Its combinations, when taken in poisonous doses,
produce a coppery ta ste in the mouth; nausea and vomiting; violent pain
of the stomach and bowels; frequent black and bloody stools; small, irregular, sharp , and frequent pulse; faintings; burning thirst ; difficulty of
breathing; cold sweats; paucity of urine; violent headache; cramps, convulsions, and finally death. The best treatment in cases of poisoning by
copper, is to administer white of eggs, diffused in water, in large and rereated doses. [f this remedy be not at hand, the patient must in the mean
time be gorged with warm water, or with milk, and the throat irritated by the
finger or a feather, in order to excite vomiting. Should vomiting not take
place by these means, the stomach-pump may be employed . The efficacy of
the new antidote, bicarbonate of 80da, proposed by W. Benoist. requires
confirmation; and hi s objections to the white of eggs are probably unfounded.
In medico-legal examinations, where cupreous poisoning is suspected,
Orfila recommends that the viscera be boiled in distilled water for an hour,
and that the matter obtained by e vaporating the filtered decoction to dryness,
be carbonized by nitric acid. The matter thus treated will contain the copper.
Brproce~ding in this way, there is no risk of obtaining the copper naturally
existing m the animal tissues. This method of pr~ceeding is preferable to
examining the contents of the stomach and intestines, from which copper
may be absent, while yet it may have penetrated the different organs by
absorption, especially the abdominal viscera.
Vessels of copper should be discontinued in all operations connected with
pharmacy and domestic economy; for, although the metal uncombined is
inert, yet the risk is great that the vessel may be acted on; in which event,
whatever may br. contained in it would be rend ered deleterious.
P!utrm. Prep. The following is a list of all the preparations containing
copper, in the U.S. and British Pharmacopreias, arranged so as to exhibit
the synonymes.

g~~;j ~:~~~~-t~r!fJ.t~:i~fu~~;· lErugo, Lond., Ed.;

Anglice, Verdi-

gris.
Cupri Subacetas Prreparatum, Dub.; Anglice, Prepared verdigris:
Unguentum Cupri Subacetatis, U.S., Dub.; Unguentum lE.ruginis,

Ed.
Oxymel Cupri Subacetatis, Dub.; Linimentum lE.ruginis, Lond.
Emplastrum Cantharidis Compositum, Ed.
Cupri Sulphas, U.S., Lond., Ed., JJub.
Cuprum Ammoniatum, U.S., Ed., Dub.; Cupri Ammonio-Sulphas,

Lond.
Cupri Ammoniati Aqua, Dub.; Cupri Ammoniati Solutio, Ed.;
Liquor Cupri Ammooio-Sulphatis, Lond.
Piluke Cupri Ammoniati, Ed.
B.
26
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CUPRI SUBACET AS. U.S., Dub.
Subacetate of Copper.
"Impure subacetate of copper." U.S.
Off. Syn . .IERUGO, Lond., Ed.

Verdigris; Acetate de cui\'TC brut, Yert-de-gri~, Fr.i GrU.m:pan, Germ.; Yerde rame-,
Ital. ; Cardenillo, Span.

or

Preparation. Verdigris is prepared in large quantities in the South
France, more particularly in the neighbourhood of Montpellier. It !s also
manufactured in Great Britain and Sweden. In France the process 1s conducted in the following manner. Sheets of copper are stratified with the
refuse of the grape which remains after the expression of the juice in making
wine, and allowed to remain in this state for a month or six weeks. At the
end of this time, the plates are found coated with a considerable quantity of
verdigris. This is scraped off, and the plates are then replaced as at first,
to be further acted on. The scrapings thus obtained form a paste, which is
afterwards well beaten with wooden mallets, and packed in oblong leathe:n
bags. about ten inches in length by eight in breadth, in which it is dried m
the sun, until the loaf of verdigris, as it is called, attains the proper degree
of hardness. The rationale of the process is easily understood. The $rape·
refu se contains a considerable quantity of juice, which, by contact with the
air. undergoes the acetous fermentation. The copper becomes oxidized,
and, by subsequent combination with the acetic acid ge nerated during th e
fermentation, forms th e subacetate of copper or verdigris. In En~land, a
purer verdigris is prepared by alternatmg copper plates with pieces of
woollen cloth steeped in pyroligneous acid.
Verdigris comes to this country exclusively from France, being imported
principally from Bordeaux and Marseilles. The leathern packages in which
it is put up, called sacl<s of verdigris, weigh generally from twenty·five to
thirty pounds, and arrive casks, each containing from thirty to forty sacks.
Properties . Verdigris 1s in masses of a pale green colour, and composed
of a multitude of minute silky crystals. Sometim<'s, however, it occurs of
a brigln blue colour. Its taste i~ coppery. It is insoluble in alcohol, and,
by the action of water,a portion of it is resolved into the neutral acetate which
di ssolves, and a trisacetate which remains behind in the form of a dark green
powder,gradually becoming black. It is hence evident that when verdigris
is prepared by le\'igation with 'Yater, it is altered in its nature. The neu·
tral acetate is tbe crystallized acetate of copper of the Dublin College (see
Cupri .flee/as. Crystalli); while the trisacetate may be viewed as identical
with the prepared verdigris of the same College (see Cupri Subacelas Prre·
paratum.). When acted on by sulphuric acid it is decomposed, vapours of
acetic acid being Holved, easily recognisable by their vinegar odour. [tis
soluble almost entirely in ammonia, and dissol~·es in muriatic acid with the
exception of impurities, which should not exceed five per cent. \Vh en of
good. quality, it ~as a lively green colour, is free from black or white spots,
and 1s dry and difficult to brfak. The grel"n rust, called in popular language
verdigris, which copper vessels are apt to contract when not kept clean, is a
carbonate of copper, and must not be confounded with real verdigris.
Composition. Verdigris, apart from its impurities, is a variable mixture
of the s ubacetates of copper; the subsesquiacetate predominating in the
green variety, t.he diacetate in the blue. Th e London College defines it to
be an impure diacetate of copper i the Edinburg h, the commercial diacetate.

!n
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When acted on by water,two eqs. of the portionconsistingof diacetate are converted into one eq. of soluble neutral acetat.e, and one of insoluble trisacetate.
fltedical Properties and Uses. Verdigris is used externally as a detergent
and escharotic, and is occasionally applied to chronic eruptions, foul and
indolent ulcers, and venereal warts. 'I'he special applications of it will be
mentioned under its preparations . For its effects as a poison, see Cuprum.
Off. Prep. Cupri Subacetas Prreparatum, Dub.; Emplastrum Canthari-

dis Compositum, Ed.; Linimentum lEruginis, Lond.; Unguentum Cupri
Subacetatis, U. 8., Ed.

B.

CUP RI ACET AS. Crystalli. Dub.
Crystals

ef Acetate of Copper.

Distilled verdigTis, Crystals of Venus, Neutral acetate of copper; Cristaux de Venus,
Verdet crystallise, Fr.; Destillirter Gri.inspan, Kupferkrystallen, Germ.

Crystallized acetate of copper is prepared principally at Montpellier, in
France. rrhe verdigris which is made in private houses is collected and
carried to the manufactory. It is there dissolved in vinegar by the assistance of heat, and the solution, after having been sufficiently concentrated,
is transferred to suitable vessels, where it crystallizes on cooling. The
crystallization is facilitated by inserting sticks in the liquid, split in four
longitudinally, the several portions being kept apart by small wedges of
wood. On these the crystals are deposited.
This salt has a deep blue colour and strong styptic taste, crystallizes in
rhomboidal prisms, and effioresces slightly in the air. It dissolves in water
without residue, a character which serves to distinguish it from verdigris.
It consists of one eq. of acetic acid, one of protoxide of copper, and one of
water. Its popu lar name of distilled verdigris is incorrect; as no distillation is practised in its preparation.
lJIJedical and Pharmaceutical Uses. It is not ve ry obvious for what
reason the Dublin College has included this among its officinal preparations.
It is sometimes employed in pharmacy for the purpose of obtaining acetic
acid, which may be disengaged from it by the action of sulphuric acid; and
the larger proportional quantity of acetic acid which it contains makes it
more eligible for this purpose than verdigris.
B.

CUPRI SULPHAS. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Sulphate

ef Copper.

Blue vitriol, Roman vitriol, Blue stone; Sulfate <le cu ivre, Vitriol bleu, Couperose blcu,
Fr.; Schwcfelsaures Kupfer, Kupfervitriol, BJaucrdtriol 1 Blaucr Galitzenstein, Germ.;
Rame solfhto, Vitriolo di rame, Ital.; Sulfato <le cobrc, Vitriolo azul, Spm1.

Prep(tration, 4·c. Sulphate. of copper occasionally exists in nature, in
solution in tbe water which flows th.rough copper min:s. ln this case tl~e
salt is obtained by merely evaporating the waters wh1c~ naturally conlam
it. Another metbod for obtaining it, is to roast the native sulphuret in a
reverberatory furnace, whereby it is made to p~ss, by absorbing oxygen,
into the state of sulphate. The roasted mass is lixi viated, and the so lution
obtained is evaporated that crystals may form. The salt procured by either
of these methods, contains a little sulphate of the sesquioxide of iron, from
which it may be freed by adding an excess of protox.ide of copper, which
has the effect of precipitating the sesquioxide of iron. A third method consists in wetting, and then sprinkling with sulphur, sheets of copper, which
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are next heated to redness, and afterwards plunged into water while yet'
hot. 'fhe same operation is repeated until the sheets are entirely corroded.
At first a sulphuret is formed, which, by the action of heat and air, gradually passes into the state of sulphate. This is dissolved in the water, and
obtained in crystals by evaporation.
Sometim~s sulphate of copper is obtaine~ in pursuing one of the methods
for separating silver from gold. ~rhe silver is separated by boiling the
alloy in sulphuric acid. The sulphate of silver formed is then decomposed
by the immersion of copper plates, with the effect of forming sulphate of
copper, and precipitating the silver.
Properties. Sulphate of copper has a rich deep-blue colour and strong
metallic styptic taste. It reddens vegetable blues, ?nd cr~stallizes in large,
transparent, rhomboidal prisms, which effl.oresce slightly·~ the air, and are
soluble in four parts of cold, and two of boiling water, but msoluble in alcohol. When heated it first mells in its water of crystallization, and then
dries and becomes white. If the heat be increased, it next undergoes the
igneous fusion; and finally, at a high temperature, loses its acid, protoxide
of copper being left. Potassa, soda, and ammonia throw down from it a
bluish-white precipitate of hydrated protoxide of copper, which is immediately dissolved by an excess of the last-mentioned alkali, forming a rich
deep-blue solution, called aqua sapphirina. It is also decomposed by the
alkaline carbonates, and by borax, acetate and subacetate of lead, acetate of
iron, nitrate of silver, corrosive chloride of mercury, tartrate of potassa, and
chloride of calcium; and it is precipitated by all astringent vegetable jnfusions. If it become very green on the surface by the action of the air, it
shows the presence of sesquioxide of iron. This oxide may also be detected
by ammonia, which wilt throw it down along with the oxide of copper, without taking it up when added in excess. When sulphate of copper is ob·
tained from the dipping liquid of manufacturers of brass or German silver
ware, it is always con Laminated with sulphate of zinc, as pointed out by Mr.
S. Piesse. This liquid is originally a mixture of sulphuric and nitric acids,
but becomes, at last, nearly saturated with copper. The metallic articles
are dipped into it, in order to gi\·e the surface the proper clean state for the
reception of varnish or other finishing.
Sulphate of copper consists of one eq. of sulphuric acid, one of protoxide
of copper, and five of water.
Jlfedical Properties. Sulphate o.f coppe.r, in small dos.es, is ~stringen.t and
tonic; in large ones a prompt emetic. VV1th a view to Its tonic effect 1t has
been given in intermittent fever, as well as in epilepsy and other spasmodic
diseases; and as an emetic, for discharging poisons fro~ the stomach, especially opium. In croup it has b~en employed as an e~et1c with enc~uragmg
success.
It has also been highly recommended m chronic diarrhrea.
Externally it is employed in solution as a stimulant to ill-conditioned ulcers,
as an escbarotic for destroying warts, fungous granulations, and callous
edges, and as a styptic to bleeding surfaces. It is found, in not a few instances, to p~omote th.e cicatrization of ulcers; and it is not unfrequently
employed, with that view, as a wash for chancres. ln weak solution 1 either
alone or associated with other substances, it forms a useful collyrium in the
chronic suiges of some forms of opluhalmia. Eight grains of it, mixed with
an equal weight of Armenian bole and lwo grains of camphor, and added
to ~alf a pint of boiling water, forms, after becoming limpid by rest, a col·
~yrmm strongly recommended
Mr. Ware, in the purulent ophthalmia of
mfants. The dose, as an astrmgent or tonic, is a quarter or half a orain,
gradually increased; as an emetic, from two to five grains. As a sti~ulant
wash, the solution may be made of the strength of two, four, or eight grains
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to the fiuidounce of water. Orfila cautions ag~inst giving large doses of
this salt as an emetic in cases of poisoning; as It is apt, from its poisonous
effects, to increase the mischief, where it happens not to be expelled by
vomiting. Upon the whole, such is the activity of the sulphate of copper,
that it should be exhibited with caution. For its effects as a poison, see

Cup rum.
Off. Prep. Cuprum Ammoniatum, U.S., Lond., Ed., lJub.

B.

CURCUMA. U. S. Secondary, Land., Ed.
Turmeric.
"The rhizoma of Curcuma longa." U.S., Ed. "Curcuma longa.
zoma." Lond.
Off. Syn. CURCUMA LONGA. Radix. Dub.

RM~

Safran des l ndes, Fr.; Kurkwna, Gell>wurz, Germ.; Curcuma, Ital., Span.; Zirsood,
.Jlrab.; Huldie,Jfoidoo.
CuRCU!'tlA. Sex. Syst. Monandria Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Zingiberacere.
Gen. Ch. Both limbs of the ~orolla three-partite. .8.nther with two spurs
at the base. Seeds with an anllus. L oudon's Encyc .
Curcuma longa. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 14; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 737. t.
252. The root of this plant is perennial, tuberous, palmate, and internally
of a deep yellow or orange colour. Th e leaves are radical, large, lanceolate, obliquely nerved, sheathing at their base, and closely embrace each
other. rrhe scape or flower-stem, which rises from the midst of the leaves,
is short, thick, smooth, and constitutes a spi ke of numerous imbricated bracteal scales, between which the flowers successively make their appearance.
'fhe plant is a native of the East Indies and Cochin-china, and is cultivated
in various parts of Southern Asia, particularly in China, Bengal, and Java,
whence the root is exported. The best is said to come from China.
The dried root is in cylindrical or oblong pieces, about as thick but not as
long as the finger, tuberculated, somewhat contorted, externally yeUow ishbrown, internally deep orange-yellow, hard, compact, and breaking with a
fracture like that of wax. Another variety, comparatively rare, is round or
oval, about the size of a pigeon's egg, and marked externally with numerous annular wrinkles. It is distinguished by the name of curcuma rotunda,
the former being called curcuma longa. 'J'he two varieties have a close
resemblance in sensible properties, and are thought to be derived from the
same plant, though formerly ascribed to different species of Curcuma. The
odour of turme~ic is peculiar; the taste warm, bitterish, and feebly aromatic.
It tinges the saliva yellow,and affords an orange-yellow powder. Analyzed
by Pelletier and Vogel, it was found to contain lignin, starch, a peculiar yellow colouring matter called curcumin, a brown colouring matter, gum, an
odorous and very acrid volatile oil, and a smal l quantity of chloride of calcium.
Curcumin is obtained, mixed with a little volatile oil, by digesting the alcoholic extract of turmeric in ether, and evaporating the ethereal tincture. It
may be procured perfectly pure by separating it from it::i combination with
oxide of lead. It is brown in mass, but yellow in the state of powder,
without odour or taste, scarcely soluble in water, but very soluble in alcohol,
ether, and the oils. 'fhe alkalies rapidly change its colour to a reddishbrown; and paper tinged with tincture of turmeric is employed as a test of
their presence. Berzelius, however, stales that its colour is changed to red
or brownish-red by the concentrated mineral acids, by pure boracic acid,
especially when dissolved in alcohol, and by numerous metallic salts; so that
.
26'
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its indications cannot be certainly relied on. Its alcoholic solulion produces
coloured precipitates with acetate of lead, nitrate of silver, and other salts .
Turmeric is used for dyeing yellow; but the colour is 11ot i:erman~nt.
1'1edical Properties, cy.c. This root is a stimulant arom~tic, b~anng some
resemblance to ginger in its operation, and is much used in India as a co~1diment. It is a constant inCTredient in the curries so generally employed m
the East. In former times it had some reputation in Europe as a remedy
in jaundice and other visceral diseases; but at present it is em_ployed only
to impart colour to ointments, and other pharmaceuti~ pr_eparatl?ns.
.
Turmeric paper, used as a test, is prepared by tmgrng white uns ized
paper with a tincture or decoction of turmeric. T~e. tincture may.be ma.de
with one part of turmeric to six parts of proof spmt; the decoct1on, with
one part of the root to ten or twelve parts of water. The access of acid or
alkaline vapours should be carefully avoided.
W.

CYDONIA. Land.
Quince Seeds.
"Cydonia vulgaris. Semina." Land.
Semences de coings, Jfr.; Quiuenkeme 1 Germ.; Semi Ji cotogno, Ital.; Sirniente de
membrillo, Sp<in.
The quince tr~e has been separated from t~e genus PyruN, and .erected

into a new one with the title Cydonia, which is now generally admllted ?Y
botanists. It differs from Pyrus in the circumstance that the cells of its
fruit contain many seeds, instead of two only as in the lauer.
CvnONIA. Sex. SJ.Jst. Icosandria Pentagynia.- Nat. Ord. Pomere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-parted, with leafy divisions. ./Jpple closed, manyseeded. Tesla mucilaginous. Loudon's Encyc.
Cydonia vulgaris. Pers. Enchir. ii. 40. -Pyrus Cydonia . Willd. Sp.
Plant. ii. 1020; Woodv. fifed. Bot. p. 505, t. 182. 'l'he comm.on quince
tree is characterized as a SJ?ecies by its downy deciduous leaves. lt is supposed to be a native of Crete, but grows wild in Austria, on the banks of the
Danube. It is abundantly cultivated in this country. The fruit is about
the size of a pear, yellow, downy, of an agreeable odour, and a rough,
astringent, acidulous taste; and in each of its five cells contains from eight
to fourteen seeds. Though not eaten raw, it forms a very pleasant confection; and ::'- syrup prepared from it may be used as a gr~teful addition to
drinks in sickness, especially in looseness of the bowels, which it is supposed
to restrain by its astringency. The seeds are the officinal portion.
They are ovate, angled, reddish-brown externally, white within, inodorous and nearly in sipid, being s lightly bitter when long chewed. Their
coriaceous envelope abounds in mucilage, which is extracted by boiling
water. Two drachms of the seeds will render a pint of water thick and
ropy. It has been proposed to evaporate the decoction to dryness, and powder t.he residue. Three grains of this powder form a sufficiently consistent
mucilage with an ounce of water. Accordin~ to M. Garot, one part communicates to a thousand parts of ~vater a semi-syrupy consistence. (Joum.
de Pharm. el de CMrn.,3e sir., iii. 298.) Dr. Pereira considers the mucilage of quince seeds as a peculiar substance, and proposes to call it cydonin.
It differs from arabin in not yielding a precipitate with s ilicate of potassa,
and from bassorin and cerasin, in being soluble in water both hot and cold.
Medical Properties, o/c. The mucilage of quince seeds may be used for
the same purposes as other mucilaginous liquids. It is preferred by some
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practitioners as a local application in conjunctival ophthalmia, but in this
country is less used for that pu_rpose than the infusion of sassafras pith.
Off.Prep. Decoctum Cy<lomre, Loml.
W.

CYMINUM. Land.

Cumin Seed.
Cumin um Cyminum. Fruc.tus ." Land.
Off. Syn . CUMIN UM. Fruit of Cumin um Cyminum. Ed.

11

Cumin, Fr.; ROmischer KU.mmel, Germ.; Comino, Jtal., Span.
CuMtNUM.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia.-Nat. Orel. Apiacereor Um-

belliferre.

Gen. Ch. Fruit ovate, striated. Partial umbels four. lnvolucres fourcleft.
Cuminum Cyminum. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1440.; Woodv. Med.Bot. p.
142. t. 56. This 1s an annual plant, about six or eight inches high, having
a round, slender, branching stem, with numerous narrow, linear, pointed,
smooth, grass-like leaves, of a deep green colour. The flowers are white
or purple, and disposed in numerous terminal umbels, which have very few
rays, and are auended with general and partial involucres, consisting of three
or four linear leaflets. The fruit consists of two oblong piano-convex halffruits,commonly called seeds, united by their flat sides. 'fhe plant is a native
of Egypt, but is cultivated for its fruit in Sicily, Malta, and other parts of
Europe.
The cumin seeds of the shops are elliptical, flat on one side, convex, furrowed, and rough on the other, about one-sixth of an inch in length, and of a
light-brown colour. Each has seven longitudinal ridges. Two seeds are
sometimes united together as upon the plant. Their odour is peculiar,
strong, and heavy; their taste warm, bitterish, aromatic, and disagreeable.
They contain much essential oil, which is lighter than water, of a yellowish
colour, and has the sensible properties of the seeds.
Aiedical P1·operties and Uses. In medical properties they resemble the
other aromatic fruits of umbelliferous plants, but are more stimulating.
They are seldom used in the United States, and appear to ha~e been retained by the London College merely as an ingredient in a stimulant and
discutient plaster, wh ich, however, has been discarded in the last edition of
their Pharmacopreia. Their dose is from fifteen grains to half a drachm.

w.

DELPHINIUM. U.S . Secondary.
Larkspur.
"The root of Delphinium Consolida.11 U. 8.
Med d'allouotte, Fr.i F cld-Riuersporn, Germ
DELPJUNIU111.
1ace~.

Sex. Syst. Polyandria. Trigynia. - Nat. Ord. Ranuncu-

Gen. Ch. Calyx none. Petals five. Nectary bifid, horned behind . Pods
three or one. 1'Villd.
Delphinium Consolida. tVilld. Sp.Plant . ii . 1226; Loudon'sEncyc.of
Plants, p. 473. 7832. The larkspur is a showy annual plant, with an erect,
branched, slightly pubescent stem. Its leaves are divided into linear segments, widely separated, and forked at the su~mit. The flowers are usua~ly
of a beautiful azure-blue colour, and disposed mloose terminal racemes, w1lh_
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pedun~les longer than the bractes. The nectary is one·leaved, \~•ith ~n
ascending horn nearly equalling the corolla. The seeds are co~tamed m
smooth, solitary capsules. This species of larkspur has been introduced
from Europe into the United States, where it has become naturalized,
growing in the woods and fields, and flowering in Ju~e and ~u_Jy.
Various parts of the Jarkspur have been employed m med1cme; and the
plant is said to have properties closely analogous to those of .Delphinium
Staphisagria. (See StapMsagri:£ Semina.) The flowers are bitter ~nd
acrid, and, having formerly been supposed to p~ssess the power of healmg
wounds, gave the name of consolida to the species. They were considered
diuretic, emi:nenagogue, and v~rmi~uge; b~t are not now used. The s_e~ds
are very acnd, are esteemed d1urel1c, and rn Jarge doses produce vomltmg
and purging. They were analyzed by Mr. Thom~s C. Hop_k ins of Phi~a
delphia, and found to contain delphinia, volatile 011, fixed 011, gum, resm ,
chlorophylle;"gallic acid, and salts of potassa, lime, and iron. (.llm. Journ.
?f Pharm ., x~ . 8.) A tincture, prepared by macerating an ounce of the seeds
rn a pint of diluted alcohol, has been found useful in spasmodic asthma and
dropsy. The dose is ten drops, to be gradually increased till some effects
upon the system are evinced. 'l'he remedy has been employed both in America and England; and the seeds of an indigenous species, the D . exaltatum,
have been applied to a similar purpose. The root probably possesses the
same properties as other parts of the plant; but, though designated in the
W.
Pbarmacopceia, is little if at all used.

DIANTHUS CARYOPHYL LUS. Flores. Dub.
Flowers

of the

Clove Pink.

D1ANT11vs. Sex. Syst. Decandria Digynia. -Nat. Ord. Caryophyllacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx cylindrical, one-leafed, with four scales at the base.
Petals five, with claws. Capsule cylindrical, one-celled . Willd.
])ianthus Caryophyllus. Willd. Sp . Plant. ii. 674; Woodv. Jtled. Bot .
p. 579. t. 205. The clove-pink or carnation is too well known to require
minute description. It is a perennial, herbaceous plant, characterized as a
species by its branching stem, its solitary flowers, the short ovate scales of
its calyx, its very broad beardless petals, and its linear, subulale, channeled,
glaucous leaves. Indigenous in ltaly, it is everywhere cultivated in gardens for the beauty of its flowers, of which numerous varieties have been
produced by hortiCulturists. Those are selected for medicinal use which
have the deepest red colour, and t~e most aromatic odour. The petals
~hould not be collected till the Oower 1s fully blown, and should be employed
rn the recent state.
They have a fragrant odour, said to resemble that of the clove. Their
taste is sweetish, slightly bitter, and _somewhat astri.ngent. Both water and
a~cohol ~x~rac~ their sensible properties, and they yield a fragrant esseritial
oil by d1st11lat1on.
In Europe they are employed to impart colour and_ flavour to a syrup,
which serves as a vehicle for other less pleasant medicines. According to
the directions of the former Edinburgh ~harmacopceia, this was prepared by
macerating one part of the flowers, without their claws, with four parts of
boiling water for twelve hours, then filtering, and adding seven parts of
sugar.
VV.

Dianthus Caryophyllus.-Digitalis.
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DIGITALIS. U.S., Ed.
Foxglove.
"The leaves of Digitalis purpurea." U.S., Ed.
Off: Syn. DIGITALIS FOLIA. DIGITALIS SEM!NA . Digitalis pur·
purea. Folia. Semina.Lond. DIGITALIS PURPUREA. Folia . Dub.
Digitale pourprl:c, Doightier, }fr.; Pu.rpurrother Fingerhut, Germ.i Digit.ale purpurea,
Ital.; Deda\cm, Span.

DwrrALIS. Sex·. Syst. Didynamia Angiospermia.- Nat. Ord. Scrophulariacere.
Gen. Cit . Calyx five-parted. Corolla bell-shaped, five-cleft, ventricose.
Capsule ovate, two-celled. Willd.

Digitalis purpurea. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 283; Woodv. Med. Bot. p.
218. t. 78. Foxglove is a beautiful plant, with a biennial or perennial,
fibrous root, which, in the first year, sends forth large tufted leaves, and in
the following summer, a single, erect, downy, and leafy stem, rising from
two to five feet in height, and terminating in an elegant spike of purple
flowers . The lower leaves are ovate, pointed, about eight inches in length
and three in bread th, and stand upon short, winged footstalks; the upper are
alternate, spa rse, and lanceolate; both are obtusely serrated at their edges,
and have wrinkled velvety surfaces, of which the upper is of a fine deepgreen colour, the under paler and more downy. The flowers are numerous,
a nd attached to the upper part of the stem by short peduncles, in such a
manner as generaily to hang down upon one side. At the base of each
peduncle is a floral leaf, which is sessile, ovate, and pointed. The calyx is
divided into five segments, of which the uppermost is narrower than the
others. The corolla is monopetalous, bell-form, swelling on the lower side,
irregularly divided at the margin into short obtuse lobes, and in shape and
size bearing some resemblance to the end of the finger of a glove, a circumstance which has suggested most of the names by which the plant is designated in different languages. Its mouth is guarded by long soft hairs.
Externally, it is in general of a bright purple colour; internally, is sprinkled
with black spots upon a white ground. There is a variety of the plant in
which the flowers are white. The filaments are white, curved, and surmounted by large yellow anthers. The style, which is simple, supports a
bifid stigma. The seeds are very small, numerous, of a grayish-brown
colour, and contained in a pyramidal, two-celled capsule.
The foxglove grows wild in most of the temperate countries of Europe,
where it flowers in the middle of summer. In this country it is cultivated
both as an ornamental garden plant, and for medicinal purposes. The leaves
are the part usually employed, altho.ugh the London Col.lege recognises also
the seeds. Much care is r~quisite rn selecting, preparmg, and preserving
foxglove in order to insure its activity. The leaves should be gathered in
the second year, immediately before or during the period of inflorescence,
and those only should be chosen which are full-grown and perfectly frnsh.
(Geiger.) It is said that those plants are preferable which grow sponta~
neously 10 elevated places, exposed to the s un. (.Duncan.) As the leaf-stalk
and midrib are comparatively inactive, t~1ey may be rejected. Withering
recommends that the leaves should be dried either in the sunshine, or by a
gen tle bent before th~ fire; and care should be taken to keep them se~arate
while drying . Pereira states that a more common, and, in his opimon, a
preferable mode, is to dry them in a basket, in a dark place, in a drying
stove . It is probably owing, in part, to the want of proper attention in pro ..
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paring digitalis for the market, that it is so often inefficient. Much of the
medicine kept in our shops is obtained from the settlement of .the Sh~kers in
New York, and is in the state of oblong compact masses, mto which the
leaves are compressed. In some of these cakes the digitalis is of good
quality; but we have seen others in which it was quite the reverse, and
some which were mouldy in the interior; and, upon the whole, cannot ~ut
consider this mode of preparing the drug as objectionable. T~e dried
leaves should be kept in tin canisters, welt closed so as to exclude light and
moisture, or they may be pulverized, and the powder preserved in wellstopped and opaque phials. As foxglove deteriorates by time, it s~ould be
frequently renewed, as oflen, if possi~le, as once a year. Its 9ual1ty must
be judged of by the degree in which 1t possesses the characteristic properties of colour, smell, and especially of taste.
Properties. Foxglove is without smell in the recent state, but acquires
a faint narcotic odour when dried. Its taste is bitter and nauseous. The
colour of the dried leaf is a dull pale green, modified by the whitish down
upon the under surface; that of the powder is a fine deep green. Digitalis
yields its virtues both to water and alcohol. These virtues reside in a peculiar bitter principle, which, after many unsuccessful attempts by other
chemists~ was first isolated by M. Homolle, whose memoir upon the subject of digitalis received the prize proposed by the Society of Pharmacy of
Paris. In the extraction of this principle, called digitalin, M. Homolle
employed the agency of tannic acid, as originally proposed by M. 0. Hei:iry.
The latter chemist has somewhat simplified the process of M. Homolle.
An alcoholic extract is first prepared. This is treated with distilled water
acidulated with acetic acid, and heated to about 110° F., a little animal charcoal being added. To the liquor filtered, and partially neutralized by ammonia, a fresh concentrated infusion of ga!Js is gradu.ally added, so long as
a precipitate is produced. This precipitate, which is tannate of digitalin,
is obtained separate by decanting the liquid, is washed with pure water,
mixed with a little alcohol, and then rubbed in a mortar with one·third of
its weight of very finely.powdered Iitharge. The mixture is heated gently,
and submitted to the act10n of twice its volume of alcohol at about 90°. The
alcoholic solution is treated with a liule animal charcoal, filtered, and eva·
p~rated at a very gentle heat. The residue is acted on twice or three times
with cold sulphuric ether, which removes impurities, and leaves the digitalin. This may be powdered, or obtained in small scales by dissolving it
in the least quantity of alcohol, and allowing the concemrated solution to
evaporate in a stove upon plates of glass. From one kilogramme of leaves,
M. Henry obtained between nine and ten grammes of digital in, or between
9 and 1U parts .frorf! 1000. (Journ. de Pharm., 3e sir., vii. 462.). This
substance is white, rnodorous, crystallizable with difficulty, of an rntense
bitterness, sternutatory when powdered, slightly decomposed at a boiling
hea_t, solubl.e in about 2090 parts of cold water, more soluble in boiling water
which retarns one part 111 1000 when it cools, very soluble in alcohol cold
or hot, but very slightly soluble in ether, incapable of precipitating salts,
without alkaline or acid reaction, and without nitrogen in its composition.
It forms an insoluble compound with Lannie acid. It has the characteristic
property of giving a fine emeral<l·green colour to concentrated muriatic acid.
In t~e plant, it is rendered soluble in water by means of the saline or ex·
tractive matters with which it is united. lt has the peculiar effects of
digitali.s on the syste~. In the dose of a?out one-thirteenth of a grain,
three times a day, co~Hmued for three days, 1l lessened the frequency of the
pulse to 50 in the mmute, produced headache and other unpleasant effects
on the brain, and sensibly increased the urine. The effect continued for two
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days after the suspension of its use. (Ibid., vii. 65.) The dose for practical
purposes should not exceed the fortieth or fiftieth of a grai n to begin with.
Besides the bitter principle, digitalis contains a \•olatile oil, a fatty matter, a
red colouring substance analogous to extractive, chlorophylle, albumen,
starch, sugar, gum, lignin, and salts of potassa and lime, among which,
according to Rein and Haase, is superoxalate of potassa. M. Morin, of
Geneva, has also discovered in the leaves two acids; one fixed, which he
calls digitalic acid, the other volatile and resembling valerianic acid,
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oftheleaves.
Medical Properties and Uses. Digitalis is narcotic, sedative, and diuretic.
·when admi ni stered in quantities sufficien t to bring the system decidedly
under its influence, it is apt to produce a sense of tightness or weight with
dull pain in the head, vertigo, dimness or other disorder of vision, and more
or less confusion of thought. At the same time, it occasionally gives rise
to irritation in the pharynx and <:esophagus, which extends to the larynx and
trachea, producing hoarseness; and, in more than one instance, ptyalism
has been observed to result. It sometimes also disturbs the bowels, and
excites nausea, or even vomiting. Another effect, which, in a practical point
of view, is highly important, is an augmented flow of urine. This has been
ascribed by some to the increased absorption which digitalis is supposed to
producej and in support of this opinion it is stated, that its diuretic opera·
tion ·is observable only when dropsical effusion exists; btit the fact seems to
be, that it is capable of augmenting the quantity of urin e in health, and it
probably exerts a directly stimu lating influence upon the secretory function
of the kidneys. This influence is said sometimes to extend to the genital
organs. Besides the various effects above detailed, digitalis exerts a
remarkably sedative operation upon the heart. This is exhibited in the reduction both of the force and frequency of the pulse, which sometimes sinks
from the ordinary standard to 50, 40, or even 30 strokes in the minute. In
some instances, however, it undergoes little change; in others only becomes
irregu lar; and we are told that it is even occasionally increased in frequency.
It was obse rved by Dr. Baildon, that the effects of digitalis upon the circulation werr very much influenced by posture. Thus, in his own case, the
pulse which had been reduced from l JO to 40 in th e recumbent position,
was increased to 72 wh en he sat, and to 100 when he stood. We do not
discover anything remarkable in this circumstance. It is well known that
the pulse is always more frequent in the erect than in the horizontal posture,
and the difference is greater in a state of debility than in health. Digitalis
diminishes the frequency of the pulsations of the heart by a directly debilitating power; and this very debility, when any exertion is made which calls
for increased action in that organ, causes it to attempt, by an increase in
the number of its contractions, to meet the demand which it is unable to
supply by an increase in their force.
Th e effocts above detailed may result from digitalis given in doses calculated to produce its immediate influence. In larger quantities its operation
is more violent. Nausea and vomiting, stupor or deli rium, cold sweats, extreme pro.stration of strengt~, hi~co.ugh, convul~ions, and syncope, are among
the alarmmg symptoms which rnd1cate the poisonous character of the medi·
cine. These effects are best counteracted by stimulants, such as brandy,
the volatile alkali, and opium. w·hen there is reason to believe that any of
the poison remains, it is obviou$ly proper, before employing other measures,
to evacuate the stomach by the free use of warm liquids. From the experiments of M. Bonjean it appears that powdered digitalis may be given to
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fowls, in large quantities, with entire impunity. (Journ. de Pharm., 3e
sir., iv. 2~.)
A peculiarity of digitalis is that, after having been given in moderate
doses for several days, without apparent effect, it sometimes acts suddenly
with an accumulated influence, endangering even life. It is, moreover, very
pt>rmanentin its operation, which,havingoncecommenced, is maintained like
that of mercury, for a considerable period, without any fresh accessions of the
m~dicine. The practical inferences deducible from these _properties of digitalis are, first, that after it has been administered for some time without effect,
great care should be taken not to increase the dose, nor to urge the
.medicine too vigorously; and secondly, that afler its effects have begun to
appear, it should be suspended for a time, or exhibited in smaller doses,
lest a dangerous accumulation of its influence should be experienced. In
numerous instances death has resulted from its incautious employment.
Digitalis has been long known to possess medicinal powers; but it was
never generally used, nor regarded as a standard remf'dy, till after its application by Withering to the treatment of dropsy, about the year 1775. It is
at present employed very extensively, both for its diuretic pOlver. and for
its sedative influence over the circulation. The former renders it highly
useful in dropsical diseases, though like all other remedies it very frequently
fails; the latter adapts it to the treatment' of cases in which the action of the
heart requires to be controlled. The idea was at one period entertained,
that it might serve as a substitute for the Jancet in febrile and inflammatory
complaints; and it has been much employed for this purpose by the Italian
physicians, who practised in accordance with the contra-stimulant doctrine;
but experience has proved that it is a very frail support in any case in
which the symptoms of inflammation are such as to call for the loss of blood.
As an adjuvant to the lancet, and in cases in which circumstances forbid
the employment of this remedy, it is often very useful. Though it certainly has not the power, at one time ascribed to it by some practitioners,
of curing phthisis, it acts beneficially as a palliative in that complaint by
depressing the excited movements of the heart. In the same way it proves
advantageous in aneurism, hypertrophy and dilatation of the heart, palpitations from rheumatic or gouty irritation, and in various forms of hemorrhage, after action has been sufficiently reduced by the lancet. It has also
been prescribed in mania, epilepsy, pertussis, and spasmodic asthma; and
highly respectable testimony can be adduced in favour of its occasional efficacy in these complaints. [n delirium tremens it has been recommended
as a specific, given in the form of infusion, in the full dose, repeated every
two hours till symptoms of narcotism are induced; but the practice is somewhat haz~rdoll:~ unless the patien~ ~e carefully watche~. (.flm.. Journ. of
JJ1ed. Sci., XVII. 501.) The med1cme, externally applied, is said to act
speedily and powerfully as a diuretic, and to have been useful in dropsy.
For this purpose the fresh leaves bruised, or the tincture may be rubbed over
the 3:b~o~e~, and ~n .the insi~e of the thighs. (Revue Medicale, May, 1834.)
D1g1tahs 1s admm1stered in substance. The dose of the powder is one
grain, repeated twice or three limes a day, and gradually increased till
some effect is produced upon the head, stomach, pulse, or kidneys, when
it should be omitted or reduced. The infusion and tincture are officinal
preparations often resorted to. (See lnfusurn, Digitali.'l, and Tinctura
lJigitalis.) The extract has also been employed; and Orfila found it,
whether prepared wit~ wate.r _or alcohol, mor~ powerful than the powder.
Enormous doses of this med1cme have sometimes been given with asserted
impunity; and when they occasion full vomiting, it is possible that they
may sometimes prove harmless; but when the alarming consequences
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which sometimes resul~ from comparatively moderate doses are considered,
the practice must be condemned as exceedingly hazardous.
Off. Prep. Extractum D.igitalis, Lond., Ed.; Infusum Digitali.s, U.S.,
Lond., Ed. , JJub.; Pilulre Digitalis et Sci lire, Ed.; Tinctura Digitahs, U.S.,
Land., Ed., Dub.
W.

DIOSMA. U.S., Lond.
Buclw.
The leaves of Diosmacrenata. 11 U.S. "Diosma crenata. Polia." Lond.
OJ!. Syn. BUCKU. L eaves of various species of Barosrna. Ed.; Dl·
OSMA CRENATA. Folia. BUCHU. Dub.
11

This medicine consists of the leaves of different plants growing at the
Cape of Good Hope, formerly ranked in the genus Diosma, but transferred
by botanists to the genus Barosma, so named from the strong odour of the
leaves (/3a~vs and oaµ,.,). The B. crenata, B. crmulata, and B . serrali·
folia are described by Lind ley as medicinal species. The leaves of these
and other Barosmas, and of some .8gathosmas, are collected by the Hotten·
tots, who value them on account of their odour, and, under the name of
bookoo or buchu, rub them, in the state of powder, upon their greasy bodies.
BAROSMA. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Monogynia.- Nal. Ord. Rutacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-cleft or five.parted . Disk lining the bottom of the
calyx generally with a short scarcely prominent rim. Petals five, with
short claws. Filaments ten; the five opposite the petals sterile, petaloid;
the other five longer, subulate. Style as long as the retals. Stigma minute,
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opposite leaves, and peduncled flowers.
Barosma crenata. Lind ley, Plor. Med. p. 21:-l. -Diosma crenata. De
Cand. Prodrom. i. 714; Woodv. Afed. Bot., 3d ed. v. 52. This is a
slender shrub, with smooth, somewhat angular branches, of a purplish colour.
The leaves are opposite, ovate or obovate, acute, serrated and glandu lar at
the edge, coriaceous, and full of small pellucid dots on the under surface .
The flowers are white or of a reddish tint, and stand solitarily at the end of
short, lateral, leafy s hoots .
Properties. The bucliu lea ves of the shops are from three·quarters of an
inch to an inch long, from three to five lines broad, elliptical , lanceolate
ovate or obovate, sometimes slightly pointed, sometimes blunt at the apex,
very finely notched and glandular at the edges, smooth and of a green colour
on the upper surface, dotted and paler beneath, and of a firm consistence.
Their odour is strong, diffusive, and somewhat aromatic; their taste bitterish, and analogous to that of mint. These properties will distinguish them
from senna, with which they might be confounded upon a careless inspection.
They are sometimes mix ed with portions of the stalks and fruit. Analyzed
by Cadet de Gassicourt, they were found to contain in 1000 parts, 6·65
parts of a light, brownish·ycllow, and highly odorous volatile oil, 2 11 ·7 of
gum, 51 ·7 of extractive, 11 of ch lorophy ll e, and 21 ·51 of resin. Water and
alcohol extract their virtues, which probably depend on the volatile oil and
extractive. The latter is precipitated by infusion of galls.
Aledical Properties and Uses. Buchu leaves are gently stimulant, with
a peculiar tend ency to the urinary organs, producing diuresis, and, like all
other similar medicines, exciting diaphoresis when circumstances favour thi s
mode of action. The Hottentots at the Cape of Good Hope have long used
27
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them in a variety of diseases. From these rude Practitioners they were
borrowed by the resident English and Dutch physicians, ~y whose recom·
rnendation they were employed in Europe, and have come into general use.
They are given chiefly in complaints of the urinary organs, such as g ravel,
chronic catarrh of the bladder, morbid irr!tation of the bladd.er and urethra,
disease of the prostate, and retention or incontinence of urme from a loss
of tone in the parts concerned in its evacuation. The remedy has also ?een
recommended in dyspepsia, chronic rheumatism, and. cutaneous affect~ons.
From twenty to thirty grains of the powder may be given tw? or three times
a day. The leaves are also used in infusion_, in the proportrn.n of an ounce
to a pint of boi li ng water, of which the dose is one ~r t'yo flmdou~ces . A
tincture has been employed as a stimulant embroc~tion m lo~al parns.
Off. Prep. Infusum Diosmre, U.S., Lond., Ed .• Dub.; Tmctura Buchu,
Dub., Ed.
W.

DIOSPYROS. U.S. Secondary.

Persimmon.
" The bark of Diospyros V irginiana." U. S.
D1osnRos. Sex. Syst. Dicecia Octandria.- Nat. Ord. Ebenacere.
Gen. Ch. MALE. Calyx four to six-cleft. Corolla urceolate, four to sixcleft. Stamens eight to sixteen; filaments often producing two anthers.
FEMALE. Flower as the male. Stigmas four to five. Berry eight to twelveseeded. Nuttall.
niospyros Pir~niana. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 11 07; Michaux, N . .!lm.
Sylv. ii. 2 19. The persimmon is an indigenous tree , rising sometimes in
the Southern States to the height of sixty feet, with a trunk twenty inches
in diameter; but seldom attaining more than half that size near its northern
Jim its, and often not higher than fifteen or twenty feet. The stem is straight,
and in the old trees covered with a furrowed blackish bark. The branches
are spreading; the leaves ovate oblong, acuminate, entire, smooth, reticulately veined, alternate, and supported on pubescent footstalks. 1,he buds
are smooth. The male and female flowers are on different trees. They
are lateral, axillary, solitary, nearly sessile, of a pale orange colour, and not
conspicuous. The fruit ts a globular berry, dark-yellow when perfectly
ripe, and containing numerous seeds embedded in a soft yellow pu lp.
This tree is very common in the Middle and Southern States; but, according to Michaux, does not flourish beyond the forty-second degree of north
latitude. The flowers appear in May or June; but the fruit is not ripe till
the middle of autumn. While green, the fruit is excessively astringent;
but when perfectly mature, and after having been touched by the frost, it is
sweet and palatable. Michaux states that, in the Southern and Western
States, it is made into cakes with bran, and used for preparing beer with the
addition of water, hops. and yeast. A spirituous liquor may be obtained
by the distillation of the fermented inf_usion. 'l1he unripe fruit has been
used by Dr. Mettauer. of Virginia, in diarrhcea, chronic dysentery, and ute·
rine hemorrhage. He gave it in infusion, syrup, and vinous tincture, prepared in the proportion of about an ounce of the bruised fresh fruit, to two
fl.uidounces of the vehicle, and administered in the dose of a ftuidrachm or
more for infants, and half a fluidounce or more for adults. The bark is the
only part of the tree directed by the Pharmacopceia. It is astringent and
Tery hitter; and is said to have been used advantageously in intermittents,
and in the form of a gargle in ulcerated sorethroat.
W.
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DRACONTIUM. U.S. Secondary.
SkZtnk Cabbage.
"The root .of Dracontiurn fa:tidum - lctodes fretidus (Bigelow)- Symplocarpus frelidus (Barton, Med. Bot.)." U.S.
Botanists have had some difficulty in properly arranging this plant. It is
attached by VVilldenow to the genus Draconlium, by Michaux and Pursh is
considered a Pot!tos, and by American botanists has been erected into a new
g~nus, which Nuttall calls Symplocarpus after ~alisbury,and for which Dr.
Bigelow has proposed the name l ctodes, expressive of the odour of the plant.
The term Symplocarpus, th_ough erroneous in its origin. was ~rst propos~d
for the new genus, and, J1avrng been adopted by several botanists, should be
retained.
S\'i1IPLOCARPus. Sex. Syst. TetrandriaMonogynia.- Na/. Ord. Aracere.
Gen. Cit. Spathe hooded . Spad·i xcovered with perfect flowers. Calyx
with four segments. Petals none. Style pyramidal. Seeds immersed jn
the spadix. Bigelow.
Symplocarpus fcetidus. Barton, Med. Bot. i. 123.-lctodesfretidus. Bigelow, .llm. flied . Bot . ii. 41. The skunlc cabbage is a very cunous plant, the
only one of the genus to which it belongs. The root is perennial, large,
abrupt, and furnished with numerous fleshy fibres, which penetrate to the
depth of two feet or more. The spathe, which appears before the leaves. is
ovate, acuminate, obliquely depressed at the apex, auriculated at the base,
folded inwards at the edges, and of a brownish·purple colour, varied with
spots of red, yellow, and green. Within the spathe, the .flowers, which resemble it in colour, are placed in great numbers upon a globose, peduncled
spadix, for which they form a compact covering. After the spathe has
decayed, the spadix continues to grow, and, when the fruit is mature, has
attained a size exceeding by several fold its original dimensions. The dif.
fe rent parts of the flower, with the exception of the anthers, augment in like
proportion. At the base of each style is a roundish seed, imm ersed in the
spadix, about the size of a pea, and speckled with purple and yellow. The
leaves, which ri se from the gro und afler the flowers, are numerous and
crowded, oblong, cordate, acute, smooth, strongly veined, and attached to
the root by long petioles, which are hollowed in front, and furnished with
coloured sheath ing stipules . At the beginning of May, when the leaves
are fully de\ eloped, they are very large, be ing from one to two feet in
length, and from nine inch es to a foot in breadth.
This plant is indigenous, growing abundantly in meadows, swamps, and
other wet places throughout the whole northern and middle sections of the
Union. Its flowers appear in March and April, and in the lower latitudes
often so early as February. The fruit is usually quite ripe, and th e leaves
are decayed before the end of August. The plant is very conspicuous from
its abundance, and from the magnitude of its leaves. All parts of it have a
disagreeable fetid odour, thou ght to resemble that of the offensive animal
after which it is named. This odour resides in an extremely volatile principle, which is rapidly dissipated by heat, and diminished by desiccation.
The root is the part usually employed in medicine. It should be collected
in autumn, or early in spring, and dried with care.
The root. as found in the shops, consists of two portions; the body or
caudex, either whole or in transverse slices, and the separated radicles.
The former, when whole, is cylindrical, or in the shape of a truncated cone,
two or three inches long by about an inch in thickness, externally dark
1
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brown and very rou~h from the insertion of the radicles, internal.ly white
and amylaceous. The latter are of var~ous \engt~s, ab.au~ as thick as a
hen 's quill, very much flanened and wrink led, wlute ~v1thrn, and covered
by a yellowish reddish-brown epidermis, considerably lighter coloured than
the body of the root. More or less of the fetid odour remains for a considerable period, after the completion of th~ drying process: 1~he .taste,
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sensation in the mouth and throat. The acrimony, however, is dissipated
by heat, and is entirely Jost in decoction. It is also diminished by time and
exposure; and the root should not be kept longer th~n a single se~son.
According to Mr. Turner (.11m. Journ . of Pharm., viii. 2.), the rad1cles,
even in the recent plant, have less acrimony than the caudex. The seeds
are said by Mr. Turner to have an exceedingly acrid taste, and, though inodorous when whole, to give out strongly, when bruised, the peculiar odour
of the plant.
Medical Properties and Uses. This root is stimulant, antispasmodic,
and narcotic. In large doses it occasions nausea and v.omiting, with headache, vertigo,a~d dimness of vision. Dr. Bigelow hasw.1tncssed these effects
from thirty grams of the recently dried root. The medicine was introduced
into notice by the Rev. Dr. Cutler, who recommended it highly as an antispasmodic in asthma; and it has been subsequently employed with apparent
a<lvantage in chronic catarrh, chronic rheumatism, and hysteria. Cures are
also said to have been effected by its use in dropsy.
It is best given in powder, of which the dose is Crom ten to twenty grains,
to be repeated three or four times a day, and gradually increased till some
evidence of its action is affOrded. A strong infusion is sometimes employed,
and the people in the country prepare a syrup from the fresh root; but the
Jatter preparation is very unequal. The root itself, as kept in the shops,
is of unccrlain strength, in consequence of its deterioration by age. W.

DULCAMARA. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Bittersrveet.
"The stalks of Solanum Dulcamara." U.S. uSolanum Dulcamara.
0
Twigs of Solanum Dulcamara." Ed.

Caulis." Lond., IJub.

Douce-amCrc, Fr. ; Bittcrsiiss, Alprankcn, Genn.; Dulcmnara, Ital. , Span.

SoLANUM. Sex. Syst. Penlandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Solanacere.
Gen. Ch. Corolla wheel-shaped . .Rnthcrs son~ewhat coalescing, opening
by two pores at the apex. Berry two-celled. T17t!lcl.
This genus includes numerous species, of which several have been used
in medicine . Besi~es th~ S. IJulcamarn, which is the only officinal species, two others ment a bnef notice. 1. The Sohmum nigrmn, the common
gc~rden or black nightshade, is an annual plant from one to two feet high,
wuh an unarmed herbaceous stem, ovate, angular-dentate leaves, and white
or pale violet flowers, arranged in peduncled nodding umbel-like racemes,
and followed by clusters of spherical black berries, about the size of peas.
There are numerous varieties of this species, one of which is a native of
the Unite~ States .. The !~aves ~re th_e part employed. They are said to
produce dmphores1~, so_melimes d1ures1s a.n~ moderate purging, and in larg~
doses nausea and g1ddmess. As a medicine they have been used in cancerous, scrofulous, and scorbutic diseases, and other painful ulcerous affections, b~ing given internally, and applied at the same time in the form of
poultice, ointment, or decoction to the tumours or ulcers themselves. A
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grain of the dried leaves may be given every night, and gradually increased
to ten or twelve grains, or till some sensible effect is experienced. The
met'licine, howeve r, is scarcely used at present. By some persons the poisonous properties ascribed to the common nightshade are doubted. M.
Dunal, of Montpellier, slates as the result of numerous experiments, that
the berries are not poisonous to man or t.he inferior animals; and the leaves
are said to be consumed in large 4uantit1es in the Isles or France and Bourbon as food, having been previously boi led ln water. In the latter case, the
active principle or the plant must have been extracted by decoction. 2. The
leaves, stalks, and unripe berries or the Solmrwn tuberosum, or common.
potato, are asserted to have narcotic properties, and an extract prepared
from the leaves has been employed as a remedy in cough and spasmodic
affections, in which it is said to act like opium. (Geiger .) From hair a
grain to two grains may be given as a dose. Dr. Latham, or London, found
the extract to produce very favourable effects in protracted cough, chronic
rheumatism, angina pectoris, cancer or the uterus, &c. Its influence upon
the nervous system was strongly marked, and, in many instances, the dose
could not be increased above a few grains without giving rise to threatening
symptoms. It appeared to Dr. Latham to be very analogous in its operation to
digitalis. His experiments were repeated in Philadelphia by Dr. Worsham
with different results. The extract was found, in the quantity or nearly one
hundred grains, to produce no sensible effect on the system. (Philad. Journ.
of .Med. and Phys. Sciences, vi. 22.) We can reconcile these opposite statements only upon the supposition, that the properties of the plant vary with
the season, or with the place and circumstances or culture. An excellent form
or starch, called potato arrow-root, is prepared from potatoes for medica l use;
and an imitation or sago is also made from them in Germany. Dr. Ju lius
Otto found solania in the germs or the potato. He was induced to make the
investigation by observing that cattle were destroyed by feeding on the
residue or germinated potatoes, used for the manufacture or brandy.
Solanum Dulcamara. Willd. Sp . Plant. i. 1028; Woodv. Med. Bot. p.
237. t. 84; Bigelow, .Orn. llfed. Bot . i . H.19. The bittersweet or woody
nightshade is a climbing shrub, with a slender, roundish, branching, woody
stem, which, in favourable situations, rises six or eight feet in height. The
leaves are alternate, petiolate, ovate, pointed, veined, soft, smooth, and or a
dull green colour. Many near the top or the stem are furnished with lateral
projections at their base, giving them a hastate form. Most of them are
quite entire, some cordate at the base. The flowers are disposed in elegant
clusters, somewhat analogous to cymes, and standing opposite to the leaves.
The calyx is very small, purpl ish, and divided into five blunt persistent
segments. The corolla is wheel-shaped, wilh five-pointed reflected segments which are of a violet-blue colour, with a darker purple vein running
longitudinally through their centre, and two shining greenish spots at the
base or each. 'l'he filaments are very short, and support large erect lemonyellow anthers, which cohere in the form or a cone around the style.. The
berries are of an oval shape and a bright scarlet colour, and contmue to
hang in beautiful bunches after the leaves have fallen.
This plant is common to Europe and North America. It flourishes most
luxuriamly in damp and sheltered places, as on the banks of rivulets, and
among the thickets which border our natural meadows. It is also found in
higher and more exposed situations, and is frequently cultivated in gardens.
In the United States it extends from New England to Ohio, and is in bloom
from June to August. The root and stalk have medicinal properties, though
tbe latter only is officinal. The berries, which were formerly esteemed
21•
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poisonous, and thought to act with great severity on the ~tomach a.nd bowels,
are now said to be innoxious. Binersweet should be gathered rn autumn,
after the fall of the leaf; and the extreme twigs should be selected. That
grown in high and dry situations is said to be the best.
.
The dried twigs, as brought to the shops, are of various lengths, c.}'.hndrical, about as thick as a goose-quill, externally wrinkled and of a grayish-ash
colour, consisting of a thin bark, an interior ligneous portion, and a central
pith. They are inodorous, though the stalk in the recent state emits, when
bruised, a peculiar, rather nauseous smell. Their taste, which is at first
bitter, and afterwards sweetish, has given origin to the name of the plant.
Boiling water exLracts ail their virtues. These are supposed to depend, at
least in part, upon a peculiar alkaline principle called solanin or solania,
which was originally discovered by M. Desfosses, of Besan~on, in the berries of the Solanum nigrum., and has subsequ6ntly been found in the stalks,
leaves, and berries of the S. flulcamara and S . tuberost1m. It is supposed
to exist in the biltersweet combined with rnalic acid.• Solania is in the
form of a white opaque Powder, or of delicate acicular crystals, somewhat
like those of sulphate of quinia, though finer and shorter. It is inodorous,
of a bitter taste, fusible at a little above 212°, scarcely soluble in water, soluble in alcohol and ether, and capable of neutralizing the acids. It is distinguished by the deep-brown, or brownish-yellow colour which iodine imparts
to its solution, and by its reaction with sulphuric acid, which becomes first
reddish-yellow, then purplish-violet, then brown, and lastly again colourless,
with the deposition of a brown powder. (Pharm. Cent. Blatt, A. D. 1843,
p. 177.) Given to a cat, it was found by M. Desfosses to operate at first as
an emetic, and aftenvards as a narcotic. Dr.J. Ono observed, among its most
striking eftects, a paralytic condition of the posterior limbs of the animals to
which it was administered. One grain of the sulphate of solania was suffi·
cient in his hands to destroy a rabbit in six hours. Besides solania, the
stalks. of S. Dulcamara contain, according to ~faff, a peculiar principle
to which he gave the name of picrog!ycion, indicative of the tast~ at ~nee
bitter a~d sweet, whic.h it is said to possess. This has been obtamed m .a
crystalline state by Blitz, by the following process. The watery extract IS
treated with alcohol, the tincture evaporated, the residue dissolved in water,
the solution precipitated with subacetate of lead, the excess of this salt decomposed by sulphuretted hydrogen, the liquor then evaporated to dryness, and
the residue treated with acetic ether, which yields the principle in the form
of small isolated crystals by spontaneous evaporation. Pfaff found also in
dulcamara a vegeto-animal subs~ance, gummy extractive, gluten, green wax,
resin, benzoic acid, starch, lignm, and various sahs of lime.
Medical Properties and .Uses. Dulcamara possesses feeble narcotic properties, with the power of rncreasing the secretions, particularly that of the
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form ofa translucent1 horny, amorphous muss. (Phann. Ceutral Blatt, 18431 p. 1'14,)
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kidneys and skin. We have observed, in several instances, when the system
was under its influence, a dark purplish colour of the face and hands, and at
the same time considerable languor of the c1rculation. Its narcotic effects
do not become obvious, unless when it is taken in large quantities. In overdoses it produces nausea, vomiting, faintness, vertigo, and convulsive muscular movements. It has been recommended in various diseases, but is now
nearly confined to the treatment of cutaneous eruptions, particularly those of
a scaly character, as lepra, psoriasis, and pityriasis. In these complaints it
is often decidedly beneficial, especially in combination with minute doses of
the antimon ials. Its influence upon the secretions is insufficient to account
for its favourable effects, and we must be content with ascribing them to an
alterative action. lt is said to have been beneficially employed in chronic
rheumat ism and chronic catarrh. Antaphrodisiac properties are ascribed
to it by some physicians. VVe have seen it apparently useful in mania
connecled with strong venereal propensities. 'I1he usual form of administration is lhal of decoction, of which two fluidounce~ may be taken four times
a day, and gradually increased till some slight disorder of the head indicales the activity of the medicine. (See JJecoctum Dulcmnar::e.) An ex-.
tract may also be prepared, of which the dose is from five to ten grains.
That of lhe powder would be from thirty grains to a drachm. In cutaneous affections a strong decoction is often applied lo the skin, at the same
time that the medicine is laken inlernally.
Off. Prep. Decoctum Dulcamarre, U. 8., Lond.; Extractum Dulcamarre,

U.S.

W.

ELA TERIUM. U.S., Ed.

Elaterium.
"A substance deposited by i.he juice of the fruit of Momordica Elaterium." U.S. u Feculence of the juice of the fruit of Momordica Elaterium ." Ed.
Off. Syn. ELATERIUM . Momordica Elaterium. Pepones recentes.EXTRACTUM ELATERU. Lond.; MOMORDICA ELATERLUM.
Fructus. F:ecula. Folia.-ELATERLUM.-EXTRACTUM ELATER!!.

Dub.
E!aterion, Fr.; E la!crium, Germ.; Elatcrio, It al, Span.

Mo.llORDICA. Sex. Syst. Mona:cia Monadelphia.-Nat. Ord. Cucurbita·
cere.
Gen. Ch. MALE. Calyx fit•e-cleft. Corolla five-parted. Filaments three.
~::~~cLaJi/;a~%~.ve-cleft . Corolla five-parted. Style trifid. Gourd bursting

Momordica Elaterium. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 605; Woodv. Med. Bot.
p. 192. t. 72.-EcbaliwnElalerium. French Codex, A. D. 1837. The wild
or fifJUirling cucumber is a perennial pJant, with a large fleshy root, from
which proceed seve ral round, thick, rough ~terns, branching and trailing
like the common cucumber, but without tendrils. The leaves are petiolate,
large , rough, irregularly cordate,and o~a grayish-green colour. T.he flowers
a re yellow, and proceed from lhe axils of the leaves. The frmt has the
shape of a small oval cucumber, about an inch and a half long, an inch lhick,
of a greenish or g:ray ish colour, and covered with stiff hairs or prickles .
·whe n fully ripe, 1t separates from the peduncle, and throws out its juice
and seed with considerable force lhrough an ope ning at the base, where it
was auacbed to the footstalk. The name of squi rting cucumber was derived from this circumstance; and the scientific and offi.cinal title is supposed
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to have had a similar origin; tho~gh some authors maintain t~at the te_rm
elaterium was applied to the medicine, rather from the mode of Its operation
upon ih e bowels, than from the projectile property of the fruit.*
.
This species of Momordica is a native of the South of Europe; and 1s culti\rated in Great Britain, where, however, it perishes in the winter. Elaterium is the substance spontaneously deposited by the juice of the fruit, when
separated, and allowed to stand. Dr. Clulterbuck, of London, prove~ that
it is conlained only in the fre e juice which surrounds the seeds, and which
is obtained without expression. The body of the fruit itself, the seeds, ~s
well as other parts of the p~ant, are nearly or quite inert. 'When ~he fruit 1s
sliced and placed upon a sieve, a perfectly limpid a~d colourless Juice flows
out, which after a short time becomes turbid, and rn the course of a few
hours begins to deposit a sediment. This, whe~ collected and carefully
dried, is very light and pulverulent, of a yellowish-white colour, slightly
tinged with green. It i.s the genuine elat~rium, and was found by Cluuerbuck to purge violently m the dose of one-eighth of a grain. But the quantity contained in the fruit is exceedingly small. Clutterbuck obtainetl only
~~x grains from forty cucumbers. Comm~rcial elaterium is a weaker medicine, owing in part, perhaps, to adulteration, but much more to the mode
in which it is prepared. In order to increase the product, the juice of the
fruit is often expressed; and there is reason to believe that it is sometimes
evaporated so as to form an extract, instead of being allowed to deposit the
active matter. The French elaterium is prepared by expressing the juice,
clarifying it by rest and filtration, and then evaporating it to a suitable consistence. As the liquid which remains after the deposition of the sediment
is comparatively inert, it will be readily perceived that the preparation of
the French Codex must be very feeb le. The following are the directions
of the London College, with which those of the Edinburgh and Dublin
Colleges essentially correspond. "Slice ripe wild cucumbers, express the
juice very gently, and pass it through a very fine hair sieve; then set it
aside for some hours until the thicker part has subsided. Reject the thinner supernatant part, and dry the thicker part with a gentle heat." As the
process is executed at Apothecaries' Hall, the juice, after expression, is
allowed to stand for about two hours, when the supernatant liquor is poured
o~, and the matter deposited is carefully dried, constituting the finest elatermm. Another poruon, of a paler colou'., is deposited by the decanted
liquor. (Pereira.) The slight pressur~ directed is ilecessary for the extraction of the ju1?e from the somewhat immature fruit employed; and_ the
perfectly ripe fruit cannot be used; as, in consequence of its disposition
to part with its contents, it cannot be carried to market. The medicine is
incorrectly denomi~ated by the London and Dublin Colleges Extrc~ctum
Elaterii; being neither an extract, strictly speaking, nor an inspissatecl JUice.
The Edinburgh College calls it Elaterium in the Materia Medica list, but
inconsistently admits the name of Exlraclum Elaterii in the preparations.
In the U.S. Pharmacopreia, it is named simply Elaterium. As the plant is
not cultivated in this country for medicinal purposes, our ~harmacopreia very
properly adopts, as officinal, the medicine as 1t is found in commerce. [tis
brought chiefly from England, but it is probable that a portion of the elaterium,
of which Dr. Pereira speaks as coming from Maha, reaches our market also.
Properties. The best elaterimn is in thin flat or slightly curled cakes
or fragments, often bearing the impression of the muslin upon which it was
dried, of a greenish-gray colour becoming yellowish by exposure, of a
• From the Greek i;>..¢11~~ I drive, or
Hippocrates to sif,<nifyany active purge.
weareue:iting

dri,·er. The wonl elaterium was used by
Dioscorides applied it. to the medicine of which
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feeble odour, and a bitter somewhat acrid taste. It 1s pulverulent and inflammable, and so light that it sw ims wlwn thrown upon water. \.Yhen of
inferior quality, it is some~ imes dark -coloured, mucl~ curleil, and rather
hard, either breaking with difficulty or presenting a resinous fracture. 'fhe
1'1altese elaterium is in larger pieces, of a pale colour sometimes without
the least tinge of green, destitute of odour, sofl, and friable; and not unfrequently presents evidences of having been mixed with chalk or starch. It
sinks in water.
Dr. Clutlf'rhuck first observed that the activity of elaterium resided in that
portion of it which was soluble in alcohol and not in water. This fact was
afterwards confirmed by Dr. Paris, who found that the alcoholic extract,
treated with boiling d_istilled water, and afterwar~s _dried, h_ad the property
of purging in very mmule doses, while the remammg portion of the elaterium was inactive. The subsequent experim ents of th e late Mr. Henne!,
of London, and Mr. Morries,of Edinburgh, which appear to have been nearly
simultaneous, demonstrated the existence of a crystallizable matter in elaterium, which is probably the active principle of the medicine, and for which
Mr. Marries proposed the appropriate name of elalerin. According to Mr.1
Hennel, 100 parts of elatenum contains 44 of elaterin, 17 of a green resin
(chlorophylle), 6 of starch, 27 of lignin, and 6 of saline matters. The
alcoholic extract, which Or. Paris called clatin, is probably a mixture of
elaterin and the green resin or chlorophylle.*
Elaterin, according to Mr. Marries, crystallizes when pure in colourless
microscopic rhombic prisms, which have a silky appearance when in mass.
It is extremely bitter and somewhat acrid to the taste, insoluble in water and
alkaline solutions, soluble in alcohol, ethe r, and hot olive oil, and sparingly
soluble in dilute acids. At a temperature between 300° and 400° it melts,
and at a higher temperature is dissipated in thick, whitish, pungent vapour,
having an arnmoniacal odour. [t has no alkaline reaction. It may be easily
procured by evaporating an alcoholic tincture of elaler ium to the consistence of thin oil, and throwing the residue while yet warm into a weak boil!ng solu tion of potassa. The potass~ holds the g:rcen resin of chlorophylle
111 solution, and the elaterin crystall izes as the liquor cools.
Mr. Hennel
obtained it by treating with ether the alcoholic extract procured by the
spontaneous evaporat ion of the tincture . This consists of elatcrin and the
green resin, the latter of which being much more soluble in ether than the
former, is CQmpletely extracted by this fluid, leaving the elaterin pure. But
as elatnin is also sli g htl y soluble in ether, a ponion of this principle is
wasted by Mr. H ennel's method. By evaporating the ethereal solut ion, the
green resin is obtained in a separate state. I\'lr. Hennel states that this was
found to possess the purgative property of the elaterium in a concentrated
state, as it acted powerfully in a dose less than one-third of a grain. But
this effect was probably owing to the presence of a portion of elatcrin which
had been dissolved by the ether. 'rhe late Dr: Duncan, of Edinburgh,
ascertained that the crystalline principle or elaterin produced, in the quantity of 1 12 th or T16 th of a grain, all the effects of a dose of elaterium. The
proportion of elaterin varies exceedingly in diffe~ent parcels of the drug. Mr.
Morries obtained 26 per cent. from the best British elateriurn, 15 per cent.
from the worst, and on ly 5 or 6 per cent. from the French; while a porlion
procured according to the directions of the London College, yielded to Mr.
Hennel upwards of 40 per cent.
Choice of Elatcrium.. The inequality of elaterium depends probably more
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on diversities in the mode of preparation than on adulteration. It should
possess the sensib le properties above indicated as characterizing. good ela terium, should not effervesce with acids, and shou ld yield, as directed by
the Edinburgh College, from one-seventh to one-fourth of elaterin, when
treated in the mode above recommended for procuring that principle .
Medical Properties and Uses. Elaterium is a powerful hydragogue
cathartic, and in a large dose generally excites nausea and vomiting. If too
freely administered , it operates wi.th great violence both upon the stomach
5

f;s~a~~::e!~e~~~~~~~0fat~~l~~m~a:!1~; i~~r~~:!~ t~r!fl~~~ ~'~h~~:~e~as1!~e fr~i~
was employed by the ancients, and is recommended in the writings of
Dioscorides as a remedy in mania and melancholy. Sydenham and his
cotemporaries considered elaterium highly useful in dropsy; but, in conse·
quence of some fatal results from its incautious employment, it felt into disrepute, and was ge nerally neglected. till again brought into notice by Dr.
Ferriar. It is now considered one of the most efficient hydragogu e catbartics in the treatm ent of dropsical diseases, in which it has someti mes proved
:-successful afler all othe r remedies have failed . Th e full dose of ordinary
commercial elater ium is from one to two grains; but as in this quantity it
generally vomits, if of good quality, the best motle of administering it is in
the dose of a quarter or half a grain, repeated every hour till it operates. The
dose of Clulterbuck's elaterium is the eighth of a grain. That of elaterin is
from the sixteenth to the twelfth of a grain , and is best given in solution.
One grain may be dissolved in a ftuidounce of alcohol with four drops of nitric
acid , and from 30 to 40 minims may be given diluted with water. W.

ELEMI. Land., Ed., Dub.

Elemi.
Amyris elemifera. Resina." Lond., Dub.; 11 Concrete resinou s exudation from one or more unascertained plants." Eel.
11

R6sine etcmi, Fr.}· Oelbaumbarz, Elemi, Gen11.; Elemi, llal.; Goma de limon, Spm1.

AMYRIS. Sex. Sysl. Octandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Terebintacere,
Juss.; Amyridere, R . Brown, Lindley.
Gen . C/i. Calyx four-toothed. Petals four, oblong. Stigma four-cornered.
Berry drupaceous. f/T.illd.
. Some botanists separat~ from this genus th e species which have their fruit
m the form of a capsule mstead of u nut, un~ associat_e them together in a
distinct genus with the name of lcica. Thi s 1s recorrmsed by De Candolle.
Iylost o.f ~he trees belonging to these two genera yield, when wounded, a
resmous ]~tee ana logo ~ s to th~ turp~ntines, and differing Jillie as procured
from the different species. It is not improbable that the drug usually known
by ~he name of elenii, though referred by the Colleges to one tree, is in fact
denved from se\•era l. That known to the ancients is said to have been obtained from Ethiop.ia,and all the elemi of commerce was orioinally brought
from the Levant. The tre~ which afforded it was not accurat~ly known~ but
was supposed to be. a species of Amyris . Geiger states that it was denved
from t~e A. Zeilan1ca, g rowing in Ceylon. At present the drug is said to
be d~r~ved. from. three sources, nam ely, Brazil, Mexico, and Manilla. The
Brazilian 1s believed to be the product of a plant mentioned by Marccrrav
unde.r the name of icicariba, and considered by Linnrous as the Jlm!Jris
elemife.rti. It appears, however, to be properly an lcica, and De Candolle
d.e n.ommates it I. l cicari?a. It is a lofty tree, with pinnate leaves, con·
s1strng of three or five pomted, perforated leaflets, which are smooth on their
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upper surface, and woolly beneath. It is erroneously stated in some works
to be a native of Carolina. The elemi is obtained by incisions into the tree,
through which the juice flows and concretes upon the bark. The Mexican
is: said by Dr. Uoyle to be obtained from a species of Elaphrium, which
that author has described from dried specimens, and proposes to name E.
elemifermn. (Materia llledica, Am. ed., p. 339.) The Manilla elemi is
conjecturally referred to Cu,wrium commttne. (ibid., p. :l~O.)
Elemi is in masses of various consistence, sometimes solid and heavy like
wax, sometimes light and porous; unctuous to the touch; diaphanous; of
diversi fied colours, generally greenish with intermingled points of white or
yellow, sometimes greenish·white with brown s.tains, sometimes yellow like
sulphur; fragile and friable when cold; soften mg by the heat of the hand;
of a terebinthinate somewhat aromatic odour, dimin ishing with age, and
said, in some varieties. to resemble that of fennel; of a warm, slightly bitter,
disagreeable taste; entirely soluble, w.ith the e~ception of impurities, in boil·
ing alcohol; and affording a volatile ml by dist1llation. A variety examined
by M. Bonastre, was found to consist of 60 parts of resin, 24 of a resinous
matter soluble in boiling alcohol, but deposited when the liquid cools, 12·5
of volatile oil, 2 of extractive, and l ·5 of acid and impurities. Elemi is
sometimes adulterated with colophony and turpentine. The Manilla
elemi is said to be in masses of a light·yellowish colour, internally soft, and

of~~~?~~ J1~o~Jrer~~::~~~J" J~:.yle~lemi has properties analogous to those
of the turpentines; but is exclusively applied to external use. ln the United
States it is rarely employed even in this way. In the pharmacy of Europe
it enters into the composition of numerous plasters and ointments. We are
told that it is occasionally brought to this country in small fragments, mixed
with the coarser kinds of gum Arabic from the Levant and India.
Off. Prep. Unguentum Elemi, Land.• Dub.
W.

ERGOT A. U.S., Land., Ed.
Ergot.
"The diseased seeds of Secale cerrale." U. 8. 0 Acinula clavus." Lond.
"An undetermined fungus, with degenerated seed of Secale cereale." Ed.
Spurred rye i Secale cornutum

j

Seigle crgotC, Fr.; .Muttcrkorn1 Germ.

In all the Graminacem or grass tribe, and in some of the Cyperacere, the
place of the seeds is sometimes occupied by a morbid growth, which, from
its resemblance to the spur of a cock, has received the name of ergot,
adopted from the French. This product is most frequent in the rye, Secale
cereale of botanists, and having been found, as occurring in that plant, to
possess valuable medicinal properties, was adopted in the first edition of the
U. S . Pharmacopreia under the name of Secale cornutum or spurred rye. In
the last edition, this name was changed for Ergota, in conformity with the
nomenclature of the London and Edinburgh Colleges, by whom the medicine
was recognised for the first time at the last revision of t~eir catalogues.
Considerable difference of opinion has existed in relatmn to the nature of
this singular substance. It was at one time generally thought to be merely
the seed altered by disease-the morbid condition being ascribed by some
to the agency of an insect, by others to excess of heat and moisture. A
second opinion considered it a parasitic fungus, occupying the place of the
seed. This was entertained by De Candoll.e, who called the fungus Sele~
rotiwn Clavus. According to a third and Intermediate opinion, the ergot
is the seed, diseased and entirely perverted in its nature by the influence of
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a parasitic fun~us, attached to it from the ve.ry beginning of its dcvelopement. This view was put forth by M. Leveille, in a memoir pub lished in
the Annals of the Lin.n. Society of Paris for the year 1 82~. According to
this writer, a soft viscid tuberclt'! mav be seen, at the earliest stage of the
flower, su rmouming the germ , the diaracter of which it change.s, without
preveming its growth. The germ becomes of a dark colour, and, increasing
in size, pushes the tubercle before it, which aiso expands, and exudes a
viscid matter, which spreads ove r the ge rm , and drying upon its surface,
gives it a thin yellowish coating. The tubercle was considered by M. Leveille a fungus, and named Sphacelia segelum. The more recent observations of Mr. Quekett, of London, confirm this general view of lhe nature of
ergot; but lead to a dilferent conclusion as to the character of the parasitic
plant. According to Mr. Quekett, the beginning ~f the g!owth of the ergot
is marked by the appearance, about the young gram and Its appendages, of
multitudes of minute filaments like cobwebs, which run over all its parts,
cementing anthers and stigmas together, and of a white coating upon the
surface of the grain, from which, upon immersion in water, innumerabl.e
minute particles separate, and afler a time sink in the fluid. T.hese particles, when examined by the microscope, prove to be the reproductive agents,
germs, or sporidia of ~ species of fungus, and may .be observed to s.prout
and propagate in vanous ways under favourable ci rcum stances. Their
length, upon the average, is about the four-thousandth of an inch. The
filaments arc the results of the growth of thC'sC singula r germs. The spo·
ridia and filaments do not increase with the increase of the e rgot; and when
this has projected beyond the palem and become visible, it has lost a portion
of its white coating and presents a dark violet colour. It now increases
with great rapidity, and a.llains its full size in a few days. 'Vhen completely developed, it exhibits very few of the filaments or sporidia upon its
surface. But Quekett believes that the germs of the fungus emit their
filamenls throu gh the tissue of the e rgot when young and l<.."nder, and that,
as this increases, it is made up partly of the diseased structure of the grain,
and partly of the fungous matter. The fungus was named by Quekett Ergotmtia abortifar:iens. Thi s view of the nature and cause of e rgot is st ron~ly
supported by the asserted facts, that the microscopic fungus has an existence independent of the morbid grain, being found in various other parts of
the plant, and growing even when entirely separated from it; and that the
sporidia or white dust upon the surface of ergot, if applied to the seeds of
certain Graminacere before germi nation, or sprinkled in the soil at the roots
of the plants after they have begun to grow, will g ive ri se to ergotized fruit.
That the ergot is not itself a peculiar fungus, but the perverted grain, is
evinced by the frequent remains of the stigma upon its summit, by the scales
at its base, and by the circumstance that in some .instances only a portion of
the seed is ergolized. How far its peculiar medical properties may depend
upon the morbid substance of the g rain, and how far on the fungous matter
associated with it, has not been determined. (See .llm. Journ. of Pharrn.,

xi. 116 and 237-and JJ;/ed. Exam., N. S., i. 62.)
Th e ergot usually projects out of the ~lume or hu sk beyond the ordinary
outline of the spike or ea r. Jn some spikes the place of the seeds is wholly
occupied by the ergot, in others only two or three spurs are observed . It
is stated that this subslance is much more energetic when collected before
than after harvest. Rye has generally been thought to be most subject to
the disease in poor and wet soils, and in rainy seasons; and intense heat
succeeding continued rains is said'to favour ils developement, especia lly if
these circum.c;tances occur at the time the flower is forming. It is now, how-
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ever, asserted that moisture has Jittle or nothin g to do with its production.
It s hould not be collected until some days after it has begun to form; ast
according to M. Bonjean, if gathered on the first day of its formation, it does
not possess the poisonous properties which it exhibits when taken on the sixth
day. (Pharmaceutical Transactions, Jan., 1842, fromJoum. de Chim. JJ1ed.)
Properties. Ergot is in solid, brittle yet somewhat flexible grains, from
a third of an inch to an inch and a half long, from half a line to three lines

~~t~~;:~~~~~ c!~~~~~~t~~:,ruos~~J~;e~~:~i:JYi~=r~~~p:~~~ ~~':a~~~k~a~ha:ke~

with one or two longitudinal furrows, often irregularly cracked or fissured,
of a violet-brown colour and often somewhat glaucous externally, yellowishwhite, or violet-white within, of an unpleasant sme ll when in mass resembling that of putrid fish, and of a taste which is at first scarcely perceptible,
but ultimately di sagreeable and slightly acrid. Under the microscope, the
su rface appears more or less covered with sporidia, which occasion its glaucous aspect; and the interior structure is found to be composed of minute
roundish cells, containing, according to Quekett, particles of oil. Ergot
yields its virtues to water and alcohol. 'rhe aqueous infusion or decoction
is claret-coloured, and has an acid reaction. It is prec ipitated by acetate
and subacetate of lead, nitrate of silver, and tincture of galls; but affords
with iodine no evidence of the presence of starch.
Ergot has been analyzed by Vauquelin, Winkler, a German chemist
named Wiggers, ·wrig ht, Legrip, and several others. The analysis by
M . Legrip is the most recent and complete. That chemist obtained from
100 parts of ergot 34·50 parts of a thick, very fluid, fixed oil, of a fine yellow
colour; 2·75 of starch; 1·00 of albumen; 2·25 of inulin; 2·50 of gum;
1·25 of uncrystallizablc sugar; 2·75 of a brown resin; 3·50 of fungin;
J 3·GO of vegeto-animal matter; 0·75 of osmazome; 0 ·50 of a fatty acid; 24·00
of lignin; 0·50 of colouring principles; an odorous principle not isolated;
2·25 of fungate of potassa ; 0·50 of chloride of sodium; 0·50 of sulphate of
lime and magnesia; 1·20 of subphosphate of lime; 0·25 of oxide of iron;
0· 15 of si lica; and 2·50 of water, with 2·35 loss. (.Rmi. de TMrap., A. D.
18-15, p. 44.) Wiggers obtained a peculiar principle, which he denominated ergof'in, under the impression that it was the active ingredient. It
was reddish-brown, of a peculiar nauseous odour and a bitter slightly acrid
taste, soluble in alcohol, but insoluble in water or ether. It was obtained by

~~fuet~~,~~a~J~~~:ti~ ;~~=n:x~:~:~\:~~~s ~~t:~~~~o~~f1~1a~::~et!~~v~~~hai~~~~~~
1

ergotin undissolved. It was given with fatal effects to a hen; but mucb.
ampler observation is necessary to establish its claim to be considered as the
active principle. Dr. Christison, though following the process of Wiggers,
was unable to obtain ergotin, and Dr. \ Vright was equally unsuccessful. The
latterchemist,after careful investigation, came to the conclusion that the activity of the medicine resided in its fixed oil, which was accordingly intro-

1r~~~~~~~;1~~~~~~I;sc~~~~~~t'u;:, r:~cC:r~~~g ~ohn~:l rv:i~~~,;~~~~~~~:ifr:~

from colour; but, as usually prepared, is reddi sh-brown. It has a dis.
agreeable, somewhat acrid taste, is lighter than water, and is soluble in
alcohol and alkalin~ solutions. It is prepared by forming an ethereal tine• l\Tr. J . Price Wetherill informed the author that, in two sea..<>ons, he had found rye,
sown very late, !oasscarcelytocomeupbeforespring,tobea\mostuniversallyergotted;
while neighbouring rye, sown at the proper sea.son, in the same kind of soil precisely, had
nothing of the <lisease, though the seed was the same in both cases. (Note to tM rixth
edition.)
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ture of ergot by tbe process of displacement, and evaporating the, ether with
a gentle heat. (Ed. JJfed. and Surg . .lnurn. for 1839-40.) 'lhe conclusions of Dr. 'Vright in relation to the action of this oil upon the system have
been confirmed by the experiments and observations of others; and there
can scarcely be a doubt that its effects are identical with those of ergot. It
may however be said rather to contain the active principle of ergot, than
itself to constitute that principle; for the oil obtained by simple expression
produces on animals none of the effects which constantly result from that
obtained by m~ans of ether. (Journ. de P/wrm., N. S., i. 183.) The opi~
ion of M. Bon1ean, that there are two active principles in ergot, the ml
which is poisonous, and another re.sident in the watery extract, and ~ossess
ing anti-hemorrha~ic properties without being in the least degre? po~s~nous,
requires confirmation. That writer is certainly not warranted m g1vmg to
his extract, however purified, the name of ergotin, until he can show that
it is a characteristic proximate principle. The active principle of ergot remains yet to be isolated.
Ergot-, when perfoctly dry and kept in well-stopped bottles, will retain its
virtues for a considerable time; but exposed to air and moisture it speedily undergoes chemical changes and deteriorates. It is, moreover, apt to be attacked
by a minute worm, which consum~~ the interior of the .grain, leaving m~rely
the exterior shell and an excremenutious powder. 'rh1s insect is sometimes
found in the ergot before removal from the plant. (Muller, .llm. Journ. of
Pharrn., x. 269.) In the state of powder, the medicine still more readily
deteriorates. It is best, as a general rule, to renew it every year or two.
JJfedicul Prope1·t'ies and Uses. Given in small doses, ergot produces, in
the system of the male, no obvious effects; but in the female, exhibits a strong
tendency lo the uterus, upon the contractile property of which it operates
with great energy. It is perhaps the only medic.ine which specifically pro·
motes contraction in this organ. In the quantity of half a drachm or a drachm
it often occasions nausea or vomiting, and in still larger doses produces a
sense of weight and pain in the head, giddiness, dilatation of the pupils, delirium, and even stupor, proving that it possesses narcotic properties. It is said
also to excite febrile symptoms; but our O\vn observation coincides with that
of authors who ascribe to it the power of reducing the frequency of the pulse.
have seen this effect produced by it in a remarkable degree, even without nausea. !ls_ long-continued and copious use i~ highly dangerous, evin
when no immediate effects are perc~pt1ble. Ternble and devastating epidemics in differents parts of the continent of Europe, particularly in certain
provinces of France, have long been ascribed to the use of bread made from
rye contaminated with this degenerate grain. Dry gangrene, typhus fever,
and disorder of the nervous system attended with convulsions, are the forms
of disease which have been observed to follow the use of this unwholesome
food . It is true that ergot has been denied to be the cause; but accurate
investigations made by competent men upon the spot where the epidemics
have prevailed, together with the result of experiments made upon inferior
animals, leave no room for reasonable d~ubt upon the subject. Very large
quantities a~e required for immediate poisonous effects. From two to eight
drachms have been given at one dose t? a man without very serious results,
and three ounces, according .to Dr. Wright, were required to kill a small dog.
Death from ~ingle doses, in mferior animals, is preceded by symptoms indicating irritation of the stomach and bowels, great muscular prostration, loss of
sensation, and sometimes slight spasms.
The m~st important rel'!1edial application of ergot is founded on its power
of promotrng the contraction of the uterus. On the continent of Europe,
in various parts of Germany, France, and Italy, it has long been empiri-
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cally employed by midwives for this purpose; and its German name of
mutterkorn implies a p€1pular acquaintance with its peculiar powers. But
the attention of the medical profession was first called to it by a leuer from
Dr. Stearns, o[ Saratoga county, in the state of New York, addressed to
Dr. Ackerly, A.D. 1807, and published in the eleventh volume of the New
York Medical Repository. Since that period, the journals have teemed with
communications attesting its efficacy in facilitating parturition; and, though
it has failed in the hands of some physicians, the general opinion of the profession is so decidedly in its favour, that it may now be considered among
the established articles of th~ materia medi~a. When it has pro.ved wholly
lnefficient, the result is ascribable to peculiarity of conslitution in the ind1vidual, or to the inferior character of the particular parcel employed. In its
operation upon the pregnant uterus it produces a constant unremitting contraction and rigidity, rather than that alternation of spasmodic effort and
relaxation which is observable in the natural process of labour. Hence,
unless the os uteri and external parts are sufficiently relaxed, the medicine
would be likely to produce injury to the child by lhe incessant pressure
which it maintains. Such in fact has been the observation of numerous
practitioners, and the death of the infant is thought not unfrequently to result
from the injudicious employment of the medicine. The cases to which it
is thought to be especially adapted are those of lingering labour, when the
os uteri is sufficiently dilated, and th e external passages sufficiently relaxed,
when no mecha~ical impediment is offered to the passage of the child, and
the delay is ascribable solely to want of energy in the uterus. Other cases
are those in which the death of the fretus has been ascertained, and when
great exhaustion or dangerous constitutional irritation imperiously calls for
speedy delivery. 'fhe remedy m~y also be given to promote the expulsion
of the plac~nta, to restrain inor~mate hemorrhage after delivery, and to
hasten the discharge of the fmtus in protracted cases of abortion. In women
subject to dangerous flooding, a dose of ergot given immediately before.
delivery is said to have the happiest effects. lt bus also been recommended
for the expu lsion of coagula of blood, polypi, and hydatids from the uterine
cavity. It has been accused of producing puerperal convulsions, hour-glass
contraction of the utE'fus, and hydrocephalus in the new-born infant. (Dr.
Catlett, Ed. A1ed. ~· Surg. Journ., Jan., 1842.) In menorrhagia and uterine
hemorrhage, unconnected with pregnancy, the medicine has long been empirically employed, and is now found highly useful in the hands of regular
practitioners. Ils use has even been t>xtended to hemorrhages from other
organs, and with reputed good effect. Cases of hemorrhage from the lungs
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power of producing contraction in th~ capillaries in general, or of interfering
in some other way with the circulation of ~he blood in these vessels, as by
the exertion of a direct sedative or paralysmg influence upon them? \Ve
might in this way account for the dry gangrene which results from its abuse,
as well as for its influence in restraining hemorrhage. It has also been
employed in amenorrhcea, but not with encouraging success. Gonorrhcea,
gleel, leucorrhcea, dy.s~nenorrhrea, chronic dysentery and diarrhrea, paraplegia, paralysis or deb1hty of the bladder and of the rectum, spermalorrhrea,
hysteria 1 and intermiuent fever, are among the complaints in which it has
been recommended.
Ergot is usually given in substance, infusion, or decoction. The dose of
the po,1.rder toa woman in Jabour is fifteen or twenty grains, to be repeated
every twenty minutes till ils peculiar effects are experienced, or till the
amount of a drachm has been taken. Of an infusion made in the propor-
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tion of a drachm of ergot to four fluidounces of water, one-third may be
given for a dose, and repeated with the same inter'Xl.I. For oth~r purposes
the dose of the medicine is ten or fifteen grains, repeated three t1m~s a day,
and gradually increased, but not continued for a great length of time. In
urgent cases of hemorrhage, the dose may be repeated every ~wo hours,
or oftener if necessary. A wine of ergot is directed by the U mted Sta.tes
Pharmacopa::ia, and should supersede the tinctures formerly used, which
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the dose of from twenty to fifty drops, diffused in cold water, warm tea, or
weak spirit and water. He employed it not only as an aid to _parturition
and in uterine affections, but also, with marked advantage, in diarrhrea, in
the dose of ten drops every three hours, and in gastric irritability and spasm.
It may be kept for a long time unimpaired in a well-stopped bottle, in a
cool, dark place. Its strength is diminished by an elevated temperature, or
prolonged exposure to the sun. The magnitude of the dose is sufficient
proof that the oil is not the active principle of ergot, but only holds that
principle in solution.
Ergot has been employed externally. Dr. MUiier found it to check the
bleeding from large div ided arteries; and Dr. W.right states that eith~r in
powder or infusion it has a prompt effect in arrestmg hemorrhage. It 1s recommended by the latter practitioner as an injection in uterine hemorrhage.
It should be used, however, with some caution; as the powder applied to
abraded surfaces has produced sloughing in the lower animals.
Ergot should be powdered only when wanted for use.
Off.Prep. Vinum Ergotre, U.S.
W.

ERIGERON CANADENSE. U.S. Secondary.
Canada Fleabane.
"The herb ofErigeron Canadanse." U.S.
ERmERON . Sex. Syst. Syngenesia Supertlua.- Nat. Ord. Compositre·
Asteroidero, De Canel. Asteracere, Lindley.
Gen. Cit . Calyx imbricated, sub-hemispherical, in fruit often refiecled.
Florets of the ray linear, very narrow, numerous. Receptacle naked. Pap.
pus double, exterior minute, interior pilose, of few rays. A'"uttall.
Erigeron Ccmaclense. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 1954 . This is an indigenous
annual plant, with a stem from two to six feet high, covered with stiff hairs,
and divided into numerous branches. The leaves arc linear, lanceolate, and
edged with hairs; those at the root are dentate .. The flowers are \'ery small,
numerous , white, and arranged in terminal pan1cles. They differ from those
of the other species of Erigeron in having an oblong calyx, the rays very
minute and more numerous than the florets of the <lisle, and the seed down
simple. Hence by some botanists the plant is placed in a sub-genus wi th the
title Cxnotus. Another variety of the E. Canadense, which Mr. Nuttall
makes a distinct sp~cies, with the title E. pusilwn, is not more than from
four to six inches high, and has an erect smooth stem, less branched than
the prec.edi?g, with all its leaves entir~, and scabrous on the margin . The
parncle 1s s1mple, and the peduncles filiform, nearly naked, divaricate, each
bearing two or three flowers.
Canada fteabane is very common throughout the northern and middle sec·
tions of the United States, and has become naturalized in many parts of
Europe. It abounds in neglected fields, and blooms in July and August.
The plant, all parLs of which are medicinal, should be collected while in
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flower. The leaves and flowers are said to possess its peculiar virtues in
greatest perfection.
This species of Erigeron has an agreeable odour, and a bitterish, acrid,
somewhat astringent taste. Among its ~onstituents, .according to Dr. De
Puy, are bitter extractive, tannin, gallic acid, and volatile oil. Both alcohol
and water exf'ract its virtues. lts acrimony is diminished by decoction,
probably, in consequence of the escape of the oil.
JJiedical Properties and Uses. F~orn the observations of Dr. De Puy. it
appears to be diuretic, tonic, and astnngent; and has been found useful in
dropsical complaints and diarrhrea. It may be given in substance, infusion,
tincture, or extract. The dose of the powder is from thirty grains to a
drachm i of an infusion prepared in the proportion of an ounce of the plant
to a pint of boiling water, from two to four fiuidounces; of the aqueous
extract from five to ten grains. In each case the dose should be repeated
W.
every two or three hours.

ERIGERON HETEROPHYLL UM. U.S. Secondary.
Various-leaved Fleabane.
"'fhe herb of Erigeron heterophyllum." U.S.

ERIGERON PHILADELPHICUM. U.S. Secondary.
Philadelphia Fleabane.
"The herb ofErigeron Philadelphicum ." U.S.
ER1GERON. See ER!GERON CANADENSE.
1. Erigeron heterophyllum. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 1956; Barton, .11m.
A/eel. Bot. i. 231. This is a biennial herbaceous plant, belonging both to
North America and Europe. It has a branching root, from which proceed
several erect, roundish, striated, pubescent stems, much divided near lhe top,
and rising two or three feet in height. The Jower Jeaves are ovate, acute,
deeply toothed, and supported upon long-winged footstalks; the upper are
Janceolate, acute, deeply serrate in the middle, and sessile; the floral leaves
arc Janceolatc and entire; all, except those from the root, are ciliate at the
base. The flowers are in terminal corymbs. The florets of the disk are
yellow; those of the ray numerous, very slender, and of a white, pale blue,
or pale purple colour. The flowering period is from June to October.
Erigeron P!tiladefp!ticum. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 1957; Barton, .Med.
Bot. i. 227. The Philadelphia fleabane is perennial and herbaceous, with
a branching yellowish root, and from one to five erect stems, which rise two
or three feet in height, and are much branched at top. The wl1ole plant is
pubescent. The lower leaves are ovate lanceolate,nearly obtuse, ciliate on
the margin, entire or marked with a few serraunes, and sup2orted on very
long footstalks; the upper are narrow, oblong, somewhat wedge-shaped,
obtuse, entire, sessile, and slightly embrace the stem; the floral leaves are
small and lanceolate. The flowers are numerous, radiate, and disposed in
a panicled corymb, with Jong peduncles bearing from one to three flowers.
They resemble those of the preceding species in colour, and make their
appearance about the same period.
'\Ve include these two species under one head, because they grow together, possess idemical medical properties, and are indiscriminately employed.
They are found in various parts of the United States, and abound in the
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fields about Philadelphia, where they are known and use~ under the common
though inaccurate name of scabious. The whole herb is used, and should
be collected while the plants are in flower. It has an aromatic odour, and
a slightly bitterish taste, and imparts its properties to boi lin g water .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Fleabane is diuretic, without being offensive
to the stomach. It has been a favourite remedy with some highly respectable
practitioners of Philadelphia in gravel and other nephritic diseases, a~d has
been employed with advantage in dropsy. By the late Dr. Wistar It was
recommended in hydrothorax complic~ted with gout. "When the o~tinate
character and long continuance of certain dropsical affections are considered,
the advantage must appear obvious, of having numerous remedies calculated
to mitigate the symptoms without exhausting .the strength of the patient; so
that when one has lost its power from repetition, we may appeal to another
with some prospect of benefit. On this account it is that fleabane is worthy
of tlie notice of the profession. It cannot be relied on for the cure of dropsy.
It is most conveniently administered in infusion or decoction, of which a
pint, containing the virtues of an ounce of the herb, may be given in tw enty· W.
four hours.

ERYNGIUM. U.S. Secondary.
Button Snakeroot.
"The root of Eryngium aquaticum." U.S.
ERv~GIUJU. Sex. Syst. Pcntandria Digynia.-.Nat. Ord. Apiacere or Umbelliferre.
Gen. Ch. Flowers capitate. lnvolucrwn many-leaYed. Proper Calyx
five-parted, superior, persistent. Corolla of five petals. Receptacle foliaceous, segments acute or cuspidate. Fruit bipartile. 1Vuttall.
Eryngium aquaticum. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1357. The button snakeroot
or water enj1igo, is an indigenous herbaceous plant, with a perennial tuberous root, and a stem two or three feet high, sometimes, according to Pursh,
six feet, generally branching by forks, but trichotomous above. The leaves
are very long, linear-lanceolate on th e upper part of the stem, sword-shaped
below, with bristly spines at distant intervals upon their margin. The floral
leaves are 1anceolate and dentate. The flowers are white or pale, and disposed in globose heads, with the leaflets of the involucrum shorter than the
head, and, like the scales of the receptacle, entire. This plant is found in
low wet places, from Virginia to Carolina. Its period of flowering is
August.
The root, :vhich is the medicinal portion, has a bitter, pungent, aromatic
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decoctlon as a substi tute for seneka. (BigclouJ.) Vic are told in Barton's
°Collections,". that it is nearly allied lo the contrayerva of the shops.

w.

ERYTHRONIUM. U.S. Secondary.
Erythronium.
The root and herb ofErythronium Americanum.'' U. S. 1
Sex. Syst. HexandriaMonogynia.-Nat. Ord. Liliacere.
Gen. ~h. Calyx none .. Corolla inferior, six-petalled; the three inner
petals with a callous prominence on each edge near the base. B igelow.
11
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Ery_~hronimn

/Jmcricanum . l\fohl. Catalogue, 8-1; Bigelow, .Bm. Med.
Bot. 111 . 151.- E. lanceolatum,. Pursh, p. 230. This is an indigenous perennial bulbous plant, sometimes called , after the European species, dog's
tooth violet. The bulb (cormus), which is brown externally, white and solid
within, sends up a single nake~ slender flower-stem, and two smooth lanceolate nearly equal leaves, sheathing at their base, with an. obtuse callous point,
and of a brownish-green colour diversified by numerous irregular spots. The
flower is solitary, nodding, yellow, with oblong lanceolate petals obtuse at
the point, a club-shaped undivided sty le, and a three-lobed stigma.
The Erythronium grows in woods and other shady places throu.ghout the
Northern ancl Middle States. It flowers in the latter part of April or early
in May. All parts of it are 3:ctive.
In the dose of twenty or thirty grains, the recent bulb acts as an emetic.
The leaves a re sa id to be more powerful. The activity of the plant is diminished by drying. So far as we ~r.e at present acquainted with its virtues,
it may be considered a useless add1t1on to the Materia ~edica . Having,
however, been adopted in the origina l edition of the Pharmacopceia, it was
deemed best, upon the revision of that work, not to expunge it from the
catalogue till it had undergone a longer period of trial.
W.

EUP AT ORIUM. U.S.

T horouglnvort.
u The tops and leaves of Eupatorium perfoliatum ."
U. 8.
EurAT01nul\l. Sex. Syst . Syngenesia lEqualis.- .Nat. Ord. Compositre·
Euputoriacere,De Caml . Asteracere, Lindley.
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and glandular, quinquestnate. Nuttall.
Of this numerous genus, compr ising not less than thirty spec ies within
the limits of the United States, most of which probably possess analogous
medical properties, the E. pe1foliatum alone now holds a place in our
national Pharmacopceia. The E. purpureum and E. teucrifolium were
originally in the Secondary List, but were discarded at the last revision of
the work. They merit, however, a brief notice here, if only from their
former officinal rank.
Eupatorium purpureum, or gravel 1·oot, is a perennial herbaceous plant,
with a purple stem, five or six feet in hejght, and furnished with ovate lan·
ceolate, serrate, rugosely veined , slightly scabrous, petiolate leaves, placed
four or five together in the form of whorls. The flowers are purple, and
consist of numerous florets contained in an eight-le~ved calyx. It grows
in swamps and other low grounds, from Canada to Virginia, and flowers in
August and September. ~rhe root, which is the part used, has, according
to Dr. Bigelow, a biller, aromatic, and astringent taste, and is said to operate as a diuretic. Its vulgar name of grave l root indicatl's the popular estimation of its virtues .
E11palo1'imn teucrifolium (Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 175:1), E. pilos11m
(Walt. Flor. Car. 1()9) , E. verbenufolium (Mich. Flor . .IJm. ii. 98), commonly called wild lwrehowul, is also an indigenous perennial, with an
herbaceous stern, which is about two feet high, and supports sessile, distinct, ovate, acute, scabrous leaves, of which the lower are coarsely serrate at the base, the uppermost entire. The flowers are small, white,
composed of five florets within each calyx, and arranged in the form of a
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corymb. The plant grows in low wet places from New England to
Georgia, and is very abundant in the Southern Stales. It is in flower from
August to November. The who le herb is employed. In sensible properties it corresponds with the E. perfoliatum, th0t.1gh less bitter and disagreeable. It is said to be tonic, diaphoretic, diuretic, and ape rient; and in the
South has been much employed as a domestic remedy in intermittent ~nd
remitlent fevers. Dr. Jones, formerly president of the Georgia Medical
Society, was the first to make its properties known to the pro.fession. It is
usually administered infused in water. One quart of the infusion, containg the virtues of an ounce of the plant, may be given in separate portions during the day.
The E. Cannabinum _o f Europe, the root of which was form~rly used
as a purgative; and the E . .Hya-pana, of Brazil, the leaves of which at one
time enjoyed a very high reputation as a remedy in numerous diseases,
have fallen into entire neglect. 'I1J1e .8yct-pana is an aromatic bitter, with
the medical properties of E. pe1foliatum in an inferior degree.
L'upatorium, perfoliatum. W1lld. Sp. Plant. iii. 1761; Bigelow, .llm.
ftled. Bot. i. 33; Barton, /I/eel. Bot. ii. 125. The tlwroughwort, or, as it
is perhaps more frequently called, boneset, is an indigenous perennial plant,
with numerous herbaceous stems, which are erect, round, hairy, from two
to five feet high, simple below, and trichotomously branched near the summit. The character of the leaves is peculiar, and serves to distinguish the
species at the first glance. They may be considered either as perforatf!d by
the stem, perjoliate, or as consisting each of two leaves joined at the base,
connale. Considered in the latter point of view, they are opposite and in
pairs, which decussate each other at regular distances upon the stem; in
other words, the direction of each pair is at right angles with that of the
pair immediately above or beneath it. They are narrow in proportion to
their length, broadest at the base where they coalesce, gradually tapering to
a point, serrate, much wrinkled, paler on the under than the upper surface,
and beset with whitish hairs which give them a grayish-green colour. The
uppermost pairs are sessile, not joined at the base. The flowers are white,
numerous, supported on hairy peduncles, in dense corymbs, which form a
flallcned summit to the plant. '!'he calyx, which is cylindrical and composed of imbricated, lanceolate, hairy scales, encloses from twelve to fifteen
tubular florets, having their border divided into five spreading segments.
'l,he anthers are five in number, black, and united into a tube, through
which the bifid filiform style projects above the flower.
This species of Eupatorium inhabits meadows, the banks of streams, and
other moist places, growing generally in bunches, and abounding in almost
all parts of the United States. It flowers from the middle of summer to
the latter end of October. All parts of it are active ; but the herb only is
officinal.
. It has a faint odour, and a st~ongl}~ bitter somewhat peculiar taste. The
bllterness and probably the medical virtues of the plant reside in an extractive matter, which is readily taken up by water or alcohol. No accurate
analysis of thoroughwort has been made since the recent improvements in
vegetable chemistry.
,Medical Properties and Uses. Thoroughwort is tonic, diaphoretic, and
in larg~ dos~s ~metic .and aperient. It is said to have been employed by
the Ind ians m mterm1ttent fever, and has proved successful in the hnnds
of several regular practitioners. The general experience, however, is not
in its favour, in that complaint. We have seen it effectual in arresting intermittents when given freely in warm decoction, immediately be-
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fore the expected recurreac~ of the paroxysm; but it operated in this instance
by its emetic rather than its tonic power. The medicine bas also been
used as a tonic and diapboretic in remittent and typhoid fevers, and is
said to have been productive of advantage in yellow fever. Given in warm
infusion, so as to produce vomiting or cop ious perspir.ation at the commencement of catarrh, it will freque1~tly arrest that complamt. It has even been
recommended ns a diaphoretlc in inflammatory rheumatism ; and may
prove serviceable, if administered in the absence of general arterial excitement. As a tonic it has been given with advantage in dyspepsia, general
debility, and other cas~s in which the simple bitters are employed.
\Vi th a view to its tonic f'ffects, it is best administered in substance, or in
cold infusion. The dose of the powder is twenty or thirty grains, that of
the infusion a fluidounce, frequently repeated. (See lnfusum EupatoriL)
When the diaphoretic operation is required in addition to the tonic, the
infusion should be administered warm, and the patient remain covered in
bed. As an emetic and cathartic, a strong decoction, prepared by boiling
an ounce with three half pints of water to a pint, may be given in doses of
one or two gills, or more.
Off. Prep. Infusum Eupatorii, U.S.
W.

EUFHORBIA COROLLATA. U.S. Secondary.
Large-flowering Spnrge.
11

The root of Euphorbia corollata." U.S.

de~~r:,oft/i1c~;m~;~~~!~: gr~t.e~a~:~~~bT:~:~~ia, Linn.;

Monrecia Mona-

Gen. Ch. lnvolucrum caliciform, eight to ten toothed, exterior alternate
dentures glanduloid or petaloid. Stamina indefinite, twelve or more, rarely
less i filaments articulated. Recep~acle squamose. .l'emale flower solitary,
stipitate, naked. Capsule three-grained. Nuttall.
In the flower of the Euphorbire, the stamina are arranged two or more
together, in distinct parcels, which correspond in number with the inner segments of the calyx. These parcels were considered by Michaux as distinct
male florets; while the central stjpitate germ, with its three bifid styles, was
considered as a distinct female floret, and the calyx took the name of an
involucre. He accordingly placed the genus in the class and order Monceci((,
JJfonadelphia, and in this respect has been followed by most American
botanists. The genus Euphorbia contains very numerous species, which
have the 'Common property of yielding a milky juice. They arc herbaceous
or shrubby, with or without leaves; and the leafless species, which are
chiefly confined to the African deserts, have fleshy, naked, or spiny stems,
resembling the genus Cactus. They nearly all afford products which act
powerfully as emetics and cathartics, and in ovN-doses give rise to dangerous if not fatal prostration, with symptoms of inflamed gastro-intestinal
mucous membrane. Their milky juic.c, which. concretes on exposure to
the air, usually possesses these pr.opertJes in a l11gh degree, and, in addition,
that of powerfully irritating the skin when externally applied. Two species
only are acknowledged in our national Pharmacopmia, the E. corollata and
E . Jpecacuanha, which are both indigenoL1s. The E . hypericifolia, which
is also indigenous, has been very highly commended as a remedy in dysentery after due depletion, <liarrhrea, mcnorrhagia, and leucorrhma, by Dr. \V.
Zollickoffer, of Maryland . He infuses half an ounce of the dried leaves in
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a pint of boiling water, and gh•es half a fluidounce every hour in dysc.nte~y
till the symptoms begin to yield, the same quantity after ~very evacuat.1on m
diarrhcea, and two fluidounces morning, noon, and night tn menorrhagia and
fiuor albus. The herb, according to Dr. Zollickoffer, is at. first sw~etish,
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astri_ngent and f~eble narcotic: It differs, therefore, conside~ably, both in
sensible and medicinal properlles, from mo~t of the other species of Euphorbia. (.flm. Joum. of the JJ/ed. Sciences, xi. 22.) In a subsequent communication by the same author, it is stated that the E. mac"!'lata possesses
similar properties with the E . hypcricifolia. (Ibid., N. S., iii . 125. )
Euphorbia corollata. WiHd. Sp.Plant. ii. 916; Bigelow, .flm. Med. Bot.
iii. 11!). The blooming or farge:f!owering spm·ge, in common language
frequently called milk-weed, is a tall erect plant, with a large, perennial,
branching, yellowish root, which sends up several stems from two to five feet
in height, round and generally simple. The leaves, which stand irregularly
upon the stem, and without footstalks, are oblong, obovate, wedge-form, or
linear, flat or revolute at the margin, smooth in some plants, and hairy in
others. The flowers are disposed upon a large terminal umbel, with a five1eavcd involucrum, and five trifid and dichotomous rays, at each fork of
which are two oblong bractes. The calyx is large, rotate, white, with five
obtuse segments closely resembling a corolla, from which the species has
been named. At tbe base of these divisions are five interior smaller segments, which are described as nectaries by many systematic writers, while
the Jarger are considered as belonging to a real corolla. The stamens are
twelve, evolving gradually, with d~mble ant.hers. Many flowers have only
stamens. The pistil, when existing, is supitate, nodding, rounded, with
three bifid styles. The fruit is a smooth, three-celled, three-seeded capsule.
The plant grows in various parts of the United States, from Canada to
Florida, and abounds in Maryland and Virginia. It prefers a dry, barren,
and sandy soil, seldom growing in woods or on the borders of streams. Its
flowers appear in July and August. The root is the only part used .
This, when full grown, is sometimes an inch in thickness, and two feet
in length. It is without unpleasant taste, producing only a sense of heat a
short time after it has been taken. The medical virtues are said to reside
in the cortical portion, which is thick, and constitutes two-thirds of the
whole root. They are taken up by water and alcohol, and remain in the
extract formed by the evaporation of the decoction or tincture.
JJ1edical Pruperties and Uses. In a full dose, the root of E. corollata
operates actively and with sufficient certainty as an emetic, producing ordinaril_y several discharges from the stomach, and not unfrequently acting with
con~iderable energy upon the bowels. In quantities insufficient to vomit, it
excite~ ~au_sea, alm_ost always followed by brisk purging .. ln still smaller
dose~ it is d1aphor:t1c and exp~ctora~t: .It cannot, ho\vever, like ipecacuan.ha,
be given laq~·ely .m c~ses of rn~ens1b1hty of stomach, without cndangenng
hypercatharsts wnh rnflammat1on of the mucous coat of the stomach and
bow~ls. _It is in fact greatly inferior to this emetic in mildness, while it is no
less rnf~nor to lhe tartarizcd antimony in certa~nty. It is objectionable as a.
purge, _in consequence of_ the nausea which 1t occasions, when given in
ca.tharltc doses. Dr. Zoll1ckoffer, of Maryland, was the first to introduce it
to the particu_lar notice of the medical profession. It is little prescribed,and
seldom kept 111 the shops. The dose of the dri ed root as an emetic is from
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EUPHORBIA IPECACUANHA. U.S. Secondary.
Ipecacuanha Spurge.
The root of Euphorbia Ipecacuanha." U. 8.
EuPnORBIA, See EUPHORBLA COROLLATA.
Evplwrbi<t Ipecacuanlia. Willd. Sp . Plant. ii. 900; Barton, 111ed. Bot.
i. 2 1l; Bigelow, Jlrn. 1Vled. Bot . iii . 108. 'l'he ipecacuanha spurge, or,
~s it is sometimes called, .flmerican ipecacuanlw, is a singular plant, varyrng so much in the shape and colour of its leaves, and in its whole aspect,
that mere individual peculiarities might without care be attributed to a real
specific difference. The root is perennial, of a yellowish colour, irregular
and very large, penetrating sometimes to the depth of six or seven feet in the
sand, and in its thickest part measuring, when full grown, from three-quarters of an inch to one inch and a half in diameter. 'l'he stems are numerous,
herbaceous, erect or procumbent, smooth, dichotomous, jointed at the forks,
white under the ground, red, pale-green, or yellow above, sometimes almost
buried in the sand, usually forming thick low bunches upon its surface. The
leaves are opposite, sessile, entire, smooth, generally oval, but sometimes
round, obovate, or even lanceolate, or linear. They are small rarly in the
sprin g, and increase in size with the age of the plant. Their colour varies
from green to crimson. The flowers are solitary.and stand on long axillary
peduncles. The calyx is spreading, with five exterior obtuse segments, and
the same number of inner, smaller segments or nectaries. The fertile flowers
have a roundish, drooping, pedicelled germ, crowned wilh six revolute stigmas. The capsule is three-celled, and contains three seeds.
E. lpecacuanha is indigenous, growing in pine barrens and other
sandy places in the Middle and Southern States, especially along the seaboard, and abundant in New Jersey on th e bank of the Delaware. It blooms
from May to August. The root, which is the officinal ponion, is, according
to Dr. Ba rton, equally efficacious at whatever period collected.
The dried root is light and brittle, of a grayish colour externally, white
within , inodorous, and of a sweetish not unpleasant taste. Its active prin~
ciple has not been isolated. Dr. Bigelow inferred from his experiments
that it contained caoutchouc, resin, gum, and probably starch.
JJ/edicat Properties and Uses. lpecacuan ha spurge is an energetic, tolerably certain emetic, rather milder than the E. CoroUata, but like it, disposed to act upon the bowels, and liable, if given in over-doses, to produce
excessive nausea and vomiting, general prostration, and alarming hyper~
catharsis. It is, therefore, wholly unfit to supersede ipecacuanha. In small
doses it is diaphoretic. The specific name of the plant indicates that the
emetic property of the root has been long known. The late Professor Barton alludes to it in his "Collections;'' but it did not come into general notice
till after the publication of Dr. W. P. C. Barton's Medical Botany. Dr.
H ewson, of Philadelphia, informed us, that this emetic was the subject of an
inaugural essay by Dr.Royal, and that experiments, conducted with it among
the convicts in the Penitentiary, proved it to be advantageously available for
all the purposes of an emetic; while, in consequence of its want of nauseous
taste, it seemed to answer even better than ipecacuanha as an expectorant
and diaphoretic. The dose of the powdered root is from ten to fifteen g.w~s.
11
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Euplwrbium.

EUPHORBIUM. Land., Ed.
Euplwrbium.
Euphorbia officinarum. Gummi-resina." Lond. "Concrete resinous
juice of undetermined species of Euphorbia." Ed.
Off. Syn. EUPHORBIA CANARIENSIS. Gummi-resina. Dub.
11

Euphorbe1 Fr.; Euphorbimn, Germ.; Euforbio, Ital. , Span.

EuPHORmA. See EUPHORBIA COROLLATA.
Euphorbium is oblaincd from one or more species of ~uphorbia; but its
precise source is somewhat uncertain. It has been ascribed to the£. o.f!icinarum, which grows in the No.rth of Africa and at the Cape of Good
Hope, the E. Canariensis, a native of the Canary Islands and ·western
Africa, and the E. antiquorum, inhabiting Egypt, Arabia, and the East
Indies, and supposed to be the plant from which the ancients derived this
resinous product. These species of Euphorbia bear a considerable resemblance in their_ general form to the Cactus, having leaftes~, jointed, angular
stems, divided mto branches of a similar structure, and furnished with double
prickles at the angles. When wounded, they give out an acrid milky juice,
which concretes upon the surface of the plant, and, being removed, constitutes
the euphorbium of commerce.
This occurs in the shape of tears, or in oblong or roundish masses, about
the size of a pea or larger, often forked, and perforated with one or two
small conical holes, produced by the prickles of the plant, around which the
juice has concreted, and which sometimes remain in the holes. 'rhe masses
are occasionally large and mixed with impurities. The surface is dull and
smooth, bearing :::ome resemblance to that of tragacanth; the consistence
somewhat friable; the colour light yellowish or reddish; the odour scarcely
perceptible; the taste at first slight, but afterwards excessively acrid and burning. The colour of the powder is yellowish. 'rhesp. gr. of euphorbium is
1·124. Triturated with water it renders the liquid milky, and is partially
dissolved. Alcohol dissolves a larger portion, forming a yellowish tincture,
which becomes milky on the addition of water. Its constituents, according
to Pelletier, are resin, wax, malate of lime, malate of potassa, lignin, bassorin, volatile oil, and water. Brandes found caoutchouc. Euphorbium
contains no soluble gum, and is, therefore, incorrectly called a gum-resin.
The proportions of the ingredients are variously stated by different chemists,
and probably vary in different specimens. The most abundant is resin, and
the remainder consists chiefly of wax and malate of lime. The resin is excessively acrid, is soluble in alcohol, and, when exposed to heat, melts, inflames, ~nd ~ur~s with a brillia~t flame, diffusing .an agreeable odour. It is
upon this prmc1ple that the acnmony of euphorbrnm chiefly depends .
.Medical ?roperlies and Uses. Euphorbium taken internally is emetic
and cathartic, often acting with great violence, and in large doses producing
severe ~astric pain, excessive heat in th~ throat, and symptoms of great
prostration. In consequence of the seventy of its action, its internal use
has been entirely abandoned. Applied to the mucous membrane of the
nostri~s, it excites v.iolent irritation attended with incessant sneezing, and
sometimes bloody discharges. They who powder it are under the necessity of guarding t~1eir eyes, nostrils, and mouth against the fine dust which
rises.- ~argely dil~ted with wheat flour or s~arch, it may be used as an
errhme m amauros1s, deafness, and other obstmate affections of the head.
Externally applied, it inflames the skin, often producing vesication; and on
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the continent of Europe is sometimes used as an ingredient of epispast.ic preparations. It is employed in veterinary practice, with a view to its ves1cating
power. As an article of the materia inedica, however, it may well be dispensed with, and it has been very properly omitted in the Pharmacopooia of
the United States.

Oj): Prep. Acetum Cartharidis, Ed.

W.

EXTRACT UM GL YCYRRHIZ.iE. U.S.,Lond., Ed., Dub.

Liquorice.
"The extract of the root of Glycyrrhiza glabra." U. 8.
Extrait de reglisse1 Fr.; SUssholzsaft, Germ.; Sngo di liquirizia, ltal.1 Rcgaliza en
bollos, Span.

For an account of the Glycyrrhiza glabra, see article GL YCYRRH!ZA.
The British Colleges direct this extract to be made in the same manner
as extract of gentian; but, as it is never prepared in this country, it very
properly occupies, in the United States Pharmacopmia, a place in the catalogue of the Materia Medica.
Liquorice is an article of export from the North of Spain, particularly
Catalonia, where it is obtained in the following manner. The roots of the
G. glabra having been dug up, thoroughly cleansed, and half dried by expo·
sure to the air, are cut into small pieces, and boiled in water till the liquid
is saturated. The decoction is then allowed to rest, and, after the dregs have
subsided, is decanted, and evaporated to the proper consistence. The extract
thus prepared is formed into rolls from five to six inches long by an inch in
diameter, which are dried in the air, and wrapped in laurel leaves.
Much liquorice is also prepared in Calabria, according to M. Fee, from
the G. echinata which abounds in that country. The process is essentially
the same as that just described, but conducted with greater care; and the
Italian liquorice is purer and more valuable than the Spanish. 'Ve have
been informed that most of the extract brought to this country comes from
the ports of Leghorn and Messina.
Crude liquorice is in cylindrical rolls, somewhat flattened, and often covered
with bay leaves. When good, it is very black, dry, brittle, breaking with a
shining fracture, of a very sweet, peculiar, slightly acrid or bitterish taste,
and almost entirely soluble in water. It is frequently, however, very impure,
either from adulteration or improper preparation. Starch, sand, the juice of
prunes, &c., are sometimes added; and carbonaceous matter, and even particles of copper are found in it, the latter arising from the boilers in which the
decoction is evaporated. Four pounds of the extract have yielded two
drachms and a half of metallic copper. (Ftfe.) It is rarely quite soluble in
water. Neumann obtained 460 parts of watery extract from 480 of Spanish
liquorice. A bitter and empyreumatic taste are signs of inferior quality.
Before being used internally it generally requires to be purified.
The refined liquorice, kept in the shops in small cylindrical pieces not
thicker than a pipe stem, is prepared by dissolving the impure extract in
water without boiling, straining the solution, and evaporating. 'fhe object
of this process is to separate not only the insoluble impurities, but also the
acrid oily substance, which is extracted by long boiling from the liquorice
root, and is necessarily mixed with the unrefined extract. It is customary
to add during the process a portion of sugar, and sometimes perhaps mucilage or glue; and flour or starch is a frequent adulteration. Excellent
Jiquorice is prepared, in some parts of England, from the root cultivated in
29
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that country. The Pontefract cakes are small lozenges of liquorice of a
very superior qua lity, made in the vicinity of Pomfret.
Jlledical Properties and Uses. Liquorice is a useful demulcent, TI?uch
employed as an addition to cough mixtures, and frequently adde~ to mfu.
sions or decoctions, in order to cover the taste or obtund the acrimony of
the principal medicine. A p.iece of it held in the mouth and allowed slowly
to dissolve, is oflen found to allay cough by sheathing the !rritated me.mbrane
of the fauccs. It is used in pharmacy to impart consistence to pills and
.
troches, and to modify the taste of other medicines.
Off. Prep. Decoctum Aloiis Compositum, Land., Ed., Dub.; Tmctura
Aloes, U.S., Land., Ed., Dub ..: 'rinctura Rhei et Sennre, U.S.; 'rrochisci
Glycyrrhizre, Ed.; 'frochisci Glycyrrhiz~ et Opii, U.S., Ed.
W.

FERRUM.
Iron.
F er, Fr.i Eisen, Germ.: Ferro, Ital.; Hierro, Span.

iron is the most abundant and useful of the metals, and so interwoven
with the wants of mankind, that the extent of its consumpt ion by a nation
may be taken as an index of its progress in civilization. It is universally
diffused throughout nature, not only in the mineral kingdom, but also in
vegetables and animals. 'l'here are very few minerals in which traces of it
may not be found, and it is an essential constituent in many pa.ns of animals,
but particularly in the blood . It is one of the few meta ls which are del'oid
of deleterious action on the animal economy.
Iron occurs, I. nat ive; 2 . sulphuretted, forming magnetic and cu b i ~ pyrites;
3. oxidized, embracing the magnetic, specular, red, brown, and arg11laceous
oxides of iron; 4. in saline combination, forming the carbonate, sulphate,
phosphate, arseniate, and chromate of iron . Those minerals of iron which
admit of bei~g workC'd to advantage are called iron o~es. These include the
different nallve oxides. 1 and the carbonate {sparry iron) . The best iron is
obtained from those vanelies of the native o.x1de, usually called magnetic iron
ore and specular iron ore. These occur very abundantly in Sweden, and
furnish the su~erior iron of tha~ country. As a general rule, those ores
yiel.d the best HOil which occur 111 primitive formations.
Extraction. The mode of extracting iron from its ores varies somew hat
with the nature of the ore; but the general principles of the operation are
the same for all. The ore, previously broken into small pieces and roasted,
is exposed to the action of an intense heat in contact with carbonaceous
matter, such as charcoal, coke, or anthracite, and in connexion with some
flux, capable of fusing with the impurities of the ore. The flux varies with
th~ nature of the ore, and is g.eneral.ly either limestone or clay; limestone
bemg employed when the ore 1s arg1llaceous, clay when it is calcareous.
The flux, whatever it may be, enters into fusion with the impu rities, and
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density, occup~es the lower part of the furnace, and is protected from the
action _of tl.ie a ir by the melted slag which floats on its surface. When the
reducuon is completed, the slag is allowed to run out by a hole in the side
of the furnace, and the mciled metal, by an aperture at its bouom; the !alter being recei~cd into oblong triangular moulds, where it solidifies in
masses, known m commerce by the name of pig or cast iron. In this state
the metal is brittle and far from being pure; as it contains carbon, silicon,
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phosphorus, sulphur, and sometimes mang~nese. It is purifi.ed, and th.us
brought to the state of malleable iron, by being fused, and subJected 1 while
stirred, to the action of a current of air on its su.rface. By these means the
carbon is nearly burnt out, and the other impumies are oxidized and made
to rise to the surface ~s a. slag. As the metal ap1_Jroaches to purity, it b~
comes tough and less l1qu1d, and its particles agglullnate, so as to form sem1fused lumps, though the temperature of the furnace continues the same.
These are then taken out of the furnace, and their particles, by means oJ'
ponderous hammers, moved by steam or water power, arc bemc.n together
so as to form one tenacious mass. 'I'he metal is finally rolled out rnto bars of
a convenient size, when it constitutes the malleable iron of commerce.
Iron mines occur in most countries, but more particularly in northern ones.
In Spain the principal mines furnish sparry iron, and the red and brown
oxides. The chief iron ores of France are the sparry iron, and the specular,
brown, and argillaceous oxides; of Germany, the sparry iron and browu
oxide. The island of Elba is celebrated for its rich and abundant specular
iron ore. The ores which furnish the celebrated Swedish iron have already
been indicated.
In the United States iron is abundant. The principal ores that are worked
are the magnetic, brown, and argillaceous oxides. They occur in the greatest abundance in the states of New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,and Pennsylvania. The ores
of the three last·mentioned states rival the best Swedish in quality.
Properties. Iron is a hard, malleable, very ductile and tenacious metal,
of a grayish.white colour and fibrous texture, and having a slight styptic
taste, and a sensible odour when rubbed. Its sp . gr. is about 7·7, and its
fusing point ':'ery high. It possesses the i:nagnetic and welding properties.
It is combustible, and, when heated to whiteness, burns in atmospheric air,
and with brilliant scintillations in oxygen gas. At a red heat, its surface is
converted into black oxide, and at common temperatures, by the combined
agency of alr and moisture, it becomes covered with a reddish matter, called
rust, which consists of the hydrated sesquioxide. It combines wi_th all the
non·metallic bodies, except hydrogen and ·nitrogen, and with most of the
metals, its equivalent being 28. It forms three principal combinations with
oxygen, a protoxide and sesquioxide, which, by their union, form the native
black oxide, and a teroxide, possessing acid properties, called ferric acid.
The protoxide is of a dark·blue co.lour, aLtracted by the ma$'n~t, and sponta·
neously combustible in the air, berng converted. into sesqu1ox1de. It is the
base of green vitriol, and of the green salts of iron generally. It is very
prone to absorb oxygen, and hence the salts wliich contain it are soon partially converted, when in solution, into salts of the sesquioxide. It consists
o~ one eq. of iron~' and one of oxygen 8=3G .. '!'he sesquioxi~le ~s readily obtained pure by dissolving iron in nitromunauc acid, precipllalmg by
ammonia, and igniting the precipitate. It is of a red colour, not attracted
by the magnet, and forms salts, which for the most part have a reddish
colour. It is composed of two eqs. of iron .)6, and three of oxygen 24=80.
The native black oxide, the magnetic oxide of mineralogists, consists of one
eq. of protoxide 36,and one of sesquioxide 80=1 16. The medicinal black
oxides have a different composition.. (See Ferrmn. Oxydi Squama!, and
Ferri Oxidum Nigrum.) The teroxide or ferric acid, discovered by
FrCmy, may be formed, in union with po.tassa, by passing chlorine through
a very concentr.ated solution of the alkali, holding hydrated sesquioxide of
iron in suspension. It has also been obtained by Poggendorff by a gal\•anic
combination of platinum in nitric acid, with cast iron in a solution of po·
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tassa. It forms as a ferrate of potassa, of a fine wine-red colo~r, becoming
darker, around the cast iron. This acid consists of one eq . of 1ron 28, and
three of oxygen 24=52. Iron, combined with minute portions of carbon,
and, perhaps, of the radicals of silica and alumina, forms steel, a modification of iron formerly used in medicine, but now very properly laid aside.
It also forms a number of important salts, several of which, as the sesquichloride, iodide, carbonate, subcarbonate, sulphate, phosphate, ferrocyanuret, tartrate, and acetate, are officinal.
Iron is readily detected, even in minu~e quantities, by bringing it to the
0
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black colour. The object of bringing it to the state of sesquioxide is
readily effected by boiling the solution containing it with a little nitric acid.
JJtiedical Properties. 'fhe preparations of iron are powerfully tonic, raising the pulse, promoting the secretions, and increasing the colouring matter
of the blood. They are useful in diseases characterized by debility and a languid circulation, more especially when the consequence of inordinate discharges. •rhe diseases in which they are usually employed are anremia or
chlorosis, hysteria, fluor albus, gleet, scrofula, ricket:::::, chorea, and all passive
hemorrhages . Chalybeates are also proper in palsy after the inflammatory
exciteme nt has subsided, in dyspepsia dependent upon deficient energy of
the digestive functions, and in neuralgia. They are contra-indicated in all
inflammatory diseases, producing, when injudiciously prescribed, heat,
thirst, headache, difficulty of breathing, and other symptoms of an excited
circulation. The medicinal effects of iron, as modified in its different combinations, will be noticed under the head of each preparation.
The following table embraces all the preparations of iron to be found in
the United States and British Pharmacopreias, together with the synonymes.
Iron is officinalJ.

IN THE METALLIC STATE,

Ferri Filum, U.S., Ed.; Ferrum. Fila, Dub.
Ferri Ramenta, U. 8.; Ferrum. Ramenta, Lond.; Ferri Lima·
tura, Ed.; Ferrum. Scabs, Dub.
Mistura Ferri Aromatica, Dub.

II.

OXIDIZED,

Ferrum. Oxydi Squamre, Dub.
Ferri Oxydum Nigrum, Dub.
Ferri Oxidum Nigrum, Ed.
Ferri Rubigo, Dub.
Ferri Oxydum Rubrum, Dub.
Emplastrum Thuris, Dub.
Ferri Oxidum Hydratum, U.S.;

III.

Ferrugo, Eel.

SuLPHURETTED .

Ferri Sulphuretum, Ed., Dub.

IV.

IN SALINE COlllB INATION.

Ferri Iodidum, U. S., Loncl., Ed.
Ferri lodidi Syrupus, Ed.
Liquor Ferri lodidi, U. S:
Ferri FerrocJ'.anuretum, U.S.; Ferri Percyanidum, Lond.;
Fern Cyanuretum, Dub.; Anglice, Prussian blue.
FerriAcetas,Dub.
Ferri Acetatis 'l'inctura, IJub.
Tinctura Acetatis Ferri cum Alcohol , Dub.
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Ferri Carbonas Saccharatum, Ed.
Pilulre Ferri Carbonatis, U.S., Ed.; Anglice, Vallel's Jerru~
ginous pills.
l\Jistura Ferri Composita, U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Piluke Ferri Compositre, U.S., Land., Dub.
Ferri Subcarbonas, U. 8.; Ferri Sesquioxydum, Land.; Ferri
Oxidum Rubrum, Ed.; Ferri Carbonas, Dub.; Anglice,
Precipitated subcarbonate of iron.
Emplastrum Ferri, U. 8., Ed.
FcrrumAmmoniatum, U.S.; FerriAmmonio-Chloridum,Lond.
Tinctura Ferri Ammonio-Chloridi, Land.
Ferri ct Potassre Tanras, U. S.; Ferri Potassio-Tartras, Land.;
Ferrum Tartarizatum, Ed.; Ferri Tartarum, Dub.
Ferr~ Phosphas, U. 8.
Ferri Sulphas, U. S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Pilulre Aloes et Ferri, Ed.
Ferri Sulphas Exsiccatum, Ed.
Pilulre Ferri Sulphatis, Ed.
Piluke Rhei et Ferri, Ed.
Tinctura Ferri Chloridi, U.S.; Tinctura Ferri Sesquichloridi,
Lond.; Ferri Muriatis Tinctura,Ecl.; Muriatis Ferri
Liquor, nub.
B.

FERRI FIL UM. U.S., Ed.
Iron Wire.
FERRI RAMENTA. U.S.
Iron'Filings.
O.if. Syn. FERRUM. Ferrun» Rainenta. Lond.; FERRI LIMATURA.
Iron filings . Ed.; FERRUM. Fila. Scobs. Dub.
Fil de fer, :Fr.; Eisendrnht, Gtn11.: Fil di li.:rro, ltul.; Hilo de hierro, Spall
L imai!les do fer, Jlr.; Eiscnfeilicht, Gen11.; Limatura di ferro, llal.; Limudura de
hicrro, Span.

Iron, when employed in pharmaceutical operations, should be of the
purest kind; and hence tht! different Pharmacopreias direct it, when wanted
in small masses, 10 be in the form of iron wire, which is necessarily made
from the soflest and most malleable iron, and is readily cut into pieces of
convenient size. The filings are for the most part used internally.
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no
were it not that they meet with acid in the stomach, or some other agent,
whereby they become oxidized and dissolved. During the solution of iron
in the stomach, the oxygen furnished to the metal is derived from water,
the hydrogen of ,.,,· hich, by being disengaged, gives rise to unpleasant eructations. iron filings are generally obtained from the workshops of the
blacksmith; but, as furnished from this source, they are generally very impure, and unfit for medicinal use. Neither can th~y be purified by the
magnet, as tl~ey often have attached to them c~rtain 10:ipuriti~s, wl~ich are
carried up with them. The only way to obtam pure 1T011 filin gs, is to file
a piece or pure iron with a clean file. The French Codex directs iron in
an impalpable powder, prepared by porphyrizing bright and clean iron
29"'
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Ferri Filum.-Ferri Ramenta,

PART I,

filings without water. A dull black powder jg formed, which must be carefully preserved from moisture. An impalpable powder of the metal, obtained
by reducing the sesquioxide by hydrogen, has been prepared by MM.
Quevenne and Miquelard, and found very useful by M. Raciborski in anremia, and other diseases in which the ferruginous preparations are usually
given. It is made by passing a stream of hydrogen over the oxide, contained in an iron tube heated to low redness. MM. Soubeiran and Du blanc
have given a paper on the mode of preparation, suited to the production of
eleven or twelve ounces of the pulverulent iron at one operation, with full
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the ignited subcarbonate of iron, the astringent saffron of JJfars of the
French Codex. (See their paper in the Journ. de Pharm., viii. 187,copied
into the .!lmer. Journ. of P!tarm., xvii. 303.) Prof. Procter, of this city,
has made some improvements on the process of Soubeiran and Dublanc,
which he has given in a paper, embracing many useful details, in the
.!lmer. Journ. of Pliarm,., xix. 11. He finds that the subcarbonate of iron
of the U. S. Pharm., without ignition, answers very well for reduction.
Metallic iron, thus prepared, is in pulverulent, slightly cohering, tasteless
masses, of an iron-gray colour. If black, the product is to be rejected, as
not fully deoxidized. On account of its great liability to oxidation, it must
be kept in a dry bottle, well stopped. It may he given in lozenges, made
with chocolate, sugar, and gum, and each containing five grains. Of these
from six to twelve may be given in the course of the day.
The dose of iron filings is from five to twenty grains, given in molasses or
honey, or made up into pills with some hitter extract.
Off. Prep. Ferri Iodidi Syrupus, Ed.; Ferri Iodidum, U. 8., Lond., Ed.;
Ferri Rubigo, Dub.; Ferri Sulphas, U. 8., Land., .Dub.; Ferri Sulphure·
tum, Ed., Dub.; Ferri Tartarum, Dub.; Liquor Ferri Iodidi, U.S.; Mistura Ferri Aromatica, Dub.
•
B.

FERRUM. Oxydi Squamre. Dub.
Scales of the Oxide ef Iron.
Sp~~itures de fer, Fr.; Eisenschlag, Germ.; Scaglia di ferro, Ital.; Escamas de hierro,

This form of oxidized iron is obtained when iron is heated to redness and
subjected to the blows of a hammer on an anvil. The heat causes the iron
!~eb~:~:~~~n;.ith a thin crust of oxide, which is detached in scales during
Scales o_f iron consist of small, black, brittle masses, attracted by the magnet, ~nd w1~hout taste or sm~ll. ":hen reduced to powder, they have a duU
~ray1sh~wh1te colour. The_1r precise composition is not well settled; but it
is certain that they are not identical with the native black oxide. (See Ferrum..) The ~esults of Mosander seem to show that they consist of two distinct
layers; the rnne~, o_f uniform composition, consisting of six eqs. of protoxide
to one of sesqu1ox1de, and the outer, of a variable mixture of these two
oxides, th~ sesquioxide predominating on the surface, and diminishing
gradually inwards.
JJ1edica~ Properties . . These scales have the general medical properties of
the ferrugmous preparations, but are not fit for medicinal use until they have
be?n reduced to_ fioe_ powder, when they take the name of Ferri Oxydum
Nigrum, to which tnle the reader is referred.
B.
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FICUS. U.S.
Figs.
"The dried fruit of Ficus Cari ca." U. S.
Off. Syn. FICI. Ficus Garica. Fructus siccus. Lond.; FICI. Dried
fruit of Ficus Carica, Ed.; FICUS CARICA. Fructus siccatus. flub.
Figues, Fr.; Fcigen; Germ.; Fichi, Ital.; Higos, Span.

Ficus. Sex. Syst. Polygamia Direcia.- Nat. Ord. Urticacere.
Gen. Cit. Common receptacle turbinate, fleshy, converging, concealing
the florets either in the same or distinct individuals. MALE. Calyx tbreeparted. Corol/(I, none. Stam.ens three. FEMALE. Calyx five-parted. Corolla
none. Pistil one. Seed one, covered with the closed, persistent, somewhat
fleshy calyx. Willd.
Ficus Garica. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 1131; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 714. t.
244. The fig-tree, though usually not more than twelve feet in height,
sometimes rises in warm climates to twenty-five or even thirty feet. Its
trunk, which seldom exceeds seven inches in diameter, is divided into
numerous spreading branches, covered with a brown or ash-coloured bark.
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and stand alternately on strong round footslalks. The flowers are situated
within a common receptacle, placed solitaril y upon a short peduncle in th e
axils of the upper leaves. This receptacle, the walls of which become thick
and fleshy, constitutes what is commonly called the fruit; though this term
is, strictly speaking, applicable to the small seeds found in great numbers
on the internal surface of the receptacle, to which they are attached by
fleshy pedicels. Cultivation has produced in the fig, as in the apple and
peach, an almost infinite diversity in shape, size, co lour, and taste. It is
usually, however, turbinate or top-shaped, umbilicate at the large extremity,
of the size of a small pear, of a whitish, yellowish, or reddish colour, and
of a mild, mucilaginous, saccharine flavour.
The fig-tree is supposed to have come originally from the Levant. It was
introduced at a very early period into various parts of the South of Europe,
and is now very common throughout the whole basin of the Mediterranean,
particularly in Italy and France. 'l'o hasten the maturation of the fruit, it is
customary to puncture it with a sharp-pointed instrument covered with olive
oil. The ancient process of caprijication is still practised in the Levant.
It consists in attaching branches of the wild fig-tree to the cultivated plant.
The fruit of the former contains great numbers of the eggs of an insect of
the genus Cynips, the larvre of which, as soon as they arc hatched, spread
themselves over the cultivated fruit, and, by conveying the pollen of the male
organs over which they pass to the female florets, hasten the impregnation of
the latter, and cause the fig to come quickly to perfection, which might otherwise ripen very slowly, or wither and drop off before maturity. Some
authors attribute the effect to the piercing of the fruit by the young insects.
The figs, when perfectly ripe, are dried by the heat of the sun or in ovens.
Those brought to the United States come chiefly from Smyrna, packed in
drums or boxes. They are more or less compressed , and are usually
covered in cold weather with a whitish saccharine efflorescence, which
melts in the middle of summer, and renders them moist. The best are
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Ficus.-Pilix .Alas.

seeds. They are much more saccharine than the fresh fruit. Their chief
constituents are sugar and mucilage.
..
.
Jlledical Properties and Uses. Figs are ni:tr1t1ous, laxat~ve, and demulcent. In the fresh state they are considered 111 the countnes where they
grow _a wholesome and agreeable aliment, and have been employed from
time 1mmemorial. As we obtain them, they are apt, when eaten freely, to
produce flatu!en?e, pain in the bowels, and diarrhcca. Their chief med_ical
use is as a laxative article of diet in cases of constipation. They occas1onally ente r into demulcent decoctions; and when roasted or boiled, and split
open, may be applied as a suppurative catapl.asm to parts upon which an
ordinary poultice cannot be conveniendy rctamed.
Off. Prep. Confeclio Sennm, U.S., Lond., Ed.; Decoctum Hordei ComW.
positum, Lond., Ed., .Dub.

FILIX MAr::;. U. S . Secondary.
lofale Fern.
u

•rhe rhizoma of Aspidium Filix mas." U.S.

Off. Syn. ASPID!UM. Aspidium Filix mas. Radix. Loncl.; FILIX.
Rh1zoma of Nephrodium Filix mas. (Richard.) 1J,Jale Shield Fem. Ed.;
FIL!:S: MAS. ASPLDIUiVI FJLl:S: MAS. Radix. Dub.
FougCre male, Fr.; Johanniswurzel, Ger-m.i Ff!ce maschio, Ital.i HeJccho, Spa11.

AsrrnrnM. Sex. Syst. Cryptogamia Filices.-Nat. Ord. Filices, Jussieu.
Filicales, Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Frnclificalion in roundish points, scattered, not marginal. lnt,·olucre umbilicated, open al.most on every side. Smith .
.!Jspidiwn J.'itix mas. \V1lld. Sp. Plant. v. 259; S1nith 1 Flor. Britan.Nephrodium Pilix nws. Lindl ey, Flor. JJ.fcd. 6lfJ.- Polypodium Filix
mas. Linn .; Woodv . .Med. Bot. p. 795. t. 267. The male fern has aperennial, horizontal root or rhizoma, from which numerous annual fronds or
leaves arise, forming tufts from a foot to four feet in h eight. The stipe
or footstalk, and midrib, are thickly beset with. brown, tough, transparent
scales ; the frond itsel'. is oval lanceolate, acute, pinnate, and of a bright
g reen colour. 'l'he pmnre or leaflets are remote below, approach more
nearly as tb~y ascc?d, and run together at the summit of the leaf. They
are deeply divided rnto lobes, \vbich are of an oval shape, crcnate at the
edges, an~ gr~dually diminish from the base of the pinna to the apex. The
fructificatJon is in small dots on the back of each lobe, placed in two rows
near tbe base, and di~tant from the cd~es.
The male fern is mdigenous, growing in shady pine forests from New
J ersey to Virginia. (Pursh.) It is a native also of Europe, Asia, and the
North of Africa. In the American plant, the lea~ets are said by Pursh to
be more obtuse, an~ oftener doub.ly serrated tl~an 111 the European.
rrhe proper pcnod.for collect111g the root IS during the summe r, when,
according to M. Pesch1er, of Geneva, it aboun~s more in th e active principle
than at any other season. The same writer informs us that it deteriorates
rapidly when kep.t, and in about two years becomes entirely inert. The
roots of other species of fern are frequently substituted for the ofiicinal; and
in the dried state it is difficult to distinguish them .
Properties, 1..~·c. As taken from the ground , th e root consists of a long
cylindrical caude.x, around which are clos~ly arranged, overlapping each
other like the shmgles of a roof, the remarns of the leafstalks or stipes,
which are an inch or two in length, from tr·ro lo four lines thick, somewhat
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curved and directed upwards, angular, brown, shining, and surrounded near
their origin from the root. with thin silky scales, of a light brown colou~.
From between these remams of the footstalks emerge numerous small radical fibres. The whole root, thus constituted, presents a somewhat flexible,
cylindrical mass, one or two inches thick, and a foot or more in length. In
this form, however, it is not usually found in our shops. The whole is
ordinarily broken up into fragments, consisting of the separated remains of
the leafstalks before described, with a small portion of the substance of the
root attached to their base, where they are surrounded by the silky scales.
These fragments ordinarily present the appearance of having been long
kept, and are probably.as a general rule, much deteriorated by time. The
male fern root is brought to us from Europe, but might perhaps ~ more
advantageously collected in this country. The following observations are
made by Geiger in relation to its collection and preservation. The inner
parts of the fresh root and of the portions of stalk attached to it, are fleshy
and of a light yellowish-green colour. In collecting them, all the black
discoloured portions should be cut away, the fibres and scales separated, and
only the sound green parts preserved. These should be immediately but
carefully dried, and then reduced to pciwder; and the powder should be kept
in small well stopped glass bottles. The powder thus prepared has a pale
yellowish colour with a greenish tinge.
Dried fern root is externally of a brown colour, internally yellowish-white
or reddish, with a peculiar but feeble odour, which is most obvious in the
powder and decoction, and a sweetish, bitter, astringent, nauseous taste.
From the analysis of M. Morin, an apothecary of Rauen, it appears to contain a volatile oil, a fixed oil, gallic and acetic acids, uncrystallizable sugar,
tannin, starch, a gelatinous matter insoluble in water and alcohol, lignin,
and various earthy and saline substances. Geiger found also resin and gum.
Peschier ascertained that its active properties reside in the ethereal extract,
which is the fixed oil in an impure state, containing volatile oil, resin, colouring matter, &c. It is a thick dark liquid, having the odour of the fern, and
a nauseous, bitterish, somewhat acrid taste .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Male fern is slightly tonic and astringent;
but produces, when taken internally, no very obvious effects upon the system. It was used by the ancients as a vermifuge; and is mentioned in the
works of Dioscorides, Theophrastus, Galen, and Pliny. Its anthelmintic
powers were also noticed by some of the earlier modern writers, among
whom was Hoffmann. But it does not appear to have been generally known
to the profession, till attention was attracted to it, about the year I 775, by
the publication of the mode of treating trenia, employed by Madame Noulfer.
This lady, who was the widow of a surgeon in Switzerland, bad acquired
great celebrity in the cure of tape-worm by a secret remedy. Her success
was such as to attract the attention of the medical profession at Paris; and
some .of the most eminent physicians of that city, who were deputed to
examme into the subject, having reported favourably of the remedy, the
secret was purchased by the King of France, and published by his order.
The outlines of her plan were to give a dose of the powdered root of the
male fern, and two hours afterwards a powerful cathartic, to be followed, if it
should not operate in due time, by some purging salt; and this process was
to be repeated with proper intervals, till the worm should be evacuated. A
German physician, of the name of Herrenschwand, had used the male fem
in a manner somewhat similar, before Madame Nouffer's secret was known.
The remedy became very popular for a time, nnd was found successful in
numerous instances; but the profession has now generally setlled down in
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the opinion that the good which resulted was owing more to the purgatives
than to the fern. Instances, however, are recorded, in which cures were
effected by the root, without the use of cathartics; and, amid the general scepticism on the subject, physicians are still found who warmly advocate the
anthelmintic powers of the medicine. Dr. Peschier assures us, that, in the
course of nine months, one hundred and fifty tape-worms had been expelled
by the ethereal extract of the male fern root. Dr. Ebers has found the same
preparation completely successful in curing eight cases of tamia. (Journ . de
Chimie 111edicale,Fev ., 1829.) He states that the medicine acts specifically
against the worm, which it speedily destroys, and thus favours its expulsion
from the body, without producing an.Y severe or unpleasant sympt_oms. The
testimony of Brera is also strongly rn favour of the remedy, which he J1as
found effectual even against the armed trenia. M. Ronzel has cured with it
more than a hundred cases of trenia, and never found it to fail. (.loum. de
P/La.,.,-,i., 3esdr., i".. 474.) Perh~ps the difl€:renl results obtained by different
practitioners may rn part be ascnbed to the variable strength and character of
the root, dependent upon the season at which it may have been collected,
and the length of time it may have been kept. It is also said that tbe remedy
proves more effectual against the tape-worm of the Swiss (Botliriocep!utlus

11

~~ri~~j~~~~a('.B~te ! ~~r~lenia solium, which is more frequent in France
The medicine may be given in powder, or, as recommended by Dr.
Peschier, in ethereal extract. The dose of the powder is from one to three
drachms, to be given in the form of electuary or t>mulsion, and repeated
morning and evening for one or two days successively. M. Ronzel gives
half an ounce to aduils, made into boluses, and swallowed within the space of
fifteen minutes, in the morning, on an emply slomach. The dose of the
ethereal extract (oil of fern) is from twelve to twenty-four grains. The
decoction has also been employed, in the proportion of an ounce of the root
to a pint of water. It is cuslomary to follow the medicine by some brisk
cathartic, though Dr. Peschier does not consider this essential. Dr. Mayor,
of Geneva, recommends the oil of fern, in the dose of from thirty to fifty
drops, one half to be taken at night, the other half in the morning, and
followed at the interval of an hour, by an ounce and a half of castor oil.

w.

FIBNICULUM. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Fennel-seed.
"The fruit of Freniculum vulgare." U.S. "Fc:eniculum vu]O'are. }i·uctus." Lond. "Fruit of Fc:eniculum officinale." Ed. 11 Aneth~m Freniculum. Semina." JJub.
Fenouil, Fr.; Fenchel, Gcmi.; Finnoccliio, Itaf.; Hinojo, Span

The plant producing fennel-seed was attached by Linnreus to the genus
/J.nelkwn, but was separated from it by De Oandolle, and placed, with three
or four others, in a new genus styled Pamiculmn, which has been O'enerally
adopted by botanists. '!'he .!inetlmm Fceniculwn of Linnreus :inbraced
two varieties, the common or wild fennel, and the sweet fennel, the latter
being the plant usually cultivated in the gardens of Europe. 'l'hese are
considered by De Candollc as distinct species, and named respectivrly Freuiculwn vulgare and FamicuLum dulce. In the U.S. and London Pharmacopreias, the former of these is recognised as the source of the medicine i the
Edinburgh College adopts the F. oj)icinale of Allioni. The last mentioned
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plant De Candolle considers as belongi1_1g_to his F. vulgare (see Proclromus,
iv. 142); while Merat treats of it as a d1stmct species, differing both from the

F. vulgare and F. du\ce of De Candolle (Diet. de. Mat. Med.); and Dr.
Christison, in his Dispensatory, is disposed. to unite it with the last-mentioned plant. In this confusion, it is imposs1_ble to arrive at any definite and
satisfactory conclusion as to the ~otanic~I history of the drug under consideration. One th ing, however, JS certain, that there are two kinds of fennel-seed found in the shops; and it is highly probable that these are derived,
if not from distinct species of fenne l, at least from marked varieties of the
plant. One of them corresponds closely with the description given of the
fruit of the F. vulgare, while the other is undoubtedly produced by the
plant cuhivated under the name of sweet fennel, whether that be the F. dulce
of De Candollc, or F. officinale of Allioni and Mcrat.
FCEN l CULUM . Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia.- Nat. Ord. Umbellifen:e
or Apiacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx a tumid obsolete rim. Petals roundish, entire, involute,
with a squarish blunt lobe. Fruit nearly taper. Halffruits with five prominent bluntly keeled ridges, of which the lateral are on the edge, and
rather broadest. Vitt::e single in the channels, two on the commissure.
l nvolucre none. (Lindley.)
Famiculum vulgare. De Cand. Prodrom. iv. 142. -Anethum Fceniculum. Linn.; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 127. t. 49. Common fennel has a biennial or perennial tapering root, and an annual, erect, round, striated, smooth,
green, and copiously branching stem, which usually rises three or four
feet in height. The lem·es, which stand alternately at the joints of the
stem, upon membranous striated sheaths, are many times pinnate, with long,
linear, pointed, smooth, deep green leaflets. The flowers are in large, flat,
terminal umbels, with from thi rteen to twenty rays, and destitute both of
general and partial involucres. The corolla consists of five petals, which,
as well as the stamens, are of a golden yellow colour. The fruit is ovate,
rather less than two lines in length by about a line in breadth, and of a
dark colour, especially in the channels. The plant is a native of Europe,
¥"rowing wild upon sandy and chalky ground throughout the ~ontinent.
F. qfficinale. Merat and De Lens, Diet. de Mat. Med., iii. 270; Ed.
Phann.; All_ioni. This, which is sometimes called sweet fennel, is also
perennial, with shorter leaves and less elongated leaflets than the common
fon~1e~, but_ resembling it Yery closely except in the character of the fruit.
'l'h1s 1s twice as long as that of the former plant, a little curved, of a less
dark colour, \Vith prominent ridgC's, and a persistent peduncle. It is more
aromatic and sweeter than common fenne l-seed. The plant is a native of
the South of Ell rope; but is cultivated elsewhere in gardens, and is probably the source of much of the fennel-seed of the shops. Whether it is
a distinct species, or a mere variety of the F. vulgare, is not determined.
Some confound it with the following.
F. dulce. De Cand. Proclrom., iv. 142. This plant is eminently entitled to the name of sweet fennel. It bears a general resemblance to the
.l: vulgare, but differs in having its stem somewhat compressed at the br1se,
its radical leaves somewhat distichous and the number of rays in the umbel
only from six to eight. It is also a much smaller plant, being only about a
foot in height, its flowers appear earlier, and its young shoots or turiones
are sweeter and edible. It is a native of Portugal, Italy, and perhaps other
parts of Southern Europe; and is cultivated largely in haly and Sicily for
the sake of the shoots, which are eaten raw, or in salad, or boiled as pot
herbs. The fruit is described by Mernt and De Lens as "being globular-
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ovate, twice the size of that of common fennel, and with prominent ridges."
This description does not answer to the character of any of the fennel-seed
.
we have seen in the shops.
In all these species or varieties, the whole plant has an aromatic odour
and taste, dependent on a volatile oil by which it is pervaded. The roots
were formerly employed in medicine, but are greatly inferior in virtues to
the fruit, which is now the only officinal portion. Our shops are partly
supplied from our own gardens, but much the larger portion of the medicine
is imported from Europe, and chiefly, as we have been informed, from Germany. The fennel-seed cultivated here is sweeter and more aromatic than
that from abroad, probably in consequence of its greater freshness.
Fennel seeds (half-fruits) are oblong oval, from one to three or four lines
in length, flat on one side, convex on the other, not unfrequently connected
by their flat surfaces, straight or slightly curved, of a dark grayish-green
colour, with longitudinal ye llowish ridges on the convex surface. There
are two varieties, one of them from one to two Jines Jong, dark-coloured,
rather flat, almost always separate, and without footstalks; the other three
or four lines, sometimes even five Jines in length, lighter-coloured, with much
more prominent ridges, often conjoined by their flat surface, and very frequently provided with a footstalk. They do not differ essentially in aromatic
properties. The odour of fennel-seed is fragrant, its taste warm, sweet, and
agreeably aromatic. It imparts its virtues to hot water, but more abundantly
to alcohol. The essential oil may be separated by distillation with water.
(See Oleum Famiculi.) The seeds contain also fixed oil. From 960 parts
of them, Neumann obtained 20 parts of the former, and 120 of the Jauer.
Medical Properties and Uses. Fennel-seed was used by the ancients, is
nmong our most grateful aromatics, and in this country is much employed
as a carminative, and as a corrigent of other less pleasant medicines, pnrticularly senna and rhubarb. It is recommended for these purposes by the
absence of any very highly excitant property. The infusion, prepared by
introducing two or three drachms of the seeds into a pint of boiling water,
is the form usually preferred. The dose of the bruised or powdered seeds
is from a scruple to half a drachm. In infantile cases, the infusion is fr~
quently employed as an enema to produce the expu ls ion of flatus.
Off. Prep. Aqua Freniculi, Lond., Ed., .Dub.; Confectio Piperis Nigri,
Lond., Ed., Dub.; Decoctum Chamremeli Comp., Dub.; Oleum Freniculi,
U.S., Ed., Dub.; Spiritus Juniperi Comp., U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub .; Sy\V.
rupus Sennre, U.S., Lon.cl.; Tinctura Rhei et Sennre, U.S.

FRASERA. U.S. Secondary.
American Columbo.
"The root of Frasera Walteri." U.S.
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ments oval, with a bearded, orbicular gland in the middle of each. Capsule
compressed, partly marginated, one-celled. Seeds few, imbricated, large,
elliptical, with a membranaceous margin. Nuttall.
Frasera Tf?alteri. Michaux, Flor. Bor . .Bmeric. i. 96; Barton, JJ1ed. Bot.
ii. 103.-F. Carolinensis. ·walter. This is one of our most elegant indigenous plants, and the only one of its genus hitherto discovered. From the
root, which is triennial, long, spindle-shaped, horizontal, fleshy, and of a yellow colour,a strong, succulent, solid, smooth stem rises, from five to ten foet in
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h~ight.

!-'he leaves ar~ sessile, entire, glabrous, of a deep-green colour, and
disposed m whorls, which commence at the root, and ascend to the summit
with successively diminishing intervals. The radical leaves, from five to
twelve in number, are elliptical, obtuse, a foot or more in Jenoth
by about
0
four inches in breadth, and lie upon the ground in the form of a star. Those
constituting the whorls upon the stem are successively smaller as they
ascend-the lowest oblong lanceolate, the upper l~nceolate and pointed.
'l'he flowers are numerous, large, of a yellowish-white colour, and disposed
in a beautiful t.ermina.l pyramidal p~nicle. from one to five feet long, the
branches of wh ich sprmg from the axils of the upper leaves. The segments
of the calyx are lanceolate, acute, and somewhat shorter than those of the
corolla. The filaments are inserted into the base of the corolla, between its
segments, which they do not equal in length. The anthers are oblong and
notched at the base. The germ is oblong ovate, compressed, and gradually
tapers into the style, which terminates in a bifid stigma. The fruit is an
oval, acuminale, compressed, two-valved, one-celled, yellow capsule, containing from eight to twelve fiat, elliptical seeds.
The Frasera flourishes in the southern and western portions of the United
States, and in many situations is very abundant, especially in Arkansas and
Missouri. It prefers rich woodlands and moist meadows. The period of
flowering is from May to July; but the stem and flowers are produced only
in the third year, the radical leaves being the only part of the plant which
previously appear above ground. From this manner of growth it is inferred that the root should be collected in the autumn of the second, or the
spring of the third year. Before being dried, it should be cut into transverse
slices.
As formerly found in the market, frasera \ms in pieces irregularly circular, an eighth of an inch or more in thickness, about an inch in diameter,
somewhat s~runk in_ the middle, consisting ?f a central medullary matter
and an extenor corllcal portion, of a yellowish colour on the cut surfaces,
with a light reddish-brown epidermis. In appearance these pieces bore
some resemblance tocolumbo, but were easily distinguishable by tbe greater
uniformity of their internal structure, the absence of concentric and radiating
lines, and their purer yellow colour without a greenish tinge. VVe have
recently met with a parcel of the root sliced longitudinally, so as somewhat
to resemble gentian, though not likely to be confounded with it by an expe·
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tincture throws down a precipitate upon the addition of waler, but is not
disturbed by tincture of galls i thus affording addilional means of distinguishing the root from columbo.
llledical Properties and Uses. Frasera is a mild tonic, calculated to meet
the same indications with the other simple bitters. It has been thought to
resemble columbo in medical properties as welt as in appearance, and hence
has received the popular name of .flmerican colwnbo; but experience has
not confirmed the high estimate which was at one time formed of its virtues;
and though, perhaps, still occasionally employed in some parts of the country, it has failed to supplant the tonic of Mozambique. It may be given in
powder or infusion. The dose of the former is from thirty grains to a
drachm, that of an infusion, made in the proportion of an ounce of the
bruised root to a pint of boiling water, is one or two ftuidounccs, to be
repeated several times a day.
The fresh root is said to operate as an emetic and cathartic, and has
,V,
sometimes been given with a view to the latter effect.
30
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Galbanwn.

GALBANUM. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Galbanmn.
H The concrete juice of an unknown planl." U.S..
"G~lb.anum o~ci
nale. G-umrni-re.<Jina." Lond. 11 Concrete gummy-resmous JUJCe of an 1mperfcctly ascertained umbelliferous plant, probably a species of Opoidia."
Ed. "Bnbon Galban um. Gummi-resina." JJub.

Galbanum, Fr.; l\Tutterlmrz, Germ.; Galbano, Ital., Span.

It is not certainly known from what plant galbanum is derived . At one
it was supposed to be the product of the fi'ubon Galban~m, an umbell1ferous plant growing on the eastern coast of Africa, from Nubia to the Cape
of Good Hope; and this is still recognised as the source of it by_ the Dublin
College. It has also been referred to the Ferulaferulago of Lmnreus, tbe
t~me

;::;i;~af~~~da:Ys~rino~~ao;se;i\~~~!~ha ~ndh~~~t{;!1~c~~:~t~ o~~~en~1~~~~e~fae~~h~;
of these plants possesses the odour of galbanum; and it is, therefore, scarcely
probable that they yield the drug. Mr. Don, having found the seeds taken
from a pa rcel of gal ban um to belong to an undescribed genus of umbelliferous
plants, and concluding that they came from the same source as the gum-resin
itself, gave the title of Galban um to the new genus, and named the species
Galbanum, o,ffecinale. This has been rather hastily adopted by the London
College; as it is by no means certain, however probable it may be, that the
same plant produced the seeds and the gum-resin. Specimens of a plant
were recently sent to England by Sir John M'Neill, collected in 1838 near
Durrood, in the Persian province of Chorassan. The plant was supposed lO
yield a variety of ammoniac, and portions of a pale yellow gum-resin were
adhering to the specimens received. Dr. Lindley ascertained that the plant
bdonged to an undescribed genus, which he named Opoldia, and under the
impression that the adhering concrete juice was identical with galbanum,
designated lhe particular species 0 . galbanifera. Dr. Pereira, however,
found the substance to be un like galbanum orany other product of the Umbelliferre. This supposed origin of the drug, therefore, though admiued as
probable by the Edinburgh College, must be considered as more than
doubtful. In this state of uncertainty, it is scarcely necessary to describe
particularly any one of the plants referred to.
Galbanum is ~aid _to be obtained from the plant by making incisions into
the stem, or cutlmg It off a short distance above the root. A cream-coloured
~u~ce exudes, which concretes upon exposure to the air. A small portion of
3u1ce also exudes ~pontaneously from the joints, and hardens in the shape of
tears. 'f'.hc drug is brought from the Levant, and, according to Lindley,also
from India.
Properties. The form in which galbanum usually appears is that of
n:asses, composed of whitish, reddis_h, or yellowish tears, irregularly agglu·
tmated by a darker coloured yellow!sh-brown, or greenish substance, more
or l~ss translucent, and generally mixed with pieces of stalk, seeds, or other
fore1g!' matters. It is also found, though very rarely, if at all, in our markets, 1~ the s_tate of distinct ro~ndish tears, about u_s large as a pea, of a
yellow1sh-whJte or pale browrnsh-yellow colour, shming externally as if
varnished, and often adhering together. Galban um has in cool weather the
consis~ence of firm w_ax; but soft~ns in summer, and by the heat of the
~a_nd is re~dered _du?tile and ~dhes1ve. At t~e temperature of boiling water
1t 1s sufficiently l1qu1d to admit of being stramed; and it generally requires
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to be strained before it can be used. A dark-brown or black ish colour, a
consistence always soft, the absence of whitish gr~ins, and the intermix ture of earthy impurities, are signs of inferi~r i ty.
The odour of galbanum is peculiar and d1sagreeable 1 but not alliaceous
like that of sagapenllm. Ils taste is bitterish, warm, and acrid. Its specific
gravity is 1·2 12. When triturated with water it forms an imperfect milky
solution, which upon standing deposits the greater portion of what was taken
up .. Wine and vinegar act upon it in a similar manner: Alcohol dissolves a
considerable proportion, forming a yellow tincture,. winch has the smell and
taste of galbanum, and becomes milky by the addition ~f water, but affords
no precipitate. In dilute alcohol it is wholly soluble, w1lh the exception of
impurities. One hund red parts of it yielded to Pelletier 66·86 parts of resin,
19·28 of gum, 6·34 of volatile oil including the loss, 7 ·52 of wood and impurities, with traces of the supermalate of lime. A small proportion of bassorin was found by Meissne r. The medicine is, therefore, entitled to rank
with the gum-resins. By distillation at the temperature of about 250 F .,
the essentia l oil is obtained of a fine ind igo blue colour, which it imparts to
alcohol. Procured by distillation with water, it is colourless, and becomes
yellowish by age. It is lighter than water.
According to Ludewig, a gum-resin, designated as Persian galbanum, is
received in Russia by the way of Astracan or Orenbu rg, and is the kind
used in that country. It comes enclosed in skins, and is in masses of a
reddish-brown colour w ith whitish streaks, of a disagreeable odour somewhat like tliat of assafetida , and of an unpleasant, bitter, resinous taste. It
is so soft as to melt with a slight elevation of temperature. It differs from
common galbanum in its odour, in its colour which is never greenish, and
in the absence of tea rs, and is probably derived from a different plant. It
abounds in impurities. (Joum. de Pltarm., N. S., i. 117.)
Afedical Properties and Uses. Galban um is stimulant, expectorant, and
antispasmodic; and may be considered as intermed iate in power bel\veen
ammon iac and assafetida. It is, however, much less employed than either
of these gum-resins, and in the United Slates is seldom or never prescribed
internally. The complaints to which it was formerly thought applicable,
were chiefly ch ronic affections of the bronchial mucous membrane, ameno rrhrea, and chronic rheumatism. It is occasionally applied externally in the
shape of plaster to indolent swellings, with the view of promoting resolution
or suppuration. Galban um was known to the ancients. The dose is from
ten to twenty grains. and may be given in pill, or triturated with gum Arabic,
sugar, and water, so as to form an emulsion.
Off: Prep . Emplastrum Assafmtid<E, U. S., Ed.; Emplastrum Galbani,
Dub.; Emplastrum Galbani Compositum, U. S., Lone/.; Emplastrum
Gummosum, Ed.; Pilulce Galbani Compositro, U. S., Lond., Ed., JJub .;
Tinctura Galbani, nub.
W.
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GALLA. U.S.
Galls.
"i\Iorbid excrescences upon Quercus infectoria." U.S.
Off. Syn. GALLJE. Quercus infectoria: Gcrmnre mo:bida:. . Lond.
GALL.IE. Excrescences ofQuercus infectona, formed by D1p lolep1s galhe
tinctorum. Ed.; GALL.IE. Q.UERCUS INFECTOR IA. Dub.
N'oix de gallc, F1·.; Gallli.pfel, Gcrm.i Galla, Ital.;_ A~attas de Lcn.1~ll(', Span.

Many vegetables, when pierced by certam rnsects, parttcularlr those of
the genus Cynips, are affected at the points of punc~ure with a morbid
action, resulting in the production of excrescences, which, as thc.Y are de·
rived from the proper juices of the plant, partake more or less of us predominant chemical character. Most species of oak are susceptib le of this kind
of action; and the resulting excrescences, having in a high degree lhe astringency of the plant on which lhey grow, have been employed for various
practical purposes. They are known by the name of galls, a term which,
as well as their employment in medicine, has been handed down to us from
the ancients. The Querws infer..toria, Q. .!Egilops, Q. excelsa, Q. llcx, Q.
Cerris, and Q. Robttr, have all been particularized as occasionally affo~ding
this product; but it is now generally admitted, upon lhe authority of Olivier,
that the officinal galls are derived chiefly, if not exclusi\·ely, ~-rom the Q.
infectoria; and this is recognised as their source in the Pharmacopreias of
the United States and Great Britain.
UuERcus. See Q.!JERCUS ALBA.
Qucrcus infectoria. Willd. Sp. Plant . iv. 436; Olivier, Voy. Or. t. 14 et
15. 'l' he dyers' oak is a small tree or shrub, with a crooked stem, se ldom
exceeding six feet in height. The leaves are obtusely toothed, smooth, of a
bright green colour on both sides, and stand on short footstalks. The acorn
is elongated, smooth, two or three times longer than the cup, which is sessile,
somewhat downy, and scaly. This species of Quercus grows, according to
Olivier, lhroughout Asia Minor, from the Archipelago to the confines of
Persia. Captain"M. Kinneir found it also in Armenia and Kurdistan; General Hardwicke observed il growing in the neighbourhood of Adwanie; and it
probably pen•ades the middle latitudes of Asia.
The gall originates from the puncture of the Cynips quercftsjolii of Linnreus, the Diplolepis gall:e tinctoriw of Geoffroy, a hymenopterous insect
or fly, with a fawn-coloured body, dark antennre, and the upper part of its
abdomen s_hining brown. The insect pi~rces the shoots and young boughs,
and deposits its egg in the wound . This irritates the vessels of the part,
and a small tumour very speedily rises, which appears to be the result of a
morbid secretion, and upon examination by the microscope exhibits no signs
of proper ''egetable fibre. The egg grows with the gall, and is soon converted into a larva, which feeds ~1pon the vegetable matter by which it is
surrounded, and thus forms a cavity in the centre of the tumour. The insect
at length assumes the form of a fly, and escapes by eating its way out of the
excrescence. The galls arc in perfection when they have' attained their full
size, and before the egg has been hatched, or the fly has escaped. Collected
at this period, they are called, from their dark colour, blue, green, or black
galfs, and are mos.t ~ighly esteem~d . 'rhos~ which are gathered later, and
which have been lllJUred by the msect, are called white gall-'J. They are
usually larger, less heavy and compact, and of a lighter colour than the
former; and are considered much inferior.
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The galls collected in Syria and Asia Minor are brought to Lhis country
chiefly from the ports of Smyrna and Trieste. As they are produced
abundantly in the vicinity of Aleppo, it has been customary to desianate
them by the name of that city; though the designation, however corr~ct it
may formerly have been, is now wholly inapplicable, as they arc obtained
from many other places, and the produce of different parts of Asiatic Turkey
is not capable of being discriminated, at least in our markets. Great quantities of galls, very closely resembling those from the Mediterranean, have
been brought to the United States from Calcutta. Ainslie is inclined to
think that most of the galls found in the markets of India are imported
from Persia by the Arab merchants. Dr. Royle states that they are taken
to Bombay from Bussorah through the Persian Gulf. ·we are, nevertheless, informed that they are among the products of Moultan. The galls of
France and other southern countries of Europe have a smooth, shining,
reddish surface, are little esteemed, and are seldom or never brought to the
United States.
Properties. Galls are nearly round, from the size of a pea to that of a
very la rge cherry, with a s urface usually studded with small tuberositi es,
in the interva ls of which it is smooth. The best are externally of a dark
bluish or lead colour, sometimes with a greenish tinge, internally whitish
or brownish, hard, solid, briule, with a flinty fracture, a striated texture,
and a small spot or cavity in the centre, indicating the presence of the undeveloped ot decayed insect. Their powder is bf a light yellowish-gray.
Those of an inferior quality are of a lighter colour, sometimes reddish or
nearly white, of a loose texture, with a large cavity in the centre, communicating externally by a small hole through which the fly has escaped.
Galls are inodorous, and have a bilter, very astringent taste. From 500
parts Sir H. Davy obtained 185 parts of matter soluble in water, of which,
according to his analysis, 130 were tannin, 3 1 gallic acid with a little extractive, 12 mucilage and matter rendered insoluble by evaporation, ancl
12 saline matter and calcareous earth. Other chemists have found a larger
proportion of tannin and ga!Jic acid. Braconnot discovered the presence of
a small quantity of another ac id, to which he gave the name ellagic, derived from galle! the French name for galls, by reversing the order of the
letters. According to M. Pelouse, howeve r, neither gallic nor ellagic ac id
pre-exists in galls, being formed by the reaction of atmospheric oxygen
upon their tannin. (Journ. de Plt~trm., xx. 859.) Galls als? yielded to
Professor Branchi, by distillation with water, a concrete volatile oil. All
their soluble matter is taken up by forty times their weight of boiling water,
and the residue is tasteless ; alcohol dissolves seven parts in ten, ether five
parts. (Thomson's nispensalory.) A saturated decoction of galls deposits
upon cooling a copious pale.yellow precipitate. The ~nfusion or tincture
affords precipitates with sulphuric and muriatic acids, hme·water, carbonate
of ammonia, and carbonate of potassa; with solutions of acetate and subacetate of lead, the sulphates of copper and iron, the nitrates of silver and
mercury, and tartrate of antimony and potassa ; with the infusions of Peruvian bark, columbo, opium, and ~nany ot!1er vegetables, especially those
~ontaining proximate alkal ine pri~1c1ples, wll~t most of which tanni~ ~orms
rnsolublc compounds. The soluuon of gelatm also produces a prec1p1tate.
The infusion of gaits redd ens litmus paper, is rendered orange by nitric
acid, milky by the corrosive chloride of mercury, and has its own colour
deepened by ammonia; but throws down no precipitate with either of th ese
reaoents. Sulphate of zinc is said by Dr. A. 'l'. Thomson to occasion a
slo'~ precipitate, but this result was not obtained by Dr. Duncan.
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11/edical Properties and Uses . As might be inferred from the 9uantity

of tannin they contain, galls are powerfully astringent. 'fh~y ar~ l1ule e~·
ployed as an internal remedy, though occasionally ~rcscnbed in chronic

diarrhrea.

They have been recommended as an anudote lo tartar emetic,

and those vegetable poisons which depend for th:ir activity ~po.n organic
alkalies; but, though the insoluble compounds which t~ese pnnc1ples form
with galls are probably Jess active than theirsolu~le n~tive compou~ds, they

cannot be considered as inert.

In the form of mfus1on or decoctlon, galls

may be advantageously used as an astringent gargle, lotion, or injectio~;
and, mixed with simple ointment, in the proportion of one part of galls, rn
very fine powder, to eight parts of the unguent, they are frequently applied
to the anus and rectum in hcmorrhoidat affections. Th e dose of powdered
galls is from ten to twenty ~rains, to be repeated several times a day .
Off. Prep. Acid um Tann1cum, U.S.; Tinctura Gallre, U.S., Lond.,.Ed. ,
Dub.; Unguent um Gallm, U. 8., Dub.; Unguentum Galke Composllum,

Lond., Ed.

W.

GAl\IBOGIA. U.S.

Gamboge.
The concrete juice of an uncertain tree." U. S.
Of!. S.yn. CAMBOG IA. Stalagmitis CambogiOides. Gwmni-reaina.

11

Lond.; CAi\'lBOGlA (SJMIENS ts). Gum-resin from an unascertained plant
inhabiting Siam, probably a species of Hebradendron. CA MBC?GIA (ZE\'LANICA). Gummy -resinous exudation of Hebrad~ndron cambog1oides. Ed.;
GAMBOG!A. STALAGMlT!S CA~IBOG!A. Dub .
Gommc

gttlt{'.

:Fr.: Gummib'lltl, Gcrn1.; Gomma-gotta, ]/al; Gutta gamba, Spa11.

Several plants belonging to the natural family of the Guttiferre, growing
in the equatorial regions, yield on incision a yellow opaque juice, which
hardens on exposure to the air, and bears a close resemblance to gamboge;
but it is not certainly known from which of these plants the officinal gumresin is procured. Until recently the United States and all the British
Pharmacopreias ascribed it to the Stalagniitis Cmnbogioides. This genus
and species were established by Murray, ofGOttingen, in 1788, from dried
specimens belonging to KOnig, procured in the island of Ceylon; and from
information deri,·ed from the same source, it was conjectured by Murray
the tree yielded not only the gamboge of Ceylon, but that also collected
in Siam. It was on this authority that the British Colleges made the
reference alluded to. But it has been ascertained by Dr. Graham, of Edin·

that

~~~~;ip~i~~t ~~e~~u~~;~h~~~~g P~::~ ~:a~: ~~a~~~1~i~~c?dac~:;f~~~~~j~i~~d

speci~ens of two di stmct trees belonfring to different genera . By several
botani sts the gum -resin has been ascribed to the Garcinia Cambogia, also
a tr~e of Ct>ylon. l>,elonging to the_ family of Guttifer:n, and yielding a yellow1 sh concrete JUICC; but a specimen of the product of this tree sent to
Edinburgh was found by Dr. Christison to be different from gamboge both
in composition and appearance, being of a pale lemon·yellow colour. Thus
it appears that neither of these references-is correct; and, besides, the im·
portant fac~ seems ~o have been overlo~Ked, that commercial gamboge is
never obtained from Ceylon, but dtlus1vely from Siam and Cochin-china.
It is true that a gum-resin from Ceylon has recently been examined, and
found similar in composition to the gamboge of commerce; that the tree
which produced it, having been ascertained by Dr. Graham to belong to a
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new genus, has been named by him Jlebradendron Cambogioides, and is
one. of the two con~ounded by l\_I~rray in ~is Stalagmitis.i and that the
Edinburgh College, m the last ed1l10n of their Pharmacopre1a, have adopted
this Ceylon gamboge as officinal. But, as this variety is never found in
western commerce, and exists only in the cabinets of the curious, or the
bazaars of In dia , it scarcely seems worthy of a pl~ce in an officinal catalogue; and though, from its resemblance to the Siam gum-resin, the two
may possibly be derived from the same or closely analogous plants, yet the
fact is not proved i and it would be altogether premature at present to
ascribe the lauer to this or any other species of Hebradendron.
On the whole, therefore, it must be admiued lhal we are uncertain, not
only as to lhe precise tree which affords the officinal gamboge, but also
whether it is derived from any one tree exclusi\'ely, or from several. In
this uncertainty, it seems hardly necessary to crowd our pages with botanical descriptions, which may possibly have no relation to the subject.
Gamboge is collected in Siam and Cochin-china. Similar products are
oLtained in Ceylon; but they do not appear to be se nt out of the island.
Milburn does not mention gamboge among the exports. The tree from
which it is obtained in Siam has not been examined by any botanist. It is
said to be procured by breaking otfthe leaves and young shoots, from which
the juice issues in drops, and being received in suitable vessels grad ually
thickens, and at length becomes solid. 'Vhen it has attained th e requisite
consistence, it is rolled into cylinders, and wrapped in leaves. The juice is
sometimes received into the hollow joints of the bamboo, wl.1ich give it a
cylindrical form; and, as it contracts during the proct!ss of solidification, the
cylinder is often hollow in the centre. The name gum.mi gulla, by which
it is generally known on the continent of Europe, probably originated from
the circumstance that the juice escapes from the plant by drops . Th e officinal title was undoubtedly derived from the pro\·ince of Cambodia, in which
the gum -resin is collected. It was first brought to Europe by the Dutch
about the middle of the seventeenth century.
.
'Ve import gamboge from Canton and Calcutla, whither it is carried by
the native or resident merchants. There is no difference in the appearance
or character of the drug as brought from these lwo ports-an evidence that
it is originally derived from the same place .
Varieties. Th e best gamboge is in cylindrical rolls, from one to three
inches in diameter, sometimes hollow in the centre, sometimes flattened,
often fo lded double, or agglutinated in masses in which the original form is
not always readily distinguishable. The pieces sometimes appear as if rolled,
but are in general striated longitudinally from the impression made by the
inner surface of the bamboo. They are externa lly of a dull orange colour,
which is occasionally displaced ~y greenish stains, or concealed by the bright
yellow powder of the drug, which slightly adheres to the surface. In this
form the drug is somet im es called pipe gamboge. Another variety is imported under the name of cake or lump gamboge. It is in irregular masses
weighing two or three pounds or more, often mixed with stic ks and other
impurities, containing many air-cells, less dense, less uniform in texture, and
less brittle tha~ the former variety, and breaking with a dull and splinte rr,
instead of a shining and conchoillal fracture. Th e worst specimens of this
varietr, as well as of lhe cylindrical, are sometim es called by the L on.don
druggists coarse gamboge. They differ, however, from the preceding,
only in containing a greater amount of impurities. Indeed, it would appear,
from the experiments of Christison, that all the commercial varieties of this
drug have a common origin, and that cake or lump gamboge differs from
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that which comes in the cylindrical form, only from the circumstance tbat
the latter is the pure concrete juice of the plant, while, in the former, farinaceous matter and other impurities have been mixed with the pure juice
for the purpose of adulteration. The inferior kinds of gamboge may be
known by their greater hardness and coarser fr~cture; by the brownish or
grayish colour of their broken surface, which is oflen marked with black
spots; by their obvious impurities; and by the .green colour _which their
decoction, after having been cooled, gives with tincture o~ iod1~e. ·when
pure, the gum-resin is completely dissolved by the successive actron of ether
and water.'*
Properties. Gambogc, in its pure form, is britlle, with a smooth conchoidal, shining fracture; and the fragments are slightly translucent at their
edges. 'l'he colour of the mass when broken is a uniform reddish·orange,
which becomes a beautiful bright yellow in the powder, or when the surface
is rubbed with water. From the brilliancy of its colour, gamboge is highly
esteemed as a pigment. It has no smell, and liule taste; but after remaining
a short time in the mouth, produces an acrid sensation in the fauces. Its sp.
gr. is 1·221. Exposed to heat it burns with a white flame, emitting much
smoke, and leaving a light spongy charcoal. It is a gum-resin, and, unlike
most other substances of the same class, contains no essential oil. In IOO
parts of it Braconnot found H.1·5 parts of gum, 0·5 of impurities, and 80 of
a red, insipid, transparent resinous substance, becoming yellow by pulrerization, and supposed to consist of resin united with a yellow colouring
principle. John obtained 10·5 per cent. of gum, 89 of resin, and 0·5 of
impurities. Christison has shown that the proportion of gum and resin
varies in different specimens even of the purest drug. His results approach
nearly to those of Braconnot. In one experiment, out of 100.8 parts he
obtained 74·2 of resin, 2 1·8 of gum, auJ. 4·8 of water. The gum is quite
soluble in water and of the variety denominated arabin. In a specimen of
cake gamhoge he found 11 ·2 per cent. of fecula and lignin, and in a very
bad saniple of coarse garnboge, no Jess than 41 per cent. of the same impurities. (.8m. Journ. of Phann., ix. 133.) In addition to gum and resin, Ph.
Bliclrner has found a small and variab le proportion of a peculiar reddishyel!ow colouring .matter, soluble both in alc~ho l and water. (_Journ. de
Plur.nn., 3e sir., iii. ;!03.) Gamboge is readily and entirely diffusible in
water, forming a yellow opaque em·ulsion, from which the resinous matter is
very slowly deposited. lt is dissolved by alcoho l, with the exception of
about 8 or 10 per cent. of gum; and a golden yellow tincture results, which
is rendered opaque and bright yellow by the addition of water. Its solution
in ammoniated alcohol is not disturbed by wate r. Sulphuric ether dissolves
about four-fifths of it, taking up only the resin, which is obtained by the
e\•ap?ration of the ethereal solution. It is wholly taken up by alkaline
so~utw~s, from which it is partially preci.pitated by the acids. .'I'he strong
acids dissolve it; but the solution when dilut~d with water deposits a yellow
precipitate. The colour, as well as the acrimony and medicinal power of
gamboge, resides in the resinous portion; bUl, as pure resins are usually
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destitute or these properties, it is not improbable that they may belong .to a
distinct principle not yet separated from the resin. So intense is the colour
of the resin that one part of it communicates a perceptible yellowness to ten
thousand parts of water or spirit. It has the P.roperty of combining with
salifiable bases, and belongs, according to Ph. Blichner, to the class of fatty
acids. It has been called gambogic acid.
..Medical Properties and Uses . Gamboge is a powerful, drastic, hydra~
gogue cathartic, very apt to produce nausea and vomiting when given in the
full dose. In large quantities it is capable of producing fatal effects, and
death has resulted from a drachm. It is much employed in the treatment
of dropsy attended with torpid bowels, generally in combination with bitartrate of potassa or jalap. It is also prescribed in cases of obstinate constipation, and has frequently been found effectual in the expulsion of the
tapeworm. It is oflen combined with other and milder cathartics, the action
of which it promotes and accelerates, while its own is moderated. The full
dose is from two to six grains, which in cases of trenia has been raised to ten
or fifteen grains. As it is apt to occasion much sickness and griping, the
best plan, under ordinary circumstances, is to give it in small doses, repeated
at s hort intervals till it operates. It may be given in pill or emulsion, or
dissolved in an alkaline solution. Th e last method bf administration has
been recommended in dropsical complaints.
C!.ff. Prep. Pilulre Catharticre Compositre, U.S.; Pilulre Gambogire Compositce, Dub., Lond., Ed.
W.

GAULTHERIA. U. S.
Partridge-berry.
"The leaves of Gaultheria procumbens." U.S.
GAU LTIIERIA. Se.'T:. Syst. Decandria Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Ericacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-cleft, bibracteate at the base. Corolla ovate. Capsule five celled, invested with the berried calyx. Pursh.
Gaultheria procumbens. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 616; Bigelow, .fl.m. Med.
Bot. ii. 27; Barton, JJ.Jed. Bot. i. 171. Thi s is a small, indigenous, shrubby, evergreen plant, with a long, creeping horizontal root, which sends up
at intervals one and sometimes two erect, slender, round, reddish stems.
These are naked below, leafy at the summit, and usually less than a span
in height. The leaves are ovate or obovate, acute, revolute at the edges
with a few mucronate serratures, coriaceous, shining, bright green upon the
upper surface, paler beneath, of unequal size, and supported irregularly on
short red petioles. The flowers, of which not more than from three to five
are usua lly found upon each stem, stand on curved, drooping, axillary peduncles. Th e calyx is white, five-toothed, and furnish ed at its base with
two concave cordate bractes, which are by some authors described as an
outer calyx. The corolla is white, ovate or urceola.te, contracted at its
mouth, and divided at its border into five small acute segmems. The stamens consist of curved, plumose filaments, and oblong orange-coloured
anthers opening on the outside. The germ, which rests upon a ring having
ten teeth alternating with the ten stamens, is roundish, depressed, and surmounted by an erect filiform sty le, terminating in an obtuse stigma. The
fruit is a small, five-celled, many -seeded capsule, enclosed in a fleshy co~er
ing, formed by the enlarged calyx, and presenting the appearance of a bnght
scarlet berry.
The plant extends from Canada to Georgia, growing in large beds in
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mountainous tracts , or in dry barrens and sandy plains, beneath the shade of
shrubs and trees, particularly of other evergreens, as the Kalmire an~ Rhododendra. It is abundant in the pine barrens of New Jersey. In different
parts of the country, it is known by the various names of partridge-berry,
deer-berry, tea-berry, winter-green, and mountain-tea. T he flowers appear
from May to September, and the fruit ripens at corresponding periods.
Though the leaves only are officinal, all parts of the plant are endowed with
the peculiar flavour for which these are employed, and which is found in
several other plants, particu larly in the bark of the Betula lenta, or S\~·eet
birch. The fruit possesses it in a high degree, and, being at the same time
sweetish, is much relished by some persons, and forms a favourite article of
food with partridges, deer, and other wild animals.
To the very peculiar and agreeably aromatic odour and taste which bf:"1ong to the whole plant, the leaves add a marked astringency, dependent
on the presence of tannin. The a romatic properties reside in a volatile oil
which may be separated by distillation. (See Oleum Gaultherire.)
.Medical Properties and Uses. Gaultheria has the usual stimulant operation of the aromatics, united with astringency; and may, therefore, be
used with advantage in some forms of chronic diarrhrea. Like other substances of the same class, it has been employed as an emmenagogue, and
with the view of increasing the secretion of milk; but its chief use is to
impart an agreeable flavour to mixtures and other preparations. It may be
conveniently administered in the form of infusion, which in some parts of
the country is not unfrequently used at the tables as a substitute for common tea. The oil, however, is more used in regular practice than the
leaves. l.nstances of death are on record, resulting from the use of the oil,
by mistake, in the quantity of about a ftuidounce. On examination after
death, strong marks of inflammati on of the stomach were discovered.

(Journ. ef Phil. Col. of Pharm., vi. 290.)
Off. Prep. Oleum Gaultherire. U.S.

W.

GENTIANA. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Gentian.
"The root of Gentiana l utea." U.S., Ed.

"Gentiana Jutea. Radix."

Lond.
Off. Syn. GEKTIANA LUTEA. Radix. Dub.
Gcntiane jaune, Fr. i Rother Enzian, f?rrm.; Gc11ziana, Ital.; Gcncia.na, S.paii.
GENTIANA. Sex. Syst. Pentandna Digynia.- .1Vat. Ord. Gentianace::c.
Gen. Ch. Corolla one-petalled. Capsule two-valved, one-celled, with two
longitudinal receptacles. fVilld.
Gentiana lutea. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1331; Woodv. ilied. Bot. p. 273.
t. 95. Yel.low gentian is am.ong the most remarkable of the sp~cies which
?omp?se this genus, b~th for its b~auty and great comparative s1:te. From
its tluck, long, branchmg, perennia l root, an erect, round stem rises to the
Jrnight of tine~ or four feet, bearing opposite, sessile, oval, acute, five-nen•ed
lea~es, of~ bright green colour, and somewhat glaucous. The lower It-aves,
which sprmg from the root, are narrowed at their base into t he form of a
petiole. The flowers are large and beautiful, of a yellow colour, peduncled,
and placed in whorls at the axils of the upper leaves. The calyx is monophyllous, membranous, yellowish,.a~d semi-transparent, splitting when the
flower opens, and reflected when 1t 1s fully expanded; the coro lla is rotate,
and deeply divided into five or six lanceolate, acute segments; the stamens
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are five or six and shorter than the coroll~. This plant grows among the
Apennines, the Alps, the Pyrenees, and m other mountainous or ele,·ated
regions of Europe. Its root is the only part used in medicine.
Several other species of the genus possess analogous medicinal properties,
and are used for similar purposes. 'rhe roots of G. purpurea and G.
punclala, grow ing in the same regions as the G. lutea, and of G. Pannonic11, grow ing i.n the Austrian dominions, are said to be frequently mingled with the officrnal gentian, from which they are scarcely distinguishable.
'l'he G. macrop!tylla of Pallas is used in Siberia; and one indigenous species, the G. Calesbrei, has found a place in ttic secondary catalogue of the
U.S. Pharmacopreia.
Gentian is imported from Germany.
Properties . As found in the shops, it is in pieces of various dimensions
and shape, usually of considerable lengt h, consisting sometimes of longitudinal slices, sometimes of th e root cut transversely, twisted, wrinkled exte rJlally, sometimes marked with close transverse rings, of a gray ish-brown
colour on the outside, yellowish or reddish within, and of a soft spongy
texture. Th e odour is feeb le, but decided and peculiar. Th e taste is slightly
sweetish, and intensely bitter, without being nauseous. Th e powder is of
a yellowish colour. Wate r and alcohol extract the tnste and medical virtues
of the root. Examined by MM. H enry and Ca,•entou, it was found to contain, 1. a peculiar crystallizable principle which they supposed to be the
chief active ingredient of the root, and, therefore, named gentian in, 2. a
volatile odorous principle, 3. a substance id entical \\'ith birdlime (glu), 4.
a greenish fixed oil, 5. a free organic acid, 6. uncrystallizable sugar, 7. gum,
8. yellow colouring matter, and 9. lignin . Mr. Denis has since detected
in the root the existence of pectic acid; and the gentian in of Henry and
Cavcntou has been proved by Trommsdorff and by M. Lecontti to be, when
quite pure, wholly destitute both of bitterness and of medicinal power; so
that it would appear no longer to merit the name which it bears. M. Leconte
proposes, accordingly, to call it gentisin; and, as it possesses the property
of neutralizing the alkalies, it has received also the name of gentisic acid.
It is obtained by treating the alcoholic extract of gentian, prc,·iously exhausted by water, with .sulphuric ether, filtering the ethereal sol ution, and
allowing it to evaporate spontaneously. It is in needle-shaped crystals,
pale yellow, insoluble in water and soluble in alcohol. The same chemist
believes that he has ascertained the birdlime or glu of Henry and Caventou
to be a mixture of wax, oil, and caoutchouc. \VJ1 e n distilled with water,
genlian yields a minule proportion of a concrete oil, which has a strong
odour of the root. Professor Dulk of Konigsberg gives the following process for isolating the bitter principle. Th e alcoholic extract is macerated
in water, and the solution, hm•ing been subjected to the vinous fermentation
in order to separate the sugar, is treated first with acetate of lead, and then,
after filtration, with subacetatc of lead and a very little ammonia, in order to
precipitate the combination of the vegetable principle with oxide of lead; care
beincr taken not to use too much ammonia, lest by its stronger basic powers
it sh~u ld separate the vegetable principle from the oxide. The precipitate
thus obtained is washed with a little water, then mixed with a large proportion of the same fluid, and decomposed by hydrosulphuric acid. The liquid
having been filtered, is evaporated with a gentle heat to dryness, and the
residue treated with alcohol of 0·820. The alcoholic solution being evaporated yields the bitter principle, which oug~t to rl'ceive th e n~m~ of
genlianin. It is a brownish-yellow, uncrystall1zable substance, ~aving ma
high degree the bitter taste of the root. It is almost insoluble 111 absolute
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alcohol, but soluble in ordinary alcohol, and very soluble in water. It reddens litmus, and appears to possess acid properties. (Joum. de P!tarm.,
xxiv. 638.) When gentian is macerated in cold water, it underg?es the
vino~s

fermentation, in consequence, probably, of the presence of Its sac-

charine principle. From the fermented infusion a .spirituous liquor is obtained by distillation, which, though bitter and unpleasant to the smell, is
much reifished by th~Swiss and 'l'yrolesc.
Jl1edic~t'froperties·and Uses . Gentian possesses, in a high degree, the

tonic powersitich characterize the simple billers. It excites the appe tite,

/~r!rer~~h1.an£~h:ef~r~~ ~}g~~~~~;c~~~f~:~~~dinac:i~ai~s f~~i .~: ~r;;~~~~~

1

a-ie

./''corroborant of
system. In Vttery large doses, however, 1t 1s apt lo load
/. a.nd oppr.e1s the stom<ich, to irritate the bowels, and even to occasion ~ausea
0 1
1
0
0
..
of the complex preparations handed down from the Greeks and Arabians
contain it amo,ng·tbeir ingredients; and it enters into most of the stomachic
combinations employed ·in modern practice. It may be used in all cases of
~.,P)sease dep.en.dent on pure debility of the digestive organs, or requiring a
'. {{eneral tome impression. Dyspepsia, gout, amenorrham, hysteria, scrofula,

~,~~ Ts : i~~t~· h~~! a:e~~:end ki~s ~;maes ~o~e~~~~~u~, ::1k~~; ~~gnf;~i~~ti~~;'~

~~e:T~t~!~~c~~~r;a~i~~~~~da~:~~1'~b~~~~ ;;~h~~~~~i~foen ~t~re ~~~:~~!; ~~~
./

·of the system generally, not the name of the d1i::ease, which must be taken
-:-· it}.1:6 consideration in prescribing it; and there is scarcely a single complaint
"·hich it can be adva.ntagcously administered under all circumstances. Its
p.owder has been applied externally to malignant and sloughing ulcers. It
1~s usually given in the form of infusion or tincture. A syrup may be pre·
•"pared py (€liming a saturated infusion by means of percolation, and incor·
J1.0ratii1,p this at a b~iling' temperature with simple syrup. The dose of the
p~.nvder, is from ten to forty gra ins.
,.
Off. Prep . Extrai;tum ~entianre, U.S., Lond., Ed., nub.; Infusum Gen~
.. ~· ti~m:e (fompofoum,
Lone/., Ed., Dub.; Tinctura Gentianre Comp.,
-" / U. IS., Land.oEd., Ditb.; Tinctura Rhci et Gentianre, U. S., Ed.; Vin um
· Gentian;e Compositum, Ed.
1\1.

. Ji

VS.,

~ENTIANA

,.

CATESB.1£1. U.S. Secondary.
Blue Gentian.
Gentiana Cate~brei. 11 U. S.

11 The-loot of
GENTIANA. See GENTIAN A.
SeveraJlindigenous s~ecies of gentian approach more or less nearly to the
Gentiana ?utea:.fn the bnterness and medicrnal virtues of their roots; but the
G. Cat~sb:ei, which resembles it most closely in these respects 1 is the only
one which has attracted ~e pftrticular attention of the medical profession.
Gentiana Cate§l;a:i. Walter, }'for. Car. IOU; Bigelow, Jim. ilfed. Rot.
ii. 137; Nyttall, Gen. of .Om. Plants, i. 172. The blue gentian has a peren·
n.i~J, br?n~ing, so~ewha~ fles.hy root, i;i.nd .a simple, erect, rough stem,
nsmg e1ghtlor ten mches rn 1.1~1ght, and \>earing opposite leaves, which arc
ovate la~ce_olate, acute, and rough on their margin. The flowers, which are
of a pahsh· blue colour, are crowded, nearly sessile, axillary and terminal.
'The divisions of the calyx are linear Jancrolate, and loncrcr than the tube.
The corolla is large, vemricose, plaited, and divided at i~~ border into ten
segments, of which the five outer are more or less acute, the ffre inner bifid
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and fringed. The number of stamens is five, and the two stigmas are seated
on the germ. 'l,he capsule is oblong, acuminate, with two valves, and a

siagle cell.
G. Catesbrei grows in the grassy swamps of North and South Carolina, where it flowers from September to December. It was named by
Walter and Elliott in honour of Catesby, by whom it was imperfectly
delineated upwards of seventy years ago. Pursh confounds it with G.
Saponaria, to which it is nearly allied.
Properties. By Dr. Bigelow we are told that the d~ied ro,ot of this plant
has at first a mucilaginous and sweetish taste, which ts soon succeeded hr.
an intense bitterness, approaching nearly to that of the offi.cjnal gentian.
Alcohol and boiling water extract its virlues, and the tincture and decoction
are even more bitter than the root in substance. Blue gentian hris not been
satisfactorily analyzed .
.JJ'Jedical Properties. As a medicine it is little inferior to the European
gE>ntian, and may be employed for similar purposes. In the r\orthern and
Middle States it is not used; but il is said to be occasionally prescribed by
the practitioners of the South in dyspepsia, and other cases of slomachic and
general debility. It may be given in powder in the dose of fifteen or thirty
grains, and may be substituted for the foreign gentian in the preparation of
the officinal extract, infusion, wine, and tincture.
W.

GEOFFROY A INERMIS. Cortex. Dub.
Cabbage-tree Bark.
Gooffroya de Jamaique, Fr. ; Jamaicanische \Vurmrinde, Gl!rm.; Gooffrcca, Ital.

The tree producing this bark was formerly placed in the genus Geoffroya ,
from which, however, it has been separated, and with a few others erecled
into a distinct genus entitled .11.ndira, which is now ge nerally admitted by
botanists.
ANDIRA. Sex. Syst. Diadelphia Decandria.-Nat. Ord. · Legu·minosre
or Fabacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx turbinate·campanulate. five· toothed; teeth nearly equal.
acute, t!rect. Corolla papilionaceo~s; the vex.illum roundish, emarg inate.
Jonger than t.he keel. Stamens diadelphous. Ovary with three ovules.
Legume ~tipJtate, roundish. rather hard, one-celled, one-seeded, when ripl!>
divisible into two valves. (De Cand.)
.11.ndira inerm-is. De Cand. Prodrom. ii. 475.-Geoffroya inermis.
Willd. Sp. Plont. iii. ll:JO: Woodv. Jlful. Bot., p. 416. t. 151. Th e stem
of this tree, which rises to a considerable height, is branched towards the top.
and covered with ~smooth gray bark. The leaves are pinnate, consii:ting
of six or seven pairs of ovate lanceolate, pointed, veined, smoot h, petiolate
leaflets, with an odd one at the end. The flowers are rose-coloured, and
arranged in termin~l panicles, with very s~ort pe~icels. The cabbage-tree
is a native of Jamaica and other 'Vest India Islands. The bark is the part
used.
On the continent of Europe the bark of the .Rndira rettrsa ( Geo.ffroya
Surinamensis), which grows in S.urinam, has also been emp1oyed. It is
considered more powerfully vermifuge, without being equally liable to produce injurious effects.
Cabbage-tree bark is in long pieces, thick, fibrous, externally of a brownishash colour, scaly and covt"red with lichens, internally yellowish, of a resinous fracture, a disagreeable smell, a sweetish, mucilaginous, bitterish taste,
31
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and affording a powder resembling that of jalap. . Huttenschmidt .o?tained
from it a crystallizable, very bitter substance, having the compos1~rnn and
neutralizing properties of the vegetable alkaloids~ and name~ ve~y 1~appro
priatcly jamaicina. Two grains of it produced violent purging m pigeons.
The bark of the Jl. retusa has a grayish epidermis, beneath which it is
reddish-brown, laminated, compact, very tenacious, and when cut trans·
nrsely, exhibits a shining and variegated surface. I~ the dried ~tate it is
inodorous, but has an austere bitter taste. The powder 1s of o. pale cinnamon

colour .

.Medical Properties and Uses. Cabbage-tree bark is cathartic, and in large
doses is apt to occasion vomiting, fever, and d~lirium. It is said that these
effects are more liable to result if cold water 1s drunk during its operation,
and are relieved by the use of warm water, castor oil, or a vegeta~Je acid.
In the 'Vest Indies the bark is esteemed a powerful vermifuge, and 1s much
employed for expelling lumbrici i but it is dangerous if incautiously administered, and instances of death from its use have occurred . It is almost unknown in this country, and does not enter into our officinal catalogues. The
usual form of administration is that of decoction, though the medicine is
also given in powder, syrup, and extract. The dose of the powder is from
a scruple to half a drachm, of the extract three grains, of the decoction
two fluidounces ..
Off. Prep. Decoctum Geoffroyre, Dub.
W.

GERANIUM. U.S.
Cranes bill.
"The root of Geranium maculatum." 11. S.
GERANIUJU.
Sex. Syst. 1\lonadelphia Decandria.- Kat. Ord. Geranincere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-leaved. Corolla five petalled, regular. Kectaryfive
melliferous glands, united to the base of the longer filaments. .!Jrilli five,
one-seeded, awned, at the basE' of a beaked receptacle; awns simple, naked,
neither spiral nor bearded. 1'11/ld.
Geranium maculatum. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 705; Bigelow, .flm. Med.
Bat. i. 8-l; Barton, ftfed. Bat. i. 149. This plant has a perennial, horizontal, fleshy root, which is furnished witb short fibres, and sends up annually
an herbaceous stem, with several radical leaves: The stf'm is erect, round,
dichotomously. branched, froi:n one to two feet high, of a grayish-green
colour, and tluc~ly covered. 10 common with the petioles and peduncles,
with reflexed hairs . The leaves are deep(y divided into three, ffre,or seven
lobes, which are variously incised at their extremities, hairy, and of a pale
green colour, mottled with still paler spots. Those which rise immediately
from the root are supported on footstalks eight or ten inches loner; those of
the stem are oppos~te, the lower petiolate, the upper nf'arly scssil:. with Jan·
ceolatc or linear st1pulcs. The flowers are large, and usually of a purple
colour. The peduncles spring from the forks of the stem, and severally
support two flowers upon short pedicels. The calyx is composed of five
oblong, ribbed, cuspidate leaves; the petals are five, Obova1e, and entire; the
stamens ten, with oblong, deciduous anthers, the five alternate filaments
being longer t_han the o~hers, and having glands at their base; the germ is
ovate, supportmg a straight style as long as the stamens, and surmounted
by five stigmas. The fruit consists of five aggregate, one-seeded capsules,
attache~ by a beak to the persistent style, curling up and scattering the seeds
when npe.
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The cranesbill is indigenous, growing throughout the United States, in
moist woods, thickets and hedges, and generally in .low gronnds. It flowers
from May to July. The root should be collected m autumn.
This, when ~ried,.is in .Pieces from one to three inches long, from a quarter to half an rnch m thickness, somewhat flattened, contorted, wrinkled,
tubcrculated, and beset with slender fibres. It is externally of an umberbrown colour, internally reddish-gray, compact, inodorous, and of an astringent taste, without bitterness or other unpleasant flavour . 'Vater and alcohol
extract its virtues. Tannin is an abundant constituent.
.Medical Properties ancl Uses. Geranium is one of our most powerful
indigenous astringents, and may be employed for all th e purposes to which
these medicines are applicable. The absence of unpleasant taste, and of all
other offensive qualities, renders it peculiarly serviceable in the cases of
infants, and of persons with very delicate stomachs. Diarrhrea, chronic
dysentery,cholera infantum in the latter stages, and the various hemorrhages,
are the forms of disease in which it is most commonly used and with.
greatest advantage; but care should be taken, before it is administered, that
th e condition of the system and of the part affected is such as not to contraindicate the use of astringents. As an application to indolent ulcers, an injection in gleet and leucorrhrea, a gargle in rela xation of the uvula and
aphthous ulcerations of the throat, it answers the same purpose as kino,
catcchu, and other foreign remedies of similar character. It is a popular
domestic remedy it1 various parts of the United States, and is said to be
employed by the Indians in numerous disord ers. It may be given in substance, decoction, tincture, or extract. The dose of the powder is twenty
or thirty grains, that of a decoction, made by boiling an ounce of the root in
a pint and a half of water to a pint, from one to two fluidounces . The
medicine is some times given to children boiled in milk.
W.

GEUM. U.S. Secondary.
Water Avens.
"The root of Geum rivale." U.S.
Th:moile aquat.iquc, Fr.; 'Vicsen·Benediktenwnrzel. Germ.

GEuiu. Sex. Syst.. lcosandria Polygynia.- Nat. Ord. Rosace:e.
Gen. Cit. C°:/yx ten-cleft. Pel~ls five. Seeds with a bent awn . Willet.
Several species belonging to this genus have been medicinally employed;
but two only are deserving of particular notice- the Geum ri·va/e, which
has a place in the secondary list of the United States Pharmacopreia, and
the G. urbanum., recognised by the Dublin College.
Geuni rivale. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii . 1115; Engl. Bot. 100. The water
avens has a perennial, horizontal, jointed, scaly, tapering root, about six
inches lon g, of a reddis h-brown colour externally, white internally, and furnished with numerous descending yellowish fibres. Sometimes one, sometimes several stems rise from the same root, which also sends up nulllcrous
leaves. The stems are about a foot and a half high, simple, erect, pubescent,
and of a purplish colour. The radical leaves.are interruptedly pinnate, with
large terminal leaflets, and stand on long, hairy footstalks; those of th e stem
are petiolate, and divided into three serrate, pointed segments. The flowers
are fe\\', solitary, nodding, yellowish-purple, and supported on axillary and
terminal peduncles. The colour of the stems and flowers has given rise to
the name of purple avens, by which the plant is sometimes called. The
calyx is inferior, with ten lanceolate pointed segments, of which the five
alternate are smaller than the others. The petals are five, and of the same
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length as the ~alyx. The seeds are oval, and fur~ished with p!umose awns,
minutely uncinate, and nearly naked at the summll.
.
This species of Geum is common to Europe and the. United States;
though the plant of this country has smaller flowers, with petals more
rounded on the top, and leaves more deeply incised than the.European . It
delights in wet boggy meadows, and extends from Can~da 10to New England, New York, and Pennsylvania. Its flowers appear m J~ne and July.
The dried root is hard, brittle, easily pulverized, of a reddish or purplish
colour, without smell, and of an astringent, hitterish taste. Boiling water
extracts its virtues.
Medical Properties and Use1. Water avens is tonic and powerfully
astringent. It may be used with adva~tage_ in chronic or passive hemor·
rhages, leucorrhrea, and diarrhooa; and 1s said to be beneficially .employed,
in the Eastern States, as a popular remedy in the debility of phth1sis pulmo·
nalis, in simple dyspepsia, and in visceral diseases consequent on disorder
of the stomach. In Europe it is sometimes substituted for the root of the
common avens, or Geum urbanum, but is less esteemed. The dose of the
powdered root is from a scruple to a drachm, to be repeated three times a
day. The decoction, which is usually preferred, may be made by boiling
an ounce of the root in a pint of water, and given in the quantity of one or
two fluidounces. A weak decoction is sometimes used by invalids in New
England as a substitute for tea and coffee.
W.

GEUM URBANUM. Radix. Dub.

Root

ef Avens.

Benoite, Fr.; Benr<liktcnwurzcl, Germ.; Cariofillata, Ital.; Ca.riofilata, Span.

GEuM. See GEUM.
Geum urbanum. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 1113; W oodv. Jlled. Bot. p. 502.
t. 181. Avens is an herbaceous perennial plant, with slender, erect, branch·
ing, hairy stems, about two feet in height. The leaves are petiolate, serrate,
hairy; those on lhe upper part of the stem, simple, trifid, and pointed; those
nearest the root, pinnate and lyrate, with two pairs of unequal leaflets, and
a larger terminal leanet which is usually tbrce·lobed. The flowers are
small, of a bright yellow colour, and solitary upon erect terminal peduncles.
The seeds, which are hairy and collected in a roundish head, have at their
summit a naked awn, bent like a hook at the apex.
This species o~ Geum is a n<itive of Europe, where it grows in woods
and shady uncultivated places. The flowers appear in June and July. The
root, which is the part employed, should be dug up in l\larch, when its sen·
sible properties are in greatest perfection, and should be dried by a moderate
heat. Tho large roots are preferred to those which are very small, and the
cultivated to the wild.
The avens root consists of a short oblong body or caudex, from a quarter
to half an inch in thickness, externally brown, internally white towards the
circumference and reddish at the centre, and sending forth numerous long
brown descending fibres. \Vhen quite dry it is nearly inodorous, but in
the recent st<ite it has a smell resembling that of clo\•cs, whence it is some·
!imes ca~led ra«i~ car!fophyllatt£. Its taste is bitterish and astringent. It
1~partsys med1c1.nal .virtues t~ water an~ alcohol, which it ti~ges red .. Dis·
tilled wilh water 1t yields a th1ck 1 greemsh· yellow volatile ml, and gives a.
pleasant flavour to the liquid. Tannin is an abundant constituent. lt con·
tains, moreover, according lo Trommsdorff, an insipid resin, gum, bassorin,
and Jignin.
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ll!edical Properties and "l(ses.

Th!s root. has been largely used on the
continent or Europe as a tome and astrmgent m numerous diseases. Among
these are chronic and passive hemorrhages, chronic dysentery and diarrhrea,
leucorrhrea, conges tions of the ~bdominal viscera, and intermittent fever.
The dose of the powdered root 1s from thirty grains to a drachm three or
four times a day, and the same quantity may be given at a dose in the form
of decoction. rrhe medicine is scarcely used in the United States. W.

GILLE NIA. U.S.
Gillenia.
"The root ofGillenia trifoliata." U.S.
lncl ian pbysic, Amcrican ipecacuanha.

Sex. Syst. lcosandria Pentagynia.- Nat. Ord. Rosacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx tubularcampanulate, border five-toothed . Corolla partly
unequal. Pelals five, lanceolate, attenuated at the base. Stamens few, included. Styles five. Capsules five, connate at the base, opening on the inG1LLENIA .

0

neT~i~c,g:~cuhs \~~~s::i:!te~ ~~e·~oench

from Spir:ea, but was not generally acknowledged till after the publication of Barton's Medical Botany.
iL is exclusively North American, and includes only two discovered species
-G. lrffoliata and G. stipulacea-of which the former only is recognised
jn our Pharmacopceia, though the two are identical in properties.
I. Gil/enia trifoliata. Bigelow, .!Im. Med. Bot., iii. JO; Barton, .Med.
Bot., i. 65. rn1is is an herbaceous plant with a perennial root, consisting of
num erous long, slender, brown branches, proceeding from a thick tuber-like
head or cau<lex. The stems, several of which usually rise from the same
root, are two or three feet in height, erect, slender, smooth, flexuose,
branched, and commonly of a reddish colour. 'l'he leaves are ternate, with
very short petioles, and sma ll lin ear lanceolate stipules. The leaflets are
ovate lan ceolatt>, sharply se rrate, and acuminate. The flowers grow in a
loose terminal nodding panicle, with long peduncles. The calyx is tubular
campanulate, ventricose, and terminates in five pointed segments. The
corolla is composed of five linear lanceolate, recurved petals, the two upper
separaLed from the three low er, white, with a redd ish tinge on their border,
and of three times the length of the calyx. The stamens are twenty, the
filaments short, the anthers small and yellow. Each flower is succeeded
by five capsules, connate at their base, oblong, acuminate, gibbous without,
acute within, two-valved, one-celled, opening inward, and containing each
one or two oblong seeds.
This species of Gillenia grows throughout the United States, east of the
Alleghany ridge, and in Pennsyl.vania may also be found abundantly west of
these mountains. Pursh found Jt in Flonda, and it extends as far north as
~anada. It frequents li ght soils, in shady and m?ist situations, and flowers
m .lune and July: 'rhe root should be f,{athered m September.
2. G. stipulacea. Barton, ili cd. Bot. 1. 71. This species is also herbaceous and perennial, though much taller, and more bushy than the preceding.
The sterns are brownish and branched. The upper leaves are ternate,
lanceolate, serrate; the lower more deeply incised, becoming towards the
root pinnatifid, and of a reddish-brown colour at the margin. The stipules
are ovate, acuminate, deeply serrate, resembling leaves, and marking the
species at the first glance. 'I'he flowers are. smalle r than those of G. trifoliata, and grow on long slender peduncles 10 a lax corymb.
31'*
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In the valley of the l\I ississippi, this plant occupies the place of the G.
trifoliata, which is not found beyond the Muskingum. lt grows as far north
as the state of New York, extends through Ohio, lndia~a, Illinois, and Missouri, and probably into the states south of the Ohio, as it has been found in
·western Virginia. Its root is precisely similar to that of the eastern species,
and is reputed to possess the same properties.
The dried root of Gillenia is not thicker than n quill, wrinkled longitudinally, with occasional transverse fissures, and in the thicker pieces presenting in some pl<t.ces an irregular undulated somewhat knotty appearance,
arising from indentations on one s ide corresponding with prominences on
the other. It is externally of a light brown colour, and consists of a thick,
somewhat reddish, brittle, cortical portion, with an interior slender, tougher,
whitish ligneous cord . The bark, which is easily separable, ~as a bitter, not
disagreeable taste; the wood is nearly insipid and comparatively inert, and
should be rejected. The powder is of a light brownish colour, and possesses
a feeble odour, which is scarcely perceptible in the root. T~e bitternes9 is
extracted by boiling water, which acquires the red colour of wine. The root
bas not been accurately analyzed.
ll'fedical Properties and Uses. Gilleni<1. is a mild and efficient emetic,
and, like most other substances belonging to the same class, occasionally acts
upon the bowels. In very small doses it has been thought to exert a tonic
influence. It is much used by some practitioners in the country as a substitute for ipecacuanha, which it is said to resemble in its mode of operation.
It was employed by the Indians, and became known as an emetic to the
colonists at an early period . Linnreus was aware of its reputed virtues.
The dose of the powdered root is from twenty to thirty grains, repeated at
intervals of twenty minutes till it vomits.
·w.

GL YCYRRHIZA. U.S., Land.
Liquorice Root.
"The root of Glycyrrhiza glabra." U. 8.

"Glycyrrhiza glabra. Radix

recens." Land.

E,f{'G'i:~\;~kX2TfJ~L~1R~~~!~~. ];~~'.

of Glycyrrhiza glabra.

Bois de reglisse, Fr.; Siissholzwurzel, Gtrm.; Liquirizia, Itril.; Rch>aliza, Spa11.

nos~L~~~:'b~~~~ . Sex. Syst. Diadelphia Decnndria.- Nat. Ord. Legumi-

Gen. Ch. Calyx bilabiate; upper lip three-cleft, lower undivided. Legume ovate, compressed. f.Villd.
Glycyrrhiza g!abrn. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 1144; Woodv. JJ1ed. Bot. p.
420. t. 152. The hquonce plant has a perennial root, which is round, succulent, tough, and pliable, furnished with sparse fibres, rapid in its g rowtb,
and in a sandy soil penetrates deeply into the ground. The stems are herbaceous, crec~, and u~ually four or ~ve fee t in height; have few branches;
and are garnished with alternate, pmnate leaves, consisting of several pairs of
ovate, blunt, petiolate leaflets, with a single leaflet at the end, of a pale green
colour, a?d clammy on their under surface. The fl?wers are violet or purple,
formed hke those of the pea,. and arranged in a.xdlary srikes supported on
long peduncles. The calyx ts tubular and persistent. The fruit is a compressed, smooth, acute, one·cclled Jegume, containinofrom one to four small
0
kidney-shaped seeds.
The pla~t is a ~ative of the South of Europe, B::i.rbary, Sy ria, and Persia;
and is culllvated m England, the North of France, and Germany. Much
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of the root imported into lhis country comes from the ports of Messina and
Palermo in Sicily. ll is ~!so largely J?roduced in the northern provinces of
Spain, where it forms an m:iportant arltcle of comm~rce. It is not improbable
lhat a portion of the liquonce root from Italy and Sicily is the product of the
G. echinata, which grows wild in Apulia . This species is also abundantly
produced in the South of Russia, where, according to Hayne, sufficient extract is prepared from it to supply the whole Russian empire.
A species of Glycyrrhiza, the G. lepidola, grows abundantly about St.
Louis, in the state of Missou ri, and flourishes along the banks of the Missouri river to its source in the mountains. It is probably the same with
the liquorice plant mentioned by Mackenzie as growing on the northern
~oast of this continent. l\lr. Nuttall states that its root possesses in no in considerable deg ree the taste of liquorice.
Properties. The liquorice root of the shops is in long pieces, varying
in thickness from a few lines to more than an inch, fibrous, externally
grayish-brown.• and wrinkled by desiccation, internally yellowish, without
smell, and of a sweet mucilaginous taste, which is sometimes mingled with
a slight degree of acrimony. his often worm -eaten and more or less decayed. 'l'he best pi eces are those which have the brightest yellow colour
internally, and of which the layers are distinct. The powder is of a grayish-yellow colour, when the root is pulverized without being deprived of
its epidermis, of a pale sulphur-yellow, when the epidermis has been removed. Robiquet found the fotlowing ingredients in liquorice root :-1. a
peculiar transparent yellow substance, called glycyrrhizin or glycion, of a
sweet saccharine taste, scarcely soluble in cold water, very soluble in boiling water wili1 which it gelatinizes on cooling, thrown down from its
aqueous solution by acids, readily soluble in cold alcohol, insusceptible of
the vinous fermentation, yielding no oxalic acid by the action of the nitric,
and therefore wholly distinct from sugar; 2. a crystallizable principle,
named ageclo'ite by Robiquet, but subsequently proved to be identical with
asparag-in; 3. starch; 4. albun:ien; 5. a brown acrid resin; 6. a brown
nzotized extractive matter ; 7. lignin; 8. salts of lime and magnesia, with
phosphoric, sulphuric, and malic acids. Robiquet prepared glycyrrhizin
by subjecting a strong cold infusion of the root to ebullition, in order to
separate the albumen; then filtering, precipitating with acetic acid, and
washing the precipitate with cold water to remove any adhering acid . It
may be still further purified by solution in absolute alcohol, and evaporation
at a very gemle heat. Accord in~ to Dr. T. Lade, g~ycyrrhizin, as it exists
in the root, is rendered soluble m water by combmation with inorganic
bases, such :;is lime and ammonia, from which it is. separated by the addition of an acid. Berzelius appears to have been mistaken in considering
the precipitate, obtained by adding acetic acid to the infusion of the root,
as a compound of the acid and glycyrrhizin. From the observations of Dr.
Lade it is to be inferred, that this principle has no affinity for the acid.!l,
but combines with salifiable bases, forming salts of various degrees of solubility. Its sweetness is retained in the compounds which it forms with
tbe alkalies. It consists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. (Chem. Gaz.,
No. 100, from Liebig's JJnnalen, Aug. 1846.)
An extract of liquorice root is brought from Spain and Italy, and much
used under the name of liquorice. (See E:rtraclum Glycyrrltiz:.e.)
JJfedical Properties ancl Use.s. Liquorice r?ot is an excellent demulcent.
well adapted to catarrbal affections, and lo imtations of the mucous membrane of the bowels nnd urinary passages. It is best given in the form of
d ~coction, either alone, or combined with other demulcents. It is frequently
e:nployed as an addition to the decoctions of acrid or irritating vegetable
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substances, such, for example, as seneka and mezercon, the acrimony
·w hich it covers and conceals, while it renders them more acceptable lo the
stomach. Before being used, it should be deprived of its cortical part, which
is somewhat acrid , without possessing the peculiar virtu:s of the root. The
de.coction. may ~e prepared by boiling a~ .ounce of li~e br~1.s~d ro?t, for a few
minutes, 1n a p1ntof water. By long boilmg, the acrid pnnc1ple is extracted.
The powder is used in the preparation of pills, either to give tl~em due con·
sistence, or to cover their surface and prevent them from a.dhenng together.
Off. Prep. Aqua Calcis Composita, Dub.; Confect10 Se~n~, U.S.,
Land., Ed.; Decoctum Glycyrrhizre, Dub.; Decoctum Guaiac1 Comp.,
Dub., Ed.; Decoctum Hordei Comp., Lond., Eel., Dub.; Decoctum i\Je.
zerei, Ed., Dub.; Decoctum Sarsaparillre Comp., U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.;
Electuarium Piperis, Ed.i Extractum Glycyrrhizre, Lond., Ed., Dub.;
Info.sum Lini, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Pilulre Ferri Sulphatis, Ed.; Pi!.
Hydrargyri, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Syrupus Sarsaparilke Comp., U. S.;
\V.
Tinctura Rhei Comp., Lond., JJub.

GOSSYPIUM. Ed.
Raiv Cotton.
11
Hairs attached to the seeds of Gossypium herbaceum, and other species
of the genus." Ed.

Cot0n, Fr. ; llaumwollf', Gr:rm.; Cotonc, Ital.; Algodon, Spa11.

Goss\'PIUill. Sex. Syst. Monadelphia Polyandria.- Nat. Ord. Makacero.
GnJ. Cit. Calyx cup-shaped, obtusely five-toothed, surrounded by a
thrc~·p::med involucel, with dentate-incised, cordate leaflets, cohering at
the base. Stigmas three to five. Capsule three to five-celled, many·
seed~d. Seeds surrounded by a tomentose wool. De Cand.
In consequence of changes produced in the plants of this genus by cultivation, botanists have found great difficulty in determining which are dis·
tinc:t species, and which merely varieties. De Candolle describes thirteen
spcc it.·s in his Prodromus, and mentions six others; but considers them all
unct>rw.in. Royle describes eight and admits others. Swartz thinks they
may all be rderred to one original species. The plants inhabit dif1Crent
part.s o.f tropical Asia and Africa, and many of them are cultivated for their
couon m climates adapted to their growth. The species from which most
of the cotlon of commerce is thought to be obtained, is the one indicated by
th~ Edinburgh Pharmacopcria.
Go~sypiwn /icrbaceum. Linn. Sp. 975; De Cand. Prodrom.. i. 4;)6.
This 111 a biennial or triennial plant, with a branching stem from two to six
feet high, and palmate hoary leaves, the lobes of which are somewhat Ian·
ceolate and acute. The flowers are pretty, with yellow petals, having a
purple spot near the claw. '!'he leaves of the involucel or outer calyx are
serrate. The capsL1 le opens when ripe, and displays a loose white tuft of
Ion~ ::.lender filaments, which surround the seeds, and adhere firmly to the
olller coating. The plant is a native of Asia, but is cultivated in most
tropical countries both of the old and new continents. It requires a certain
duration of warm weather to perfect its seeds, and in the United States
cannot be cultivated for practical purpose~ north of VirO'inia.
The herbaceous part of the pJant contains much mu~1lage, and ltas been
used as a demul.cent. The seeds yield by expression a fixed oil of the
drying kind, which has been occasionally employed. 'l'he root has been
supposed to possess medical \•irtues. But the only offi.cinal portion, and
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tha.t for which the plant is cultivated, is the filamentous matter surrounding
the seeds. This when separated constitutes the cotton of commerce.
Colton consists of filaments, which, under the microscope, appear to
be flattened tubes, with occasional joints indicated by transverse lines. It
is without smell or taste, insoluble in water, alcohol, ether, the oils, and
· vegetable acids,.soluble in strong alkaline solutions, and decomposed by the
concentrated mmeral acids. It has not been analyzed, but bea rs a close
analogy to lignin. For medical use it shou ld be card~d into thin sheets; or
the wadding of the milliners may be employed, consisting of sheets some·
what stiffened and glazed on the surface by starch. In the latter case, the
sheets should be split open when applied.
Uses. Cotton has been used from time immemorial for the fabrication of
cloth i but it is only recently that it has entered the catalogue of medicines.
It is chiefly employed in the treatment of recent burns and scalds; an application of it which was adopted by surgeons from popular practice. It is
said to relieve the pain, diminish the inflammation, prevent vesication, and
very much to hasten the cure. "\Vhatever advantages result from it are probably ascribable to the absorp tion of effused liquids , and the protection of the
part affected from the air. It is applied in thin and successive layers; and
benefit is said to result from the application of a bandage when the skin is
not too much inflamed. We have, however, seen cotton do much harm in
burns, by becoming consolidated over a vesicated su rface, and acti ng as a
mechanical irritant. It is also recommended in erysipelas, and as a dressing
for blisters i and we have found it usefu l, applied in a large batch over parts
affected with r heumatism, especially in lumbago.
The root of th~ cott?n plant has been employed by Dr. Bouchelle, of Mississippi, who bel ieves 1t to be an excelle nt emmenagogue, and not inferior to
ergot in promoting uterine contraction. He states that it is habitually and
effectually resorted to by the slaves of the South for producing abortion; and
thinks that it acts in this way, without affocting the general health injuriously. To assist labour, he emp loys a decoction made by boiling four ounces
of the inner bark of the root in a quart of water to a pin t, and gives a wineglassful every twenty or thirty minutes. (ffTest. Joum. of JJfed. and Surg.,
.flug., 1840.) These statements need confirmation.
W.

GRANAT! FRUCT6S CORTEX. U.S.
Pomegranate Rind.
11

The rind of the fruit of Punica Granatum." U.S.

GRANAT! RADICIS CORTEX. U.S.
Bark ef Pomegranate Root.
"The bark of the root of Punica Granatum. 11 U.S.
Off. Syn. GRANATUM. Punica Granatum. Fruct1ls Cortex. Lond.;
GRANAT! RAD IX. Root-bark of Punica Granatum . Ed.; PUNICA
GRANATUi\J. Baccm tunica exterior. Radicis cortex. Flores. Dub.
Ecorce de granade, l!r.; Granat:ipfel-Echalin, G'crm.; l\lal.icorio, Scorza de! melogranati, Ital.; Cortezadegranada, Spa11.
PuNICA. Sex Syst . lcosandria Monogynia. -Nat. Ord. Myrtacl"m.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-cleft, superior. Petals five . Pome many-celled,
many-seeded. Wille!.
Punica Grana/um. Willd . Sp.Plan!. ii. 981; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 531.
t. 190. Th t:: pomegranate is a sma ll ~ hrubby tree, attaining in fa,·ourable
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situations the height of twenty feet, with a very unequal trunk, and numerous

branches, which sometimes bear thorns.

The leaves are opposite, entire,

oblong or lance-shaped, pointed at each end, smooth, shining, of a bright
green colour, and placed on short footstalks. The flowers are large, of a
rich scarlet colour, and stand at the end of the young branches. The petals
a re roundish and wrinkled, and are inserted into the upper part of the tube ·
of the calyx, which is red, thick, and fleshy. The fruit is a g l?bular berry,
about the size of ~n orang~, crowned. with the calyx, c?vered wllh a reddishyellow, thick, coriaceous nnd, and divided internally into many cells, which
contain an acidulous pulp, and numerous oblong, angular seeds.
This tree grows wild upon both shore·s of the Mediterranean, in Arabia,
Persia, B~ngal, China, .and Japan, has been introduced into the E~st aod
West Indies, and is cultivated in all civilized countries, where the climate is
sufficiently warm to allow the fruit to ripen . In higher latitudes, where it
does not bear fruit, it is raised in gardens and hot-houses for the beauty of
its flowers, which become double, and acquire increased splendour of colouring by cultivation. Doubts have been entertained as to its original count~y.
The name of" Punicum malum,'' applied b)r the ancients to its fruit, implies
that it was abundant at an early age in the neighbourhood of Carthage. The
fruit of the pomegranate, for which the plant is cultivated in tropical climates,
varies much in size and flavour. It is said to attain greater perfection, in
both these respects, in the 'Vest Indies than in its native country. The pulp
is red, succulent, pleasantly acid, and sweet ish, and is used for the same
purpose as the orange. The rind of the fruit, and the bark of the root are
the parts indicated in the United States Pharmacopmia. The flowers also are
recognised by the Dublin College, and the seeds are officinal in France.
Rind of the Fruit. 'l'his is presented in commerce under the form of
irregular fragments, hard, dry, brinle, of a yellowish or reddish-brown colour
externally, paler within, without smell, and of an astringent slightly biuer
taste. It contains a large proportion of tannin, and in countries where the
tree abounds has been emp loyed for tanning leather.
Flowers. The flowers which are sometimes called balaustines,are inodorous, have a bitterish strongly astringent taste, and impart a violet-red
colour lo the sal~va. They contain tannin and gallic acid, and were used
by the ancients m dye in g.
Bark of the Root. The roots or the pomegranate are hard, hca\'y, knotty,
ligneous, and covered with a bark which is yellowish -gray, or ash-gray on
the outer surface, and yellow on the inner. As found in the shops, the bark
is in quills or fragments, breaks with a short fracture, has little or no smell,
when chewed colours the saliva yellow, and leaves in the moUlh an astringent taste, without any disagreea~l c bitterness. It conla_ins, according to .M.
Latour de Trie, fatty matler,tannm,gallic acid,asacchanne substance having
the properties of mannite, resin, wax, and chlorophylle, besides insoluble
matte~s. ~'h~ name .of punicin has been given by Gio\•anni Righini to a
peculiar pr.mc1ple which he extracted from the bark. It has the aspect or
an oleo-resm, affects the nostrils somewhat like medicinal veratria, and is of
an acrid t~ste . ft .may be obtained by rubbing a hydro-alcoholic exLract of
the bark with one-eighth of hydrate of potassa, heating the mixture with eight
pa.rts of pure water gradually added, and then droppinrr in dilute sulphuric
acid to s~turate the potassa. The punicin subsides, a~d mety be separated
by filtration . .(Journ . de Chim. et de. P_liarm.~ :Je sir., v. 29t".1.) The infusion
of the bark yields.a deep blue prec1r1tate with the salts of iron, and a yellowi.sh_-whi.te pr~c1pitate with asolat1011 of gelatin. These properties se~ve
to d1strngu1sh this bark from those of the box root and barberry, with which
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it is said to be sometimes adulterated. When used it should be entirely
separated from the ligneous portion of the root, as the latter is inert.

111edical Properties and Uses. .The rind of the fruit is astringent, and
in the form of decocti~n may be give~ in diarrhrea from weakness of the
secreting vessels, and in the colliquat1ve sweats of hectic fever or simple
debility. But the decoction is more frequently used as an injection in leu~
corrhrea, and as a gargle in sorethroat in the earliest stagC's, or after the
inflammatory action has in some measure subsided. The powdered rind
bas also been recommended in intermittent fever. The flowers have the
same medical properties, and are used for the same purposes as the rind.
The bark of the root was used by ihe ancients as a vermifuge, and is recommended in the writings of Avicenna; but was unknown in modern practice
till brought into notice by Dr. F. Buchanan, who learned its powers in India.
The !VJahometan physicians of Hindostan consider it a specific against tapeworm. One of these practitioners, having relieved an English gentleman in
180!, was induced to disclose his sPcret, which was then made public.
Numerous cures were subsequently effected in Europe; and there can be no
doubt of the occasional efficacy of the remedy. The French writers prefer
the product of the wild pomegranate, growing on the borders of the Mediterranean, to that of the plant cultivated in gardens for ornamental purposes.
The bark may be administered in powder or decoction; but the latter form is
usually preferred. The decoction is prepared by macerating two ounces of
the bruised bark in two pints of water for twenty-four hours, and then boiling
to a pint. Of this a wineglassful may be given every hair hour, hour, o'r two
hours, until the whole is taken. IL often occasions nausea and vomiting.and
usually purges. Portions of the worm often come away a short time after
the last dose. It is recommended to give a dose of castor oil, and to diet the
patient strictly on lhe day preceding the administration of the remedy; and
if it should not operate on the bowels, to follow it by nn enema, or a dose
of castor oil. If it should not succeed on the first trial, it should be repeated
every day for three or four days, until the worm is discharged. It appears
to have been used by the negroes of St. Domingo before it was introduced
into Europe. Trenia is comparatively rare 1n this country; and the pomegranate root has been little used.
The dose of the rind and flowers in powder is from twenly to thirty
grains. A decoction may be prepared in the proportion of an ounce of the
medicine to a pint of water, aad given in the dose of a fluidounce. The seeds
are demulcent .
Off. PrFp. Decoctum Granati, Lone!.
"\V.

GUAIACI LIGNUM. U.S., Land., Ed.
Guaiacum Wood.
"The wood of Guaiacum officinale." U.S., Ed. "Guaiacum officinale.
Lignum.'' Lond.
Off. Syn. GUAIACUM OFFICINALE. Lignum. Dub.
Bois de gayac, 1'1-.; Pockenholz, Germ .. ; L(>gno gmuaco, Ital.; Guayaco, Span.

ce:.UAIACUM. Sex. Syst. Decandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Zygophylla

Gen. Ch. Calyx five-cleft, unequal. Petals five, inserted into the calyx
Capsule angular, three or five-celled. T-Pilld.
Guaiacum. o!ficinale. Willd. Sp. Plant.ii. 538; Woodv. 11/ed.Bot. p.557.
t. 200. This 1s a large tree of very slow growth. "\Vhen of full size it is
from forty to sixty feet high, with a trunk four or five feet in circumference...
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The branches are knotted, and covered with an ash-coloured striated bark.
That of the stem is of a dark-gray co\01,1r, variegated with greenish or purplish spots. The leaves are opposite, and abruptly pinnate, consisting of
two, three, and sometimes four pairs of leaflets, which are obovate, veined,
smooth, shining, dark green, from an inch to an inch and a half long, and
almost sessile. The flowers are of a rich blue colour, stand on long peduncles, and grow to the number of eight or ten at the axils of the upper leaves.
The seeds am solitary, hard, and of an oblong shape.
The G. officinale grows in the West Indies, particularly in Hayti and
Jamaica, and is found also in the warmer parts of the neighbouring continent. All parts of the tree are possessed of medicinal properties, but the
wood and the concrete juice only are officinal. Th e bark, though much
more efficacious than the wood, is not kept in the shops. It is said that
other species ofGuaiacum contribute to the supplies brought into the market. The G. sanctum of Linnreus, and the G. arboreum of De Candolle,
are particularly specified. The former, however, is said by Woodville not
to be sufficiently characterized as a distinct species from the G. ojficinale.
Fee states that the wood of the G. sanctum is paler, and less heavy and hard
than the officinal.
Guaiacum wood is imported from Hayti and other "'\Vest India islands, in
the shape of logs or billets, covered with a thick gray bark, which presents'
on its inner surface, and upon its edges when broken, numerous shining
crystalline points. These are supposed by M. Guibourt to be benzoic
acid, by others a resinous exudation from the vessels of the plant. The
billets are used by the turners for the fabrication of various instruments and
utensils, for which the wood is well adapted by its extreme hardness and
density. It is k~pt by the druggists ~nd apothecaries only in the state of
shavings or raspmgs, which they obtam from the turners. It is commonly
called lignum vit:e, a name which obviously originated from tbe supposition
that the wood was possessed of extraordinary remedial powers.
Properties. The colour of the sap-wood is yellow, that of the older and
ce~tral layers greenish-brown, that of the shavings a mixture of the two.
It 1s said that when the wood is brought into a state of minute division, its
colour is rendered green by exposure to the air (Richard), and bluish-green
by the action of .nitric acid fumes; and th e latter change may be considered
as ~ test of its genuineness. (Duncan.) An easier test is a solution of cor~
ros1ve sublimate, which, adde_d to the shavings, and sli ght ly heated, developes a bluish-green colour m tbe genuine wood. (Chem. Gaz., No. 80,
Feb., 184fi.) Guaiacum wood is almost without smell unfess rubbed or
he~ted, when it becomes odorous. When burnt it emits an agreeable odou r.
It 1s bitterish and slightly pungent; but requires to be chewed for some time
before the taste is developed. It contains, according to Trommsdorff, 2fi
per cent. of resin, and 0·8 of a bitter pungent extractive, upon both of
which, probably, though chiefly on the former, its medical virtues depend.
(See Guaiaci Resina.) It yields its virtues but partially to water. One
pound of the wood afforded to Geiger two ounces of extract. In this extract~· Thierry discovered a Yolatilizable acid, which he supposed to be
peculiar, and named guaiacic acid (acfr~e gayacique). He obtained it by
treating the extract with ether, evaporating the ethereal tincture, and carefully subliming tbe residue. The acid condenses in small, brilliant needles.
1f the heat be pushed too far, an oil is also produced which colours the
crystals. H e procured the same acid from the guaiac of tbe shops. (See
Journ. de Pharm ., xxvii. 38 1.) According to Jahn, however, this substance is nothing more than benzoic acid, rendered impure by obstinately
adhering volatile oil and resin. (Pharm . Central Bia/I, 1843, p. 309.)
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.Medical Properties and Uses. Guaiacum wood ranks among the stimu-

lant diaphoretics. It is said to have been introduced to the notice of Euro·
pcan practitioners by the natives of Hispaniola, soon after the discove ry of
America. It was used in Europe so early as 1508, and attained great
celebrity as a remedy for lues venerea, in which it was Jong considered a
specific. More extended experience, howev~r, has proved it to be wholl y
inadequate to the cure of that disease~ and Jt is now employed simply to
palliate the secondary symptoms, to assist the operation of other and more
efficient remedies, or to obviate th.e unpleasant effects sometimes resulting
from a mercurial course in syphilitic cases. It is thought to be useful also
in chronic rheumatism and gout, scrofulous affections, certain cutaneous
eruptions, ozrena, and other protracted diseases dependent on a depraved or
vitiated condition of the system. I t is always exhibited in decoction, and
generally in combination with other mediciues, as in the compound decoction of sarsaparilla. As but a small proportion of the guaiac which it contains is soluble in water, the probability is that its virtues have been greatly
overrated; and that the good which has in many instances followed its employment resulted rather from the more acli\•e medicines with which it was
associated, or from the attendant regimen, than from the wood itself. 'l'he
simple decoction may be prepared by boiling an ounce in a pint and a half
of water down to a pint, the whole of which may be administered in divided
doses during the twenty-four hours. An aqueous extract of guaiacum wood
is directed by the Frenc~ Codex.
Off. Prep. Aqua Calc1s Compos ita, Dub.; Decoctum Guaiaci Compositum, .Dub., Ed.; Decoctum Sarsaparillre Comp., U.S., Lond., Ed., .Dub.;
Syrupus Sarsaparillre Comp., U.S.
W.

GUAIACI RESINA. U. S, Lond.
Guaiac.
0
u The concrete juice ofGuaiacum officinale." U.S.
Guaiacum officinalc. Resina!' Lond.
OjJ: Syn. GUA!ACUM. Resin obtained by heat from the wood of
Guaiacum oilic inale. Ed.; GUAIACUM OFFJC !NALE. Resina. Dub.
RCsinc de gayac, 1"1 ; Guajakharz, Germ.; Rcsina de guajaoo, Ital.; Resina <le guayaco•

Spa"

For a description of the Guaiacum officinale, see GUAIACI LIGNUM.
Guaiac is the concrete juice of this tree, obtained either by spontaneous
exudation, or by incisions made into the trunk. It is a lso procured by saw.
ing the wood into billets about thrf'e feet long, boring them longitudinally
with an auger, then placing one end of the billet on the fire, and receiving
in a calabash the melted guaiac, which flows out through the hole at the
opposite extremity. Another mode occasionally practised, is to boil the
wood in the state of chips or saw-dust, in a solution of common salt, and
skim off the matter which rises to the surface. Guaiac is brought to this
market from the 'Vest Indies. It is usually in large irregular pieces of
various size, in which small fragments of bark, sand, and other earthy
impurities are mixed with the genuine guaiac, so as to give to the mass a
diversified appearance. Sometimes we find it in small roundish portions
separate or agglutinated together, and evidently the result of exudation;
sometimes in homogeneous masses, prepared by melting and straining the
32
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d.rug in its im~ure state. It is probable that ~he guaiac, ?btained fr.om the
billets of wood m the manner abore described, 1s also of um form consistence.
Properties. The pieces are of a deep greenish-brown or dark-olive colour
on their external surface, and internally wherever the air has bern able to
penetrate. The predominant hue of those parts not exposed to the air is
reddish-brmvn or hyacinthine, diversified, however, with ~hades of various
colours. The odour is feeble but fragrant, and is rendered stronger by heat.
The taste, which is at first scarcely percep1ible, becomes acrid after a short
period, and a permanent sense of heat and pungency is left in the mouth
and fauces. Guaiac is brinle, and when broken presents a shining glasslike surface, conchoidal or splintery, wjth the smaller fragments more or
less translucent. It is readily pulverized; and the powde~, which is at first
of a light-gray colour, becomes green on exposure to the light. Its specific
gravity varies from 1 ·2 to 1 ·23. It softens in the mouth, and melts with a
moderate heat. It is commonly, though erroneously, called gum guafrtc,
as it does not essentially contain gum . Ac~ording to the analysis of Mr.
Brande, it consists of 91 per cent. of a peculiar substance analogous to the
resins, and 9 per cent. of extractive. Buchner found 79·8 parts of pure
resin, and 20· l of bark consisting of 16'5 of lignin, 1 ·5 of gum, and 2· l of
extractive ; but he must have operated on the unstrained guaiac. The acid
discovered by M. Thierry in guaiac is asserted by Jahn to be benzoic acid.
"\iVater dissolves a small proportion of guaiac, not exceeding 9 parts in 100,
forming an infusion of a greenish-brown colour and sweetish taste, which,
upon evaporation, yields a brown substance soluble in hot water and alcohol,
but scarcely so in ether. Alcohol takes up the whole with the exception
of impurities. The tincture is of a deep-brown colour, is decomposed by
water,and affords blue, green, and brown precipitates \Vi th the minrral acids.
Guaiac is soluble al.so in ether, in alkaline solutions, and in sulphuric acid.
The solution in sulphuric acid is of a rich claret colour, deposits, when diluted
with water, a lilac precipitate, and, when heated, evolves charcoal. Nitric
acid converts it into oxalic acid. Exposed to air and light it absorbs oxygen
and becomes green, and the change of colour takes place rapidly in the sunshine. Either in substance or tincture, it imparts a blue colour to gluten and
substances containing it, to mucilage of gum Arabic, to milk, and to various
freshly cut roots, as the potato, carrot, and horseradish. The tincture is
usually coloured bl~e by spirit of nitric ether, and a similar change of colour
takes place when 1t is treated successively by dilute hydrocyanic acid, and
solution of sulphate of copper.
Guaiacin is a name which has been given to the pure resinoid princi~
ple of guaiac: It is insoluble in water, but is dissolved readily by alcohol,
and l~ss read1.ly by ether. It has the acid property of combining with the
alkali~s, formmg soluble.compounds, which am decomposed by the miner~l .ac1ds and by several salts. Hence it has been called guaiacic acid. It
d1~er_s from most ~f t~e resin_s in b~ing convert~d by nitric acid into oxalic
acid instead of art1fic1al tannrn. It is also peculiar in the chanaes of colour
which it undergoes under the influence of various reaaents,
and~ which have
0
been already mentioned. By nitric acid and chlorine it is made to assume
successively a green, blue, and brown colour. These changes are ascribed
by Mr. Brande to ~he absorption of oxygen, which forms variously coloured
corr:ipounds ~ccord1~g to the qua~ti~y absor~ed .. According to Jahn, the
resin of guamc consists of three d1stmct bodies, viz: 1, a soft resin soluble
in ether and a~monia, and constituting 18·7 per cent. of the guaiac; 2,
another.soft resm, soluble in ether, but with difficulty dissolved by ammonia,
amountrng to 58·3 per cent., and 3, a hard resin insoluble in ether, but
soluble in ammonia in the quantity of 11 ·3 per cent. The same chemist
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found in guaiac traces or benzoic ~cid, and 11 ·7 per cent. of impurities.
(.IJ.rch. der Plwrm., xxxiii. 269; from Pharn~. Cent . Blatt, 1843, p. 317.)
It will be inferred from what has been said, that the mineral acids are
incompatible with the solutions of guaiac.
This drug is sometimes adulterated with the resin of the pine. The fraud
may be detected by the terebinthinate odour exhaled \yhen th_e sophis_ti.cated
g uaiac is thrown upon burnin'g coals, as well as by its partial solubd1ty in

hot oil of turpentine.

This liquid dissolves resi n, but l_eaves i_:iure guaiac

untouched. Amber is said to be anOLher adulteration. Nnric acid affords an
excellent test of guaiac. If paper moistened with the tincture be exposed to
the fumes of this acid, it speedily becomes blue.
Jlfedical Properties and Uses. Guaiac is stimulant and a~terative, producing, when swallowed, a sense of warmth in the stomach, wILh dryness of
the mouth and thirst, and promoting various secreti ons. If given to a patient
when covered warm in bed, especially if accompanied wi th opium and
ipecacuanha or the antimonials,and assisted by warm drinks, it often excites
profuse perspiration; and hence has been usually ranked among the diaphoretics. lf the patient be kept cool during its administration, it is sometimes
directed to the kidneys, the action of which it promotes. In large doses it
purges ; and it is thought by some practitioners to be possessed of emmenagogue powers. The complaint in which it has been found most beneficial is
rh eumatism. In the declining stages of the acute form of this disease, afte r
due dep letion, it is very often g iven in combination with opium, ipecacuanha,
nitre, and the antimonials ; and in the chronic form is frequently useful without accompaniment. It is also advantageously prescribed in gouty affections,
and is occasionally used in secondary syphilis, scrofulous diseases, and cutaneous eruptions, lhough the guaiacum wood is more frequently resorted to in
these latter comp laints. It was much relied upon by the late Dr. Dewees in
the cure of amenorrhcea and dysmenorrhcea.
The medicine is given in substance or tincture. The dose of the powder
is from ten to thirty grains, which may be exhibited in pill or bolus, or in
the shape of arr emulsion formed with gum Arabic, sugar, and water. An
objection to the form of powder is that it quickly aggregates. Guaiac is
sometimes administered in combination with alkalies, with which it readily
unites. Several of the European Pharmacopreias direct a soap of guaiac,

P~!:~!h~v:~~l~~i~esf~~~v~f:~~~~~~~t!~. b;oi~r~;ir:~Llf, ·~~i ~Nd~~~ ~~~~z~
gradually, with continued agitatiop, so Jong as it continues to be dissoh-ed,
and finally filtering, and evaporating to the pilula:r consistence. Of this preparation one scruple may be taken daily in divided doses .
Off. Prep. Mistura Guaiaci, Lond., Ed.; Pilulre Hydrargyri Chlorid i
Compositre, Lond., Ed., D ub.; Pulvis AIOes Co.mp., Land., Dub.; Tinctura Guaiaci, U.S., Lond.,Ed.,Dub.; Tjnctura Guaiaci Ammoniata, U.S.,
Lond., Ed., Dub.
W.

H.iEMATOXYLON. U.S., Ed.

Logivood.
The wood of Hrematoxylon Campechianum." U.S., Ed.
Off. Syn . HiEMATOX YLUM. Hrematoxylon campechianum. Lignum.
Lond.; HlEMATOXYLUM CAMPECH IANUM. Lignum. Du/J.
11

&is de CampCche, F r.; Blulholz, Kampcschenholz 1 Germ.; Lcgno <li CamJlcggio, Ital.;
P a !o de Cam pech e, Spa11.

H.EMATOXYLON. Sex. Syst. Decandria:\1onogynia.- Nat. Orel. Fabacere
or L eguminosre.
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Hmmatoxylon.

Gen. Ch. Calyx five-parted. Petals five. Capsule lanceolate, one-celled,
two-valved, with the valves boat-form. Tf'illd.
llannatoxylon Campechianum. ,Y.. illd . Sp. Plant. ii. 547; Woodv. Jlletl.
Bot. p. 455. t. IG3. This is a tree of middle size, usually not more than
twenty-four feet high, though under favourable circumstances, it sometimes
auains an elevation of forty or fifly feet. The trunk, .which seldor:n exceeds
twenty inches in diameter, is often very croo~ed, and 1s covered with a dark
rough bark. The branches are also crooked, with numerous smaller rami fications, which are beset with sharp spines. The sap-wood is yellowish,
but the interior layers are of a dt>cp red colour. The leaves are alternate,
abruptly pinnate, and composed of three or four pairs of sessile, nearly obcordate, obliquely nerved leaflets. The flowers, which are in axillary spikes
or racemes near the ends of the branches, have a brownish-purple calyx, and
lemon-yellow petals. They exhale an agreeable odour, said to resemble that
of the jonquil.
The tree is a native of Campeachy, the shores of Honduras Bay, and
other parts of tropical America; and has been introduced into Jamaica,
where it has become naturalized. The wood, which is the part used in
medicine, is a valuable article of commerce, and largely employed in dyeing.
It comes to us in logs, deprived of the sapwood, and having a blackishbrown colour externally. For medical use it is cut into chips, or rasped
into coarse powder, and in these states is kept in the shops.
Properties. Logwood is hard, compact, heavy, of a deep-red colour, becoming dark by exposure, of a slight peculiar odour, and a sweet, somewhat
astringent taste. It imparts its colour to water and to alcohol. The infusion
made with cold water, though red, is less so than that with boiling water.
lt affords precipitates with sulphuric, nitric, muriatic, and acetic acids, with
alum, sulphate of copper, acetate of lead, and su lphate of iron, striking a
bluish-black colour with the last-mentioned salt. (Thomson's Dispensalory.)
Precipitates arc also produced with it by lime-water and gelatin . Among
the coustituC'nts of logwood, according to Chevreul, are a volatile oil, an
oleaginous or resinous matter, a brown substance the solution of which is
precipitated by gelatin (tannin), another brown substance soluble in alcohol
but insoluble in water or ether, an azotized substance resembling gluten,
free acetic acid, various saline matters, and a peculiar principle, called hemaloxylin or hem.atin, on which the colouring properties of the wood depend.
This is obtai_ned by digesting the aqueous extract in alcohol, evaporating the
tincture till 1t hr-comes thick, then adding a little water, and submitting the
liquid to a new but gemle evaporation. Upon allowincr it to rest, hematoxylin
ls deposited in the state of crystals, which may be pui:;.ified by washing with
alcohol and drying. Thus procured, the crystals are shinin(T, of a yellowish
ros~ col~u_r, bitterish, ac~id, and slightly astring:ent to the ta;tc, readily soluble rn boiling water, form mg an orange-red solution which becomes yellow on
cooling, and soluble also in alcohol and ether. According to Erdman, who
?btained hematoxy Jin by the process of Chevreul,substituting ether foralcohol 1
1ts crystals, when qulte pure, are yellow without a tinge of redness; its taste
is s_weet IJI~e that of liquo_rice, without either bitterness or astringency; and
of itself It is not a colourrng substance, but affords beautiful red, blue, and
p_urple colou~s, by the joint action of an alkaline base and the oxygen of the
air. It consists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen . (Journ. de Cltim. el de
Pharm., 3e sir., ii. 203.) lt is sometimes found in distinct crystals in the
crevices of the wood.
. ~fe~lical Prop~rties and Uses. Logwood is a mild astringent, devoid of
1mtatmg propert ies, and well adapted to the treatment of that relaxed condition of bowels which is apt to succeed cholera infamum. It is much used in
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the United States in that disease, and is occasionally employed with advantage in ordinary chronic diarrhrea, and !n chronic ~ysentery. It may be
given in decoction or extract, both of which are officmal.
Off. Prep. Decoctum Hrematoxyli, U.S., Ed.; Extractum Hrematoxyli,

U.S., Lone/., Ed., Dub.

W.

HEDEOMA. U.S.
Pennyroyal.
"Hedeoma pulegioides." U.S.
This herb, first attached to the genus Melissa, and afterwards to Cunila,
is at present universally considered by botanists as belonging to the Hec/eoma of Persoon . lt has been very erroneously confounded by some with
Jlenllut Pulegiimi, or European pennyroyal.
1-lEDEOMA. Sex. Syst. Diandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Lamiacere or
Labiatre.
Gen. Ch. Calyx bilabiate, gibbous at the base, upper lip three toothed,
lower two; demures all subulate. Corolla ringent. Sta11iens two, steri le;
the two fertile stamens about the length of the corolla. Nuttall.

wX~~e~J1.ap,~~~f.if~1e~2. BTthi~' ~le~~ ~~j~~i~o~~5~~~~:l~~~!t,ugg~o~~s~
to fifteen inches high, with a small, branching, fibrous, yellowish root, and
a pubescent stem, which sends off numerous slender erect branches. The
leaves are opposite, oblong lanceolate or oval, nearly acute, attenuated at
the base, remotely serrate, rough or pubescent, and prominently veined on
the under surface. The flowers are very small, of a pale blue colour, supported on short peduncles, and arranged in axillary whorls, along the whole
length of the branches.
The plant is common in all parts of the United States, preferring dry
grounds and pastures, and, where it is abundant, scenting the air for a considerable distance with its grateful odour.
Both in the recent and dried state it has a pleasant aromatic smell, and
a warm, pungent, mint-like taste. It readily imparts its virtues to boiling
wat~r . The volatile oil upon which they depend may be separated by
dist1llation, and employed instead of the herb itself.
1l1edical Properties and Uses. Pennyroyal is a gently stimulant aromatic, and may be given in flatulent colic and sick stomach, or to qualify
the action of other medicines. Like most of the aromatic herbs, it possesses the property, wh_en administered in warm infusion, of promoting
perspiration, and of exciting the menstrual flux when the system is predisposed to the eff'ort. Hence it is much used as an emmenagogue in
popular practice, and frequently with success. A large draught of the
warm tea is given at bed-tim e, in recent cases of suppression of the menses,
the feet having been previously bathed in warm water.
Off. Prep. Oleum Hedeomre, U: S.
W.

HELLEBORUS. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Black Hellebore.
"The root of Helleborus niger." U.S., Eel. "Helleborus offi.cinalis.
Radix." Land.
Off. Syn. HELLEBORUS NlGER. Radix. Dub. .
EllCboro noire, Fr.; Schwarze Niesswurzcl, Gcrm.i Ellcboi-o netorltal.; Helcboro
negro,Span,
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Sex. Syst. Polyandria Polygynia.- Nat. Ord. Ranun-

cuktce::e.
Gen. Cit. Calyx none. Petals five or more. Nectaries bilabiate, tubular.
Capsules many-seeded, nearly erect. Willd.
Helleborusn·iger. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii . 1336; Woodv. flied. Bot. p. 473.
t. 160. The root or rhizoma of the black hellebore is perennial, knolled,
blackish on the outside, white within, and sends off numerous long, simple,
depending fibres, which are brownish-yellow when fresh, but become dark
brown upon dryino-, The leaves are pedate, of a deep green colour, and
stand on long foot~talks which spring immediately from the root . Each
Jeaf is composed of five or more leaflets, one terminal, and two, three, or
four on each side supported on a single partial petiole. The leaflets are
ovate lanceolate, smooth, shining, coriaceous, and serrated in their upper
porlion. The flower-stem, which a lso rises from the root, is six or eight
inches high , round, tape~ing, reddish towards. the ~asc , and bears one. or
two large, pendent, rosc-hke flowers, accompanied w~lh floral leaves, wh ich
supp ly the place of the calyx. The petals, five rn number, are large,
roundish, concave, spreading, and of a white or raI~ rose colour, with occasionally a greenish tinge. There are two varieties of the plant- Helleborus niger lmmilifolius, and Jlelleborus n.iger altifolius- in the former
of which the leaves are shorter than the flower stem, in the latter longer.
This plant is a native of the mountainous regions of southern and temperate Europe. It is found in Greece, Austria, Italy, Switzerland, France,
and Spain. lt is cultivated in gardens for the beaut,r of its flowers, which
expand in the midd le of winter, and have, from this ci rcumstance, gi\'Cn
rise to the name of Christmas rose, by which the black hellebore is sometimes called.
Till the publication of Tournefort's travels in the Levant, this species of
hellebore was regarded as identical with that so well known, under the same
title, to the ancient Greeks and Romans. But in the island of Anticyra,
and various parts of continental Greece, in which it appears from the testimony of ancient writers that the hellebore abounded, this traveller discovered
a species entirely dist inct from those before described, and particu larly from
the JI. niger. He called it 11. orientalis, and reasonably inferred that it
was the true hellebore of the ancients; and botan ists at present generally
coincide in this opinion. But as the H. niger is also found in some parts
of Greece, it is not impossible that the two species were indiscriminately
employed. It is, indeed, highly probable that they possess similar properties; and a third- /:1. viridis- which grows in the west of Europe, is
said to be frequently substituted for the JJ. niger, which it close ly re-

~d~1;!:~· I~. i~r1:::a~~: ;~~!! k~~~:i:;~saln~::e~f 1}~hoffi~r~~1~:. C~}~:er!~!

of various other plants not belonging to the same genus are said to be frcThey may usually be readily
d1stmgu 1shed by attending to the characters of the genuine root.*

q~e~uly ~ubst ituted fo r t.he black hellebore.
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The medicine of which we are treating is sometimes called melampodium,
in honour of Melampus, an anciefit shepherd or physician, who is said to
have cured the daughters of King Prretus by giving diem the milk of goats
which had been fed on hellebore.
Properties. Though the whole root is kept in the shops, the fibres are
the portion usually recommended. They are about as thick as a straw,
when not broken from four inches to a foot in length, smooth, brittle, externally black or deep brown, internally white or yellowi8h-white, with little
smell, and a binerish, nauseous, acrid taste. In their recent state they are
extremely acrimonious, producing on the tongue a burning and benumbing
impression, like that which results from taking hot liquids into the mouth.
This ::i.crimony is diminished by drying, and still further impaired by age.
:VJM. Fcneullc and Capron obtained from black hellebore a volatile oil, an
acrid fixed oil, a resinous substance, wax, a volatile acid, bitter extractive,
g um , albumen, gallatc of potassa, superga llate of lime, a salt of ammonia,
and woody fibre. VVater and alcohol extract its virtues, which are impaired
by long boiling.
JJ.Iedical Properties and Uses. Black hellebore is a drastic hydragogue
cathartic, possessed also of cmmenagogue powers, which by some are
ascribed to a specific tendency to the uterus, by others are supposed to
depend solely on the purgative property. In overdoses it produces inflam~
mation of the gastric anti intestinal mucous membrane, with violent vomit~
ing, hypercatharsis, vertigo, cramp, and convulsions, which some times end
in death. The fresh root applied to the skin produces inflammation and
even vesication. The medicine was very hi g hly esteemed by the ancients,
who employed it in man ia, melancholy, amenorrhrua, dropsy, epilepsy,
various cutaneous affections, and verminose diseases . By the earlier modern
physicians it was also much used. Bacher's pills, celebrated for the cure of
dropsy, consisted chiefly of black hellebore. It is at present little employed,
except as an emmenagogue, in which capacity it is very highly esteemed by
some practitioners. Dr. Mead considered it superior to all other medicines
belonging to this class. It may be given in substance, extract, decoction,
or tincture. The dose of the powdered root is from ten to twenty grains as
a drastic purge, two or three grains as an altcrative. The decoction is prepare d by boiling two drachms in a pint of water, of which a fluidounce may
be given every four hours till it operates. The extract and tincture are officinal.
Off. Prep. Extractum Hellebori, U.S., nub.; Tinctura Hellebori, U.S.,

Land., Dub.

W.

HEP ATICA. U.S. Secondary.
Liverwort.
11

The leaves of H epatica Americana." U. 8.
Sex. Syst. Polyandria Polygynia.- Nat. Ord. Ranuncu-

l-hPATICA.

lacere.

Gen. Ch. Calyx three-leaved. Petals six to nine. Seeds naked. Nuttall.
llepatica .llmericana. De Cand.; Eaton, Manual of Botany, p. 241.it is whitish, with a somewhat darker pith, whfoh, when cut transversely, shows lighter
oonvcr1:,.;ngray;" Somclimc-s it is porous. Ithasamedu!Jary orflcshy,notaligneous
eon::i'<tcnee. The fibres, when dried, arc wTinkled, very brillle, sometimes grayi~h in·
tcmally, horny, with a white point in the centre. The odour of the dried root is feeble,
somewhat like that of seneka, but more nauseous, especially when the root ii:' rubbed
with water. T he ta.'lte is at first sweetish, then nauscous\y acrid and biting, but not
\·ery durable, and slightly bitterish.'' Hand. ii. s. 11 81.
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JI. triloba. Willd. Erium .; Figured in Rafine~que's JIJed. Flor. i. 238. Botanists generally adm.it.hut one species of H epatica,the H. triloba, ~nd consider
as accidental the d1flerence of structure and co lour observable m the plant.
Pursh speaks of two varieties, one with the lobes of the leaf o~al and acute,
the other with the lobes rounded and obtuse. These are considered as distinct species by De Candolle, and the latter is the one which has been
adopted by the Pharmacopceia, and is popularly employed as a medicine in
this co~ntry, under the name of liverwort. Both h~ve a perennial fibrous
root, with three-lobed leaves, cordate at th eir base, conaceous, nearly smooth,
glaucous and purplish benea.th, and sup,rorted upon hairy footstalks from
four to eight inches long, which spring directly from the roo_t. The s~apes
or flower-stems are several in number, of the same length wllh the petioles,
round, hairy, and terminating in a sin gle white, bluish, or purplish flower.
The calyx is at a liulc distance below the corolla, and is considered by some
an involucre, while the corolla takes the name of the calyx. In the 11. acutiloba the leaves arc cordate, with from three to five emire, acute lobes; and
the leaflets of the calyx are acute. In the H . .flmericana the leaves are
cordate-reniform, with three entire, roundish, obtuse lobes; and the leaflets
of the calyx are obtuse. Both are indigenous, growing in woods UJ?On the
sides of hills and mountains; the former, according to Eaton, preferrmg the
northern, the !:mer the southern exposure. The leaves resist the cold of the
winter, and the flowers make their appearance early in spring. •rhe whole
plant is used.
It is without smell, and has a mucilaginous, somewhat astringent, slightly
bitterish taste. \Yater extracts all its active properties .
.llledical Properties and Uses. Liverwort is a very mild, demulcent tonic
and astringent, supposed by some to possess diuretic and deobstruent virtues.
It was formerly used to some extent in Europe in various complaints, especially in chronic hepatic affections; but has fallen into entire neglect. In
this counlry, some years since, it attracted much attention as a remedy in
hremoptysis and chronic coughs, and acquired for a time great popular confidence. Its credit, however, has declined. It may be used in infusion and
taken ad libitum. The term liverwort properly belongs to the cryptogamous
W.
genus Jl1archant-ia.

HERACLEUM. U.S. Secondary.
JJ.fasterivort.
"The root of Heracleum lanatum." U.S.
HER~CLEUi'\l.
Sex. Syst. Pentandf.la Digynia.- Nat. Ord. Apiacere or
Umbell1ferre.
Gen. Ch. Fruit elliptical, e~arginate , compressed, striated. margined.
Corolla difform, inflexed, emargmate. lnvoluc1'e caducous. Willet.
H eracleum lanatwn. Michaux, Flor. Boreal . ./Jm. i. 160. This is one
of our largest indigenous umbelliferous plants. The root is perennial, sending up annually a hollow pubescent stem. from three to five feet high, and
oft~n more than an inch in thickness. The leaves are ternate, downy on
theu under surface, and supported on downy footstalks; the leaflets petiolate,
roundish cordate, and lobed. The flowers are white, in large umbels, and
fo llowed by orbicular seeds.
Like the European species this is sometimes calted cow-parsnep. It grows
in mead?ws and along fences or hedges, from Canada to Pennsylvania, and
flowers m June.
The root, which is the officinal part, bears some resemblance to that of
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common parsley. It has a strong disagreeable odour, and a very acrid
taste . Both the leaves and root excite redness and inflammation when ap·
plied to the skin. Dr. Bigelow considers the plant poisonous, and advises
caution in its use, especially when it is gathered from a damp situation .
.Medical P1'operties, l~C. Masterwort appears to be somewhat stimulant
and carminative, and was used successfully by Dr. Orne, of Salem, Massa·
chusetts, in cases of epilepsy, attended with flatulence and gastric disorder.
He directed two or three drachms of the pulveri:ted root to be taken daily,
for a long time, and a strong infusion of the leaves to be drunk at bed-time.
W.
( Tlwc/ier's Dispensatory.)

I-IEUCIIERA. U.S. Secondary.

Al11m-root.
The root of H euchera Americana." U.S.
I-h:uc11ERA. Sex. Sys!. Pentandria Digynia.-Nal. Ord. Saxifragacere.
Gen. Cli. Calyx five-cleft. Petals five, small. Capsulebi-rostrate, bi-Jocular, many-seeded. Nuttall.
Ileuchcra .llmericana. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1328; Barton, Jlfed. Bot. ii.
15\J.-If. cortusa. Michaux, Flor. Boreal. Jim. i. 111.-H.viscida. Pursh,
Flor . .Rm. Sept . p. 187. 'l'he alum-root or .llmerican sanicle is a perennial, herbaceous plant, the leaves of which are all radical, petiolate, cordate,
with rounded lobes, furnished witl1 obtuse mucronate teeth. There is no
proper stem; but numerous scapes or flower-stems are sent up by the same
root, from one to three feet in height, very hairy in their upper part1.and
term inn.Ling in long, loose, pyramidal, dichotomous panicles. The calyx is
small, with obtuse segments ; the petals lanceolate, rose-coloured, and of the
same length with the calyx; the filaments much longer, ye1lowish, and surmounted by small, red, globose anthers. The whole plant is covered with
·
a viscid pubescence.
It is found in shady, rocky situations, from New England to Carolina,
and flowers in June and July. The root is the medicinal portion. It is
horizontal, somewhat compressed, knotty, irregular, yellowish, and of a
•
strongly styptic taste.
Aiedical Properties. Al nm-root is powerfnlly astringent, and may be employed in sim ilar cases with other medicines belonging to the same class.
lt has hitb erto, however, been little used. "'\\Te arc informed in Dr. Barton's
''Collections," that it is applied by the Indi ans to wounds and obstinate
ulcers, and that it is the basis of a powder which, when the author wrote,
,V,
enjoyed some reputation as a cure for cancer.
11

I-IIRUDO. Lond.
The Leech.
O.f!. Syn . H!RUDO MEDIClNAL!S. JJub'.

Snngsue, .Pr.: Blutegcl, Germ.; ~lignattn, Ital.: SaU!-,'lllJllCia, Spau

I-IiRuoo. Class 1,Annclides. Order3,Abranchiat;;c, Family2,Asetigerm.
Ouvier.
The leech belongs to that class of invertebrated articulated animals called
Jlnnelicles. This class contains the worms with red blood, having soft
retractile bodies composed of numerous segments or rings, breathing gene·
rally by means of branchire, with a nervous system consisting in a double
knotted cord, destitute of feet, and supplying their place by the contractile
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power of their segments or rings. Th~ third order of this c1ass- .8branchiat~-comprehends those worms which have no apparent external organ
of respiration. This order is again divided into two families, to the second
of which- the .9setigerf£, or those not having setre to enable them to craw!
- the leech belongs.
It is a~ aquatic worm with a flatte ned body, !apering towards each end,
and termmating in circular flattened disks, the hinder one being the larger of
the two. It swims with a vertical undu lating motion, and moves when out
of the water by means of these disks or suckers, faste n ing itself first by one
and then by the other, and alternately stretching out and cont racting its body.
The mouth is placed in the centre of the anterior disk, and is furnished wilh
three cartilaginous lens·shaped jaws at the entrance of the a limenlary canal.
These jaws are lined at their edges wilh fine sharp teeth, and meet so as to
make a triangular incision in the flesh. The head is furnished with small
raised points, supposed by some to be eyes. Respiration is carried on
through small apertures ranged_ along the inferior s urface. Th~ nervous
system consists of a cord extend mg the whole length, furnished wtth nume·
rous ganglions. The intestinal canal is straight and terminates in the anus,
near the posterior disk. Although hermaphrodite, leeches m?tually im~rt>g·
nate each other. They are oviparous, and the eggs, varying from six to
fifteen, are contained in a sort of spongy, slimy coccoon, from half an inch
to an inch in diameter. These are depos ited near the edge of the water,
and hatched by the heat of the sun. The leech is torpid during the winter,
and casts off from time to time a thick slimy coating from its skin. fl can
live a considerable time in sphagnous moss, or in moistened earth, and is
freque ntly transported in this manner to great distances by the dealers.
Savigny has divided the genus Hirudo of Linnreus inlo several genera.
The true leech is the Sanguisuga of this author, and is characterized by its
three lenticular jaws, each armed with two rows of teeth, and by having
ten ocular points. Several species are used for medicinal purposes, of
which the most common are the gray and the green leech of Europe, botb.
of which are varieties of the Hirudo medicinulis of Linnreus i and the
Hirudo decora of this country.
J. Hinulo medicinalis, Linn. Ed. Gmel. I. 3095.- Sanguisuga offici·

::~~~i~:,:~~n§;~~~,RJJ~/:: 1~;.' ~·. 51{4,1;. r.J. !f{.ee!J.Ji:e~:~-;;i~;~f.u~~~fi;

of the best zoologists regard the Sanguisuga ojjlcinalis and S. 1nedicinalis
of Savigny a~ mere v~rieties. They are both marked \~ilh six longitudinal
dorsal ~errugmous stnpes, the four lateral ones bei~g interrupted o_r tesse·
lated wtth black spots. The colour of t he back vanes from a blackish to a.
grayish-green . The belly in th_e first variety is of a yellowish-green colour,
!r~e from spots, and bordered with longitudinal black stripes. I n the seco~d
it is of a green colour, borderi?d and maculated with black . This leech varies
from two to three or four inches in length. It inhabils marshes and running
streams, and is found abundantly throughout Europe.
Th~ great use made of leeches in the modern practice of medicine has
occasrnn~d them to become a considerable article of commerce. They are
collected m Spain, ~ranee, ltaly,and Germany,and carried in large numbers
to Londo~ _and P":ns. They are also freq~:ntJy brought to this country ; as
the pract1uoners m some of Ot.~r large c1t1es use only the foreign Jet:cb ,
~!~::-~h our own waters furnish an inexhaustible supply of this useful

2. -!firudo decora. Sa~, Mrrjor Long's 8_econcl Expedition, ii. 208. The
medicmal leech of Amenca ha~ been descnbed by SaY. under the name of

liirudo clecora, in the Appendix to the Second Expe<lltion of Major Long.
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Its back is of a deep pistachio green colour, with threC' lono-itudinal
rows of
0
square spots. These spots are placed on every fiflh ring, and are twentytwo in number. The lateral rows of spots are black, and the middle range
of n light brownish-orange colour. The belly is of the same colour, variously and irregularly spotted with black. 'l'he American leec h sometimes
attains the length of four or five inches, although its usual le ngth is from two
to three. It does not make so large and deep an incision as the Europenn
Jeec h,and draws less blood.
Th e indigenous leech is much used in the city of Phil~ddphi~. The
practitioners of New York and Boston depend chiefly for their rnpplies upon
foreign countries. Those which are used in Phi ladelphia are generally
brought from Bucks and Berks county in Pennsylvania, and occasionally
from other parts of the State.
The proper preservation of leeches is an object of importance to the practition er, .as t~ ey are liable to great and sudden mortalily. They are usual~y
kept in Jars rn clear, soft water, which should be changed twice a week in
winter, and every other day in summer. T he jar must be covered with a
linen cloth, and placed in a situation not liable to sudden changes of temperature. They will liven long time and continue active and healthy, without
any other attention than that of frequent ly changing the water in which they
are kept. M. Dt•rheims has proposed the following excellent method of preserving them. In the bollom of a large basin or trough of m.arble he places
a bed, six or seven inches dee-p, of a mixture of moss, turf, and fragments of
wood. He strews pebbles above, so as to retain them in their place without
compressing them too much , or preventing the water from freely penetrating
them. At one end of the trough and about midway of its height, is placed
a thin slab of marble or earthenwa re, pierced with numerous holes, and
covered with a bed of moss which is compressed by a thick layer of pebbles. The reservoir being thus disposed is half-filled with water, so that
the moss and pebbles on the shelf shall be kept conslantly moist. The
basin is protected from the light by a linen CO\'er stretched over it. By
this arrangement the natural habits of the leech are not counteracted. One
of these habits, essential to its heahh, is that of drawing itself through the
moss and roots to clear its body from the slimy coat \Yhich forms on its skin,
and is a principal cause of its disease and death. Mr. James Banes recom~
mends that, when kept in jars, they should be cleansed by means of a whisk
of very fine broom or willow, when the water is changed.*
JJ:ledical Uses.- Leeches afford the least painfu l, and in many instances
the most effectual mea ns for the local abstraction of blood . They are often
applicable to parts which, either from their situation or th ei r great tenderness when inflamed, do not admit of the use of cups; and in the cases of
infants, are under all circumstances preferable to that instrument. They
are indeed a powerful therapeutic agent, and give to the physician in many
instances, a control over disease which he could obtain in no other way.
The-ir use is in great measure restricted to the treatrnrnt of local inflammations; and, as a general rule, they should not be resorted lo until the fo rce of
the circulation has bee n diminished by bleeding from the arm, or in the natu ral progress of lhe complaint.
• .l\l. Soubciran considers it important that they should be kept in running water, and
has figured an apparatus for this purpo.;:e in the second edition of liis Treatise on Pharmacy. Thcadditionofasolutionofchlorinet0thewatcr,in the proportion of one or
two drops to the pint, or of a little muriatic or sulphuric acid to neutralize the ammonia
which forms, has sometimes been found apreservativcagainstdiseasC'S t0 which leeches
a.re liable. (Jo1m1. de Pharm., 3e sEr., x. 186, from Repert.fv.r die Pliarm., xiii. 36 7.)
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In applying leeches to th e skin, care should be taken to shave off the
hair, if there be any, and to have the part well clea nsed with soap and water,
and aflerwards with pure water. If the leech does not bite readily, the skin
should be moistened with a little blood, or milk and water. Sometimes the
leech is put into a large quill open a t both e.nds, and applied with the head
to the skin until it fastens itself, when the quill is withdrawn . If it be desirable that the leech shall bite in a particular spot, this end may be attained
by cutting a small hole in a piece of blolling paper, and then applying this
moistened to the skin, so that the hole shall be immediately over the spot
from which the blood is to be taken. Leeches continue to draw blood
until they are gorged, when they drop off: The quantity of blood which
they draw varies according to the part to which they are applied, and the
degree of inflammation existing in it. In the loose and vascu lar textures
they will abstract more than in those which are firm and compact, and more
from an inflamed than a healthy part. As a general rule our leechers apply
six for every fluidounce of blood. A single Eu ropean leech will draw from
half an ounce to an ounce. The quantity may often be much increased by
bathing the wound with warm water. Leechl:'s will continue to suck after
their tails are cut off, which is sometimes done, although it is a barbarous
practice. It is said that they \.viii draw better if put into cold beer, and
allowed to remain until they become very lively. rrhey may be separated
from the skin at any time by sprinkling a li ttle salt upon them. After they
drop off, the same application will make them disgorge the blood they have
swa ll owed. Some leechcrs draw t he leeches from the tail to the head
through their fingers, and thus squeeze out the blood, after which all that is
necessary is to put th~m in clean water, and change it frequently.* Leeches
which are gorged with bl~od should be kept in a vessel by themseh•es, as
they are more subject to disease, and often occasion a great mortality among
the others. They shou ld not be again used until they have recovered their
activity. In cases where the bleeding from leech-bites continues longer
than is desirable it may be stopped by continued pressure, with the application. of lint, or by touching the wounds with lunar caustic.t It may
sometimes be necessary in the case of a deep bite, to sew th e wound, which
is readily done with a single stitch of the needle, that need not penetrate
deeper than the cutis.
D. B. S.

HORDEUM. U.S., Land., Ed.
Barley.
"The decorticated seeds of Hordeum distichon." D.S., Ed. u Hordeum
distichon. Semina inlegumentis 1mdata." Lond.

Off. Syn. I-IORDEUM DISTICHON. Semina decorticata. Dub.
Orge, l<'r.; Gcrstengraupcn1 Germ.; Orzo, Ital.; Ccbada, Span.

HoRDEUi\t. Sex. Syst. •rriandria Digynia.-Nat. Ord. Graminacere .
Gen. Cit. Calyx lateral, two-valved, one flowered, three-fold. Tflilld.
Several species of Hordeurn are cultivated in different parts of the world.
The most common are the 11. vulgm·e, and If. distichon, both of which
have been introduced into the United States.
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I. Hord•um vulgare. Willd. Sp.Plant. i. 472; Loudon's Encyc. of
• Plants, p. 73. The culm or stalk of c_ommon barley is from two to four

feet in height, fistular, and furnished with alternate, sheathing, lanceolate,
roughish, and pointed leaves. The flowers are all perfect, and arranged in
a close terminal spike, the axis of which is dentate, and on each tooth supports three sessile flowers. The calyx or outer chaff has two valves. The
corolla or inner chaff is also composed of two valves, of which the exterior
is larger than the othe r, and terminates in a long, rough, serrated awn or

beard. The seeds are arranged in four rows.
2. H. dislichon. Willd. Sp.Plant. i. 473; London's Encyc. of Plants,
p. 73. This species is distinguished by its flat spike or ear, which on each
flat side has a double row of imperfect or male florets wilhout beards, and
on each edge, a single row of bearded perfect or hermaphrodite florets.
The seeds therefore are in two rows, as indicated by the specific name of
the plant.
The original country of the cul.ti\'ated barley is unl~nown . The plant
has been found growing wild in Sicily, and vanous parts of the interior of
Asiai but it may have been introduced into these places. H. vulgare is
said by Pursh to grow in some parts of the United States, apparently in
a wild state. The seeds are used in various forms.
I. In their natural state they are oval, oblong, pointed at one end, obtuse
at the other, marked with a longiLUdinal furrow, of a yellowish colour exte rnally, white within, having a faint odour when in mass, and a mil<l sweetish
taste. They contain, according to Proust, in 100 parts, 32 of stare~, 3 of
gluten, 5 of sugar, 4 of gum, I of ye-llow resin, and 55 of hordein, a prmciple
closely analogous to Jignin. Berzelius suggests that hordein may be an
intimate mixture of vegetable fibre with gluten and starch, which are very
difficultly separable as they exist in this grain. Einhoff found in 100 parts
67· 18 of starc h, 5·21 of uncrysta llizable sugar, 4·62 of gum, 3·52 of glu te n,
1·1 5 of albumen, 0·24 of phosphate of lime, and 7·29 of vegetable fibre i
lhe remainder being water and loss.
2. 111alt consists of the seeds made to ge rmin ate by warmth and moisture,
and then baked so as to deprive them of vitality. By this process the sugar,
starch, and gum are increased at the expense of the hordein, as show n by
the analysis of Proust, who found in 100 parts of malt, 56 of starch, I of
gluten, 15 of sugar, 15 of gum, I of yellow resin, and only 12 of hordein.
Berzelius attributes the diminution of the hord ein to the separation, during
germination, of the gluten or starch from the fibrous matter with which he
supposes them to be associated in that substance. It is in th e form of malt
that barley is so largely consumed in the manufacture of malt liquors.
An interesting substance, called diastase, was discovered by MM. Payen
and Persoz in the seeds of barley, oats, and whrat, and in the potato. It is
found, however, only after these have und ergone germi nation, of which process it appears to be a product. Germinated barley seldom contains it in
larger proportion than two parts in a thousand . lt is obtained by bruising
freshly g~nninated barley, adding about half its wei~ht or water, expressing
strongly, treating the viscid liquid thus obtained with sufficient alcohol to
destroy its viscidity, then separat ing the coagulnted albumen, and adding a
fresh portion of alcohol, which precipitates the diastase in an impure state.
To render it pure, it must be redissolved as often as three times in water,
and precipitated by alcohol. It is solid, white, tasteless, soluble in water
and weak alcohol, but insoluble in the latter fluid in a concentrated state.
Though without action upon gum and sugar, it has the extraordinary property, when mixed, in the proportion of only one part to 2000, with starch
33
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suspended in water, and maintained at a temperature of about 160°, convening that principle into dextrine and the sugar of grapes. The whole of
the starch undergot"s this change, with the exception of the teguments of the
granules, amounting to about 4 parts in 1000.
3. Hulled barley is mere ly the grai n deprived of its husk, which, according to Einhoff, amounts to 18·75 parts in the hun dred.
4. Barleynieal is form~d by g rinding the seeds, previously deprived of
their husk. It has a grayish-white colour, and contains, according to Fourcroy and. Vauquelin, an oleaginous substanc.e, s~gar, starch, azotized matter,
acetic acid , phosphate of lime and magnesia , silica, and iron. It may be
made into a coarse, heavy, hard bread, which in some countries is much
used for food .
5. Pearl barle11- liordeum perlatum- is the seed deprived of all its in·
vestments, and afterwards rounded and polished in a mill. It is in small
round or oval grains, having the remains of the longitudinal furrow of the
seeds, and of a pearly whiteness. It is wholly destitute of hordein, and
abounds in starch, with some gluten, sugar, and gum. This is the proper
officinal form of barley, and is kept in the shops almost to the exclusion of
the others .
.Medical Properties. Barley is one of the mi ldest and least irritating of
farinaceous substances; and, though not medically used in its solid state,
forms by decoction with water a drink admirably adapted to febrile and in·
:ftammatory complaints, and much employed from the times of Hippocrates
and Galen to the present. Pearl barley is the form usually preferred for the
preparation of the decoction, though the hulled gra in is sometimes used, and
malt affords a liquor more demulcent and nutritious, and therefo re better
adapted to cases of disease which require a supporting treatment. (See
.Decoctum Hordei.) The decoclion of malt may be prepared by boiling
from lwo to four ounces in a quarl of water and straining the liquor. When
hops are added, the decoction takes the name of wort, and acquires tonic
properties, which render it useful in debilitated conditions of the s.ystem,
especially those which atlend the suppurative process.
OJl Prep. Decoctum Hordei, U.S., Lond., Dub.; Decoctum Hordei
Compositum, Lond., E'd., JJub.
,V ,

HUMULUS. U. S.

Hops.
"The strobiles of Humulus Lupulus." U.S.
Off. Syn. LUPULUS. Humulus Lupu lus. Strobili exsiccali. Lond.;
LUPULUS. Catkin of Humulus Lupulus. Ed.; HUMULUS LUPU·
LUS. Strobili siccat i. .Dub.
Jluublon, .Fr.i Hopf~n. Genn.; L11ppolo, Ital. ; Lupulo, Homhrecillo, Span

Hui11U1,us. Se:i:. Sys1. Direcia Pentandria. -Nctt. Ord. Unicacere.
Gen. Ch. MALE. Ca~yxfive-leaved. Corolla none. FEMALE. Calyx one·
leafed, obliquely spreadmg, entire. Corolla none. Styles two. Seed one,
within a leafy calyx. Willd.
Humulus Lupu/us. Willd. Sp.Plant . iv. 769; Bigelow, .Om . .Med.Bot.
iii. 16:.l. The root .of the l1op is ~erenn.ial, and sends up numerous annual
ang~lar, ~ougl.1 , fte~1ble stems, ~vh1ch twm.e around neighbouring objects in
a spiral d1.recllon, from left to right, and chmb to a great height. The leaves
are opposite and stand upon long footstalks. . The smaller are sometimes
cordatc; the larger ha \'e three or five lobes; all are serrate, of a deep green
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colour on the upper surface, and, together with the petioles, cxtreme-ly rough,
with minute prickles. At the base of the footstalks are two or fonr smooLh,
ovate, reflexed sl ipules. The flowe rs are numerous, axillary, and furnished
with. bractes. The male flowers are yellowish-white, and arranged in panicles; the female, which grow on a separate plant, are pale green, and disposed in solitary, peduncled aments, composed of membranous scales, ovate,
acute, and tubular at the base. Each scale bears near its base, on its inner
surface, two flowers, consisting of a roundish compressed germ, and two
styles, with long fi liform stigmas. The aments are con~erted into ovat_e
membranous cones or strobiles, the scales of which contain each at their
base two small seeds, surrounded by a yellow, granular, resinous powder.
The hop is a native of North America and Europe. It is occasionally
found growing wild in the Eastern States, and, according to Mr. Nuttall, is
abundant on the banks of the Mississippi and Missouri. In New England
it is extensively cultivated, and most of the hops consumed in the United
States are supplied by that district of country. The part of the plant used,
as well in the preparation of malt liquors as in medicine, is the fruit or strobiles. These when fully ripe are picked from the plant, dried by artificial
heat, packed in bales, and sent into the market under the name of hops.
Th.ey consist of numerous thin, translucent, veined, leaf-like scales, which
are ofa pale greenish-yellow colour, and contain near the base two small,
round, black. seeds. Thou~h brittle when quite d~y, they are pu l veriz~d
with great difficulty. Their odour is strong, peculiar, somewhat narcotic,
and fragrant; their taste very biller, aromatic,an<l sl ightly astringent. Their
aroma, bitterness, and astringency are imparted to water by decoction; but
the first-mentioned property is dissipated by long boiling. The most active
part of hops is a substance secreted by the scales, and in the dried fruit
existing upon their surface in the form of a powder, composed of very small
granules. This substance was called lupulin by the late Dr. A. W. Ives,
of New York, by whom its properties were first investigated and made
generally known; though it appears to have been previously noticed by Sir
J. E. Smith, of England, and M. Planche, of France. It ente rs into the
oflicinal catalogue of the United States Pharmacopceia. The scales themselves, however, are not destitute of.virtues, ~nd contain, as shown by MM.
Payen and Chevallier, the same active principles as the powder upon their
surface, though in smaller proportion.
LuruLJNA. Lupulin. fJ. S. This is obtained separate by rubbing or
thresbing and sifting the strobiles, of which it constitutes from one·sixth to
one-temh by weight. It is in the state of a yellowish powder, mixed with
minute particles of the scales, from which it cannot be entirely freed when
procured by a mechanical process. It has the peculiar fla\'our of hops, and
appeared to MM. Lebaillif and Ras pail, when examined by the microscope,
to consist of globules filled with a yellow matter, resembling in this respect
the pollen of vegetables. It is inflammable, and when moderately heated
becomes somewhat adhesive. MM. ChevalliC'r and Payen obtained from
200 parts, 105 of resin, and 25 of a peculiar bitter principle, besides volatile
oil, gum, traces of fixed oil, a small quantity of an azotized substance, and
various salts. Dr. Ives found in 120 grains, 5 of tannin, 10 of extractive,
1 1 of bitter principle, 12 of wax, 36 of resin, ~nd 46 ~f lignin. The virtues
of the powder probably reside in the volatile 011 and bitter principle, and are
readily imparted to alcohol. By boiling. in water the bitterness is extracted,
but the aroma is partially driven .off. The volatile oil, which may be obtained by distillation with water, 1s yellowish, of the odour of hops, of an
acrid taste, and lighter than water. lt is said to have narcotic properties.
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The bitter principle, which is called lupulite or lupuline, may be procured
by treat_ing with alcohol the aque?us extract of lupulin p_reviously mi~ed
with a little lime, evaporatin~ the tmcture thus formed, t.reat1ng the resulung
extract with water, evaporating the solution, and washmg the residue with
ether. In a state of purity it is yellowish or orange-yellow, inodorous at
common temperatures, but of the smell of hops when heated, of the peculiar
bitter taste of hops, slightly soluble in water which takes up five per cent. of
·its weight, readily soluble in alcohol, almost insolu~le in ether, neither aci_d
nor alkaline in its reaction, and without nitrogen in hs composition. It 1s
scarcely affected by the weak acids or alkaline solutions, or by the metallic
salts. It is probably the tonic principle of the medicine.
JUnlical Properties and Uses. Hops are tonic and moderately narcotic,
and have been highly recommended in diseases of general or local debility,
associated with morbid vigilance, or other nervous derangement. They have
some tendency to produce sleep and reliev~ pain, and may be used for these
purposes in cases where opiates, from their tendency to constipate, or other
cause, are inadmissible. Diuretic properties have also been ascribed to them,
but are by no means very obvious. The complaints in which they have
been found most useful nre dyspepsia, and the nervous tremors, 'vakefulness,
and delirium of drunkards. Dr. Matan found the extract advantageous in
allaying the pain of articular rheumatism.
The medicine may be gi,•en in substance, infusion, tincture, or e.xtract.
From three to twenty grains are mentioned as a dose of the powder; but
the quantity is too small to produce any decided effect; and this mode of
administration is in fact scarcely ever resorted to. An infusion prepared
from ha lf an ounce of hops and a pint of boiling water, may be given in the
dose of two fluidounces three or four times a day. The extract and tincture
areofficinal. (See Extractum llumuli Lupuli and Tinctum Humttli.) A
pillow of hops has been found useful in allaying restlessness and producing
sleep, in cases of nervous derangement. They should be moistened with
some spirituous liquor, previously to being placed under the head of the
patient, in order to prevent their rustling noise. Fomentations with hops,
and cataplasms made by mixing them with some emollient adhesive substance, are often beneficial in local pains and tumefactions. An ointment
of the powder with lard is recommended by Mr. Freake as an application
to cancerous sores, the pain of which it has relieved when other means have
failed.
All the effects of t~e preparations of hops may be obtained with greater
certainty and convenience by the use of lupulin. The dose of this in substance is from six to twelve grains, given in th e form of pills, which may be
made by simply rubbing the powdn in a warm mortar till it acquires the
consistence.of a ductile mass, and then moulding it into the proper shape.
A tincture 1s directed by the Uuited States Pharmacopreia. (See Tinctura
Lupulin:.e.) Lupulin may be incorporated with poultices, or formed into an
ointment with lard, and used externally for the same purposes as the hops
themselves.
Off. Prep . Exrractum Humuli Lupu Ji, IJub., Lond., Ed.; Infusum Hu~uli, U.S., Lond.; Tinctura Humuli, U.8., Dub. , Lond.; TincturaLupuhnre, U.S., Ed.
W.
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HYDRARGYRUM. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Mercury.
Quicksi!Ycr; :!\lcrcuriui;, Lat.; Mercme, Vif argent1 Fr. ; Quccksilber, Germ.; .Mercurio, Ital.; Az6;!ue,Spa11.and Port.

This melal is found pure, combined with su lphur, united with silver, and
in tbe form of protochloride (native calomel); but _of all its combinations,
the most abundant is the bisulphuret, or native cinnabar. Its most important mines are found at Almaden in Spain, at ldria in Carniola, in the
Duchy of Deux-ponts, at Durasno in Mexico, near Azogue in New Granada,
and near Huancavelica in Peru. It also occurs in the Philippine Islands
and Ch ina. The most ancient and productive mine is that of Almaden.
Extraction . Nearly all the mercury consumed in medicine and the arts
is obtained from the bisulphuret, or native cinnabar. It is extracted by two
principal processes. According to one process, the mineral is picked, pounded, and mixed with lime. The mixture is then introduced into cast iron
retorts, which are placed in rows, one above the other, in an oblong furnace, and connected wi th earthenware receivers, one-third full of water.
Heat being applied, the lime combines with the sulphur, so as to form sulphuret of calcium and su lphate of lime; while the mercury distils over, and
is condensed in the receivers. The other process is practist>d at Almaden
in Spain. Here a square furnace is employed, the floor of which is pierced
with many holes, for the passage of the flame from the fireplace underneath.
At the upper and lateral part of the furnace, holes are made, which communicate with several rows of alwlels, which terminatt! in a small chamber
that serves both as condenser and receiver. The mineral, ha~ing been
picked by hand and pulverized, is kneaded with clay and form ed mto small
masses, which are placed on the floor of the furnace. The heat being applied, the sulphur undergoes combustion, while the mercury, being volatilized, passes through Lhe aJudels to be condensed in the chamber. This process economizes fuel, but is wasteful of the mercury.
Commercial History. Mercury is imported into th is country generally in
cylind rical wrought-iron bottles, cnlled flasks, each containing 7()~ pounds,
and comes principally from the Atlantic rorts of Spain, particularly Cadiz.
A portion also is received from the Austrian port of Trieste, from which it
ge nerally comes tied up in whole skins of white leather, formi ng bags, each
containi n g~ I pounds, and four of which are usually packed together with
straw in a rougb fiallt>ned keg. In both Spain and Austria, the produce of
the quicksilver mines is a govt>rnment monopoly. In Spain all the metal
is .broug~t from the mines to Seville. whence, after payin.g an e xpor~ duty,
it JS earned by small vessels down the ri,·er Guadalqu1ver lo Cadiz and
Gibrailar, which are the chief places of its depot for foreign commerce.
Th e quantity imp.orted into the United States varies in differe t~t yenrs. The
g rea te r part received is exported again, principally to !\[ex1co, Chili, and
China. lts chief consumption is in the extraction of silver and goltl from
their ores, and in the preparation of vermilion . In the United States, it

~skl~~~:~:ncdd f~orr ;~~~~Fn~\~~~~:cl~~=r~~c~~~~~t~:~,:~~~~=~ri1:fr'i~~;i~f~
home consumption has increased, in consequence of its employment in the
mining operalions of lhe gold region of th e Southern States.
Properties . i\lercury is a vrry brilliant liquid, of a sil ver-white colour,
and without tnste or smell. \Vhen perfeclly pure it undergoes no alteration
by the action of air or water, but in its ordinary state suffers a slight tarni sh. When heated to near the boiling point, it gradually combines with
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PART I.

oxyge1~, a~d becom~s

converted into d~uto~ide; but at the temeerature of
ebulliuon ll parts wnh the oxygen which 1t had absorbed, ~nd 1s reduced
again to .the. metallic .state. Its sp. gr. is. Ja·5, and its equivalent number
20~. L1qu1d at ordrnary temperatures, It freezes at 39° below zero, and
boils at (j56°. When frozen it forms a malleable solid resembling lead. It
is a good conductor of caloric, and its specific heat is small . It is not altackt•d
by mu_riatic a?id, nor by c?ld sulphu~ic acid; but boiling ~ulphuric acid, or
cold nmic acid dissolves 1t, generaung a sulphate or nitrate of the deutoxide, with the extrication, in the former case, of sulphurous acid, in the
lauer, of nitric oxide becoming nitrous acid red fumes. lts combinations
are numerous, and several of them constitute important medicines. It
forms two oxides, two sulph~rets, two chlorides, three iodides, a.nd one
cyanuret, all of which, excepting the protosulphurPt and sesquiod1de 1 are
officina\, and will be noticed elsewhere under separate heads. Both 1he
o~ides are capable of uniting with acids so as to form salts, of whi.ch the
nitrate, sulphate, bisulphate, and acetate of the deutoxide are officmal, or
enter into offi.cinal combinations.
Mercury, as it occurs in comme rce, is gene~ally sufficiently pure for
pharmaceutical purposes. Occasionally it contams foreign metals, such as
lead, bismuth, and tin. Mr. Brande informs us that, in examining large
quantities of this metal in the London market, he found it only in one instance intentionally adulterated. When impure, .the metal has a dull appearance, easily tarnishes, is d<:>ficient in due fluidity and mobility,as shown
by its not forming perfect globules, is not totally dissipated by heat, and,
when shaken in a glass bottle, coats its sides with a pe/licle, or, if very
impure, deposits a black powder. lf agitated with strong sulphuric acid,
the adulterating metals brcome oxidized, and in this manner the mercury
may in part be purified. Lead is detected by shaking the suspectf'd metal
with equal parts of acetic acid and water. and then testing the acid by sulphate of soda, or iodide of potassium. The former will produce a white,
the latter a yellow precipitate, if lead be present. Bismuth is discovered
by dropping a nitric solution of the mercury, prepared without heat, into
distilled water, when the subnitrate of bismuth will precipitate. The solubility of the metal in nitric acid shows that tin is not present; and if sulphuretted hydrogen does not act upon mur~atic acid previously boiled upon
the ffit'tal, the absence ~f the usual contammating metals is shown:
Mercury may be punfied, according to Berzeli_us, by digesting it with a
small portion of nitric acid, or with a solution of b1chloride of mercury (corrosive sublimate); whereby all the ordinary contaminating metals will be
removed. M. Ule.'< recommends its purification by triturating, for ten minutes, a pound of the meltd with an ounce of the solution of sesquichloride oC
iron (sp. gr . 1·48), diluted with an equal measure of water. The mercury
is thus divided to a \"Cry great extent, and the contaminatinO' metals are
separated as chlorides; the sesquichloride of iron being, in tl~e meantime,
reduced to protochloride. After decanting the iron solution, and washing
with water, lhe mercury is dried by a gentle heat, and subjected to trituration, when the greater 1~ortion of it runs together. Mercury, however,
i~ usually purifit:::.d by dist11lation; and the Dublin College has given direcllons for conducting the process .
.Medical Properties . Mercury, in its uncombined state, is deemed inert;
but in a state of combination, it Ucts as a peculiar and universal stimulant.
When exh ibited in a state of minute division, as it exists in several preparations, it produces its p_ecu\iar effects; but this doe.s not prove that the
uncombined metal is active, but only that the condit10n of minute division
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tions exhibit certain general medical properties and effects, which belong
to the whole as a class; while each individual preparation is characterized
by some peculiarity in its operation. Our business, in the present place, is
to consider generally the physiological action of mercury, and the principles
by which its administration should be regulated; while its effects, as modified in its different combinations, will be more properly noticed under the
head of each preparation individually.
Of the modus operandi of mercury we know nothing, except that it
probably acts through the medium of the circulation, and that it possesses
a peculiar alterative power over the vital functions, which enables it in
many cases to subve rt diseased actions by substi tuting its own in their stead.
This alterative power is someti mes exerted, without being attended with
any ot he r vital phenomenon than the removal of the disease; while at other
times it is attended with certain obvious effects, indicative of the agency of
a potent stimu lus. 1n the latter case, its operation is marked by a quickened circulation, by a frequ~nt, jerking pulse, by an increased activity imparted to all the secretory functions, particularly those of the salivary glands
and the liver, by an exaltat ion of nervous sensibility, and, in short, by a
general excitation of the organic actions of the syste m.
\Vh en mercury acts insensibly as an a.Iterative, there is not the least
apparent disturbance of the circulation; but when it operates decidedly and
obviously, it is very prone to let the brunt of its action fall upon the salivary
glands, causing, in many instances, an immoderate flow of saliva, and cons1ituting lhe condition denoi:ninated ptyalism or sal ivation. Under these
circumstances, to the alteratJve effects of the mineral are added those of
depletion and revulsion. In the saliva, discharged as a consequence of its
action, mercury has been detected by chemical tests. (Jourri. de Phann.,
xxiii. 625.) Occasionally its depletory action is exhibited in an increased
secretion of urin e, or an im.moderate flow of the bile; and, where ptyalism
cannot be induced, and either of these secretions becomes considerably
augmented, the circumstance may be held as t•qually conclusive of the constitutional impression of the mercury, as if the mouth had been affecle<l.
M ercury has been found in the urine of those under the influ ence of corrosive sublimate, by M . Audouard. (.flrn . Journ. of Med. Sci., vii. 235.)
It has, indeed, been detected in most of the solids and fluids of the body.
l\lercury has been used in almost all diseases, but too often empi rically,
and without the g uidance of any recognised therapeutic principle. Nevertheless, its efficacy in certain classes of diseases is universally acknowledged.
In functional derangement of the digestive organs, mercurials in minute
doses often exert a salutary operation, subverting the morbid action, and that
too by their insensible alterative effect, without affecting the mouth. fn these
cases no decided diswrbance of the vital functions takes place; but the alviM discharges, if clay~coloured, are generally restored to their natural hu e,
a certain proof that the remedy is stim ulating the liver, and promoting the
secretion of the bite. Ind eed, there is no fact better established in medicine,
than that of the influence of the mercurial preparations over the hepatic
system; and, whether the liver be tarp.id aod obstructed as in jaundice, or
pouring out a redundancy of morb.id bile as in mel::cna, its judicious use
seems equally efficacious in unload mg the viscus, and restoring its secretion
to a healthy state. In the acute and chronic hepatitis of India it is considered almost a specific; but here its use must be ge nera lly preceded by bleeding,
and carried to the extent of exciting ptyalism. In chronic inflammation of
the mucous and se rous membranes, the a.Iterative effects of mercury are
sometimes atlended with much benefit. In many of these cases effusion
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has taken place; and under these circumstances the mercury often proves
useful, by promoting the absorption of the effused fluid, as well as by removing the chronic inflammation on which the effusion depends. Hence
it is that this metal is often given with advantage in chronic forms of me~ingitis, bronchitis, pleuritis, pneun~onia, dysentery, rheumatism, &c., and
m hydrocephalus, hydrothorax, asc1tes, and general dropsy .
Mercury may also be advantageously resorted to in certain states of febrile disease. In some forms of the remittent fever of our own country, a
particular stage of its course is marked by a dry tongue, torpor of the
bowels, scanty urine, and an arid state of the surface. Here depletion by
the lancet or leeches is often inadmissible, and the measure most to be relied
on is the judi~ious empl~yment of mercury . It acts_in s~ch cases by incrt>asing the secretions and stimulating the exhalent capillanes, and, perhaps, by
producing a new impression, incompatible with the disease.
In syphilitic affections, mercury, until of late years, has been held to be an
indispensable specific. Of its mode of action in these affection~ we know
nothing, except that it operates by substituting its own peculiar impression
for that of th e disease. \Vithout entering upon the question of the necessity or non-necessity Qf mercury in vcnert>al complaints, as out of place in
this work, we are free to admit that the discussion which has grown out of
it has shown that this remedy has sometimes been unnecessarily resorted
to in aff€ctions resembling syphilis, though of a differe~t character; and
that the disease in question ought to be treated less emp1rically, and more
on the general principles of combating morbid action occurring in other
parts. Mercury also appears to exert a peculiar conlrol over the morbid
effects of lead; and hence in colica piclOnum, it is accounted by some
writers to act almost as a specific.
For inducing the specific effects of mercury on the constitution, blue pi!\
or calomel is generally resorted to. In order to produce what we have
called the insensible alterative effects of the metal, a grain or two of blue
pill may be given in the twenty·follr hours, or from a sixth to a fourth of
a grain of calomel; or if a gentle ptyalism be our objec1 1 from three to five
grains of the former, or a grain of the latter, two or three times a day.
Where the bowl•ls are peculiarly irritable, it is often necessary to introdLJce
the metal by means of frictions with mercurial ointment; and, where a
speedy effect is desired, the internal and external use of the remedy may
be simultaneously resorted to.
The first observable effects of mercury in inducing ptyalism are a coppery
taste in the mouth, a slight sorent>ss of the gums, and an unpleasant sensation in the sockets of the teeth, when the jaws are firmly closed. Shortly
aflerwards the gums begin to swell, a line of whitish matter is seen along
their edges, and the breath is infected with a peculiar and very disa{Jr~eable
smell, called the mcrcu.rial fctor. The saliva at the same time b~gms to
flow; and, if the affect10n proceeds, the gums, tongue, throat, and face are
much swollen; ulcerations attack the lining membrane of the mouth and
fa~ces; t.h.e jaws become ex~essively painful; the longue is coated with a
thick wh1t1sh fur; and the saliva flows rn streams from the mouth. It occa·
sionally happens that the affecti~n thus induced in the mouth proceeds to a
dangerous extent, inducing extensive ulceratio~, gangrene, and even hemorrhage. The best remed ies are the various astringent antl detcrgenl gargles,
used weak at first, as the parts are extremely tender. In cases attended
~vith swelling and protrusion of the tongue, the wash is best applied by
injection, by means of a large syringe. \ Ve have found lead.water among
the best local applications in lhese cases; and dilute solutions of chlorinated
soda or of ch lorinated lime, while they correct the fetor, will be found to
exert a curative influence on the ulcerated surfaces.
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While the system is under the action of mercury, the blood is more
watery, less charged with albumen, fibrin, and red g lobules, and loaded with
a fetid fatty matter. (Dr. 8. T'17righl , quoted by l:_hristison.) When drawn
from a vein, it exhibits the same appearance as 1n inflammation.
In the foregoing observations we have described the ordinary effects of
mercury i but occasionally, in peculiar constitutions, its operation is quite
different, being productive of a dangerous disturbance of the vita l functions.
Th e late Mr. Pearson has given a detailed account of this occasional peculiarity in the operation of mercury, in his work on the venereal disease. The
symptoms which characterize it are a sma ll frequent pulse, anxiety about
the prrecordia, pale and contracted countenance, great nervous agitation,
and alarming general debility. Their appearance is the signal for discontinuing the mercuryi as a further perseverance with it might be atlended
with fatal consequences. Mercury is also productive of a peculiar eruption
of the skin, which will be found described by systematic writers under the
various names of hydrargyria, eczema mercuriale, and lepra mercurialis.
Those who work in mercury, and are therefore exposed to its vapours,
such as water-gilders, looking-glass silverers, and quicksilver miners, are
injured seriously in their heallh, and not unfrequently affected with shaking
palsy, a ttended with vertigo and other cerebral disorders.
Mercury is sometimes given in the metallic state, in the quantity of a
pound or two in obstructions of the bowels, to act by its weight: but the
practice is of doubtful advantage.
Mercury in solution is detected with great delicacy by the use of
Smithson's battery, which consists of a plate of tin, lined with a plate of
gold in the form of a spi ral. When immersed in a mercurial solution,
this galvanic combination causes the precipitation of the mercury on
the gold, which consequently contracts a white stain. In order to be sure
that the stain is caused by mercury, the metal is volatilized in a small tube,
so as to obtain a characteristic globule. MM. Danger and Flandin have
improved on Smi ll1 son ' s process. (See C!tem. Gaz., No. 61, p. 191.)
P!tarmaceutical Preparations. The following is a tabular view of all the
offici nal preparations of this metal. Mercury is officinal : 4

1.

JN THE METALLIC STATE.

Hydrargyrum, U. 8., Lond., Ed., lJub.
Hydrargyrum Purificatum, Dub.
Emplastrum Hydrargyri, U. 8., Lond., Ed.
Emplastrum Ammoniaci cum Hydrargyro,Lond.,Dub.; Emplastrum Ammoniaci et Hydrargyri, Ed.
Hydrargyrum cum Cretii, U. 8., Lond., Ed., lJub.
Hydrargyrum cum Magnesia, Dub.
Pilulre Hydrargyri, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Anglice,)Uue
Pill.
Unguentum Hydrargyri, U. 8., Ed., Dub.; Unguentum Hydrargyri Forti us, Land.; Anglic~ Afercurial ointment.
Unguentum H ydrar~yri Miti~s, Land., IJub.
Ceratum Hydrargyn Ca:mpos1tum, Land.
Linimentum Hydrargyn Compositum, Land.

IL

PROTOXID IZED.

soluti01~ ofpolassaon calome/.)
Hydrargyri Oxidum N1grum, U.S.; Hydrargyri Oxydum
Nigrum, Dub.
(By the action of lime-water on calomel.)
Hydrargyri Oxydum, Lond.

(By the action of
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(BfJ.;~:a~;~~('~{y~:a! <~~b~~'j, Dllb .; AnglicC, Red precipitate
per se;

Calcined mercury.

(B~;~~a~~:~~J{id~t~ih~~;~?n, U.S., Eel.; Hydl".lrgyri ~forico-

Oxydum, Lond.; Hydrargyri Oxydum Nuricum, Dub.;
Anglicc, Red precipitat~..
.
Unguentum HJ'.drargyn Ox1d1 Ruhn, D. S.; Unguenlu~
Hydrargyn Nitnco-Oxydi, Lond.; Unguentum Oxid1
Hydrargyri, Ed.; Unguentum Hydrargyri Oxydi Nitrici, Dub.
(Obtained by precipitation.)
Hydrargyri Binoxydum, Land.

IV.

Suu•nun.i::rTED.

Hydrargyri Sulphuretum Nigrurn, U.S., DYb.; Hydrargyri
Sulphuretum cum Sulphure, Lond.; Anglice, Etldops
mineml.
Hydrargyri Sulphuretum Rubrum, U.S., Dub.; Hydrargyri
BisulphureLUm, Lond.; Cinnabaris, Ed.; Anglice, Cinnabar.
V. As A PROTOCHLORlDE,.
(Obtained by sublimation.)
Hydrargyri Chloridum Mite, U. S.; Hydrargyri Chloridum,
Lond.; Calomelas, Ed.; Calomelas Sublimalum, Dub.;
Anglice, Calomel.
Pilulro Calomelanos Composiu:e, Ed., Dub.; Pilulm Hydrargyri Chloridi Compositre, Lond.
Piluke Calomelanos et Opii, Ed.
Pilulre Catharticre Compositre, U.S.
Pilulre Hydrargyri Chloridi Mitis, U.S.
(Obtained by precipitation.)
Calomelas prrecipitatum, Dub.
VI. As A DICHLORIDE.
Hydrargyri Chloridum Corrosivum, U.S.; Hydrargyri Bichloridum,Lrmd.; Sublimatus Corros1vus,Ed.; Hydrargyri
Murias Corrosivum, Dub.; Anglice, Corrosil:e sublimate.
Liquor Hydrargyri Bichloridi, Lone/.
Hydrargyr_um Ammoniatum, U. S.j Hydrargyri AmmonioC..:hlondum, Lond.; Hydrargyri Precipitatmn Album,
Ed.; Hydnirgyri Submurias Ammoniatum,.Dub.; An·
glicl!, Tf'!tile precipitate.
Unguentum Hydrargyr! Ammoniati, U. 8 .; Ungucntum
Hyd~argyri Ammon10-Chloridi, Lund.; Unguentum
Prec1pitaLi Albi, Ed.; Ungucnturn Hydrargyri ubmu·
riatis Ammoniati, Dub.
VIL COMJHNED WITH IOD I SE.
Hydrargyri Iodidum, U. S., Lond.
Pilulre Hydrargyri Iodidi, Lond.
Unguent.um Hydrargyri Iodidi, Lond.
Hydrargyn Jodidum Rubrum, U.S.; Ilydrargyri Biniodidum,
Land., Ed.
Unguentum Hydrargyri Biniodidi, Lorul.
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COMBINED WlTll CVAl\"OGEN.

Hydrargyri Cyanuretum, U.S., Dub.; Hydrargyri Bicyan i-

dum, Lone/.

IX.

0xJD1ZED AND COMBINED WITH ACIDS.

Hydrargyri Acetas, Dub.
Hydrargyri Persulphas, Dub.
Hydrargyri Sulphas Flavus, U.S.; Hydrargyri Oxydum Sulphuncum, Dub.; Anghce, 1'w7Jeth mineral.
Unguentum Hydrargyri Nitratis, U.S., Lond.; Unguentum
Citrinum, Ed.; Unguentum Hydrargyri Nitratis, vel
Unguentum Citrinum, Bub.; Anglic~ . Citrine ointment.
B.

HYOSCYAMI FOLIA. U.S., Land.
Henbane Leaves.
11
The leaves of
Folia." Lond.

Hyo~cyamus

niger." U.S.

"Hyoscyamus niger.

os?~f\\1.'u:Ji~8ifl.~~~~n~Z~ves of Hyoscyamus niger. Ed.; HY-

HYOSCYAMI SEMEN. U.S.
Henbane Seed.
The seeds of Hyoscyamus niger." U.S.
OjJ: Syn. HYOSCYAMl SEMINA. Hyoscyamus niger.
Lond.
0

Semina.

Jusquiame noire, F1·.; Schwarzes Bilscnkraut, Germ.; Giusquiamo nero, Ital.; Be!eno,
Span.
H\'OSCY Ainus. Sex. Syst. PenlandriaMonogynia. ~ Nat. Ord. Solanacere.
Gen . Cit. Coro//afunnel-form,obluse. Stamensinclrned. Capsulescovered
wilh a lid, lwo--celled. l'Villd.
H.'-Joscyamus niger. Willd. Sp. Plant. i . 1010; Woodv. Med. Bot. p.
20-l. t. 76; Bigelow, .llm. ilfed. Bot. i. 161. Henbane is usually a bien·
nial plant, wilh a long, tapering, whitish, fleshy, somewhat branching root,
bearing considerable resemblance to that of parsley, for which it has been
eaten by mistake. The stem is erect, round, branching, from one to three
feet in height, and thickly furni shed with leaves. These are large, oblong,
ovate, deeply sinuated, wilh pointed segments, undulated, soft to rhe touch,
and at their base embrace the stem. The upper leaves are generally
entire. Both the stem and lea ves are hairy, visci~, and of a sea·green
colour. 'l'he flowers form long, one·sided leafy sp ikes, which terminate
the branches, and hang downwards. They are composed of a calyx with
fiv e pointed divisions, a funnel-shaped corolla, with five unequal, obtuse
segments at the border, five stamens inserted into the tube of the corolla,
and a pistil with a blunt, round stigma. Their colour is an obscure yellow,
beautifully variegated with purple veins. The fruit is a globular two-celled
capsu le, covered with a lid, invested with the persistent calyx, and contain ing numerous small seeds, which are discharged by the horizontal separation of th e lid. The whole plant has a rank offensive smell.
The H.11iger seems to be susceptible of considerable diversity of character, giving rise to varieties which have by some been considered as distinct species. Thus the plant is sometimes annual, the stem simple, the
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Jeavf>s more deeply incised and less hairy than in the common variety,.and
the flowers yellow without the. purple stre~ks: It has not b~en determ_med
whether any difference of medical properties 1s connected with these diversities of character. The plant is found in the northern and eastern sections
of the United States, occupying waste grounds in the vicinity of the older
setllements, particularly graveyards, old gardens, and the foundations of
ruined houses. lt grows in great abundance in the neighbourhood of Detroit, and we have seen a specimen brought from the ruins of Ticonderoga.
It is rare, however, in this country, of which it is not a native, having been
introduced from Europe. In Great Britain, France, Germany, and olher
parts of Europe, it grows abundantly along the roads, around villages,
amidst rubbish, and in uncultivated places. It flowers in June and July.
The H. a/bus, so named from the whiteness of its flowers, is used in
France indiscriminately with the former species, which it resembles exactly
in medicinal properties.
All parts of the Hyosc11mnus niger are possessed of activity. The leaves
are the part usually employed, but both these and the seeds are recognised
in the U. S. and London Pharmacopreias. Much of the efficacy of henbane depends upon the time at which it is gathered. The leaves should
be collected soon after the plant has flowered. In the biennial plant, those
of the second year are asserted by Dr. Houlton to be greatly preferable to
those of the first. The latter, he informs us. are less clammy and fetid,
yield less extractive mauer, and are medicinally much les~ efficient. As
the plant is sometimes destroyed by the severe winters m Englan~. no
leaves of the second year's growth are obtainable, and the market 1s on
these occasions supplied with the medicine of inferior quality. This is,
perhaps, one of the causes of its great inequality of strength and uncertainty
of operation. The root also is said to be much more poisonous in the
second year than the first.
Properties. The recent leaves have, when bruised, a strong, disagreeable, narcotic odour, somewhat like that of tobacco. Their taste is mucilaginous and very slightly acrid. When dried, they have little smell or taste.
Thrown upon the fire they burn with a crackling noise, as if they contained
0

1

~o~~~\~1; c~t~~c~! d b~dilu~~deaic~~~t s¥~~~v~~:~;·inf~s~~~ i:i~tf:s p~(:
yellow colour, insipid. with the narcotic odour of the plant. The leaves
have bee,n analyzed by Lindbergsen, who obtained from them a narcotic
principle. The seeds are very small, roundish, compressed, somewhat
kidney-shaped, a liltle wrinkled, of a gray or yellowish-gray colour, of the
odour of the plant, and an oleaginous bitterish taste. Analyzed by Brandes,
they yielded 24·2 per cent. of fixt>d oil, 1·4 of a solid fatty substance, traces
of sugar, 1 ·2 of gum, 2·4 of bassorin, 1·5 of starch, :3·4 of a substance
soluble in water, insoluble in alcohol, and precipitated by infusion of galls
(phyteumacolla, Brandes), 4·5 of albumen soluble or coagulated, 26·0 of
vegetable fibre, 24· l of water, and 9·7 of saline matters, including an alkaJin.e principle called hyoscyamin or hyoscyamia, combined with rnalic
acid. But the proc~ss employed by Bran?es for separating this principle,
has not succeeded m other hands; and 1t was doubtful whether the substance obtained by that experimt>ntalist was really what he supposed it to
be. GPiger and Hesse were the first to demonstrate the existence of an
o~ganic alkali in hyoscyamus. Its extraction from the plant is somewhat
difficult, in consequ~nce of i.ts strong tendency to undergo a change by
the contact of alkalme solutions, which render it very soluble in water.
The following is the process of the last-mentioned chemists. 1'ht> seeds of
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the plant are macerated in alcohol; the tincture thus obtained is evaporated
by a very gentle heat, decolorized by repe?~ed additions of lime and sulphuric acid, with fihration after each add1t1on, and then still further concentrated by evaporation ;' an excess of powdered carbonate of soda is added,
and the precipitate produced is separated, as speedily ns possible, from the
alkaline carbonate by expressing and treating it with absolute alcoho l,
while the mother waters are at the same time treated with ether; the alcoholic and ethereal liquors are united, again treated with lime, filtered.
dccolorized with animal charcoal, and evaporated by a very gentle heat.
l( the hyoscyamia now deposited should still be coloured, it will be necessary to combine it anew with an acid, and to treat as before, in ord er to
obtain it quite pure. The product is very small.
llyoscyamia crystallizes in c~Jourless, transpare~t, silky needles, which
are without odour, of an acrid disagreeable tasle, slightly soluble in water,
very soluble in a lcohol and ether, and volatilizable with liule change if carefully distilled. lt is quickly altered by contact with water and an alkali,
and when heated with potassa or soda is completely decomposed, with the
disengagement of ammonia. h neutralizes the acids 1 forming with them
crystallizable salts. The infusion of galls precipitates it from its aqueous
solution. Both the alkali and its salts are very poisonous; and the smallest
quantity, introduced into the eye, produces a dilatation of the pupil, which
continues for a long time.
Ilenbane leaves yield, by destructive distillation, a very poisonous empyreumatic oil.
JJiedical Properties ancl Uses. Hyoscyamus ranks among the narcotics.
In moderate quantities it gently accelerates the circulation, increases the
genl'ral warmth, occasions a sense of heat in the throat, and after a short
period induces sleep. This action is sometimes attended with vertigo, pain
in the head, and dilated pupils; and the medicine occasionally acts as a
diaphoretic or diuretic, and even produces a pustular eruption. It does not
constipate like opium, but, on the contrary, oflcn proves laxative. [n over
doses it powerfully irritates the brain and alimentary canal, causing dilatation
of the pupil, disordered vision, Joss of speech, ..delirium or stupor, convulsions, paralysis, pain in the bowels, diarrhrea, great arterial prostration.
petechire, and other alarming symptoms, which sometimes end in death.
Dissection exhibits marks of inflammation of the stomach and bowels. 1'he
poisonous effects are to be counteracted in the same manner as those of
opium. Acid drinks, such as lemon-juice and vinegar, are recommended
after the evacuation of the stomach. Numerous instances might be adduced
from authors to prove the deleterious influence of all parts of the H. niger,
when taken in large quantities. Upon inferior animals its effects are not
always the same. ·while it proves fatal to birds and dogs, the leaves are
eaten with entire impunity by horses, cows, sheep, goats, and swine. It is
not impossible that injury has in some cases resulted from the use of milk,
derived from cows or goats which had been feeding on henbane.
The remedial operation of hyoscyamus is anodyne and soporific. The
medicine was known to the ancients, and was employed by some of the
earlier modern practitioners; but had fallen in~o disuse, and was almost forgotten, when Baron StOrck again introduced 1t into notic.e. By this celebrated physician and some of his successors it was prescnbed in numerous
diseases, and, if we may credit their testimony, with the happiest effects;
but subsequent experience of its operation has been such as very much to
narrow the extent of its application. It is at present used almost exclusively
to relieve pain, procure sleep, or quiet irregular nervous action; and is no:
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supposed to exercise any specific curative influence OY~r particu.lar diseases.
Even for the purposes which it is calculated to answer, it is infinitely inferior
to opium or its preparations; and is generally resorted to only in case~ in
which the latter remedy is from peculiar circumstances deemed inadmissible.
Hvoscyamus has one great advantage over opium in certain cases, tbat it
ha~s no tendency to produce constipation. The diseases to which it is appli·
cable it would be useless to enumerate, as there are few complaints in which
circumstances might not be such as to call for its employment. Neuralgic
and spasmodic affections, rheumatism, gout, hy:gteria, and various pectoral
diseases, as catarrh, pertussis, asthma, phthisis, &c., are among those in
which it is most frnquently prescribed. In Europe, where the fresh lca\'e.s
are readily obtained, it is often applied externally in the shape of lotion,
cataplasm, or' fomentation, to allay pain and irritation, in scrofulous or cancerous ulcers, scirrhous, hemorrhoidal, or other painful tumours, gouty and
rheumatic swellings, and nervous headache. The ~~oke of the leaves or
seeds has also been used in toothache; but the practice is deemed hazardous.
'rhe effect of henbane in dilating the pupil, when applied to the conjunctiva, has already been noticed. For this purpose it is used by European
oculists, previously to the operation for cataract. An infusion of the leaves,
or a solution of the extract, is dropped into the eye. The eflect is usually
greatest at the end of four hours from th e time of application, and in twelve
hours ceases enti rely. Vision is not impai red during its continuance. Reisinger recommends a solution of hyoscyamia in the proportion of one grain
to twenty-four of water, of which one drop is lo be applied to this eye.
Henbane may be given in substance, extract, or 1incture. The dose of
the powdered leaves is from five to ten grains; that of the seeds somewhat
smaller. The common extract, or inspissated juice of the fresh leaves
(Exttaclum Hyoscyami, U.S.), is exceedingly variable and precarious in
its operalion, being sometimes active, sometimes almost inert. The usual
dose is two or three grains, repeated and gradually increased till the desired
effect is obtained. Cullen rarely procured the anodyne operation of the
medicine till he had carried the dose to eight, ten, or even fifteen or twenty
grains. Collin pushed it to thirty~six grains; and P.rofessor Fouquier, who
ex1jnimented largely with hyoscyamus in the HOpnal de la Charite, gave
two hundred and fifty grains of the extract during twenty-four hours, without any specific or curative impression. (Richard, Elem. Hist. Nat . ilJed.)
The alcoholic extract prepared from the recently dried leaves (Exlroctwn
Hyoscyami .fllcolwliwm, U.S.) is said to be more certain and effectual.
The dose of this to begin with is one or two grains, which may be increased
gradually to twenty or even thirty grains. The dose of the tincture is one
or two fluidracb~s. A good plan in administering any of the preparations
of hyoscyamus 1s to repeat the dose every hour or two till its influence is
felt.
Off. Pre!!. Extra~tum Hyoscyami.' U.S., Land, Ed., Dub.; Extractum
Hyoscyam1 Alcohohcum, U.S.; Tmctura Hyoscyami, U.S., Land., Ed.,

Dub.
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ICHTHYOCOLLA. U.S.
Isinglass.
"The swimming bladder of .Acipenser Huso, and oLher species of Acipenser." U.S.

Fish-glue; lchtbyocollc, colle de poisson, Fr.i Hauscnblase, Fi~leim, Germ.; Colla di
Jud.; Cola de pcscntlo, Spa1i.

pe~:c,

Isinglass is a gelatinous substanc~, prepared chi~fly from the sounds or
swimming bladders of fishes, ('Specially those of different species of :5"turgeon. Though no longer retained by any of. the British Colleges in th(>ir
offic inal catalogues, i~ sti ll has a place in the Pharmac?p<Eia of the United
States, and being universally kept in the shops, requires at least a brief
notice in the present work.
fo most fishes there is a membranous bag, placed in the anterior part of
the abdomen, communicating frequently, though not always, by means of a
duct, with the resophagus or stomach, and containing usually a mixture of
oxygen and nitrogen gases in various proportions. From the supposition
that it was intended by its expansion or contraction to enable the fish to
rise or sink in the water, it has been denominated swimming bladder.
It is of different shape in different fishes, and consists of three coats, of
which the two interior are thin and delicate, the outer tough and oC a silvery whiteness.
The Adpenser Huso, or beluga or the Ru ssians , is particularly designated
by the Pharmacopreia as th e species of sturgeon from which isinglass is procured; but three others, the Jl. Ruthenus, or sterlet, .!J. Sturio, or common
sturgeon, and .IJ.. stellatus, or starr~d sturgeo~, also furnish lar¥e quant.ities
to commerce. All these fish inhabit the interior waters of Russia, especmily
the \.Volga, and other streams which empty into the Caspian Sea. Immen&e
quantities are annually taken and consumed as food by the Russians. The
air-bags are removed from the fish, and, having been slit opt!n and washed
in water in order to separate the blood, fat, and adhering ex traneous memb~n es, are spread out, and when sufficiently stiffenetare formed into cylindrical rolls, the ends or which are brought together and secured by peas,
The sha~e given to the roll is that of a stap le, or more accur.ately that of a
lyre, which it firmly retains when dried. Thus prepared 1t is known in
commerce by Lhe name of staple isinglass, and is distinguished into the
long and short staple. Sometimes the membranes are dried in a flat state,
or simply folded, and then receive t~e name of lecif or book isinglass. The
scraps or fragments of these varieties, with various other parts of the fish.
are boiled. in water, which dissolves the gelatin, and upon evaporation leaves
it in a solid state. This is called C(lke isinglass, from the shape which it is
made to assume. It is sometimes, however, in globular masses. Of these
varieties the long staple is said to be the best; but the finest book isinglass
is not surpassed by any brought to .this country. It is rei:iarkable fo.r its
beautiful iridescence by transmitted light. One hundred grains of this isinglass dissolve in ten ounces of water, forming a tremulous jelly when cold,
and yield but two grains of membranous insoluble residuum. Th e price of
it is from three dollars and a half to four dollars a pound. That in cakes is
brownish, of an unpleasant odour, and employed only in the arts. Inferior
kinds, with the same commercial titles, are said to be prepared from the
per itoneum and intestines of the fish. An inferior Russian product, known
in English commerce by the name or S'mnovey isingla.'ls, is procured, according to Pereira, from the Silurus Gian.is. It comes, like the helter kind,
in the shape of leaf, book, and short staple. (.8m . J. of Pharm., xviii. 54.)
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of ~~ien~~~ssa~~tl~~~:erior to the Russiah is made in Iceland from the sounds
Considerable quantities of isinglass are manufactured in New England
from the intestines of the cod-Morr/ma .!Jmericana (Storer, Report on
Fishes of McLSS .,.1839)- and of some of .?ts allied fishes. This sort is in
the form of thin nbbons several feet in length, and from an inch and a half
to two inches in width. It sells at from seventy.five to ninety cents a
pound .. One hundred grains dissolve almost entirely in w~ter, leaving but
two grams of insoluble membrane, and form a tremulous Jelly when cold
with eight ounces of water. It is, therefore, as pure and nearly as strong
a gelatin as the Russ ian isinglass, but retains a fishy .taste and odour, which
render it unfit for culinary or medicinal purposes .
We receive from Brazil the air-bladders of a large fish, prepared by drying them in their distended state. They are oblong, tapering and pointed
at one end, bifid with the remains of their pneumatic duct at the other, and
ofa firm consistence.
Isinglass of a good quality is also made in New York, from the sounds
of the weak fish - Otolithus retralis of Cuvier (Storer, Rep. on Fishes of
Jliass., p . :33)- and perhaps of other fishes caught in the neighbou.rhood.
The sounds are dried whole, or merely split open, and vary much m size
and texture, weighing from a drachm up to an ounce.
An article called "refined or transparent isinglass," is made by dissolving the New England isinglass in hot water, and spreading the solution to
dry on oiled muslin. It is in very thin transparent plates, and is an excellent glue, but retains a strong fishy odour. It sells at about two-thirds the
price of the Russia isinglass.
A preparation called Cooper's gelaf'in, has been introduced as a substitute for isinglass in making jellies. It appears to be the dried froth of a
solution of pure bone glue.
Most of the above facts, in relation to American isinglass, were derived from
Mr. D. B. Smith. (See Joum. of the Phil. Col. of Phann .• iii. 17 and 02.)
-. Isinglass is sometimes kept in the shops cut into fine shreds, and is thus
more easily acted on Oy boiling waler.
In its purest form it is whitish, semi·transparent, of a shining, pearly appearance, and destitute of smell and taste. The inferior kinds are yellowish
and more op~que. In cold water it softens, swells up, and becomes opalescent. Boilmg waler entirely dissolves it, with the exception of a minute
proportion ~f impurities, amounting, according to M~-. Hatchet, to less than

~?·~ j~f1~~ \~~ ic~i1:~o~~i;~sr~1 ·pu;~~~:1!~/~l~~~ ~~t~~.oli~~n~~~~~n~s j 1~hf:c~otr~~

purest form of gelatin with \v.luch we are acq~aimed, and may be used
~vh~nevcr this pr!nciple is required as a test. It JS insoluble in alcohol, but
is dissolved readily by most of the diluted acids, and by solutions of the
alkalies. It has a strong affinity for tannin, with which it forms an insolu~le compound. Boiled with concentrated sulphuric acid, it is converted
mto a peculiar saccharine matter. Its aqueous solution speedily putrpfies .
.Medical Properties and Use:~. Isinglass has no peculiar medical propertie~. It m~y be gi~en internally, in the form of j~lly, as a highly nutritious
article of diet; bul It has no advant~ges ave'. the jelly prepared from calvesfeel. Three drachms impart sufficient consistency to a pun of waler. It is
employed i~ the arts fo~ clarifying liquors, and imparti.ng.lustre to various
woven fabncs . Added rn small quantities to vegetable 1el11es, it gives them
a trem~lous a-p.pearance, w.hich they wan.t when unmixed. As a test of iannin it 1s used rn solution, rn the proportion of a drachm to ten fluidounces
W.
of distilled water. It forms the basis of the English court-plaster.
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INULA. U.S. Secondary, Land.
Elecampane.
The rool oflnula Hdenium.'' U.S. " lnula Hclenium. Rad-ix.'' Lond.
Off. Syn . lNULA HELENlUM. Radix. Dub.

11

Auntie, Fr.; Alantwurzel, Germ.; Enula campana., Ital., Span.

lNuLA. Sex. Syst. Syngenesia Superftua.-Nat. Ord. Compositre-Asteroidere, .De Canel. Asteracero, Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Receplacle naked. Seed-down simple. ./lntlters ending in two
bristles at the base. lrilld.

/nulrt llelenium. Willd. Sp.Plant. iii. 2089; Woodv. JJfed.Bot. p. 64.
t. 2G. Elecarnpane has a perennial root, and an annual stem, which is round,
furrowed, villous, leafy, from three to six feet high, and branched near the
top. The leaves are large, ovate, serrate, crowded with reticular veins,
smooth and deep green upon the upper surface, downy on the under, and
furnis hed with a fleshy midrib. Those which spring directly from the rnot
arc petiolate, those of the stem sessile and embracing. The flowers arc
large, of a golden-yellow colour, and sta nd singly at the ends of the stem
and branches. The calyx exhibits several rows of imbricated ovate scales.
The florets of the ray are numerous, sp reading, linear, and tridentate at the
apex . The seeds are striated, quadrangular, and furnished with a simple
~omewhat chaffy pappus.
This large and handsome plant is a native of Europe, where it is also
cuhivated for medical use. It has been introduced into our gardens, and
has become naturalized in some parts of the country, growing in low meadows, and on the roadsides, from New England to Pennsylvania. lt flowers
in July and August. The roots, which are the officinal part, should be dug
up in autumn, and in the second year of their growth. 'Vhen older they
are apt to be stringy and woody.
The fresh root of elecampane is very thick and branched, having whitish
cylindrical ramifications, which are furnished with thread-like fibres. ll is
e.\:tc rnally brown, internally whitish and fleshy; and the transverse sections
present radiating lines. The dried root, as found in the shops, is usually in
longitud inal or transverse slices, and of a grayish colour internally. The
smell is slight ly camp horous, and, especially in the dried root, agreeably
aromatic. The taste, at first glutinous and said to resemb le that of rancid
:soap, becomes upon chewing, warm, aromatic, and bitter.· Its medical virtues are extracted by alcoho l and water, the former becoming most strongly
impregnated with its bitterness and pungency. A peculiar principle, resem bling starch was discovered in elecampane by Valentine Hose, of Berlin,
who named it alcmlin; but the title inulin, proposed by Dr. Thomson,
has been generally adopted . It differs from :starch in being deposited unchanged from its solution in boiling water when the liquor cools, and in
~ iving a yellowish instead of a blue colour .with io~ine., l.t has been found
m the roots of several other plants. Besides this prmc1ple, elecampane
contains, accordin g to John, a white, concrete subs~ance, called hrlenin,
intermediate in its properties between the essential oils and camphor, and
separable by distillation with water; a _bitter extractive, soluble in water
and alcohol; a soft, acrid, bitter resin, havmg an aromatic odour when hcatt'd;
gum; albumen; lignin; traces of volatile oil; a little wax; and various saline
substances.
Jledical Properties and Uses. Elccampane is tonic and gently stimulant,
and has been supposed to possess diaphoretic, diuretic, expectorant, and
34•
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emmenagogue pro1~erlies.

1:3Y the ancients it.\~as r~1uch ei:nployed, espe-

cially in the compl~mts peculiar to fema les; and H !s still occas.10nally reso.rte_d
to in cases of retamed or suppressed menstruauon. In this country it 1s
chiefly used in chronic diseases_ of the lungs_. and is sometirnrs beneficial
when the affection of the chest 1s altended with weakness of the digestive

org:ans, or with general debility. ~ron:i a belie.fin its deobstruentand diuretic virtues, it was formerly.prescnbed m chrome engor_gements of the abdo1uinal viscera, and the dropsy to which they so often give rise. It has also
been high ly recommended both as an internal and external remedy in teller,
psora, and othe r diseases of the skin. The usual modes of administration
are in powder and decoction . The dose of the former is from a scruple to
a drachm . The decoction may be prepared by boiling half an ounce of the
root in a pint of water, and given in the dose of one or two ftuidounces.
Off.Prep. Confectio Piperis Nigri, Lond., Dub.
W.

IODINUM. U.S.

Iodine.
Off. Syn . IODIN!UM. Lond., Dub .;

IODINEmL Ed.

lode, Fr.; lod, Germ.; Iodina, fled., Spm1

Iodine is an elementary non-metallic body, having many analogies to
chlorine. It was discovered in 18 12 by Courtois. a soda manufacturer of
P.aris . Some years after its discovery, its therapeutic powers were tried i and
these hav ing been found valuable, it is now recognised as a standard remedy.
f'latural State and Preparation. Iodine exists in certain marine vegetables, particu larly the fuci or common sea-weeds; in the animal kingdom,
in sponge, the oyster, various poly pi, and cod's liver oil; and, in the mineral
kingdom, in sea-water in- minute quantity, in certain salt springs, united
with silver in a rare Mexican mineral, nnd in a zinc ore from Silesia. It
was first discovered in the United States in the water of the Congress Spring,
at Saratoga, by Dr. William Ushe r i and afterwards in the same watt> r by
Dr. J. H. Steel, who ascertained it to be in the state of iodide of sodium.
(Seep. 114.) ll was also detected in the Kenhnwa saline waters, by the
late Professor Emmet; and it exists in the bittern of the salt-works of western Pennsylvania, in the amount of about eight grains to the gallon. In seaweeds, the iodine probab ly exists in the state of iodide of sodium. In both
England and France, sea-weeds are burned fo r the sake of their ashes; the
product b.eing a dark-coloured fused mass called kelp. This substance contains, besides carbonate of soda and iodide of sodium, more or less common
sa.lt, chloride of potassium, sulphate of soda, &c. The deep-sea fuci con. tam the most iod ine;. and when these are bu rned at a low temperature for
fuel, as is the case m the island of Guernsey, their ashes furnish mo re
iodine than ordinary kelp. ( Grahmn.)
Preparat.ion. It is from kelp that iodine is obtained, and that procured in
Great Britam is e~clusive ly manufactured in Glasgow. The kelp, which on
an average contams a 224th part of iodine, is lixiviated in water, in which
about half dissolves. The solution is concentrated to a pellicle, and allowed
to cool, whereby all the s~lts, except the iodide of sod.ium, are almost com~letely seP.ara~ed, they bemg less soluble th~n the iodide. The remaining
11q.uor, which 1s dense and dark-coloured, 1s rendered sour by sulphuric
acid , whereby carbonic a~id, sulphuretted hydrogen and sulphurous acid
are evolved, and sulphur 1s deposited. 'fhe liquor is now introduced into
a lea~en still, and di~tilled .with a portion of dPutoxicle of manganese into
a senes of glass receivers, rnsened into one another, in wJ1ich the iodine is
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In this process the io dide of sodium is decomposed, and the
iodine evolved; and the sulphuricaci<l, drrntoxide of manganese, and sodium
unite, so as to form the sulphate of protoxide of manganese and sulphate of
soda.
Properties. Iodine is a soft, friable, opaque substance, in the form of
crystalline scales, having a bluish-black colour and metallic lustre. It possesses a strong and peculiar odour, somewhat resembling that of chlorine,
and a hot acrid taste. App~ied to the skin, it produces a.a evanescent yellow stain. Its sp. gr. is a l1ule less than G. It is a volaule substance, and
evaporates even at common temperatures, provided it be in a moist state.
When heated it evaporates more rapidly, and when the temperature reaches
225°, it fuses, and rises in a rich purple vapour,a proPerty which suggested
its name. lts vapour has the sp . gr. of t:S·7, and is the heaviest aCriform
substance known. H inhaled mixed with air, it excites cough and irritates
the nostrils. When it comes in contact with cool surfaces, it condenses in
brilliant steel-gray crystals. Iodine is soluble in 7000 timE"s its weight of
water, and in a much smaller quantity of alcohol or ether. Its solution in
water has no taste, a feeble odou r, and a light brown colour; in alcohol or
ether, a nearly black hue. Its solubility in waler is very much increased
by the addition of certain salts, as the chloride of sodium, nitrate of ammonia, or iodide of potassium. In chemical habitudes it resembles chlorine, but its affinities are weaker. I.ts equivalent number is 126·3. It
combines with most of the non-metallic, and nearly all the metallic bodies,
forming the class of compounds called iodides. Some of these are officinal,
as the iodides of iron, mercury, Jcad, potassium, and sulphur. It forms
with oxygen one oxide, oxide of iodine, and three acids, the iodous, iodic,
and /type riodic a~id~, and with hy~rogen, a gaseous acid, analogous in properties and const1tut1on to the munatic, called hydriodic acid.
Iodine, in most cases. may be recognised by its characteristic purple

~;p:i~~~~~~,!h'~c~1c~er~~~scecsa~~~~~ ~~ :d~~p e~1i~=n~~ 1i~~:. de~~~~:dte~:1~,~~~n~l~

covered by Colin and Gaul.tier de Claubry, .and i.s so delicate, that it will
indicate the presence of iodine in 450,000 tunes 1ls weight of water. In
order that th e test may succeed, the iodine must be free and the solutions
cold. T o render it free when it happens to be in combination, n liule nitric
acid must be added to the solution suspected to contain it .
.fldulterations. Iodine is said to be occasionally adulterated with mineral coal, charcoal, plumbago, and black oxide of maganese; but neither
Dr. Pereira nor Dr. Christison has found any of these substances in sam ples of iodine which they have examined. Thry are easily detected by
their fixed nature, while pure iodine is wholly vaporizable, or by their insolubili ty in alcohol. Th e present high price of iodine (1847) has give n
rise to its more frequent adulteration. Herber~er .found native s ulphuret of
antimony in one sample, and artificial graph.1te m another; and .Righini
has detected as much as 25 per c7nt. of ch Ion.de of calcium. An impurity
which is almost always present in commercial iodine is water. Several
years ago Dr. Christison called attention ~o this fr~ct, and. until within a r~
cent period, he had not met with any British iodwe which did not contam
from fifteen to twenty per cent. of moisture. rrhis impurity is of consequence, as it inter~eres with uniformity i~ the iodine preparations. If considerablt:', it is easily detected by tbt> iodrne adhering to the inside of the
bottle. The Edinburgh Col!ege has gi ven a test which detects all impurity
beyond two per cent. lt is founded upon the fact that pure iodine, diffused
in water, forms a clear solution with a certain proportion of quicklime.
Accordingly, an amount of quicklime is directed which is not quite suffi-
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cient to form a colourless solution with iodine , containing only two per
cent. of impurity; and, hence, if the sam1lle contain more _impurity, tbe
lime is competent to produce this effect. With this explanation. the Edinbur15h directions for applying t he test will be undersLOod. "Thirty-nine
grams [of iodine with nme_g:rains of quicklime und th ree ounces of 1~·ater,
when heated short of ebulln10n, slow ly form a perfect so lution, which is
yellowish or brownish if the iodine be pure, but colourless if there be above

J

two per cent. of water or other impurity."
The Edinburgh College, in view of the almost uniform presence of water
in commercial iodine, and of its consequem unfitness" for making pharmaceutical preparations of uniform slrenglh,'' directs it to" be dried by being
placed in a shalJO\V baSin of earthenware, in a small confined space of air,
with ten or twt!lve times its weight of fresh-burnt lime, till it scarcely
adheres to the inside of a dry bottle."
.Medical Properties and Uses. Iodine was first employed as a. medicine
in 1820, for the cure of goitre, by Dr. Coindel, Senior, of Geneva. It
operates as a general excitant of the vital actions, but particularly of the
absorbeot and glandular systems. Its special effects are varied by its degree
of concentration, state of combination, dose, &c.; and hence, under difil·rent
circumstances of the remedy and of the system, it is deemed capable of
acting as a corrosive, irritant, desiccant, tonic, diuretic, diaphoretic, and emmenagogue. It probably acts by passing into the circulation; at· least it has
been proved by Dr. A. Buchanan , of Glasgow, that it enters into a number
of the secretions, particularly the urine and saliva, not, as he believes, in an
uncombined state, but in that of hydriodic acid . Cantu detected it not only
in the urine a nd :saliva, but also in the sweat, milk , a nd blood, and always
as hydriodic acid or an iodide. Its tonic operation is evinced by its strengthening t he digestive organs, and increasing the appetite, which are the most
constant effects of its use . Salivation is occasionally produced by it, and
sometimes soreness of mouth only. In some caseB',' pustular erup~ons and
coryza. ha \•e been produced; effects 1!1ost apt to occur wh~n the remedy i.s
given in t~e form of iodide of potassium. When taken 111 an overdose it
~els as an irritant poison. In doses 'Of two drach.ms, admi nistered to dogs,
It produced ir.ritati~n of the stomach, and death in seven days; and the
stomach on d1ssect1on was found studded with numerous little ulcers Of a
yellow colour. In the dose of from four to six grains in man, it produces
a sense of co~striction in ~he throat, sickness and pain at the stomac.h, ~nd
at length vomlling and colic. Thes~ facts demo.nstrate the acti,•ity of.10d1ne,
and ~~ow the necessitY: of c~ution 111 its exhibition. Even '~hen g1vm in
mcd1c111al doses , especially 1f these be rather large, it sometnnes produces
dangerous symptoms; such as restlessness, palpitation, a sense of burning
along: the ~ullet, excessive t~irst, acute. po.in in the stomach, vomiting o.nd
purgtng, ~1olent cramps, rapid and extreme emaciation, and frequent pulse.
'fhe condition of the system, in which the poisonous eff~cts of iodine are
~evclo_ped, is called iodism. . . rFhough this condi.tion ma)'. be produced by
rncautrnus doses of. the med1cme, too long contrnued, still it must be admitted tha~ it sometimes arises, under other circumstances, from causes not
\yell explamed. o~ the o~her han~, larg7 closes have been given for a Jong
ume with perfect 1mpunny. Tlus variable operation of iodine may in
some measure be accounted for by the variable condition of the stomach,
and by the mor~ ?r Jes~ ar~yl~ceous charac~cr of the food ; starch having
the power of umtrng with rndme and rendermg it mild. Upon the appearance of the first symptoms of fever or general nervous disturbance , indicating the approach of iodism, the remedy should be instantly laid aside.
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Dr. Lugol, of Paris, who has used iodine more methodically than any other
pr._ litioner, has never observed these alarming effects to arise from the re·
medy, given in the small doses and in the state of dilution in which he is in
the habit of prescribing it. He has not found it to cause emaciation, hremoptysis, pulmonary tubercles, or other bad effects. On the contrary. in the
hospital of St. Louis, the theatre of his extensi\·e trials of the remedy in
~crofulous diseases, many of the patients gained flesh and improved in
ge neral heallh.
Notwithstanding this testimony, we have indubitabluevidence that rapid
emaciation is occasionally produced by iodine; and a long course of the
remedy has in some instances occasioned absorption of the mammre . The
wasting of the testicles, under similar circumstances, is comparatively rare.
Dr. R. Coates, of this city, reports a case in the Medical Examiner, of the
complete absorption Of the female breast from the use of iodine; but the
mammre recovered their original. developement after the lapse of a year.
Iodine has bee n principally employed in diseases of the absorbent and
glan dular systems. In ascites it has been used with success by Dr. Baron.
It is said not to act efficaciously while the abdomen is tense, and t.he absorbents consequently compre:!'sed, but operates. a~ter this condition is
removed by tapping. Dr. Bardsley recommends 1t rn that form of ascites
which is connected with diseased liver. It has been used successfully by
some British practitioners in ovarian tumours, but failed in the hands of
others. In glandular enlargements and morbid growths, its use has proved.
more effica~ious than, perhaps, ln any other class of diseases. Dr. Coindet
clisrovered Jls extraordinm-y power in promoting the absorption of the thy~oid gland in bronchocel~; and it llas been used with more or less success
JO enlargements of the li\'er, spleen, mammre, testes, aud uterus.
When
used in broQchocele, its good effects are commonly shown in three weeks,
~ut oftt::n not until the treatment has been continued for a longer ~ime. In .
rndura.tio.n and enlargement of the liver, where mercury h~s failed or is
inadm1ss1ble,. iodine forms our best resource. In chronic diseases of th ~
Ut{~rus, allended with induration and enlargement, and jn hard tumours of
the cervix, and indurated . puckerings of the edges of the os tincre, iodine
has occasionally effected a cure, administered internally, and rubbed into
the cervix in the form of ointment for ten or twelve minutes every night.
The cmmenagogue power of iodine has been noticed by several practi~ioners; a.nd Dr. Lugo! mentions instances, among his scrofulous patients,
m which It cured obstructed and painful m!:'nstrnation. It has been recommended in gleet, and also in gonorrhrea and leucorrhrea, after the foflam~
matory symptoms have subsi<led. In pse udo-syphilis and cachcxy arising
from the abu se of mercury, it is one of our best rem.edies; but to the treat~
ment of these cases iodide of potass ium is consid ered to be best suited. In
chronic rheumatism it is a favourit e remedy with some, particularly in the
form of iodide of potassium; and by Gendrin it has been e mployed in the
acute forms of gout, with the effect, as he su pposed, of cutting short the
fits. Dr. Manson, in his work on the medical effects of iodine, published
in 1825, has record ed cases of its efficacy in several nervous diseases,
such as chorea and paralysis . In various sca ly eruptions, the internal and
externa l use of the prPparations of iodine is very much relied on.
It is in sc rofulous diseases that th e most interesting results ha,·e been
obtained by the use of iodin e. Dr. Coindet first directed public attention
10 its effects in scrofu la, and Dr. l\lanson reported a number of cases of this
disease in the form of enlarged glands, ulcers, and oplnhalmia, occurring in
his practice between 1821 and 1821, in a large proportion of which the
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disease was either cured or meliorated, and the general health much improved. But we are inde?ted to Dr. Lugol f?r the most extended and
valuable researches in relation to the use of iodme in the different forms of
scrofula. This physician began his trials with the remedy in the hospital
Saint Louis in 1827, and made known his results in three Memoirs published in 1820, 1830, and 1831. These memoirs g ive the detail of a success which would stagger belief, were not the results substantiated by
committees of distinguished physicians of the French Royal Academy of
Sciences. The scrofulous affections in which Dr. Lugo! succeeded by the
administration of iodine were glandu lar tubercles, especially of the neck,
ophthalmia. ozmna, no li me tangere (dartre rongt>ante scrophuleuse), and
fistulous and carious ulcers. He also obtained favourable results in some
cases of scrofulous syphilis by the use of the iodide of mercury. In con nexion with Dr. Lugol's results in scrofulous affections, it may be prop.er
to mention that Dr. Manson derived benefit from the use of iodme in white
swelling. hip-joint disease, and distortions of the spine, diseases grnerally
admitted to be more or less dependent on the scrofulous taint.
Iodine is employed both internally and externally. Internally it is sometimes used in the form of tincture; but Dr. Lugo! objects to this preparation
on accoun t of its unequal strength, and of its being liable to have the iodine
precipitated by water; and when swallowed With the solid iodine diffused
through it, injurious irritation of the stomach is apt to be produced. It has
been found, however, by Guibourt that the latter objection to the tincture
applies in its full force, only when it is freshly formed; for when kept, it
becomes Jess and less precipitable by water, in consequence of the fo rmation
of hydriodic acid at the expense of the alcohol. (See Tinctura lodini Composita.) Dr. Lugo! prefers to the tincture a mixed solution of iodine and
iod ide of potassium in distilled water. He employs three strengths, namely,
three-fourths of a .grain, one grain, and a grai~ and a quarter of i~dine to
half a pint of distilled water; the quantity of wdide of potassium rn each
solution being double that of the iodine. These solutions are permanent,
perfectly transparent, and of an orange colour. The London College has
imitated this combination in a new offi.cinal formula. (See Liquor Potassii
lodidi Com1?ositus.) ~'he mode of administration employed by Dr. Lugol
for his soluu~:ms, is to give two-thi~ds of the weakest soluti?n, or half a grain
of iodine dad~ for the first fortn1g~t; the weakest solut10n entire for the
second and tlurd fortnight; the medium solution durinO' the fourth and fifth
fortnight; and lastly, in some cases, the strongest soluti~m for the remainde r
of the treatment. In the majority of cases, however, he had not occasion
to res.art to tl~e strongest solution. He gives half the daily quantity in ~he
m~rn1ng. fastmg, and the other half, an hour before dinner; each p~rllon
bc111g s~1ghtly sweeten~d .at the m~ment of taking it. ~or the convernence
of makrng the weak 10dme solution, or of administermg the remedy by
drops •. Dr. Lugol prepares a co~ce.ntrated soluti.on, co.nsisting of a ~crupl~
of 10dme :rnd two scruples of JOd1de of potass ium dissolved in seven (Ju1drachms ?f watc~-.~ Of this solulion lhe dose is six drops twice a day, (i11
the mornmg fast11_1g, and. an hour before dinner,) in a g:lass of ~wcetrned
watrr, gradually rncreasrng weekly by two drops at a ume, unlll the dose
reach?s lO thirty or th.irty-si."t drops. For .childl'.,.n under seven years, the
dose 1s two drops t.w1cP a day, gradually mcrcased to ~vc. Tb ts solution
has been made officmal in the last edition of tht.! Uaned States Pharma-
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copreia. (See Liquor Jodini Compositu.j.) It "·ill be observed that these
doses are considerably smaller. th~n those usua!l~ emp loyed by Dr. Coindet.
The external treatment by 10dme may be d1v1ded into local and general.
By its use in this way it does not merely. create a topical effect on the skin;
but by its absorption produces its peculiar constitutional impression. Dr.
Lugo! has given a number of formulre for preparations for the local use of
iodine, a short account of which may be usefully inserted here. His iodine
ointment varies in strength from six to twelve grains of iodine, mi:'(ed with
from two to four scruples of iodide of potassium, to the ounce of lard. (See
Unguentum lodini Compositum.) lt has a mahogany colour. and is em ployed in frictions to scrofulous tumours, and as a dressing to scrofulous
ulcers. The ointment of protiodide of mercury which he recommends, consists of from one to two scruples of the mercurial iodide to an ounce of lard.
(See Unguentum Hydrargy:i lorlidi .) Its. proper colour is canary yellow;
but occasionally it has a decided greenish tmt, derived from the presence of
protoxide of mercury, or an orang~ colour, when it contains the biniodide.
This ointment, which has the advantage of producing very little pain, is
used by Dr. Lugol in noli me tangere, and in scrofu lou s ulcers which hatte
a syphilitic aspect. The ointment efbiniodideofmercury,.which is much
more p.snverful, has also been used with apparent advantage in similar cases.
(See Unguentinn llydrargyri Biniodidi.) Dr. Lugol's iodine lotion cons ists of from two to four grains of iodine to a pint of distilled water, the
solution being rendered complete by the addition of double the quantity of
iodide of potassium. 'l'his is used by injection, principally in scrofulous
ophthalmia, ozrena, and fistulous ulcers. His rubefacient solution is formed
by dissolving half an ounce of iodine and an ounce of iodide of potassium in
six fluidounces of distilled water. This is useful for exciting scrofulous
ulcers, for touching the eyelid s, and as an application to recent scrofulous
cicatrices, to render them smooth and less prominent. A certain quantity of
the rubefacient solution added to warm water, makes a convenient local bath
for the arms, legs, feet, or hands; and, mixed with linseed meal, or some
similar substance, it forms a cataplasm, useful in particular cases, especially
where the object is to promote the falling off of scabs. The> on ly remaining
preparation for local use is what Dr. Lu go! calls iodine caustic. It consists
of iodine and iodide of potassium, each an ounce, dissolved in two ounces
of distilled water,and is used to stimulate or destroy soft and fungous granulations. Its rmployment in this way has been attended with decidedly good
effects in noli me tangere.
The external application of iodin• when general , consists in the use
of iodine baths, a mode of applying the remedy which originated with
Dr. Lugo!. This mode is consider~d verr valuable by this physician, Oil
account of the great exte nt o~ the skm, which furnishes the mean.s of introducing a considerable quantity of iodine into the circulation without deran~ing the digestive functions, an object of great importance, where the
0

~;d:~i ~;e df~;!~~=s ~~. t~u~~r:~~~ld ~~~~~!f~ i~~o~a~:~ ~oa1o~~sd ~:~~~;

ofv
of iodine, with double that quantity of iodide of potassium. dissolved in
water, in a wooden bath tub, the proportion of the water being about a
gallon for every three grains of iodine employed. The quantity of ing~e
dients for the baths of children is one-third as much as for adults, but dissolved in about the same proportional quantity of water. The quantity of
iodine and iodide for a bath being detrrmined on, it is best to dissolve them
inn small quantity of water, (half a pint for example,) before they are added
to the wa.ter of the bath; as this mode of proceeding facilitates their thorough
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diffusion. In the composition of these baths. the iodide of potassium is
used by ~r. Lugol merely to prom~te the solubility of the iodine, and not
as a medicinal agent; as, upon trial, a bath containing the iodide alone
proved nearly inert.
The iodine baths, which may be directed three or four times a week,
usually produce a slight rubefacient effect; hut, occasionally, a stronger im·
pression, causing the eridermis to peel off, particularly of the .arms and legs.
The skin at tht> same time contracts a deep yellow tinge, which usually dis·
appears in t he interva l between the baths.
Iodine has been used as a local application in erysipe las and chilblains.
In these cases the tincture is recommended, brushed ove r and a little beyond
the seat of inflammalion, by means of a camel's hair penci l. The efficacy
of the rPmedy in the former disease has been confirmed in two cases by Dr.
Robert Burns, of Frankford, Pa. (Med . .Exam., iv. 709.) We have tried
it in one case with the effect of apparently cutting short the disease; but its
application produced very severe pain, and we regretted that we had u~ed
the tincture undiluted. In cutaneous scrofula, the tincture has been found
beneficial by Dr. Pereira, applied in the same way, ha\•ing the effect or
drying up the discharge and promoting cicatrization. The same topical
application has been found useful in various scaly cutaneous diseases, such
as lepra, psoriasis, &c.
Sir Charles Scudamore, Sir James Murray, and Dr. Corrigan have re·
commended the inhalation of iodine vapour in phthisis. The plan of Sir
Charles is to inhale from a glass inhaler for ten minutes, two or three times
a day, a small portion of a solution of ioduretted iodide of potassium, mixed
with a saturated tincture of conium. The ioduretted solution is made by
dissolving six grains, each, of iodine and iodide of potassium, in five ounCE"s
and three-quarters of distilled water and a quarter of an ounce of alcohol.
The dose for each inhalation is from half a drachm to a drachm of the
iodine solulion, gradually increased, with half a drachm of the tincture,
added to a portion of water of the temperature of 120° 1 nearly sufficient to
half fill the inhaler. We hat·e no disposition to discourage the trial of new
methods of trPatmcnt in phthisis; but cannot conceive that this inhaling
trea~ment can have ~ny other than a palliative effect.
Since the publication of Dr. Lugol's memoirs, detailing his success with
iodine in the treatment of scrofulous affections, his practice has been imitated
and extrnded by several practitioners, and generally tvith encouraging re·
suits. Dr. Bermond, of Bordeaux, has succeeded with the iodine treatment
in enlarged testicle from a venere• cause, scrofulous ophthalmia of six
years' duration, and scrofulous ulcers and abscesst!s of the cervical and sub·
maxillary glands. In numerous other cases of scrofula under his care, the
iodine treatment proved beneficial; though, before its commencement, the
cases underwent no i~nprovement. The only peculiarity in Dr. Bermond's
treatment, was that, m some cases, he ass.ociated opiate preparations with
the iodine .. In the .case of op.ht~almia. which he treated, the collyrium em·
ployed con~1sted of tincture .of iodine thuty drops, laudanum thirty-s ix drops,
to four ftu1dounces of distilled wate.r. When the local application of the
iodine create~ mucl~ p~in or rubefact1on,~e found advantage from combinin~
ext_ract of oprnm wuh 1t. A plaster which proved effiracjous as an appli·
ca~1on to an enla_rg~d parotid, i~ one of his cases, consist~d of lead plaster
(dmchylon) and 10d1de of potassrnm, each, four parts; iodme nnd extract of
opium, each, three parts. Jn confirmation of Dr. Bermond's views, M.
Lemasson, one of the h.ouse pupils of the hospital St. Louis, has published
a number of cases, provmg the efficacy of a combination of iodine and opium
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in the local treatment of scrofulous ulcerations. He concludes from his
experience that the union of opiate preparations with iodine imparts to the
latter, in many cases, new and valuable powers. One of the combinations
which he emp loyed consisted of fifteen grains of iodine, a drac/im of iodide
of potassium, and two drnchms of Rousseau's laudanum, made up into an
ointment with two ounces of fresh lard.
The protiodide and biniodide of mercury, besides being used in the form
of ointment as already mentioned, are e mployed internally, especially in the
treatment of scrofulous syphilis. Th ey are both recognised as offi.cinal in
the different Pharmacopceias. (See Hydr_argyri Iodidum, and Hydrargyri
Jodidwn Rubrum.) For the iodides of iron, lead, potassium, and sulphu r,
see Ferri Jodidum, Plumbi Jodidum, Potassii lodidum, and SuljJ/iuris

lodidum.
Th ~ results obtained by Dr. Lu go.I and others in the treatment of scrofulous diseases by the iodine preparations are so diversified, as to leave no
doubt of their superiority over all other remedi es in these affections. A
considerable number of practitioners in the United States have employed
them in the same diseases with encouraging success; but at the same time,
1here has been a number of failures. To judge fairly, however, of Dr.
Lugol's resu lts, it is not s uffici ent for our practitioners to give iodine; but
they should use it in the peculiar manner, and with the observance of all
the rules, which are so fully laid down in the published memoirs of that
physician. Reasoning on the subject, we can read ily conceive that a dilute
aqueous solut ion of iodine may act differently from the tincture: and that
a th erapeu tical agent may be introduced gradually and imperce ptibly into
the current of the circulation in one form of administration, and thus be
capable of producing important alterative effects; while in another, it may
create irritation and even ulceration of the stomac h, without being absorbed,
and thus prove mischievous. A case in point is furnish ed by mineral
waters, which, though generally containing a minute proportion of saline
matter, often produce remedial effects which cannot be obtained by their
constitue nts given in larger doses.
The views here presented are supported :ind extended by the observations
and experiments of Dr. A. Buchanan, of Glasgow, who contends that iodine
is divested of its irritant qualities in certain states of combination, in which
it may be give n in large closes without risk, and with the effect of pervading nearly all the secretions, and, under certain circumstances, even the
blood. Th e combinations which he prefers, enumerated in the order of
their relative efficacy, are iodide of sta rch, hydriodic acid, and iodide of
potassium, the first and last of which he supposes to act as hydriodic acid,
the iodine in them being, agreeably to his view, converted into that acid in
the stomach and bowels. (See Potassii Jodidum in Part II., and !tydriodic
acid and iodide of starch in the Appendix.*)

The following is a li st of all the officinat preparations of iodine, contained
in the United States and British Pharmacopceias.
Iodineisofficinal:-

I.

fN SOLUTION IN ALCOHOL.

Tinctura Iodini, U.S.; Tinctura Iodinei, Ed.; Iodinii Tinctura.

Dub.
• For further details the reader is referred 10 the work of Dr. Lugol, "Sur J'Emploi de
rlod e duns \es .Ma ladies Scroful euscs;' or its Translation, with valuable additions, by Dr.
O'Slmughne~y. For notices of the iodides of ammonium and zinc, and of the iodohy·
drargymte of potassiu01, see APPENDtx.
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11. IN SOLUTION IN ALCOHOL WITH IODIDE OF POTASSfUM.

Tinctura Iodini Composita,

a. S.;

Tinctura Iodinii Composita.,

Lond.
Ill. IN

THE FORM OF OINTMENT.

Unguentum Iodini, U.S.;

IV. IN

V. IN

Unguentum Iodinii, Dub.

THE FORM OF OINTlllENT WITH IODIDE OF POTASSIU!'II.

Ungue~~~p~~fl~~.cl:Ei~s;itu;J~g~~~~m y0~~~=i1:tE~. Iodinii
SOLUTION IN WATER WITH IODIDE OF POTASSIUM.

Liquor Iodini Compositus, U.S.; Iodinei Liquor Compositus,

Ed.
Liquor Potassii lodidi Compositus, Lond.

VI.

COl\IBINED WITH SULPHUR.

Sulphuris Iodidum, U.S.

VII. IN

SALINE COMBINATION.

Ferri Iodidum, U.S., Lond., Ed.
Ferri Iodidi Syrupus, Ed.
Liquor Ferri lodldi, U.S.
Hydrnrgyri Iodidum, U.S ..• Lond.
P1\u\re Hydrargyri Iodid1, Lond.
Unguentum Hydrargyri Iodidi, Land.
Hydrargyri Iodidum Rllbrum, U.S.; Hydrargyri Biniodidum,

Lond., Ed.
Unguentum Hydrargyri Biniodidi, Lond.
Plumbi Iodidum, Lond., Ed.
Unguentum Plumbi lodidi, Lond.
Polassii Iodidum, U.S., Lond.,Ed.; Potass<:e Hvdriodas, flub.
Unguentum Potassre Hydriodatis, nub.
.
B.

IPECACUANHA. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Ipecacuanha.
"The root of Cephatilis Ipecacuanha." U. 8., Ed. "Cephaelis Ipecacuanha. Radix." Lond.
Off. Syn . CEPHAELIS IPECACUANHA. Radix. Dub.
Ipccacuanha 1 Fr.; Brech wurzel, lpecacuanha, Germ.; Jpccacuann. Ital., Spa11.

The term ipecacuanha, derived from the language of the aborigin~s of
Brazil, has been applied to various emetic rools of South American origin.
The British Colleges and our national Pharmacopreia recognise only that
of the Cepha.iilis lpecacuanha; and no other is known by the name in the
shops of this country. Our chief attention will, therefore, be confined to
this root, and the plant w~ich yields it; but as others are employed in
South America, are occasionally exported, and may possibly reach our
markets mingled with the genuine drug, we shall, in a note, give a sue·
cinct account of those which have attracted most notict~.
The botanical character of the plant which yields genuine ipecacuanha
was long unknown. Pison and Marcgrav, who were the first to treat of
bis medicine, in their work on the natural history of Brazil, published at
Amsterdarr_i, A.O. IH48, describe in general terms two plants; one producing a whitish root, distinguished by the name of white ipecacuanha, the
other, a brown root which answers in their description precisely to the offi·
cinal drug. But their account was not sufficiently definite to enable botanists to decide upon the character of the plants; and much uncerlainty
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existed on t~e subject. Th~ med!cine was g:enerally thought to be derived
from a species of Viola, which Lrnnreus designated by the title of V. Jpecacuanha. Opinion afterwards turned in favour of a plant sent to Linm:eus
by the celebrated Mutis from New Granada, as affording the ipecacuanha
of that country and of Peru. This was described in the Supplementum of
the younger Linnreus, A. D. 178 1, under the name of Psychotria emetica,
and was Jong erroneously considered as the source of the true ipecacuanha.
Dr. Gomez , of Lisbon, was the first who accurately described and figured
the genuine plant, which he had seen in Brazil, and specimens of which
be took with him to Portugal; but Brotero, professor of botany at Coimb'ra,
with whom he had left specimens, having drawn up a description, and had
it inserted with a figure in the Linnean Transactions, without acknowledgment, e njoyed for a time the credit due to his fellow countryman. In the
paper of Brotero the plant is named Callicocca. lpecacuanha; but the term
Callicocca, having been applied by Schreber, without sufficient reason, to a
genus previously establi shed and nam ed, has been universally abandoned
by botanists for th e Cephaiilis of Swartz; though this, also, it appears, is a
usurpation upon the previous rights of Aublet.
CEPllAELIS. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Rubiacere,
Juss. Cinchonacere, Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Flowers in an involucred head. Corolla tubular. Stignia twoparted. Berry two-seeded. Receptacle chaffy. Willd.
Cephaelis lpecacuanlw. ~ichard, Hist. lperac. p. 21 . t. i.; Ma~tius, Spec .
. Mat. JJled. Brazil. p . 4 . t. L; Curtis's Bot . .ilfag. N. 8. vol. xv ii. pl. 40f13,
A. D. 1844. -Callicocca Ipecacuanha. Brotero, Linn. Trans. vi. 137.
This is a sma\1 shrubby plant, with a root from four to six inches long,
about as thick as a goose-quill, marked with annular rugm, simple or some·
what branched, descending obliquely into the ground, and here and there
sending forth slende r fibrils. Th e stem is two or three feet long; but being
partly und er ground, and often procumbent at the base, usually rises less
than a foot in height. It is sle nder; in the lower portion leafless, smooth ,
brown or ash-coloured, and knotted, with radicles frequently proceeding from
the knots; near the summit, pubescent, green, and furnished with leaves
seldom exceedi ng six in number. These are opposite, petiolate, oblong
obovate, acute, entire, from three to four inches long, from one to two broad,
obscurely green and somew hat rough on their upper surface, pale, downy,
and veined on the under. At the base of each pair of leaves are deciduous
stipul es, embrac ing the ~tern, membranous at their base, and separated above
into numerous bristle-like divisions. The flowers are very small, white,
and collected to the number of eight, twelve , or more, each accompanied
with a green bracte, into a semi-g lobular head, supported upon a round,
solitary, axillary footstalk, and embraced by a monophyllous involucre
deeply divided into four, sometimes five or six obovate pointed segments .
The fruit is an ovate, obtuse berry, which is at first purple, but becomes
almost black when ripe, and contains two small piano-convex seeds.
The plant is a native of Brazil, flourishing in moist, thick, and shady
woods, and abounding most within. the limits of the. eighth and twenlieth
degrees of south latitude. According- to Humboldt, 1t grows also in New
Grenada. It flowers in January and February, and ripens its fruit in May.
The root is usually collected during the period of flowering, though equally
good at other seasons . By this practice the plant is speedily extirpated in
places where it is most eagerly sought. 'Vere the seeds allowed to ripen,
it would propagate itself rapidly and thus maintain a constant supply. The
root is collected chiefly by the Indians, who prepare it by separating it from
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the stem, cleaning it, and hanging it up in bundles to dry in the sun. The
Brazilian merchants carry on a very brisk trade in this drug. The chief
places of export are Rio Janeiro, Bahia, and Pernambuco. It is brought to
the United States in large bags or bales.
Genuine ipecacuanha is in pieces two or three lin es in thickness, variously
bent and contorted, simple or branched, consisting of an interior slender,
light straw-coloured, li gneous cord, with a thick cortical covering, which
presents on its surface a succession of circular, unequal, prominent rings or
rugre, separated by very narrow fissures frequently extending nearly down
to .the central fibre. This appearance of the surface has given rise to the
tt"rm annele or annulatcd, by which lhe lrue ipecacuanha is designated in
the Frc:,nch works on Pharmacy. The corlical part is hard, horny, and
semi-transparenl, breaks with a resinous fracture, and easily separates from
the tougher ligneous fibre, which possesses the medicinal virtues of the root
in a much inferi or degree. Attached to the root is frequently a smoother
and more slender portion, which is the base of the stem, and should be separated before pulverization. Pereira has met, in the English market, wilh
distinct bales composed of these fragmenls of stems, with occasiona!Jy portions of the root attached. Much stress has been laid in works on the
materia medica upon the colour of the external surface of the ipecacuanha
root, and diversi ty in this respect has even led to the formation of distinct
varieties. Thus, the epidermis is ~ometimes deep brown or even b!ackisb,
sometimes reddish-brown or reddish-gray, and sometimes light-gray orashcoloured. H ence the distinction into brown, red, and gray ipecacuanha.
But these are all derived from the same plant, are essentially the same in
properties and composition, and probably differ only in consequence of difference in age, or place of growth, or mode of desiccation . The colours in
fact arc often so intermingled, that it would be impossible to decide in which
variety a particular specimen should be. placed. The brown is the most
abundant in the packages which reach our market. The red, besides the
colour of its epiderm is, presents a rosy tint when broken, and is said to be
somewhat more bitter than the preceding variety. The gray is much lighter
coloured externally, usually rather larger, with lesi prominent rings and
wider fissures, and is still more decidedly bitter. 1Ve have seen, in lhis
ma~ket, bales of gray ipecacuanha, with very imperfectly developed rings,
which were said to have come from Caraccas. At present, however, this is
very rare, if to be found at all. When the bark in either variety is opaque,
with a dull amylaceous aspect, the root is less active as a medicine. As
the woody part is nearly inert, and much more difficult of pulverization
than the cortical, it often happens that, when a particular parcel of the root
js powdered, the portion which rernains last in th e mortar possesses scarcely
any emetic power i and care should be taken to provide against any defect
from this cause. The colour of the powder is a light grayish-fawn .
lpecacuanha has little smell in _th e aggrrgate state, but when powdered
has~ peculiar nauseous odour, which in some persons excites violent sneczing, 10 others dyspnma resembling an attack of asthma. The taste is bitter,
acrid, and very nauseous. Water and alcohol extract its virtues, which are
inj_ur~d by decoction. Its emetic property resides in a peculiar alkaline
prrnc1 ple called emetin, or more properly emetia, discovered by Pr.lletier in
the y~ar 181?· The cortical portion of the brown ipecacuanha, analyzed
by thi s chemist under the erroneous name of Psyc!iotria emetica, yielded
in the hundred parts, 16 of an impure salt of emetia, which was at first considered the pure emetic principle, 2 of ~n odorous fatty matter, 6 of wax,
JO of gum, 42 of starch, 20 of lignin, with 4 parts loss. The woody fibre
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was found to contain only 1·15 per cent. of the impure emetia. M.A.
Richard obtained, from the cortical part, the same proportion of emetia as
found by Pelletier, but detected some principles not noticed by that chemist,
among which were traces of gallic acid. The bark of the red ipecacuanha
was found by Pelletier to contain but fourteen per cent. of the impure emetia. The g1·ay variety has not been analyzed. One hundred parts of good
ipccacuanha contain about 80 of cortical and 20 of ligneous matter.
Emelia whC'n perfectly pure is whitish, ino_dorous, slightly bitter, pulverulent, unalterable in the air, very fus ible, sparingly soluble in cold water and
ether, more soluble in hot water, and very soluble in alcohol; is not reddened
by nitric acid; forms crystallizable salts with the mineral acids and acetic
acid; is precipitated by gallic and tannic acids from its solutions; and contains nitrogen among its ingredients. It is, however, very difficult to procure it in this state of purity, and the proportion afforded by the root is
exceedingly small. As originally obtained it was very impure, probably in
the condition of a salt, and in this state is directed by the French Codex.
Impure emetia is in transparent scales of a brownish-red colour, almost
inodorous, of a bitterish acri d taste, deliquescent, very soluble in water and
alcohol, insoluble in ether, precipitated from its solutions by gallic acid and
the acetates of lead, but not by tartar emetic or the salts of iron. The Co·
dex directs it to be prepared by evaporating a filtered aqueous solution of
an alcoholic extract of ipecacuanha. According to the original method, it
was obtained by treating powdered ipecacuanha with ether to remove the
fatty matter, exhausting the residue with alcohol, evaporating the alcoholic
solution to dryness, and subjecting the extract to the action of cold wate r,
which dissolves the emetia with some free acid, and leaves the wax and
other matters. 'fo separate the acid, the watery solution is treated with
carbonate of magnesia, filtered, and then evaporated. If pure emetia is
required, magnesia is used instead of the carbonate. The salt is thus decomposed, and the organic alkali, being insoluble, is precipitated with the excess
of the earth. The prec ipitate is washed with cold water, and digested in
alcohol, which dissolves the emelia; the alcoholic solut ion is then evaporated,
the_ residue redissolved in a dil.ute acid, and t~e alkal i again precip itated by a
salifiable base. To deprive 1t of colour it 1s necessary to employ animal
charcoal. Berzelius has obtained emetia by treating the powdered root with
Yer_y dilute sulphuric acid, precipitating with magnesia, and treating the precipitate in the manner above directed. Pure emetia has at least three times
the strength of the impure.lit
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Medical Properties and Uses.

lpecacuanha is in large dosl?s emetic, in
smaller, diaphoretic and expectorant, and in st ill smalle r, stimulant to the
stomach, exci ting appetite a nd facilitating digestion. Jn quantities insufficient to vomi t, it produces nausea, and frequently acts upon the bowels. As
an emetic it is mild but tolerably ct?rtain in its ope rati on, and, being usually
throw n from the stomach by one or two efforts , is less apt to produce danby Humboldt and Bonplaml growing in abumlance ne..'U the river l\Iagdalena.
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Thelongitudinaldircctionofthewrinkles has given origin to the nameofstrialtdipt·
It consists of an internal woody
cord and an external cortical portion; but the former is usually larger in proportion to
the latter than in the rootofthe CcphaClis. The bark is soft and easilycutwithaknife,
and when broken exhiUiu a brown slightly resinous fracture. The epidermis is of a dull
reddish-gray colour, which darkens with age and exposure, ~nd ultimately beci:imes
almost black. H ence the root has sometimes been called black 'l_Pctarna11ha. The ligneous portion is yellowish, and perforated with num erous small holes visible by the microsoope. The Peruvian ipecacuanha is neruly inodorous,andhasaftattaste,neitherbitter
nor acrid. Out of 100 parts Pelletier obtained 9 of impure emetia, 12 of fatty matter,
with an abundance of starch, besides gum and li6'1lin. The dose as an emetic, is from
twoscrupleslOadrachm.
2. J.Vhile ]ptcaruanha. .J.lmylaceous lpecacuanha. Undrtlated lpecacua11ha.-Tbis variety
was noticed in the work of Pison; but the vegetable which pro<luced it was not satisfactorily ascer tained till a recent date. Gomez, indeed, in the memoir which he published
at Lisbon, A.D. 1801, gave a fi~,rure and description of the plant: but the m emoir was
not generally known, and botanists remained uncertain upon the subject. By the travels
of M. Saint Hilaire and Dr. Martius in Brazil, more precise .information has been obtained;
and the white ipeeacuanha is now confidently referred to different species of Richard·
s'mia, the Richardia of Linnams. The R. scabra, or R. Brazilit11::is of Gomez, and the
R. emttica are particularly indicated by ::\fartius. }~or the root usually called while ipecacuanha, Guibourt has proposed the name of tmdulaltd iptcacuanha, d cri,·ed from the
peculiar charactcrofthcsurfacc, which presentsindentationsorconcavitiesononeside,
correspondingwithprominenccsorconvexities on the other, so as to give awavyap·
p earance to the root. lt differs little in size from the genuine; is ofa whitish·gray
colour externally; and when broken pre:;ents a dull white fa rinaceousfraeture,offering
by the light of the sun, shining poin ts, which are nothing more than small grains of
fecula. L iketheothervarietiesithasawoodyeentrc. ltisinodorous an<linsipid,and
contains, according to Pelle tier, a very large proportion of starch, with only six per cent.
of impure emctia, and two of fatty matter. Richard found only 3·5 parts of emetia in
the hundred. I t is said to be sometimes mixed with th e gen nine tpccacuanha; but we
havediscovercdnoncinthebaleswhich we have examined.

cacua11!1a, by which it is known in Frenc h Pharmacy.
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gative properties, and some of them ha\'e been r~ported to be equal to the genuine ipcca·
?uanha. The root of the I. .Ipecacm1.11/ia is described by Guibourt as being six or se~en
mch_c~ long, as thiek as a qmll_, s01~1ewhat tortuous, and exhibiting at the points of ficxioo
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~ame from Quito,_to be the I. mic~ophyll1~m of H umboldt. If useful in elephantiasis, it
1s so probably by its cmeto-purgat1vc action. (See .J.lm. Journ. of Pharm., vii. 186.)•
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gerous effects when taken in an overdose than some other substances of the
same class. Lt is also recommended by the absence of corrosive and nar·
cotic properties.
It was employed as an emetic by the natives of Brazil, when that country
was first seuled by the Portuguese; but, though described in the work of
Pison, it was not known in Europe till the year Hi72, and did not come
into use till some years afterwards. John Helvetius, grandfather of the
celebrated author of that name, having been associated with a merchant who
had imported a large quantity of ipecacuanha into Paris, employed it as a
secret remedy, and with so much success in dysentery and other bowel
affections, that general attention was attracted to it; and the fortunate physician received from Louis XlV. a large sum. of money,and public honours, on
the sole condition that he should make the remedy public. From this period
it has maintained its standing among the most useful articles of the materia
medica.
As an emetic it is peculiarly adapted by its mildness and efficiency to all
cases in which the object is merely to evacuate the stomach, or a gentle
impression only is desired; and in most other cases in which emetics are
indicated, it may be advantageously combined with the more energetic medicines, the action of which it renders safer by insuring their discharge. It is
especially useful where narcotic poisons have been swallowed; as under
these circumstances it may be given in almost indefinite doses, with little
comparative risk of injury to the patient. In dysentery it has been supposed to exercise peculiar powers; but is at present less used than formerly
in doses sufficient to excite vomiting. As a nauseating remedy it is used in
asthma. hooping cough, and the hemorrhages; as a diaphoretic, combined
with opium, in a wide circle of diseases. (See Pulvis lpecawanlue et Opii.)
Its expectorant properties .renderitbe~eficial in catarrhal and ot?er pulm~nary
affections. [t has been given also, wJth suppo::ed advantage, m very minute
doses, in dyspeptic cases, and in chronic disease of the gastro-intestinal
mucous membrane.
lpecacuanha is most conveniently administered as an emetic in the form
of powder suspended in water. The dose is about twenty grains, repeated if
necessary at intervals of twenty minutes till it operates. In some individuals
much sma.llerquantities prove emetic, and we know one person who is generally vomited by the fraction of a grain. The operation of the medicine may
be facilitated, and rendered milder, by copious draughts of warm water, or
warm chamomile tea. An infusion in boiling water, in the proportion of two
drachms of the powder to six tluidounces of menstruum, may be given in the
dose of a tluidounce repeated as in the former case. With a view to the
production of nausea, the dose in substance may be two grains, repeated
more or less frequently according to circumstances. As a diaphoretic it
may be given in the quantity of a grain; as an .alterative, in dis~ases of the
stomach and bowels, of a quarter or half a gram two or three limes a day.
Emetia has been used on the continent of Europe as a substitute, but
with no great advantage. Its operation on the stomach is apt to be more
violent and continued than that of ipecacuanha itself; and, if given in overdoses, it may produce dangerous and even fatal consequences. From the
experiments of Magenclie, it appears to have a peculiar ~irection to the
mucous membranes of the alimentary canal and the bronchial tubes. Ten
grains of the impure alkali, administered to dogs, were generally fou.nd to
destroy life in twenl)'.·four hours, and the mucous membranes ment10ned
were observed to be mtlamed throughout their whole extent. The same
result took place when emetia was injected inlo the veins, or abs.orbed from
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anv part of the body .

The dose of impure emetia is about a ~rain and a

haif, of the pure not more than half a grain, repeated at proper rntervals till
lt vomits. ln proportional doses, it n:iay be applie~ _to the other purposes
for which ipecacuanha is used. It will excite vom1trng when applied to a
blistered surface after the removal of the cuticle. Magendie found that dogs
slept much arte r being vomited with emetia, and concluded that the medicine
was narcotic; but other emetic medicines produce the same effect, which is
to be ascribed rather to exhaustion than to any direct operation on the brain.
Dr. Turnbull recommends the external use of ipecacuanha as a counterirritant. An ointment made with one part of the powder, one of olive oil,
and two of lard, rubbed once or twice a day, for a few minutes upon the
skin, produces a copious eruption, which continues out for many days,
without pain or ulceration. (London Lancet, May, 18~2.) It has, however,
been found by ~thers of li.ttle effica.cy in the great maJonty of cases .
Off. Prep. P1 l11lre Coni1Composttm, Lorul.; Pulvis Ipecacuanhre el Opii,
U.S., Lond., E'd .. Dub.; Syrupus Ipecacuanhre, U.S., Ed.; Troch1sci
Ipecacua 11hro , f..!· S.; Trochi~ci Morphire et Ipecacuanhre, Ed.; V!num
Ipecacuunhm, U.S., Lond., Ed., JJub.
\V.

IRIS FLORENTINA. U.S. Secondary.
Florentine Orris.
"The rhizoma of Iris Florentina.'' U. 8.
Iris du Florence, Fr.; Flore111ini.$Che Violcnwurzel, Germ.; lreos, Ital.; Li.rio Floren

Spa11.
IRls. Sex. Syst. Triandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Iridacere.
Gen. C/i. Corolla six-parted; the alternate segment reflected. Stigmas
petal-shaped . 'Vi/Id.
In all the species belonging to this genus, so far as examined, the roots
are more or less acrid, and possessed of cathartic and emetic properties. ln
Europe, the l .fcelidissima, 1. FIMenlina, I. Germanica, 1. pseuclo-acorus,
and /. tuberosa ha\'e at various tim es been ad milled into use . Of these the
1. JtYorenlina is the only one officinal in this country.
iris Florentina. Willd. SJ1. Plant . i. 226; Woodv . .Med. Bot. p. 776. t.
2U2. The root (rhizoma) of the Florentine Iris is perennial, horizontal,
fleshy, fibrous, and covered with a brown epidermis. The leaves spring
directly from the root, are sword-shaped, pointed, nerved, and shorter than
the stem, which rises from the midst of them more than a foot in height,
rou~d , smooth, jointed, and bearing commonly two large white or bluishwhite terminal flowers. The calyx is a spathe with two valves. The corolla
divides into six segments or petals, of which three stand erect, and the
remaining three are bent backward, and bearded within at their base with
yellow-t ipped white hairs. The fruit is a three -celled capsule, containing
numerous seeds.
This plant is a native of Italy, and other parts of the South of Europe.
The root, which is the officinal po.rtion, ~s dug up in sprin~, and pr~pared
for the m?rket by the removal of Its cuticle and fibres. It 1s brought from
Leghorn m large casks.
Properties. Florentine orris is in pieces of various form and size, often
branched, usually about as thick as the thumb, knotty, flattened, white,
heavy, of a rough though not fibrous fracture, a pleasant odour rese mbling
that of the vjolet, and a ~itterish acrid taste. The acrimony is greater in
the recent than in the dned root; but the peculiar smell is more decidedly
tina.
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developed in the latter. The pieces are brittle and easily powdered, and
the powder is of a dirty while colour. Vogel obtained from Florentine orris
gum, a brown extractive, fecula, a bitter and acrid fixed oil or soft resin, a
volatile crystallizable oil, and vegetable fibre.
Afedical Properties. This medicine is cathartic, and in large doses
emNic, and was formerly employed to a considerable extent on the continent
of Europe. lt is said also to be diuretic, and to have proved useful in
dropsies. At present it is highly valued for its pleasant odour. It is occasionally chewed to conceal an offensive breath, and enters into the compo-sition of numerous tooth-powders. In the form of small round balls, about
the size of a pea, it is much used by the French for maintaining the discharge from issues, a purpose to which it is adapted not only by its odour,
but also by the slight degree of acrimony which it retains in its dried state,
and by the property of swelling very much by the absorption of moisture.

w.

IRIS VERSICOLOR. U. S. Secondary.
Blue Flag.
The rhizoma of Iris versicolor." U.S.
his. See IRIS FLORENTINA.
iris versicolor. fl7i.lld . Sp. Plant. i. 233; Bigelow, .Om ..Med. Rot. i.
155. This indigenous species of Iris has a peren nial , fl eshy, horizontal,
fibrous root or rhizoma, and a stem two or three feet high, round on one
side, acute on the other, and frequently branching. The leaves are sheathing at the base, sword·shaped , and striated . The flowers are from two to
six in number, and are usually blue or purple, though varying much in
colour. The capsule has three ,•alves, is divided into three cells, and when
mature is oblong, three-sided, with obtuse angles, and contains numerous
fiat seeds.
The blue flag is found in nil parts of the United States, flourishing in low
wet places, in meadows, and on the borders of swamps, which it serves to
adorn with its large and beautifol flowers. These make their appearance
in June. The root is the medicinal portion. The flowers afford a fine
blue infusion, which serves as a test of acids and alkalies.
The recent root is without odour, and has a nauseous, extremely acrid
taste, which is imparted to water by decoction, and still more perfectly to
alcohol. The acrimony as well as medicinal activity is impaired by age.
Blue flag possesses the cathartic, emetic, and diuretic properties common
!o most of th6 species of this genus. It is said by Mr. Bartram to be held
m much esteem by the Southern Indians i and Dr. Bigelow informs us that
h~ has found it efficacious as a purgative, t~ough inconvenient from the
distressing nausea and prostration which it 1s apt to occasion. Dr. Macbride, of Carolina, found it useful in dropsy. It is, however, very little
employed by the profession at large, and is sddom if ever kept in the shops.
It may be given in substance, decoction, or tincture. The dose of the dried
root is from ten to twenty grains.
W.
11

JALAP A. U.S., Lond, Ed., Dub.

Ia lap.
u The root of Ipomrea Jalapa (Coxe, .Orn. Journ. of A'fed. Sciences}."
U.S. "lpoma::a Jalapa. Rae/ix." Lond. "Root of Ipomrea Purga (Nees
von Esenbeck)." Ed. °Convolvulus Jalapa. Radix." Dub.
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Jn.lap. Fr.; Jal_appcn-\\'urzcl, Germ.; &iarappa, Ital.:· Jaiapa, Span.

It is only wnhin a few years that t he precise bOlanical origin of jalap
has been known . It was at first ascribed by Li nnreus to a Mirnbilis , but
afterwards to a new species of Con\'olvulus, to which he gave the name of
C. Jalapa. The co rrectness of the latter reference was generally admitted;
and, as the fpvrr:-~a macrorhiza of Michaux, growing in ~Jorida and
Georgia, was believed to be identical with the C. Ja\apa of Linn., it was
thought that this valuable drug, which had been obtained exclusively from
Mexico, might be collected within the limits of the United States. But the
error of this opinion was soon demonstrated; and botanists now universally
concur i.n th~ belief, that jalap is the product of a plant ~rst made known
to the scientific world by Dr. John R. Coxe, of Philadelphia, and desc.ribed
by l\fr. Nuttali under the name of lpomrea Jalapa. \ Vhen th.is Dispensatory was first published, opin ion in relation to the botanical history of the
drug was unsettled, and it was deemed proper to ente r at some length into
the consideration of the subject; but the subsequent ge~e ral admission of
the views then ad\•ocated renders an equal degree of minuteness now unnecessary . Tt is sufficient to state, that Dr. Coxe received living roots of
jalap from Mexico in the year 1827, and succeeded in producing a perfect
flowering plant, of which a description, by Mr. Nuttall, was published in
the .!lm. Joum. of l'lledical Sciences fo r J anuary, 1830 ; that the same plant
was aflerwards cultivated in France and Germany from roots transmitted
to those countries from the jalap region of Mexico; and that one of the
authors of this work has produced, from roots obtai ned in the vicinity of
Xalapa, a nd sent to him by the late Dr. Marmaduke Burrough, then United
States consul at Vera Cruz, luxuriant pla nts, which he was enabled to
compare with others descended from the plant of Dr. Coxe, and found to
be identical with them. l n the United States, London, and Edinburgh
Pharmacopa::ias, this origin of jalap is now admitted ; but the London College has quoted as authority fo r their Ipomrea Ja lapa an unpublished manuscript by Don, and the Edinburgh College has adopted Hayne's and Wenderoth's name of I . Purga, thus overlooking the prior claims of the American
authorities. J. H . Balfour, in the number of Curtis's magazine for February
1847, states that the plant belongs to the genus .Exogoniwn of Choisy, as
defined in De Candolle's Prodromus, being distmguished from Ipomrea by
its exse rted stamens.
IPo:'tl.&A. Sea:. Syst . Pentandria Monogynia. -Nat. Ord. Convolvulacere.
Gen. Ch. Sepals five . Corolla campanulate. Stamens included. Style
one. Sti[.pn<t two· lobed; the lobes capitate. Ovary two-celled; cells twosecded. Capsule t\\'O·ce!led . Lindie}}.
lpoma;a Jalapa. Nuttall , .11.m. Journ. qf flied. Sciences, v. 300. lpom:w
Purga. Hayne , J)m·stel, wul Beschreib. &c., xii . 33 and :J-li Lindley,
Flor: A.fed. :J!:.16. Exogonium Purga. Balfour, Cu.rtis's Bot ..lltag. ;Jcl ser.,
vol. iii . tab. 4~80. The root of this plant is a roundish somewhat pearshap:d tuber •. externally blackish, internally wh ite, with long fibres proceeding from its lower part as well as from the upper root·stalks. A tuber
produced by Dr. Coxe was, in its third year, between two and three inches
in diameter. Thes~em is round •. smooth, much disposed to twist, and rises
to a considerable height upon neighbouring objects, about which it twines.
The leaves are heart·shaped , entire, smooth, pointed, deeply si nuated at the
base, promint;>ntly Yeined on their under surface, and supported upon long
footstalks. The lower le~ves are nearly hastate,or with di,·erging angular
points. The flowers, which are large an.d of a lilac-purple colour, stand
upon peduncles about as long as the pelloles. Eacb peduncle supports
two, or more rarely, three flowers. 'l'he calyx is without bractes, five-
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leaved, obtuse, with two of the di visions external. Tbe corolla is funnelform. The stamens are. five ~n .number, with, oblong, white, somewhat
e.xse rted anthers. The. stigma is simple nnd cap1tate. The above descript10n is taken from that drawn up by Mr. NutLall, and published in Dr.
Coxe' s paper in the American Journal of the Medical Sciences.
The jalap p lant is a native of Mexico, and derived its name from the city
of Xalapa, in the state of Vera Cruz, in the neighbourhood of which it
grows, at a height of about 6000 feet above the ocean. It might probably

~;o~~l~it7r Z! !~:~~r~~~tt~~~ ~~~t~~~ ~a~~~co~~:~fngS~a:~~·lly ·~e~~v~~~go~!
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hundred and two hundred pounds.
Properlie.'J. The tuber ~omes either whole, or divided longitudinally into
two parts, or in transverse circular slices. Th e entire tubers are irregularly
roundish, or ovate and pointed, or pear-shaped, usually much smaller than
the fist, and marked wnh circular or vertical incisions, made to facil itate
their drying. The root is preferred in th is state, as it is less apt to be
defective, and is more easily distinguished from the adulterations than
when sli ced. A much large r proportion comes enti re than formerly, indi
eating a greater scarcity of the older roots, which it is necessary to slice in
order to dry them properly. The tuber is heavy, compact, hard, brittle,
with a shi nin g undulated fracture, exhibiting numerous resinous points, dis
tinctly visible with the microscope. It is externally brown and wrinkled,
internally of a gray ish colour, dive rsified by concentric darker circles, in
which the matter is denser and harder than in the intervening spaces. Jalap
is always kept in the shops in the state of powder, which is of a yell owish
gray colou r, and when inhaled irritates the nostrils and throat, and provokes
sneezing and coughing. The odollr of the root, w hen cut or broken, js
heavy, sweetish , and rather nauseous; the taste is sweetish, somewhat acri d,
and disagreeable. I t y ields its active properties partly to water, partly to
alcohol, a nd completely to dillltcd alcohol. M. Cadet de Gassicourt obtained
from 500 parts of jalap, 24 of water, 50 of resin, 220 of gummy extract.
12·5 of fecula, 12·5 of albumen , 145 of lignin, 16·3 of sali ne matters, 2·7
of silica, with a loss of 11 parts. The resin of jalap consists of two portions, one of which, amounting to seven parts out of ten, is hard and insoluble
in ether, the other is soft and soluble in that menstruum. The hard resin
is stated by G. A. Kaiser to have acid properties, and to be identical with
the jalapin of H erberger and Buchner. He proposes to call it rhodeoretin.
(Chem. Gaz., N?· 53, from Liebig's .8nnall'.i.) The pr9portion of r~sin to
the other ingredients of the root varies consid erably in different specimens.
According to Gerbe r, the root conta ins 7·8 per cent. of hard resin, 3 ·2 of
soft resin, 17·9 of extractive, 14·5 of gummy extract,8·2 of a colouri ng substa nce which becomes red un der the influence of the alkaline carbonates,
l ·9 of uncrystallizable sugar, 15·6 of gum mixed w ith some saline matters,
3 ·2 of bassorin, 3·9 of albumen, 6·0 of starch, 8·2 of Jjgnin, with some water,
and various salts. For the method of obtaining the resin of jalap pure, see
4

4

4

Extractum sive R esina Jalap:e.
Jalap is apt to be attacked by worms, which , however, are said to devour
the amylacedus or softer parts, and to leave the resin; so that the worm -eaten
drug is more powerfully purgative than that which is sound. Thus, out of
397 parts of the former, M. Henry obtain ed 72 parts of resin, while from
a.n equal quantity of the latter he procured only 48 parts. Hence wormeaten jalap should be employed for obta ining the resin, but should not be
pulYerized, as it would afford a powder of more than the proper strength.
The drug is also liable to various adulterations, or fraudulent substitutions,
which, however, can usua. ll y be detected wit hout difficulty. Those which
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have attracted particular altention are mentioned in the note below.* Jalap
should be rejected when it is light, of a whit ish colour internally, of a dull
fracture, spongy, or friable. Powders of calomel and jalap, taken on long
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voyages to southern climates, are said, when brought back, to have become
consolidated. and so far chemically allered as plainly to exhibit globules of
mercury. This change is ascribed by Schacht and Wackenroder to a fun-

go~~c~~~~;lt~~~;;r~i~so\:~;,r. Ji;.c!t.J ~j;p~~a::·;~~:~ v~a~;;L, operating
briskly and sometimes painfully upon the bowels, and producing copious
watery stools. The aqueous extract purges moderately, without much
griping, and is said lo increase the flow of urine . Th~ portion not taken up
by water gripes severely. The watery extract obtained from jalap previously exhausted by rectified :spirit, is said to have no c~thartic effect, but
to operate powerfully by urine. (Duncan.) The alcoholic extract, usually
called resin of jalap, purges actively, and often produces severe griping.
From these facts it appears, that the virtues or this cathartic do not depend
exclusively upon any one principle. Jalap was introduced into Europe in
the latter part of the sixteenth, or beginning of the seventeenth century, and
now ranks among the purgative mt>dicines most extensively employed . It
is applicable to most cases in which an active cathartic is required, and from
its hydragogue powers is especially adapted to the treatment or dropsy. It
is generally given in connexion with other medicines, which assist or qualify
its operation. In dropsical complaints it is usually combined with the bitartrate of potassa; and the same mixture is much employed ~n the treatment
of the hip disease, and scrofulous affections or other joints. \\'ith calomel
it forms a cathartic compound, which has long been highly popular in the
United States in bilious fever, and other complaints attended with congestion
of the liver or portal circle. In overdoses it may produce dangerous hypercatharsis. It is said to purge when applied to a wound.
The dose or jalap in powder is from fifteen to thirty grains; or the resin
or alcoholic extract, which is much used on the continent of Europe, and is
now directed by the Edinburgh College, from four to eight grains. The
latter is usually given rubbed up with sugar, or in emulsion, by which its
tendency to irritate painfully the mucous membrane of the bowels is thought
to be in some measure obviated. The extract or the United States and
London Pharmacopreias is preferable to the alcoholic, as it more completely
represents the jalap itself. The dose of calomel and jalap is ten grains of
each, that of bitartrale or potassa and jalap, two drachms or the former
and ten or fifteen grains of the latter.
Off. Prep. Extractum Jalnpre, U. 8.,Lond., IJub.; Extractum sive Resina JaJapre, Ed.; Pulvis Jalapre Compositus, U.S., Lond., Ed., flub.;
'l'inctura Jalapre, U.S., Lond., Ed., IJub.; Tinctura Sennre et Jalapre,

U.S., Ed.

W.
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JUGLANS. U.S.
Butternut.
The inner bark of the root of Ju glans cinerea." U.S.
JuoLANS. Sex. Syst . Monrecia Polyandria.-Nat. Ord. Juglandacere.
Gen. Ch. MALE • .llnientum imbricated. Calyx a scale. Corolla six-parted. Filaments four to eighteen. FmuALE. Caly.x four-cleft, superior. Cot·olla four-cleft. Styles two. Drupe coriaceous wtth a furrowed nut. Wi/ld,
Several products of Juglans regia, or common European walnut, are
used medicinally in Europe. The hull of the fruit has been employed as a
vermifuge from the times of Hippocrates, and has been recommended in
syphilis and old ulcers. The expressed oi l of the fruit is deemed by some
practitioners efficacious against the tape-worm, and is also used as a laxative
injection. The leaves, long occasionally employed for various purposes both
in regular and domestic practice, have recently been found by Professor Negrier, of Angers, in the highest degree efficacious in scrofula. He gave to
children a teacupful of a pretty strong infusion, or six grains of the aqueous
extract, or an equivalent dose of the syrup prepared from the extract, two,
three, or four times a day; and at the same time applied a strong decoction
to the ulcers, and as a collyrium when the eyes were diseased. No injury
was ever experienced from a long-continued use of the remedy. It appears
to act as a moderately aromatic bitter and astringent. (.llrchives GP.n., 3e
airie, x. :l9U and xi. 4 1.) The leaves of our J. nigra or common black
walnut, or those of J. cinereu, which is the only officinal species, would
probably answer as good a purpose.
Juglans cinerea. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 456; Bigelow, .llm ..Med. Bot.
ii. 115.-J. callw.rtica. Michaux, N . .llm. Sylva. i. 160. This is an indigenous forest tree, known in different sections of the country, by the various
names of butternut, oilnut, and white walnut. In favourable situations it
attains a great size, rising sometimes fifty feet in height, with a trunk tbree
or four feet in diameter at the distance of five feet from the ground. The
stem di\•ides, at a small distance from the ground, into numerous nearly horizontal branches, which spread widely, and form a large tufted head, giving
to the tree a peculiar aspect. The young branches are smooth and of a
grayish colour, which has given origin to the specific name of the plant.
The leaves are very lo~g, and consist of seven or eight pairs of sessile
leaflets, and a single peuolate leaflet at the extremity. These are two or
three inches in length, oblong·lanceolate, rounded at the base, acuminate,
finely serrate, and somewhat downy. Th_e male and female flowers are distinct upon the same trPe. The former are 10 large aments, four or fi\'e inches
0
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of the same spring. The germ 1s surmounted by two large, feathery, rose·
coloured stigmas. The fruit is sometimes single, su_spended by a thin pliable
peduncle; sometimes several are attached to the s1de,s and extremity of the
same peduncle. The drupe is oblong-oval, with a terminal projection, hairy ,
viscid, green in the immature state, but br~wn when ripe. It contains a
hard, dark-coloured, oblong, pointed. nut,_ with_ a rough deeply and irregu·
Jarly furrowed surface. The kernel 1s thick, oily, and pleasant to the taste.
The butternut grows in Upper and Lower Canada, and throughout the
whole northern, eastern, and western sections of the United States. In the
Middle States, the flowers appear in May, and the fruit ripens in September.
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The tre~, i~ pierced imn:ediately before the }~aves unfold, yields a richly
saccharine JUiee, from which s ugar may be obtamed, nearly if not q uite equal
to that from the sugar maple . The wood, though neither strong nor com·
pact, is useful for some purposes on account of its durability, and exemption
from the altacks of worms. The fruit, when half-grown, is sometimes
made into pickles, and when ripe, affo rds, in its kernel, a grateful article of
food. The bark is used for dyeing wool a dark-brown colour, though inferior
for this purpose to that of the black walnut. It is said, when applied to the
sk in, to have a rubefacient effect. The inn er bark is the medicinal portion,
and that of the root, being considered most efficient, is directed by the
nalional Pharmacopceia. lt should be collected in May or June.
On the living tree, the inner bark when first uncovered is of a pure white,
which becomes immediately on exposure a beautiful lemon colour, and ulti·
mately changes to deep brown. lt has a fibrous texture, a feeble odour, and
a peculiar, bitter, somewhat acrid taste. Its medical virtues are entirely ex·
tracted by boiling water. Dr. Bige low could detect no resin among its con·
stituents ; and the presence of tannin was not evinced by the test of ge latin ,
though a brownish·black colour was produced by the sulphale of iron.
Jlledical Properties and Uses . Butternut is a mild cathartic, operating
without pain or i~ritation, and resembling rhubarb in th~ property of evacuat·
ing without debilitating the alimentary canal. It was much emp loyed during
our revolutionary war by Dr. Rush and other physicians attached to the
army, and was highly esteemed. It is especially applicable to cases of
habitual costiveness and other bowel affections, particularly dysentery, in
which it has acquired considerable reputation. In connexion with calome!
j1 becomes more active, and is sometimes used in our intermiltent and remit·
tent fe\rcrs, and other com plaints attended with congestion of the abdominal
viscera. It is given in the form of decoction or extract, never in substance.
The extract is officinal, and is almost always preferred. The dose of it is
from twenty to thirty grains as a purge, from five to ten grains as a laxative.
W.
Off. Prep. Extract um J uglandis, U. 8.

JUNIPER US. US.
Juniper.
"The fruit of Juniperus communis." U.S.
Off. Syn. JUNIPER! CACUMINA. JUNIPER! FRUCTUS. JuniCacumina. Fructus . Lond.; JUN IPERl CACUM I·
NA. Tops of Juniperus communis. JUNIPER! FRUCTUS. Berries of
Juuiperus communis. Ed.; JUNIPERUS CO;\'!MUN!S. Bacco» Cacumina. n ub.
pcrus communis.

Gencvrier commw1, Baiesdc Genievre, Fr.: Gemeiner \Vacbholder, \Vachholderbecrcn,
Germ.; Gincpro1 Ital.; Encbro, Bayas de encbro, Span.

JuNIPERUS.
Coniferm.

Sex. Syst. Direcia Monadelphia.- Nat. Ord. Pinacem or

Gen. Ch. MALE • .llmtntum ovate. Calyx a scale. Corolla none. Sta·
mens three. FEMALE. Calyx three·parted. Petals three. Styles three.
Berry three-seeded, irregular, with the three .tubercles of the calyx. Tfilld.
Juniperui communis. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 8.>3; Woodv . .filed. Bot. p.

13. t. 6. This is an erect evergreen shr~b, us ually small, but sometimes
attaining a height of tw elve or fifteen feet, wuh numerous very close branches.
The leaves are narrow, longer than the fruit, entire, shnrp~y pointed, chan·
ncled, of a deep green colour, somewhat glaucous on theu upper surface,
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spreadincr,
and attached to t1.1e ~tern or branches in threes, in a verti?illate
0
manner. The flowers are d1ccc10us, and disposed in small, ovate, axillary,
sessile, solitary aments. The fruit is formed of the fleshy coalesci ng scales
of the ament, and contains three angular seeds.
'l'he common juniper isa native of Europe; but has be~n introduce_d into
thi s country, in some parts of which it has become naturalized. It 1s not
uncommon in the neighbourhood of Philadelphia. The plant described in
Bigelow's American Medical Botany under the title of J. communis, and
very common in certain parts of New England, deserves, perhaps, to be
considered a distinct species. lt is a trailing shrub, seldom more than two
or three feet in height, spreading in all directions, throwing out roots from
its branches, and forming beds which are often m~ny rods in circumf~re~ce.
The name of J. depressa has been proposed fo r it. The common Juniper
flowers in May; but <loes not ripen its fruit till late in the following year.
All parts of the plant contain a volatile oil, which imparts to them a peculiar
flavour . The wood has a slight aromatic odour,and was formerly used for
fumi gation. A terebinthinate juice exudes from the tree and hardens on the
bark. This has been erroneously considered as identical with sandarach.
The peasanty in th e South of France prepare a so rt of tar, which they
call "/mile de crule," from the interior reddish wood of th e trunk and branches
by a distillation per descensum. IL is a brownish thick liquid, o.f a strong
tar·like smell, and is used internally in worms, and externally m scabies
and various scaly eruptions. (.llnn. de TMrap., 1847, p. 65.) The fruit
and tops of juniper are the only offi.cinal parts.
The berries, as the fruit is commonly called, are sometimes collected in
this country, and parcels are occasionally brought to the Philadelphia market from New Jersey. But, though equal to the European in appearance,
they are inferior in strength, and are not much used. The best come from
the South of Europe, particularly from Trieste and lhe Ilalian ports. They
are globular; more or less shriveled; about as large as a pea; marked with
three furrows at the summit, and with tubercles from the persistent calyx
at the base; covered with a glaucou s bloom, beneath which they are of a
shining blackish-purple colour; and containing a brownish-yellow ~ulp, and
three angular seeds. They have an agreeable somewhat aromatic odour,
and a sweetish, warm, bilterish, slightly terebin thinate tast<'. These properties, as well as their medical virtues, they owe chiefly to an essential oil,
which may be separated by distillation . (See Oleum Junip eri.) The other
ingredients, according. to 'l'rommsdorff, are resin, sugar, gum, wax, lignin,
water, and various salrne substances. 'l'he proportion of these ingredients
var!es according to the greater or less maturity of the berries. The volatile
oil 1s most abundant in those which have attained their full O'rowth
and are
0
still green , or in those which are on the point of ripening. In the latter,
Tro~m sdo rff found one per cent. of the oil. In those which are perfectly
ripe 1t has been partly changed into resiu, and in those quite black, completely so. Th e berries impart their virtues to water and alcohol. They
are very largely consumed in the preparation of gin.
The tops of Juniper are directed bf the London and Dublin Colleges.
Their odour is b~lsamic, their taste resrnou s and bitterish; and they possess
similar virtues wuh the berries •
. JJ.fe~lic~d Properties and f!ses. Juniper berries are gently stimulant and
dmret1c, imparting to the urme the smell of violets, and producing occasionally, when v~ry largely taken, <l.isagreeable irritation in the urinary passages.
They are chiefly u.sedas an ad1uvant to more powerful diuretics in dropsical
complaints; but have been recommended also in scorbutic and cutaneous dis·
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eases, catarrh of the bladder~ and .atonic conditio~s of the alimentary.canal
and uterus. They may be given m substance trnurated with sugar, m the
dose of one or two drachms repeated three or four times a day. But the
infusion is a more convenient form. It is prepared by macerating an ounce
of the bruised berries in a pint of boiling water, the whole of which may be
taken in the course of twenty·four hours. Extracts are prepared from the
berries, both bruised and unbruised, and given in the dose of one or two
drachms; but, in consequence of the evap_oration of the essential oil, they
are probably not stronger than the berries m substance.
Off. Prep. Decoctum Scoparii Comp?situm, Lond., Ed.; Oleum Juniperi ,
U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.; Spiritus Juniperi Compositus, U.S., Land., Ed.,

w.

1J11b.

JUNIPERUS VIRGINIANA. U.S. Secondary.
R ed Cedar.

;;;:~:Etz~:. O~:~~jo~r~:;a~.iana," 0. 8,
Juniperus Virg-iniana. Willd. Sp.Plant. iv. 853; Bigelow, .ll_m.. JY/ed.
Bot. iii. 40; Michaux, N . .!Jm. Sylv. iii. 221. This species of juniper,
known commonly by the name of red cedar, is an evergreen tree of slow
growth, seldom attaining a very large size, though sometimes rising forty
or fifty feet in height, with a stem twelve or thirteen inches in diameter.
It has numerous very close branches, which, in the young tree, spread out
horizontally near the ground; but, as th e tre e advances, the lower branches
slowly decay, leavin g the trunk irregular with knots and crevices. The
leaves are very small, fleshy, ovate, concave, pointed, glandular on their
outer surface, either ternate or in pairs, and closely imbricated. Those of
th.e young shoots are often much lon ger, and spreading. The leaves closely
invest the extreme twigs, increasing with their growth, till ultimately lost
in the encroachments of the bark. "The barren flowers are in oblong
aments, formed by peltatc scales with the anthers concealed within them.
The fertile flowers have a proper periamh, which coalesces with the germ,
and forms a small, roundish berry, with two or three seeds, covered on its
outer surface with a bright blue powder." (Bigelow .)
The red cedar grows in all latitudes of the United States, from that of
Burlington, in Vermont, to the Gulf of Mexico; but is most abundant and
most vigorous in the southern section. The interior wood is of a reddish
colour, and highly valuable on account of its great durability. Small excrescences which. are sometimes found on the branches of the tr~e. are
popularly used as an anthelmintic under the name of cedar apples, in the
dose of from ten to twenty grains three times a day. 'fhe tops or leaves
O.'lly are officinal.
They have a peculiar not unpleasant odour, and a strong, bitterish,
somewhat pungent taste. These properties reside chiefly in an essential
oil, and are readily imparted to alcohol. The leaves, analyzed by Mr.'Wm.
J. Jenks, were found to contain volati le oil, gum, tannic acid, albumen, bitter
extractive, resin, chlorophylle, fixed oil, lime, and lignin. (.!lm. Journ. of
P!tarm., xiv. 235.) Theybearacloseresernblance to th e leaves of Jlmiperus Sabina, from which they can be certainly distinguished only by the
difference of odour .
.Afe(lical Properties and Uses. 'fhe resemblance of red cedar to sa vine is
said also to extend to their medical properties; the former being considered,
35•
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like the latter, stimulant, emmenagogue, diuretic, and, under certain circumstances, diaphoretic. It is, however, much less energetic; and, though
advantage may, as has been asserted, have accrued from its use in amenorrhrea,chronic rheumatism, and dropsy, it has not acquired the confidence of
the profession generally. Externally applied it acts as an irritant; and an
ointment, prepared by boiling the fresb leaves for a short time in twice their
weight of lard, with the addition of a little wax, is employed as a substitute
for savine cerate in maintaining a purulent discharge from blistered surfaces.
Sometimes the dried leaves in powder are mixed with six times their weight
of resin cerate, and used for a similar purpose. But neither of these preparations is as effectual as the analogous preparation of savine.
W.

KINO. U.S., Land., Ed.. Dub.
Kina.
''An extract obtained from an uncertain plani." U.S. "Pterocarpus
erinaceus. Extractum." Lond. "Concrete exudation of Pterocarpus erinaceus, and of other undetermined genera and species." Ed.
Kino, Fr. 1 Germ., Ital.; Quino, Span.

T he term kino was originally applied to a vegetable extract or inspissated
juice, taken to London from the western coast of Africa, and introduced to
the notice of the profession by Dr. Fothergill. Vegetable products obtained
from variou~ other parts of the world, resembling kino in their appearance
and properties, afrerwards received the same name; and much confusion
and uncertainty have existed, and to a considerable degree still exist, in
relation to the botanical and commercial history of the drug. 'Ve shall fir~t
give an account of the general properties which at present entitle a medicine to the name of kino, and shall then treat of the several varieties.
General Properties. Kino, as found in the shops, is usually in small,
irreg.ular, angular, shining fragments, se.ldom so large as a pea, of a dark
reddish-brown or blackish colo.u r, very bnttle, easily pulverizabl.e,and affording a reddi.sh powder, much lighter coloured than the drug in !ls ~ggregate
state. If rn larger masses, it may be reduced without difficulty rnto these
minute fragn;1ents. LL is without ?dour, and has a bitterish, highly astringent taste, with a somewhat sweetish after-taste. [t burns with little flame,
and does not soften with heat. It imparts its virtues and a deep·red colour
to water and alcohol. Cold water forms with it a clear infusion. Boiling
water dissolves it more largely; and the saturated decoction becomes turbid
on cooling, and deposits a reddish sediment. The tincture is not disturbed
by water. 'Vhen long kept it often gelatinizes, and loses its astringency.
(See Ti.nctura Kino.) Ki no consists chiefly of a modification of tannic acid
or tannin, with extractiv~, gum, an? sometimes probably a liule resin; but
we need a careful analysis of the different well-ascertained varieties. 'l'be
aqueous solution of kino is precipitated. by gelatin, the soluble salts of iron,
silver, lead, and antimony, the bichlonde of mercury, and the sulphuric,
nit ric, and muriatic acids . The precipitate with iron is of an olive or greenish-black colour. The alka lies favou r the solubility of kino in water, but
essentially change its nature, and destroy its astringency.
l. Ealit India Kino. 'l'his is the variety at present probablv most used,
and most hi&h ly esteemed. lls origin was long unknown. ReCently,it has
been ascertained, by the united researches of Drs. Pereira, Royle, Wight,
and others, to be the product of Pterocarpus lJIIco-.mpium, a lofty tree, growing upon the mountains of the Malabar coast of Hindostan. Ki no is the juice
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of the tree, extracted through longitudinal incisions made in the bark, and
nflerwards dried in the sun. Upon drying it breaks into small fragments,
and is put into wooden boxes for exportation. It is collected near Tellicherry, and exported from Bombay. (Roy/e's 11/at. llled. and Therap.)
It is sometimes imported into this country directly from the East Indies,
but more commonly from London. It comes from the East in boxes.
East India kino is in small, angu lar, glistening fragments, of a uniform
consistence, appearing as if formed by the breaking down of larger masses.
'l'he larger fragments are opaque and nearly black; but minute splinters are
sometimes translucent, and of a deep garnet redness w~en view.ed by transmitted light. This variety of kino is very brittle, readily brea kmg between
the fingers, and easily pulverized, affording a dark redd i~h powder, a portion
of which, res ulting from the mutual attrition of the fragment, is often
found interspersed among them. \Vhen chewed, it softens in the mouth,
adheres somewhat to the teeth, and tinges the saliva of a bloocl~red colour.
In odour, taste, and chemical relations, it corresponds with the account
already given of kino in general. IL was analyzed by Vauquclin,and found
to contain 75 per cent. of tannin and peculiar extractive, 2-l of red gum, and
I of insoluble matter. Pereira states that it has been shown by A. W.
Buchner to contain caleclwin, or calechuic acid. (See Calechu, p. 194.)
2. 117est India or Jamai ca Kino. This is believed to be the product or
the Coccolobct urifera, or sea-side grape, a tree twenty feet or more in
height, bl~aring bea utiful broad shining leaves, and large bunche~ of purple
berries, to which it owes its vernacular name. It grows in the West Indies
nnd neighbouring parts of the continent. The kino is said to be obtainecl
by C\'aporating a decoction of the wood and bark, which are very astringent.
!\Jany years since, a thick reddish-brown liquid was imported into Philadelphia from the ·west lndies, which, when dried by exposure to the air in
shallow vessels or by heat, afforded an extract having all the properties of
kino, for which it wns sold by the druggists. 'l'his has been 1ong exhausted;
but, within a few years, a considerable quantity of "\Vest India kino has
been brought into this market, and now enters into the consumption of the
country . It is contained in large gourds, into which it has evidently been
poured while in a liquid or semi-liquid state, and then allowed to harden.
\Vhen taken from the gourd, it breaks into fragments of various sizes,
upon an average about as large as a. hazelnut, and having some tendency to
the recta ngular form. The consistence of these fragments ls uniform, their
surface smooth and shining, and their colour a dark reddish-brown, approaching to black. They are, however, not so glistening, nor so black as the
East India kino. Jn mass th ey are quite opaciue, but in thin splinters are
translucent and of a ruby redness. They are readily broken by the fingers
into smalle r fragments, are easily pulverized, and yield a dull reddish powder, considerably lighter-coloured than that of the former variety. The
\Vest India kino is without odour, and has a very astringent bitterish taste,
with a scarcely observable sweetish after-taste. It adheres to the teeth
wlH'n chewed, though rather less than the East India variety, and colours
the saliva red. The solubility of Jamaica kino was very carefully examined, at ou r req uest, by Dr. Robert Br~<lges, of this city, who found that
cold water dissolved 8!) per cent., and ordinary officinal alcohol 94 per cent.
Th e portion dissoh•ed by alcohol and not by water was probably of a resinous nature; as it appeared to be viscid, and very much impeded the filtration of the watery so lution. Guibourt, who states that Jamaica kino is but
s li ght ly dissolved by cold water, must have operated on a different product.
According to Bostock, it cont<tins 41 per cent. of tannin.
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3. South American Kino.-Caracas Kino. In 1839, when the fourth
edition of this Dispensatory was pu blished,an astringent extract had recently
been introduced imo our market, derived, as we were informed, from Caracas,
and known by that name to the druggists. Since that period it has come
much more into use, and now constitutes a considerable portion of the consumption of the country. It is probably the same as that described by
Guibourt, in the last edition of his History of Drugs, as the kino of Columbia.
As imported, this variety of kino is in large masses, some weighing several pounds, covered with thin leaves, or exhibiting marks of leaves upon
their unbroken surface, externally very dark, and internally of a deep reddish-brown or dark port-wine colour. It is opaq ue in the mass, but translucent in thin splinters, very brittle, and of a fracwre always shining, but
in some masses wholly rough and irregular, in others rough only in the
inte rior, while the outer portion, for an inch or two in depth, breaks with a
rather smooth and uniform surface like that of the 'Vest India kino. This
outer portion is easily broken into fine angular fragments, while the interior
crumbles quite irregularly. Some of the masses are very impure, containing pieces of bark, wood, leaves, &c.; others are more homogeneous, and
almost free from impurities. The masses are broken up by means of a
mill so as to resemble East India kino, from which, however, this variety
differs in being more irregular, less sharpl y angular, more powdery, and
less black. On comparing the finer and more angular poi:tions of the
masses with the West India kino, we were strongly struck with their
resemblance; and in fact could discover no difference between the two
varieties either in colour, lustre, taste, the colour of the powder, or other
s~nsible property.
South American kino was found by Dr. Bridges to
yield 93·5 per cent. to cold water, and oa per cent. to alcohol; so that,
while it has almost the same solubility as Jamaica kino in alcohol, it is
somewhat more soluble in cold water. The aqueous solulion, in this case,
was not embarrassed by the adhesive matter which impeded the filtration
in the former variety; and the want of a minute proportion of resinous
matter in the South America kino is th e only difference we have discovered between the two drugs. lt is not improbable that they are deri~·ed
from the same plant.; and there is no difficulty in supposing that this may
be the Coccoloba uv1fera, as that tree grows as well upon the continent as
in the islands.
4 . .!lfrican Kino. The original kino employed by Dr. Fothergill was
known to be. the produce of n tree growing in Senegal, and upon the banks
of the Gambia, on the western coast of Africa; but the precise character of
the .tree '.''as no.t ascertained, untjl a spec~men, sent home by Mungo Park
durmg his last 1our.ney, enabled the English botanists to decide that it was
the P/el'orarpus erinaceus of Lamarck and Poiret. The London College
accordingly refers kino to this plant; but in so doing has overlooked the
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pharmacologist canno~ speak with certainly of havinO" seen a specimen.
That described by Gu1bourt has turned out to be the B~dea gum;* and the
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description in Christison'.s Dispensatory evidently applies to the common
East l ndia kino. A specimen given to Dr. A. T. Thomson as African kino,
and des~ribed in his Dispensatory, is certainly not the drug spoken of by
Fotherg11l, but rather resembles the Butea gum.
As described by Fothergill, the African kino, for which he proposed the
name of gummi rubrum. astringen.y Gambinense, was in lurPps of about
the size of those of gum Senegal or dragon's blood, and so similar in appearance to the latter that a good judge might easily be deceived. These Jumps
were hard, briule, opaque, and almost black; but minute fragments were
reddish and transparent like garnet. The drug was inodorous, of a strongly
astringent and sweetish taste, and soluble in water to the extent of about five
or six parts out of seven, forming a deep red astringent infusion. There
can be little doubt that this variety of kino is a concrete juice, which exudes
either spontaneous ly or from wounds in the bark, and hardens in the air.

(See lllerl. Obs. and / nq., i'. 358.)
5. Botany Bay lcino. 'I' his is the concrete juice of the Eucalyptus resinifera, or brown gum tree of New Holland, a lofty tree, belonging to the
class and ord er Icosandria Monogynia, and th e natural order Myrtacer£.
·when the bark is wounded the juice flows very freely, and hardens in the
air. According to Mr. White, a single tree is capable of furnishing five
hundred pounds of kino in one year. (fJ7hile's Voyage.) Dunc~n states
that specimens of the juice have reached Great Britain m the fluid form,
and that when he first examined kino in 1802, it was common, and was the
finest kind in commerce. According to information received by Dr. Thomson, its importation into Great Britain must have ceased soon after that
period (Tltomson's nispensatory, 1826, p. 506); but Dr. Pereira speaks of
it as imported in boxes, and has himself met with a parcel of it from Van
Diemcn's Land. Ainslie informs us that he has met with it in the markets
of Hindostan. Parcels may occasionally reach this country; but by such
complicated routes that their origin is unknown.
The specimen exami ned by Pereira was in irregular masses, many of
them in the form of tears as large as those of Senegal gum. "The purer
pieces were vitreous, almost black in the mass, but transparent and of a
beautiful ruby-red in small and thin fragments. Some of the pieces, howeve r, were opaque and dull, from the intermixture of wood and other impurities." This variety of kino is brittle, with a resinous unequal fracture,
and yield s a reddish-brown powder. It is infusible, without odour, of an
astringent taste followed by sweetness, and when Jon g chewed adheres to
t~e teeth. (Duncan.) It sw~lls up and becomes gelatinous with cold water,
yielding a red solution, which gives precipitates with lime-water, gelatin,
and sesquichlor ide of iron, but not with alcohol or tartar-emetic. "\\Tith
rectified spirit it also becomes gelatinous, and forms a red tincture which
is not precipitated by water. (Pereira.) White states that only one-sixth
of this kino is soluble in water; Guibourt found it wholly soluble with the
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except ion of foreign matters; and Dr. Thomson informs us that wat~rat 60°
dissolves more than one·half. These gentlemen must have f'xpemnented
with different substances. According to Dr. Duncan, alcohol dissolves the
whole except impurities; and the tincture, with a certain proportion of
water, lets fall a copious red precipitate, but with a large proportion only
becomes slightly turbid.
It is said that catechu, broken into small fragments, has sometimes been
sold as kino. Fortunately little injury can result from the substitution, as
the medical virtues of the two extracts arc very nearly the same.
Medical Properties and Uses. Kina is powerfully astringent, and in
this country is much used for the suppTession of morbid dis~harges. In
diarrhcea not attended with febrile excite ment or inflammation, 1t i~ often an
excellent adjunct to opium and the absorbent medicines, and is a favourite
addition to the chalk mixture. It is also used in chronic dysentery when
astringents are admissible; in leucorrhrea and diabetes; and in passive
hemorrhages, particularly that from the uterus. It was formerly used in
intermittent fever, but has given way to more efficient remedies.
It may be given in powder, infusion, or dissolved in diluted alcohol. The
dose of the powder is from ten to thirty grains. The infusion, which is a
ve~y convenient form of administration, may be made by pouring eight
fhudounces of boiling water on two drachms of th e extract, and ~train ing
when cool. Aromatics may be added, if deemed advisable. The dose is a
fluidounce. The proportion of alcohol in a dose of the tincture renders it
frequently an unsuitable preparation.
Locally applied, kino is often productive of benefit. Its infusion is useful
as an injection in leucorrhrea and obstinate gonorrhcea, and thrown up the
nostrils we have found it very efficacious in suppressing hemorrhage from
the Schneiderian membrane. A case of obstinate hemorrhage from a wound
in the palat~, after resisting various means, J'.ielded to the application of
powdered kmo, which was spread thickly on hnt, and pressed against the
wound by the tongue. The powder is also a very useful application to
indolent and flabby ulcers.
Off. Prep. Electuarium Catechu, Ed., .Dub.; Pulvis Aluminis Compositus, Ed.; Pulvis Kino Comp., Lond., Dub.; Tinctura Kina, Lond. 1
Ed., Dub.
W.

KRAMERIA. U. 8., Lond, EJ.
Rhatany.
11
The root of Krameria triandra." U.S., Ed. u Krameria triandra.
Radix." Lond.
Off. Syn. RHATANIA. KRAMER!A TR!ANDRA. Radix el extrac-

tum . .Dub.
Ramnhie, Fr.; Ri.tanhiawurzcl, Germ.; Ratanin, Ital. 1 Span.

KRAMERIA.
Sex. Syst. T etrandria Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Polycralere,
De Can</. Krameriacere, Lindley.
c
Gen. Ch. _Cal!J.x none. Corolla four-petalled; the supe rior nectary threeparted, an~ rnf~rior two-lea~ed. Berry dry, echinated, one-seeded. Willcl.
Kn~merw triandrc:. Ruiz and Pavon, Flor. Peruv. i. 61. The rhatany

plant .is a shrub, having_ a Jong, much branched, and spreading root, of a
blackish-red colour; wuh a round, procumbent, very dark-coloured stem,
divided in ~o numerous branches, of which the younger are leafy and thickly
covered with soft hairs, giving them a white, silky appearance. The leaves
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are few, se_ssi1e, oblong·ovate, pointed, entire, presenting on ~olh surface3
the same silky whiteness with the young branches, on lhe s1dC'S of which
th ey are placed. ~1 he flowers are lake-coloured, and stand singly on short
peduncles at the axils of the upper leaves . There are only three stamens.
Th e nectary consists of four leaflets, of which the two upper are spatu late,
the lower roundish and much sh?rter: it does not correspond with the generic character of Wil\denow, which was d rawn from the Krmnerin Jxina.
The fruit is globular, of the size of a pea, surrounded. by stiff reddish-brown
prickles, and furnished with one or two seeds.
This species of Krarneria is a native of Peru, growing in dry argil!aceous
and sa ndy places, and abundant about the city of Huanuco. It flow ers at
all seasons, but is in the height of its bloom in October and November.
Th e root is dug up after th e rains.
Th e K. lxina, growing in Hayti, and in Cumana on the South American
continent, is said to afford a root closely analogous in appearance and properties to that of the Peruvian species; but the latter only is officinal.
'l'he name rhatany is said to express, in the language of the Peruvian
Indians, the creeping character of the p lant.
·we recei,·e rhatany in pieces of various shapes and dimensions, some
being simple, some more or less branched, the largest as much as an inch in
thickness, being deri\·ed from the main body of the root, the smallest not
thicker than a small quill, consisting of the minute ramifications. The
pieces are often nearly cylindrical, and as much as two or three feet in length.
Sometimes many of the radicles are united in a common head, which is short,
and from half an inch to two inches or more in diameter. The roots are
composed of a dark reddish-brown, slightly fibrous, easily separable bark,
and a central wootly portion, less coloured, but still reddish or reddish -yellow.
The root is without smell, but has a hiller, very astringent, slightly sweetish
taste, wh ich is connected with its medical virtues, and is much stronger in
the cortical than the ligneous part. The smallest pieces are therefore preferable, as they contain tbe largest proponion of the bark. The powder is of
a reddish colour. The virtues of the root are extracted by water and alcohol,
to which it imparts a deep reddish-brown colour. From the researches of
Vogel, Gmelin, Peschier, and Trommsdorff, it appears to contain tannin,
Jignin , and minute quantities of gum, starch, saccharine matter, and an acid
which Peschier considered as peculiar, and named krameric acid. The tannin is in three states; 1st, in that of purit.v, in which it is without colour;
2d, that of apotheme, in which it has lost its astringency, and been rendered
insoluble by the action of the air, and 3d, that of extractive, which is a
soluble combination of tannin and its apotheme, and is the substance which
imparts to the infusion and tincture of rhatany their characteristic reddishbrown colour. (Soubeiran,Joum. de Pharm., xix. 596.) The proportion of
red astringent matter obtained by Vogel was40 per cent. 'l'he mineral acids
and most of the metallic salts throw down precipitates with the infusion,
decoctio n, and tincture of rhatany, and are incompatible in prescription.
Cold water, by means of displacement or percolation, extracts all the
astringency of rhatany, forming a clear deep-red infusion, which, upon
careful evaporation, yields an almost perfectly soluble extract. The root
yields its virtues also to boiling water by maceration; but the resulting infus ion becomes turbid upon coo1ing, in consequence of_ the deposition of apoth eme taken up by th e water when heated. By boding with water a still
larger proportion of the apotheme is dissolved, and a considerable quantity
of the pure tannin becomes insoluble in cold water, and medicinally inert,
either by combining with the starch which is also dissolved, or by conver-
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sion into apolhel"l!e through the age.ncy of the atmosphere. The decoction
is, therefore, an meligible preparation, and the extract resulting from its
evaporation, though greater in weight than that from the cold infosion, contains much less soluble and acti,·e matter. Alcohol dissolves a
larger proportion of the root than water, but this excess is owing to the
solution of apotheme; and the alcoholic extract contains little if any more
of the astringent principle than that prepared by cold water, while it is
encumbered with much inert matter. (See Extractum Kramerire.)
Medical Properties and Uses. Rhatany is gendy tonic and powerfully
astringent; and may be advantageously given in chronic diarrhrea, passive
hemorrhages, especially menorrhagia, some forms of leucorrhraa, and in all
those cases in which kino and catechu are beneficial. It has long bee n used
in Peru as a remedy in bowel complaints, as a corroborant in cases of en feebled stomach, and as a local application to spongy gums. Ruiz, one of
the authors of the Peruvian Flora, first made it known in Europe. It was
not till after the year 1816 that it began to come into general use. In this
country it is now extensively employed. It has the adva1Hage over the
astringent extracts im_ported, that, being bro~ght in the state of the root, it
is free from adulteratJOn, and may be prescribed with confidence.
The dose of the powder is from twenty to thirty grains; but in this form
the root is little used. The infusion or decoction is more convenient, and
is usually preferred. The proportions are an ounce of the bruised or powdered root to a pint of water, and the dose one or two ftuidounces. The
extract, tincture, and syrup are officinal preparations; and may be given, the
first in the Jose of fifteen or twenty grains, the second in that of hYo or
three ftuidrachms, and the third in that of half a fluidounce for an adult. In
the form of infusion, tinctu_re, and extract, rhatany has been h_ighly recommended as a local remedy rn fissure of the anus, prolapsus am, and leucorrhcea. (See a paper by nrs. Jo/mslon and Biddle, in the JJ1edical Exa3

mioJ;.
P;e;~ ~xtractum Kramerire, U.S., Ed.; Infusum Kramerim, V. 8.,
Lond.; Tinctura Krameriro, U.S.
W.
LACMUS. Land., Ed.

Litmus.
"Roccella tinctoria. Thallus prr.eparatus." Loncl. "A peculiar colouring matter from Roccella tinctoria." Ed.

Off. Syn. LITMUS. Roccella tinctoria. Dub.
TLU1~ sol,

Orchil_l; Tour~eso l, }~r.; Lakmus, Germ.; Oricello, ]/al.: Orchilla, Span.

Vanous species of lichens afford, when _macerated with alkaline liquors,
a purpl~ colouring matler much esteemed m .dyeing. That most used at
pres.eat 1s the r.udbe~r, prepared from the Lzchen tartareu.~, which grows
on limestone rocks rn the North of Europe. The orchi/l or litmus is a
sim.ilar dye-stuff, prepared from the Roccel!a tinctoria of Acharius, a lichen
which grows on mamime rocks, and is especially abundant in the Canary
and Cape Verde ls/ands.
Litmus is. prepa~ed by coarsely powdering the lichen, and macerating
and f~rmentmg it rn close wooden vessels, for several weeks, with urin~
and either potash or soda. The colouring matter is thus evoh,r.d, and the
prepared mass is taken out, dried, and cut into small squares for use .
. Litmus, as thus prepared! is in fri3:ble, :--iol~t-coloured. finely granulnr
pieces, from a quarlcr of an mch to an mch m diameter, scattered over with
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white saline points. It has an alkali~e smell, tinges the saliva of a deep
blue, and is somewhal puogent and saline to the taste. I t is much used as
5

~~~~~ t~~e~~ ~1~~l~~a~l~:~i :s~~v~~~l~~:~~~~ ~l~~d~~i;/~i~1\~~~ng·~·~~ !1:s~
1

~onvenient mode of preparing lit~us for use as a test, is to stain

paper with
For this purpose the watery infusion, made with one part ol powde red
litmus and four of water, is applied by means of a brush to white unsized
paper. The sheets when dried must be kept in close vessels in the dark.

It.

D. B. S.

LACTUCA ELONGATA. U.S. Secondary.
WildLett1tce.
"The herb of Lactuca elongata." U.S.
Sex. Syst. Synge nesia..£'Equalis.-Nat. Ord. Compositre-Ci-

LACTUCA.

ch'G~~~C1i~~;::;~~c~i~~~:~~e6af:~'f~~t~icnted, cylindrical,

a

wilh membranous margin. Pappus simp le, stipitate. Seed smooth. fl'illd.
Lacluect elongata. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 1525. This indigenous species of lettuce is biennial, with a stem from three to six. feet in height, and
leaves of which the lower are runcinate, entire, and clasping, the lowest
toothed, and the highest lanceolate. They are all smooth on their under
su rface. The flowers are in corymbose panicles, small, and of a pale yellow colour. The stem and leaves yield, when wounded, a milky juice in
which the virtues of the plant reside. The wild lettuce grows in all latitudes
of the United States, from Canada to the Carolinas. lt is found in woods,
along roads, and in fertile soils, and fl owe rs in J une and July.
It was introduced into the secondary list of the U.S. Pharmacopreia as a
substitute for the Lacfuca vfrosa of Europe, which it is said to resemble
somewhat in medical properties. Dr. Bigelow was informed by physicians
who hnd employed it, that it acts as an anodyne, and promotes the secretion
from thl' skin and kidneys. It is seldom used in regular practice. Accord ing to M. Aubergier, who made numerous experiments with different species of Lactuca, in order to ascertain from which lacLucarium might be
most adva~tageously _obtaine~, the milky ju!ce of the L. elo~igata is of a_ flat
and swecllsh taste without b1uerness, con tams much manrnte, but no bitter
principle, and is consequently destitu te of narcotic properties. (.9nnuaire

de Tluirap ., 18 13, p. 18.)
An extract prepared by expressing and inspissating the juice of the fresh
plant may be given in doses of from five to fifteen grains. (Bigelow.) W.

LACTUCA VIROSA. Folia. Dub.
Strong-scented Letluce.
Laituc vireusc, Fr.: Gifi.-L:i.ttig, Germ.; Lnttnp,a salvnticn, Ital.

LACTUCA . See LACTUCA ELONGA'l'A.
Lactuw virosa. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 1526 ;.Woodv. JJJed. Bot. p. 75.
t. 31. The strong-scented lettuce is biennial, wllh a stem from two to four
feet high, erect, prickly near the base, above smooth and divided into
branches. The lower leaves are large, oblong obovate, undivided, toothed,
commonly prickly on the under side of the midrib, sessi le, and horizontal;
the upper are smaller, clasping, and oflen lobed; the bractes are cordate and
37
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pointed. The. flowers are num.erous, of a sulphur-yellow colo~r, and disposed in a pan1cle. ~rhe plant 1s Jactes~ent, and has a strong disagreeable
smell like that of opium, and a bitterish acrid taste. The inspissated
expressed juice is the part usually employed in medicine. It should be
}J!epared while the plant is in flower; as the milky fluid, up~n which its
v1rtt1t>s dep(>nd, is th en most abundant. Mr. Duncan, of Edinburgh, has
prepared lactucarium from this ~rccies, which is said to yield it in greater
quantity, and of helter quality than the garden lettuce. Mr. Schutz, of
Germany, obtained only 17 grains of Jactucarium, on the averag.e, from a
single plant of the garden lettuce, while a plant of the L. virosa yielded 56
grains. The strong-scented lettuce is a native of Eu!ope.
}}fedical Properties and Uses. '!'he extract or insp1ssated juice is a sedative narcotic, said also to be gendy laxative, powerfully diuretic, and somewhat diaphoretic. It is employed in Europe, particularly in Germany, in
the treatment of dropsy, and is especially recommended in cases attended
with visceral obstruction . Dr. Collin of Vienna, was very successful with
it in the cure of that disease. It is usually, however, combined with squill,
digitalis, or some other diuretic; and it is not easy to decide how much of
the effect obtained is justly ascribable to the lettuce. The medicine is never
used in this country . The dose is eight or ten grains, which may be gradually increased to a scruple or more. The Lactuca Scariola, another
European species, possessE's similar propert ies, and is used for the same
purposes.
W.

LACTUCA. Land.
Lettuce.
"Lactuca saliva ." Lond.
Off. Syn. LACTUCA SAT!VA. Herba. D11b.
Laituc, Fr.; Gartcn-LaLtig, Genn.; Lanuga, Ital.; Lcchuga1 Spa11.

LAcTUCA. See LACTUCA ELONGATA .

LACTUCARIUM. U.S., Land., Ed.
Lactucarium.
The inspissated juice of Lactuca· saliva." U.S. "Lactuca saliva.
Succus spi:,·satus." Lond. "lnspissated juice of Lactuca virosa and saliva;
11

Lettuce-opium.'' Ed.
Lactuca sativ(t. ·willd. Sp . Plant. ii. J523. The garden lettuce is an
annual plant. The stem, which rises above two feel in height, is erect,
round, simple below, and branching in its upper part. The lower leaves
a!e obovate, rounded at the end, and ~adulating; the upper are smaller, sessile, cordate, and toothed; both are shming, and of~ yellowish-green colour.
The flowers are pale yellow, small, and disposed m an irregular terminal
corym.b .. ~efore th? flower-stem begins to shoot, the plant contains a bland,
pellucid JUiee, has little taste or smell, and is much used as a salad for the
ta~le; but during _the period of inHorescenc~ it abounds in a peculiar milky
jmcc, which ~eadily escapes from incisions rn the stem, and has been found
to possess decided medicinal as well as sensible properties. A similar juice
is pr~duced by ~ther species of lettuce, and has in fact served as the origin of
the t1~le by w~ 1ch the g~nus is designated. This juice is more abundant in
the Wild than in t?e cultivated plants. That ~f the L. saliva, inspissated by
exposure lo the air, has been adopted as officrnal in the U. S., London, and
Edinburgh Pharmacopreias, under the name of Lactucarium. The Edinburgh College admit also L. virosa as a source of the medicine. In the
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ed ition of the London Pharmacopreia of 1836, lettuce has been omined
from the Materia Medica; but we have reta in ed it here; as an extract of
lettuce is directed, in the same edition, among the Preparations.
The original native country of the garden lettuce is unknown. The
plant has been cultivated from time immemorial, and is now employed in
all parts of the civilized world. It flouri shes equally well in hot and temperate latitudes. Some botanists suppose that L. virosa of the old con.. tinent is th e parent of all the varieties of the cuhivated plant.
'I'he milky juice undergoes littl e alteration, if confined in closely stopped
bottles from which the air is excluded. But, when exposed to the air, it
concretes and assumes a brownish colour so mew hat like that of opium. Mr.
Young, of Edinburgh, recommend ed the following mode of collecting it.
When the stem is about a foot high, the top is cut off, and the juice which
exudes, being absorbed by cotton or a piece of sponge, is pressed out into
a cup or other small vessel, and exposed tilt it concretes . In order to obtain
all the juice which the plant is capable of affording, it is necessary to cut
off five or six succe ss ive slict>s of the stem at short intervals, and to repeat
the process two or three times a day. The juice may also be collected by
the finger as it flows from the incis ions.
A plan proposed by Mr. Probart, of London, is to collect the milky juice
on pieces of woven cotton about half a yard square, to throw these when
fully charged into a v~ssel cootaining a small quantity of water, and allow
the water thus impregnated to evaporate in s hallow dishes at the ordinary
atmospheric temperature. Th e lactucarium is 1eft in the form of an extract,
differing from the concrete juice chiefly in being dest itute of caoutchouc.
Another method of extracting the virtuf's of th e lettuce has bee n recom.
mended by Mr. Probart. When the plant begins to assume a yellow hue,
the white juice concretes in the bark of the stem, and in the old leaves,
which become very bitter. These parts being separated, are macerated
for t\venty·four hours in water, th en boiled for two hours; and the clear
decoction, after having been allowed to drain off through a sieve without
pressure, is evaporated in shallow vessels by simple exposure. ~rhe resulting extract, according to Mr. Probart, ha s half the strength of lactucarium,
and may be obtained at one·sixth of the cost.
Th e London College direct an extract to be prepared by inspissating the
expressed juice of the leaves; but this must be exceedingly uncertain, from
the variable quantity of the milky juice contained in the plant; and as the
you ng leaves, which contain little or none of it, are often employed, the
preparation is liable to be quite in ert.
It has been asserted that th e lhridacc of Dr. Fran(!ois is the insp issated
milky juice of lettuce, and therefore identical with laclucarium i and a state·
ment to this effect was mad e in some former editions of this work, upon
what was deemed sufficient authority. In an article, however, in the Journal de Pharmacie for December, 18::JH. it is asserted that thriclace strongly
attracts moisture from the air, is without narcotic odour, and instead of being
bitter, like lactucarium, has a sa lin e and extractive ta.:;te. It is, ll1erefore.
in all probability, the inspissated exp ressed juice, and, indeed, is directed
as suc h in the last French Codex, the leaves bf'ing rejected, and the stalks
alone, near the flowering period, being subjected to pressure.
i\f. Aubcrgier, of C lerm ont, in a treatise presented to the French Acnde.
my of Sciences in November, 18-12, states that lactucarium, identical with
that of the garden lettuce, is yielded by seve ral other species of Lactuca, and
can be abundantly and cheaply procured from the Lactuca altissima, which
is a large plant, with a stem more than nine feet high, and an inch and a
half in diameter. (.llnnuaire de Tlu!rap., 1843, p. 18.)
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Lactucarium is in small irregular lumps, of a reddish -brown colour externally, and of a narcotic odour and bitter taste. As prepared near Edi~bu~gh
it is commonly in roundish, compact, and rather hard l!lasses, we ighing
several ounces. (Christison.) In colou r, taste, and smell, 1t bears considerable resemblance to opium, and has sometimes been called lettuce opium.
It does not altract moisture from the air . It yields nearly half its weight to
water, with which it forms a deep-brown infusion . From its resemblance
in sensible properties and therapeutica! effects to opium, it was conjectured
to contain morphia, or some analogous principle; but none such has been
discove red. Analyzed by M . Aubergier, it yielded I. a bitter crystallizable
principle, soluble in alcohol and boiling water, scarcely soluble in cold water,
insoluble in ether, without alkaline reaction, and supposed to be the active
p rinciple, 2. mannite, 3. asparamide, 4. a crystallizable substance having
the property of colouring green the sesquisalts of iron, 5 . an electro-negative resin, combined with potnssa, 6 . a neuter resin, 7. ulmaLe of potassa, 8.
cerin, my ricin, pectin, and albumen, 9. oxalate, malate, nitrate, and sulphate
of potassa, chloride of potass ium, phosphate of lime and magnesia, oxides of
iron and manganese, and silica. The lactescence of the juice is owing to
a mixture of wax and resin, and not to caoutchouc, as previous ly supposed.
(.llnnuaire de Therapeu~ique, 1843, p. 19.) .The fresh juice of L . virosa, according to M . KOhnke, contains succin1c acid . (Chem. Gaz., no.
55- from ,fl_rchiv. der Pharm., xxxix. 153.) Dr. Walz, in an inaugural
t hesis published at Heidelberg in 1839, gives the ~allowing constituents of
lactucarium from L. virosa; viz ., a peculiar principle denominated lactucin, volatile oil, a fatty matter easi ly dissolved by ether, and another of <liffi.
cult solubility in that fluid, a reddish-yellow taste less resin, a greenish·yellow
acrid resin, common sugar, uncrystallizable sugar, gum, pectic acid, a brown
humus-like acid, a brown basic substance, albumen, oxalic, citric, malic,and
n itric acids, potassa, lime, and magnesia. Lactucin, as obtained by Walz,
is in yellow crystalline needles, without smell, of a strong and durable bitter
taste, easily fusible, soluble in from GO to 80 parts of cold water, freely soluble. in alcohol, less so in ether, soluble in very dilute acids,.and posse~sing
ne ither allc?line nor acid reaction. (.11.nnal. der Plwr'"!., xxx i1 . 97.) It ~1ffers
from the bitter principle obtained by Aubcrgier, in lls greater solubility in
cold water. M . Lenoir considers the Jactucin of these two chemists as impure, and denies .that it is the active principle, wh.ich, he thinks, is probably
a? orga~ic al~a.li. He obtained it p~rc by treating the lactuca~ium of L.
vir~sa with bmlmg ?!coho!, and filt~rmg while hot. The lactucrn was deposited on the coolmg of the liquid, and afterwards purified by frequent
crystallization from alcohol, and treatment with animal charcoal. 'fhus
obtained, it was wit~out taste and smell, and without ~ffect upon the sys·
tern . It is nearly .insoluble in w~ter, but readi ly d1ssolved by alcohol,
ether, and the volatile and fixed oils. He proposes to name it laclucone,
leaving the former nam~ for the nclive principle when it shall have been
isolated . (.11.nn. de Chim. et de Phys., Feb ., 1847.)
ftledical Properties and Uses . That lettuce possesses soporific proper·
ties, is a fact which was known to the ancients; but Dr. J . R . Coxe, of
Philadelphia, enjoys the credit of having first proposed the employment of
its inspissated milky juice as a medicine. From experiments with a tincture prepared from Jactucarium, Dr. Coxe obtained the same results as
usually follow the administration of common laudanum. Dr. Duncan,
si!nio~ , of. Edinb~rgh, afterwards paid parti~ular atlention to the subject,
and, m his trealise on pulmonary consumption, recommended lactucarium
as a substitute for opium, the anodyne properties of which it possesses,
without being followed by the same injurious effects. In consequence of
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this recommendation the medicine came into extensive use, and was adopted
as ?fficinal in several of the Pharmacopccias. Dr. ~ran~ois, a French physician, a lso investigated, with great _care, th~ medicinal properties o'. the
inspissated juice of lettuce. According to this author, it is sedative m its
action, diminishing the rapidity of the circulation, and consequently the
temperature of the body, without producing that disturbance of the functions
which often follows the use of opi_um. The general inference w~ich may
be drawn from the recorded experience in relation to lactucarium 1s, that 1t
has, in a much inferior degree, the anodyne and calming properties of opium,
without its dispositiou to excite th e circulation, to produce headache and obstinate c~n.stipation, _and to derange the digestive organs. In this country
the med1c111e is hab1tual.ly employed by some practitione~·s to ?llay ~oug~,
and quiet nervous irritation. It may be given in all cases 111 which opium 1s
indicated, in reference to its anodyne or soothing influ ence, but cannot be
adminislcred from idiosyncrasy of the patient. It is, however, a very uncertain medicine. The dose of lactucarlum is from five to fifteen or twenty
grains. An alcoholic extract would be a good preparation. It may be
given in the dose of from two to five grains.
·w ater distilled from lettuce (eau de laitue) is used in France as a mild
sedative, in the quantity of from two to four ounces. The fresh leav~s
boiled in water are sometimes employed in the shape of cataplasm. It is
said that in Egypt a mild oil is derived from the se~ds, fit for culinar~ use.
Off. Prep. OJ Lactucarium. Tinctura Lactucar1i, Ed.; Trochisc1 Lactucarii, Ed.-OJ Lactuca. Extractum L actucre, Lond.
W.

LAURI BACC£. LAURI FOLIA. Lond.
Berries and Leaves of the Bay Tree.
"Laurus nobilis. Bacc:e. Folia." Lond.

OjJ: Syn. LAURUS NOB LLLS. Folia. Bame. Dub.
Laurie r, .Fr.; Lorbeer, Gtrm.: Allorg, Iial.; Laurel , Span.
LAuRus. Sex. Syst. Enneandria Monogyn~a . -Nat.

Ord. Lauracere.
Gen. Ch. Flowers direcious or hermaphrodite, involucrated. Calyx fourparted; segments equal, deciduous. Fertile staniens twelve in three rows;
the outer alternate with the segments of the calyx; all with two glands in
the middle or above it. Anthers oblong, two-celled, all looking inwards.
Fertile flowers with two to four castrated males surrou ndin g the ovary.
Stigma capitate . Fruit succulent, seated in the irregular base of the calyx.

Umbels axillary, stalked. (Lindley, Flor. Jlfed., 340.)
Laurusnobilis. Willd. Sp . Plant. ii. 470; Wood1'. Jlfed. Bot. p. 678. t.
235. This species of Jaure! is an everg reen tree, attaining in its native
climate the height of twenty or thirty feet. Its leaves are alternate, on short
petioles, oval lanceolate, entire, sometimes wavy, veined, of a firm texture,
smoot h, shi nin g, deep green upon their upper surface, paler beneath. The
flowers are direcious, of a yellowish -white colour, and p laced in small clusters
of three or four.together Upon a common peduncle in th.e ~xils of the leaves.
The co rolla is divided into four oval segments. The fruu 1s an oval berry, of
the size of a small cherry 1 and when ripe of a dark purple, nearly black colour.
The bay tree, so famous among the ancients, is a native of the countries
bordering on ehe l\lediterranean. Its leaves and fruit, and an oil expressed
from the latter, are the officinal parts.
The leaves have a fragrant odour, especially when bruised, and a bitter,
aromatic, somewhat astringent taste. They yield by distillation a grecnish-
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yellow volatile oil, upon \~hich t~eir properties chiefly depend . Water distilled from them has their peculiar odour.
The berries when dried are black and wrinkled, and contain two oval,
fatty seeds within a thin, ~riable envelope; or they may be considered as
drupes, with a kernel divisible into two lobes . They have th~ same aromatic odourand taste as the leaves, but are more pungent. Besides an essential oil, they contain also a fixed oil, which may be separated by expression
or decoction.
The expressed oil, which is obtained from tbe fresh fruit, is concrete, of a
greenish colour, and retains a portion of t~e volatile oil, which renders it
agreeably aromatic. Lard impregnated with the odorous principle of ~he
berries, and coloured green, is said to be often substituted for the genume
expressed oil.
Jlfedical Properties and Uses. The leaves, berries. and oil of the bay
tree possess exciting and narcotic properties, but at present are never used
internally as medicines, and in this country are scarcely employed in any
manner. Their chief use is to communicate a pleasant odour to external
stimulant remedies. Dr. A. T. Thomson says that he has found an infusion
of the berries useful in impetigo.
Off. Prep . Confectio Rut~, Land.
W.

LAURO-CERASUS. Ed.
Cherry-laurel.
"Leaves of Prunus lauro-ccrasus.'' Ed.
Off. Syn. PRUNUS LAURO-CERASUS. Folia. Dub.
Lanrier cerise, Fr.; Kirsc:hlorbeer, Gcnu.; Lauro cera.so, Ila /
CERASUS. Sex. Syst. lcosandria l\Jonogynia.- Nat. Ord. Amygdalere.
Gen . Ch. Differing from Prunus only in its fruit being destitute of bloom,
with the stone round instead of acute, and the leaves when in bud folded
fiat, not rolled up. (Lindley, Flor. JJfed., 232.)
Cerasus Lauro-cerasus. De Cand. Prodrom.. ii . 540.- Prunus Laurocerasus. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 988; Woodv. Jlfed. Bot. p. 513. t. 185.~rhis is a small evergreen tree, rising fifteen or twenty feet in height, with
long spreading branches, which, as \veil as the trunk, are covered with a
smooth blackish bark. The leaves, which stand alternately on short strong
footstalks, are ov~l oblong, from five to seven inches in length, acute, finely
toothed, firm, coriaceous, smooth, beautifully green and shining, with obli<\ue
nerves, and yellowish glands at the base. The flowers are small, white,
strongly odorous, and disposed in simple axillary racemes. The fruit consists of oval drupes, very similar to small black cherries, both in their shape
and internal structure.
The cherry-laurel is a native of Asia Minor, but has been introduced into
Europe, throughout which it is cultivated, both for medical use and for the
beauty of its shinin~ evergreen foliage. Almost all parts of it are more or
Jess impr~gnated with the odour supposed to indicate the presence of hydrocyanic acid. The leaves only are offi.cinal.
1~ their recent. and entire state t_hey have scarcely any smell; but when
brUJsed, they emll the characterisuc odour of the plant in a high deuree.
Their taste is somewhat astringent and strongly biller, with· the petuliar
flarnur of the peach kernel. By drying they lose their odour, but retain
their bitterness. They yield a peculiar volatile oil and hydrocyanic acid
by distillation with water, which they strongly impregnate with their flavour.
'l'he oil resembles that of bitter almonds, for which it is said to be some-
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times s~ld in the shops in Eu_rope, where it is employed to flavour liquors
and var10us culinary preparations; bul, as it is hi ghly poisonous, dangerous
consequences may result from its careless use. lt has not yet been determined how far the mode of production of this oil resembles that of bitter
alm~nds (see .!bn'!!gdala Amara); but chemists have not succeeded in
obtarning amygdal rn from the leaves ; _and that the oil exists already formed
to a certain extent, in the fresh leaves, 1s rendered probable by the fact, stated
by Winkler, that they yield it in considerable quantity when distilled without
water. (Journ. de Pharm., xxv. 195.) The fresh leaves ~re occasionally
used to Jla~our milk, cream, &c.; and more safely than the oil; though they
also are porsonous when too largely employed .
.AledicaL Properties and Uses. The leaves of the cherry·laurel possess
properties simila r to those of hydrocyanic acid; and the water distilled from
them is much employed in various parts of Europe for the same purposes
as that active medicine . But it is deteriorated by age ; and, therefore, as kept
in the shops, must be of variable strength. H ence, while Hufeland directs
only twenty drops for a dose every lwo hours, lo be gradually increased to
sixty drops, M. Fouquier has adminislered severa l ounces without effect.
Another source of inequalily of stre ngth must be the variable quality of the
leaves, according to the time th ey have been kept after separation from the
tree, and probably also to their age and degree of developement. It is not,
therefore , to be regretted , that the want of the plant in this country has
prevented the introduction of the d istilled water into our shops.
Off. Prep. Aqua Lauro-cerasi, Ed., Dub.
W.

LAV AND ULA. U. S., Land. , Ed.
Lavender.
11

The flowers of Lavandula vera." U.S. "Lavandula Spica. Flores."

Lond. " Th e flowering heads of Lavandula vera." Ed.
Off. Syn. LAVAN DULA SPlCA. Flores. Dub.
Lammie, Fr.; Ln.vandclblumen, Germ.; Lavim<lola, ltcil.; E splic,!ro alhucema, Spltn.

LAvANOULA. Sex. Syst. DidynamiaGymnospermia.- . Nat. Ord. Lamia·
cere or Labiatre..
Gen. Ch. Calyx ovate, somewhat toothed, supported by a bracte. Corolla
resupine. Stamens within th e tube . 1-Pillcl.
Lavanrlula vera. De Cand. Flor. Fr. Sup . p. 398.- L. Spica . Willd . Sp.
Plant. iii . 60; Woodv. Jl1ed. Bot. p. 321. l. 114.-The Lavandula Spica
of Linnreus includes two distinct species, which were considered by him
merely as varieties of the same plant, but have been separated by subseque nt
botanisls. Of these,the officinal plant, the narrow-leaved variety ofLinnreus,
has been denominated by De Candolle L. vera, while the broad-leaved
vnriety still retains the title of L. Spica. The latter is scarcely cultivated in
Great Britain or the United Slates .
The common lavender is a small shrub, usually rising not more than two
or three feet, but sometimes attaining an elevation of s ix feet. The stem is
woody below, and covered with a brown bark; above, is divided into numerous, slender,s trai ght,herbaceous, pubescent,.quadrnngular branches, furnished with opposite, sess ile, narrow, nearly linear, entire, and green or
glaucous leaves . The flowers are small, blue, and d_isposed in interrupted
whorls around the roung shoots, forming terminal cyli~drical sp ikes. Each
whorl is accompamed with two bractes. The corolla 1s tubular and labiate,
with the lower lip divided into three segments, the upper larger and bifid.
The filaments are within the tube.
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The plant is a native of Southern Europe, and covers vast tracts ~f dry
and barren land in Spain, Italy, and the South of France. It is culuvated
abundantly in our gardens, and in this country flowers in ~ugust. All parts
of it are endowed with properties similar to th ose for which the flowers nre
used; but these only are officinal. The spikes should be cut when they
begin to bloom .
Lavender flowers have a strong fragrant odour, and an aromatic, warm,
bitterish taste. They retain their fragrance a long time after drying. Alcohol extracts their virLUes; and a volatile oil upon which their odour depends
rises with that liquid in distillatio n. The oil may be procured separat~ by
disti llin g the flowers with water. (See Olemn Lavandulre.) Hagen obtained
from a pound of the fresh flowers sometimes two drachms, sometimes only
half a drachm of the oil.
Afcdical Properties and Uses. Lavender is an aromatic stimulant and
tonic, e~teemed useful in certain conditions of nervous debility, but very seldom given in its crude state. The products obtained by its distillation ~re
much used in perfumery, and as grateful additions to other medicines, which
they render at the same time more acceptable to the palate, and cordial to the
stomach.
Off. Prep. Oleum Lavanduke, U.S., Lond., Ed., JJub.; Pulvis Asari
Compositus, Dub.; Spiritus Lavandu lre, U. S., Lond., Ed., JJub. W.

LIMON. U.S.
Lemons.
0

The fruit of Citrus Limonum (JJe Candolle)." U.S.

Off. Syn. LIMONES. Citrus Limonum. Fructus. LIMONUM SUCCUS. Succus. Loncl.; LlMONES. Fruit of Citrus medica and Citrus
Limonum; Lemons and Limes. Ed.; LIMONES. CITRUS MEDICA .
Fructlis succus. JJub.

LIMONIS CORTEX. U.S.
Lemon Peel.
"The outer rind of the fruit of Citrus Limonum." U. S.
Off. Syn. LIMONUM CORTEX. Fructus cortex exterior. Lond. ;
Rind of the fruit of Cnrus medica. Ed.; CITRUS MEDICA. Fructus
tunica exterior. Dub.
Limon!) Citrons, l:'r.; Limoncn, Citronen, Germ.; Limoni, Ital.; Limonel'. Span.

For some general remarks on the genus C1TRus, see .flurantii Cortex.

Citrusmedica. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 1426; Woodv . Med. Hot. p. 582.
t. 189. 'I'h1s tree closely resembles in its general aspect the C. .flurantium,
before described. The leaves, however, are larger, slightly indented at the
edges, and stand u~on footstalks which are destitute of the winged appendages t.hat charactenze the other species. The flowers, moreover, have a
purplish tinge on their outer surface, and the fruit. is entirely different in
appearance from the orange. There are several varieties of the Gitrusmedica,
which SOfl'_le .bota~ists consider en titled to the rank of species, but which are
scarcely d1stmgu1shable, except by the char~cter of their fruit. Those which
are particularly deserving of notice are the citron, lemon, and lime. l. In the
citron, C. n_1edica. of Risso, the fruit is very large, sometimes six inches in
length, ov01dal with. a ~ouble rind, of which the outer layer is yellowish, thin,
unequal, rugged, wilh mnumerable vesicles filled with essential oil; the inner
is white, very thick, and spongy. It is divided in the interior into nine or
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ten cells, filled with oblong vesicles, which contain an acid juice precisely
like that of the lemon, and used for the same purposes. The rind is applied
to the preparation of conserves, to which it is adapted by its great th ickness.
This fruit is called cedral by the French. 2. The lemon- C. medica,
variety limon of Linnreus- the Citrus Lirnonium of Risso- is smalle r than
the preceding variety, w ith a smoothe r and thinner rind, a pointed nippleshaped summit, and a very juicy and acid pulp. In other res pects it bears
a close resemblance to the citron , to whi ch, howeve r, it is usually preferred
in consequence of the greater abundance of its juice. 3 . The lime is still
sma ll er than the lemon , with a smoother and thinner rind, of an ova l shape,
rounded at th e extremities, of a pale-yellow or greenish-yellow colour, and
abounding in a very acid juice, wh ich renders it highly useful for all the
purposes to which the lemon is applied. It is the p roduct of th e variety
C.acrisof Miller.
The Citrm medica, like the orange-tree, is a native of Asia. It was introduced into Europe from Persia or Med ia, was first cultivated in Greece, afterwards in Italy, so early as the seco nd century, and has now spread over the
whole civilized world, bein g rai sed by a rtificial heat, where the climate is
too cold to admit of its ex posure with safety dllring winter to the open air.
W e are supplied with lemons and lim es chiefly from the West Indies and
the Mediterranean. Though the former of these fruits on ly is directed by
the United States Pharmacopreia, both kinds are employed i n discriminatc ~y
for most medicinal purposes ; and the lime affords a juice at least equal m
proportional quantity, and in acidity, to that obtained from the lemon.
Properties. The exterior rind of the lemon has a fragrant odour, and a
warm, aromatic, bitter taste, somewhat similar to that of the orange, though
l~ss agr_eeable. It c~ntains a ?itter principle, and yields, by exp ression or
d1stillauon, an e~senual oi l which is much used for its flavour. Both this
and the rind itself are recogn ised as officinal in all the Pharmacopceias. (See
Oleum Lin!o~is.) L emon-pee l yie!ds its virtues to water, wine , and alcohol.
Bllt the JU1ce is the part for which th is fruit is most esteemed. It is very
sh~rply a~id, with a peculiar grateful fla_vollr, and consists chiefly of citric
acid, m.uctlagc, an~ extractive, dissolved 111 water. As lemons cannot ~l w~ys
be obtarned, the ju ice is often kept in a separate state ; but, from its ltabihty
to spontaneous decomposition, it speed ily becomes unfit fo r medical use;
and, though variolls means have been resorted to for its preservation, it can
never be made to retain for any length of time its original flavour unaltered.
The best medicinal substit ute for lemon-juice, when lhe fresh fruit is not
attainable, is a solution of crystallized citric acid in water, in th e proportion
of about an ounce to the pint, with the addition of a liule oil of lemo ns.*
One of the most effectual methods of preserving the juice is to allow it to
stand for a short time after expression till a coagulable matter se parates, then
to filte r, and introduce it into glass holl ies, with a slraturn of almond oil or
otbcr sweet oil upon its surface. It will l< ee p still better, if the bottles containing the filtered juice be suflCred, before being closed, to stand for fifteen
min mes in a vess_el of boiling water. The _juice may also be preserved by
concentrating it ei ther by means of evaporation with a -gentle heat, or by exposure to a freezing temperature, which congeals the watery portion, and
leaves the acid much stronge r than before. ·when wanted for use it may be
diluted to the former strength; but though the acid properties are retained,
the flavour of the juice is found to have been deteriorated.
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'fhe rind of the lemon is sometimes u~ed
to qualify the taste and .increase the power of stomachic infusions and tinctures. The juice is refrigerant, and properly diluted forms a refreshing and
very agreeable beverage in febri le and inflammatory affections. lt may be
given with sweetened water in the shape of lemonade, or may be adde~ to
the mildly nutritive drinks, such as gum-waler, bnrley -water, &c., which
are usually administered in fevers. It is also much employed in the formation of those diaphoretic preparations known generally by the names of
neutral mixture, and effervescing draught. (See Liquor Potassm Cilratis,
in the second part of this work.) One of the most beneficial applications
of lemon-juice is to the pret'ention and cure of scurvy, for which 1t may be
considered almost a specific. For this purpose, ships destined for long
voyages shou ld always be provided with a supply of the concentrated juice,
or of crystallized citric acid with the oil of lemons. Lemon-juice is sometimes prescribed in connexion with opium and Peruvian bark, the effects of
which it is thought in some instances to modify favourably, by substituting
the citrate of their respective alkalies for the native salts. It has been used
with advantage as a local application in pruritus of the scrotum, and in uterine hemorrhage after delivery.
Off. Prep. OJ the rind, lnfusum Aurantii Compositum, Lon~., Ed.,
Dub .; lnfusum Gentianro Comp., Lond., flub.; Spiritus Ammo!'11re Aro-
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ri~t~~~sp~~!~ t~~~!~~~w.%.t; ~~irc~~~sc~ium~~!:rt.us.: i~~t, 1il:i:. 1iJ:~b~
w.
LINUM. U. S.
Flaxseed.
"The seeds of Linum usitatissimum." U.S.
Off. Syn. UNf SEMlNA. Linum usitatissimum. Semina. Lond.; LIN[
SEMCNA. Seeds ofLinum usitatissimum. LlNL FARINA. Meal of the
seeds depri,·ed of their fixed oil by expression. Ed. LlNUM US LTAT!SS!MUM. Semina. Dub.
Linseed

j

Grnins <l e Jin , Fr.; L einsame, Germ.; S<'mi tli lino, It11l.; Lina;-:a 1 Spa1~.

L1Nul'tf. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Pentagynia.- Nat. Ord. Linacere.
Gen. Cit. Calyx five-leaved. Petals five. Capsule five-valved, ten-celled.
Seeds solitary. fflilld.
Linwn usilatissiminn. Willd. Sp . Plant. i. 1533; \Voodv. Med. Bot. p.

565, t. 202. Common flax is an annual plant with an erect, slender, round
stem, about l\~o feet in height, branching at top, and, like all other part~ of
the plant, enllrely smooth . The leaves are small, lanceolate, acute, entire.
of a pale-green colour, sessile, and scattered alternately over the stem and
branches. The flowers are terminal and of a delicate blue colour. The
1

fea~~:t!: .fvT1~~i~t~~~ ~~~ ~~~~l~~~e~:~~e~~ ~~~~~ ~h1·~·~J~;t~I~' :~~refie~:~~~eo~

vate, stnated, mmutely scalloped at their extremities, and spread into funnelshaped blossoms. The filaments are also five, united at the base; and the
germ, which is ovate, supports five slender slyles, terminatinrr
in obtuse
0
stigmas. The fruit is a globular capsule, about the size of a small pea,
havin.g.the persistent. calyx. at the base, crowned with a sharp spine, and
contammg ten seeds 1n distmct cells.
This highly valuable plant, now almost everywhere cultivated, is said by
some to have been originally derived from Egypt, by others from the great
elevated plain of central Asia. It flowers in June and July, and ripens its
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seeds in August. Both the seeds, and an oil expressed from them, are
officinal.
The s~eds are oval , oblong, flatt~ned. on the sides wit Ii acute edges, some what pomted at one end, about a hne rn Jeng.th, smooth , glossy, of a brown
colour externally, and yellowish-white within . They are without smell,
a~d have an oily mucilaginous taste . Meyer found them to contain fixed
011, wax, resin, extractive, tannin, gum, azotized mucilage, starch, albumen,
gluten, and various salts. Their im•esting coat or husk abounds in a peculiar gummy matter or mucilage, which is readily imparted lo hot water, forming a thick viscid fluid, which lets fall white flakes upon the addition of
a lcohol, and affords a copious dense precipita te with subacetate of lead. By
Berzelius the ter m mucilage is applied to a proximate vegetable principle,
distinguished from gum by being insoluble in cold, and but slightly soluble
in boiling water, in which it swells up and forms a mucilaginous, viscid body,
which loses its water when placed upon filtering pape r, or other porous substance, and contracts like starch in the gelat inous slate. The name, however,
is unfortunate i as it is generally applied to the solution of gum, and must
ine.vitably lead to confusion. Nor is it strictly a distinct proximate princ iple;
as n embraces a number of different bodies, such as bassorin, cerasin, &c.
According to GuCrin, the mucilage of flaxseed, obtained at a temperature of
from 120° to 140°, and evaporated to dryness, by means of a salt water bat h,
contains in 100 pa rts, 52·70 of a principle soluble in cold water, 29·89 of a
principle insoluble in that liquid, and 10·30 of water, and yields 7· 11 per
cent. of ashes. T h e soluble part he believes to be arabin or pure gum; the
insoluble he found not to afford mucic ac id with t he nitric, and therefore to
differ from both basso rin and cerasin. 'l'here was also a small proportion of
azotized matter which he did not succeed in isolating. (.flnn. de Ch.in~ . et de
Phys., xl ix. 26:3.) Vauquelin found among its constituents free acetic acid,
silica , and va rious salts of potassa and lime.
The interior part of the seed, or n ucleus, is rich in a peculiar oil, which is
separated by expression, and very extens ively employed in the arts. (See
Oleum Lini.) The ground seeds are kept in the shops under the name of
flaxseed meal. This is of a dark gray colour, highly oleaginous, and when
mixed.with hot water forms a soft adhesive mass, which is much emp loyed
for lut ing by practica l chemists. The cake w~ich remain.s af~cr the expression of the oil, usually called oil-cake, still retams the mucJ!agmous matter of
the envelope, and affords a J1igh!y nutritious food for caule. This is the
Lini Farina of the Edinbu rgh Pharmacopreia.
Flaxseed is sometimes accidenta lly or fraudulently mixed with other seeds,
especially of plants which grow among the flax. We have seen a parcel
containing a considerable proportion of the seeds of an indigenous species
of garlic.
11/edical Properties and Uses. Flaxseed is demulcent and emoll ient. The
mucilage obtained by infusing the entire seeds in boiling water, in the p roportion of half an ounce to the pint., is much and very advantageous ly emp loyed in catarrh, dysentery, neplmtic and ca\culouscomplaints, strangury,
and other inRamn~atory affections of the mucous membrane of the lungs,
intestines , and urmary passages. By decoction water extracts also a portion of the oleaginous matte r, which renders the mucilage less fil for administration by the mouth, but superior as a_laxative ene ~na . The meal mixed
with hot water fo rms an excellent e mollient poultice.
Off. Prep . Cataplasma Conii, Loral.; C~taplasma Lini, Lond.; Cata·
plasma Sina pis, Lond., JJub .; l nfusum Lmi, U. S ., Lond., Ed., Dub.;
Oleum Lini, Dub ., Ed.; Pulvis pro Cato.plasmate, Dub.
W.
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LINUM CATHARTICUM. Ed.
Purging Flax.
11

Herb ofLinum catharticum." Bd.

Lin cathartique, Fr.; Purgirflacks, Germ.; Lino purgativo, Ital.; Cantililgua, Span.

LINul'>I. Sec LlNUM.

Linwn catharticum. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 15-!1;

Sn:~ith, Fl~r.

Brit.

344. This is an annual plant, about six or eight mches high, ha\'mg erect,
slender stems, dichotomous near the summit, furnished with opposite, obovate lanccolate, entire leaves, and bearing minute white flowers, the petals
of which are obovate and acute. It is a native of Europe, and not found in
the United States, where it is never employed as a medicine.
The whole plant is very bitter and somewhat acrid, and imparts its virtues to wa.ter, which acqui~es a yellow colour. It appears to owe its activity
to a peculiar drastic principle, which has received the name of linin, and
which is afforded most largely by the plan.t after the flower !ms fallen.
(Pharm. Central Blatt, 1844, p. 110.) P.urgrngflax formerly enjoyed some
reputation in Europe as a g~ntlc cathartic, b.ut has fallen mto- disuse. A
drachm of the powder, or an infusion containrng the virtues of two or three
\V.
drachms of the herb, may be taken for a dose.

LIRIODENDRON. U.S . Secondary.
Tulip-tree Bark.
"The bark of Liriodendron tulipifera." U.S.
Sex. Syst. Polyandria Polygynia.- Nat. Ord. Magno-

Lrn 100ENDRON.

liaccce.

Gen. Ch. Calyx three-leaved . Petals six. Samara: sublanccolate, one or
two-seeded, imbricated in a cone. 1Yuttall.
Lir~odendron tulipijera . Willd. Sp . Plant. ii. 1254 i Bigelow, .!Jm. llled.
Bot . ii. 107; Barton, 111ecl. Bot. i. H2. This noble tree is both from its
magnitude and beauty the boast of American landscape . Rising on an erect,
straight, cylindrical stem, which is often of nearly equal thickness for the
distance of forty feet, it attains, in favourable situation~, an elevation seldom
less than fifLy and sometimes more than one hundred feet, with a diameter of
trunk varying from eighteen inches to three feet; and individuals are occasionally met with which greatly exceed these dimensions. The branches,
though not very numerous, are thrown out in a s01~1ewhat regular order, ~nd
give the tree a symmetrical aspect. The bark is of a brown or gray1shbrown colour, except in the young branches, on which it is bluish or of a
reddish ting-e. The leaves, which ~tand on long footstalks, are alte.rnate,
somewhat fleshy, smooth, of a beaullful shining green colour, and divided
into three lobes, of which the upper one is truncated and horizontally notched
at its summit, so as to present a t\\'O·lobed appearance, and the lWO lower
are rounded at the base and usually pointed. In the larger leaves, the lateral
lobes have .each a tooth-like projection at some distancl! below their apex .
This p~cul1ar form o~ the leaf serves to distinguish the tree from all others
inhab1ung the American forests. On isolated trees the flowers ure very
numerous .. They are large, beautifully variegated with different colours,
among which yellow predominates, and in their general appearance bear
some resemblance to the.tulip, wh.ich has gi\'en a name 10 the species. Each
flower stands on a distinct terminal peduncle. The calyx is double, the
outer being two leaved and deciduous, the inner consisting of three large,
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oval, concave leaves, of a pale green colour. The corolla is composed of
six, seven, or more, obtuse, concave petals. The stamens are numerous,
with short filaments, and long linear anthers. The pistils are collected into
the form of a cone, the upper part of which is covered with minute stigmas.
The fruit consists of numerous long, narrow scales, atlached to a common
axis, imbricated in a conical form, and containing each two seeds, one or
both of which are often abortive.
The tulip-tree extends from New England to the borders of Florida, but is
most abundant and allains the greatest magnitude in the Middle and \Vestern
States. It delights in a rich strong soil, and luxuriates in the exhauslless
fertility of the banks of the Ohio and its tributary streams. Throughout the
United States it is known by the inappropriate name of poplar, for which
that of tulip-tree is beginning to be subst ituted. Wh en in full bloom, about
the middle of May, it presents, in its profusion of flowers, its rich, shining,
luxuriant foliage, its elevated stature, and elegant outline, one of the most
magnificent objects which the vegetable kingdom affords. Th e interior or
heart wood, which is yellowish, of a fine grain, and compact without being
heavy, is much employed in the making of furniture, carriages, door-panels,
and for other us efu l purposes. It is recommended by its property of resisting th e influence of atmospheric moisture and the attacks of worms.
The bark is the officinal portion. Il is taken for use indiscriminately from
the root, trunk, and branches, though that derived from the root is thought
to be most active.
Deprived of the epidermis, it is of a yellowish-white colour, the bark of
the root being somewhat darker than that of the stem or branches . It is
very light and brittle, of a feeble, but heavy and rather disagreeable odour,
which is stronger in the fresh bark, and of a bitter, pungent, and aromatic
taste. These properties arc weakened by age, and we have found specimens of the bark which have been long kept in the shops, almost insipid.
The peculiar properties of liriodcndron appear to reside in a volatile principle, which partially escapes during decoction. The late Professor Emmet,
of the University of Virginia, believed that he had isolated this principle,
and gave it the name of liriodendrin. As descri bed by Professor Emmet,
it is, in the pure state, solid, white, crystal!izable, brittle, insoluble in water,
soluble in alcohol and ether, fusible at 180°, volatilizable and partly decomposed at 270°, of a sl ighlly aromatic odour, and a bitter warm pungent taste.
It is incapable of uniting with alkalies, which precipitate it from the infusion
or decoction of the bark by combi ning with the matter which renders it
soluble in the water. Neither does it unite with acids. Water precipitates
it from its alcoholic solution. It is obtained by macerating the root in alcohol, boiling the tincture with magnesia till it assumes an olive-green colour,
then filtering, concentrating by distillation ti ll the liquid becomes turbid, and
finally precipitating the liriodendrin by the addition of cold water. (Journ.
of the Phil. Col. of Phann., iii. 5.) ~rh e virtue~ of the bark are ext racted
by water and alcohol, but are injured by long boiling.
JUulical P1·operties. Liriodendron is a stimulant tonic, with diaphoretic
properties. It has been used as a substitute for Peruvian bark in intermittent fevers, and has proved serv iceab le in chronic rheumatism, dyspepsia,
and other complaints in which a gently stimulant and tonic impression is
desirable. The dose of the bark in powder is from half a drachm to two
drachms. The infusion and decoction are also used, but are less efficient.
They may be prepar_ed in the proportion of an ounce of the bark to a pint
of water, and given 111 the quantity of one or two fluidounces. 'fhe dose
,V.
of th e saturated tincture is a ftuidrachm.
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Lobelia.

LOBELIA. U.S., Land., Ed.
Lubelia.
"Lobelia inftata." U.S., Lone!. 11 Herb ofLobelia inflata." Ed.
LonELIA. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Monogypia.- Nat. Ord. Lobeliacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-cleft. Corolla irregular, five-parted, cleft on the
upper side nearly to the base. .9.nthers united into a tube. Stigma twolobed. Capsule inferior or semi-superior, two or three-celled, two-valved
at the apex. Torrey.
Lobelia injlata. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 946; Bigelow, .B.m. Med. Bot. i.
177 ; Barton, Med. Bot. i. 181. This species ofLobelia,commonlycalled
Indian tobacco, is an annual or biennial indigenous plant, usually a foot or
more in height, with a fibrous root, and a solitary, erect, angular, very hairy
stem, much branched about midway, but rising considerably above the summits o.f the highest branches. The leaves are scattered, sessile, oval, acute,
serrate, and hairy. The flowers are numerous, small, disposed in leafy
terminal racemes, and supported on short axillary footstallrn. The segments
of the calyx are linear and pointed. The corolla, which is of a delicate blue
colour, has a labiate border, with the upper lip divided into two, the lower
into three segments. The united anthers are curved, and enclose the stigma.
The fruit is an oval, striated, inflated capsule, crowned with the persistent
calyx, and containing, in two cells, numerous very small, brown seeds.
The Lobelia inftata is a very common \vecd, growing on the road-:!ides,
and in neglected fields, throughout the United States. Its flowers begin to
appear towards the end of July, and continue to expand in succession till
the occurrence of frost. The plant when wounded or broken exudes a
milky juice. All parts of it are possessed of medicinal activity; but, according to Dr. Eberle, the root and inflated capsu les are most powerful. The
plant should be collected in August or September, when the capsu les are
numerous, and should be carefully dried. It may be kept whole, or in the
state of powder. As found in the shops, it is often in oblong compressed
cakes, prepared by the Shakers.
Dri~d lobelia has a slight irritating odour, and when chewed, though at
first w_uhout much taste, soon produces a burning acrid impression upon the
poster10r parts of the tongue and palate, very close ly resembling that occasioned by tobacco, and attended, in like manner, with a flow of saliva and a
nauseating ~ffect _upon ~he stomach. Th~ powder is of a greenish colour.
The plant yields tis active properties readily to water and alcohol. Water
distilled from it, according to Mr. Procter, has the odour of the plant, witho.ut its acrimony. Mr. Procter found the plant to contain an odorous volaule principle, probably volatile oil; a peculiar alkaline principle named
lobelina; a peculiar acid, first noticed as distinct by Pereira, called lobelic
acid; besides gum, resin, chlorophylle, fixed oil, lignin, salts of lime and
potassa, and oxide of iron. The seeds contain at least twice as much of
lobelina, in proportion, as the whole plant, which yielded only one part in
fi_ve hu~dred. Th~y contain als? thirty per ce1~t. of a nearly colourless fixed
011, ~avmg the drymg property rn an extraordmary degree. Lobelina was
obtained by Mr: Procter from the seeds by the following process. The !eeds
we:e treated with al_cohol acidu lated with acetic acid, unti l deprived of their
acnmo~y,and the_tmcture was evaporated; the resulting extract was triturated with magnesia and water,and , after repeated agitation for several hours,
the liquor, holding lobelina in solution , was filtered; this was then shaken
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repeatedly with ether until deprived of acrimony; and the ethereal solution,
having been decanted, was allowed to evaporate spontaneously. The residue, which had a reddish-brown colour, and the consistence of honey, was
deprived of colo~ring ~atter by dissolving it in water, adding a slight excess
of sulphuric acid, boiling with animal charcoal, saturating with magnesia,
filtering, agitating with ether until this fluid had deprived the water of acrimony, and finally decanting, and allowing the ether to evaporate. Thus
obtained, lobelina is a yellowish liquid, lighter than water, of a somewhat
aromatic odour, and a very acrid durable taste. It is soluble in water, but
much more copiously in alcohol and ether, and the fatter fluid readily removes it from its aqueous solution. I t has a decided a1kaline reaction, and
forms soluble and crystallizable salts with sulphuric, nitric, and muriatic
acids, and a very soluble but not crystallizable salt with acetic acid. ll forms
an insoluble compound with tannic acid, which instantly precipitates it from
its solution. By a boiling heat. it is entirely decomposed, losing all its ~~ri
mony; but, when combined wllh acids, it may be subjected to ebulliuon
with water without change. Mr. Procter introduced a grain of it diluted
with water into the stomach of a cat, which became immediately prostrate,
remained for an hour nearly motionless, with dilated pupils, and had not
recovered wholly from the prostrating influence of the poison at the end of
fifteen hours. lt did not occasion vomiting or purging. There can be little
doubt that i.t is the narcotic principle of lobelia. (.Om. Jouni. of Pharm., ix.
105, and xiii. 1.) Th11 latc Dr. S. Calhoun, of Philadelphia, was the first
to announce the existence of a peculiar acti\''B principle m lobelia, capable
of forming salts with the acids; but he did not obtain it in an isolated
state. An importanl inference from the effects of heat upon lobelina is
that, in any of the preparations of lobelia, the plant, should never be heated
in connexion with a salifiable base .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Lobelia is emetic, and like other medicines
of the same class is occasionally cathartic, and in small doses diaphoretic
and expectorant. It is also possessed of narcotic properties. The leaves
or capsules, chewed for a short time, occasion giddiness, headache, general
tremors, and ultimately nausea and vomiting. \\Then swallowed in the full
dose, the medicine produce$ speedy and severe vomiting, attended with continued and distressing nausea, copious sweating, and great general relaxation. Its effects in doses too large, or too frequently repeated, are extreme
prostration, g reat anxiety and distress, and ~ltimately death preceded by
convulsions. Fatal results have been expenenced from its empirical use.
These are more apt to occur whe n the poison, as sometimes happens, is not
rejected by vomiting. In its operation upon the system, therefore, as well as
in its sensible properties, lobelia bears a close resemblance to tobacco. It is
among the medicines which were employed by the aborigines of this country;
and was long in the hands of empirics before it was introduced into r~gular
practice. The Rev. Dr. Cutler, of Massachusetts, first attracted to It the
attention of the profession.
As an emetic it is too powerful, and too distressing as well as hazardous
in its operation for ordinary use . The disease in which it has proved most
useful is spasmodic asthma, the paroxysms of which it often greatly mitigates,
and sometimes wholly relieves, even when not given in doses su,fficiently
large to pro~uce activ_e v?mit_ing. It was from the relief obtaine.d from an
auack of this complamt m lus own person, that Dr. Cutler was mduced to
recommend the medicine. It has also been used in catarrh, croup, pertussis,
and other laryngeal and pectoral affections; and.we have seen it apparently
advantageous in some of these complaints, especially in severe croup; but lt
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should always be used with caution . Administered by injection it produces
the same distressing sickness of stomach, profuse perspiration, and universal
relaxation, as resu lt from a similar use of tobacco. Dr. Eberle administered
a strong decoction of it successfully by the rectum, as a substitute for this
narcotic in a case of strangulated hernia. It has been employed effectually,
in small doses repeated so as to sustain a slight nausea, for producing relaxation of the as uteri . (.flm. Journ. of Med. Sci., xvi_i. 248.)
It may be given in substance, tincture, or infusion. The dose of the
powder as an emetic is from five to twenty grains, to be repeated if necessary. The tincture is most frequently administered. The full dose of this
preparation for an adult is half a fluidounce, though in asthmatic cases it
is better administered in the quantity of one or two fluidrachms, repeated
every two or three hours till its effects are experienced.
Two other species of Lobel ia have attracted some attention from medical
writers. The L. cardinalis or cardinal.flower, distinguished for its showy
red flowers, is supposed to possess anthelmintic properties; but is seldom or
never used. The L. syphilitica is said lo have been used by the Indians
in the cure of the venereal disease, but has upon trial been found wholly
inefficacious in that complaint. It is emetic and cathartic, and appears also
to possess diuretic properties, whence it has been conjectured that it might
have proved sen•iceable in gonorrhrea. Dr. Chapman states that it has been
employed, as he has been informed, by some practitioners of the western
country in dropsy, and not without success. The root is the part used.
Both these species of Lobelia are indigenous. For a more detailed account
of them the reader is referred lo Dr. W. P. C. Barton's Medical Botany.
Off. Prep. Tinctura Lobeliro, U. 8., Ed.; Tinct. Lobeliro .lE.therea. Ed.

w.

LUPULINA. U.S.
Lupulin.
"'l'he powder attached to the strobites of Humulus Lupul us." U.S.
Lupulina is described under HUMULUS, page 374.

L YCOPUS. U. S. Secondary.
Bugle-iveed.
"The herb ofLycopus Virginicus." U.S.
L~coPus.
Sex. Syst. Diandria Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Lamiacem or
Labmtro.
G'en. Ch. Calyx tubular,five·cleft,or five·toothed . Corolla tubular, four·
lobed, nearly equal; the upper segment broader, and emarginate. Stam.en.IJ
distant. Seeds four, naked, retuse. Nuttall.
Lycopus Virginicus. Michaux, Flor. Boreal. .flrneric. i. 14; Rafinesque,
.Med. Flor. vol. ii . The bugle·wecd is an indigenous herb, with a perennial
creeping root, which sends up an erect, nearly simple, obtusely quadran·
g_ular ste~, from twelve to eighteen inches high, and furnished with oppo·
site, sessile leaves. These are broad Janceolate, attenuated and entire at
both extremities, remotely serrate in the middle, somewhat rough, purplish,
and beset with glandular dots on their under surface. The flowers are
minute, in smal! axillary whorls, with two small subulate bractes to each
flower, and a white corolla. The seeds are longer than the calyx, which
is spineless.
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Th is plant grows in shad)r and wet places throughout the greater part of
the United Stales. Its flowering period is August. The whole herb is used.
It has a peculiar odour, and a nauseous slightly bitter taste, and imparts these
properties, as well as its medical virtues, to boiling water.
The L. Europreus is said to be fre_quently collected and sold for the L.
Virginicus. The former may be distinguished by its acutely quadrangular
stem, its narrow lanceolate leaves of which the lower are somewhat pinnatifid, its more crowded flowers, and the acute segments of its calyx, armed
with short spines.
Jl1edical Properties and Uses. .According to Dr. A. W. Ives, the bugleweed is a very mild narcotic. It was introduced into notice by Drs. Pendlelon and Rogers, of New York, who oblained favourable effecls from its
use in incipientphthisisandhemorrhage from the lungs. (N. Y. JJJed. and
Phys. Journ., i. 179.) ln these complaints it is useful by diminishing the
frequency of the pulse, quieting irritation, and allaying cough. It is most
conveniently taken in the form of infusion, which may be prepared by macerating an ounce of the herb in a pint of boiling water, and drunk ad libitum.

w.

L YTHRUM SALICARIA. Herba. Dztb.
Loosestrife. Purple Willorv-Herb.
Salicnire, Fr.; Rother \Veiderich, Germ.; Sa!icnria, Ital.

Sex. Syst. DodecandriaMonogynia.-Nat. Ord. Lythracere.
Gen . Ch. Calyx twelve-toothed. Petals six, inserted into the calyx.
Capsule two-celled, many-seeded. TVilld.
Lythrwn Salicaria. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 865. Loosestrife is an elegant
perennial plant, two or three feet high, with an erect, quadrangular or
Ll'THRUi\I.

hexagonal, don·ny, herbaceous stem, bearing opposite, ternate, sessile, lanceolate leaves, cordate at the base, and downy on the under surface and at
the margin. The flowers are axillary, forming a leafy verticillate spike.
The calyx is red, with unequal segments, the petals purple and undulate,
the fruit a small elliptical capsule.
The plant grows wild in all parts of Europe, and is found in New England and Canada. It prefers meadows, swamps, and the banks of streams,
which it adorns in July and August with its showy purple flowers. The
whole herbaceous part is medicinal, and is dried for use .
In this state it is inodorous, and has an herbaceous somewhat astringent
taste. ft rende rs boiling wa~er very mucilaginous, and its decoction is
blackt>ned by the sulphate of non.
JJledical Properties and Uses. Loosestrife is demulcent and astringent,
and may be advantageously given in diarrhcca and chronic dysentery after
due preparation by evacuating treatment. It has long been used in Ireland
in these complaints, and is said to be a popular remedy in Sweden. The
dose of the powdered herb is about a ~rachm two or. three times a day. A
decoction of the root, prepared by boilrng an ounce ma pint of water, may
be given in the dose of two fluidounces.
W'.
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.lfagnesit£ Carbonas.

MAGNESL'E CARBON AS. U.S., Land. , Ed, Dub.
Carbonate of Magnesia.
:Magnesia alba, Lat.; Carbonate de magnesic, Fr.; Kohlensaurc Magnesia, Germ.; Car·
bonato di magnesin1 Ital.; Carbonato de magnesia, Sprm.

Carbonate of magnesia somet imes though rarely occurs as a native mineral. That which is sold in the shops is prepared on a large scale by the
manufacturer, and the article is. therefore, very properly placed in the list of
Materia Medica of the United States Pharmacopceia. The British Colleges
sti ll retain it among the preparations, and the London and Edinburgh Colleges direct it to be prepared by decomposing the su lphate of magnesia with
carbonate of soda; and the Dublin College, by decomposing the same salt
with carbonate of potassa. The London College dissolves four pounds
eight ounces of carbonate of soda, and four pounds of sulphate of magnesia,
sepa~ately, in two gallons (Imp. Meas.) of distilled water; then mixes the
solutions, boils for fifteen minutes, constantly stirring with a spatula; and
lastly, pours off the liquor, washes the precipitated powder with boiling
distilled water, and dri es it. The Edinburgh formula is substantially the
same. Th e directions differ only in using water, instead of distilled water,
and in collecting the precipitate on a filter of calico or linen. The Dublin
College dissolves twenty-five parts of sulphate of magnesia and fourteen
parts of carbonate of potassa, each in two hundred parts of boilin g water,
mixes the solutions, boils, filters, and washes the precipitate well with boiling \'Irater.
The carbonate of potassa is not as advantageously used as the carbonate
of soda for the preparation of carbonate of magnesia. It is difficult to separate the last portions of sulphate of potassa from the precipitate, and the
carbonate of potassa usually contains silica, which is thrown down with the
magnesia. The consequence is that .. when prepared with that salt, the c.arbonatc of magnesia is liable to be gmty to the tollch and to have a: saline
taste. The following is said to be the method pursued by some of the best
manufacturers. To a saturated solution of one hundred parts of sulphate of
magnesia, a solution of one hundred and twenty.five parts of crystallizecl
carbon~te of s?da is gradually addc~, the solutions being con~tantly sti rred.
The m1xtllre 1s then heated to cbul11tion, to complete the prec1pitat1on of the
magnesia, which is afterwards washed with tepid and finally with cold water,
~n_til the \~ashings no longer give a precipitate with the barytic salts. When
It is s ufficiently washed, the carbonate is allowed to drain for one or two
days on large linen filters, and is then placed in wooden moulds with a
porous boltom of brick or gypsum, and subj ected to pressure in order to give
it the square and compact form into which it is usually wrought.
The density of carbonate of magnesia is said to depend upon the strength
of the solutions from which it is first precipitated, and its fineness and softness to the touch, upon the use of carbonate of soda in its preparation .
The principal part of the carbonate of magnesia used in this country is
imported from Scotland. In the New England States it is prepared from
the bittern of salt works, which consists chieny of sulphate of magnesia and
chloride of magnes ium ; and it is manufactured in Baltimore from the sulphate of magnesia prepared in that city. The Scotch magnesia is generally
put up in ca.s~s of one hundred and twenty pounds each, the American in
,,,,
boxes containing fifty pounds.
\Ve. have spoken of the impurities which carbonate of magnesia prepared
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When made from the bittern of
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magnesian schist, iron is almost always present. The only way in which
these impurities can be avoided, is to prepare pure sulphate of magnesia by
repeated crystalllzation, and to use a pure carbonate of soda. [t is also
necessary that the water with which the precipitate is washed should be
free from earthy salts, which would be decomposed and contaminate the
magnesia.
Properties. Carbonate of magnesia is inodorous, nearly insipid, perfectly
white, smooth to the touch, and nearly insoluble in water, requiring 2 -193
parts of cold, and 9000 parts of hot water for solution. It is decomposed
by a stron~ heat, by all the acids, by potassa, soda, lime, baryta, and strontia,
and by acidulous and metallic salts.
Two kinds of carbonate of magnesia are distinguished, the light and the
heavy. The light carbonate is the kind manufactured in Scotland. The
heavy, according to Dr. Pereira, may be manufactured as follows:- " .Add
one volume of a cold saturated solution or carbonate of soda to a boiling
mixture of one volume of a saturated solution of sulphate of magnesia, and
three volumes of water. Boil until effervescence has ceased, constantly
stirring with a spatula. Then dilute with boiling water, set aside, pour off
the supernatant liquor, and wash the pn?cipitate with hot water on a linen
cloth : afterwards dry it by heat in an iron pot."
A solution in carbonic acid water, prepared by passing carbonic acid gas
into a reser\'Oir containing the carbonate of magnesia suspended in water,
bas been introduced into use as a cathartic and antacid. IJinneford's magnesia is a solution of this nature. According to Dr. Christison's analysis ,
it contains only nine grains of carbonate in the ftuidounce, though it is
alleged to contain twice that quantity. lts taste is more disagreeable than
that of the undissolved carbonate .
.!l.clulterations and Tests. Carbonate of magnesia may contain an alka1ine ca rbonate, or an alkaline sulphate, or both, from insufficient washing;
also chloride of sodium, alumina. and carbonate of lime. If water boiled
on it changes turmeric, an alkaline carbonate is indicated . If chloride of
barium produces a precipitate in the \Yater, the presence of a sulphate or
carbonate, or both, is shown, and if nitrate of silver produces the same effect,
a chloride is indicated. ·when dissolved in an excess of muriatic acid, an
excess of ammonia 'viii throw down alumina, 'vhich is scarcely ever absent
in minute quantity; and oxalate of ammonia, afterwards added to the filtered
muriatic solulion, will throw down lime as oxalate of lime, if that earth be
present.
Composition. According to Berzelius, the carbonate of magnesia of the1
shops (magnesia alba) is a combination of three equivalents of carbonate
of magnesia with one of hydrate of ma.gnrsia. Each eq. of carbonate contains an eq. of water, and the composit10n of t~e salt may be thus stated :three equivalents of carbonate (acid 66, magnesia 62· l, water 27) = 15;1· l
one equivalent of hydrate (magnesia 20·7 water 0) = 20·7 = J84·.H. This
theoretic composition agrees very near~y with the analysis of Berzelrn~, who
fixes. it at 4•1·75 mng1~esia, 35·77. acid, and 1U·48 water. Accord mg ~o
Phillips, whose analysis agrees with that more recently made by George
Fownes, four eq11i\•alents of the carbonate are combined with one of the
bihydrate, and f?ur of w.ater. (Phann. Journ. and Trans., iii. 480.)
The composition of this salt varies with the mode of preparation. Thus
Buchholz, by decomposing the sulphate of magnesia with 170 per cent. of
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carbonate of soda, and using only cold water throughout, obtained a very
light, spongy, somewhat coherent magnesia, containing 32 acid, 33 base,
and 35 water. By using 120 per cent. of the carbonate, an~ boiling the
water for fifteen minutes, he obtained a heavy granular precipitate containing :35 acid, 42 base, and 23 water.
.
.llfedical Properties and Uses. Carbonate of magnesia is antacid, and,
by combining with acid in the stomach, becomes ~enerally cathartic. When
it undergoes no change in the alimentary. canal, it produces no purgative
effect. Under these circumstances, it may usually be made to operate by
following it with draughts of lemonade. It is useful in all cases which
require a laxative antacid; and, though apt to produce flatulence in consequence of the extrication of its carbonic acid in the slomach and bowels, and
therefore in ordinary cases inferior to calcined magnesia, it sometimes operates favourably, i_n consequence of this ve_ry property, in sick stomach
attended wi th acidity. Carbonate of magnesia is also an excellent antilithic
in those cases in which uric acid is secreted in too great abundance.
The dose is from half a drachm to two drachms, which may be given
suspended in water or milk. In order that it may be accurately diflilsed
through water, it should be previously rubbed down with simple syrup or
ginger syrup.~
·
Carbonate of magnesia is a useful agent for diffusing camphor and the
volatile oils through water, in preparing several of the medicated waters.
(See .8qwe Medicatm.)
Off. Prep. Hydrargyrum cum Magnesia, Dub.; Magnesia, U.S., Lond.,
Ed., Dub.; Magnesire Sulphas Purum, Dub.; Mistura Camphorre cum
Magnesia, Ed.; Trochisci Magnesire, Ed.
D. B. S.

MAGNESIJE SULPHAS. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Suphate

of Magnesia.

Epsom salt; Sulfate de magnCsie, Fr.i Sehwcfclsaurc M<lc"llCsia, Ger'lll.i Solfnto di
magnc~ia, Span.

mni.(ne;,.ia, ltal.i Sulfoto de

Sulphate of magnesia is one of the constituents of sea-water, and of some
saline s_prings. It also occurs native, either crystallized in long, slender,
prismatic, adhering crystals, or as an efflorescence on certain rocks and soils,
which contain magnesia and a su lph ate or sulphuret. In the United States
it is found abundantly in the great caverns, so numerous to the west of the
Alleghany mountains. In one of those caves, near Corydon in Indiana, it
forms .a stratu.m on the bottom several inches deep; or appears in masses
sometimes weighing ten pounds; or is disseminated in the earth of the Ca\'ern,
one bushel of which y ields from four to twenty-five pounds of this sulphate.
It also appears on the walls of the cavern, and, if it be removed, acicular
crystals again appear in a few weeks. (Cleaveland.)
Sulphate of magnesia was originally procured by evaporating the waters
of some ~aline springs at Epsom in England . Dr. Grew prepared it in this
manner rn 1.67~. It was afterwards discovered that the brine remaining after
the crystall1zat1on of common salt from sea-wate r, furnished by careful
evaporation precisely the same salt; and, as this was a much cheaper product,
it superseded the former. This residual brine or bittern consists of sulphate
1
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of magnesia, and the chlorides of magnesium and calcium. As the sulphate
of magnesia crystallizes first, it may with proper care be obtained nearly
pure, although most frequently the salt prepared in this way is deliquescent
from being contaminated with the chloride of magnesium. It may be purified from this mixture by washing the crystals with its own saturated solution.
It was from this source that the greater part of th e Epsom salt of commerce
was long obtained in Europe. The sak works of New England supplied
our own markets with an impure and deliquescent sulphate. With the improvements of chemistry, other and beller processes have latterly been
adopted. In the neighbourhood of Genoa and Nice, sulphate of magnesia
is prep1:1rcd in large quantities from a s?histose rock, which contains
magnesia and sulphure t of iron. The minera l is roasted and exposed
in heaps for some months to the combined action of air and water. It is
then li xiviated, the sulphate of iron decomposed by lime-water, and the salt
is obtained pure by repeated solution and crystallization.
William Henry of Manchester, whose calcined magnesia has become
famous throughout the world, took out a patent for a mode of ~reparing
magnesia and its salts from the double carbonate of magnesia and hme-the
dolomite of min eralogists. His process was to drive off the carbonic acid
by heat. and to convert the remaining earths into hydrates. H e treated
these with a sufficient quantity of muriatic acid to dissolve out the lime,
and then converted the magnesia into a sulphate either by sulphuric acid
or sulphate of iron.
This salt is extensively manufactured at Baltimore from the siliceous
hydrate of magnesia, or magnesite. This mineral occurs in veins in the
serpentine and other magnesian rocks which abound in the neighbourhood
of that city, and in the southern counties of Pennsylvania. The advantage
which it possesses over the dolomite, in the preparation of this salt, is the
almost entire absence of lime, owing to which c.ircumstance there is little or
no waste of acid, and the operation is much simplified. The mineral is
reduced to a fine powder, and saturated with su lphuric acid. The mass is
then dried and calcined at a red heal, in order to convert the sulphate of iron
which may be present into red oxide. It is then dissolved in water, and
sulphu ret of lime added to se parate any remaining portion of iron. The
salt is crystalli zed and dissolved a third time, in order to purify it. The
sulphate prepared at the Baltimore works by this process is generally very

pu;r:;:rl~~~~n~.:.lthSuu1;hi~t: ~t~~~~~~i~t~!": ~~/~;~~ess ft;~~~~arent salt,
without smell, and of a bitter, nauseous, saline taste. It crystallizes in
quadrangular prisms, terminating in a four-sided pyramid or in a dihedral
summit. It usually occurs in small ncicular crystals. I t slowly effioresces
in the air. At ;32° of Fahrenheit, JOO parts of water dissolve 2G·7G parts
of the anhydrous salt, and for m·e ry increased degree of heat 0·8597 parts
additional are taken up. The crystals contain 51 ·22 per cent. of water of
crystallization, and dissolve in their own weight of water at 60°, and in
three-fourths of their weight of boiling water. They melt in their water of
crystallization, and at a high temperature fuse into an enamel. (Berzelius.)
This salt consists of one equivalent of acid= 40, one of base = 20·7,
and seve n of water = 63; and its combining number is 123·7.
Sulphate of magnesia is completely dec.omposed by potassa, soda, and
their carbonates; by lime, baryta, and strontJa, and their soluble salts. Ammonia partially decomposes it, and forms with the remaining salt a double
sulphate. The bicarbonates of potassa and soda do not decompose the suf,
phate of magnesia, except by the aid of heat.
0

0
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Sulphate of magnesia is liable to contain iron and chloride of magnesium,
the former of which ~ay be detected by ferrocyanuret of potassium, and
the latter by its rendering the salt moist. If the addition of sulphuric acid
produce no extrication of muriatic acid gas, the fact proves the absence of
a~l chlorides. One hundred grains of an aque.o~s soluti~n of the salt should
yield, when completely decomposed by a boilrng solution of carbonate of
soda, thirty-four grains of dry carbonate of magnesia. If the dry precipitate
be less, the specimen tested is not all sulphate of magnesia, and probably
contains su lphate of soda.
Medical Properties and Uses. Sulphate of magnesia is a mild and safe
cathartic, operating with little pain or nausea, and producing watery stools.
It is more acceptable to the stomach than most medicines of its class, and
will often be retained when others arc rejected: Like many of the other
neutral salts it is refrigerant, and may be made to act as a diuretic, by keep·
ing the skin cool, and walking about after it has been taken. It is well
adapted to the treatment of fevers and inflammatory affections, especially
after a previous thorough evacuation of the bowels by a more energetic
cathartic. It is also useful in colic and obstinate constipation, and may be
emp loyed in most cases which require the use of a cathartic, without being
attended with debility or relaxation of th e stomach and bowels. The
medium dose is an ounce; but advantage often results from its administration in divided doses frequently repeated. It is often given in combination
with other medicines, especially with senna, the griping effect of which it
tends to obviate. The pleasantest form for administering the salt, and that
in which it usually agrees best with the stomach, is a solution in carbonic
acid water with lemon syrup. By Dr. Henry, of Dublin, it is highly
recommended in connexion with sulphuric acid. To seven ounces of the
saturated aqueous solution of the salt he adds an ounce of the diluted snl·
phuric acid of the Pharmacopreias, and gives a tablespoonful of the mixture
for a dose, in a wineglassful of water.
Off. Prep. Enema Catharticum, Ed., Dub.; Magnesire Carbonas, Lond.,
Ed., nub.; Pulvis Salinus Compositus, Ed., nub.
D. B. S.

MAGNOLIA. U.S. Secondary.
Magnolia.
"The bark of Magnolia glauca, Magnolia acuminata, and Magnolia tri·
petala." U.S.
l\iAoNOLIA. Sex. Syst. Polyandria Polygynia.-Nat. Ord. Magnoliacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx three-leaved. Petals six or more. Capsules two· valved,

on~f1:e~:di~~~li~~·~e:e!~e~ ~~fii~h l~e::sr~~~~iree~ iheen~~;~{u~f t~:~~~0g~~lia

o~cmal, are common to most, if not all o~ the species composing this spJen·
did genus. Among the numerous trees which adorn the American landscape,
these are !11ost conspicuous for th e beautiful richness of their foliage, and
the magmficence as well as delicious odour of their flowers; and the M.
grandjflora of the Southern States rivals in magnitude the largest inhabit·
ants ~f our forests. ~,he Pharmacopcei~ designates the JJI/. glauca, J,1.
acummata, an.d M. tripetal~, each of wh1ch..we shall briefly describe.
I. !liagnoha glauca. Willd. Sp. Plant. 11. 1256; Bicrelow, .!lm. Med.
Bot .. ii. 67; Barloi~, Mu~. B~t. i. 77; Michaux, N. ,.qm.~Sylv . ii. S. 'rhis
1
1
1
1
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leaves are scattered, petiolate, oval, obtuse, entire, glabrous, thick, opaque,
yellowish-green on their upper surface, and of a beautiful pale glaucous
colour beneath. The flowers are large, terminal, solitary, cream-coloured,
strongly and gratefully odorous, often scenting the air to a considerable distance. The calyx is composed of three leaves; the petals from eight to
fourteen in number, are obovate, obtuse, concave, and contracted at the base;
the stamens arc very numerous, and inserted on a conical receptacle ; the
germs are collected into a cone, and each is surmounted by a linear recurved
style. The fruit is conical, about an inch in length, consisting of numerous
imbricated cells, each containing a single scarlet seed . This escapes through
n longitudinal opening in the cell, but remains for some time suspended from
the cone by a slender thread to which it is attached.
The M . glauca extends along the seaboard of the United States, from
Cape Ann, in Massachusetts, to the shores of the Gulf of Mexico. It is
abundant in the Middle and Southern States, usually growing in swamps
and morasses; and is seldom met with in the interior of the country west
of the mountains. It begins to flower in May, June, or July, according to
the latitude. It is known by the name of magnolia simply in the Northern
and Middle States, by that of white bay or sweet bay in the South, and is
occasionally called swamp sassafras, beaver tree, ~c.
2. JJJ. acuminala. Willd. Sp.Plant. ii. 1257; Michaux, N . .Rm. Sylv.
ii. 12. This species is much larger than the preceding, often growing to
the height of seventy or eighty feet. The leaves are six or seven inches
long, by three or four in breadth, oval, acuminate, and pubescent on their
under surface. The flowers are five or six inches in diameter, bluish or
cream-coloured, slightly odorous, with obovate rather obtuse petals from six
to nine in number. Mingled with the splendid foliage, they give a magnificent aspect to the tree when large and in full bloom. The tree grows in
the mountainous regions in the interior of the United States, extending
along the Alleghanics from the state of New York to their termination in
Georgia, and seldom existing in the low country far either to the east or the
west of this range. \.Vherever it is found, it is called cucumber tree, from
the resemb lance of its fruit in shape and size to this product of the gardens.
3. M. tripetala. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii . 1258; Michaux, N.Jlni. Sylv. ii.
18. This is a small tree, sometimes thou~h r~tely reaching an elevation of
thirty feet, and almost always hm·ing an rnchned trunk . It is remarkable
for the size of its leaves and flowers. rrhe former are eighteen or twenty
inches long by seven or eight in breadth, thin, obovate, somewhat wedge~
shaped, entire, acute at both extremities, pubescent when young, and often
disposed in rays at the extremity of the shoots, displaying a surface thirty
inches in diameter. Hence has arisen the name of umbrella tree, by which
~his species is distinguished. The flowers are terminal, sevf'n or eight
mches in diameter, white, with from five to twelve oval acute peta ls, of
which the three outer are reflexed. This species extends from the northern
parts of New York to the southern limits of the United States. It is found
only in situations which are shady, with a strong, deep, and fertile soil. It
is common in some of the islands of the Susquehanna, and still more so in
the Southern and South Western States. (.Michaux.)
The bark and fruit of all the species of Magnolia are possessed of similar
medicinal properties; but the bark only is officinal; and that of the root is
thought to be most efficient. It has an aromatic odour, and a biuer, pungent, spicy taste. The aromatic property, which resides in a volatile principle, is diminished by desiccation, and entirely lost when tbe bark is long
kept. The bitterness, howe,·er, remains. The bark is destitute of astring-
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ency. The bark of the Magnolia grandiflora, examined b¥ Dr. Stephe11
Procter, was found to contain volatile oil, resin, and a principle analogous
to the liriodendrin of Professor Emmet. (.llrn . Journ. of Plwrrn., xiv. 95.)
It is probable that the bark of the other species contains similar ingredients.
Medical Properties and U~es. Magnolia is a gently stimulant ~romatic
tonic and diaphorelic, useful m chronic rheumatism , and capable, 1f freely
givt:n, of a:rresti_ng the paroxysms of in~ermittent fever. lt has been us~d
advantageously m these complain ts, and m remiltents,especially of a typh01d
character. 11 he dose of the recently dried bark in powder is from half a
clrachm to a drachm, frequently repeated. The infusion may also be used,
but is less efficient. Diluted alcohol extracts all the virtues of the medicine; and a tincture, made by macerating the fresh bark or cones in brandy,
is a popular remedy in chronic rheumatism.
W.

MALVA. Land., Ed.
Common Malloiv.
"Malva sylvestris." Lond.

"Herb of Malva sylvestris." Ed.

Mauve sauvage, .Fr.; \Vaitlma!Ye, Germ.: 1\1al\·a, Ital., Span,

Sea·. S:yst. Monadelphia Polyandria.- Nat. Ord. Malvacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx double, the exterior three-leaved. Capsules very many,
one-seeded. Wille/.
JJ1alva syluestris. Willd. Sp.Plant. iii . 787; Woodv. llfed. Bot. p. 554.
t. l 07. This is a perennial, herbaceous plant, with a round, hairy, branch·
ing, usually erect stem, from one to three feet high, bearing alternate,
petiolatc, cordate, roughish leaves, which are div.ided into five or seven
crenate lobes, and on the upper part of the stem are almost palmate. The
flowers are large, purplish, and placed from three to five together at the
axils of the leaves, upon long slender peduncles, which, as well as the
petioles, are pubescent. The petals arc five, inversely cordate, and three
times as long as the calyx. The capsules are disposed compactly in a circular form.
This species of mallow is a native of Europe, where it grows abundantly
on .waste wounds and by the way-sides, flowering from. May to August.
It is sometimes c.ultivated in our gardens. Other species, indigenous or
natu~alized in this country, are possessed of the same properties, which
are 10 fact common to the 'vhole genus. 'fhe JJ!I. rotundifolia is one of
the most common, and may ?e substituted for the fl.I. sylvestris.
The h.erb and flowers, wl11ch are the officinal parts, ha~e a weal~, herba·
ceou~, sluny taste, without odour. 'l'hey abound in mucilage, which they
read1!y impart to water; and the solution is precipitated by acetate of lead.
The mfusion and tincture of the flowers are blue, and serve as a test of
acids and alkalies, be ing reddened by the fo~mer, and rendered green by
MALVA.
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emollient and de·
mulcent .. 'l,he infusion and decoct ion are sometimes employed in catarrhal,
dys.entenc, and nephritic complai nts ; and are applicable to all other cases
wh1cl~ cal ~ f?r t~e use of mucilaginous liquids. They are also used as an
~molhent rnJec~1on; and the fresh plant forms a good suppurativc or rela~·
rng cataplasm m external inflammation. It was formerly among the cuhnary herbs.
OJ!. Prep. Decoctum Malvre Compositum, Lond.
W.
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MANGANEsir OXIDUM. Ed.
Oxide of Manganese.
Off. Syn. MANGANES!I B!NOXYDUM. Land.; MANGANESII
OXYDm1. Dub.
J\langnnese, Peroxide of manganese, Deutoxide of manganese, Black oxide of manganese; Oxide noir de mangnnesc, Fr.,· Braunstein, Germ.; .l\Ianganese, llal., Spaii

Black oxide of manganese is the deutoxide or binoxide of a peculiar metal
properly called manganese; though this name is commonly applied to the
oxide itself. il/ctallicmangancse was discovered by Scheele and Gahn in
1774, and is obtained from the native black oxide by intense ignition with
charcoal. It is hard., briule, granular, of a grayish.wh ite colour, and emits a
disagreeable odour ma moist atmosphere. lt oxidizes readily by the action
of the air, first tarnishing, then assuming a yellowish or violet colour, and
finally becoming converted into a black powder. Its sp. g r. is 8, melting
point 160° of ·wedgwood, and equivalent number 27·7. "With oxygen it
forms five combinations, three regular oxides and two acids. The pro/oxide
is of a light green colour, and is the oxide present in the Salts of manganese.
The sesquioxide is black or dark brown, and the deuto:dde black. The two
acids are formed by the action of potassa on the deutoxidc, and are called
manganic and hyp~rmanganic acids. A_ssuming one eq: of manganese in
each of these combinations, the protoxide 1s found to contain one, the sesqui oxide one and a half, the deutoxide two, manganic acid three, and hypermanganic acid three and a half equ ivalents of oxygen.* (Berzelius .) Besides
these, there exist a double oxide, of a brownish-red colour, called the red
oxide, consisting of one eq. of protoxide and one of sesquioxide, and invariably formed when any one of the other oxides of manganese is exposed to a
white heat; and a native oxi.de, called Var~icite, composed of two eqs. of
deutoxide, and one of sesqu1oxide. Metallic manganese is an occasJOnal
constituent of organic matter. lt was detected in minute quantity in bones
by Fourcroy and Vauquelin, and is often present in the ashes of plants.
In the mineral kingdom, it occurs some tim es as a sulphl4,Tet, rarely as a
phosphate, but very abundantly as the black or deutoxide . It is this latter
mineral which constitutes the offi.cinal oxide.
Properties. Deutoxidc of manganese, as it occurs in nature, is very vari·
able in its appearance . It is found sometimes in brilliant needle-shaped
crystals, often in compact masses having the metallic lustre, but far more
frequently in th e fo rm of a dull earthy -looking substance of a black or brown
colour. It is purest when crystallized. As it occ urs in commerce it is
usually in the form of powder, of a black colour, insoluble in water,and containing as impurities more or less oxidized iron, carbonate of lime, sulphate
of baryta, and earthy mat_ter. Iron, ~vhich is rarelf absent, is detected by
the production of a g reernsh or blue tint on the addition of ferrocyanuret of
potassium . \Vh en exposed to a red heat it. yields a considerable quantity of
oxygen, and is reduced to the state of sesqu1oxide. Hence its. use in obtain·
ing that gas. 'Vhen dried, and afterwards heated to whiteness, good samples lose twelve per cent. of oxygen. (Land. P_J~ann.) It is distinguished
from the sulphuret of antimony by its infusib1hty, and by its causing the
evolution of chlorine on being heated with muriatic acid. 'Vh en of a brown
colou r, it is not of good quality, Its composition has been given above.
•In order to avoid fractional equivalents, the sesquioxideisgcnera.llystated to consist
of two C'qs. of metal and three of oxyg-eni and the hypconangnnic ucid 1 of two eqs. of
mctalandse,'cnofoxygcn.
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But few mines of deutoxide of ma~anese exist, though the metal itself is
very generally diffused throughout the mineral kingdom. It occurs most
abundantly in Bohemia, Saxony, the Hartz, France, and Great Britain. In
the United States no mines have been opened, except in Vermont, from
which state an inferior brown ferruginous manganese is supplied through
Boston. Besides this source of supply, the mineral is received from Nova
Scotia, France, Germany, England, and occasionally Scotland. ll comes
packed in casks or barrels, generally in lumps and coarse powder,justasit
is dug out of the mines i though occasionally it is received from England
ready pulverized. ll is a good rule to buy it unpowdered, as its quality can
be helter judged of in t~at .state. A dark shining crystalline appearance
may be taken as an ind1cat1on of good quality. 'fhe Nova Scotia man·
ganese is belter than the Vermont; but that received from Germany and
England is the best, and commands th~ highest price in the market. The
Scotch manganese is also of good quality.
lJJedical Properties and Uses. The physiological effects o'. the preparations of manganes~ are but imper.fectly known. Manganic acid, given to a
rabbit, seemed to increase the unne. C. G. Gmelin found the sulphate of
the protoxide to produce an extraordinary secretion of bile when exhibited
to animals. According to Dr. Thomson, of Glasgow, it acts on man as a
purgative, resembl ing sulphate of soda both in taste and effect. The black
oxide is deemed a tonic by some experimenters. When slowly introduced
into the system, as happens to those engaged in grinding the mineral, it acts,
according to Dr. Coupar, of Glasgow, as a cumulative poison, inducing a
disease which first shows itself by a staggering gait, and ends in paraplegia.
It has been used in syphilis, cblorosis, scun•y, and various skin diseases,
especially itch and porrigo. The dose is from three to twenty grains, three
times a day, given in the form of pill. For external use, the ointment is
made of one or two drachms of the oxide to an ounce of lard .
Black oxide of manganese is used in the arts for obtaining chlorine for the
purpose of bleaching, to give a black glazing to. po.ttery, and for freeing.glass
from t~e colour which it derives from the sesquiox1de of iro~. According to
Berzelius, a few pounds of it added to each cask of water mtended for seavoyages, will pre~erve it sweet. In the laboratory , it is employed to obtain
oxygen and chlonne, ~nd to form the s~lts of manganese . Pharmaceutically
it is used, in conjunction with sulphunc acid, for liberating chlorine from
comm.on salt, in the processes for preparing Aqua Chloriiiii, .Dub., Calx
Chlormata, Lond., and Liquor Sodro Chlorinatre, Lond.
B.

MANN A. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Jilanna.
The concrete juice of Ornus Europrea." U.S. "0rnus Europrea.
Succus con~retus." Lond. "Sweet concrete exudation, probably from
several species of Fraxinus and Ornus." Ed .
11

.l\Ianne, Fr.; l\Ianna, Germ., Ital.: .Mana, Sptw.

Manna !s ~ot th e product of one plant exclusively.

Besides the Omus

Europr£a rnd1cated by the Pharmacopceias, it is said to be obtained also from
several other trees, belonging to the genera Ornus and Fraximls, among
'~hich the 0: rotundifolia, l'. excelsior, and F. parvijlora have been r.ar·
t1cularly designated. .Burkhardt states that a species of manna, w}uch
exudes. from the tamansk of the North of Africa (Tarnari.1-' Gaflica,Ehren·

b~rg), is.used by the.Bedouin Arabs of the neighbourhood of Mount Sinai

wi th their food.

This substance, however, according to Mitscherlich, con·
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tains no manni~e, but consists wholly of mucilaginous sugar. The manna
used in India 1s said to be the product of Hedysarum .11.llwgi of Linn.,
~!/.lhagi lJlcmrorzmi of De Canclolle, a thorny shrub which gro_ws abundantly
111 the deserts of Persia anJ. Arabia.
It is, however, much inferior to that
obtained from the Omus. A substance closely resembling manna, is pro·
cured by exudation from a species of Eucalyptus called E. mannifera,
growing in New SotJth Wales. The substance known in France by the
name of Brian~on Jlfanna, is an exudation from the common European
larch-Larix Europrea or Pinus Larix- and differs chemically from ordi·
nary manna in containing no mannite.. A substance resembling manna, of
a sweet, slightly bitter, and terebimhrnate taste, and actively purgative,
exudes from incisions in the Pinus Lambertfona, of Southern Oregon,
S. Exp/. Exped., v. 232.)
and is used by the inhabitants. (Nar. of
0RNus. Sex. Syst . Diandria Monogynm. -Nat . Ord. Oleace::e.
Gen. Ch. Calyx very small, four-cleft. Corolla di~ided to the base into
li near segments. Pericarp a winged key not dehisc1~g . Lindlry.
This genus was separated by Persoon from the Fraxurns ofLinnreus, and
is now admitted by the best botanists.
Ornus Europ:w. Persoon, Synops. i. 9i Lindley, Flor . lJ/ed. 547.Praxinus Ornus. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. J 104; Woodv . .~Med. Bot. p. 589,
l. 209. The flowering ash is a tree of moderate height, usually from
twenty to twenty -five feet, very branching, with opposite, petiolate, pinnate
leaves, composed of three or four pairs of leaflets, and an odd one at the
extremity. The leaflets are ova!, acuminate, obtusely serrate, about an inch
and a half in length, smooth, of a bright green colour, and sta nd on short
footstalks. The flowers are white, and usually expand with the leaves.
They grow in close panicles at the extremities of the young branches, and
have a very short calyx with four teeth, and four linear lanceolate petals. ""
Both this species of Omus and the 0. rotumlifolia are natives or Sicily,
Calabria, and Apulia; and both contribute to supply the manna of commerce.
During the hot months, the juice exudes spontaneously from the bark, and
concretes upon its surface; but, as the exudation is slow, it is customary to
fac ili tate the process by making deep longitudinal incisions on one side of
the trunk. ln the following season these are repeated on the other side, and
thus alternately for thirty or forty years, during which the trees are said to
yield manna. Straw or clean chips are frequently placed so as to receive
the juice, which concretes upon them. 'l'Jrn manna varies in its character
according to the mode of collection and nature of the season, and the period
of the year in which the exudation takes place. That procured in Sicily
is said to be the best. Three varieties are distinguishable in commerce.
l. The purest is that usually known by the name ofjlake manna, called
also manna cann.ulala. It exudes spontaneously, or by incisions. during the
hottest and dryest weather in July and August. It is in irregular, unequal
pieces, often severa l inches long, resembling stalactites, rough, light, porous,
brittle, whitish or yellowish-white, and frequently concave on the surface
by which they were attached to the trunk, and which is often soiled by impurities, sometimes by adherent fragments of the bark. When broken,
these pieces exhibit a crystalline or granular structure. This variety is
sometimes in small fragments, generally less than an inch in length.
2. Common manna- manne en sorle of French pharmacy- is next in
quality, and is collected in September and the beginning of October, when

.u.

• A 11ymp prepared from the inner bark of this tree has been employc<l, in Europe, by
Dr. DcYcrgie, with ;;upposcd adnmtage, in chronic eczema and impetigo. The bark con·
tains much tannin, and a mucilaginous principle, which renders dilulCd alcohol a better
men:;truum tlmn boiling: water. (Journ. de Phann., 3e sfr., ix. 3•17.)
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the heat of the '~eather has be~un to r:noderate. The juice docs not no\v
concrete so readily, and a portion, falling on th.e ground at the root of the
tree, becomes more or less mixed with impurities, and forms imperfectly
solid masses, which require to be further dried in the ~un. The common
manna consists of whitish or yellowish fragments similar to the pieces of
flake manna, but mu~h smaller, mixed with a. soft, viscid, un.crystallized
brownish matter, identical with that which constitutes the following variety.
3. Fat manna is collected in the latter part of October and November,
when the weather is cooler and rains more common. The juice is now stilt
less disposed to concrete, and flowing down the trunk is received in a small
excavation at its base. As found in commerce it is in the form of a soft,
viscous mass, containing few crystalline fragments, of a brown or yellowish·
brown colour, and full of impurities.
Manna may b? found in the shops of every grade, from the most ii:ipure
of the third vanety to the purest of the first; but the worst kind is not
often imported into this country.
Attempts have sometimes been made to counterfeit it; but the facility of
detection renders fraud s of this kind unprofitable, and they are not often
practised. BaumC describes a method in which common manna is purified
so as to resemble flake_manna. It consists in dissolving common manna in
a little water, allowing the liquid to settle, decanting it in order to separate
the impurities, then inspissating it so that it will congeal on cooling, and
immersing threads in the inspissated liquid several times successively in the
manner practised by candle-makers. It may be still further purified by
the use of animal charcoal. Thu s prepared it contains less mannite than
flake manna, and less of the nauseous principle; but is said not to operate
Jess effectively as a laxative. (See .11m. Joum. ef Phann., ix. 45.)
Properties. Manna has a slight, peculiar odour, and a sweet taste, which
in the impure kinds is also very nauseous, but in the finest flake manna,
scarcely so much so as to be disagreeable. It. melts with heat, and takes
fire, burning with a blue flame. ·w hen pure it is soluble in three parts of
cold, and in its own weight of boiling water. From a boiling saturated
aqueous s.olution, it separates in partially crystalline masses. Alcohol also
dissolves ll, and, if saturated by means of heat, deposits upon cooling a large
proportion of the manna in a beautifully crystalline form. Analyzed by
Fourcroy and Vauquelin, manna was found to consist of, I. a peculiar crystallizab!e sweet prmciple, called mannite, which constitutes seventy-five
per. cent.; 2 . true sugar; 3 . a yellow nau seous matter, upon which the purgative property is thought chiefly to depend; and 4. a small quantity of
mucilage. Leuchtweiss obtained from 105 parts of manna 11 ·6 of water,
0 ·4 ~f insoluble matter, 9· ~ of sugar, 42·6 of mannite, 40·0 of a mixture of
~ucdaginous matler con taming mannite, with resin, an organic acid, an~.~
nitrogenous substance, and l ·3 of ashes. (./Jnn . dcr Chem. und Phann., 1111.
12-L) It is owing to the pres~nce of true sugar that man.na is capable
of fermenting. Mannite is white, inodorous, crystallizable m semi·transparent needles, of a sweetish taste, soluble in five parts of cold water, scarcely
solu~l~ in cold alc?hol, but readily dissolved by that liquid when hot, and
p:ec1p1tated whe~ It cools. Unlike sugar, it is rnc~pable of uncle1'.going the
vmou~ fermentat1?n. It may be obtai ned by boiling manna in alcohol,
allO\ving th.e solut10n to cool, and redissolving the crystalline precipitate.
Pure manmte is now deposited . This principle has been found in numerous
vegetables. It is said to be gently laxative, in the dos,e of one or two ounces.*
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.Manna, when long kept, acquires a deeper colour, softens, and ferments.
That which is drycst resists this change the longest. It is said, when
recently gathered, to be less purgative than it afterwards becomes.
~Jcclical ProperLics and Uses. Mann~ is a gentle laxative, nsunlly operallng mildly, but in some cases producing flatulence and pain . Though
peculiarly adapted to children a~d pregnant women, it may be given with
advantage in ordinary cases of piles from constip~tion, unattended with .dyspeptic symptoms. It is usually, however, prescribed with other purgatives,
particularly senna, rhubarb, magnesia, and the neutral salts, the taste of
which it concea ls, while it adds to the purgative effect.
'I'hc dose for an adult is from one to two ounces; for chi ldren, from one
to four drachms. It is usually given dissolved in water or some arommic
infusion i but the best flake manna may be administered in substance.
Off. Prrp. Confectio Cassire, Lond., Dub.; Enema Catharticum, Dub.;
Syrupus Sennre, Lond.
W.

MARA NT A. U. S., Land., Ed.

Arroiv-root.
"The fecula of the rhizoma of Maran ta arundinacea." U.S. "Maran ta
arundinacea. Rhizomatis liecula." Lond. "Fecula of the tubers of Maranla arundinacea and Maranla indica." Ed.
Arrow·root, Er.; Amerikani:;chc.;; St:irkmehl, Arrowmehl, Germ

Sex. Syst. Monandria Mon~gynia. -Nat . Ord. Marantacere.
Gen. Cit . .8.nt!ter attached to the petal-like filament. Style petal-shaped.
Stigma three-sided. Flowers panicled. Loudon's Encyc.
Lllaranta arundinacea. \.\Tilld. Sp . Plant. i. 13; Loudon's Encyc. of
Plan.ts, p. 2 . The root (rhizoma) of this plant is perennial, tuberous, fleshy,
MARANTA .

horizontal, nearly cylindrical, scaly, from six inches to a foot or more iu
length, and furnished with numerous long white fibres. It sends forth
several l-uberous, jointed, curved, white, scaly stoles, the points of which
sometimes rise above the ground, and become new plants. Tht: stems, of
which several proceed from the same root, are annual, slender, branched,
jointed, leafy, and about three foet in height. The leaves arc ovate lanceolate, about four inches long, alternate, and supported solitarily at the joints
or the stem. upon lm~g, shea.thing footstalks. The flowers ar~ in a !ong,
loose, spreading, termrnal paniclc, at each ramification of which 1s a solitary
linear bracte. The calyx consists of three small lanceolatc leaves. The
corolla is white and monopetalous, with a tube longer than tbe calyx, and
a double border, of which th~ three outermost segments arc smallest, and
the two inner obovate, and slightly emarginate.
The arrow-root plant is a native of the '\Vest Indies, where it is largely
cultivated. It has been cultivated also in our Southern States, but not very
extensively. The plant is easily propagated by cuuings of the root. ln
the West Indies, the fecula, so well known by the name of arrow-root, is
prepared in the following manner. The roots are dug up when a year old,
washed, and then beat into a pulp, which is thrown imo water. and agitated
so as to separate the amylaceous from the fibrous portion . The fibres arc
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remo\·ed by the hand, and the starch remains suspended in the water, to
which it gives a milky colour. This milky fluid is strained through coarse
linen, and allowed to stand that the fecula may subside, which is then
wash ed with a fresh portion of water, and afterwards dried in the sun. ·we
obtain the officinal arrow-root chiefly, if not. exclusively, from the '\Vest
Indies; and that from the Bermudas is most highly esteemed.
Other plants contribute to furnish the arrow-root of commerce. Lindley
states that it is procured in the '\Vest Indies from the llfaranla Jlllouya
and JI/. nobilis, besides the .AL arundinacea. Under the name of JJI. lrulica,
Tussac describes a distinct species which he says was originally brought
from the East Indies, and is now cultivated in Jamaica. This, however, is
generally considered as a mere variety of the M. arundinacea, from which it
differs chiefly in having leaves more elo~gatcd at the point, a~d smooth on
both sides. Very fine arrow-root is obta111ed in the East Indies fr~m the
root of the Cu.rcwnct angustifolia, of H.oxburgh, which is cultivated 1n Trava.ncore. But the product is lighter than the Maranta arrow-root, and does
not so quickly make a jelly. Ainslie states that the JJ.J. arundinacect has
been introduced from the "\Vest Indies into Ceylon, where good arrow-root
is prepared from it. A fecula , closely resembling that of the Maranta, is
said by Guibourt to be prepared in the ·west Indies from the root of the
cassm·a plant, Jatropha J11aniholj and it is not improbable that a variety
of arrow-root brou~ht to this country from Brazil has a similar ori~in. In
fact, it often contains small lumps, as large as a pin's head, idenucal with
tapioca, which is a. product of the J ..Mani/wt. A variety of arrow-root
has been imported from the Sandwich Islands. It was sllpposed to be procured from the root of the Tacca pinrzatijida, which grows abundantly in
Tahiti and other islands of the South Pacific; but Mr. Nuttall, during his
visit to the Sandwich Islands, found that it was the product of another
species of Tacca, which he has described under the name of Tacca oceanica.
(.Bm. Journ. of P!umn.,ix. 305.) Arrow-root is occasionally brought into
the market from Florida, prepared in the neighbourhood of St. Augllstine
from the root of Zamia integrifolia, by a process similar to that employed
in the preparation of the fecula of the l\1aranta. (Dr. Joseph Carson, Jbn.
Joum. of Pharm., xiv. 22.) Attempts hn.ve been made to substitute finely
prepared potato starch for arrow-root; and there is no doubt that, medically
considered, it is _quite equal; but patients complain of an unpleasant taste
of the potato which it is apt to retain.
Arrow-root is in the form of a light white powder, or of small plllverulent
masses, without smell or ta~tc. It has a firm feel when pressed between the
:fingers, and produces a ~aint crackling sound when rubbed. It is a pure
s_tarch, identical in chemical properties with that of wheat and the potato.
it is very apt to be mus~y, an~ should the_n be rejected. The odour and
taste are the best critena of Its purity. It should be perfeclly free from
smell and unpleasant flavour . Mr. Procter has renclere~ musty arrow-r_oot
quit~ s\\·eet and fit for use by wash_ing it thoroughly with two successive
portions of cold water, and then drying it upon frames of muslin in a warm

E~~~· a~~l~~r~~~r~~it ~~a;:~'s~!~~b ,~~-~ th!:~f\~i1r;o~~t:~~id ~h~::0:ae;
1

be detected by the aid of the microscope. l\1uriatic acid has been proposed
as a test of their presence. A mixture of equal parts of that acid and of
water, rubbed with. about ha_lf its weight of potato or wheat starch, very
quickly forms so tluck a mucilage that the mortar in which the trituration
is effected may be raised by the pestle; while the same result does not take
place with rice flour or arrow-root under 2.) or 30 minutes. So small a
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proportion as from four to six per cent. of the impurity may, it is asserted,
be detected in this way. (Journ . de Pharm . et l~C f?him., 3e sir., ii: 24G.)
As the microscope affOrds the best means of distinguishing the different
varieties of fecnla sold as arrow-root, or use.d for its adulteration , it ii proper
to indicate the form of their granules as exhibited by this instrument. Those
of the proper offi~inal or A1aranta arr~w-root are rar?ly oblong, somc\vhat
ovate-oblong, or irregularly convex, wuh very fine nngs, a circular hi!um
which crac~s in a linear or stcllate manner, and small mammillary processes occas1onally projecting from them. (Pereira.) The largest are the
750th of an inch, but many not more than t.he 2000th of an inch long;
and th eir breadth is generally two-thirds of their length. (Christison.) The
granules of the East India arl'ow-root are, according to Per.cira, of unequal
size, ovale or ob!ong-ovate, flattened, and often furnished with a very short
neck or nipple-like projection. The rings are numerous, close, and very
fine; and the hi!um, which is situated at the narrow extremity, is circular,
small, and indistinct. The microscopic appearance of the tapioca fecula
will be described under the head of Tapioca, to which the reader is referred.
Th e Tacca Jecula from the South Sea I slands, examined by Pereira, consisted of circular, muller-shaped, or polyhedral granules, with few and not
very distinct rings, and a small, circular hitum, which cracked in a linear
or stellate manner. The Florida arrow-root was found by Dr. Carson to
consist of granules, forming the half, the third, or the quarter of a solid
sphere. 'l.'he potato starch granu les are of various shape and size, but
generally ovate or ellipt.ical, and from the 7000th to the 300th of an inch
in lt!ngth, the largest bemg inferior in size only to the largest of the canna
starch, or tous-les-mois. (See Carma.) They are strongly marked with
concentric rings, and .have a circular hilum, from which usually proceed
th e cro.cks obsen•able in some of the larger grains. (Pe.reira.)
JJ!edical Properties and Uses. Arrow-root is nutritious and demulcent,
affording a light, very mild, and easily digested article of diet, well adapted
for the sick and convalescent, and peculiarly suited , from its demulcent pro~
pertics, to bowel complaints and diseases of the urinary passages . It is
much used as food for infants after weaning, or when the mother's milk is
insufficient. It is prepared by dissolving it in hot water, with which it
forms a pearly gelatinous solution, and, if in sufficient quantity, a jelly-like
mass on cooling. A tablespoonful will communicate sufficient consistence
to a pint of water. It should first be formed into a paste with a little cold
water, and the boiling water then gradually added with brisk agitation.
TJrn preparation may be rendered more palatable by lemon-juice and sugar,
or in low forms of disease by wine and spices, if not contra-indicated. For
children, arrow-root is usually prepared with mil~.
'\V.
Off. Prep. Trochisci lpecacuanhre, U.S.

MARMOR. U.S., Land., Ed.
Marble.
11
11 White granular carbo~ate of lime." U.S.
Carbonas calcis (dura)."
Lond. "i\fassive crystalline carbonate of lime." Ed.
Off. Syn. CALC!S CARBONAS. MARMOR ALBUM. Dub.

\VhitC'mnrbl£'i 1Harbre, Fr.; Marmor, GtJrm.; :\lnnno, ital.: ?ifarmnl. SpmL

Marble is used for obtaining carbonic acid , and for making several officinal preparations. For the former purpose, common marble is sufficiently
pure; but for the latter, the purer varieties must be selected.
The officinal marble is a white granular substance, having a specific
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gravity varying from 2·7. to 2·8 .. It .is brittle .. p~lve~izab.le, and insoluble
in waler. It is wholly d1ssolvcd 111 dilute_ munallcac1d with effi·rvescencc.
be present, the neutral munatic solution will be precipitated
If ma<Tnesia
0
by am monia; and if baryta or strontia be a_n impur~ty, a similar_efl'i:!ct will
be produced by a solution of sulphate of lime. When marble 1s exposed
to a full red heat, it loses about 41 per cent. of carbonic acid, and is converted into lime. (See Calx.) In composition it agree_s with chalk.
The purest kincl of marble is that of Carrara, sometunes called statuary
marble; but it is not necessary that this kind should be obtained for phar-

maceutic operations. :.\larble, sufficiently pure for these purposes, is found
in \'arious parls of Lhe Uni Led Slales. It is necessary, however, to reject
the dolomitic marbles, which contain a considerable proportion of magnesia .
:\1arble is used by the Edinburgh College, merely to get rid of exct'ss.of
acid by saturating 1t, in the processes for preparing muriatc of morphia,
and the sulphates of potassa and soda_.
Off. Prep. Aqua Acidi Carbonic i, U. 8 .; Calcis l\Iurias, Ed.; Calx, Ed.:
L!quor Calcii Chloridi, U. 8.; Potassre Bicarbonas, U.S., JJuU.; Sodre
B.
B1carbonas, (]. S., Ed., Dub.

MA RRUBIUM. U. S. Secondary, Lond.
Horehound.
"The herb of Marrubinm \'ulgare." U. 8. ".'.\larrubium vulgare.'' LO!td.

Off. Syn .

~IARRUBlUM

VULGARE . Dub.

-;\larrubc hlnm·, _} 'r; \Vc1sscr Andorn, Germ.; blarrulno, Ital., Spwi.
MAnRUBlUM .

Sex. Syst . Didynamia Gymnospermia.- .Na/ . Ord. Lami -

ace:.:e or Labiata::.

Gen . Cit. Ca('lx salver-shaped, rigid, ten-streaked. Corolla with the
upper lip bifid, linear, and straight.
.llarrubiwn vulgare. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 11 l i Woodv. Aled. Bot. p.
:132. t. t IS. fl,"ftite lwrehourul has a perennial fibrous root, and numerous
annual stems, which are quadrangular, erect, very do\\'ny, and from tweh·e
to eighteen inches high. The leaves are roundi~:d1 ovate, dentatc or deeply
serrate, wrink led, veined, hoary on the under surface, and supported in
pairs upon strong foolstalks. The flowers are white, and in cr?wded axillary whorls . The calyx is tubular, and divided at the margin into ten
narrow segments, which are hooked at the end. The corolla is also tubular,
with a !ablate margin, of which the uppn lip is bifid, the under reflected
and three-cleft, with th~ middle segment broad and slightly scolloped . '~he
seeds arc four, and lie 111 ~he bottom of the calyx. This plant is a nattve
of Europe, but has been naturalized in this country, where it grows on Lhe
roadsides, and flowers in July and August. It is cultivated in our gardens.
The herb has a strong rather :Jgrneable odour, which is diminished by
drying, and is lost by keeping. Its taste is bitter and durable. The bitterness is f?Xtracted by water and alcohol. It contains a volatile oil, bitter
extractive, resin, tannin, and lignin.
11-Jedical Properties and Uses. Horehound is Lonie, in larrre doses laxative, and may be so given as to increase the secretion from ~he skin, and
occasionally from the kidneys . h was formerly considered a valuable
deobstruent, and recomrnend~d in chronic hepatitis, jaundice, menstrual
obstructions, phthisis, and various cachectic aflCctions. By its gently tonic
powers it may undoubtedly have proved advantageous in some of these
complaints i but it exerts no specific influence over any; and has now passed
almost entirely from the hands of physicians into domestic use. It is em -
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ployed chiefly in catarrh, and other chronic affect ions of the lungs attended
'~ilh cough and copious expectoration_. The i?fusion made in the proportion of an ounce of the herb to a pmt of bo1Lng water may be given in
win eg lassfu l doses . The dose of the powder is from thirty o-rains to a
drachm. The medicine is also much used in the shape of syrup ~nd candy.

w.

MASTICHE. Land., Ed., Dub.
Jrlastich.
11
Pistacia L ent iscus. Resina." Lond., nub.
dati on of Pistacia Lentiscus." Ed.

"Concrete resinous exu-

l\ lq.s1ic1 Fr.; l\Iastix,Gcrm.; 1\fastice1 / tal.; Almastiga,Span.; Sakes.Turk.; Arah,.Arab.
P 1sTACIA,

Gen. Cit.

Sex. 8yst. Direcia Pentandria.- Nat. Ord. Anacardiacec.e.

MALE.

Calyx five -cleft. Corolla none.

FEll:IALE.

Calyx three-

cle~is~~~:l~e~~~se;us~1Wfn~~rSp. ~;;~,~ ~~~-s;;g~dW1:~~t.l.Med. Bot. p.
Th e lenlisk is a shrub or small tree, seldom rising more than
twelve feet in height, much branched tow~rds the top, and furnished with
petiolatc, abruptly pinnate leaves. The leaflets are from eight to twelve in
number, usually alternate, with the exception of the two upper which are
opposite. They are ovate lanceolate, entire, obtuse, often mucronate, and
sessile u pon the common footstalk, which is winged, or furnished with a
narrow foliaceous expansion on each side. The flowers are direcious, and
very small. The male are in an axillary ament; the female are arranged
alternate ly upon a common peduncle, which is also axillary.
This tree is a native of the countries which border upon the l\lediterranean: but does not yield mastich in all places. The island of Scio in the
Grecian Archipelago is the place whence the drug is chiefly obtained. Incisions arc made in the trunk and principal branches, from which the juice
slow ly exudes, and either hardens in tears upon tb e bark, or drops on the
ground, where it is somet imes received upon cloths, sometimes upon the
bare earlh,and concretes in irregular masses . 'l'he tears are most esteemed.
They are of various sizes, oval or roundish, often compressed, smoot h,
semi.transparent, of a pal e yellow colour, of a shining fracture, friable , and
usually covered with a whitish powder, occasioned by their friction against
each other. The masses arc composed of yellowish tears agglutinated toge·
ther, with others of a darker colour and less translucent, and often fragments
of wood, bark, or earthy matter intermingled.
Mastich is nearly inodorous, unless rubbed or heated, when it becomes
fragrant. Its taste is weak but agreeably terebinthinate, and, after long
chewing, very slightly acrid . It is at first friab~e under the teeth, but soon
becomes soft and ductile, and acquires a white opaque appear~ncc. Its sp.
g r. is 1·074. I t is fusibl e and inflammable by heat . Alcohol d1ssolvcs about
four-fifths of it, leaving a viscid substance which becom es brittle when dried,
and for which the name of maslicin has been proposed. This substance,
though not dissolved by alcohol, softens and swe lls up in it, as gluten does
in water. According to Berzelius, it enj~ys the same general properties as
copal, and should be considered as a variety of resin. l\lastich is wholly
soluble in ether and in oil of turpentine, scaTcely soluble in the fixed oils,
and insolubl e in water. It consists chiefly of resin, with maslicin, and a
minute proportion of volatile oil, which can scarcely be said to have been
obtained in a separate state, though it imparts flavollr to alcohol and water
distilled from the mastich, especially when this has been previously triturated
with an equal weight of carbonate of potassa.

26. t. 11.
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Medical Propertie& and Uses.

Mastich was formerly thought to possess
properlies analogous to those of the turpentines, and was used in debility of
the stomach, hremoptysis from ulceration, ieucorrhcea, chronic diarrhcea,
&c.; but its virtues were overrated ; and it is at present scarcely ever given
internally. It is s?metimes employe_d to fill the cavities of c~rious teeth,
for which purpose 1t is well fitted by Jts softness. Great quantities of it are
consumed in Turkey, where it is habitually chewed by the women, under
the impression that it sweetens the breath,and preserves the gums and teeth.
Dissolved in alcohol or oi l of turpentine, it forms a brilliant varnish .
The following mode of applying it to carious teeth is highly recommended .
Dissolve four parts of mastich in one part of sulphuric ether, in a boule well
stopped. "With the 5olution thus formed, which is of a yellow colour and
oily consistence, saturate a small piece of cotton of the size of the carious
cavity, and having well cleansed and ~ried the cavity, introd~ce the cottou,
without painful pressure, so as to fill 1t exactly. The ether 1s soon evaporated, and the resin, remaining sofl and adhesive, attaches itself to the diseased surface of the tooth, which it protects from the action of the air, and
of the food taken into the mouth. (Journ. de Phann., xx. 597.)
Off. Prep. Tinctura Ammonire Composita, Lond.
W.

MA TRI CARIA. U. S. Secondary.
German Chamomile.
"The flowers of Matricaria Chamomilla." U.S.
MATRICARIA. Sex. Syst. SyngenesiaSuperflua.- Nat. Ord. CompositreSenecionidere, De Canel. Asteracere, Lindley.
Gen. Cit. Calyx fiat, imbricate, with scales having scarious margins .
Receptacle naked, teretc. Puppus none.
lUatricaria C!tamomilla. Linn. Sp. 1256. This is an annual plant,
with. a branching stem a foot or two in height, bearing alternate leaves about
two inches long, the lower ones tripinnale, the upper bipinnate or simply
pinnate, and_ all of them very green, and nearly or quite smooth. The
leaflets are lmear and very small. The flowers appear singly at lhe en~s
of the stem _and branches. They are about three-quarters of an inch m
diameter, with the ray spreading. The ::;cates of the calyx are obtuse, green
in the middle, and whitish, membranous, and translucent at the margin .
The ray florets are white, at first spreading, and ultimately reflected. 'l'he
disk is of a deep yellow colour, at first flat, but in the end convex, and even
somewhat conical.
The plant is a nati_ve of Europe, and is occasionally culti\•.ated in our
gardens. All parts of 1t are active; but the flowers only are officmal. These
shrink in drying, so that they are scarcely half as large as in their recent
state. T~ose found in our shops are imported from Germany.
The dried flowers of th~ Matricaria are considerably smaller than comm?n chamomile, and exhibit a larger proportion of the disk florets compared
w ith those of .the ray . They have a stro.ng, peculiar, rather unpleasant
odour, and a disagreeable bitter taste. Then active constituents are volatile
oil and. bitter. exl~active,_ which are readily extracted by water and alcohol.
The ?ii, which 1s obtamcd by distillation with water, is thick, somewhat
1~n~c~~:.s, of a dark-blue colour becoming brr>wn by age, and almost opaque

11/edical Pr~perlies and Uses. Matrica!ia is a mild t?nic, very similar
to chamomile m i;iedical properties, and, like it, capable, rn large doses, of
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producing an emet ic effect. It is esteemed also in Europe antispasmodic
and anthe lmimic. 1l is much employed in Germany; but in lhis coumry
scarcely at all, unless by some German practitioners. lt may be given for
the same purposes and in the same mann er as chamomile.
\V.

MEL. U. S., Lond., Ed.. Dub.

Honey .
"A liquid prepared from flowers by A pis mellifica.'' U. S. "Apis mel·
Jifica. Jlumor e'jloribus decerptus, et llb ape paratus.'' Lone{ ''Saccharine
sec retion of Apis mellifica." Ed.
l\lid, Fr ; H on ig, Germ. ; l\lic!e, ]lal.; i'lriel, Spa11

Naturalists have not yet determined whether honey is a secretion of the
bee, Jlpis mellificu, or whether it exists already formed in plants . It is
certain that the nectaries of flowers contain a saccharine matter, which is
extracted by lhe insect, and the fact is well known that the flavo ur and character of honey are very much affected by the nature of the plants which
predominate in the vicinity of the hive; so much so., lhat. when these
plants are poisonous, the fluid someti mes partakes of their noxious qualities.
Still, it probably undergoes some change in the organs of the bee; as the
saccharine maller of the nectaries, so far as it has been possible to examine
it, wants some of the characteristic properties of honey. ·
The finest honey is that which is allowed to drain from the comb. If
obtained from hives that have never swarmed, it is called virgin honey.
An inforior kind is procured by exposing the comb to pressure, and, if heat
be employed previous to expression, the product is still more impure .
Much honey is coJlected in different parts of the Umted States; but that
with which the shops of cities on the seaboard arc supplied, is derived
chiefly from Cuba.
In the recent state honey is fluid i but, on being kept, it forms a crystalline deposit, and is ultimately converted into a soft granular mass. In the
shops it is found of every consistence, from that of a viscid Jjquid like thio.
syru p or oil, to that of lard or soft suet. lls colour is sometimes white, but
usually yellowish, and occasionally of a brown or reddish tinge. It has a
peculiar agreeable odour, varying somewhat with the flowers from which
Jt was collected, and a very sweet feebly aromatic taste, which is followed
by a sl ig ht pricklin g or sense of acrimony in the fauces. lts specific gravity
is about l ·:Ma. (Duncan.) Col~ water dissolves it readily, alcohol with
less facility. It contains crystatl1zable sugar analogous to that of grapes,
uncrystallizable sugar, an aromatic principle. an acid, wax, and, according
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pressed takes along with it the other ingredients, leavmg the crystals nearly
untouched. 'The same end may be attained by melting the honey, saturating
its acid with carbonate of lime. filtering the liquid, then setting it aside to
crystallize, and washing the crystals with. alcohol. Inferior honey usually
contains a larger proportion of uncrystal11zable sugar and .vegetable acid.
Diluted with water, honey undergoes the vinous fermentation; and treated
with nitric acid is converted into o.xalic acid.
In warm weather, honey, if Uot very pure, sometimes ferments, acquiring
a pungent taste, and a deeper colour. Starch is said to be occasionally ad~ed
to the inferior kinds to give them a white appearance. 'l'he adulteration
may be delected by dilulion with water, which dissolves the honey and leaves
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the starch at the bottom of the vessel. The nature of the deposit may be
tested by the tincture of iodine. Water is said to be sometimes added to
honey to increase its bulk . Its presence may be suspected from the greater
thinness of the liquid, and its want of disposition to crystallize.
JJledical Properties and Uses . Honey possesses the same medical properties with sugar, but is more disposed to run off by the bowels, and to
occasion griping pain. Though largely consumed_as an article of food, it
is seldom employed medicinally, except as the vehicle of more active substances. Its taste and demulcent qualities render it a useful addition to
gargles, and it is sometimes employed as an application to foul ulcers, and
in the form of enema.
Off. Prep. Confectio Piperis Nigri, Land., Ed., Dub.; Confectio Rutre,
Land., Dub.; Linimentum lEruginis, Lorul.; Mel Boracis, Land., Ed.,
Dub.; Mel Despumatum, U. S., Dub.; Mel Rosre, Lond., Ed., Dub.;
OxymeJ, Lond., Dub.; Oxymel Colchici, Dub.; Oxymel Cupri Subacetatis,
Dub.; Oxymel Scillre, U.S., Lond., Dub.
W.

MELISSA. U.S. Secondary, Ed.
Balm .
u The leaves oi Melissaofficinalis.'' U.S. "Herb of Melissa officinalis."
Ed.
Off Syn. MELISSA OFFICINALIS. Herba. Dub.
M elisse, Fr. i Garten-1\Iclisse, Genn.i Me lissa, Ital. ; T orongil, Span.
MELISSA. Sex. Syst. Didynamia Gymnospermia.- Nat. Ord. Lamiacere
orLabiatre.
Gen. Ch . Calyx dry, nearly flat above; with the uppe! lip sub-fastigiace.
Corolla, upper lip somewhat arched, bifid; Jowet lip with the middle lobe
cordate. Willd.
JJJelissaojficinalis. Willd. Sp . Plant. iii . 146; Woodv.Med. Bot. p.334.
t. 1 JO. Balm has a perennial root, which sends up annually several erect,
.g.uad~angular stems, usually branched towards the base, and a foot or two
rn height. The leaves are opposite, ovate or cordate, deeply serrate, pubes·
cent; the low~r on long ~oot stalks, the uppermost nearly sessile. The
flowers are white or yellowish, upon short peduncles, and in axillary whorls,
surrounding only half the stem. The calyx is tubular, pentangular, and
bilabiate, with the upper lip tridentatc and flattened, the lower cut into two
pointed teeth . The corolla is also tubular and bilabiate, the upper lip less
convex and notched, the lower three-cleft.
The plant is a native of the South of Europe. It has been introduced
into this country, where it is cultivated in gardens, and grows wild along
the fences of our roads and lanes. For medical use the herb should be
cut before the appearance of the flowers, which begin to expand in July.
In the fresh state, it has a fragrant odour very similar to that of lemons;
but is nearly inodorous when dried. The taste is somewhat austere and
slightly aromatic. Th~ herb contains a minute proportion of a yellowish or
reddish-yellow essential oi l, which has its peculiar flavour in a very high
degree. It contains also tannin, bitler extractive, and gum .
JJ1e~ical Properties and Uses . Balm scarcely produces any remedial
operallon upon the system. 11 he quantity Or oil which it contains is not
more than sufficient to communicate a pleasant flavour to the infusion, which
forms an excellent drink in febrile complaints, and when taken warm tends
to promote the operation of diaphorelic medicines.
W.
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MENTHA PIPERITA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Peppermint.
"The herb of Mentha piperita." D.S., Ed. "Menlha piperita." Lond.
l\lcnthc poivrCc1 Fr.; PfeffcrmUnzc, Germ.; Mentn piperita, Ital.; Pimenta pipcrita,
Span.
1\TENTllA.

Sex. Syst. Didynamia Gymnospermia.- Nat. Ord. Lamiacere

or Labiatre.

Gen. Ch. Corolla nearly equal, four-cleft; the broader segment emarginate.
Stamens upright, distant. Y//illd.
JIJenllwpiperita. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 79; Woodv. llfed. Bot. p. 336.
t. 120. Peppermint is a perennial herbaceous plant, with a creeping root,
and quadrangular, chan neled, purplish, somewhat hairy stems, which are
branched towards the top, and about two feet in height. The leaves are
opposite, petiolate, ovate, serrate, pointed, smoother on the upper than the
under su rfac e, and of a dark green colour, which is paler beneath . The
flowers are small; purple, and disposed in terminal obtuse spikes, which arc
interrupted below. The calyx is tubular, furrowed, and five-toothed i the
corolla is also tubular, with its border divided into four segments, of which
the uppermost is broadest, and notched at its apex. The anthers are concealed within the tube of the corolla ; the style projects beyond it, and terminates in a bifid stigma. The four-cleft germ is converted into four seeds,
which are lodged in the calyx.
This species of mint is a native of Great Britain, whence it has been conveyed to the continent of Europe and to this country. In some parts of the
United States, especially in New England, the western part of New York,
Ohio, and New Jersey, it is largely cultivated for the sake of its volatile oil.
\Ve occasionally find it growing wild along the fences of our vi!Jages . The
cultivators of this herb have observed that, in order to maintain its flavour
in perfection, it is necessary to transplant the roots every three years. It
should be cut for medical use in dry weather, about the period of the expansion of the flowers. These appear in August.
The herb, both in the recent and dried state, has a peculiar, penetrating,
grateful odour. The taste is aromatic, warm, pungent, glowing, camphorous, bitterish, and attended with a sensation of coolness when air is admined
into the mouth. These properties depend on a volatile oil, which abounds
in the herb, and may be separated by distillation with water. (See Oleum
Alent!t::e Piperit:e.) The virtues of the 11erb are imparted to water, and
more readily to alcohol.
JJledical Properties anti Uses. Peppermint is a very grateful aromatic
stimulant, much used for all the purposes to which medicines of this class
are applied. To allay nausea, to relieve spasmodic pains of the stomach
and bowels, to expel flatus, to cover the taste or qualify the nauseating or
griping effects of other medicines, are among the most common of these
purposes. The fresh herb, bruised and applied over the epigastrium, often
allays sick stomach, and is especially useful in the cholera of children. The
medicine may be given in infusion; but the volatile oil, either alone, or in
some state ot preparation, is almost always preferred.

Pi~{j 1 ~~elJ: f}£~~~,n~ci.,PJJ:;~treS:~~1~~'~fe:·:h~~1:iJd. Olenm M~t.hce
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MENTHA PULEGIUM. Land., Dub.
European Pennyroyal.
"Mentha Pulegium." Lond.
Memhc-pouliot, Poulio1, F1·.; PoleymU.nzc, Germ.; Puleggio, Ital.; Paleo, Span.

Off. Syn. PULEGIUM. Herb of Mentha Pulegium. Ed.
MENTHA. See MENTHA PIPER!TA.
Jf/entha Pulegium. Willd. SP.. Plant. iii: 82; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 342.
t. 122. This species of mint 1s d1stingu1shed by its roundish prostrate
stems, its ovate obtuse somewhat crenate leaves, and its vcrticillate flowers.
It is a native of Europe, and neithe r cultivated nor employed in this coun·
try. Our native pennyroyal belongs to a different genus. (See Hedeoma
Pulegioides.) The Pulegium possesses similar properties, and is employed
for the same purposes with the other mints.
Off.. Prep. Aqua Menthre Pulegii, Lond., Ed., Dub.; Oleum Menlh:e
W.
Puleg1i, Lond., Eel., Dub.

MENTHA VIRIDIS. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Spearmint.
u The herb of Mentha viridis." U.S., Ed. "Mentha viridis." Lond.
Mcnthc a cpi, J/r.; Grune l\liinze, Gcn11.i Mcnta Romana, l taf.; Yerba buena puntiu·
guda,Sptm.

MENTHA. See MENTHA PIPER!TA.
ilientha viridis. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 76; Woodv. 111ed. Bot. p. 338. t.
121. Spearmint, sometimes called simply mini, differs from the .M. piperita
chiefly in having sessile, or nearly sessi le, lanceolate, naked leaves; elongated, interrupted, panicled spikes ; setaceous bracles i and stamens longer
than the tube of the corolla. Like the two preceding species, it is a native
of Europe. In lhis country it is cultivated in gardens for domestic use, and
in some places more largely for the sake of its oil. It also grows wild in
low gr_ou nd s in p~rts of the country_ which have been long settled. I_ts
flowermg season is August. Accordmg to Thomson, it should be cut m
Ye ry dry weather, and, if intended for medical use, just as the flowers appear; if for obtaining the oil, after they have expand ed.
The odour of spearmint is strong and aromatic, the taste warm and slightly
bitter, less pungent than that of peppermint, but considered by som.e as more
agreeable. Th ese properties are retained for some time by. the dned plan~.
They depend on a volatile oil which rises on distillation with water1 and 1s
imparted to alcohol and water by maceration. (See Oleum .Menth2 Viridi.9. )
JJ/cdicalProperties. The virtues and applications of this plant are the
same with those of peppermint.
Off. Prep. Aqua Menthre Viridis, Lond., Dub.; Infusum Menthre Compositum, Dub.; Oleum Menthre Viridis, U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.
W.
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MENYANTHES. Lond., Ed.
Bnckbean.
"Menyanthes trifoliata." Lond. "Leaves of Menyanthes trifoliata." Ed.
Off. Syn. MENYANTHES TRIFOLIATA. Folia. Dub.
~'knynnthc,

Treflc £1"eau, Fr.; B1ttcrklcc, Germ.; Trifogoilo filmno, Ilal.i Trifolio pa-

lustrc, ::ifJw1
MENYANTUES.

Sex. Syst. Pentan<lriaMonogynia.-Nat. Ord. Gentiana-

cere.

Gen. Cli. Corolla hirsute. Sligma bifid. Capsule one-celled. Tf'tlld.
111en}.J<tnlhes trifoliata. Willd. Sp. Plcmt. i . 81 1; Bigelow, .flm•. Med.
Bot. iii. 55. 'l'he buckbean or marsh trefoil has a perennial, long, round,
jointed, horizontal, branching, dark-coloured root or rhizom a, about as thick
as the finger, and sending out numerous fibres from its under surface. Th e
leaves are ternate, and stand upon long stalks, which proceed from the end of
the root, and are furnished at their base with sheathing stipules. The leaflets
are obovate, obtuse, entire or bluntly denticulate, very smooth, beautifully
green on their upper surface, and paler beneath. The scape or flower stalk is
erect, round, smoot h, from six to twelve inches high, longer than the leaves,
and termi nated by a conical raceme of whitish somewhat rose-coloured flowers.
'l'he calyx is five-parted; the corolla funnel-shaped, with a short tube, and a
five-cleft, revolute border, covered on the upper side with numerous Jong,
fleshy fibres. The anthers are red and sagittate; the germ ovate, supporting a
slender style longer than the stamens, and terminating ina bifid stigma. The
fruit is an ovate, two-valved, one-celled capsule, containing numerous seeds.
This beautiful plant is a native both of Europe and North America, growing in boggy and marshy places which are always moist, and occasionally
overflowed with water. lt prevails, in the United States, from the northern
boundary to Virginia. In this country the flowers appear in May, in England
not till June or July. All parts of it arc medicinal. The leaves are directed by
the Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges, the whole plant by the Lond on College.
The taste of buckbean is intensely bitter and somewhat nauseous, the
-0dour of the leaves faint and disagreeable. The virtues of lhe plant depcncl
-0n a bitter principle, denominated menyanthin, which may be obtained
sufficiently pure for use by treating the spirit uous extract of the plant with
hydrated ox id e of lead, removing the lea<l by hydrosu lphuric acid, filtering
and evaporating the liquor, exhausting the residue ':Vith alcohol, and again
evaporatmg with a gentle JlCat. It has a pure bitter taste, is soluble in
alcohol and water, but not in pure ether, and possesses neither acid nor
alkaline properties. (Phann. Cent. Blatt, A. D. 1843, p. 2'1.)
.Medical Properties and Uses. \ Vith the ordinary properties of the bitter
tonics, menyanthes unites n cathartic power, and in large doses is apt to
vomit. It was formerly held in high estimation in Europe as a remedy in
numerous complaints, among which were intermittents, rheumatism, scrofula, scurvy, dropsy, jaundice, and various cachectic and cutaneous affections. ln most of these complaints it was administered under a vague impression of its alterative powers. It is scarcely eve r employed in this
country; but, as it is a native plant, capable of useful application in cases
where a combined tonic and purgalive effect is demanded, it is desirable
that our country practitioners should be aware of its properties, and prepared to take advantage of them should occasion offer.
The dose of the powdered leaves or root as a tonic is from twenty to thirty
grains; of an infusion, prepared with half an ounce to a pint of boiling water,
from one to two fluidounces; and of the extract ten or fifteen grains, to be
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repeated three or four times a day. A drachm of the powder, or a gill of
the strong decoction generally purges, and often occasions vomiting. 'V.

MEZEREUM. U. S., Land.
Mezereon.
nThe bark ofDaphneMezereumandDaphneGnidium." U.S. ''Daphne
Mezereum. Radici.<; Cortex." Lond.
Off. Syn. MEZEREON. Root-bark of Daphne Mezcreon. Eel.; MEZEREON. DAPHNE MEZEREUM. Cortex. Dub.
&is gent:il, .Fr.; KeUerlmls, Germ.; 1\.fe:r.e reo, /lal.; l\lecereon, Span.

Sex. Syst. Octandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Thymelacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx none. Corolla four-cleft, withering, enclosing the stamens. Drupe one-seeded. J:Villd.
DAPHNE.

All the species of Daphne are possessed of active properties; but two
only are officinal-the D. Mezereum an4 JJ. Gnidium-the former of which
ls recognised in the Brilish Pharmacopreias, the !alter in the French Codex, and both in the Pharmacopreia of the United States.
I. Daphne JJiezereum. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 415; W,oodv. Med. Bot. p.
717. t. 245. This is a very hardy shrub, three or four feet hi gh, with a
branching stem, and a smooth dark-gray bark, which is very easily separable from the wood. The leaves spring from the ends of the branches, are
deciduous, sessile, obovate lanceolate, entire, smooth, of a pale green colour,
somewhat glaucous beneath, and about two inches long. They are preceded
by the flowers, which appear very early in spring, and sometimes bloom
even amidst the snow. These are of a pale rose colour, highly fragrant,
and disposed in clusters, each consisting of two or three flowers, forming
together a kind of sI?ike at the upper part of the stem and branches. At
the base of each cluster are deciduous floral leaves. The fruit is oval,
shining, fleshy, of a bright red colour, and contains a single round seed.
Another variety produces white flow ers and yellow fruit.
T_his species of Daphne is a nati\·e of Gre~t Britain and the neighbourin_g
continent, in the northern parts of which it 1s particularly abundant. It 1s
cultivated in Europe both for medicinal purposes, and as an ornamental
plant, and is occasionally found in our own gardens. It tlowers in February,
March, or April, according to the greater or less mildness of the climate.
2. D. Gnidium. Willd. Sp.Plant. ii. 420. In this species, calledgarou
or sain-bois by the French, the leaves are linear lanceolate, acute, entire,
smooth, and irregularly but closely set upon the branches. 'l'he flowers are
white, downy, odoriferous, and disposed in lerminal panicled racemes. The
fruit is globular, dry, at first green, but ultimately black. The D. Gnidium
grows in dr_y uncullivated places in the South.of Europe, and flowers in June.
In France Jls bark is used indiscriminately with that of th e former species.
Besides the officinal species above described, the D. Laureola, or spurge
laurel, is said to furnish a portion of the mezereon of commerce; but its
product is inferior in acrimony, and consequently in medicinal activity.
Th.e bark of the root was the part directed by the former U.S . Pharmacopre1a, as now is by the British Colleges; and it is said to be exclusively
employed m Great Britain. But the mezcreon with which our markets
are now. supplied is evidently the bark of the stem ; and the present Phar·
macopreia, th~refore, very properly directs th e bark, ,_vithout designating the
part from which it must be taken . The British writers state that the bark
of the root is the most active. The berries and leaves of the plant are also
possessed of active properties; and the former have sometimes proved fatal
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to children who have been attracted by their beautiful colour. Pallas states
that they are used as a purgative by the Russian peasants, and that thirty
berri es are required to produce this effect. Th e French authors observe
~~~~~;t~;~r:rG::!~;~t to kill a Frenchman. Mezereon is brought to us

Prope1'lies. Mezereon,as it comes to us, is usually in strips, from two to
four feet long and an inch or Jess in breadth, sometimes flat, sometimes partially rolled, and a lways folded in bundles, or wrapped in t~e shape of bal!s.
It is covered externally with a grayish or reddish-brown wnnkled epidermis,
very tbin and easi ly separable from the bark. Beneath the epidermis is a
soft greenish tissue. The inner bark is tough, pliable, fibrous, striated, and
of a whitish colour. ·when fresh it has a nauseous smell, but in the dry
state is nearly inodorous. Its taste is at first sweetish, but afterwards highly
acrid and even corrosive. It yields its virtues to water by decoction. Vauquelin ascertained the presence of a peculiar principle in the bark of then .
.filpina. This has subsequently been discovered in other species, and has
recei,•ed the name of daplmin . Gmelin and Bar found it in the bark of the
fl. Jlfezereum, associated wilh wax, an acrid resin, a yellow colouring matter, a reddish~brown extractive matter, an unc rystallizable and fermentable
sugar, a gummy matter containing azote, ligneous fibre, malic acid, and several malates. JJuphnin is in prismatic crystals grouped together, colourless,
transparent, brilliant, slightly soluble in cold water, very soluble in boiling
water, ether, and alcoho l, without odour, a nd of a biller, somewhat austere
taste. It is obtained by treating the alcoholic extract of the bark with water,
decanting the solution, precipitating with subacetate of lead, filtering, decomposing the excess of the subacetate by sulphuretted hydrogen, again filte ring,
evaporating to dryness, submilling the residue to the action of anhydrous
alcohol, and evaporating the alcoholic solution to the point of crystallization.
Though daphnin is probably not inactive, it is not the principle upon which
the virtues of mezereon chiefly depend. Vauquelin thinks that in the recent
plant these reside in an ess~ntial ?i~, which by ti~1e and exposure is chang~d
into a resin, without losing its acl!v1ty. The acrid resin observed by Gmclm
and Bar, is probably the characteristic principle to which the bark owes its
vesicating properties. It is obtained separate by boiling mezereon in al~ohol ,
allowing the liquor to coo.l in order that it may deposit some wax_ which it
JJas taken up, then distillrng off the alcohol, and treating the residue with
water, which leaves the resin. This is of a dark green, almost black colour,
hard and brittle, and of an exceedingly acrid and perma nent taste. In the
isolated state, it is slightly soluble in water, and much more so when combined with the other principles of the bark. It appears, however, not to be
a pure proximate principle, but rather a resinoid combination of an acrid vesi cating fixed oil w ith another substance. The acrid principle of mezereon is
partially given off by decoction \Vith wate r, as pro\'ed by the irritating character of the vapour wh en inhaled; but none of it appears to escape when the
bark is boiled with alcohol. (Squire, Plumnaccutical Tr~msactions, i. 3%.)
llfedical Properties mul Uses. The rece nt bark applied to the skin produces inflammation followed by vesication, and has been popularly used as
an epispastic from time immemorial in some of the southern countries of
Europe. The dried bark, though less active, is possessed of a similar properly, and is occasionally employed in France by regular practitioners for
the purpose of forming issues , in cases which do not admit of th e use of
Spanish flies. A small square piece ~f the bark! moistened with vinegar,
is applied to the skin, and renewed twice a day till a blister is formed, and
occasionally aflerwards in order to maintain the discharge . ll is slow in its
40*
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operation, generally requiring from twenty-four to forty-eig~t hours lo vesicate. An irritant ointment is prepared from mezereon, which answers for
application to blistered surfaces i~ orde: to mai_n~ain th~ discharge, and may
be applied advantageously to obstinate, 1ll-condll1oned, mdolent ulcers. (See
Onguentum Mf'zerei.) The alcoholic extract of mezereon has also been
employed to communicate irritant properties to issue peas.
Internally administered, mezereon is a st imulant capable of being directed
to the skin or kidneys, and in Jarge doses apt to excite purging, nausea, and
vomiting . In overdoses it produces all t~e fatal effects of the acrid poisons,
and a case of apparently severe narcotic effects has been recorded. (Jlm.
Joum. of Med. Sci., xxi. 518.) It had at one tii:ne much rep~tation as a
re~edy in the secondary stages of the venereal. disease, ancJ still enters as
an mgredient into the officinal compound decoct1on of rnrsaparilla . It has
also been thought to act favou.rably as an alterative in scrofulous affections,
chronic rheumatism, and obsl!nate di::;:eases of the skin. For this purpose it
is usually administered in decoction. (See necoctwn Mezerei.) Dr. Withering cured a case of difficult swallowing, arising from paralysis, by directing the patient to chew frequently small pieces of the root. The affection,
which had continued three years, was removed in a month. The dose of
the bark in substance may be stated at ten grains, though it is seldom used
in this way.
Off. Prep. Decoctum Mezerei, Ed., Dub.; Decoctum Sarsaparillre Compositum, U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Unguentum Mezerei, U. 8.
W.

MONARDA. U.S.

Horsemint.
The herb of Monarda punctata." U. S.
Sex. Syst. Diandria Monogynia.- .Yat. Ord. Lamiace::e or
Labiatre.
Gen.
Calyx five-toothed, cylindric, striate. Corolla ringent, with a
long cylmdric tube; upper lip linear, nearly straight and entire, involving
the filaments, lower lip reflected, broader, lhree-lobed, the middle lobe longer.
0

MoNARDA.

f?h.

Nuttall.
Monardapunctata. Willd. Sp.Plant. i. 126; .llni . .1l1ed. Recorder, vol.
ii. p. 4H6. This is an indigenous perennial or biennial plant, with he rbaceous, obtusely angled, downy, whitish, branching stems, which rise one or
two feet in height, and are furnished with oblong lanceolate, remotely
serrate, smooth, pun.ctate le~ves. The flowers are yell?w, spoued with red
or brown, and are disposed m numerous wborls, provided with lanceolate,
coloured bractes, longer than the whorl.
T~~ horsemint grows in light gravelly or sandy soils from New Jersey to
Lomsmna, and flowers from June to September. The whole herb is emp loyed. ~t has an aro~atic smell, and a warm, pungen.t, ~itterish taste; and
abounds ma volatile oil, which may be separated by distillation with water.
Medical Properties and Uses. Horsemint is stimulant and carminative;
but is seldom used in regular practice. In the state of infusion it is occasionally employed in families as a remedy for flatulent colic and sick stomach,
and for other purposes to which the aromatic herbs are applied. It was introduced into the pr.imary catalogue of the United States Pharmacopceiaon
account of the volatile oil which it affords . (See Oleum lVonardte.)
Off.Prep. Oleum Monardre, U.S.
W.
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J\'IORA. Land.
Mulberries .
"Morns nigra. Fructus." Lond.

Off. Syn . MORUS NIGRA . Bawc, Dub.
:Mu~ cs, Fr.;

Schwarze l\Iaulbeercn, G'erm.; Marone, Ital.; J\Iom~ . Sp an

Monus. Sex. Syst. 1\lonrecia Tetrandria .- .Nat. Ord. Urlicace<e.
Gen. Cit. i\IALE. Caly:-c four.parted. Corolla none. FE?!IALE. Calyx four
leaved. Corolla none. Styles lwo. Calyx berried. Seed one. T-Villd.
lllorus nigra. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 36; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 712. t.
243. This specjcs of mulberry is distinguished by its cordate ovate, or
lobed, unequally toothed, and scabrous leaves. It is a tree of middle size,
supposed to have been brough t originally from Persia into l taly,and thence
spread over Europe and America. Its leaves afford food for the silk.
worm ; and the bark of the root, which is bitter and slightly acrid, has been
employed as a vermifugc, especially in cases of the tape·worm, in the dose
of two drachms infused in eight ounces of boiling water. But the fruit is
the only portion directed by the Colleges.
This is oblong oval, of a dark reddish· purple almost black colour, and
cons ists of numerous minute berries united together e.nd attached to a com·
mon receptacle, each containing a sing le seed, the succulent envelope of
which is formed by the calyx . It is inodQrous, has a swee t, mucilaginous,
acidulous taste, and abou nds in a deep red juice. 'The souris h taste is owing,
according to Hermbstadt, to the presence of tartaric acid .
.llledical Properties and Uses. Mulberries are refreshing and laxative,
and serve to prepare a grateful drink well adapted to febrile cases. A sy rup
is made from them, and used as a pleasant addition to garg les in inflamma~
tion of the throat. They are, however, more used as food than medicine.
Our native mulberry, lhe fruit of the .llf. rubra, is quite equal to that of the
imported spec ies . The Jlf. alba, originally from China, and now exten
sively cultivated as a source of food for the siJk.,vorm, bears a white fruit,
which is sweeter and less grateful than the others.
Ojj: Prep. Syrup us Mori, Lond.
W.
4
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MOSCHUS. U.S., Land., Ed. , Dub.

Jrfusk.
11
A peculiar concrete substance obtaine.d from Moschu s moschiferus ."
U.S. •1 i\loschus moschiferus. Humor in folliculo prreputii secretus."
Lond. 11 Insp issated secretion in the follicles of the prepuce of ~1osc hus
moschiferus." Ed.

Muse, Pr.; Bisam, Germ.: l\foschio1 I tal.; Almizclc, Span.

Moscuus. Class Mammalia. Order Pecora.
Gen. Ch. H orns none. J.Ore teeth eight in the lower jaw. Tusks on e on
each side in the upper jaw, projecting out of the mouth .
Aiosclws moschiferus. Gmelin, Syst . Nat . i. 172; Rees's Cyclopredia.
This animal bea rs a close resemblance to th e deer in shape and size . It is
usually less than three feet in length, with haunches considerably more
elevated than the shoulders. From its upper jaw t\vO tu sks project down.
ward s out of the mouth, each about two inches long, curved backwards,
and servin g to extract lh e roots whic~ are used as food by the anim~I. The
ears arc long and narrow, and th e ti:uI very short. The fleece, which con·
sis ts of strong, elastic, undulated ha1rS, Ya ries in colour with the season, the
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age of the animal, and perhaps the place which it inhabits. The general
colour is a deep iron-gray. The individual hairs arc whitish near the root,
and fawn-coloured or blackish towards the tip. The musk is contained in
an oval, hairy, projecting sac, found only in the male, situated between the
11mbilicus and the prepuce, from two to three inches long, and from one to ·
two broad, communicati~g externa lly by a small hairy .orifice at its anter~or
part, and marked posteriorly by a groove or furrow which corresponds with
the opening of the prepuce. It is lined internally by a smooth membrane,
which is thrown into a number of irregnlar folds forming incomplete parlitions. In the vigorous adult animal, the sac sometimes contains six drachms
of musk; but in the old seldom more than two drachms, and none in the
young. The musk is secreted by th e lining membrane, and in the li\'ing
animal forms a consistent mass, which, on the outsid e, is compact, and
marked with the folds of th e membrane, but is less nrm towards the centre,
where there is sometimes a vacant space. As first secreted it is probably
in the liquid state, and a portion is occasiona!Jy forced out by the animal,
to which it communicates its odour.
The musk deer inhabits the vast mountainous regions of central Asia,
extending from [ndia to Siberia, and from the country of the Turcomans to
China . It is an active and timid animal, springing from rock to rock with
surprising agility, and frequenting the snowy recesses, and most inaccessible crags of the mountains . Concealing itself during the day, it chooses the
night for roaming in search of fQfjld; and, though said to be abundant in its
native regions, is taken w"n.h difficulty. It is hunted for its hide, as well as
for the musk. As soon as the animal is killed, the sac is cut off, and dried
with its contents; a nd in this state is sent into the market.
l\lusk var ies in quality with the country inhabited by the animal. That
procured from the mountains on the southern borders of Siberia, and brought
into the market through Russia, is comparatively feeble, The best is imported from China, and is said to be the product of 'l'onquin. A variety
intermediate between these is procured in the Himalaya Mountains and
Thibet, and sent to Calcutta. \Ve derive our chief supply from Canton,
though portions are occas ionally brought hither from Europe.
'l'wo varieties are distinguished in the market, the ChinesC' and Russian.
Both come in sacs, con\'ex and hairy on one side, flat and destitute of hair
on the other. The hairs are brownish-yellow, grayish, or whitish, stiff
anc~ short, an.d ai:ranged concentrically around the orifice of the sac. The
Chmese, ":h1ch 1s the most highly valued, is in bags of a rounder shape,
covC'red with brownish-yellow or reddish-brown hairs, and containing at
most a drac.hm and a half of lnrge-grained, da.rk, strong-scented musk, having
an ammonmcal odour. The Russian, which is contained in longer and
largt!r bags, is sma ll grained, of a clear yellowish-brown colou r, of a weaker
and more fetid odour, with less smell of ammonia.
Propert'ies. Musk is in grains or lumps concreted together, sofl and unctuous to t~e touch, and of a reddish-brown or ferruginous colou'., resen:ibling
t~at of dne~ blood. Some h~irs of the pod are generally mixed wllh it.
1 he odour 1s strong, penetrating, and so powerfully diffusive, that one part
of musk communicates its smell lo more than :3000 parts of inodorous pow·
d~r. (Jite.) In some delicate individuals it produces headache and other
~1sa.greeab.le symptoms, and has even gi~•en rise to convulsions. The taste
1s b1~ter, disagreeable, a~d ~omewhat acnd. The colour of the powder is
redd_1sh-br~wn. Musk 1s rnfiammable, burning with a white flame, and
leavmg_ a light ~p~ngy charc~al. It yields, upon analysis, a great number
of proximate principles. Gu1bourt and Blondeau obtained water, ammon ia,
stearin, olein, cholesterin, an oily acid combined with ammonia, volalile
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oil, muriate of ammonia, chlorides of potassium and calcium, an uncertain
acid combined with ammonia potassa and lime, gelatin, albumen, fibrin, a
highly carbonaceous matter soluble in water, a soluble calcareous salt with a
combustible acid, carbonate and phosphate of lime, h~ir, and sand. (.llnnal.

de Chim. et de Phv.s ., i~. 327.) Besides these princ1ples, Geiger and Reinman found a pecu11ar bitter resin, osmazome, and a peculiar substance in
part combined with ammonia. According to Guibourt and Blondeau, it
contains 47 per cent. of volatile matter, thou~ht by som~ to be chiefly ammonia, by others to be a compound of ammonia and volatile oil. Theimann
obtained only from 10 to 15 per cent. But the quantity of volatile as well
as of soluble matter varies exceedingly in dif·ferent specimens. Thus Theimann found from 80 to 90 per cent. of matter soluble in water, Buchner,
only 54 ·5 per cent., and other chemists intermediate proporlions. The proponion soluble in alcohol, as ascertained by different experimenters, varies
from 23 to 62 per cent. Sulphuric ether is a good solvent. 'l'he watery
infusion has a yellowish-brown colour, a bitter ish taste, a strong smell of
musk, and an acid reaction. The a lcoholic tincture is transparent, and of
a reddish-brown colou r, with the peculiar odour of the medicine. 'l'he action
of potassa upon musk is accompanied with the extrication of ammonia, and
an increase of its peculiar odour. By the influence of heat and moisture
long continued, ammonia is developed, which acts upon the fatty matter,
producing a substance resembling adipocire, but, according to Guibourt,
without diminish ing the activity of the medic inal principles. The correctness, however, of this opinion, is perhaps questionable; and it is advisable
to preserve th~ musk as much as possible unaltered._ When kept in glass
bottles, in a situation neither moist nor very dry, It remains for n great
length of time without material change. The odour of musk is very much
diminished by mixing it with emulsion or syrup of biller almonds, or cherrylaurel water. From the experiments of Wimmer it appears that musk loses
its odour when rubbed with kermes mineral, or golden sulphur of antimony,
and reacquires it on the addition of a little solution of ammonia to the mix ture . (P!iarm. Cent . Blatt, A. D. 18~3, p. 406.)
.fldulterations. 'l'he price of this medicine is so high, and the sources
of supply so limited, as to offer strong temptations to adulteration; and it is
said that little of tbe genuine unmixed musk is to be found in the market.
The sophistication commences with the Chinese, and is completed in
Europe and th is country. A common practice· in the East is to open the
sac, and to supply the place of the musk with an adu lterated mixture.
Sometimes the scrotum of the animal is filled with this mixture, and not
unfre<Jurntly the sacs are manufactured out of the skin. D ried blood, from
its resemblance in appearance to musk, is among the most common adulterations; but besides this, sand, lead, iron-filings, hair, animal membrane,
tobacco, the dung of birds, wax, benzoin, storax, asphaltum, and oiher
substances are introduced. These are mixed with a portion of musk, the
powerful odour of which is diffused through the mass, and renders the disc.overy ~f the fraud sometimes difficult. It is. said that the Chinese s.omellmes mix the musk of Tonquin with that of Siberia. The bags containing
the drug should have the characters. before desc r i~ed as belonging to the
natural sac, and should present no evidence of havrng been opened . The
slit is sometimt's carefully sewed up 1 sometimes glued together. The former
condition may be discovered by close inspection, the latter by im1~1ersion in
hot water. \ Vhen the bag is made from any other portion of the skm, the difference may be detected, according to 1\lr. Neligan, by a microscope ,~·hich
magnifies 300 diameters . The genuine hairs appear furnished with rnnurnerabJe cells, which are wanting jn the spurious. (Chem. Caz., Feb. 18-16,
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~as a feeble odour, and a
colour either pale or entirely blac~, which feels gntty to the finger, is very
moist, or contains obvious impurities, should be rejected . It is asserted that
the Russian musk is never adulterated before leaving Russia.
J11edical Properties and Uses. Musk is stimulant and antispasmodic,
increasing the vigour of the circulation, and exalting the nervous energy,
without producing, ei ther as an immediate or secondary effect, any considerable derangement of the purely cerebral functions. Its medical uses
are such as may be inferred from its ge neral operation. In almost all spasmodic diseases, so far as mere relaxation of spasm is desirable, it is more or
less efficacious; but peculiar advantages may be expected from it in those
cases in which a prostrate condition of the system, attended with great nervous agitation, or irregular muscular action, calls for the united influence of
a highly diffusible stimulant and powerful antispasmodic. Such are very
low cases oftyphous disease, accompanied with subs ullu s tend in um, tremors,
and singultus. Such also are many instances of gout in the stomach, and
other spasmodic affections of that organ. In very obstinate hiccough we
have found it more effectual than any other remedy; and have see n great
advantage from its use in those alarming and dangerous convulsions of
infants which have their origin in spasm of th e intestines. It is said to have
d.Dne much good combined with opium, and administered in very large doses
in tetanus. Epilepsy, hysteria, asthma, pertussis, palpitations, cholera, and
colic, are among the numerous spasmodic affections in which circumstances
may render the employment of musk desirable. The chief obstacles to its
general use are its very high price, and the great uncertainty as regards the
degree of its purity. Musk was unknown to the ancients. Aetius was the
first writer who noticed it as a medicine. It was introduced into Europe
through the Arabians, from whose language its name was derived.
It may be given in the form of pill or emulsion . The medium dose is ten
grains to be repeated every two or three hours. In the cases of children it
may be. given with great advantage in the form of enema. The tincture,
which is an offi.cinal preparation, is sometimes prescribed.
Off. Prep. Mistura Moschi, Lond.; Tinctura Moschi, Dub.
W.

p. 79.) Musk which burns with difficulty, which

MOXA. Dub.
Jrfoxa.
"Artemisia Chinensis et A. Indica. Folia." D ub.
The term moxa is emp loyed to designate small masses of combustible
matler, intended, by being burnt slowly in contact with the skin , to prQduce
an eschar. They are of various forms, and made of different materials. The
Chinese moxa is in small cones from eight to t1Velve Jines in height, and is
prepared from the leaves of one or more species of Artemisia. The A.
C!tinensis ~n~ .9. lnrlica are indicated by the Dublin College; but Lindley
~tates that 1t is the .9. Jl/oxa of De Candolle which is employed . Accord·
mg to some authors, the part used is the down which covers the leaves and
stems; but others, with greater probability,_assert that it is a. fine Januginous
substance, prepared from the leaves by beating them in a mortar. A coarser
and a finer product are obtained 1 the former of which is used for tinder, the
latter .worked up into moxa. A similar moxa has been made in France, by
a sim1~ar process_, from the leaves of the .!J.. vulffa.ris.
Vanous sub~t1tutes have been proposed for the Chinese moxa, all com·
posed of some hght, porous, soft, inflammable substance, which burns slowly,
and thus allows the heat to be regulated according to the effect desired.
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Linen rolled into a cylinder, cotton formed into the same shape and enclosed
in a piece of linen, cords of cotton in s~all masses of various shapes, and
C'\·en common spunk made from the aganc of the oak, have been employed
by different persons with the desired effect. But all these bodies are subject to the incom•enience of requiri~g to be constantly. blown upon, in order
that their combustion may be sustained.
To remedy this defect, cotton impregnated with nitre has been recommended; and the moxa usually employed is prepared from that substance.
It is important that the impregnation should be uniform; as otherwise different parts of the cylinder, burning with different degrees of rapidity, would
produce unequal effects upon the skin. The following process is recommended. One pound of cotton is introduced into a vessel containing two
ounces of nitre d issolved in half a gallon of water, and a moderate heat
applied, till all the liquid is e\'aporatcd. The cotton when perfectly dry is
formed into thin, narrow sheets, which are rolled round a central cord of
linen, so as to form a cylinder from half an inch to an inch in diameter, and
several inches long. 'i'h is is enclosed in a covering of silk or linen sewed
firmly around it; and when used may be cut by a razor into transverse slices
a few lines in length. By leaving a hole in the centre of the cylinder, the
combustion will be rendered more vigorous, and a deeper eschar produced.
The pith of the Helianthus annuus, or common sun-flower, has been
proposed by M. Percy for the preparation of moxa, for which it is \Yell
adapted by tbe nitre which it contains, and which enables it to burn without
insuffiation. The stem, when perfectly mature, is cut into transverse sections
about ha lf an inch in thickness, which must be carefully dried, and kept in
a perfectly dry place. They have this advantage, that, in consequence of
the retention of the cortical portion, they may be held with impunity, while
burning, between the fingers of the operator. They are,howe\'er, frequently
defective in consequence of an insufficiency of nitre in the pith, or of the
unequal inflammability of different parts of it.
M. Robinet has perfected the preparation of moxa, by combining the
advantages of the two kinds last described. He rolls cotton round a small
central cylinder of pith, and envelopes tbe whole in a piece of muslin, which
is m?re or Jess fir~ly app lied, according to the degree of compactness
required. The cylmders ~hus made b_urn without assistance, uniformly,
and with a rapidity proportionate to thelf firmness.
Dr. Jacobson, of Copenhagen, has proposed, as a substitute for the ordinary forms of moxa, small cylinders formed out of strips of paper imbued
with a solution of chromate of potassa; and cotton, impregnated with the
solution of chlorate of potassa instead of nitre, is said to answer an excellent
purpose. (Journ. de Phann., xix. 608.) Small cylinders made out of
strips of coarse muslin imbued with the same solution are also employed.
Lime in the act of slaking has been employed by Dr. Osborne for the purposes of moxa. A portion of powdered quicklime, half an inch in thickness,
and of sui table lateral dimensions, is applied to the skin, and confined by
some convenient arrangement. A few drops of water are then added, and
a degree of heat is soon evolved sufficient for a caustic effect, if the lime be.
allowed to remain as long as the heat continues. This may be increased
or diminished by increasing or diminishing the quantity of lime employed.
The eschar formed is somewhat more than double the extent of the base of
the moxa. (Dublin Joum., Jan., 1842.)
llfedical Use. Cauterization by fire, in the treatment of disease, has b~en
commQnly practised among savage and half civilized nations from the earliest
periods of history, and has not been unknown as a remedy in the most
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p~lished communilies. The ancient Egyptians and Greeks were acquainte~

with th e use of moxa; and in China, Japan, and other countries of Asia, it
appears to have been employed from time immemorial. From these countries the early Portuguese navigators introduced it into Europe; and the term
moxa is said to have been derived from their language, though supposed by
some to be of Chinese origin. The true Chinese name is said to be kiew.
(Percy and Laurent.) Some years.since , the remedy became very popular
in France, and attracted some attention in this country. It acts on the principle of revulsion; relieving deep-seated inflammation, and local irritation
whether vascular or nervous, by inviting the current of excitement to the
skin. In some cases it may also operate advantageously by the propagation
of a stimulant impression to neighbouring parts.
The celeb~ated Larrey was among those who c?ntributed most to brin(T
this remedy mto repute. The diseases in which It was recommended bY,
this author were amaurosis, loss of taste, deafness, paralytic affections of the
muscular system, asthma, chronic catarrh and pleurisy, phthisis, chronic
engorgement of the liver and spleen, ~achitis 1 diseased spine,. coxalgia, and
other forms of scrofulous and rheumatic inflammation of the Joints. It has
also been used advan~ageously in neuralgia, and is applicabl.e to chronic
complaints generally, m which powerful e.xternal revulsion is rndicated.
The parts 'ofthe body upon which, according to Larrey, it should not be
applied are the cranium when protected only by the skin and pericranium;
the eyelids, nose, and ears; the skin over the larynx, trachea, and mam·
mary glands, over superficial tendons, projecting points of bones, and arti·
cular prominences in which the capsular ligament might be involved; the
anterior surface of the abdomen; and the ge nitals.
As a general rule it should be applied as near as possible to lhe seat of
the disease; and, ln neuralgic or paralylic cases, at the origin or over the
cou.rse of the nerves proceeding to the part affected. Some advise that the
cylinder be attached to the sk in by some adhesive liquid; but a more gene!al practice is to retain it in the proper position by a pair of forceps or ~ther
rnstrument. Larrey recommends that the skin around it be covered with a
piece of moistened lint, having a hole in the centre to admit the base or the
cylinder. The moxa should be set on fire at lhe summit, and the combustion s~stained if necessary by the breath, the blow.pipe, or the bellows.
The size of dle C)'.linder should vary, according to the effec~ desired, from
half an inch to an mch or more in diameter,and from a few Imes to an inch
i? height. Any degree of effect may be obtain.ed, from a slight inftamma·
tJOn to the death or the ski n, by regulating the. lime during which th e moxa
is allowed to burn. When a slough is required, it should be suffered to
burn until con~umed. 'l1he first sensation experienced is not disagreeabl~;
but the operat10n becomes gradually more patnful, and towards the close 1s
fora short time very severe.
·w.

MUCUNA. U.S. Secondary.
C01vhage.
"The bristles of the pods of Mucuna pruriens." U.S. "Mucuna pru·
riens. Leguminis Pubes." Lond. "Hairs from the pod of Mucuna pru·
riens." Ed.

Off. Syn. DOLICHOS PRURIENS. Pubes leguminis. Dub.
PoIB a gratter, }'r.; Kuhkratze, Germ.; Dolico Scottantc, i tal

MucuNA. Sex.
Leguminosre.

Syst. Diadelphia Decandria.-Nat. Ord. Fabacere or
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Gen. Ch. Calvx campanulate, bilabiate

i the lower lip trifid, with acute

PART I.

segments, the middle one longest; the upper lip broader, entire, obtuse.
C~rolla with the vex ilium ascen~ing, short er than the wings and keel; the
wmgs oblong, equal to th.e keel in length; the keel oblong, straight, acute.
Stamens diadelphous, with five anthers oblong-linear, and five ovate, hirsute. Legume oblong, torose, bivalvular, with ccJlula~ partitions. Seeds
roundish, surrounded circularly by a linear hilum, (De Candolle.)
JJfucuna pruriens. De Cand., Protlrom. ii. 40~; L indley, Flor. JJfetl.
p. 25-1.-Dolichos pruriens. Willd. Sp.Plant. iii . !041; Woodv. 11/ed.
Bot. p. 422.-Stizolobium pruriens. Persoon. This is a perennial climbing plant, with an herbaceous branching stem, which twines round the trees
in its vicinity, and rises to a considerable height. The leaves are pinnately
trifoliate, and stand on long footstalks, placed alternately on the stem at the
distance of a foot from each other. '£he leaflets are acurninate, smooth on
their upper surface, and hairy beneath. The lateral leaflets are oblique at
the base, the middle one somewhat rhomboidal. The flowers, which resemble those of the pea in form, are large, of a red or purplish colour, usually
placed in threes on short peduncles, and hang from the axils of the leaves in
pendent spikes about a foot in length. The fruit is a coriaceous pod, shaped
Jike the Italic letter/, about four inches long, and covered with brown bristly
hairs, which easily separate, and when handled s tick in the fingers, producing an intense itching sensation. The plant is a native of the \Vest
Indies, and other parts of tropical America. It has been supposed to grow
also in the East Indies; but the plant of that region is now considered a
distinct species, and entitled 111ucuna prurita. The part usually imported
is the pod, of which the hairs are the officinal portion.
Medical Pro1m:ties and Uses. Th ese spiculre are said to be ~lOssessed
of powerful vennifuge properties, and are thought to act mechanically, by
penetrating. the 'vorms. That they do act in this manner is evinced as well
by the result of direct experiment upon worms out of the body, as by the
fact that neither the tincture nor decoction is in the slightest degree anthelmintic. Why the worms s hould b~ injured, a_nd the mucous .membrane of
the stoma~h and bo\\rels escape with 1mpunity, 1s not satisfactorily explain ed.
'rhe medici ne was first employed as a ~ermifuge_by the inhab1~ants of the
1Vest Indies, and thence passed into British praCllce. The testimony in its
favour is too strong to admit of any reasonable doubt as to its efficiency. It
has been chiefly employed against the round worm; but all the different
species which infest the alimentary canal have been expelled by its use.
It is best administered mixed with some tenacious vehicle. rrhe usual
mode of preparing it is to dip the pods into syrup or molasses, and scrape
off the hairs with the liquid, which is in a proper stale for administration
when it has attained the consistency of thick honey. The dos~ of this
preparation is a tablespoonful for an adult, a teaspoonful for a child three
or four years old, to be given every morning for three days, and then followed by a brisk cathartic.
The root 6f the M. pruriens (M. prurita) is said by Ainslie to be employed in the East Indies in the treatment of cholera; and both this part
and the pods have been thought to possess diuretic properties.
VV.
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MYRISTICA. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Nittmeg .
11 The kernels of.the fruit of Myristica moschata."
U.S. "Myristica
moschata. Nuclei." Lond. °Kernel of the fruit of Myristica oflicinalis." Ed.

Off. Syn. NUX MOSCHATA. MYRlSTICA MOSCHATA.

Nu-

cleus. Dub.
Noix muscadc, Fr.; l\Iuskatnuss, Cerni.; l\oce moschata, llaf.; Nucz mosca<la, Span.

MYRISTIC.iE ADEPS. Ed.
Concrete Oit ef Nutmeg.
"Concrete expressed oil from tbe kernel of the fruit of M yristica offici·

nalis." Ed.

MACIS. Dub .
.Mace.
"Myristica moschata. Involucrum MAClS dictum ." Dub.
Macis., Fr.; .l\J uskatbli.ithe, Germ.; l\focis, Ital.; l\Iacia!;, Span .

l\hmsTtCA. Sex. Syst. Dia: cia Monadelphia.- Nat. Ord. Myristicacere.
Gen. Ch . l\lALE. Calyx none. Corolla bell-shaped, trifid . .Filament columnar . .!Jntlters six or ten united. FEMALE. Calyx none. Corolla bell.
shaped, trifid, deciduous. S1yle none. Stigmas two. Drupe with a nut
involved in an arillus with one seed. ftf?illd.
JJlyristica moschata. Willd. Sp . Plant. iv. 869; Woodv. Med. Bot. p.
698. t. 2:38. 111. ojjicinalis. Linn. Suppl. 265; Lindley, Flor. lYied. p. 21.
The nutmeg tree is about thirty feet high, with numerous branches, and an
aspect somewhat resembling that of the orange tree. 'l'h~ leaves stand
alternately on short footstalks, are oblong oval, pointed 1 entire, undulated,
obliquely nervr.d, bright green and somewhat glossy on their upper surface,
whitish beneath, and of an aromatic taste. The flowers are male and female
upon different trees. The former are disposed in axillary, peduncled, solitary cluste rs; the la~ter are single, solitary an~ axillary; both are minute
and of a pale yellowish colour. The fruit, which appears on the tree min gled with the flowe rs, is round or oval, of the size of a small peach, with a
smooth surface, at first pale green, but yellow when ripe, and marked with
a longitudinal forrow. The external covering, which is at first thick and
fleshy, and abounds in an austere, astringent juice, afterwards becomes dry
and coriace:ous, and, separating into two valves from the apex, disclose~ a
scarlet reticulated membrane or arillus, commonly called mace, closely Jn ·
vesting a thin, brown, shining shell, which contains the kernel or nutmeg.
Not less than eight varieties of this species are said by Crawford to be cul·
ti\•ated in the East Indies; but they have not been well defined.
The Myristica moschata is a native of the Moluccas and other neigh·
bouring islands, and abounds especially in that small cluster distinguished
by the name of Banda, whence the chief supplies of nutmegs have long
been derived. The plant, however, is now cultivated in Sumatra, Java,
Penang, and some other parts of the East Indies; and has been introduced
into the Isle of France and Bourbon, the French colony of Cayenne, and
some of the "\\7 est India islands.
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The tree is produced from the seed. It does not flower till the eighth or
n.inth year ; afler which it bears fl owers and fruit together. without inten!'iss10n, and is said to continue bearing for seventy or eighty years. Ltttle
trouble is requisite in its cultivation. A branch of the female tree is grafted
into all the young plants when about two )'.ears old, so as to insure their
early fruitfulness. In the !.Vlo\uccas the tree y ields three crops annually. The
fruit is gathered by the hand, and the outside covering is rejected as useless.
The mace is then carefully separated, so as to break it as liule as possible,
is flattened, and dried in the sun, and aftenvards sprinkled with salt water,
~vJth th e view of ~ontributing to its preservation. Its fine red colour is much
impai red by drying . The nuts are dried in the sun or by ovens, and
exposed to smoke, till the kernel rattles in the shell. '!'hey are then broken
open, and the kernels havin g been remo\•ed, and steeped for a shon time in
a mixture of lime and water, probably in order to preserve them from the
attack of worms, are next clt!aned, and packed in casks or chests for exportation.
Nutmegs are brought to this country either direcdy from the East Indies,
?r indirectly through England. and Holland. They are also occasionally
imported in very small quantities from the \Vest lndi es.
Propel't'ies. '!'he nutmeg (nux mosclwta) is of a roundish or ornl shape,
obtuse at the extremities, marked with vermicular furrows of a grayis h
colour, hard, smooth to the touch, yielding readily to the knifo or the grater,
but not very pulverulent. \Vhen cut or broken it presents a yellowish surface, varied with reddish-brown, branching, irregular veins, which give to it
a marbled appearance . These dark veins abound in oily matter, upon which
the medicinal properties depend. '!'he odour of nutmeg is delightfully fragrant, the taste warm, aromatic and grateful. Its virtues are extracted by
alcohol and ether. 1\!1. Bonastre obtained from 500 parts, 120 of a white
insolubl e oily substance (stearin ), 38 of a coloured soluble oil (olein), 30 of
volatile oil, 4 of acid, 12 of fccula, 6 of gum, 270 of lignin; and 20 parts
'".er.e lost. (Journ. de Phann., ix. 281.) The volatile oil is o~tained by
d1st11lation with water. (See Oleum Myristic::e.) By pressure with heat an
oily matter is procured from the kernels, which becomes solid on cooling,
and is commonly though e rroneou sly called oil of mace.
lt is said that nutmegs are often punctured and boiled in order to extract
their essential oil, and the orifice aflerwards closed so carefully as not to be
discoverable unless by breaking the kernel. The fraud may be detected by
their g reater levity. Tiley are also apt to be injured by worms, which,
however, attack preferably those parts which are least impregnated with the
volatile oil. ·we are told that the Dutch heat them in a stove in order to
deprive them of the power of germinating, and thus prevent the propagation
of the tree. The small and round nutmegs arc preferred to those which are
large and oval. They should be rejected when very ligJit, with a feeble
taste and sme U, worm eaten, musty, or marked with black veins.
A kind of nutm eg is occasionally met with, asc.ribed by some to. a variety
of the Al. moschala, by others to a different species, .which is distmguished
from that just described by its mucb greater length, its elliptical shape, the
absence of the dark brown veins, and its comparatively feeble odour, and
di::;agrecable taste. It has been called male or wild nutmeg, the other being
designated as the female or cultivnted nutmeg.
The concrete or expl'essed oil of nutmeg (Mvn1sT1cJE ADEPS, Ed.),
commonly called oil of mace, is obrnined by bruising nutmegs, exposing
them in a bag to the vapour. of water, and then compressing them strongly
between heated plates. A liquid oil flows out which becomes solid when lt
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cools. Nutmegs are said to yirld from ten to twelve per cent. or this oil.
T he best is imported from the East lndi es in stone jars . lt is solid, soft,
unctuous to the touch, of a yellowish or orange-yellow colour, more or less
mottled, with the odour and taste of nutmeg. It is composed, according to
Schrade r, of 52·09 per cent. of a soft oily su bstance, yellowish or brownish,
soluble in cold alcohol and ethe r; 43· 75 of a white pulverulent, in odorous
substance, insoluble in these liquids; and 4· 16 of volatile oil.
An inferior kind of expressed oil of nutmegs is prepared in Holland, and
sometimes found in the shops. It is in hard, shi ni ng, square cakes, of a
lighter colour than that from the East Indies, and with less smell and taste.
It is supposed to be derived from nutmegs previously deprived of most of
their volatile oil by distillation. An artificial preparation is somet imes substi tuted for the genuine oi l. l t is made by mixing together various f~uy
matters, such as s uet, palm oil, spcrma~eti, wax, &c., adding s?me colouring
substance, and giving flavour to the mixture by the volatile otl of nutmeg.
1llace (MActs, Du b.) is in the shape of a flat membrane irregularly slit,
smooth, soft, flexible, of a reddish or ora nge-ye llow colo ur, and an odour
and taste closely resembling those of nutmeg. lt consists, according to i\1.
H enry, of an essentia l oil in small quantity; a fixed oil, odorous, yellow,
solub le in ether, insoluble in boiling alcohol; another fixed oil, odorous, red,
soluble in alcoho l and ether in every proportion; a peculiar gummy matter,
ana logous to amid in and gum, constitu ting one-third of the whole mass; and
a small proportion of ligneous fibre. Mace yields a volat ile oil by distillation,
and a fixed oi l by pressure. Ne umann found the former heavier th.an water.
The latter is less consistent than the fixed oil of nutmegs. Mace is inferior
when it is brittle, less than usually divided, whitish or pale yellow, or with
little taste and sme ll.
llledical Properties and Uses. Nutmeg unites with the medicinal properti es of the ordinary aromatics, considerable narcotic power. In the quantity
of two or three drachms it has been known to produce st upor and delirium;
and dangerous if not fatal consequences are sa id to have followed its free use
in India. It is employed to cover th e taste or correct the operation of other
medicines, but more frequently as an agreeable addition to farinaceous articl es of diet, and to various kin ds of drink in cases of languid appetite and
delicate stomach. It is usually g ive n in substance, and is brought by grating
to the state of a powder. Jll ace possesses properties essentially the sarne
with those of nu tmeg, but is less used as a medicine The dose of eit her is
from five to twenty grains. As the virtues of nutmeg depend chiefly if not
exclusively on the volatile oil, the latter may be substituted , in the dose of
two or three drops, whenever a liquid preparation is desirable. The
expressed oil of nutmeg is occasionally used as a ge ntle external stimu lant,
and, though not adm i tt~d into the Materia Medica list of the London Pharmacopceia, is an in gred ient in the Emplastl'wn Picis of that work.
The ancients were wholly unacq uainted with the nutmeg; and Avicenna
is said to be the fi rst author by whom it is noticed.
,
Off. PrPp. Of .IJ,fyristica . Acetum Opii, U. S.; Confectio Aromatica,
Lond., Dub.; Electuarium Catechu, Ed.; Pulvis Aroma ticus , U.S.; Pulvis
Cretre Compositus, Ed.; Spiritus Ammonire Aromaticus, Dub.; Spirillls
Armoraci::e Comp., Lond., Dub.; Spi ritus Lavandul::e Comp., U.S., Lend.,
E d., Dub.; Spiritus Myristicre, U.S. , L ond., Ed., J)ub.; Syrupus Rhei
Aromaticus, U.S.; Trochisci Cret::e, U.S., Ed.; Trochisci Magnesire, U.S.,
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MYROXYLON. U. S.
Balsam
11

ef Peru.

The juice of Myroxylon P e ruiferum ." U.S.

Off. Syn. BALSAMUM PERllVlANUM. Myroxylon Peruifcrum.
Bulsamwn Liquidum. Lond.; BALSAMUM PERUVIANUM. Fluid
balsamic exudation of Myrospermum Peruiferum. Ed.; MYROXYLU~l
PERUVIANUM. Balsatnum . Dub.

1

san~~1 ~~;r~us~:~ :·~u, Fr.; Pcruvianischcr Bah;am, Germ.; Ba.lsamo de! Peru, Ital.; Ba.·

.\lvaoxnoN. Sex. Syst. Decandria Monogynia. -Nat. Ord. Legurninosro. De Cand. Amyridaccro, Lindle1J.
Gen. Ch. Calyx bell-shaped, five-tciothed. Petals five, the upper one
larger than the others. Germen longer than the corolla. Legume with
one seed only at the point. l'Villd.
11.~yroxylon pemiferum. Willd. Sp.Plant. ii. 546; Lambert's Illustrations, A. 0. 182 1. p. 97. JJfyrosperrnum peruiferwn. De Cand . Prod1·om.
ii. !JS; Lindley, Flor. Med. p. 279. This is a Lall and very beautiful tree,
with a straight, smooth trunk, and branches uearly horizontal. 'l1he bark
is of a gray colour, compact, heavy, and highly resinous; and has the
aromatic flavour of the balsam. Th e leaves are alternate, and composed
of tw~, three, four, and sometimes five pairs of leaflets, which are nearly
opposite, ovate, lanceolatc, with a lengthened but somewhat blunt and emarginate apex, entire, smooth and shi nin g, hairy on the under surface, marked
with numerous transparent points, and placed on short footstalks. Many
leaves terminate unequally, consisting of five, seven, or nine leaflets. The
common petioles are rather thick and hairy. The flowers are white or rosecoloured, and disposed in axillary racemes, longer than the leaves. The
fruit is a pendulous, straw-coloured legume, club-shaped, somewhat curved,
terminating in the curved style, and globular near the extremity, where
there is a single cell, containing a crescent-shaped seed.
The tree is a native of the warmer regions of Soulh America, growing in
various parts of Peru and New Granada, where it is called quinquino by the
natives .. ~r h e wood is e~ployed in building, and is valuable for its durabdi1y. The bark and fruit are used to perfume apartments. The tree yields
by incision a balsamic juice, which, when received in bottles, may be preserved in a liquid state for some years. This is called white liquid balsam.
When this juice is deposited in mats or calabashes, it becomes concrete, and
acquires the nam e of dry white balsam, thought by some to be identical
with balsam, of Tofu. By boiling the bark in water, a dark-coloured liquid
is procured, which retains its fluid consistence, and is called black Peruvian
bttl8affi. According to Rlliz, from whose account the above details were
derived," there is no ditference in these three balsams, excepting in the
name, colour and consistence." It is only the dark-coloured liquid that is
known with us by the name of balsam of Peru, and to this the following
remarks are confined.
In stating that it is procured by boiling the bar~ in water, ~uiz does not
speak from his own knowledge. A general opimon is, that 1t is prepared
by decoction from the smaller branches. As brought into the United States,
n is usually in tin canisters, with a whitish scum upon its surface, and
more or less deposit, which, however, is dissolved with the aid of heat.
In a conununication by i.\I. Guibourt to the Society of Pharmacy at Paris,
41•
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it is stated, on the authority of M . Bazire, that a product, exactly resembling
the dark-coloured P e ruvian balsam of commerce, is collected largely in
Guatemala, and thence sent to Peru. It is obtained from a tree belonging
to the genus Myrospermum. of Jacqu in- llfyroxylon of Linnreus- but specifically different from the ill. Peruiferum.
Properties. Balsam of Peru is viscid like syrup or honey, of a dark
reddish -brown colour, a fragrant odour, and a warm bitterish taste, leaving
when swallowed a burning or prickling sensation in the tbroat. Its sp. gr.
is from 1· 14 to 1· 15. ·whe n exposed to flame it takes fire, diffusing a
white smoke and a fragrant odour. Consis ting chiefly of resin, essential
oil, and benzoic acid , it is properly considered a balsam, though probably
allered by heat. Alcohol in large proportion entirely dissolves it. Boiling
water exlracts the benzoic acid . From 1000 parts of the balsam, Stolze
obtained 2-1 parts of a brown nearly insoluble resinous matter, 207 of resin
readily soluble, 690 of oi l, 64 of benzoic acid, 6 of extractive matter, and a
small proportion of water. The oil he considers to be of a peculiar nature.
differing from the volatile, the fixed. and the empyreumatic oils. Results of
a diff~rcnt character were obtained by Fremy, who maint.ains that the acid
contained in the balrnm is cinnamic and not benzoic acid.
JJfedical Properties and Uses . Th is balsam is a warm, stimulating tonic
and expectorant, and has been recommended in chronic catarrhs, certain
forms of asthma, pbthisis, and other pectoral complaints auended with
debility. It has also been used in gonorrhrea, leucorrhrea, amenorrhrea,
chronic rheumatism, and palsy. At present, however, it is little employed
by American physicians. As an external application it has been found
beneficial in chronic indolent ulcers. The dose is half a fiuidrachm . It is
best administered diffused in water by means of sugar and lhe yolk of eggs
or gum A rabic.
Op: Prep. Tinctura Bcnzoini Composila, Ed.
W.

MYRRHA. U. S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Myrdi.
"The concrete juice of Balso.modendron Myrrha." U.S. "Balsamodendron My rrha. Gummi-resina." Land. 1•Gummy resinous exudation
of Balso.modendron Myrrha." Ed.
Myrrhe, Fr., Germ.; l\lirra, Ital., Spa11.; Murr, ..O.rab.; Bowl, Hiiufoost.

Though myrrh has been employed from the earliesl periods of history,
the plant which yields it has not been certainly known lill a very recent date .
The Jlmyris Kata/ofForsk hal, seen by that traveller in Arabia, was supposed by him to be the myrrh tree, but without sufficient evidence. More
recently Ehrenberg, a German traveller, met on the frontiers of Arabia Felix
with a plant, from the bark of which he collected a gum resin prec isely similar to the myrrh of commerce. From specimens of the plant taken by
Ehrenberg to Germany, Nees von.Escnbeck referred it to the genus Balsamodendron of Ku nth, and named 1t Balsamodendron llfyrr!w. This genus
'vas formed ~y Kunth from .fi1nyr-is, and includes the ./lm,yris Kata/ of

::~·~:hd~ii-e';shf~~~n;~ib~;:,i~~ea~~0i~r~~~tneg~;:~~:%e~fs b!,~:~ih ~~~~:ande;f
upon the germ. It was not thought by De Candolle sufficiently distinct.
Balsamodencfron JJlyrrha. Fee, Cours d'llisl. Nat. Phann., i. G-11.
This is a. small t~ee, with a stunted trunk, covered with a whitish·gray bark,
and furnished with rough aborlive branches terminating in spines. The
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leaves are ternate, consisting of obovate, blunt, smooth, obtusely denticulate
leaHcts, of which the two lateral are much smaller than that at the end.
The fruit is oval lanceolate, pointed, longitudinally furrowed, of a brown
?Olour, a~(I SUr~ou~deJ at its. base by the p~rsis.tent c?-lyx . rrhc tree.grows
m Arabia Fehx, in the neighbourhood ol G1son, m dwarfish thickets,
interspersed among the Acacire and Euphorbire. The juice exudes spontaneously, and concretes upon the bark.
Formerly the best myrrh was brought from the shores of the Red Sea
by way of ~gypt and the Levant, and hence received the name of Tur~ey
niyrt!t; while the inferior qualities were imported from the East lnd1es,
and commonly called India myrrh. These titles have ceased to be appli cable; as myrrh of all qualities is now brought from theEastlndies,whith.er
it is carried from Arabia. and probably from Abyssinia. It is usually imported in chests containing between one and two hundred weight. Sometimes the different qualities are brought separate; but sometimes also more
or less mingled. Only the best kind should be selected for medical use.
Properties. Myrrh is in small irregular fragments or tears, or in larger
masses, composed apparently of agglutinated port_ions differing somewhat
in their shade of colour. The pieces are exceedingly irregular in shape
and size, being sometimes not larger than a pea, and sometimes, though
rarely , almost as large as the fist. Th~y are o_fren powdery upon the su rface. VVhen of good quality, myrrh is reddish-yellow or reddish-brown
and translucent, of a strong peculiar somewhat fragrant odour, and a bitter
aromatic taste. It is brittle and pulverizable, presenting, when broken, a
shining s~rface, which in the larger m~sses is very irregular, and sometimes exhibits opaque whitish or yellow1sh veins. In powder it is of a
light yellow ish co lour. Under the teeth it is at first friable, but soon softens
and becomes adhesive. It is inflammable, but does not burn vigorously,
and is not fusible by heat. Its specific gravity is stated at 1·36. The inferior kind of myrrh, commonly called lmlia myrrh, is in pieces much
darker than those described, more opaque, less odorous, and often abounding with impurities. \V e l_1ave see_n pieces of India myrrh enclosing large
crystals of common salt, as 1f the juice might have fallen from the tree and
concreted upon the ground, where this mineral abounds. Pieces of bdellium and_ ot~er gummy or resinous substances of unknown origin are often
mixed wllh It. A~nong these is a product which may be called false r:iyrrh.
It is in pieces of irregular form, of a dirty reddish·brown colour, a vltreous
brownish-yellow fracture, semitransparent, of a faint odour of myrrh, and a
bitter balsamic taste. lt is best to purchase myrrh in mass; as in powder
it is very liable to adulterations which are not easily detected .
Myrrh is partially soluble in water, alcohol, and ether. Triturated with
water it forms an opaque yellowish or whitish emulsion, which deposits
the larger portion of the myrrh upon standing. Its alcol10lic tincture is
rendered opaque by the addition of water, but throws down no precipitate.
According to Neumann, alcohol and water severally extract the whole of
its odour and taste. By distillation a volatile oil rises, having the peculiar
flavour of myrrh, and leaving the residue in the retort simply bitter. The
gum-resin is soluble in solutions of the alkalies, and when triturated with
them in a crystalline state forms a tenacious liquid. Hence carbonate of
potassa may be used to facilitate its suspension in water. Braconnot found
2·5 parts of volatile oil and 2:3 parts of a bitter resin, 46 of so luble, and 12
of insoluble gum in the hundred. (llnn . cle Chim.,. lxvii., 52.) P~lletier
obtained 34 per cent. of resin, with a small proport10n of volatile 011, and
66 per cent. of gum . A more recent analysis by Ruickoldt gave in 100
parts 2· 18:3 of volatile oil, 44·760 of resin, 40·818 of gum or arabin, l ·475
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of water, and 3·650 of carbonate of lime and magnesia, with some gypsum
and peroxi~e of iron.. The resin, which he c~lls 1~iyrrhin, is neuter, but
acquires acid properties when kept for a sho.rt time 111 fusion. la the latter
state M. Ruickoldt proposes to call it myrrhtc acid. (.fl_rcltiv. der Phann.,

xii . 1.)

Myrrh whic.h contains linle volatil_e oil, according to MM. Bley

and Diesel, always has an acid reaction, which they ascribe to the oxidation of the oil. They found formic acid in the myrrh. (ibid. xliii. 304.)
The same writers give as a test of myrrh the production of a transparent

dirty yellow liquid witb nitric acid, while false i:nyrrh affords a bright yellow solution i11 the same fluid, and bdellium 1s not dissolved by it, but
becomes whitish and opaque. (See .!Jm. Jouni. of Phann ., xviii. 228.)
A~cording _to M. Righini,_ when powdernd myrrh is rubbed for fifteen
mmutes, wnh an equal weight of muriate of ammonia, and fifteen times
its weight of water gradually added, if it dissoh•es quickly and entirely it
may be considered pure. (Journ. de Chim. Alid., 1844, p. 33.)
.JYledical Properties and Uses . Myrrh is a stimulant tonic, with some
tendency to the lungs, and perhaps to the uterus . Hence it is employed
as an expectorant and emmenagogue, in debilitated states of the system, in
the absence of febrile excitement or acute inflammation. The complaints
in which it is usually administered are chronic catarrh, phthisis pulmo1rnlis, humoral asthma, other pectoral affections in which the secretion of
mucus is abundant but not easily expectorated, chlorosi:s, amenorrhrea, aud
the vafious affections connected with this stale of the uterine function. Il
is generally given combined with the chalybeates or other tonics, and in
amenorrhrea very frequently with aloes. lt is used also as a local application to spongy gums, the aphlhous sore mouth of children, and various
kinds of unhealthy ulcers. The dose is from ten to thirty grains, and mny
be given in the form of powder or pill , or suspended in water, as in the
famous antihectic mixture of Dr. Griffith, which has become officinal by
the name of .JJ'fistura Ferri Composita. The watery infusion is also sometimes given, and an aqueous extract has been recommended as milder than
myrrh in substance. The tincture is used chiefly as an external application.
OJ!. Prep. Decoctum Aloes Compositum, Lond., Ed., .Dub.; Mistura
Ferri Comp., U. S., -?ond., Ed._. Dub.; Pilulre AloCs et Myrrhre, U. S.,
Lond., E~., .Dub.; ~11. Assafret1dre, Ed.; Pil. Ferri Comp., U.S., Lond.,
JJub .; Pd. Galbam Comp., U.S., Lond., Ed., JJub.; Pil. Rhei Comp.,
U.S., Lond., Ed.; Tinctura Myrrhre, U. 8.,Lond., Ed., Dub.
W.

NUX VO MICA. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Nux Vomica.
"The seeds of Strychnos Nux vomica." U.S., Ed.
vomica. Semina." Lond.

uStrychnos nux

mic~~~pa~~mique, l?r.; Kr~benaugen, BrechnU.ssc, Germ.; Noce YOmicn, Ital.i Nnez vo-

~Te~i~c;;~0Co~:l~~ K:!~:i:;;~an~!~~ ~~~:cneili~d,~~iha~dii~1~:~~snar~~~:
8

0

Willd.

Stryclmos Nux vomica. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1052; Woodv. Med. Bot.
p. 222. t. 7!). This tree is of a moderate size, wiLh numerous strong
branches, covered with a smooth, dark.gray bark. The young branches
are long, flexuous, very smooth, dark-green, and furnished with oval
roundish, ent~re, smooth, and shining leaves, having three or five ribs, and
placed oppoS!te to each other on short footstalks. The flowers are small,
white, funnel-shaped, and disposed in terminal corymbs. The fruit is a
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round berry, about as large as an orange, covered with a smooth, yellow
or orange-coloured, hard, fragile rind, and containing numerous seeds embedded in a juicy pulp.
The tree is a naLive of the East Indies, growing in Bengal, Malabar, on
the coast of Coromandel, in Ceylon, in numerous islands of the Indian
Archipelago, in Cochin-china, and olhrr neighbouring countries. The
wood and root are very bitter, and employed in the East Indies for the
cure of intcrmittents. The radices colubrin::e and lignum colubrinum
of the older writers, which have been long known in Et.i'rope as narcotic
P.oisons, have been ascribed to this species of Strychnos, undc.r the impression that it is identical with the S. Colubrina, to which Lmnreus refers
them. They have been ascertained by Pelletier and Caventou to contain
a large quantity of strychnia. The bark is said by Dr. O'Shaughnessy to
answer exactly to the description given by authors of the false angustura,
and, like that, to contain a large quantity of brucia. The identity of the
two barks has been confirmed by Dr. Pereira, from a.comparison of specimens. (See Jlngustura.) The only officinal portion of the plant is the seeds.
These are circular, about three quarters of an inch in diameter, and two or
three lines in thickness, flat, or slig htly convex on one side and concave on
the othe r. They are thickly covered with fine, silky, shining,ash-coloured
or yellowis h-gray hairs, attached to a thin fragile coating, which closely
invests the interior nucleus or kernel. This is very hard, horny, usually
whitish and semitransparent, sometimes dark-coloured and opaque, and of
very difficult pulverization. The powder is yellowish-gray, and has a faint
sweetish odour. The seeds are destitute of odour, but have an acrid very
bitter taste, which is much st ronger in the kernel than in the investing membrane. They impart their virtues to water, but more readily to diluted alcohol.
Nux vomica has been analyzed by several chemists, but most accurately by
Pelletier and Caventou, who discovered in it two alkaline principles, strych·
nia and brucia, united with a peculiar acid which they named igasuric. Its
other constituents are a yellow colouring matter, a concrete oil, gum , starch,
bassorin, and a small quantity of wax. Strychnia and brucia are its active
principles.
Stryclmia was discovered by Pelletier and Caventou, A. D. 1818, both
in the nux vomica and bean of St. Ignatius, and received its name from the
generic title of the plants ( Stryclmos), to which these two products belong.
According to these chemists, it exists much more abundantly in the bean of
St. fgnatius than in the nux vomica, the former yielding I ·2 per cent., the
latter only 0·4 per cent. of the alkali. For an account of its properties and
mode of preparation, see Stryc!tnia, in the second part of this work.
Brncia was discovered by PelleLier and Caventou, first in the bark called
false angttslura, in combination with gallic acid, and subseq uently, asso·
ciated with strychnia in the form of igasurates, in the nux vomica and bean
of St. Ignatius. It is crystallizable; and ils crystals are said to contain
18·41 per cent. of water. It is without smell, but of a permanent, harsh,
very bitter taste; soluble in 850 parts of cold, and 500 of boiling water; very
soluble in alcohol, whether hot or cold; but insoluble in ether and the fixed
oils, and only slightly dissoh•cd by tbe volatile oils. It is permanent in the
air, but melts at a temperature a little above that of boiling water, and on
cooling congeals into a mass resembling wax. It forms crystalJizable salts
with the acids. Concentrated nitric acid produces with brucia or its salts an
intense crimson co lo~r, which changes to yellow by heat, and upon the
addition of protochlonde of tin becomes violet. These effects are peculiar
to brucia,and, if produced with strychnia, e''ince the presence of the former
alkali . According to MM. Larocque and Thibierge, the chloride of gold
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produces, with solutions of the salts of brucia, precipitates at first milky,
then coffee-coloured, and finally chocolate-brown. (Journ. de C!tim . .Med.,
Oct., 1842.) Brucia is analogous in its operation to st rychnia, but p,ossesses,
according to M. Andra], only about one-twelfth of its strength, when the
Jatter principle is entirely pure. It is therefore seldom employed. lt may
be procured from false Angustura bark, in a manner essentially the same
with that in which strychnia is procured from nux vomica; with this
ditlerence, that tbe alcoholic extract, obtained from the precipitate produced
by lime or magnesia, should be treated with oxalic acid, and subsequently
with a mixture of rectified alcohol and ether, which takes up the colouring
matter, leaving the oxalate of brucia. Thi s is decomposed by magnesia,
and the brucia is separated by alcohol, which, by spontaneous evaporation,
yields it in the state of crystals. According to Dr. Fuss and Professor
Erdmann, brucia is not a distinct alkali, but merely a compound of strychnia
and resin. (Pereira's JJfateria Medica.)
Medical Properties and Uses. Nux vomica is "·ery peculiar ~nits op~ration
upon the system. In very small doses, frequently repeate~, 1t is tome, and
is said to be diuretic, and occasionally diaphoretic and laxallve. When it is
given in larger doses, so as to bring the system decidedly under its influence,
its action appears to be directed chiefly to the nen·es of motion, probably
through the medium of the spinal marrow. Its operation is evinced at first
by a feeling of weight and weakness, with tremblings in the limbs, and some
rigidity on attempting motion. There seems to be a tendency to permanent
involuntary muscular contraction, as in tetanus; but at the same time frequent
starts or spasms occur, as from electric shocks. These spasms are at first
brought on by some exciti ng cause, as by a slight blow or an attempt to
move; but, if the medicine is persevered in , occur without extraneous
agency, and are sometimes frequ en t and violent. In seve re cases there is
occasionally gene ral rigidity of the muscles. A sense of heat in the stomach,
constriction of the throat and abdomen, tightness of the chest, and retention
of urine are frequently expe ri e nced, to a greater or less extent, according to
the q.uantity of the medicine administe~ed. It _sometimes, also produces
~ain m the head, vertigo, contracted pupil, and dunness of vision. Se~sa
t~ons. analogous to those attending imperfect palsy, such as formicat1on 1
trnglrng, &c., are experie nced in some cases upon the su rface. The pulse
is not materially affecte~, though sometimes slightly increased in frequency.
In o.ver-~oses, ~he m~d1cine is capa?le of producin g fatal effects. Given to
the rnfenor a111~als rn fatal doses Jt produces grt'at anxiety, difficult and
confined breath mg, retching to vomit, universal tremors, spasmodic action of
the muscles , and ultimately violent convulsions. Death is supposed to
take 1~la~e from a suspe nsion of res~iration, resulting from a spa~modic
constncti~n of the muscles concerned rn the process.
Upon dissection, no
traces of. rnflammatory action are observable, unless large quantities of the
n~~ ~om1ca have.been swallowed, when the stomach appears inflamed . .A
d1v1s1on of the spmal marrow near the occiput, does not prevent the peculiar
effects of the medicine, so that the intervention of the brain is not essential

~~~t~J:~1t~o~p 0~1~!~/~he~~e:sc~:,ei;i~~~~~~~~ ~nv~J~:trob~g~~ein;~;:~~~~~:i~~

Magendi e and others .
. ~ux. vomica has_ long been employed in India, and was known as a medtcme to the Arabian physicians. On the cominent of Europe, lt has at
various t.im:s bee~ recommended as an ~ntidotc to the plague, and as a
remedy m mtermlttents, dyspepsia, pyros1s, gastrodynia, <lyscntery, colica
pictonum, worms, mania, hypochondriasis, hysteria, rheumatism, and hydrophobia. It is said to have effectually cured obstinate spasmod ic a"stbma.
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Its peculiar inAuence upon the nerves of motion, to which the public attentio~ was first called by Magendie, suggested to M. Fonquier, a French physician, the application of the remedy to paralytic affections: and his success
was such as to induce him to communicate to the public the result of his
experience. Others have subsequently employed it with variable success;
but the experience in its favour so much predominates, that it may now be
considered a standa rd remedy in palsy. It is a singular fact attested by
numerolls witnesses, that its action is directed more especial!y to the paralytic part, exciti ng contraction in this before it is extended to other muscles.
The medicine, howeve r, should be administered with judgment, and never
given in cases depending on inflammation or organic lesion of the brain or
spinal marrow, until after the removal of the primary affection b~ bleeding
or other depletory measures. It has been found more successful m general
palsy and paraplegia, than in hemiplegia, and has freque!ltly effected cures
in palsy of the bladder, incontinence of urine from paralysis of the sphincter,
amaurosis, and other cases Of partial palsy, and has been employed with
asserted success in prolapsusani and impotence. It has recently been recommended in neuralgia and in chorea.
Nux vomica may be g iven in powder in the dose of five grains, repeated
three or four times a day, and gradually increased till its effects arc experienced. [n this form, however, it is very uncertain; and fifty grains have
been given with little or no effect. It is most readily reduced to powder by
filing or grating, and the raspings may be rendered finer by first steaming
them, then drying them by stove heat, and lastly rubbing them in a mortar.
T~1e Edinburgh College direct that the seeds should be first well softened
with steam, then sliced, dried, and ground in a coffee-mill.
The alcoholic extract is more convenient and more certain in its operation.
From half a grain to two grains may be given in th e form of pill, repeated
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Stryclmia. has recently been much ~sed, and possesses the advantage of
greate r cerLarnty and uniformity of action. lts effects are precisely similar.
'Vith the exception of prussic acid, it is perhaps the most violent poison
in th e catalogue of medicines, and should therefore be administered with
g reat caution . The dose is one-twelfth of a grain, r epeated twice or
three times a day, and gradually in.creased. Even the quantity mentioned sometimes produces spasmodic symptoms,. and these generally
occur when the dose is augmented to half a gram three times a day.
The system is not so soon habituated to its impression as to that of the
narcotics generally; so that, after its effects are experienced, it is unnecessary to go on increasing the dose. Strychnia has been applied externally
with advantage in amaurosis. It should be sprinkled upon a blistered surface nea r the temples, in the quantity of half a grain or a grain, morning and
even.ing; a.nd the quantity. ma.y be gradually augmented. ~'h e best form of
adm111istrat1on is that of pill, m consequence ?f the excessive bitterness of
the solution. Strychnia may, however, be given, dissolved in alcohol, or
in water by the intervention of an acid.
Brucia may be used for the same purposes with strychnia in the dose of
one grain twice or three times a day. Dr. Bardsley found that the quantity
of two grains, three or four times a day, was seldom exceeded without the
occurrence of the characteristic effects of the medicine. Magendie has foun.d
this alkali very useful in small doses as a tonic. He employed for this
purpose one-eighth of a grain frequently repeated.
Off. Prep. Extro.ctum Nucis Vomicre, U.S., Ed., Dub.; Strychnia, U.S.,
Lond~Ed.

W.
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OLEA.

Oils.
These a_r~ liquid or solid substances, characterized by a~ unctuous feel,
infl.ammabilny, and the property of leaving a greasy statn upon paper.
They are divided into two classes, the fixed and volatile, distinguished, as
their names imp ly, by their different habitudcs in relation to the vaporizing
influence of caloric.

I. OLEA FIXA. Fixed Oils.
These are termed OLEA EXPRESSA, expressed oils, in the Dublin Pharmacopreia, in which alone they are designated as a class.
The fixed oi ls, though existing in greater or less proportion in various
parts of plants, are furnished for use exclusively by the fruit; and, as a
general rule, are most abundant in the dicotyledonous seeds. They are
obtained either by submitting the bruised seeds to pressure in hempen
bags, or by boiling them in water, and skimrn!ng off the oil as it rises to
the surface. When pressure is employed, it ls customary to prepare the
seeds for the press by exposing them to a moderate heat, _so as to render
the oil more liquid, and thus enable it to flow out more readily.
The consistence of the fixed oils varies from that of tallow to perfect
fluidity, but by far the greater part are liquid at ordinary temperatures.
'l'hey are somewhat viscid, transparent, and usually of a yellowish colour,
which disappears when they are treated with animal charcoal. When pure
they have little taste or smell . They are lighter than water, varying in
specific gravity from 0·013 to 0·936. (Berzelius .) They diIT"er very much
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without decomposition. At about 600° they boil, and are converted into
va~our, which, w_hen condensed, is found to contain a large proportion of
ole1c and margaric acids, together with. benzoic acid, another volatile acid,
and an empyreumatic oil. Exposed to a red heat, in close vessels, they
yield, among other products of the destructive distillation of vegetables,
a large quantity of the combustible compounds of carbon and hydrogen.
Heated in the open air they take fire, burning with a bright flame, and pro·
ducing water and carbonic acid. "\Vhen kept in air-tight vessels, they remain
unchanged for a great length of time, but exposed to the atmosphere, they
attract oxygen, and ultimately become concrete. Some, in drying, lose
their unctuous feel, and are converted into a transparent, yellowish, flexible
solid. These are called drying oils. Others, especially such as con1ain
mucilaginous impurities, become rancid,acquiring a sharp taste, and unplea·
sant smell. This change is owing to the formation of an acid, from which
the oil may be freed by boiling_ it for a s~ort time with hydrate of m~gnesia
and water. The fixed oils are insoluble m water, but are miscible with that
fluid by ~eans of mucilage. forming mixtures which are ca.lied emulsions.
They are m general very sparingly soluble in alcohol, but readily dissoh·ed
by. et~er, which serve~ to separate then:i from other vegetable proximate
principles. By the aid of heat they dissolve sulphur and phosphorus.
Chlorine and iodine are converted by them into muriatic and hydriodic
acids, which reacting upon the oils increase their consistence, and ultimately
render them as hard as wax. 'rhe stronger acids decompose them, giving
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rise, among other products, to the oleic. and margaric acid~. ~oiled '~lth
diluted nitric acid, they are converted mlo malic and oxalic acids, besides
other substances usually resulting from the action of thi.:i acid upon_ vegeta·
hie matter. Severa l acids are dissolved by them without producrng any
sensible change. They combine with salifiable bases; but at t.h e moment_ of
combination undergo a change, by which they arc conv_~rte~ into ayecuh_ar
substance called glycerin, and into the oleic and marganc ac1~s, which umte
with the base employed. The compounds of these acids wnh potassa and
soda are called soaps. (See Sapo and Emplastrum !lw~1bi.) '_I'he fixed oils
dissoh·e many of the vegetable alkalies, the volatile oi_ls, resm, and other
proximate principles of plants. They consist of two distinct substances, one
of which is liquid at ordinary temp eratures, and therefore called ole"in, the
other solid, and called margarin. The more sol id ingredient of the vegeiable
oi ls was originally called slearin, the name applied to the analogous ingredient of the animal oils, with which it was supposed by Chevreul~ the discoverer of this complex constituti on of oleaginous substances, t~ be 1dentica.1.
It has, however, been foand to be esse ntially different, yieldrng marganc
acid in the process of saponification, while stearin yields stearic acid; and a
new name has accordingly been conferred upon it. For the mode of separating the liquid from the solid principles of oils, as well as for an account
of their distinctive properties, the reader is referred to the article /Jdeps.
Marga:in is distinguished from stea rin by its greater fusibility, and by its
solubiluy in cold ethe r ; and the two principles may be separated by the
action of boiling ether, which dissolves both, but deposits the s~earin upon
cooling, while it retains the margarin and yields it Ly evaporal1on. These
principles, however, are thought by Berzelius not to be absolutely identical
in the different oils; as they have different points of congclation and liquefaction, according to the substance from which they are derived. • By the
act ion of nitric acid or nitrous acid fumes, olein is converted into a deepycllow butyraceous mass. 1f this be treated with warm alcohol, a deep
orange-red oil is dissolved, and a peculiar fany matter remains, called
ela:idin . It is white, fusible at 07°, insoluble in water, sparingly soluble in
alcohol, readily soluble in ether, and converted, in the process of saponification by the alkalies, into a peculiar acid, denominated elatdic acid, and
into glycerin. (Kane's Chemistry.) The view now taken of the natu re of
olein, margarin, steari n , elaldin, and other similar folly matters, is that they
are compounds of the oleic, margaric, stearic, elaidic acids, &c., with gly cerin; and in the process of saponification, the alkali takes the oily acid and
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PART I,

~~~dr~ive~~'r!~Jr::~gc~,h~h~l~;<lart:g~~n~~~~;nit~ ~~:~~a~;=~ ~;~sp~~~ioc:rti:~
is necessary to form water w1lh tbe oxygen. Those which are least fusible
contain most carbon and least oxygen; and, according to De Saussure, their
solubility in alcohol is greater in proportion to their amo.unt of oxygen.
(Berzelius.) Some of them contain a very minute proportion of nitrogen.

2. OLEA VOLATILIA. Volatile oils.
These are sometimes called distilled oils, from the mode in which they
are usually procured; sometimes essential oils, from the circumstance that
they possess, in a concentrated state, the properties of the plants from which
they are der.ived. In the Pharmac~preias of the U~ited States and London,
the former tnle has been adopted i m that of Dublin, the latter; the Edinburgh College use the term volatile oils.
'l'hey exist in all odoriferous vegetables, sometimes pervading the whole
plant, sometimes confined lo a single part; in some instances contained in
distinct cellules, and preserved after desiccation, in others formed upon the
surface as in many flowers, and exhaled as soon as they are formed. Occasionally two or more are found in different parts of the same plant. Thus
the orange tree produces one volatile oil in its leaves, another in its flowers,
and a third in the rind of its fruit. In a few instances, when existing in distinct cellules, they may be obtained by pressure, as from the rind of the
lemon and orange; but they arc generally procured by distillation with water.
(See Olea Destillata.) .some volatile oi Is, as thos~ of biller almonds and
mustard, are formed during the process of distillauon, out of substances of
a different nature pre-existing in the plant.
The volatile oils are usually yellowish, but someti mes brown, red, green,
or evrn blue, and occasionally colourless. They have a strong odour, resembling that of the plams from which they were procured, though gen~rally
less agreeable. 'I' heir ta~te is hot and pun gent. and when they are diluted
is oflen gratefully aromatic. The greater number are li ghte r than water;
some are heavier; and their sp. gr. varies from 0·847 to 1·17. They partially rise in vapour at ordi.n.ary temperatures, diffusin~ their peculiarod.our,
and are com pletely volat1lized by heat. Their boiling point is various,
gene.rally as high as 320° F., and sometimes higher; but most of them rise
readily with the vapour of boiling water. 'When distilled alone, they almost
always undergo partial decomposition. They differ also in their point of
congelaLion. A few are solid at ordinary temperatures, several become so
~t :12° F., an~ many rem.ain !iquid considerably below: this point. Heated
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oxygen, assume a deeper colour, become thicker and less odorous, and are
ultimately convened into resin. This change takes place most rapidly under
the ~nftuence of li ght. Before the alterati.on is complete, the remaining
portion of oil may be recovered by distillation. Some of them, instead of
resin, form \~ell-~haracterized acids by combination with oxygen.
The \'Olalde oils are very slightly soluble in waler. Agitated with this
fluid they rend~r it milky; but separate upon standing, leaving the water
impregnated wllh their odour and taste. 'l'his impregnation is more com·
ple te when water is distilled with the oils, or from the plants containing
them. Trituration with magnesia or its carbonate renders them much more
soluble, probably in consequence of lheir minute division. The interven·
tion of sugar also greatly increases their solubility, and affords a convenient
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.Most of them are very soluble

m alcohol, and in a degree proportionate to its freedom from water.

The

oils which contain no oxygen are scarcely soluble in diluted alcohol, and,

according to De Saussure, their solubili ty generally in this liquid is propor·
tionate to the quantity of oxygen which they contain. They are readily
dissolved by ether.
The volatile oi ls dissolve s ulphur and phosphorus with the aid of heat,
and deposit them on cooling. By long boiling with sulphur they form
brown, unctuous, _fetid substances, formerly called balsams of sulphur.

They absorb chlorm.e, which converts them into resin, and then combines
with the resin. lodme produces a similar effect. They are decomposed by
the strong mineral acids, and unite with seve ral of those from the vegetable
kingdom. When treated with a caustic alkali, they are converted into resin,
which unites with the alkali to form a kind of soap. Several of the metallic
oxides, and various salts which easily part with oxyg~n , convert th em into
resin . The volat ile oils dissolve many of the proximate principles of plants
and animals, such as the fixed oils and fats, resins, camphor, and severa l of
the vegt'lable alkalies .
The volatile, like the fixed oils, consist of distinct principles, which are
congealed at different temperatures, and may be separated by compressing
the frozen oil between the folds of bibulous paper. Th e solid matter remains
within the folds; and the fluid is absorbed by the paper, from which it may
be separated by distillation with water. The name of stearoplene has been
proposed for the former, that of eleoplene for the latter. '!'h e solid crystalline substances deposited by certain volatile oils upon standing, usually
cons id ered as camphor, are examples of stearoptene. Some of these are
isomeric with the oils in which th ey are formed, others are oxides. Some
oils, under the influence of water, deposit crystalline bodies which appear
to be hydrates of the respective oils.
The ultimate constituents of th e volatile oils are usually carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. Some, as the oils of turpentine and copaiba, in their
purest state, contain only carbon and hydrogen. Several have nitrogen
in their composition; and the oils of horse-radish and mustard contain
su lphur.
The volatile oils are often sophisticated . Among the most common adul terations are fixed oils, resinous substances, and alcohol. The presence of
the fixed oils may be known by the permanent grt"asy stain which they leave
on paper, while that occasioned by a pure vola tile oil disappears enti rely
when exposed to heat. 'fhey may also in general be detected by their comparative insolubility in alcohol. Both the fixed oils and resins arc left behind
when the adulterated oil is distilled with water. If alcohol is present, the oil
becomes milky when agitated with water, and, after the separation of the
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twelve drops of the suspected oil in a perfectly dry watch-glass, and add a
piece of potassium about as large as the he~d of a pin. If the potas~ium
remain for twelve or fifteen minutes in the midst of the liquid , th ere is either
no alcohol present, or Jess than four per cent. If it di~appear in fi\•e minutes,
the oil contains more than four per cent. of alcohol; 1f in less than a minute
twenty-five per cent. or more. M. Borsarelli e~ploys chloride of calcium for
the same purpose. This he introduces in small pieces, well dried and perfectly
free from powder, into a small cylindrical tube, closed at one end, and about
two-thirds filled with the oil to be examined, and heats the tube to 2 12°,
occasionally shaking it. If there be a considerable proportion of alcohol,
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th e chloride is entirely dissolved, forming a solution which sinks to the bottom of the tube; if only a very sma ll quantity, the pieces lose their form,
and collect at the bottom in a white adhering mass; if none at all, they remain unchanged. (Journ. de Pltarm., xxvi . 429.) Sometimes volatile oils
of liule value are mixed with those which are costly. The taste and smell
afford in this case the best means of detecting the fraud. Th e specific
gravity of the oils may also serve as a test of their purity. When two oils, of
which one is lighte r and the other heavier than water, are mixed , they are
separated by lon g ag itation with this fluid, and will take a place corresponding to their respective specific gravities; hut it sometimes happens that an
unadulterated oil may thus he sepa rated into two portions. \Vhen oil of
turpentine is used as th e adulteration, it may be known by remaining in part
undissolved, when the mixture is treated with three or four times its volume
of olcohol of the sp. gr. 0·84; or, according to M. Mero, by causing the suspected oil, when agitated with an equal measure of poppy oil, to remain
transparent, instead of becoming milky, as it would do if pure. The latter
test will not apply to the oil of rosemary. (Journ . dePharm.,aesir.,vii. 303.)
Volatile oils may be preser~ed without change in small well-stopped botW.
tles, entirely filled with the oil, and excluded from the light.

OLEUM AMYGDALJE . U.S.
Oil of Almonds.
0 The fixed oil of the kern e ls of Amygdalus communis."
U.S.
Off. Syn. AMYGDALlE OLEUM . Amygdalus communis. Var. a.
Var 13. Oleurn <tb alterutriusque nucleis expressum. Lond.; OLEUM
AMYGDALARUM, Dub.

Huile d'amandcs, Fr.; :.\Iandel01 1 Gmn.; Olio di mandorle, Ital.; Aceyte de ahnen·
dras, Spo.n.

See AY!YGDALA.

This oil is obtained equally pure from sweet and bitter almonds. In its
preparation, the a lm onds, after having been depr ived of a reddish-brown
powder adhering to lheir surface, by rubbing them together in a piece of
coarse linen, are ground in a mill resembling a coffee-mill, or bruised in a
stone mortar, and then submitted to pressure in canvas sacks between
plates of iron slightly heated. 'rhe oi l, which is at first turbid, is clarified
by rest and filtration . The Dublin College directs the oil lo be prepared
by bruisin~ the almonds, and then expressing without heat. So.metimes
the almonds are steeped in very hot water, .d eprived of their cuucle, and
dried in a stove previously to expression. The oil is thus obtained free
from colour, but in no other respect better. Bitter almonds, when treated
in this way, are said to impart a smell of hydrocyanic acid to the oil. With
regard to these, therefore, the process is objectionable. M. Boullay obtained
fifly-four per cent. of oil from sweet almonds, Vogel twenty-eigh t per cent.
from biller almonds.
Oil of almonds is clear and colourless, or slightly tinged of a greenish-
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sp. gr. is from 0·917 to 0·9:l. From the stateme nt of Braconnot it appears
to contain 76 per cent. of olein and 24 of margarin.
It may be used for the s~me purposes with olive oil; and, when suspended
in water by means of mucilage or the yolk of C'ggs and loaf sugar, forms a
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very pleasant emulsion, useful in pulmonary affections attended with cough.
From a fluidrachm to a fluidounce may be given at a dose.
Off.Prep. Unguentum Aqure Rosre, U. S.
W.

OLEUM BERG AMII. U.S.
Oil of Bergamot . .

u."Ihe volatile oil of the rind of the fruit of Citrus Limetta (De Camlolle)."
Off. Syn. BERGAMI! OLEUM. Citrus Limetta Bergami um. Oleum i
frucllls corlice destillatwn. Lond.; BERGAMOT_.lE OLEUM. Volatile
oil of the rind of the fruit of C itrus Limetta. Eel.
Hu.ile de bergamottc. l!'r. ; B:-rgamottOI, Germ.; Oleo di bcrgamotta1 ital.

CrrRus. See AURANTII CORTEX.
Citrus Limetta. De Cand. Prodrom. i. 530.

The bergamot tree has

been ranked by botanists generally among t,he lemons; but is now considered

as a variety of th e Citrus Limena of Risso, and is so placed by De Candolle.
IL has oblong ovate, denlale, acute or obtuse leaves, somewhat paler on the
under than the upper surface, and with footstalks more or less winged or
margined. The flowers are white, and usually small; the fruit pyriform
or roundish, pale yellow, terminated by an obtuse point, with a sourish
pulp, and concave receptacles of oil in the rind.
The pulp of the fruit is sourish, somewhat aromatic, and not disagreeable
to the taste. The rind is shining, and of a pale yellow colour, and abounds
in a very grateful volatile oil. This may be obtained either by expression
or distillation. In the former case, it presen·es the agreeable flavour of the
rind, but.is somewhat turbid; in the latter,1 it is limpid but less sweet. The
mode of procuring it by expression is exactly that used for the oll of lemons.
~oer~u~~~~mi Linionis.) It is brought from the South of France, Italy, and
The oil of bergamot, often called essence of bergamot, has a sweet, very
agreeable odour, a bitter aromatic pungent taste, and a pale greenish-yellow
colour. Its sp. gr. is O·!S85, and its composiLion the same as that of the oi1
of lemons. Though possessed of the exciLant properties of the volatile oils
in genera l, it is employed chiefly, if not exclus ively, as a perfume.
Off. Prep. Ungucntum Sulphuris, Lond.; Unguentum Sulphuris ComW.
positum, U.S., Lond.

OLEUM BUBULUM. U.S.
Neats:foot Oil.
11

The oil prepared from the bones of Bos domeslicus." U.S.

Huile de pied de txruf, li'r.,· 0 <.: h:;enfosscfctt, Grrm.

Neats-foot oil is obtained by boiling in water for a long time the feet of
the ox, previous! y deprived of their hoof. The fat and oil which rise to the
surface are removed, and introduced into a fresh portion of water heated
nearly to the boiling point. The impurities having subsided, the oil is
drawn off, and, if required to be very pure, is again introduced into water,
which is kept for twenty-four hours sufficiently warm to enable the fat
which is mixed with the oil to separate from it. The liquid being then
allowed to cool, the fat concretes, and the oil is removed and strained, or
filtered through layers of small fragments of charcoal free from powder.
42*
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The oil is yellowis h, and, when properly prepared, inodorous and of a
bland taste. It thickens or congea ls with great difficuhy, and is therefore
very useful for greasing machinery in order to prevent fri~ti on.
It was introduced into the officinal catalogue of the United States Pharmacopreia as an ingredient of th e ointment of nitrate of mercury.
Off.Prep. Unguentum Hydrargyri Nitratis, U.S.
W.

OLEUM CAJUPUTI. U.S. Secondary.
Cajeput Oil.
"The volatile oil of the leaves ofMelaleuca Cajuputi." U.S.
Off. Syn. CAJUPUT!. Mclaleuca mi.nor. Oleum e' foliis destillatum.
Lond.; CAJUPUTI OLEUM. Volatile oil of the leaves of Melaleuca
minor. Ed.; MELALEUCA LEUCADENDRON. Oleum volatile Cajeput. flub.
Huile de cajCput,

F~.;

Kajeput UI, Germ.; Olio di cajcput, llul.i Knyupwieli, Malcty.

MtLALEUCA. Sex. Syst. Polyadelphia Icosandria.-Nal. Orel. Myrtacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five· parted, s~mi·supe rior. Corolla five-petaled . Stamens
about forty-five, very long, conjoined in five bodies. Style single. Capsule
three-celled. Seeds numerous. Roxburgh.
It was long supposed that tbe oil of cajeput was derive~ from thelJ,felaleuca
Leucadendron; but from specimens of the plant affordmg it, sent from the
Moluccas and cultivated in the botanical garden of Calcutta, it appears to be
a distinct species, which has received the name of M. Cajupuli. It corresponds with the arbor alba minor of Rumphius, and is a smaller plant
than the M. leucculendron. It is possible, however, that the oil may be
obtained from different species of Melaleuca; as M. Stickel, of Jena, suc-ceeded in procuring from the leaves of the JJ!I. hypericifolia, cultivated in the
botanical gard en of that place, a specimen of oil not di stinguishable from
the cajeput oil of commerce, except by a paler green colour. (.fl.nnal. der
Pharm., xix. 224.)
Melaleuca Cajuputi. Rumphius, Herbar . .!lmboinense, tom. ii. tab.17;
Roxburgh, Trans. Lond. JJfed. Bot. Soc., A . D. 1829; Joum . oftlie Phil.
Col. of Pltarm., vol. i. p. 193.- fttelaleuca minor. De Candolle. This is
a small tree, with an erect but crooked stem, and scattered branches, the
sle nder twi~s of which droop like those of the weeping willow. The bark
is of a whitish-ash colour, very thick, soft, spongy, and lamellated, throwing
off its exterior layer from time to time in flakes, like the birch tree. The
leaves have short footstalks i are alternate, lanceolate, when young sericeous,
when full grown smooth, deep green, three and five-nerved, slighliy falcate,
ent ire, from three to five i~ches long, from one.half to three.quarters of an
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and axillary downy spikes, with solitary, lanceolate, three-flowered bractes.
The filaments arc three or four times longer than the petals, and both are
inserted in the rim of the calyx.
This species of Melaleuca is a native of the Moluccas, and other neighbouring 1sla~ds . . The oil is obtained from the leaves by distillation. It is
prepared chiefly 10 Amboyna and Bouro, and is exported from the East
Indies in glass hollies. 'l:he small proportion yielded by the leaves, and
the extensi.ve use .made ~f ~tin India., renaer it very costly.
Properties. Cajeput oil is very fluid, trails parent, of a fine green colour, a
lively and penetrating odour analogous to that of camphor and cardamom,and
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a warm pungent taste. It is very volatile and inflammable, burning without

any residue. The sp. gr. has been variously stated from 0·914 to 0·980.
Dr. Thomson says it varies froi:n 0·914 to O·!J274. The oil is wholly soluble in alcohol. When it i:5 distilled a light colourless liquid first comes
over, and afterwards a green and denser one. The green colour has been
ascribed to a sa lt of copper, derived from the vessels in which the distilla-

tion is performed, and Guibou rt obtained two grains and a half of oxide of
copper from a pound of the commercial oil. But neither Brande nor Grertner

could detect copper in specimens which they exami ned; and M. Lesson,
who witnessed the process for preparing the oil at Bouro, attribuLes its colour
to chlorophylle, or some analogous principle, and states that it is rendered
colourless by rectification. Guibourt, moreover, obtained a green oil by dis·
tilling the leaves of a Melaleuca cultivated at Paris. A fair inference is that
the oil of cajeput is naturally green; but that, as found in commerce, it
SQmetimes contains copper, either accidentally present, or added with a view
of imitaling or muintaining the fine colour of the oil. The proportion of
copper, however, is not so great as to interfere with the internal use of the
oil; and the metal may be readily separated by distillation with water, or
agitation with a solution of ferrocyanuret of potassium. (Guibourt.)
The high price of cajeput oil has led to its occasional adulteration. The
oil of rosemary, or that of turpentine, impregnated with camphor and coloured
with the resin of milfoil, is said to be employed for the purpose .
.Medical Properties and Uses. This oil is highly stimu lant, producing
when swallowed a sense of heat, with an increased fulness and frequency of
pulse, and exciting in some instances profuse perspiration. It is very highly
esteemed by the Malays and other people of the East, who consider it a uni·
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plaints to which it is best adapted are probably chronic rh eumat ism, and
spasmodic affections or the stomach and bowels, unconnected with inflam·
mation. It has been highly extolled as a remedy in spasmodic cholera, and
has been used also as a diffusible stimulant in low fevers. Diluted with an
equal proportion of olive oil, it is applied externally to relieve gouty and
rh eumatic pains. Like most other highiy stimulating essential oils, it re·
lieves toothache, if introduced into th e hollow of the carious tooth. It is
little used in th e United States. The dose is from one to five drops, given
in emu lsion, or upon a Jump of s ugar.
W.

OLEUM CARYOPHYLLI. U.S.
Oil of Cloves.
11

The volatile oil of the unexpanded flowers ofCaryophyllusaromaticus ."

U.S.
Ojf. Syn. CARYOPHYLLI OLEUM. Caryophyllus aromaticus. Oleum ejloribus destillatum. Lond.; CARYOP HYLL! OLEUM. Volatile
oil of the undeveloped flowers of Caryoph yllu s aromaticus. Ed.; EUGE·
NIA CARYOPHYLLATA. Oleum volatile. Dub.

Huilc de giroflc, Fr.; NclkcnOI, Germ.; Olio di b"{lrofoni, Ital.; Aceytc de cla\·os, Span.

See CARYOPHYLLUS.
This oil is obtained by distillirag cloves with water, to which it is cus·
tomary to add common salt, in order to raise the temperature of ebullition;
and the water should be repeatedly distilled from the same cloves, in order
completely to exhaust them. The product of good cloves is said to be about
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one-fifth or one-sixth of their weight. The oil was formerly brought from
Holland or the East Indies; but, since tbe introduction of the Cayenne
cloves into our markets, the reduced price and superior freshness of the
drug have rendered the distillation of oil of cloves profitable in this country;
and the best now sold is of domestic extraction. VYe have been informed
that from seve n to nine pounds of cloves yield to our distillers about one
pound of the oil.
Properties. Oil of cloves, when recently distilled, is very fluid, clear, and
colourless, but becomes yellowish by exposure, and ultimately reddishbrown. It has the odour of cloves, and a hot, acrid, aromatic taste. Its
sp. gr. is variously stated at from 1·0:J4 to I ·OCH, the latter being given by
Bonastre as the sp. gr. of the rectified oil. It is one of the least volatile of
the essentia l oils, and requires for congelation a temperature from zero of
Fahrenheit to-4°. It is completely soluble in alcohol, ether, and strong
acetic acid. Nitric acid changes its colour to a deep red, and converts it by
the aid of heat into oxalic acid. \\Then long kept it deposits a crystalline
stearoJ!fene. It is frequen.tly adulterated with fixed oils, and s~m.f'times al~o
with mt of pimento and with copaiba. \ Vhen pure it sinks in disulled water.
According to Ettling, the oll of cloves consists of two distinct oils, one
lighter, the other heavier than water. They may be obtained separate by
distilling the oil from a soluti on of potassa. The lighter comes over, the
heavier remains combined with the potassa, from which it may be separated
by adding sulphuric acid and again di~tilling. Light oil of cloves is colourless, has the sp. gr. 0·918, and consists exclusively of carbon and hydrogen,
being isomeric with pure oil of turpentine. It is said not to possess active
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470°, and forms solu ble and crystallizable salts wi th the alkalies. Hence
it has been called eugenic or caryophyllic acid. It .consists of carbon , hydrogen, and oxygen; the formula, according to Ettlmg, being CMH,~0 6 •
Medical Properties and Uses. The medical effects of the oil are similar
to those of cloves, and it is used for the same purposes; but its most common emp_Joyment is as a corrigent of other medicines. Like othe~ powerful
irritants, 1t is sometime~ effectual in relievin~ toothache, when mtroduced
into the cavity ?fa carious tooth. The do~e is from two to six drops.
Off. Prep. Pilulre Colocynthidis Composttre, Ed., Dub.
\V.

OLEUM CINNAMOMI. U.S.
Oil ef Cinnamon.
"The volatil~ oil of the bark of Cinnamomum Zeylanicum, and Cinna·
mom um aromalicum ." U. 8.
0.lf. Syn. ClNNAMOMl OLE UM. Laurus Cinnamomum . Oleum i
cortice destillatum. Lond.; ClNNAMOMl OLEUM . Volatile oil of the
bark ofCinnamomum Zeylanicum. CASSIJE OLE UM. Volatile oil of the
bark of Cinnamomum Cassia. Ed.; LAUR US C!NNAMOMUM. Oleum
volatile . .Dub.
~~~cc?iNN'A~ebK1·~rmt01, Germ.; Olio dicannella, Ital.; Aceyte de canela, Spmi.
The United States Pharmacopreia includes, under the name of Oil of
Cinnamon, both the oil procu,red from lhc Ceylon cinnamon, nnd that from
As these oil.s, though very different in
pnce 1 and shghtlyrn flavour, have the same medical properties, are used for
the same purp~ses, are often sold by the same name, and are not unfrequently
th~ Chinese. cinna~on or cassia.
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mixed together, there does not seem to be sufficient ground for maintaining
any officinal distinctio':l ~etween them. Nev~rtheless, the Edinburgh Col·
lege_ has g_iven them d1sunct places in. its offic1~al list, designating the one
as 0tl of cmnamon and the other as 0tl of cassia.
Oil of Cinnamon of Ceylon, is prepared in that island from the inferior
kinds of cinnamon, which are of insufficient value to pay the export duty.
The following account of the method of extraction, as formerly practised, is
given by Marshall. The bark, having been coarsely powdered, is macerated
for two days in sea-water, and then submitted to distillation. A light and
a ht>avy oil come over with the water, the former of which separates in a few
hours, and swims upon the surface, the !alter falls to the bottom of the recei\•er, and continues to be precipitated for ten or twelve days. Jn future
distillations the saturated cinnamon water is employed in connexion with
sea-water to macerate the cinnamon. Eighty pounds of the bark, freshly
prepared, yield about two and a half ounces of the lighter oil, and five and
a half of the heavier. From the same quantity of cinnamon which has been
kept for seve ral years in store, about half an ounce less of each oil is ob·
tained. The two kinds are probably united in the oil of commerce.
Recently prepared oil of cinnamon is of a light yellow colour, becoming
deeper by age, and ultimately red. Pereira states that the London druggists
redistil the red oil, and thus obtain two pale yellow oils, one lighter and the
other heavier than water, with a loss of about ten per cent., in the process.
The oil has the flayour of cinnamon in a concentrated state. When applied
undiluted to the tongue it is excessively hot and pungent. According to
Dr. Duncan, it sometimes has a peppery taste , ascribable to an admixture
of the leaves with the bark in the preparation of the oil.
Chinese oil of cinnamon (oil of cassia) is imported from Canton and
Singapore. Like the former variety it has a pale yellow colour, which
becomes red wit h age; at least such is the case with the specimens which
have come under our observation. Its flavour is similar to that of oil of
cinnamon, though inferior; and it commands a much smaller price. The
following remarks apply to both oils.
Oil of cinnamon is heavier than water, having the sp.gr. of about 1·035.
Alcohol completely dissolves it; and, as it does not rise in any considerable
quantity at the boiling temperature of that liquid, it may be obtained by
forming a tincture of cinnamon and distilling off the menstruum. When
exposed to the air, it absorbs oxygen, and is said to be slowly converted
into a peculiar acid denominated cinnarnic or cinnamonic acid, two distinct
resins, and water. Cinnamic acid is colou rl ess, crystalline, of a sourish
taste, volatilizable, slightly soluble in water, readily dissolved by alcohol, and
convertible by nitric acid with heat into benzoic acid. It is sometimes seen
in crystals in bottles of the oil which have been lon g kept. Like benzoic
acid, it is said when swallowed to occasion the elimination of hippuric acid
by urine. (Joum. de Phann., :Je sir., iii. 64.) It may be obtained by distillin g the balsam of Tolu. (See Tolutanum.) Of the two resins, one is
soluble both in hot and cold alcohol; the other readily in the former, but
sparingly in the latter. Oil of cinnamon is almost wholl;: converted by nitric
acid slowly added to it into a crystalline mass, which is supposed to be a
compound of the oil and acid. The researches of Dumas and P€ligot have
led to the opinion, that there exists in the oi l a compound radical, named
cinnamyle, consisting of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen (CIBH;Oz) which
unites with one equivalent of hydrogen to form oil of cinnamon, and with
one equivalent of oxygen to form anhydrous cinnamic ncid. Crystallized
cinnamic acid contains, in addition, one equivalent of water. 'l'he oi l of
cinnamon is said to be frequently adulterated with alcohol and fixed oil.
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lUeclical Properties and Uses. It has the cordial and carminative properties of cinnamon, without its astringency; and is much employed as an
adjuvant to other medicines, the taste of which it corrects or conceals, while
it conciliates the stomach. As a powerful Jocal stimulant, it is sometimes
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·
in the form of emulsion.
Off. Prep. Aqua Cinnamomi, U.S., Loncl.; Mistura SpiritUs Vini GalW.
lici, Lond.; Spiritus Cinnamomi, Lond.

OLEUM CUBEBJE. U.S., EJ.
Oil of Cubebs.
"The volatile oil of the berries of Piper Cubeba." U. 8.
See CUBEBA.
This oil is obtained from the fruit of Piper Cubeba, by grinding it, and
then distilling with water. From ten pounds of cubebs SchOnwald procured eleven ounces of oil, and this result very nearly coincides with the
experim ents of Christison, who obtained seven per cent. When perfectly
pure, the oil is colourless; but as usually found, is yellowish or greenish.
It has the smell of cubebs, and a warm, aromatic, camphorous taste; is of a
consistence approaching that of almond oil; is lighter than water, h.aving
the sp. gr. 0·929; and, when exposed to the air, is said to thicken without
losing its odour. Upon standing, it sometimes deposits crystals, which are
thought to be a hydrate of the oil. It consists of carbon and hydrogen, and
its formula is stated to be C 15 Hi.11·
The oil has all the medicinal properties of cubebs, and may often be
advantageously substituted for the powder, in the commencing dose of ten
or twelve drops, to be gradually increased until its effects are obtained, or
until it proves offensive to the stomach. It may be given suspended in
water by means of sugar, or in the fo rm of emulsion, or enclosed in capW.
sules of gelatin.

OLEUM LIMONIS. U.S.
Oil of Lemons.
uThe volatile oil of the rind of the fruit of Citrus Limonum.'' U.S.
Off. Syn. LLMONUM OLEU~l. Citrus Limon um. Oleum i Fructfts
Cortice exteriori destillatum. Lond.; LL\10NUM OLE UM. Volalile oil
of the rind of the fruit of Citrus medica. Ed.; Cl'l'RUS MEDlCA.
FrnctUs tunicre exterioris oleum volatile. Dub.
Span.
~~~e ~i;iQoN .Fr.; CitroncnOl, Gcrm.i Olio di limone, Ital.; Accyte de

.

Jimon,

'rhe exterior rind of the lemon abounds in an essential oil, which, as it is
c?nta_ined in distinct cellules, may be separated ~y simple expression. The
rmd ts first grated from the fruit, and then submitted to pressure in a ba.g of
fine cloth. Tbe oil thus obtained is allowed to stand till it becomes clear,
when it. is decanted, and preserved in stopped bottles. By a similar process,
that delightful per~ume, the essence of be.rgamol, is procured from the fruit
of the beri;amot Citrus; and the oil called by the French /wile de cedrnt,
from the cllron. (See Ole1t~n Bergamii and L-imon.) All these oils may
also be obtained by distillation i but thus procured, though clearer, and. in
consequence of the absence of mucilage, less liable to change on keeping,
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they have less of the peculiar flavour of the fruit; and the mode by expression is generally preferred. They are all brought originally from ltaly,
Portugal, or the South of France.
Properties. Th e oil of lemons is a ver.y volatile fluid, having the odour
of the fruit, and a warm, pungent aromatic taste. As ordinarily procured
it is yellow, and has the specific gravity 0·85 17; but by distillation it is
rendered colourlt>ss, and, if three-fifths only are distille~, its .sp. gr. is reduced to 0·847, at 71° F. ll is soluble in all proportions m anhydrous
alcohol. When perfectly pure, it consists exclusively of carbon and hydrogen, and is said to be identical in composition with pure oil of turpentine, or
comphene; its formula being C 111H 8 • In this state it is capable or absorbing
almost hair its weight or muriatic acid gas, by which it is converted into a
crystalline substance, and a yellow oily fommg liqui d. The crystals are
analogous to the artificial camphor which results from the action or muriatic
ac id upon oil or turpentine, and are a compound of the oil and acid. The
oil of lemons is said to consist of two isomeric oils.
The oil of lemons is often adulterated by the fixed oils and by alcohol, the
former of which may be detected by th e permanent stain which they imparl
to paper, th(~ latter by the milkiness produ..:.ed by the addition of water.
.Medical Properties and Uses. This oil has the stimulant properties of
the aromat ics i but is chierly used to impart a pleasant flavour to other medicines. lt has recently been Jauded as an application to the eye in certain
CaSf'S or ophtbalmia.
Off: Prep. Liquor Potnssro C itratis, U.S.; Spiritus Ammonire Aromaticus, Ed., flub.; Trochisci Acidi Tartarici, Ed.; Unguentum Veratri

Albi, U.S.,Loml.

OLEUM LINI. U.S., Dub.
Flaxseed oil.
"The oil of the seeds of Linum usitatissimum." U.S.
O.Q: Syn. LIN[ OLEU~l. Linum usitatissimum. Oleum e' Seminibu1
expressum. I.one/.; Expressed oil of Lhe seeds ofLinum usitatissimum. Ed.
Linseed oil; Huile <lo Jin 1 }'r.; LcinOI, Germ.; Oho di lino, Jtal.i Aceyte de linaza,
Spa11.

See LTNUM.
This oil is obtained by expression from the seeds of the Linum usitatis·
1n its preparation on a large scale, the seeds are
usually roosted before being pressed, in order to destroy the gummy matter
contained in their exterior coating. The oil is thus obtained more free from
mucilage, but more highly colou red and more acrid than that procured by
cold expression. Flaxseed oi l hns a yellowish·brown colour, a disagreeable
odour, and nauseous taste; is of the sp. g r. 0·!)32; boils at 6()()o F.; does
not congea l at zero i dissolves in forty parts or cold nnd five of boiling alcohol,
and in one part and a half of et her (Cliristison,'s Dispensalory) i becomes
rancid with facility; and has the property or drying, or becoming solid on
exposure to the air. On account of its drying property, it is highly useful
in painting, and the formation of printers' ink .
.Medical Properties and Uses. ll is laxative in the dose or a fluidounce;
but on account or its disarrreeable taste is seldom given internally. It is
sometimes added to purgali\•e enemata; but its most common application is
externally to burns, usually in combination with lime-water.
Off. Prep. Cerat um Resinre Compositum, U.S.; Linimentum Ci;tlcis,

simum, or common flnx.

U.S., Erl., Dub.

W.
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OLEUM MYRISTICJE. U. S.
Oil of Nutmeg .
"The volatile oil of the kernels of Myristica moschata." U.S.
OJ!. Syn. MYRIST!C.IE OLEUM. Myristica moschata. Oleum
nucleis destillatum. Lond.; MYR!STIC.IE OLEUM. Volatile oil of the
kernels of the fruit of Myristica officinalis. Ed.; MYR!ST!CA MOSCHATA. Oleum volatile. Dub.
Sec MYRlST!CA.
This oil is obtained from powdered nutmegs by distillation with water.
It is colourless or of a pale stra\V colour, limpid, lighter than water, soluble
in alcohol and ether, with a pungent spicy taste, and a strong smell of nutmeg. It consists of two oils, which may be separated by agitation with
water, one rising to the surface, the other sinking to the bottom. Upon
standing it deposits a crystalline stearoptene, which is called by John myristicin. It may be used for the same purposes as nutmeg, in the dose of two
or three drops; but is not often employed.
W.

e

OLEUM OLIV JE. U.S.
Olive oil.
"The oil of the fruit of Olea Europrea." U. S.
Off. Syn. OLLY.IE OLEUM. Olea europrea. Oleum
drupis ex·
pressum. Lond.; Expressed oil of the pericarp of Olea europrea. Ed.;
OLEA EUROPCEA. Oleum ex fructu. Dub.

e

Huile d'olivc, Fr.; OlivenOI, Germ.; Olio delle olive, Ital.; Aceyte de olivas, Span.
OLEA. Sex. Syst . Diandri~ Monogynia.-Nal. Ord. Oleacere.
Gen. Ch. Corolla four-cleft, with subovate segments. Drupe one-seeded.
Willd.
Olea Europrea. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 44: Woodv. llfed. Bot. p. 280. t.

98. This valu~ble tree is usually from fifteen to twenty feet in height,
though it sometimes attafns a much greater size, particularly in Greece and
the Levant. It has. a solid, erect, unequal stem, with numerous straig:ht
branches. covered with a grayish bark. The leaves, which stand opposite
to each other on short foots talks, are evergreen, firm, lanceolate, entire, two
or three inches in length, with the edges somewhat reverted, smooth and of
a dull green colour on their upper surface, whitish and almost silvery be·
neath. The flowers are small, whitish, and disposed in opposite axilla_ry
clusters, which are about half as long as the leaves, and accompanied with
small, obtuse, hoary bractes. The fruit or olive is a smooth, ova! drupe, of
a greenish, whitish, or violet colour, with a fleshy pericarp,and a very hard
nut of a similar shape. The flowers are not ve ry fruitful, as clusters con·
taining not less than thirty yield only two or three ripe olives.
The olive tree, though believed by some t~ have been originall.v from the
Levant, flourishes at prese nt in all the countries bordering on the Mediterra·
nean, and has been cultivated from time immemorial in Spain, the Sou~h
of France, and Italy. lt begins to bear fruit after th e second year, ism
full bearing at six yea_rs, and continues to flourish for a century. Th~ re
are severa l varieties, distinguished by the form of the leaves, and the shape,
colour, and size of the fruil. The variety /ongifolia of Willdenow is said
to be chi~fly cultivated in ltaly and the South of France, and the variety
latifolia m Spain. The latter bears much larger fruit than the former; but
theoilislessesteemed.
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The lea\•es and bark of the olive tree have an acrid and bilterish taste,
and have been employed as substitutes for cinchona, though with no great
success. In hot countries, a su?stance resembling the gum-resins exudes
spontaneously from the bark. It was thought by the ancients to possess
us~ful medicinal properties, but is not now employed. Analyzed by Pellet1er, it was found to contain resinous matter, a small quantity of benzoic
acid, and a peculiar principle analogous to gum, which has received the
name of olivile. But the fruit is by far the most useful product of the
tree. In the unripe· state it is hard and insupportably acrid; but, when
macerated in water, or an alkaline solution, and afterwards introduced into
a solution of common salt, it loses these properties, and becomes a pleasant
and highly esteemed article of diet. The pericarp, or fleshy part of the
ripe olive, abounds in a fixed oil, which constitutes its greatest value, and
for which the tree is chiefly cultivatl•d in the South of Europe. The oil
is obtained by first bruising the olives in a mi!!, and then submitting them
to pressure. The•product varies much, according to the state of the fruit,
and the circumstances of the process. The .best oil, called virgil'! oil, is
obtained from the fruit picked before it has arnvcd at perfect maturity, and
immediately pressed. It is distinguished by its greenish hue. The com mon oil used for culinary purposes, and in the manufacture of the finest
soaps, is procured from very ripe olives, or from the pulp of those which
have yielded the virgin oil. In the latter case, the pulp is thrown into
boiling water, and the oil removed as it rises to the surface. An inferior
kind, employed in the arts, especially in the preparation of the coarser
soaps, plasters, unguents, &c., is affOrded by fruit which has been thrown
into heaps, and allowed to ferment for several days, or by the mare lcfl
after the expression of the finer kinds of oil, broken up, exposed to the fermenting process, aad again introduced into the press .
Olive oil is imported in glass bottles, or in flasks surrounded by a peculiar kind of neHvork made of grass, and usually called Florence flasks.
'l,he best comes from the South of France, where most care is exercised in
the selection of the fruit.
Properties. The pure oil is an unctuous liquid, of a pale yellow or
greenish-yellow colour, with scarcely any smell. and a bland slightly sweetish taste. Its sp. gr. is 0·9 153. Il is soluble in twice its volume of ether,
bllt is only partially soluble in alcohol, at least unless this liquid be in very
large proportion. It begins to .congeal at 38° F. At a freezing temperature. a part of it becomes solid, and the remainder, retaining the hquid
con.sistence, may be separated by pressure, or by the agency of cold alcohol,
which dissolves it. The concrete portion has been found by Mi\'1. Pelouze
and Boudet to be a definite compound of margarin and olein; the liquid
portion is uncombined olein. According to Braconnot, the oil contains 72
parts of olein, and 2S of margarin in the hundred. Olive oil is solidified
by nitrous acid and by nitrate of mercury, and converted into a peculiar
fatty substance, which has received the name of elaidin. The olein of all
oils which have not the drying property undergo~s the same change, when
act~d on by nitrous acid; and the singular fact is slated by 1\1.M. Pelouze
and Boudet, that the margarin of oli\'e oil, combined as it is with olein, is
converted by that acid into cla.idin, while the same principle in a state of
purity is not affected by it. (Jouni. de Phar1n., xxiv. 391.)
QJi,•e oil when exposed to the air is apt to become rancid, acquiring a
disagreeable smell, a sharp taste, a thicker consistence, and a deeper
colour; and the change is promoted by heat. It is said to be frequently
adulterated with the cheaper fixed oil.s, especially with that of poppies; but
43
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the adulteration may be easily detected by reducing the temperature to the
freez ing point. As other oils are less readily congealed than the olive oil,
the degree of its purity will be indicated by the degree of concretion. Anoth er mode has been indicated by M. Poutet, founded on the property possessed by the supernitrate of mercury of solidifying the oil of olives, without
a similar influence upon other oils . Six parts of mercury are dissolved
at a low temperature in seve n and a half parts of nitric a.citl of the sp. gr.
H15; and this solution is mixed with th e suspected oil in the proportion of
one part to twelve, the mixture being occasionally shaken. If the oil is
pure, it is converted afler some hours into a yellow solid mass; if it contain
a minute proportion, even so small as a twemieth of poppy oil, the resulting
mass is much 1ess firm; and a tenth prevents a greater degree of consist·
ence than oils usually acquire when they concrete by cold . 1\1. Gobel has
invented an instrument which he calls the e lafometer, by which the smallest
quantity of poppy o!l can be detected. (See JJm. Joum. of Phann., xvi.~:)
According to M. Diesel, pure olive oil is coloured green by common mtnc
acid, whereas, if mixed with rape oil, it is rendered of a st rong yellowishgray colour. (.!J.rch. der Pharm ., xlvi. 287.)
llfedical Properties and Uses. Olive oi l is nutritious and mildly laxative,
and is occasionally given in cases of irritable intestines, when the patient
objects to more disagreeable medicines. Taken into the stomac h in large
quantities, it serves to in volve acrid and poisonous s ubsta nces, and mitigate
their action. It has also been recomme nd ed as a remedy for worms, and is
a very comma~ ingredient in laxative enem~ta. Externally applied, it. is
useful in relaxing the skin, and sheathingimtated surfaces from the acuon
of the air; and is much employed as a vehicle or diluent of mon:• active
substances. In the countries bordering on the Mediterranean, it is thought,
when smea red over the skin, to afford some protection against the plague;
and applied warm, by means of friction over the surface, is said lo be useful
as a remedy in the early stages of that complaint. But the most extensive
use of olive oil is in pharmacy, as a constituent of liniments, ointments,
cerates, and plasters.
rI'he dose as a laxative is from one to l\\'O fluidounces.
Off. Prep. Enema Catharticum, Ed.
W.

OLEUM RICINI . U.S.
Castor Oil.
"The oil of the seeds ofRicinus communis." U.S.
Off. Syn. RlC[N[ OLEUM. Ricinus communis. Oleurn e' seminibus
eJ:pressum. Land.; RlClNl OLE UM . Expressed oil of the seeds of Ricinus communis. Ed.; RlCINUS COMMUNIS. Oleum e seminibus. flub.
Huile de ricin, .Fr.; RicinusOl, G'cro1.; Olio di ricino, ltal.: Aceyte de ricino, Spa11.
R1c1Nus . Sex. Syst . Monrecia Monadelphia.-Nat. Ord. Euphorbiacere.

Gen. Ch.

MALE.

Calyx five-parted. Corolla none. Stcnnms numerous.
CorollCt none. Styles three, bifid. Capsule

~~~:-~~ilef.alJ.:ec~l~~~:p~~~1cl.

Ricinus comm.unis. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 564; Woodv. JJted. Bot. p.
624_. t. 221. '~'he castor oil plant, or 11alma Christi, attains in the East
Ind1~s an~ Afnca the character of a tree, and ri ses sometimes thirty or forty
foet m height. In the temperate latitudes of North America and Europe
it is an annual pla~lt; though i.t is stated by M. Achille Richard, that in the
South of Fr~nce, I~ the vicimty of Nice, on the seacoast, he saw a small
wood consistmg entuely of this species of Ricinus. The following descrip·
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tion applies to the plant as cultit•ated in cool latitudes.
0

1

The stem is of

0

~~~~~~~s t1~ ~:~ ,' ~::,~~i1~~~~~~~ }~~~~· ~l~~~t!~ ~~~~~o~~'t s~;r:;;~a~np~:f~~t~
The leaves are alternate, peltate or suppor.ted upon footstalks inserted into
their lower disk, palmate with seven or nme pointed serrate lobes, smooth
on both s ides, and of a bluish-green colour. Th e flowers are monrecious,
stand upon jointed peduncles, and form a pyramidal terminal raceme, of
which the lower.portion is occupied by the male flowers, the upper by the
f~male. Both are destitute of corolla. In the male flowers the calyx is
divided into five oval, concave, pointed, reflected, purplish segments; and
encloses numerous stamens, which are united into fasciculi at their base.
In the female the calyx has three or five narrow Janceolate segments; and
the ovary, which is roundish and three-sided, supports three linear, reddish
stigmas, forked at their apex. The fruit is a roundish glaucous capsule,
with three projecting sides, covered with tough spines, and divided into
three cells, each containing one seed, which is expelled by the bursting of
the capsule.
This species of Ricinus is a native of the East Indies and Northern
Africa, has become naturalized in the 'Vest Indies, and is cultivated in
various parts of the world, in no country perhaps more largely than in the
United States. New Jersey, Virginia, North Carolina, and the States upon
the right bank of the Ohio, are the sections in which it is most abundant.
The flowers appear in July, and the seeds ripen success ively in August
and September. The part employed in medicine is the fixed oil extracted
from the seeds.
1. THE SEEDS. These are about as large as a small bean, oval, com·
pressed, obtuse at the extremities, very smooth and shining, and of a grayish
or ash colour, marbled with reddish-brown spots and veins. At one end of
the seed is a small yellowish tubercle, from which an obscure longitudinal
ridge proceeds to the opposite extremity, dividing the sides upon which it is
situated into two flattish surfaces. In its general appearance the seed is
thought to resemble the insect called the tick, the Latin name of which has
been adopted as the generic title of the plant. Its variegated colour depends
upon a very thin pellicle, closely investing a hard, brittle, blackish, tasteless,
easily separable she ll, within which is the kernel, highly oleaginous, of a
white colour, and a sweetis h taste succeeded by a slight degree of acrimony.
The seeds easily become rancid, and arc then unfit for the extraction of the
oil, which is acrid and initating. In 100 parts of the seeds Geiger fmrnd,
exclusive of moisture, 23·82 parts of envelope, and (·)!)·09 of kernel. These

69·09 parts contained 46· 19 of fixed oil,

2·~0

of gum, 20·00 of starch and

lignin, and 0·50 of albumen.
Taken internally the seeds are powerfully cathartic, and ofte.n emetic.
Two or three are sufficient to purge, and seve n or eight act with great
violence. This property depends upon an acrid principle, which has by
some been thought to exist exclusively in the integuments, by others in the
embryo. But it is now satisfacto rily ascertained that the integuments are
inert; and Guibourt maintains that the principle alluded to pervades the
whole kernel, in connexion with the oil. This principle is considered by
some as volatile. and is sai d to be dissipated by the heat of boiling water.
According to MM. Soubeiran and Mialhe, it is of a re sinous character.
(Journ. de Pharm. et de Chim. 3e sfr._, vi. 225.) By a much greater heat
the oil itself becomes altered, and acqmres acrid properties.
2. Tm: 01t. This may be extracted from the seeds in three ways; 1.
by decoction, 2. by expression, and 3. by the agency of alcohol.
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The process by decoction, which is practised in the East and 'Vest In·
dies, consists in bruising the seeds, previously deprived of their husk, and
then boiling them in water. The oil, rising to the surface, is skimmed or
strained off~ and afterwards again boiled with a small quantity of water to
dissipate the acrid principle. To increase the product it is said that the
seeds are sometimes roasted. The oil is thus rendered brownish and acrid;
and the same result takes place in the second boiling, if care is not taken
to suspend the process soon after the water has been evaporated. Hence
it happens that the West India oil has generally a brownish colour, an
acrid taste, and irritating properties.
The oil is obtained, in this country. by expression. The following, as
we hm·e been informed, are the outlines of the process usually employed by
those who prepare it on a large scale. The seeds, havi1~g been. thoroughly
cleansed from the dust and fragments of the capsules wllh which they are
mixed, are conveyed into a shallow iron reservoir, where they are submitted
to a gentle heat insufficient to scorch or decompose them, and not greater than
can be readily borne by the hand. The object of this step is to render the
oil sufficiently liquid for easy expression. The seeds are then introduced
into a powerful screw press. A whitish oily liquid is thus obtained, which
is transferred to clean iron boilers, supplied with a considerable quantity of
w~ter.
The mixture is boiled for some time, ~nd, the impurities being
slnmmed off as they rise to the surface, a clear Oil is at length left upon the
top of the water, the mucilage and starch having been dissolved by this liquid,
and the albumen coagulated by the heat. The latter ingredient forms a
whitish layer between the oil and the water. The clear oil is now carefully
remo\•ed; and the process is completed by boiling it with a minute proportion of water, and continuing the application of heat till aqueous vapour
ceases to rise, and till a small portion of the liquid, taken out in a vial, preserves a perfect transparency when it cools. The effect of this last operation
is to clarify the oil, and to render it less irritating by drivingofftheacrid volati_le matter. But mllch care is requisite not to push the heat too far, as the
od then acquires a brownish hue, and an acrid peppery taste, similar to those
of the VVest India medicine. After the completion of the process, the oil is
put into barrels, and thus sent into the market. There is reason, however,
to believe that much of the American oil is prepared by merely allowing it
to stand for some time after expression, and then drawing off the supernatant
liquid. One bushel of good seeds yields five or six quarts, or about twenty-five
per c~nt. of the best oil: If not very carefully prepared, it is apt to deposit
a sediment upon standing; and the apothecary frequently finds it necessary
to filter it through coarse paper before dispensing it. Perhaps this may be
owing to the plan just alluded too~ purifying the oil by rest and ~ecanta1ion.*
\Ve have been told that the oil m barrels occasionally deposits a copious
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whilish sediment in cold weather, which it redissolves when lhe temperature
rises. This substance is probably mar~arin, or an analogous principle. A
large proportion of the drug consumed rn the eastern section of the Union is
derived.• by way of New Orleans, from Illinois and the neighbouring States,
where It is so abundant that it is sometimes used for burning in lamps.
The process for obtaining castor oil by means of alcohol has been practised in France, but the pro~uct is said to become rancid more speedily
than that procured in the ordinary mode.
Properties. Pure castor oil is a thick, visc id, colourless fluid, with little
or no odour, and a m ild though somewhat nause~us taste, followed by a
slight sense of acrimony. As found in the shops it 1s often tinged with vellow, and has an unpleasant smell; and parcels are sometimes though rafely
met with, of a brownish colour, and hot acrid taste. It does not readily
congeal by cold. When exposed to the air it slowly thickens, without he·
coming opaque, and it ranks among the drying oils. It is heavier than most
of the other fixed oils, from which it differs also in being soluble in all proportions in cold absolute alcohol. Weaker alcohol, of the sp. gr. 0·8425,
takes up about three-fifths of its weight. Adulterations with olher fixed oils
may lhus be detecled, as the latter are much less soluble in this fluid. Such
adulteralions, however, are seldom if ever practised in this country. Castor
oil is also soluble in sulphuric ether. lls proximate composition is but
imperfectly understood. When distilled it yields, according to MM. Bussy
and Lecanu, J. a col_ourless, highly odorous volatil~ oil, which crystallizes
by cold , 2. two oleagmous acids, denominated ricimc and ricin-ole1c, which
are excessively acrid and nearly concrete, and 3. a solid spongy residue,
amounting to two-thirds of the oil employed. Supposing these acids to be
deve loped by heat, we can readily account for the injurious influence of too
high a temperature in the preparation of the oil. By the action of nilrous
acid, it is converted into a peculiar oleaginous substance calledpalmin, which
yields palmic acid and glycerin· when saponified. Alkalies unite with cas
tor oil forming soaps, and determine lhe formation of three acids, the ricinic,
ricin-oleic, a.nd ricino-stearic acids, which can be obtained separate. Hence
it has been inferred that the oil consists of three principles, for which the
names of ricin, ricin-olein, and ricino·sfearin have been proposed. (.Kane's
Chemistry.) These princi~les, however, have not been isolated. The
purgative property of the oil is supposed by M:\I. Bussy and Lecanu to
belong essentially to the oil itself, and not to reside in any distinct principle which it may hold in solution .
Castor oil which is acrid to the taste may sometimes be rendered mild
by boiling it with a small proportion of water. If turbid, it should be clari·
fied by filtration through coarse paper. On exposure to the air, it is apt to
become rancid, and is then unfit for use.
11Jedical Properties and Uses. Good castor oil is a mild catharlic, speedy
in its action, usually operating with little griping or uneasiness, and evacu·
ating the contents of the bowels without much increasing the akine secretions. Hence it is particularly applicable to cases ~f cons~ipation from
collections of indurated feces, and to those cases in whrch acrid substances
have been S\vallowed, or acrid secretions have accumulated in the bowels.
~r?m its mildness it i_s also especially aclapte~ to di~eases attended with
1mtatiou or inflammation of the bowels, as coltc, diarrhrea, dysentery, and
enteritis. It is habitually resorted to in the cases of pregnant and puer~eral
women; and is decidedly, as a general rule, the best and safest cathartic for
children. lnfants usually require a larger relative dose than adults, pro.
bably because they digest a larger proportion of the oil.
43•
4
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The dose for an adult is about a fluidounce, for an infant from one lo
three or four fluidrachms. It is sometimes of exceedingly difficult administration, not so much from any peculiarly disagreeable taste, as from the
recollection of former nausea, or other uneasiness which it may have produced, and from its clamminess and unpleasant adhesiveness to the mouth.
In a few cases, the disgust which it excites is utlerly unconq~erable by any
effort of resolution. It is desirable, therefore, to obviate this rnconvenience
as far as possible by the mode of exhibition. A common method is to give
it floating on the surface of mint or cinnamon water; but that which we
have found upon the whole the least offensive, is to mix it with a cup of
hot sweetened coffee, by which it is rendered more fluid, and its taste considerably disguised. Some talce it in wine or spirituous liquors; but these
are generally contraindicated in the cases to which the medicine is applicable. When the stomach is unusually delicate, the oil may be made into an
emu lsion with mucilage or the yolk of an egg, loaf sugar, and some aromatic
water. To the mixture laudanum may be added in cases of intestinal irritation. Castor oil may also be beneficially used as an enema, in the quantity of two or three ftuidounces, mixed with some mucilaginous liquid .
Though apt to become rancid by itself, it loses much of this susceptibility
when mixed with lard; and some apothecaries are said to use it as a substitute for olive oil in unguents and cerates. But the slightly irritating
properties of even the mildest castor oil, render it unfit for those preparations
which are intended to alleviate irritation.

w.

OLEUM ROS£. U.S.
Oil of Roses.
"The volatile oil of Rosa centifolia.'' U.S.
Off. Syn . ROSJE OLEU~f. Volatile oil of the petals of Rosa centifolia.
Ed.
See ROSA CENT!FOLIA.
This is commonly called aUar, ollo, or essence of roses. It is prepared
on a large sca~e in. Egypt, Persia, Cashmere, lndia 1 and other countries of
the East, by d1stilhng the petals of the rose with water. The oil concretes
and floats upon the surface of the water when it cools. The precise species
of rose from which the oil is extracted is not in all instances certainly
known; but it is said to be obtained from the R.. d<trnascena in Northern
India, and the R. moschata in Persia. It is furnished in very minute proportion; not more than three drachms having been obtained by Colonel
Polier, in Hindostan, from one hundred pounds of the petals. It is usually
imported in small bottles, and is very costly.
Oil of roses is ne~rly colou:less, or presents some shade of green, yellow,
or red i but, according to Pohcr, the colour is no criterion of its value. lt
is concrete below 80°,and becomes liquid between 84° and 86°. Its odour
is very. powerful and diffusive. At 90° its sp . gr. is 0·~2. Alcohol dissolves It, though not freely when cold. It consists of two oils, one liquid,
the o~her conc.rete at ordinary temperatures. These may be separated by
freezing the ?ti,. an~ compressing it between folds of blotting paper, which
absorbs the liquid ml or eleoptene, and leaves the concrete or stearoptene.
The latter consists exclusively of carbon and hydrogen; the former, of these
and oxygen.
Sandal-wood oil, o~her volatile oils, fixe~ oils, spermaceti, &c., are said to
be added a'S adulterations. The volatile additions may be detected by not being
concrete; the fixed, by the greasy stain they leave on paper when heated.
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Oil of roses may be added, as a very grateful perfume, to various spiritu~
ous preparations for internal use, and to cerates and ointments.
' V·

OLEUM SESAMI. U.S. Secondary.
Benne Oil.
11

The oil of the seeds of Sesamum orientale." U.S.

See

SESA~IU~I.

OLE UM TEREBINTHIN)E. U.S., Dub.
Oil of Turpentine.
"The volatile oil of the juice of Pinus palustris and other species of
Pin us." U.S. "Pi nus Sylvestris. Oleum volatile." Dttb.
Off. Syn. TEREB!NTH!NlE OLE UM. Pinus Sylvestris. Oleum
resi116. destillatwn. Lond.; TEREBINTHIN1E OLEUM. Volatile oil of
the liquid resinous exudation of various species of Pin us and Abies. Ed.

e

Huilc volatile de 1erCL>enthinc, Fr.; TcrbinthinUI, Germ.; Olio dcUa trcmcntina, Ital.;
AcC'ytedc trC'tnC'ntinu, Span

See TEREBINTHINA.
This is common ly called spirits or spirit of turpentine. It is prepared
by distillation from our common turpentine, though equally afforded by
other varieties. It may be distilled either with or without water; but in
the latter case a much higher temperature is required, and the product is
liable to be empyreumatic. To obtain it absolutely pure it should be redistilled from a solution of caustie potassa. The Dublin College gives the
following formula for its preparation. 11 Take of common tu rpentine
[Terebintltina Vulgaris, Lond.J, five pounds ; water, four pints. Draw off
the oil in a copper alembic.'' But it is at present never prepared by the apothecary, and in all the other Pharmacopreias is placed in the catalogue of the
Materia Medica. The turpentine of the Pinus palustris is said to yield about
seventeen per cent. of oil; while the common turpentine of Europe affords
twenty-four per cent. Large quantities of the oil are distilled in North
Carolina for exportation.
Pure oil of turpentine is perfectly limpid and colourless, of a strong,
penetrating, peculiar odour, and a hot, pungent, bitterish taste. It is much
lighter than water, having the specific gravity 0·86 at 72° F . ; is highly volatile and inflammable; boils at a temperature somc\Vhat higher than 300°;
is very slightly solub le in water, less soluble in alcohol than most other volatile oils, and readi ly soluble in sulphuric ether. Boiling alcohol dissolves
it with facility, but deposits most of the oil upon cooling. One hundred
parts of alcohol of 0 ·84, dissolve 13·5 parts of the oil at 72°. As found in
commerce, it always contains oxygen; but, when perfectly pure, it consists
exclusively of carbon and hydrogen, and is thought to be isomeric with the
radical of camphor. Hence it has been d~nominated camphenc. (See page
155.) According to Blanchet and Sell, it consists of two distinct isomeric
oils, which, by the absorption of oxygen, are converted into two distinct
resins, corresponding to those found by Unverdorben in colophony. (Joum .
de Phann., xx. 226.) But there is reason to beliern that these oils are the
results of chemical reaction; as, when isolated, they have boiling points
higher than that of the original oil. The oil of turpentine absorbs muriatic acid, forming with it two compounds, one a red dense liquid, the other
a white crystalline substance resembling camphor, and hence called arti·
ficial camphor. The latter consists of the unaltered oil (camphene) com-
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bined with the acid, and is therefore muriate of camphene. In the former
the oil app ears to _hav~ undergone some molecular change, being convert~d
into an oil isomeric with the oil of turpentine, but differing from it in Its
action on polarized light, and in forming a l_iquid c_ompound with muriatic
acid. lf the muriate of camphene be disulled with lime, the acid is retained, and an oil comes over, differing from pure oil of turpentine in
having no action on polarized light, and. from the oil jus~ mentio_ned in
forming a solid compound with muriatic acid . These three mis are said lo be
isomeric. (Soubeiran and Capitaine, Journ. de P!tarm., xxvi. I I.) Nitric
acid converts the oil of turpentine into resin, and, by long boiling, into turpentinic acid. On exposure to the air and light, oil of turpenline deposits
a white solid matter in acicuiar crystals, which are without taste or smell,
insoluble in cold \Valer, but soluble in ether and alcohol. (Boissenol, Journ.
de Chim. llfi d., ii. 1,13.) \Vhite crystals of stearoptene, heavier than water
and fusible at 20°, separate from the oil at the temperature of 18° below zero.
These arc probably a hydrate of the oil.
Exposed to the air the oil absorbs oxygen, becomes thicker and yellowish 1
and loses much of its activity, owing to the formation of resin. A small proponion of formic acid is said also to be generated. Hence the British Colleges direct a process for the rectification of the oil, consisting in distilling it
"·ith about four measures of water. But the process is difficult, in consequence of the great inflammability of the vapour, and its rapid formation,
which causes the liquid to boil over. I n this country it is scarcely necessary;
as the recent oil can be obtained at an expense less than that which would be
incurred by its redistillation on a small scale. Another mode of purifying
the oil is to agitate it with one-eighth of alcohol, which dissolves the portiort
that has become resinous by the absorption of oxygen. About one-fifth of
:~zt:~~ohol is retained by the oil, but is readily separated by agitation with

.Medical Properties and Uses . Oil of turpentine is stimulant, diuretic,
occasionally diaphoretic, anthelmintic, in large doses cathartic, and extcr·
nally rubefacient. When swallowed in moderate quantities it produces
a sense of warmth in the stomach, accelerates the circulation, and increases
the heat of the skin, without especially affecting the functions of the brain.
In small doses, frequently repeated, it stimulates the kidneys, augmenting
th~ secr~ti?n .of urine, an~ oflen producing, cspe~ially if l?ng conti~ued,
painful nritat1on of the urinary passages, amounting somellmes to v10lent
strangury. At the same time it imparts the odour of violets to the urine ;
and this effect is also produced by its external application, or even by
breathing the _air of an apartr:ient impregnated with its vapours. In large
closes it occasions slight verttgo, or a sense of fulness in the head, some·
times amounting to intoxication, attended frequently with nausea, and succeeded &"enerally,_ though not always.
speedy and brisk catharsis.
1'Vhen this effect 1s experienced, the oil 1s carried out of the bowels, and,
no time being allowed for absorption, is less apt to irritate the kidneys and
bladder than when taken in small and repeated dose's. I n some constitutions it produces, even when taken internally, an erythematic eruption on
the skin.
The oil is employed in numerous diseases. As a stimulant it is useful
in low forms of fever, particularly in cases where there is reason to sus·
pect ulcerations of the mucous membranes. There is a particular state of
fever usually attended with much danger, in which we have found this
re~edy uniformly successful. The condition of things alluded to, is one
which occurs in the latter stages of typhoid fevers or lingering remittents,
in which the tongue, having begun to throw off its load of fur in patches,
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has suddenly ceased to clean itself, and has become dry and brownish. The
skin is at the same lime <lq.r, the bowels distended with flatus, and the patient
sometimes affected with slight delirium. Under the use of small doses of
oil of turpentine frequently repeated, the tongue becomes moist and again
coated, the tympanitic state of the bowels disappears, and the patient goes
on to recover as in a favourable case of fever. \Ve are disposed to ascribe
the effect to a healthy change produced by the oil in the ulcerated surface of
the intestines. The medicine has also been recommended as a counter-irritant in yellow and puerperal fevers; and may undoubtedly be given with
ad,•antage in the ]alter stages of these diseases, and in other instances of
gastric and enteritic inflammations, which require a resort to stimulation;
but the highly favourable reports which have been made of its effects in the
early stages of puerperal peritonitis, have probably originated in the confounding of intestinal irritation with that formidable disease . In chronic rheumatism, particularly sciatica and lumbago, the oil has often been given with
great benefit. It has also been much extolled as a remedy in neuralgia, in
epilepsy and tetanus, in passive hemorrhages, particularly from the bowels,
in disordered conditions of the alimentary canal attended with sallow countenance, foul tongue, tumid abdomen, sour or fetid eructation, and general
dcpravation of health, in obstructions of the bowels, in some forms of chronic
dysentery and diarrhrea, in obstinate gleets and leucorrha:a, in suppression
of urine, and in chronic nephritic and calculous affections. VVe have seen
it very beneficial in hremoptysis. As a vermifuge also it is very highly
esteemed, especially in cases of trenia. [t appears, by its poisonous operation, to destroy or debilitate the worm, which losing its hold upon the bowels
is then easily discharged. In cases of worms in the stomach it is often very
useful. The worms, in this instance, are destroyed, and digested as any
other dead animal matter. In dropsies with feeble action, the oil may sometimes be advantageously given as a diuretic; and in amenorrha:a from torpor
of the uterine vessels it is occasionally useful. As a local stimulant or carminative it may be given beneficially in some instances of flatulent colic, and
gout in the stomach.
The dose for ordinary purposes is from five to thirty drops, repeated
every hour or two in acute, and three or four times a day in chronic diseases.
In rheumatism it is recommended by some in the dose of a fluidrachm every
four hours. As a remedy for the tape worm it is given in the quantity of
one or two fiuidounces, and should be followed by castor oil if it do not operate in three or four hours. It has also proved successful in trenia in the
dose of half a drachm, twice a. day, continued for a considerable time. In
ordinary cases of worms, the usual dose may be given. It may be administered dropped on sugar, or in emulsion with gum Arabic, loaf sugar, and
cinnamon or mint water.
In the form of enema, it has been employe~ in amenorrhrea, and is highly
useful in cases of ascarides, obstinate constipation, and distension of the
bowels from accur:iL1lation of air. No re~edy is more etfectu~l in tympanites than injections of the oil of turpentine. From half a flu1dounce to
two fluidounces may be administered in this way, suspended by the yolk of
eggs in half a pi nt or a pint of water, or some mucilaginous fluid.
Externally applied, the oil of turpentine irritates and speedily inflames
the skin; and, in low forms of fover, wilh coldness of the surface, is when
heated one of the most efficacious rubefacients. It is also used as a liniment
in rheumatic and paralytic arfections. ond various internal inflammations.
It should generally, in mild cases, be diluted with olive oil; and in some constitutions, even in this state, produces such violent inflammation of the skin,
with extensive eruptions, as to render ils external use in any shape improper.
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Mixed with some mild oil and inlroduced on cotton into the ear, it is somt'times beneficial in deafness arising from a deficient or unhealt~1y secretion of
wax. Applied to recent burns, it is thought by some to be highly useful in
allaying the burning pain, and prorn?ting a disposition to heal. For this purpose, howe\•er, it is usually mixed wnh the resm cerate (basilicon ointment),
so as to form a liniment capable of being spread upon linen rags. (See Linimentum Terebinthinre. )•
Off. Prep. Enema Terebinthinre,Lond., Ed.; Linimentum Cantharidis,

U.S.; Linimentmn Terebinthinre, U. S., Land., Ed., Dub.; Oleum Terebinthinre Purificatum, Loncl., Ed., Dub.

W.

OLEUM TIGLII. U.S.
Croton Oil.
"The oil of the seeds of Croton Ti glium ." U. 8.
Off. Syn. T!GLII OLEUM. Croton Tiglium. Olewn e' seminibus
expressum. Lond.; CROTON IS OLE UM. Expressed 01! of the seeds of
Croton Tiglium. Ed. CROTON T!GLIU:VI. Oleum ex seminibus expressum. J)ub .
Hui!e de croton, Fr.; CrotonOI, Germ.; NNvalum umu1y1 Tamool.

CROTON. See Cascarilla.
Croton Tiglium . Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 543; Woodv. Jlfed. Bot. 3d ed.
vol. 5. p. 71. This species of Croton is a small tree or shrub, with a few
spreading branches, hearing alternate petiolate leaves, which are ovate, acuminate, serrate, smooth, of a dark green colour on the upper surface, paler
beneath, and furnished with two glands at the base. The flowers are in erect
terminal racem~s, scarcely as long as the leaf- the lower being female, the
upper ma le, with straw-coloured petals. The fruit is a smo?th capsulr>,
about the size of a filbert, with three cells, each containing a single seed.
The tree is a na~ive of Hindostan, Ceylon, the Moluccas, and other parts
of continental and msular India. It is pervaded throu ghout by an acrid purgative principle, which is probably analogous to that found in other plants
belonging to .the family of the Euphorbiacere. Rumphius says that the root
is employed m Amboyna, in the dose of a few g rains, as a drastic purge in
dropsy; and, according to the same author, the leaves are so acrid that,
when chewed and swallowed, they excite painful inflammation in the lips,
mouth, throa.t, and along the whole course of the alimentar.y canal. 'l'he
wood is said 111 small doses to be diaphoretic, in larger, purgnt1ve and emetic.
But the seeds are the portion in which the active principle of the plant is
most concentrated. These have been long employed throughout the whole
of India as a powerful purgative, and "·ere introduced so early as the year
1630 into Europe, where they were known by the names of Grana J)Jolucca
~nd Grana Tiglia. But in consequence of their violent effects they passed
into neglect, and had ceased to be ranked among medicines, when, at a recent
perio~ •. atte~tion ':vas again called to t.hem by the writings of some English
phys icians m India. They are now imported for th e oi l which they afford,
and which is the only portion of th~ plant considered officinal.
These seeds arc rather larger than a grain of coffee, of an oblong form,
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rounded at the extremities, with two faces, the external considerably more
convex tha.n .the intern~!, ~eparate~ fr~m ea~h other by longitudinal ridges,
and each dmded by a similar long1tudrnal ndge, so that the whole seed presents an irregular quadrangular figure. Sometimes, as in the grain of coffee,
their in1ernal surfa.ce is flat with a longitudinal g.roove, owing to the presence
of only two seeds m the capsule, the groove berng produced by the central
column or axis. Th e shell is covered with a soft yellowish-brown epidermis, beneath which the surface is black and smooth ; and, as the epidermis
is often partially removed by friction during their carriage, the seeds as they
come to us are frequently of a mauled appearance, and sometimes nearly
black. The kernel or nucleus is of a yellowish·hrown colour, and abounds
in oil. In India the seeds are prepared for use by submiuing them to slight
torrefaction, by which the s hell is rendered more easily separable. In the
dose of one or two grains tbe kernel purg<'s with great activity.
The oil is obtained by expression from the seeds, previously deprived of
the shell. It may also be separated by decoction in water, or by the action
of ether, which di ssolves the oil, and leaves it behind \Vhen evaporated.
According to Dr.Nimmo, the seeds consist of 61 parts of kernel, and 3G of
envelope in the hundred; and the cotyledons yield 60 per cent. of oil. They
yielded to Brandes upon analysis, ind ependently of the shell , traces of a
\'Olatile oil, fixed oil, a peculiar fatty acid called crolonic acid, an alkaloid
which he called crolonin, re sin,stearin, wax, ex tractiv e, sugar, starch, gum,
albumen, gluten, lignin, and salts. Some doubts arc entertained as to the
existence of crotonin. 1'he crotonic acid is the most interesting ingredient,
is thought to be the active principle of the seeds, and is separated along with
the oil in expression. It may be obtained by treating the oil with so lutio11
of potassa, decomposing the resulti ng soap by tartaric acid, filtering and distilling the sol ution, neutralizing the product with baryta water, e\'aporating
to dryness, decomposing the salt of baryta with strong phosphoric acid, and
again distilling. ( Christison's Dispensalory.) The acid solidifies at 23° F.,
is highly volatile, has a very acrid taste, is very irritating to the nostrils, and
forms salts with alkaline bases called crotonates. It is this principle, pm·
bably, which causes the dust and exhalation from the croton seed sometimes
to excite excessive irritation in the mucous surfaces of those who prepare
th em for expression, or otherwise work among them.
Properties. Croton oil, as found in the shops, is oft<.'n of an orange or
reddish-yellow colou;·, which is owing to the roasting of the seeds previously
to expression, or to their havin g been kept too Jong. When procured without roasting from fresh seeds, it is yellowish or nearly colourless. lls smell
is faint but peculiar, its taste hot and acrid, lea\r ing in the mouth a disagreeable sensation which continues for many hours. The oil is wholly soluble
in sulphuric ether and oil of turpentine, and partially so in alcohol. According to Dr. Nimmo, it consists of two portions, one acrid and purgati\'e,
amounting to forty-five per cent., soluble in cold alcohol, and having ~n
acid rt>action, the other a mild oleaginous substance like olive oil, soluble m
ether and the oil of turpentine, and very slightly sol uble in hot alcohol, by
which it is deposited when the liquor cools. 'l'he acrid portion probably
consists of a re~inous substance, and the acrid volatile acid before mentioned by the name of crolonic acid.

T~~ ~d\1~t~~~~ ~~~le;:t~~ v~~ :~o0 ~:if0\~~nu~t~:~~e~f '~~~h p~t;~~;. fi~~t,~~~

agitated with its own ''olume of pure alcohol and gently heated, it separat~s
on standing, without having undergone any apparent diminution." TIHS,
howe,·er, does not agree with the statement of Dr. Nimmo.
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"1.,.e were told by the late Dr. M . Burrough, who was for some time in
India, that much of the oil there prepared for exportation, under the name
of croton oil, is derived from the seeds of a plant different from the Croton
Tiglium. From a parcel of these seeds presented to him by Dr. Burrough,
Dr. R. E. Griffith produced a plant which proved to be the Jatropha Curcas,
the seeds of which are known by the name of Barbadoes nuts. (See Tapioca.) This oil, though weaker than the genuine, was said by Dr. Burrough
to be an efficient cathartic in the dose of three or four drops. Il is stated
by Dr. Hamilton that croton seeds are afforded by the Croton Pavana,
growing in Ava and the Eastern parts of Bengal; and it is highly probable
that a portio!l of the croton oil of commerce is obtained from these seeds.

(T'J.~~Iic~i~r~;e~'.ii:!v~!f1Jes.

Croton oil is a powerful hydragoguepurgative, acling, for the most part, when given in moderate doses, with ease
to the patient, but in large doses apt to excite vomiting and severe griping
pain, and capable, if immoderately taken, of producing fatal effects. It acts
with great rapidity, frequently evacuating the bowels in Jess than an hou r,
and generally exciting a rumbling sensation in half that period. It possesses
also great advantage in the minuteness of the dose, on account of which it
may freque ntly be given when we should fail with more bulky medicines,
as in mania, coma, and the cases of children. A drop placed on the tongue
of a comatose patient will generally operate. Though long used in India,
and known a century ago to the Dutch physicians, it did not attract general
notice till about 1820, when it was introduced into England by Mr. Conwell. It is chiefly employed in cases of obstinate constipation, in which i1
often produces the happiest effCcts after the failure of other medicines; but
jt may also be advantageously employed in a lmost all cases in which powerful and speedy purging is demanded. Dropsy, apoplexy, mania, and
visceral obstructions, are among the complaints in which it has been particularly recommended. It has recently been employed with great asserted
benefit in neuralgia, epilepsy, and spasm of the glottis, and has been supposed to have powers in ~hese affections , indepen_dent of its purgat.ive pr9perty. The seeds are said to have been used with great success m India
:in amenorrhrea. Applied externally, the oil produces inflammation of the
skin, attended with a pustular eruption, and has been used in this way in
rheumatism, gout, neuralgia, glandular and other indolent swellings, and in
pulmonary diseases. It should be diluted with three parts of olive oil, soap
liniment, oi~ of turpentine, or other convenient vehicle, and applied as a
liniment twice or oftener in the twenty-four hours. Sometimes the insusceptibi lity of the skin to its influence is such as to require its application
undiluted. For further information on this subject the reader is referred to
the
Journ. of .llied.
xv. 2.JO. The oil may also be ap:plie~ externally, in the form of a plaster, made by incorporating one part of
ll with four parts of lead plaster melted by a very gentle heat. Sometimes
it appears to produce inflammation in parts distant from those to which it
was directly applied.
_T_he dose.for an adult is one or two drops, and is most conveniently admm1stered m the form of.pill. A very safe and convenient plan is to
make ~wo drops into four pills w ith crumb of bread, and to give one every
hour till they operatti. The oil may also be given in emu lsion. The form
of tinctu:e. mar be ad~antageously resorted to when a minute quantity of
the medic.me 1.s required, us it affords th~ mean~ of readily dividing ~he
dose . It 1s sat~. that f~ur drops of the 011~ applied externally by friction
around the umb1hcus, will produce a purgative effect. (Diet. des nrogues.)

.f:lmer.
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OLIBANUM. Land., Dub.
Olibanum.
"Boswellia serrata. Gurnmi-resina." Lond., Dub.
Enccn.e., Pr.,· Weihrauch, Germ.; Olibano, llal.; Olibano1 lncienso, Span.; Koon<lir
Zuckir, Hi11doo.; Cundur Looban, .Rrab.

01ibanum, the frankincense of the ancients, was erroneously ascribed by
Linnreus to the Juniperus Lycia. There appear to be two varieties of
oli banum, one derived from the countries bordering on the Red Sea, and
taken to Europe by way of the Mediterranean, the other brough~ directly
from Calcutta. The tree producing the former has not been botamcally described, though believed by some writers to be a species of Amyris. Captain
Kempthome,oftheE . India Company'sNavy,saw the tree growing upon the
mountains, on the African coast, betwee n Bunder Maryah and Cape Guardafui. According to his statement, it grows upon the bare marble rocks composing the hills in that region, without any soil or the slightest fissure to
support it, adhering by means of a substance thrown out from the base of the
ste m. This rises forty feet, and sends forth near the summit short branches,
covered with a bright green, singular foliage. The juice, which exudes
through deep incisions made into the inner bark, is at first of the colour and
cons istence of milk, but hardens on exposure. (Ph.arm. Journ. ancl Trans.,
iv. :37.) The India olibanum has been satisfactorily ascertained to be the
product of the Boswellia serrala of Roxburgh, a large tree growing in the
mountains of India, and found by Mr. Colebrook abundant in th e vicinity of
Nagpur. The tree belongs to the class and order Decandria JJionogynia,
and to the natural order Terebintace:e of Kunth.
The Arabian or African frankincense is in the form of yellowish tears and
ir~egular.reddish lumps or fragm.ents. The tears are generally sm.all,oblong
or roundish, not very brittle, with a dull and waxy fracture, softening in the
mouth, and bearing much resemblance to mastich, from which, however,
they differ in their want of transparency. The reddish masses soften in
the hand, have a stronger smell and taste than the tears, and are often
mixed with fragm ents of bark, and small crystals of carbonate of lime.
The Indian frankincense, or olibanum, consists chiefly of yellowish,
somewhat translucent, roundish tears, larger than those of the African, and
generally covered with a whitish powder produced by friction. It has a
balsamic resinous smell, and an acrid, bitterish, and somewhat aroma.tic
taste. \ Vhen chewed it softens in the mouth, adheres to the teeth, and
partially dissolves in the saliva, which it renders milky. It burns with a
brilliant flame, and a fragrant odour. Triturated with water it forms a
milky imperfect solution. Alcohol dissolves nearly three-fourths of it, and
the tincture is transparent. From 100 parts, Braconnot obtained 8 parts of
volatile oil, 5G of resin, 30 of gum, and 5·2 of a glutinous matter insoluble
in water or alcohol, with 0·8 loss. Various saline substances were found
in its ashes. The oil may be separated by distillation, and resembles that
of lemons in colour and smell.
Jlfedical Properties and Uses. Olibanum is stimulant like the other gumresins; but is now never used internally. lt is chiefly employed for fumigations, and enters into the composition of some unoffi.cina l plasters. '\V.
44
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OPIUM. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Opium.
"The concrete juice of the unripe capsules of Papaver somniferum."
U.S. '' Papaver somniferum. Capsul::e immalu.rm Succus concretus."
Lond. "Concrete juice from the unripe capsules of Pa paver somniferum. 11
Ed. 11 Papaver somniferum. Capsularumsuccus proprius concretus." .Dub.
Opium, Fr.; Opium , l\lonshnft, Germ.; Oppio, Jtal.; Opio, Spun.; Affioni, Turk.; Ufyoou,
.llrab.: Shecrikhaskash,Persia11.; Ufecm, Hindoo,
PAP AVER. Sex. Syst. Polyandria Monogynia.- Nat Ord. Papaveracere.
Gen. Ch. Corolla four-petaled. Calyx two-leaved. Capsule one-celled,
opening by pores under the persistent stigma. Willd.
Opium is at present generally believed to be derived exclusively from the
Popaver somniferum; though every species of poppy is capable of yielding
it to a greater or less extent, and some authors have mdicated the Papaver
orientate as its real source. The British and French Pharmacopceias unite
with our own in recognising only the first·mentioned species.
Papaver somniferum. Willd . Sp. Plant. ii. 1147; Woodv. Med. Bot., p.
376. t. 138. There are two varieties of this species, which are distin·
guished by the titles of the white and black poppy, derived from the colour
of their seeds. It is the former which is usually described as the proper
opium plant. The white poppy is an ~nnual plant, with a r~und, smooth,
erect, glaucous, ~ften branching stcr:i, rising two or three fe~t m .height, and
sometimes attainmg five or even six feet in favourable situations. 'I1he
leaves are large, variously lobed and toothed, and alternately disposed upon
the stem, which they closely embrace. The flowers are terminal, very
Jarge, and of a white or silver gr!\y colour. In India they appear in Febru·
ary, in Europe and the United States, not earlier than June,July,or August.
The calyx is smooth, and composed of two leaves, which fall when the petals
expand. These are usually four in number; but there is a variety in which
the flower is double. Thf' germen, which is smooth and globular, supports
a radiated stigma, and is surrounded by numerous short and slende r fiJa.
ments, with erect, oblong, compressed anthers. The capsule is smooth
and glaucous, of a rounded shape, from two to four inches in diameter,
somewhat flattene~ at the top and bottom, and crowned with the persistent
stigma, the divergmg segments of which are arranged in a circle upon the
summit. It contains numerous minute white seeds, which, when perfectly
ripe, escape through small open.ings be~eath the stigm~. In the black
poppy, the flower, though sometimes white, is usually vJOlet coloured or
red, the capsule is somewhat smaller and more globular, and the seeds are
of a brown or blackish colour.
All parts of the poppy are said to contain a white, opaque, narcotic juice;
but the leaves, when analy,zed by M. Blondeau, yielded none of those active
princ.iples by which opium 'je; characterized. (Journ. de Pharni., vii. 2 14.)
It is m the cap~ule that the juice most abounds, and the virtues of the plant
chiefly reside. Hence this part is sometimes 1:::mployed medicinally in Eu·
rope, where it i~ considered otficinal. (See Papaveris Cap3ul::e.) The seeds
are wholly destitute of narcotic properties, and are even used as food in
many parts of the world. The Romans employed them in the preparation
of various ~ainties. They abound wilh a bland oil. which may be extracted
by expression, and .has most of the useful properties of olive oil. It is
an article of much importance on the continent of Europe, particu larly in
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France, in the northern departments of which the black poppy is very ex·
tensively cultivated for the seed alone. The oil is employed for culinary
and pharmaceutic purposes. in painting, and the manufacture of soap, and
in other ways as a substitute for olive oil, which is said to be frequently
adulterated with it. 'l'he poppy does not appear to elaborate the milky
fluid in which its narcotic properties reside, before a certain period of its
growth; for we are told that in Persia 1 the young plants which are pulled
up to prevent too thick a crop, are used as pot·herbs; and the IA-7l""'" of the
Greeks, which is believed to be identical with the Papaver somniferum, is
sai d by Hippocrates to be nutritive.
Though generally believed to be a native of Asia, this species of poppy
grows wild in the South of Europe, and even in England, whither its seeds
are supposed to have been brought at a very early period. It was cultivated
by the ancient Greeks, and is mentioned by Homer as a garden plant. lt
is at present cultivated very exten~ively in India. Persia, Egypt, and Asiatic Turkey, for opium; and in several parts of Europe, especially in France,
not only for this product, but also for the seed and capsules. In this country it is found only in our gardens as an ornamental flower.
'fhe process for pro~uring opium from the poppy, as practised by the
modern inhabitants of India and Persia, according to the reports of Kerr
and of Kcempfer, is very nearly the same with that described by Dioscorides as employed in h is own times, about eighteen hundred years since;
and the accounts of Belon, Olivier, and Texier, as to the modes of collection in Asia Minor, are not materially different. As the capsules abound
most in the narcotic juice, it is from these that the opium is procured.
According to Texier, a few days after the fall of the flower, men and women proceed to the fields, and make horizontal incisions in the capsule,
taking care not to penetrate its cavity. A white juice exudes, and appears
in the form of tears upon the edges of the incisions. The field is left in
this state for twenty-four hours, after which the juice is scraped off by
means of large blunt knives. A portion of the epidermis of the capsule
is also removed, and constitutes about one-twelfrh of the whole product.
Each poppy-head affords opium but once. Thus collected, the opium is
in the state of an adhesive and granular jelly. It is placed in small earthen
vessels, where it is beaten, and at the same time moistened with saliva.
1'Vhen of a proper consistence, it is wrapped in leaves and sent into the
1
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~~~~ ·hi~~ub:~~/eoC~~n:d.i/~~~l;~J b~~~!~~fyi~~ th~u~~~i:~el~s ~l~:
poppy.• Similar success has been met with in France ; and the drug obtained by incisions in both countries has been found nearly if not quite equal
to that imported from the East. In the flictionnaire des Drogues it is
stated, that a specimen of opium collected in this way in the vicinity of
Provins, gave sixteen per cent. of the active principle, while a good commercial specimen, examined by M. Petit, afforded only e ight per cent.
Another method of extracting the virtues of the capsules, is to select such
as have ceased to yield their juice by exudation, to beat them with a small
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proportion of water, and inspissate the liquid thus obtnined by artificial
heat. The ancient Greeks were acquainted with both processes, as appears
from the writings of Dioscorides. The term 01Hov, derived from ono,, juice,
they applied to the substance procured by incisions, and answering precisely
to the modern opium. The inspissated expressed juice they called ,u.1}xw,~ov,
from fL11'c">11, the name of the plant. Tournefort states that it is the latter
preparation which is exported from Turkey as opium, the former being
much more valuable, and therefore retained in the country for the use of the
great and wealthy. This error has been copied by many writers on the
materia medica; and till within a comparatively few years, opium was
generally believed to be an extract obtained by evaporating either the ex·
pressed juice, or a decoction of the capsules.
Commercial History. Commerce is supp li ed with opium chiefly from
Hindostan, Persia, Egypt, and the Asiatic dominions of Turkey. Im·
mense quantities are produced 'in the Indian provinces of Bahar and Be·
nares, and in the more interior province of Malwa. The opium of Hi11dostan is distributed extensively through continental and insular fndia,
where it is habitually employed in the place of ~plrituous liquors. Great
quantities are also sent to China, into which it finds an easy entrance, notwithstanding prohibitory laws. Much was formerly imported by the East
India Company into England, t~rough which a small portion re~ched our
own country; but at present ln d1a opium is considererl so far inferiortothat
from 'l'urkey, that it has been almost entirely excluded from our market,
and none is brough t directly from the East. The great demand for it in
the Indian Archipelago and in China, and its consequent high price, have
probably contributed more even than its reputed inferiority to this result.
Indeed, Ainslie exp licitly states that India op ium is in ferio r to none; and it
is probable th at the specimens from which the description was drawn up
that has been current among authors upon the materia medica, were the
refuse of the Eastern market. '\Ve know that the drug was (ormerly very
much and variously adulterated by the nati,·es. Among the impurities
mentioned by authors are the extract of the poppy procured by decoction,
the powdered leaves and stems of the plant made into a paste with muci.

}~T~'u~:ri~itle~~:1~~:rr:,;~i1;~~c~~~~ ~'f~heev~~~o~~~~u~sg~ai:t~ haa~:o;:s~ft~ed
1

m a great improvement of the India opium. Of that produced in Persia,
very little is brought to this country; and it is scarcely known in our mar·
ket as a distinct variety. Much was formerly produced in Upper Egypt,
especially in the dis_trict of ancient Thebes, which was supposed to yield
it in greatest perfection. It was in fact for a long time generally knO\rn by
the nar:ne of Opium. Thebaicum, and laudanum is still frequently directed in
Its cultivation has recently been
prescription~ as the Tinclurn Thebaica.
again introduced into Egypt; and considerable quantities arc now exported .
Turkey opium is produced in Anatolia, and shipped chieOy from the port
of Smyrna. l_t is brought to the United States, either directly from the
Levant, or indirectly through other European ports. From the treasury
returns for th e yea rs from 11'27to IS45inclusive,according to a tabl e prepared
by Dr. J. B. Biddle, and published in the American Journal of Pharmacy
for April 1847, it appears, that the average value of the annual importations
for the period referred to has been from Turkey 128,137 dollars, from Eng·
land 13,744 , from France 4,470, and from all other places (j 1(i07 dollars. Of
this a~ount so much was exported as to leave for the a\·erage annual con·
sumpt10n of the country the value of 66,809 dollars . Turkey opium
usually comes to us in masses of irregular size and shape, generally more
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or less flattened, covered wilh leaves, or the remains of ]eaves, and with
the reddish capsules of some species of Rume_x, which are said to be absent
in thl! inferior kinds, and may therefore be considered as affording some indication of the purity of the drug. We may account for this circumstance
upon the very probable sup position, th_at these capsules are removed during
the operation which the masses sometimes undergo in the hands of the merchants, after leaving those of the cultivators. We are told by the French
writers, that extensive frauds are practised at Marseilles in this branch of
commerce. The opium brought thither from the Levant is first sofLened,
and then adullerated with various matters, which are incorporated in its substance. To use a strong expression of M. Guibourt, they make the opium
over again al Marseilles. Ou r traders to the Mediterranean would do well to
bear this assertion in mind. According to Dr. A. T. Thomson, one-fourth
part of Turkey opium generally consists of impurities. Sand, ashes, the
seeds of different plants, the extracts of the poppy, Lactuca virosa, Glycyrrhiza glabrtt, and Clielidonium glrmcum, gum Arabic, tragacanth, aloes,
even small stones, and minute pieces of lead and iron, are mentioned among
the substances employed in the sophistication of the drug. Mr. Landerer,
of Athens, was informed by a person who had been engaged in the ex traction of opium, that grapes freed from their seeds and crushed, were almost
universally mixed with th e poppy juice, and that another adulteration consisted of the epide rmi s of the capsules and stem of the plant, pounded in a
mortar with the white of eggs. (.8.m. Journ. of Pharm., xv. 238.) In England a sop~isticated opium has been prepared, so n~arly resembling good
Turkey opium in appearance, that by the eye alone 1t would be difficult to
detect the fraud, and yet wholly destitute of the active pririciple of thi s drug.
Portions of it have been sent into the markets both of France and this
country. It is probably the genuine drug, deprived of its morphia by some
process which does not materially disturb the visible arrangement of its par·
ticles. • (.llm. Journ. of Pltarm ., x. 261.)
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Opium is regarded as inferior when it is of a blackish colour; a weak or
empyreumatic smell; a sweet or slightly nauseous and bitter taste; n soft,
viscid, or greasy consistence; a dull fracture ; or an irregular, heterogeneous
texture, arising from the interrnixture of foreign substances. It should not
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impart a deep brown colour to the saliva, nor leave a dark uniform trace
when drawn over paper, nor form with water a thick viscid solution.
Properties. Good opium has a peculiar strong narcotic odour, ~nd a
bi tter, somewhat acrid taste. When long chewed it excites much imtarion
!!lnallfmgmcntsofita.re translucent. ltscolourisusuallyrcdder than that of Smyrna
opium, though il is sometimes dark. Some of the pieces, on expo:;ure to the air, become
drunp ancl sticky on the outer surface, indicating the fraudulent addition of some deli·
qucscc11t substance. The or.lour is similar tO that of Smyrna o pium, but weaker~ There
can be little doubt that this opium is, in some way, sophistica.tcd in its preparation; as it
yields only 6 or 7pcr cent.of morphia. (.illtrck.) A specimen cxamine<l by.Mr.J.Evnn~ 1
of Philadelphia, yielded only 3·55 per cent. Egyptian opium, therefore 1 should never be
J.ispensed by the apotheeary1 or employed in the preparation of his tinctures; as the
prescription of the physicia n is based upon the strength of good Smyrna opium, which
isnbouttwicetbatofthcEgyptian.
Ill JNDlA OPIUM. Little if any of this opium reaches our market. There appear
to be two chief varieties of it, one produced in Bahar and Benares, in the Bengal Presidency, and called Ben.gal opium, the other in the interior proYinces, and designated by tlle
name of Malwa opium.
I. Be11gal opium. This appears to be identical with the variety sometimes called Patna
opiilm. lt i:; in round bal!!;,weighingthrce pounds and a half.invested byacoatinghalf
an inch thick,c.omposcclofagglutinated leaves and poppy-petals. The interior of the
ma~s is of a browni«h·black colour, of the consistcn<'e of a ~tiff 11nste, and poiO!:essed in a
highdcp-ccofthe characteristic odour and taste of opium. l\lr.Smyttan,inspectorof
opium at Bombay, obtained from two to three and a half per cent. of morphia from this
variety of opium; but 1 ashc obtained only from five to six and a half per ccm. from
Smyrna opium, we may c.onclude that the drug was not cxllaustcd by his process, and
mayestimatetheproportionofitsactivcprincipleatdoublethat::;tated<tbove. Still,even
with tltis allowance, it must be subjected to great adulteration in its preparation; as it is
by no means probable that the poppies cultivated in India. yickl a product materially
weaker than those of Turkey. Yet Christison states, that all the India opium which he
has seen is exempt from the mixture of leaves, seeds, nnd fragments of poppy capsules
soabundantinSmyrna opium. ltsinferiorcharacterisinsomc degreeprobablyowing
to the juice, ancr collection, being kept for some time before it is made up, aml consequently undergoing fermentation.
The India opium examined by Dr. A. T. Thomson was apparently of inferior character.
As described by that author, it was in round masses, covered with the pet.a.ts of the poppy
insuccessivelayers,tothethicknessofncarlyonc·fourlhofaninch. 1thadastrong
empyreumatic smell, with little of the peculiar heavy odour of Turkey opium. fo; t.."lstc
was more bitter and equally nauseous1 but less acrid. Its colour was blacker, and its
texture, though as tenacious, was less plastic. It was more friable, and when triturated
with water, was wholly suspended or dissolved, leaving none of that plastic residue
which is afforded by the other variety. It yielded to Dr. Thomson more narcotina tlmn
Turkey opium, but only about one-1hird the quantity of morphia. All these are the
charactersofanextractofthe poppy heads, rather than of theirinspissatedjuice. The
absence of the plastic principle analogous tocaoutchouc is strong evidence in fo\'ourof
this view ofit.s nature; for it is obvious that water would not extract this principle from
the capsules, while it is hardly probable that the juice is destitute of it. Besides, the
strength indicated by Dr. Thomson is very nearly the same with that of the extract of
the capsules prepared in France. The Bc.nf,ral opium is at present a superior drug to
that here described, though still inferior to the Smyrna opium
There is a variety of Patna or Bengal opium, called gardm Pat11a opium, which was
described in the fiflh edition of this work on the authority of Dr. Cluistison, as l\Jalwa
opium. Dr. Christison has subsequently ascertained its true origin. It is prepared in
Bahar with peculiar care, from juice which has not been suffered to undergo fermentation.
ltisincakesthreeor fourinchessquare,and alxmt lmlfan inch thick 1 whichare packed
in.cases with a layer of mica between them. These cakes are without covering, hard,
dry, and brittle, of a uniform s.h ining fracnire, a_nd not unl~ke an extract in appearance.
The colour is sometimes almost black, and sometimes of a hght brown, not unlike that of
0

!;d'~i'a;n~l~:~~~:·s~!~~~~~; ~~;~~tl~h:~:f!~i~r 7o ~~r~?re~~~llf~ :1\~etll~lo;~~~r~~~~
m~:~~-lwa Opium. This is in flat, roundish cakes, five or six inches in diameter, and
from four to eight ounces in weight.

They are commonly quite bard, dry, and brittle,
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in the lips and tongue, and even blisters the mouth of those unaccustomed
to its use . Its colour is a reddish-brown or deep fawnj its texture compact;
its specific gravity l ·336. When drawn over paper it usually leaves an
interrupted trace of a light brown colour. It is oflen soft in the interior of
the mass, and in this state is tenacious; but when exposed to the air it
gradually hardens, and ultimately becomes brittle, breaking with a shining
fracLure, and affording, when pulverized, a yellowish-brown powder, which
becomes adhesive upon a slight elevation of temperature. It readily inflames
upon the application of a lighted taper. It yields its virtues to water, alcohol,
and diluted acids, but not to ether. To all these menstrua it imparts a deep
brown colour. Alcohol dissolves about four-fifths of it. Pelletier states
tbat the proportion taken up by water varies in all specimens. He never
found the quantity of extract prepared with cold water to exceed 12 parts
out of IG. (Journ. de Phann., Nov., 1832 .)
Much attention has been devoted to the chemical constitution of opium;
and very interesting results have been obtained. It was by their_researches
into the nature of this substance that chemists were led to the discovery of
those vegt>table alkaloids, which, as the active principles of the plants in
whic~1 they are found, h~ve recently attracted _so much auention ~mong
physicians, and been applied so advantageously m the treatment of disease.
To Serti.i.rne r, an apothecary at Eimbeck, in Hanover, certainly belongs the
credit of having opened this new and most important field of experi ment.
In the year 1 ~03, M. Derosne made known the existence of a crystallizable substance which he had discovered in opium, and which he erroneously belie\•ed to be the a~tive principle. Ia the following year, Seguin
discovered anothe:r crystallizable body, which subsequent experience has
proved to be the true narcotic principle of opium; but he did not folly in·
vest igate its nature, and no immediate practical advantage was derived from
his excellent analysis. About the same time, Sertiirner was engaged in a
similar investigation, the results of which, ve ry analogous to those obtained
by St>guin, were published in a German journal, without, however, attracting general attention. [n this state the subject remained till the year 1817,
whe1.1 ~ertilrn e r announced the existe~ce of a salin~ compound in opium,
cons1strng of a peculiar alkaline principle united with a peculiar acid, and
clearly demonstrated th e precise nature of a substance, which, though
before discovered both by Seguin and by himself, had been hitherto but
ora light brown colour, a shining fracture, a compact homogeneous texture, am! free
from _mcchaniC:'ll impurities. The qualiry is superior to that of common Bengal opium.(C/ins1i~YJ11"s D1spc11sl1lory.)
IV. PERSIA OPlUM. A variety of opium unde r this name has sometimes existed in
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aml. half an inch thick, wrappc<l in glossy paper, and tied witl1 a cotton thread.
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relation to the strength of the preparations which may be made from them. In the pr~
paration of laudanum and the other tinctures into which opium enters, it is umlerstootl
that the dmg employed should. have the average quality of good Smyrna opium. Tbe
inferior kinds should be used only fortheextractionofmorphia.
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vaguely known. To the alkali, in which he correctly conceived the narcotic powers of the opium to reside, he gave the name of rnorphium,
which has been subsequently changed to morphia by English writers, in
order to render it analogous to the titles of the other alkalies. The acid he
called meconic, a term derived from t~e Greek name of the poppy. The
correctness of the statements of Sertlirner was confirmed by the experiments of Robiquet, who also satisfactorily demonstrated that the substance
obtained by Derosne, and called by him the salt of opium, was a principle
altogether distinct from the morphia, though supposed to possess very considerable influence over the system. In the belief of its narcotic powers,
Robiquet denominated it narco~in, a title which it still retains. Several
other peculiar principles have since been discovered; though it is difficult
to resist the impression, lhat some of them may be the result of the pro·
cesses to which opium is submitted for their extraction. According to the
views of its constitntion at present admitted, opium contains, 1. morphia; 2.
narcotin or narcotina; 3. codeia; 4. paramorpbia; 5. narcein; 6. meconin;
7. meconic and sulphuric acids; 8. a peculiar acid, not yet fully investigated;
9. extractive matter; 10. gum; 11. bassorin; 12. a peculiar resinou s body
insoluble in ether and containfog nitrogen; rn. fixed oil; 14. a substance
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alumina, and iron. Besides these principles, Pelletier announced the discovery of another which he called pseudomorphia, but which appears to be
only an occasional constituent of opium (See Journ. de Pharm., xxi. 575.)
Of the principles above mentioned 1norphfrt is by far the most important.
It is genera lly admitted to exist in opium united witlt meconic acid in the
state of meconate, and to a certain extent also as a sulphate. Of morphia
and the mode of procuring it, and of its salts, we shall treat at large under
another head. (See Morphia.)
Narcotina or narcolin receives one or the other of these names according
as it is considered alkaline or neuter i they who rank it among the alkalies
giv ing it the former, they 'vho deny it such a position, the latter. It exists
in opium, chiefly at least, in the free state, and is left behind in considerable
quantity when the drug is macerated with water. It is white, tasteless, and
inodorous; and crystallizes in silky flexible need les, usually larger than the
crystals of morphia, fusible at a moderate elevation of temperature, insoluble
in cold water, soluble in 400 parts of boiling water, in 100 parts of cold
and 24 of boiling alcohol which deposits it upon cooling, and very soluble
in ether. The fixed and volatile oils, and the diluted acids also dissolve it.
As it exerts no alkaline reaction upon vegetable colours, and does not prevent the acids from reddening litmus paper, there would appear to be some
reason for denying it the rank of an alkali. But it unites with some of the
acids forming definite compounds, which may be procured in a separate
state; and Robiquet obtained the sulphate and muriate of narcotina well
crystallized. (Jonrn. de Phann ., xvii. ()39, and xix. 59.) Hence many
chemists, among whom is Berzelius, consider it alkaline; and, perhaps, this
view of it is the most convenient. It must be admitted, however, to have a
very feeble neutraliz in g power. ·with acetic acid it does not appear to form
a permanent combination; for, though dissolved by cold acetic acid, it is
separated by heating the solution. Narcotina is composed. according to an
analysis conducted with great care by Pelletier, of 4·31 parts of nitrogen,
G5· 16 of carbon, 5·45 of hydrogen, and 25·08 of oxygen . (Journ . de Pfiw·m.,
xviii. 624.) According to Robiquet, its muriate consists of 4·585 parts .of
narcotina, and 0·409 of dry acid. (Ibid., xix . 63.) Narcotina may be dts-
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tinguished from morphia by its insipidity, solubility in elher, and i~solubitity
in alkaline solutions, by not affect ing vegetable colours, by assuming a yellowish instead of a blood-red colour under the action of strong nitric acid, and
by not producing a blue colour with the s~hs of iron . It is, however, reddened
by a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids. It gives a greasy stain to paper
when heated upon it O\'er a candle. Heated with an excess of sulphuric
acid ~nd peroxide of manganese, it is converted into an acid called opianicacid,

and rnto a substance of feeble alkaline properties., which has received the
name of cotarnine (cotarnirw), (Journ. de Phann. el de Chim., 3e sir., vi .
99.) Water extracts it partially from opium, i~ consequenc: of the acid which
the latter contains, e ither free or combined wuh the narcotrna. ll is usually
obtained mixed with morphia in the processes for procuring.that principle;
and may be separated by the action or sulphuric ether, which dissolves it
without affecting the morphia, and yields it upon evaporation. It may also
be obtained by digesting opium in sulphuric ether, an~ slowly evaporating
the ethereal solution, which deposits crystals of narcotma. Another mode
of procuring it is to trea~ opium, wbich has been exhausted by previo~s mace·
ration in water, wit h dilute acetic acid, filtering the solution, precipitating
by an ~\kali, washing the preciJ?itate with water. and pu~ifying it by solutio~
in boiling alco'hol, from which 1t crystallizes as tbe liq~id cools. Should 1t
still be impure, the solution in alcohol and crystallization may be repeated.
Though narcotina itself is tasteless , its salts are very bitter, even more so
than those of morphia. (Berzelills.) Their solution reddens litmus, and
affords precipitates with the alkalies and infusion of galls. They have not
been very accurately investigated. It has already been stated that Robiquet
obtained the su lphale and muriate crystallized.
Different opinions have been advanced relative to the action of narcolina
on the system. Deros ne believed it to be the active principle of opium;
though, upon experimenting with it, he obtained effects but littl.e strong~ r
than tho~e produced by an equal dose of opium itself. Magend1e fo.und. it
to exer~1se .a powerful influence upon the system of dogs. One gram ~1s
solved 111 ml was sufficient to throw the animal into a state of stupor, which
terminat~d in death in the course of twenty-four hours . Th is stupor was
wholly different from the composed sleep produced by morphia and its pre parations. He inferred that, while the latter principle exercises the remedial, anody~e, and sopo~ific virtues of opium, the injurious excit.ant operation
of the medicine is ascnbable to the narcotina. Both Derosne and l\lagendie
found its .unpleasant effects to be modified or prevented by its conjunction
with acetic acid. -:tccord ing to Ma~endie, twenty~ four .grains, dissolved in
vinegar, may be given to a dog without destroymg h fe. M. Baily pre·
scribed it in the dose or sixty grains, both in the solid state and dissolved in
muriatic acid, without observing from it any sensible effect. l n the same
~tale, <;lrfila found that it might. be taken ~y man in very large doses with
lmpunity; and thirty grains of 1t dissolved 111 acetic acid, produced no effect
upon se~eral patients t~ whom it was adminis.tered. Upo~ doO's,. he informs
us, that 1t is without action when dissolved in mtric or munatic~cid; but held
in ~olution by a~eticor sulphur ic acid, or by olive oil, thirty or forty grains
of 1t were suffic1en~ to produce fatal effects. A ~iugula.r circumstan~e n~ticed
by the same experu1:enter is, Lhat the soluLion in ace~1c or su ~ plumc acid oc·
casioned violent excitement; while the contrary condnion uniformly resulted
from the u~e of ~he solution in.olive oil. On the '_Vhole, we may conclude
that narcotma, either in the sohd form or dissolved m acids, is not possessed
of any considerable narcotic powers i and that the effects of a narcotic cha·
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racter which have been attributed to it, have probably arisen from the employm ent of a preparation not entirely freed from oth er principles contained
in the opium. Dr. O'Shaughnessy, Pr_ofes sor of Chemistry in the Medical
CollegE:. of Calcutta, recommends narcotrna very highly in intermitlent fever,
and belie ves that he has discov ered in it even stronger anti-periodical properties than those of quinia. Should his reports in its favour be confirmed
by further experim ents, it will undoubt~dly take its place among the m_ost
val uable substances of th e materia med1ca. In the cases reported by him,
it was employed in combination with muriatic acid. Given in this form,
though powerfully febrifuge, it was found not to produce narcotic effects,
not to constipate the bowels, and never to occasion that clistresssi ng headache
and restlessness which sometimes follow the use of quinia. It proved, moreover, powerfully sudorific. It was given in doses of three grains, three
times a day. Dr. O'Shaughnessy was induced to recommend its employment to his medical friends in India, from a knowledge that it had proved
effect ual in mild agues in the hands of Dr. Roots and Mr. Jetson in England.
Cocleia was discovered in 1832 by Robiquet in the muriate of morphia
prepared according to the process of Gregory. It exists in opium combined
like morphia with meconic acid, and is extracted along with that alkali in
the preparation of the muriatc. (See Morphia.) When the sol ution of th~
mixed muriates of morphia and codeia is treated with ammonia, the former
alkali is precipitated, and the c.odeia, rema ining in solution, mar be obtained
by e\•aporat ion and crystallizatJon. It may be purified by treating th e crystals with hot ether, which dissolves th em and yields the codeia in colourless
crystals by spontaneous evaporation. This alkaline product melts at 300°
without decom posilio n. lt is soluble in water, which takes up 1·2G per
cent. at 60°, 3·7at 110°, and 5-9 at 212°. VVhen added in excess to boiling
water, the undissolved portion melts ~nd sinks to the bollom, having the
appeara nce of an oil. It is soluble also 111 alcohol and ether, but is insoluble
in alkaline solutions. Hence it may be separated from morphia by a solution of potassa or soda, which dissolves the morphia, and leaves the codeia.
Il has an alkaline reaction on test pape r, and combines with acids to form
salts, some of which are crystalliza~le, particularly the nitrate. Its capacity
of sat uration is al~os.t ide!llical with that of morphia. A.ccording to Robiquet, I . part of _munat1c acid is saturated by 7·8;37 of code1a, and by7·88 of
morphia. It 1s distinguishable~ however, from th e latter principle, bJ: the
diffe rent form of its ?rystals, which arc octo~edral, by its solubili~y in boiling
ether, greater solubili ty in wa~cr, and .insol.ub11ity in alkaline soluuons, and by
not assuming a red co lo ur with nitnc acid, nor a blue one with the salts of
t~~.scsquioxide of iron. (Joum . de Plwrm., xix. 91.) Tincture of galls prec1p1tatcs from its solutions~ tannate of codeia. Crystallized from a watery
sol ution, it contains about six per cent. of water, which is driven off at 2120.
The crystals obtained from a solution in ether contain no water. Like the
other vegetable alkalies, it consists of nitrog.e~, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. Its formula is N C 35 Hro05 ; and its combmmg number.consequently 284.
Dr. Gregory tried the effects of nitrate of codeia upon himself and several
of his pupils, and found that 1 in a dose of three grains or less, it produced
no obvious effect, but in the quantity of from four to six grains, accelerated
th e pulse, occasioned a sense of heal in .the head and face, and ~ave ri se to
an agreeable excitement of the spirits hke that resulling from mtoxicating
drinks, which was attended with a sense of itching upon the skin, and, after
lasting for several hours, was followed by an unpleasant depression, with
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nausea and sometimes vomiting. No tendency to sleep was observed,
except in the state of depression. In two or three cases the medicine pro.
duced a slight purgative effect; but in others it appeared to exercise no
peculiar influence on the bowels. M. Barbier, of Amiens, admio.istered
codeia uncombined in numerous cases, and observed that, in the dose of
one or two grains, it acted on the nervous system, and appeared to be di·
rected especially to the great sympathetic; as it relieved painful affections
having their origin apparently in disorders of this nerve, while it exerted no
influence over pains of the back and extremities supplied by nerves from
the spinal marrow. He did not find it to affect the circulation, to disturb
digestion, or to produce constipation. In sufficient quantity, it induced
sleep, without o~casioning those marks of cerebral con.gestion occasioned by
opium. Dr. Miranda, of Havana, has employed it with great advantage in
several bad cases of dyspepsia. On the whole, there can be no doubt that
this principle has a decided action on the animal economy, and is among
those upon which opium depends for its peculiar powers.
Paramorphia (thebaina) is the name given by Pelletier to a principle,
discovered by him in the precipitate thrown down from an infusion of opium
treated with milk of lime. 'rhe precipitate being washed with water till
the liquid came away colourless, and then treated with alcohol, instead of
affording morphia to this solvent, as was anticipated, yielded a new alkaline
principle, which was obtained separate by evaporating the alcohol, acting
on the residue with ether, allowing the ethereal solution to evaporate spontaneously, and then purifying the resulting crystalline mass by dissolving
it in an acid, precipitating by ammonia, and recrystallizing by means of
alcohol or ether. Pelletier named it paramorphia, from its close analogy
in composition with morphia, from which, however, it is quite distinct in
properties. It is white, crystallizable in needles, of an acrid and styptic
rather than bitter taste, fusible at about 300°, scarcely soluble in water, very
soluble in alcohol and ether even when cold, and still more so when heated,
and capable of combining with the acids, with which, however, it does not
form crystallizable salts. Alkalies precipitate it from its acid solutions, and,
unless in very concentrated solution, do not redissolve it when added in ex·
cess. Jt is not, like morphia, reddened by nitric acid, nor does it become
blue with solutions of the salts of sesquioxide of iron. From codeia it differs
in never being in large crystals, in not forming crystallizable salts, in being
always precipitated from its acid solutions by ammonia, and in not melting
in oily drops. From narcotina, which it most resembles, it may be distinguished by its shorter crystals, which want the pearly appearance of those
of narcotina, by its different taste, by its much greater solubility in cold
alcohol of which IO parts will dis~olve I of this principle, while narcotina
requires JOO parts, and by the action of nitric acid, which converts it into a
resin-like matter before dissolving it, while the same acid instantly dissolves
narcotina. It consists of nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, its formula
being NC~H 140 3 (Kane), and its combining number consequently 202.
The name of thebain was proposed for it by M. Couerbe, who was disposed
to give the credit of its dis~overy to M. Thiboumery, the director of Pelletier's laboratory. According to Magendie, it is closely analogous, in its
effects on the syst~m, to strychnia and brucia, producing telanic spasms
in the dose of a gram. (See .11m. Journ. of Phar·m ., viii. 69.)
Narcein, discovered by Pelletier in 1832, is white, in silky acicular crys-
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in elher. It is rende,red blue by the action 'o f mineral acids so for diluted
as not lo decompose it; but does not, like '!1orphi~. become ~Jue by the
action of the sails of iron, nor red by that of nitric acid. lt is dissolved by
the acids, but does not combine with or neutralize them, and, though at first
thought to be alkaline by Pc~letier, is not so consider~d at present. It resembles the vegetable alkalies, however, in its const~tution, consisting of
nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, and o~ygen. lls formula JS NC 28 H~0 12 • Pelletier obtained it in the course of his analysis of opium. Having formed an
aqueous ext ract of opium, he treated it with distilled water, precipitated the
morphia by ammonia, concentrated the solution, filtered it, threw down the
meconic acid by baryta water, separated the excess of baryta by carbonate of
ammonia, drove off the excess of the ammoniacal salt by heat, evaporated
the liquor to the consisteace of syrup, set it aside till a pulpy matter formed
containing crystals, separated and expressed this pulpy matter, then treated
it with alcohol, and concentrated the alcoholic so!lltion . Thi s, upon cooling,
deposited crystals of narcein, which were easily purified by repeated solution and crystallization. 'Vhen mixed with meconin, which often crystallizes with it, the latter may be sepa rated by th e agency of ether. lt has
not been ascertained to have any influence upon the system . Two grai ns
of it have been introduced into the jugular vein of a dog without any obsen•ab le effect.
llfeconin, the existence of which was announced in 1832 by M . Couerbe,
is identical with a substance discovered several years previously by M.
Du?lanc, jun., but of which no account was ~ublished. It is perfectly
white, in the form of acicular crystals, soluble in about 205 parts of cold
and 18 of boiling waler, very soluble in ether, alcohol, and the essential
oils, f~sible al 1~5° , volalilizable witho.ut chang~, and possessed. of a degree
of acnmony which favours the supposition that n may not be without action
upon tbe system. It is neither acid nor alkaline, a~d co?tains no nitrogen.
Meconin is obLained by precipitating the aqueous rnfus1on of opium with
ammon!a, washing the precipitate with .water until the latter nearly ceases
to acquire colour, mixing the watery fluids, evaporating them to the consistence of molasses, selling them aside for two or th~ee weeks, during which
a mass of g ranula~ cr¥stals is formed, then decantmg the liquid, expressinrr
the mass, and drying 1t with a.gent!~ !1cat. The meconin may be separated
from th e mass by treating it wllh boiling alcoh.o! of 36° Baume, evaporating
so as to obta in crystals, dissolving these in boding water with animal charcoal, filtering the liquid while hot, and subjecting the crystals wbich form
upon the cooling of the solution to the action of ether, which dissoh'es
the meconin, and yields it in a state of purity by spontaneous evaporation.

(Journ. de Plrnrm., .Decem., 1832.)
. Of pseud?morphia, as it is found in. o~ium only as an accidental ingredient, and is not generally present, It 1s scarcely necessary to treat in
detail. An interesting fact, howe\'er, in relation to it, and one of some
toxicological importance, is that it possesses two properties considered
characteristic of morphia, th ose namely of being reddened by nitric acid,
and of striking a blue colour with the salts of iron, and yet is without
any poisonous influence upon the animal economy. (See .lim. Journ. of
Phann., viii. 77, or Journ. de Pha rm., xxi. 575.) But it differs in nol
forming salts with the acids, and in not decomposing iodic acid. ll consists
of nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.
llleconic acid is in white crystalline scales, of n sour taste followed by
bitterness, fusible and volatilizable by heat, soluble in four parts of boiling
45
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water, soluble also in cold water and alcohol, ";ith the property of reddening
Ycgela.ble blues, and forming-sails . Its c?mpounds with the earths and heavy
metallic oxides are generally insoluble m wat~r. Its characteristic properties are, that it produces a blood-red colour with the salts of sesquioxide of
iron, a green p~ecipitat_e with a weak s?lution. of ~mmo.niated sulphate of
copper, and white prec ipitates. soluble m nitric acid, with acetate of lead,
nitrate of silver, and chloride of barium. It is obtained by macerating opium

in water, filtering the infusion, and adding a solution of chloride of calcium.
Meconate and s.ulphate of lime arf' precipitat_ed. The preci 1~itate, having
been washC'd with hot water and with alcohol, is treated with dilute muriatic
acid at 180°. The meconate .of lime is taken up, and, upon the. cooling
of the liqu id, bimeconatc of lime is deposited . This is dissolved m warm
concentraled muriatic acid, which deposits pure meconic acid when it cools.
It may be freed from colouring matler by neutralizing it with potassa, decomposing the crystallized meconate thus obtained by muriatic acid, and
again crystallizing. Meconic acid has litlle or no action on the ~ystem, and
is 110t used separately in medicine; but its natural relation to morphia requires that it shou ld be understood.
Incompatibles . All the substances which produce precipitates with opium
do not necessari ly affect its medical virtues ; but the allwlies, and all vegetable infusions containing tannin and gallic acid, are strictly incompatible;
the former separating and precipitating the acti\•e principle, the ]alter forming with it an insoluble compound.
The proportion of morphia which any particu lar specimen of opium will
furnish, may be considered as the best test of its value, except that of actual
trial upon the system . Good opium should yield ten or twelve per cent.
of the impure morphia precipitated from the infusion by ammonia with
alcohol, according la. the process of the United States Phannacopreia. (See
ilJorphia.) The Edmburgl~ College gives the following test. "A soluti.on
from 100 grains of fine opium macerated twenty.four hours in two flu1dounces of water, filtered, and strongly squeezed in a cloth, if treated with a
cold solution of half an ounce of carbonate of soda in two waters, yields a
precip.itate, '~hich weig.hs, '~hen dry, at least ten grains, and dissolves entirely m solution of oxalic acid."
7'ests of Opium. It is sometimes highly important to be able to ascer·
tain. the presence or absence of opium in any suspected mixture . As meco111c acid ond morphia have been found only in the products of the poppy,
if either or both of them be shown to exist in any substance, very strong
evidence is afforded of the presence of opium in that substance. Our tests
s~lOuld, the refore, be applied in reference to the detection of these two principles. .If an a9ucous infusion. of the substance. examined yield a red
colour with the tincture ~f chlonde of iron, there is presumptiv.e et·idence
of the presence of mecon1~ acid. Greater certain may be ob~amrd by the
following proce~s. Add rn excess to the fillered liquor a sol ution of acetate
of lead . 1f opium be present, there will be a precipitate of mcconale of
lea<l, and the acetates of morphia and lead will remain in sollltion . The
precipitate. is then to be sus~end~d in water and decomposed, either by
adding a little dilu.ted sulphunc acid, which form.s the sulphate of lead and
]eaves the meconic acid in solution, orb¥ passmg through it a stream of
sulphuretled hydrogen, removing by filtration the precipitated slllphuret of
l ead, and .heating the clear liqllor so as to drive off the sulphuretted hydro7
gen. ' \ 1th the clear liquor thus obtai ned, if it contain meconic acid, the
tincture of chloride of iron wi ll prod~ce a striking red colour, the ammo·
niated su lphate of copper a green precipitate, and acetate of lead, nitrate of
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silver, nnd chloride of barium, white precipitates soluble in nitric acid. It
has been ascertained that hydrosulphocyanic acid or a sulphocyanuret, and
consequently saliva which occasionally contains it, produce a red colour with
the salts of se5quioxide of iron, resembling that produced by meconicacid; but,
according to Mr. Everilt, this colour is entirely and at once destroyed by a
solution of corrosive sublimate, \vhich has no effect on the reel colour of the

meconate of iron. (See .llm. Journ . of Plwrm., xii . 88.) On the contrary,
chloride of gold reddens a solution of hydrosulphocyanic acid or a sulphocyanurct, but not of meconic acid. Prreira says the acetates also redden the
salts of sesquioxide of ironj but th ey do not afford the results above mentioned
with acetate of lead and chloride of barium. To test the presence of morphia,
the liquid from which the meconate of lead has been precipitated, and which
may be supposed to contain the acetates of morphia and lead, must be freed
from the lead by a·st ream of sulphu retted hydrogen, and then from the slllphuretted hydrogen by heat; after which, the following reagents may be applied:
- viz. I, nitric acid, which colours the morphia red; 2. iodic acid, which is
decomposed by the morphia with the extricatio n of iodine, which colours
the liquid reddish-brown, and, if starch is present, unites with it to form a
blue compound; 3, solu tion of ammonia, which, if carefully added so as not
to be in excess, throws down a precipitate of morphia soluble in a great
excess of that alkali or of potassa; and 4 , tannic acid, which precipitates an
insoluble tannate of morphia. If the precipitate thrown down by ammonia.
afford a deep red colour, becoming yellow, with nitric acid, and a blue colour
with the sesq uichloride of iron, the proof may be considered as complete.
The London College judiciously directs that opium, before being used,
be carefu lly separated from all foreign substances, especia lly those which
are external. The College also directs that it should be kept in two statessoft , fit to form pills; and hard, by drying it with the aid of a water-bath,
so that it may be pulverized.
lliedical Properties and Uses. .Opium is a stimulant narcotic. Taken
by a healthy person, in a moderate dose, it increases the force, fulness, and
frequency of the pulse, augments the temperature of the skin, invigorates
the muscular system, quickens the senses, animates the spirits, and gives
new energy to the intellectual faculties . [ts operation , while thus extending
to all parts of the system, is directed with peculiar force to the brain, the
functions of which it excites sometimes even to intoxication or delirium.
In a short time this excitation subsides; a calmness of the corporeal actions,
and a delightful placidity of mind succeed i and the individual, insensible to
painful impressions, forgetting all source s of care and anxiety, submits himself to a current of undefined and unconnected, but pleasing fancies; and is
conscious of no other feeling tha n that of a quiet and vague enjoymen t. At
the end of half an hour or an hour from the administration of the narcotic,
all consciousness is Jost in sleep. The soporific effect, after having continued for eight or ten hours, goes off, and is generally succeeded by more
or less nausea, headache, tremors, and other symptoms of diminished or
irregular nervous action, which soon yie ld to the recuperative ene rgies of
the system; and, unless lhe dose be freq?ently repeated, and the po_wers of
nature worn out by over-excitement, no mjunous conseque nces ult1mately
result. Such is the obvious operation of opium when moderately taken;
but other effects, very important in a remedial point of view, are also experienced . All the secretions, with the exception of that from the skin, are
either suspended or diminished; the peristaltic motion of the bowels is
lessened; pain and inordinate muscular comraction, if present, are allayed;
and genera l nen-ous irritation is composed, if not entirely relieved.
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·when large doses are taken, the period of excitement and exhilaration
is shorter; the soporific an~ anodyne effects are i:nore intense and of longer
duration; and the succeeding symptoms of debility are more obvious and
alarming.
In quantities sufficient to des'troy Jifl', opium scarcely produces any sen·
sible increase of the general powers of the system, but almost immediately
reduces the frequency_, though not the force of the pulse~ diminishes mus.
cular strength, and brmgs on languor and drowsines~. which soon eventuate
in a deep apoplectic sleep. A stertorous respiration; a dark suffusion of the
countenance; a full , slow, and labouring pulse; an almost total insensibility
to external impressions; and-when a moment of consciousness has been
obtained by violent agitalion, or pow.erfuU_y irrilating applications- a con·
fused state of intellect, and an irresistible disposition to sink back into comatose sleep, are symptoms which, for the first few hours, allend the operation
of the poison. Though not signs of an elernted condition of the bodily
powers, neither do Lhey imply a state of pure, unmixed debility . The
pulse is, indeed, slow; but it is often so full, and so powerfu l in its beat,
that the practitioner feels himself obliged to use the lancet. Jn the space,
however, of a few hours, varying according to the quantity of the narcotic
taken, and the powers of the patient's constitution, a condition of genuine
debility ensues j and this condition will be hastened in point of time, though
it will be more under the control of remedies. if the opium be removed
artificially from the stomach. Called to an individual labouring under the
jnfluence of a fatal dose of opium, at a period from six to e ight hours afler
it has been swallowed, the practitioner will generally find him with a cool,
clammy skin; cold extremities; a pallid countenance; a feeble, thread-like,
scarcely pcrceplible pulse ; a slow, interrupted, almost gasping respiration;
and a torpor little short of absolute, death-like insensibility. Death soon
follows, unless relief is afforded.
No appearances are revealed by the dissection of those who have died
of the immediate effects of opium, which can be considered as affording
satisfactory evidence of its mode of operation. The redness occasionally
observed in the mncous membrane of the stomach is by no means consta~tly present, and is ascribable _rather to the irritating substances prnscr1bed as remedies, or to the spirituous vehicle in which the poison has
been swallowed, than to the action of the poison itself. Such at least is the
inference drawn by Nysten from his experiments and observations; and
Orfila states that the stomachs of dogs which he had killed by opium internally administered, did not p~esent the slightest n•stige of inflammation.
The force of the medicine is directed to the cerebral and nervous functions;
and dea_th is produced by a su~pension of res_piration, arising from the want
o.f due influence from the brain . 'rhe section of the par v~gum on b?th
sides has not been found Lo prevent or retard the death of ammals to which
large doses of opium have been given, nor even materially to modify its
narcolic effects . (Nyslen.; quoted by 01".fi/a.) It would seem, therefore,
that the active principle is conveyed into the circulation, and operales upon
the brain'. and probably upon the nervous system at Ja~ge, by immediate
contact with their interior structure. It is an error to attnbute the anodyne,
sedative, and soporific effects of the medicine to the previous excitement.
They are, as much as this very excitement, the direct resulls of its action.
upon the brain. It is in the state of exhaustion and collapse which ensue
after the peculiar inftue1?ce of the opium has ceased, that we are to look for
an illustralion of that principle of the system, by which any great exaltation
of its energies above the natural standard is followed by a corresponding
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depression. We may be permitted to advance the conjeclure, that the excilement which almost immediately supervenes upon the internal use of
opium, is produced by means of nervous communication; while the succeeding narcotic effects are attributable to its absorption and entrance into
the circulation; and the prostration of all the powers of the system which
ultimately takes place, is a necessary consequence of the agitation into
which tho various organs have been thrown.
On some individuals opium produces ve ry peculiar effects, totally differing from the ordinary results of its operation. In ver;ir small quantities it
occasionaJ!y gives rise to excessive sickness and vomiting, and even spasm
of the stomach ; in other cases it produces restlessness, headache, and delirium; and we have known it, even in large doses, to occasion obstinate
wakefulness. _The headache, want of appetite, tremors, &c., which usualty
follow, in a slight degree, its narcotic operation, are uniformly experienced
by some individuals to such an extent, as to rend er the use of the medici ne
very inconvenient. [t is possible tbat some of these disagreeable effects
may arise not from the mecona~e of morphia contained in the opium, but
from some other of its ingredients, and those which do result from the
meconate may not be produced by other salts of morphia. It has, in fact,
been found that the operation of opium may often be favourably modified
by changing the state of combination in which_ its actiye principle nalural!y
exists. Dissolved in vinegar or lemon juice, 1t had been known to act m
some instances more pleasantly and effectually than in substance, or in the
state of tincture, long before physicians had learned to explain the phenomenon by referring it to the production of an acetate or citrate of morphia.
When upon the subj ect of morphia, we shall take occasion to treat of the
medical properties of this principle in its various combinations.
An occasional effect of opium, which has not yet been alluded to, is a
disagreeable itching or sense of pricking in the skin, which is sometimes
attended with a species of miliary eruption. \Ve have found the efft:!ct to
result equally from all the preparations of this narcotic.
The general operation of opium may be obtained by injecting it into the
rectum, or applying it to the surface of th e body, especia!Jy upon a part
denuded of the cuticle. It has appeared to us, when thus applied, to produce less general exc itement, in proportion to its other effects, than when
administered by the mouth; but we do not make the statement with entire
confidence. It is said that when introduced into the cellular membrane, it
acts with great energy; and when thrown into the cavity of the peritoneum,
speedily produces convulsions and death. Inj ected into the cavity of th e
heart, it impairs or altogether destroys the powers of that organ.
Th e local effects of opium are similar in character to those which
follow its general operation. An increased action of the part is first observable ; then a diminution of its se nsibility and contractility; and the latter
effect is more speedy, more intense, and of lon ger continuance, the larger
the quantity in which the narcotic is applied.
In all parts of the world, opium is habitually employed by many with a
view to its exhilarating and anodyne influence. This is particularly the
case among the Mahomedans and Hind oos, who find in this narcolic the
most pleasmg subst itute for those alcoholic drinks which are interdicted by
the precepts of their religion. In India, Persia, and Turkey, it is consumed in immense quantities; and many nati ons of the East smoke opium
as those of the ·west smoke tobacco. This is not the place to speak of the
fearful effects of such a practice upon both the intellectual and bodily faculties.
45*
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The use or opium as a medicine can be clearly traced back to Diagoras,
who was nearly colemporary with Hippocrates; and it was probably employed before his time'. It is at preseat more frequent ly prescribed than
perhaps any other art1~le of th~ materia medica .. Its extensi~e applicaQility to the cure of disease, will be rendered evident by a view of the
indications which. it is calculated to fulfil. 1. It is excitant in its primary
act10n. In low or typhoid complaints, requiring a supporting treatment, it
exalts the actions of the arteria l and nervous systems, and, in moderate
doses frequ ently rf'peated, may be employed with advantage in conjunction
or alternation with othe r stimulants. 2. It relieves pain more speedily and
effectuallv than any otber medicine with which we are acquainted. If
possessed of no other property than this, it would be entitled to high consideration. Not to mention cancer, and other incurable affections, which,
if not a\Ieviatt!d by opium, would render the remainder of life a continued
scene of torture, we have numerous instances of painful diseases which
are not only temporarily relieved. but enti rely cured by the remedy; and
there is scarcely a complaint in the catalogue of human ailments, in the
trnatme.nt of which it is not occasionally demanded for the relief of suffering, which, if allowed to continue, might aggravate the disorder, and ~ro
tract if not prevent a cure. a. Another very important indication, wluch,
beyond any other narcotic, it is capable of fulfilling, is the production of
sleep. For this purpos~ it is g iven in a great variety of diseases- whenever, in fact, morbid vigilance exists, not dependent on acute inflammation
of the brain. Among the complaints in which it proves most serviceable
in this way is delirium lremens, or the mania of drunkards, in which it is
frequently sufficient of itself to effect a cure. Opium produces sleep in
two ways; first, by its direct operation on the brain, secondly, by allaying
that morbid nervou s irritation upon which wakefulness generally depends .
In the latter case it may frequently be advantageously combined with., camphor or Hoffinann's anodyne. 4. Opium is powerfully antispasmodic.
No medicine is so efficient in relaxing spasm, and in controlling those
irregular muscular movements which depend on unhealthy nervous action .
Hence its grea.t importance as a rem edy in tetanus i colic; spas m of the
stomach allendmg gout, dyspepsia, and cholera; spasm of the ureters in
nephritis, and of the biliary ducts during the passage of calculi; and in
various convulsive affections. O. Probably dependent upon a simila r influence over the nervous system, is the property ,,·hich it possesses of
allaying general and local irritations, whether exhibited in the nerves or
blood-vessels, provided the action do not amount to positive inflammation;
and even in this case it is sometimes _Prescribed with advantage . Hence
its use in composing restlessness. qu1<'ting cough, and relieving nausea,
tenesmus, and st rangury. U. fn suppressing morbid discharges. it answers
another indication which fits it for the treatment of a long list of diseases.
This effect it is, perhaps, enabled to produce by diminishing the nervous
energ.y upon which secretion and muscular motion depend. Upon this
principle it is useful in diarrhroa, w~en t/J c complaint consists merely in
increased secretion into the bowe ls, without high action or organic derangement; in consumption. chronic catarrh, humoral asthma, and other cases
of morbidly increased expectoration; in diabetes, and in certain forms of
hemorrhage, particularly that from the uterus, in combination with other
remedies . 7. 1t remains to mention one other indication-that of producing ~erspirati.on-in fulfilling which opium, conjoined with sma ll doses of
emetic medicines, is pre-eminen t. No- diaphoretic is so powerful as a
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combination of opium and ipecacuanha; and none is so extensively
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ployed. We shall speak more fully of Lhi s application of the remedy
under the head of Pulvis Ipecacuanha: el Opii. 1t is here sufficient to
say, that its beneficial effects are especially experienced in rheumatism,
the bowel affections, and certain forms of pulmonary disease.
From this great diversity of properties, and the frequent occurrence of
those morbid conditions in which opium affords relief, it is often prescribed
in the same disease to meet numerous indications. Thus, in idiopathic
fevers, we frequently meet with morbid vigi lance and great nervous irritation,
combined with a low condition of the system. In typhous pneumonia, there
is the same depression of the. vital powers •. combined with severe neuralgic
pains, and much nervo~s irritation. In diarrhcea, besides the indications
prcscmed by the spasmod ic pain and increased discharge, there is a strong
call for the dinphoretic operation of the opium . It is unnecrssary to multiply
instances. The.re is hardly a complaint which does not .occasionally present a cornp licauon of symptoms demanding the use of th1s remedy.
But a medicine possessed of such extensive powers may do much injury
if improperly directed; and conditions of the system frequently occur, in
which, though some one of tbe symptoms calls for its use, others, on the
C?ntrary, are incompatible wit~ it. Thus, opium is contra-indicated by a
high state of inflammatory excitement, which shollld be reduced before we
can with propriety venture upon its employment; and, when there is any
doubt as to the sufficiency of t h~ reduction, the opium should be given in
combination with tartarized antunony or ipecacuanha, which modify its
stimulant operation , and give it a more decided tendency to the skin. It is
also contra-inclicated by inflammation of the brain, or strong determination
of blood to the head, by deficient secretion from inflamed mucous membranes, as in the early stages of bronchitis, and gene rally by constipation
of the bowels . \Vh en, however, the constipation depends upon intestinal
spasm, as in colic, it is sometimes relieved by the ami -spasmodic action of
the opium; and the binding effects of the medicine may generally be counteracted by the use of laxatives.
Opium is usually admin istered in substance or in tincture. In the former
state it is given in the shape of pill, which, as a general rule, should be
formed out of powdered opium, as it is thus more readily dissolved in the
liquors of the stomach , and therefore operates more speedily and effectually
than wben made, as it someti mes is, immediately from the plastic mass.
There is no medicine of which the dose is more variable, according to the
habits of the yatient, the nature of his complaint, or the purpose to be effected. While in catarrh and diarrhcea, we often prescribe not more than
one-fourth or one-third of a grain, in tetanus and some other nervou s affections, it has been administer~d, without abating the violence of the sy mptoms, in the enormous quanllty of two drachms in twenty-four hours; and
in a case of cancer of the uterus, under the care of the late Drs. Monges
and La Roche, of this city, the quantity is stated to have been gradually increased till the amount taken during one day, either in the shape of tincture
or in substance, was equivalent to more than three ounces. The medium
dose, in ordinary cases of disease, to produce the anodyne and soporific
effects of the medicine, is one grain.
Opium may often be applied with great advantage by th e rectum. In this
way it operates most advantageously in cases of obstinate vomiting, of painful nephritic and uterine affections, of strangury from blisters, and of dysentcric tenesmus. ll may be employed as a suppository, or in the form of
enema made with laudanum and a small quantity of viscid liquid, as flaxseed
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tea, mucilage of gum Arabic, or starch prepared with hot water. The quantity, as a general rule, may be three times that administered by the mouth;
but the relative susceptibility of the stomach and rectum in different persons
is not always the same; and the effects produced by the narcotic, given by
injection, are sometimes much greater than was anticipated. The practit ioner, moreover, should take into consideration the previous habits of the
patient. In an individual who ~as long been accustom~d ~o take opium
internally, and whose stomach will receive large doses with impunity, it is
possible that the rectum may not have lost, in a proportionate degrt>e, its
absorb in g power or susceptibility; ant! that serious consequences might result by adhering, in such a case, lo the general_ rule as to the relative quantity to be given in the way of enema or supposlt~ry.
In s?me one of its li quid preparations, o~ium 1s ofte n used externally as
an addition to collyria in ophthalmia,to injections in gonorrhrea, and to lotions
in various complaints of the skin, and external pains, as those of gout and
rheumatism . It is also used as a local anodyne in the state of powder, made
into a plaster or cataplasm. But its external use requires some caution, especially when the skin is deprived of the cuticle. Death is said to have resulted from the application of a cataplasm, containing a very large quantity
of laudanum, to the epigastrium. (/J.nnuaire de Tlufrap ., 18-J.3, p. 5.)
When opium has been taken in an overdose, the only effectual mode of
relief is immediately to evacuate the stomach, either by means of the stomach-pump, or, when this is not attainab le, by the more active emetics, such
as tartarized antimony , sulphate of zinc, or sulphate of copper, conjoined
with ipecacuanha. Emetics are preferable to the stomach-pum p, when
opium has been swallowed in substancei as the capacity-of the tube is
insufficient to admit of the passage of the masses in which the poison is
sometimes taken. The operation of the emetic should be promoted by a
very free use of warm drinks, by irritating the fauces witl1 a feathe r, by
keeping the patient in motion, and, if the in susceptibility to the action of
the remedy is very great, by dashing cold water upon the head and shoulders,
thus counteracting, for a moment, the narcotic in flu ence of the opium upon ·
the Srain, and enabling this organ to receive and transmit the necessary
impressions. For the same purpose it has been recommended to pass a
current of electricity through the brain. After the evacuation of the poison,
the chief indication is to obviate the debility which generally supervenes,
and which, in cases where the quantity of the narcotic has been large, or
has remained long in the stomach, is sometimes alarming and even fatal.
For this purpose, the carbonate of ammonia or the aromatic spirit of am·
mania, with wine whey, may be employed internally, and sinapisms and
stimulant frictions applied to the surface. ~riie practitioner should not despair even if called at the last moment. The stomach tube may be applied
at any period; and it is possible that, even without an evacuation of the
stomach_, a little assistance may enable the system to resist successfully the
prostratmg influence of the poison, if not take_n in an overwhelming dose.
The electr?·magne!ic b.attery was employed with great advantage ih a case
o[ prostrat1~n .of this. kmd by Dr. Page, of Valparaiso; and the practice has
smce been 11:n1tated in ~urope. Should all other measures fail, resort may
be had to _arllficial resp.1ratio~, by which the funcLions of the lun gs a.nd heart
m~y possibly b~ sustai~ed till the brain ha~ struggled through its conflict
with the narcotic, and 1s enabled to resume its natural action. Brodie has
demonstrated that death from many of the narcotics results from a suspension
of the cerebral influence necessary to sustain the respiratory function, and
that the heart ceases to act in consequence of the cessation of respiration.
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lf this can be restored artificially before the contractions of the heart h~vc
entirely ceased, the circulation may continue.and life be supported ~or a time

without aid from the brain, which now receives a supply of arterial b~ood,
and is thus helter enabled to rise above the repressing action of the opium.
As this narcotic does not produce a structural derangemen_t, but operates
chieOy upon the nervous power, a favourable result is mo_re !tkcly to be ex·
perienccd than in cases ot' poisoning from s~me 0th.er arllcles of the. same
class. Several cases are on record, in which patients, apparently m th e
very last stage, were saved by a resort to artificial respiration .*
Off. Prep. AcclUm Opii, U.S., Ed., Dub.; Confectio Opii, U.S., Lond.•
Eel.; Elecluarium Catechu, Ed., .Dub.; Emplaslrum Opii, U.S., Lond.,
Ed., nub.; Extraclum Opii, Eel., Lond., Dub.; Linimentum Opi i, Ed.;
Morphia, U.S.: Morphill.' Murias, Ed., Lond.; Pilulre Ca lomelanos ct
Opii, Ed.; Pilulre Opii, U.S., Ed.; Pil. Plum bi Opiatre, Ed.; Pil. Saponis Composilre, 0. 8 ., Lond., Dub.; Pil. Styracis Comp., Lond., Ed.,
JJub.; Pulvis Cretre Compositus cum Opio, Lond., Ed.; Pulvis fpecacuanhre et Opii, U.S., Loncl., Ed., Dub.; Pulvis Ki no Compositus, Lond.;
Tinctura Opii, U. S., Lond., Ed.,]Jub.; Tr. Opii Acetata. U.S.; Tr. Opii
Ammoniata, Ed.; Tr. Opii Camphorata, 0. S., Lond., Ed., Dub .; Trochisci Glycyrrhizre et Opii, U. S., Ed.; Vinum Opii, U. 8., Lond., Eel.

w.

OPOPANAX. Land.
Opopanax.
"Opopanax Chironium. Gummi-resina." Loncl.
Ojj: Syn. OPOPON AX. Pastinaca Opoponax. Gum mi Resina. Dub.

Opopnnax, Fr. ; P:ma.'\':, Opop::inax, GtNll.j Opopannce, Ital. j Opopanaco, Spa11.; Jawoshc<>r, .llrab.; G:iw;.hl'cr1 Fcr1.

PAsTJNACA.. Sex. Sysl . Pentandria Digyni:i.- Nat. Ord. Umbelliferre.
Gen. l'h. Fruit elliptical , compressed, flat. Petals involute, entire. TFilld.
Pastinaca Opopanax. Willd. Sp . Plant. i. 1466 i Woodv. Aferl. Bo/. p.
122. t. 47. - 0popanax Cliironium. De Candolle. This species of parsnep,
usually called rough parsnep, has a thick, yellow, fleshy, perennial root,

which sends up annuall y a strong branching stem, rou gh ne:i r the base,
about as thick as a man's thumb, and from four to eight feet in height. The
leaves arc variously pinnate, with long sheathing petioles, and large, oblong,
serrate leaflets, of which the terminal one is cordate, others arc deficient at
their base upon the upper side, and the whole are hairy on their under
surfac(", The flowers are sma ll, yellow, and form large flat umbels at the
termination of the branches.
The plant is a native of the Levant, and grows wild in the South of
France. l taly, and Greece. When the base of the stem is wounded, a juice
exudes, which, when dried in the s un, constitutes the opopanax of commerce. Some aulhors stale that it is obtained from the root. A warm
climalc appears necessary for th e perfcclion of the juice, as that which has

1,,.:,~; .~ ~~~~ ~;·.~,;l~~~l~r o~~a:1~l~~~1~c;~1~~~~~cJ 1~~r'~~~01~~~~~c;~i~~~1~ypl1~~~~~~~~~~~~
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pow...r c1f dcghllition, was coznatosl', nnd had had !'iCvcra l co1wul;;ions. Artifil'ial rcspira·
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whid1, ~ce the American Journnl or the l\le<licnl Sci,•ncc:-1 vol. u. p. 450.
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been collected from the plant in France, though similar to opopanax, is of
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in any Indian medicine bazaar.
It is sometimes in tears, but usually in irregular lumps or fragments, of a
reddish-yellow colour, speckled with white on the outside, paler within, and,
when broken, e'."hibiting white pieces interminf{led with the mass. Its odour
is strong, peculiar, and unpleasant; its taste hllter and acrid. Its sp. gr. is
1·622. lt is inflammab!C', burning with a bright flame. In chemical constitution it is a gum-resin, with an admixture of other ingredients in small
proportion. The results of its analysis by Pelletier were from 100 parts,
33·4 of gum, 42 of resin, 4 ·2 of starch, 1·6 of extractive, 0·3 of wax, 2·8 of
malic acid, 9·8 of lignin, 5-9 of volatile oil and Joss, with traces of caout·
chouc. ·w ater by trituration dissolves about one-lmlf of the gum-resin,
forming an opaque milky solution, which deposits resinous matter on standing, and becomes yellowish. ~oth alcohol and water distilJed fron: it r~tain
its flavour; but only a very mmute proportion of oil can be obtamed m a
separate state.
il:Jedical Properties an.cl Uses. Opopanax was formerly employed, as an
antispasmodic and deobstrucnt, in hypochondriasis, hysteria, asthma, and
chronic visceral affections, and as an emmenagoguc in suppression of the
menses; but it is now generally regarded as a medicine of very feeble
powers, and in this country is scarcely ever used. Its dose is from ten to
W.
thirty grains.

ORIGANUM. U.S., Land., Ed.
Origanum.
"The herb of Origanum vulgare." U. S., Ed.
Land.
Off. Syn. OR!GANu:l·I VULGARE. Dub.

"Origanum vulgare."

Origan, Fr.; Gemeiner Do:;tC'n, WohlgC'muth, Germ.; Orignno, Itof.; Ore:.,>ano, Span
0RioANUill.

Sex . Syst. Didynamia Gymnospermia. - 1\"at. Ord. Lamia-

cere or Labiatre .

. Gen. Ch. Str~bile four-cornered, spiked, collt>cting lhe calyces. Corolla
with the upper lip erect and flat, the lower three-parted, with the segments
equal. TVilld.
Origanum vulgare. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 135; Wood''· JJfed. Bot. p.
34 J. t. 123. Origanum or commonmarjornm is a perennial herb, with erect,
purplish, dO\vny, four-sided, trichotomous stems, which rise about eighteen
inches high, and bear opposite, ovate, entire, somewhat hairy leaves, of a
deep yellowish-green colour. The flowers are numerous, of a pinkish-pm·
pie or rose colou r, disposed in roundish, paniclc<l spikes, and accompanied
with ovate reddish bractes, longer than the calyx. This is tubular, and five·
toothed, with nearly equal segments. The corolta is funnel-shaped, with
the upper lip erect, bifid, and obtuse, the lower trifid, blunt, and spreading.
The anthers are double, the stigma bifid, and reflexed.
The plant is a native of Europe and America. In this country it grows
alon~ tl~e- road si~e~, and in dry stony fields and woods, from Pennsylvania
to Virgmt~, and JS rn flower from June to October; but it is not very abundant, and is seldom collected for use . The oil, which is the part chiefly
employed, is imp.orted from Europe.
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Properties. Common marjoram has a peculiar agre<.>able aromalic odour,
and a warm, pungent taste. Th ese properties it owes to a volatile oil,
which may be Sf'paratecl by distillatio~. (See Oleum Origani:)
JJJedical Properties and Uses . It 1s gently tonic and exc1tant, and has
been usrd in the form of infusion as a diaphoretic and emmenagogue, and
externally as a fomentation i but it is at present scarcely employed .
OJI: Pri'p. Oleum Origani, U.S., Lone/., Ed., Dub.
1V.

ORIGANUM l\lAJORANA. 1-Ierba. Dnb.

Siveet Mmjoram.
'Vnr~tkraut, Germ.; Maggioranu, Ital.; .l\kjorana, Span.
See ORlGANUM.
Origanum, MaJorana . Willd . Sp. Plant. iii . 137; Woodv. JJ1ed. Bot. p.
:l15. t. 12.J . This species of Origanum has a perennial root with numerous
stems, which are ,,·oody, branching, four-sided, and a foot and a half high.
The Jeaves are sess ile , in pairs, 0\ ate, obtuse, entire, downy, and of a pale
g reen colour. The flowers are small, white, and appear successively between the bracleal leaves, which are numerous, and form round compact
spikes, of which three or four are placed at the extremity of each peduncle.
'rl1e corolla. is funnel-shaped, with the upper lip erect and roundish, the
under divided into three pointed segments.
Sweet marjoram grows wild in Portugal and Andalusia, and is cultivated
as a garden herb in other parts of Europe an<l in the United Slates. Some
authors, however, consider the 0. Majomnol.des, which is a nntivc of Barbary, and closely allied to the 0. JJlaJorww, as the type of the sweet marjora.m of our garde ns .
This plant has a pleasant odour, and a warm, aromatic, bitlerish taste,
which il imparts to water and alcohol. By distillation with water it yields
a \'olatile oil, which is directed by the Edinburgh College among their preparations, though the plant has been rejected .
lt is tonic and gently excitant, but is u_sed mo~·e as a condiment in cookery
than as a medicine. In domestic practice, its infusion is much employed
by the vulgar to hasten the tardy eruption in measles and other exant hematous disC'ases.
OJJ:Prep. Oleum Volatile Origani :Vlajoranre. Ed.
W.

Mnrjolainc, F1·.: J\fojoran,
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OS. U.S.

Bone.
OJJ: Syn. OSSA. Dub.
O.\', Pr.: Knochcn, Germ.; Q3sn, Ital.; Hueso.:-. Spa1i.

Bones. are employed in several pharmaceutical processes, and those dea
rived from the domestic riuadruped.s, especially the ox, may be assumed as
the kind intended for officinal use. They have been expunged from the
offici nal list of the Edinburgh College, though used by the College for preparing phosphate of soda.
Properties. ~'C. They are solid white substances, of a lamellated texture,
constituting the skeleton of the superior orders of animals, of which they
form the hardest and densest parts. 'fhey consist of a cellular gelatinous
tissue, the cavities of which are filled up with certain earthy salts, to be
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mentionC'd presently.

Os.
' Vhf'n subjected to <l.estrnctive distillation, in close

vessels, they are decomposed without alteration of shape, lose about tbrce
sevenths of their weiglu, become brittle, and are converted into a black
substance, containing the earthy salts of the bone, and constituting the
species of animal charcoal called bone-black. (See Carbo .flnimalis.) The
portions which distil over consist of the usual ammoniacal produc1s derived
from animal matter. (See .!lmmonix lJturias .) 'Vhen calcined in open
vessels they lose mo:e of their weight, an? are converted into a white
friable substance, consisting of the incombusuble part, and commonly called
bone-earth, or bone-ash; and a similar residue is obtained by calcining horn.
(See .Comu Ustum.) .Treated with boiling water, a small portion of the
gclatrnous matter is dissolved; but when acted on by water it~ a Papin's
digester, the whole of it is taken up, and the eanhy salts, deprived of their
cement, crumble into powder, and become diffused througl1 the solution.
When subjected to the action of dilute muriatic acid, the earthy salts are
dissolved, and the bone softens without losing its shape, and becomes semitransparent and flexible. The portion remaining unattacked by the acid
is the gelatinous tissue, which may be converted into gelatin by long boiling. This portion of bone is nutritious, and has been prepared so as to
form a wholesome aliment by M. d'Arcet. His process for obtaining it
consists in digesting bones in weak muriatic acid for ~even or eight days,
occasionally renewing the acid, plunging them for a few moments in boiling water, and then subjecting them to a strong current of cold water.
The pure animal matter thus procured is made into cakes called portable
soup (tablettes de bouillon), by dissolving it in ,\·ater, concentrating the
solution until it gelatinizes, and drying the matter obtained.
Composition. The bones of different animals, and of the same animal
at different ages, vary somewhat in their composition. Dry ox-bones, according to Berzelius, consist of animal matter :l3·:l, bone-phosphate of lime
55-45, carbonate of lime 3·85, fluoride of calcium 2·00, soda, chloride of
sodium. water, &c. 2.45, phosphate of magnesia 2·0;) = 100. Fourcroy
and Vauquclin's results give a larger proportion of animal matter and carbonate or lime, and a smaller of bone-phosphate. Fluoride of calcium is
not always present in recent bone, but is invariably found in fossi l bones.
Human bones difl€r somewhat in the proportions of their constituents, and
in containing .traces of iron and manganese. Bone-phosphate of lime, so
called to distmgni:sh it from the other calcareous phosphates, consists of
three eqs. of phosphoric acid and eight of lime.
Uses. Bones are applied to numerous uses. Burnt to whitrness, they
furnish bone-.phosphate of lime, from which phosphorus and all its compounds are either directly or indirectly obtained. (See Phosphorus .) SubJected to destructive dist1llation, they yield impur~ carbonate of ammonia,
and empyreumatic oil; and a carbonaceous residue is left, called bone·
black. Calcined, pulverized, and washed, thl"y form the material of which
cupels .are made. As bone-dust, they form an excellent mannre. Deprived
o~ their earthy portion by w<mk acids, they furnish a nutritious article of
diet. By proper treatment with water they furnish gelatin, applicable not
only to the purposes of size and common glue, but also to those of the finer
sorlS. of gelatin, called isinglass, in making animal jellies, and for the fining
of Wines. (See lchthyocolla and Cornu .) 'l'he hoof-bones of the ox, whe11
boiled with water, furnish a peculiar oil, called neats-foot oil. (See Olewn

Bubulum.)
Off.Prep. Calcis Phosphas Prrecipitatum, Dub.; Sodm Phosphas, U.S.,
E~D~

R
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OVUM. Land., Ed.
Egg.
"Phasianus Gallus. Ovum." Lond. "Egg of Phasianus gallus." Ed.
1

~h~ ~~-:n~~~d~ ~~hfit /tf~~~f i~'"~~~;~~ed

to have come

origin~lly from

India, where it is found in a wild state. [t is now domesticated m almost
all parts of the globe.
The egg, which is the only officinal product, consists of 1. an exterior
covering called the shell; 2. a white, semi-opaque membrane, lining the internal surface of the shell; 3. the white; 4. the yolk. Other distinct parts
are recognised by the comparative anatomist, but they have no peculiar
interest for the practical physician or pharmaceutist.
1. The shell-testa ovi or putamen ovi-consists, according to VauqueJin, chiefly of carbonate of lime, with animal matter, and a minute proportion of phosphate of lime, carbonate of magnesia, oxide of Iron, and sulphur.
When exposed to a high degree of heat in the open air, the carbonic acid
is driven off, Lhe animal matter consumed, and lime is left nearly pure.
2. The membrane lining the shell appears to be of an albuminous nature.
:J. The white -albumen ovi- is a glairy viscid liquid contained in very
delicate membranes, without odour or taste, readily soJuble in water, coagulable by the stronger acids, by alcohol, and by a heat of 160°F. Exposed
in thin layers to a current of air, it becomes solid, retaining its transparency
and solubility in water. By coagulation it is rendered s~pid, white, opaque.
and insoluble. At a temperature of212, 0 one part of 1t renders one thousand parts of water in which it has been dissolved opaque. It contains,
according to Dr. Bostock, in one hundred parts, 85 of water, 12 of pure
albumen, 2·7 of mucus or uncoagulable matter, and 0·3 of saline substances,
including soda with traces of sulphur. The white of egg is precipitated by
chloride of tin, chloride of gold, subacetate of lead, corrosive sublimate, and
tannin. When kept in lhe fluid state it soon putrefies; but, if carefully
dried without coagulation, it may be long prese rved without change, and
may be applied in a state of solution to the same purposes as in ils original
condition.
4. The yolk-vitc/lus ovi-is inodorous, of a bland oily taste, and forms
an opaque emulsion when agitated with water. By heat it is coagulated
into a granular solid, which yields a fixed oil by expression. According to
M. Gobley, 100 parts of it contain 51·486 of water, 15-760 of a peculiar
albuminous principle, denominated vitellin, 21 ·304 of margarin and olein .
0·438 of cholestcrin, 7·226 of oleic and margaric acids, l ·200 of phospho.
glyceric acid, 0·034 of muriate of ammonia, 0·277 of ch lorides of sodium
and potassium, and sulphate of potassa, 1·022 of phosphates of lime and
magnesia, 0·400 of animal extract (exlrail de viande), and 0·853 of ammonia, a nitrogenous substance, and colouring matter, with traces of iron, &c.
(Joum. de Phann., 3e sir., ix. 174.)
.Afedical Properties and Uses. Eggs are applied to various purposes in
medicine and pharmacy. The shells, powdered and levigated, may be used
beneficially as an antacid in diarrhrea. In common with oyster-shells, they
possess the advantage of uniting intimately animal matter with the carbonate of lime, the particles of which are thus more thoroughly isolated, ~nd
prove more acceptable to the stomach than chalk, in the finest state of division to which the latter can be brought by mechanical means. The dose and
mode of preparation are the same with tlwse of oyster.shell. (See Tesla.)
46
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The white of the egg is used chiefly for the clarification of liquids, which
it effects by involving, during its coagul~tion, the undissolved particles, and
rising with them to the surface or subsiding. It is highly recommended as
an antidote for corrosive sublimate and sulphate of copper, with which it
forms insoluble and comparatively inert compounds. It is sometimes also
used for the suspension of insoluble substances in water, but is inferior for
this purpose to the yolk, and even to mucilage of gum Arabic. Agitated
briskly with a lump of alum it coagulates, at the same time dissolving a
portion of the alum, and thus forming an astringent poultice, which may be
advantageously applied between folds of gauze over the eye, in some states
of ophtbalmia. (See Cataplasma .Bluminis.)
The yolk in its raw state is thought to be laxative, and is a ~opular
remedy in jaundice. If beneficial in this complaint, it is probably m con sequence of affording a mild nutritious diet, acceptable to the stomach, and
easi ly digested. In dyspepsia it is, from this cause, highly useful. The
Jate Dr. Parrish, of Philadelphia, found great advantage in that complaint
from the habitual use of the yolk of egg, beat up with water and a liule
ginger. In pharmacy, the yolk is highly useful as an intermedi.um b7tween
water and inso luble substances, such as the balsams, turpentine, 01ls, &c.
It is a mistake to employ the white, instead of the yolk of eggs, in preparing
emulsions.
Off. Prep. Cataplasrna Aluminis, nub.; Enema Terebinthinre, Lond.,
Ed.; Dub.; · Misrura Spiritlls Vini Gallici, Lond.
W.

• PAN AX. U.S. Secondary.
Ginseng.
"The root ofPanax quinquefolium ." U.S.
Ginseng, Fr., Germ., Spa11.; Ginsen, Ital.
PANAX. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia. (Polygamia Direcia, Linn.)Nat. Ord. Araliacere.
Gen. Cit. Plowers polygamous. Umbel simple. Calyx five-tooth<'d.
Corolla of five petals. Berry inferior, subcordate, two, sometimes three·
seeded. Calyx in the male flower entire. 1\luttall.
Panax quinquifolium. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 1124; Woodv. ftfed. Bot.
p. L49. ~· 58; Bigelow, .!lm.111/ed. Bot. ii. 82. The ginseng has a P.erennial

root, which sends up annually a smooth, round stem, about a foot high, and
divided at the sumi:nit into three leafstalks, each of which supports a com·
pound leaf, consisting of five, or more rarely of three or seven petiolate,
oblong obovate, acuminate, serrate leaflets. The flowers are small, green·
1sh, and arranged in a simple umbe l, supported by a peduncle, which rises
from the top of the stem in the centre of the petioles. The fruit consists
of kidney-shaped, scarlet berries, crowned with the styles and calyx, and
containing two and sometimes three seeds.
Th e plant is indigenous, growing in the hilly regions of the Northern,
Middle, and Western States, and preferring the shelter of thick, shady
woods. The root is the part employed. This is collected in considerable
quantit~e.s in Ohio and Western Virginia, and brought .to Philad<'lphia and
other cities on the sea-board for the purpose of exportat ion to China, where
it is highly valued . Some suppose the ginseng plant of Chinese Tartary
to be the same as ours; others believe it to be the Panax Sc!tin.fieng of
Nees von Esenbeck ; while by others, again, though acknowledged to be a
l?anax, it is thought to be a different species from either of those menlioned .
1Vhile supplied with this drug exclusively from tP,eir own native sources,
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which furnished the root only in small quanLiLies, the Chinese entertained
t~e most extravagant no~ions of its vi:Lues, considering it as a remedy for all
diseases, and as possessing almost miraculous pow ers _in preserving health,
invigorating the system, and prolonging life. lt is said to have been worth
its weight in gold at Pekin; and the first ship~ents made from North Ame·
rica to Canton, after the discovery of the root m this country, yielded enor·
mous profits. But the subseque nt abundance of supp ly has greatly diminished its value.
The root is fleshy, somewhat spind le-shaped, from one to three inches
long, about as thick as the little fing~r, and termi~ated by several s lender
fibres . Freq uently there are t\vo portions, so metunes three or more, con·
nected at !heir upper extremity 1 and bearing a supposed, though very re·
mote resemblance to the human figure, from which circumstance it is said
that thP Chinese name ginseng originated. When dried, the root is yel·
low ish-w hite and wrinkled externally, and within consists usually of a hard
cent ral portion, surrounded by a soft whitish bark. It has. a feeble odour,
and a sweet, sl ig htly aromatic taste, somenrhat analogous to that of liquorice
root . It has not been accurately analyzed, but is said to be rich in gum and
starch. It i.s sometimes submitted, before being dried, to a process of clarifi·
cation, which renders it semitranspare nt and horny, and en hances its value
as an article of export. The extraordinary medical virtues formerly ascribed
to ginseng, had no other existence than in the imaginations of the Chinese.
Ii is little more than a demulcent, and in this country is not employed as a
medicine. Some persons, howeve r, are in the habit of chewing it, having
acquired a relish for its taste; and it is chiefly to supply the wants of these
W.
1hat it is kept in the shops.

PAP A VER. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Poppy-heads.
"The ripe capsules of Papaver som niferum." U. 8. "Papaver somni,.
ferum. Capsula! niaturm.'' Lond. "Capsules of Papaver somniferum, not
quite ripe." Eel.

Off. Syn. PAPA VER SOMNIFERUM. Capsulre maturre. Dub.
Caps11!es des pavot;:, Fr.; Kapseln des weisseu Molms, Germ.; Cupidcl pap;wero, Ital.;
Cahezasdeamapola.,Span.

See OPIUM.

In England the_ poppy is cultivated chiefly for its capsules, which are
gathered as they ripen, and taken to market enclosed in bags. The Edinburgh College properly direct them to be collected before they are quite
ripe, as they contain at that period more of the active milky juice. They
are occasionally imported into this country; but as no effect is produced by
them which cannot be as readily obtained from opium, or some one of its
preparations, they are little emPloyed.
'rhe dried poppy capsules vary in size from the dimensions of a small
egg to those of the fist. They are of a spheroidal shape, flattened below,
and su rmounted by a crown-like expansion-the persistent stigma-which
is marked by numerous diverging r'.1ys that rise somewhat abo,•e its upper
su rface, and appear to be prolongations of partial septa, or partitions, pro-ceeding along the interior circumference of the capsule from the top to the
bottom. In the recent state, the seeds, which are very numerous, adhere to
these septa; but in the dried capsule they are loose in its cavity. Th e capsules of the black poppy are smaller and more globula r than those of the
white, and contain dark instead of light-coloured seeds. There appears to
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be no essential diff~rence in their prope rties. Both kinds, when fresh, are
glaucous, but '~·hen dry, as directed in the ~harmacopceias, are. of a dirty
white or purplish-brown colour, have a consistence somewhat like that of
paper, are without smell, and ha~e litlle taste, unless long chewed, when
they are decidedly bilter. Su~mllted to analysis, they are found to con~ain
princ iples similar to those of opium, which they yield to water by decoct1on.
They have been employed in France for obtaining morphia .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Dried poppy -heads, though analogous to
opium in medical properties, are exceedingly feeble . They are somet imes
employed in the form of decoction, as an external emollient and anodyne
application; and, in the shape of emulsion, syrup, or extract, are often used
internally by European practitioners to calm irritation, promote rest, and
produce generally the narcotic eff~cts of opium.
.
Off.Prep. Decoctum Papavens, Lond., Eel.; Extractum Papavens,
Lond., Ed.; Syrupus Papaveris, Lond., Ed., JJub.
W.

PARE IRA. U.S. Secondary, Land., Ed.
Pareira Brava.
"The root of Cissampelos Pareira." U.S., Ed. "Cissampelos Pareira.
Rculix." Lond.
C1ssAl\Il'ELos. Sex. Syst. Direcia Monadelphia.- Nat. Ord. Menispermacere.
Gen. Ch . MALE. Calyx four-leaved. Corolla none. Nectary rotate.
Stamens four, will1 connate filaments. FEMALE one-leaved, ligulate roundish. Corolla none. Styles three. Berry one-seeded.
Cissampelos Pareira. Willd. Sp. Plant.
801; Woodv. Med. Bot. 3d
ed. p. 167. t. 65. This is a climbing plant, with numerous slender, shrubby
stems, and roundish, entire leaves, indented at the top, CO\'e red with soft hair
upon their under surface. and supported upon downy footstalks, which are
inserted into the back of the leaf. The flowers are very small, and disposed
in racemes, of which those in the female plant are longer than the leaves.
The plant is a native of the West In<liE"s and South America, and is supposed
to be the source of the root brought from Brazil, under the name of pareira
brava. According to Auguste St. Hilaire, however, the true pareira is
obtained from another species of the same genus, growing in Brazil, and
denominated C. glaberrima; while by Aublet it is referred to a species of
.!1.buta, belonging to the same natural family.
The root comes in pieces from the thickness of the finger to that of the
arm, from a few inches to two or ~ore feet in length, cylindrical, sometimes
contorted or forked, and co_vered with~ thin, firmly adhering, grayish-brown

j,.,
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~s ligneous, yellowish, very porous, mark~d by irregular concentric circles,
1~odorous, a~d of a sweetish, nauseous, bitter taste. The root imparts its
v1~tu~s readily to water. M. Feneulle found in it a soft resin, a yellow bitter

princ iple, a brown substance, an azotized substance, fecula, acidulous malate
of lime, nitrate of potassa, and various other snits. M. Feneulle considers
the yellow bitter subst~nce as the active principle. It is soluble in water
and alcohol, and precipitated from its solution by tincture of galls. Wicraers
ann.ounced, in 1838, the existence in pareira brav~ of a vegetable allrnl.~ for
which he proposed the .name of cissam11elina. He procured it by boding
the root with water. ac1dulated with sulphuric acid, precipitating by carbonate of potassa, dissolving the precipitate again in water acidulated with
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sulphuric acid, treating the solution with anin_rnl charcoal, r:ecipitating anc\v
with carbonate
potassa, drying and pulverizing the precipitate, treating it
repeatedly with ether, and evapora ting the ethereal solution. The alkali
thus obtained may be rendered entirely pure by di:ssolving it in diluted acetic
acid~ precipitating with carbonate of potassa, and ~vashing _and drying ~he
precipitate. (.Bnnal. der Pharm. , xxvii. 20.) Wiggers did not describe
this alkali. 1t is probably the chief ingredient of_the bitter substance obtained ~y Feneulle. Pere~ti of Rome and Pelletier afterw~rds separated
an alkali from the root, which was characterized by assummg a beautifu l
purple colour by contact with strong nitric acid. (Jouni. de Pharm., xxvi.
J62. ) ln Christison's pispensatory it is stated to ~e uncrysto.tlizable, inso·
Jubie in water, s?l uble rn eLher, alcohol, and Lhe acids, and of an inLensely
biller and sweeush taste .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Pareira brava is sai d to be tonic, aperient
and diuretic. It was introduced into European practice so long ago as LG~t!!,
and at one time enjoyed considerable reputation as a lithontriptic. It has
been recommended in calculous affections, chronic inflammation and ulcer·
ation of the kidneys and bladder, leucorrhrea, dropsy, rheumatism, and
jaundice. The purpose for which it is at present chiefly emp loyed is the
relief of chronic diseases of the urinary passages. Sir Benjamin Brodie
has found it very useful, in chronic inflammation of the bladder, in allaying
irritability of that organ, and correcting th e disposition to profuse mw;ous
secret ion. Dr. T. F. Betton, of Germantown, near Philadelphia, has also
emp loyed it successfully in a case of irritable bladder . .(.!lm. Jau~n. of 1~Jed.
Sci., xvii. 259.) Advantage may ofte~ be deri~ed from combining Jt, in
this complaint, with one of the narcotics, as opium or hyoscyamus. ln
Brazil, it is used in the cure of the bites of poisonous serpents; a vinous
infusion of the root being taken internally, while the bruised leaves of the
plant are applied to the wound. The dose of pareira brava in substance. is
from thirty grains to a drachm. The infusion, however, is more convenient.
(See lnfuswn Pareirm.) A tincture made by macerating one part of the
root in five parts of alcohol has been given in the dose of a fluidrachm.
The aqueous extract may be g iven in the dose of from ten to thirty grains.
Off.Prep. Extractum Pareirre, Land., Ed.; lnfusum Parcirre, Lond.,

or

Ed.

W.

PETROLEUM. Land., Ed.
Petroleum.
"Petroleum (Barbadense)." Land.
Off. Syn. PETROLEUM. BITUMEN PETROLEUM.
LEUM BARBADENSE. Dllb.
Barbadocs mr, Rock oil i Petrole, Huile de Gabiun, Fr.;

St~inOI,

PETRO-

Germ.; Pctrolio, llal.;

Petrolco. Spa11.

Petroleum .belongs to .the class of n~tive inflamm~ble substa nces, called
These are liquids or readily fusible sotid·s , which emit, when
heated, a peculiar smell, burn easily, and leave a very s mall carbonaceous
residue. They are of two kinds, one liquid, called naphtha, the other solid,
denominated asphaltum. Naphtha is a transpare nt yellowish-white, very
li ght a~d inflam~able limpid liqu id, which is found abundantly in Persia.
It consists exclus.1vely of carbon and hydrogen. As oxygen does not enter
into its composit1on, it may be advantageously emp loyed for preserving
potassium. During the formation of coal gas, an arlijicial_naphthu_ is ob·
tained, which by rectification is rendered equally light and limpid wnh the

bitwnens.
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natural substance. Thus purified, it was found, by M r. Jam<'s Syme,
of Edinburgh, to possess the property of dissolving caoutchouc, and .the
solution has been usefully applied to the purpose of forming various surgical
instruments of that material. This solution has also been employed, at the
suo-gestion of Mr. Macintosh, of Glasgow, for rendering cloth and other
fabrics water-proof. They are varnished with the solution on one side, and
the varnished surfaces are applied to each other, and made to adhere by
powerful pressure . .fl.splwllum is solid, black, d ry, friable, and insoluble in
alcohol. These two \'arieties of bitumen often exist in a state of mixture in
nature. 'When the asphaltum predominates it takes the na•n.e of maltha or
mineral tar; when the naphtha is in the larger proportion it 1s called petroleum.
Localities. Petroleum is found principally at Amiano in ftaly, at Gabian
in France, upon the borders of the Caspian Sea, near Rangoon in t.he Birman Empire, and in Barbadoes, Trinidad, and other West I ndia islands.
The wells of petroleum in Birmah are said to produce four hundred thousand hogsheads annually. The petroleum from Barbadoes is indicated as
the officinal variety by the London and Dublin Colleges. rrhe kind is not
specified by the Edinburgh College.
In the United States, petroleum is found in various localities, the principal of which arc on the Kenhawa in Vi rginia; near Scottsville in Kentucky;
in Western Pennsylvania; on Duck Creek in Ohio i and on the shores of
Seneca lake in New York. That found in the latler locality is usually
called in this country Seneca oil, and similar varieties of petroleum from
other native sources are known by the same name.
Propfrlies. Barbadoes pelrol_ewn is a black, nearly opaque, inflammable
liquid, of the consistence of molasses, unctuous to the touch, and possessing
a bituminous taste, and strong and tenacious odour. lts sp. gr. varies from
0·730 to O·b:78. When subjected to distillation, it yields naphtha, and leaves
a. solid residue of asphaltum . lt is little affected by alcohol, acids, or alkalies, but dissolves in ether and in the fixed and volatile oils. lt consists
chiefly of carbon and hydrogen, associated with a little nitrogen and oxygen.
Rangoon pelroleurn has a dark reddish-black colour 1 a strong, rather fragrant
odour, and the consistence of lard in summer. "\Vhen heated to 90°, it be·
Dr. Christison
com~s a reddish-brown very mobile liquid. (Christison.)
obtamed from it by distillation, first, a large quantity of naphtha, and after·
wards a crystalline principle, which he ascertained to be identical with paraffin. In the naphtha Dr. Gregory subsequently discovered cupione. It is
probable, as Dr. Christison remarks, that this petroleum is more active than
the Barba.does.
Afcdical Properties and Uses. Petroleum is accounted a stimulating antispasmodic and sudorific. It is occasionally given in disorders of the chest,
when not auended with inflammation. In Germany it has been extolled as a'
remedy for tape-worm . Schwartz's formula in such cases was a mixture or
one part of petroleum with one and a half parts of tincture of assafetida, of
which forty drops were given three times a day. Externally, petroleum is
employed as a stimulating embrocation in chilblains, chronic rheumatism,
affections of the joints, and paralysis. It is an ingredient in the popular
remedy called British oil. 'l'he dose of petroleum is from thirty drops to
a small teaspoonful, given in any convenient vehicle.
The native petroleum called Seneca oil is used to a considerable exlent
as an external application in domestic practice. It is lio-hter colourf'd, thinner
in consistence, and le.ss sapid and odorous than the Barbadoes petroleum,
B.
and probably contains more naphtha.
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PETROSELlNUM. U.S. Secondary.
Parsley Root.
11

The root of Apium Petroselinum."U. S.

Pcr.-il, Pr.; Pclcr~ilie, Germ.; Prezzemolo, llcd.; Perr>xil, Spa11.

Arrn;u . Sex. SyfJt . Pemandria Digynia.-~iVat. Ord. Apiacere or Umbelliferre.
Oen . Ch. Fruit ovate,slriated. Jnvolucre one-leafed. Petals equal. 'f//illd•
•/JpiumPetroselirwm. Willd. S/1.Plant.i.1415; ~Voodv . .Med.Bot.p.
11~. t. 45. Petroselinum sativum. Hoffinann, Umb. 1. t. 1. f. 2.; Lindley,
Flor. fifed . p. ;35. Parsley has a biennial root, with an annual, round, furrowed, jointed, erect, branching stem, which rises about two feet in height.
The radical leaves are compound, pinnatcd in ternaries, with the leaflets
smooth, divided into three lobes, and notched at the margin. In the cauline
leavrs, the segments of the leaflets are linear and entire. The flowers are
sma ll, pale yellow, and disposed in terminal compound umbels, with a one
or two-leaved gl-'neral involucre, and partial ones composed of six or eight
leaflets . The petals are five, roundish, and inflexed at their apex. The
seeds (half fruits) are small, O\'ate, flat on one side, convex on the other, of
a dark-green colour, and marked \\."ith five longitudinal ridges. They have
a strong, terebinthinate odour, and a warm aromatic taste.
Till' plant is a native of Sardinia, and other parts of Southern Europe, and
is cultivated everywhere in gardens. All parts of it contain an ess<.>nLial oil,
to which it owes its medicinal virtues, as well as its Use in seasoning. ~1.
H. Braconnot obtained from the herb a peculiar gelatinous sub:<tance, resembling pectic acid in appearance, which he named apiin. lt is procured
by boiling the herb in water, straining the liquor, and nllowing it to
cool. The apiin then forms a gelatinous mass, which requires only to be
washed with cold water. (Phil. Jllag., xxiv. _15.5.) The root is the part
directed by the Pharmacopreia, though the fruit is at least <.>qually efficient.
The root is spindle-shaped, about as thick as the finger, externally white,
and marked with close annular wrinkll-'s, inte rnally fleshy and white, wi1h
a yellowish Cl'IJtral portion. It has a pleasant smell, and a sweetish slighLly
aromatic taste; but loses these properties by long boiling, and by the action
of time. [t should be employed in the recenL state .
ftledical Properties and Uses. Parsley root is said to be aperient and
diuretic, and is occasionally used in nephritic and dropsical affections, in
connPxion with more active medicines. It is highly recommended by Professor Chapman. The usual form of administration is that of strong infusion . The juice of the fresh herb has been employed as a substitute for
W.
quinia in intermittents.

PHOSPHORUS. Land.
P/wsphorns.
Pho>=-pmc, Fr.; Phosphor, Germ.; Fosforo, l tal., Span.

This t.!lementary substance was discovered in 166!.J by Brandt, an alchemist of Hamburg; and the process by which it was made remained a
secret until 1737. At first it was obtained from putrid urine, and was exceedingly scarce and costly. In 1769, Gabn discovered it in bones, and
s hortly aflerwards published a process by which it might be extracted from
them; nnd his melhod has been followed to the present lime.
Preparation. Powcl~red calcined bones, which consist principally of
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that ,·aricty of phosphate of lime called bone-phosphate, are digested for
twenty-four hours wi_th two-thir~s of their weight of strong su lphuric acid,
previously diluted wllh twelve tunes its weight of water. The sulphuric
acid separates a part of the lime from the phosphoric acid, and precipitat1:s
as sulphate of lime; while a superphosphate of lime remains in solution .
The whole is then strained through a linen cloth to separate the sulphat13
of lime, and aflerwards submitted to C\'aporation, which causes a fresh precipitation of sulphate, requiring to be separated by a new straining. Th e
strained solution of superphosphate is evaporated to a syrupy consistence,
and then thorou ghly mixed with ~rnlf its weight of powdered charcoal, so
as to form a soft mass, which is dried by being heated to dull redness iu an
iron pol. 'l'he mass when cool is quickly transferred to a coated earthenware retort, furnished with an adopter of copper, bent downwards at right
angles, so as to enter a bottle with a l.arge neck containing waler, which
should rise about two lines above the orifice of the adopter. Th e bonle is
dosed round the adopter with a cork, which is traversed by a small glass
tube, to give exit to the gaseous products. The retort is heated in a furnace, furnished with a dome, in the most gradual manner, so as to occupy
about four hours in bringing it to a red heat. Afterwards the heat is
pushed vigorously, so long as any phosphorus drops into the water; and
this takes place generally for from twenty-four to thirty hours. During
this part of the process, the excess of acid in the superphosphate is decomposed; its oxygen combining with the charcoal, and the liberated phosphorus distilling over. A quantity of the materials sufficient to fill a quart
retort will yield about a pound of phosphorus.
Properlies. Phosphorus is a semitransparent solid , without taste, but
possessing an all iaceous smell. When perfectly pure it is colourless; but
as usually prepared it is yellowish or reddish-yellow. It is flexible, and
when cut exhibits a waxy lustre. It is insoluble in water, but dissolves
sparingly in alcohol and the oils, and more freely in ether. hs sp. gr. is
1·77, and its equ ivalent number 31·4. It takes fire at 1(>0°, melts at 108°,
and boils at 550°, air being excluded. During its combustion, it combines
with the oxygen of the air, and forms phosphoric acid. On account of its
great in~amma bility, it requires to be kept under water: \Vhen exposed
to the air it undergoes a slow combustion, emitting while vapou rs, which
are luminous in the dark. It has been found by \VOhler, in one instance,
to contain one-half of one per cent. of arsenic; and, therefore, when used
in forming medicinal preparations, should be tested for that metal. Phosphorus forms with oxygen the hypophosphorous, phosphorous, and phosphoric acids, and two isomeric va~ietics of th e latter acid, called pyrophosphoric and meta phosphoric. 'V1th hydrogen it forms three combinations;
one solid, a second gaseous , not spontaneously inflammable when pure, an<l
a third, not yet isolated, generally present as an impurity in the secon<l,
which it renders spontaneously infla~mable. The only officinal combinations containing phosphorus are" the diluted phosphoric acid," of the London
College, and the phosphates of iron, lime, and soda. These will be noticed
under their severa l officinal titles.
Medical P1·opcrties. Phosphorus, exhibited in sma ll doses, acts as a
powerful general stimulant; in large doses, as a violent irritant poison. Its
action seems directed particularly to the kidneys and genital organs, producing diuresis, and excitation of the venereal appetite. The latter effect
has been conclusively proved by the experiments of Alphonse Leroy, Chcnevi~, and Bert~and-Pelletier. From its peculiar physiological action, it is
cons idered applicable to diseases attended with extreme prostration of the
vital powers. It has . been recommended in dropsy, impotency, typhus
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fever, phthisis, marasmus, chlorosis, paralysis, amaurosis, mania, &c. The
usual form for exhibition is an ethereal solution, as directed by the Paris
Codex, under the title of Tinctum JE'therea cum P/t(Jsplwro . l t is formed
by macerating for a month, in a well·stop~ed bottle, covered with black
paper, 4 parts of phosphorus, cut in small p ieces, in 200 parts of sulphuric
ether, and decanting into small bottles, prepared in a similar manner. The
proportion of phosphorus dissolved is about four grains to the ounce of
ether. The dose of this solution is from five to ten drops, gi,•en every two
or four hours, in a small portion of some bland drink. Jt has been objected
to the ethereal solution, that, upon the evaporation of the ether, the phosphorus is liable to be set free, and may inflame in the stomach. It is on
this account that oil is preforred as a solvent. The Oleum Phosplwratum
or p!tosplwrated oilof the Prnssian Pharmacopmia is made as follows. Take
of phosphorus twelve grains; almond oil, recently prepared, an ounce.
Melt the phosphorus in the oil by the heat of warm water, and.. agitate until
it appears to be dissolved. The ounce of oil takes up about about four grains
of phosphorus; and the dose of the solution is from five to ll!n drops, mixe.d
with some mucilaginous liquid. An aromatic flavour may be given to the
phosphorated oil by the addition of a few drops of oil of bergamot.
Great caution is necessary in the exhibition of phosphorus, and its effects
should be closely 'vatched. lt ought never to be g iven in substance; as,
when thus adm inistered, it is apt to produce vio lent irritaiion of the stomach.
'Vhen taken in substance in a poisonous dose, two or three grains of tartar
emetic shou ld be given to dislodge it. If swallowed in the. state of solution, copious draughts of cold water, containing magnesia rn suspension,
should be administered, in order to arrest the further combustion of the
phosphorus, and to neutralize any acid which may have been formed.
OJ!. Prep. Acidum Phosphoricum Dilutum, Land.
B.

PHYTOLACC.iE BACC.iE. U.S. Secondary.
Poke Berries.
"The berries of Phytolacca decandra." U. S.

PHYTO L ACC.iE RADIX. U. S. Secondary.
Puke Root.
"The root of Phytolacca decandra." U.S.
Sex. Syst. Decandria Decagynia.- Nat. Ord. Phylolac-

ca~~~TOLACCA .

Gen. Ch. Calyx none. Petals five, calycine. Berry superior, ten-celled,
ten-seeded. Willd.
Pliytolacca decamlra. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii . 822; Bigelow, .11.rn. JY/ed.
Bot. i. :-19; Barton, .Med. Bot. ii. 2 13. This is an indigenous plant with
a very large perennial root, often five or six inches in diameter, divided
into two or three principal branches, soft, fl eshy, fibrous, whitish within,
and covered with a brownish cuticle. The stems, which are annual, frequently grow to the height of six or eight feet, and divide into numerous
spreading branches. They are round , very smooth, of a green colour when
young, but purple after the berries have ripened. The leaves are scattered,
ovate oblong, entire, pointed, smooth, ribbed beneath, and supported on short
footstalks. The flowers are numerous, small, and grow in long racemes,
which are sometimes ertct, sometimes drooping. The corolla consists of
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five ovate, concave, petals, fold ing inwards, and of a whitish colour. The
germ is green. There are ten stamens, and the same numbe r of pistils.
'l'he raceme of flowers becomes a cluster of dark purple, almost black,
shining berries, flattened above and below, ana divided inlo ten cells, each
of which contains one seed .
The poke is abundant in all parts of the. United States, flourishi ng along
fences, by the borders of woods, and especially in newly -cleared and uncul tivated fields. I t a lso grows spontaneously in the North of Africa and thti
South of Europe, where, however, it is supposed to have been introduced
from America. Its ft~wers begin to appear in Ju ly, and ~he fruit ripens in
autumn. The magnitude of the poke-weed, its large rich leaves, and its
beautiful clusters of purple berries, oftc>n ming led upon the same branch
with the green unripe fruit, and the flowers still in bloom, render it one of
the most striking of our native plants. The young shoots are much used
as food early in the spring. boiled in the manner of spinage. The ashes
of the dried stems and leaves contain a very large proportion of potassa,
yielding, according to Braconnot, not less than forty-two per cent. of the
pure caustic alkali. In the plant the potassa is neutralized by an acid
closely resembli~g the malic, though ~ifferin~. from it in some respects.
The leaves, bernes, and root are used rn mcd1cme, but the two latter only
are mentioned in the Pharmacopa::ia. The root abounds most in the active
principles of the plant. It should be dug up late in November, cut into thin
transverse slices, and dried with a moderate heat. As its virtues are
diminished by keeping, a new supply should be procured every year. The
berries shou ld be collected when perfectly ripe, and the leaves about the
middle of summer, when the footstalks begin to redden.
'1.'he berries contain a succulent pulp, and yield upon pressure a large
quantity of fine purplish~red juice. They have a sweetish, nauseou~,
slightly acrid taste, with little odour. The colouring princip~e of t~e1r
juice is evanescent, and cannot be applied to useful purposes m dyeing,
from the difficulty of fixing it. Alkalies render it yellow; but the origim1l
colour is restored by acids. The juice contains saccharine matter, and,
after fermenting, yields alcohol by distillation.
'the dried root is of a light yeJlowi.sh-brown colour externally, very much
wnnkled, and, when in transverse slices, exhibits on the cut surface numerous concentric rings, formed by the projecting ends of fibres, betwrrn
which the intervening matter has shrunk in the drying process. The
structure internally in the older roots is firm and almost ligneous; t~e
colour yellowish-white, alternating with darker circular layers. There 1s
no smell; the taste is slightly sweetish, and at first mild, but followed by a
sense of acrimony. The active matter is imparted to boiling water an<l
alcohol. From the analysis of Mr. Edward Donelly, the root appear~ to
con~ain tannic ~cid, starch, gum, sugar, resin, fixed oil, and lignin, besides
vanous inorga111c principles. (.Om . Journ. of Phann., xv. Hi9.)
.Medical Properties m~d Uses. Poke is emetic, purgative, and somew~at
n~rcotic. As an emetic 1t is very slow in its operation, frequent ly not bt'g1n~
nrng to vomit in less than one or two hours after it has been taken. and then
continuing to act for a long time upon both the stomach and bowels. The
vomiting produced by it is said not to be attended with much pain or
spasm; but narcotic effects have been obs~rved by some phys~cians, such
as drowsiness,. ,·ertigo, and dimness of vision. In over-dos~s It produces
excessi\'C vomiting and purging, attended with great prostration of strength,
and sometimes with convulsions. lt has been proposed as a substitute for
ipecacuanha i but the slowness and long continuance of its action, and its
tendency to purge, wholly unfit it for the purposes which that emetic is
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calculated to fulfil. In small doses it acts as an alterative, and has been
highly recommended in the treatment of chronic rheumatism. The dose
of the powdered root, as an emetic, is from ten to thirty grains; as an
alterative, from one to five grains. A saturated tincture of the bt>n:ies prepared with diluted alcohol may be given in rheumatic cases, in the dose of
a fluidrachm three times a day. A strong infusion of the leaves or root has
been recommended in piles. An ointment prepared by mixing a drachm
of the powd ered root or leaves with an ounce of lard, has been used with
ad\ antage in psora, tinea capitis, and some other forms of cutaneous dis·
ease. It occasions at first a sense of heat and smarting in the part to
which it is applied. An extract made by evaporating the expressed juice
of the recent leaves has been used for the same purposes, and acquired at
one time considerable repute as a remedy in cancer.
W.
1

PIM ENT A. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Pimento.
"The unripe berries of Myrtus Pim enta." U.S. 11 Myrtus Pimenta.
Baccm imniaturm exsiccat::e." Lond. "Unripe berries of Eugenia Pimen"Myrtus PimPnta. Fructus ." flub.

ta ." Ed.

All~pic:c, Jamnirn pepper; Piment, Poivre de In Jnmaiquc, Fr.; Nelkenpfcffcr, Germ.;
Pimcnti, l lal.; Pimienta de !a Jamaica, Span.

MvRTus. Sex. Syst. Icosandria Monogynia. - Nat. Ord. Myrtacere.
Gen. Cit. Calyx five~cleft, superior. Petals five. Berry two to fivecelled, many-seeded. TVilld.
DJyrttts Pimenta. Willd. Sp. Plant . ii . 973; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 541.
t. 19-J . Eugenic~ Pimenta. De Cand. Prodr~m. iii. 285; Lindley, Flor.
Med. p. 76. This is a beautiful tree, about th\Tty feet high, with a straight
trunk, much branched above, and covered with a very smooth gray bark .
Ils dense and ever-verdant foliage gives it at all times a refreshing appearance. The leaves, which are petiolate, vary in shape and size; but are
usually about four inches long, elliptical, entire, blunt or obtusely pointed,
veined, and oi a deep shining green colour. The flowers are sma ll , without
sho\~, and disposed in panicles upon trichotomous stalks, which ~sually
terminate th e branches. The fruit is a spherical berry, crowned with the
persistent calyx, and when ripe is smooth, shining, and of a black or darkpurp le colour. The tree exhales an aromatic fragrance, especially during
the summer months, when it is in flower.
It is a nati ve of the West Indi es, Mexico, and South America, and is
abundant in Jamaica, whence its fruit received the name of Jamaica pPpper.
The bt>rrics are the officinal part. They are gathe red after having allained
their full size, but while yet green, and are carefully dried in the su n.
" ' hen sufficiently dry, t ~1ey are put into bags and cas~s for exportation.
Properties. The bemes, as they reach us, are of different sizes, usually
about as large as a small pea, round, wrinkled, umbilicate at the summit,
of a brownish colour, and when broken present two cells, each containing a
black hemispherical seed. They have a fragrant odour, thought to resemble
that of a mixture of cinnamon, cloves, and nutmeg. Hence the name of allspice, by which they are best known in this country. Their taste is warm,
aromatic, pungent, and sli ght ly astringent. They impart their flavour to
water, and all their virtues to alcohol. The infusion is of a brown colour,
and reddens litmus paper. They yield a volatile oil by distillation. (See
Oleum Pinienfa!.) By a minute analysis, Bonastre obtained from them a
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volatile oil, a green fixed oil, a concrete oleaginous substance in yellowish
flakes, tannin, gum, resin, uncrystallizable sugar, colouring matter, malic
and gallic acids, saline matters, moisture, and lignin. The green oil has
the burning aromati? taste of pimento, and is suppose_d to be the acrid
principle. Upon this, therefore, together with the volatile oil, the medical
properties of the berries depend; and as these two principles exist most
largely in the shell or cortical portion, this part is most efficient. Accord·
ing to Bonastre, the shell contains 10 per cent. of the volatile, and 8 of the
fixed oil, the seeds only 5 per cent. of the former, and 2·5 of the lauer.
Berzelius considers the green fixed oil of Bonastre as a mixture of volatile
oil, resin, fixed oil, and perhaps a little chlorophylle.
JJ1edical Properties and Uses. Pimento is a warm, aro~atic stimulant,
used in medicine chiefly as an adjuvant to tonics and purgatives, the taste of
which it serves to co\•er, while it increases their warmth, and renders them
more acceptable to the stomach. It is particularly useful in cases allcnded
with much flatulence. It is, however, much more largely employed as a
condiment than as a medicine . The dose is from ten to forty grains.
Off. Prep. Aqua Pimentre, Lond., Ed., JJub.; Oleum Piment~, U. 8. ,
Lond., Ed., Dub.; Spiritus Pimentre, U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Syrupus
Rhamni, Lond., Ed., JJub.
W.

PIPER. U.S.
Black Pepper.
"The berries of Pi per nigrum." U. S.
Off. Syn. PIPER N!GRUM. Piper nigrum. Bacc:e. Land.; PIPER
NIGRUM. Dried unripe berries ofP1pernigrum . Erl.; PIPERNIGRUM.
Semina . .Dub.
Poivrc, Pr.; Sclnrnrncr Pfeffer, Germ.; Gemcine pcper, Dutch; Pepe nero, Ital.; Pi·
micnta negra, Span.; Fifi\ uswml, .Jlrab.; Lada, lJ[alay; Maricha, Javan.; Sahan, Pa/em·
bang.
P1PER. See CUBEBA.
Piper nigrum. Willd. Sp. Plan!. i. 159; Woodv. llfed. Bot. p. 721. t.
246. The pepper vine is a perennial plant, with a round, smooth, woody,
articulated stem, swelling near the joints, branched, and from eight to
twelve feet or more in lengt.h . TJ1e leaves are entire, broad ovate, acuminate, seven-nerved, coriaceous, very smooth, of a dark green colour, and
attached by strong sheath-like footstalks to the joints of the branches. rrhe
flowers are small, whiti sh, sess ile, covering thickly a cylindrical s~adix,
and succeeded by globular berries, which are of a red colour when npe.
~he plant grows wild in Cochin-china and various parts of India. It is
cultivated on the coast of Malabar, in the peninsula of Malacca, in Siam,
Sumatra, Java, Borneo, the Philippines, and many other places in the East.
We are told by Cr.aw ford, that the best pepper is produced in Malabar; but
Europe and Amenca derive their chief supplies from Sumatra and Java.
The plant is propagated by cuuings, and is supported by props, or by trees
of various kinds planted for the purpost>, upon which it is trained. In three
or four years from the period of planting, it begins to bear fruit. The berries are gathered before they are all perfectly ripe, and, upon being dried ,
becomP black and wrinkled.
White pepper is the ripe berry, deprived of its skin by maceration in
water and subsequent friction, and afterwards dried in the sun . It has less
of the peculiar virtues of the spice than the black pepper, and is seldom
employed in this country.
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Properties. The dried berries are about as large as a small pea, externally b lackish and wrink led, internally whitish, of an aromatic smell, and a
hot, pungent, almost fiery taste. rfhey yield their virtues partially lO water,
entirely to alcohol and ether. Pelletier found them to contai n a peculiar
crystalline matter called pipei-in, an acrid concrete oil or soft resin of a gr~en
colour, a balsamic volatile oil, a coloured gummy substance, an extractive
matter like that found in leguminousplantscapableofbeing precipitated by
infusion of galls, a portion of bassorin, uric and malic acids, Jignin, and
various salts. Piperin was discovered by ProfessorCErsted,ofCopenhagcn,

~~1le~i~~~i~~~:;v~~' ~t~~f;t~~~ied ~~~i·a~J~~li~~en~~~~: ~;~n~~~~c~i ~:irJ~~;~
1

and ascribed all the effects, supposed to have been obtained from it, to a portion of the acrid concrete oil with which it is mixed when not very carefully
prepared. '\Vhen perfectly pure, piperin is in colourless transparent crystals, without taste, fusible at 212°, insoluble in cold water, slightly soluble
in boiling water which deposits it upon cooling, soluble in alcohol, ether,
and acetic acid, decomposed by the concentrated mineral acids, with the
sulphuric becoming of a blood-red colour, with the nitric, first of a greenishyellow, then orange, and ultim ately red. Christison, however, states in his
Dispensatory, that the whitest crysta ls he had been able to obtain were
still acrid, and emitted an irritating vapour when thrown on heated iron.
Piperin is obtained by treating pepper with alcohol, evaporating the tincture to the consistence of an extract, submitting the extract to the action of
an al kaline solution by which the oleaginous matter is converted into soap,
washing the undissolved portion with cold water, separating the liquid by
filtration, treating the matter left on the filter with alcohol, and allowing the
solution thus obtained to evaporate spontaneously, or by a gentle heat.
Crystals of piperin are deposited, and may be purified by alternate solution
in alcohol or ether, and crystallization. The taste and medicinal activity
of pepper probably depend on the peculiar concrete oil or resin before
alluded to, and on the volatile oi l. ~rhe concrete oil is of a deep green
colour, very acrid, and soluble in alcohol and ether. The volatile oil is
limpid, colourl ess, becoming yellow by age, of a strong odour, and of a
taste less acrid than that of the pepper. It consists of ten equiv. of carbon,
and eight of hydrogen, and forms a liquid, but not a concrete compound with
muriatic acid.
lJfeclical Properties ancl Uses. Black pepper is a warm carminative
stim ulant, capable of producing general arterial excitement. but acting with
greater proportional energy on th e part to which it is applied. From the
time of Hippocrates it has been employed as a condiment and medicine.
Its culinary uses at present are t?o welJ known to require notice. Its chief
medicinal application is to excite the languid stomach, and correct ftatu·
Jenee. It was long since occasionally administered for the cure of intermittents; but its employment for this purpose had passed from the hands
of the profession into those of the vulgar, till a few years s ince revived by
an Italian physician, to be again consigned to forgetfulness. Piperin has
also been employed in the same complaint, and has been recommended as
superior even to the sulphate of quinia; but experience has not confirmed
the first reports in its favour. That, in its impure state, when mixed with
a portion of the acrid principle, it will occasionally cure intermittents, there
can be no doubt; but it is not comparable to the preparations of bark, and
is probably less active than the alcoholic extract of pepper. ln those cases
of intermittents in which the stomach is not duly susceptible to the action
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of quinia, as in some instances of d~unkards, pepper may be found a useful
adjuvant to the more powerful febnfuge.
The dose of pepper is from five to twenty grains. It may be given in the

state of the berry or in powder; but is more energetic in the latter. Piperin has been given in doses varying from one to six or eight grains.
O.ff. Prep. Confectio Piperis Nigri, Lond., Ed., .Dub.; Confectio Rutm,

Lond., Dub.; Emplastrum Cantharidis Compositum, Ed.; Unguentum
Piperis Nigri, Dub.

W.

PIPER LONG UM. Lond., Ed., Dub.
Long Pepper.
11
Piper longum. Fructus imm.aturus exsiccatus." Lond. "Dried spikes
of Piper longum." Ed. "Semina." Dub.

Poivre longue, Fr.; Langer Pfeffer, Germ.i Pepe lungo, Ital.; Pimienta larga, Spai1.

PIPER. See CUBEBA.
Piper longwn. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 161; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 724.
This species of Piper differs from its congeners in having its lower

t. 247.

leaves cord ate, petiolate, seven-nerved, its upper oblong cord ate, sessile, and
five-nerved; its flowers in dense, short, terminal, and nearly cylindrical
spikes; and its fruit, consisting of very small one-seeded berries or grains,
embedded in a pulpy matter. It is a nati\'e of South-eastern Asia, and is
produced abundantly in Bengal and many parts of 1-lindostan. The fruit is
green when immature, and becomes red as it ripens. Il is gathered in the
former state, as it is then holler than when perfectly ripe. The whole
spike is taken from the plant and dried in the sun.
Long pepper is cylindrical, an inch or more in length, indented on ils
surface, of a dark gray colour, a weak aromatic odour. and a pungent fiery
taste . M. Du long found its chemical composition to be closely analogous to
that of black pepper, as ascertained by Pelletier. Like that it contains
]Jiperin, a concrete oil or soft resin upon which its burning acrimony de pends, and a volatile oil to which it probably owes its odour. Its medical
virtues are esse~tially the same as those of the black pepper i but it is
considered infenor to that spice, and is seldom used.
Off. Prep. Confectio Opii, Lonri., Dub .; Pulvis Aromaticus, Dub., Lond.;
Pulvis Cretre Compositus, Land., Dub.; Tinctura Cinnamomi Composita,

Lond., Ed.

W.

PIX ABIE TIS. U.S.
Burgundy Pitch.
"The prepared concrete juice of Abies excelsa." U.S.

Off. Syn. PIX AB!ETINA. Pin us Abies . Resina prreparala. Lond.;
PIX BURGUNDICA.

Concrete resinous exudation, probably in a great

measure from Abies excelsa. Ed.; P IX BURGUND!CA. PINUS AB LES.
Resina. Thus. Dub.
Poix de Bourgogne, Poix jaunc, Poix blanche, }'1·.; Bur~rundisches Pech, Germ

The genus Pin us of Linnreus has been divided into three genera, which
are now acknowledged by most botanists, viz., Pinus, ./J.bies, and Larix;
the first including the pin~s, the second the firs and spruces, and the t hird
the larches. In former editions of this work we followed the United States
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Pharmacopceia in adhering to the Linnroan arrangement; in the present,

we follow the same autho rity in adopting the new division.
AnIEs. Sex. Syst. Moncecia Monadelphia.- Nat. Ord. Pinacere or Coni-

ferre.
Gen. Ch.

MALE FLOWERS.

Catkins solitary, not racemose; Scales sta-

miniferous at the apex . Stamens two, with one-celled anthers. FEMALES.
Catkins simple. Ovaries two. Sligmas gla ndular. Cone with imbricated

scales, which are thin at the apex, and rounded. Cotyledons digitate-partite.

Leaves solitary in each sheath . .De Cand .
./l.bies excelsa. De Cand.-J.l. commimis. Lindley, Louclon's Encyc. of
Plants.-Pinus .Bbies. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 506; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 4.

~r=d a::~hfir;'; !e~~fn sc;i~c:t,i~v~t;:rrr~~r:zr:~:~~~~i:fo ~;;~~~~~ di~~~~e~:
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The leaves, which stand lhickly upon the branches, are short.' obscurely
four-cornered, often curved, of a dusky green colour, and shinmg on the
upper surface. The male amen ts are purple and axillary, the female of the
same colour, but usually terminal. The fruit is in pendent, purple, nearly
cylindrical slrobiles, the scales of which are oval, pointed, and ragged at the
edges.
Thi s tree is a native of Europe and Northern Asia. Though designated
as the source of Burgundy pitch, it furnishes but a part of the substance so ld
under that name by the druggists. Tingley asserts that the real Burgundy
pitch is obtained from the /Jbies picea, or European si lver fir tree ; and the
same fact is stated by Fee. According to Geiger, who is probably correct, it
is procured from both species. To obtain the pitch, portions of the bark are
removed so as to lay bare the wood, and the flakes of concrete resinous matter
which form upon the surface of the wound, having been detached by iron
instruments, are melted with water in large boilers, and then strained through
coarse cloths. It is called Burgundy pitch from the province of that name
in the East of France. W e are told that the greater portion is collected in
the neighbourhood of Neufchatel.
From other species of pine, in different parts of Europe, a similar product
is obtained and sold by the same name. I t is prepared by removing the
juice which concretes upon the bark of the tree, or upon the surface of incisions, called galipol by the French, and purifying it by melting and straining,
either throu gh cloth or a layer of straw.
A factitious Burgundy pitch is also made by melting together common
pitch, resi n, and turpentine, and agitating the mixture with water, which
gives it the requisite yellowish colour. Its odour is different from that of
the genuine.
As .brought.to this country. Burgundy pitch is gener.ally mixed with
impunties, which require that it should be melted and strained before being
used. In its pure state it is hard, brittle, quite opaque, of a yellowish or
brownish-yellow colour, and a weak terebinthinate taste and odour. It is
very fusible, and at the heat of th e body softens and becomes adhesive. It
differs from turpe ntine in containing a smaller proportion of essential oil.
Under the name of AnrnT1s REslNA, the London College directs the concrete juice of the spruce fir, as taken immediately from the bark of the tree,
without any preparation. lt is the Tims or Frankincense of the former
London and present Dublin Pharmacopreias. It is in £olid brittle tears, of
a brownish-yellow colour on the outside, and paler within, and emits an
agreeable odour when burned. It softens and b~comes adhesive at the temperature of the body. Though ascribed to the /J.bies excelsa, it is probably
obtained also from other sources; and we have been told by an apothecary
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from London, that an article exactly resembling our common white turpentine when perfectly dried, is sold as frankincense in the shops of that city.
JJJedical Properties and Uses. Applied to the skin in the shape or a plaster, Burgundy pitch acts as a gentle rubefacient, producing a slight degree of
.inflammation and serous effusion without separating the cuticle. Sometimes
it excites a papillary or vesicular eruption; and we have known it to act upon
the surface as a violent poison, giving rise to excessive pain, tumefaction, and
redness, followed by vesication and even ulceration. It is used chiefly in
cases of slight chronic pains of a rheumatic character, or in chronic affections
of the chest or abdominal viscera, which call for a gentle but long-continued
revulsive action upon the skin.
The resin of the spruce fir (.fl.bietis Resina) is used only as an ingredient
of plasters.
Off. Prep. Emplaslrum Cantharidis Comp., Ed.; Emplast. Ferri, U. S.;
Emplast. Galbani Comp., U.S.; Emplast. Opii, U.S., Ed., nub.; Emplast.
Picis, Land., Ed.; Emplast. Picis cum Cantharide, U.S., nub.
Off.Prep. of .fJ.bietes Rcsina. Emplast. Arornaticum, nub.; Emplast.
Galbani, Land.; Emplast. Opii, Lond.; Emplast. Picis, Lond.
W.

PIX CANADENSIS. U.S.
Canada Pitch.
u

The prepared concrete juice of A hies Canadensis." U. S.

Aorns. See PIX BURGUNDICA .
.(lbies Canadensis. Michaux, N. /J.m. Sylv. iii. 185.- Pinus Canadensis.
W11ld. Sp. Plant. iv. 505. This is the hemlock spruce of the United States
and Canada. When of full growth it is often seventy or eighty feet high,
with a trunk two or three feet in diameter, and of nearly uniform dimeasioas
for two-thirds of its length. The branches are slender, and dependent at
their extremities. The leaves are very numerous, six or eight lines long,
flat, der:uiculate, and irregularly arranged in two rows . The strobiles are
ovate, little longer than the leaves, pendulous, and situated at the ends of
the branches.
The tree is abundant in Canada, Nova Scotia, and the more northern
parts of New England; and is found in the elevated and mountainous regions. of the Middle States.- Its bark abounds in the astringent principle,
and 1s much used for tannmg in the northern parts of the United States.
It contains mu?h less juice than some other of the Pinacere; and very little
flows from incisions made into its trunk. But in the trees which have at·
tained their full growth, and are about or have begun to decay, the juice
exudes spontaneously, and hardens upon the bark in consequence of the
partial evaporation or oxidation of its essential oil. The bark thus incrusted
is stripped from the tree, broken into pieces of convenient size, and boiled
in water. The pitch mehs, rises to the surface, is skimmed off, and is still
fur.thcr purified by a second boiling in water. It is brought to Philadelphia from the north of Pennsylvania, in dark-coloured brittle masses, which,
on being broken, exhibit numerous minute fragments of bark, interspersed
through their substanc~. From these it is purified in the shops by melting
and straining through lmen or canvas. (Ellis, Journ. of Phil. Col. of Plumn.,
ii. IS.)
Thus prepared it is ha:d, brittle, quite opaque, of a dark yellowish-brown
colour, which becomes still darker by exposure to the air, of a weak pecu-
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liar odour, and scarcely any taste. It softens and becomes adhesive with a
mode rate heat, and melts at 1!)8° F. Its constituents are resfn and a minute
proportion of essential oil. It is most generally known by the incorrect
name of hemlock gum, and in the former edition of the U. S. Pharmaco-preia was named hemlock pitch.
JJfedical Properties and Uses. Canada pitch isa gentle rubefacient,closely
analogous to Burgundy pitch in its properties, and employed for precisely
the same purposes.
W.

PIX LIQUIDA. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Tar.
"The impure turpentine procured by burning from the wood of Pin us
palustris and other species of Pinus." U.S. "Pinus sylvestris, liesina
prreparata liquida." Loncl. "Tar from various species of Pinus and
Abies." Ed. "E speciebus Pini diversis." Dub.
Goudron, Fr.; 1:'heer, Germ.; l'ece Jiquida, ital.; Alquitran , Spttn.

The lar used rn this country is prepared from the wood of various species
of pine, particularly the Pinus paluslris of the Southern States, the P. australis of Michaux. (S~e Terebintliina.) The dead wood is usually selected,
because, when vegetation ceases, the resinous matler becomes concentrated
in the interior layers. The wood is cut into billets of a convenient size,
which are placed together so as to form a large stack or pile, and then
covered witll earth as in the process for making charcoal. The stack is built
upon a small circular mound of earth previously prepared, the summit of
which gradually declines from the circumference to the centre, where a small
cavily is formed, communicating by a conduit with a shallow ditch surrounding the mound. Fire is applied through an opening in the top of the pile,
and a slow combustion is maintained, so that the resinous matter may be
melted by the heat. This runs into the cavity in the centre of the mound,
and passes thence by the conduit into the ditch, whence it is transferred
into barrels. Immense quantities of tar are thus prepared in North Carolina and the so_uth·eastern parts of Virginia, sufficient, after supplying our
own consumption, to afford a io.rge surplus for exportation.
Considerable quantities of tar are also prepared in the lower parts of New
Jersey, in some portions of New England, and in Pennsylvania west or the
A\Jegheny mountains, from the Pinus rigida, or pitch pine, and perhaps
from some other species.
Properties. Tar has a peculiar empyreumatic odour, a bitterish, resinous
somewhat acid taste, a colour almost black, and a tenacious consistence
intermediate between that of a liquid and solid. It consists of resinous matter, united with acetic acid, oil of turpentine, and vario1:1-s volatile empyreumatic products, and coloured with charcoal. By di stillation it yields an
acid liquor called pyroligneous acid (see .llcidmn Pyrolig'!emn), and an
empyreumatic oil called oil of tar; and what is left behind 1s pitch. The
empy.reumatic oil has been ascertained by Dr. Reichenbac_h, of Moravia, to
contain, besides oil of turpentine, six distinct principles, which he has named
paraffine, eupione, creasote, p_icamc~r, capnorno_r, and pittacal. Of th~se
only picamar and creasote ment particular attention; the former as the pnn·
ciple 10 which tar owes its bilterness, the latter as the one upon which it
probably depends chi:fiy f?r its m_edical virtues. (See. Cr_easotum.) Tar
yields a small proportion of its constituents to water, which is thus rendered
47•
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medicinal, and is employed under the name of tar waler. It is dissoh·ed by
alcohol, ether, and the volatile and fixed oils.
Jlfedical Properties and Uses. The medical properties of tar are similar
to those of the turpentines. It is sometimes u_se<l. in chronic coughs, and,
''.7hen the disease depends on chronic bronch1al rnflamm::uion, \Vith o?cas10nal advantage. Little benefit can be expected from it in ge.nuine pht)l1sis,
in the treatment of which it was formerly highly recommended. Dr. Bateman employed it advantageously as an internal remedy in ichthyosis. Its
vapour, inhaled into the lungs, has been found serviceable in numerous cases
of bronchial disease. Externally applied, in the state of oinlment, it is a
very efficient remedy in tinea capiLis, or scal.dhead. and in some cases of
psoriasis; and has been used with ad vantage m foul or indolent ulcers, and
some other affections of the ski n.
It may be used in the form of tar water (.Orua P.icis Liquidce), or in substance made into pills with wheat flour, or mixed with sugar in the form of
an electuary. The dose is from half a drachm to a drachm, and may be
repeated so as to am~unt to three or four drachms daily.
Off. Prep. Aqua P1cis Liquidre, Dub.; Unguentum Picis Liquidre, U.S.,

Lond., Ed., Dub.

W.

PIX NIGRA. Land.
Black P itch.
"Pinus ~ylvestris. Resina pr:eparata salida.'' Land.
Ab?f:. 8J~i." PIX ARlDA. Pitch: from various species of Pinus and
This is the solid black mass left after the evaporation of the liquid parts
of tar. (See Pix Liquida.) It has a shining fracture, softe ns and becomes
adhesive with a moderate heat, melts in boiling water, and consists of the
resin of the pine unaltered, and of various empyreumatic resinous products
which have received the name of pytetine. (Berzelius, Trait. de Chim., vi .
641 and 680.) It appears to be very gently stimulant or tonic, and lrns been
used internally in ichthyosis and other cutane9us dis~ases,and recently with
great advantage in piles. The dose is from ten grams to a drachm given in
pills. Pitch is also used externally in the form of ointment. (See Dnguent-

um Picisl'-ligrm.)
Off. Prep. Unguentum Picis Nigrre, Land.

W.

PLUMBUM.
Lead.
Plomb, Fr.i Blei, Germ.; Load, D11tch; Piombo, Ital.; Ploruo, Span.; Chumbo, Port.
Lead is not officinal in its metallic state; but enters into a number of important me.dicinal preparations. It occurs in nature ~n three principal states
- as an ox1de,asasu lphuret called galena, and in sahne combmation,forming
the nativ~ sulphate, phosphate,.car~onate, chromate, molybdate., tungstate,
and arsen1ate of lead. The oxide 1s rare, but galena is cxceedmgly abundant and diffused, and is the ore from which aU the lead of commerce is
extracted. The process of extraction consists merely in melting the ore in
contact with charcoal. Mines of galena occur in different parts of the world,
but the richest and most extensive are found in om own country. The lead
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region of the United States extends in length from the \Visconsin in the
north to the Red river of Arkansas in the south, and in breadtl1 about one
hundred and fifly miles. It is only of latter years that these mines have
been extensively worked.
Properties. Lead is a soft, bluish-gray, and ve ry malleable metal, present·
ing a bright surface when newly melted or cut. It h~s a percept~ble taste,
and a peculiar smell when i;ubbed. [t undergoes but little change m the air,
but is corroded by the combined action of air and water. Its sp. gr. is 11 ·4,
melting point about 612, 0 and equivalent number 108·6. Exposed to a
stream of oxygen on ignited charcoal, it burns with a blue_ flame, throwing
off dense yeliow fumes. The best solvent of lead is nitric acid; but the
presence of sulphuric acid destroys, and that of muriatic acid lessens its
solvent power, on account of the insolubility of the compounds which these
acids form with the metal. Lead forms five oxides, a dinoxide, protoxide,
sesquioxide, deutoxide, and red oxide. The dinoxide consists of two
equivalents of lead and one of oxygen. The protoxide, called in commerce
massicot, may be obtained by calcining, in a platinum crucible, the subnitrate of lead, formed by precipitating a solution of the nitrate by ammonia.
On a large scale it is manufactured by exposing melted lead to the action of
the air. Its surface becornes encrusted with a gray pellicle, which, being
scraped off, is quickly succeeded by another; and the whole of the metal,
being in this way successively presented to the air, becomes converted into
a greenish-gray powder, consisting of protoxide and metallic lead. This,
by exposure to a moderate heat, absorbs more oxygen, and is converted
entirely into protoxide. This oxide has a yellow colour, and is the only one
present in the sahs of lead. As a hydrate it is officinal with the London
College. (See Plumbi Oxydum liydrnlum.) It consists of one eq. of lead
103·G, and one of oxygen 8= 111 ·6. A variety of the protox1de called
litliarge is very much used in pharmacy, and is officinal in all the Pharmacopreias. (See Phmibi Oxidum Semivitreum.) The sesquioxide, disco·
vered by Winkelblech, is unimportant. The deutaxide, called also puce
oxide from its flea-brown colour, may be obtained by treating red lead with
nitric acid. The acid takes up the protoxidc, and leaves the deutoxide,
which may be purified by washing with boiling water. It is a tasteless
powder, of a dark-brown colour. ·when heated to redness it loses half its
oxygen and becomes protoxide. It consists of one eq. of lead, 103·6, and
two of oxygen 16= 119·6. The red oxide, called in commerce minium or
red lead, is described under another head. (See Plmnbi 0.-,;idum Rubrum.)
Lead combines with chlorine and iodine, forming officinal preparations.
(See Plumbi Cldoridum and Plumbi Jadiclum.) The acetate, carbonate,
and nitrate are also officinal.
The best tests of this metal are sulphuretted hydrogen, and a solution of
iodide of potassium. The former produces a black precipitate of sulphuret
of lead, the latter, a yellow one of iodide of lead.
Jliedical Properties and Uses. The effects of lead in its various combina·
tions are those of a sedative and astringent. It is used internally for the
purpose of reducing vascular act_ion, and r~straining ino~dinate discharges;
and externally as an abater of mflammatwn_. When introduced into the
system in a gradual manner, either by working in the metal, or by taking
it in small and frequently repeated doses, it acts injuriously on the nervous
system, producing a peculiar colic, called lead colic, sometimes apoplectic
symptoms, and palsy which is almost alwa_ys partial and incom~lete, and
"affects for the most part the upper extremities. Occasionally salivation is
produced, and, according to Dr. Henry Burton, the constitutional effects of
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the metal are indicated by a narrow lead·blue line at the edge of lhe gum,
round two or more of the teeth, as a constant and early sign . The treatment
necessary in lead colic is given under carbonate of lead. Lead palsy is
usually auended with dyspepsia, constipation, tendency to colic, lassitude,
and gloominess of mind; and is best treated by tonics, aperients, exercise,
and avoidance of the cause of the disease. The poisonous effects of an
overdose of the lead preparations are to be combated by emetics, if free
vomiting has not previously occurred, by the exhibition of the sulphate of
magnesia or sulphate of soda, to act as an antidote by forming the inert

sulphate of lead, and by opium.
Orfila has determined , by experiments on dogs, the appearance exhibited
by the mucous membrane of the stomach, after the use of small doses of the
salts of lead. After the action of such doses for two hours, dull white points
are visible on the membrane, sometimes in rows and someti mes disseminated,
and evidently consisting of the metal, united with the organic tissue. lf the
animal be allowed to live for four days, the same spots may be seen with
the magnifier, and if sulphurretted hydrogen be applied to the membrane,
they are instantly blackened. (.Jlrchives Gin., 3e Sfrie, iv. 244.)
Accordin g to M . Gendrin, su lphuric acid, prepared like lemonade, and
used both internally and externally, is a prophylactic against the poisonous
effects of lead, especially the lead colic. (.Om. Journ. of 1lfed. S~i., xv.
528.) It may be suppose d to act by forming the inert sulphate with the
poison. Mr. Benson, a manager of white lead works at Birmingham, has
tried t his acid, and finds it an effectual preventive of lead colic in his establishment, where it was exceed ingly prevalent before its employment. He
uses it as an addition to g in ger beer, to which bicarbonate of soda is also
add ed to render it brisk, but not in sufficient quantity to prevent a considerable portion of the acid remaining in excess. (London Lancet , Dec.,
1842.) On the other hand, the powers of sulphuric acid in preventing the
poisonous effects of lead are posi ti vely denied by Dr. A. Grisolle . 'fhis
writer recommends that workmen employed in lead manufactories should
use frequent baths, avoid intemperance, and always eat before they enter
upon their work in the morning. He supposes that, in a great majority of
cases, the metal is introduced into the system through the stomach by means
of the sali va or food.
Phann. Preparations. Th e following table embraces all the officinal
preparations containing lead, in the United States and British Pharmacopceias.
Plum bi Oxidum Rubrum, U.S., Ed.
Plumbi Oxidum Semivitreum, U. S.; Plum bi Oxydum, Lond.; Lithargyrum, Ed.; Plum bi Oxydum Semivitreum, .Dub. Anglic~,

Lit!targe.
Ceratum Saponis, U.S., Lond.
Emplastrum Plumbi, U. S., Lond.; Emplastrum Lithargy ri, Ed. ,
Dub. Anglice, L ead plaster, Lit!targe plaster.*
Unguentum Plumbi Compositum, Land.
Liquor Plumbi Subacetatis, U.S.; Liquor Plum bi Diacetatis, Land.;
PlumbiDiacetatis Solutio,Ed.; Plum bi Subacetatis Liquor,

Dub.

.u.

Liquor Pl.um~i Subacetatis Dilutus,
S .; Liquor r_:1lumbi Diacetatls Di!utus, Lond:; Plumb1 Subacetatis Liquor Compositus. Dub. Anghc~, Lead-water.
• This plaster forms the basis of a number of other plasters.
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Ceratum Plumbi Subacetatis, U.S.; Ceratum Plumbi Compositum, Lond. Anglic~, Ooulard's cerate.

Plumbi Oxydum Hydratum, Lond.
Plumbi Chloridum, Lond.
Plumbi Iodidum, Lond., Ed.
Unguentum Plumbi Iodidi. Lond.
Plum bi Acetas, U. 8., Lond., Bd., .Dub.

Ceratum Plumbi Acetatis, Land.; Unguentum Plum bi Acetatis, Ed.,
Dub.
Pilulre Plumbi Opiatre, Ed.
Plum bi Carbonas, U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Unguentum Plumbi Carbonatis, U.S., Ed., Dub.
Plumbi Nitras, Ed.
B.

PLUMBI ACETAS. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Acetate of L ead.
Sut.'<lr of lead i Sacchnrum Saturni, Cerussa acetat.a, Lat.i Acetate de plomh, Sucre de
plornb, Sel de Saturnc, Fr.; EssiE:,•saurcs Bleioxyd, Bleisucker, Gttm.; Zucchero di Sa·
ttlrnO, Ital.; Azucar de' plomo, Span.

Directions are given by the three British Colleges for preparing acetate
of lead; but as it is seldom or never prepared by the apothecary, and may
be obtained in the greatest perfection, and at a cheap rate, from the manufacturing chemist, it is more properly placed, in the United States Pharmacopceia, in the catalogue of the Materia Medica.
Preparation. Sugar of lead is obtained by two methods, ~y ol?'e method, thin plates of lead are placed in shallow vessels filled with distilled
vinegar, in such a manner as to have a part of each plate rising above the
vinegar; and they are turned from time to time, so as to bring different
portions of the metallic surface in contact with the air. The metal becomes
protoxidized and dissolves in the vinegar to saturation, and the solution is
evaporated to the point of crystallization. This process is a slow one, but
furnishes a salt which is perfectly neutral. The other method consists in
dissolving, by the assistance of heat, Jitharge, or the protoxide of lead obtained by calcination, in an excess of distilled vinegar or of purified pyroligneous acid, conta in ed in leaden boilers. The oxide is quickly dissolved,
and, when the vinegar has become saturated, the solution is transferred to
other vessels to cool and crystallize. The crystals having formed, lhe mother waters are decanted, and, by a new evaporation, made to yield a new
crop. These are generally of a yellow colour, but may be rendered
white by repeated sol utions and crystallizations.
The London College directs this salt to be formed by dissolving litharge,
by the aid of a gent le heat, in dilute acetic acid. The Edinburgh process
is substantially the same as the London; the pyroligneous acid directed. by
the Edinburgh College being in fact acetic acid of medium strength. 'l'he
process of the Dublin College consists in the solution of carbonate of lead
(wh ite lead) in the acid; but is ineligible on account of its expense.
Sugar of lead is extensively manufactured in Germany, Holland,France,
and England, as well as in the United States. It is prmcipally consumed
in the arts of dyeing and calico·prin~ing, in which it is employed to form
with alum the acetate of alumina, which is used as a mordant.
Properties. Acetate of lead is a white salt, crystallized in brilliant n~edles,
which have the shape of long prisms, terminated by dihedral summits. Its
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taste is at fir.st sweet and afterwards astringent. Exposed to the air it
effioresces slowly. It dissolves in four times its weight of cold, and in a
much sma ller quantity of boiling water. It is soluble also in alcohol. Its
solution in common water is turbid, in consequence of the formation of carbonate of lead with the carbonic acid which s uch water always contains.
Thi s turbidn ess may be removed by the addition of a small proportion or
vinegar, or of dilute acetic acid. In pure distilled water, free from carbonic acid, it ought to dissolve entirely, and form a clear solution . Sulphuric acid, when added to a so lution of acetate of lead, produces instantly
a precipitate of sulphate of lead; and the disengaged acetic acid gives rise
to vapours having the smell of vinegar. The salt, when heated, first fuses
and parts with its water of crystallization, and afterwards is decomposed,
yielding acetic acid and pyroacrtic spirit (acetone), and leaving a residue
of charcoal and reduced lead. An important property of sugar of lead is
its power of dissolving a large quantity of protoxide of lead. (See Liquor
Plumbi Subacelatis.) It consists of one eq. of acetic acid 51, one of protoxide of lead 111 ·6, and three of water 27 = 189·6.
Incompatibles. Acetate of lead is decomposed by all acids, and by those
soluble salts, the acids of which produce with protoxide of lead insoluble or
sparingly soluble compounds. Acids of this characte~ are the sulphuric,
muriatic, citric, and tartaric. It is also decomposed by lime-water, and by
ammonia, potassa, and soda; the last two, if added in excess, dissolving the
precipitate at first formed. It is decomposed by hard water, in consequence
of the sul phate of lime and common salt which such water usually contains.
With su lphurelted hydrogen, it gives a black precipitate of sulphurel of
lead, with iodide of potassium, a yellow one of iodide of lead, and wilh.
carbonate of soda, a white one of carbonate of lead.
Medical Properties and Uses. Acetate of lead, in medicinal doses, is a
powerful astringent and sedative; in large ones, an irritant poison. The
danger, however, from over-doses of sugar of lead is not so great as is
generally supposed. It has sometimes been given in pretty large doses in
regular practice without any bad effects, and cases are on record where a
quarter of an ounce has been swallowed without proving fatal. ll may be
remarked, however, that the immediate effects of an over-dose are often
escaped by prompt and spontaneous vomiting; and that the remote constitutional effects ~re not apt to occur, so lm~g as the evacuations from .the bowels
are not matenally diminished. The principal diseases in which tt has been
exhibited are hemorrhages, particu.larly from the lungs, intestines, and uterus. Its effect in restraining the discharge of blood is admitted to be very
powerful. It has also been used with advantage in certain forms of dysentery and diarrhrea, an~ has been recommended in particular stages of
cholera infantum. Combined with opium it is well suited to the treatment
of the diarrhrea occu rring in phthisis. It sometimes proves a valuable
remedy in checking vomiting. Dr. Irvine, of Charleston , recommends it
to compose the irritability of the stomach in yellow fever ; and Dr. Davis,
of Columbia, S. C., used it wili1 benefit in the irritable stomach attendant
on biUous fever. It has been much extolled by the German practitioners in
dothinenteritis, or the typhoid fever attended with ulcerations of the intestines. In some of these cases it was advantageously combined with carbonate of ammonia. The same practitioners have strongly recommended
it in ~neurism of the aorta, and Dupuytren, on their report ?r its efficacy,

!~::~te~~i:~v~y~~~~~:.' a~r;Ji~~e~aG~~~. r~ul~e~~e~i~i:~~~)ng ~~1: ~;~ho!

authors of this D1spensatory has imitated the practice in aneur1sm of the
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aorta, and in enlargement of the heart, and with encouraging results. In
mercurial salivation, M. Brachet, of Lyons, found sugar of lead very efficacious, administered in grain pills, night and morning. Several cases of
severe salivation of several months' duration, which had resisted the use of
opium, purgatives, &c., were speedily relieved by the remedy. The solution is frequently used as a collyrium; and, applied by means of cl~ths, or
mixed with crumb of bread, it forms a good application to superficial rnflammation. For the latter purpose, the di lute solution of subacetate of lead is
generally preferred. (See Liquor Plumbi Subacetalis Dilutus.)
·w hen employing this medicine, the practitioner should always bear in
mind that, when long continued in small doses, it is apt to produce dangerous constitutional effects. These are chiefly of two kinds; 1. an
affection of the alimentary canal, attended with severe pain and obstinate
constipation, called colica pictonum or lead colic; 2. a chronic affection of
the. muscles, especial.ly of th~ extensors of the upper extremities, characterized by an excessive wastrng of these organs, and denominated lead
palsy. Both these affections are apt to be excited in those artisans who
work in lead. The approach of these dangerous constitutional symptoms
is said to be indicated by a narrow lead-blue line at the edge of the gums.

(See page 548.)
The dose of sugar of lead is from one to three grains, in the form of pill,
repeated every two or three hours. It is generally given combined with
opium. The solution for external use may be made by dissolving from two
to three drachms of the salt in a pint of water; and if it be wanted clear, a
fluidrach~n of vinegar, or oL dilute acetic acid may be added, which immediately dissolves the carbonate of lead, to which its turbidness is owing.
The usual strength of the solution as a collyrium is from one to two grains
to the fluidounce of distilled water.
OjJ: Prep. Acid um Aceticum, Ed.; Liquor Plumbi Subacetatis, U. 8.,
Lond., Ed.; Pilulre Plumbi Opiatre, Ed.; Plumbi Chloridum, Lond.;
Plumbi Iodidum, Lond.; Unguentum Plumbi Acetatis, Ed., Dub., Lond.
B.

PLUMBI CARBON AS. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Carbonate of Lead.
Off. Syn . PLUMB! CARBONAS. CERUSSA. Dub.
White lead , Ce ruSCj CCrusc, Carbonate de plomb., Blanc de:: plomb, Blanc de cCruse,
Fr.: Bleiwei_,;s, Germ. ; Cerussa, Lal., Ital.; Albayaldc, Spm1.

Preparation. Carbonate of lead is prepared by two principal methods.
By one method it is obtained by passing a stream of carbonic acid through
a solution of subacetate (trisacetate) of lead. The carbonic acid combines
with the excess of protoxide and precipitates as carbonate of lead, while a
neutral acetate remains in solution. This, by being boiled with a fresh
portion of protoxide, is again brought to the state of subacetate, when it is
treated with carbonic acid as before. ln this way the same portion of acetate repeatedly serves the purpose of being converted into subacetate, and
of being decomposed by carbonic acid. The carbonate obtained is washed,
dried by a gentle heat, and thrown ~nto commerce. This process, which
produces white lead of the first quahty, was invented and made public by
Thenard, about the year 1802,and is that which is usually pursued in France
and Sweden.
A modification of the process of Thenard is now pursued by some manu-
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facturers in England. Litha.rge is mixed wilh a_hundredl~ part of acetate of
lead, and the mixture, previousJy mo istened with very httle water, is subjected to a stream of carbonic acid. (Pelouze.)
The other method, which consists in exposing lead to the vapours of vinegar, originated in Holland, and is usually pursued in England and the United
States; but in England, with some modifications which are not well known.
We shall describe this process as pursued by our own manufacturers. The
lead is cast into thin sheets, made by pouring the melted lead over an oblong
sheet-iron shovel, with a flat bottom, and raised edges on its sides, which is
held in a slanting direction over the melting-pot. As many of these sheets
are then loosely rolled up as may be sufficient to form a cy linder five or six
inches in diameter, and seven or eight high, which is placed in an earthen
pot containing about half a pint of vinegar, and having within, a few inches
from the bottom, three equidistant projecting portions in the earthenware, on
which the cylinder of lead is supported, in order to keep it from contact with
the vjnegar. The pots thus prepared are p laced side by side, in horizontal
layers, in a building roughly constructed of boards, with interstices between
them. The first layer is covered with boards, on which a stratum of tan or
refuse straw from the stables is strewed; and fresh layers of pots, boards,
and straw are successively placed until the whole building is filled . The
sides also are enclosed with straw. The pile of pots, called a bed, is allowed
to remain undisturbed for about six we~ks,at the end of which time it is taken
down, and the cylinder of sheet-lead in each pot, though still retaining its
shape, is found almost enti rely converted into a flaky, white, friable substance,
which is the white lead . This is separated from the lead yet remaining in
the metallic state, ground in water, whereby it is washed and reduced to fine
powder, and finally dried in long shallow reservoirs, heated by steam.
Pelouze has succeeded in explaining all these processes on the same general principles. In Thenard"s process it is admitted, that the same portion
of acetate of lead repeatedly unites with protoxide, and gives it up again to
carbonic acid to form the carbonate. In the modified English process, he
supposes that the one per cent. of acetate of lead combines wilh sufficient
litharge to convert it into subacetate, which immediately returns to the slate
of neutral acetate, by yielding up its excess of base to form the carbonate
with the carbonic acid. The acetate is now ready to combine with a fresh
portion of 1itharge, to be transferred to the carbonic acid as before; and thus
this small proportion of acetate, by combining with successive portions of
the litharge, finally causes the whole of it to unite with the carbonic acid.
In the Dutch process, Pelouze has rendered it almost certain, that none of
the oxygen or carbonic acid of the carbonate is derived from the vinegar.
Here be supposes that the heat, generated by the fermentation of the straw
or tan, volatilizes the vinegar, the acetic acid of which, wilh the assistance
of the oxygen of t~e air, forms with the lead a small portion of subacetate.
This, by reacting with the carbonic acid r~sulting from the decomposition of
the straw or tan, or derived from the atmosphere, forms carbonate of lead,
and is reduced to the state of neutral acetate. The neutral acetate returns
again to the state of subacetate, and, by alternately combininu with and
yieldin~ up the protoxide, causes the whole of the lead to be finally conv~rted mto carbonate. (Journ. de Plwrm., 3e. 86r., i. 51 and 44:3.) The
Views of Pelouze have been fully confirmed by Hochstetter. (Ibid., ii. 428.)
The temperature of the beds of pots in the Dutch process is about l ta::>.
If it fall below 95°, a part of the lead _escapes corrosion, and if it rise
above 122°, the product is yellow, The form of acetic acid usually employed in this process is common vinegar; but the variable nature of that
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liquid as to strength and purity is an obj~ction to its use ; and, accordingly,
other forms of the acid have been substituted for it with advantage, as, for
example, the purified acetic acid from wood in a diluted state, For further
information in relation to the different processes proposed or pursued for
making white lead, the reader is referred to a paper by Prof. J.C. Booth,
in the Journal of lite Franklin Institute for Jan . 18-12.
Properties. Carbonate of lead is a heavy, opaque su~stance, in powder or
friable lumps, insoluble in water, of a fine white colour, rnodorous and nearly
insipid . Its beauty as a pigment depends in a great measure on the purity
of the lead from which it is manufactured . It is wholly soluble, with elft>rvescence, in dilute nitric acid. Exposed to heat it becomes yellow, and with
charcoal is reduced to the metallic state. It is sometimes adulterated with
the sulphates of baryta, lime, and lead, particularly the former. i\1. Louyet
has examined samples of'French white lead, containing considerably more
than half their weight of sulphate of baryta (Chem. Gaz., No. lOO, p. 493).
These sulphates, if present, are left undissolved by nitric acid. Chalk or
whiting is another adult~ration. This may be detected by ad_ding _to the
nitric solution of the white lead an excess of potassa, which will redissolve
the protoxide of lead first thrown do\\i·n, but leave a white powder of lime.
Neutral carbonate of lead consists of one eq. of carbonic acid 22, and one of
protoxide of lead 111·6=133·6. Commercial white lead is generally a
mixture, in varying proportions, of the carbonate and hydrate of lead.
JJ,Iedical Properties and Uses. \Vhitelead is ranked in the materia medica
as an astringent and sedative. It is employed externally only, being used
as an application to ulcers, and to inflamed and excoriated surfaces. It has
been recommended also in facial neuralgia. (Journ . de Phann., xx. GO:J .)
It is applied either by sprinkling the powder on the part, or in the form of
ointment. (See Unguentwn Plumbi Carbonalis .) Its external use, however, is viewed by many practitioners as dangerous, on account of the risk
of absorption; but the danger is certainly overrated, as we have the testimony of respectable physicians that they frequently employ it in this way,
without the least unpleasant result.
Of the different preparations of lead, the carbonate is considered to be the
most poisonous. Being extensively manufactured for the purposes of the
arts, it is that preparation which, by slow absorption, most frequently produces the peculiar spasmodic colic, called colica pictonum. This disease is
characterized by pain about the region of the navel, and by obstinate constipation. attended with a frequent desire to evacuate the bowels, and is
supposed to depend upon a spasmodic constriction of the intestinal tube,
particularly of the colon. The principal indications in the treatment are,
first to relax the spasm, and then to evacuate the bowels by the gentlest
means. Opium and mi ld aperients, used alternately, arc accordingly the
best remedies, and among the latter castor oil and sulphate of magnesia are
to be preferred. Indeed the latter appears peculiarly adapted to the case i
for, while it acts as an aperient, it operates as a counterpoison, by forming
the inert sulphate of lead with any soluble compound of the metal which
it may meet with in the bowels. Calomel is often useful; and if it happen
to induce ptyalism, the complaint immediately yields. Sometimes acute
poisoning is produced by carbonate oi ll'ad, where a large amount of tl!e
salt has been swallowed at once. (See Joum . de Pliarm., vii. 473, and viii.
MS.)
Off. Prep. Plum bi Acetas, Dub.; Unguentum Plumbi Carbonatis,U. S.,

Ed., Dub.
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PLU.MBI OXIDU.M RUBRU.M. U.S., Ed.
Red Oxide

ef Lead.

Red lead, l\riniwn; Dcutoxide de plomb, Oxide rouge <le plomb, Minium, Fr.; Mcnllig, Gtrm.; l\linio, Ital., Spa11.

Preparation. Hed lead is prepared on the large scale in a furnace, with
the floor slightly concave and the roof arched, presenting a general resemblance to a baker's oven. The lead is placed on the floor, and gradually
raised to a red heat, whereby it melts and becomes covered with a pellicle
of protoxidc, which is removed by means of a long iron_ scraper i and the
j)ellicles, as they succeSsively form, are scraped on: until the whole of the
metal has been converted into them . The product is subjected to further
calcination with occasional stirring, for some time, with a view to oxidize
any particles of mlitallic lead . It is thus rendered yellow, and constitutes
the protoxide of lead, or massicot. This is taken out ~f the furnace and
thrown upon a Je,·el pa,·ement, and cooled by being sprmk!ed with water.
It is next reduced to fine powder by trituration and levigat1on, and dried;
and in this state is introduced into large, shallow, square tin boxes, which
are placed in another furnace, closed from the air, and heated nearly to red·
ness; the heat being allowed gradually to f~ll during a period of from
twenty-four to thirty hours. At the end of this time the protoxide of lead
will have combined with an additional quantity of oxygen, and become the
red oxide. This is taken out, and having beC'n passed through a fine wire
sieve, is paclrnd in barrels for the purposes of commerce.
The above is an outline of the French process for making red lead . In
England and the United States, the calcination of the i:rotoxide ~snot per·
formed in tin boxes, but- by returning it to the furnace in which it was first
calcined. To save the first calcination, litharge is generally used for making
the red lead of commerce, which consequently is liable to contain the im·
1rnrities of that substance, consisting of iron, copper, a Jiulc silver, and silica.
Copper is hurtful in red lead when used for making glass, to which it com·
municates colour. In order to have red lead of good quality, it should be
made in large quantities at a time. It is a lso important that it be slowly
cooled; for, a~ the absorption of oxygen by which it is formed takes place
during a particular interval of tempe~ature only, it is necessary that the
heat withrn that interval should be mamtained sufficiently long to allow all
the protoxide to absQl·b its appropriate dose of oxygen. It is said that the
finest red lead is procured by calcining the protoxide obtained from the car·
bonate.
Properties, ~-c. Red lead is in the form of a heavy, scaly powder, ofa
bright red colour, with a slight shade of orange. lls sp. gr. is about !l.
·when exposed to heat it gives off oxygen, and is reduced to the state of
protoxide. lt is sometimes adulterated with red oxide of iron, or red bole,
st_ib!;aanc_es which may be det~cted by dissolving the suspecte~ red lead in
mtnc acid, and testing with tmcture of galls. This reagent Will produce a
b_lack precipit~te, in Consequence of the iron present
the substances men·
t1oned. If bnck-dust be 1_nesent, it will be left undissolved upon t~eatin~
the suspected specimen with muriatic acid . 'Vhen free from impunties, It
is comp le_tely reduced on charcoal, by means of the blowpipe, into a glob~le
of metallic lead. It is completely soluble in highly fuming nitrous arid.
(Ed. Pharm .) The resulting solution is one of the nitrate of the protoxide,
formed by a transfer of the excess of oxygen in the red lead to the nitrous
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acid, which is thus converted into the nitric. 'Vh e n treated with nitric
acid, it is resolved into protoxide which dissolves, and deutoxide which
remains in the form of a deep.brown powde r.
The red lead of commerce may be considered a~ a mixture of what may
be called the true red oxide, anrl variable propor~ion s of protoxide. That
this is its nature is proved by the action of cold dilute acetic acid, not used
in excess, which takes up a variable quantity of protoxide, leaving a portion
unchanged in colour, which may be deemed the pure red oxide. This
laner, when analyzed by nitric acid, has been proved, by tbe coincident
results of Dalton, Dumas, and Phillips. to consist of two eqs. of protoxide,
and. one of deULoxidc , corresponding to three eqs. of lead , and four of
oxygen .
Red lead enters into no offici na\ preparation. It is employed in preparing
Ac id um Aceti c um, U. 8., Ed., and Chlorinei Aqua, Ed. It is used in the
arts chiefly as a paint, and in the manufacture of flint glass.
B.

PLUMB! OXIDUM SEMIVITREUM. U.S.
Semivitrified Oxide of L ead.
Off. Syn. PLUMB! OXYDUM. Plumbi Oxydum (semivitrewn).
Lond.; LlTHARGYRUM. Ed.; PLUMB! OXYDUM SEM!Vl'l'REUM. Ll'l'HARGYRUM. D ub.
Litbnrgci Oxide de plomb fondu, Lithargc, l'r.i Bleiglattc, Germ.; Lital'girio, llal.i
Almnrtag11, Span.

'Vhen the protoxidc o~ I.ea~ is rendered .semi-crystalline by incomplete
fusion, it becomes the sem1vllnfie<l oxide, or htharge. Almost all the litharge
of commerce is obtained, as a secondary product, in the process for ext racting s il ver from argentiferous galenas. After extracti ng the argentiferous lead
from the ore, the alloy is calcined in the ope n air; whe reby the lead be comes oxidized, and by fusion passes into the state of litharge, while the
s ilver remains behind . The following is an ou tline of the proces~. The
lead containing the silver is placed upon an ova l slightly excavated dish,
about t.hree feet long and twenty inches wide, c~lled a test , made by beating
pulvenzed bone-earth forme d into a paste with wate r, into a mould, the
sid es of which are formed of an elliptical band of iron, and the bottom, of
strips of sheet iron, placed a short distance apart. The test is of such a size
as exactly to fit an open in g in the floor of a reverberatory furnac e, where it
is placed and adjusted to the level of the floor. On one s id e of the test the
fire-place is situated , and exactly opposite, the chimney; while at one ext re·
miiy of it the pipe of a strong bellows is placed, and at the othe r a vertical
hole is made, communicating with a gutter leadi ng from the centre of the
test. 'l'he furnace is now lighted, and shortly afterwards the bellows is put
in motion. Th e lead fuses and combines with oxygen, and the resulting
oxide melting also, forms a stratum which swims on the surface, and which
is driven by the blast of th e bellows along the gutte r, and through the vertical
hole into": recipie nt bel?w, where, upon soli~l i fyi ng, it cryst_allizes in small
scales, which form the htharge. In proportion as the lead 1s oxidized and
blown off the test, fres h portions ~re added,_ so as to keep it always_ suffi·
ciently full. The process is contmued for eight or ten days, after which no
more lead is added . 'l.'b e operation is now confined to the metal remaining
on the test; and, the oxidation proceeding, a period at last arri ves when the
whole of the lead has run off as lilharge, and the silver, known to be pure
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by its brilliant appearance in the fused state, alone remain s. This is then
removed, and the process repeated on a fresh portion of argentiferous lead.
Propaties . Litharge js in the form of small, brilliam, vitrified scales,
some presenting a red, and others a yellow colour. In mass it has a foliaceous
structure. It is devoid of taste or smell . It slowly attracts carbonic acid
from the air, and contains more of this acid the longer it has been prepared.
It is on this account that it commonly effervesces slightly with the dilute
acids. It has the property of decolorizing wines, when agitated with them.
1Nhen heated with the fats and oils, in connexion with water, it saponifics
them. (See Emplaslrmn Plurr:bi.) In dilute nitric acid it should be almost
enti rely soluble. As it occurs in commerce, it usually contains iron, copper,
and a liule silver and s ilica. The English litharge is most esteemed; that
from Germany being generally contaminated with iron and copper. In
choosing litharge, samples should be selected which are free from copper,
and from fragments of vegetable malter. This .metal is d~tected, if upon
adding fe rrocyanuret of potassium to a nitric solution of the litharge,a brown
instead of a white precipitate is produced. Two varieties of Jitharge are distinguished in commerce, named from their colour, and dependent on differences in the process fo r making it. Sometimes it has a pale yellow colour
and silvery appearance, and is then denominated silver litharge or yellow
litharge; at other times it is of a red colour, and is known under the name
of gold litharge or red litharge. The latter has been said to owe its colour
to the presence of a ponion of red lead; but M. Leblanc has shown that
the two varieties of litharge differ in colour, structure, and density ouly,
and not in chemical composition. In composition, litharge is essentiall}•
identical with the protoxide of lead. (See Plumbum.) 'l'he carbonic acid
which it contains is variable; but its average amount is about four per cent.
Pharmaceutical Uses, cy.c. Litharge is never used internally, but is
employed in several pharmaceutical operations, and forms an ingredient in
various external applications, used for abating inflammation, and for other
purposes. Combined with olive oil it forms the Emplastrwn Plumbi,
which is the basis of many. of the Plaster~. (See Emplastra.) In the
arts it is employed in the glazing of pottery, 111 painting to render oils drying, and as an ingredi ent in flint glass.
Off. Prep. Ceratum Saponis, Lond.; Emplastrum Plum bi, U. S., Lond.,
Ed., Dub.; Liquor Plumbi Subacetatis, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Plumbi
Acetas, Lond., Ed.; Plumbi Nitras, Ed.

PODOPI-IYLLUJ\I. U. S.

!ofay-apple.
"The rhizoma of Podophyllum peltatum." U.S.
Sex. Syst. Polyandria Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Ranuncuh, Juss.; Podophyllere, Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Calyx three-leaved. Corolla nine-petalled. Berry one-celled,
crowned with the stigma. fVilld.
Po~~opltyllwn pellalmn. Willd. Sp. Plant . ii. 1 l-11; Bil'Telow, .8-m . Med.
Bot. 11. 34; Barton, .Aled. B_ot. ii. 9 . The may·apple, k~10wn also by the
name ~f rnmulrake, is an indigenous herbaceous plant, and the only species
belongrng to. the genus . The root (rhizoma) is perennial, creeping, usually
several feet 1n length, about one quarter of an inch thick, of a brown colour
externally, smooth, join~ed, and furnished with radicJes at tbe joints. Th e
stem is about a foot high, erect, round, smooth, divided at top into two
~onoP11nLv:11.
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petioles, and supporting at the fork a solitary one-flowered peduncle. Each
petiole_ bears a lar~e pehate, palmate l~af, with si_x or seven wedge-shaped
lobes, lfregularly incised at the extremity, yellow1sh-green on their upper
su rface, paler and slightly pubescent beneath. The flower is nodding. Th e
calyx is compOsed of three oval, obtuse, concave, deciduous leaves. The
corolla has from six to nine white, fragrant petals, which are obovate, obtuse,
concave, with delicate transparent veins. The stamens are from thirteen to
twenty, sho rter than the petals, with oblong, yellow anthers of twice the
len&'th of the filaments. 'I'h e st igma i~ sess ile, and re!1d.ered irregular on its
surface by numerous folds or convolutions. The frull 1s a large oval berry,
crowned with the persistent stigma, and containing a sw~etish fleshy pulp,
in which about twelve_ ovate seeds are imbedded. Ct is, when ripe, of a
lemon-yellow colour, diversified by round brownish spots.
Th_c plant is extensively diffused throughout the United States, growing
luxunamly in moist shady woods, and i11 low marshy grounds. It is propagated by its creeping root, and is often found in large patches. 'rJ1e
flowers appear about the end of May and beginning of June i and the fruit
ripens in the latter part of September. The leaves are said to be poisonous.
~l'he fruit has a subacid, sweetish, peculiar taste, agreeable to some palates,
and may be eaten freely witl1 impunity. From its colour and shape it is
some~imes called wild lemon.
The root is the officinal portion, and is said
to be most efficient when coltected after the falling of the leaves. It shrinks
considerably in drying.
Properties. The dried root is in pieces about two lines in thiekness,
with swelling, broad, flattened joints at short intervals. It is much wrinkled
lengthwise, is yellowish or reddish-brown externally, and furnished with
fibres of a similar, but somewhat paler colour. The fracture is short and
irregular, and the internal colour whitish. The powd er is light ye llowishgray1 resembling that of jalap. The root in its aggregate state is nearly
inodorous i but in powder has a sweetish not unpleasant smell. 'l'he taste
is at first sweetis h, afterwards bitter, nauseous, and sligh tly acrid. The de·
coction and tincture are bitter. A peculiar hiller principle was discovered
in the root by William Hod.gson, jun., of Philad~lphia. It is in pale brown
shining scales, unalterabl~ _in the air, very sparingly soluble in cold water,
much more soluble in botlmg water, solubl e also in ether, and freely so in
boiling alcohbl. h has neither acid nor alkaline properties. Nitric acid
dissolves it with effervescence 1 producing a rich deep red colour. Its taste,
at first not very decided, in consequence of its sparing solubility, becomes
at length very bilter ancl permanent; and its alcoholic solution is intensely
bitter. Should it be found to be the purgative principle of the plant, it
would be entitled to the name of podophyllin. It may be obtained_ by b?iling the root with quicklime in water, straining the decoction, prec1pitatmg
the lime with sulphate of zinc, evn.porating the clear solut ion to the consistence of an extract, treating this with cold alcohol of 0·817, filtering and
evaporating the alcoholic solution, and treating the residue with boiling
distilled water, which deposits the bitter principle on cooling. (Journ. oj'
the Phil. Col. of Phann., iii. 27:1.)
Jlleclical Properties and Uses. Podophyllum is an active and certain
cathartic, producing copious liquiJ discharges without much griping or
other unpleasant effect. In some cases it has g iven rise to nausea and
even vomiting, but the same result is occasionally experienced from every
active catharLic. Its operation resembles that of jalap; but is rather slower,
and is thought by some to be more drastic. It is applicable to most inflammatory affections which require brisk purging i and is much employed
48*
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in ''arious parts of lhe country, especially combined with calome1, in bilious
fevers and hepatic congestions. It is also frequently used in connexion with
bitartrate of potassa in dropsical, rheumatic, and scrofolo us complaints .
The dose of the powdered root is about twenty grains. An extract is
prepared from it possessing all its virtues in a smalle r bulk. (See Extractum
Pod_ophyUi.) In minute doses frequently repea~t!d, podophyllum is said
to diminish the frequency of the pulse, and to relieve cough; and for these
effects is sometimes used in hremoptysis, catarrh, and other pulmonary
affections.
Off. Prep . Extractum Pod~phylli, U.S.
W.

POL YGALA RUBELLA. U.S. Secondary.
Bitter Polygala.
11 The root and herb of Polygala rubella." U. S.
PoLYGALA. See SENEGA.

Polygala rubella. Willd. Sp.Plant . iii. 875; Bigelow, .llm. llled. Bot.
iii. 129.-P. pol,vgama. Walter, Flor . Cm:. 179; Pursh, Flor . .llm. Sept.
465. Thi s species of Poly gala is an indigenous, perennial plant, wilh a
branching, somewhat fusiform root, which sends ~p annually numerous
simple, smooth , and angular stems, from four to eight inches in height.
The leaves are scatte red, sessile, obo\•ate or linear lancE"olate, attenuated
towards the base, obtuse, and mucronate. 'l'he flowers are purple, and in
elongated terminal racemes. From the base of the stem proceed other
racemes, which lie upon the ground, or are partially buried under it, and
bear incomplete but fertile flowers, the calyx of which is without wings.
This plant is foun~ in many pa.rts of the United States, preferring a dry
sandy or gravelly soil, and ftowermg in June and July. The whole plant
is officinal. It has a strong and permanent bitter taste, which it yields to
water and alcohol.
JJfedical Properties and Uses. In small doses it is tonic, in larger laxative and diaphoretic . The infusion of the dried plant has been usually
employed to impart lon~ to the dig~stive organs. (Bigelow.) ll appears
to be clo~ely analogous m medical virtues to the Polygala amara of Europe, which is used for a similar purpose.
W.

POL YGONUM BISTORTA. Radix. Dub.
Bistort Root.
Ili;;tortc1 Fr.; Nattcr-,Vurzel, Genn.i Bistorta, I tal., Spmt.

PoLYGONVl'tl. Sex. Syst . Octandria '!'rigynia.-JYat. Ord. Polygonacere.
Gen. Ch. Corolla, five-parted, calycme. Seed one, angular. fVilld.
Besides the bistort, some other plants belonging to this genus have been
u~ed as ~nedicines. Among these are the P. aviculare, or knot-grass, a
mild astnngent former!y employed as a vulnerary and. slyptic; the P. Persicaria (Pcrsicaria mitis), of a feeb ly astringent saline taste, and at one
time considered antiseptic i and the P. Hydropiper or water-pepper (Persicaria urens), the leaves of which have a burning and biting taste, inflame
the skin when rubbed upon it, and are esteemed diuretic. The water·
pepper or smart-weed of this country-P. punctalum. (Elliott), P. Hydro·
piperoides (Michaux)- which grows abundantly in moist places, possesses
propenies similar to those of the European water-pepper, and is occasionally used as a detergent in chronic ulcers, and internally in gravel. Dr.
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Eberle very slrongly recommended it in ame norrha:a, in which complaint
he found no Olher remedy equally effectual. He ga,•e a fluidrachm of the
saturated tincture of the plant, or from four to six grains of the extract,
three or four times a day. He found it to produce a warmth and peculiar
ti~1gling sens_ation throughout the system, with sligl.1t aching pains in the
hips nnd loins, and a sense of weight and tension within the pelvis.
(Eber/e's Afat . .111ed., 4th ed., vol. i. p. 441.) The P. Fagopyrwn is the
common buckwheat.
Polygonwn Bistorta. Willd. Sp . Plant. ii. 441; Woodv. ]}Ied. Bot. p .
668. t. 232. This plant has a perennial root, and an annual herbaceous stem,
which is simplu, erect, jointed, and rises one or two feet in height. The
lower leaves are cordate lanceolate, and supported on long-winged footstalks i the upper are ovate, almost sessile, amplexicaule, and sheathing.
The flowers are of a pa le rose colour, and form a close terminal spike. 'fhe
plant is a native of Europe and the North of Asia.
The root, which is the officinal portion, is cylindrical, somewhat flattened,
about as thick as the Jillie finger,marked with annular or transverse wrinkles,
furnished with numerous fibres, and folded or bent upon itself, so as to give
it the tortuous appearance from which its name was derived. \Vhen dried
it is solid, brittle, of a deep brown colour externally, reddish within, destitute of smell, and possessed of a rough, astringent taste. It contains much
tannin, some galtic acid and gum, and a large proportion of starch.
Jlfedical Properties . Bistort resembles the other vegetable astringents,
s uch as galls, kino, &c., in medical properties, and is applicable to the same
complaints; but in this country is seldom or ne,·er used. lt may be employed in the form of decoction or of powder. The dose of the latter is
twenty or thirty grains, three or four times a day .
,V.

PORRUM. Land.
Leek Root.
11

A\lium Porrum. Bu/bus." Lorul.

Poircau, Fr. ; Gemeiner L;uch, Germ.; Porro, l lal.i Pucrro1 Spa11

ALLtU>t. See ALLCUM .
.111/iurn Porrnm. Willd . Sp. Plant. ii. 64. "Stem flat-leaved, umbelli- ·
ferous. Stamens tricuspidate. Root truncated."
The leek is a biennial bulbous plant, growing wild in Switzerland, and
cultivated in the gardens of Europe and this country for culinary purposes.
All parts of it have an offensive pungent odour, and an acrid taste, dependent
on an essential oil, which is in a great measure dissipated by decoction, and
may be obtained separate by distillation . The bulb, which is the officinal
portion, consists of concentric layers, like the onion, which it resembles in
medical properties, though ~omewhat milder. It is ge.ntly stimulant, with
a peculiar direction to the kidneys. The expressed juice may be given in
the dose of a fluidrachm, mixed with syrup. This species of Alli um is not
·w.
used medicinally in the United States.

POTASSIUM.
Potassium.
Pota~sium ,

F r.;

Pota~ ~ium 1

Ka\imetall, Germ.; Potta ~ s i o, Ital.; Pota,,.io, Spa11.

Potassium is a peculiar metal, forming the radical of a number of important medicinal preparations . It was discovered in 1807 by Sir I-I. Davy,
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who obtrtined it by decomposing hydrate o~ potassa by galvanic electricity.
It was af~erwards procured .in larger qua~tlty by Gay-1:iussac and Th enard ,
by bringmg the fused alkali in contact with white-hot iron, which allracted
the oxygen and set free. the metal. 'rhe best process is that of Brunner, as
modified by WOhler, which consists in decomposing potassa in the state of
carbonate, mixed with charcoal. The mixture of carbonate and charcoal is
obtained by heating cream of tartar to redness in a covered crucible.
Potassium is solid, softer and more ductile than wax, easily cut with a
knife, and of a silveMvhite colour. A newly cut surface is brilliant; but the
metal quickly tarnishes by combining with the oxygen of the air, and assumes
the appearance of lead. It possesses a remarkably strong affinity for oxygen,
and is capable of taking that element fro_m every other substance. On accoun_t of this property it must be kept in liquids, s~ch as naphtha, 'yhich are
devoid of oxygen as a constituent. Its sp. gr. is 0 ·865, its meltmg point
136°, i.ts eq.uivalent number 39· 15, an~ symbol K. When thrown u 1~on
w~\ter 1t swims, takes fire, and burns with a ~ose-colo.ured flame, combinmg
with oxygen, and generati11~ _potassa which dissolves 111 the w~ter. Jt forms
numerous combinations, uniting with most of the non·metalhc bodies, and
with several of the metals. It combines in two proportion s with oxygen,
forming a protoxide (dry potassa). of a gray, and a teroxide of a ~·ellowish
brown colour; the former containing one, and the latter three equivalents of
oxygen to one of metal. It also unites w ith chlorine, and forms officinal
compounds with iodine, bromine, sulphur, cyanogen, and ferrocyanogen,
under the names of iodide, bromide, sulphurct, cyanuret, and ferrocyanuret
of potassium. Its protoxide (dry potassa} is a very strong salifiable base,
existing in nature always in combination, and forming with acids a numerous
and important class of salts. Of these, the acetate, carbonate, bicarbonate,
chlorate, citrate (in soh~tion), hydrate (caustic r.otassa), nitrate, sulphate,
sulphurelled sulp hate, b1sulphate, tartrate, and bitartrate are officinal, and
will be described under their respective titles, to which, for their propenies,
the reader is referred .
B.

POTASSJE BITARTRAS. U.S., Land., Ed.
Bitartrate

of Potassa.

Off. Syn. POTASS1E BITARTRAS.

TARTAR! CRYSTALLI.

Dub.

·~~.~0:·~~!~~'.~«~~:~~o~~~~ff,;~[~;:?;:.,~:!~}~;~~i~s'.~';;,~:1~\~,\~;;~;~;,::,;,
. During th e fermentation of wines, especially those that are tart, a pecu liar ma_tter is deposited on the bottom and sides of the casks, forming a
crystalline crust, called crude tartar or argot. That deposited from r?d
wines is of a reddish colour, and called in commerce red lal'lar; while
tha t derived from white wines is of a dirty white colour, and denominated
white tarlal'. Both kinds consist of potassa, united with an excess of
t~rlaric acid, forming bitartrate of potassa, rendered impure by tartrate of
lime, more or Jess colouring matter, and the lees and other matters which
are depo~ited during the clarification of the wine. The deposition of the
tartar is thus _explained . The bitartrate exists naturally in the juice of the
grape, held m solution by sacc harine matter. When the juice is submitted to fermentation in the process for co~verting it into wine, the sugar
disappears, and is replaced by alcohol, which, not being competent to dis-
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solve the salt, allows it to precipitate as a crystalline crust. It is from
this substance that cream of tartar is obtained by a process of purification.
The process is conducted on a large scale at :v.Iontpellier, in France, and
is founded upon the greater solubility of bitartrate _of po_tassa i? hot than in
cold water. 1'he tartar, previously pulverized, 1s boiled wilh water in
copper boilers. The solution, when saturated, is transferred to earthen
pans, where it deposits on .cooli_ng a crystalline layer, n_early free from
colour. This is redissoked rn boiling water; and the solut10n, having been
mixed with .four or five per cent. of pipe-clay, is evaporated to a pellicle.
The clay precipitates with the colouring matter, and the clear solution, as
it cools, deposits white crysta ls in crusts, which, upon being exposed to
the air on Jinen for several days. acquire an increased degree of whiteness.
These constitute the crystals of tartar of pharmacy. The salt, however, as
met with in the shops, is generally, for greater convenience, in the form of
powder; and it is to the substance in this form that the name of cream, of
tartar is properly applied.
Properties. Bitartrate of potassa occurs in commerce in white crystalline crusts, or masses of aggregated crystals, and is received in that state from
France by our who l1.:sale druggists, who procure its pulverizatioa for the use
of the apothecaries. In crystals it is hard and gritty between the teeth, and
dissolves ~lowly in the mouth; in powder it has a white colour. It is a permanent salt, of an acid, not ungrateful taste, soluble in 184 parts of cold, and
18 of boiling water, but insoluble in alcohol. When exposed to a red heat
it is decomposed, exhales a peculiar odour, gives rise to a solid pyrogenous
acid, and tbe usual products of the destructive distillation of vegetable matter;
and carbonate of potassa, mixed with charcoal, is left. Its solution is precipitated by solutions of baryta, strontia, and lime, which form insoluble tartrates, and by aceta~e .of lead, forming tartrate of lead . If chloride of barium
throws down a prec1p1tate not entirely soluble in nitric acid, the fact indicates
the presence of a sulphate; for the tarLrate of baryta is soluble in this acid,
but not the sulphate. With salifiable bases which form soluble tartrates, it
gives rise to double salts, consisting of neutral tartrate of potassa, and the
tartrate of the base added. Several of them are important medicines, and
will be described under their respective titles. Cream of tartar, though
sparingly soluble in water, be~om.es abundantly so by the ~dditio~ of borax
or boracic acid. These comb111at1ons are sometimes used rn medicine, and
will be described under borax . (See Sod:.e Borns.)
The cream of tartar of commerce is not a pure bitartrate of potassa. It
usually contains from two to five per cent. of tartrate of lime; and is sometimes adulterated with sand, clay, and similar substances. The fraud may
be easily detected by the salt not being entirely soluble in boiling water, or
by treating it with a hot solution of potassa, which will dissolve the cream of
tartar, and Jeave the adulterating substances.
Composition. Cream of tartar consists of two eqs. of tartaric acid
132, one of potassa47· 15, and one of waled)= 188·15. 'l'he water cannot
• be expelled without decomposing the salt, and is supposed to act the part of
a base.
llledical Properties and Uses. Bitartrate of potassa is cathartic, diuretic,
and refrigerant. In small doses it acts as a cooling aperient, in large ones
as a hydragogue cathartic, producing copious watery stools i and from this
Inner property, as well ns its tendency to excite the action of the kidneys,
it is very much used in dropsical affections. It is frequently prescribed in
combination with sulplrnr or jalap. (See Pufris Jalapre Compositus .) Its
solution in boiling water, sweetened with sugar and allowed to coo!, forms
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an acid, not unpleasant, refrigerant drink, advantageously used in some
febrile affections, and frequenLly employed as a domestic remedy. The
beverage called imperial is a drink o[ this kind, made by dissolving half an

ounce of the salt in three pints of boiling watC'r, and adding to the solution
four ounces of white sugar, and half an ounce of fresh lemon peel. Cremn
of tartar whey is prepared by adding about two drachms of the bitartrate to
a pint of milk. It may be given, diluted with water, in dropsical complaints. The dose of cream of tartar is a drachm or two as an aperient;
and from half an ounce to an ounce as a hydragogue cathartic, mixed with
mola.sses ?r suspended in water. As a diuretic in dropsical cases, it .may
be given m the dose of a drachm and a half or two drachms, several times
a day.
In pharmacy, cream of tartar is employed to obtain the neutral tartrateof
potassa (soluble tartar), tartrate of potassa and soda (Rochelle sail), tartrate
of antimony and potassa (tartar emetic), and tartrate of iron and potassa.
Saturated by means of chalk, its second eq. of acid is converted into tartrate
of lime, which, decomposed by sulphuric acid, yields tartaric acid . Defla.
grated with nitre, it is converted into a pure form of carbonate of potassa,
called salt of tartar. (ScePotassr.e Carbonas Purus.) In the laboratory it is
used to procure potassa in a pure state, and in making black and white ilux.
Black flux is prepared by deflagrating cream of tartar with half its weight
of nitre; and white flux, by a similar process, with twice its weight of the
same salt.
Off. Prep. Acid um Tartaricum, Loml., Ed., JJub .; Antimonii et Potassre
Tartras, U.S., Land., Ed., .Dub.; Decoctum Scoparii, Ed.; Ferri et Potassro Tartras, U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.; Potassm Carbonas Purus, U.S.,
Ed., JJub.; Potassre Tamas, U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.; Pu Ivis Jalapre Com·
positus, U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.; Pu\ vis Scammonii Compositus, Ed.;
Sodre et Potassre Tartras, U.S., Land., Ed., nub.
B.

POTASS.!E CARBONAS IMPURUS. U.S.
Impure Carbonate of Potassa.
"The impure carbonate of potassa known in commerce by the name of
pearlash." D.S.

Off. Syn. POTASSJE CARBONAS !MPURA. Lond.;
ClN!S. lJub.

L!XlVUS

~l~::~:;;E1;::!E;~:t~:s~~~~"~~::;i:1i~~~~~ g,;:;'~~~~=k~rila~~,,~~:,~~'~.~'.'.
The alkali potassa, using this term in its strict sense, is the protoxide of
t~e metal potassi.um. (See Potassium.) It exists in various states of com·
bmation and purity. In its most impure state, it is the common potash of
commerce. This, subjected to calcination, becomes somew hat purer, and is
then called pearlash, the form of the alkali intended to be clesiO'nated
by the
0
officinal name at the head of this article.
Naturnl State and Preparation. Potash and pearlash of commerce are
procured from the ashes of wood, by lixiviation, an.d the subsequei:t e\'apo·
ration of the solution obtained. The alkali exists 111 the wood, pnncipally
in t~e state of acetate; and being of a fixed and incombustible 11at~rc, is left
behind after the incineration . The wood is burnt on the ground, in a place
sheltered from the wind. The ashes consist of a soluble and insoluble por·
tion . The soluble part is made u.p of carbonate of potassa, together with
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th e sulphate, phosphate, and silicate of polassa, and the c hlorides of potassiun:i and sodium; ai~d the !nsoluble portion , of carbona te and subphosphate
of lime, alumina, silica, oxidized iron and manganese, and a little carbonaceous matter that had escaped combustion. 'l'he ashes are lixiviated in
barrels wilh the addition of a portion of lime, and the soluble substances
above mentioned are taken up. 'fhe Jixivium is then evaporated in large iron
kettles, which for several days are kept constantly full. The evaporation
is continued until the mass has become of a black colour, and of the con sistence of brown sugar. It is now subjected to as powerful a J1eat as can
be raised by the best wood fire for a number of !~ours, by which it is fused.
During th e progress of the fusion, the combust ible impurities are for the
most part burnt out. and a gaseous matter is emitted, which agitates the more
fluid part.. When the fusion is complete, the liquid becomes quiescent, and
looks like melted iron. It is now transferred, by means of large iron ladles,
to iron pots, where it congea ls in cakes. These are broken up and packed
in tight barrels, and constitute the potash of commerce. (Dr. G. .fl. Rogers,
in Si/liman's Journal.)
If it be intended to make pear/ash, the process is varied . In this case
the black matter, above mentioned as· of the consistence of brown ~ugar,
called black 8alls by our manufacturers, instead of being fused, is transferred from the kettles to a large oven-shaped furnace, so constructed that
the flame may be made to play over the alkaline mass, which in the mean
time is stirred by means of an iron rod. The ignition is in this way continued, until the combustible impurities are burnt out, and the mass, from
being black, becomes of a dirty bluish -white colo ur. (Rogers.)
The ashes of plants amount generally to not more than a few parts in
the hundred; and of these a portion only consists of potassa. The different
parts of the same vegetable, and, for a stronger reason, different plants, furuish variable quantities of ashes. Ligneous plants furnish less than herbaceous, the trunk less than the branches, and the branches less than the
leaves. 'l'he bark yields more ashes than t he wood; and the leaves of
trees which drop their folinge in winter1 more than the leaves of evergreens .
The following table gives the f]Uantity of potassa contained in the ashes of
one thousand parts of different plants.
p;,,,,
0··15 / llml oy'1m"-, .
5·8
Poplar1 Birch, Beech, 4
Oak,
Oak 1.mrk,
Box.
\\'illo\1-,
Lindrn, ·
Elm,
Maple, 1Yhcatstraw1
Flax,
Ru.~h 1
Common thistle,
\'ine branches, -

0·7:)
l·2fl
l·-15
2·03
2·08

Beech bark,
Fern,
.
Sta!ksof i m.lian corn,
Sun-Howcrstalks,
Dry oak lean~s,
2·2(l . Common nettle,
2·S5 l Black elder,
3·27 Vc1ch 1
3·9 Poke,
3-g
\Vhcatstalks,young-.
4·18 Dried stems of potatoes,
:J·O Wonnwood ,
5·08 Fumi1ory,
5·37 Angelica,
5·5

6"0
6"2
17·5
19·-1
2,l·O
25·0
25·5
27·5
45·G
47·0

55·0
73·0
7\)·0
9G·2

Commercial History. Potash and pearlash are made in those countries
in which forests abound. Accordingly, the alkali is extensh•ely manufactured in Canada and the United States, and constitutes a very important
export of this country. It is prepared chiefly in the state of New York,
which is supposed to furnish three-fourths of our exports of this alkali. It
is also produced in considerable quantities in the northern countries of
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Europe, especially in Russia, and on the shores o[ the Baltic. It is of
dilferent qualities as it occurs in commerce; and ts dist inguished by the
country or place of manufa~ture,as American, Russian, JJant:::.ic potash, &c.
Properties. Potash is m the form of fused masses of a stony appearance and hardness, and caustic burning taste. Its colour is variegated, but
reddish and dark-brown are the predominant hues. When exposed to the
air it absorbs moisture and deliquesces; and, if sufficiently long exposed,
finally becomes liquid. Pear/ash is of a white colour, with usually a tinge
of blue. As it occurs in commerce, it is in tight casks, containing about
three hundred and fifty pounds, in which it forms one entire, hard, concrete
mass. In the shops It is found in coarse powder, intermingled with lumps
as dug out of the casks, presenting an opaque granular appearance, like
table salt or Havana sugar. .It is a deliq.uescent salt, and has a bur.ning
alkaline taste. It is soluble 111 water, wllh tbe exception of impunties.
One hundred grains of that of medi.um quality wi ll neutralize about fiftyeight grains of sulrhuric aci~. It differs from potash principally in containing lesscombust1ble impurities, and in being less caustic and deliquescent.

~~~uc5oli~;~r~ti~s~t~c:do~~~fi'1pt:r~~:n~o~Ttr~~ :~1:t~~:1 ::~·~::~ from carbonComposition. The basis of ?oth pot and _pea.rlash is carbonate of potassa;
but this is associated wjth certarn salts and wJth rnsoluble impurities. Several
varieties of potash found in commerce were analyzed by Vauquelin, whose
principal results are contained in. the following table.

~::~;~:~~;~~;::· I ~~~ I,i:;~;;~~ ~~:~:~:.~' I '1'::~~:: 11~
Pcarlasli,
Dantzic porash ,

75 1
603

80
152

4
J4

6
7{)

308
30 J

By the above table it is pe rceived that the American potash conlains 74
per cent. of pure hydrated alkali, and the Russian 67 per cent. Pearlash,
it i~ seen, is more rich in carbonic acid than potash; and this result of analysis co.rrcsponds with the qualities of the two substances as prepared in
the Unned States; potash being known to be far more caustic than pearlash. Besides the impurities shown by the table, silicate of potassa is
present.
As .the potash of commerce is valuable in the arts in proportion to the
quantity of real alkali whi~h it contains, it becomes important, in so ,·ariable
a substance, to possess an easy method of ascertaining its quality in that
respect. The process by which this is accomplished is called allwlimetry,
and the instrument use~ an· alludimeter. Th e best mode of conducting
the assay, which is applicable to the commercial forms of soda as well as
those of potassa, is t~at proposed by Faraday, and described by Turner as
follows. Take a cylindrical tube, sealed at one end, nine and a half inches
Jong, an~ th ree-quarters of an in~h in diameter, and pour into it one thousand grams of water, marking with a file the point at which the water
stands. Divide the space occupied by the water into one hundred equal
parts, graduati ng from above downwards; and, opposite to the n umbers
23·44, 48·96, 54·63, and 66, severally write the words soda, potassa, carbo~ate of.soda, and ca~bonate of potassa. Then prepare a dilute sulphuric
acid, havrng th~ specific gra,·ity 1·127, which may be formed by adding
to the strong acid about four times its volume of distilled water. An acid
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of this strength, if added to tht> tube so as to reach to any one of the heights
denoted by the above: numbers, will be just sufficient to neutralize one
hundred grains of the alkali written opposite to it. Suppose, for example,
that the dilute acid be added until it stands opposite to the word carbonate
of potassa, we sball then have the exact quantity necessary to neutralize
one hundred grains of that carbonate; and if we add pure water, until the
liquid reaches to 0, or the beginning of the scale, it is evident that the acid
has been brought to the bulk of a hundred meas.ures, each of which would
be competent to neutralize one grain of the ca:bonate in question . All that
is now necessary, in order to ascertain the qualily of any commercial sample
of this carbonate, is to dissolve one hundred grains of it in warm wmer.
filler the solution to remove insoluble impurities, and add by degrees the
dilute acid from the tube until the solution is exactly neutraJized, as shown
by litmus paper. The number of divisions of acid, expended in attaining
thi~ point, may be read off from the tube; and for each division one grain
of real carbonate is indicated.
This method of testing the potash of commerce indicates its alkaline
strength, assuming this to be dependent solely on potassa; but soda may
be present also, and its proportion is important to be known. To sol\ e
this problem, M. 0. Henry proposes that the saturating power of a given
weight should be first determined in relation to sulphuric acid, and afterwards the proportion of carbonate of potassa in an equal weight, by first
converting it into an acetate, and then precipitating the potassa by hyperchlorate (oxychlorate) of soda, the reacting salts being in alcoholic solution.
The precipitated hyperc hlorate of potassa indicates the proportion of carbonate of potassa. The amount of the lauer determines how much of the
sulphuric acid was expended in saturating the potassa; and the soda is
indicated by the amount of this alkali, equivalent to the remainder of the
acid. (Joum. de Pharm., vii. 2 14.)
Pharmaceutical Uses . Pearlash is never used as a medicine in regular
practice, being considered as too impure; but it is employed pharmaceutically in severa l processes. The Dublin College uses it for depriving rectified spirit of water, in the process for strengthening it; and it is directed
to be purified in all the Pharmacopreias, in order to fo rm the carbonate o[
potassa.
Off.Prep. Potassre Carbonas, U. S., Lond., Dub.
B.
1

POT ASSJE CHLO RAS . Lond.
Chlorate of Potassa.
Hyperoxymuriatc of potassa; Chlorate de potasse, Fr.; Chlorsaures Kali, Germ.

Ch lorate of potassa may be prepared by passing an excess of chlorine
through a so lution of either caustic hydrate, or carbonate of potassa. At
first two eqs. of chlorine react with two eqs. of potassa, so as to form one

;1(~~~~tdaen~fJ~~~(;j~~' a~1re~~:a~d~ ~;~h~ci~ r~~~~ ~~~~~a~fa t~~!~Jo~
0

1

rine, more chloride of potassium is formed, and the oxygen separated from
the potassa converts the hypochlorous acid into the ch loric, and consequently the hypochlorite into ch lorate o[ potassa. Thus, 4Cl, reacting

with 4KO and KO,CIO will form 4KCl and KO,CIO,.

The chlorate,

being but sparin~lr soluble in \1:'ate.r, is separated from the chloride ?f
potassium by pnonty of crystalhzation. When carbonate of potassa ts
49
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used, the carbonic acid is first transferred from a part of the alkali to the
remainder, and finally evoh'ed.
Graham has devised an improved process for obtaining this salt. [t consists in mixing the carbonate of potassa with an equivalen~ quantity of hydrate of lime, before submitting it to the action of chlorine. The gas is
absorbed with avidity, and the mass becomes hot, while water is gi\'en off.
The Jime converts the carbonate into caustic potassa, and the reaction then
takes place between six eqs . of potassa and six of chlorine, with the result
of forming five eqs. of chloride of potassium, and one of chlorate of potassa.
(6KO and 6Cl~5KCI and KO.CIO,.) The products are, therefore, carbonate of lime, chloride of potassium, and chlorate of potassa. The chlo·
ride and chlorate are separated from the carbonate by solution in hot water,
and the chlorate from the chloride by priority of crystallization as before.
Propel'ties. Chlorate of potassa is a '".hite anhydrous salt, of a cooling
and slightly acerb taste. It crystallizes m rhomboidal plates of a pearly
lustre. It is soluble in sixteen parts of water at GO') , and in two and a half
parts of boiling water. When thrown ·an burning coals, it augments their
combustion remarkably. This property is due to the presence of oxygen,
which may be evolved from the salt in the proportion of nearly 39 per
cent., by heating it a little above its point of fusion. The residue is chloride of potassi um.
Chlorate of potassa is characterized by giving out oxygen upon fusion,
and leaving a residue of chloride of potassium ; by becoming first yellow
and th.e n red by ~dmixture with a little sulphuric acid, and by the action
of that acid evolving chlorous acid gas (quadroxide of chlorine), known by
its yellow colour, and explosive property when heated ; by its bleaching
power when" mixed first with muriatic ncid and then with waler; and by
its property of exploding violently when triturated with a small portion of
sulphur or phosphorus. Its usual impurity is chloride of potassium, which
may be detected by a precipitate of chloride.of silver being produced on
the addition of nitrate of silver. [t consists of one eq. of chloric acid 75·42,
and one of potassa 47· 15 = 122·57.
J11cdi caf Properties and Uses. Chlorate of potassa is ranked as a refrigerant and diuretic. From experiments made by Dr. O'Shaugbnessyand
others, it give_s a bright scarlet colour to the venous blood, and passes un·
decomposed mto the urine. The first trials made with it as a medicine
were founded upon the supposition that it would prove an oxidizing re~
medy; and hence it was employed in scurvy, which was supposed to de·
pend upon a deficiency of oxygen in the systt:!m, and in syphilis and liver
complaint as a substitute for mercury, which mineral was held by some to
act in these affections. by imparting oxygen. In scurvy it appears to have
acted beneficially, but not on the principle which induced its trial ; as it
would seem not to be decomposed in the system. It has been employed
by Dr. Stevens and others as a remedy for certain fel't>rs, and for mnlig·
nant cholera, to supply a supposed deficiency of saline matter in the blood.
H.enry Hunt recommends it strongly in cancrnm oris, given in solµtion,
m d1v1ded doses, to th e amount of from twenty to sixty grains in twenty~
0
0
0
1
1
d
1
\ \ 1th this treatment Dr. Hunt conjoins the use of an aperienl of rhubarb
and sulphate of polassa with a grain of calomel, sometimes repeated occa·
sionally during the progress of the cure. (Brnilhwaite's RelrotJpect, viii.
148.) For a~ account of the physio logical effects of.chlorate of potassa, and
the trials which have been made with it as a medicine, the reader is re·

pr..
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ferred to Pereira's Elements of 11Iateria J.lfedica, 2d ed., 18.J.2. The dose
is from ten to thinygrains.
Chlorate ofpotassa is used to obtain pure oxygen; to make matches which
take fire by friction, or when dipped in su lphuric acid; and to prepare priming for cannon and fire-arms.
B.

POTASSJE NITRAS. U. S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Nitrate

ef Potassa.

Nitte, Saltpetre ; Nitrate de potasse, Azotatc de potassc, Salp&tre, Fr.; Salpetcrsames
Kali. Saipeter, Germ., JJ1tfck, Dan., Swtd.; Nitro, ital., Spa11., Port.

Nitre or saltpetre is both a natural and artificial production. It is found
ready formed in many countries, exist~ng in the soil on which it forms a
saline efflorescence, in the fissures of calcareous rocks, and in caves. It has
been found in different parts of Europe, in Egypt, and in Peru; but the
country in which it is most abundantly produced is India, whence the
principal part is furnished for the demands of commerce . In the United
States it is found in Georgia, Tennessee, Virginia, Maryland, Ohio, and
Kentucky . It exists, in these States, for the most part, in caverns situated
in limestone rock, called saltpetre caves, and is associated with nitrate of
lime. The earths contained in them are lixiviated, and yield, according to
their richness, from one w ten pounds of crude nitre to the bushel. These
caves are particularly numerous in Kentucky, and furnished a large portion
of the nitre consumed in the United States during the late war. It exists
also in the vegetable kingdom , having been found in borage, tobacco, bugloss, parieto.ria, hemlock, and the sun-flower. The artificial sources of
nitre am certain mixtures of animal and vegetable substances with wood ashes and calcareous matter, called nitre beds; and certain materials, im pregnated with saltpetre, consisting principally of old plaster, derived from
the demolition of old buildings.
Preparation from its Nt1tural Sources. In India the saline earth, which
on an average contains seven parts of nitre in a thousand, is placed in large
mud filters lined with stilf clay, on which wood-ashes have been previously
laid. ·water is added, and the solution filters through the wood-ashes,
with the effect of converting any nitrate of lime present, which amounts to
nearly one per cent., into nitrate of potassa. The solution obtained is
evn.porated in earthen pots, filtered, and set aside to crystallize. The impure nitre thus obtained contains from 45 to 70 per cent. of the pure salt.
lt is redissolved and crystallized by the native merchants, and thrown imo
commerce under the name of crude nitrf', or crude saltpetre .
.!lrtificial Preparation. The plan of forming saltpetre in artificial nitrebeds is principally practised in Germany; while the method of obtaining it
from old plaste r rubbish is followed in France. Jlrtificial nitre-beds are
formed of animal and \'egetable remain~, together with _ashes and calcareous
earth, which are mixed up with a portion of loose soil and placed under
sheds, to s helte r them from the rain; whi.le the sides ~re left open to permit
the free access of air. The matt er is disposed in hnle ranges or heaps,
which are frequently turned over with a s pade, and sprinkled with urine, as
a substance containing a large quantity of nitrogen. At the end of tw~ or
three years the nitrogen is converted into nitric acid, and th.is, by unilrng
with the potassa existing in the \'cgelable remains, forms nitre . When the
contents of the bed contain about four ounces of the salt for every cubic foot
of the materials, they are deemed fit to be lixiviated. Th e lixiviation is
performed with boiling water, which is repeatedly thrown upon fresh por~
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tions of the mass, until the solution obtained is sufficiently strong. The
lixivium is of a brown colour, and contains chiefly the nitrate of potassa;
but at the same time more or less of the nitrates of lime and magnes ia, and
of common salt. The earthy nitrates are then decomposed by a solution of
wood-ashes, which, by furnishing potassa, converts them into nitre, and
precipitates the earths. The solution being fu rther evaporated, the common
salt rises to the surface as a scum, and is removed. The solution is then
allowed to cool, and the nitre crystallizes in dirty white crystals, called
crude ni tre.
When obtained from old plaster rubbish, the mate rial is reduced to
powder and lixiviated, in order to exhaust it of everything soluble. The
solution is found lo contain the nilrales of potassa and lime, and common
salt, and is treated with wood-ashes, which con\'ert the nitrate of lime into
nitrate of potassa, with precipitation of the earth as a carbonate. The liquor
ls separated from the precip itate and concentrated by heat; and the common
salt as it rises to the surface is skimmed o~. When the solution is so strong
as to mark 45° of Baum~'s areom~ter, it is allowed to cool and crystallize;
and the crystals form the crude nitre of this process. The salt obtained in
this way generally contains from 85 to 88 per cent. of pure nitre; the remainder being made up of chloride of sodium, and certain deliquescent
salts . The d~tails of this process, as practised in Paris, are given with
minuteness by Thenard .
Purification. Nitrate of potassa, as first obtained, either from natural
or artificial sources, is called in commerce crude saltpetre, and requires to
be puri6ed or refined before it can be used in medicine, or in most of the
arts. The process, which is founded principally on the fact that nitre is
more soluble than common salt in hot water, is conducted in the following manner in France. Thirty parts of the saltpetre am boiled with six
parls of water, and the portion which remains undissolved , or is deposited,
consisting of common salt, is carefully removed. As the ebullition proceeds, a little waler is added from lime to time, to hold the nitre in solution.
'Vhen common sail ceases to be separated, the solution is clari6ed with
glue, and more watn is added at ini.erva ls, until the whole amounts, including that previously added, to ten parts. The clear solution is now transferred to large, shallow copper coolers, whne it is ag_itated with wood~n
instruments to hasten the cooling, and to cause the nllre to crystallize m
small grains. The puri6cat_ion is completed by washing the salt with water,
or a saturated solut10~ of mtre, in a kind of wooden hopper, with holes in
the bottom slopped with pegs. The liquid employed is allowed to remain
in contact with the nitre for several hours, al the end of which time it is
permit~ed t? dr?in off by taking out the pegs. The salt being now dried,
its purification 1s completed .
In Sweden, the process of purification is conducted in a different manner.
The solut.ion of the crude nitre is boiled, until a saline crust (common ::-alt)
forms on its surface, and until it is so far concentrated that a small portion
of it crystallizes upon cooling. The crust being removed, the solution is
filtered, and diluted with 1-48th of water, with a view to retain in solution
the common salt, which, being somewhat less soluble in cold than in boil·
ing water, would otherwise be in part precipitated on refrigeration. The
solution is now allowed to cool, and, at the moment crystals begin to form.
is stirred constantly to cause the salt to crystallize in small grains. 'l'he
granular salt is then wa~hed after the ~rench method, as abO\'e di>scribed,
dried, and, being fused, 1s cast in sheet iron moulds so as to form masses,
each we ighing from ten to t~venty pounds. The preparation of nitre in this
manner by fusion is, accordmg to Berzelius. attended with several ad van-
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tagcs ;. such as .its .oCcupyin&' les~ spa.ce, its losing nolhini;r by waste in transpor.tat.1on, a~1d 1n !ls present1~g 1n this state, an obvious index of its quality.
I'JlJs md~x 1s the character o~ Jts fracture. "'\Vhen the sail is perfectly pure, the
fracture 1s radiated, the radii being generaJly Jarge. The presence of 1-SOth
of common salt r~nders the radii smaller; and of l ~Oth or a larger quantity,
produces a zone m the substance of the mass, devoid of the radiated structure, or causes this structure to disappear entirely. On the other hand, the
process by fusion has the disadvantage of converting the salt in part into
hyponitrite, when heated too high, and of re?dering it difficult to pulverize.
Com.mercial History. Nitre is received m this country from Calcutla in
the state of crude saltpetre, packed in grass cloth bags, containing from one
hundred and fifty to one hundred and seven~y-five pounds. The greater
portion of it arri\•es in Boston. Its quality vanes considerably. That which
comes in dirty yellow crystals is called crude saltpetre; while the finer lots,
in small, comparative~y clear crystals, apflroaching to white, are called East
India r~ined. Very liltle crude saltpetre 1s at present prepared in the United
Stales, on account of the low price of that from India. The ,·efinecl saltpetre is almost exclusively prepared by our own chemists; and a considerable
portion of it is exported.
As connected with the subject of saltpetre, it may be proper in this place
to notice what is incorrectly called South .!lmerican saltpetre, considerable
quantities of which have been received within a few years from Peru. It
js tho nitrate of soda, and comes in bags containing about two hundred and
seventy pounds of the salt in the crude state. rrhis nitrate is coming into
use. with our manufacturin15 chemists, and is better suited than nitre for .rre·
pann~ nitric and sulph~nc acids, on . account of the greater proportional
quantity of acid which 1t contains. It is, however, not applicable to the
purpose of making gunpowder, from its tendency to absorb moisture.
Propel'lies. Nitre is a white salt, possessing a sharp, cooling, and slightly
biuerish taste, and generally crystallized in long, striated, semi-transparent,
six-sided prisms, wilh dihedral summits. It dissolves in four or five times
~ts wei~ht of cold, and in about tw?·fifths o_f its weight of boiling water. It
is spanngly soluble ~n r.ectified spirit, but msoluble in a~solute alcohol. It
undergoes no alterat.rnn m the air, unless this be very mo.1st. It contains no
water of crystallizauon; but is apt to hold a portion of liquid, mechanically
lodged within the substance of tbe crystals. This .is p~rticularly the case
with the large crysl~ls, and, ac~ording to Berzelius, 1s a source of impurity; as the liquid m question 1s a portion of the m~ther-walers in which
they we~e formed. It. is on this account that Berzelms recommends that
the solut10n of the purified salt should be stirred during crystallization, .so
as to cause it to shoot into small crystals. 'Vhen exposed to heat, nitre
fuses at about 662°. The fused mass, when cast in moulds, or formed into
linle circular cakes, constitutes that form of nitre, kept in the shops under
the name of crystal mineral or sal prunelle. • If the heat be increased, the
sail is decomposed, evolves pure oxygen. and is reduced to the state of
hyponitrite, which, when r~bbed to powd~:· emits orang~-col~ured fumes
of nitrou s acid and nitric oxide, on the addition of sulphunc acid. Upon a
further continuance of the heat, the hyponitrous acid itself is decomposed,
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and a large additional quatitity of oxygen is evolved, conuiminatcd, however,
with more or less nitrogen. The residuu1'.l, alter the gaseous matter has
ceased to come over, is, according to Berzelius, n compound of potassn with
nitric oxide; but, sometimes at least, it is the teroxide of potassium, as was obse~ve~ abotlt the same time by Mr. Phi.Uips, of London, .and Dr. B~idges,of
this city. On account of the large quantity of oxygen whrch it contains, nitre
increases the combustion of many substan.ces in a remarl.rnble degree_. When

thrown _on burning coals, it deflagr~te.s with bright scint1llations. N_itre may
be readily recognised by its effect in mcreasing the combustion of live coals,
when thrown upon thrm; and by evolving white or reddish vapours on the
addition of sulphuric acid. lls most usual impurity jg common salt, which
is seldom e ntirely absent, and which injures it for the manufacture of gun·
powder. The presence of this salt is readily detected by nitrate of silver.
If a sulphate be present, it w ill cause a precipitate to be formed with chlo·
ride of barium. Lime is indicated by a precipitate being produced by ox·
alate of ammonia. The refined or purified saltpetre of commerce may be
deemed the officinal nitre, and is sufficiently pure for med ical use. Never·
theless, the Dublin College, with needless refinement, has given a formula
for its purification. (See Potass:e Nitrns Purijicatum.) Nitrate of potnssa
is composed of one eq. of nitric acid 54, and one of potassa 47· 15 = 101·15.
Medical Properties and Uses. Nitre is considered refrigerant, diuretic,
and diaphoretic, and is much used in inflammatory diseases . It is known
to be a powerful antiseptic. I t generally promotes the secretion of urine
and sweat, lessens the heat of the body and the frequency of the pulse,
and has a tendency to keep the bowels in a soluble condition . 1L is Yery
frequenliy prescribed wilh tartar emetic and calomel, forming a combination
usually called the nitrous powder, which prom?tes most of the secretions,
particularly those of the liver and skin, and which in many cases is ad van·
tageously employed in le~se~ing and modifying febrile ex~itcment. The
formula usual.ly preferred 1s eight or ten grains of nitr~, the eighth of a .grain
of tartar emetic, and from the fourth to the half of a gram of calomel, exhibited
every two or three hours. Nitre is frequently giv.en in active he~orrhages,
particular.ly hremoptysis, and is a useful ingredient of gargles, m certain
stages of inflammatory sorethroat. Dr. Frisi, an halian physician, found it
ve~y efficacious in a case of obstinate spasmodic asthma, in giving speedy
relief, and in cutt.in_g short the a.Hack as often as it was repeated. In the form
of sal prunelle, It 1s rubbed wnh advantage on chapped lips. The dose is
from ten to fifteen g rains, dissolvC'd in water or some mucilaginous fluid, and
repeated every two or three hours. From one to three drachms may be
exhibited in th e course of the d.ay . If giYen too freely, or for too long a
period, it is apt to exc ite pains m the stomach. In an overdose, (half an
ounce to an ounce or more.) taken in concentrated solution, it causes heat and
pain. in the stomach, vomiting and purging of blood, great prostration, convulsions, and sometimes death. On dissection, the stomach and intestines
are found inflamed. The treatment in such cases consists in the speedy
removal of the poison from the stomach, and in the administration of mucilaginous and d~mulcent drinks, laudanum to allay pain and irritation, and cor·
dials to ~usta10 ~he sinking powers o~ the sy~tem. No antidote is known.
Notwllhstandmg the toxical properues of nllre when taken in a large do!e
in concentrated sol~tion, it may be given, in divided doses, to the extent of
one or two ?unc~s ~n twe~ty-four hours, provided it be largely diluted with
water. It 1~ prmc1pally m acute rheumatism that large doses of this salt
have been given, and both M . Gendrin and M. Martin-Solon bear testimony
to its remarkab le efficacy in that disease, after ample experience with its use
in two of tbe hospitals of Paris. Dr. Henry Bennet, of London, also speaks
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highly of its effica.ct"in the same disease. It may be given in quantities.
varying from six to sixteen drachrns in twenty.four hours, dissolved in
sweetened barley water, in the proportion of ha!~ an ounce o_f the salt to a
pint and a half or two pints of the liquid. Administe red in this manner, the
principal action of the salt is that of n s~dative on the circulat~o~, decreasing
the force and freq ucncey of the pulse, without exercising any IOJUrious effect
on the heart or kidneys.
Phannaceulical Uses, 4-c . In pharmacy nitre is employed to form crocus
of antimony, (see Lo1.1don process for tartar em~tic,) and to procure nitric
acid. lt i.s also used m the formulas of the United States Pharmacopreia
for obtaining sweet spirit of nitre, and pure carbonate of potassa (salt of
tartar). It emers into the composition of moxa, and is employed in preparing the sulphate of potassa with sulphur of the Edinburgh College. In
the laboratory it is used as an oxidizing agent, and to yield oxygen at a red
heat. In the arts it is employed in the production of aquafortis, the manufacture of sulphuric acid, and the fabrication of gunpowder.
Off.Prep. Acidum Nitricum, Lond. , Erl., .Dub .; Antimonii PotassioTanras, Lon.cl.; Potassre Carbonas Purus, U.S.; Potassre Nitras Purificatum, .Dub.; Potassre Sulphas cum Sulphure, Ed.; SpiritusJEtheris Nitrici,
U.S.; Unguentum Sulphu ri s Compositum, U.S., Lond.
B.

POTASSJE SULPHAS. US., Land., Ed., Dub.
Sulphate of Potassa.
Yi1riolntcd tartar; Tartanun vitrio\atum, Arcanum tluplicatum, Sal de duolms, Loi.;
Sulfate do potassc, Pomsso vitriolec, .Pr.; :::Chwcfd:saurcs Kali, Vitriolisirtir Weinstein,
Gtmi.i Solfa1odipotassa,Jlal.

Several chemical processes give rise to sulphate of potassa as a secondary
product. Thus it is produced in the distillation of nitric acid from a mixture of nitre with sulphuric acid; in the decomposition of sulphate of
magnesia by carbonate of potassa, in order to form carbonate of magnesia;
and during the combustion of the mixture of nitre and su lphur in the manufacture of sulphuric acid. (See .!JcidwnNitricumand Llcidum Sulplturicum.)
·when nitric acid is obtained by calcining a mixture of nitre and sulphate
of iron, the residue consists of sesquioxide of iron and sulphate of potassa,
the latter of which, being alone soluble, is separated by means of water, and
crystallized from its solution. The residue of the combustion of sulphu r
and nitre, in making sulphuric acid, is an impure sulphate of potassa mixed
with sulphur, and is not purified for use in medicine, but sold to the alum
makers.
The British Colleges agree in obtaining sulphate ofpotassa from the salt
which remains afler the distillation of nitric acid. The salt is a supersulphate of potassa, and must be so treated as to bring it to the neutral state.
The London College brings it to this state by igniting it in a crucible; the
Dublin College, by saturating the excess of acid with carbonate of potassa i
and the Edinburgh College, by remo''ing the excess by the addition of white
marble, which converts it into an insoluble sulphate of lime. The directions
of the London College are as follows. "Take of the salt which remains
after the distillation of nitric acid two pounds, boiling water two gallons.
Ignite the salt in a crucible until the ex c e~s of the sulphuric acid is entirely
expelled ; then boi l it in the two gallons of water until a pellicle forms, and,
the liquor being strained, set it aside that crystals may form. Pour off the
liquor from th e crystals and dry them.'' Sulphate of potassa is placed in
the Materia Medica list of the U. S. Pharmacopceia, and, therefore, no process is given for obtaining it.
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Sulphate of potassa is a white, anhydrous salt, in the form

of small, aggregated, transparent, very hard crystals, permanent in the air,
having the shape usually of short six·sided prisms, terminated by six-sided
pyramids, and possessing a nauseous, somewhat bitter taste. It is slowly
solublt! in about lline and a half times its weight of cold, and in less than
four times its weight of boiling water. ( Gay-Lussac.) Added to a solmion
of sulphate of alumina, it generates alum, recognised by the oclOhedral
shape of its crystals. It is decomposed by tartaric acid, which forms bitar-

trate of potassa, and by .the soluble salts of baryta, strontia 1 lime, silver, and
,

lead, forming insoluble or sparingly soluble sulphates. This sa lt is not sub.
ject to adulteration. It consists of one eq. of sulphuric aci'd 40, and one of
potassa 47· 15=87· 15.
Jlfedical Properties and Uses. Sulphate of potassa is _a ~ild purgative,
operating without heat, pai n, or other symptom of irntalion. In small
doses, from a scruple to half a drachm, it operates as an aperient, and is
useful in removing obstructions; in larger doses, of four or five drachms,
it acts slowly as a purge. Combined with rhubarb, in the proportion of
about a drnchm of the salt to ten grains of the root, Dr. Fordyce found it
an cxcellem olterative cathartic in the visceral obstructions of children, characterized by a tumid abdomen, and defective digestion and nutrition; and
we can bear testimony to its efficacy in these cases from our own experience. Dr. A. 'I'. Thomson states that this salt, in combination either with
rhubarb or aloes, has proved in his hands" more useful than any of the
other saline purgatives, in jaundice and dyspeptic affections." It enters
into the composition of Dover's powder.
Notwithstanding the general sentiment of practilioners as to the mildness
and safety of sulphale of polassa as a purgative, several cases have been
latterly reported in thfl Journals of supposed poisoning from ils use. On
the continent of Europe it is frequently given as an aperient after delivery,
and for the purpose of decreasing or drying up the milk. M. Moritz attributed the poisonous effects of the salt, in the case which came under his
notice, to the presence of a notable quantity of sulphate of zinc; but his
explanation cannot be admitted as adequate. In other cases, the salt, though
found to be pure , seemed to act as a poison. Still, we are not disposed to
admit that sulphate of potassa is poisonous. In the cases in which it apparently acted as such, its effects may be attributed somet imes to the largeness of the dose in which it was administered, and perhaps also to the
insufficiency of the water used to dissolve it,- at other times, where the
dose used was moderate, t? the exi_sten_ce of '1: predisposition to gastric in·
ftammation. For further mformauon 111 relauon to this subject. the reader
is referred to an interesting paper by pr. T . Romeyn Beck, in the ~1mer.
Journ. of the Med. Sciences, N. S., vii. &S.
Off. Prep. P1lulre qolocynthidis Compositre, Dub., Ed.; Pilulre Opii sive
Tbebaicre, Ed.; Pulv1s Ipecacuanhre et Opii, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.;
Pulvis Salinus Compositus, Ed., JJub .
B.

POTASSil FERROCYANURETUM. U.S.
Ferrocyanuret of Potassium.
Off Syn. POTASS!l FERROCYANlDUM, Lond., Ed.
1
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This is the·yellow double cyanuret of potassium and iron, the salt from
which the cynnuret of potassium is obtained by calcination at a low red

heat. (See Potassi Cyanuretum.)
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T~i s salt is prepared on a large scale by calcining anim::i.l m::i.tters, such

as dried blood, hoofs, horns, and olher substances rich in nitroaen, with
the pearlash of ~ommerce, in an egg-shaped iron pot, dissolving th~ calcined
i;iass, after cooling, in water, and evaporating the so lution so as to crystallize. The requ isite iron for forming the salt is d~rived from the pots and
stir rers ll sed in the process. Occasionally iron filings are add ed.
Properties. Fe.rrocyanuret of potassillm is in large, beautiful , transparent,
permanent, four-sided, tabular crystals, of a lemon-y ellow colour, devoid of
odour, but possessing a sweetish, yet somewhat bitter, saline taste. It disso lves in between three and four times its weight of cold water, and in about
its own weight of boiling water, but is insoluble in alcohol. It acts but
sl ig htly, if at all, on turm eric paper. The alkaline reaction, when it occurs, is
probnbly owing to the presence of a littl e free potassa retained by the water
of crystallization . (R . Phillips .) When heated to 140° it loses its water of
crystallization, amounting to 12·6 per cent., and becomes white. When
ignited, the fixed residue amounts to 18·7 per cent. of sesquioxide of iron,
resulting from the oxidation of the iron of the salt. It is characterized by
striking a dee p blue colour with the salts of sesquioxide of iron, a deep
brown one with the salts of copper, and a white one with those of zinc; the
several precipitates formed being cyanurets of the respective metals.
H eated witb eight or ten times its weight of concentrated sulphuric acid,
a large quant ity of pure carbonic oxide is evolved. (Fownes.) Ferrocyanuret of potassium consists of two eqs. of cyanuret of potassium 130·:3, one
of cyanuret of iron 54, and three of water 27=211 ·:1. The water present
is just sufficient to convert the iron and potassium into protoxides, and the
cyanogen into hydrocyanic acid. Apart from the water prese nt, it is generally considered to consist of a compound radical, called ferrocyanogen,
formed of three eqs. of cyanogen and one of iron (tercyanuret of iron),
united with two eqs. of potassium. Hence its officinal name. This salt is
remarkably pure as it occurs in commerce.
Medical Properties, ~·c. From experiments, undertaken chiefly by the
German physicians to determine the physiological effects of this salt, it
would appear to have but little activity. Callies, as quoted by Pereira, found
the commercial salt slightly poisonous, but the pure salt unproductive of
harm in the dose of several ounces. It should be borne in mind that it is the
commercial salt which is used medicinally . VVestrumb and Hering proved
that it passed with rapidity into th e blood aqd urine.
Notwithstanding the above state ments, Dr. Burleigh Smart, of Kennebec,
Maine, has attributed to this salt valuable medic inal powers. (.llm. Journ. of
llled. Sci., xv. :~62.) lts primary effect, according to him, is that of a sedative, diminishing the fulness and freq uency of the pulse, and allaying pain
and irritation. ll also acts, under favourable circumstances, as a diaphoretic
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pulse, and of less~ning th e sweating, cough, a~1d dyspn~a. lt sometimes
acts as a diapborettc, but only in cases attended .with excess ive vascular action
and increased heat of skin . As an astringent Its power is most conspicuous
in the colliquative sweats of chronic bronchitis and phthisis. The same
power was ev inced in seve ral cases of Jeucor rhcea cured by its use. It
sometimes produces ptyalism, unattended, ho1:vever, by swelling of the s~li
vary glands or fNor of the breath. Its properties as an a~odyne and .sedative
render it applicable to cases of neuralgic pains and whooping cough , Ill which
diseases, especially the latter1 Dr. Smart found it useful. ·wh en gi\•en in an
o,·cr-dose he states that it occasions vertigo. coldness, and numbness, with a
sense of gastric sinking.
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The form of administration which Dr. Smart prefers is that of solution, in
the proportio.n of two drachms to the fluidounce of water. Of this. the dose
for an adult 1s from 30 Lo 45 drops, cquivalem Lo from 10 to 15grarns of the
salt repeated every four or six hours. Should the results of Dr. SmarL be
confirmed, the ferrocyanureL of potassium will form an important acquisition
to the materia medica.
This salt is manufactured on a large scale, chiefly for the use of the
dyers and calico-printers. In pharmacy it is empl_oyed to prepare hydrocyanic acid, Prussian blue, and cyanuret of potassium.
Off.Prep. Acidum Hydrocyanicum, U. 8 ., Lond., Ed.; Ferri Ferrocyanuretum, U.S.; Potassii Cyanuretum. U.S.
B.

PRINOS. U.S. Secondary.
Black Alder.
"The bark of Prinos verticillatus." U.S.
Pnrsos. Se:i:. Syst. Hex~ndria Monogynia. - JVat. Ord. Aquifoliacere.
Gen. C!i. Calyx small, six-cleft. f!oro/la monopetalous, subrotate, sixparted. Berry six-seeded; seeds nuc1form. Nuuall.
Prinos verticillatus. Willd. Sp . Plant. ii . 225; B!gelow, J!m ..Med. Bot.
iii. 141; Barton, .Med. Bot . i. 203. The black alder 1s an indigenous shrub,
with a stem six or eight feet high, furnished with alternate, spreading
branches, and covered with a bluish-gray bark. rrhe leaves, which stand
alternately or irregularly on short petioles, are oval, pointed, tapering at the
base, acutely serrate, of a dark green colour, smooth on their upper surface,
but downy on the veins beneath. The flowers are small, white, nearly sessile, and grow three or four together at the axils of the leaves. They are
ofLen dicecious. The calyx is persistent; the segments of the coroJla obtuse;
the stamens usually six in number, and furnished with oblong anthe~s; ~he
germ large, green, roundish, and surmounted by a short style, termmaung
in an obtuse stigma. rl1he fruit when ripe COllSists of glossy, scarlet,
roundish berries, about the size of a pea, containing six cells and six seeds.
Several of these berries are clustered together so as to form little bunches at
irregular intervals on the stem. In the laller part of autumn, after the leaves
have fallen, they still remain attached to the stem, and render the shrub a
striking object in ~he midst of the general nakedness of vegetation. Hence
the pliint has received the name of winter-berry, by which it is frequently
designated.
It grows in all parts of the United States, from Canada to Florida, frequeming low wet places, such as swamps, and the b?rders ?f ponds, ditches,
and streams. Its flowers appear in June. rrhe bernes,wh1ch have a bitter,
sweetish, somewhat acrid taste, are sometin:ies used ~nedicinally for the same
purposes ~vith the .bark, which is lhe officmal portion.
'~h~ dried bark 1s in slender pieces, more ~r less.rolled, brittle,greenishwh1te internally, and covered with a smooth ep1derm1s, which is easily separable, and of a whitish-ash colour, alternating or mingled with brown. It has

~r~~1~1 ~111l~ vi~~~s t~}t~~~ ~~~\~~

and slightly astringent.

Boiling water ex·

lJledical Properties and Uses. Black .alder !s usually considered tonic
and a.stringent; and is among the remedies which have been. proposed as
substilutes for Peruvian bark, with which, however, it has very lmle analogy.
It has been recommended in intermittent fever, diarrrhrea, and other diseases
connected with a debilitated state of the system, especially gangre~e· and
mortification. It is a popular remedy in gangrenous or flabby and 111-con-
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dilioncd ulcers, and in ~hronic cutaneous eruptions, in which it is gi\•en
internally, at the same ume that it is applied locally in the form of a wash
or poultice.
It ma}' be us~d in substance or decoction. The dose .of the powder is
from thirty gram ~ to a drachm, to be repeated sevPral times a day. 'l1he
<lccoction, which 1s usually preferred both for inte:nat and external use, may
be prepared by boiling two ounces of the bark with three pints of water to
a quart, and given in the dose of two or three fluidouncrs. A saturated
tincture, as well of the berries as of the bark, is sometimes emp loyed.

w.

PRUNUM. U.S.
Prunes.
"The dried fruit of Pru nus domestica." U.S.
Off. Syn. PRUNA. Prunus domestica. J)rup:eexsiccatm. Lond.; PRU ~
NA. Dried fruit of Prunus domcstica. Ed.; PRUNUS DO:v!EST!CA.
Fructus siccatus. JJub.
Pruneaux, .Fr.; Pfiawncn, Germ.: Pruni, Ital.; Ciruelas sccas, Span

Pnu.sus. Sex. Syst. Icosandria Monogynia.-Nal . Ord. Amygdalere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx inferior, bell-shaped, deciduous, with five obtuse, concave srgme nts. Petals five, roundish, concave, spreading, larger than the
segments of the calyx, into the rim o_f which they are inserted. Filamrnls
awl-shaped, nearly as long as the corolla, from th e rim of the calyx within
the petals. Jlnlhers short, of two round lobes. Ovary superior, roundish.
Style of the length of the stame ns. Stigma orbicular, pehate. Drupe
roundish or elliptical. Nul hard, somewhat comprrsscd, of one cell, and
two more or less distinct Slltures with an intermediate furrow. Leaves
rolled up when young. (Lindley.)
Prunusdomestfra . W11ld. Sp . Plant. ii. 995; Woodv. JJfed. Bot. p. 520.
t. 187. The cultivated prune or plum tree is so well known as to render
a minute description unnecessary. We merely give the specific character.
"Peduncles subsolitary; leaves Janceolate, ovate, convolute; branches not
spiny." Th e varieties of the tree produced by cullivation are very numerous. Nearly one hundr~d are to be found in the British gardens. Though
at present growing wild m various parts of Europe, it is thought to have
been brought originally from Asia Minor and Syria. It is the dried fruit
on!v tlrnt is officinal.
. i'he prunes brought to our market come chiefly from the South of France,
the best from the port of Bordeaux. They are derived from the variety of
the tree named Juliana by Linnreus. The fresh fruit, called Prune de Saint
Julien by th e French, is of an oval shape, nearly an inch in length, and of
a deep violet colour. It is prepared by drying in the sun after having been
exposed to the heat of an oven . The finest prunes, used on the tables in
France, are prepared from the larger kinds of plums, such as the Saint
Catharine and R eine-Claude or green-gage. An inferior sort is brought
from Germany.
Prunes have a feeble odour, and a sweet mucilaginous taste, which is
generally also somew hat acid . 'l1hey contain uncrystallizable sugar, malic
acid, and mucilnginous matter. In Germany they obtain from this fruit a
kind of brandy 1 which in some districts is l~rgely cons~mecl. Bonneberg, a
German chemist, has succeeded in extraclrng crystaU1zable sugar, equal to
thnt of the cane.
ftledical Properties and U:Jes. Prunes are laxative and nutritious,.and
stewed with water form an excellent diet in cases of costiveness, especially
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during convalescence from febrile and infla~nmatory diseases. As they impart lheir laxalive property to water in which ther are baaed, th ey serve as
a pleasant and useful addition to purgative decocuons. Their pulp is also
used in the preparation of laxative confections. Too largely taken in a
debilitated state of the digestive organs, they are apt to occasion flatulence,
and griping pain in the stomach and bowels.
Off. Prep. Pruni Pulpa, U.S.; Confectio Sennre, Land.
\V.

PRUNUS VIRGINIAN A. U.S.
Wild-cherry Bark.
"The bark of Cerasus serotina (De Candolle), Cerasus Virginiana (Michaux)." U.S.
CERAsus. See LAURO-CERASUS.
This genus, which is recognised by most of the recent botanical writers,
includes a large number of species formerly embraced in the genus Pru nus
of Linnreus.
Cerasus serotina. De Cand. Prodrom. ii. 540; Torrey and Gray, Flora
of N . .Bmerica, i. 4 IO.-Cerasus Virginiana. Michaux, N. .Om. Sylv. ii.
205. According to Torrey and Gray, th~ name Primus Virginiana, which
has frequently been applied to this species, was given by Linnreus to the
choke-cherry- a small tree or shrub, growing in the Northern States, and
bearing a dark red, g lobular, astringent fruit, about as large as that of the
wild-cherry. This is described in th e Flora of N. America of these authors,
under the name of Cerasus Virginiana. The offi.cinal species, or wildcherry tree, is, according to Michaux, one of the largest productions of the
American forest. Individuals were seen by that botanist on th e banks of
the Ohio from eighty to one hundred feet high, with trunks from twelve to
fifteen feet in circumference, and undivided to the height of twenty-five or
thirty feet. But as usually met with in the Atlantic States, the tree is of
much smallrr dimensions. In the open fields it is less elevated than in
forests, but sends out more num erous branches, which expand into an elegant oval summit. The trunk is regularly shaped, and covered with a rough
blackish bark, which detaches itself semi-circularly in thick narrow plates,
and by this peculiar character serves as a distinguishing mark of the tree,
when the foliage is too high for inspection. The leaves are oval oblong,
or lanceolate oblong, acuminate, unequally serrate, smooth on both sides, of
a beautiful brilliant green, and supported alter.nately upon petioles, which
are furnished with from two to four reddish glands. The flowers are sma ll,
white, and collected in long erect or spreading racemes. They appear in
May, and are followed by globular drupes about the size of a pea, and when
ripe of a shining blackish-purple colour.
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Middle Atlantic States, and m those which border on the Ohio. In the
~rnighbourhood of Philadelphia, it affects open situations, growing solitarily
m ~he ~elds and along the fenc~s, and seldom aggregated in woods or groves.
It 1s highly valued by the cabmet-makers for its wood, which is compact,
fine -grained, susceptible of polish, and of a li ght red tint, which deepens
with age .. The fruit has a sweetish, :istringent, bitter taste; and is much
employed m some parts of the country to impart flavour to spirituous liquor~.
T~ e inner bark is the part employed in medicine, and is obtained indiscnmmately from all parts of the tree, though that of the roots is most active.
It should be preferred recently dried, as it deteriorates by keeping.
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Properties. Wild-cherry bark, as kept in the shops, is in pieces of various
sizes, more or less curved laterally, usually destitute of epidermis, of a lively
reddish-cinnamon C?lour, brittle, and pulverizable, presenting a reJdish-gra)r
fracture, and affording a fawn-coloured powder. In the fresh state, or when
boiled in water, it emits an odour resembling that of peach leaves. Its taste
is agreeably bitter a.nd aromatic, with. the peculiar flavour of the bitter
almond. It imparts its sensib le properties to water, ei th er cold or hot, producing a clear r~ddish infusion, closely resembling Madeira wine in appear~nce. Its peculrnr flavour as well ~~ m~dical virtue.s a~·e injured by .boiling,
rn consequence partly of the volatil1zat1on of the prrnc1ple upon wlllch the,·
depend, partly upon a chemical chang~ effected by the heat. From an an~
lysis by Dr. Stephen Procter, it appears to contain starch , resin, tannin,
gallic acid., fatty matter, lignin, red colouring matter, ~alts of lime and potassa, and Jron. He obtained also a volatile oil, associated with hydrocyanic acid, by distilling the same portion of water successively from several
different portions of the bark. Th is oil was of a light-straw colour, and
very analogous in its properties to the volatile oil of bitter almonds. Tn thr
quantity of two drops it proved fatal to a cat in les.s _tlrnn five minutes.
(Journ. of the Phil. Col. of Plumn., vi. 8.) Mr. \Villi am Procter proved
that , as in the case of biuer almonds, the volati le oil and hydrocyanic acid do
not exist ready formed in the bark, but are the result of the reaction of water
upon amygdalin, which he ascertained to be one of its constitue nts. In
ord er, bowe\'Cr, that this change may take place, the age ncy of another principle, probably analogous to if not identical with emulsi11, or the synaptase of
Robiquet, is also essential; and, as this principle becomes inoperative at n
boilingtemperature,we can understand howdecoctionmayinterfere with the
virtues of the bark. (.!lrn. Journ. of Phann., x. 197.) ll is not impossible
that wild-cherry bark may contai n also phloridzin, a bitter principle proved
to exist in the bark of the apple.' pea r, cherry, and plum trees. (See P!tlo1
1
1
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former depending on the phloridzia, t~e latler on the hydrocyanic acid .
.Medical Properties and Uses. TlllS bark is among the most valuable of
our indigenous remedies. Uniting with a tonic power the property of calming irritation and diminishing nervous excitability, it is admirably adapted to
the treatment of diseases in which a debilitated condition of the stomach ,
or of the system, is united with general or local irritation. ·when largely
taken it is said to diminish the action of the heart, an effect ascribable to the
hydrocyanicacid which it aftOrds. Dr. Eberle found copious draughts of the
co ld infus ion, taken several times a day, and continued for nearly two weeks,
to reduce hi~ pulse from .seventy-five to fifty strokes in the minute. The
remedy is highly useful rn the hectic fever of scrofu la and consumption, in
the treatment of which it has long been a favourite with many American
practitioners. In the general debility which often succeeds inflammatory
diseases, it is also advantageous, and it is well adapted to many cases of
dyspepsia. It has been used successfully in intermittent fever, but in this
complaint is much inferior to cinchona.
It may be used in powder or infusion . The dose ?f the powder is .from
thirty g rain s to a drachm. The infusion is properly directed by our nauonal
Pharmacopreia to be prepared with cold water. (See ln.fusum Pruni Virginianre.) A syrup of wild-cherry bark is considerably used. It may be
prepared by macerating four ounces of the powdered bark with twelve
fluidounces of water for two days, putting the mixture into a displacement
apparatus, returning the liquid which passes till il becomes clear,displacing
50
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with an additional quantity of water until twelve fluidounces of infusion
are obtained. and then dissolving in this twenty-four ounces of sugar. (Proc·
ter, .ll.m. Journ. of Pharm., xi\' , 27.) The dos~ of this syrup is about a
fluidounce.

But an objection to the syrup of wild-cherry bark is, that in

order to give the requisite quantity of the medicine, so much sugar must be

given at the same time as to endanger embarrassment of the digestive organs.
Mr. D. S. Jones has ascertained that, in consequence of the preservative
influence of hydrocyanic acid, the syrup will keep well if made with equal
quantities of the infusion and sugar. This in some measure obviates the
disadvantage referrf'd to. (S~e_ .fbn. Journ. of Pliarm., xvii. 162.)
Off. Prep. lnfusum Prun1 Virginianre, U.S.
W.

PYRETHRUM. U.S. Secondary, Land., Ed., Dub.
Pellitory.
"The root of Anthem is Pyrethrum ." U.S. 11 Anthemis Pyrethrum.
R •tdix." Lond., Dub. "Root of Anacyclus Pyrethrum." Ed.
Pyr~thrc, Pr.; Bertram " 'mzcl, Germ.;
ANTJLEl'tIJs. See ANTHE:\118.

PirclrO, llul.J· Pclitrc, Spm1.
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of this plant is perennial, and sends up numerous stems, which are usually
trailing at the base, erect in their upper portion, eight or ten inches high,
and terminated by one large flower. The leaves are doubly pinnate, with
narrow nearly linear St>gments of a pale g~een colour. The florets of the
disk are yellow; the rays are white on their upper surface, and reddish or
purple beneath and at their edges .
The plant is a native of the Levant, Barbary, and th e Mediterranean coast
of Europe. The root is the part used under the name of pellitory, or pellitory of Spain. According to Hayne, the pellitory of the shops is derived
from the .Onacyclus ojflciuarurn, a plant cultivatf'd in Thuryngia for medical
purposes. This remark, however, can apply only to Germany.
Properties. _The dried r~ot of the
Pyreth.rwn is about the size of the
little finger, cylindrical, straight or but slightl.Y curved, wrinkled lon gi~udi
nall y, of an ash-bro_wn colo?r externally, whitish within, hard and bnttle,
and sometim es furnished with a few radicals. his des titute of odour, though,
when fresh, of a disagre~able smell. Its taste is p~culiar, slight at first, ?ut
afterwards acidulous, salrne, and acrid, attendl'd with a burning and tinglmg
sensation over the whole mouth and throat, which continues for some time,
and excites a copious flow of sa_liva. lts analysis b¥ Koene gives, in 100
parts, 0·5~ of a brown, very acnd substance, of a resmous appearance, and
inso_luble Ill caustic potassa; 1·60 of a dark brown, very acrid fixed oil, soluble m potassa; 0·35 of a yell?w acrid oil, also sol uble in potassa; traces of
tannin; 0·40 parts of gum; rnulin; 7·00 parts of sulphate and carbonate
of potassa, chloride of potassium , phosphate and carbonate of lime, alumina,
silica, &c.; and ]!)·80 of lignin, besides loss. (.!lni. Journ. of Pharm., viii.
17~. from the Journ. de Pharm.)
Jlfedical P.roperties and Uses . . Pellitory is a powerful irritant, us~d
almost exclu~1vel.y a~ a sialagogue rn certain forms of headache, rheumatic
and neuralgic aftecuons of the face, toolhacbe, &c., or as a local stimula nt
in palsy of th e tongue or throat, and in relaxation of the uvula. For lhese
1~urposes it ~ay be chewed, o_r employed as a garg~e in decoclion or vinous
tincture. [ti s seldom prescnbed by medical practitioners in this country.
The dose as a masticatory is from 30 grains to a drachm.
"\.Y.
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QU ASSIA. U.S ., Lond., Ed.

Quassia.
o The wood of Quassia excelsa." U. S.

"Quassia excclsa. Li~mun."

Lond. " 'Vood chiefly of Picn.ena excelsa (Lindley), seldom of Quassia
amarn." Ed.
Off Syn . QUASS!A EXCELSA, Lignum. Dub.
Boi,; de quassic, ~Fr.; Quas~ienhohz, Germ.; Lcgno Uella qua!i!<ia, Ital.; Leno de quas:>ia,

Spu1i.
QuASSJA. Sex. Syst. Decandria Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Simarubacere.
Gen. C/i. CCllyx five-leaved. Petals five. Nectary five-leaved. Drupes
five, distant, bivalve, one-seeded. inserled into a fleshy receptacle. fYill.d.
Of the species included by Linnreus in this genus, some, as the Quassia
amara, are hermaphrodite; othe rs, as the Q. excelsa and Q. Sinwruba, are
moncecious or polygamous. The latter have been associated togetht'r by
De Candolle in a distinct genus, with the tide Simaruba. This has been
again divided by Lindley into Sinwrnba with monrecious, and Pfrr:ena
with polygamous flowers. To the last-mentioned genus the proper quassia
plant, the Q . excelsa of Linrn:eus, belongs.
The medicine was formerly thought to be obtained from the Quassia
<11nara; but more than twenty years since, Lamarck stated that, in conse·
quence of the scarcity of this tree, the Quassia excelsa had been resorted to
as a substitute, and the Pharmacopceias at present agree in acknowledging
lhe lauer as the officinal plant. ll is, however, the opinion of Martius,
that the genu in e quassia of Surinam is the Q. amara; and we shall, there·
fore, give a brief description of both species .
Quassia exce!sa. Willd. Sp . Plant. ii. 569.-Simaruba excelsa, De Cand.
Prodrom. i. 733; Hayne, Darstel. und Beschreib., &c. ix. 16. -Picrama
excelsa. Lindley, Flor llied. 208. As its name imports, this is a lofty tree,
allaining sometimes not less than one hundred feet in height, with a strnight,
smooth, tapering trunk, which is often three feet in diameter near its base,
and cove red with a smooth gray bark. The leaves are pinnate, with a
naked petiole, and oblong pointed leaflets standing upon short footslalks, in
oppos ite pairs, with a single leaflet at the end. The flowers a re small, of a
yellowish-green colour, and di sposed in panicles. They are polygamous
and pentandrous. The fruit is a small black drupe. This species inhabits
Jamaica and the Caribbean islands, where it is calh:d bitter ash. Th t:l wood
is the officinal port ion
Quas.1ia amara . Willd. Sp. Plant. ii . 5G7: Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 574.
t. 20J. The bitter quassia is a small bra nching tree or shrub. wilh ahernale
leaves, consisting of two pairs of opposite pinn~. with an odd one at the
end. The leaflets are elliptical, pointed, se-ssilc, smooth, of a deep green
colour on tbeir upper surface, and paler on the under. The common foot·
stalk is articulated, and edged on each side with a leafy membrane. The
flowers, which are hermaphrodite and clccandrous, have a bright red colour,
and terminate the branches in Jong racem es . T~1e fruit is a two-~elled cap·
sule, containing globula r seeds. The Q. amara 1s a native of Surinam, and
is said also to grow in some of the 'Vest India islands. Its root, bark, and
wood were formerly oflicinal. They are all excessively biller, as are also
the leaves, flowers, and fruit, and in foct the whole plant. It is uncerLain
whethe r any of the pro~uce of this tree reaches our markets.
Quassia comes in cylindrical billets of vari ous sizes, from an inch to near
a foot in diam eter, and several feet in length. These are frequently .invested
wjth a whitish smooth bark, briule and but slightly adherent, and possessing
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in at least an equal degree the virtues of the wood. Their shape and structllre clearly evince that they are df'r ived from the branches or trunk, and
not, as some suppose, from the root of the tree. In the shops they are
usually kept split into small pieces, or r~~ped.
Properties. The wood is al first wh1ush 1 but becomes yellow by exposure. It is inodorous , and has a purely biuer taste, which is surpassed by
that of few other substances in intensity and permanence. lt imparts all its
active properties, with its bitterness and yellow colour, to water and alcohol.
Its virtues depend upon a peculiar biller crystallizable principle, denominated
. quassin, which was first dis_covered by Winkler. It may be obtained pure by
the following process of w·1ggers. A filtered decoction of quassia is evap~
rated to three-quarters of the weight of the wood employed, slacked lime is
added, and the mixture having been allowed to stand for a day, with occasional agitation, is again filtered. A considerable quantity of pectin, besides
other substances, is thus separated. The clear liquor is evaporated nearly
to d_ryness, and the resulting mass exhausted_ by alcohol of the sp. gr. 0·835,
which leaves behind gum, common salt, nitre , &c., in large amount, and
dissolves quassin with some common salt and nitre, and an organic substance
of a brown colour. In order to separate the quassin from these latter principles which arc soluble in water, the solution is evaporated to dryness,
the resulting mass is dissolved in the least possible quantity of absolute alcohol, a large proportion of ether is added, and the liquor, previously separated
by filtration from the brown mass which the ether has thrown down, is
evaporated to dryness; and this process is repeated, till the quassin remains
behind quite colourlP-ss, and affords no evidence of the presence of the abovemention€'d salts. Lastly, in order to obtain it in a crystalline form, to which
it is not strongly disposed, pour the alcoholic solution mixed with ether upon
a little water, and allow it to evaporate spontaneou:::ly. Quassin is while,
opaque, unalterab le in the air, inodorous, and of an intense bitterness, which
in the solutions of this principle is almost insupportable. The bittC'rness is
pure, and resembles that of the wood. \Vhen heated, quassin melts like a
resin. lt is but slightly soluble in water, which at 54° dissolves only 0·45
in 100 parts! and that slowly. By the addition of salts, especially of those
with which 1t i~ associated in .quassia, its solubility is strikingly increas:ed.
It is also b~t slightly soluble in ether, but is very solubl~ in alcohol, more
so in that liquid hot than cold, and the more so the purer 1t is. Quassin is
perfectly neuter, though both alkalies and acids incrE'a se its solubility in
water. It is preci~itated b)'. tannic ac_id from .its aqueous solution, which is
not disturbed by iodine, chlonne, corros ive sublimate, solutions of iron, sugar
of lead, or even the subacetate of lead. lls ultimate constituents are carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen.
JJ.Jed~cal Properties and Uses. ~uassia has i~ th~ highest derrree all the
properties of t_he ·simple bitters . It 1s purely ton_ic. ln\'i,!!"orating~the digest~
ive organs, with little excitement of the circulat10n , or -increase of animal
J1eat. It has not boen very long known as a medicine. About the middle
of the last ce ntury. a negro of Surinam, named Quassi, acquired con~ider
uble reputation in the treatment of the malignant fe~·ers of that country, by
a secret remedy, which he was induced to disclose to Mr. HolandE'r, a SwE"de,
for a valua~le consideration. Specimens were taken to Stockholm by this
gentleman rn the year 1756 i and the meOicine soon became popular in
Europe. The name of the negro has been perpetuated in the generic title
of the plant. But the quassia of Surinam is not now in use, having been
superseded by the product of the Quassia exce lsa, from the 'Vest Indies.
This medicine is useful in all cases in which a simple tonic impression is
desirable. It is particularly adapted to dyspepsia, and to that debilitated state
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of the digestive organs which somelimes su~ceeds acute disease. ft may
also be given with advantage in the remission of certain fevers in which
tonics are demanded . No one at present would expect from it any peculiar
controlling influence over malignant fevers. lt is said to be l~rgcly employed in England by the brewers, to impart bitterness to their liquors.
·
It is most conveniently administered in infusion or extract. (SeeExtraclum Quassifl! and Jnju sum Quctssir.e.) The difficulty of reducing the wood
to powdt•r is an objection to its use in substance. It may, however, be
em ployed in a close varying from a scr uple to a drachm, repeated three or
four times a day.
Ojj: Prep. Extractum Quassi::e, U. S., Ed.; Infus um Quassire, U. 8.,
Lond.,Ed., Dub.; Tinclura Quassire, U. S ., Ed.,Dub .; Tinctura Quassire
Coinposita, Ed.
W.

QUERCUS ALBA. U.S.
White-oak Bark.
" The bark of Quercus alba." U. S.

QUERCUS TINCTORIA. U. S.
Black-oak Bark.
"The bark of Quercus tinctoria." U.S.
Off. Syn. QUERCUS. Quercus pedunculata. Cortex. /,oncl.; QUER
CU8 CORTEX. Bark of Quercus pedunculata. Ed.; QUERCUS
ROBUR. Cortex. Dub.
J.~'.Orce
robl~»

dtl chCnc, Fr.; Eichenrindc, Germ.; Corteeeia <lclla riucrcia, It al.; Corteza de
S),m1.

Uu1mcus. Sex. Syst. Monrecia Polyandria.- 1Yat . Ord. Amentacere,

JuG~~1 .Cc~f.u~J:~~: ~!~/~~·~~m~~~~11~cfi~~.~~1g~'lf;rolla

none. Stamens five
lO ten . Flrn:ALt>. Calyx one-leafed. entire, rough. Corolla none. Styles two
to five . Nut coriaceous, surrounded al the base by the persistent calyx. /Vil/d.
This cxtensivl· genus comprises not Jess than eighty specic>s, of which
between thirty and fony arc within lhe limits of the United States. :\<lunv
of these are applied to important practical purposes. In the north ern hemisphe re, t!ie oak is the mo:;t valuable, as it is th1! most widely diffused of
all forest trees. Notwithstanding th e g-reat number of species, few, com parati\•ely, have found a place in the officinal catalogues. The Q. robur or
common European oak, and lhe Q.pedunwlata or European white oak,
are the only s1wcies admiLted by the British Colleges. As these do not grow
in the United Smtes, nnd th.cir r.roducts are not imported .• it is unnecessary
to treat of them particularly in this work. According to Michaux, they grow
rn the same countries, frequently together, constituting the greate r part of
the forests of Europe, and spreading owr almost the whole northern section
of Asia, and tht" northern coast of Africa. The Q. pedunculata is lhe common British oak, celebrated as well for ils majcsl icgrowth and the venerable
age which it attains, as fonhestrength and durabil~ty of its timber. Our own
Pharmacopreia recognises only the Q. al~a or white oak, and lhe Q. tinclorict or black oak; but seve ral other species afford harks which are equally
useful, and perhaps as much employt-d. Such arc the Q.fti!cata or Spanish
oak, nnd Q. prinus or white chesrnut oak, and the Q. monlana or rock
chestnut oak . The remarks which follow in relation to the white ouk-bark ,
will apply a.lso to that of the three lnst-memioned species. The bark of
the Q. tinctoria is somewhat pccuJiar.
50*
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I. Querws alba. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 448; ~lichaux, N..Hm. Sylu. i.
17. Of all the American species, the while oak opproaches nearest in the
character of its foliage, and the properties of its wood and bar~, to the Q.
pedunculata of Great Britain. When allowed to expand freely 1n the _open
field, it. divides at a short distance from the ground into numerous widely
spread mg branches, and attains under favourable circumstances a magnificent size. Its trnnk and largC' branches are covered with a whitish bark,
which serves to distinguish it from most of the other species. The leaves
are regularly and obliquely divided into oblong, obtuse, entire lobes, which
are often narrowed at their base. 'Vhen full grown, they are smooth and
1ig:ht green on lheir upper surface~ and gln.ucous ~nealh. Some of the
dried leaves remain on lhe tree durmg the whole \Vmtcr. The acorns are
large, ovale, contained in rough, shallow, grayish cups, and supported
singly or in pairs upon peduncles nearly an inch in length.
The whi te oak abounds in the Middle States, and extends also through
the whole Union, though comparatively rare in the norther~, southern, and
western sections. [t is the most highly valued for its limber of a.ll t~e
American oaks, with the exception of the live oak (Q. virens), which is
preferred in ship-building. The bark is sometimes used for tanning, but
that of the red and Spttrd~h oaks is pr~fcrrecl for this purpose. All ~arts of
the lree, with the exccpuon of the epidermis, arc more or less astringent,
but this property pr€'dominates in the fruit and bark.
Oak bark, deprived of its epidermis, is of a light brown colour, of a coarse
fibrous texture, and not easily pulverized. h has a feeble odour, and a
rough, astringC>nt, and bilterish taste. 'Vater and alcohol extract its active
properties. The chief soluble ingredients arc tannin, gallic acid,and extractive matter. It is upon the tannin that its medical virtues, as well as its use
in the preparation or leather, chiefly depend . The proportion or this ingredient varies with the size and age or the tree, the part from which the bark
is derived, and even the season when it is gathered. It is most abundant in
the young bark ; and the English oak is said to yield four times as much
in spring as in winter. Sir H. Davy found the inner bark most abundant
in tannin, the middle portion or cellular integnment much less so, and the
epidermis almost wholly destitute as well of this principle as of extractive.
Gerber has discovered, in European oak bark, a pe~uliar bitter principle
upon which he has conferred the name of quercin. [t 1s obtained by boiling
the bark with water acidulated with one hundredth or sulphuric acid, adding
first milk of lime until the sulphuric acid is removed, and then a solution of
carbonate of potassa so long as a white precipitate is produced, filtering the
liquor, evaporating to the consistence of a thin extract, adding alcohol, and
finnlly evaporating the spirituous solution down to a small volume, and allow·
ing it to rest for some days. Yellow crystals form, which may be obtained
colourless by repeated crystallizalions. Qucrcin thus oblained is in small
white crystals, inodorous, very bitter, readily soluble in water, less so in alcohol conta ining water, insoluble in absolute alcohol, ether, and 01! of turpentine,
and without acid or alkaline reaction . (.fl.rch. der Pharm., xxxiv. 167.)
2. Quercus tinctoria. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 444; Michaux, N . .!J.m. Sylv.
i. ~ l. Th~ black oaJc is one of our !arg:st trees, frequently attaining the
height of eighty or n111ety feet. Its trunk 1s covered with a deeply furrowed
bark, of a black or dark·brown colour. The leaves are ovate obloncr, pubes-

~:~i~nsl~~h~li~:~~;l~te~,h~i~~o~~l~~ggl~~~~:~,fl~~c:~~~~ t~1~,e:.nd~::cz:~~fi~

saucer-shaped cup.
Black·oak bar~' has a more bit~er taste thm~ that of the other species, anJ.
may be distinguished also by starning the sahva yellow when it is chewed.
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Its cellular intE'gumcnt contains a colouring principle, capable of being extracted by boiling water, to which it imparts a brownish-yellow colour,
which is deepened by alkalies and rendc~ed brighter by acids. Under the
name of quercitron, large quantities of this bark, deprived of its epidermis
and reduced to coarse powder, are se~t from the United States to Europe,
where it is used for <lycing wool and silk of a yellow colo.u~. T1~e colouring
principle is callt·d 'luercitrin, or, fro.m its property of combinmg w1th salifiable
bases, quercilric acid. ·when quite pure 1t is colourless, but becomes yellow by absorbing oxygen. lt is sweetish. with a biuer after-taste, and is very
soluble in water, alcohol, and ether. !\I. Preisser obtained it by precipitating
the tannin of a. decoction of the bark by mea.ns of gelatin, filtering lhe liquor,
adding a very little hydrated oxide of lead, which produced a brown precipitate, decanting the golden-yellow liquid left, precipitating with an additional
quantity of the hydrate, and decomposing the resulting quercitrate of lead
by hydrosulphuric acid . A colourless liquid remained, which, evaporated in
vacuo, yielded white needle-shaped crystals of pure quercitrin . (Journ . de
Phann. ct de C!tim .,v.251.) Besides this princip!C',the barkcon~ainsalso
much tannin; but it is less used in tanning than the other barks, m consequence of the colour which it imparts to the leather.
illedical Properties and Uses. Oak bark is astringent and somewhat tonic.
It has been gi\·en with adrnntage in intermittent fever.obstinate chronic diarrhcca, and certain forms of passivt.i hemorrhage; but it is not much employed
as an internal remedy. Externally applied it is often productive of benefit.
The dccoction may be advantageously used as a bath, particularly for children, when a combined tonic and astringent effect is clesirable, and the slo·
mach is not dispo:>ed to receive medicines kindly. h has been employed in
this way in marasmus, scrofula, intermittent fevers, chronic diarrhU!a, and
cholera infantum. As an injection in leueorrhrea, a wash in prolapsus ani
and hemorrhoidal affections, and as a gargle in slight inflammation of the
fauces, attended with prolopsed uvula, the decoction is often highly useful.
It has also been recommended as an injection into dropsical cysts. Reduced
to powder and made into a poultice, the bark was recommended by the late
Or. Barto.n as an exce~ll:'nt application in cases of external gangrene and
mortification, and the 111fusion obtained from tanners' vats has been used
b?ncfi~ially as a wash for flabby, ill·conditioned ulcers . The bark may be
given mtcrnally in the form of powder, extract, or decoction. The dose of
the powder is from thirty grains to a drachm, of the extract about half as
much, of the decoction two fluid~unces. (See JJecoctwn QuercUs.)
Black-oak bark is considered inferior to the white oak as an internal re·
mcdy, in consequence of being more disposed to irritate the bowels.
The fruit of the oak is sometimes used as an astringent; and a decoction
made from roasted acorns has been highly recommended by Hufeland as a
remedy in scrofula.
Off. Prep. Decoctum Querct'.'ls, Land., Ed., Dub.; Decoctum QuercUs
Albre, U. 8.; Extractum QuercUs, Dub .
W.

RANUNCULUS. U.S. Secondary.
Croivfoot.
Thc cormus and herb ofRanunculus bulbosus." U. S.
Off. Syn. RANU.NCULUS ACRLS. Folia. RANUNCULUS FLAMHerba recens. D«b.
RAxuxcvLcs. Sex. Syst. Polyanclria Polygynia.- Nat. Ord. Ranuncu-
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Gen. Ch. Calyx five-leaved. Petals five, hat·ing the inner side of each
claw furnished with a mellife rous pore. Seeds naked, numerous. Nuttall.
Most of the plants belonging to this genus have the same acrid properties.
Several of them grow together in our fields and pastures, and, from their close
resemblance, are confounded under the common name of butter-cup, applied
to them from the colour and shape of their flowers. Those which are most
abundant are believed to have been introduced from Europe. Such are the
R. bulbosus, R. acris, and R. repens, which, with the R. sceleratus, may
be indiscriminately used. In Europe, the R . sceleratus appears to have
attracted most attention; in this country, the R. bulbosus. The latter is the
only one designated by our Pharmacopceia. The R. acris a11d R. Flammula are directed by the Dublin College.
Ranunculus bulbosus. ·willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 1321; Bigelow, .Rm. Aied.
Rot. iii. 60. 'I1his species of crowfoot is perennial, with a solid, fleshy root
(corm us), whi?h sends. up annually severaler.ect, round, and_branchingstems,
from nine to eighteen inches high. The radical leaves, wl11ch stand on long
footstalks, are ternate or quinate , with lobed and dentate leaflets . The
leaves of the stem arc sessile and ternate, the upper more simple. Each
stem supports several solitary, bright yellow , glossy flowers, upon furrowed,
angular pt>dlHlcles. The leaves of the calyx are reflexed, or bent downwards
against the flowt•rstalk . The petals are obcordate, and arranged so as to represent a small cup in shape. At the inside of the claw of each petal is a small
cavity, which is covered with a minute wedge-shaped emarginate scale. The
fruit consists of numerous naked seeds, collected 1n a spherical head . The
stem, leaves, peduncles, and ~alyx are hairy.
In the months of May and June our pastures are everywhere adorned with
the rich yellow flowers of t~is species of Ranunculus. So~e,~hat later th_e
R. ctcris and fl. repens begin to bloom, and a succession of similar flowers is
maintained till September. The two latter species prefer a moister ground,
and are found most abundantly in meadows. The R. sceleratus is found in
ponds and ditches. In all these species, the whole plant is pervaded by a
volatile acrid principle, which is dissipated by drying or by the application
of heat. This principle may be separated by distillation. Dr. Bigelow
found that water distilled from the fresh plant had an acrid taste, and produced when swallowed a burning sensation in the stomach; and that it
retained these properties for a long time, if kept in closely stopped boules.
The plant its(']f when chewed excites violent irritation in the mouth and
throat; in.flaming ~n<l eve_n excoriating the tongue and inside of the cheeks
and lips. if not quickly d1s~hargcd. Both the root and herbaceous portion
of the R. bulbosus are officinal.
Afedical Properties and Uses. Crowfoot, \Yhen swallowed in the fresh
state, produces heal and pain in L_he stoma.ch, and, if the quantity be considerable, may excite fata_I in~ammat10n. It is, however, never used internally .
The property for which 1t has attracted the attent ion of physicians is that of
lnft~ming an~ vcsicating the skin; and, before the introduction of the Spanish
fly mto use, 1t was much employed for this purpose. But the uncertainty
and occasional violence of its a:t ion have nearly banished it from regular
practice. While on some individuals it a~pears to r.roducc scarcely any
effect, on olhers it acts very speedily, exciung extensive and troublesome
inflammation, which sometimes terminates in deep and obstinate ulcers . It
probably varits in strength with the season; and, in the dried state, or boiled
with. water, it is wholly inert. The decoction, moreover, is inert in consequence of the escape of the acrid principle. Nevertheless, the plant has
been very properly. retained by the Pharmacopcria in the catalogue of medicines of secondary importance; as occasions may occur when the practitioner
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in lhe country may find advantage in having rec'o urse to its powerful rubeW.
facient and t>pispasticoperntion.

RESIN A. U.S., Land, Ed.
Resin.
"The residuum after the distillation of the volatile oil from tbe turpentine
of Pi nus palustris and other species of Pin us." U.S. "Pin us sylvestris.

ReJJiduum resin;e liquidce postquam, terebinthime oleum, destillatU?n est."
Lond. Residue of the distillation of the turpentines of various species of
Pinus and Abies." Ed.
Off. Syn. PINUS SYLVESTRIS. Resina. Dub.
Rt•:;inc blanche, Rc:sinc jaune, :Fr.i Fichtenlmrz, Germ.,· Ragea di pmo, lial.i Resina
de pi110, Spmi.

After the distillation of the volatile oil from the turpentines, (see Terebintliina.) a resinous matter remai ns, which on the continent of Europe is called
coloplwny, but in our language is commonly known by the name of rosin.
It is the Ri::s1NA of the U.S., London , and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias, and
the RESIN A FLA VA or yellow resin, of the Dublin College . When thi s, in a
state of fusion, is strongly agitated with water, it acquires a distinct appearance, and is now denominated REsJNA ALBA or white resin, which is also
recognised by the Dublin College. Before describing these officinal substances, it may be proper to enumerate the characteristic properties of the
proximate principles which chemists designate by the term resins.
Resins are solid, brittle, of a smooth and shining fracture, and generally
of a yellowish colour and se mi-transparent. When perfectly pure they are
probably inodorous and often insipid , but, as usually found, they have a
slight odour, and a somewhat acrid or bitterish taste. Their sp. gr. varies
from 0·02 to l ·2. rrhey are fusible by a moderate heat, decomposed at a
higher temperature, and in the open air take fire, burning with a yellow
flame and much smoke. Insoluble in waler, they are dissolved by ether and
the essential oils, and generally by alcohol; and their alcobolic and ethereal
solutions afford precipitates upon the addition of water. With pure potassa
and soda they unite to form soaps, which are soluble in water; and the same
result takes place when they are heated with the solutio ns of the alkaline
carbonates. Concentrated sulphuric acid dissolves them with mutual decomposition; and nitric acid converts them imo artificial tannin. They readily
unite by fusion with wax and the fixed oils.
Common or yellow resin, in its purest state, is beautifully clear and pellucid, but much less so as commonly found in the shops. Its odour and
taste are usually in a slight d('gree terebimhinate; its colour yellowishbrown with a tinge of olive, and more or less dark according to its purit_v,
and the degree of heat to which it has bef'n exposed in its preparation . It
is rather heavier than water. At 276° F. it fuses, is ~ompletely liquid at
306°, begins to emit bubbles of gas at 316°, n.nd is entirely decomposed at
a red heat. Its ultimate constituents are carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen,
in variable proportions. It appears, from the researches of Unverdorben,
to contain three distinct resinous bodies, two of which, denominated pinic and
sylvic acids, pre-existed in the turpentine, and the third, c~ll~d colophonic
acid, is formed by the agency of the heat in the process of d1st1llation. The
pinic acid is dissolved by cold spirit of the sp. gr. 0·8H5, and is thus separated from the sylvic acid. It is obtained pure by adding to the solution a
spirituous solution of acetate of copper, dissolving the precipitated pinate of
copper in strong boiling alcohol, decomposing this salt with a little muriatic
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acid, and adding water, which Lhrows down the pinic acid in the form of a
resinous powder. The ~yh:ic acid is obtained by treating the residue of the
common resin with boiling spirit of the sp. gr. 0·865, which dissolves it,
and lets it fa ll upon coo ling. Both of these rrsinous_ acids are colou rl<'ss.
Pinic acid is soluble in weak cold alcohol; sylv ic acid is insoluble in the

same menstruum when cold. but is dissolved by it when boiling. hot, and by
strong alcohol at all temperalUrC's . The salts which they form with the alkalies are soluble, those with the earths and metallic oxidt?s, insoluble in water.

Co/op/tonic acid differs from the others in having stronger acid propenies,and
ln being Jess soluble in alcohol. It is of a brown colour, and common resin
is more or less coloured io proportion to the quantity of this acid which it
comai ns. (Kane's Chemi8try .) The experiments of Un verdorben were made
with European colophony. It is ~omewhat uncertain whether exactly the
same results would be afforded by t he common resin of this country, which
is obtained from a different species of pine.
14/!tite resin differs from the preceding only in being opaque and of a
whitish colour. These properties it owes to the water with which it is
incorporated, and which gradually escapes upon exposure, leaving it more
or less transparent.
JJ.Jedical Uses . Resin is important as an ingredient of ointments and
plasters, but is never used internally.
Off. Prep. Ceratum Cantharidis, U. S., Ed., Dub.; Ceratum Resin::e,
U.S., Lond., Ed., nub.; Ceratum Resinre Compositum, U. S.; Emplas·
trum Canthar idis Comp ., Ed.; Emplast. Cerro, Lond., Ed.; Emplast.
Ferr i, Bd.; Emplast. Hydrargyri, U. S ., Ed.; Emplast. Pic is, Lond.,
Ed.; Emplast. Resinm, U. S., Lond., Ed., nub.; Emp,last. Simplex, EtL;
Unguentum lnfusi Cantharid is, Ed.; Unguent. Picis Nigrre, Lond.

w.

RIIAMNUS. Lond.
Bucktlwrn Berries.
"Rhamnus catharticus. Bacc:I'." Land.

Off. Syn. RHAMN l BACCiE. Fruit of Rhamnus Catharticus . Ed.;
RHAMNUS CATHARTICUS. Baccre. Dub.
de

!~~~ d~~~t~~~~·~::·i Kreu tzbcc rcn, Germ.; Bacchc d<'i !!-pino CN\·ino, ]/al. ,: Bayas

0

Sex. Syst. Pentandria i\Ionogynia. -1Vat. Ord. Rhamnacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx tubular. Corolla scales defending the stamens , inserted
into the calyx. Berr.11. T/7illd.
Rhamnus calharticus. Willd . Sp. Plant i. 1092; Woodv. Jlled. Rot. p.
5~4. t. 2 10. The .pur~in~ buckthorn is a shrub seven or eight feet high,
R11Ai\INUS.

wilh branches termrnaung m a sh arp spine. The leaves are in fascicles, on

short footstalks, ovate, serrate, vcint•d. The flowers are usuai!y dill'cious,
in clusters, s.mall,greenish. peduncled, \\'Jth a four-cleft calyx, and four very
small scale-like petals, placrd in the male flower, beh ind the stamens , which
equa l them in number. The fruit is a four·s~edcd berry .
.Th.e sh~ub is a native of Europe, and is said to have been found growing

~; i~~ ~~ :r~~~n(W~to~' ;\·~~a~;~~,f. ~scl~~e~,~~;~ it~~ f~~ ~ r!dniusn°:. ~~~vr~~~~
1

1
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g
its fruit i.n Lhe latter part of September. The be rries are the olficinal portion.
When npe they are about the size of a pea , round, somewhat flattened on
the summit, black , smooth, shining. with four seeds, su rround ed by a rrrcen,
juicy parenchyma. Their odour is unpleasant, their taste biuerish,~crid,
and nauseous. The expressed juice has the colour, odour, and taste of the
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parenchyma. It is Jed~ened by the acids, and from deel? green is rendered
light green by the alkalies. Upon standin.g it soon begins to ferment, and
becomes red in consequence of t_he formation of acetic acid. Evaporated
to dryness, with the addition of lime o~ an alkali, it forms the colo.ur called
by painters sap green . The dried berries of another species, R. infectorius.
yield a rich yellow colour, for which they are much employed in the arts
under the name of Prench berries.
Vogel obta in ed from the juice of t~e berries a peculiar colouring matter,
acetic acid, mucilage, sugar, and a nitrogenous substance. Hubert found
green colouring matt~r, acetic and malic acid s, brown gun:imy matter, and
a biuer substance which ~e considered as the purgatirn pr~nciple, and sup·
posed to resemble cathartm. M. Fleury obtained a peculiar crystallizable
principle, which is contained both in the expressed juice and the residue
remaining after expression, and for which he proposed the name of rhamnin;
but he did not ascertain whether it possessed catbarlic properties. {See
Journ . de Pharm., xxvii. (j(iG.)
Medical Properties and Uses. Both the berries and the expressed juice
are acth·ely purgative; but, as they arc apt to occasion nausea, and severe
gripin g pain in the bowels, with much thirst and dryness of the mouth and
throat, they are now litt le employed. Th ey formerly f'njoyed cousiderablc
reputation as a hydragogue cathartic in dropsy; and wern give n also in
rheumatism and gout. The only shape in which they are used in th is
country is that of the syrup, which is sometimes, though rarely, added to
hydragogue or diuretic mixtures. (See Syrupus Rlutmni.)
The dose of the recent berries is about a scruple , of the dried berries a.
drachm, and of the exp ressed juice a fluidounce.
Unde1: th!:' name of corle.'"C Jrangul:e, the bark of the Rhmnnus Jrangula
is sometimes used in Germany as a cathartic.
Off. Prep. Syrupus Rhamni . Land., Ed ., Dub.
W.

RHEUM. U. S, Land., Ed.
Rhubarb.
"The root of Rheum palmatum, and other species of Rheum . " U.S.
"Rheum pa!matum . Radix." Land. "Root of an undetermined species
of Rheum ." Ed.
Off. S)Jn. RHEU~I PAL\'I ATUM et RHEUM UNDULATUM.
Radix . Dub.
~~ h a l ><'l.l"baru~1; RhuUarl){' 1 Fr. ; Rl~ubarber, Germ.; Rabarbaro, Ital.; Ruibarbo 1 Spa11.;
llai·lioun~.

Chmese; ::iehara-modo, Tlabct
R111m~1. Sex. Syst . Enneandria Trigynia.-

Nat. Ord. Polygonacere.
Gen. Ch . Calyx petaloid, six -parted, wilhering. Stamens about nine,
Styles three, reflexed. Stigmas peltate,
entire. .Bchenium three.corne red, winged, with the withered calyx at the
base. Embryo in the centre of the albumen. (Lindley.)
ins~rled into the base of lhe calyx.

No~withstanding the length of time that rh.ubarb has been in use, and the
attention which it has received from naturalists, the que:stion yet remains
unsettled from what precise plant it is derived. The remoteness of the
region where it is collectf.'.d, and the jealous care with which the monopoly
of the trade in thi s drug is guard ed, have prevented any accurate information on the s ubject. All that we certain ly know is that it is the root of
one or more species or Rheum. It is true that the Pharmacopreias under·
take to designate the particular species. Thus, the L ondon College recog·
nises the R. pctlmatum, the Dublin both this and the R. undulrttum, and in
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the U.S. Pharmacopceia the drug is referred lo the R. palm.alum and other
species .not particularized. But the evidence in favour of either of these
species 1s by no means unequivocal,as will appear from the following history.
The terms rfw and rheon, from the former of which were derived the
names rhabarbarum and rhubarb, and from the latter the botanical generic
title Rheum,, were applied by the ancients to a root which came from beyond
the Bosphorus, and which is supposed, though upon somewhat uncertain
grounds, to have been the product of the Rheum, Rh~ponric'!m, growing on
the bauks of the Caspian Sea and the VVolga. This species was also at
one time believed to be the source of the medicine now in use; but the true
rhubarb has long been known to be wholly dist!nct from the Rhapontic,
and derived from a different sou rce. It was not till the year 1732 that nny
probable information was obtained as to its real orig in. At that time plants
we~e received from Russia by Jussieu in France, and Rand ~n England,
which were said to be of the species which afforded tbe genuine rhubarb,
and were named by Linmeus, under this impression, Rheum Rhabarbarum,
a title which has since given way to Rheum undulatum. At a subsequent
period, Kauw Boerhaave obtained from a merchant, \vho dealt in the rhubarb
of Tartary, some seeds which he said were those of the plant which pro·
duced the root he sold . These seeds having been planted, yielded two
species of Rheum, the R. wululatum, and another which Linnreus pro·
nounced to be Jjstinct, and named R. palmalum. Seeds transmitted by Dr.
Mounsey from St. Petersburgh to Dr. Hope, and planted in th e botanic
garden at Edinburgh, produced the latter species; and th e same was also
raised at Upsal from a root received by Linnrous from De Gorter, and was
described A. D. 1707 by the younger Linnreus, two years after the appear·
ance of Dr. Hope's paper in the Philosophical Transaction.§. 'rhus far the
evid ence appears equally in favour of the R. palmatum and R. undulalttm.
The claims of another species were afterwards presented. Pallas, upon
exhibiting the leaves of the R. palmatum to some Bucharian merchants
of whom he was making inquiries relative to the rhubarb plant, was told
that th e leaves of the laner were entirely different in shape i and the dcscrip·
tion he received of them corresponded more closely with those of the R.
compactum, than of any other known species. Seeds of this plant were>,
moreover, sen~ to Miller from St. Petersburgh, as those of the true Tartarian
rhubarb. W1thin a few vears, the attention of naturalists has been called to
a fourth spec ies, for which the same honour is claimed. Dr. V\Tallich, super·
intendentoft·he botanical gardens at Calcutta, received seeds which were said
to be those of the plant which yielded the Chinese rhubarb, growing on the
Him~laya mountains and the highlands of Tartary. Th ese produced a
species not previously described, which Dr. \.Vatlich named R. Emodi, from
the native title of the plant. It is the R. australe of Mr. Don and of Colebrooke, an~ has been ascertained to afford a root which, though purgative,
is very unlike the officinal rhubarb. Other species have been found to grow
in the Himalaya mountains, from which a kind of rhubarb used by the
natives is said to be procured; but none of it reaches the markets of this
country or Europe. From what has been said, it is obvious that no species
yet mentioned can be considered as the undoubted source of commercial
rh~bar?; the plant having, in no in stance, been seen and examined by natu·
raltsts Ill i~s native ]~lace. Sievers, an apothecary, sent to Siberia in the reign
of Catharine II., with the view of improving the cultivation of the native
rhubarb. asserts, from the information given him by the Bucharians, that all
the seeds procured under the name of true rhubarb are fal se , and pronounces
"all the descriptions in the Materia Medicas to be incorrect." This asser·
tion, howe,•er, has no relation to the R. australe which has been subsequently
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described; but it is said that lhe roots of that plant, dried by the medical officers of the British army, differ from true rhubarb in appearance and power.
Still, however, it is possible that the medicine is derived from one or more

of the species alluded to; and if it should be objected that their roots, as
cultivated in Europe, have not the precise qualities or composition of the
Asiatic rhubarb, the answer is obvious, that the product of the same plant is
often known to vary exceedingly with diversities of soil, climate, and culture.
AU t_he plants of. this genus are. perennial and herbaceous, .with large
branching roots, which send forth vigorous stems from four to eight feet or
more in height, surrounded at their base with numerous very large peflfolate
leaves, and terminating in lengthened branching panicles, composed of small
and very numerous flowers, resembling those of the Rumex or dock. Botanists experience some difficulty in properly arranging the species, in consequence of the tendency of the cultivated plants to form hybrids; and it is
frequently impossible to ascertain to which of the wild types the several
garden varieties are to be referred. The following descriptions are from
the Fl.ora Medica of Dr. Lindley.
Rheum palmatum. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 489; Lindley, Flor . Med. p.
358; Woodv. ftfecl. Bot. p. 662. t. 231. "Leaves roundish-cordate, half
palmate; the lobes pinnatifid, acuminate, deep dull green, not wavy, but
uneven and very much wrinkled on the upper side, hardly scabrous at the
edge, minutely downy on the under side; sinus completely closed ; the
lobes of the leaf standing forwards beyond it. Petiole pale green, marked
with short purple lines, terete, obscurely channeled quite at the upper end.
Flowering stems taller than those of any other species." This species is
said to inhabit China in the vicinity of the great wall. It is said to be
cultivated near Banbury, in England, for the sake of its root, which is generally admitted to approach more nearly in odour, taste, and the arrangement
of its colours, to the Asiatic rhubarb than that of any other known species.
R. undulalum. Willd. Sp. Plant . ii. 489; Lindley, Flor. Med. p. 357;
\Voodv. Med. Bot. 3d ed. v. 81. "Leaves oval, obtuse, extremely wavy,
deep green, with veins purple at the base, often shorte,r than the petiole,
distinctly and copious:ly downy on each side, looking as if frosted when
young, scabrous at the edge; sinus open, wedge·shaped, with the lower
lobes of the leaves turned upwards. Petiole downy, blood-red, semi-cylin·
drical, with elevated edges to the upper side, which is narrower at the
upper than the lower end." This is a native of Siberia, and probably of
Tartary and China. It was cultivated by the Russian government as the
true rhubarb plant; but the culture has been abandoned. It contributes to
the rhubarb produced in France.
R . compaclum. Willd. Sp . Plant. ii. 489; Lindley, Flor. Med. p . 358;
London's Encyc. of Plants, p. 336. "Leaves heart-shaped, obtuse, very
wavy, deep green, of a thick texture, scabrous at the margin, quite smooth
on both sides, glossy and even on the upper side; sinus nearly closed by the
parenchyma. Petiole green, hardly tinged with red except at the base,
semi·cylindrical, a little compressed at the sides, with the upper side broad,
flat, bordered by elevated edges, and of equal breadth at each end." This
plant is said to be a native of Tartary and China. It is one of the garden
rhubarbs, and is culti\.·ated in France for its root.
R. australe. Don, Prod. Flor. Nepal. p. 75.-R. Emodi. Wallich; Lindley, Flor. Afed. p. 354; Hooker, Bot. Afag. t. 3508. 11 Leaves co.rdate,
acute, dull green, but little wavy, flattish, very much wrinkled, distmctly
rough, with coarse short hairs on each side; sinus of the base distinctly
open, not wedge-shaped but diverging at an obluse angle, with the lob{l~
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nearly turned upwards. P etioles very rough, rounded-angular, furrowed
with lhe upper side depressed, bordered by an elevated edge, and very
much narrower at the upper than the lower end." The root of this species
rhubarb;
Asiatic
was at one time conjectured to be the source of officinal
but has been found to have scarcely any resemblance to it. 'l'he plant has
been cultivated both in Europe and this country, and its petioles answer
wellfortnrts,&c .
R. Rhaponticwn. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 488; Lindley, Flor. llled. p. 357;

11
:!~~o~~~i ~Jr;h:~
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the edge, and on the edge itself;

downy on the under side, especially near
scabrous at the margin; sinus quite open, large, and cuneate. Petiole
depressed, channeled on the upper side, with the edges regularly rounded
off, pale green, striated, scarcely scabrous. Panicles very compact and
short, always rounded at the ends, and never lax as in the other garden
species . Flowering stem about three feet high." The Rhapontic rhubarb
grows upon the banks of the Caspian Sea, in the deserts between the Wolga
and the Oural, and in Siberia. It is said also to grow upon the borders of
the Euxine. It is cultivated :rs a garden plant in Europe and this country;
nnd large quantities of the root are produced for sale in France. It is said
by Royle to be the source of the English rhubarb.
Besides the species above described, the R . leucorrhizum growing in the
Kirghese desert in Tartary, the R. Caspicum from the Alta'i mountains,
and the R. Ttflebbianwn, R . speciforme, and R. Moorcraf!ianum, natives of
the Himalaya mountains, and R. crassinerviuman d R. hybridum,cultivated
in Europe, but of unknown origin, yield roots which have either been em·

g:~:~:1°~~~~nt;~~~
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a pleasant acid
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Th e leafstalks of the different species of Rheum
taste, and are used for making tarts and pies, which are not unlike those
made with gooseberries. It is for this purpose only that the plants are cultivated in the United States. Lindley states that the R. Rhaponticum, R.
hybridum, and R. compactum, and hybrid varieties of them, are the common
garden rhubarbs.
In relation to the culture and preparation of rhubarb, our information is
almost as uncertain as on the subject of its natural history. The accounts
r_eceived from the Bucharian merchants are very discordant, and few intel·
11gcnt travellers hav e penetrated into the country where the medicine is collected. \Ve shall present, however, a brief abstract of what we have been
able to collt!ct upon the subject from the authorities we have consulted .
Rhubarb is produced abundantly in the elevated lands of Tartary, about
the lake Koko Norr,and is said to be cultivated in the neighbouring Chinese
pro\•ince of Shen-see, and in that of Setchuen. From these sources it is
generally supposed that our supplies of Russian and Chinese rhubarb are
exclusively deri\•ed; but the root is also collected in Boutan and 'l'hibet,on
the north of the Himalaya mountains; and it is probable that the plant per·
rndes the whole of Chinese Tartary. It flourishes best in a light sandy
soil._ We are told by l\~r. Bell, who, on a journey from St. Petersburgh to
Pekm, ha.d an opportunny of observing it in a growing state, that it is not
cultivated by the Tartars, but springs up spontaneously in tufts at uncertain
distances, wherever tbe seeds have fallen upon the heaps of loose earth
thrown up by the marmots. In other places the thickness of the grass prevents their acc~ss to the soil. The root is not considered sufficiently mature
a
for collection till it has attained the age of six years. It is dug up twice
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year in Tartary, in the spring and autumn; in China not till the winter.
After r emoval from the grou nd, it is cleaned, deprived of its cortical portion
and of tbe small er branches, and then divided into pieces of a convenient
size. These are bored with holes, and strung upon cords to dry, according
to Mr. Bell, about the tents and on the horns of the sheep ; according to
Sievers, under sheds, by which the rays of the sun are excluded, while the
air has free access. The Ch_inese arc said first to place the pieces on a
stone slab heated by fire beneath, and afterwards to complete the drying process by expos ing th em to the sun and air. In Boutan the roots are hung
up in a kind of drying room, in which a moderate and rf'gnlar heat is maintained. Much time and attention are devoted to the preparation of the root;
and Sievers states, that a year sometimes elapses from the period of its collection before it is ready for exportation. A very large proportion of its
weight is Jost in drying, according to some accounts four-fifths, to others not
less than seven-eighths. It is probably in order to favour the drying that
the bark is removed. The trade in rhubarb is said to centre in the Chinese
town of Si-nin, where a. Bucharian company or family is established, which
possesses a monopoly of thi s trade, in consideration of a certain tribute paid
to the government. To this city the rhubarb is brought from the various
places of its collection, and, havin g been duly assorted, and undergone further
preparation, is transmitted partly to Russia, partly to the coast of China; so
that the drug which reaches us· through St. Petersburgh, is procured from
the same neighbourhood with that imported from Canton. But it will soon
be seen that there are diffe rences between the Russian and Chinese rhubarb,
which would seem to indicate a different origin, and might authorize doubts
as to the entire accuracy of the above accounts. It is at least probable that
the drug produced in the province of Setchuen, whence the best China rhubarb is said to be brought, takes a more direct route to the coast than that
through the town of Si-nin. Besides the two commercial varieties just mentioned, a third occasionally comes to us from Europe, where the cultivation
of rhubarb has been carried on for some time with success, especially in
France, Belgium, and Great Britain. Of these three varieties we shall treat
under diflcrent heads.

1. Chinese Rhubarb .
. India Rhubarb. Rl1ewn_ Sin_ense ve1 l1~dicum. :\foch the largest proportion of rhubarb consumed rn this country 1s brought from Canton. rrhough
somewhat inferior to the Russian, its comparative cheapness gives it a
decided.preference in our markets; and,_when of good quality, it does not
disappomt the expectations of the physician.
It is in cylinclrica1 or roundi sh pieces, sometimes flattened on one or
both sides, of a dirty brownish -yellow colour externally. appearing as if the
cortical portion of the root had been removed by scrapinq, and the surface
rend ered smooth and somewhat powdery by attrition . 'l'he best pieces are
heavier than the Russian rhubarb, have a texture rather close and compact,
and when broken present a ragged une\'en surface, variegated with inter·
mingled shades of dull red, yellowish, and white, which are sometimes
diversified or interrupted by darker colours. The pieces are generally perforated with small holes, intended for convenience of suspension during the
drying process; and portions of the suspending cord are not unfrequently
found remaining in the holes. Chinese rhubarb has a peculiar somewhat
aromatic smell, and a bitter astringent taste, is gritty when chewed, imparts
a yellow colour to the saliva, and affords a yellowish powder with a reddish-
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brown tinge. 1Vith the pieces of good quality others often come mingled,
which are defective from decay or improper preparation. 'fhese are usually
lighter, and of a dark or russet colour. Like all the other varieties of rhu.
barb, this is liable to be attacked by worms; and in almost every large
parcel, pieces may be found which have suffered from this cause. The
want of proper care in its selecti on by the Chinese merchants, and the exposure incident to a long sea· voyage, are causes which contribute to its infe·
riority to the Russian rhubarb. As the whole contents of the chest imported
.are usually powdered together, including the worst as well as the best pieces,
it follows that the powder is inferior in efficacy to the selected and sound
pieces.
In a former edition of this work, we noticed a variety of rhubarb imported
from Canton, which was evidently prepared, before leaving China, so as to
resemble the Russian, having an angular snrface as if pared with a knife.
The pieces were obviously selected with great care, as they were remarkably free from defects. But in most of those which came under our notice,
the small penetrating hole was observable, which cha~acterizes the Chinese
rhubarb, though it had in some instances been fi.Jled with the po\vdered root,
so as in some measure to conceal it. Besides, the colours were not quite
so bright as those of Russia rhubarb. This is undoubtedly the variety described by Pereira, under a distinct head, as the JJutch-trimmed or Batavian rhubarb, and conside red by him as probably Bucharian or Russian
rhubarb of inferior quality, sent by the way of Canton. A sufficient proof,
we think, that this is not the case, is the presence in most pieces of the small
penetrating hole, occasionally fiUed with remains of the cord, and in some
pieces almost shaved away in the paring process. "\Ve have never seen such
a hole in any piece of true Russian rhubarb, which does not appear to be
strung up like the Chinese whe11 dried.
Under the title of Canton stick rhubarb, Pereira describes a variety of
which small quantities have been imported from Canton into London. It
bears much resemblance to the English stick rhubarb, and is supposed to be
derived from the branches of the root of the plan~_which yields the true
Chinese rhubarb. (See .11.m. Journ. of Pharm., xvni. LJ3.)

2. Russian Rhubarb.
Turkey Rhubarb. Bucharian Rhubarb. R/ieum Russicum vel Turci·
cum. The rhubarb taken to Russia from Tartary undergoes a peculiar
preparation, in conformity with the stipulations of a contract with the Bucharian merchants who furnish the supply. The best is selected, and each
piece perforated in order to ascertain whether it is sound in the centre.
Fro~ Si-nin it is conveyed by the Bucharian merchants to the frontier town
of Kiachta, where it undergoes a rigid inspection by an apothecary stationed
at that place by the Russian government. All those pieces which do not
pass examination are committed to the flames; and the remainder is sent
to St .. Petersburgh. T~is variety is somet~mes called Turkey rhubarb, fro~
the circumstance that 1t was formerly derived from the Turkish ports, wht·
ther it is said to have been brought from Tartary by caravans through Per~
sia and Natalia. The circumstance of the identity of the Russian and Turkey rhubarb, and their decided difference from the Chinese, would appear
to inclica.te a d_istinct origin for the two varieties. Inferior parcels of the
root, which w_1l1 not pass the inspection of the Russian authorities, are said
to enter Russia by Taschkent, and to be known to the druggists of that
country by the name of Tasc!tkent rhubarb.
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The pieces of Russian rhubarb are irregular, and somewhat angular,
appearing as if the bark had been shaved off longitudinally by successive
strokes of a knife, and a portion of the interior substance removed with each
shaving. They have a cleaner and fresher appearance than the Chinese,
and their colour both internally and external! y, though of the same rreneral
character, is S?tnewhat ~~ro Jiv~ly . They ai:e. less compact and heavy;
and are cut with less fac1lity, owrng to their g1vmg away before the knife.
Another distinction is the character of the perforations, which in the Rus·
sian rhubarb are large, frequently reach ing only to the centre, and evidently
made for the purpose of inspection; while in the Chinese they are small,
penetrate co~pletely through the pieces, and were intended for the passage
of a suspending cord. The taste and smell of the former closely resemble
those of the Jattcr, except that the Russian is rather more aromatic. There
is the same crackling under the teeth, and the same yellow stain imparted
to the saliva; but the colour of the powder in this variety is a bright yellow,
without the brownish tinge exhibited by the Chinese. '.Yhen thin slices,
previously boiled in water, are examined by the microscope, they exhibit
numerous clusters of minute crystals of oxalate of lime. Mr. Quekett
found between 35 and 40 grains of them in 100 grains of the root. They
are observed both in the Russian and Chinese rhubarb.
The care which renders the Russian rhubarb so free from defects, tends
greatly to enhance its price, and consequently to limit its consumption. Its
great comparative value in the market has led to frequent attempts at adulteration; and the pieces of Chinese rhubarb are sometimes cut down and
prepared so as to resemble the Russian. The fraud, however, may be
detected by adverting to the pecullarities in texture, colour, and weight, by
which the varieties are distinguished, and to the occasional presence of lhe
sm~ll penetrating hole or vest iges of it. We _l~arn seen a specimen in
which the hole was enlarged at its two extremities, and closed by pon·der
in the middle, with the view of imitating the larger perforations of the
Russian pieces. Sometimes the worm·eaten pieces are made to resemble
the sound, by filling up the holes with a mixture of pulverized rhubarb and
mucilage, and covering ornr the surface with the powder. By removing
this, the fraud is at once revealed.

3. European Rhubarb.
Jn various parts of Europe, particularly in England, France, Belginm,
and Germany, the rhubarb plants hm·e been cultivated for many years;
and considerable quantities of the root are annually brought into the market.
It is imported into this country from England and France.
English Rhubarb. This comes in two forms. In one the root is cut
and perforated in imitation of tbe Russian. The pieces are of various shape
and size, sometimes cylindrical, but more commonly flat, or somewhat lenticular, and of considerable dimensions. In the other, the pieces are somewhat cylindrical, five or six inches long by an inch or less in thickness, and
more or less irregular upon the surface, as if they had shrunk unequally
in drying. This is called stick rhubarb in England, and is the kind we
hnve most frequently met wilh in our shops. English rhubarb is lighter
than the Asialic, more spongy, and often somewh_a~ pasty under the pestle.
It is or a redder colour, and ,vhen broken exhibits a more compact and
regular marbling i the pinkish lines being arranged in a radiated manner
from the centre towards the circumference. The powder also has a deeper
reddish tint. The odour is feeble and less aromatic than that of the Asiatic
51'
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varieties; the taste is astringent and mucilaginous with little bitterness i
and the root, when chewed, scarcely feels griuy between the teeth, and
but slightly colours the saliva. Few crystals of oxalate of lime are discoverable by means of the microscope. The roots of the different species
are 11ot distinguishable in commerce.

Prenc!i Rhubarb. Rliapontic Rhubarb. Krimea Rhubarb.

The rhu·

barb produced in France is at present, according to Guibourt, chiefly from
the R. Rhaponticum, R. widulatum, and R. cornpactum; that of the R.
palmatum, which most closely resembles the Asiatic, having been found to
degenerate so much, as not to be a profitable object of culture. Most of
the French rhubarb is produced in the neighbourhood of L'Orient, in the
department of Morbihan; and lhe spot where it grows has, from this cir·
cumstance, received the name of Rheumpole. Two kinds are described
by Guibourt, both under the name of Rhapontic root. One proceeds from
the R. Rhaponticum, growing in the gardens in the environs of Paris; the
other, from this and the two other species above mentioned, cultivated at
Rheum pole. The former is in pieces of the size of the fist or smaller, ligneous in their appearance, of a reddish-gray colour on the outside, internally
marbled with red and white arranged in the form of crowded rays proceed·
ing from the centre to the circumference, of an odour like that of Asiatic
rhubarb, but more disagreeable, of a mucilaginous and very astringent taste,
not crackling under the teeth, but tinging the saliva yellow, and affording
a reddish -yellow powder. The pieces of the latter are irregularly cylin·
drical, three or four inches long and from one to two or even three inches
thick, less ligneous in appearance than the preceding, and externally of a
pale or brownish-yellow colour less inclining to redness. In exterior aspect,
this variety bears considerable resemblance to Chinese rhubarb; but may
be distinguished by its more disagreeable odour, its astringent and mucila·
ginous taste, its want of crackling under the teeth, and its radiating fracture,
in which properties it is similar to the preceding variety. Considerable
quantities of this drug have been imported into the United States from
France, under the name of Krimea rhubarb; and it is sometimes employed,
we fear, to adulterate the powder of the Chinese rhubarb. It appears to
have displaced in France the Rhapontic root formerly imported from th.e
Euxine. Whether from difference in species, or from the influence ofs01l
and climate, none of the European rhubarb equals the Asiatic in purgative
power.•
" Besides th e Yarieties of rlmbarb above described, others are noticed by writers.
'Pallas speaks of a while rhubarb, brought to Kiachta by the Bucharian merchants who
oonvcyed to that place the drug for Russian commerce. lt was white as milk, of a sweet
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Choice of Rhubarb. In seJecting good rhubarb, without reference to

the commercial variety, those p~eces should be preferred which are mode..
rately heavy and compact, of a lively colour, brittle, presentina when broken
a fresh appearance, with reddish and yellowish veins int:rmingled with
white, of an odo~r decidedly aromatic, of a bitter and astringent not mucita..
ginous taste, feeling gritty and staining the saliva yellow when chewed, and
affording a powder either bright yellow, or yellow with but a slight reddish·
brown tinge. When very ligbt, rhubarb is usually rotten or worm-eaten;
when very heavy and compact, it is of inferior species, culture, or prepara·
tion. Rotten, worm-eaten, or otherwise inferior rhubarb, is often powdered
and coloured yellow with turmeric; and lhe shavings left, when Chinese
rJlUbarb is cut to imitate the Russian, are applied to the same purpose.
Chemical Properties. Rhubarb yields all its active properties to water
and alcohol. 'l'he infusion is of a dark reddish-yellow colour, with the
taste and odour of rhubarb; and the residue, after sufficient maceration, is
whitish, inodorous, and insipid. By long boiling the virtues of the medicine are diminished, in consequence probably of the evaporation of a
volatile ingredient in which they partly reside. Many attempts have been
made to analyze this important root, with various results. Among them,
are those of the two Henrys and Caventou of Paris, Brande of London,
Peretti of Rome, and Borneman and Brandes of Germany. The most
recent is that of Brandes, who found in 100 parts of Chinese rhubarb, 2 of
pure rhabarbaric acid, 7·5 of the same acid impure, 2·5 of gallic acid, 9·0
of tannin, 3·5 of colouring extractive, 11 ·0 of uncrystallizable sugar with
tannin, 4·0 of starch, 14·4 of gummy extractive, 4·0 of pectic acid, l·l of
malate and gallate of lime, 11 ·0 of oxalate of lime, 1 ·5 of sulphate of
potassa and chloride of potassium, l ·0 of silica, 0 ·5 of phosphate of lime
and oxide of iron, 25-0 of lignin, and 2·0 of water. · Professor Dulk, of
Konigsberg, has shown that the rhabarbaric acid of Brandes is for the most
part formed during the process for its extraction; and believes that it results
from the reaction of the atmospheric air, assisted by the reagents employed,
upon another principle, which he succeeded in isolating and named rhein.
That portion of the rhabarbaric acid which exists ready formed in rhubarb
may be extracted by macerating the powdered root in 1?ther, distilling off
most of the ether, and allowing the remainder to evaporate spontaneously.
Crystals are left, which may be purified by repeated solution and crystallization in alcohol. The medical properties of rhubarb, being themselves
diversified, probably depend upon different principles. Approaches seem
to have been frequently made towards the discovery of the purgative principle, but not with complete success, unless the rhein of Professor Dulk be
allowed this rank. The caplwpicrite, or yellow colouring matter of M.
Henry, has been shown to be a complex substance. The same is the case
with the different matters oblained by various chemists, and described by the
name of rhabarbarin. The rhabarbaric acid of Brandes, though regarded
by that chemist as the active principle, can have little claim to be so considered; as it has no remarkable taste, and six grains of it given to a young
man produced griping, but did not purge. We may consider the rhein above
mentioned to be, as asserted, the purgative principle, until proved to be other·
wise.
Rhein is a reddish-yellow substance, which strongly attracts moisture from
the air, and is, therefore, not easily obtained crystallized. Its taste and odour
are closely analogous to those of the root itself. It is soluble in water, alcohol,
and ether, but most readily in diluted alcohol; and forms yellow or reddish~
yellow solutions. It reddens litmus; when heated, melts and diffuses
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vapours having the odour of rhubarb; is inflammable; forms compounds
with alkaline bases and especially with ammonia, having a blood·rcd tint;
and, when treated with nitric acid,yiclds a yellow solution which is rendered
t urbid by water, and deposits a yellow powder. It was obtained by Professor
Dulk in the following manner. The root was macerated with solution of

ammonia, and to the red mucilaginous liquor which resulted, carbonate of
baryta was added. When the red colour of the liquor ceased to be changed
to green by a salt of iron, the baryta was separated from its combination with
t he rhein by sulp'buric or fiuosilicic acid, added until the liquor exhibited an
acid reaction. 'fhe whole mixture was then evaporated, and the residue
treated with alcohol of the sp. gr. 0·802, saturated with ammonia. The
s olution, which was of a blood·red colour, was filtered and evaporated nearly
to dryness; when solution of ammonia was again added, and the liquid again
filtered, in order to separate a yellow powder, which was the rhabarbaric acid
of Brandes. The red filtered Jiquor was precipitated by subacetate of lead;
the precipitate was washed with small quantities of water, mixed with a liule
ammonia, and having been dried, was treated with alcohol of 0·820, and
decomposed by a current of sulphuretted hydrogen. The solution, which
was very.yellow, being filtered and evaporated, y!elde~ the rhein in the form
of a reddish-yellow mass, mingled with some prismatic crystals, which, by
the absorption of moisture, soon lost their form. (Journ. de P!tarm., xxv.
261, from .11.rch. der Phann. des .11.polhek. Vereins inNord-Deutsc!tland, bd.
xvii.)
There are other interesting principles in rhubarb. Some have been disposed to ascribe its odour to a volatile oil; but this has not been isolated i
and the odour probably resides in the rhein, which is volatilizable. Tannin
is an important constituent. It is of that variety which precipitates the salts
of sesquioxide of iron of a greenish colour. \Vhether there is a bitter principle
distinct from the purgative has not been positively determined. The oxalate
of lime is interesting from its quantity, and from the circumstance that, existing in distinct crystals, it occasions the grittiness of the rhubarb between
the teeth. The proportion seems to vary exceedingly in different specimens.
According to Scheele and Henry, it constituted nearly one-third, and Quekett
found, as already stated, between a5 and 40 per cent.; while Brnndes obtained
only 11, and Schrader only 4·5 parts in the hundred. Little or no difference
of composition has been found between the Russian and Chfnese rhubarb
The European contains but a small proportion of the oxalate of lime,.and is
therefore less griuy when chewed. It contains, however, more tannin and
starch than the Asiatic varieties.
When powdered rhubarb is heated , odorous yellow fomes rise, which are
probably in part the vapour of rhein. Its infusion is redde~1ed by the alkalies,
in cons~quence of their union with rhein and rhabarbanc acid. It yields
precipitates with gelatin, the salts of sesquioxide of iron, acetate of lead,
nitrate of protox~de of merc~ry, nitrate of silver, protoc~1loride of tin, lime·
water, and solutions of quinia. It is probable that nitric acid, which occ~
sions at first a turbidness, and afterwards the deposition of a yellow prec1pi~ate, .acts by oxidizing the rhcin, and thus converting it into rhabarbaric
acid, which is but very slightly soluble in water. The substances producing precipitates may be considered as incompatible.
JJ;fedical Properties and Uses. The medical properties of rhubarb are
peculiar and valuab le. Its most remarkable singularity is the union of a
cathartic with an astringent power; the latter of \Vhich, however, does not
interfere with the former, as tbe purgative effect precedes tbe astringent. It
is also tonic and stomachic; invigorating, in small doses, the powers of diges-
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tion. lt is not probable that these properties reside in a single proximate
principle; and, as rhubarb owes its chief value to their combination, it is not
to be expected that chemical analysis will be productive of the same practical advantages in this, as in some other medicines, the virtues of which are
concentrated in one ingredient. In its purgative operation rhubarb is mode·
rate, producing fecal rather than watery discharges, and app~aring to affect
the muscular fibre more than th e secretory vessels. It sometimes occasions
griping pains in the bowels. Its colouring principle is absorbed, and may
be detected in the urine. By its long-continued use, the pf'rspiration, especi:illy that of the ax ilia, is said to become yellow, and the milk of nurses to
acquire a purgative property.
The circumstances of disease to which it is applicable may be inferred
from its peculiar properties. When the stomach is enfeebled, or the bowels
relaxed, at the same time that a gentle cathartic is required, rhubarb, as a
general rule, is preferable to all others. H ence its use in dyspepsia attended
with constipation, in diarrhCEa when purging is indicated, in the secondary
stages of cholera infanturn, in chronic dysentery, and in almost all typhoid
diseases when fecal matter has accumulated in the intestines, or the use of
cathartic medicine is necessary to prevent such accumulation. '"'Then employed in cases of habitual constipation, its astringent tendency should be
counteracted by combining it with soap. Magnesia is also an excellent
associate in disorders of th e stomach and bowels. By combination with
other cathartics, rhubarb frequently acquires additional activity, while it
g ives increased efficiency to the substance with which it is associated. A
mixture of calomel and rhubarb is a brisk and powerful cathartic, much
used in the commencement of our bilious fevers. As a general.rule, rhubarb is not applicable to cases attended with much inflammatory action. Its
griping effect may be counteracted by combining it with aromatics.
The dose of rhubarb as a purgative is from twenty to thirty grains, as a
laxative and stomachic from five to ten grains. European rhubarb must be
given in double or treble the dose to produce an equal effect. Few medicines
are used in a greater variety of forms. It is most effectual in substance. It
is frequently given in the shape of pill, combined with an equal proportion
of soap, when its laxative effect is desired. The infusion is much used in
cases of delicate stomach, and is peculiarly adapted to children. The syrup
and tincture afe also highly usefu l preparations. They are all officinal.
By the roasting of rhubarb its purgative property is diminished, probably
by the volatilization of the rhein, while its astringency remains unaffected.
'!'his mode of treatment has, therefore, been sometimes resorted to in cases
of diarrhrea. By long boiling the same effect is said to be produced.
Powdered rhubarb has been usefully applied to indolent and sloughing
ulcers. It is said to have proved purgative when sprinkled over a large
ulcerated surface; and the same effect is asserted to have been produced
by rubbing it, mingled with saliva, over the abdomen.
Off. Prep. Extract um Rhei, Lond., Ed., Dub.; Infusum Rhei, U.S.,
Lo11d., Ed., Dub.; Pilulro Rhei, U.S., Ed.; Pi!. Rhei Comp., U.S.,
Lond., Ed.; Pulvis Rhei Comp., Ed.; Syrupus Rhei, U. S.; Syrupus Rhei
Aromaticus, U.S.; Tinctura Rhei, U.S., Ed.; Tinctura Rhei Comp., Loncl.,
JJub.; 'finctura Rhei et AloCs, U.S., Ed.; Tinctura Rhei et Gentian~.
U.S., Eel.; Tinctura Rhei et Sennre, U.S.; Vinum Rhei 1 U. S.,Ed.

w.
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RHCEAS. Land., Ed.
Red Poppy.
uPapaver Rhreas. Petala." Lond. "Petals of Papaver Rhreas." Erl.
Off. Syn. PAPAVER RHCEAS. Petala. Dub.
Coquclioot, Fr.; Wilder Mohn, Klapperrose, Germ.; Rosolaccio, hal.; Amapola, Span.

See OPIUM.
Papaver Rhreas. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 1146; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 387.

PAPAVER.

t. 139. The red or com poppy is distinguished by its hairy stem, which is
branched and rises about a foot in height, by its incised pinnatifid leaves, by
its urn-shaped capsule, and by the full, bright, scarlet colour of its petals.
It is a native of Europe, where it grows wild in great abundance, adorning
especially the fields of grain with its brilliant flower. It lrn.s been introduced and naturalized in this country.
Its capsules contain the same kind of milky juice as that found in the
P. somniferum, and an extract has been prepared from them having the
properties of opium; but the quantity is too small to repay the trouble of its
preparation. M. Tilhoi has shown that the extract contains morphia, but
in a proportion exceedingly minute compared with that in which the same

~~~c~~~:,~x::!s ~~eo~i~ci~a~~uO:~to~~ P~a;;;· 1~!v:e ~l~~;~o~tcs:~~A:·:;n
mucilaginous, slightly bitter taste. By drying, they lose their odour, and
assume a violet-red colour. Chevallier detected a very minute proportion of
morphia in an extract obtained from them (Diet. des Drogues); but their
operation on the system is exceedingly feeble, and they are valued more
for their beautiful scarlet colour, which they communicate to water, than for
their medical virtues. According to Leo Meier, the colouring principles of
the flowers are two acids, which he denominates rluX!adic and papaveric
acids. (See /lm. Journ. of Plwrm.,xviii. 211.) A syrup is prepared from
them, which was formerly prescribed ns an anodyne in catarrhal affections;
but is now little esteemed, except for its fine colour.

Off. Prep. Syrupus Rhaoados, Lond., Ed., Dub.

W.

RHUS GLABRUM. U.S. Secondary.
Smnach.
The fruit ofRhus glabrum." U.S.
Raus. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Trigynia.- Nat. Ord. Anacardiacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-parted. Petals five. Berry small, with one nuciform seed. Nuttall.
Of this genus there are several species which possess poisonous properties, and should be carefully distinguished from that here described. For
an account of them the reader is referred to the article Toxicodcndron .
Rhus glabrum. Willd. Sp . Pl<tnt. i. 1478. This species of Rhus, called
variously smooth sumach, Pennsylvania sumach, and upland sumach, is
an indi genous shrub from four to twelve feet high, with a stem usually more
or less bent, and divided into straggling branches, covered with a smooth
light gray or somewhat reddish bark. The leaves are upon smooth petioles,
and consist of many pairs of opposite leaflets, with an odd one at the extremity, all of which are lanceolate, acuminate, acutely serrate, glabrous,
green on their upper surface, and whitish beneath. In the autumn their
0
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colour. changes to a beaut~ful red. The flowers are greenish·rf;'d, and disposed m large, erect, termmal, compound thyrscs, which are succeeded by
clusters of small crimson berries covered with a silky down.
The shrub is found in almost all parts of Lhe United States, growing in
old neglected fields, along fences, and on the borders of woods. The
flowers appear in July, and the fruit ripens in the early part of autumn.
The bark and leaves are astringent, and said to be used in tanning leatber
and in dyeing. Excrescences are produced under the leaves resembling
galls in character, and containing large quantities of tannin and gallic acid.
These have been used as a substitute for the imported galls by Dr. ·waiters,
of New York, who thought them, in every respect, preferable. They may
be collected at little expense, as they are produced very abundantly, especially in the 'VesternStates. (.IJ.. lfl,Jves'eclition of Paris's Pharmacologia.)
'I'hc only officinal part of the plant is the berries.
These have a sour, astringent, not unpleasant taste, and are often eaten
by the country people with impunity. According to Mr. Cozzens, of New
York, the acid to which they owe their sourness is the malic, and is contained in the pubescence which covers their surface; as, when it is washed
away by warm water, !he berries are wholly free from acidity. Professor
1V. B. Rogers, of Virginia, found the acid combined with Jime, in the state
of bimalate.
lJledical Properties and Uses. Sumach berries are astringent and refrigerant; and their infusion has been recommended as a cooling drink in
febrile complaints, and a pleasant gargle in inflammation and ulceration of
the throat. By Dr. Fahnestock an infusion of the inner bark of the root,
employed as a gargle, is considered almost as a specific in the sore mouth
attending inordinate mercurial salivation. (ilm. Journ. of lJled. Sciences,

v.61.)

W.

R OSA CANINA. Land.
Dog Rose.
u Rosa canina. Fruct{is pulpa." Lond.
0.(f. S.'I'" ROS.IE FRUC'l'US. Hip of Rosa canina and of several allied
species deprived of the carpels. Hips. Ed.; ROSA CAN INA. Fructus.

Dub.

Ro:<c !''lm·ngc, Fr. ,· Hundi:rm:C', Germ.

RoSA. Sec ROSA CENT!FOLIA.
Rosa canina. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 1077; Woodv . .!fled. Bot. p. 493. t.
177. The dog rose, wilcl briar, or heptree, is a native of Europe, distinguished as a species by its glabrous ovate germs, its smooth peduncles, its
prickly stem and petioles, and it~ ovate, smooth, rigid leaves. It rises eight
or ten feet in height, and bears white or pale reil flowers, ha,·ing usually
five obcordate fragrant petals. The plant has been introduced into this
country, but is not much cultivated.
The fruit is fleshy, smooth, oval, red, and of a pleasant, sweet, acidulous
taste; and contains sugar, and uncombined citric and malic acids.
The pulp, separated from the seeds and the silky bristles in which they
are embedded, is employed in Europe for the preparation of a confection
intended chiefly as an agreeable vehicle for other medicines.
Ojj'. Prep. Confoctio Rosre Ganim•, Lond., Ed.
W.
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ROSA CENTIFOLIA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Hundred-leaved Roses.
"The petals of Rosa centifolia." U.S., Ed.

"Rosa centifolia. Petala ."

Lond.,Dub.
Roses a cent feuilles, Fr.; Hundertbliitterigc Rose, Germ.; Rosa pallida, Ital.; Rosa de
Alexandria, Span.

RoiA. Sex. Sysl. lcosandria Po1ygynia.- Nat. Ord. Rosacere.
Gen. Cit. Petals five. Calyx urceolate, five-clefc, fleshy, contracted at
the neck.
Will cl.

Seeds numerous, hispid, attached to the inner side of the calyx.

Rosa centifolia. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 1071; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 495.
t. 178. 'fhis species of rose has prickly stems, which usually rise from
three to six feet in height. The leaves consist of two or three pairs of
leaflets, with an odd one at the end, closely attached to the common footstalk, which is rough, but without spines. The leaflets are ovate, broad,
serrate, pointed, and hairy on the under surface. The flowers are large,
with many petals, usually of a pale red colour, and supported upon peduncles beset with short bristly hairs. The germ is ovate, and the segments
of the calyx semi-pinnate. The varieties of the R. centifolia are very
numerous, but may be indiscriminately employed. The plant is now cultivated in gardens all over the world; but its original country is not certainly
known. It has sometimes been mistaken for the damask rose, which is a
distinct species.
The petals are the offici~al portion. They are extremely fragrant, and
have a sweetish, slightly acidulous, somewhat bitterish taste. Their odour
is said to be increased by iodine. It depends on a volatile oil, which may
be separated by distillation with water. (See Oleum Rosre.) They should
be collected when the flower is fully expanded, but has not begun to fall.
Their fragrance is impaired but .not lost by drying. They may be preserved fresh, for a considerable time, by compressing them with alternate
Jay~rs o~ common salt in a well-closed vessel, or beating them with twice
their we1ghl of that substance.
The petals arc slightly laxative, and are sometimes administered in the
form of syrup combined with cathartic medicines; but their chief use is in
the preparation of rose-water. (See .!Jgua Rosx.)
Off. Prep. Aqua Rosre, U.S., Land., Ed., nub.; Syrupus Rosre, Lond.1
Ed., Dub.; Syrupus Sarsaparillre Compositus, U.S.
W.

ROSA GALLICA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Red Roses.
"The petals of Rosa Gallica." U.S., Ed.

u Rosa gallica. Peta/a."

Lond.,Dub.
ru~s~sC:s~ft~!~:~a~~anzOsiche Rose, Essig-rosen, Germ.; Rosa domestica., Ital.; Rolla

Ros•. See ROSA CENTIFOLIA.
Rosa Gallica. Willd. Sp.Plant. ii. 1071; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 498. t.
179. This species is smaller than the R. centifolia, but resembles it in the
character of its foliage. The stem is beset with short bristly prickles. The
flowers are very large, with obcordate widely spreading petals, which are
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of a rich crimson colour, and less numerous than in the preceding spP-cies.
In the centre is a crowd of yeUO\v anthers on thread-like filaments, and as
many villose styles bearing papillary stigmas. The fruit is oval, shining,
and of a firm consistence. The red rose is a native of the South of Europe,
and is cultivated in gardens throughout the United States.
The petals, which are the part employed, should be gathered before the
flower has blown, separated from their claws, dried in a warm sun or by the
fire, and kept in a dry place. Their odour, which is less fragrant than that
of the R. centifolia, is improved by drying. They hnve a Yelvety appear·
ancc, a purplish-red colour, and a pleasantly astringent and bitterish taste.
Their constituents, according to M. Cartier, are tannin, gallic acid, colouring matter, a volatile oil, a fixed oil, albumen, soluble saltR of potassa, insoluble salts of lime, silica, and oxide of iron. (Journ . de Phann ., vii. 531.)
Their sensible properties and medical virtues are extracted by boiling water.
Their infusion is of a pale reddish colour, which becomes bright red on the
addition of sulphuric acid. As their colour is impaired by exposure to light
and air, they should be kept in opaque well-closed bottles or canisters .
.JJ1edical Properties and Uses. Red roses are slightly astringent and tonic,
and were formerly thought to possess peculiar virtues. They are at present
chiefly employed in infusion, as an elegant vehicle for tonic and astringent
medicines.
Off. Prep . Confectio Ros@, U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.; Infusum Rosre
Compositum, U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.; Mel Rosre, U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.;
Syrupus Rosre Gallic:e, Ed.
W.

ROSMARINUS. U.S., Land., Ed.

Rosernary.
0
The tops of Rosmarinus officinalis." U.S., Ed.
nalis. Cacwnina." Land.

"Rosmarinus offici-

Off Syn . ROSMAR!NUS OFFICINAL!S. Cacumina. Dub.
Homarin, Fr.; Rosmarin, Germ.; Roomarino, Tia/.; Romero, Spari
RosMARINUS. Sex. Syst. Diandria Monogynia. - Nat. Ord. Lamiacere or
Labiat:.:e .
Gen. Cli. Corolla unequal, with the upper lip two·parted. Filaments
long, curved, simple, with a tooth. lPilld.
Rosmarinus officinalis. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 126; Woodv. Med.Bot. p.
329. t. 117. Rosemary is an evergreen shrub, three or four feet high, with
an erect stem, divided into many long, slender,ash-coloured branches. The
leaves are numerous, sessile, opposite, more than an inch long, about onesixth of an inch broad, linear, entire, obtuse at the summit, turned back\vard
at the edges, of a firm consistence, smooth and green on the upper surface,
whitish and somewhat downy beneath . The flowers are pale-blue or white,
of considerable size, and placed in opposite groups at the axils of the leaves,
towards the ends of the branches. The seeds are four in number, of an oblong shape, and naked in the bottom of the calyx.
'l1he plant grows spontaneously in the countries which border on the
l\1(>diterranean, and is cultivated in the gardens of Europe and this country.
The flowering summits are the officinal portion.
These have a strong balsamic odour, which is possessed, though in a less
degree, by all parts of the plant. Their taste is bitter and camphorous.
These properties are imparted partially to water, completely to alcohol, and
depend on a volatile oil which may be obtained by distillation. (See Oleum
52
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Rosmarini.) The tops lose a portion of their sensible properties by drying,
and become inodorous by age.
Medical Properties and Uses. Rosemary is gently stimulant, and has
been considered emmenagogue. In the praclice of this country it is scarcely
used; but in Europe, especially on the continent, it enters into the composi·
tion of several syrups, tinctures, &c., to which it imparts its agreeable odour
and excitan t property. IL is sometimes added tosternutatory powders, and is
used externally in connexion with other aromatics in the form of fomentation.
In some countries it is employed as a condiment; and its flowers, which are
much sought after by the bees, impart their peculiar flavour to the honey of
the districts in which the plant abounds.
Off. Prep. Oleum Rosmarin i, U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Spiritus Ros·
marini, Ed., Dub.
W.

RUBIA. U. S. Secondary.
Madder.
"The root of Rubia tinctorum." U.S.
Off. Syn. RUBIA T!NCTORUM. Hadix . Dub.
Garancc, Fr.; Krappwurzel, Germ.; Robbia: Ital.; Rubia de tintoreros, Granza, Span.
RtrBIA.

sex.

Gen. Cli.

Syst. Tetrandria :vlonogynia.- Nat. Ord. Rubiacere. Ju ss.
Corolla one·pelaled, bell-shaped. Berries two, one·seeded.

Willd.

Rubia finctorum. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 603; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 173. l.
67. The root of the dyers' madder is perennial, and consists of numerous
long, succulent fibres, varying in thickness from the size of a q?ill to that of
the liule finger, and uniting at top in a common head, from which also pro-ceed side-roots that run near the surface of the ground, and send up many
annual stems. These are sle nder, quadrangular, jointed, procumbent, and
furnished with short prickles by wb ich they adhere to the neighbouring
plants upon which they climb. The leavrs are elliptical, pointed, rough,
firm, about three inches long .an<l nearly one inch broad, having rou~h
poinls on their edges and midnb, and standing at the joints of the stem m
whorls of four, five, or six together. The branches rise in pairs from lhe
same joints, and bear small yellow flowers at the summit of each of their
subd ivi sions .. The fruit is a round, shining, black berry.
The plant 1s a native of the South of Europe, and is cultivated in France
and Holland. It is from the latter country that commerce derives its chief
supply. The root, which i~ the part used, is dug up in the third summer,
and having been deprived of its cuticle, is dried by artificial heat, and then
reduced to a coarse powder. ln this state it is packed in barrels, and sent
into the market.
1

1

0

1

Th~ ~=t~~~ i~ ;~11~~ ~~ a1h:dr~i~! 1~~rs~~~~' bba~; b:~~n~~i ~~~~~~I~r~ir~~a'~iW·~~
powder, as kept in the shops, is reddish·brown.
Madder has a weak peculiar odour, and a biuerish astringent taste; and
imparts these properties, as welt as a red colour, to water and alcohol.
It contains, according to M. Runge, five distinct colouring substances; a
red, a purple, an orange, a yellow, and a brown. According to M. De·
caisne, only yellow colouring matter is found in the recent root; and it is
under the influence of atmospheric air that this changes to red. The most
interesting of the colouring substances is the alizarin of Robiquet and
Collin. This is of an orange-red colour, inodorous, insipid, crystallizable,
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capable of being sublimed without change, scarcely soluble in cold wat.er,
soluble in boiling water, and very readily so in alcohol, ether, the fixed 01ls,
and liquid alkalies. The alcoholic and watery solutions are rose-coloured ;
the ethereal, golden-yellow; the alkaline, violet and blue when concentrate?,
but violet.red when sufficient!):' diluted. A bea~tiful rose-col?ured lake is
produced by precipitating a mixture of the soluuons of alizann and alum.
Madder also contains sugar; and DObereiner succeeded in obtaining alcohol
from it by fermentation and distillation, without affecting its colou ring properties. It is much used by the dyers .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Madder was formerly thought to be emmenagogue and diuretic; and was used in amenorrhrea, dropsy, jaundice,
and visceral obstructions. It is still occasionally prescribed i~ suppressed
menstruation i but physicians ge nera lly have no confidt.!nce in Its efficacy in
this or any other complaint. When taken into the stomach it imparts a red
colour to the milk and urine, and to the bones of animals, without sensibly
affecting any other tissue. The effect is observable most quickly in the
bones of young animals, and in those nearest the heart. Under the impression that it might effect some change in the osseous system, it has been prescribed in rachitis, but without any favourable result. 'l'he dose is about
half a drachm, repeated three or four times a day.
W.

RUB US TRIVIALIS. U.S. Secondar1J.
Dervberry·root.
"The root of Ru bus trivialis." U.S.

RUBUS VILLOSUS. U. S. Secondary.
Blackberry·TOOt.
The root of Rubus villosus ." U.S.
Ruuus. Sex. Syst. Icosandria Polygynia.-Nat. Ord. Rosacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-cleft. Petals five. Berry compound, with oncsceded acini . Willd.
this extensive genus not less than twenty species are indigenous in the
United States, where they are called by the various nam es of raspberry,blaclr./;erry, dewberry. cloudberry, ~-c. Most of them are shrubby or suffruljcose
br.iers, with astringent roots and edible berries; some have annual stems
without r.rickles. The only officinal species are the R. lrivialis and R. villosus, which, so far as relates to their medical properties, are so closely alike
as not to require a separate description.
I. Rubus lrivia!is. Michaux, Flor . .llmeric. i. 29fi. The dewberry,
sometimes also called low blackberry, or creeping blackberry, has a slender,
prickly stem , which runs along the ground, and occasionally puts forth roots.
The leaves are petiolate, and composed of three or fi\'C leaflets, which are
oblong oval, acute, unequally serrate, and somewhat pubescent. The stipules
are awl-shaped. The flowers are large, white, and nearly solitary, with
elongated pedicles, and peduncles which, like the leafstalks, a re armed with
recurved, hispid prickles. The petals are gene rall y obovate, and three times
longer than tbe calyx. In one variety they are orbicular. The plant grows
abundantly in old fields and neglected grounds in the Middle and Southern
States. Its fruit is large, blnck, of a ''ery pleasant flavour, and ripens somewhat earlier than that of the R. tiillosus. According to Torrey and Gray, the
0
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dewberry of the Northern States is the Rubus Canadensis of Linn., or R.
trivialis of Pursh. (Flor. of N . .llm. i. 455.)
2. R. villosus. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 1085; Bigelow, Am ..Med. Bot. ii.
IGO; Barton, illed. Bot. ii . 151. The stem of the blackberry is somewhat
shrubby, from three to seven feet high, branch ing , more or less furrowed
and angular, and armed with strong prickles. The smaller branches and
young shoots are herbaceous. The leaves are ternateorquinate; the leaflets
orntc, acuminate, unequally and sharply serrate, and pubescent on both
sides; the footstalk and midrib usually armed with short recurved prickles.
The flowers are large, white, and in erect racemes, with a hairy, prickly
stalk. The calyx is short, with acuminate segments. The fruit is first
green, then red , and, when perfectly ripe, of a shining black colour and
very pleasant taste. It is .a compound berry.consisting of numerous pulpy
one-seeded globules or acmi attached to the receptacle. This species of
Rubus is, perhaps, the most abundant of those indigenous in the United
Stales, growing in neglected fie!ds, along fences, on the borders of woods,
in forest glades, and where\•er tillage or too much shade and moisture does
not interfere with it. Its flowers appear from l\lay to July, and its fruit is
ri-pe in August.
The berries of both of these species of Ru bus are much used as food ; and
a jelly made from them is in great esteem as an article of diet, and even as
a remedy in dyscnteric affections. The roots only are offi.cinal.
The blackberry root is branching, cylindrical, of various dimensions,
from nearly an inch in thickness down to the size of a straw, ligneous, and
covered with a thin bark, which is externally of a light-brownish or reddishbrown colour, and in the dried root is wrinkled longitudinally. The dewberry root is usually smaller, without the longitudinal wrinkles, but with
transverse fissures through the epidermis, and of a dark-ash colour, without
any reddish tinge. Both are inodorous. The bark in both has a bitterish
strongly astringent taste, and the ligneous portion is nearly insipid, and com·
paratively inert. The smaller roots, therefore, should be selected for use;
or, if the thicker pieces are employed, the cortical part should be separated,
a1_1d the wood rejected. Their virtues are extracted by boiling water, and by
diluted alcohol, and depend chiefly, if not exclusively, upon tannin, which
experiment has proved to be an abundant constituent.
Jliedical Properties and Uses. Dewberry and blackberry roots are tonic
~nd strongly astringent. They have long been a favourite. domestic remedy
in bowel af!ections; and from popular favour have passed mto regular medi·
cal use. ~iven in ~he form of decoction, they arc usually acceptable to the
stomach, wahout berng offensive to the taste; and may be employed with
~real. ad vantage in cases of diarrhcea from relaxation of the bowels, whether
m cluldren or adults. \.Ve can add our own decided testimony to that of
?thers who have spoken favou_rably of thC'ir use in this complaint; and there
is no doubt that they are applicable to all other cases in which the vegetab~e
?stringents are found serviceable. The decoction may be prepared by boilrng an ounce of the smaller.roots, or o~ the bark of the larger, in a pint and
a half of water down to a pmt; of which from one to two fluidounces may
be given to an adult three or four times, or more frequently, during the
twenty-four hours. The dose of the powdered root is twenty or thirty
W.
grains.
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RUMEX. Land.
Sorrel.
Rurnex acetosa. Folia." Lond.
Off Syn. RUMEX ACETOSA. Folia. Dub.

11

Oscillc des jardins Fr.; Saucrampfer. Germ.; Acctosa, Ital.; Azedera, Span.

Ru•rnx. See RUMEX AQ.UAT!CUS.
Several species of Rumex have acid leaves, and are distinguished by the

~~:~;en ~~~~~uf!/~~,~~:c~r~~ ~7.eJ~~:::a:vohri~~!:o~a~1~gJ i~~k~orr;1:·~. ~?~K

1

is sometimes cultivated in our gardens, and the R .• fJ.cetosella, or common
sorrel of our fields.

~~-ne;~fi~eti~s<~ ::~~d~iff°h~:b~~~~~·s2i~~t~:~~~: ~~e~~~fi°:~r~·s~~~:

t.
branching at top, and rising one or two feet in height. The radical leaves
are narrow, oblong, arrow-shaped, and supported on long footstalks; those
attached to the stem are alternate, point ed, and clasping. The flowers are
dicccious, in terminal panicles, and partly tinged of a red colour.

R . .J1cetosel/a. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 260; Eng. Bot. 1574. The common field sorrel is also an herbaceous perennial, with a stem from four to
twelve inches high,and lanceolate-hastate leaves, having the lobes spreading
or recurved. The male and female flowers are on separate plants. The valves
are without grains. The flowers appear in May, June, and July. Though
abundant in the light sandy or gravelly soils of this country, it is supposed
by some botanists to have been introduced from Europe.
Sorrel lea\•es are agreeably sour, and without odour. Their acidity is
dependent on the presence of binoxalate of potassa, with a small proportion
of tartaric acid. Starch and mucilage are also among their constituents.
Their taste is almost entirely destroyed by drying.
They are refrigerant and diuretic, and may be used with great advantage,
as an article of diet, in scorbutic complaints. They are prepared in the form
of salad, or boiled like spinage. The juice of the fresh leaves forms with
W.
water a pleasant acidulous drink, sometimes given in fe,·ers.

RUMEX AQUATICUS. Radix. Dub.
Water Dock Root.
RUMEX BRITANNICA. U.S. Secondary.
Water Dock.
"The root of Rumex Britannica." U.S.

RUMEX OBTUSIFOLIUS. U.S. Secondary.
Blunt-leaved Dock.
The root ofRumex obtusifolius." U.S.
Sex. Syst. Hexandria Trigynia.-Nat. Ord. Polygonacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx thr~e-leaved. Petals three, converging. Seed o.ne, three-

11

Ru~1Ex.

sided. T1ill<l. Calyx six-parted, persistent, the three interior divisions peta52'
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loid, connivent. Seed one, three-sided, superior, naked. Stigm.ata multifid.
Null all.
\V c have placed together the three officina1 species of dock, because their
virtues are so nearly alike that a separate consideration would lead to unnecessary repetition. The roots of several other species have been medicinally

employed.

Those of the R. Patienlia, and R. alpinus, European plants,

and of the R. crispus, R. acutus, and R.sanguineu.r;, which belong both to
Europe and the United States, may be used indiscriminately with those
which are considered officinal. Several species of Rumex have acid leaves,
which are sometimes used in medicine. Such are the R . .ficetosa, R.
,qcetosella, and R. scutatus. These are more particularly noticed under
the head of Rumex.
The docks arc herbaceous p1:.mls with perennial roots . Their flowers are
in terminal or axillary paniclcs. Some of the species are direcious; but all
those here described have perfoct flowers.
I . Rumex aquaticus. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 2.>3; Woodv . •r.fed. Bot. p.
G:>S. t. 229. The water dock has a large thick root, externally black, inter·
nally whitish, with an erect stem from three to five feet high, furnished with
smooth, lanccolatc, pointed leaves, of which the lower are cordate at their
base. The three petals, or, as some botanists consider them, the three in·
terior divisions of the calyx, approach each other so as to assume a triangular
shape, and in this state are called i·alvea. 'rhese are large, ovate, entire,
and are each furnished with n small, linear, often obscure grain, extending
down the middle. The plant is a native of Europe, but naturalized in
America. h grows in this country in small ponds and ditches, and flowers
in July and August. lt is thought to be the Herba Britannica of the an·
cients, celebrated for the cure of scurvy and diseases of the skin.
2. R. Britannica. Willd. Sp.Plant. ii. 250. This species is distinguished
in the vernacular language by the name of yellow·rootecl water dock. The
root is large, dark on tbe outside, and yellow within. The stem is two or
three feet high, and bears brood lanceolate, smooth, flat leaves, with the
sheathing stipules slightly torn . The spikes of the panicle are leafless; the
valves ent ire and all graniferous. The plant is indigenous, inhabiting low,
wet places, and flowering in June and July.
3. R. obtusifolius. Willd . Sp . Plant. ii. 254; Loudon'sE>lcyc. of Plants,
p. 293. The root of the blunt·leaved dock is externally brown, intern~lly
yellow ; the stem two or three feet high and somewhat rough; the radical
leaves ovate cordate, obtuse, and very large; the valves dentnte, and one of
them conspicuously graniferous . It is a common weed in our rich grounds
and pastures, but is supposed to have been introduced from Europe. Its
flowers appear in June and Ju ly.
-1. R. crispus. WillJ. Sp. Plant. ii. 251. This common species, though
not officinal, is perhaps equally entitled to notice with those which arc so.
It has a yellow, spindle·shaped root, with a smooth furrowed stem two or

~~:~:e:eae~dh~Ttg~~~i~:~~es~lat~~ '~a:~~tfv~~~e~~er~~~s,. a~dh;:C~~~e~~J~ti~v:~f~

country. It is common in our dry fields and pastures, and about barn·
yards, and flowers in June and July.
Dock-root, from whate\·er species derived, has an astringent, bitter taste,
with lit~le or no. smell. It readily yields its virtues to water by decoction.
Accordmg to Riegel, the root of the R. obtusifolius contains a peculiar prin·
ciple called rum'icin, resin, extractive matter resembling tannin, starch,
mlicilage, albumen , lignin, sulphur, and various salts, among which are the
phosphate of lime, and different acetates and malates. Rumicin is said to
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bear a close resemblance to the active principle of rhubarb. (Journ. de
P/w,·111. 3e s!rie, i. 410.) 'l'he leaves of most of the species are edib le and
are occasionally used as spinage. They are somewhat laxative, and form an
excellent diet in scorbutic cases. '!'he roots are used to dye a yellow colour.
Jl/edical Properties and U~es. The medical properties of dock-root are
those of an astringent and mild tonic. It is also supposed to possess an
aherative property, which renders it useful in scorbutic disorders, and cutaneous eruptions, particularly the itch, in the cure of which it enjoyed at one
time considerable reputation. It is said to have proved useful also in syphilis.
Dr. Thomson found a decoction of the root of the R. Patientia very efficacious in obstinate ichthyosis. (London Dispensatory .) The R. aquaticus,
and R. Britannica, are the most astringent. The roots of some species
unite a laxative with the tonic and astringent property, resembling rhubarb
somewhat in their opcraLion. Such arc those of the R. crispm and R.
obtusifolius ; and the R. alpinus bas in some parts of Europe the common
name of mountain diubarb. This resemblance of properties is not singular, as the two genera belong to the same natural family . Dock root is
given iQ powder or decoction. Two ounces of the fresh root bruised, or
one ounce of the dried, may be boiled in a pint of water, of which two
fluidounces may be given at a dose, and repeated as the stomach will bear
it. The root has often been applied externally in the shape of ointment,
cataplasm, and decoction, to the various cutaneous eruptions \ind ulcerations
for which its internal use is recommended. The powdered root is recom\V.
mended as a dentifrice, especially when the gums arc spongy.

RUT A. U. S. Secondary, Land., Ed.

Rue.
0 The leaves of Ruta graveolcns. 11 U.S.
"Ruta grnveolens. Folia."
Lond. "Leaves and unr ipe fruit of Ruta graveolens." Ed.
Off. Syn. RUTA GRAVEOLENS. Folia. Dub.

Rue otlorantc, Fr.; Garten-Rautc, Germ.; Ruta, Ital.; Ruda, Span.

RuTA. Sex. Syst. Decandria l\Ionogynia.- Nat. Ord. Rutacere.
Ge11. Ch~ Calyx fi\·e-parted. Petals concave. Receptacle surrounded by
ten melliferous points. Capslde lobed. 1'f'illd.
Ruta gravcolens. Willd. Sp .Plant. ii. 542; Woodv. Jlled.Bot., p. 487.
t. 17-1. Common rue is a perennial plant, usually two or thre-e feet high,
with several shrubby branching stems, which, near the base, are woody and
covered with a rough bark, but in their ultimate ramifications arc smooth,
green, and herbaceous. The leaves are doubly pinnate, glaucous, with obovate, sessile, obscurely crenate, somewhat thick and fleshy leaflets. The
flowers are yellow, and disposed in a terminal branched corymb upon subdividing peduncles. Th e calyx is persistent, with four or five acute segme,.nts; the corolla consists of four or five concave petals somewhat sinuate
at the margin. The stamens are usually ten, but sometimes only eight in
number. The plant is a native of the South of Europe, but cultivated in
our gardens. It flowers from June to September. The whole herbaceous
part is active i but the leaves are usually employed.
These have a strong disagreeable odour, especially when rubbed. Their
taste is bitter, hot, and acrid. In the recent state, and in full vigour, they
have so much acrimony as to inflame and even blister the skin, if much
handled; but the.acrimony. is diminished by drying. Their virtues depend
chiefly on a volatile oil, wluch is very abundant, and is contained in glandular
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vesicles, apparent over the whole surface of the plant. (See Oleum. Rutre.)
Besides volatile oil, they contain, according to Mil.hi, chlorophylle, albumen,
an azotized substance, extractive, gum, starch or inulin, malic acid, and
lignin; and, according to Borntrll.ger, a peculiar acid which he calls rutinic
acid. (See Chem. Gazette, Sept., 1845, p. 385.) Both alcohol and water
extract their active properties.
Medical Properties and Uses. Rue is stimulant and antispasmodic, and,
like most other substances which excite the circulation, occasionally increases
the secretions, especially whea they are deficient from debility. It appears
to have a tendency to act upon the uterus; in moderate doses proving emmcnagogue, and in larger doses producing a degree of irritation in that organ
which sometimes determines abortion. Taken in very large quantities, it
acts as an acrid narcotic poison. Three cases are recorded by Dr. HClie in
which it was taken by pregnant women, with the effect of producing dan·
gerous symptoms of gastro-intestinal inflammation and cerebral derangement, which continued for severa l days, but from which the patients ultimately recovered. ln each of these cases miscarriage resulted. Great depression and slowness of the pulse attended the narcotic action of the poison.
(.11-rm. d'Hyg. Pub. et de JJ1ed. Leg., xx. 180.) Rue is sometimes used in
hysterical affections, flatulent colic, and amenorrhrea, particularly in the last
complaint. It has also been_ given in worms. The ancients employed i~as
a condiment, and believed It to possess, besides other valuable properties,
that of resisting the action of poisons. Its excitant and irritating properties
require that it s hould be used with caution. The dose of the powder is from
fifteen to thirty grains two or three times a day. The medicine is also given
in infusion and ext ract. In one of the cases of poisoning above mentio~ed,
three fresh roots of the size of the finger were taken in the form of decocuon.
Off. Prep. ConfecLio Rutm, Lond., Dub.; Extractum Rutre, Dub.; Oleum Rutm, Ed., 1Jub.
W.

SABADILLA. U.S., Land., Ed.
Cevadilla.
The seeds of Veratrum Sabad ilia." U.S. "Helonias officinalis. Semi"Fruit of Veralrum Sabadilla, Helonias officinalis, and probably of other Melanthacere.'' Ed.
11

na." L and.

CCvndillc, Fr.; Sabadillsame, Germ.; Ccba.dilla, Span.

There has been much uncertainly in relation to the botanical origin of
cevadilla. For some time after it berran to attract attention as the source of
veratria, it was generally believed to. . . be derived from the Veratrum Sabadilla, which is recognised by the U.S. Pharmacopceia. But Schiede 1 during
his travels in Mexico, ascertained that it was, in part at least, collected
from a different plant, of the same natural order of Melanthacere, growing
upon the eastern declivity of the Mexican Andes. This was considered
by Schlechtendahl as a different spec ies of the same genus Veratrum, by
Don as a Helonias, and by Lindley as belonging to a new genus which he
named Asagrrea. Hence it has been variously denominated Veratrum o.fficinale, llelonias .officinalis, and .!l.sagrrea officinalis. The London College refers cevad11Ja to this plant, with Don's title of Helonias officinalis;
'V:hile the Edi~burgh College recognises both this, and the Veratrum Sabad11la, and admits other plants of the same order as probable sources of the
drug. More exact information, however, is wanted before we can determine its precise origin. It has been adopted in the Pharmacopmias solely

Sabadilla.
on account of its employment in the preparation of veratria.
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from Vera Cruz.•
The cevadilla seeds usually occur in commerce mixed wilh the fruit of the
plant. 'rhis consists of three coalescing capsules or follicles, which open
above, and present the appearance of a single capsule with three cells. It is
three or four lines long and a line and a half in thickness, obtuse at the base,
li g ht·brO\vn or yellowish, smooth, and in each capsule contains one or two
seeds. A resemblance existing or supposed between this fruit and that of
barley, is said lo have given rise to the Spanish name ccvadilla, which is a
diminutive of barley. The seeds are elongated, pointed at each end , flat on
one side and convex on the other, somewhat curved, two or three lines long,
wrinkled, slightly winged, black or dark·brown on the outside, whitish
within, hard, inodorous, and of an exceedingly acrid, burning, and durable
taste. Ccmdilla was found by Pelletier and Cavcntou to contain a peculiar
organic allrnli which they named veratria, combined with gallic acid; fatty
matter, consisting of olein, stearin, and a peculiar volatile fatty acid den(>..
minated cevadic or sabadillic acid; wax; yellow colouring matter; gum;
lignin; and salts of potassaand of lime, with a little silica. From 100 parts
of the seeds, separated from their capsules, Meissner obtained 0·58 of vera·
tria. Besides the principles above mentioned, M . Couerbc di scove red ano·
ther organic alkali (sabadillia), a resinous substance (verntrin), and a resi·
noid substance which he called resini·gwn of sabadillia. A peculiar acid
was also discovered by Merck, called veratric acid, which is in colourless
crystals, fusible and volatilizable without decomposition, but slightly soluble
in cold water, more soluble in hot water, soluble in alcohol, insoluble in
:~~ :r~v~tj v~~~ ~~~dJr::erties of reddening litmus paper, and forming soluble

1
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The following process is recommended by M. Couerbe for obtaining
veratria. An extract of cevadilla, obtained by treating this substance with
boiling alcohol and evaporating the tincture, is to be boiled with water
acidulated with sulphuric acid until the liquid ceases to receive colour, or
till a mineral alkali introduced into it no longer occasions any sign of pre-
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cipitation. To the solution of impure su lphate of veratria thus obtained, a
solution of potassa or ammonia is to be added, and the resulling precipitate
is to be treated with boiling alcohol and animal charcoal. The alcoholic
solution, being filtered and evaporated, will yield the veratria sufficiently
pure for medical use. A drachm of it, in this state, may be procured from
a pound of cevadilla. But besides veratria, M. Couerbe has shown that the
principles, called respectively sabadillia and veratrin, are also contained in
this product. ~J'ht:!se are separated in the following manner. Into the solt1tion of impure sulphate of veratria obtained in the above process, nitric acid
is to be introduced by drops. 'I111is occasions an abundant precipilate, from
which the clear liquor is to be decanted. A weak solution of potassa is then
to be added to the liquor, and the precipitate which it produces is to be
washed with cold water, and treated with boiling alcohol. The substance
obtained by evaporating the alcohol yie lds the sabadillia to boiling \11iater,
which deposits it upon cooling; a substance called by 1\1. Couerbe resinig'um of sabadillia_, remaining in solution. If the residue of the substance,
treated as just mentioned with boiling water, be submitted to the action of
ether, it yields to this liquid the proper veratria, which may be obtained
entirely pure by the spontaneous evaporation of the ether. The maller
remaining undissolved is the resinous substance which M. Couerbe calls

veratrin.
Veralria, when pure, is white, pulverulent, uncrystallizable, inodorous,
extremely acrid, fusible by heat, scarcely soluble in cold water, soluble in
a thousand parts of boiling water which it renders sensibly acrid, dissolved
freely by alcohol, less so by ether, and capable of neutralizing the acids,
wilh several of which, particularly the sulphuric and muriatic, it forms crystallizable salts. For a further account of veratria, with its effects upon the
system, and its remedial applications, see the article Veratria in the second
part of this work.
Sabadillia is white, crystallizable, insupportably acrid, fusible by heat,
readily soluble in hot water, which deposits it upon cooling, very soluble
in alcohol, and wholly insoluble in ether. It is capable of saturating the
acids. According to Simon, sabadillia is a compound of resinate of soda
and resinale of veratria.
For practical purposes it is unnecessary to obtain these two principles in
a separate state; the impure veratria, procured by the process above described, being the preparation usually employed in medicine. (Journ. de
P/larm., xix. 527.)
Medical Properties and Uses. Cevadilla is an acrid drastric emeto-cathartlc, operating occasionally with great violence, and in over-doses capable of
producing fatal effects. It was made known as a medicine in Europe so
ea~ly as the year 1572; but has never been much employed. It has been
chiefly used as an anthelmintic, especially in cases of trenia, in which it has
b~en gi.ven. in doses varying from five to thirty grains. It has also been
given m different nervous affections. It is the principal incrredient of the
pulvis Capucinorum, sometimes used in Europe for the dest~uction of vermin in th~ hair. It is considered by the natives of Mexico useful in
hydrophobta,.and w~s employed by M. Fouilhoux, of Lyons, in a supposed
case of that disease, m the dose of about nine grains, with asserted success.
Exter~ally applied, it is highly irritating, and is even said to be corrosive.
Its chief employment at present is for the preparation of veratria.

Off. Prep. Veralria, U.S., Lond., Ed.

W.
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SABBATIA. U.S.
American Centaury.
The herb of Sabbalia angularis ." U.S.
SABUATIA . Sex. Syst. PentandriaMonogynia.- Nat. Ord. Gentianacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five to twelve-parted. Corolla rotate, five to twelve-parted.
Stigmas two, spiral. .8nthers at length. revolute. Capsule one celled, twovalved, many seeded. Nuttall.
Sablmtia angularis. Pursh, Flor . .IJm. Sept. 137; Bigelow, .11.m. JJ!ed.
Bot. iii. 147; Barton, Med. Bot. i. 255.- Cbironia angularis. Linn . The
American centaury is an annual or biennial herbaceous plant, with a fibrous
root, and an erect, smooth, four-sided stem, winged at the angles, simple
below, sending off opposite ax illary branches above, and rising one or two
feet in height. '!'he leaves, which vary considerably in length and width,
are ovate, entire, acute, nerved, smooth, opposite, and sessi le, embracing half
the circumference of the stem at their base. The flowers are numerous,
growing on the ends of the branches, and forming altogether a large terminal
corymb. The calyx is divided into five lanceolate segments, considerably
shorter than the corolla. This is deeply five-parted, with obovate segments
of a beautiful delicate rose-colou r, which is paler and almost white in the
middle of their under surface. The anthers are yello\v, and aflcr shedding
their pollen, become revolute. The style, which is bent downward, and is
longer than the stamens, terminates in two linear st igmas, which become
spirally twisted together.
The plant is widely diffused through the Middle and Southern States,
growing in low meadow grounds, and in wet seasons upon uplands, in woods
and neglected fields. It flowers in July and August. In its general aspect
as well as medical properties, it bears a close resemblance to the Erytlirrea,
formerly Chironia Centaurium, or European centaury, for which it was
mistaken by the earlier settlers. The whole herb is employed, an<l should
be collected when in flower.
All parls of it have a strongly bitter taste, without any admixture of astringency, or other peculiar flavour. Both alcohol and water extract its bitterness, togelher with its medical virtues.
JJJedical Properties and Uses. American centau ry has the tonic properties of the simple bitters, and is very analogous in its action to the other plants
belonging to the same natura l family. It has long been popularly employed
ns a prophylactic and remedy in our autumnal intermittent a~d rernittent
fevers; and has found much favour with the medical profession m the latter
of these complaints. The state of the fever to which it is particularly applicable, is that which exists in the interrnls between the paroxysms, when
the remission is such as to call for the use of tonics, but is not sufficiently
decided to justify a resort to the preparations of Peruvian bark. [tis also
occasionally ~seful during th~ progress of a slow c?nvalescence, by promoting appetite and invigorating the digestive funcl10n; and may be employed for the same purpose in dyspepsia and diseases of debility.
The most convenient form for administration is that of infusion. A pint
of boiling water poured on an ounce of the herb and allowed to cool, may
be given in the dose of two fluidounces, repeated every hour or two during
the remission of fevers, and less frequently in chronic affections. The dose
of the powder is from thirty grains to a drachrn. The decoction, extract,
W.
and tincture are also efficient preparations.
11
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SABIN A. U.S., Lond, Ed.

Savine.
"The tops of Juniperus Sabina." U.S., Ed. "Juniperus Sabina. Cacumina recenlia et exsiccata." Lond.
Off. Syn. JUNIPERUS SABINA. Folia. Dub.
Sabine, Fr.i Sevcnbaum, Germ.; Sabina, ltal. 1 Spmi.

See JUNIPERUS.
Juniperus Sabina. Willd. Sp.Plant.iv.8~2; Wood\•, Jlfed. Bot.p. 10.

JuNrPERUS.

t. 5. This is an evergreen shrub, rising from three or four feet to fifteen
feet in height, with numerous erect, pliant branches, very much subdivided .
The bark of the young branches is lighl green, that of the trunk rough and
reddish-brown. The leaves, which completely invest the younger branches,
are numerous, small, erect, firm, smooth, pointed, of a dark green colour,
glandular in the middle, opposite, and imbricated in four rows. The flowers
are male and female on different trees. The fruit is a blackish-purple berry,
of an ovoid shape, marked with tubercles, the remains of the calyx and
petals, and containing three seeds.
The savine is a native of the South of Europe and the Levant. It is
said also to grow wild in the neighbourhood of our Northwestern lakes.
The ends of the branches, and the leaves by which they are invested, are
collected for medical use in the spring. When dried they fade very much
in colour.
There is reason to believe that the Juniperus Virginiana, or common
red cedar, is sometimes substituted in the shops for the savine, to which it
bears so close a resemblance as to be with difficulty distinguished. The
two species, however, differ in their taste and smell. In the J. Virgi11iaiw 1
moreover, tbe leaves are sometimes ternate.
The tops and leaves of savine have a strong, heavy, disagreeable odour,
and a bitter, acrid taste. These properties, which are less striking in the
dried than in the recent leaves, are owing to a volatile oil, which is obtained
by distillation with water. (See Oleum Sabinm.) The leaves impart their
virtuE's to alcohol and water. From an imperfect analysis by Mr. C. H.
Needles, they appear to c?nta_in volatile oil, g1:1m, tannin or gallic acid,
resin, chlorophylle, fixed 011, bitter extractive, hme, and salts of potassa.
(.llm . .lourn. of Plwrm., xiii. 15.)
JJ1edical Properties and Uses. Savine is highly stimulant, increasing
most of the secretions, especially those of the skin and uterus, to the latter
of which organs it is supposed to hnve a peculiar direction. It has been
much used in amenorrhrea, and occasionally as a remedy for worms. Dr.
Chapman strongly recommends it in chronic rheumatism. I n over-doses it
is capable of producing dangerous ga~tro-intestinal inflammation, and should
therefore be used with caution. In no case should it be employed when
much general or local excitement exists. In pregnancy it should always
be given. with much caution; though it has recently been recommended as
an effective remedy in certain forms of menorrhao-ia, and is asserted to prove
occasionally useful in preventing threatened ab~rtion. (See .llm. Journ. of
Med. Sci., N . S., viii. 475.) It is most conveniently administered in the
form of powder, of which the dose is from five to fifteen grains, repeated
three or four times a day.
As an external irritant it is Yery useful, in the form of cerate, for main·
taining a discharge from blistered surfaces; but as the preparation sold in
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this country under the name of savine ointment is often deficient in power,
either from the age of the drug or the substitution of red cedar, it has in
some measure fallen into disrepute. (See Ceratmn Sabfore.) In the state
of powder or infusion, savine is used in Europe as an application to warts,
indolent, carious, and gangrenous u\~e rs, psora, and ti~ca capitis; and the
expressed juice of the fresh leaves, diluted with water, 1s sometimes applied
to si milar purposes.
Off. Prep . Ceratum Sabinre, U. 8 ., Land., Ed.; Oleum Sabinre, U. 8.,
W.
Ed., flttb.; Unguentum Sabinre, nub.

SACCHARUM. U.S., Lond.

Sugar.
11

The sugar of Saccharum officinarum, refined." U.S.

Off Syn . SACCHARUM PU RUM. Ed.; SACCI-IARUM OFFICINARUM. Succus concrctus purificatus. flub.
'Vhi1c sugar j Sucr6 pur, Sucre. en pains, Fr.; Wei:;scr Zucker, Germ.; Zucchcro en
pane, Ital.; Azucar de pilon, Azucar rcfinado1 Span.

SACCHARUM COMMUNE. Ed.

Brown Sugar.
"Impure sugar, from Snccharum officinarum ." Ed.

Off Syn. SACCHARUM OFFIC!NARUM.
purificatus. nub.

Succus concretus non

zu:~~~\: Ger~.:'.scz°~~t~r:ug;l:t;to~~~;t; ~~~c~~~~cs;~::~c, l\loscouadc, Fr.;

Gcmciner

SYRUPUS EMPYREUMATI CUS. Dub.

Molasses.
Off Syn. SACCHARI FJE.'(. Lond., Ed.
Treac le i l\lc!lnsse, l!'r.; Zuckersatz, Zuckcrsyrup, Germ.; Mclnzzo, l lal.; l\Iclaca, Span.

The saccharine p rinciples distinguished by the chemist are cane sugar, or
$Ugar properly so called, derived from the sugar cane, the beet, and the sugar
maple; glucose or grape sugar, with which the crystallizable sugar of honey ,
starch sugar, and diabet ic sugar are identical; uncrystallizable sugar, or
fruit suf/"' called by Soubeiran chulariose (from l'.v'-a.prn~, syrup); Jactin or

=~a~1;c~f ~~ s~r=~o~~ e~;~~~;r;~}~C:~~scall~:~ ~~~;t~~ns~::~ ~~:~~ilr;
j

is also less soluble in water, nnd much more soluble in alcohol. It has the
sp.gr. of 1·386. Obtained from a concentrated aqueolis solution, it forms
crysta ll ine grains. St rong mineral acids hardly act on grape sugar, but
destroy cane sugar with facility. On the other hand, g rape sugar is destroyed by alkalies, with several of which cane sugar form'S definite compounds. Dissolved in water and subjected to prolonged ebullition, grape
sugar undergoes very little alteration. Its solution rotates the plane of
polarization of polarized light to the right, and is capable of und ergoing
the vinous fermentation direcLly, with.out passing through any intermediate
state. Uncrystallizable sugar exists in honey and in the juice of fruits,
and is generated from cane sugar by solution in water or weak acids, and
long boiling. Hence it is present in molasses. The view of Liebig that
53
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uncrystallizable sugar, whether derived from fruits, or generated by weak
acids, is really a combination of ordinary sugar with an acid, has been disproved by Soubeiran, who obtained it exempt from acid, and, therefore, considers it a distinct kind of sugar. An aqueous solution of this sugar turns
the plane of polarization to the left, and, like grape sugar, is susceptible of
the vinous fermentation without an intermediate change. Uncrystallizab!e
sugar is transformed into grape sugar, when it is made to assume a crystalline structure, but not by mere solidification. ( Soubeiran.) A solut ion of emu
sugar, like that of grape sugar, has a rotating power to the ri ght. Wheu
it fe rments, it is not, as is ge~erally supposed, firs~ converted into grape
~ugar. It is found both by M1tscherlich and Soube1ran to. be first changed
into un~rystallizable sugar. ; and, as the change proceeds, the rotating power
to the right of the cane sugar gradually lessens and di~appears, and is replaced by the rotating power to the JefL of the uncrystalhzable suga r formed.
Lac~in or sugar of milk is a white, crystalline, semi-transparent substance,
obtamed from the whey of milk, permanent in the air, soluble in water, but
insoluble in alcohol and ether. By the action of nitric acid it is converted
jmo mucic (saclactic) acid. Afannite is described under manna, and glycerin under soap. (See 1'1ann<i and Sapo) Cane sugar is ma~ufactured
extensively in France from the beet, and rn considerable quantilles in the
north-western parts of the United States as well as in Canada, from the sap
of the sugar map le . (.fl.cer Saccharinun'!')· It may also be obtaint:;d from
cornstalks. (H. L. Ellsworth.) In India, at present, cane sugar 1s made
from the sap of different species of palm. In 1844, more than 6000 tons
of crude palm sugar, or jaggary, were manufactured. lt is more easily
refined, and at less cost lhan the true cane sugar. (Stevens.) But the supply of sugar from these sources is insignificant when compared with that
obtained from the sugar cane itself, which is extensively cultivated in the
East and West Indies, Brazil, and some of our Southern States, particularly
Louisiana. This plant is the Saccharum oificinarmn of botanists, and is
the source of the officina l sugars of the Pharmacopreias.
SACCHARUilI. Sex. Syst. Triandria Digynia.- Nat . Ord. Graminacere.
Gen. Ch .. Calyx two·valved, involucred, with long down. Corolla two·
va lved. Willd.
Sacclwrmn officinarum. Willd . Sp. Plant. i. 32 1; Phil. Trans. !xix. 207.
The sug~r can.e is an herbaceous plant, posse~sing a jointed, succulent root,
from which. anse several shining, jointed, solid stems from a~ i.nch to two.

~nndhj~i~~ ~;~~.ete,I~h~n~of~~~ :~~~~ ~~:%v~s f;~~l~~;,hgr~~~fsJ~.;~rl~~;, ~~vr~il~~

or striped .. 'l'he joints a re about three. inches apart, and give origin to the
leaves, which embrace the stem at their base, are three or four feet long and
about. an i~c~ wide, fiat, acuminate, longitudinally striated, fur~ish:d. with
a whnc m1dnb, glabrous, fine ly dentate , and of a green colour mclrnmg to
y~llow. :rhe flowers are pinkish, surrounded by a long silky down, and
d~srosed rn a large, terminal, nearly ~yrarnidal panicle, composed of subd1v1ded spikes, and two or lhree feet rn length. The plant has a general
resemb:ance to the Indian corn. Four varieties are ment ioned i I . the common, with a ycllo\~ stem; 2. the purple, with a purple stem and richer juicl';
8. the gigantic, with a very large light·coloured stem; and 4. the Ot~i~ieitan,
wh ich was introduced into the \Vest I ndies from the island of 'l'ahll1 (Otaheite) by Bo~gainville and Bligh, an~s distinguished by its greater he ight,
the longer intervals between its joints, and by the greater length of the
hai rs which surround the flowers.
The suga r cane is cultivated by cuttings, which are planted in rows, and
which, by givi ng rise to successive shoots , furnish five or six crops before
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the plants re~uire to be renewed . At the end of a year the plant grneraJ/y
flo\ver_s, and m four or five months ~frerwards the canes are completely ripe,
at whicb time they have a yellowish colour, ancl contain a sweet viscid
juice. The quantity of sugar which tb ey yield is variable. According
to Av~quin, of New Orleans, the propo~tion of cane sugar in the recent
stalk 1s about IO per cent., of uncrystalt1zable sugar fro~ ~g to 4 per cent.
Preparation and Purification. The cane~ being npe, are cut down
close to the earth, topped, and stripped of their leaves, and then crus hed
between iron rollers in a kind of mill. The juice is of a pale -g reenish
colour, sweet taste, and balsamic _odour,_ and has a sp . gr. va rying fr?m
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part to eight hundred of the juice, and heated In a boiler to 1-10°. The
gl uten and albumen rise to th e top, and form a thick scum, from underneath
which the liquid is drawn off by a cock into a copper boiler, where it is
concentrated by ebullition, the froth being carefully skimmed off <is it forms ..
"\Vhen suffic iently concentrated, it is transferred to shallow vessels called
coolers, from which, before it cools, it is drawn off into wooden vessels, with
perforated bottoms, the holes in which are temporarily plugged. At the
end of twenty-four hours, the liquid is st rongly agitated w_ith _woo<l<>n stirr ers, in order to accelerate the granulation of the sugar , which 1s completed
in six i10urs. The stoppers are now removed, and the sy rnp is allowed to
drain off from the sugar, which
this state is granular •. of ~ yellowish colour, and moist. It is next dned in th e sun, and, be10g introduced into
hogsheads, forms the brown sugar of commerce. The syrup, by a new
evaporation, furnishes an additional portion of sugar; and the portion
which finally remains, incapable of yielding more sugar with advantage, is
the liquid called molasses. Eight pounds of the jnice yield, on an average,
one pound of brown sugar. In the process of extraction, it is important that
the juice should be concentrated by a moderate heal , which prevents the
cane sugar from being converted into uncrystallizable sugar, and, therefore,
lessens the amount of the m olasses. Sometimes the brown sugar undergoes
an additional preparation, consisting in boiling it with lim e-water, and, after
sufficient concentration, allowing the syrup to crystallize in large inverted
conical vessels, pierced at th e apex and plugged. The surface of the crystalline mass being covered with a thin mixture of clay and water, the plug
is removed, and the water from the clay, penetrating the mass, removes the
coloured syrup, which flows out at the hole. The sugar , as thus prepared,
approaches to the white state, and constitutes th e clayed sugar of commerce,
usually called in this country Havana SUftaJ".
The refining of brown sugar forms a distinrt branch of business, and the
met~ods pursued have undergone many changes and improvements.
By
the 9riginal process, the sugar was boiletl with lime-water, and clarified by
heating it with bullocks' blood. The clarified syrup was then strained
through a woollen_ cloth, whereby it wa~ rendered lim_p.id. It wa_s next
transferred to a bodf>r, where it was subjected to ebullillon, until it was
brought to a proper concentration, .when it w<is allowed to c?Ol in conical
moulds, and to drain for the separation of tl~e molasses. TlllS last boiling
required to be continued so long, that th e acuon of the fire and air frequently
decomposed the sugar to such an extent, as to cause a loss of twenty·five
per cent. in molasses. This disad\•unw.ge has led to the aban~onment of
prolonged ~oiling; and now the su§-ar refiners boil the ~yrup m. shall.ow
boilers, which are suspended in such a way as to admit of then· bemg
emptied with the greatest quickness, without pulling out the fire.
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The process of refining has been still further improved by Messrs. Philip
Taylor and Howard. 'rhe former introduced the improvement of heating
the sy rup with great rapidity by means of steam, made to pass through a
series of tubes traversing the boiler; and the latter devi sed the plan of causing the syrup to boil under a diminished pr~ssure, created by a suction
pump, set in motion by a steam engine, while 1t was heated by steam circulating round the boiler. In this way, the syrup was made to boil at a
lower temperature, and with a diminished contact with the air; and the
loss of the cane sugar, by conversion into uncrystallizable sugar, was in a
great measure avoided.
After the syrup is su ffici ently concentrated by any one of these methods,
it is transferred to coolers, where it is agitated to cause it to granulate. In
this state it i.s poured into u~glazed eanheil\~arc moulds of a conical shape,
'vith a hole in the apex, which is stopped wtth a paper plug. The moulds
are placed, with the apex downwards, above stone-ware pots, intended to
receive the uncrystallizable syrup. ·when the mass has completely concreted, the moulds are unstopped, to allow the coloured syrup to drain off.
To remove the remains of this syrup, the operation called claying is performed. This consists in removing from the base of the loaf a layer of
the sugar, about an inch thick, and re.placing it with pnre sugar in powder,
which is covered with a mixture of pipe clay and water, of about the consistence of cream. The water gradually leaves the clay, dissolves the pure
sugar, and percolates the mass as a pure syrup, removing in its progress the
coloured syrup. Sometimes the purification is performed without the use
of clay, by allowing a saturated solution of pure sugar to percolate the loaf.
When all the coloured syrup is removed, the loaf is taken outoftbo mould
ancl placed in stoves to dry. [t now constitutes white or purified sugar.
The syrup which drains from the loaves contains a considerable quantity
of cane sugar, and is used in subsequent operations. The syrups of lowest
quality are employed in forming inferior white sugar, from which a syrup
finally drains, containing so liule cane sugar as not to repay the expense of
ex tracting it. This constitutes sugar house molasses. Good brown sugar,
in the process of refining, yields about 70 per cent. of white sugar.
After the clarification by bullocks' blood, the syrup is decolorized by
allowing it to filter through a bed of coarse-grained animal charcoal, nearly
th.rec feet thick.
Of the several forms of sugar above indicated, as resulting from the various
steps in its preparation from the cane, three only, white and brown sugar,
and molasses, are officinal in the British and United States Pharmacopooias,
and these are designated by the Latin names placed at the head of this article. 1 1he United States Pharmacopreia recognises refined s ugar only, giving
it the name of Saccharum; the use of brown sL1gar and molasses being
replaced by the employment of a prepared syrup of known strength . (See
Syrupus.) Th e London Pharmacopccia also recognises refined sugar under
the name of Saccharum; but in the last edition of that work ( 18:!6) brown
sugar has been omitted, and molasses inserted. The Edinburgh and
Dublin Colleges, besides recognising refined sugar, also admit brown sugar
and molasses.
Commercial History . Sugar has been knO\vn from the earliest ages, and
was originally obtained from Asia . About the period of lhc Crusades, the
Venetians brought it to Europe; but at that time it was so scarce as to be
used exclusively as a medicine. Upon the discovery of the Cape of GoodHope and the maritime route to the East Indies, the commerce in sl1gar
passed into the hands of the Portuguese. Subsequently, tho culti,,ation of
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the cane was extended to Arabia, Egypt, Sicily, Spain, and the Canaries,
antl finally, upon the discovery of the new world. to America, where it was
pursued w ith the greatest success, and continues to be so up to the prese nt
day. After ~his time, sugar becam.e comparatively so ch~ap and abundant,
that, from being viewed as a medi?me and cost!y luxury, 1t came intoalmo~t
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of the consumption of Europe, little comparatively being taken thither from
Brazil or the East Indies. The consumption of the United States is more
tha.n .half supplied by Louisiana and some of .the neigh.bouring sta.tes .
'V1tbrn a few years, our planters have introduced tnto Louisiana the variety
of cane called the Otaheite cane, which is hardier and more productive than
the common cane, and better suited to the climate of our Southern States.
Properties. Sugar, in a pure state, is a solid of a peculiar gratefu l taste,
permanent in the air, ph osp horescent by friction . and of the sp . gr. l ·<i. It
dissolves readily in half its weighL of cold water, and to almost an unlimited
extenl in boiling water . The solution, when thick and ropy, is called syrup.
·when a concentrated syrup is gently heated, and spi rit added to it, the
liquid, on cooling, forms white semi-transpare nt crystals of hydrated sugar,
having. the shape of oblique four-sided prisms, a1~d calle~ sugar candy.
Sugar IS nearly insoluble 1n absolute alcohol, but dissolves in four tim es lls
weight of boiling alcohol of the sp. g r. 0·83. ·w hen heated to 365°, it
melts into a viscid, colourless liquid, which, on being s uJd enly cooled,
forms a transparent amorphous mass, called barley sugar. AL a highe r
temperature (betwee n 400° and 420°) it loses two eqs . of water, and is
converted into a black porous mass, having a high lu stre like anthracite,
called caramel. At a still hi gher h eat, it yields combustible gases, carbonic
acid, empyreumatic oil, and acetic acid; and there remains one-fourth of its
weight of charcoal, which burns without residue. Sugar renders the fixed
and volatile oils lo a certain extent miscible with water, and forms with the
latter an imperfect combination, called in pharmacy oleo-sacclwrum. 'l Vhen
in so!u.tion, it is not precipi~ated by subacetate of lead, a n egative propert_y
by taking advantage of which it may be separated from most other organic
principles.
ilction of .!lcitls .and .R/1.-alies, ~,c, Th e mineral aci.ds act ditferentl.y on
cane sugar, accordrng as they are conce~tr.atecl or dilute. Strong mtr ic
acid, with the assistan~e of heat, converts 1l into oxalic acid. (See Oxalic
.fJcid, in the Appendix.) 'fhe same acid, when weak, converts it into
sacclwric acid, confounded by Scheele with malic acid. Concentrated
muriatic or sulphuric acid chars iL Diluted muriatic acid, when boiled with
cane sugar, converts it into a solid , brown, gelatinous mass . 'V eak sulphuric acid, by a prolonged action al a high temperature, con\'erts cane
suga r. first into uncrystallizable sugar, afterwards in to grape sugar, and
finally into two substances, analogous to ulmi.n and ulmic acid, called sacc!tulmin and sacchulmic acid. Vegetable acids are s upposed to act in a
similar way. If the boiling be prolonged fo r se\'Cral day~ in open Yessels,
oxygen is absorbed, and, besides these two substances, formic acid is formed.
Soubeiran admits th e change of th e uncrystallizable into grape sugar, but
attributes it to a molecular transformation of the suga r, independently of the
action of the acid; as, according to his observations •. the conversion takes
place only after rest. In confirmation of his views, this che~ist states that
he found the same changes to be produced by boiling s ugar with water alone .
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with protoxidc of lead. Boiled for a long time with aqueous solutions of
potassa, lime, or baryta, the liquid becomes brown, .formic acid is produced,
and two new acids are generated, discovered by Peligot; one brown or black
and insoluble in water, called melassic acid, the other colourless and very
soluble, named glucic acid. It is supposed that the cane sugar is converted
into grape sugar before these acids are formed.
The account above given of the action of acids and alkalies on sugar explains the way in whic!1 l_ime acts in the manufac.ture and refining of sugar.
'fhe acids. natura1lycx1st1ng in the saccharine juice, have the eflect of con verting the cane suga r into uncry_stallizable sugar_, by which a loss of lhc
former is sustained. The use of ilme, by neulralizmg these acids, prevents
this result. .The change in the sugar which precedes fermentation points to
the necessity of operating before lhis process sels in; and hence th~ advan
tage of grinding the canes immediately after they are cut, and boiling the
juice with the least possible delay.
From these genera l remarks on the different varieties of sugar, and the
action of chemical agents, we pass to the description of the several forms
of officinal sugar.
Purified or white sugar, as obtained on a _large scale, is in concrete,
somew~at poro_us masses, called loaves, consistmg of _an aggregate of small
crystalline grams. \Vhcn carefully refined, it is bnttle and pulverulent,
perfectly white, inodorous, and posessed of the pure saccharine taste.
Unpurified or brown sugar, is in the form of a coarse powde_r, more or
less moist and sticky, consisting of shining crystalline graini:;, rntermixed
with Jumps, having an orange rellow colour, mo~e or less deep, a sw~et,
cloying taste, and a heavy peculiar smell. It varies very much m quality.
The besl sort is nearly dry, in large sparkling grains of a clear yellow colour,
and possesses much Jess smell than lhe inferior kinds. It consists of cane
sugar, associated with variable quantities of gummy and colouring matter,·
and a small proportion of lime and Lannie acid. By keeping, it becomes
soft and gummy, and less sweet; a change attributed to the lime.
Molasses is of two kinds, the West India and sugar house. n·est India
molasses is a black ropy liquid, of a peculiar od?ur, and sweet empyreumatic taste. 'Vhen mixed with water and the slrnnmings of the vessels used
in the manufacture of sugar, it forms a liquor, which, \vben fermented and
distilled, yields rum. Suga1' house molasses has fht:l same general appear
ance as the West In dia. It is, however, thicke r, and has a different flavour.
Its sp. gr. is about 1·4, and it contains about 75 per cent. of solid matter.
It is the officinal molasses of the British Colleges. Both kinds of molasses
consist of u~crystallizable sugar. more or less cane sugar which lrns escaped
separ~tion m the process of manufacture or refining, and gummy and
colourmg matter.
Composition . The following formulas express the composition of the
different varieties of sugar, as far as known. Cane sugar, Ct:!H 110 11 • Cane
sugar, as it exists in combination with two eqs. of protoxide of lead (earn·
me!? anhydrous sugar?), C 1 aH 9 0'. Grape sugar, C 12 H,~Ow Grape sugar,
hea_ted to 2 12° , C1.tH 12011!. Lactin or sugar of milk, CziH 1110 21 • Uncrys
talhzable s~gar has not been analyzed. The theory of the conversion of
sugar, durmg the vinous fermentation, into carbonic acid and alcohol, has
been explained at page 63. If the views of Mitscherlich and Soubeiran
~re cor!ect, jt i.s not grape sugar, but uncrystallizable sugar, which is the
1mmed1ate subJeCt-matter of the change.
Med. and Pharm. Uses, ~·c. The uses of sugar as an aliment and con
dimcnt are numerous. It is nutritious, but, judging from the results of the
4
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experiments of Magcndie, not capable of supporli~g life when taken e.xclusively ns aliment, o~ ac~ount of the abs~nce of tlllrogen in its composition.
It is a powerful ant1scpt1c, and is beginning to be used for preserving meat
and fish i for which purp~s~ it possesses lh e advanlage of actin_g in a much
less quantity than is re9u1s1te of c~mmon salt, and of not altermg the taste,
nor impairing the nutritious qualiues of the aliment.
The medical properties of sugar are those of a demulcent, and as such it
is much used in catarrhal affections, attended with irritation of tbe larynx
and fauces, in the forrn of candy, syrup, &c. In pharmacy it is employed
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elation certain ferruginous preparations. Accordingly it enters into the
composition of several infusions and mixturrs, and of nearly all the syrups,
confections, and troches. It is used by the Edinburgh College for purifying
the commercial su lphuric acid fr om nitrous acid. Brown sugar is used
in the Dublin compound pills of iron, and in the Dublin and Edinburgh in fusion of senna with tamarinds; and molcu1ses, in preparing the L ondon
compound pills of iron, the London and Dublin compound pills of chloride
of mercury, the Edinburgh syrup of senna, and the Dublin compound pills
of colocynth, compound pills of galbanum, and electuary of senna. Molasses
is well fitted for forming pills, preserving them soft and free from mouldi ness, on account of its retemiveness of moisture and its antiseptic qualities.
Off:Prt'p. of Saccltarum . Syrupus, U.S., Lond.,Ed., Dub.
B.

SAGAPENUM. Land., Dub.
Sagapenum.
·

"Frrulre spec ies incerta. Gummi-resina." Lond.
' 8n.gapenum, .Jlr.; Sagapcn, G'erm.iSagnpeno.ltal., Span.:Sugbccnnj,.Brab.

All that is known in relation to the source of this gum -resin is, that it is
the concrete juice of a plantJ probably bel?nging to the family of the. Umbelliferre, growing in Persia. The plant JS conjectured to be a species of
Femia, and \Villd enow supposes it to be the J< Persica, but wil11out sufficient evidence. The drug is brought from Alexandria, Smyrna, and other
ports of ~he_Le\•ant.
It is m irregular masses, composed of agglutinated fragments, slightly
translucent, of a brownish-yellow, olive, or reddish-yellow colour externa lly,
paler interna lly, brittle, of a consistence somewhat resemblin g that of wax,
and often mixed with impurities, especially with seeds more or less entire.
An inferior variety is s.oft, tough, and of uniform consi~tence. It has an
alliaceous odour, less disagreeable than that of assafet1da 1 and a hot, nauseous, bitterish taste. It softens and becomes tenacious by the heat of the
hand. The effect of time and exposure is to harden and render it darker.
It is i~ftammable, burning with a white flame and muc~ smoke, and leavi~g ~light spongy charcoal_. Pure ~l~obol ar:1d water d1_ssolve it partially,
diluted alcohol almost entirelv . Disulled with water it affords a small
quantity of volatile oil; and ~the water is strongly impregnated with its
flavour. According to Pelletier. it contains, in 100 parts, 54·26 of resin,
31 ·!J-1 of gum, l ·0 of bassorin, O·fJO of a p~culiar substance, 0·40 of acidu lous malate of lime, and 11 ·80 of Yolatile 011 including loss. Brandes found
!l·73 per ce nt. of volatile oil. This is of a pale yellow colour, very fluid,
lighter tban water, and of a very disagreeable alliaceous odour.
lJledical Properties and Uses. Sagapenum is a moderate stimulant,
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similar to nssafctida in its properties, but much inferior, and usually considered as ho~ding a middle station between th~t gum-re.sin. and galbanum.

It has been given as an emmenagogue and ant1spasmod1c m amenorrhrea,
hysteria, chl~rosis, &c., b~t is now seldom used. The anci~nts we re
acqu~inted. wllh it; and D1oscorides speaks of it as being d€'_rind from
Media. The dose is from ten to thirty grains, and may be admmistered in
pill or emulsion. Sagapenum is also considered discutie.nt, and has been

occasionally applied extC'rnally, in the form of ph:ister, to mdolent tumours.

(}_ff.Prep. Confectio Rutm, LorL(l.,.Dub.; Piluhe Galbani Composit::c,
Lond.; Pi!. Sagapeni Comp., Lond.
W.

SAGO. U. S., Lond., Ed.
Sago.
"TheyrE'pared fecula of the pith or Sagus Rump~ii.'' U.S. "Sagus
Rumphi1. Jl1edullte Fmcula." Lnrul. "Farina from tbemteriorofthe trunk
of various Palmac~re and species ofCycas.'' Ed.
Silgou, Fr.; :Sauo, Germ, Ital.; Sagu, Spa11.

Numerous trees, inhabiting the islands and coasts of the Indian Ocean,
contain a farinaceous pith, ,\·hich is applied to the purposes of nutriment by
the natives. Such are the Sagus Rump/iii, Sagus l~uis, Sagus R11ffia,
Saguerus Rumphii, and P!uenix Jarinijera, belonging to the family of
Palms; and the Cycas cireinalis, Cycas reuolula, and Zamia lanuginosa,
belonging to the Cycadace:e. Of these the 8agus Rump/iii, Sagus /:ev'is,
and Saguerus Rump/iii probably co~1tribute to furnish the sago o~ c.omme.rcc.
Crawford, in his History of the Indian Archipelago, states that 1t is derived
exclusively from the JJletroxylon Sagu, identical with the Sagus Rump/iii;
but Roxburgh ascribes the granulated Sago to S . l:,evis, and one of the finest
kinds is said by Or. Hamilton to be produced by the Saguerus Rumphii
of Roxburgh. 'fhe farinaceous product of the different species of Cycas,
sometimes called Japan Sago, does not enter into general commerce.
SAc:us. Sex. Syst. Monrecia I-Ie:rnndria.- Nat. Ord. Palmacem.
Gm. Ch. Common spathe one-valved. Spadix branched. MALE. Calyx
th:ree-lea\'ed. Corolla none. Pilmnentsdilated. FE~TALE . Caly:clhree-leavcd ,
\\nth two of the leaflets bifid. Corolla none. Style very short. Stigma sim·
pie. Nut lessellated-imbricatcd, one-seeded. IVilld.
Sagus Ramphii. Willd .' Sp. Plant. iv. 401; Loudon's Encyc . of Pla~ts,
p. 780. The sago 7whn 1s one of the smallest tree.s of the family towhic.h
Jt belongs. Its extre~e heig:ht seldom exceeds thirty feet. The trun~ 1s
proportionably very thick, quite erect, cylindrical, covered with the rcmaHlS
of the old leafstalks , and surrounded by a beautiful crown of foliage, consisting of numerous very large, pinnate lt'avcs, extending in every direction
from the summit, and cu rving gracefully downwards. From the basis of
the I.eaves proceed long, divided and subdivided flower and fruit-_bearing
spadices, the branches of which are smooth. The fruit is a roundish nut,
covered with a checkered imbricated coat, and containing a single seed .
The tree is a native of the East India islands, growing in lhe Prninsula
of ~Jalacca, Sum~tra, Borneo, Celebes, the Moluccas, and a part of New
Gumea. It ftounshes best in low and moist situations. Before allaining
maturity, the slcm consists of a shell usually about two inches thick, filled
with an enormous volume of sponO'y medullary mntler like that of elder.
This is gradually absorbed after th~ appearance of fruit, and the stem ultimately becomes hollow. The greatest age of the tree is not more than
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thirty yc::ns. At the proper period of its growth, when the medullary
matter is folly developed, and has not yet begun to diminish, the tree is
felled, and the trunk cut into billets six or seven feet long, which are split
in order to facilitate the extraction of the pith. This is obtained in the
state of a coarse powder, which is mixed with water in a trouah, having a
sie,·c at the end. The water, loaded with farina, passes through the ~ieve,
and is received in co1wenicnt vessels, where it is allowed to stand till the
insoluble matter has subsided. It is then strained off; and the farina which
is left may be dried into a kind of meal, or moulded into whatever shape
niay be desired. For the consumption of the natives it is usually formed
into cnkes of various siies, which are dried, and extensively sold in the
islands. The commercial sngo is prepared by forming the meal into a paste
with water, and rubbing it into grains. It is produced in the greatest
abundance in the Moluccas, but of Lhe finest quality on the eastern coast of
Sumatra. The Chinese of Malacca refine it so as to give the grains a fine
pearly lustre. Malcolm s~atcs that it is also refined in large quantities at
Singapore. In this state 1t is called pearl sago, and is in great repute. ft
is said that not Jess than five or six hundred pounds of sago are procured
from a single tree . (Crauford.)
Pearl sago is that which is now generally used. It is in small grains,
about the size of a pin's head, hard, whitish, of a light-brown colour, in
some instances translucent, inodorous, and with Jiule taste. It may be rendered pcrfoctly white by a solution of chloride of limo. Comm.on sago is
in larger and browner grains, of more unequal size, of a duller aspect, and
frequently mixed with more or less of a dirty-looking powder.
Sago meal is imported into England from the East.Indies; but we have
met with none in the markets of this country. lt is 111 the form of a fine
amylaceous powder, of a whitisb colour, with a yellowish or reddish tint,
and of a faint but somewhat musty odour.
Common sago is insoluble in cold water, but by long boiling unites with
that liquid, l.iccoming at first soft and transparent, and ultimately forming a
gelatinous solution. Pearl sago is partially dissolved by cold water, probably owing to heat used in its preparation. Chemically considered, it has
the characters of starch. Under the microscope the granules of sago meal
appear oval or ovate, and often truncated so as to be more or less mullarshaped. Many of them arc broken, and in most, the surface is irregula.r or
tubcrculated. They exhibit upon their surface concetllric rings, which,
however, arc much less distinct than in potato starch. The hilum is circular when perfect, and cracks either with a single slit, or a cross, or in a
stellate manner. The granules of pearl sago arc of the same form, but are
all rnptured, and exhibit only indistinct traces of the annular lines, having
been altered in the process employed in preparing them . Tho~::e of the common sago are very similar to the particles of sago meal, except that they are
perhaps rather less regular and more broken . (Pereira.)
Potato starch is sometimes prepared in Europe so as to resemble bleached
pearl sago, for which it is sold. But, when examined under Lhe microscope,
it exhibits larger granu!C>s, which are also more ·regularly oval or ovate.
smoother, less broken and more distinctly marked with the annular rug::e
than those of sago; and the circular hilum often cracks with two slightly
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medi~inal

exclusively as an
of diet,_ having.n.o
.qual!ties
which adapt 1t to the treatment of d1seasC'. Bemg nutnlive, easily <lrgc st1ble,
and wholly destitute of irritating properties, it is frequently employed in
febrile cases, anJ in con,·a.lescencc from acute disorders, in the place of
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richer and less innocent food. It is given in the liquid state, and in its preparation care should be taken to boil it long in water, and stir it diligently,
in order that the grains may be thoroughly clissoh'cd. Should any portion
remain undissolved, it should be separated by straining; as it mi gill offend a
delicate stomach. A tablrspoonful to the pint of water is sufficient for ordinary purposes. The solution may be seasoned with sugar. an<l nutmeg or
other spice, and with wine, where these are not contra-ind1cated.

w.

SALIX. U.S. Secondary.
Willow.
"The bark of Salix alba." U.S.
O.f/: Syn. SALlCIS CORTEX. Bark of Salix Caprea. Ed.; SALIX
ALBA. SALIX FRAGlLlS. SALIX CAPREA . Cortex. Dub.
Econ.'C de suulc, i'r.; 'Vcklenrindc, Grrm.i Corteccia di :-;a.Jcio, llal.; CorU'za de s.-mce1

Span

Sex. Syst . Direcia Diandria. -Nat. Ord. Salicacere.
SALJX.
Gen. Cit. .MALE. Jbnentum cylindrical. Calyx a scale. C?rolla none.
Glands of the base nectarifcrous. FEiUALE. Jlmentum cylindncal. Calyx
a scale. Corolla none. Style two-cleft. Capsule one-celled, two-valved.
Seeds downy . TVilld.
This is a very extensive genus, comprising, according to Nuttall, not less
than one hundred and thirty species, which, with very few exceptions, are
natives of Europe, and of the northern and tempera tr parts of North America. Though most of them are probably possessed of similar medical properties, only three have been admitted to the rank of officinal plants by the
British Colleges; viz., S. alba, S . caprea, and 8 .Jragilis. Of these species,
the Salix alba is the only one which has been introduced into this country.
The S. Russelliana, which Jrns been introduced from Europe, is said by Sir
James Smith to be the most valuable species. The S. purpurea, which is a
Europe~n species, is said by LindlL'Y to be the mos t bitter, and t~e 8. 11en.tandra IS rreferre<l by Nees von Esenbeck. Many native species are in
all probability equally active with the foreign; but they have not been
sufficiently tried in reg ular practice to admit of a positive decision. The
younger Michaux speaks of the S. nigra or Mack willow, as affording in
its root a strong bitter, used in the country as a preventive and cure of in termittents. ln conse~uence of the pliability of the young branches or
twigs, the willow is admirably adapted for the manufacture of baskets ::i.nd
other kinds of wicker-work, and several species, as well native as introduct!d,
are employed for this purpose in the United States. The S. Babylonica or
weeping willow is a favourite ornamental tree. The degree of bitterness in
the bark is probably the bes t criterion of the value of the different species.
Salix alba. Willd . .Sj1. Plant. iv. 710; Smith, Flor. Brit. !071. The
coi;imon ~uropl:'an or white willow is a tree twenty-five or thirty focl in

!lii~~l~t, '·i~~I~ ~~~e~~11~h~~~1:1 ~)~:acdrianci~~a~~!~esbr~:~ 1;:ot~:f:rr o[h;l~,~~O;~

branch es smooth a~1d green ish . The leaves are aht•rnate, upon short petioles, lancrolate, pomted, acutely senate with the lower serratures glandular, pubescent on both sides, and s ilky beneath. There are no stipules. The
flowers appear al the same lime with the leaves. The anienfa are terminal,
cylindrical, and elongated, with elliptical, lancrolate, brown, pubescent scales .
The stamens are two in number, yellow, and somewhat longer than tho
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scales; the style is short; the stigmas two-parted and thick. The capsule is
nearly sessile. ovate, and smooth .
The white willow has been introdllced into this country from Europe,
and is now very common. It flowers in April and May; and the bark is
easily separab le thrC1ughout the summer.
That obtained from the branches rolls up when dried into the form of a
quill, ha s a brown epidermis, is flexible, fibrous, and of difficult pulverization . Willow bark has a feebly aromatic odour, and a peculiar bitter astrin gent taste. It yiE>lds its activ(> properties to water, wllh which it forms a
reddish-brown decoction. Pelletier and Caventou found among its ingredients tannin, resin, a bitter yellow colouring matter, a green fauy matter,
gum, wax, lignin, and an organic acid combined wilh magnesia. The proportion' of tannin is so consi~erable that the bark has been used for tann_ing
leather. A crystalline prmciple has also been obtained from it, which,
having the medical virtues of the willow, has received the name of salicin.
' Vhen pure, it is in white, shining, slender crystals, inodorous, but very
bilter, wilh the peculiar flavour of the bark. It is soluble in cold water,
much more so in boiling water, soluble in alcohol, and insoluble in ether and
the oil of turpentine. Jt neutralizes neither acids nor salifiable bases; and
is not precipitated by any reagent. Concentrated sulphuric acid decom poses it, receiving from it an intense and permanent bright red colour, and
producing a new compound called rutulin. Muriatic and dilute sulphuric
acid convert it into grape-sugar, and a white, tasteless, insoluble powder
named saliretin. Distilled with bichromate of potassa and sulphuric acid, it
yields, among other products, a volatile oleaginous fluid, identical with one
of the components of oil of spirrea, and, from its acid properties, denominated
saliculous acid. This is considered by Dumas as consisting of a peculiar
compound radical called salicule and hydrogen. The formula of salicin
is C~ 2 H'l'J0 22 • (Turner's Chemistry .) The honour of its discovery is
claimed by Buchner, of Germany, and F_ontana and Rigatelli, of Italy; but
~·Leroux, of France, dese rves the credit of having first accurately investigated its properties. Braconnot procu red it by adding subacetate of lead to
a dccoction of the bark, precipitating the excess of lead by sulphuric acid,
evaporating the colourless liqu id which remains, adding near the end of the
pro?ess a little animal c~arc?al prev_iously washed, ancl filtering the liquor
whil e hot. Upon cooling 1t deposlls the salicin in a crystalline form.
(Joum. de C!timie Midicale, Janv., 18:3 1.) The following is the process

~~h~!~~cl~;nti!\tbt!icno~n::~~:~:\~~t~~lo~~f;s~t.ion~~~ , ~a~~~~,i~ntr~~t~a~:!~:

11

matter, which would impede the crystallization of the salicin, are thus removed from lhe liquid, while a portion of the oxide is dissolved in union
probably with the salicin . To separate this portion of oxide, sulphurjc
acid is first added and then sulphurct of barium, and the liquor is filtered
and evaporated. Salicin is deposited, and may be purified by repeated
solution and crystallization . (Turner's Cltemish·y .) Erdmann has given
another process. Sixteen ounces of lhe bark are macerated for twenty-four
hours in four quarts of water mix ed with two ~unces of lime, and the whole
is then boiled for half an hour . 'fhe process 1s repeated with the residue.
The decoclions having been mixed, and allowed to become clear by subsidence, the liquor is poured off, concentrated to a quart, then digested with
eight.ounc1~s of ivory-black, filte!ed, and evaporated to dryness. The .extract 1s exhausted by spirit contaming 28 per cent. of alcohol, and the tJncture ev_aporated so that the salicin may crystallize. ~~his is purified by
again dissolving, treating with ivory-black, and crystallizmg. (Cliristison's
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~;~~~i:,~f;:~") s;1~rJi:u~~t:~1~e~ ;:!.f~~i ~~:;~ i ~,~ ~r~~~~~:~~~ee~~:n~:~~
of the bark of Salix 11entandrn.

It may probably be

obtain~d

from any of

the willow barks havmg a biner taste. Braconnot procured 1t from various
species of Populus, particularly the P. tre1nula or European aspen.

11/edical Properties and Uses. The bark of the willow is tonic and
astringent, and has been employed as a substitute for Peru,•ian bark, particularly in intermittent fever: It has attracted much attention from the
asserted efficacy of salicin in the cure of this complaint. There seems to be
no room to doubt, from the testimony of numerous practitioners in France,
Ital y, and Germany, that this prin~iple has the property of arresting intermitlents; though the ascription lo it of equal efficacy with the sulphate of
quinia was certainly premature. The bark may be employ ed in substance
or decoction, in the same doses and with the same mode of preparation ns
cinchona. The dose of sa licin is from two to eight grains, to be so repeated,
that from tw,e nty to forty grains may be taken daily, or in the interval between the paroxysms of an intermittent. Magendie has seen fevers cut
short in one day by three doses of six grains ea~h. The decoction of willow
has been found beneficial as an external application in foul and indolent
W.
ulcers.

SAL VIA. U.S. Secondary.

Sage.
"The leaves of Salvia officinalis." U. 8.
Sauge,.},r.;Salbey, Germ.;Salvfa, ital., Span.
SALVIA.

Sex. Syst. Diandria Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Lamiacere or

Labiat<.e.

Gen. Cli. Corolla unequal. Pilmnents affixed transversely to a pedicel.
Wi/ld.
Salvia ojficinalis. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 129; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 352.
The common garden sage is a perennial plant, about two feet high,
with a quadrangular, pubescent, branching, shrubby stem, furnished with
opposite, petiolate, ovate lanceolate, crenulate, wrinkled leaves , of a grayishgreen colour, sometimes tinged with red or purple. The flowers are blue,
varie.gated with whiteat'ld purple; aml are disposed on long terminal spikes
in distant whorls, each composed of few flowers, and accompanied with
ovate, acute, deciduous bractes. The calyx is tubular and striated, with
two lips, of which the upper has three acute teeth, the under two. The
corolla is tubular, bilabiate, ringent, with the upper lip concave, the lower
divided into three rounded lobes, of which the middle is the largest. The
filaments are supported upon short pedicels, to which they are affixed transversely at the middle.
Sage grows spontaneously in the South of Europe, and is culth·ated
abundantly in our gardens. There are several varieties, differing in the
size and colour of their flowers, but all possessed of the same medical properties. The flowering period is in June, at which time the plant should
be cut and dried in a shady place. The leaves are the officinal portion.
Both these and the flowering summits have a strong, fragrant odour, and
a wa~m, ~itteri~h, aromatic, somewhat astringent taste. They abound in a
volatile oil, which may be obtained separate by distillation with water, and
contains a considerable proportion of camphor. Sulphate of iron strikes a
black colour with their infusion.

t. 127.
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lJledical Properties and Uses. Sage unites a slight degree of tonic power
and astringency with the properties common to the aromatics. By the ancients it was \'ery highly es1eemed ; but it is at present liule used internally,
except as a condiment. In the state of infusion it may be given in dt>bilitated conditions of the stomach auended with flatulence, and is said to have
been useful in checking the exhaust!ng sweats ?f IH"ctic fever. But its
most useful application is as a gargle m ~nflammauon of the throat, and relaxation of the uvula. For this purpose ll is usually employed in infusion,
with honey and alum, or vinega r. From twenty to thirtj_' grains of the
powdered leaves may be given for a dose. The fofusion 1s prepared by
macerating an ounce of the leaves in a pint of boiling water, of which two
fluidounces may be administered at once. 'Vh en intended to be used merely
as a pleasant drink in febrile complaints, or to allay nausea, the maceration
should continue but a very short time, so that alt the bitterness of the leaves
may not be extracted .
1'wo other species of Salvia-the S. pratensis and S. Sclarea-are
ranked among the officinal plants in Europe. 'rhe latter, whic.J1 is commonly called clarry, bas been introduced into our gardens. Th eir medical
properties are essentially the same as those of the common sage; but th ey
are less agreeable, and are not much used . In Europe, the leaves of the S.
Sc/area are said to be introduced into wine in order to impart to it a muscadel taste.
,V.

SAMBUCUS. U.S . Secondary, Lond., Ed.

Elder Floivers.
"The flowers of Sambucus Canadens is." U. S. 0 Sambucus nigra.
"Flowe rs of Sambucus nigra." Ed.
Off. Syn. SAMBUCUS N IGRA. Flores. Baccre. Cortex interior. Dub.

P1ores." Lond.
~urC'au 1

Fr.; Jlollunclcr, Germ.; !"umhuco, I tal.;

~au l'O,

Spm1

S.rnnucus. Sex. S.1Jsl. Pentandria Trigynia.-Nat. Ord. Caprifoliaccre.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-parled. Corolla five-clefl. Berry three-seeded.
Tl'illd.
Sambttcus Canadensis . Willd. Sp.Plant. i. 1494. Our indigenous rommon elder is a shrub from six Lo te n feet hig h, with n branching .stem, which
is cornred with a rough gray bark, and contains a large spongy pith. The
small branches and the learstalks are very smooth . Th e /ea\'es are opposite, pinnate, some times bipinnate, and composed usually of three or four
pairs of oblong oval, acuminate, smooth, shining, deep-green leaflets, the
midribs of which are somewhat pubescent. The flowers are small, white,
and disposed in loose cymes, having about fh•e divisions. The berries aro
sma ll, globular, and when ripe of a deep purple colour.
The shrub grows in low moist grounds, along fences, and on the borders
of small streams, in all parls of the United States, from Canada to Carolina.
h flower$ from May to July, and ripens its berri es early in the autumn.
Th e flowers, which are the officinal portion, have a somewhat aromatic,
though rather heavy odour. The berries as well as other parts of the plant
are employed in domt>stic practice, and ha\•e been found to answer the same
purposes with the corresponding parts of the European elder, to which this
species bears a Vl' ry clo:se affinity.
Sambucus nigra. Willd. Sp.Plant. i . l ~J!J,j i WoodL 11/ed.Bot. p. 596.
t. 211. The common elder of Europe differs from the Am erican most
ob\'iously in its size, which approaches to ti.mt of a small tree. The stem
54
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is much branched towards lhe top, and has a rough whitish bark. The
leaves are pinnate, consisting usually of five oval, pointed, serrate leaflets,
four of which are in opposite pairs, and the fiflh terminal. The flowers are
small, whitis h, and in five parted cymes. The berries are globular, and of
a blackish-purple colour wben ripe.
The flowers have a peculiar swee ti sh odou r, which is st rong in thf'irrecent
state, but becomes feeble by drying. Their taste is bitterish. They yield
their active properties to water by infusion, and when distilled give over a
smatl proportion of volatile oi l, which on cooling ass umes a butyraceous
consistence. ' \Tater distill ed from them contai ns an appreciable portion of
ammonia. The berries are nearly inodorous, but have a sweclish acidulous
taste, dependent on the saccharine matter and malic acid which they contain.
Th<>ir expressed juice is susceptible of fermentation, and forms a vinous
l iquor used in the North of Europe. Il is colou red violet by alkalies, and
b right red by acids; and the colouring matter is precipitated blue by acetate
of lead . The inner bark is without smell. Its taste is at fi rst swee tish, afterwards slightly bitter, acrid, and nauseous. Both water and alcohol extract
its virtues, which are said to reside especiaJly in the green layer between the
liber and epidermis. According to Simon, the active principle oftbe inner
bark of the root is a soft resin, which may be obtained by exhausting the
powdered bark with alcohol, filtering the tincture, evaporating to the consistence of syrup, then adding ether, which dissolves the active matter, and
finally ernporating to the cons istence of a thick extract. Of this, twenty
grains produce brisk vomiting and purging. (.flnnal. der P!tarm., xxxi . 262.)
'l'he bark, analyzed by K ramer, yielded an acid called by him viburnicacid,
but which has provrd to be the valerianic, traces of volatile oi l, albumen,
resin, an acid sulphurous fat, wax , chlorophylle, tannic aci<l, grape-sugar,
gum, extracti\'e, starch, pect in, and various alkaline and earthy salts.
(Chem. Gaz., May, 18 -1· 6, from Jl.rc!tiv. der Phann.)
Medical Properties and Uses. The flowers are gently excitant and sudor·
ific, but are seldom used except externally as a discutient in the form of
poultice, fomentation, or ointmPnt. The berries are diaphoretic and aperient; and t he ir inspissated juice has enjoyed some reputation as a remedy
in rheumatic, gouty, eruptive, and syphilitic affections . Its dose as an
alterative diaphoretic is one or two drachms, as a laxative ha lf an ounce or
!'°ore. The inner bark is a hydragogue cathartic, acting also as an e_met~c
rn large doses . It has been employed in dropsy, and as an aherative m
various chronic diseases. An ounce may be boiled with two pints of
water to a pint, and four ftuidounces of the decoction gi ven for a close.
It is also sometimes used in vinous infusion. The lt'aves are not without
activity, and the young leaf-buds are said to be a violent and even un~afe
pu rgat ive. The juice of the root has been used as a diuretic in dropsy.
Off. Prep. Aqua Sambuci. Lon.cl., Ed.; Oleum Sambuci, I.and.; Succus
Spissatus Sambuci, Dub.; Unguentum Sambuci, Lond., Dub.
W.

SANGUINA RI A. U.S.

Bloodroot.
"The rhizoma of Sanguinaria Canadensis." U. S.
ac~;~ou 1 NARIA. Sex. Syst. Polyandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Papaver-

Gen. Ch. Calyx two·leaved. Petals eight. Stigma sessi le, two.grooved.
Capsule supe rior, oblong, one-celled, two-valved, apex attenuated. Receptacles two, filiform, marginal. Nuttall.
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Sanguinaria Canadensis. Willd. S1J. Plant. ii. 1140; Bigelow, ·?m .
.Mecl. Bot. i. 75; Barton, .Med. Bol. 1. 31. The bLoodrool, or, as 1t is
sometimes called, puccoon, is an herbaceous perennial J?lanL. The root
(rhizoma) is horizontal, abrupt, oflen contorted, about as thick as the fin~er,
two or three inches Jong, fleshy, of a reddish-brown colour on tbe outside,
and brighter red within. lt is furnished with numerous slender radicles, and
makes offsets from the sides, which succeed the old plant. From the end of
the root arise the scape and leafstalks, surrounded by the large sheaths of
the bud. These spring up together, the folded leaf enveloping th e flowerbud,and rolling back as the latter expands. The leaf, which stands upon a
long channeled petiole, is reniform, somewhat heart-shaped, deeply lobed,
smooth, yellowish-green on the upper surface, paler or glaucous on the
under, and strongly marked by orange-coloured veins. The scape is erect,
round, and smooth, rising from a few inches to a foot in height, and terminating in a single flower. The calyx is two-lea\'ed and d~ciduous . The
petals, varying from seven to fourteen, but usually about eight in number,
are s:preading, ovate, obtuse, concave, mostly white, but sometimes slightly
tinged \\'ith rose or purple. The stamens are numerous, with yellow filaments shorter than the corolla, and orange oblong anthers. The germ is
oblong and compressed, and supports a sessile, persistent stigma. The capsule is oblong, acute at both ends, two-valved, and contains numerous oval,
reddish-brown seeds. The whole plant is pervaded by an orange-coloured
sap, which flows from every part when broken, but is of the. deepest colour
in the root.
The bloodroot is one of the earliest and most beautiful spring flowers of
North America . It grows abundantly thro ughout the whole United States,
delighting in loose rich soils. and shady situations, and flowering in March
and April. After the fall of the flower, the leaves continue to increase in
size, and, by the middle of sum me r, have become so large as to give the
plant an entirely different aspect. All parts of the plant are active, but the
root only is officinal.
This, when dried, is in pieces from one to three inches lon g, from a
quarter to half an inch or more in thickness, flattened, much wrinkled and
twisted, often furnished with abrnpt offsets and numerous short fibres, of a
reddish-b rowu colour externally, with a spongy uneven fracture, the su rface
of wh ich is at first bright orange, but becomes of a dull brown by long exposure. The colour of the powder is a brownish orange-red. Sanguinaria
has a faint narcotic odour, and a bitterish very acrid taste, the pungency of
which remains long in the mouth and fauces . It yields its virtues to water
and alcohol. The late Dr. Dana, of New York, obtained from it a peculiar
alk~line principle, denominated by him sanguinarina, upon wh ich the
acnmony, and perhaps the medical virtu es of the root depend. It may be
proGured, according to Dana, by infusing th~ finely po~vdered root in hot
water or diluted muriatic or acetic acid, precipitating with water of ammonia, collecting the precipitated matter, boiling it i~ water with pure animal
charcoal, filtering off the water, exposing the residue left upon the filter to
the action of alcohol, and finally evaporating the alcoholic solution. (JJnn.
Lye. of Nat. Hist., New York, ii . 250.) Sanguinar~na, thus obtained, is a
white pearly substance, of an acrid taste, \'cry sparingly soluble in water,
soluble in ether, and very soluble in alcohol. With the acids it forms salts
soluble in water, all of which have some shade of red, crimson, or scarlet,
and form beautiful red solutions. They are acrid and pungent to the taste,
particularly the muriate and acetate. From these facts it would appear, that
the red colour and acrid properties of the bloodroot may be owing to the
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presen~e of some native salt of sanguinarina, which is drcomposed

by ammonia 111 the process of separating the vegetable alka li.
The virtu es of the root are said to be rapidly deteriorated by time.
Medical Properties and Uses. Sanguinaria is an acrid t>met ic, with
stimulant and narcotic powers. I n small doses it excites the stomach, and
accelerates the circulation; more large ly given, it produces nausea and consequent dep ression of the pulse; and in the full dose occasions active vomiting. The eftCcts of an over-dose a~e violent emes is, ~ burning sensation in
the stomach, tormenting thirst, famtness, ve.rtigo. dimness of vision, ~nd
alarming prostration. Four pt>rsons lost their lives at Bellevue Hosp1tal,
New York, in consequence of drinking largely of tincture of bloodroot,
which they mistook for ardent spirit. (Jim . Journ. of Jlled. Sci., N . S., ii.
500.) Snuffed up the nostrils , bloodroot .excites much irritation, attended
with sneezing. Upon fungous surfaces 1t acts as an escharotic. It has
been given in typhoid pneumonia, catarrh, pertussis, croup, phthisis pulmonalis, rheumatism, jaundice, hydrotho~ax, and some. other affections,
either as an emetic, nauseant, or aherat1ve; and its virtues are higLly
praised by many judicious practitioners.
The dose with a view to its emetic operation is from ten to twenty grains,
given in powder or pill. The latter form is preferable in consequence of
the great ircitation of tbroat produced by the powder when swallowed. For
other 1mrposes the dose is from one to five grains, repeated more or Jess
frequently according to the effect desired. The medicine is sometimes
given in infusion or decoction, in the proportion of half an ounce to the
pint. The emetic dose of this preparation is from half a fluidounce to a
fluidounce . The tincture is officinal.. An infusion in vinegar has been
employed ad\•antageously, as a loca l application, in obstinate cutaneous
affections .
Off. Prep. Tinctura Sanguinarire, U.S.
W.

SANTALUM. U.S.

Red Saunders.
"The wood of Pterocarpus santalinus." U.S.
Off Syn. PTEROCAH.PUS. Pterocarpus santalinus. Lignum. Lond.:
PTEROCARPUS . Wood of Pterocarpus santalinus. Ed.; SAN1'ALU1\il
RUBRUM. PTEROCARPUS SANTALINUS. Lignum. Dub.
Samul rougr, l•'r.; Snntclholz, Germ.
PTEROC~RPUS. Sex. Syst . Diadclphia Decandria.- Nat . Ord. Fabacere
or Legummosre.
G_cn. Ch. Calyx five-toothed: Leguml' falcat('d, leafy, varicose, girted by
a wing, not gaping. Seeds solitary. H-'illd.
Pterocarpus sontalirms. Willd. Sp . Plant. iii. 906; Woodv. Med.Bot.
p. 430. t. 156. This is a large tree with alternate branches, and petiolate
ternate lt>avcs, each simple leaf being ovate, blunt , somewhat notched at the
apex, entire, veined, smooth on the upper surface, and hoary beneath. 'rhe
flowers are yellow, in axillary spikes, and have a papilionaceous corolla, of
which the vexi/Lwn is obcordate, erect, somewhat · reflexed at the sides,
toothed and waved, the al:e spreading with tbei r edges apparentl.y toolh~d,
and the carina oblong, short, and somewhat inflaled. The tree is a native
of In.din, attain.ing the highes{ perfection in mountainous districts, and inhabiung especially the mountains of CoromandeJ and Ceylon. Its wood
is the true officina l red. Saunders, though there is reason to be lieve that the
product of other trees 1s sold by the same name.
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The wood comes in roundish or angular billets, internally of a blood-red
colour, exte rnally brown from exposure to the air,compact, heavy, and of a
fibrous texture. ll is kept in the shops in the state of small chips, rasp·
ings, or coarse powder.
Red sa unders has liulesmell or taste. It imparts a red colour to alcohol,
ether, and alkaline solutions, but not to water; and a test is thus afforded by
which it may be distinguished from some ot~er colouring woods. The
alcoholic tincture produces a deep violet precipitate with the sulphate of
iron, a scarlet with the bichloride of mercury, and a violet with the soluble
salts of lead. The colouring principle, which was separated by Pelletier,
and called by him santalin, is of a resinous character, scarcely soluble in
cold water, more so in boiling water, very soluble in alcohol, ether, acetic
acid, and alkaline solutions, but slightly in the fixed and volatile oils, with
the exception of those of lavender and rosemary, which readily dissolve it.
It is precipitated wht>n acids are added to the infusion of the wood prepared with an alkaline solution.
The wood has no medical virtues, and is employed solely for the purpose
of imparting colour.
Prep. Spiritus Lavandulre Compositus, U.S.• Lond., Ed., Dub.;
Tinctura Cinchonre Composita, U.S.; '1'inctura Rhei et Sennre, U.S.

o.o:

w.

SAPO. U.S., Land.
Soap.
"Soap made with soda and olive oil/' D.S. •' Sapo, ex Olivre oleo et
Soda confectus." Lond.
Off. Syn .. SAPO DURUS, Ed., Dub.; "Spanish or Castile soap, made
with olive oil and soda." Ed.
Savon blauc, Pr.; Ocl-soda.scifc1 Gc.rm.i Sapone duro1 Ital.; Xabon, Span.

SAPO VULG ARIS. U.S.
Common Soap.
"Soap made with soda and animal oil." U.S.
Sa\"On de

suit~

S..·won de grais.se, .Pr.; Talgseife1 Ge.rm.

SAPO MOLLIS. Land., Ed., Dub.
Soft Soap.
"Sapo, ex Olivre oleo et Potass& confcctus." Lond.
with olive oil and potash." Ed.
~n\·on

11

Sojt soap, made

mou 1 Savon vert1 &avon i base de potnsse, Fr.; Schrnierseife1 Kaliseife, Germ.

Soaps, in lhe most extended signification of the term, embrace all those
compounds which result from the reaction of salifiable bases on oils and
fats. Oils and fats, as has been explained unde~ the tilie~ Olea and .fl_dPps,
consist of three principles, two soltd, differing 10 fusibility, call ed stearin
and m.argarin, and one liquid, called oliiin, of which there are two varieties.
Stearin characterizes the fats which are firm and solid, as tallow; margarin,
those that are soft like lard; and oli?in the oils. When the oils and fats
und ergo saponification by reaction wilh a salifiable base, these three princi54•
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Jlles are decomposed into oily ~cids pecu~iar to each, disCO\'ered by Chcvnul, and ca ll ed stcaric, marganc, and ole1c acids, which uni te wiLh the base
to form the soap, and into a sweet principle nOl saponifiab le, called glyce rin,
which is set free. H ence it is inferred t~a t steari n is a stearate, margarin a
margarate, and o!C in an oleate of glycerin, and that the oils and fats are
mixturE's of these three oily salts. H ence, also, it is obvious that soaps are
mixed stearates, margarates, and oleates of various bases . Stearic acid is a
firm white solid , fusibl e at 16 7°, greasy to th e touch, pulverizable, solu ble
in alcohol, verv soluble in ether, but insoluble in water. In th e impu re state
it is used, as ~ substitute fo r wax, for making candles. Jl1argaric acid has
the appearance of fat, and is fusible at 140°. O/eic acid is an oily liquid,
in $oluble in water, soluble in alcohol aud et her, lighter than water, crystal1izable in needles a little below 32°, and having a slight smell and pun gent
taste. Glycerin, or the sweet principle of oils (o:i:ide of glycende) , is a
colourless, volatil e, infl ammable, syrupy liquid, without odou r, ha vi ng a very
sweet taste, uniting in all proportions wi th water a nd alcohol, but insoluble
in ether, and having asp. gr. varying from 1·25 to 1·27.
Soaps are divided into the solub le and i nsolub le. 'rhe soluble soaps arc
combinations of the oily acids with soda, potassa , and ammonia; th e insolubl e consist of the same acids united with ea rth s and metallic oxides. It is
the sol u ble soaps on ly t ha t are detergent, and it is to these that the name
soap is generally app li ed. Severa l of the insol u ble soaps are employed in
pharmacy i as, for ex ample, the soap of th e protoxide of lead , or lead plaster,
and th f' soap of lime. (See ErnplasfrmnP/wnbiand L ininien.lmn Calcis.)
The consistency of the fix ed alkaline soaps depends partly on the nature
of th e oil or fat, and partly on the alkali present. Soaps are harder the more
s tea rate a nd margarate they co nt ain, and softe r when the oleate predomi·
nates; and, as it respects the alkali present, they are harde r when fo rmed
with soda , and softe r when containing potassa. H ence it is that of pure
soaps, considered as salts, stearate of soda is the hardest and least soluble,
and oleate or potassa the softest and mosc soluble.
The officinat soaps, here described , embrace three varieties; nam ely,
tw? sod~ soaps , one made with olive oil (Castile soa p), the othe r with
ammal ~)l l . (com!flon soap); and one potassa soap. (soft soap). Th e s?ap of
ammonia 1s noticed un der ~ n ot h cr head .. (See Lmimentum .!lmmomm.)
Preparatfon. The fo l ~owmg is ~n outline of the process fo r making soap.
Th e Oil or fa t is boiled with a so luti on of caustic alkali, until th e wh ole forms
a thick mass, which can be drawn out into lon g clear threads. After the
soap is ~ompletely form ed, the next step is to sep~rate it from the excess
of alkali, the glyceri n, and redund ant wate r. This is effected by adding
common salt, or a very strong alkaline lye, in eith er of which the soap
is i~solublc. Th e same end may be attained by boiling down the solution,
until the excess of alka:i fo rm s a strong alkaline solut ion, which acts the
same part in separati ng the soap as the addition of a similar solution . As
~oon as the soap is completely separated, it ri ses to the s urface, and, when
It has ceased to. froth in boiling, is ladled out into woode n fram es to
congeal, afte r whic h it is cut into bars by means of a wire. Th e soap,
~s first sep~rated, is called grain soap. It may be pu rified by dissolving it
in a~ alka!1~e ly e, ~nd separating it by common salt. During th is process
~hi:: 1mpunt1es subsi de, :incl the soap com bines with more water; and hence
It b~come.s weaker, nlthough purer and whiter. If the grain soap be not
purified 1t forms .marble.ct soap, the streaks arising principally from. an in·
soluble soap of oxide of iron. Sometimes the marbled appearance 1s pro-
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duced by ndding to the so~p, as soon as it is completely separated, a fresh
porlion or lye, and immed1alcly afterwards a solution of sulphate of iron.
rrhe black oxide of iron is precipitated, and gives rise to dark-coloured
streaks, which, by exposurn to the air.1 become. red, in consequence of the
conversion of the black into the sesqu1oxide of iron.
The officinal 11 soap" of the 0. S. and London Pharmacopreias is an
olive oil soda soap, made on the same- general pla n as that just explained.
It is the Sapo Durus of the Edinbu rgh aml Dublin Colleges.
Common ~oap (Sapo Vulgaris, U. S.) is a~so a soda soap; but instead of
olive, it contains concrete animal oil. Th1s soap corresponds with the
whitt: soap of Northern European countries and of lhe Ui~ited States, and
is formed usually from barilla and tallow. I n Scotland it 1s manufactured
from kelp and tallow . It was introduced into the list of the U.S. Pharmacopa::ia as the only proper soap for making opodeldoc. (See Linimentum

Saponis CamphoraLum.)
SoJL soap (l::iapo M_ollis) is prepared on the same general princip~es as
hard soap; potash being employed as the alkali, and a fatly mattf'r, nch in
olein, as the oil. The French soft soap is made with the seed oi ls, such
as rape seed, hemp seed, &c.: the Scotch and Irish, with fish oil and some
tallow; and our own with refuse fat an d grease. A lye of wood -ashes is
the form of potash usually employed. In forming this soap it is necessary
that it should continue dissolved in the alkaline solution, instead of be ing
separaled from it. Hence soft soap is a soap of potassa, completely dissolved in the solution of its alka li, which is consequently present in excess.
A soap of potassa is someti mes made with a view to its conversion into a
soda soap. This conversion is effected by the addition of common salt,
which, by double decomposition, generatf's a soap of soda, and chloride of
potass ium in solution. After this change is effected, the addition of a fur ther portion of salt separates the soda soap formed. It is evident tliat here
the common salt per~orms a double office, and must be added in larger
amount than when it 1s merely used a& a separating agent.
·
Besides till' offic inal soaps of the United States and British Pharmacopc:eias, there are many othe r varieties, more or less used for medicinal or
economical purposes. The olficina l soap of the Fre nch Codex, called
amygdaline soap (abnond oil soap), is formed of caustic soda and almond
oil, and is directed to be kept for two months exposed to the air, before
bein~ used. Starkey's soap, also offic inal in the Codex, _is prepared by
uniting, by trituration, equal parts of carbonate of potassa, oil of turpentine,
and Venice turpentine. Betj's marrow soap is a fine animal oil soap, also
included in the F rench standard of pharmacy. fJlindsor soap is a scented
soda soap, made of one part of olive oil and nine parts of tallow. Eau de
l~ce (aqua lucfa) is a kind of liquid.soap, formed by mixing a tincture of
01! of amber and balsam of Gilead with waler of ammonia.
Transparent
soap is prepared by saponifying: kidney fat. with soda free from fo reign
salts, drying the resulting soap, dissolving it rn alcohol, filtering and evaporating the solution, and running it into moulds when suffic iently concentrated.
The soap is yellow or yellow ish-brown, and preser~es its tran.sparen~y after
desiccation. Palm, soap is prepared from palm oil and soda, to wh ich lal]ow is added to increase ils firmness . lf it be wanted white, the palm oil
must be bleached by exposure to the sun, by sulphuric acid, or by chlorine.
This soap has a yellowish colour, and an agreeable odour of violets, derived
from the oil. Soap balls are prepared by dissolving soap in a small quantity of water, and then forming them with starch into a mass of the proper
consistence. Common yellow soap (rosin soap) derives its peculiarities
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from an admixlure of rosin and a little palm oil wi lh the tallow employed;
the oil be ing added to improve its colou r.
All the varieties of soap, except a few of the fancy sort, and the o live
oil soaps, are manufactured in the United States. The latter, wh ich are

chiefly used for medicinal purposes, are imported in largest quantity from
France.

Properties. Soap, whatever may be its variety, has the same general
properties. Its aspect a nd consistence are famil iar to every one. I ts smell
is peculiar, and taste slightly alkaline. It is somewhat heavier than water,
and therefore sinks in that liquid. Exposed to heat it quickly fuses, swells
up, and is decomposed . It is soluble in water, and more readily in hot
than in cold. Potassa soaps and those containing olE>ic acid are far more
soluble than the soda soaps, especially those in which the stearates and
margarates predominate. Acids, added to an aqueous solution of soap,
combine with the alkali, and set free the oily acids, which, being diffused
through the water, give it a milky appea rance. Its decomposition is also
produ~ed by metallic snits, which invar iably l?ive rise to insoluble soaps.
Soap 1s soluble in cold, and abundantly in boiling alcohol. This solution
constitutes the tincture of soap, and forms a very conveni~nt test for discovering earthy salts in mineral waters. The efficacy of soap as a detergent
depends upon its power of rendering grease and othe r soiling substances
soluble in water, and, therefore, capable of being removed by wa'sbing.
Sometimes soap is adulterated with lime, gypsum, or pipe-clay, in whiCh
case it will not be ent irely soluble in alcohol.
Olive oil soda soap (Sapo, U.S., Lond.), otherwise called Castile or
Spanish soap, is a hard soap, and is presented under two principal varieties, the white and the marbled. ftPhite Castile soap, when good, is of a
pale grayish-white colour, incapable of giving an oily stain to paper, devoid
of rancid odour or strong alkaline qualities, and entirely soluble both in
water and alcohol. It should not feel greasy, nor grow moist, but, on the
contrary, should become dry by exposure to the ai r, without exhibiting any
saline efflorescence. This variety of soap contains about twenty-one per
cent. of water. Sometimes it contains a larger proportion of water, with
which the soap is made to combine by the manufacturer, with the fraudulent intention of increasing its weight. Soap, thus adulterated, is known
by its unusual whiteness, and by its suffering a great loss of weight in a
dry air. Marbled Castile soap is harder, more alkaline, and more constant
in its proportions than the other va riety. It contains about fourteen per
cent. of water. Containing less water tha n the white Castile, it is a stronger
and more economical soap; but at the same time less pure. The impurity
:J:::d;r~~PI~~;J~ns of marbling, which consist of ferruginous matter, as
.!lnimal oil soda soap (Sapo Vulgaris, U. S .) is a hard soap, of a whi te
colour, inclining to yellow. It is made from tallow and caustic soda. This
soap possesses lhe same general properties as the olive oil soda soap.
Soft soap, as made in this country, is a semi-fluid slippery mass, capable
of ~emg poured from one vessel to another, and of a dirty yellow colour.
This soap always contains an excess of alkali , which causes it to act more
powerfully as a detergent than hard soap. The London and Edinbu rgh
Colleges direct it to be made from olive oil and potash; but Dr. Pereira
states tha.t he has not been able to meet with it in England. That which
is made tn France has a green ish colour and the consistence of soft oint·
ment, and is obtained from potash and hemp-seed oil. It is called in the
French Codex, savon vert. Sometimes it is manufactured from the dregs
of olive oil.
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lncompaiib/es. Soap is decomposed by all the acids, earths. and earthy
and metallic salts. Acids c?mbi~e with t~e alk?li, and set free the oily acids
of the soap; the earths un11e with the oily acids and separate the alkali;
while the salts mentioned give rise, by d.ouble decompos_ition.• to an insoluble
soap of their base , and a saline combination between the1rac1d and the alkali
of the soap. Hard waters, in consequence of their containing salts of lime,
decom~ose and ~urdle soap. They may be rendered soft and fit for wa.shing,
by add1~g sufficient carbonate of soda, or carbonate of potassa, to precipitate
allthel1rnc.
Composition. I t has been already exp lained that soap consists of certain
oily a~-i~s, united wil~ an alkal i.. As o!ive oil is a compound of margarin
and ole1n,so lhi:: offic1nal "soap" 1s a mixed ma rgarate and oleate of soda.
The officinal "common soap" is principally a stearate of soda, and "soft
soap," a.s defined by the London and Edinburgh Colleges, is a mixed margarate ~~d oleatt> of potassa. The most important soaps have the following
compos1t1on in the hundred parts. l.J!larseilles while soap, soda I0·24, margaric ac id 9·20, olei~ acid 50·20, water 21 ·:30. (Braconnol.) Castile soap ,
very dry. soda 9·0, _ody acids 76·5, water 14·5 . (Ure.) Glasgow .<;oft soap,
potassa fl·O, oily acids 4:1·7, water 47·:1. (Ure.) Pl'enc!t soft soap, potassa
9 ·5, oily ac ids 44, water 46-5. (Tltenard.) Most soaps, it is perceived, contain a large proportion of water.
JJ.Iedical Properties. Soap possesses the properties of a laxative, antacid,
and anti lithic. it is seldom given alone, but frequenlly in combination with
rhubarb, the astringency of which it has a tendency to correct. Thus combined, it is frequently ad ministered in dyspepsia, attended with constipation
anJ torpor of the liver. As it is readily decomposed by the weakest acids,
which combine with the alkal i, it has proved usefu l in acidity of the stomach,
and has been recommended as a remedy in the uric acid diathesis ; but it
pos~esses no powe r to dissolve ca lcu li, as was once supposed. Externally,
soap is a stimulating discut ient, and as such has been used, by friction, in
sprains and bruises. Dr. A. T . Thomson has seen much benefit derived
from rubbing the tumid abdomen of children in mesenteric fever, morning
and evening, with a strong lather of soap. I n consl ipalion of the bowels,
particularly whe n arising from hardened feces in the rectum, a strong solution
of soap, especially of soft soap, forms a useful enema. \Vhen the latter is
employed, two tab lespoonfuls may be dissolved in a pint of warm water. In
pharmacy, soap is frequently employed for the purpose oi giving a proper
consistence to pills; but care must be taken not to associate it with a substance
which may be decomposed by it. I t is also an ingred ient in some liniments
and plasters. In toxicology it is used as a counterpoison for the mineral
fl.cids, and should always be resorted to in poisoning by thcsE' agents without
a moment's delay, and its use continued until magnesia, chalk, or the bicarbonat~ of soda or of potassa can be obtained. The mode of administrat ion, in
these cases, is to give a leacupfu l of a solution of soap, made by dissolving
it in four times its weight of water, every three or four minutes, until the
patient has taken as much as he can swallow. The dose of soap is from
five grains to half a drachm, given in the form of pill.
Off. Prep. of Soap. Cera tum Saponis, U.S. Lond.; Emplastrum Saponis, U.S., Lond., E'tl., Dub.; Extractum Colocynthidis Composilum, U. S.,
Land., Dub.; Linimentum Opii, Ed.; Pilulre Aloes. U. 8., Ed.; Pil. Aloes
et Assafmtid.e, U.S., E'd., Dub.; Pit. Assafcelidre, U. 8.; Pi!. Colocynthidis
Comp., Dub.; Pi l. Gambogire Comp., Dub ., Lond., Ed.; Pil. Opii, U. S.;
Pit. Rhei, U.S.; Pit. Rhei Comp., Lond., Ed.; . Pil. Saponis Cotnp .. U.S.
Lond., Dub.; Pil. ScillreComp., (!. S., Lond.,Ed., Dub .; Tinctura Saponis
Camphorata, U. 8., Land., Ed., flub.
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Off. Prep. of Common Soap. Linimentum Saponis Camphoratum, U.S.
Off. Prep . of Soft Soap . Enema Colocynthidis, Land.; Linimentum
Tercbinthim:e, Land.; Unguentum Sulphuris Compositum, Lond.
B.

SARSAPARILLA. U. S, Dub.
Sarsaparilla.
"The root of Smilax offi.cinalis and of other species of Smilax." U. 8.
"Smilax Sarsaparilla. Radix." Dub.
Off. Syn . SARZA. Smilax officinalis. Radix. Lond.; SARZA. Root of
Smilax officinalis, and probably other species. Eel.
Salsepareill<', .Pr.: Sarsaparillc, Germ.; Snlsapariglia, Ital.: Zarzapnrril!a, Spa11.
SMILAX.

Sex. Syst.

Di~cia

Hexandria.- Na!. Ord. Smilacero.

lea'::;.·Cfj~·ro~;~~~e~a'&~,!~x~~er~:~dBe~·~.~o:~~e~~~:iier£5~e~~:·t,;~:lyf~i~~~~
Until recenlly, the Smilax Sarsaparilla was admitted by most of the
standard authorities as the source of this drug i· but it is doubtful whether any
of tile sarsaparilla of tbe shops was ever obtained from that species. The
S. Sarsaparilla is a native of the United States, and its root would certainly
have been dug up an~ broug~t into the mark.et, had it been found to possess
the same properties with the imported medicine. lt is not among the eleven
species of Smilax described by Humboldt,Bonpland,and Kunth, who indicate
the S. oj)lrinalis, S . s,yµhilil ica, and S. Cumanensis, especially the first, as
the probable sources of the sarsapar illa exported from Mexico and the Spani~h
Main. In the present state of our knowledge on the subject, it is impossible
to decide with certainty from what species the several commercial varieties
of the drug are respectively derived. This much is certain, that they do not
proceed from the same plant. Of the great numbe r of species belonging to
this genus, very few possess any useful medicinal power; and Hancock states
that of the six ?r eig ht which he found growing in the woods ofG.uiana, only
one presented in any degree the sensibll! properties of the genume sarsapa·
rilla, the rest being insipid and inert. The root (rhizoma) of the Smilax
China, a native of China and Japan, has been employed under the name of
China root for similar purposes with tht! officinal sarsaparilla. As it occurs
in com.merce, it is in pieces from three to eight inches long and an inch or
two thick, usually somewhat flatlened, more C'IT less knouy, often branched,
of a br~wnish or gray ish-brown colour externally, whitish or of a light fleshcolour mtt>rnally, wJLhout odour, and of a taste flat at first, but afterwards
very sli ghtly bitterish and somewhat acri<l like that of sarsaparilla. The
root of the Sniilax aspera is said to be employed in the South of Europe
as a sub~titute for sarsaparilla; but it has little rl"putation. The East India
sarsap~nlla •. whicl~ was at one time supposed to be th e product of this spt>cies
of ~milax, 1s dcnved from a wholly different plant, named llemitfrsm~s
lndicus. We shall briefly describe the S . Sarsaparilla, on account of HS
f~rmer officinal rank, and afrerwards such other species as are believ~d to
yield any. porti?n of the drug. All of these species are climbing or tra1lin~
plants, with prickly stems; a character expressed in the name of the ~ed1cine, which 1s derived from two Spanish words (zar.za and parilla) signifying a smal l thorny vine.
Smilax Sarsaparilla. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. i76; Woodv. JJied. Bot. p.
161. t. 62. The stem of this plant is long, slender, shrubby, angular, and
beset with prickles. The leaves are unarmed, ovate lanceolate, with about
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five nerves, somew hat glaucous benealh, and supported alternately upon
footslalks, at the bases of which are long tendrils. The flowers usually
sta nd three or four together, upon a common peduncle, which is longer than
the leafstalk. This species is indigenous, growing in swamps and hedges
in the Middle and Southern States.
S. officinalis. Humb. and Bon pl. Plant .!Eqt.tinoct. i. 271. In this species
5 0
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nerved, coriaceous, smooth, twelve inches long an? four or five broad, with
footstalks an inch long, smooth, an~ furnished with tendrils. The youna
leaves are lanceolate oblong, acummate, and three -nerved. According t~
Humboldt, Lhe plant abounds on the river Magdalena, in New Granada,
where it is called zarzaparilla by th(' natives. Large quantities of the root
are sent down the river to Mompox and Carthagena.
S . syphilitica. \Villd. Sp. Plant. iv. 780. The stem is round and smooth;
armed at the joints with from two to four thick, Elraight prickles; and furnished with oblong lanceolate, acuminate, three-nerved. coriaceou~, s hining
leavrs, which are a foot in length, and terminate by a long point. The plant
was seen by Humboldt and Bonpland in New Granada, upon the banks of
the riverCassiquiarc, and by Marti us in Brazil, at.Yupura an~ near the Rio
Negro. It has been supposC'd to yield the Brazilian sarsapa rilla.
S. papyracea. Poiret, Encyc. JJiith. i\', 467. This is an undeNhrub
with a compressed stem, angular below, and furnished with spinrs at the
angles. Its leaves are elliptical, acuminate, and three-nerved. It inhabits
Brazil, chiefly upon the banks of the Amazon and its tributari es, and is
thought to yield the variety of sarsaparilla denominated Brazilian. (Jlm.
Journ. of Pharm., xv. 277, from Journ. de Chim. Med.)
S. mcdica. Schl~chten~ahl, in Linn:xa, vi. ~7.' This spec ies has an angular slem, armed with stra ight prickles at the JOmts, and a few hooked ones
in the intervals. The lea~~s are sr:nooth, bright green on both sides, shortly
acuminate, five-nerved, with the ve1~s prominent benf'ath. They vary much
in form, the lower being cordate, aunculate·hastate; the upper cord ate-ovate.
In the old leaves, the petiole and midrib are armed with strai ght subulate
prickles. The inAorescence is an umbel of from eight to twi::lve flowers,
with a smooth axillary peduncle, an~ i~ edicels about three lines long. Sbiede
found this plant on the eastern decl1v1ty of the Mexican Andes, where the
root is collected to be taken to Vera Cruz.
Th e medicinal species of Smilax grow in Mexico, Guatemala, and the
warm latitudes of South Ami::rica. Th e roots are very long and slender,
and originate in great numbers from a common head or rhizoma, from
which the stems of the plant ri se. The whole root with the rhizoma is
usually dug up, and as brought into market exhibits not unfrequently portions of th<• strms attached, sometimrs several inches in length. The sarsaparilla of commerce comes from different sources, and is divided into
varieties according to the place of collection or shipment.
Honduras Sarsaparilla is the variety most l~sed in this country. It is
brought from the bay of Hondura s, and come~ 111 bundles two or three feet
long, composed of severa l roots foldeJ l1•ngthw1se, and secured in a compact
form by a few circular turns. These are packed in bales imperfcclly covered
with skins , each bale containing one hundred pounds or more. The roots
are usually connected at one extremity in large numbers in a common head,
to which portions of the stems are a!so auached. In some bundles are many
small fibres eith<> r lying loose, or still adhering to the roots. The colour of
the roots externally is a dirty grayish or reddish-brow n; and the cortical
portion beneath the epidermis oflen appears amylaceous when broken.
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The Jamaica or red sarsaparilla of foreign wrilers is little known by
that name in the United States. The island of Jamaica is merely its channel of exportation to Europe, and it is probably derived originally from
Honduras. lt does nol matt.•rially differ in properties from Honduras sarsaparilla; its chief peculiarity being the reddish colour of the epidermis,
which is also sometimes found in that variety. It is said also to yield a
larger proportion of extract, and to contain less starch . As found in com11
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fibres attached.
Considerable quantities of the drug are imported from the Mexican ports
of Vera Cruz and Tampico. The Vera Cruz sarsaparilla comes in large,
rather loose bales, weighing about t~\·? hundred pounds, bound with cords
or leather thongs, and usually containing the roots folded upon themselves,
and separately packed. The.'5e, as in the Honduras sarsaparilla, consist of
a head or caudex with numerous long radicles, which, however, are somewhat smaller than in that variety, and have a thinner bark. They are often
also much soiled with earth. This variety is not highly esteemed; but from
the acrid taste which it possesses, it is probably not inferior in real vinues
to the otlwr kinds. It is probably derived from the Smilax medica .
Another variety is the Caracas sarsaparilla, brought in large quantities
from La Guayra. [t is in oblong packages, of about one hundred pounds,
surrounded with" broad strips of hide, which are connected laterally with
thongs of the same material, and lea\'e much of the root exposed. The
roots, as in the last variety, are separatt;ly packed, but more closely and
with greater care. The radicles are often very amylaceous internally, in
this respect resembling the following.
The Brazilian, or, as it is sometimes called in Europe, the Lisbon
sarsaparilla, is less used in the United Sttttes than in Europe, where it
has commanded a higher price. It has recently, however, bt>en imported
in considl;'rable quantities. It comes from the ports of Para and Maran ham,
in cylindrical bundles of from thre.e lo five foet in length, by about a foot in
thickness, bound about by close circular turns of a very flexible stem, and
consisting of unfolded roots, destitute of caudex (rhizoma) and stems, and
having few radical fibres. It is the variety of which Hancock speaks as
celebrated throughout South America by the name of sarsa of the Rio
Negro, and is considered as the most valuable variety of the drug. It is
distinguished by the amylaceous character of its interior structure, and has
considerable acrimony. It was said by Marti us to be derind from the Smilax
syphilitica; but Dr. Hancock considers that portion of it which comes from
the Rio Negro, and is shipped at Para, as the product of an undescribed
species., certainly not the S. syphilitica. According to Richard, it has been
ascertamed to be the product of the S. papyracea of Poiret. (See llm. Joum.
of Pharm., xv. 277.)
Much sarsaparilla has been imported into England from Lima, Valparaiso,
and other places on the Pacific coast of South America. It is described by
Pereira ns bearing a close resemblance to Jamaica sarsaparilla, but yielding
a smaller prop?rtion of extract. It is in bundles of about three feet long aml
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a light clay colour are found in the bundles.
Properties . The dried sarsaparilla roots are several feet in length, about
the thickness of a goose-quill, cylindrical, more or less wrinkled longitudinally, flexible, and composed of a thick exterior cortical portion, covered with
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a thin easily separable epidermis, of an inner layer of ligneous fibre, and of
a central pith. The epidermis is of various colours, generally ash-coloured
grayish-brown, or reddish-brown, and sometimes very dark. The conical
portion is in some specimens whitish, in others bro~vn, and not unfrequently
of a pink or rosy hue. It is occasionally white, brmle, and almost powdery
like starch. The woody part is usually very thin, and composed of longilUdinal fibres, which allow the root to be split with facility through its whole
length. The central medulla often abounds in starch.
Sarsaparilla in it_s ordinary state is nearly or quite inoao~ous, but in dccoction acquires a decided and peculiar smell. To the taste 1t is mucilaginous
and very slightly biuer, and, when chewed for some time, produces a disagreeable acrid impression which remains long in the mouth and fauces. The
root is efficient in proportion as it possesses this acrimony, which is said by
some authors to be confined to the cortical portion, while the ligneous fibre
and medullary matter are insipid and inert. Hancock avets that all parts
are equally acrid and efficacious. The truth is probably between the two
extremes; and, as in most medicinal roots, it must be admitted that the bark
is more powerful than the interior portions, while these are not wholly inactive. The virtues of the root are communicated to water cold Ol' hot, but
are impaired by long boiling. (See Decoctum Sarsaparill;e). They are
extracted also by diluted alcohol. According to Hancock, the whole of the
active principle is not extracted by water. He observes in his paper upon
sarsaparilla, published in the London Medico-Botanical Transactions, when
speaking of the sarsaparilla from Para and the Rio Negro, "after exhausting
half a pound of this sort by two digestions, boiling and pressure, I added to
the dregs half a pint of proof spirit, and digested this with a gentle heat for
a few hours in a close vessel, then affusing hot water to the amount of that
taken ~(f from the first boiling, and ~ressin~ again, I procured ~y the last
operation about four pints of an infusion which possessed the acnd properties of the sarsa in a much higher degree even than that obtained by the first
decoction with simple water." It appears that in South America it is the
custom to prepare ~arsapari~la by digestion in wine or spirit, or by infusion
in water with additions which may produce the vinous fermentation, and
thus add alcohol to the mcnstruum. The same result, as lo the superior
effic~cy of alcohol as a solvent of the acrid principle of sarsaparilla, has been
obt_am1:::d by the French experimentalists. (Soubeiran, Joum. de Phann.,
XVI, 3$.)
According to .M. Thubeuf, sarsaparilla contains, 1. a peculiar crystalline
substance, which is probably the active principle of the root, 2. a colouring
substance, 3. resin, 4. starch, 5. lignin, 6 . a thick, aromatic fixed oil, 7. a
w~xy sub.stance, and 8. chloride of potassium and nitrate of potassa. It is
said al~o to contain a minute prop_ortion of volatile oil, a?d ~tka found gum,
bassonn, albumen, filuten and gl1adine, lactic and acetic acids, and various
salts. The proportion of starch is large.
Sarsaparillin. (Smilacin. Pariglin. Salseparine. Parillinic acid.) 'l'he
crystalline principle in which the virtues of sarsaparilla reside should be called
aarsaµarillin. Lt was first discovered by Dr. Palotta, who described il in
182-l under the mune of pariglin. Subsequently, i\1. Folchi supposed that he
had found anothe_r principle which he called smilatin. In 18!ll, M. Thubeuf
announced the discovery of a new substance in sarsaparilla which he named
salseparine, from the French name of the root. Finally, Batka, a German
chemist, towards the end of 1833, published an account of a principle which
he had discovered in the root, and which, under the impression that it possessed acid properties, he called parillinicacid. M. Poggiale, however, has
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shown that these substances are identical, though procured by different processes. The process of M. Thubeuf, which is decidedly preferable to the
others, is the following. The root is treated with hot alcohol till deprived
of taste. The tincture thus obtained is submitted to distillation, and seveneighths of the alcohol drawn off. The remainder is treated with animal charcoal, and filtered at the end of twenty-four or forty-eight hours . The sarsaparillin is deposited in the form of a granular powder. This is dissolved in

a fresh portion of alcohol an_d crystallize.cl. The alcoholic mother liquors
may be deprived or that portion of the principle which they retain by evaporating to dryness, dissolving the product in water, filtering,again evaporating
to dryness, redissolving in alcohol, an.d crystallizing. Sarsaparillin is white,
inodorous, almost tasteless in the solid slate, but ofa biuer, acrid, nausrous
taste, when dissolved in alcohol or water. his very slightly soluble in cold
water, but is more readily dissolved by boiling water which deposits it on
cooling. It is very soluble in alcohol, especially at a boiling temperature.
Ether and the volatile oils also dissolve it. \Yater which holds it in solution
has the property of frothing very much by agitation. M. Bera\ states that he
has procured it pure by distilling, by means of a salt-water bath, a tincture of
sarsaparilla prepared with very dilute alcohol. In that case it must be considered volatile, and we can readily understand why sarsaparilla suffers in
decoction. (Am. Joum. of Phann., xii. 245, from Jouni. de Chim. Med.)
The solutions of sarsaparillin are without acid or alkaline reaction. Batka
erred in considering it an acid. M. Poggiale found it both in the cortical
and mcdullary part of the root, but most largely in the former. Palolta
gave it internally in doses varying from two to lhirteen grains, and found it
to produce nausea, and to diminish the force of the circulation. It is probably the principle upon which sarsaparilla depends chiefly, if not exclusively,
for its remedial powers. (Journ. de Phann., xx . 553 and 679.)
The sarsaparilla of the shops is very apt to be nearly if not quite inert,
either from age, or from having been obtained from an inferior species of
Smilax:. This inequality of the medicine, together with the improper modes
of preparing it which have been long in vogue, has probably contributed to
its variabl.e reputation. 'l'~e only criter.ion of good sarsaparilla :vhich can be
relied on .is th6 taste. If 1t leave a dec1~edly acrid impressi?n m the mouth
after havmg been chewed for a short time, it may be considered efficient;
if otherwise, it is probably inert .
.Aiedical Properties and Uses. Few medicines have undergone greater
changes of reputation. About the middle of the sixteenth century it was
introduced into Europe as a remedy for th"' venereal complaint, in the treat·
ment of which it had been found very useful in the recent Spanish seulements in the West Indies. After a time it fell into disrepute, and was little
empl.oyed .till about a century ago, when it was again brought into notice
by Sir lV11liam Fordyce and others. as a useful ndjuvant and corrigent of
mercury in lues venerea. Since that period very different opinions have
been. entert~ined of it~ efficacy. Some. among whom was Dr. Cullen,
cons1der('d it wholly inert; others, on the contrary, have had the most
unbounded confidence in its powers. The probable cause of much of this
discr~pancy has been already mentioned. Experience, both among regular
practitioners and empirics, would seem to have placed its efficiency beyond
reasonable doubt. Its most extensive and useful application is to the treat·
ment of secondary syphilis and syphiloid diseases, and that shattered state
of the system which sometimes follows the imprudent use of mercury in
these affections. It is also employed, though with less obvious benefit, in
chronic rheumatism, scrofulous affections, certain cutaneous diseases, and
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other de.praved conditions of the general health, to_ which the physician may
find it d1ffi.cult to apply a name . Its mode of acuon is less evident than its
ultimate effects. lt is said to increase the perspiration and urine; but allowing it to possess this power, the am?unt of ~ffect is too trifling to explain its
influence over disease; and the d1aphoret1c and diuretic action which it
apr.cars t? evince, may perhaps be as justly ascribed to ~he medici_ncs with.
which it is generally associated, or the liquid in which 1t js exhibned. In
this ignorance of its precise modus operandi we may call it an altC'rati\•e,as
we call all those med icines which change existing morbid actions, without
obvious influence over any of the functions .
Sarsaparilla may be given in powder,.in the dose of half a drachm three or
four times a day. Dr. Hewson, of Philadelphia, stated to us, as the result
of his observation, that few stomachs would bear comfortably more than this
quanti~y of the powder. The medicine, h.oweve.r, is more conveniently
administered in the form of infusion, decocllon, syrup, or extract. (See the
several o.fficinal preparations in Part I L) A beer made by fermenting an
infusion of the drug with molasses, is said to be a popular remedy in South
America. •
0.ff'.Prep . Decoctum Sarsaparillro Compositurn, U.S., Lond., Ed.,
Dub.; Decoctum Sarzre, Lond., Ed., Dub.; Extractum Sarsaparillre, U. S.,
Lond., Dub .; Extractum Sarsaparillre Fluidum. Dub., Ed.; l nfusum Sarsaparillre, U.S.; fofusum Sarsaparillre Comp., .Dub.; Syrupus Sarsaparillre,
JJub., Lond., Ed.; Syrupus Sarsaparillre Comp., U.S.
W.

SASSAF RAS MEDULLA. U.S.
Sassafras Pith.
uThe pith of the stems of Laurus Sassafras." U.S.

SASSAFR AS RADICIS CORTEX. U.S.
Bark

ef Sassafras

Root.

The bark of the root of Laurus Sassafras." U. S.
Off. S.'I"· SASSAFRAS. Laurus Sassafras . Radix. Lond.; SASSA
FRAS. Root of Sassafras ol!icinale. Ed.; SASSAFRAS . LAUR US SASSAFRAS. ' Lignum. Radix. Dub .
11

Sa:;~afras,

Fr., Germ.; Sassafras, Sassa.frasso, Ital.; Sasafrns, Span.

In lhe new distribution of the species composing the genus Laurus of Linnreus, the sassafras tree has been made the type of a new genus, denominated Sassafras, which should have been admitted in our Pharmacopreia;
:o~!~~'~:~w arrangement was recognised in the adoption of the genus Ci11na8AsSAFRAS. Sex. Syst. Enneandria Mon ogynia.-Nat. Ord. Lauracem.
Gen. Cit. Dia:cious. Calyx six. parted, membranoLts; segments equal,
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permanent at the base. MALES. Fertile stamens nine, in three rows, the
three inner wilh doub le stalked distinct glands at the base . .11.nthers linear,
four.celled, all looking inwards. FEMALES, with as many sterile stamens as
the males or fewer; the inner often confluent. Fruit succulent, placed on
the thick ~eshy apex of the peduncle, and seated in the torn unchanged
calyx. (Lindley.)
Sasscifras officinale. Nees, Laur-in. 488.-Laurw~ Sassefras. Willd. Sp.
Plant. ii. 485 ; Bigelow,.flm. Med. Bot. ii. 142; Michaux, N . .IJm. Sylv.
ii. 144. This is an indigenous tree of middlin~ size, rising in favourab_le
situations from thirty to fifty feet in height, wnh a trunk about a foot 111
diameter. In the Southern States it is sometimes larger, and in the northern
parts of New England is liule more than a shrub. The bark which covers
the stem and large branches is rough, deeply furrowed, and grayish; that of
the extreme branches or twigs is smooth and beautifully green. The leaves
which arc alternate, petiolate, and downy when young, vary much in their
form and size even upon the same tree. Some are oval and entire, others
have a lobe on one side; but the greater number are three-lobed. Their
mean length is four or five inches. The flowers, which are frequently dicecious, and appear before the leaves, arc small, of a pale yellowish-green
colour, and disposed in rri.cemes which spring from the branches below the
leaves, and ha\·e linear bractcs al their base. The corolla is divided into six
oblong segments. The male flowers have nine stamens; the hermapbrodite,
which are on a different plant, have on ly six, with a simple style. The
fruit is an oval drupe, about as large as a pea, of a deep blue colour when
ripe, and supported on a red pedicel, which enlarges at the extremity into a
cup for its reception.
Tl_10 sassafras is common throughout the United State~, and extends into
Mexico. It is said also to grow in Brazil and Cochin-Ch ma; but the plants
observed in these places were probably not of the same species. In this
country the sassafras is found both in woods and open places, and is apt lo
spring up in the neighbourhood of cultivation, and in neglectP<l or abandoned
fields. In Pennsy lvania and New York, it blooms in the beginning of May;
but much earlier al the South. The fresh flow ers have a slightly fragrant
odour, and almost all parts of the plant arc more or less aromatic. The
wood and root arc directed by the British Pharmacopreias, the bark of the
root, and the pith of the twigs or extreme branches, by that of the United
States. The wood is porous, lig ht, fra gi le, whitish in the young tree, reddish in the old, and but feebly endowed with aromatic proper.ties. lt is
sent to Europe in billets invested with the bark; but is not employed in this
collntry. The root is more commonly ex ported, and is the part chiefly used
in British pharmacy. It consists of a brownish-white wood, covered with
a spongy bark divisible into layers. The ]alter portion is by far the most
actH'e, and is usually kept in our shops in a separate state.
l. Sassafras Pith. This is in s lender cylindrical pieces, very light and
~p?ngy, with a mucilaginous taste, having in a slight degree the charact:r~stic flavour of the sassafras . It abounds in a gummy matter which it readily
imparts to water, forming a limpid mucilage, which, though ropy and viscid,
has n:iuch l.ess tenacity th~n that of g um Arabic, and will not answer as a
substitute m th~ suspension of insoluble substances. It differs also from
solutions of ordmary gum, in remainina
perfec tly limpid when adde~ to
0
alcol~ol. This mucilage is much employ ed as a mild and soothing a~phca
tion m inflammation of the eyes ; and fo,rms a pleasant and useful dnnk in
dysenteric, catarrh?-!, and nephritic diseases. It may be prepared by adding
a drachm of the pith to a pint of boiling water.
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sm~·ll fr~;iu far ~~:;%:~·:s~~%·eti!:s ~~~~~t1d ~:i~h ~~E:~\~~\~~s :;~~~~fs~
sometimes partially or wholly freed from it, of a reddish or rusty cinnamon
hue, very briule, and presenting when freshly broken a Ji~hter colour than
that of the exposed surfaces. lts odour is highly fragrant, i ts taste sweetish,
and gratefu ll:r :iromati~. '1'.hese rropenies are ex_tracted by water and a.lco~ol.
They reside m a volatile oil which may be obtamed separate by dist1llauon
with water. (See Oleum Sassafras.) According to Dr. Reinsch, the bark
comains a heavy and li~ht volatile oil, campho~ous i:natter, fatty matter,
resin, wax, a peculiar principle resembl ing t~nnic acid, ~ailed sassa/rid,
tannic acid, gum, albumen, starch, red colouring matter, ilgnin, and salts.
(.IJ.m. Journ. of Plwrm., xviii. 159, from Buchner's Repertorium)
Medical Properties and Uses. The bark of sassafras root is sl1mulant,
and perhaps diapboretic, though its po~session of any peculiar tendency to
the skin, independently of ils mere excitant property, is quite doubtful. It
is used almost exclusively as an adjuvant to other more efficient medicines,
the flavour of which it improves,. while it renders them more cordial to the
stomach. 'l'he complaints for whicb it has been particularly recommended,
are c~ronic rheumatism, cutaneous eruptio~s, and sc?rbutic and syphi!oid
affecuons. As a remedy in lues venerea, m which Jt formerly had a high
reputation, it is now universally considered as in itself wholly inefficient.
It is most conveniently administered in the form of infusion. The oil may
also be given. As the active principle is volatile, the decoction and extract
are useless preparations.
Off. Prep. Aqua Oalcis Composita, Dub.; Decoctum Guaiaci Compositum, Dub., Ed.; Decoctum Sarsaparillte Compositum, U.S., Lond., Ed.,
IJub.; Oleum Sassafras, U.S., Ed., Dub .
W.

SCAMMONIUM. U. S., Land., Ed., D11b.
Scammony.
"The concrete juice of the root of Convolvulus Scammonia.'' U. S.
Convolvulus Scammonea. Gmnmi-resina ." Lond., Dub. "Gummyresinous exudation from incisions into the root of Convolvulus Scammonia." Ed.
11

Scmnmont!c, Fr.; Scammoniurn, Germ.: Scamouea, Ital.; Escamone<t, Span.

CoNVOL\'ULus.
vulacete .

Sex. Syst. Pentandria Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Convol-

Gen . Ch. Corolla campanulate. Style one. Stigmas two, linear-cylindrical, often revolute. Ouary two-celled, four-seeded. Capsule two-celled.
(Lindley .)

p.

~~~~~vSi~s ~~~~n~~~f:~ o~~~~~~~~fu~ah~·si~ ~~~~n:aJ~~;~:;;~~ !~~:

from three to four feet long, from nine to twelve inches in circumference,
branching towards its lower extremity, covered with a light·gray bark, and
contaii:ing a mil~y juice. The sterns are numerous, slender, and twining,
extending sometimes to the distance of fifteen or twenty feet upon the
ground, or on neighbouring plants, and furnished with smooth, bright green,
arrow-shnped leaves, which stand alternately upon long footstalks . The
flowers are placed in pairs, or three toget~er upon the peduncles, which are
round, axillary, solitary, and of nearly twice the length of the leaf.
'11 he plant 1s a native of Syria and th e neighbouring countries. No part
is medicinal except the root, which, when dried, was found by Dr. Russel
55~
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to be a mild cathartic. Scammony is the concrete juice of the fresh root, and
is collected, according to Russel, in the following manner. In the month
of June, the earth is cleared away from about t~e root, the top of which is
cut off obliquely about two inches_ from the origin of the stems. The milky
juice which exudes is collected m shells, or other con,·enient receptacle,
placed at the most depending part of the cut surface. A few dracbms only
are coll.ected from each root. The juice from several plants is put into any
convenient vessel, and concretes by time. In this state it constitutes genuine
scammony, but is very seldom exported. It is generally prepared for the
market by admixture, while it is yet soft, with the expressed juice of the
stalks and leaves, with wheat flour, ashes, fine sand, &c.; and it has been
supposed that scammony sometimes consists wholly or in great part of the
expressed juice of the root, evaporated to dryness by exposure to the sun, or
by artificial heat. The drug is exported ch iefly from Smyrna, though small
quantities are said to be ,sent out of the country at Alexandreua, the seaport of Aleppo. Dr. Pereira was informed by a merchant who had resided in Smyrna, that it is brought upon camels in a soft state into that
city, and afterwards adulterated by a set of individuals called scammony
makers. The adulteration appears to be conducted in conformity \vith.a
certain understood scale, more or less foreign matter being added according to the price. The materials employed are chiefly chalk and some kind
of flour or meal. Very Jillie comparatively is exported perfectly pure. We
obtain scammony either direcliy from Smyrna, or indirectly, through some
of the Mediterranean ports.
The name of .fileppo scammony was formerly gh·en to the better kinds
of the drug, and of Sniyrna scammony to those of inferi?r quality; the dis~
tinction ha\·ing probably originated in some difference rn the character of
the scammony obtained at these two places. But no such difference now
exists; as scammony is brought from Smyrna of every degree of purity. ll
js customary in this country to de~ignate the genuine drug of whatev~r
quality as Aleppo scan:imony; while the name of Smyrna scammony ts
given to a spurious article manufactured ln the South of France, and to
other factitious substitutes. It is quite time that these terms should be alto·
gether a.bandoned. 'Ve shall treat of the drug under the heads of genuine
and facutious scammony.
Gc11u~1ie Scammony . This is sent into commerce in drums or boxes,
and is either in irr~gular lumes, in large solid masses.of the shape of t he
containing vesse l, rnto which It appears to have been mtroduced while y~t
soft, or in circu lar, flattish or piano-convex cakes. It seldom reaches us m
an unmixed state. Formerly small portions of pure scammony were occa·
sionally to be met with in Europe, contained in the shells in which the jui~e
was collected and dried. This variety, denom inated scammony in shells, 1s
now scarcely to be found . The pure drug, as at present known in the shops
of London, and occasionally brought to this country, is called virgin scam.:nony. It is in irregular pieces, probably the fragments of largerand round·
1sh mas~es, often covered with a whitish-gray powder, friable and easily
broken rnto small fragments between the fingers, with a shining grayishgr.een fractur~ soon 1~assing into greenish-black, an~ exhibjting und~r the
m1? rosc~pe mmut~ air cells, and numerous gray semi-transparent splinters.
It.is easily pulven~ed, affording a. pale ash-gray }lOwder. When rubbed
wilh water 1t readily forms a milky emulsion. It has a rather strong,
peculiar odour, which has been compared to that of old cheese. The taste
1s feeb le at first, and afterwards somewhat acrid, but without bitterness. It
gives no evidence, when the requisite tests are applied, of the presence of
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starch or carbonate of lime, leaves but a slight residue when burned, and
yields about bO per cent. of its weight to sulphuric ether.
The form of scammony at present almost exclusi ,•ely found in our markets is that in circular calces. These arc sometimes flattish on both sides,
but generally somewhat convex on one side and flat on the ?th er, as if dried
in a saucer, or other shallow vessel. They are five or six inches in diameter, a'nd from half an inch to an inch and a half, or even two inches thick in
the centre. As found in the retail shops, they are usually in fragments.
'l1hey arc hard and heavy, with a faintly shining roughish fracture; and
when broken exhibit in general a structure very finely porous, sometimes
almost compact, and in a very few instances cavernous. Their colour extc>rna!ly is a dark ash or dark olive, or slate colour approaching to black;
internally somewhat lighter, and grayish, with an occasional tinge of green
or yellow, but deepening by exposure. The small fragments are someLimes
slightly translucent at lhe edges . 'l'he mass, though hard, is pulverizable
without great difficulty, and affords a light gray powder. lt imparts ro water
with which it is triturated a greenish milky appearance. 'l'he smell is rather
disagreeable, and similar to that of the pure drug. The taste, Ycry slight at
first, becomes feebly bitterish and acrid. This kind of scammony is never
quite pure, and much of it is considerably adulternted. One of the finest
specimens elfrrvesced strongly with muriatic acid, in cold filtered decoction
struck a deep blue with iodine, and afforded upon incineration 15 per cent.
of ashes, which were dissoh•ed by muriatic acid, and precipitated by sulphuric acid as sulphate of lime. In some of the cakes ca rbonate of lime is the
chief impu rity; in others the adulterating substance is probably meal, as evidences of the presence of starch and li~nin are afforded; .and in others ngai~
both these substances are found. Christison discovered 111 the chalky specimens a proportion of carbonate of lime varying from 15 to 38 per cent.; in
the amylaceous, from 13 to 42 per cent. of impurity. It was probably to the
flat, dark-coloured, compact, difficultly pulverizable, and more impure cakes
that the name of Smyrna scammony was formerly given. These have been
considered by some, without sufficient grounds, to be the product of th~
Periploca Secamone, a plant growing in Egypt.°"
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Scammony is ranked among the gum -resins. It ls partially dissolved by
waler, much more largely by alcohol and ether, and almost enlirel.\', when
pure, by boiling diluLetl alcohol. Its active ingredient is resin, which constitutC's about SO per cent. of pure dry scammony. The gum-resin has been
analyzed by various chemists, but t~ie results are somewhat unce~tain; as the
character of the specimens exammed is insufficiently d~termined by the
terms Aleppo and Smyrna scammony, employed to designate them . 'l'hus,
Bouillon-Lagrange and Vogel obta.ined, from 100 parts of Aleppo scammony,
60 of resin, H of gum, 2 of extractive, and 35 of insoluble matter; from the
same quantity of Smyrna scammony, 29 parts of resin, 8 of gum, 5 of extraclive, and 51S of vegetable remains and earLhy substances. lL is obvious
that both the specimens upon which they operated were very impure. Marquart found in pure scarnmony (scammony in shells) 8 1·25 per cent. of
resin, :~·00 of gum with salts, 0·75 of wax, 4·50 of extractive, l ·75 of starchy
em1elopes 1 bassorin, and glute n, I ·50 of albumen and lignin, 3·75 of ferrugi nous alumina, chalk,and carbonate of magnesia, and 3·50 of sand . Christison
found different specimens of pure scammony to contain, in 100 parts, from
77 to 8:3 parts of resin, from 6 to 8 of gum, from 3·2 to 5 of lignin and sand,
and from 7·2 to 12·0 of water, with occasionally a little starch, probably
derived accidt.!ntally from the root, and not in sufficient quantity to cause a
cold decoction of the gum -resin to give a blue colour with iodine. For the
character of the resin, see Extractum sive Resina Scammonii. As already
stated, scammony is seldom or never quite pure as found in our shops. Much
of it contains not more than 50 per cent. of the resin, and some nol more
than 42 per cent.*
The Edinburgh College gives the following signs of pure scammony.
"Fracture glisLening. almost resinous, if lhe specimen be old and dry;
muriatic acid docs not cause effe rvescence on its surface; the decoction of
its powder, fillered and cooled, is not rendered blue by tincture of iodine.
Su lphuric ether ~cparatcs at least eighty per cent. of resin dried at 200°."
Efferves~cnc.e '~1th muriatic aci~ indicates the presence of chalk, a blue
colour with 10dme that of starch 1n the form of flour.
Factitious Scammon'}/. Monlpellier Scammony. l\'Iuch spurious scam·
many is manufactured, m the South of France, from the expressed juice of
the Cynancltwn JJ.Ionspeliacum, incorporated with various resins, and other
purgative sub::.tances. I t is occasionally imported into the United Stales,
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and sold as Smyrna scam~ony. It is usually in flat semicircular cakes,
four or five inches in diameter, and six or eight lines thick, blackish
both externally and within, very hard, compact, rather heavy, of a somewhat
shining and resinous fracture, a feeble b.alsamic odour whoily different from
that of genuine scammony, and a very bitter nauseous taste. \Vhen rubbed
with. the moistened finger it becomes dark-gray, unctuous, and tenacious.
\Ve have seen. another .substance sold as ~myrna scammony, which was
obviously spurious, consisting of blackish,. c1rcula_r, flat cak~s, or fragments
of such cakes, rather more than half an mch thick, very light, penetrated
with small holes as if worm -eaten, and when bro\,:en exhibiting an irregular,
cellular, spongy texture. There is very lilt le, if any, of this now in the
market. Dr. P.ere ira describes anot her factitious scammony sold as Smyrna

~~<d1~;i~1~Y;t; h;~~e~st,i i~~~~t~~~ ~v~~l~ad~ffi~~ ~~~t~;a~f;~l Ii '~~~1c~~ifi.~~t~;;,k~~J
of the sp. gr. 1 ·4 12. Moistened and rubbed it has the smell of guaiac,
which may also be detected by chemical tests.
JJ.Jedicat Properlies and Uses. Scammony is an ene rgetic cathartic, apt to
occasion griping, and sometimes operating with harshness . ·It was known
to the ancient Greek physicians, and was much employed by the Arabians,
who not only gave it as a purgative, but also applied it externally for the cure
of various cutaneous diseases. It may be used in all cases of torpid bowels,
when a powerful impression is desired; but on account of its occasional violence is seldom administered, except in combination with other cathartics,
the action of which it promotes, while its own harshness is mitigated. I t
should be given in emulsion with mucilage, sugar, almonds, liquorice, or
other demulcent; and its disposition to gripe may be counteracted by the
addition of an aromatic. The dose is from five to fifteen grains of pure
scammony, from ten to twenty of that commonly found in the market.
Off. Prep. Confectio Scammonii, Lond., Dub.; Extract um Colocyn~
thidis Compositum, U. S., Lond.; Extract um sive Rcsina Scammonii, Ed.;
Pilulm Colocynthidis Comp.,Dub., Ed.; Pu lvis Scammonii Comp.,Lond.,

W.

Ed., Dub.

SCILL A. U.S., Lond. , E d.
Squill.
11 The bulb of Scil!a maritima." U.S., Ed.
"Scilla maritima. Bulbus
recens ." Lond.
O./}: Syn. SCILLA MAR!TIMA. Bulbus. Dub.

S<·ille 1 l 1'r.; ::'\lecrzwie!X'l, Germ.: Scil!a, Ital.; Ccbolla albarrana, Span

SctLLA. Sex. Syst. Hexandria Monogynia.- 1Vat. Ord. Liliacere.
Gen. Cit. Corolla six-petaled, spreading, deciduous. Filaments thread-

like. fVilld .

Sci/l(t marilima. Willd . Sp. Plant . ii. 125; Woodv. JI-fed. Bot. p. 745.
t. 2'S5.- Squilla maritima. Steinheil; Lindley. Flor . JJfed. p. 591. This
is a perennial plant, with fibrous roots proceeding from the bottom of a large
bulb, which sends forth several long, lanceolate, pointed, somewhat undulated, shining, deep-green leaves . From the midst of the leaves a round,
smooth, succulent .flower-stei:i rises, from one to three feet high, terminating
ln a Jong, close spike of whit1sh flowers . Thes(• are destitute of calyx, and
stand on purplish peduncles, at the base of each of which is a linear, twisted,
deciduous floral leaf.
The squill grows on the seacoast of Spain, France,Italy,Grel'ce, and the
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other countries bordering on the Mediterranean. The bulb is the officinal
portion. It is generally dried for use; but is sometimes imported into
this country in the recent state packed in sand.
Properties. The fresh bulb is pear-shaped, usually larger than a man's
fist, sometimes as large as the head of a child, and consisting of fleshy scales
atlenuated at their ~dges, closely applied over each other, and invested by
exterior scales so thin and dry as to appear to constitute a membranous coat.
There are two varieties, distinguished as the red and white squi!l. In the
former, the exterior coating is of a deep reddish-brown colour, and the inner
scales have a whitish rosy or very light pink epidermis, with a yellowishwhite parenchyma; in the latter, the whole bulb is white . They do not
differ in their medicinal virtues. The bulb abounds in a viscid, very acrid
juice, which causes it to inflame and even excoriate the skin when much
handled. By drying, this acrimony is very much diminished, with little
loss of medicinal power. The bulb loses about four-fifths of its weight in
the process. Vogel found 100 parts of fresh squill to be reduced to 18 by
desiccation. The process is somewhat difficult, in consequence of the
abundance and viscid character of the juice. The bulb is cut into thin transverse slices, and the pieces dried separately by artificial or solar heat. The
outer and central scales are rejected, the former being dry and destitute of
the active principle, the latter too fleshy and mucilaginous ~ The London
College gives directions for the slicing and drying of the recent bulb.
Dried squill, as found in our shops, is in irregular oblong pieces, often
more or less contorted, of a dull yellowish-white colour with a reddish or
rosy tint, sometimes entirely white, sligl.Hly diaphanous, briule and P.ulverizable when perfectly dry, but oflen flexible from the presence ot mmsture,
for which they have a great affinity. Occasionally a parcel will be found
consisting of vertical slices, some of which adhere togethe~ at their base.
The odour is very feeble, the taste bitter, nauseous, and acnd.
The virtues of squill are extracted by water, alcohol, and vinegar. According to Vogel, i~ contains a peculiar very biller princiJ?le named by him
scillitin, gum, tan nm, traces of citrate of lime and saccharine maller, lignin,
and an acrid principle which he was unable to isolate. VVater distilled from
it had neither taste nor smell, and was drunk by Vogel to the amount of six.
ounces without producing any effect. From the experiments of Duncan
and B~chner it appears that tannin, if it exists in squill, is in vet):' small
proportion . The scillilin of Vogel is soluble in water,alcohol, and vmegar;
but it is considered by :W. Tilloy, of Dijon, whose analysis is more recent, to
be a compound of the proper active principle of squill with gum and uncrystall izable sugar. The scillilin, obtained by the lattc.rexperi~enter, '~'as insoluble in water and dilute acids, soluble in alcohol, exceedingly acnd and
bitter to the taste, and very powerful in its influence on the animal system.
A single grain produced the death of a strono- doo-. The followina is the
process of M. Tilloy. Dried squill is maceraled f'n alcohol of 3:3° Baume,
the resulting tincture evaporated to the consistence of syrup, and the extract
treated with alcohol o.f 35° . The alcoholic solulion is evaporalf'd, and the
resid.ue treated first with ether and subsequently with waler . The aq~e?~s
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animal charcoal before evaporation. The mallet obtained is dissolved in
alcoh?l, ~lher is .adde~ to precipitate the sugar, and the active princ~ple
remams 111 the m1x:d liquor, from which it may be obtained by evapor~tion .
According to 1\1. T1lloy, this proceeding should be repeated seve.ral .tunes.

(JJicl. des Drogues.) M. Chevallier thinks that the active pnnc1ple of
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sq~ill has not yet been entire ly i~olated.

Landerer obtained a crystalline
principl e from fresh squilt, by treating the bruised bulb with dilute sulphuric
acid, concentrating the solution, neutralizing it with lime, drying the precipitate, exhausting this with alcohol, and evaporating the tincture, which,
o~ cooling, deposited the substance in question in prismatic crystals. It is
bille r, but not acrid, insoluble in watn or the volatile oils, slightly soluble
in alcohol, ::i.nd, nccording to Landerer, capable of neutralizing the acids.
(C!tristison's Dispensatory .)
' Vhen kept in a dry place, squill reta ins its virtues for a long time; but
if exposed to moisture it soon becomes mouldy.
Medical Properties and Uses. Squill is expectorant, diuretic, and in
large doses emetic and purgative. In over-doses it has been knO\Yn to
occasion hypercatharsis, strangury, bloody u rine, and fatal inflammation of
the stomach and bowels. The Greek physicians employed it as a medicine; and it has retained to the present pe riod a deserved popularity. As
an expectorant, it is used both in cases of deficient and of superabundant
secretion from the bronchial mucous membrane; in the former case usually
combined with tartar emetic or ipecacuanha, in the latter frequently with
the stimulant expectorants. In both instances, it operates by stimulating
the vessels of the lungs ; and , where the inflammatory action in this organ
is considerab le, as in pneumonia and severe cata rrh, the use of ~quill should
be preceded by the l~ncet. I n dropsical d!seases it is very much emp loyed,
especially in connexion with calomel, which is supposed to excite the absorbents, w hile the squill increases the secretory action of the kidneys. It
is thought to su~ceed best, in these complaints, in the absence of general
inflammatory excitement. On account of its great uncertainty and occa ~
sional harshness, it is very seldom prescribed as an emetic, except in
infant il e croup or catarrh, in which it is usually given in the form of syrup
or oxymel. \.Vhen given in substance, it is most conveniently administered
in the form of pill. The dose, as a diuretic or expectorant, is one grain
repea ll'd two or three tim es a day, and gradually increased ti ll it produces
slight nau sea, or evinces its action upon the kidneys or lungs. From six
to twC'lve grains wi ll generally vomit.
O.ff. Prep . Acetum Scillm, U.S., Lond., Ed., flub.; Pilulre Digitalis et
Scillre, Ed.; Pi!. l pecacuanhreCompositre, Lon.d.; Pi!. Scillre Comp., U. 8 .,
Lonrl., Ed., Dub.; Syrupus Sci lire, U.S.: Ed.; Syrupus Sci lire Comp.,
U.S.; Tinctura Scillre, U.S., Lond., Ed., JJub.
W.

SCOPARIUS. U.S. Secondary, L and.
Broom.
"The fresh tops of Cytisus Scoparius." U. S. "Cytisus Scoparius . Cacumina recentia." Lon.d.
Off. Syn. SCOPARlUM. Tops of Cytisus Scoparius. Ed.; SPART!U:vt SCOPAR!UM. Cacumina. Dub .
Genet u balais, Fr.; Gemcine Bt>sC'n;?inster, Germ.; Scoparia, Ital.; R etamu, Span.

CYTtrns. Sex. Syst. Diadelphia Dccandria.- Nat. Ord. Fabacere or
Leguminosre.
Gen. Ch. Calyx bilabiate, upper lip generally entire, lower somewhat
three-toothed . l'txillum ovate, broad. Carina very obtuse, enclosing the
stamens and pistils. Stamens monadE'lphous. Legume piano-compressed,
many-seed ed, not glandular. (De Canel.)
Cytisus Scoparius . DeCand. Prodroni. ii. 154.- Spartimn Scoparium.
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Willd. Sp.Plant. iii. 933; Woodv. llled.Bot. p. '113. t. HiO. This is a
common European shrub, cultivated in our gardens, from three to eight
.feet high, with numerous straight, pentangular, bright-green, very flexible
branches, and small, oblong, downy leaves, which are usually ternate, but
on the upper part of the plant are sometimes simple. The flowers are
numerous, papilionaccous, large, showy, of a golden-yellow colour, and
supported soliLarily upon short axillary peduncles. 'l.'he seeds are contained inn compressed legume, which 1s hairy at the sutures ..
The whole pJant has a bitter nauseous taste, and, when brmsed, a strong
pecu liar odour. The tops of ~he branches are the officinal portion; but the
seeds are also used, and, while they possess simi lar virtues, have the advantage of keeping better. Waler and alcoh_ol e~trac~ their active ~ropertie.s.
1'1edical Properties and Uses. Broom 1s d1urct1c and cathartic, and m
large doses emetic, ~nd h~s be~n e~nployed with grC'at asserted advantage
in dropsical complaints, m which 1t was recommended by Mead, Cn.llen,
and others. Cullen prescribed it in lhe form of decoction made by boiling
half an ounce of the fresh tops in a pint of water down to half a pint, of
which he gave a fluidounce every. h~ur till it operated by stool or mine .
It is a domestic remedy in Great Brnam, but is seldom used in this country.
The seeds may be given in powd~r, in the dose of ten or fifteen grains.
Off. Prep. Decoctum Scopari1 Com~ositum, Land., Ed.; Extractum
Spartii Scoparii, Dub.; Infosum Scopari1, Land.
W.

SCROPHULARIA NODOSA. Folia. Dub.
Fig1vort Leaves.
Scrophulaire noueuse, Fr.; Braumvurzcl, Germ.; Scrofolaria nodosa, Ital.; Escrofula·
ria, Spo:n.
ScROPHULAntA.

Sex. Syst. Didynamia Angiospermia.- Nat. Ord. Sc ro-

phulariacere.

Gen. Ch. Calyx five.clefl . Corolla subglobular, resupine. Capsule twocelled. IVilld.
Scroplmlaria nodosa. '\Villd . Sp.Plant. iii. 270i Smith, Flor.Brit . 663.
The root of the knolly rooted figwort is perennial, tuberolls , and knotty;
the stem is herbaceous, erect, quadrangular, smooth, branching, and from
two to th ree feet high; the leaves are opposite , petiolate, ovate cordate,
pointed, sharp ly toothed, veined, and of a deep·green colour; the flowers
are small, dark purple, slightly drooping, and borne on branching peduncles in erect terminal bunches .
The plant is a native of Europe, where it grows in shady and moist
places, and flowers in July.
The leaves, which are the part used, have when fresh a rank fetid odour,
and a bitter somewhat acrid taste; but these properties are diminished by
drying . Water extracts t heir virtues, forming a feddish infusion, which
is blackened by the sulphate of the sesquioxide of iron.
Afec~ical Properties and Uses. Figwort leaves arc said to be anodyne
and diuretic , and to have repellent properties when externally apphed.
They were formerly considered tonic , diaphoretic, discut ient, anthelmintic,
&c.; and were thought to be useful in scrofula . They are at present very
little emrloyed, and never in this country. 1!1 Europe they are sometimes
applied 111 the form of ointme~t or fomentat10n to piles, painful tumours
and ulcers, and cutaneous erupllons.

Off Prep. Unguentum Scrophularire, Dub.

W.
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SENEGA . U.S., Lond., Ed.
Seneka.
11 The root of Polygala Senega." U.S., Ed. 11 Polygala Senega. Radix."
Lond.
Off. Syn . POLYGALA SENEGA. Radix. Dub.

Polygn lo do Virginie, Fr.; Klnpperschlangcnwurzcl, Gtrm.; Poligala Virp:iniann, It.al.
PoLYGALA. Sex. Syst. Diadelphia Octandria.- Nat. Ord. Polygalacem.
Gen. Cli. Calyx five-leaved, with two leaflets wing-shaped, and coloured.
Legume obcordate, two-celled. frVilld.
Besides the P. Senega, two other species have attracted some attention in
Europe-the P. aniara and P. vulgaris- as remedies in chronic pectoral

affections; but as they are not natives of this country, and are never used
by practitioners here, they do not merit particular notice.
Polygaltt Senega. Willd. Sp . Pi<mt. iii . 894; Bigelow,.8m. Med. Bot.
ii. 97; Barton, 111ed. Bot. ii. 111. Thisunostentatious plant has a perennial branching root, from which several erect, simple, smooth, round, leafy
stems annually rise, from nine inches to a foot in height. The stems are
occasionally tinged with red or purple in their lower portion, but are green
near the top. The leaves are alternate or scattered, lanceolate, pointed,
smooth, bright green on the upper surface, paler beneath, and sessile or
supported on very short footstalks. The flowers are small, white, and
arranged in a clo.se spike at the summit of the stern . The calyx is their most
conspicuous part. It consists of five leaflets, two of which are wing-shaped,
white, and larger than the others. The corolla is small and closed . The
capsules are small, much compressed, obcordate, two-valved, two-celled, and
contain two oblong ovate, blackish seeds, pointed at one end.
This species of Polygala, commonly called Seneka snakeroot, grows wild
in all parts of the United States, but most abundantly in the southern and
western sections, where the root is collected in great quantities for sale. It
is brought into market in bales weighing from fifty to four hundred pounds.
Properties. As the root occurs in commerce, it is of various sizes, from
that of a straw to that of the linle finger, presenting a thick knotty head,
which exhibits traces of the numerous stems. It is tapering, branched,
variously twisted, often marked with crowded annular protuberances, and
with a projecting keel-like line, extending along its whole length. The
epidermis is corrugated, transversely cracked, of a yellowish-brown colour
in the young roots, and brownish-gray in the old. In the smaller branches
the colour is a lighter yellow. The bark is hard and resinous, and contains the active principles of the root. The central portion is ligneous,
white, and quite inert, and should be rejected in the preparation of the
powder. The colour of this is gray. The odour of seneka is peculiar,
strong in the fresh root, but faint in the dried. The taste is at first sweetisb.
and mucilaginous, but after chewing becomes somewhat pungent and acrid,
leaving a peculiar irritating sensation in the fauc es. Thes~ properties, as
well as the medical virtues of the root, are extracted by boiling water, and
by alcohol. Diluted alcohol is an excellent soh•ent. The root has been analyzed by Gehlen, Peschier ofGeneva,Feneulle ofCambray,Dulong D'Astafort, Folchi, and Trommsdorff, and more recently by M. Quevenne. Gehlen
was Supposed to have found the active principle in the substance left behind,
when the alcoholic extract is treated successively with ether and water;
and the nam e of senegin was accordingly conferred upon it. But it does
not seem to have any just claim to the rank assigned to it, though it proba56
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bly contains the active principle among ils constituents. From a comparison of the results obtained by the above-mentioned chemists, it would
appear that seneka contains, 1. a peculiar acrid principle, which !\1.
Quevennc considers to be an acid, and has named pol!Jgalic acid; 2. a
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as an essentia l oil, but thougln by Quevenneto possess acid propertiC's, and
named by him vfrgineic acid; 4. pectic acid or pectin; 5. tnnnic acid of
the variety which precipitates iron green; 6. gum; 7. albumen; "· cerin;
!J. fixed oil; 10. woody fibre; and 11. saline and earthy substances, as th~
carbonates, sulphates, and phosphates of lime and potassa, chloride of potassium, alumina, magnesia, silica, and iron. The virtues of seneka appear to rC'side chiefly, if nol exclusively, in the acrid principle which 1\1.
Quevenne called polygalic acid, and which he considered clo:sely analogous
to saponin. He obtained it pure by the following process. Powdered
St>ncka is exhausted by alcohol of :-J3°, and SO much of the alcohol is distilled o(f as to bring the n•suhing tincture to the consistence of syrup.
The residue is treated with ether, in order to remove the fauy matter.
The liquid upon standing deposits a precipitate, which is separale<l by filtra1ion, and is then mixed with water. To the turbid solution thus formed
alcohol is added, which facilitates the production of a white precipitate,
consisting chiefly of polygalic acid. The liquid is allowed to stand for
sen~ral days, that the precipitate may be fully formed. The supernatant
liquid being decanted, the precipitate is drained upon a filter, and, being
removed while yet moist, is dissolved by the aid of heat jn alcohol of :J0°.
'l'he solution is boiled with pur ified animal charcoal, and filtered while hot.
Upon cooling it deposits the principl0 in question in a state of purity.
Thus obtained, polygalic acid i8 a white powder, inodorous, and of a taste
at first slight, but soon becoming pungent and acrid, and producing a ''cry
painful sensation in the lluoat. lt is fixed, unahcrable in the air, inflammable, soluble in water slowly when cold and rapidly with the aid of heat,
soluble in all proportions in boiling absolute alcohol, which deposits most of
it on cooling. quite insoluble in ether and in the fixed and volatile oils,
and possessed of the properties of reddening litmus and neutralizing the
alkalies. Its constituents are carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen . M . Quc''enne fountl it, when given to clogs, to occas.ion rnmiting a~d much embarrassment in respiration. a~1d in large quantities to destroy Jife. Dissection exhibited evidences of rnflammation of the lungs; and frothy mucus
was found in the stomach, t.I'sophagus, and superior portion of the trachea,
showing the tendency of this substance to increase the mucous secretion,
and explaining in part the beneficial influence of seneka in croup. (Joum.
de Phann., xxii . 4·19, and xxiii. 22i.)
From the experiments of M. Qucvenne it also appears, that seneka yields
its v.irtues to water, cold or h?t,and lo boiling alc~hol; and that the extracts
obtained by means of these liquids have. the sensible properties of the root.
But, under the influence of ht'at, a portion of the acrid principle unites with
the .colollring matter and coagulated albumen, and thus becomes insol~
~le m. water; an~ the decoction, therefore, is not so strong as the infusion, 1f
time is allowed, m the formation of the latter, for the full action of the menstruum. 1f it be desirable to obtain the virtues of the root in the form of an
extract, the infusion should be prepared on the principle of displacement; as
it is thus most conct!ntrated, and consequently requires Jess heat in its e\•aporation. In forming an infusion of seneka, the temperature of the water,
according to .\1. Quevcnnc, should not exceed IOl° F. (i bid.)
The roots of the Panax quinquejolium or ginseng are frequent ly mi.'<ed
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with the sencka, but are easily dist inguishable by their shape and taste.
Another root has been occasionally obsen·ed in parcels of seneka, supposed to
be that of the Gillenia trifoliata. This would be readily distinguished by its
colour and shape (see Gillenia), and by its. bitter. taste ~vithout acrimony.
Medical Properties and Uses . Seneka 1s a stimulating expectorant and
diuretic, and in large doses proves emetic an.d cathart!c. lt appears i~deed
to excite more or less all the secretions, proving occas1onally diaphoretic and
emmenagogue, and increasing the flow of .saliva. Its acti?n• however, is
more e~pe~ially directed to the lungs; and _its expectorant virtues are those
for which 1t is chiefly employed . It was mtroduced into practice about a
century ago by Dr. 'l't!nnant. of Virginia, who recommended it as a cure for
the bite of the raulesnake, and in various pectoral complaints. As an expece
torant it is employE:cl in cases not attended with inflammatory action, or in
which the inflammation has been in great meas11re subdued. lt is peculiarly
useful in chronic catarrh, humoral asthma, lhe secondary stages of croup.
and in pcripneumonia notha after sufficient depletion . By Dr. Archer, of
l\laryland, it was recommended in the early stages of croup; but under these
circumstances it is now seldom gi\'en, unless in combination with squill and
an autimonial, as in lhc Syrupus Scilh:e Compositus. Employed so as to
purge and vomit, it has proved usefnl in rheumatism; and some cases of
dropsy are said to have been cured by it. Amenorrh~a also is among the
complaints for which il: has been recommended.
The dose of powdered seneka is from ten to twenty grains; but the medi·
cine is more frequently administered in decoction. (See flecoctwn Seneg::e.)
There is an officinal syrup; and an extract and tincture may be prepared,
though neither is much employed. Polygalic acid may be employed in the
dose of from the fourth to the half of a grain, dissolved in hot water, with
the addition of gum and sugar.
Off. Prep. Decoctum Senegre, U. 8 ., Lond., .Dub.; Electuarium Opii,
Ed.; Info sum Senegre, Ed.; Syrupus Scillre Compositus, U. S.; Syrup us
Senegre, U. 8.
W.

SE N N A. U. S., Lond., Dub.
Senna.
"The lem•es of Cassia acutifolia (De/ile), Cassia obovata (De Cando/le).
(Lemaire) ." U.S. "Cassia lanceolata. Folia. Cassia
obovata. Folit1 ." Lond. "Cassia Senna. Folia." Dub.
Off. Syn. SENNA ALE:i:ANDR lNA . Leaves of various species of Cas sia, probably of C. lanceolata, C. acutifolia, and C. obovata. SENN.A INDICA. Leaves of Cassia elongata. Ed.

and Cassia elongata

&-nC,Fr.; Sen11('shla1IN.Gcr111.; $f•im::i, flal.,Port.;Scn,Spa11.

CASSIA. See CASS l A F ISTULA.
The plants which yield senna belong to the genus Cassia, of which several specit>s contribute to furnish the drug. These were confounded together
by Linnc:cus in a single species, which he named Cassia Senna. Since his
time the subject has been more thoroughly in,·estigated, especially by Delile,
who accompanied the French expedition to Egypt, and had an opportunity
of examining the plant in its native country. Botanists at present distin guish at least three species, the C. acutifolia, C. obovata, and C. elongata,
as the sources of commercial senna; and it is probable that two others, the
C. lanreolaf<t of Fors1.:hal and C. .!Ethiopica of Guibourt, contribute towards
it. The first three are recognised by the U. S. Pharmacopreia.
1. Cas.~ia awtifolia. Delile, Flore d'E{!ypte. lxx\'. tab . 27. f. 1-C. lanceolata. De Cand.; Land. Col. This is described as a small undershrub,
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two or three feet high, with a straight, woody, branching, whitish stem; but,
according to M . Landerer, the senna plant allains tht! height of eight or ten
feet jn the African deserts, and affords the nati\•es shelter from the sun.
(See <ltn. Jourri. o(. Phann., xviii. 174, from Rcpert. fiir die Phamz.,
xxxvi1., heft 2.) 'lhe leaves are alternate and pinnate, with glandless footstalks, and two small narrow pointed stipules at the base. 'l'he leaflets, of
which from four to six pairs belong to each leaf, are almost sessile, oval
!anceolate, acute, oblique at their base, nerved, from half an inch to an inch
long, and of a yellowish-green colour. The flowers are yellow, and in axillary spikes. The fruit is a flat, elliptica.l, obtuse, membrano~s, smooth,
grayish-brown, bi valvular legume, ab?ut an mch long and half an mch broad,
scarcely if at all curved, and divide<l 1nto six or seven c~lls, each containing
a hard, heart-shaped, ash-coloured seed. The C. acuufolia grows wild in
great abundance in Upper Egypt near Sienne, in Nubia, Sennaar, and
probably in other parts of Africa, having similar qualities of soil and climate.
This species furnishes the greater part of that variety of senna, known in
commerce by the title of Alexandria senna.
2. Cassia obovata. Colladon, .!Jlonograpltie des Gasses, p. 92. tab. 15.
fig. a.; D~ Can<l ., Prodrom ., ii. 492. The stem of this species is rather
shorter than that of the C. acutifolia, rising to the height of only a foot and
a half. The leaves have from five to seven pairs of leaflets, which areobovate,
very obtuse, sometimes mucronate, in other respects ·similar to those of the
preceding species. The flowers are in axillary spikes, of which the peduncles are longer than the leaves of the plant. The legumes are very much
compresSed, curved almost into the kidney form, of a greenish-brown colour,
and covered with a very short down, which is perceptible only by lhe aid of
a magnifying glass. They contain from eight to ten seeds. The C. obtusala of Hayne, with obovate, truncated emarginate leaflets, is probably a
mere variety of this species. The plant, which according to Merat is annual,
grows wild in Syria, Egypt, and Senegambia; and is said to have been
cullivated successfully in ltaly, Spain, and the 'Vest Indies. ll yields the
variety of senna called in Europe Aleppo senna, and contributes to the packages of the Alexandrian.
a. Cassia elongata. Lemaire, Journ. de Pharm., vii . 345i Fee, Journ.
de Chim.1J1dcl., vi. 232. This name was conferred by M. Lemaire upon the
plant from which the India senna of commerce is derived. The botanical
descrip~ion was completed by M. Fee, from dried specimens of the leaves
and fruit found by him in unassorted parcels of this variety of senna. Dr.
Wallich has subsequently succeeded in raising the plant from seeds fo_und
in a parcel of senna taken to Calcuna from Arabia; and it has been described
by Dr. Royle, Wight & Arnott, and Dr. Lindley. As usually grown, it
is annual; but with care it may be made to li\'C through the year, and then
assumes the character of nn un<lershrub. It has an erect, smooth stem, and
pinnate lea\'es, with from four to eight pairs of leaflets. These arc nearly
sessile, lanceolate, obscurely mucronate, oblique at the base, smooth above
and somewhat downy beneath, with the veins turned inwards so as lO form
a wavy line immediatcl.y within the edge of the leaflet. The most striking
character of the leaflet is its length, which varies from an inch to twenty
lines. The petioles are without gl.ands; the stipu!es minute, sprea_<ling, and
semi-hastate. 'l'he flowers are bright yellow, and arranged in axillary and
terminal racemes, ~ather longer than the leaves. The legume is oblong,
membranous, taperrng abrupdy at the base, rounded at the apex, and an
inch and a. half long by somewhat more than half an inch broad. it is
inferred, from the sources whence the variety of senna which this plant
furnishes is brought, that it grows in the southern parts of Arabia. It is
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said also to grow in the interior of India, and is at present cultivated at
Tinnevclly for medical use .
Besides the three officinal species abO\··e described, the C. lanceolata of
Forskhal, found by that author grow ing in the deserts .of Arabia, is admitted
by Lindley and others as a distinct species. S~me difference, however, of
opinion exists as to the justice of its claims to this rank. De Candolle considered it only a variNy of the C. acutifolia, of Deli le, from the ordinary form
of which it differs chiefly in having leaflets wi~h glandular petioles; and, as
Forskhal's description was prior to that of Del tie, he designates the species
by the name of C. lanceolata; and his example was followed by the London
College. Forskhal's plant has been supposed by some to be the source of
the [ndia and Mocha senna; but the leaflets in this v~riety are much ~anger
than those of the C. lanceolata, from which the plant differs also in havmg no
gland on the petiole. Niebuhr informs us that he found th e Alexandria senna
growing in the Arabian territory of .!i.buaris!t, whence it is taken by the
Arabs to Mecca and Jedda. This is probably the C. lanceolata of Forskhal.
The Cassia JEt!tiopic°: of Guibourt (C. ovata of Merat), formerly confounded with the C. acutifolia, is considered by Dr. Lindley as undoubtedly
a distinct species. It grows in Nubia, Fezzan to the south of Tripoli, ancl
probably, according to Guibourt, throughout Ethiopia. It is from this plant
that the Tripoli sennCL of commerce is derived.*
Conmiercial History .. Several varictit>s of this valuable drug are known
in commerce. Of these three only ha\•e until recently been received in A merica, the Alexandria, the Tripoli. and the India senna. To these the Mecca
senna may now be added .
I . .fllexandria Senna. Though the name of this variety is derived from
the Egyrtian port at which it is shipped, it is in fa((t gathered very far in
the interior of the country. The Alexandria senna does not consist exclusively of the product of one species of Cassia. The history of its preparation is not destitute of interest. The senna plants of Upper Egypt yield
two crops annual.ly, one in spring and the other in autumn. They are
gathered chiefly m the country beyond Sienne. The natives cut the plants.
and, having dried them in th e sun, strip off the leaves and pods, which they
pack, in boles, and send lo Boulac, in the vicinity of Cairo, the great entrepot
for this article of Egyptian commerce. This senna from Upper Egypt,
consisting chiefly though not exclusively of the product of the C. acutifolia,
is here mixed with the leaflets of the C. obovata, brought from other parts of
Egypt, and even ~rom Syria, with the leaves of the Cynanchwn o/erefolium
(C•• fJrgel of Dehle), known commonly by the name of m·!fel or argue/,
and sometimes with those of the Tephrosia.flpollinect of De Candolle, a leguminous plant growing in Egypt and Nubia. According to M . Royer, the
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proportions in which the three chief constituents of this mixture are added
together, are five parts of the C. acutifolia, three of the C. obovata, and two
of Cynanchum. Thus prepared, the senna is again packed in bales, and
transmitted to Alexandria. This commercial variety of senna is often called
in the French pharmaceutic works sine de let pa/the, a name derived from
<1Il impost formerly laid upon it by the Ottoman Porte.
If a parcel of Alexandria senna be carefully examined, it will be found to
consist of the following ingredients:-1. The leaflets of the C . acutifolia,
characterized by their acute form, and their length almost always less
than an inch; 2. the leaflets of the C. obovata, known by their rounded
very obtuse summit, which is sometimes furnished with a small projecting
point, and by their gradual diminution in breadth towards their base; 3.
the pods, broken leafstalks, flowers, and fine fragments of other parts of one
or both of these species ; 4. the leaves of the Cynanchum olerefolium, wh ich
are distinguishable by their length, almost always more than an inch, their
greater thickness and firmness, the absence of any visible lateral nen·es on
their under surface, their somewhat lighter colour, and the regularity of
their base. In this last character they strikingly differ from the genuine
senna leaflets, which, from whatever species derived, are ah':'ays marked by
obliquity at their base, one side being inserted in the petiole at a point
somewhat lower than the other, and at a different angle. The discrimination between this and the other ingredients is a matter of some consequence, as the cynanchum must be considered an adulteration. It is said
by the French welters to occasion hypercatharsis and much irritation of the
bowels; but was found by Christison and Mayer to occasion griping, and
severe protracted 11ausea, with little purgation. The flowers and fruit of the
Cynanchum arc also often present, the former of a while colour, and in small
coryrnbs, the latter an ovoid follicle rather larger than an orange seed. Besides the above constituents of Alexandria senna, it occasionally contains
leaflets of genuine senna, much longer than those of the acutifolia or obovata, equalling in this respect the cynanchum, which they also somewhat
resemble in form. They may be distinguished, however, by their greater
thinness, the distinctness of their lateral nen•cs, and the irregularity of their
base. The leaflets and fru.it of Tep!trosia Jlpollinea, which are an occasional impurity in this vanety of senna, may be distinguished, the former
by their downy surface, their obovate-oblong, emarginate shape, th eir parallel unbranched lateral nerves, and by being usually folded longitudinally;
the latter, by i~s dimensions, being from an inch to an inch and a half long
and only two Imes broad. The Alexandria senna sometimes comes to our
market with very few leavf's of the obovate senna aud Cynanchum, and is
then probably a portion of t~e product brougbt directly to Alexandria from
Upper Egypt, without havmg undergone any intermixture at Boulnc or
other intervening place. In Europe, this senna is said to have been sometimes adulterated with the leaflets of the Colutea arborescens or bladder
senna, and the leaves of Coriaria myrtifolia, a plant of Southern Europe,
said to be astringent and even poisonous. An account of the former of
these plants is given in the Appendix. The leaflets of the Coriaria are
ovale lanccolate, grayish-green with a bluish tint, and are readily known,
1

J:~~~~ n~~:~~~m!~c~~t:;kfr~;:~ h~yb~~:irnsel~~~f~~·~h~k:~m:~~.ri\,~:~ t~~~

chemically d1slm~uished by giving a whitish precipitate with solution of
gelatin , and a bluish· black one with the salts of se.squioxide of iron, proving
the presence of tannin. Their poisonous properties are denied by Peschier.
According to Bouchardat, they are closely analogous to strychnia in their

effect upon the system. (.Rnn . de Thirap., 1843, p. 55.)
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2. Tripoli Senna. Gcn~1ine Tripoli. senna. consists in general exclusively
of th~ leaflets of one s~ec1~s of ~assm, wh1~h was formerly considered as
a vanety of the C. acutifoha, but is now admitted to be distinct, and named
C. .!Ethiopica. The leaflets, however, are much broken up; and it is probably on this account that the variety is usually less esteemed than the Alexandrian. 'fhe aspect given to it by this state of commin.ution, and by the
uniformity of its constitution, enables the eye at once to distinguish it from
the other varieties of senna. The leaflets, moreover, are shorter, less acute,
thinner, and more fragile than those of the C . acutifolia in Alexandria senna;
and their nerves are much less distinct. The general opinion at one time
was, that it was brought from Sennaar and Nubia to Tripoli in caravans; but
it is reasonably asked by M. Fee, how it could be afforded at a cheaper price
than the Alexandrian, if thus brought on the backs of camels a distance of
eight hundred leagues through the desert. It is probably collected in Fezzan,
immediately south of Tripoli, and brought to that town for exportation.
3. India Senna. This variety is in Europe sometimes called iUoc!ta
Senna, probably because obtained originally from that port. It derives its
name of India senna from the route by which it reaches us. Though produced in Arabia, it is brought to this country and Europe from Calcutta,
Bombay, and possibly other ports of Hindostan. It consists of the leaflets
of the Cassia elongata, with some of the leafstalks and pods intermixed.
The eye is at once struck by the great length and comparative narrowness
of the leaflets, so that no difficulty can be experienced in distinguishing this
variety. The pike-like shape of the leaflet has given rise to the name of
sene de la pique, by which it is known in French pharmacy. Many of the
leaflets have a yellowish, dark-brown, or blackish colour, probably in consequence of exposure after collection; and this variety has in mass a dull
ta\\'ny hue which is not found in the others. It is generally considered
inferior in purgative power.
A variety of India senna has been introduced into England, and has
recently reached this country, which is the produce of Hindostan, being
cultivated at Tinnevelly, and probably other places in the South of the.
Peninsula. The plant was originally raised from seeds obtained from the
Red Sea, and is believed to be the same as that from which the common
India senna is derived. The drug is exported from Madras to England,
where it is known by the name of Timievelly senna. It is a very fine,
unmixed variety, consisting of unbroken leaflets, from one to two or more
inches in length, and sometimes half an inch in their greatest breadth, thin,
flexible, and of a fine green colour.
4. llfecca Senna. Since the publication of the fifth edition of this Dispensatory, a variety of senna has been imported under the same of JJ'fecca Senna,
consisting of the leaflets, pods, broken stems, and petioles of a single species
of Cassia. The leaflets are oblong lanceolate, on the average longer and
narrower than those of the C. acutifolia, and shorter than those of the C.
elongata. The variety in mass has a yellowish or tawny hue, more like
that of India than of Alexandria senna. May it not be the product of the
C. lanceolata of Forskhal? M . Landerer, however, speaks of a valuable
variety of senna, characterized by the Jarge size of the leaflets, and sold
under the name of Mecca senna, which he says comes from the interior of
Africa.
Commercial senna is prepared for use by picking out the leaflets, and

~~:c~~!s t~~ei:f:~t~~~:~t~~e ~;:~~~a!~~~~~~~i~~; t~~ tl~~;;sP~~~~~:rc~~:?J:~
rable cathartic power, though said to be milder than the leaves.
Properties. The odour of senna is faint and sickly; the taste slightly bitter,
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sweetish, aml nauseous. Water and alcohol extract its acti\·e principles. The
leaves are said to yield about one-third of their weight to boiling water. The
infusion is of a deep reddish-brown colour, and preserves the odour and taste
of the leaves. 'Vhen exposed to the air for a short time, it deposits a yellowish insoluble precipitate, supposed to result from the union of extractive
matter with oxygen. The nature of this precipitate, however, is not well
understood. Dccoction also produces some change in the principles of senna,
by which its medicinal virtues are impaired. To diluted alcohol it imparts
the same reddish-brown colour as to water; but rectified alcohol and ether
digested upon the powdered leaves become of a deep olive-green . •fhe
analysis of senna by MM. Lassaigne and Feneulle furn ished the following
results. The leaves contain- I. a peculiar principle called cathartin, 2. chlorophylle or the green colouring matter of leaves; :l. a fixed oil; 4. a small
quantity of volatile oil; 5. albumen; 6. a yellow coloming matter; 1. mucilage; 8.salts of the vegetable acids. viz. malate and tartrate of lime and acetate
ofpotassa; and 0. mineral salts. The pods are composed of the same principles, with the exception of the chlorophylle, the place of which is supplied
by a peculiar colouring matter. (Journ. de Pharm., vii. 548, and ix. 58.)
Of these constituents, the most interesting and important is the cathattin,
which is said to be the active principle of senna, and derived its name from
this c ircumstance. It is an uncrystallizable substance, having a peculiar
smell, a bitter, nauseous taste, and a reddish-yellow colour; is soluble in
every proportion in water and alcohol, but insoluble in ether; and in its dry
state attracts moisture from the air. It is prepared in the following manner.
To a filtered decoction of senna the solution of acetate of lead is added; and
the precipitate which forms is separated. A stream of hydrosulphuric acid
(sulphuretted hydrogen) is then made to pass through the liquor in order to
precipitate the lead, and the sulphuret produced is removed by filtration. The
liquid is now evaporated to the consistence of an extract; the product is
treated with rectified alcohol ; and the alcoholic solution is evaporated. To
the extract thus obtained sulphuric acid diluted with alcohol is added, in
order to decompose the acetate of pota.ssa which it contains; the sulphate of
potassa is separated by filtration ; the excess of sulphuric acid by acetate
of lead; the excess of acetate of lead by hydrosulphuric acid; and the. sulphuret .of lead by another fil~ration. 'rlie liquid being now evaporated y1el~s
cathartm. The claims of this substance to be considered the purgati\•e principle of senna are not universally admitted. Christison states, that what
he obtained on applying the process to carefully picked Alexandria senna,
had no effect on a healthy adult. T-leerlein not only denies the purgative
property of the cathartin of Lassaig-ne and Feneul\e, but has convinced
himself that it is a complex body. (Phann. Cent. Blatt, 1844, p . 110.)
incompatibles. Many substances afford precipitates with the infusion of
senna; but it by no ~eans follows that they are al.I medicinally incompatible;
as they may remove mgredienls which have no mflucnce upon the system,
and leave the active principles unaffected. Cat hart in is precipitated by the
infusion of galls and probably other astringents, and by the solution of subacetate of lead . Acetate of lead and tartarized antimony, which disturb the
infusion of senna, have no effect upon the solution of this principle.
llfedical Ptopetlies and Uses. Senna was first used as a medicine by the
Arabians. It was noticed in their writings so early as the ninth century;
and the name i1self is Arabic. lt is a prompt, efficient, and very safe purgatit•e, well calculated for fe\•ers and febrile complaints, and other cases in
which a decided but not violl•nt impression is desired. An objection som:·
times urged against it is that it is apt to produce severe griping pain. This
effect, however, may be obviated by combining with the senna some aromatic,
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and some one of the alkaline salts, epecially thu bitartrate of potassa, tartrate of ~otassa, or sulphate of.magnesia. The explanation which atlributes
t?e griping property to the oxidized extrac.ti\'e, and its prevention by the sa!me substances to their influence in prom~trngthe solubility of that principle,
is not entirely sati~fac~ory. rrhe purgative efff'~t of senna is considerably
increased by combmatJOn with billers; a fact which was noticed by Cullen,
and has been abundantly confirmed by the cxperi<'nce of others. 'l1he decoction of gnaiac is said to exert a similar influence. The dose of senna
in powder is from half a drachm to two drachms; but its bulk renders it of
inconvenient administration; and it is not often prescribed in this state.
Besides, the powder is said to undergo decomposition, and to become mouldy
on exposure to a damp air. The form of infusion is almost universally preferred. (See l nfuswn Sennm.) The medicine is also used in the forms of
confection, tincture, and syrup; and a fluid extract, though not officinal, is
sometimes emp loyed in this city. A formula for the fluid extract will be
given under Syriqn1s Scnn:E,. in the second part of this work.
Senna. tak~n by nurses is said to purge suckling infants, and an infusion
injected into the veins operates as a cathartic.
Off. Prep. Confectio Sennre, U. S .,Lorul., Ed., Dub.; Enema. Catharticum, Ed.; Infusum Sennre, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Tnfusum Sennre
Compositum, Eel., Dub.; Syrupus Sar::;aparillre Comp., U. S.; Syrupus
Scnnre, U. S., Lond., Ed., lJub.; Tinctura Rbei et Sennre, U.S.; Tinctura Sennre Comp., Lond., Dub.; Tinctura Scnnre et Jalapre, U.S. W.

SERPENT ARIA. U. S, Lond., Ed.
Virginia Snakeroot.
0
The root of Aristolochia Serpentaria." U.S., Ed.
pentaria. Radi:r." Land.

11

Aristolochia Ser-

Off. Syn . AR!STOLOCHIA SERPENTARIA. Radix. Dub.
Scrpcnmirc de Yirginic, l'r.; Yirginianischc Scblangenwurzcl, Germ.; Serpentaria
Virginiana,Jtal.,Span.

ARJSTOLOCIIIA. Sex. Syst. Gynandria Hexandria. -Nat. Ord. Aristolochiacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx none. Cotollct one-petaled, ligulate, veniricose at the
base. Capsule six-celled, many-seeded, inferior. TVilld.
Numerous species of Aristolochia have been employed in medicine. The
roots of all of them are tonic and stimulant, and, from their supposed possession of emmeuagogue prope rties, have given origin to thf' name of the
genus. The .fJ. Cleniatitis, .IJ. longa, .fl.. rotunda, and .fl. Pistolochia. are
still retained in many officinal catalogues of th'e continent of Europe, where
they are indigenous. The root of the .fl. Clematitis is very long, cylindrical, as thick as a goose-quill or thicker, variously contorted, beset with
lhe remains of the stems and radicles, of a grayish-brown colour, a strong
peculiar odour, and an acr id bitter taste; that of the Jl. fonga is spindleshaped, from a few inches to a foot in lengtb, of the thickness of the thumb
or more, fleshy, very briule, grayish externally, brownish-yellow within,
bitter,and of a strong disagreeable odour when fresh; that of the .fl. rotunda
is tuberous, roundish, he~vy, fleshy, brow~ish on the exterior, grayishyellow internally, and similar to the precedmg in odour and taste; that of
the .fl. Pistofochict consists of numerous slender yellowish or brownish
fibres auached to a common head, and possessrd of an agreeable aromatic
odour, with a taste bitter and som~what acrid. Many specif's o.f Aristolochia growing in the \Vest Indies, Mexico, and South Amenca, have
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attracted attention for their medicinal properties, and some, like our own
snakeroot, have a~quired the reputation of antidotes for the bites of serpents.
In the East Indies, the Jl . lnclica is employed for similar purposes with

the European and American species; and the Arabians arc said by Forskhal
to use the leaves of the JJ.• sempervirens as a counter-poison. We have
in the United States six species, of which four- the .8. Scrpentaria,
.ll. hirsuta, .IJ.. liastata, and .fl.. reticulata- contribute to furnish the snakeroot of the shops, though one only, the .11.. Serpentaria, is admitted into
the U.S. and British Pharmacopreias .
.IJristolochia Supentaria. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 159; Bigelow,.llm.JJ/ed.
Bot., iii. 82; Barton, JJ/ed. Bot., ii. 41. This species of Aristolochia is an
herbaceous plant with a perennial root, which consists of numerous slender
fibres proceeding from a short horizontal caudex. Several stems often rise
from the same root. They are about eight or ten inches in height, slender,
round, flexuose, jointed at irregular distances, and frequently of a reddish
or purple colour at the base. The leaves are oblong cordate, acuminate,
entire, of a pale yellowish-green colour, and supported on short petioles at
the joints of the stem . The flowers proceed from the joints near the root,
and stand singly on long, slender, round, jointed peduncles, which are
sometimes furnished with one or two small scales, and bend downwards so
as nearly to bury the flower in the earth or decayed leaves. There is no
calyx. The corolla is of a purple colour, monopetalous tubular swelling
at the base, contracted and curved in the middle, and terminating in a labiate border with lanceolate lips. The anthers- six or twelve in numberarc sessile, attached to the under part of the stigma, which is roundish,
divided into six parts, and supported by a short fleshy style upon an oblong,
angular, hairy, inferior germ. 'l'he fruit is a hexangular, six-celled capsule, containing several small flat seeds.
The plant grows in rich, shady woods, throughout the Middle, Southern,
a1~d Western States, aboun~ing in the valley of the Ohio, and in the mountamous regions of our intenor. It flowers m May and June. The root is
collected in ·western Pennsylvania and Virginia, in Ohio, Indiana, and
Kentu~ky, and is brought to the eastern marl~ets chiefly by the route of
Wheeling and Pittsburgh. As it reaches Philadelphia, it is usually in
bales containing about one hundred pounds, and is often mixed with the
leaves and stems of the plant, and with dirt from which it has not been
properly cleansed at the time of collection .
.fl. hirsuta. Muhlenberg, Catalogue, p. 81; Bridges, j}_m, Journ. of
P(wrm ., xi_v. 121. Jn i.\fohlenberg:'s Catalogue this species was name~
without b~mg clescnbed; and botamsts, supposing from the name that 1t
was identical with the ,fJ_, tomentosa, have generally confounded the two
plants. But they are entirely distinct. A description of the .fl.. hirwta in
the handwriting of Muhlenberg, and a lab~led specimen of the plant, in the
possession of the Academy of Natural Sciences of this city, have been
found to correspond with a dried specimen received by one of the authors
~f t~is war~ .from Virginia. The .fl. tom.cntorm is a climbing plant, grO\~
mg m f:ouismna on the bank~ of the Mississippi, ascending to the summit
of the highest trees. A plant m the garden of the author has a t~ick creep~
ing root, entirely different in shape from that of the officina l species, though.
possessed of an analogous odour. The .fl.. hirsuta has a root like that of
the .11.. S~rpentaria, consisti~g of a knotty caudex, sending out numerous
slender simple fibres, sometimes as much as six: inches in length . From
this arise several jointed, flexuosc, pubescent stems, less than a. foot high,
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all pube~cent on both sides and at t.he margin. From the joints near the
root originate from one to three solnary peduncles, each bearing three or
four leafy bractes and one flower. The peduncles, bractes. and corolla are
all hairy. This species grows in Virginia, and probably other parts ?f the
Western and Southern States. There is reason to believe that it contnbutes
to afford the serpentaria of commerce, as its leaves, at one time mistaken
for those of//. tomentosa, have been found in bales of the drug .
Jl. lwstata. Nuttall, Gen . ef N . .fbn. Plants, p. 200.- .8. sagittala.
l\Iuhl. Catal. This species, if indeed it can be considt>red a distinct species,
differs from the A. Serpentaria in having hastate, acute, somewhat cordate
leaves, and the lip of the corolla ovate. lt flourishes on the banks of the
Mississippi, ln Carolina, and elsewhere. Its root scarcely differs from that
of the officinal plant, and is frequently mixed with it, as proved by the presence of the characteristic leaves of the .f1.. lwslala in the parcels brought
into market. (See Journ. ~f.the Phil. Col. of Ph<trm., i. 264.- )
.11. reticulata. Kuuall; Bndges, .llrn. Journ . of Phann., xiv. 118. This
plant was probably first observed by Mr. Nullall; as a specimen Jn belled 11 .IJ.
reticuLata, Rt'd river," in the handwriting of that botani5t, is contained in
the Herbarium of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. From
this specimen, as well as from others found in sufficient perfection in parcels
of the drug recently brought into market, a description was dra\\·n up and
Robert Bridges in the .Bmerican Journal of PhMmacy.
published by
From a root, s1m1lar to that of the ./1.. Se171entaria, numerous short, slender,
round, flexuose, jointed stems ari se, usually simple but sometimes branched
near the root. The older stems are slightly villous, the young densely
pubescent. The leaves, which stand on very short villous petioles, are
round or oblong cordate, obtuse, reticulate, v<!ry prominently veined, and
villose on both sides, especially upon the veins. From the lower joints of
the stem four or five hairy, jointed peduncles proceed, which bear small h•afy
villous bractes at the joints, and several flowers on short pedicels. The
flowers are small, purplish, and densely pubescent, especially at the base
nnd on. the germ. The hexangular capsule is deeply sulcate. This species
grows in Louisiana. Arkansas, and probably in the Indian Territory lo the
west of that state; but its geographical range has not been ascertained.
Bales of a ~ewvarietyof serpentaria have ,,·ithin a few years been brought
to Philadelphia, which is certainly the product of this species; as specimens
of all 1>arls of the plant have been found in the bales, and the roots, which
differ somewhat from those before known, are homogeneous in character.
One of these bales was brought from New Orleans, and was said to have come
down the Red river, ~nd to have been collected by the Indians. The chief
difference between this and ordinary Virginia snakeroot is in the size of the
radicles, which are much thicker and less interlaced in the new variety. Each
root has usually a considerable portion of cine or more stems attached to the
caudex. The colour is yellowish. The odour and taste are scarcely, if at
all distinguishable from those of common serpentaria; and there can be little
doubt that the root will be found equally effectual as a medicine. From a
chemical e~amination by i\lr. Thomas S. \Yiegand, it appears to have the
same constituents, and to differ only in conta!ning a somewhat larger proportion or gum, extractive, and volatile oil. (.!lm . .!ouni. of Pharm., xvi. 16.)
Properties. Virginia snakeroot, as found in the shops, is in tufts of Jong,
sl~nder, frequently interlaced, and brittle ~bres, attached to a short, contorted,
knouy head or caudex. The colour, which in the recent state is yellowish,
becomes brown by time. '!'hat of the powder is grayish. The smell is
strong, aromatic, and camphorous; the taste warm, very biuer, and also
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ca.mphorous. The root ~ields all i~s vir~ues to.water and ::t!coh?l, pi-oducing
with the former a yellow1sh-bro\vn mfus1on, with the latter a bnght greenish
tincture, which is rendered turbid by the addition of water. Chevallier found
in the root volatile oil, a yellow bitter principle soluble in water and alcohol,
resin, gum, starch, albumen, lignin, and various salts. Buchholz obtained
from 1000 parts, 5 of a green, fragrant volatile oi l, 28·5 of a yellowish-green
resin, 17 of extractive matter, 181 of gummy extract, 024 of lignin, and
144·5 of water. The active ingredients are probably the volatile oil, and
the yellow bitter principle of Chevallier, which that chemist considers analogous to the bitter principle of quassia. The volatile oil passes over with
water in distillation, rendering the liquid milky, and impregnating it with
the peculiar odour of the root. Dr. Bigelow states that the liquid on standing deposits around the edges of its surface small crystals of camphor.
The roots of the Spigelia Marilandica are sometimes found associated
with the serpentaria. They may be distinguished by the absence of the
bitter taste, and, when the stem and foliage are attached, by the peculiar
character of these parts of the plant. (See Spigelia.)
.JJJedical. Properties anc~ Uses. Scrp.entaria is a stimulant tonjc, ac~ing
also as a dmphoretic or drnretic, accordmg to the mode of its application.
'roo largely taken, it occasions nausea, griping pains in the bowels, sometimes vomiting and dysenteric tenesmus. It is admirably adapted to the
treatment of typhoid fevers, whether idiopathic or symptomatic, when the
system begins to feel the necessity for support, but is unable to bear active
stimulation. In exanthematous diseases in which the eruption is tardy or
hns receded, and the grade of action is low, it is thought to be useful by
promoting the cutaneous affection. It has also been highly recommended
in intermittent fevers; and, "thoug~ itself general~y inadequate to the cure
of the complaint, often proves serviceable as an adjunct to Peruvian bark or
the sulphnte of quinia. ·with the same remedies it is frequently associated
in the treatment of typhous diseases. It is sometimes given in dyspepsia,
and is employed as a gargle in malignant sorethroat.
The dose of the powdered root is from ten to thirty grains; but the infus.ion is almost always preferred. (See lnfusum Serpentarim.) The decocuon or extract would be an improper form; as the volatile oil, upon which
the virtues of the medicine partly depend, is dissipated by boiling.
Off. Prep. Infusum Serpentarire, U.S., Lon.cl., Ed.; Tinctura Cinchonre
Composita, U. S. 1 Lond., Ed., Dub.; Tinctura Serpentariro, V. S., Lond.,
Erl., Dub.
W.

SESAMUM. U.S. Secondary.
Benne.
11

The leaves of Sesamum orientale." U.S.

OLEUM SESAMI. U.S. Secondary.
Benne Oil.
"The oil of the seeds of Sesamum orientale." U.S.
Sesame, Fr.; Sesam, Germ.; Sesamo, llaf.; Anjonjoli, Span.

SEsAlllUrtt . .Sex. Svst. Didynamia Angiospermia.-Nat. Ord. Bignonire,
Juss.; Pedalmcere, R. Brown, Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-parted. Corolla bell-shaped, five-cleft, with the
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lower lobe largest. Stamens five, the fifth a rudiment. Stigma lanceolate.
Capsule four celled. T/Wd.
'!'hough the Sesamwn or.ientale has been. indicated by the United States
Pharmacopceia as the medicmal plant, there 1s reason to believe that the S.
l ndicwn is the one cultivated in ou r Southern States. At least we have
found plants, ~aised in Philadelphia from se.eds obtain~d from Georgia, to
have the specific character. of the latter, as 1;1wen by \.Ydldenow.
Sesauiwn orientate. W11!d . Sp. Plant. ii i. 358; Hheed . llort. Malab.
ix. 51. 11 Leaves ovate, oblong, entire."
Seswmwi fndiwm. Willd . Sp . Plant. iji. 3~9; Curtis, Bot . .Mag. vol.
xii. t. 1688. "Leaves ovate-lanceolate, the rnfenor three-lobed, the superior
undivided. Stem erect."
The benne plant of our Southern States is annual, wit.ha branching stem,
which rises four or five feet in height, and bears opposite, peUolate leaves,
varying cons iderably in thei r shape. Those on the upper part of the plant
are ovate-lanceolate, irregularly serrate, and pointed ; those near the base
three-lobed and somelimes ternate ; and lobed leaves a re not uncommon at
all distances from the ground . The flowers are of a redd ish-white colour,
and stand solita rily upon short peduncles in the axils of the leaves. The
fruit is an oblong capsule, containing small, oval, yellowish seeds .
These two species of Sesamum are natives of the East Indies, and have
been cultivated from time immemorial in various parts of Asia and Africa.
From the laller continent it is supposed that seeds were brough t by the Negroes to ou r Sou thern States, where, as we ll as in the West l ndies, one or
both species are now cultivated to a considerable extent. It has been found
that the plant above described will grow vigorously in the gardens so far
north as Philadelphia.
The seeds are employed as food by the negroes , who pa rch them over
the fire, boi l them in broths, make the m into puddings, and prepare them
in various other modes. By exp ression they y ield a fixed oil, which, as
well as the leaves of the plant, has been introduced into the secondary ca~
talogue of our nationa l Pharmacopreia.
I. Oil of Benne. This is inodorous, of a bland, sweetish taste, and will
keep very long without becoming rancid . It bears some resemblance to
olive oil in its properties, and may be used for similar purposes. It was
known to the ancient Persians and Egyptians, and is highly esteemed by
the modern Arabs and other people of the East, both as food, and as an
external application to promote softness of the skin. Like olive oil, it is
laxative in large doses.
2. Leaves. These abound in a gummy matter, which they readily impart
to water, forming a rich, bland mucilage , much used in lhe Southern States
as a drink in various complaints to which demulcents are applicable, as in
cholera infantum, diarrhrea, dysentery, catarrh, a~d affeclions of lhe urinary
passages. The remedy has atlracted some attent10n further northward, and
has been employed with favourable results by physicians in Philadelphia.
One or two fresh leaves of full size, stirred about in ha lf a pint of cool
water, will soon render it sufficiently viscid. Jn their dried state they
should be introduced into hot water. The leaves also serve for the prepa·
ration of emoll icntcataplasms.
\V.
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Sevwn.-Simaruba.

SEVUM. U.S., Land., Ed.
Suet.
"The prepared suet of Ovis Aries." U.S. 0 0vis Aries.
11
Fat of Ovis Aries." Ed.
Off. Syn. ADEPS OVILLUS PRlEPARATUS. Dub.

Sevum."

Lond.

Suif, ~rai ;;sc de mouton, Fr.: Hammclslalg, Germ.; Grasse duro, Ital.; Sebo, Span.
Suet 1s the faL of the sheep, taken chiefly from about the kidneys. lt is

prepared by culling the fot into pieces, melting it with a moderate heat,
and straining it through linen or fla~nel. In ?~<ler to avoid too great a
heat, the crude suet is sometimes purdied by boil mg it in a little water.
Mutton suet is of a firmer consistence, and requires a higher temperature for its fusion than any other animal fat. It is very white, sometimes

briule, in odorous, of a bland taste, inso!Uble in water, and nearly so in alcohol. ~ojJing alcohol, however, diss9lves .it, and deposits it upon cooling.
It consists, according lo Chevreul, of stearm, olein, and a small proportion
of hircin. For an account of the two first-mentioned principles, the reader
is referred to the article /ldeps. Hircin is a liquid like olei.n, from which
it differs in being much more soluble in alcohol, and in yielding hircic acid
by saponification.
Suet acquires by time an unpleasant smell, and becomes unfit for pharmaceutic purposes. lt is e~ploycd to give a proper consistence to _ointments and pfo.sters, and someumes as a dressing to blisters.
\V.

SIMARUBA. U.S., Land., Ed.
Sinzaruba.
"The bark of the root of Simaruba officinalis." U.S. "Simaruba officinalis. Radicis cortex." Lond. "Root-bark of Simaruba amara." Ed.

Off. Syn. QUASS!A SIMARUBA. Cortex radicis. Dub.
Ecorcc de simarouba, :Fr.; Simarubarinde, Germ.,· Corteccia di simaruba, ]lal.; Cortcza dc simarulm, Span.

Qu•ss1A. See QUASS!A.
Quassia S1>maruba. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 568; Woodv . .Med. Bot. p.
509. t. 208.-Simaruba ojficinalis. DeCand. Prodrom. i. n3.-S. amara.
Aublet; Lind~ey, Flor. ]}Ied. p. 207. As this plant is unisexual, it belongs
to the genus S~1na~uba of De Candolle and Lindley, those on!~ being placed
by these botanists Ill the genus Quassia which are hermaphrodite. But as the

Lini~rean arrangement was adhered to in the case of the Quas~ia excelsa, we

continue to adhere to it in relation to thisylant. (See Quassia.) It _is a tree of
considerable height and thickness, hav111g alternate branches, with a bark
which in the old tree is black and somewhat furrowed, in the young is smooth,
gray, and marked here and there with broad yellow spots. The leaves are
alternate and abruptly pinnate, with a naked petiole to which the leaflets are
alternately attached by short footstalks . The leaflets are nearly elliptical,
on the upper surface smooth and of a deep green colour,on the under whitish.
The flowers are of a yellow colour, and are disposed in long axillary panicl.es . . In some descriptions. they are stated to be monrecious, in others
d1rec1ous. According to Dr. W'right, the female flowers are never found in
Jamaica on the same tree with the male. The number of stnmens is ten.
The tree is found in the West l ndies and Guyana. In Jamaica it is called
the mountain damson. The Simarulw mnara of Aublet, which grows in
Guyana, and has generally been considered identical with the Q. simaruba,
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is be.Iieved by Hayne to be a distinct species, the Jamaica plant having
direc1ous, while this has monrecious flowers. 'l'he bark of the root is the
part employed, the wood itself being near_ly taste!ess and inert.
Simaruba bark is in long pieces, some rnches m breadth, foldc>tl lengthwise, light, flexible, tenacious, very fibrous, externally of u. light brownishye\low colour, rough, warty, and marked with transverse ridges, internally
of a pale yellow. It is without smell, and of a bitter taste. Lt readily imparts its virtues, at ordin.ary te~peratures, to. water ~nd alcohol. The infusion is at least equally bitter with the decoc11on, wh1cb becomes turbid as it
cools. Its constituents, according to M. Morin, are a bitter principle, suppos~d by him to be identical with qulfssin, ~ resi.nous matter, a volatile oil
havmg the odour of benzoin, malic acid, gall1c ac1~ in very minute proportion, an ammoniacal salt, malate and oxalate of lime, some mineral salts,
oxide of iron, silica, ulmin, and lignin.
J11edicat Properties and Uses. Simaruba possesses the same tonic properties as other simple bitters, and may be employed for Lhe same purposes.
!n large doses it is said to purge and vomit. It was !nlroduced into France
m the year 1713 from Guyana, where it had prev~ously been used .as a
remedy for dysentery. fn the treatment of this disease and of obstrnate
diarrhrea it aflerwa.rds obtained much credit in Europe; but Cullen was right
in denying to it any specific control over these complaints. It operates
simply as a tonic; and, though it may be occasiona!Jy beneficial in relaxed
and debilitated states of the alimentary canal, it would do much harm if indiscriminately prescribed in dysenteric cases. On account of its difficult
pulverization, it is seldom given in substance. The best mode of administration is by infusion. The dose is from a scruple to a drachm.
Off. Ptep. Infusum Simarubre, Lond., Ed., flub.
VV.

SINAPIS. U. S., Lond.
~Mustard.

"The seeds of Sinapis nigra and Sinapis alba." U.S. "Sinapis nigra.
Seniina." Lond.
Off. Syn. S l NA~I. F lour of the ~eeds of Sinapis nigra, gener~lly mixed
with those of Sinap1s alba, and deprived of fixed oil by express10n . Ed.;
S lNAP!S ALBA. Semina. S!NAPIS N!GRA . Seminum pulvis. Dub.
Moutarde, Fr.; Senfsamen, Germ.; Sena.pa, Ila!.; ::\lostazn, Span.

S1NAP1s. Sex. Syst. 1'etradynamia Silir1uosa.- Nat. Ord. Brasicacere or
Cruciferre.
Gen. Ch. Calyx spreading. Corolla with straight claws. Glands between
the shorter stamens and pistil, and between the longer stamens and calyx.
Willd.
Sinapis nigra. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 5:>5; Wooclv. ~1ed. Bot. p. 403.
t. 146. Common or black mustard is an annual plant, wnh a stem three or
four feet in height, divided and subdivided into numerous spreading branches.
Th~ leaves are petiolate, and variously shaped. Those near tire root are
large, rough, lyrale-pinnate, and unequally toothed; those higher on the stem
are smooth and less lobed; and the uppermost are entire, narrow, smooth,
and dependent. The flowers are small, y<'llow, with a coloured calyx, and
stand closely together upon peduncles at the upper part of the branches.
The pods are smooth, erect, nearly parallel with the branches, quadrangular,
furnished with a short beak, and occupied by numerous seeds.
~inapis alb<~. Willd. Sp. Planl. iii. 555; Smith, Flor._l:Jril. 721. The
whne mustard 1s also an annual plant. It is rather smaller than the preceding
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species. The lower leaves are deeply. pinnatifid, the upper sublyrate, and
all irregularly toothed, rugged, \~ilh suff hairs on both sides, and of a pale
green colour. The flowers are m racemes, with yellow petals, and linear,
green, calycine leaflets. The pods are spreading, bristly, rugged, roundi:>h,
swe_lling in the position of the seeds, ribbed, and provided with a very long
ens1form beak.
Both plants are natives of Europe and cultivated in our gardens; and the
S. nigra has become naturalized in some parts of this country. Their
flowers appear in June. The seeds are kept in the shops both whole and in
the state of very fine powder, as prepared by the manufacturers for the table.
The /Jlack niustard seeds are sma!J, globular, of a deep brown colour,
sli ghtly rugose on the surface, and internally yellow. In the entire state
they arc inodorous, but have a distinct smell in powder, and when rubbed
·with water or vinegar exhale a strong pungent odour, sufficie nt in some instances to excite a flow of tears. Their taste is bitterish, hot, and pungent,
but not permanent. The seeds of the while mustard are much larger, of
a yellowish colour, and less pungent taste. Both afford a yellow powder,
which has a somewhat unctuous appearance, and cakes when compressed.
This is commonly called flour of rnuslard, or simp ly mustard, and is prepared by crushing and pounding the seeds, and then sifting them; the purest
flour being obtained by a se cond sifting. Both the black and the white seeds
are used in its preparation . lt is often adulterated with wheat flour coloured
by turm eric, to which red pepper is added to render the mixture sufficiently
hot. The skin of white mustard seeds contains a mucilaginous substance,
~vhich is extracted by boili~g water. \Vhen bruised or powdered, both kinds
impart their active properties wholly to water, but in a very slight degree to
alcohol. They yield up?n pressure a fixed oil, called oil of mustard, of a
greenish-yellow colour, litlle smell, and a mild not unpleasant taste; and the
portion which remains is even more pungent than the unpressed seed .
It has been long known that black mustard seeds yield by distillation with
water a very pungent volatile oil, having sulphur among its constituents.
Guibourt conjectured, and Robiquet and Boutron proved, that this oil does
not pre-exist in these.eds, but is produced by the action of water . He.nee
the absence or very slight degree of odour in the seeds when bruised m a
dry state, and their great pungency when water is added. It seemed very
reasonable to suppose that the reaction in this case was similar to that
exercised by water upon bitter almonds (see Jlniygdala .llriumi); and this
has bee n proved to be the fact by the experiments of Simon, Bussy, Boutron,
and Frfmy. According to M. Bussy, tht:>re are two peculiar principles jn
black f!1Ustard seeds, one named by him myronic acid, which exists in the
seeds m the state of myronafe of polassa; the other named myrosyne,
close ly analogous in character to the albuminous constituent of almonds
called emulsin. When wate r is added to black mustard seed, the myrosyne, acting the part of a ferment, determines a reaction between the water
and myronate of potassa, which results in the production of the volatile oil.
The same thing happens when any one of the myronates is brought into
contact with water and myrosyne. The presence of the last-mentioned
principle is essential. Like cmulsin, it becomes inoperative when coagulate? by heat, alcohol, or the acids; and if black m~~tard seeds be subject~d
to either of t~cse agencies previously to the addition of water, they wtll
yield no volatile oil. The myrosyne, however, sometimes partially recovers
its power by continued contact with water. This substance is found also in
wh~te mustard seeds, but without the myronatc of potassa . Jf, therefore,
white mustard seeds be added to the black in which the myrosyne bas been
coagulated, the volatile oil will be generated on the application of water.
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Though closely analogous to emulsin, myro.syne is yet a distinct principle,
as its place cannot be supplied by cmulsin with the same effect. (Jouni. de
Plutrm .. xxvi. 39.) Simon obtained results somewhat different from those
of iyi. Bussy. The former chemist succeeded in procuring a peculiar crys7
tallLne principle from the seeds which he calll•d sinapisin, and which, upon
comact with water and the albuminous principle of the seeds, emitted the
odour of the oil of mustard. According to Simon, the emulsin of almonds
does not answer the same purpose, because it contains no sulphur, which is
an essential c~nsti_tuent of the oil of mustard. The whole subject requires
further investigation.
The volatile oil of 1rmstarcl is usually obtained from seeds which have
been deprived of their ~xed oil by pressure. It is a colourless or pale yellow liquid, rather heavie r than water, of an exceedingly pungent odour,
and an acrid burning taste. It boils at about 298°; is slightly soluble in
water, and readily so in alcohol and ether; with alkaline solutions yields
sulphocyanurets; and consists, according to M. LOwig and Dr. Will, of
nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, and sulphur, without oxygen; its formula being
NC 8 H~S 2 • Dr. Will considers it a sulphocyanuret of allyle (C 6 H 5 ), the
compound radical of oil of garlic, which is consi~ered a sulphuret. of ally le.
(Client. Gazelle, No. 62 and 64.) It is the pnnciple upon which black
mustard seeds depend for their activity.
White mustard seeds do not yield volatile oil when treated with water;
but an acrid fixed principle is developed, which renders these seeds applicable to the same purposes as the other variety. MM. Robiquet and Boutron, who ascertained this fact, concluded that the acrid principle resulted
from the reaction of water upon sulplw-sinapisin, discovered in these seeds
by MM. Hen ry, Jun., and Garot. Their reason for this belief was that
mustard, which had been deprived of this ingredient, was incapable of developing the acrid principle. The myrosyne or emulsin is equally essential to the change here, as to that which occurs in black mustard i and the
reaction equally fails, if this principle be previously rendered inert by heat,
alcohol, or the acids. MM. Boutron and Fremy state that not only the
ac rid principle of white mustard, but hydrosulphocyanic acid also results
from the reaction above explained; and this observation renders still closer
the analogy between the changes that take place, upon contact with water,
in mustard seeds and Ditter almonds. (Journ. cle Pharm., xx vi. 50.)*
• As some may desire to push these investigations forther, we give tho properties of
thesenewly-di..<1Covcrcdprinciplcs,andthemodcsofprocuringthem.
Myronic acid is a fixed inodorous substance, of a bitter and sour taste, and acid YCaction. \Vhen obtained separate from itS bases, ~t forms a colourless solution, which by
evaporation becomes ofa thickcon!listence like molasses, without crystallizing. lt is
so\ubleinwaterandatcohol,butnotincther; and formssolublosaltswiththea!kalies,
Oaryta, lime, and the oxides of lead and silver, al l of which yield volatile oil of mustard,
when mixed with an aqueous solution of myrosync. h contains sulphur, besides nitrogen,
carbon,hydrogcn 1 andoxygcn. It is ob1aincd from the m}'.ronate of po.tassa by adding
to 100 parts of that salt 38 parts of crystallized tartaric ~c1d 1 concentraung the solution

~~:~:::;~ti~l~~a~~~~nc ~~~~~ve~~:~~~~ol,,~~1~%l:a!~~e~~~~~~:~:eth0j ~~:::ter~!~X>:i=~~

mustn.rd seeds, the powder, having been clricd at 212°, and deprived of its fixed oil by

~~~}i~~f~~~~§~~t~

fine large, trnnsparcnt crystals, is mmhcrnblc m the air, very soluble in water, msolnble
in purealcobol, and of a biuer taste.
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From the above account of the chemical relations of mustard, it is obvious
that admixture with alcohol or the ~cids, or the application of a boiling
heat, can only have the effect of impauing its medical virtues, and that the
best vehicle, whether for external or internal use, is water at common tem-

peratures.
A1edical Properties and Uses. Mustard seeds swallowed whole operate
as a laxative, and have acquired some reputation as a remedy in dyspepsia, and in other complaints attended with torpid bowels and deficient

excitement.

The white seeds are preferred, and are taken in the dose of a

tablespoonful once or twice a day, mixed with molasses, or previously softened and rendered mucilaginous by immersion in hot water. They probably act in some measure by mechanically stimulating the bowels. The
bruised seeds or powder, in the quantity of a large teaspoonful, operate as
an emetic. Mustard in this state is applicable to cases of great torpor of
stomach. especially that resulting from narcotic poisons. It rouses the
gastric susceptibility, and facilitates the action of other emetics. In smaller
quantities it is useful as a safe stimulant of the digestive organs; and, as it
is frequently determined to the kidneys, has been bi;>neficially employed in
dropsy. Whey, made by boiling half an ounce of the bruised seeds or
powder in a pint of milk and straining, is a convenient form foradministration. It may be given in the dose of a wineglassful repeated several times
a day. But mustard is most valuable as a rubefacient . Mix.ed with water
in the form of a cataplasm, and applied to the skin, it very soon produces
redness with a burning pain, which in less than an hour usually becomes
insupportable. When a speedy impression is not desired, especially when
the sinapism is applied to the extremities, the powder should be diluted
with an equal portion of rye meal or wheat flour. Care shou\J be taken
not to allow the app{ication to continue too Jong, as vesication with obstinate
ulceration, and even sphacelus may result. This caution is particolarly
necessary in cases where the patient is insensible, and the degree of pain
can afford no criterion of the sufficiency of the action. The volatile oil,
which is powerfully rubefacient, and capable of producing speedy vesica-
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tion, has been considerably used in Germany. For external application
as a rubefacient, 30 drops may be dissolved in a fluidounce of alcohol, or U
01 8 drops in a fiuidrachm of alm~nd or olive oil..
It has been given internally in colic, two drops being rncorporated with a six ounce mixture,
and half a fluidounce given for a dose . (S~e Am. Journ. ~f Pharm., xi. 9.)
In overdoses it is highly poisonous, producing gastro-~ntentic inflammation,
and probably perverting the vital processes by pervadm~ the whole system.
Its odour is perceptible in the blood, and it 1s said to impart the smell of
horseradish to the urine.
Off. Prep. Cataplasma Sina pis, Land., Dub.; Emplastrum Cantharidis
Compositum, Eel.; lnfusum Armoracim, U.S., Lond., Dub.
W.

SODIUM.
Sodium.
~odium, F1-.; Natronmclall. Natrium, Grrm.; focl.io, Ital., Span.
Sodium is a peculiar elementary body of a me~allic nature, forming the
radical of the alkali soda . ll was discovered by Sir H. Davy in 1807, who
obtain~d it in r:ii.nute quantity by decomposing the alkali by the agency of
galvamc elcctnc1ty. lt was afterwards procured in much larger quantities
by Gay·Lussac and Thenard, by bringing the alkali in contact with iron
turnings heated to whiteness. The iron became oxidized, and the metallic
radical of the soda was liberated. It is no':' obtained by the cheaper process of Schredler, which consists in convertmg, by ignition, the commercial
acetate of soda into carbonate and charcoal, and heating the product to
whiteness in an iron mercury-bottle, mixed \vith an additional portion of
charcoal.
Sodium is a soft, ma!Jeable, sectile solid, of a silver-white colour. It possesses the metallic lustre in a high degree when protected from the action
of the air, by which it is quickly tarnished and oxidized. Its sp. gr. is 0·97,
fusing point about 200°, equivalent number 23 ·3, and symbol Na . Its
chemical affinities resemble those of _potassium, but are not so energetic.
Like potassium it has a strong altract10n for oxygen. ·when thrown upon
cold water it instantly fuses into a globule without inflaming, and traverses
the surface in different directions with rapidity; on hot water it inflames.
In both cases the water is decomposed, hydrogen is liberated, and a solution of soda generated. It combines also with a larger proportion of oxygen
than exists in soda, forming a sesquioxide. This oxide is always formed
when the metal is burnt in the open air.
Sodium is present in a number of important medicinal preparations, and
is briefly described 'in this place as an introduction to these compounds. Its
protoxide only is salifiable, constituting the alkali soda, which, united to
acids, gives rise to a numerous class of compounds, called salts of soda.
These are characterized by being all solu?le in water and not precipitable
by any reagent, and by their communicatmg to the blowpipe flame o. rich
yellow colour. Protoxide of sodiu_m con.sists of one eq. of sodium 2:3·3,
and one of oxygen 8=31 ·a. United with one eq. of water 9, it forms
hydrate of soda (caustic soda), weighing 40·3.
The officinal combinations containing sodium are chloride of sodium, the
solution of chlorinated soda, the acetate, borate, carbonate, bicarbonate,
phosphate, and sulphate of soda, and the tartrate of potassa and soda. The
description of most of these combinations will immediately follow; while
the remainder, being included among the 11 Preparations," will be noticed
under their respective titles, in the second part of this work.
B.
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SODJE ACETAS. U.S., Lond., Dub.
Acetate of Soda.
T erra foliatn tnrtnri, Lat.; AcCtaie de soudc1 Fr.; Essigsaures Na1ron, Gcrm.i Ace1ato
clisoda,llal.

Acetate of soda is included among the" Preparations" in the Dublin
it is obtaine~ on a large scale by the manufaclU_ring
chemist, it 1s more properly placed m the catalogue of the Materia Medica
in those of London and the United States.
Preparation. The Dublin College obtains this salt by saturating carbonate of soda with distill ed vinegar, and evaporating the filtered solution until
it attains the sp. gr. l ·276. As the solution cools crystals will form, which
must be cautiously dried, and kept in well stopped bottles. In conducting
the process, the crystallized carbonate of soda will be found to require about
eleven times its weight of distilled vinegar for saturation.
Acetate of soda is prepared by the manufacturer of pyroligneous acid, for
the purpose of being decomposed so as to yield strong acetic acid by the
action of sulphuric acid. (See .llcidum, Pyrolignwm, and .Bcidum .IJceticum.) The first step is to add to the impure acid sufficient cream of lime
to saturate iL. During the saturation a quantity of blackish scum rises,
which must be carefully removed. In this way an acetate of lime is formed,
which must be decomposed by a strong solution of sulphate of soda. By
double decomposition there are formed acetate of soda which remains in
solution, and sulphate of lime which precipitates, carrying down with it
more or less of the tarry impurities. After the sulphate of lime has completely subsided, the solution of acetate of soda is decanted, and concentrated to a pellicle; when it is transferred to crystallizers, in which it cools
and crystaJlizes in mass. The acetate in this state is very impure, being
black and impregnated with much tar. It is purified by drying, igneous
fusion, solution in water, filtration, and repeated crystallizations. Somelimes animal charcoal is used to free the crystals from colour.
Properties, .S·c. Acetate of soda is a white salt, occurring in amorphous
foliated masses, or c~ystallized in long striated prisms, and possessing a
sharp, bitterish, not disagreeable taste. Exposed to the air Jt effioresces
slowly, and loses about forty per cent. of its weight. It is soluble in about
three parts of cold water, and in twenty-four of alcohol. The London Col·
lege is inaccurate in stating that this salt is insoluble jn alcohol. Subjected
to heat, it undergoes first the aqueous and then the igneous fosion, and is
finally decomposed ; the residue being a mixture of carbonate of soda and
charco~I. By the affusion of sulphuric acid it is decomposed, the acetic acid
being liberated, known by its acetous odour, and sulphb.te of so~a formed .
The salt should be perfectly neutral to test paper, and not precipitated by
chloride of barium, nitrate of silver, or chloride of platinum. The non-action
of thes~ tests proves the absence of sulphates, chlorides, and salts of potassa.
It consists, when crystallized, of one .eq. of acetic acid GI, one of soda 31 ·3,
and six of water 54 = 136·3 .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Acetate of soda is diuretic, and possesses
generally the same medical properties as the acetate of potassa, to which
article the reader is referred. Itis, however, moreconvrnientfor exhibition
than the latter salt, as it is not deliquescent. ~rhe dose is from a scruple to
two drachms. Its only pharmaceutical use is to yield acetic acid by the
action of sulphuric acid, and for this purpose it is employed in the London
and United Slates Pharmacopceias.
Pharmacop~ia; but, as

Off. Prep. Acid um Aceticum, U.S., Lond.
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SODJE BO RAS . U.S.

Borate of Soda.
Off. Syn. BORAX. Lond., Ed.; SOD1E BORAS. BORAX. Dub.
Borate de .:;oude, &rax, l<'r.i Borax:;aures Nanon, Borax1 Germ.; Boracc, ital.; Borra.x,

Spa1t.; .Boornk, ./}rub
Borax was known to the ancients, but its chemical nature was first ascer·
tained by Geoffroy in 1732. [t exists native, and may be ?btai1~ed by artificial means. It occurs in small quantities in several localities m Europe,
nnd in Peru in SOl1th America i but is found abundantly in certain lakes of
Thibet and Persia, from 'vhich it is obtained by spontaneous evaporation.
The impure borax concretes on the margins of these lakes, and is dug up in
lumps, called in commerce lineal or crude borax. In this state it is in the
form of crystalline masses, which are sometimes colourless, sometimes yellowish or greenish, and always covered with an earthy coaling, g reasy to
the touch, and having the odour of soap. The greasy appearance is derived from a fatty matter, saponified by soda. The tincal thus obtained in
the interior is transferred to the seaports of I.ndia, especially Calcutta, from
which it is exported to this country packed in chests. Besides Indian tincal,
there is another commercial variety of borax which comes from China, and
which is par~i~lly refined . Both varieties require to be purified before being
used in medicine or the arts.
Purification. The mctho~ of refining borax was originally possC'ssed as
a secret by the Venetians and Dutch, but is now practised in several European countries. The process pursued in France, as reported by Robiquet
and Marchand, is as follows. The tlncal is placed in a large wooden vessel,
and covered to the depth of three or four inches with water; in which state
it is allowed to remain for fi\•e or six hours, being agitated from time to time.
Slaked lime is now added, in the proportion of one part to four hundred of
the impure salt; and the whole being thoroughly mixed, is allowed to remain
at rest till the .succeed ing day. The salt is next separated by means of a
sieve, the crystals being cru111bled between the hands, and placed so as to
drain. The object of this trealmenl is lo separate the soapy matter, with
which the lime forms an insoluble soa p; and at the same time sulphate of
soda and chloride of sodium are r emoved , with only a minute loss of the
borax. 'l'h c borax being drained is next dissolved, by the assistance of
heat, in two and a half times it s weight of water, and the solution treated
with one.fiftieth of its weight of chloride of calcium, and allowed to strain
through a coarse bag. 'l'he filtration being completed, the liquor is concentrated by heat, and then run into wooden vessels, lined with lead, having
the ~hape of an inverted quadrangular pyramid. If care be taken that the
coolrng proceeds very gradually. distinct crystals will be obtained, such as
are found in commerce; otherwise, crystalline crusts will be formed . The
Chinese borax is purified in a similar manner, but, being less impure than
the common tincal, does not requirn to be washed.
Prepa~·at ion of .11.rtificial Borax. Large quantities. of borax are now made
by the direct combination of native boracic acid with soda. The acid is
obtained from certain lagoons in Tuscany, which are spread over a surface
of about thirty miles. At present, from these lagoons the enormous quantity
of 2,400,000 pounds are annually man~faclured. As thus procured, the
acid conlains from 17 to 20 per cent. of impurities, consisting principally of
the sulphatE's of ammonia , magnE'sia, lime, and alumina, muriate of ammonia,
chloride of iron, and clay, sand, and sulphur. It is added to saturation to a
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solution of carbonate of soda, healed by steam,_ and the liquor, a.fler boiling,
is allo"·ed to stand for ten or twelve hours. 1L 1s then drawn off into wooden
vessels lined with lea~, where it. crystallizes. The crystals are impure, and
arc refined by dissolving tbem m water heated by steam, adding carbonate
of soda to the solution,_ and crystallizing. 'l'he ~erit of introducing the
process for obtaining artificial borax belongs to Cartier and Payen, who suc-

~~:~gi~~ f:~~ ~~~~~~~ 1i~: ~::1 ~~a~~1uer:~~~ fc~~1~=it~ot ';~t~~~anpd:~~~:~~0s1t~r~~

ficial borax of M. Koehnke, a solution of caustic soda is used, extemporaneous ly obtained by the action of lime. Sl~e the details of his process, in
the Chem. Guz., No. 58, p. 131, copied inlo the .fbn. Journ. of Pharm.,
xvii. Jll.
Properties. Borax is a white salt, generally crystallized in flaltened hexahedral prisms, terminated by triangular pyramids, and possessing a sweetish,
feebly alkaline taste, and an alkaline reaction. It dissolves in twelve times
its weight of cold, and twice its weighl of boiling water. Exposed to the
air it effioresces slowly, and the surface of the crystals becomes covered with
a white powder. Subjected to a moderale heat it undergoes the aqueous
fusion, swells considerably, and finally becomes a dry porous mass, wilh
loss of half its weight . Above a red heat it mells into a limpid liquid, and,
after cooling, concretes into a transparent solid, called glass of borax, much
used as a flux in assays with the blowpipe. Sulphuric acid, added to a
saturated solution of the salt, unites with the soda, and precipitates the
boracic acid in white, shining, scaly crystals, possessing the property of imparting a green colour to the flame of burning alcohol. This acid consists
of one eq. of boron 10·9, and three of oxygen 24=34·9.
Borax has the property of rendering cream of tartar very soluble in water,
and forms a combination with it ?ailed soluble cream, of tar(ar, which is
sometimes used in medicine. rrh1s preparation is made by boding six parts
of cream of tartar and two of borax in sixteen of water for five minutes,
allowing the solution to cool, and then filtering to separate some tartrate of
lime. Soluble cream of tartar attracts moisture from the air, and is soluble
in its own weight of cold, and half its weight of boiling water. A similar
preparation may be made by substituting boracic acid for the borax, the pro·
portions being four parts of cream of tartar to one of the acid. This combination is even more soluble than the other. It has not been well ascertained
what is the nature of these compounds. Thenard has thrown out the suggestion, that the former consists of two double salts, tarlnlle of potassa and
sod.a (Rochelle salt), and tartrate of potassa and boracic acid; the boracic acid
actmg the part of a base; and Berzelius inclines to the opinion that the lat~
ter is a double tartrate of potassa and boracic acid. According to the formula
of the Paris Codex, soluble cream of tartar is made with boracic acid. One
hundred parts of the acid and 400 of cream of tartar are dissolved in a silver
basin, at tl~e temperature of ebullition, in :llOO par~s of water. The solutio.n
is kept boiling until the greater part of the water 1s consumed. The fire ts
then moderated, and the solution continually stirred white the evaporation
~rocceds .. When the muller has become very thick, it is removed by portions, which are flattened in the hand, completely dried by the heal of a
stove, reduced to powder, and kept in well stopped bottles.
Composition. Borax consists of two eqs. of boracic acid 69·8, and one
of soda :31·3=~01·1. As ordinarily ~rystallized it c.ontains ten eqs. of
water; but a vanety of the salt exists, which c.rystallizes m o~tahedron~, a~d
which contains only five eqs. of water. This is obtained 111 the arufic1al
prpduction of borax, by crystallizing from a concentrated solution at a te~
perature between 174° and 13:3° . From the composition of borax in equ1-
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valents, it is evidently a biborate, though generally called a subborat~ on
account of its possessing an alkaline reaction. This latter property arises
from the feeble neutralizing power of boracic acid, which is inadequate to
overcome the alkaline nature of so strong a base as soda.
JJJedical Properties and Uses. Borax is a mild refrigerant and diure~ic.
It is supposed also to exercise a specific influence over the uterus, promoting
menstruation, facilitating parturition, and favouring the expulsion of the placenta. (Vogt's Plumnakodynamik,quoted by Pereira, Eleni. Mat. ~Med.) lt
is strongly recommended by Dr. Daniel Stahl, of Indiana, in dysmenorrhma
occurring in sanguineous constitutions, vcnesection being premised. He
gives il in doses of about nine grains every two hours in a lablespoonful of
flaxseed tea, for two days before the time of the expected return of the
menses. (.8m. Jourri. of Med. Sci., xx. 536, from '1Pestern Journ. of Med.
and Phys . Sci.) Dr. Du~can quotes Wurzer for asserting t~at it is the best
remedy that can be used rn nephrilic and calculous complamts, dependent
on an excess of uric acid. It probably acts in such cases as an alkali, the
soda of the salt ne~tralizing the acid met with in the stomach or urinary
passages, and the boracic acid being set free. The dose is from thirty to
forty grains. Cream of tartar, rendered soluble by borax or boracic acid,
is a convenient preparation, where it is desirable to administer large quant.ities of the former salt. Externally its solution jg used as a wash in scaly
cutaneous. eruptions. A ~olutio~ formed by dissolving a drachm of the salt
in two t1u1dounces of dist1!1ed vmegar has been found, both by Dr. Abercrombi.e and Dr. Christison, an excellent lot ion for ringworm of the scalp.
Borax 1s very much used as a detergent in aphthous affections of the mouth
in children. When employed for this purposf', it is generally applied in
powder, either mixed with sugar in the proporlion of one part to seven, or
rubbed up with honey. (See JJ1el Boracis.)

Off.Prep. Mel Boracis, Lond., Ed., IJub.

B.

SOD.IE CARBONAS IMPURA. Lond.
Impure Carbonate of Soda.
Off Syn . SOD!E CARBON AS VEN ALE . BAR!LLA. JJub.
Commercia l carbonnte of !fe>dUj
impma,]la/.; &rilla,Span.

~0t1Cle

lie commerce, Fr.; Rohe Socia, Germ.; Soda

The impure carbonate of soda, intended by the London College, is the artifi cial carbonate, obtained on a large scale by the manufacturing chemist, which
the College does not de.em lo be snfficienlly pure for medicinal use. The
corr~sponding preparation of ~he Dublin Colle~e is the impure carbo~ate
obtamed by incinerating maritime plants, to which the name barilla strictly
be1ongs. The Edinburgh College has very properly dismis~ed barilla, as
the source from which the apothecary is to obtain the medicmal carbonate
by a process of p_urification; deeming the alkali as manu!actured on a largf'
scale to be sufficiently pure. Influenced by the same views the framers of
our national Pharmncopreia have never admitted barilla on the officinal list.
~Jt~ough the officinal names at ~he head of this article only indicate the
nrt1fic1al carbonate of soda, and ban Ila, yet we shall not confine our remarks
to these substances, but notice, gf'nerally, the sources of the alkali.
Carbonalcd soda exists as a mineral, called nati\'e soda, and is obtained
by incinerating certain plan~s, an.cl b.v decomposing sulphate of soda..
.
Native soda is found chiefly m Egypt, Hungary, and near Merida m
South America. It exisls in lhese localities in solution in small lakes, from
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which it is extracted by taking advantage of the drying up of the water during the heats of summer. Native soda is called natton, and was formerly
imported from Egypt for use in the arts; but for a number of years, the
demands of commerce for this alkaJi have been supplied from other sources.
The native soda of Eg)_7pt, called tronct by. the natives, is a sesquicarbonate;
while the South American in the proportion of its acid, is intermediate between the Egyptian and artiAcial .carbonat~. The native sodas are not important to the American chemist or druggist, as they are never imported
into this country.

Soda of vegetable origin is

derive~

from certain plants

whi~h

grow on

the surface or borders of the sea, and 1s denominated either banlla or kelp,
according to the particular character of the marine plants from which it is
derived . Baril/a is obtained from several vegetables, principally belonging
to the genera: Salsola, Salicornia, and Chenopodium. In Spain, Sicily, and
some other countries, the plants are regularly cultivated for the purpose of
yielding soda by their combustion. "'When ripe, they are cut down, dried,
and burnt in heaps. '!'he ashes form a semi-fused, hard, and compact
saline mass, which is broken up into fragments by means of pickaxes,
and thrown into comm~rc~. KeljJ is procured by the ~ncineration of various
kinds of sea-weeds, principally the algre and fuci, which grow on the rocky
coasts of many countries. The Orkneys and Hebrides. and the rocky
coasts of Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, furnish large quantities of these
weeds. The plants are allowed to ferment in heaps, then dried, and after·
wards burnt to ashes in ovens, roughly made with brick or stone, and built
in the ground. The alkali in the ashes melts, and forms the whole into one
solid mass. ·when cold, it is broken up with iron instruments into large
heavy masses, in which slate it is found in commerce. About twen~~- four
tons of sea.weeds are required to produce one of kelp. Large quant1t1es of
this substan~e were formerly manu~actured_ in Great Britain; but its de~a~d
and production have greatly dimimsbed since the introduction of arufic1al
soda at a comparatively low price. At present it is used principally for the
manufacture of iodine. An impure soda is obtained in a similar manner
in France, under the name of vareck .
.Ortificial Soda of Commerce. At present this is obtained by decomposing sulphate of soda, which is procured from the manufacturers of chlo·
rinated lime (bleaching salt), or, wh_at is more usual on account of the in·
sufficient supply from this source, is made expressly for the purpose, by
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weight of small coal, ground and sifted, and the whole is heated in a rever·
beratory furnace, where it fuses and forms a black mass, called black ash or
British barilla. The coal, at the temperature employed, converts the sul·
phate of soda into sulphuret of sodium. This reacts with the chalk, so as
to form sulphuret of calcium and carbonate of soda (NaS and CaO,CO~ =
CaS and Na0,C0 2 ). Black ash contains only about 22 per cent. of a_lkali,
imperfectly carbonated on account of the high heat used; the remamder
being sulp_huret of calcium and coaly matter. Jt is n~~t digesled in wari:n
water, which takes up the alkali and leaves the impurities. The solution 1s
evaporated to dryness, and the mass obtained is calcined with one-fourLh of
its weight of sawdust, in order to convert tho alkali fully into carbonate, by
means of the carbonic acid rcsultino- from the combustion of the sawdust.
The product is redissolved in water~ and the solution evaporated to dryness.
The alkali, in this stage of its purification, contains about 50 per cent. of
carbonate of soda, and is called soda~ash. It is brought io the state of crys·
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tallized carbonate of soda, by dissolving it i_n water, straining the solution,
evaporating i~ to a pellicle. and sett_ing it as1<le to cryslallize.
The chemical process just described for obtaining carbonated soda, is at
present pursued on an immense scale in Great Britain, especially at Liverpool and Glasgow; and its product is so cheap that its use has nearly superseded that of barilla and kelp as sources of soda. Ct was calculated by Mr.
Musprat that, in 1838, there were manufactured, in ~reat Britain alone,
50,000 tons of soda-ash, and 20,000 tons of the crystallized carbonate, and
the manufacture is steadi ly on the increase.
Baril/a, when of good quality, is in hard, dry, porous, sonorous, gray ishblue masses, which become covered with a saline efflorescence after exposure to Lhe air. It possesses an alkaline tasLe and peculiar odour. It
contains from twenty-five to forty per cent. of real carbonated alkali; the
residue being made up of sulphate of soda, sulphuret and ch loride of sodium.
carbonate of lime, alumina, silica, oxidized iron, and a small portion of
charcoa l which has escaped combustion.
Kelp is in hard, vesicular masses, of a dark-gray, bluish, or greenish
colour, sulphureous odour, and acrid, caustic taste. It is still less pure
than baritla, containing from five to t>ight per cent. of carbonated soda; the
rest being made up of a large proportion of the sulphates of soda and potassa,
and th e chlorides of potassium and sodium, a small quantity of iodide of
sodium, and insoluble and colouring mauers. It is from kelp that iodine
is obtained . (See l odinwn.)
British barilla, the name given to artificial soda in its lowest degree of
purity, is of a blackish-brown colour, becoming darker by exposure to the
air. When broken it exhibits an imperfect metallic lustre, and a close
striated texture. Its taste is caustic and hepatic. By exposure to a moist
atmosphere, it becomes co\•ered with a ye llow efflorescence, and quickly
falls to powder, with disengagement of heat and sulphu retted hydrogen;
at the same time increasing in weight by the absorption of carbonic acid
aad water. Soda-ash is in white or gray compact masses.
The different kinds of impure carbonate of soda, whether barilla, kelp, or
soJa-ash, being exceedingly variable in composition, it is important to have
a ready method of determining the quantity of real carbonated alkali which
they contain. The mode in which this is done, by means of an instrument
called an alkalimeter, has been already explained . (See page 564.)
Pharmaceutical Uses, ~h. The impure carbonate of soda, in the form
of commercial carbonate, is employed by the London College for obtaining
the pure carbonate; and barilla is used for the same purpose by the Dublin
College. The various forms of impure carbonate are largt>ly consumed in
the manufacture of soap and glass, and in dyeing and bleaching.
Off. Prep. Sodre Carbonas, Lond., Dub.
B.

SODJE CARBONAS. U.S.,Lond.,Ed.,Dub.
Carbonate ef Soda.
Carbonnto <le rou1le, Fr.; Einfach Kohlensaures Natron, Germ.; Carbonato<li soda, llal.;
Carbonatodf' S()(la, Spa11.

[n the U.S . Pharmacopreia this salt has been always placed in the list
of the Materia Medica; the crystallized carbonate of soda, obtained on a
large scale by the manufacturing chemist, being~ pure salt, and that which
is sold in the shops of our apothecaries. The Edinburgh College. in the ~ast
revision of its Pharmacopreia, has given the same position to this salt, havrng
58
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abandoned the proc:Ss previously prC'scribed for preparing it from barilla.
The London and Dublin Colleges give processes for its preparation.
The London College takes two p01.m.ds of the 11 impure carbonate of soda"
(commercial carbonate), boils it with four pints (l mperial measure) of distilled water, strains the so lution wh ile hot, and sets it by that c:ystals may
form. The JJublin College exhausts "barilla," by boi ling it wllh twice its
weight of water for two or three successive times, and, having mixed the
several solutions, evaporates to dryness. The dry mass is then dissolved
in boili~g water, and the solution evaporated until it acquires the sp. gr. 1·22,
when 1t is ~xposed to a temperature about freezing, rn order that it may
crystallize. The crystals are then dried and kept in close bottles.
These processes for obtaining carbonate of soda on a small scale are
ent irely superfluous , on account of the perfection to which the artificial
carbonate has been brought by the manufacturing chemist. The officinal
carbonate of soda of the U.S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopceias may be con sidered as the artificial carbonate, in the highest state of purity in which it
is manufactured on the large scale. The process by which it is made is
described in the preceding article. (See Sod:e Carbonas Impura.)
P roperties . Carbonate of soda is a colourless salt, possessing an alkaline
and disagreeable ta$te, and crystallizing usually in large obliq ue rhombic
prisms, which speedily effloresce and fall into powder when exposed to the
air. I t is soluble in twice its weight of cold water, but insoluble in alcoh ol, and displays an alkaline reaction with tests. When heated it undergoes the aqueous fusion; and, if the heat be continued, it dries and finally
suffers the igneous fusion. The most usual impurities are sulphate of soda
and common salt, which may be detected by converting the salt into a
nitrate, and lesting separate portions of this severally with the chloride of
barium and nitrate of silver. Common salt is seldom entirety absent, but
good spec imens are free from sulphate of soda. According to the Jate Or.
W.R. F isher, it is liablP- to contain, when bad ly prepared, a portion of
sulphu ret of sodium, which may be detected by the production of the
smell of sulphuretted ~ydrogcn upon dissolving the salt in water. (.llm~r.
Journ. of Phann., viii. 108.) CarbOL~ate of soda is incompalible wuh
acids, acidulous salts, lime-water, munate of ammonia, and earthy and
metallic salts. It consists of one eq. of carbonic acid 22, and one of soda
3 1 ·~=53 · 3. \\Then fully crystallized it contains ten eqs. of water 90,
givm~ as the nu~ber representing the crystallized sail 143_' 3 . It is thus
p erceived. that this salt, when perfeclly crys~a!lized, contains nearly twothirds of Its weight of water; but the quanllty actua lly present in it, as
found in the shops, is variable, being dependent on the extent to which it
may have undergone eITTorescc-nce.
Afedical Properties and Uses. Carbonate of soda is antacid, nnt ilithic,
and resolvent. It is given principally in diseases attended with acidity of
the stomach; suc h as gout, uric acid gravel, and certain forms of dyspepsia.
It is more frequently exhibited than carbonate of potassa, as it is more easily
taken, its taste being less acrid. It has also been recommended in hoopingcough, scrofula, and bronchocele. In the latter disease, Dr. Peschier, of
Geneva, con~iders it more efficacious than iodine. It is given in doses of
from ten grams to half a drachm, either in powder, o~ in solution in so~e
bitter infusion. In consequence of the variable state m which it exists rn
the shops, as to the amount of wate r of crystallization which it contains,
the dose cannot be indicated with precision. It is on this account that
the salt is most conveniently administered in the dried state. (See So~la:
Carbonas Exsiccatus.) When taken io an over· dose it acts as a corrosive
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and irritant poison . The best antidotrs are fixed oils, acetii acid , and
lemon juice. This salt is used as a chemical agent in prep?Jng Quinire
Sulphas,Ed., and Antimonii Oxidum. Ed.
·
Off. Prep . Aqua c.arbonatis Sodre Acidula, Dub.; Ferri Carbonas Saccharatum, Ed.; Fem Subcarbonas, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Liquor Sodre
Chlorinatre, U.S., Lond.; ~Iagnei:sire Carbonas, Lond., Ed.; Pilulre Ferri
Carbonatis, U.S.; Pi\. Fem Compositre, U.S., Lond., lJubY!;OLia:: Bicarbonas, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub .; Sodre Carbonas Exsiccatus, . 8 ., Lond.,
Ed., Dub.; Sodre et Potassre Tartras, U.S., Lond., Ed, lJub .; Sodre
Phosphas, U. 8., Ed., Dub.; Sodre Sulphas, Lond.
, 1 •
B.

SODJE SULPHAS. US, Land., Ed., Dub.
Sufpha& of Soda. ...
~
Vitriolnted soda, Gianbcr's salt; Sulfate de somle, Fr.; Schwcfelsaures Natron, Glaubersalz, Germ.; Solfato cli soda, ]lal.; Sulfa.to de sOlln, Sal de Glaubero, Span..

This salt is included among the Preparations by the three British Collt-ges, a .formula for obtaining it being given; but in the United States Pharmacopana it is inserted on~y in the Materia Medica list, w~re it properly/
n ., . I
stands as a substance obtained on a large scale .
Sulphate of soda, in small quantities, is extensively diffused ,Y. nature, and
is obtained artificially in several chemical operation~. It exists in solution
in many mineral springs, among whicll may be mentioned thos~ of Chelten ham and Carlsbad; its ingredients are present in sea-water; arW- it is found
combined with sulphate of lime, constituting a distinct mineral. ' As an arti ficial product, it is formed in the procPsses for obtaining muriatic acid and
chlorine, and in the preparation of muriate of ammonia from sulphate of
ammonia and common salt. It may also be procured from sea-water.
Preparation. The British. Colleges agree in obtaining sulphate of soda
from the s~lt left after the .distillation of muriatic a~i d. 'I'hi_s residuary salt,
as is explamed under munatic acid, is sulphate of soda; but it ge.nera~ contains an excess of sulphuric acid, which must be neutralized 'with ~da or
removed . The London College dissolves two pounds of the salt in twiu1ints
(Imperial measure) of boiling wat_er, and saturates the excess of acid with
carbonate of soda. The solution is then C\'aporated to a pt-l!icle, strained,
and set aside to crystallize. The supernatant liquor being poured off, the
crystals are dried. The Edinburgh College dissolves two pounds of the
salt in three pints (Imp. meas.) of boiling water, saturates the excess of' acid
with powdered white marble, boils the liquid, and when neutral filters it,
washes the insoluble matter with boiling water, which is added to the original liquid, concentrates the solution to a pellicle, and sets it aside to cool
and crystallize. In the Dublin Pharmacopreia, the salt is directed to be dis·
solved in a sufficient quantity of boiling water, _and the solution, after filtration and due evaporaLJOn, is allowed to cr.vstalhze by slow cooling-:
In the above processes, the London College converts the excess of acid
in the residuary salt imo an additional portion of sulphate of soda.; while
the Edinburgh College gets rid of the excess, by converting it into the
insoluble sulphate of limt-. The Dublin process makes no .provision for
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of soda are now made in
and France by lhe proces~ of decomposing common salt by sulphuric i:ictd,
for the purpose of being manufactured int~ soda-ash and carbonate of soda;
and, so far from the generated muriatic acid being a product of value, its
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or

its escape
absorption in a convenient way, so as to avoid the nuisance
into th e atmosphere in a gaseous state, is an object of importance to the
manufacturer. (Sl.'e .flcidwn Jl.lurialicwn.)
'rhe residuum of the process for obtaining chlorine by the action of sulphuric acit!, water, and deutox.ic.le of manganese on common sah, is a mixture of sulphate of soda and sulphate of protoxide of manganese. (See /J.qua
Cltlo~inii.) ;Large quan~ities of this residuum are formed in '1:'an.ufacturing

chlorinated lime (bleaching salt), and the sulphate of soda rn ll, roughly
purified, supplies a small part of the consumption of this sah in making sodaash and carbonate of soda. (See Sodre Carbonas lmpura .)

In the process for obtaining muriate of ammonia from sulphate of ammonia and common salt, water is decomposed, and a double decomposition takes
place, resulting in the formation of sulphate of soda and muriate of ammonia.
By exposing the mixed salts to heat, the muriate of ammonia sublimf's, and
the sulphate of soda remains behind as a fixt>d residue. (See .llmmonia!
JJiurias .)
In some of our Northern States, particularly Massachusetts, a portion of
Glauber's salt is procured from sea-water in the winter season . The cir·
cumstances under which it is form ed have been explainf'd in a paper "On
the Preparation of Glauber's and Epsom Salt and Magnesia from Seawater," by Mr. Daniel B. Smith, published in the fourth volume of the
Journal of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. The constituents of a
number of salts exist in sea.water; and the binary order in which these
constituents will precipitate during evaporation, depends on the temperature . During the prevalence of rigorous cold, sulphate of soda is the least
soluble salt wh ich can be formed out of the acids and bases present, and
consequently separates in the form of crystals.
Properties. Sulphate of soda is a colourless salt, possessing a cooling,
nauseous, very bitter taste, and crystallizing with great facility in six-sided
striated prisms. ·when recently prepared, it is beautifully transparent; but
by exposure to the air it cffioresces, and the crystals become covered with
an opaque white powder. By long exposure it undenroes complete efflorescence, and falls to powder with loss of more than half its weight. It is
soluble in three times its weight of cold water, and in its own weight
of boil ing waler, but is insoluble in a.lcohol. Subjected to hea t, it dissoh·e~ in
its water of crystallization, then dnes, and afterward:;, by the application
of a red heat, melts, with the loss of 554 per cent. of its weight. Occasionally
it contains an excess of acid or alkali, which may be discovered by litmus or
turmeric paper. 'l'he presence of common salt may be detected by sulphate
of sih>er i that of iron by ferrocyanuret of potassium or tincture or galls.
This salt is not subject to aduheration. It is incompatible with carbonate
of potassn, chloride of calcium, the salts of baryta, nitrate of silver if the
solutions be strong, and acl'tate and subacetate of lead. h consi~ts of one
eq. of sulphuric acid 40, one of soda 31 ·3, and ten of water 90= 161·:1 .
JJiedical Properties and Uses . Sulphate of soda, in doses of from half an
ounce to. an ounce, is an efficient cathartic; in smaller doses largely diluted,
an aper1ent and diuretic. \Vhen in an eillorcsccd state, the dose mnst be
rf'd.uced one-half. lt is much less used than formerly, having been almost
entirely superseded by sulphate of magnesia, which is less disagreeable to
the J?alate. fts !lauseous taste, howC\•cr, may be readily disguised by the
admixture of a little lemon-juice or crram of tartar, or the addition of a few
drops of sulphuric acid. Sulphate of soda is an ingredient in the artificial
Cheltenham salt. (See ./Jppendix.) The only use of sulphate of soda in the
arts is to make. carbonate of.soda, and as an ingredient in some kinds of glass.
B.
Il has no officrnal preparations.
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SODII CHLORIDUM. U.S., Lond.
Chloride of Sodium.
Off. Syn. SOD.IE MUR!AS. Ed., Dub.
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This mineral production, so necessary to1mankind, is universally distributed over the globe , an(l is the most abundant of the native soluble salts.
Most animals have an instinctive relish for it; and, from its frequent presence
in the solids and fluids of the ?nim.al economy, it may be supposed to perform an important part in nutrition and assimilation.
Natutal State. Common salt exists in nature, either in the solid state or
in solution. In the solid state, called rock salt ,fossil salt, and sal gemm::e,
jt is often found forming extensive beds, and even entire mountains, from
which it is extracted in blocks or masses by mi11ing operations. Its geological position is very constant, occurring almost ihvariably in secondary
formations, associated with clay and gypsum . In solution it occurs in certain springs and lakes, and in the waters of the ocean.. The principal salt
mines are found in Poland, Hungary, and Russia; in various parts of
Germany, particularly the Tyrol; in England in the county of Cheshire~
in Spain; in various parts of Asia and Africa; and in Peru, and other countries of South America. In the United States there are no salt mines, but
numerous saline springs, which either flow naturally, or are produced artificially by si nking shafts to various depths in places where salt is known to
exist. These are found principally in Missouri, Kentucky, Illinois, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, and New York. In the last-mentioned State the
spri ngs are the most productive; the chief ones being situated at Salina,
l\.lontl'zuma, and Ga len. ln Virginia an important salt region exists, extending fifleen miles on both sides of the great Kenhawa river. Rock sa lt is
always transparent or translucent; but it often exhibits various colours, such
as red, yellow, brown, violet, blue, &c., which are supposed to be derived
from iron and manganese.
Extraction. Mines of salt are worked in two ways . ·when the salt is
pure it is merely dug out in blocks and thrown into commerce. When
impure it is dissolved in water, and extracted afterwards from the solution by
evaporation . 'Vhen the salt is naturally in solution, the mode of ex traction
depends upon the strength of the brine, and the temperature of the place
where it is found. When the water contains from fourteen to fifteen per
cent. of sail, it is extracted by evaporat ion in large iron boilers. If, however, it contains only two, three, four, or five per cent., the salt is obtained
in a di.fferent manner. If the climate be warm it is procured by spontaneous
evaporation, effected by the heat of the sun; if temperate, by a peculiar mode
of spontaneous evaporation to be mentioned presently, and the subsequent
application of artificial heat.
Sea-water is a weak saline solution, containing 2·7 per cent. of salt, which
is extracted by the agency of solar heat in warm countries. Salt thus obtained is called bay salt. The extraction is conducted in E~rope principally on the shores of the Mediterranean, the waters o~ which are sa lt~r
than those of the open ocean. The mode in which 1t is performed is
by letting the sea-water into shallow dikes, lined with clay, and capable,
after being filled, of being shut off from the sea. la this sirnation the heat
59•
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of the sun gradually concentrates the water, and the salt is deposited. In
temperate climates, weak brines are first concentrated in buildings, called
graduation houses. The:::e are rough wooden structu res open on the sides,
ten or eleven yards high, five or six wide, and three or four hundred long,
and containing an oblong pile of brushwood somewhat smnllt>r than the
building itself. The brine is pumped up into troughs full of holes, placed
above the fagots, upon which it is allowed to fall; and in its descent it
becomes minutely divided. This operation, by greatly increasing the surface
of the brine, promotes its evaporation; and being repeated several times, the
solution is at last brought to the requis ite degree of strength to permit of its
final concentration in iron boilers by artificial heat. Sometimes, to save
fuel, the last concentration is performed by allowing the brine to trickle
down a number of vertical ropes, on the surface of which the salt is deposited in the form of a crust.
Properties. Chloride of sodium is white, witho1;1t odour, and of a peculiar taste called ~aline. lt is usually crystalJized m cubes; but by hasty
evaporation it often assumes the .form of hollow quadrangular pyramids.
When pure it undergoes no change in th e air; but when contaminated with
chloride of magnesium, as not unfrequently happens, it is deliquescent. It
dissolves in somew hat less than three times its weight of cold water, and is
scarcely more sol ubl e in boiling water. In weak alcohol it is very soluble,
but sparingly so in absolute alcohol. Exposed to a gradually increasing heat,
it first decrepitates from the presence of interstitial moisture, next meils, and
finally volatilizes in white fumes without decomposition. It is decomposed
by several of the acids, particularly the sulphuric and nitric, which disengage vapours of muriatic ac id; by carbonate of potassa with the assistance
of hear; and by the nitrates of silver and of the protoxide of mercury.
Several varieties of common salt are distinguished in commerce; as stoved
.r;alt,.fishery salt, bay salt, &c.; but they are characterized by modifications
in the size and compactness of the grains, rather than by any essential difference in composition.
Composition. Common salt, in its pure state, consists of one eq. of
chlorine 35·42, and one of sodium 23·3=58·72. It contains no water of
crystallization. When in solution it is by some supposed to become the
muriate of soda i~ consequence of the decompositio.n of water,_ the hydroge~
and oxygen of w h1ch are alleged to convert the chlonne and sod1 um into ~un
atic acid and soda. The common salt of commerce, besides pure chloride of
sodium, contains, generally speaking, insoluble matter, and usually more or
less of the sulphates of lime and magnesia, and chlorides of calcium and
magnesium. When pure it is not precipitated by carbonate of sod~, chloride of barium, or ferrocya nuret of potassium. Chloride of calcium is
generally present in very small amount; but the chloride of magnesium
sometimes amounts to 28 parts in 1000. Sulphate of lime is usually present, constituting variously from I part to 23~ in 1000; and sulphate of magnesia is sometimes present and sometimes absent. To separate the earths,
a .boili~g solution of carbonate of soda must be added, as long as any precip1tate 1s formed . The earths will fall as carbonates, and must be separated
by filtration, and sulphate of soda and chloride of sod ium will remain in
solu.ti_on. The sulphate of soda may then be decomposed by the ~autious
addJt1on of chloride of barium, wh.ic·h will generate chloride of sodium and
insoluble sulphate of baryta .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Chloride of sodillm, in small doses, acts
as a stimulant tonic and anlhelmintic; in larger ones as a purgative and
emetic. It certainly promotes digestion, and the almost universal animal
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appetency for it, proves it to be a salutary stimulus in health. ' Vhen taken in
larger quantities than usual with food, it i_s useful in some forms of dyspepsia,
and, by giving greater tone to the digestive organs in weakly children, may
correct the disposition to generate worms. On the sudden occurrence of
hremoptysis, it is usefully resorted to as a styptic, in the dose of a teaspoonful, taken dry, and often proves successful in stopping the flow of blood.
Externally applied in solution, it is stimulant, and may be used either locally
or gem·rally. Locally, it is sometimes employed as a fomentation in sprains
and bruises; and as a general external application, it forms the sa!Hvater
bath, a valuable remedy as a tonic and excitant in depraved conditions of the
system, occurring especially in children, and supposed to be dependent on
the scrofulous diathesis. A pound of salt dissolved in four gallons of water,
forms a solution of about the strength of sea-water, and suitable for a bath.
It is frequently used as an ingredient in stimulating enemata. The dose, as
a tonic, is from ten grains to a drachm; as a cathartic, though seldom used
for that purpose, from two drachms to half an ounce. In doses of from half
an ounce to an ounce, dissolved in four or five times its weight of water, it
frequent ly proves a prompt and efficient emetic, invigorating rather than
depressing the powers of the system. When employed as a clyster, it may
be used in the amount of from one to two tablespoonfuls dissolved in a pint
of water.
The uses of common salt in domestic economy as a condiment and antiseptic are well known. In ag riculture it is sometimes employed as a
manure, and in the arts to prepare muriate of ammonia, as also to form sulphate of soda, with a view to its conversion afterwards into carbonate of
soda. ft is used as a chemical agent in preparing the bin iodide of mercury
of the Edinburgh College.
Off. Prep . Acidum Muriaticum, Dub., Lond.; Acidum Muriaticum
Purum,Ed.; Aqua Chlorinii,Dub.,Ed.; Hydrargyri Chloridurn Corrosivum, U.S., L~nd., Ed., Dub.; Hydrargyri Chloridur;i Mite, U.S.,Lond.,
Ed., Dub.; Liquor Sodre Chlorinatre, Lond.; Plumb1 Chloridum, Lund.;
Pulvis Salinus Compositus, Dub .; Sodre Murias Purum, Ed.; Sodre
Sulpbas, Lond., Ed., Dub.; Calomelas Prrecipitatum, Dub.
B.

SOLIDAGO. U.S. Secondary.
Golden-rod.
u The leaves of Solidago odora." U.S.
SoLIDAGo. Sex. Syst. Syngenesia Superflua.- Nat. Ord. Compositre
Asteroidere, .De Cando/le; Asteracere, Lindley.
Gen. Cit. Calyx imbricated, scales closed. Radical florets about five,
yellow. Receptacle naked, punctate. Pappus simple pilose. Nuttall.
This is a very abundant genus, including, according to Eaton's enumeration, upwards of sixty species belonging to this country. Of these the S.
odora only is officinal. The S. Virgaurea, which is common to the United
States and Europe, was formerly di rected by the Dublin Collegei but was
omitted in the last edition of their Pharmacopreia. It is astringent, and has
been supposed to possess lithontriptic virtues.
Solidago odora. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 2061; Bigelow,.Rm. Jlfed. Bot. i.
187. The sweet·scented golden-rod has a perennial creeping root, and a
slender, erect, pubescent stem, which rises two or three feet in heigh.t. The
leaves are sessile, linear lanceolate, entire, acute, rough at the margm, elsewhere smooth, and, according to Bigelow, covered with pellucid dots. The
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flowers are of a deep golden-yellow col~ur. and are arranged in a terminal,
compound, panicled raceme, the branches of which spread almost horizon·
tally, are each accompanied by n small leaf, and support. the flowers on
downy pedicels, which put forth from the upper side of the peduncle, and
have small linear bractes at their base. The florets of the ray are ligulate,
oblong, and obtuse; those of the disk, funnel-shaped, with acute segments.
The plant grows in woods and fields throughout the United States, and
is in flower from August to October. The leaves, which are the officinal
portion, have a fragrant odour,and a warm, aromatic, agreeable taste . These
properties depend on a volatile oil, which may be separated by distillation
with water. It is of a pale greenish-yellow colour, and Jighter than water.
JJiedical Properties and Uses. Golden.rod is aromatic, moderately stimulant and carminative, and, like other substances of the same class, diaphoretic
when given in warm infusion. It may be used to re lieve pain arising from
flatulence, to allay nausea, and to cover the taste or correct the operation of
unpleasant or irritating medicines. For these purposes it may be given in
infusion. The volatile oil dissolved in alcohol is employed in tbe Eastern
States. According to Pursh, the dried flowers are used as a pleasant and
W.
wholesome substitute for common tea.

SPIGELI A. U.S., Land., Ed.
Pinkroot.
"The root of Spigelia Marilandica." U.S., Ed. 11 Spigelia Marilandica.
Radix." Lond.
Off. Syn . SPIGELIA MARILANDICA. Radix, Dub.
SpigCJic du Maryland, Fr.; Spigelic:, Germ.: Spigelia, Ital.

SPIGELJA .. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Gentian::e,
Juss.; Spige\1acere, Martius, Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-partPd . Corolla funnel-shaped, border five-cleft,
equal. Capsule didymous, two-celled, four-vah•ed, many-seeded. 1Yuttall.

There are t\vO species of Spigelia which have atlracted altention as ~n
thelmintics, the S'. anthelmintica of South America and the \.Vest lncl1cs 1
and the 8. ftfarilmulica of this country. The former is an annual plant,
used only in the countries where it grows, the latter is much employed
both in this country and in Europe .
Spigelia 111arilandica. Willd. Sp. Plant . i . 825; Bigelow, .Om. Jlled. Bot.
i. 142; Barton, .flied. Bot. ii. 75. The Carolina pink is an herbaceous
plant with a perennial root, which sends off numerous fibrous branches.
~~he stems, several of which rise from the same root, are simple, erect, fours1ded, nearly smooth, and from twelve to twenty inches high. The leavl'S
are opposite, sessile, ovate lanceolate, acuminate, entire, and smooth, with
the veins and margins slightly pubescent. Each stem terminates in a spike,
which. leans to one side, and supports from four to twelve flowers with very
short peduncles. The calyx is persistent, with five long, subulate, slightly
serrate leaves, reflexed in the ripe fruit. The corolla is funnel-shaped, and
much longer than the calyx, with the tube inflated in the middle, and the
border divided into five acute, spreading segments. It is of a rich carmine
colour externally, becoming paler at the base, and orange-yellow within.
The edges of the segments are slightly tinged with green. The stamens,
though apparently very short, and inserted into the upper part of the tube
belween lhe segments, may be traced down its internal surface to the base.
The anthers are oblong, heart-shaped; the germ superior, ovate; the style
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about the length of the corolla, and terminating in a linear fringed stigma
projecting considerably beyond it. The capsule is double, consisting of two
.
cohering, globular, one-celled portions, and containing many seeds.
The plant is a native of our Southern and South-western Slates, being
seldom if ever found north of the Potomac. It g rows in rich soils on the
borders of woods, and flowers from May to July. The root is the part
J'ecognised as officinal in the Unitt.>d States Pharmacopceia. 'l'he drug was
formerly collected in Georgia and the neighbouring States by the Creek
and Cherokee Indians, who disposed of it to the white traders. The whole
plant was gathered and dried, and came to us in bales or casks. After
the emigration of the Indians, the supply of spigelia from this source very
much diminished, nnd has now ne.a rly if .not entir.ely failed. The conse quence wns for a time a great scarcity and mcrease in the price of the drug:
but a new source of supply was opened from the Wes tern and South-western
States, and it is now again p lentiful. As we recei\'e spigelia at present, it
is chiefly if not exclusively in the root, without the stem a nd leaves. We
have been informed that most of it comes in casks or ba les from St. Louis,
by the way of New Orleans . That contained in casks is to be preferred,
as less liable to be damp and mouldy.
Properties. Pinkroot consists of numerous slender, branching, crooked,
wrinkled fibres, from three to six inches long, attached to a knotty head or
caudex, which exhibits traces of the stems of former years. lt is of a brownish or yellowish -brown colour externally, of a faint smell, and a sweetish,
slightly biuer, not very disagreeable taste. Its virtues are extracted by boili~g water. The root, analyzed by M. Feneulle, yielded a fixed and volatile oil, a small quantity of resin, a bitter substance supposed to be the active
principle, n mucilaginous saccharine matter, a lbumen, gallic acid, the ma~
!ates of potassa and lime, &c., and woody fibre. The principle upon which
Lhe virtues of the root are thought to depend, is brown, of a biuer nauseous
taste, like that of the purgative matter of the leguminous plants, and, when
taken internally, produces vertigo and a kind of intoxication .
The stalks of the dried plant arc oval below the first pair of leaves, and
then become obscurely four-sided. The Jeaves, when good, have a fresh
greenish colour, and an odour somewlrnt like that of tea. In taste they
resemble the root, and afforded to M. Feneullc near ly the same princip les.
T~w quantity, however, of the bitter substance was less, corresponding
with their inferior efficacy. This circumstance should cause their rejection
from the shops; as the in('quality in power of the two portions of the plant
would lead lo uncertainty in the rt>suh, when they are both employed.
The root alone is wisely directed by the Pharmacopa:ias.
The roots are sometimes mixed with those of other plants, particularly of
a small vine which twines round the stem of the pige lia. These are long,
slender, crooked , yellowish, thickly set with short capillary fibres, and
much smaller and lighter-coloured than the pinkroot. Tl.ley should be
separated before the latter is used. 'I'he activity of spigclia is somewhat
diminished by time .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Pinkroot i~ generally considered among
the most powerful anthelmintics. ln the ordmary dose it usually produces
little sensible effect on the system; more larg.:>ly givrn it acts as a cathartic,
though unequal and uncertain in its operation; in over-doses it excites the
circulation, and determines to the brain, giving rise to vertigo, dimness of
Yision, dilated pupils, spasms of the facial muscles, and sometimes even to
general convulsions. Spasmodic movements of the eyelids have been oh·
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to the influence of spigelia. The narcotic effects are said to be less apt to
occur when the medicine purges, and to be altogether obviated by combining
it with cathartics. The danger from its employment cannot be great; as it is
in very general use in the United States, both in regular and domestic practice, and we never hear at present of serious consequences. Its effects u pan
the nervous system have been erroneously conjectured to depend on otber
roots sometimes mixed with the genuine. The vermifuge properties of spigelia were first learned from the Cherokee Indians. They were made known
to the medical profession by Ors. Lining, Garden, and Chalmers of South
Carolina. The remedy stands at present in this country at the head of the
anthelmintics. It has also been recommended in infantile remittentsand other
febrile diseases; but it is entitled to little confidence in these complaints.
It may be given in substance or infusion. The dose of the powdered
root for a child three or four years old, is from ten to twenty grains, for an
adult from one to two drachms, to be repeated morn ing and evening for
several days successively, and then followed by a brisk cathartic. The
practice of preceding its use by an emetic has been generally abandoned.
It is frequently given in combination with calomel. The infusion, however,
is the most common form of administration. (See lrifusum Spigeli:£.) It is
usually combined with senna or some other cathartic, to ensure its action
on the bo\\•els. A preparation generally kept in the shops and much prescribed by physicians, under the name of worm tea, consists of pinkroot,
senna, manna, and savine, mixed together, in various proportions, to suit
the views of different individuals. Spigelia may also be given in the form
of extmct.
W.
Off. Prep. Infusum Spigelim, U.S.

SPIRJEA. U.S. Secondary.
Hardhack.
The root of Spirrea tomentosa." U. 8.
SP1RtEA. Sex. Sysl. lcosandria Pentagynia.- Nat. Ord. Rosacere.
Gen . Ch. Calyx spreading, five-cleft, inferior. Petals five, equal, roundish. Stamens numerous, exserted. Capsules three to twelve, internally
bivalve, each one to three-seeded. Jlluttall.
Spir:Ea lomentosa . Willd. /Sp. Plant. ii. 1056; Rafinesque, 11/ed. Flor.
vol. ii. This is an indigenous shrub, two or three feet high, with numerous
simple, erect, round, downy, and purplish stems, furnished with ahnnate
leaves closely set upon very short footstalks. 'l'he leaves are ovate lanceolate, unequally ser.rate, somewhat pointed at both ends. dark green on their
upper surface, whttish and tomentose beneath. The flowers are of a beautif1;1l red or purple colour, and disposed in terminal, compound, crowded
spikes or racemes.
1'~e hardback flourishes in low grounds, from New England to Carolina,
but 1s most abundant in the Northern States. [t flowers in July and August.
All p~rt~ of it are .medicinal. The root, though designated in the Pharmacopcem, 1s, accord mg to Dr. A. \V. Ives, the least valuable portion. The
taste of the plant is bitter and powerfully astringent. Among its constiltl·
ents are tannin, gallic acid, and bitter extractive. \Vater extracts its sensible
properties and medicinal virtues.
llfedical Properties and Uses . Spirrea is tonic and astringent, and may
be used in diarrhcea, cholera infantum, and oLher ~omplaintsin w.hich astringents are indicated. In consequence of its tome powers it is peculiarly
0
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adapted to cases of debili~y; and, from the same cause, should not be given
during the existence of rnflammatory action, or febrile excitement. It is
said to have been emp loyed by the aborigines of our country ; but was first
brought to the notice of the medical profession by Dr. CogsweJI, of Hartford,
in Connecticul. It is said to be less apt to disagree with the stomach than
most other astringents.
The form in which it is best administered is that of an extract, prepared
by evaporating the decoction of the lea\'es, stems, or root. The dose is from
five to fifteen grains, repeated several times a day. A decoction, prepared
by boiling an ounce of the plant in a pint of water, may be given in the
dose of one or two ftuidounces.
,\7.

SPONGIA. U.S,Ed.
Sponge.
Spongia officinalis." U.S.• Ed.
0.if. Syn. SPONGIA OFF!C!NALTS. Dub.

11

Epouge, }'r.; &dcschwamrn, Germ.; Spugna, Ital.; Esponja, Span., Pol"lug.; Isfung,
.B.rab

The sponge is 11ow generaUy admitted to be an animal. It is charac·
terized as "a fl.exile, fixed, torpid, polymorphous animal, composed either
of reticulate fibres, or masses of small spires interwoven together, and
clothed with a gelatinous flesh full of small mouths on its surface, by which
it absorbs and ejects water." More than two hundred and fifty species
have been described by naturalists, of which several are probably employed,
though the Spongia oJ!icinalis is the only one designated in the Pharmaco·
preias. They inhabit the bottom of the sea, where they are fixed to rocks
or 01her solid bodies; and are. most abundant within th e tropics. They are
collected chiefly in the Mediterranean and Red Seas, and in those of the
East and VVest Indies. In the Grecian Archipelago many persons derive
their suppon altogether from div ing for sponges. VVhen first collected they
are enveloped in a gelatinous coating, which forms part of the animal, and is
separated by washing with water. Large quantities of the coarser kinds are
imported fro~ the Bahamas; but the finest and most esteemed are brought
from the Mediterranean.
Sponge, as found in commerce, is in yellowish-brown masses of various
shape and size, light, porous, elastic, and composed of fine, flexible, tenacious fibres, interwO\'Cn in the form of cells and meshes. It usually contains
numerous minute fragments of coral or stone, or sma ll shells, from which it
must be freed before it can be used for ordinary purposes. Sponge is prepared by macerating it for several days in cold water, beating it in order to
break up the concretions which it contains, and dissolving what cannot thus
be separated of the calcareous matter by muriatic acid diluted with thirty
parts of water. By this process, it is rendered perfectly soft, and fit for
surgica l use. It may be bleached by steeping it in water impregnated with
sulphurous acid, or by exposure in a moist state to the action of chlorine.
'Vhen intend~d for surgical purposes, the softest, finest, and most elastic.
sponges should be selected; for forming burnt sponge, the coarser will
answer equally well.
According to Mr. Hatchett, the chemical constituen.tsof sponge are gelatin,
coagulated albumen, common salt, and carbonate of lime. The presence of
magnesia, silica, iron, sulphur, and phosphorus has also been detected; and
iodine and bromine combined with sodium and potassium are among the
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conlaming 10dme,sulphur,and phosphorus. (Annal.

~~!~;;,~; ~~~ i~:~~r;:·~t'l~i!ifit~~)5 [ri~m:~ is an animal principle found by
lliedical Properties and Uses. Sponge, in its unaltered state, is not
employed as a medicine; but, in consequence of its softness, porosity. and
properly of i~bibing liquids, it is very useful in surgical opera~ions. From
the same qualities iL may be advantageously applied over certain ulcers, the
irritat.ing sanies from wbic~ it removes by absorption. Compressed upon a
bleed mg ves_sel, it is somet11ncs useful for pron~oting the coagulation of the
blood, especially in hemorrhage from the nostnls. In the shape of sponge
tent it is also usefol for dil~ting sinuses. This is prepared by dipping sponge
into melted w~x,compressmg it between two flat surfa.ces till the wax hardens,
and then cultmg it into pieces of a proper form and s~ze. By the heat of the
body the wax becorne~ soft, and the sponge, expand mg by the imbibition of
mo isture, gradually dilates the wound or ulcer in which it may be placed.
Reduced to the state of charcoal by heat, sponge has long been used as a
remedy in goitre. (See Spongict Usta .) Its efficacy in this complaint, which
was formerly considered very doubtful by many physicians, has been generally admitted since the discovery of iodine.

Off.Prep. Spongia Usta, U.S., Dub.

W.

ST ANNUM. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.

Tin.
Eiain, Fr.; Zinn, Germ.; Stagno, Ilal.; Estanno, Span

Tin is one of those metals which have been known from the earliest ages.
It exists generally as an oxide (tin stone and u:ood tin), rarely as a sulphu ret
(tin pyrites), and is by no means generally diffused. ft is found in England, Spain, Germany, Bohemia, and Hun gary, in Europe; in the island
of Banca and th e peninsula of Malacca in Asia; and in Chili and Mexico.
Tin mines are particularly abundant and rich in the T enasseri m provinces
of British Ind ia. (Dr. Royle.) A valuable tin ore has been discovered in
the United States, at Jackson, New Hampshire. The Cornwall mines are
the most productive, but those of Asia furnish the purest tin. The metal
is extracted from th e native oxide. When this occurs in its purt>st state,
in detached roundish grains, called stream tin, the reduction is effected by
heating with charcoal. When the oxide is extracted from mines, called
mine tin, it requires to be freed, by pounding and washing, from the adhering gangue; after which it is roasted to drive off sulphur, arsenic, and
antimony, and finally reduced in furnaces by means of stone coal. The
metal, as thus obtai ned, is not pure. 'fo render it so, it requires to be subjected to a gentle heat, whereby the pure tin enters first into fusion, and is
thus separated from the impurities, which consist of tin united with copper,
arsenic, iron, and antimony. The pure metal, thus obtained, is called
grain-tin; while the impure residue, after beinu fused, constitutes block-tin.
Properties. Tin is a malleable, rather soft m~tal, of a si lver-white colour.
It may be beaten out in to thin leaves, called tinfoil. It undergoes but a
superficial tarnish in the air. Its taste is slight, and, when rubbed, it exhales a peculiar smell. lts ductility and tenacity are small, and, when
bent to and fro, it emits a crackling noise, which is characteristic of this
metal. Its sp. gr. is 7·29, melting point 442°, equivalent number 58·9,
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and symbol Sn . It forms three oxides, a protoxide, sesquio:xide, and dcutoxidc. The protoxide is of a gray ish-black colour, and consists of one eq.
of tin. 58·9, and one of oxygen 8=66·9. When p erfectly pure it has,
accordin g to Dr. Roth , a red colour. 1'he sesquioxide is gray, and is com-

posed of two eqs. of tin 117·8, and three of oxygen 24 = 141·8. The
cleutoxide (stannic acid) is of a white colour, and constitutes the native
oxide. It consists of one eq. of tin 58·9, and two of oxygen 16 = 74·9.
The tin of commerce is often impure, being contaminated with other
metals, intrnduced by fraud, or present in C?ns~quence of the mode of ext raction from the ore . A hi gh specific gravity ts an indication of impurity.
"\Vhen its colour has a bluish or grayish cast,_ the presence o~ copper, lead,
iron , or antimony may be suspected. Arsenic renders it whiter, but at the
same time harder; and lead, copper, and iron cause it to become brittle.
Pure tin is converted by nitric acid into a white powder (deutoxide), without being dissolved. Boiled with mu riatic acid, it forms a solution which
gives a white precipitate with ferrocyanuret of potassium. A blue precipitate with this test indicates lron; a brown one, copper; and a violet-blue
one, both iron and copper. If lead be present, a precipitate will be produced by sulphate of magnesia. The Mal8:cca and Banca tin, !l~d the
English grain-tin are the purest kinds found Jn commerce. Block tin and
the metal obtained from Germany are always of inferior quality .
Uses. Tin enters into the composi tion of bron4'!e, bell-metal, pewter,
and plumbers' solder . It is used also in making tin - plat~, in silvering
Jooking-glasses, and in forming the solution of bichloride of trn, a combination essential to the perfection of the scarlet dye. It is employed in fabricating various vessels and instruments, ~seful in domestic economy and the
arts. Being unaffected by weak acids, 1t forms a good material for vessels
intended for boiling operations in pharmacy. For its medical properties,
see Pulvis Stanni.

Off.Prep . Pulvis•Stanni, U. 8 ., Ed., Dub.

B.

STAPHISAGRIA. Land., Ed.
Stavesacre.
Delphinium Staphisagria. Sem.ina.'' Lond.
Staphisagria.'' Ed.
11

"Seeds of Delphinium

0.JT. S!J"· DELPH[NlUM STAPHISAGRIA. Semina. Dub.
Staphi:;;1igre, Fr.: Stc::plinn.-kraut, LJ.usek rnut, Germ.; Sta.fisagrja, Ital.; Abarra.z, Span.

See DELPHCN CUM.
flelj1hiniwn Staphisagria. Willcl. Sp.Pta~it . ii. 1231; Woodv. flied.

DELP HI NIUM .

Bot. p. 471. t. 168. Stavesacre is a handsome annual or biennial plant,
one or two .feet high, with a simp le, erect, downy stem, and palmate, five
or se\•en-lobed leaves, supported on hairy footstalks. The flowers are
bluish or purple, in terminal racemes, with pedicels twice as long as the
flower, and bracteoles inserted at the base of ~he pedicel. The nectary is
four-leaved and shorter than the petals, which are five in number, the
uppermost projected backward so as to form a spur, wh ich encloses two
spurs of the upper leaflets of the nectary. The seeds are contained in
straight, oblong capsules. The plaat is a ~ative of the ~outh of Eu~ope.
Properlies. Stavesacre seeds a re large, irregularly tnangular, wrrnkled,
externally bro\vn, internally whitish a1~d oi_ly. The-y have a slight but disagreeable odour, and an extremely o.cnd, bitter, hot, nauseous taste. T.hcir
Yirtues are extracted by water and alcohol. Analyzed by .MM. Lassrugne
59
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and Fcneulle, they yielded a brown and a yellow bitter principle, a volatilo
oil, a fixed oil, albumen, an azotized substance, a mucilaginous saccharine
matter, mineral salts, and a peculiar vegetable alkali called clelphine or
delpltinia, which exists in the seeds combined with an excess of malic
acid. It is white, pulverulent, inodorous, of a bitter acrid taste, fusible by
heat and becoming hard and brittle upon cooling, slightly soluble in cold
water, very soluble in alcohol and ether, and capable of forming salts with
the acids . lt is obtained by boiling a decoction of the seeds with mag·
nesia, collecting the precipitate, and treating it with alcohol, which dissolves
~h~ delphinia and yields _it upon evaporation. Acco.rding to M. Couerbe,
lt 1s impure a.s thus obtained, consisting of three distmct principles-one of
a resinous nature separated from its solution in diluted sulphuric acid by
the addition of nitric acid, another distinguished by its insolubility in ether,
and named by M. Couerbe stap hisain, and the third soluble both in alcohol
and ether, and deserving to be considered as pure delphinia. (Jouni. de
Pharm., xix. 519.)
.Medical Properties and Uses . The seeds were formerly used as an
emetic and cathartic, but have been abandoned in consequence of the violence of. their action. Powdered and mixed with lard they are employed
in some cutan eous diseases, and to destroy lice in the hair. An infusion
in vinegar has been applied to the same purpose. Dr. Turnbull states
that he has employed a strong tincture with advantage as an embrocation
in rheumatic affections. In some countries the seeds are used to intoxicate
fish in the same manner as the Cocculus Indicus. IJelphinia is highly
poisonous in small doses, exerting its effects chiefly on the nervous system.
This , at least, was the statement made in relation to it before the appearance of Dr. Turn.bull's wo~k," On lheAfedical PropertiesoftheRanuncuLacere." Accordmg to this author, pure delphrnia may be given to the
extent of three or four grains a day, in doses of half a grain each, without
exciting vomiting, and without producing much intestinal irritation, though
it sometimes purges. Jn most instances it proves diuretic, and gives rise
to sensation.s of hea.t and tingling in various parts of the body. Exter~ally
employed, 1t acts like veratria, and is applicable to the same complamts;
but, according to Dr. Turnbull, produces more redness and burning, and
less .tingling than that substance. He has employed it in neuralgia, rheumat1si:i, and paralysis, and in the last complaint considers it preferable to
veratria. lt may be applied by friction, in the form of ointment or akoholic
solution, in proportions varying from ten to thirty grains of the alkali to an
ounce of the vehicle; and the friction should be continued till a pungent
W.
sensation is produced.

ST ATICE. U.S. Secondary.
Marsh Rosemary.
"The root of Statice Caroliniana." U. 8 .
na~:;~1cE. Sex. Syst. Pentnndria Pentagynia.- Nat. Ord.

Plumbagi-

Gen. Ch. CaZvx one-leaved, entire, plaited, scariose. Petals five . Seed
one, superior. Nuttall.
Statice Caroliniana. Walter, Flor. Car. 118; Bigelow, JJm. JJfed. Bot.
ii. 51. T~is is considered by Nuttall, Torrey, and some other ~otanists,as
a mere vanety ~f the Statice Linionium of Europe. Pur.sh, Bigelow, and

Statice.- Stillingia.
others follow 'Valter in considering it as a distinct species.
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It is an indi-

genous maritime plant with a perennial root, sending up annually tufts of
leaves, which are obovate or cuneiform, entire, obtuse, mucronate, smooth,
and supported on long footstalks. Th ey differ from the lC>aves of the S.
Limoniwn in being perfectly flat on the margin, while the lauer are undu -

lated.

The fl01ver-stem is round, smooth, from a few inches to a foot or

more in height, send in g off near its summit numerous alternate subdividi ng
branches, which terminate in spikes, and form altogether a loose paniclc.

The flowers arc small, bluish-purple, erect, upon one side only of the common peduncle, with a mucronate scaly bracte at the base of each, a five angled, five-toothed calyx, and spatulate, obtuse petals.
Marsh rosemary grows in the salt marshes a long the seacoast, from
New England to Florida, and flowers in August and September. Th e root,
which is the officinal portion, is large , spindle-shaped, or branched, fleshy,
compact, rough, and of a purplish-brown colour. It is bit_ter and extrem~ly
astringent to the taste, but without odour. Mr . Edward Parrish, of Philad~Jphi~, found it to contain tannic aci~, g.um, extractive, albumen, vola~ile
oil, resrn,caoutchouc,colouring mattcr, lignrn, and various salts, among which
were common salt and the sulphates of soda and m~gnesia. The proportion
of tannic acid was 12·4 per cent. (.11.m. Journ. of Phann., xiv. 1 lG.)
_Medical Properties and Uses. Statice is powerfully astringent, and in
some parts of the United States, particularly in New England, is much employed . It may be used for all the purposes for which kino and catechu
are given ; but its chief populnr application is to aphthous and ulcerative
affections of the mouth and fauces. Dr. Bay lies, of Massacbusens, found it
highly useful ii:t cynanche maligna, both as an internal and local remedy.
It is employed in the form of infusion or decoction.
VV.

STILLINGIA. U. S. Secondary.
Queen's-root.
"The rool of Stillingia sykatica ." U.S.
Sex. Syst . Moncecia Monadelphia.- Nat. Ord. Euphorbi-

ac~:~LLINGIA.

Gen. Ch. MALE. lnvolucre hemispherical, many-flowered, or wanting.
Caly:c tubular, ero~ed. 8tame1~s two and three, exserted. FEilIALE. Calyx
one-flowered, infenor. Style tnfid . Capsule three -grained. JYuttall.
Sti/lingia sylvatica. Willcl. Sp . Plant. iv. 568. This is an indigenous
perennial plant, with herbaceous stems, and alternate, sessile, oblong, or
lanceolate oblong, obtuse, serrulate leaves. tapering at the b~se, and accompanied with stipules. The male and fema_le flowers are d1sti.nct upon ~he
same planl. They are yellow, and arranged 1n the form of a spike , of which
the upper part is occupied by the male, the lower by the female flowers.
The male flor ets arc scarcely longer th an the bracteal scales.
The plant grows in pine barrens, from Virgi~1ia to ~lorida, flowering in
l\Iay and June. VVhen wounded, it emits a milky juice . The root, which
is the part used, is large, thick, and woo~y . We are not acquainted with iis
precise properties; but understand that 1t is much employed in the Southern
States. It is sa id to be purgative and alterative ; and probably possesses
more or less of the acrid qualily common to the Euphorbiacere. . lL is used
in lues venerca, obstinate cutaneous alfections, and other complamts \vhich
are usually treated with sarsaparilla.
"\V.
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STRAMONII FOLIA. U.S., Lond.
Stramonium Leaves.
''The leaves of Datura Stramonium." U. 8.

"Datura Stramonium.

Folia." Lond.
.
Off. Svn. STRAMON!UM. Herb of Datura Stramonium. Thornapple,
Ed.; STRAMON!UM. DATURA STRAMON!UM. H erba. Dub.

STRAMONII RADIX. U.S.
Stramonium Root.
"~he root of Datura Stramonium."

U.S.

STRAMONII SEMEN. U.S.
Stramonium Seed.
"The seeds ofDatura Stramonium." U.S.
Off. S1Jn . STRAMON!l SEMINA. Datura Stramonium. Semina.Lond.
DATURA STRAMONIUM. Semina. Dub.

STRA~IONIUM.

Thornapple; Stramoinc, Pomme Cpincusc, Fr.; facchnpfcl, Go'111.;
Estramonio, Span

Sn~monio,

Ital.;

Sex. Syst. Pentandria Monogynia.-Nat. Ord. Solanacere.
Gen. Ch. Corolla funnel-shaped, plaited. Calyx tubular, angular, deciduous. Capsule four-valved. iVilld.
Datura Strarnoniwn. V~TiJld. Sp . Plant . i. 1008; Bigelow, ./Jm. JJ!ed.
Bot. i. 17; Woodv. Med. Bot. p.197. t. 74. The thornnpple is an annual
DATURA.

plant, of rank and vigorous growth , usually about three feet high, but in a
very ri ch soil sometimes rising six feet or more. The root is large, whitish,
and furnished with numerous fibres. The stem is erect, round, smooth,
somewhat shining, simple below, dichotomous above, with numerous spreading branches. The lE"aves, which stand on short round footstalks in the
forks of the stC'm, are five or six inches long, of an ovate triangular form,
irregularly sinuated and toothed at the edges, unC'qual at the base, of a darkgree n colour on the upper surface , and pale beneath. The flowers arc large,
axillary, solitary, and peduncled; having a tubular, pemangular, five-toot~1ed
calyx, and a funnel-shaped corolla 'vith a long tube, and a waved plaited
border, tE'rminating in five acuminate teeth. The upper portion of the calyx
falls with the deciduous parts of the flower, lca\'ing its base, which becomes
reflexed and remains attached to the fruit. This is a large, fleshy 1 roundish
ovate, four-valved, four-celled capsule, thickly covered wilh sharp spines,
and containing numerous seeds attached to a longitudinal receptacle in tho
centre of each celL It opens at the summit.
Dr. Bigelow describes two varieties of this species of Stramonium, one
with green stems and white flowers; the other with a dark-reddish stem,
minutely ~otted with green, and purplish flowers striped with deep purple
on the inside. The latter variety, however, ls considered by most botanists
as a distinct species, being the D. Tatu/a of Linn. The properties of
both are the same.
It is doubtful to what. country this pl~nt originally belonged. 1\Iany
European botanists refer 1t to North Amenca, while we in return trace it to
the old continent. Nuttall considers it as having originated in South Ame-

~
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rica or Asia; and it is probable that its native country is to be found in some
portion of the East. Its seeds, being retentive of life, and easily germinating, are taken in the earth put on shipboard for ballast from one country to
another, not unfrequently springing up upon the passage, and thus propagating the plant in all regions which have any commercial connexion. In the
United States it is found everywhere in the vicinity of cultivation, frequent -

ing dung-heaps, the road-sides and commons, and other places where a rank
soil is created by the deposited refuse of towns and villages. Its flowers
appear from May to July or August, according to the latitude. VVhere the
plant grows abundantly, its vicinity may be detecte~ by the rank od_ourwhich
Jl diffuses to some distance around . All parts of It possess medicinal properties. The herbaceous portion is directed by the Edinburgh College; the
herb and sel'ds by that of Dublin; the leaves and seeds by the London College; and the leaves, root, and seeds by the Pharmacopreia of the United
States. 'I1he leaves may be gathered at any time from the appearance of the
flowers till the autumnal frost. In the common language of this country,
the plant is most known by the name of Jamestownweed, derived probably from its having been first observed in the neighbourhood of that old settlenwnt in Virginia. In Great Britain it is called thornapple.
1. The fresh leaves w.hcn bruised emit a fetid narcotic odour, which they
lose upon drying. Their taste is bitter and nauseous. These properties,
together with their medical virtues, are imparted to water and alcohol.
Water distilled from them, though possessed of their odour in a slight
degree, is destitute of their active properties. They contain, according to
Promnitz, 0·58 per cent. of gum, 0·6 of extractive, 0·64 of green starch,
0·15 of albumen, 0· 12 of resin, 0·23 of saline mallers, 5'15 of 1ignin, and
9 1·25 of water. The leaves, if carefully dried, though they lose their odour,
retain their bitter tasle.
2 . The seeds arc small, kidney-shaped, flattened on the sides, of a dark
brown almost black colour, inodorous, and of the bitter nauseous taste of the
leaves, with some degree of acrimony. They were minutely analyzed by
Brandes, who found, besides a pecu liar alkaline principle cal led datul'ia, a
glutinous matter, albumen, gum , a butyraceous substance, green wax, resin
insoluble in etl~er, fixed o!I, bass?rin, sugar, gummy extractive, or~nge
coloured extracttve,and vanous saline and_earth): substances. Accor~mg to
Brandes, daturia exists in the seeds combined with an excess of malic acid.
Chemists, however, have failed in obtaining such a principle by the process
given by Brandes i and Berzelius states that the daturia of Brandes has been
ascertained, even by that chemist himsel~, to be nothing more than phosphate of magnesia. (Trait€ de Cltimie, vi. 319.) But Geiger and Hesse
succeeded in isolating an alkaline principle, to which the same name has
~::; given, and which Trommsdorff has repeatedly procured by their proAs described by Geiger and Hesse, daluri<t crystallizes in colourless,
inodorous, shining prisms, which, when first app lied to the tongue , are bitterish, but ultimately have a flavour like that of tobacco. It is dissolved by
280 parts of Mld, and 72 of boiling water, is very soluble in alcohol, and
less so in ether. It has been shown to have a poisonous action upon animals, and strongly dilates the pupil. It was procured from the seeds in the
same manner as hyoscyarnia from those of Hyoscyamus niger. (See llyoscyam.us.) The product is exceedingly small. In the most favourable case,
Trommsdorff got only -r11f of one per cent. (.9.nnal. der Phann., xxxii. 21?.)
Mr. Morries obtained a poisonous empyreumatic oil by the destructive
distillation of strnmonium.
59*
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;]fedical Properties and Cses. Stramonium is a powerful narcotic.
\\Then taken in quantities sufficie_nt to affect the s.ystem moderately, it usually
produces more or less cer~bral disturbance, indicated by vertigo, headache,
dimness or perversion of vision, and confusion of thought, sometimes amounting to slight delirium or a species ~f intoxication. At the same time peculiar deranged sensations arc experienced about the fauces, resophagus, and
trachea, increased occasionally to a feeling of suffocation, and often attended
with nausea. A disposition to sleep is sometimes but not uniformly produced. The pulse is not materially uffoctcd. The bowels are rather relaxed
than confined, and thC' secretions from the ski1.1 and kidneys not unfreque~tly
augmented. These effects pass off in five or six hours, or in a shorter penod,
and no inconvenience is subs.equently experienced. (ftlarceL Greding, ~·c.)
Taken in poisonous doses, this narcotic produces cardialgia, excessive tbirst.
nausea and vomiting, a sense of strangulation, anxiety and faintness, partial
or complete blindness with dilatation of the pupil, vertigo, delirium sometimes of a furious, sometimes of a whimsical character, tremors of the limbs,
palsy, and ultimately stupor and convulsions. From all these sylllptoms the
patient may recover; but in numerous instances they have term mated in
death . To e\•acuate the stomach by emetics or the stomach pump is the
most effectual means of affording relief.
Though long known as a poisonous and intoxicating herb, strnmonium
was first introduced into regular practice by Baron StOrck, of Vienna, who
found some advantage from Its use in mania and epilepsy. Subsequent observation has confirmed his estimate of the remedy; and numerous cases arc
on record in which benefit has nCcrued from it in these complaints. It can
be of use, however, only in those cases which depend solely on irregular
nervous action. Other diseases in which it has been found ben('ficial are
neuralgic and rheumatic affections, dysmenorrhcra, syphilitic pains, cancerous sores, and spasmodic asthma. In the last complaint it has acquired considerable reputation . It is employed only during the paroxysm, wh~ch it
very often greatly nllcviatcs or altogether subve-rts. The practice was mtrcr
duced into Great Britain from the East Indies, where the natives are in the
habit of smoking the dried root and lower part of the stem of the JJafura
jetox, jn the paroxysms of this distressing complaint. The same parts of the
n. Slramoniwn were substituted, and found equally effectual. To prepare
the roots for use, they are quickly dried, cut into pieces, and beat so as to
loosen the texture . The dried leaves answer the ~ame purpose. They are
smoked by means of a common tobacco·pipc. Th('se and other narcotic
leaves ha\'e also been used in the shape of cigars. The smoke produces a
sense of heat in the lungs, followed by copious expectoration, and attend~d
frequent ly with temporary vertigo or drowsiness, and sometimes with
nausea. The remedy should never be used in plethoric cases, unless pre·
ceded by ample depletion, and in no case where there is a determination to
the head. D~ngerous and even fata l consequences are said to ha\'e re~ulted
from its incautious or improper use; and General Gent, who was instrumrntal
i~ introducing the practice into England, is said at last to have fallen a victim to it. (Pcreira's Mat. ]}fed.) Stramonium has sometimes been gi~en
by the stomach in the same complaint. It is used by Dr. II. D. W. Pawling in the treatment of delirium tremens, and, as rcpres('ntcd in the inaugural
dissertation of his pupil Dr. G . ,V. Holstein, with great success. Dr. Pawling employs a decoction of the leaves.
Externally the medicine is used advantageously as an ointment or cataplasm in irritable ulcers, innamed tumours, swelling of the mammre, and
painful hemorrhoidalaffections . Dr. J. Y. Dortch, of N . Carolina, has found
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it '!ery useful in tinca capitis. ( T/ie.sis, Feb. 18.tG.) By American surgeons
it is very frt'qucnlly applied to the eye, in order to produce dilatation of the
pupil, previously to the operation for cataract; and is found equally cfficacioufi with belladonna. For this purpose the extract, mixed with lard, is
generally rubbed over the eyelid, or a solution of it dropped into the eye.
Of the parts of the plant employed, the seeds are the most powerful.
They may be given in the dose of a grain twice a day; and an extract made
by evaporating tho decoction, in one quartet. or half the quantity. The
close of the powdered leaves is two or tbree grains. The inspissated juice
of the fresh leaves, "·bich is the officinal extract, is more commonly prescribed than any other preparation, and may be administered in ~he quantity
of one grain. (See Extractum Stramonii.) 'l'h ere is also an officina l
tincture to which the reader is referred. 'Vhatever preparation is used,
the dose should be gradually increased till the narcotic operation becomes
evidenl, or relief from the symptoms of the disease is obtained. Th e
quantity of fifteen or twenty grains of the powdered leaves, and a proportionate amount of the other preparations, have often been given daily without unpleasant effects.
a.o·: Prep. of t!te Leaves. Extractum Stramonii Foliorum, U.S. , Dub.;
UnguenlUm Stramonii, U. S.
Off. Prep. of t!te Seeds . Extractum Stramonii Seminis, U.S., Lond.,
Ed.; Tinctura Stramonii, U. S.
\V.

STYRAX. U.S ., Land, Ed.
Storax.
11

The concrete juice of Styrax officinale." U. S.

"Styrax officinale.

Balsamuni." Lond. "Balsamic exudat ion ofStyrax officinale." Ed.
Off. Syn. STYRAX OFFfCli\"ALE . Resina. Dub.
Storax, .Fr., Germ.: Stora('!!, }/al.;

E~noraquc,

Spa;i.

STvnAx. See BENZOINUM.

S(11rax oj/icinale. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii . G23; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 291.
t. IOl. This species of Styrnx. is a tree which rises from fifleen to twentyfive feet in height, sends off many branc~es, and is covered with a rough
gray bark. The leaves are alterna.te, pet1olate, entire, ova l, pointed, brightgreen on their upper surface, white with a cotton-like down upon the under,
about two inches in length, and an inch and a half in breadth. The flowers
arc united in clusters of three or four at tlie extremities of the branches.
'l'hey are white, and bear con~iderablc resemblance to those of the orange.
This tree is a native of Syria and other parts of the Levant, and has become naturalized in I taly, Spain, and the South of France, where, however,
it does not yield balsam. This circumstance has induced some naturalists to
doubt whether the Styrax o.fficinalc is the real source of storax; a,nd, as the
Liquidambar styracijlua of this country affords a balsam closely analogous
to that under consideration , Bernard de Jussieu conjc>ctured that the latter
might be derived from another specie~ of the same genus, the L. orientale
of Lamarc_k, which is more abundant m Syria than .the Styra.x.
Storax 1s obtained in Asiatic Turkey by making incisions into the trunk
of the tree . Several kinds are mentioned in the books. The purest is tbe
storax in grains,_ which is in whitish, yellowish-white, or reddish·ycllow
tears, about the size of a pea, opaque, soft, adhesive, and capable of uniting
so as to form a mass. Another variety, formerly called styrax calamita, from
the circumstance, as is supposed, that it was brought wrapped in the leaves
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of a kind of reed, consists of dry and brittle masses, formed of yellowish
agglutinated tea~s, in the interstices of which is a brown or reddish rnauer.
'I'he French writers call it storax amygdaloide. Both this and the preceding variety have a very pleasant odour like that of vanilla . Neither of
them, however, is brought to our mar,rnts.
A third va ri ~ty, which is sometimes sold as the styrax calamita, is in
brown or reddish-brown masses of various shapes, ligbt, friable, yet possessing a certain degree of tenacity, and soflenin~ under the teeth. Upon
exposure, it becomes covered upon the surface wnh a white efflorescence of
benzoic acid. It evidently consists of saw-dust, united either with a portion
of the balsam, or wilh oLher analogous substances. As found in the shops
of this country, it is usually in the state of a coa'rse, sofl, dark-coloured
po\vder, mingled with occasional light friable lumps of various magnitude,
and containing very linle of the balsam. When good, it should yield,
upon pressure between hot plaLes, a brown resinous fluid, having the oUour
of storax.
Another variety, found in our market, is a semi-flu id adhesive matter,
called liquid slorax, which is brown or almost black upon the surface
exposed to the air~ but of a slightly gre~nish - gray colour within, and of an
odour somewbat like that of the Peruvian balsam, though less agreeable.
It is kept in jars, and is the most employed. ·what is the source of liquid
storax is not certainly known. Some suppose it to be derived by decoction
from the young branches of the L'iquidambar styracijlua; but some of the
genuine juice of this plant, brought from New Orleans, which we have had
an opportunity of inspecting, has an odour entirely distinct from that of the
s ubstance under consideration. According to L:rnderer, who resides in
Greece, liquid storax is obtained, in the islands of Cos and Rhodes, from the
bark and young twigs of_ the Styrax officinale, by subjecting them lo pr~s
sure. The plant, according to the same authority, grows also on the mainland of Greece, but in that situatio n does not yield balsam.
General Properties. Storax has a fragrant odour and aromatic taste.
It melts with a moderate heat, and when the temperature is raised takes fire
and burns with a white flame, leaving a light spongy carbonaceous resid~e.
It imparts its odou r to water, which it renders yellow and milky. Its active
constituents are dissolved by alcohol and ether. Newmann obtained from
480 grains of sto_rax 120 of watery extract; a~d fr?m an eq~al quantity3fl0
grains of alcoholic e.xtract. Containing volallle otl and resm, and yielding
benzoic acid by distillation, it is entitled to be ranked ns a balsam . Be-sides
these ingredients, Reinsch found in styrax calamita, gum, extractive, lignin,
a matter extracted by potassa, water, and traces of ammonia. Simon found,
in liquid storax, cinnamic acid, and a resinous substance which he considered identical wilh the stvracine of Bonastre .
.Medical Properties and Uses. This balsam is a stimulating expectorant,
and was formerly recommend<"d in phthisis, chronic catarrh, astJ11na, and
amenorrhrea: but it is very se ldom used at present, except as a constituent
of the compound tincture of benzoin. Liquid storax has been rccomme11ded
i~ gonorrhrea and leucorrhcea as equally effectual with co~aiba, and less
disagreeable. From ten to twenty grains may be given twice a day, and
the dose gradually increased.
Off. Prep. Extract um Styracis, Ed.; Styrax Purificnta, U.S., Lond.!
Dub.; Tinctura Benzoini Composita, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
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SUCCINUM. U.S., Lond., Dub.
Amber.

1

1

Suc~\'~~· '.nSi-i~ :1_11Jrc jaune, KarabC, Fr.; Bernstein, Germ.; Ambra gialla 1 Succino, Ital.;

Amber is a kind of fossil resin, derived, probably, from extinct coniferre,
occurring generally in small detached masses, in alluvial deposits, in different parts of the world. It is found chiefly in Prussia, either on the seashore, where it is thrown up by the Baltic, or underneath the surface, in
the alluvial formations a_lo.ng the coast. I t occurs also in considerable.quantities near Catania, in S1c1ly. It is most frequently associated with lignite,
and sometimes encloses insects and parts of vegetables. In the United
States, it was found in Maryland, at Cape Sable, near Magothy river, by
Dr. 'froost. In this locality it is associated with iron pyrites and lignite.
It has also been discovered in New Jersey. The amber consumed in this
country, however, is brought from the ports of the Baltic.
Properties. Amber is a brittle solid, generally in small irregu lar masses,
permanent in the air, having a homogeneous texture and vitreous fracture,
and susceptible of a fine polish. It becomes negatively electric by friction.
Its colour is generally yellow, either light or deep; but occasionally it is
reddish-brown or even deep-brown. lt has no taste, and is , inodorous
unless when heated, when it exhales a peculiar, aromatic, not unpleasant
smell. It is usually translucent, though occasionally transparent or opaque.
Its sp. gr. is about 1·07. \Vater and alcohol scarcely act on it. When
heated in the open air, it softens, melts at 518°, swells, and at last inflames,
leaving, after combustion, a small portion of ashes. Subjected to distillation in a retort furnished with a tubu lated receiver, it yields, first, a yellow
acid liquor; and afterwards a thin yellowish oil, with a yellow waxy substance, which is deposited in the neck of the retort and the upper part of
the receiver. This waxy substance, exhausted by cold ether of the part
soluble in that menstruum, is reduced to a yellow micaceous substance,
ident~cal with the c!irysen.e of Laurent. A white crystalline substance,
identical with the idrialine of Dumas, may be separated from the micace~
oos substance by boiling alcohol. Both chrysene and idrialine arc carbo·
hy<lrog~ns. (Pelletier and Walter, Jow:n. de Plwrm., v. G~.) As the
d1stillat1on proceeds, a considerable quantity of combustible gas 1s given off,
which must be allowed to escape from the tubulure of the receiver. By
continuing the heat tho oil gradually deepens in colour, until, towards the
end of the disli!lation, it becomes black and of the consistence of pitch. The
oil obtained is called oil of amber, and the acid liquor is a solution of impure .succinic acid. 'Vhen amber is distilled repeatedly from nitric acid,
it yields an acid liquor, from which, after it has been neutralized with
caustic potassa, ether separates pure camphor. (Doepping, Journ. cle
Pllfmn.,
WB.)
Composition. According to Berzelius, amber consis~s of ~. a volatile oil
of an agreeable odour in small quantity; 2. a yellow resm, intimately united
with a volatile oil, very soluble in alcohol, ether, and the alkalies, easily
fusible, and resembling ordinary resins; a. another resin, also combined
with volatile oil, ~oluble in ether and the all.rn.lics, sparingly soluble in cold,
but more soluble m boiling alcohol; 4 . succm1c acid; 5. a bituminous principle insolL1ble in alcohol, ether, and the alkalies, having some analogy to
the lac resin of John, and constituting more than four-fifths of the amber.
It also contains a strongly odorous, bright yellow substance, which hardens
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by time, but preserves in part its odour.

The ultimate constituents of
amber are carbon 80·59, hydrogen 7·:H, oxygen 6·73, ashe~ (silica, lime,

and alumina), 3·27=97·90. (D1·assier, quoted in Pereira' s .Elem. of Mat.
Med.)
Phannaceutical U$eS, ~~c. Amber was held in high estimation by the
ancients as a medicine; b_ut at present is empl oye~ only in pharmacy and
the arts. In pharmacy it 1s l:ISed to prepare succimc acid and oil of amber.
(See /Jcidum Succinicum and Oleum Succini.) In the arts it is made
into ornaments and employed in preparing varnishes. \Vhen put to the
lalter use it requires to be first subjected to roasting, whereby it is rendered
soluble in a mixture of linseed oil and oil of turpentine. This solution
forms amber varnish.
Off. Prep. Acid um Succjnicum, nub.; Oleum Succjni, U.S., Lond.,

B.
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SULPHUR. U. S., Land., Ed.

Sulphur.
"Sublimed sulphur." U.S. "Sulphur (sublirnatum)." Lond.

Off. Syn . SULPHUR SUBLIMATUM. Dub.

SULPHUR LOTUM. U.S., Dub.

Washed Suplmr.
"Sublimed sulphur thoroughly washed with water." U. 8.

Off. Syn. SULPHUR SUBLIMATUM . Ed.
Brimstone; Soufre, Fr.; Schwefel, Germ.; Zolfo, Ital.; Azufre, Span.

The officinal forms of su lphur are the sublimed, the w ashed, and the preThe sublimed sulphur is designated in the United States and
London Pharmacopceias by the si ngle word Sulphur; the washed sulphur,
in the United States and Dublin nomenclature, as Sulphur Lolwn. The
London College has dismissed washed sulphu r as an officinal preparation,
and the Edinburgh College, adopting a faulty and confused nomenclature,
recognises only the washed sulp hur; calling it "Sulphur Sublimatum"
under the Preparations, and "Sulphur" in the Materia Medica list. Sublimed ancl washed sulphur will be nOLiced in this place; the precipitated
sulphu r in Part II, under the "Preparations."
.Natural Stales. Sulphur is very generally disseminated throughout the
mineral kingdom, and is almost always present, in minute quantity, in animal and vegetab le matter. Among vegetables, it is particularly abundant
in the cruciform plants, as for example in mustard. It occurs in the earth,
either native or in combination. When native it is found in masses, translucent or opaque, or in th~ powdery form mixed with v~rious earthy impurities. In combination 1t is usually united with cerlam metals, as iron,
lead, mercury, antimony, copper, and zinc, forming compounds called su!·
phurets. Native sulphur is most abundant in volcanic countries, and is
hence called volcanic sulphur. The most celebrated mines of native sul·
phur are found at Solfatara in the kingdom of ~aplcs , in Sicily, an~ ~n t~e
Roman States . It occurs also, in small quantilles , jn different localn1es m
the United States.
Extraction, 4·c. Sulphur is obtained either from sulphur ea rths, or from
the native sulphurets of iron and copper, called iron and copper pyrites.
The sulphur earths are placed in earthen pots, set in oblong furnaces of
brick-work. From the upper and lateral part of each pot proceeds a tube,
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which communicates with the upper part of another pot, placed outside the
furnace, and perforated near its bottom to allow the melted sulph ur to flow
out in to a vessel containing water, placed be~eath. Fire being applied,
the sulphur rises in vapour, leaving the imp unties behind, and, being condensed again, flows from the p~rfora~ed pot into the vessel containing t_he
water. Sulphur, as thus obtained, is called crude sulphur, and contarns
about one. twelfth of its weight of earthy matter. For purification, it is
gener~ll.Y melted in a cast iron vessel. When .the fusion is complete, the
impunties subs id e, and the purer sulphur is dipped out and poured into
cylindrical wooden moulds, which give it the form of sol id cylinders, about
an inch in diameter, called in commerce roll sulphur or cane brimstone.
The dregs of this process constitute a very impure kind of sulphur, known
by the name of sulphur vivum in the shops.
The above process purifies the sulphu r but imperfectly. At the same
time it causes a considerable loss; as the dregs just mentioned contain a
large proportion of sulphur. A more eligible mode of purification consists
in distilling the crude sulphur from a large cast iron still, set in brick-,vork
over a furnace, and furnished with an iron head. The head has two lateral
communications, one with a chamber of brick-work, th e other with an iron
receiver , imme rsed in water, which is constantly renewed to cool it sufficiently to cause the sulphur to condense in the liquid form. When the tube
between the sti ll and receiver isshut,and that communicating with the chamber is open, the sulphur condenses on its walls in the form of an impalpable
powder, and constitutes sublimed suljJ/mr or }lowers of sulphur. lf, on the
other hand, the communication with the chamber be closed and that with the
receiver opened, the sulphur condenses in the latter in the fused state, and,
when cast in cylindrical mould s, forms the roll sulphur of commerce.
The extraction of su lphur from the bisulphuret of iron (iron pyrites) is
performed by distillin g it in stone-ware cylinders. Half the sulphur contained in the bisulphuret is volatilized by the heat, and conducted, by means
of an adopter, into vessels containing water, where it condenses. The
residue of the mineral is employed for making sulphate of iron, or green
vitriol, by ex posure to air and moisture. In the island of Anglesea, large
quantities of sulphur are obtained from copper pyrites in the process for
extracti ng that metal. The furnaces in which the ore is roasted are connected by horizontal flu es with chambers, in which the volatilized su lphur
is condensed. Each chamber is furnished with a door, through which the
sulphur is withdrawn once in six weeks.
According to Berzelius, a very economical method of extracting sulphur
from iron pyrites is practised in Sweden, which saves the expenditure of
fuel. Th e pyrites is introduced into furnaces with long horizontal chimneys, of which the part next to the furnace is of brick-work, while the rest
is formed of wood. The pyrites is kindled below, and continues to burn of
itse lf i and the heat generated causes the stratum immediately above the
part kindled to give off half its sulphur, which becomes condensed in
flow ers in the wooden chimney. As the fire advances, the iron and the
other half of the sulphur enter into combustion, and, by the increase of
heat thu s generated, cause the volatilizati~n of a fresh portion o.f su.lphur.
In this manner, the process continues unul the whole of the pyntes 1s consumed. The sulphur thus obtained is pulverulent and very impure, and
requires to be purified by distillation from iron vessels.
Crude sulp hur is employed by the manufacturers of sulphuric acid, and,
as it is very variable in quality, it becomes important to ascertain its ?x.act
value. This may be done by drying a given weight of it, and subm1ttmg
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it to combustion . The weight of the incombustible residue, added to that
lost by desiccation, gives the amount of impurity.
Crude sulphur comes to this country principally from Trieste, Messina in
SiCily, and the ports of llaly, being imported for the use of the sulphuric
acid manufacturers. Roll sulphur and the flowers are usually brought from
Marseilles.
Properties. Sulphur is an elementary non-metallic brittle solid, of a pale
yellow colour, permanent in the air, and exhibiting a crystalline texture and
shining fracture. It has a slight taste, and a perceptible smell when rubbed,
When pure, its sp . gr. is about 2; but occasionally, from impurity, it is as
high as 2·35. Its eq uivalent number is 16, and symbol S. It i~ a bad con·
ductor of heat, and becomes negatively electric by friction. It is insoluble in
water, but soluble in alkaline solutions, petroleum, the fixed and volatile oils,
and, provided it be in a finely divided slate, in alcohol and ether. Upon being
heated, it begins to volatiliz e at :ibout 180°, when its peculiar odour is perceived; it melts at 225°, and, at 600°, in close vessels, boils and rises in the
fortn of a yellow vapour, which may be condensed again, either in the liquid
or pulverulent state, according as the temperature of the recipient is above
or below the melting point of the sulphur. If·heated in open vessels, sulphur takes fire at :ibout the temperature of 300°, :in.d bu.ms with a blue
flame, combining with the oxygen of the air, and giving nsc to a peculiar
gaseous acid, called sulphurous acid. The combinations of sulphur are
numerous, and among the most powerful agents of. chemistry. VVith
oxygen it forms four principal acids, the hyposuljJ /nerous, sulplwrou,9, hy·
posuljJhuric, and sulphuric, with hydrogen, sulphohydric acid (hydrosul·
phuric acid or sulphuretted hydrogen), and with the metals, various sulphurets. Some of the sulphurets are analogous to acids, others to bases, and
these different sulphurets, by combining with each other, form compounds
analogous to salts, and hence called by Berzelius sulplw·salts.
Sulphur, when ~btained by roasting the nati\•e sulphurets, sometime~ con·
tains arsenic, and is thereby rendered poisonous. Volcanic sulphur 1s not
subject to this impurity. The common English roll sulphur is sometimes
made from iron pyrites, and is then apt to contain orpiment (tersufplwrel of
arsenic) .. Thi.s impurity may be ~etected by heating the suspected sulphur
with nitnc acid. The arsenic, if present, will Le converted into arsenic
acid; and the nitric solution, diluted with water, neutralized with carbonate
of soda, and acidulated with muriatic acid, will give a yellow precipitate of
quintosulphuret of arsenic with a stream of sulphur.etted hydrogen . Sul·
phur, when pe~fect~y pure, is wholly volatilized by heat, and soluble
without residue m 011 of turpentine.
The above remarks apply to sulphur generally; but, in its pharmaceutical
states of sublimed and washed sulphur, it· presents modifications which re·
··- quire to be noticed.
Sublimecl sulphur, usuaUy called flowers of sulphur (jlores sulphwis),
is in th.c form of a crystalline powder of a fine yellow colour. It is always
c_onta!llmated with a little sulphuric acid, which is formed during its s~b·
limatJon, at the expense of the oxygen of the air contained in the subliming
chambers. It is on this account that this form of sulphur always reddens
litmus; and, if the acid be present in considerable quantity, it sometimes
cakes. It may be freed from all acidity by careful ablution with hot water,
when it becomes washed sulphur.
Ff"ashed sulj1kur is placed in"'"'l.he list of the Materia Medica in the U. S.
Pharmacopreia, with an explanatory note, that it ~s sublimed sulphur tho·
roughly washed with water. The Dublin and E<lmburgh Colleges include
it among the Preparations. The process of the Dublin College is to pour
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warm water on sublimed sulphur, and to continue the washing as long as
the water, when poured on~ cominues to be impregnated with acid, which
may be known by the test of litmus. The sulphur is then dried on bibulous
paper. The Edinburgh College di rec.ts the sublimation of 11 sulphur," and
the washing of the powder obtained with boiling water until it is freed from
acid taste. The sulphur here meant is evidently not the" sulphur" of the
Materia Medica list of the Edinburgh Pharmacopreia; as this is defined to
be a pure sulphur, free from acidity. 'Vashed sulphur has the general
appearn.nce of sublimed sulphur. Jf properly prepared it does not a!Tcct
lilmus, and .undergoes no change by expo_sure to the ~tmosphere .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Sulphur 1s laxative, diaphoretic,and resolvent. It evidently passes off by the pores of the skin; as is shown by the
fact that silver, worn in the pockets of patients under a course of it, becomes
blackened with a coating of sulphuret. The stools which it occasions arc
usua!ly solid, and it is ge~tle in its operation, unless it con~ain a good deal
of acid, when it causes gnping; and the liability of the subl11ned sulphur to
contain acid, renders it Jess eligible for exhibition than the washed sulphur,
from which all acidity is removed. 'I'he diseases in which sulphur is principally used are hemorrhoidal affections, chronic rheumatism and catarrh,
atonicgout, asthma, and other affections of the respiratory organs unattended
with acute inflammation. It is also much employed, both internally and
externally, in cutaneous affections, especially in scabies, for the cure of
which it is considered a specific. In these affections, as well as in chronic
rheumatism, it is sometimes applied as an air bath, in the form of sulphurous
acid gas, the head being protected from its effects. The dose of sulphur is
from one to three drachms, mixed with syrup or molasses, or taken in milk.
It is oflen combined with bitartrale of polassu, or with magnesia.
Sulphur is consumed in the arts, principally in the manufacture of gunpowder and sulphuric acid .
Off. Prep. of Sulphur. Emplastrum Ammoniaci cum Hydrargyro, Lond.,
Eel.; Emplast. I-Iydrargyri, Lond.; Ferri Sulphuretum, Ed., Dub.; Hydrargyri Sulphurelum Nigrum, U.S., Lond., Dub .; Hydrargyri Sulphuretum Rubrum, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Potassre Sulphas cum Sulphure,
Ed.; Potassii Sulphuretum, U.S., Lond., Bd., Dub.; Sulphur Lot um,
.Dub.; Sulphur Prrecipitatum, U.S.; Sulphuris Iodidum, U.S.; Unguentum Sulphuris, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Unguent. Sulphuris Compositum,

U.S.,Lond.
Ojf: Prep. of Sulphur Lotwn. Potassre Sulphureti Aqua, Dub.

B.

T ABACUM. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Tobacco.
The leaves of Nicotiana 'I'abacum." U.S., Ed. "Nicotiana Tabacum.
Folia exsiccata." Lond.
11

Oj/: Syn. NlCOT lANA TABACU~I. Folia. Duo.
'l\1bnc, .Fr.; Tabak, Gcr-m.; T obacco, Tia!.: Tabnco, Sparr

Sex. Sys!. Pcntan<lria Monogynia.-Nat. Ord.- Solanacero.
Gen. Cit.. Corolla funnel-shaped, with the border plaited. Stamens in-

N1cOTIANA.

clined . Capsules two valved, two-celled. 1Filld.
Nicotion.a Tabacum. Willd. Sp.Plant. i. 1014; Bigelow, .Oni.lJled. Bot.
ii. 171; Woodv. Med. Bot. p. 208. t. 77. The toba-cco is an annual plant,
with a large fibrous root, and an erect, round, hairy, viscid stem, \vhich
branches near the lop, and rises from three to six feet in height. 'I'he leaves
60
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are numerous! alternat~, sess!le and ~on:wwhat decurrent, very large, ovate
Janceolate, panned, entire, slightly v1sc1d, and of a pale green colour. The
lowest are often two feet long, and four inches broad . '£he flowers arc disposed in loose terminal panicJes, and are furnished with long, linear, i~ointed
bractes at the di\•isions. of tbe peduncle. The calyx !s bell shaped, hairy,
somewhat viscid, and dn,ided at its summit into five panned segments. The
tube o~ the corolla is twice as long as the calyx, of a. greenish hue, swelling
at top into an ob long cup, and ultimately expanding into a five-lobed, plaited,
rose-coloured bo rder. The whole corolla is very viscid. The filaments
incline to one side, and support oblong anthers. The pistil consists of an
oval germ, a slende r style longer than the stamens, and a cleft stigma. The
fruit is an ovate, twO· \'alved, two-celled capsule, containing numerous reniform seed:<l, and opening at the summit.
Although the origin_al locality of this plant is not sellled to l~e satisfac~ion
of all botanists, there 1s good reason to believe that it is a nauve of tropical
America, where it was found by the Spaniards upon their arrival. lL is at
present cultivated in most parts of the world, and nowhere more abundantly
than within the limits of the United Slates. We seldom, however, see it
north of l\Jary!and. Virginia is, perhaps, the region of the world most
celebrated for its culture. The young shoots, produced from seeds thickly
sown in beds, are transplanted into the fields du ring the month of May, and
set in rows with an interrnl of three or four feet between the plants.
Through the whole period of its growth, the crop requirt's constant attention.
T he dcvelopement of the leaves is promoted by removing the top of each
plant, and thus preventing it from running into flower and seed . The harvest
is in August. The ripe plants having been cut off above their roots, are
dried under cover, and then stripped of Lheir leaves, which are tied in bundles,
and packed io hogsheads.
Two varieties of this species are mentioned by aulhors, one with narrow,
the other with broad leaves i but they do not differ materially in properties.
Great diversity in the quality of tobacco is produced by difference of soil
and mode of cultivation; and several varieties are recognised in commerce.
Other species of N icotiana are also culti rntcd, especially the lf. rusticaand N.
paniculata, t_he former of which is said_ to have been th~ ~rst introduced into
Europe,and 1s thought to ha\·e beenculuvated bytheaborigmesof this country,
as it is naturalized near the borders of some of our small northern lakes. The
N. quculrivalvis of Pursh affords tobacco to the fndian..r.; of the Missouri and
Columbia rivers; and the N . .fruclicosa, a native of China, was probably
cultivated in Asia before the discovery of this continent by Columbus.
Properties. Tobacco, as it occurs in commerce, is ofa yellowish-brown
colour, a strong narcotic penetrating odour which is less obvious in the
fresh leaves, and a bitter, nauseous, and acrid taste . These properties are
imparted lo waler and alcohol. 'J'hey are destroyed by long boiling; and
the extract is, therefore, feeble or inert. An elaborate analysis of tobacco was
made by Vauquelin, who discovered in it among other ing redients, an acrid,
Yolatile colourless principle, slightly soluble in water, very soluble in alcohol, and supposed to be the active principle of the leaves. lt was separated
by a complicated process, of which, however, the most important step was
the distillatio'.1 of tobac.co juice with potass~. ln the results_ of this distillation Vauquel111 ~ecogn1sed alkaline properties, which he ascnbed lo tbe pr~
sence of ammorna, but which we re, in part at least, dependent upon the acrid
principle alluded to. 'l'o this principle, which was supposed to be the active constituent of tobacco, the name of nicotin was given; but its alkalinity
was not ascertained till a subsequent period . Another substance was ob·
tained by Hermstadt by simply distilling water from tobacco, and allowing
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the liquid to stand for several days. A white crystalline matter rose to the
surface, which, upon bein1t removed, was found to have the odour of tobacco,
and to res€'mble it in effects. [twas fusible, volatilizable, similar to the
nicolin of Vauquelin in solubility, and without alkaline or acid properties.
It was called nicolianin by Hermstadt, and appears to partake of the nature
of volatile oils. Two German chemists, Posselt and Reimann 1 subsequently
ana.lyzed tobacco, an.cl ascertained the alkali~e natu_re of its active principle,
wh1ch, however, neither they nor Vauquel111 obtamcd in a state of purity.
According to these chemists, 10 1000 parts of the fresh leaves contain 6 parts
or an al Im line principle, which they call nicotin, l of the nicotianin of Ilennstadt, ~7 or slightly bitter extractive, 17..J: of gum mixed with a little malate
of lime, 26·7 of green resin. 2G or albumen, 104·8 of a substance analogous
to gluten, 51 of malic acid, 12 of malate of ammonia, 4 ·8 of sulphate of
potassa, 6'3 of chloride of potassium, !J·5 of potassa, which was combined
in the leaves with malic and nitric acids, Hi·6 of phosphate of lime, 2-.J.·2 of
lime which had been combined with malic acid, 8 ·8 of silica, 4!JG·!) of lignin,
traces of starch, and ti828 parts of water. (Berzeliu s, Trttiti de Chiniie.)
According to i\1. E. Gou pet, tobacco also contains a little cinic acid. (Chem.
Guz., Aug., 18..J.6, p. 3ltl.) The nicotin obtained by Vauquelin and by Posse It and Reimann was a colourless, volatile li<juid; and, as subsequently
ascertained by l\1M. Henry anti Boutron, was in fact an aqueous solution
of the alkaline principle in connexion with ammonia.. It was reserved for
these chemists to obtain nicotin, or nicolia, as it should now be called, in a.
state of purity. lt exists in tobacco combined with an acid in excess, and
in this state is not volatile. The following is the process employed by the
last-mentioned chemists. Five hundred parts of smoking tobacco were
exposed to distillation, in connexion with about 6000 parts of water and
200 parts of caustic soda; the heat applied being at first very moderate,
and afterwatds increased to the boiling point. The product or the distillation was received in a vessel containing about 30 or 40 parts of sulphuric
acid, diluted with three times its weight of water; and the process \vas
continued till nearly one-half of the liquid had come over. The product,
in which care was taken to preserve a slight excess of acid, was evaporated
to about 100 parts, and was then allowed to cool. A slight deposit
which had formed was separated by fillration, an excess of caustic soda
was added , and the liquid again c_listille<l. A colourless, very vol~tile acrid
liquid now came over, which, be mg concentrated under the receiver of a.n
air-pump, lost the ammonia which accompanied it, and assumed a syrupy
consistence, and more or less of the colour ur amber. ln this liquid, after
a few day~, minute ?rystalline plates formed, but, in consequence o~ their
great afrimty for moisture, it was difficult to isolate the crystals . This product was pure nicotia .
.1.\'"icotia. (i.Yicotiiw. Nicotin.) As usually obtained, this is a colourless
or nearly colourless liquid; heavier than wa.te rj re maining liquid at 22° F.;
of linle smell when cold; of an exceedingly acrid burning taste, even when
largely diluted; entirely vobtilizabte, and, in the state of vapour, very irritant to the nostrils, with an odour recalling that of tobacco i inflammable;
soluble in water, alcohol, ether, and oil or turpentine; strongly alkaline in
its reaction; and capable of forming crystallizable salts with the acids.
These !::'alts are deliquescent, ha\•e a burning and acrid taste, and, like the
salts of ammonia, lose a portion of their base by heat. Nicotia contains_ a
much large r proportion of nitrogen than the other organic alkalies. In Its
action on the animal system, it is one of the most virulent poisons known.
A drop of it in the slate or concentrated solution was sufficient to c~estroy a
dog; and small birds perished at the approach of a tube containing It. Tan-
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nin forms with ita compoun~ of but slight solubi lity, and might be employed
as a counterpoison.

Its exists in tobacco in small proportion.

Henry and

Boutron found different varieties of tobacco to give products varying from
It ha s been found in the se.cds, and in very
small proportion in the root. (See Joitrn. d~ Phann., xx1i. 689.) There
can be little doubt that tobacco owes its activity to this alkali.
Nicotianin is probably the odorous principle of tobacco. Posselt and
Reimann prepared it by distilling six pounds of the fresh JP.aves with tweh•e
pounds of water, till one half of th~ l.iquid passed over, t~)cn adding six
3·8 to 11 ·28 parts in 1000.

pounds more of water, and again dist1ll1ng,and repeating this process three

~i~u~~~ s~~~,ec;i~r~~~i~~~~:~.obL1~i1~ea~ tZ ~~~;ns1~~~t~~~;11e;:~;~~ih:·s~~~~jn0~

tobacco.smoke, and an aromatic somewhat bitter taste. It was volatilizable
by llf'at , insoluble in water, soluble in alcohol and ether, and not affected by
the dihlle acids. but dissolved by the solution of potassa. This was not
obtained by MM. Henry and Boutron. According to Landerer, it docs not
exist in the fres h leaves, but is generated in th e drying process. ft produces sneezing when applied to the no.::trils, and a grain of it swallowed by
Hermstadt, occasioned giddiness and nausea.
·when distilled at a temperature above that of boiling water, tobaccO
affords an empyreurr~atic oil, wl~ich Mr. Brodie has proved to be a most
virulent poison. A smgle drop mjected into the rectum of a cat occasioned
death in about five minutes, and double the quantity administered in the
same mann er to a dog, was followed by the same result. This oil is of a
dark·brown colour, of an acrid taste. and has a very peculiar smell, exactly
resembling that of tobacco pipes which have been much used. It has been
shown lo contain ni cotia. (.Bnn. de Chim. et de Phys., 3e ser. ix. 46:>.)
Aledical Properties and Uses . Tobacco unites with the powers of a
sedative narcotic, those of an emetic and diuretic; and produces these effects
to a g reater or less extenl to whatever surface it may be applied. In adt.lition, when snuffed up the nostrils, it excites violen t sneezing and a copious
secretion of mucus; when chewed, it irritates th<> mucous membrane of the
mouth, and increases the flow of saliva; and, when inj ected into the rectum,
it sometimes operates as a cathartic. Moderately taken, it quiets restlessness, calms mental and corporeal inquietude, and produces a state of general
languor or repose. which has great charms fo r those habirnated to the impression . In lnrger quantities, it gives rise to confusion of the head, vertigo.
stupor, faintness, nausea, vomiting, and general debility of the nervous and
circulatory functions, which, if increased, eventuates in alarming and even
fatal prostration. The symptoms of its excessive action are severe retching,
with the most distressing and continued nausea, great feebleness of pulse,
coldness of the skin, fainting, and sometimes convulsions. It probably operates both through the medium of the nen·ous system, and by entering the
circulation. As its local action is stimulant, we can thu s account for the fact,
that it excites the functions of the kidneys, at the same time that it reduces
the nervous. and Sl'condarily tho arterial power. rrhe experiments of Brodie
le-ad to the mference that the function of the heart is affected by tobacco,
through tbe medium of the nervous system; for in a decapitated animal in
which the circulat ion was sustained by artificial respiration, the infusion
injected into the rectum did not diminish the action of the hearli while on
the contrary th!s organ almost immediately ceasedto·contract,wben an equal
dose of the poison was administered to a healthy animal. Mr. Brodie observed a remarkable diff<'rence bNween the operation of the infusion and that
of the empy reumatic oil. After death from the forme r the heart was found
completely quiescent, while it continued to act with regularity for a con-
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siderable time after apparent death from the latter. '\Ve may infer from this
fact, either that there are two poisonous principles in tobacco, or that a new
narcotic product is formed du ring its destructive distillation . l n cases of
poisoning from tobacco, the indications are,.after the ~vacuation of the poison, to support the system by external and internal stimulants, and to allay
irritation of stomach by the moderate use of opia~es.
The use of tobacco was adopted by the Spaniards from the American
Indians. In the year 1360, it was introduced into France by the ambassador of that c.ountry at the c~urt of Lisbon, who~e name- N 1cot- has been
pr.rpetuated 111 the generic title of the plant. Sir Walter Raleigh is sa id to
ha\•e introduced the practice of smoking into England. In the various modes
of smoking, chewing, and snuffing, the drug is now excessiv~ly consumed
in every country on the globe. lt must have properties peculiarly adapted
to the propensities of our nature, to have thus surmounted .the first repugn~n~e to its odour and taste, and to have become the passion .of so many
millions. When employed in excess, it enfeebles the digestive powe rs,
produces emaciation and general debility,and lays the foundation of serious
disorders of tbe nervous system. Dr. Chapman informs us that be has met
with several instances of mental disorder closely resembling deli rium tre·mens, which resulted from its abuse, and which subsided in a few days after
it had been abandoned.
hs remedial employment is less extensive than might be infe rred from the
variety of its powers. '!' he excessive and distressing nausea wbich it is apt
to occasion, interferes with its internal use ; and it is verv seldom adminis tered by the stomach . As a narcotic it is employed Chiefly to produce
relaxation in spasmodic affCctions. For this purpose, the infusion or smoke
of tobacco, or the leaf in substance in the shape of a suppository, is introduced into the rectum in cases of strangulated hernia, obstinate const ipation
from spasm of the bowels, and retention of urine from a spasmodic stricture
of the urethra. For a similar purpose, the powdered tobacco, or common
snuff, mixed with simple cerate, as recommended by the late Dr. Godman,
is sometimes applif>d fo the throat and breast in cases of croup ; and Dr.
Chapman has directed the smoking of a cigar in the same comp laint, with
decided benefit. One of the worst cases of spasm of the rima glottidis
which we have seen, and which resisted powerful depletion by the lancet,
yielded to the application of a tobacco cataplasm to the throat. A similar
application to the abdomen is highly recommended in painters' colic, and
has proved useful in hysterical convulsions. Tetanus is said to have been
cured by baths made with the decoction of the fresh leaves. The relaxation
produced by smoking, in n person unaccustomed to it, was- very happily
resorted to by Dr. Physick, in a case of obstinate and long continued dislocation of the jaw; and the same remedy has frequently been found useful in
the paroxysm of spasmodic asthma. Tobacco has been highly recomme nded,
in the form of cataplasm, in articular gou~ and rhe~matism ; and has been
employed in the same way,as well as by injection, 111 cases of obstinate verminosc affections. As an emetic it is seldom or never employed, unless in
the shape of a cataplasm to the epigastrium, to assist the action of internal
medicines in cases of great insensibility of stomach. As a diuretic it was
used by Fowler in dropsy and dysury, but the pra~ticc is not often imitated.
There is no better errhme than tobacco, for the ordinary purposes for which
this class of medicines is employed. As a sialagogue, it is beneficial in
rheumatism of the jaws, and oflen rt>lievcs toothache by its anodyne action.
It is also used externally in the shape of cataplasm, infus ion. or ointment,
in cases of tinea capitis, psora, and some other cutaneous affections. The
GO'
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empyreumatic oil mixed with simple oinl,ment, in the proportion or twenty
drops to tl~e ounce, has been applied with ":dvantage, by A~~ric~n r~act1tioners, to indolent tumours and ulcers j but, 111 consequence o! its l1ab1hty to

be absorbed, and to produce unpleasant effects on the system, it should be
used with great caution. This remark is applicable to all tl_1e modes of employing tobacco; parti~ularly lO th e injection of the infusion_mto the ~ectum,
It 1s even
more dangerous than a prop.ortionate quantity introduced into the stomach;

which has in several mstances caused the death of the patient.

as, in the !alter case, the pmson is more apt to be rejected . Even the external application of the leaves or powder is not without danger, e~pecially
when the cuticle is removed. A case of death is on record occurnng in a
child eight years old, in consequence of the ~pplication of the expressed
juice of the leaves to the head for the cure of trnea capitis.
Five or six grains of powdered tobacco will generally act as an emetic;
but the remedy is not given in this shape. The infusion used in dropsy by
Fowler was made in the proportion of an ounce to a pint of boi ling water,
and given in the d~s~ of.sixt.r or eighty drops . The officinal infusion, ~vhich
is employed for rnJecuon, 1s much weaker. (See lnfusum Tabaci.) A
win e and an ointment of tobacco are directed by the United States Pharma·
copreia.
Off. Prep. Tnfusum Tabaci, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Vinum Tabaci,
U. 8., Ed.; Ungucntum Tabaci, U.S.
W.

TAMA RIND US. U.S., Land., Ed.

Tamarinds.
"The preserved fruit of Tamarindus Indica." U. 8. "Tamarindus
indica. Leguminis Pu/pa." Lond. "Pulp of the pods of Tamarindus
indica." Ed.

Off.Syn. TAMARINDUS IND!CUS. Leguminis pulpa. lJub.
Tamarins, Fr.; Tamarinclen. Germ.; T amarincli, Ital.; Tamarindos, Span

TAittAR1Nnus. Sex. Syst. Monadelphia Triandria.-.Nat. Ord. Fabacere or
Leguminosre.

bri~ie~· ~~~ier ~~~fita~~~-l~~r~~gw~:'~{ie~~~~~h p~~~>~l7fu~th

two short
Tamarindus l ndica. \Villd. Sp.Plant . iii. 577; Wood\• . .Med. Bot. p.
448. t. 1G J. The tamarind tree is the only species of this genus. l t rises
to a great he ight, sends off numerous spread ing branches, and has a beau·
tiful appearance. The trunk is erect, thick, and covered with a rough, ashcoloured bark. The leaves ore alternate and pinnate, composed of many
pairs of opposite leaflets, which are almost sessile, entire, oblong, obtuse,
unequal at their base, about half an inch long by a sixth of an inch broad,and
of a yellowish-green colour. The flowers, which are in small lateral racemes,
have a yellowish calyx, and petals which are also yellow, but beautifully
variegated with red veins. The fruit is a broad, compressed, reddish ash·
coloured pod, very much curved, from two to six inches long, and with nume·
rous brown, flat, quadrangular seeds, conta ined in cells formed by a tough
membrane ..Exterior to this membrane is a light-coloured acid pulpy matter,
lio-neous strings, running
between which and the she ll are several tourrh
0
from the stem to the extremity of the pod, th e att~chment of which they
serve to strengthen . The shells are very fragile and easily separated.
The Tamarind us Indica appears to be a native of the East and 'Nest
Indies.1 Egypt, ~nd Arab!a, though believe~ by some au thors to have
been imported mto America. De Candolle 1s doubtful whether the East
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and 'Vest India trees are of the same species. The pods of the former are
much larger than those of the latter, and contain a greater number of seeds.
At least such is the statement made by authors, who inform us that East
India tamarinds contain six or seven seeds, those from the West Indies
rarely more than three or four. 1Ve ha\'e found, however, in a parce l
of the latler which we have examined, numerous pods with from eight to
ten seeds, and the number gcm~rally exceeded four. The fruit is the officinal
portion .
Tamarinds are brought to us chiefly, if not exclusively, from the \Vest
Indies, where they are prepared by placing the pods, previously deprived of
their shell, in layers in a cask, and pouring boiling syrup over them. A
better mode, sometimes practised, is to place them in stone jars, with alternate layers of powdered sugar. They are said to be occasionally prepared
in copper boilers.
Properties. Fresh tamarinds, which are sometimes, though rarely,
brought to this country, have an agreeable sour taste, without any mixture
of sweetness. As we usually find them, in the preserved state, they form
a dark-coloured adhesive mass, consisting of syrnp mixed with the pulp,
membrane, sLrings, and seeds of the pod, and ofa sweet acidulous taste. The
seeds s hould be hard, clean, and nol swollen, the strings tough and entire, and the smell without mustiness. From the analys is of Vauquelin it
appears, that in 100 parts of the pulp of tamarinds, independently of the
sugar added to them, there are !)·40 parts of citric acid, l ·55 of tartaric acid,
0 ·45 of malic acid, 3·25 of bitartrate of potassa, 4·70 of gum, 6-25 of
jelly, 34·:l5 of parenchymatous matter, and 27·55 of water; so that the
acidity is chiefly owing to the presence of citric acid . lt is said that copper
may sometimes be detected in preserved tamarinds, derived from the boilers
in which they are occasionally prepared. Its presence may be ascertained
by the reddish coat which it imparts to the blade of a knife immersed in
the tamarinds.
11/edical Properties and Uses . Tamarinds are laxative and refrigerant,
and infused in water form a highly grateful drink in febri le diseases. Convalescents often find the pulp a pleasant addition to their diet, and useful by
preserving the bowels in a loose condition. It is sometimes prescribed in
connexio11 with other mild cathartics, and is one of the ingredients of the
confection of senna. Thou gh frequently presc ribed with the infusion of
' senna to cover the taste of that medicine, it is said to weaken its purgative
power; and the sa me observation has been made of its influence upon the
resioous cathartics in general. From a drachm to an ounce or more may be
taken at a dose.
Off: Prep. Confectio Cassire, Lond., IJub.; Confectio Sennre, U.S.,
Lond., nub.; Infusum Senmc, Dub., Ed.; Tamarindi Pulpa, U.S. W.

TANACETUM. U.S. Secondary.
Tansy.
"The herb ofTanacetum vulgare." U.S.

OJ!: Syn. TANACETmI VULGARE. Folia. Dub.
Tanai:;it", Fr.; Gemciner Rbcinfarrn, \\rurmkraut, Germ.; Tanaccto, Ital., Span.
TANACETUlt . Sex. Syst. Syngenesia Sllperflua.- Nat. Ord. Composit::eSenecionide::e, IJe Canelo/le; Asteracc::e, Lindley.
Gen. Ch. R eceptacle nak ed . Pappus somewhat marginate. Calyx imbricate, hemispherical. Corolla rays obsolete, trifid. Tri/lei.
Ttmacetwn vulgare. Willd. Sp. Plant. iii. 18 1..J.; Wood\•. Metl .. Bot. p.
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66. t. 21. This is a perennial herbaceous plant, rising two or lhrec feet in
height. The stems are strong, ere~t, obscurely hexagonal, striated, oflen
red dis~, branched towards the sum~1t, and furnished with alternate, doubly
pinnat1fid leaves, the div isions of which are notched or deeply serrate. The
flowers are yellow, and in dense terminal corymbs. Each flower is composed of numerous florets, of which those constituting the disk are perfect
and five-cleft, those of_the ray,very few, pistillate, _and trifid . The calyx
consists of small, imbncated, lanceolate lea0ets, havmg a dry scaly margm.
The seeds are small, oblong, with five or six ribs, and crowned by a membranous pappus.
Tansy is cultivated in our gardens, and grows wild in the roads and in old
fields; but was introduced from Europe, where it is indigenous. It is in
flower from July to September. The leaves are ordered by the Dublin
College; but the flowers and seeds are not less effectual, and all are in·
eluded in the directions of the United States Pharmacopreia.
There is a variety of the plant with curled leaves, which is said to be
more grateful to the stomach than that above described, but has less of the
peculiar sensible properties of the herb, and is probably less active as a
medicine.
The odour of tansy is strong, peculiar, and fragrant, but much diminished
by drying; the taste is warm, bitter, somewhat acrid, and aromatic. These
properties are imparted to water and alcohol. According to Peschier, the
leaves contain volatile oil, fixed oil, wax or stearin, chlorophylle, yellow
resin, yellow colouring matter, tannin and gallic acid, bitter extractive, gum,
lignin, and a peculiar acid which he calls lanacetic, and which precipitates
lime, baryta, oxide of lead, and oxide of copper. The medical virmes of
the plant depend on the bitter extractive and volatile oil. 'l1he latter, when
separated by distillation, has a greenish·yellow colour, with the flavour of
the plant, is lighter than water, and deposits camphor upon standing. The
seeds contain the largest proportion 'Of the bitter principle, and the least of
volatile oil.
Jllcdical Properties and Uses. Tansy has the medical properties common
to the aromatic bitters. lt has been recommended in intermittents, hvstcria,
an~enor_rhma, and as a preventive ~f arthritic paroxysms; but at jJresent
it 1s chiefly used as an anthelminuc, and in this country is scarcely em·
ployed, for any purpose, in regular practice. The seeds are said to be
most effectual as a vermifuge. Th e dose of the powder is from thirty
grains to a drachm two or three times a day i but the infusion is more fre·
quently administered : A fatal case of poisoning with half an ollnce of oil
of tansy is ~ecorded 1~ the Medical Magazi?e for November, 18'.l-1. Fre·
quent and _v10!ent clomc spasms were expenenced, with much d1st~rbancc
of respiration; a~d the action of the heart gradually became weaker till death
took place from its entire suspension . No inRammation of the stomach or
bowels was discovered upon dissection . (.llm.. Joum. of the flied. Sci ., xvi.
250.)

w.

TAPIOCA. U.S., Ed.

Tapioca.
"The fe_rula of th_c root of Jatropha Manihot. 11 U. S . "Fecula of the
root of Jampha Mani hot." Ed.
1ATROPllA . Sex . S'yst.
:Ylonrecia Monadelphia.- Nat. Ord. Euphor·
biacere.
Gen. Ch. J\IJALE. Calyx none, or five·lcaved. Corolla monopetalous,
funnel-shaped. Stamens ten, alternately shorter. FEi'!IALE. Calyx none.
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Corolla five-petaled, sp reading. Styles three, bifid. Capsule three-celled.
Seedone. /Vi/Id.
Most if not a\J the species of Jatropha are impregnated, like other plants
of the natural family of Euphorbiacere, with an acrid, purging, poisonous
principle. The seeds of the J. Curcas, wbich are known in Europe by the
name of 7mrgin15 nuts, or Barbadoes nuts, have properties closely similar
to those of th e Croton Tiglium and Ricinus communis. They are blackish,
oval, about eight lines long, flat on one side, convex on the other; and the
two sides present a. slight longitudinal prominence. Four or five of these
seeds, slightly roasted, and deprived of their envelope, are sufficient to
purge actively i and in a large dose they arc capable of producing fatal
effl:'cts. Thei r active principle is i:-aid to reside exclusively in the embryo.
Upon pressure they yield an ojJ which has all Lhe properties of the croton
oil. "\Ve are not aware that they are employed in this country. rrhe only
species of Jatropha acknowledged as oilicinal in our Pharmacopreia is the
./. lllanihot, which yields lhe tapioca of the shops. A number of bolanists,
following Ku nth, place lhis p!aut in a new genus separated from Jatropha,
and named Janipha, from the Indian designation of _anoth ~r species of the
genus. The followi11g is the generic character of Jampha given by Lindley,
from A. deJussieu . "Flowe1·s moncecio us. Ca/yxcampanulate, five.parted.
Petals none. MALE. Stamens ten; filaments un equal, distinct, arranged
around a disk. FEi'!IALE. Style one. Stigmas three, consolidated into a
rugose mass. Capsule three-coccous ."
Jatroplw JJ!anihol. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 562. Janip lw Mani/wt . Curtis's Bot. Jliag. 307 l. This is the cassava plant of the "\Vest lndies, the
mandioca or tapioca of Brazil. It is a shrub about six or eight feet in
heiglit, with a very large, white, neshy, tuberou s root, which often weighs
thirty pounds. The stem is round, jointed, and furnished at its upper part
with alternate petiolate leaves, deeply divided into three, fi\'C or seven oval,
lanccolate, very acute lobes, which are somewhat wavy upon their borders,
of a deep-green colou r on their upper surface, glaucous and whitish beneath.
The flowers are in axillary racemes.
The Jatropha Manihot is a native of South America, and is cultivated
extensi\"e ly in the "\.Yes t Indies, Brazil, and other parts of Tropical America,
for the sake of its root 1 which is much employed as an article of food. The
plant is of quick growth, and the root arrives at perfection in about eight
mouths. Th ere are two varieties, distinguished by the nam es of Sll'CCl and
billet. Th e root of the former may be eaten with impunity; that of the
!alter, which is most extensively cultivated, abounds in an acrid milky juice,
which renders it highly poisonous if eaten in the recent state. By MM.
H enry and Boutron·Charlard, it has been ascertained that the bitter cassava
owes its poism~ous properties to the presence of hydrocyanic acid. (Journ.
de Plwrni., xx1i. l l!J. ) Both varieties contain a large proportion of starch.
The root is prepared for use by wash in~, scraping, and grati~g or grinding it
into a pulp, which, in the case of the bitter varidy, is submitted to pressure
so as to separate the deleterious juice. It is now in the state of meal or
powder, which is made into bread, cakes, or puddings. As the poisonous
principle is volatile, the portion which may ha\·e remained in the meal is
entirely dissipated by the heat employed in cooking. The preparation
denominated tapioca among us is obtained from the expressed juice. This,
upon standing, deposits a powdl·r, which, after repeated washings with cold
\1,.·ater, is nearly pure starch . lt is dried by ~xposure to heat, which renders
it partly soluble in c~ld water, and cn_ables.1t to assume the consistence by
,,·hich it is characterized. "\Vhen dried \\"tLhout heat, it is pulverulcnt, and
closely resembles the fecula of arrow· root.
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Tapioca is in. the form of i_rregular, hard, white , rough grains, possessing
liule lasle, partially soluble rn cold water, and affording a fine blue colour
when iodine is added to its filtered solution. The partial solubility in cold
water is owing to the rupture of the starch-granules by heat. ~xamined
under the microscope, the granules appear partly broken, partly entire. The
latter are muller-shaped, about the two-thousandth of an inch in diameter,
more uniform in size than the granules of most other varieties of fecula, with
a distinct hilum which is surrounded by rings, and cracks in a stellate manner. The tapioca meal, called sometimes Brazilian arrow -root, and by the
French moussache, is the fecula dried without heat. Its granules are identical with those already described. Being nutritious, and at the same time
easy of digestion, and. destitute of all irritating properties, tapioca forms an
excellent diet for the .sick and convalescent. It is prepared for use by ~oiling
it in water. L e mon 1uice and sugar will usually be found grateful additions;
and, in low states of disease or cases of debility, it may be advantageously
impregnated with wine and nutmeg or other aromatic.
A factitious tapioca is found in the shops, consisting of very small, smooth,
spherical grains, and supposed to be prepared from potato starch. It is sold
under the name of pearl tapioca.
W.

T ARAXACUM. U.S., Land., Ed.
Dandelion.
"The root of Leontodon Taraxacnm." U.S. "Leontodon Taraxacum.
Radix." Lond. "The root ofTaraxacum Dens-leonis." Ed.
OJ!. Syn. LEONTODON TARAXACUM. H erba. Radix. Dub .
Pisscnlit, Dent de lion, l/r.; LOwenzabn, Germ.; T arassaco, Ital.; Dientc de loon,
Spa11.
LEONTODON. Sex. Syst. Syngenesia JEqualis.- .Nat. Ord. Composit~·
Cichoracere, Be Candolle; Cichoracero, Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Receptacle naked. Calyx double. Seed-down stipitate, hairy.

Willd.
Leontodon Taraxacwn. Wi\ld. Sp. Plant. iii. 1544; Woodv. Med. Bot.
p. 39. t. J 6. 1'araxacwn Dens-leonis. De Cand. P1·odrom. vii. 145. The
dandelion is an herbaceou s plant, with a perennial, fusiform root. The
leaves, which spring imm ed.iately from the .root, are long, pinnatifid, generally runcinate, with the divisions toothed, smooth, and of a fine green
colour. The common name of the plant was derived from the fancied re~
semblance of its leaves to th e teeth of a lion. The flower-stem rises from
the midst of the leaves, six inches or more in height. It is erect, simple,

~~::~: ~~1~~~1~\l~~~~\ri~ ~haegi!;e~~:g,t:1~~i1~~~~:n:[ ,~j/J~rtt: ~~lt~~~-i~o~oJ;;~~

of the sun. 'fhe calyx is smooth and double, with the outer scales bent
downw.ards. The florets are very uumerou s, ligulate, and toothed at the~r
e~tr.emttics. 'l'he rece~tacle is con~ex and.punctured. The.sceed-down 1s
~t1p1ta~c, and, at the period of maturt~y, is disposed in a spherical for.m, and
is so hght and feathery as to be easily borne away by the wind, with the
seeds attached.
Thi s sp.ecies of Leonto~on grows spontaneously in most parts of the
globe. It ~s a~und~nt in this country, adorning our g rass-plats and pasture·
grounds with its bright yellow flowers, which, in moist places, show themselves with the first opening of spriniY, and continue to appear Lil~ near the
close of summer. All parts of the ~plant contain a milky bittemh juice,
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which exudes when they are broken or_ wounded. The leaves,,Yhen very
young, and blanched by the absence of light during their growth, are tender
and not unpleasant to the taste, and on the continent of Europe are some·
times _used as a salad . ·when older and. of their natural colour, they are
medicinal, and have been adoptPd as officm~l by the Dublin College. The
other aULhorities recognise only the root, which 1s by far the most efficacious
part. It should be full grown when collected, and should be employed in
the recent state, as it is then most active. It does not, however, as stated
by Duncan, lose nearly alt its bitlerne~s by drying i and the rO?t dug u p in
the warmer se~sons might, if dried wllh care, be employed with propriety
in the succeedmg winter. The juice of the root is th~n and watery in the
spring; milky, bitter, and spontaneously ~oag~lable 11~ the latler part of
summer and autum n ; and sweet and less bitter m the winter, when affected
by the frost. The months of July, August, and September are, therefore,
the proper peri od for collecting it.
The fresh full-grown root of tbe dandt!lion is se,,eral inches in length, as
thick as the little finger, or thi cker, round and tapering, somewhat branched,
of a lighl brown colour cxte_rnally, whitish within, having a yellowish ligne·
ous cord running through !ls centre, and abou~din~ in a mi_lky juice. Jn
the dried state it is much shrunk, wrinkled long1tudmally, bnule, and when
broken presents a shining somewhat resin?us fracture. It is without smel l,
but has a sweet ish, mucilaginous, bittensh, herbaceous taste. Its active
properties are yielded to wat~r. by boiling, and do not appear to be injured
in the process. The milky JUtce, examined by John, was found to contain
bitter extractive, gum, caoutchouc, saline matters, a trace of resin, and a free
acid. Besides these ingredients, starch, or inulin, and saccharine matter
exist in the root. A crystallizab!e principle has been extracted from the
juice of the root by M. Pol!ex, who has named it laraxacin. It is bitter and
somewhat acrid, fusible but not volatile, sparingly soluble in cold water, but
very soluble in boiling watt~r, alcohol, and ether. It is obtained by boiling
the milky juice in distilled water, filtering the concentrated liq nor, and allow·
in g it to evaporate spontaneously in a warm place. The taraxacin crystal·
lizcs, anJ may be purified by repeated solution and crystallization in alcohol
or water . (Plumn. Journ . and Transact.., i. 425.)
JJ!edical Properlies and Uses. Taraxacum is slightly tonic, diuretic, and
apcrient; and is thought to have a specific action upon the live r, exciting it
when languid to secretion, and resolving its chronic engorgements. It has
been much employed in Germany, and is a popular remedy with many practitioners in this country. The diseases to which it appears to be especially
applicable, are those connected with derangement of the hepatic apparatus,
and of the digestive organs generally. In congest ion and chronic inflammation of the liver and splee n, in cases of suspended or deficient biliary secre·
tion, and i? dropsical affections dependent on obstructio~ of the abdominal
viscera, it 1s capable of doing much good, if employed '"1th a due regard to
the dei;rree of cxci~ement. Our own experience is decidedl_Y in its favour.
An irrnable condit10n of tho stomach and bowels, and the existence of acute
inflammation, contra-indicate its employment. It is usually given in the
form of extract or decoction. (See Decoclum Taraxaci and Extraclum
Taraxaci.) Bitartrate of potassa is sometimes added to the decoction when
an aperient effect is desired; and aromatics will occasionally be found useful
.
in correcting a tendency to griping or fla.~ulence.
Olf. Ptep. Decoctum Scoparii Compos1tum, Lond.; Decoctum Taraxac1,
U. !:,·.,Ed., .Dub.; Extract um Taraxaci 1 U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.
W.
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TEREBINTII INA. U. S.
Turpentine.
uThe juice of Pinus paluslris, and other species of Pinus." U.S.

TEREBINTH IN A CAN ADEN SIS. U.S., Lond.
Canada Turpentine.
11
Pin us balsamea. Resin.a liquida."
Lond.
Off. Syn. BALSAMUM CANA DENSE. Fluid resinous exudation of
Abies balsamea; Canada balsam. Ed.; BALSAMU~I CANADENSE.

"The juice of Abies balsamea." U.S.

PlNUS

BALSA~lE..1..

Resina liquida. Dub .

TEREUINTH IN A CHIA. Lond., Ed., Dub.
Chian Turpentine.
"Pistacia Terebinthus. Resina, liquida." Lond., D ub . "Liquid resinous
exudation of Pistacia Terebinthus." Ed. ·

TEREBINTH INA VENETA. Ed., Dub.
Venice Turpentine.
"Liquid resinous exudation of Abies Larix." Eel. "Pinus Larix. Resi11a
liquida." JJub.

TEREBINTIU NA VULG ARIS. Lond., Dub.
Common European Twpentine.
"Pious sylvestris. Resina Liquida." Lorul., Dub.

TerCbcnthint', Fr.; T crpenti n, Grrm.; Trcmcntina, i tal., Spm1.

The term turpentine is now generally applied to certain vegetable juices,
liquid or concrete, which consist of resin combined with a peculiar essential
oil, called oil of turpentine. They are generally procured from different
species of pine, fir, or larch, though other trees afford products which are
known by the same general title, as for instance the Pistacict Terebintlm s,
which yields the Chian turpentine. Some of the French writers extend
the name of turpentine to other juices consisting of r esi n and essential oil,
without benzoic or cinnamic acid, as copaiba, balm of Gilead, &c. 'Ve
shall describe particularly, in this place, c:inly the officinal turpentin es. A
brief botanical view of the plants from which they a re respectively derived,
will be in accordance with the plan of this work. It is proper first to observe that the original g1mus Pinus of Linnreus has been divided into the
three genera, Pi nus, Abics, and Larix, which are now very generally recog·
nised, though Lindley unites the two latter in his Flora l\ledica.
Prnus. 8ex. Syst. Monoocia Monadelphia.- Nat. Ord. Pinacere or Coni-

ferre.
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Catkins racemose, compact, and

terminal ; squamose ; the scales staminiferous at the apex. Stamens two;
the anthers one-celled. FEMALES. Catkins or cones simple, imbricated with
acuminate scales. OVaries two. Stigmas glandular. Scales of the cone

oblong, club-shaped, woody; umbilicato-angular at the apex. Seeds in
pairs, covered with a sharp-pointed membrane. Cotyledons digitato-partite.
Leaves two or many, in the same sheath. (Pereira'.~ Mat. JJJed. from Bot.
Gall.)
I. Pinus palustris. Willd. Sp.Plant. iv. 499.- P. Jlustralis. Michaux,
N . .flm. Sylv. iii . 133. "Leaves in threes, very long; stipules pinna~ifid, ra-

rncntaceous, persistent; strobi les subcylindrica\, armed with sharp pnckles.''
This is a very large indigenous tree, growing in dry sandy soils, from the
southern part of Virginia to the Gulf of Mexico. Its mean elevation is sixty
or seventy feet, and the diameter of its trunk about fifteen or eighteen inches
for two-thirds of this height. Th e leaves are about a foot in length, of a
brilliant green colour, and united in bunches at the ends of the branches.
The nam es by which the tree is known in the Southern States, are long-

~~a~h: fa!~~~v~e~~:'f1ri1:11~~;:1s~i:~'~!:1i;~e~p:~ite:.heTfi;is: tirse:~~~~~g~~~~a;:;

the greater proportion of the turpentine, tar, &c., consumed in the United
States, or sent from this to other countries. (See Pix Liquida.)
2. Pinus T mda. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 4U8; Michaux, N . .!lrn. Sylv. iii.
156. u Leaves in threes, elongated, with elongated sheaths; strobiles oblongconical, deflexed, shorter than the leaf i spines inflexed."
This is the lob/oily, or old field pine of the Southern States. It is abund ant in Virginia, where it occupies the lands which have been exhausted by
cultivation. It exceeds eighty feet in height, has a trunk two or three feet in
diameter, and expands into a wide spread in g top. The leaves are about six
inches lon g, and of a light-green colour. It yields turpentine in abundance,
but less fluid than that which flows from the precedi ng species.
3. Pinussylveslris. Willd. Sp. Plant . iv. 494; Woodv. Med.Bot. p. I.

~·v!t~~~~~c~r~fih~r:~g~~'~f i;~-e~~~;e~·; ':~~:;·~~~~n~~~~,rigid; strobiles
This species of pine, when of full size, is eighty feet high, with a trunk
four or five feet in diameter. It inhabits the northern and mountainous
parts of Europe. In Great Britain it is called the wild pine, or Scotch.fir;
the latter name having been applied to it from its abundance in the mountains of Scotland. It yields a considerable proportion of the common European turpentine.
Besides the pines above described, various others yield medicinal products.
The Pirius maritinw (Pinus Pinasler of Aiton and L ambert), growi ng in
the southern and maritime parts of Europe, yields much of the turpentine,
pitch, and tar consumed in France, and is admitted among the offi.cinal plants
in the French Codex. From the branches of the Pinus Pumilio, which
inhabits the mountains of Eastern and South-eastern Europe, a terebinthinate juice exudes spontaneously, call ed Hungarian bdsam. The Pirms
Cembra, or Siberian stone-pine of the Alps and Carpathian mountain s, is
said to afford the product called Carpathian balsam; and the seeds both of
that species, and the Pi nus Pinea, or stone 71ine of the South of Europe and
North of Africa, are used in ~urope in desserts, under the name of 71ine
nuts. The Pinus rigida, or pitch pine of this country, and probably others
besides those mentioned are sometimes employed in the preparation of tar.
AmEs. See PIX AB IET!S.
Jlbies balsamea. Lindley, lYor.1lled. p. 554.- .8 balsamifera, Michaux,
61
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N. ,/Jm. Sylv . iii. 191.- Pinu.• balsamea. Willd. Sp . Plant . iv. 501.
Leavt's solitary, flat, emarginate or entire, glaucous beneath, somewhat
pcctinate, sub-erect above, recurved, spreading; cones cylindrical, erect i
bracl(:'S abbreviate, obovale, conspicuously mucronate, sub-serrulate."
This is the .!Jmerican silver fir, or balm of Gilead tree, inhabiting Canada,
Nova Scotia, Maine, and the mountainous regions further to the sout h. It
is an elegant tree, seldom rising more than forty feet in height, with a tapering trunk, and numerous branches which diminish in length in proportion
to t hf'i r height, and form an almost perfect pyramid. The lt>aves are six
or eight lines long, inserted in rows on the sides and tops of the branches,
narrow, flat, rigid, bright green on their upper surface, and of a si lvery
whiteness beneath. The cones are large, erect, nearly cylindrical, of a
purplish colour, and coverC'd with a resinous exudation which gives them
a glossy, rich, and beautiful appearance. It is from this tree that the
Canada balsam is obtained.
Several other species of Abies are officinal. The .fl. excelsa ofEuropt',
and JJ . Canadensis of the United States, have already been described as
th e sources respectively of Burgundy and Canada pitch. (See Pix Jlbietis
and Pix Canaden.<;i.11.) The .fJ. Picea (Jlbies pectinata of De Candolle, JJ.
taxifolia of the French Codex, Pim.ts Picea of Linn.reus), or European
silver fir, growing in the mountainous regions of Sw11zerland, Germany,
and Siberia, yields the Strasburg turpentine, which is much used in some
parts of Europe. The .flbies nigra (Pinus nigra), or black spruce of this
country, yields a product, which, though not recognised by the Pharmaco·
preia, is considerably employed. The substance alluded to is the essence
of spruce, prepared from the young branches by boiling them in water,
and evaporat ing the dccoction. 1t is a thick liquid, having the colour and
consistence of molasses, with a bitterish, acidulous, astrina-ent taste. It is
much used in the preparation of the beverage commonly known by the
name of spruce beer, which is a pleasant and wholesome drink in summer,
and useful in lon g sea-voyages as a preventive of scurvy ....
Larix. Sex. Syst. Moncr:ciaMonadelphia. -Nat. 01"d. PinacereorConi-

u

fera~.

Gen. Ch. As in Abies, except that the cotyledons are simple, and never
lobed; the cones lateral; th e leaves, when first expanding, in tufted fascicles,
becoming somewhat solitary by the e longation of the new branch . (Pereira' a

JJff~~~~e~~;~~~}!b~ ~~~J.

Flor. Fr. 20<>-1. -.llbies Larix. Lamb. lllustr.
t. 71:!5. f. 2.- Pinus Larix. Willd. Sf'. Plant. iv. ;;o:J; Woodv . Jlled. Bot.
p. 7. t. 4. 11 Leaves fasciclt'd, deciduous; cones ovate-oblong; margins of
the sca les reflexed, lacerated; bractes panduriform ."
~~'he European larch is a large tree inhabiting the mountains of Siberia,
Switzerland, Germany, and the East of F'rance. It yields the Venice turpentine of commerce, and a pecul iar swet'tish substance, called in France
Brianfon_ manna, which exudes spontaneous ly , and concretes upon its
bark. When the larch forests of Russia take fire, a juice exudes from the
trunk during their combustion, which concretes, and is called Orenburgl'
gum. It is wholly soluble in water. (Lindley, Flor.Aled.)
See MAST LCHE.
P1STACJA.
Pfatacia Terebintlms. Willd. Sp.Plant. iv. 752; Woodv.A1ed.Bot. p.
• The following is the formuhl usually followed. Take of cs~cnce of sprnce half a
b~ui sed, ginger bruised, hop~, cach,/011r 01111rt1; water tliree gallons. ~ii

pin!; pimento

~~l~::c~r,:;;ir:i~~ul~tix: ~~~ ~~~~~ ~:~ t~~~~t~;c'~;r;;r1~~~ 1:~rf::~~:e~7:~~:i; h~:~.a pint;
1
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29. t. 12. This is a small tr.ee with.numerous spreading branches, bearing
alternate pinnate leaves, which consist of three or four pairs of ovate, lanceo]ate, enti re, acute, smooth, and shining leaflets, with an odd one at the end.
The male and female flowers are dicecious, small, and in branching racemes.
This is a native of Barbary and Greece, and flourishes in the islands of Cyprus and Chio, the laller of which has given its name to the Cltian turpe"nlin e obtained from the tree. A ga ll produc ed upon ~his plant by the puncture of an in sect, has been used in Eastern Europe m pectoral affections.
\Ve sha ll treat of the several varieties of turpentine under disti nct heads.
1. WmTE

TURPENTINE .

TerCbenthinedeBoston,Fr.

The common .lbnerican or white turpentine (Terebinthina, U.S.) is procured chiefly from lhe Pinus palw1tris, partly also from the Pinus T i:eda,
and perhaps some othe r species inhabi.ting the Southern States. In former
times, large quantities were collected in New England; but the turpenti ne
trees of that section of the Union are said to be nearly exhausted; and our
commerce is almost exclusive ly su ppli ed from North Carolina, and the so utheastern parts of Virginia. Th e following is the process for obtaining the
turpentine as described by Michaux. During the winter months, excavations of the capacity of about three pints are made in the trunk of the tree
three or four inches from th e ground. lnlo these the juice begins to flo\V
about the middle of March, and continues to flow throughout the warm season, slowly at first, rapidly in the middle of summer, and more s lowl y again
in the autumnal months. The liquid is removed from these excavations as
they fill, and transferred into casks, where it g radually thicke ns, and ulti mately acquires a soft solid consistence. Very large quantities are thus
annually procured, sufficie nt not only to supply the whole consumption of
this country, but also to furn is h a. valuable export.
White turpentine, as fo und in our shops, is yellowish-white, of a peculiar
somew hat aromatic odour, and a warm, pungent, bitterish taste. It is somewhat translucent, and of a consistence which varies with the temperature.
Jn the n:iddle of. su mm e.r it is almost se mi-fluid and very adhesive, thou.gh
brittle; rn the winter it 1s often so firm and hard, as to be incapable of being
made into pills without heat. Exposed to the air it ultimat ely becomes
perfectly hard and dry. 1n the recent state it affords about seventeen per
cent. ?f essential oil. It is apt to contain small pieces of bark, wood, or
other impurity.
2.

CoMi'tlON EUROPEAN TvnPENTIXE.

TCrCbcnlhinc de Bordeaux, TCrl!Ucnthine commune, Fr.; Gcmciner Tcrpcntin, Germ.;
Trcmcmina comurw, i tal.; Trcmcntiua comun, :Span

Thi s is the Terebint!tina Vitlgaris of the London Pharmacoproia. It is
furnished by several species of pin e; but chiefly by the Pini1s sylvestris
and Pinus marilima (P . Pinaster of Aiton). From the latter tree it is
obtained largely in the maritime districts of the So uth-west of Fran ce, especially in the department of the Landes, and is expo rtrd from Bordeaux.
Hence it is called in commerce Bordeau.r turprntine. The process for procu rin g il consists simply in making in~isions into the tru~1k 1 or removing
portions of the bark, and receiving the jL11c_c wbi~h flows out ~n small troug_hs,
or in holesdugatthefoot of the tree. lt 1s purified by heating,andfiltenng
it through straw, or by exposing it to d~e su n in a barrel, through hol~s i_n
the bottom of which the melted turpenunc escapes. Thus prepared, 1t 1s
whitish, turbid, thickish, and separates, upon standing, into t\VO parts, one
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liquid and transparent, the other of a consistence and appearance like those
of thickened honey. As found in European commerce it often consists
wholly of this lauer portion~ It speedily hardens upon exposure to the air
jn thin layers. The most liquid specimens are completely solidified by the
addition of one part of magnesia to thirty-two of the turpentine. (Guibourt,
Jouni. de Pharm., x.xv. 499.) It is scarcely ever given internall.y, but
furnishes large quantities of oil of turpentine and resin. We do not import
it into this country. The substance which the French call galipol orbarras,
is that portion of the turpentine which concretes upon the trunk of the tree
when wounded, and is removed during the winter. ( Tltenard.) This, when
purified by melting with water and straining, takes the name of yellow or
white pitc(i, o~ BurgurulY. pitch. When tuq:ientine has been deprived of its
oil by dist1llat1on, the resm which remains is called rosin, and sometimes
colophonv, from the Ionian city of that name, where it was form erly prepared. It is the resin (Resina) of the London College, and the yellow resin
(Resinajlava) of the Dublin. White resin (Resina alba) is prepared by incorporating this, while in fusion, with a certain proportion of water. Tar
(Pix Liquida) is the turpentine extracted from the wood by a slow combustion, and chemically altered by the heat. Common pitch (Pix Nigra
or Resi~ut Nig ra) is the solid r esidue_left after the evaporation by boiling
of the liquid parts of tar. (See these titles respec1ively.)

3.

CANADA TURPENTINE.

Canada l>a.lsam, Balsam of fir; Bau1nc de Canada, Fr.; Canadiscber Balsam, Canadischcr T erpentin, Germ.; T rcmentina dci Canada., Ital.

This is the product of the .11.bies balsamea, and is collected in Canada and
the State of Maine. It is procured, according to Michaux, by breaking the
vesicles which naturally form upon the trunk and branches, and receiving
their liquid contents in a bottle. When fresh, it is colourless or slightly yellowish, transparent, of the consistence of thin honey, very tenacious, of a
strong, agreeable odour, and a bitterish, somewhat acrid taste. By time and
exposure it becomes thicker and more yellow, and at la.st assumes a solid
consistence. It is usually brought into market in bottles, and is kept in the

:~~e~i~ne~e~~~~=~ ~ ~~n°fo/aG~~~~J,a/::::'i~sr ~~~:;~:e1[~~m ~a~~~ f:' ti!~!~
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celebrated medic me. 'I1he term balsam, as at present understood, is improperly applied to it; as it contains no benzoic acid, and is in fact a true turpentine, consisting chiefly of resin and essential oil. Bonastre obtained
from 100 parts of Canada turpentine, JS·G parts of volatile oil, 40·0 of resin
ea~ily dissolved by alcohol, 3~hl of sub-resin of difficult solubility in that
fluid, 4·0 of caoutchouc si milar to sub-resin, and 4·9 of bitter ex tractive and
salls, besides traces of acetic acid. Th ere is reason to believe that Strasburg
turpentine is sometimes sold for it in the shops.

4.

VEN ICE ToRPENTINl:.

Ge!n~;~~~~~~~ 1~~e o7'V=~~~i;:c;t~~-~n;~~i;1~1 c~1~i 1~c::!sVc~:Ja,v;;a~~'.anischcr

Terpontin

1

This turpentme received its name from th e circumstance that it was formerly an extensive article of Venetian commerce. It is procured in SwitzerJand, and the French province of Dauphiny, from the Larix Europ:ea or
larch, which grows abundantly upon the Alps and the Jura mountain s. The
peasants _ho.re holes into the trunk about two feet from the ground, and conduct the JUtce by means of wooden gutters into small tubs, placed at a con·
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vcnicnt distance. It is afterwards purified by filtration tlirouah a leather
sieve. Genuine Venice Lurpentine is a viscid liquid, of thf' c~nsistence of
honey, Oowrng with difficulty, cloudy or imperfectly transparent, ofa yellowish or slightly greenish colour, a strong not disagreeable odour, and a
:varm biue~ish and very acrid taste. It does not readily concrete on exposure,
lS not solid ifi ed by one-sixteenth of magnesia, and is entirely soluble in alcohol. (Gu ibourt, Journ . cle Pharm., xxv. 500.) What is sold under the
name of Venice turpentine in our shops, is usually quite brown, and is said
to be a factitious substance, prepared by dissolving rosin in oil of turpentine.
Dr. A. T. Thomson slates that much of the Venice turpentine of the shops
of Lond?n is obtained from America. It is probably the same preparation as
that which passes under the name in this country.
5. CmAN TURPENTINE.

TCrt:Ucnthinc de Chio, Fr.; Cyprisc:her Terpentin, Gl!N11.; Trcmentina Cipria. Ital.

This variety of turpentine is collected chiefly in the island of Chio or
Scio, by incisions made du ring the summer in the bark of the PifJtacia
Terebirtthus. The juice, flowing from the wounds, falls upon smooth stones
placed at th e foot of the tree, from which it is scraped with small sticks,
and allowed to drop into bottles. The annual product of each tree is very
small; and the turpentine, therefore, commands a high price even in the
place where it is procured. Very liule of it reaches this country. It is
said lo be frequently adulterated with the other turpentines. It is a thick,
tenacious liquid, of a greenish-yellow colour, a pecu liar penetrating odour
more agreeable than that of the other substances of the same class, and a
mild taste without bitterness or acrimony. It leaves a glutinous residue
when _treated with strong alcohol. ( Guibourt .) On exposure to the air it
speedily thickens, and ultimately becomes concrete and hard, in consequence of the loss of its volatile oil.
Besides the turpentines mentioned, various others are noticed in books
on materja medica, though not found in the shops of this country. There
ar~ the Strasburg turpentine, much used in France, and obtained from
the .f/Uies Picea (.llbies pectinata of De Candolle), or European silve r fir,
which grows on the mountains of Switzerland and Germany, and bears a
close resemblance, as well in its appearance as its product, to the .flbies
balsamea of Canada; the IJamarra turpentine, which speedily concretes
into a very hard resin, and is derived from the Pim.cs Danwrra of Lambert, the .Ogat!tis Damarra of Richard, growing in the East India islands;
and the JJombeya turpentine, a glutinous, milky·looking fluid of a strong
odour and taste, derived from the Dombeyn _excelsa, ~he Jlraucaria Dombeyi
of Richard, which inhabits Chili , and is said to be identical with the Norfolk Isla nd pine. These, with one or two other turpentines scarcely known,
or having a doubtful claim to the title, are all that belong properly to this
class of vegetable products.
General Properties . The turpentines resemble each other in odour and
taste, though distinguished by shades of difference. Liquid at first, they
become thick and gradually solid by exposure, in consequence partly of the
volatilization, parliy of the oxidation of their ess?ntial oil. Th ey are rendered more liquid or soflened by heat, and at a high temperature take fire,
burning with a white flame and much smoke. \Vale r extracts only a
minute proportion of their v?latilc oil. They are almo_st wholly sol~ble in
alcohol and ethe r, and readily unite with the fixed oils. They yield by
dis Lillation a volatile oil, well known as the oil of IWJJentiM, and leave a
6 1*
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residue consisting exclusively of resin. (See Oleum Terebinthinre and Resina.) A minute proportion of succinic acid passes over with the oil. From
the experiments of M. Faure of Bordeaux, it appears that some of the
liquid turpentines, like copaiba, may be solidified by the. addition of magnesia (Journ. de Chim. JJfed., 1830, p. 04); and, accorc;l1ng to M. Thierry,
the same result is obtained by the addition of one part of hydrate of lime to
thirty-two parts of the common European turpentine. (Journ. de Phann.,
3e siir. i. 315.)
1J1edical Properties and Uses. The effects of the turpentines upon the
system are dependent entirely on their essential oil. They are stimulant,
diuretic, anthelmintic, and in large doses laxative. ·when taken internally,
or applied to the skin, they communicate a violet odour to the urine, and if
continued for some time produce an irritation of the mucous membrane of
the urinary passages, amounting frequently tostrangury. The last effect is
less apt to be experienced when they operate upon the bowels. Externally
applied they act as rubefacients. Their medical virtues were known to the
ancients. At present they are less used than formerly, having been superseded by their volatile oil. They are, howeYer, occasionally prescribed in
leucorrhrea, gleet, and other chronic diseases of the urinary passages; in
piles and chronic inflammations or ulcerations of the bowels; in chronic
catarrbal affections; and in various forms of rheumatism, especially sciatica
and lumbago. The white turpentine is usually employed in this country.
They may be given in the shape of pill made with powdered liquorice
root; or in emulsion with gum Arabic or yolk of egg, loaf sugar, and
water; or in electuary formed with sugar or honey. Their dose is from a
scruple to a drachm. In the quantity of half an ounce or an ounce, triturated with the yolk of an egg, and mixed with half a pint of mucilaginous
liquid, they form an excellent injection in cases of ascarides, and of constipation attended with flatulence .
Off. Prep. Ceratum Resinre Compositum, U.S.; Emplastrum Cantha~
ridis Comp., Ed.; Ernplastrum Galbani Comp., U. 8., Lond.; Oleum 'Ter~binthinre, nub.; Unguentum Elemi, Lond.; Unguentum Infusi Cantharid1S, Ed.
w.

TESTA. U. S.
Oyster-shell.
"The shells of Ostrea edulis." U.S.

Off. Syn. TESTlE. Land.
Ecaillc:s des lmitres, Pr.; Austerschalen, Germ.; Gu.sci dellaostrichc:,Jtal.; Casc:mas. Span.

The common oyster is the Oslrea edulis of naturalists, an animal belonging to the class Vermes, order Teslacea. It is found in many parts of the
world, and is particularly abundant on our own coast, and in the bays of our
large rive.rs. It consists ?fa soft pu~py portion, comprising the vital organs
of the animal, enclosed 111 a hard bivalve shell, of the nature of mother-ofpearl. The flesh of the oyster forms a very dirrestible and nutritious article
of food, particularly suited to convalescents; but the shell only is officinal.
Properties. Oyster-shells are too familiarly known to require description.
They are made up, Jike other mother-of-pearl shells, of alternate layers of
earthy ~alter, an<l of a1~imal matter of the nature of coagulated albumen.
Accord mg to the analysis of Bucholz and Brandes, their exact constituents
are carbonate of lime 98·6, phosphate of lime l ·2, animal matter 0 ·5, alumina (accidental) 0·2 = 100·5. Thus it appears that the animal m~tter is
present in but small amount. When calcined or burnt, the animal matter
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and carbonic acid are dissipated, and the shells are converted into a species
of lime, called oyster.shell lime.
Crab stones (crabs' eyes) and crabs' claws are both forms of carbonate of
lime, resembling oyster-shell in contain.ing a sm~ll proportion of animal
matter. They were formerly officinal m the Edmburg h Pharmacopceia,
but were very .properly omitted at the Jast revision of that work. They
will be noticed m the Appendix.
Pharmaceutical Uses . Oy~ter-shells re9uire to be reduced to an impalpable powder, before they are fit for medicinal employ_ment; and their preparation in this way constitutes their sole pharmaceullcal use. When thus
pre pared they form the Te sta Pr:eparata, under which head their medicinal propertit's will be noticed.
Off. Prep . Testa Prreparata, U. S., Lond.
B.

TOLUTANUM. U.S.

Balsam of Tolu.
The juice of Myroxylon Toluifcrum. Richard." U.S.
Oj]: Syn. B ALSAMUM TOLUTANUM. Myroxylon peruiferum. Balsamum concretmn. L ond.; BALSA.MUM TOLUTANUM. "Concrete balsamic exudation of Myrospermum toluiferum." Ed.; TOLUIFERA BALSA~IUM . R es ina. ]Ju/;.
0

Bal:>am of Tolu; .Baume de Tolu, Pr.; T olubalsam, Germ.; Balsamo dcl Tolu, Ital.;
Babamo de To!u, Spa1t.

MYRoxnoN. See MYROXYLON.
Till recently the tree from which this balsam is derived retained the
name of Toluifera Balsamwn, given to it by Linnreus; but it is now admitted that the genus Toluifera was formed upon insufficient grounds; and
botanists agree in referring the •rolu balsam tree to the l'dyroxylon, or
111yrospermum of De Candolle. Ruiz, one of the authors of the Flora
Penl:viana, considers it identical with the Jliyl'oxylon Per.uiferum; and his
opinion has been adopted by some other writers. M. Achille Richard, however, thinks it a distinct species, and has appropriately denominated it Myroxylon Toluiferum, a title which is recognised in the Pharmacopceia of the
United States. Sprengel and Humboldt also consider it a distinct species
of Myroxylon. According to Richard, '~ho had an opportunity of examining specimens brought frail!. South Amenca by Humboldt, the leaflets of the
Jll. Peruiferum are thick, coriaceous, acute, and blunt at the apex, and all
equal in size; while in the JJ/. Toluiferum the leaflets are thin, membranous, obovate, with a lengthened and acuminate apex, and the terminal one
is longest. The JJ/. Peru~ferum is found in Peru and the southern parts of
New Granada; the Jlf. Toluiferum grows in Carthagena, and abounds
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odour, and is much used for building. It is not improbable, that the two
balsams, known in the shops by th e respective names of Peru and Tolu,
differ more in the mode by which they are procured, than Jn the character
of the trees which afford them.
The balsam of. 'rolu .is procured by making incisionli into the trunk of
the tree. The juice as 1t exudes is received in vessels of various kind s, in
which it concretes. It is brought from Carthagena in calabashes or baked
earthen jars of a peculiar shape, and sometimes in glass vessels.
Properties. As first imported, it has a soft, tenacious consistence, which
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varies considerably with the temperature . By age it becomes hard and
briule like resin . It is shining, translucent, of a reddish or yellowishbrown colour, a highly fragrant odour, and a warm, somewhat sweetish
and pungent, but not disagreeable ta_se. Exposed to heat, melts, innames,
and diffuses an agreeable ~dour wl~de burning. lt is entirely_ dissolve~ by
alcohol and the essential mis. Boding water extracts its acid. Distilled
with water it affords a small proportion of volatile oil; and if the heat be
continued the acid matter sublimes. Mr. Hatchell states that, when dissolved in the smallest quantity of solution of potassa, it loses its own characteristic o~our, and acquires that of the c!ove~pink. lls inwedients ~re
resin, benzoic and cinnamic acids, and volatile 011, lhe proportions of which
vary in diflCrent speci1:11ens. FrCmy discovered in i~ cin~mmic acid , but
was wrong in supposmg that it contained no be nzo1c acid, as has bee n
proved by M . Deville. (Juttrn. de Phann., xxvii. 638.) Guibourt observed
that it contains more acid, and is less odorous in the solid form; and
thinks that the acid is increased at the expense of the oil. T rommsdorff obtained 88 per cent. of resin, 12.of acid, and onl.Y 0·2 of volatile oil.
Ac~ording to Mr. Heaver, the balsam yields b.}'. dis~ill.at10n about one-eighth
of its wei~ht of pure cinnamic. acid. T~e acid d1s~ils over in the form of
a heavy oil, which condenses rnto a white crystalline mas~. It may be
freed from empyreu~atic oil .by pressure between fol?s of bibulous paper,
and subsequent solutto.n in b01lingwater 1 which deposits it in minute colourless crystals upon cooling. (Sec .flm. Jouni. of Phann., xv . 77.)
llledical p,.operties and Uses. Balrnm of Tolu is a stimulant tonic, with
a peculiar tendency to the pulmonary organs. It is given with some advantage in chronic catarrh and other pectoral complaints, in which a gently stimulating expectorant is demanded; but should not be prescribed until after the
reduction of inflammatory action. Indepe ndenlly of its medical virtues, its
agreeabl.e flavour renders it a popular ingredient in expect?rant mixtur~s. Old
and obstmate coughs are sa id to be sometimes greatly reltevtid by the rnhalation of the vapour proceeding from an ethereal solution of this balsam. From
ten to thirty grains may be given at a dose, and frequently repeated . The
best form of administration is that of emulsion, made by triturat ing the balsam with mucilage of gum Arabic and loaf sugar, and afterwards with water.
Off. Prep. Syrupus Tolutanus, Lond.; T inclura Ilenzoini Composita,
U.S., Lond., JJub.; Tinctura Tolutani, U.S., Lond., Ed., IJub.
W.

!t

TORMENTIL L A. U.S. Seconrlary, Land., Ed.
Torrnentil.
"The root of Potentilla Tormentilla." U.S. , Ed.
t11la. Radix." Lond.

11

Potentilla Tormen·

0.lf. Syn . TORMENT!LLA OFF!C !NALIS. D ub.
Tonnernille, l'r.i Tormcntillwurzcl, Ge1111.i Tormentilla, llal.; Tonnentila, Spa11.
PoTENTILLA. Sex. Syst . Icosandria Polygynia.- Nal. Ord. Hosacere.
Gen. Cit. Calyx with a concave tube, a four or five-cleft limb, and four or
five bractlets. Petals four or five. Stamens numerous. Carpels numerous,
with a lateral style, on a procumbent, persistent,capitate,juicdess receptacle.
Seed a p pended. Herbs or undershrubs, w ith compound leaves, stipules
adnate to the petiole, and white, yellow, rarely red flowers. (De Cando/Le.)
Potent ilia 1'onnenlilla. Sibtho rp. Fl. Ox. 162; Lindley, Hor. Med.
225.-Tormentilla erecta. Willd. ~/1.Plant. ii . 111 2 ; Woodv. Med. Bot.
JJ. 503. t. 181.- T. olficinalis. Smith, Flor. Brit. The tormenlil, or sept-
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foil, is a small perennial plant, very common throughout Europe. The
stems, which rise about six or eigh t inches in height from a woody root, are
slender, more or less erect. branching towards the top, and furnished with
sessile leaves, which on the stalk usually consist of seven, on the branches
of five 1 digitate, el liptical, villous, deoply serrated leaflets, three of which are
larger than the others. The flowers are small, yellow, and solitary upon
axillary peduncles. All parts of the plant are astringent, especially the root,
which is the part emp loyed . It is gathered in spring.
Properties. The root of torm~ntil is cylindrical or roundish, rather larger
above than at the lower extremlly, an inch or two in length, about as thick
as the finger, knotty, sometimes contorted, brown or blackish externally, and
reddish within. It has a slight aromatic odour, and a very astringent taste.
Tannin is an abundaut constituent. Th ere is also a red colouring principle,
soluble in alcobol, but insoluble in water. Besides these ingredients
Meissner found resin, cerin, myricin, gummy extractive, gum, extractive,
Jignin, waler, and a trace of volatile oil. The root is said to be used for
tanning leather in the Orkneys and Western I slands of Scotland, and for
staining leather red by the Laplanders. It yields a11 its medical virtues to
boiling water .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Tormentil is a simple and powerful astringent, applicable to all cases of disease in which this class of medicines is indicated. We seldom, however, employ it in this country, having indigenous
plants of equal virtue. It may be given in substance, decoction, or extract.
The dose of the powder is from thirty grains to a drachm.
Off. Prep. Dccoctum Tormentillre, Lond.; Pulvis Cret;:e Compositus,

W.

Land.

TOXICODENDRON. U.S. Secondary, Land.
Poison-oak.
"The leaves of Rhus Toxicodendron." U.S. "Rlius Toxicoderulron.
Folia." Lond.
Off. Syn. RHUS TOX!CODENDRON, Folia. Dub.
Sumach ,·CnCncux, Fr.; Gift·Sumach, Germ.; Albero de! veleno, llal.

Ruus. Sec RHUS GLABRUM.
Admitting, as appears generally to be done at present, that the Rlws Toxi·
codendron and Rlws radicans of Linrneus, are mere varieties of the same
plant, there are three indigenous ~pecies of Rh us which possess poisonous
properties-the one above mentioned, the R. Vernix, commonly known by
the name of swamp swnach or poison sumac!t, and the R.. pumilum of the
Southern States. Th ough. the first only is designated in the Pharmacopreias,
we shall briefly describt>' the three species; as the ir medical effects are probably similar, and their operation upon the system such that the plants
should be known to every practitioner.
1. Rims radicans. Willd. 5/J.Plant. i. 1481; Bigelow, /Jm. JJied. Bot.
iii . 17.-R. Toxicoderulron. Pursh, Fl . .9.m. Sept. p. 205. Though Elliott
a nd Nuuall consider the R. radiums and R . Toxicodemlron as distinct species, the weight of botanical authority is ~n the other side, and Bigelow
declares that he has" frequently observed mdividual shoots from the same
stock, having the characters of both varieties." The difference, however,
in their appearance is sufficiently str iking ~o have Jed to the adoption of
different common names, the R. radicans bemg usually called poison vine,
and the R . Toxicodendron, poison oak. The former has a climbing stem,
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l'ising to a great height upon trees, rocks, and other objects, to which it adheres by slrong rooting fibres, which it throws out from its sides. The leaves,
which stand upon long footstalks, are tcrnate, with broad ovate or rhomboidal,
acute leaflets, smooth and shining on both sides, sometimes slightly hairy
on the veins beneath, entire, or irregularly lobed and toothed . The flowers
are small, greenislHvhite, dicccious, and grow in lateral, usually axillary
panicles, or compound racemes. The male flowers have five stamens, and
the rudiments of a style; the female, which are of only half the size and on
a different plant, have abor~ive stamens, and '.1- short erect style, standing on
a roundish germ, and termrnating in three stigmas. The fruit consists of
roundish, pale-green or whitish berries.
The R. Toxicodendron, or poison -oak, has the form of a shrub from one
to three feet high, with leaflets angularly indented, and pubescent beneath.
But this character of the foliage is probably not constant; and the stunted
growth may be owing to peculiarities of situation. Dr .. Bigelow states that
the young plants of the R. radicans do not put forth rootrng fibres until they
are seYeral years old, and that they are influenced in this respect by the
contiguity of supporting objects.
This species of Rhus grows in woods, fields, and along fences from Canada to Georgia. ll flowers in June and July. V\Then wounded, it emits a
milky juice, which becomes black on exposure to the air, and leaves upon
linen or other cloth a stain, which cannot afterwards be removed by wnshing
with soap and water, or by alcoh.ol either hot or cold, but d~epens by age .
It has been proposed as an indelible ink. Ether dissolves lt.
'rhe juice applied to the skin frequently produces inflammation and vesication; and the same poisonous property is possessed by a volatile principle
which escapes from the plant itself, and produces in persons who come into
its vicinity an exceedingly troublesome erysipelatous affection, particularly
of the face. Itching, redness, a sense of burning, tumefaction, \'esication, and
ultimate desquamation, are some of the attendants of this poisonous action.
The swelling of the face is sometimes so great as almost entirely to obliterat~
the featurrs . The effects arc experienced soon after exposure, and usually
begin to decline within a week. A light cooling regimen, with saline purgatives, and the local use of cold lead-water, are the best remedies. All persons are not equally liable to the affection, and the great majority are wholly
insusceptible of it from any ordinary exposure.
2. Rhus Vem,ix. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1479; Bigelow, .llrn. Jlled. Bot. i.
96. The swamp sumach is a. beautiful shrub or small tree, usually ten or
fifteen feet high, but sometimes rising thirty feet. '~he bark of the trunk i.s
dark gray, of the branches !ighter,of the extreme twigs and petioles beautifully red. 'l'he leaves are pinnate, with four or five pairs of opposite leaRets,
and an odd terminal one. These are oblong or oval, entire or slightly
sinuated, acuminate, smooth, and except the one at the end, nearly sessile.
The flowers, as in the preceding species, are dicrcious . They are very small,
greenish, and arranged in loose axillary panicles. rrhe berries are small,
roundish and greenish-white.
The tree grows in swamps and low grounds, from Canada lo Carolina1
and flowers .in June un.d July. It is thou.ght to be identical with a species
of Rh us which grows rn Japan, and furnishes a fine black varnish, much
used in that country. Dr. Bigelow found that the opafjue whitish juice
which exudes from our native plant when wounded, and which becomes
permanently black on exposure, may be made to afford a brilliant, glossy,
durable varnish, by boiling it sufficiently before applying it.
The Rhus Vernix produces much more powerfully than theR. radicans,
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tbc poisonous effects already described. Persons coming within its influence are much more apt to be affected with t~e poison, and generally suffer
more severely. The whole body is sometimes enormously swollen, and
the patient for many days scarcely able to movej but the complaint almost
always spontaneously subsides without destroying life. As in the former
instance, the susceptibility to the influence of the poison is exceedingly
various, and some persons may handle the plant with perfect impunity.
3. Rims pumilwn. Michaux, Flor . .flmeric. i. 182. This is a southern
species, growing in upper Carolina, and not more than a foot in height. It
is charncterized by its pubescent branches and petioles; its pinnate leaves,
\Yith many pairs of oval, nearly acuminate, incised dentate leaflets, downy
beneath i and by its s ilky fruit. According to Pursh, it is the most poisonous
of the genus.
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macopceias, under the title of Toxicodendron. 'I1hese are inodorous, have a
mawkish acrid taste, and yield their virtues to waler. The presence of
tannin and gallic acid has been detected in them; but they have not been
accurately analyzed.
Medical Properties and Uses. These leaves appear to be stimulant and
narcotic, producing when swallowed more or less irritation of the stomach
and bowels, and promoting the secretory function of the skin and kidneys.
Orfila found them to act in the manner of the acrid poisons, and to produce
a stupefying effect upon the nervous system. They were successfully used
by Du Fresnoy,in France, in the cure of obstinate cutaneous diseases. Dr.
Anderson, of Hull, in England, effected cures with the medicine in several
cases of palsy. A sense of heat and pricking, with irregular twitchings,
was excited by it in the affected parts. Dr. Horsfield, and other physicians of this country, have used it in consumption and dropsy, but not
with any very encouraging success.
The dose of the leaves recommended by Dr. Anderson, was half a grain
?r a grain three times a <l.ay; but this is much too smal l. Dr. Duncan gave
Jt in larger doses, with lntle other than a laxative effect. Dr. Horsfield
administered a teacupful of the strong: infusion without disadvantage. In
France, the extract is recommended 10 doses of fifteen or twenty grains,
repeated two or three times a day, and gradually increased to one or two
drachms. Some of Du Fresnoy's patients took an ounce without effect.
The probability is, that the active principle is volatile, and that the extract
is less efficient than the leaves themselves. The risk of experiencing the
poisonous effects of the plant upon the system, will probably prevent its
extensive employment as a remedy, unless it should prove much more
W.
useful than the trials hilherto made give us reason to expect.

TRAGACANTHA. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Tragacanth.
11
11 The concrete juice of Astragalus verus.-" U.S.
Astragalus ve~us.
Succus concretus." Lond. "Gummy exudation from Astraga!us gumm1fer
and probably A. verus, and other species." Ed.

Off. Syn. TRAGACANTHA GUMM!. ASTRAGALUS CRETICUS.
Gummi. flub.
Gomme Adrognnthe, Fr.; Tragant, Germ.: Dra;antc, /I.al.; Gomo tragacanto, Span.

AsTRAGA.Lus. Sex. Syst. Diadelphia Decandria.-Nat. Ord. Fabacere
or Legumiaosm.
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Gen. Ch. Legume two-celled, more or less gibbous, with the lower suture
turned inwards. Carina blunt. Loudon's Encyc. of Plants.
Numerous species belonging to this genus yield a gummy matter having
the properties of tragacanth. The drug known in commerce by that name
was at first erroneously supposed to be obtained from the .fl. Tragacanlha
of Linnrous (11.. massiliensis of Lamarck), which grows in the South of
Europe and North of Africa, and is now said to yield no gum. It was after-
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verus, which inhabits Asia Minor, Armenia, and Northern Persia. Labillardiere described a species by the name of .fl. gummifer, which he found
growing on Mount Libanus in Syria, and from which tragacanth exudes,
though not that of commerce. Sieber denies that any one of these species
yields the officinal tragacanth, which he ascribes to the .IJ.. arislalus growing
in Anatolia, especially upon Mount Ida, where the gum is most abundantly
collected. This plant, however, is not the .IJ. . arislalus of Villars, which,
according to Sibthorp, furnishes tragacanth in Greece. (Merat and JJe
Lens.) Professor Lindley has lately received two specimens of plants, said
to be those which furnish tragacanth in Turkistan, one of which proves to
be the .IL gummifer of Labillardiere, which was said to yield a white
variety, and t.he other a new species which he calls .fl.. st-robiliferus, and
which was said to yield a red and inferior product. The fact seems to be,
that the commercial drug is collected from various sources i and it is affirmed
that all the species of Astragalus with thorny petioles are capable of producing it. These form a natural group, and so closely resemble each other,
that botanists have found some difficulty in distinguishing them . As the
.JI.. verus is designated in the Pharmacopreia of the United States, and that
of the London College, we shall briefly describe it .
.Rstragahu; verus. Olivier, Voy . dans l'Empire Ottoman, v. 342. pl. 44.
This is a small shrub, not more than two or three feet high, with a stem an
inch in thickness, and numerous very closely crowded branches, covered
with imbricated scales, and spines which are the remains of former petioles.
The leaves, which are little more than half an inch long, consist of several
pairs of opposite, villous, stiff: pointed leaflets, with a midrib terminating in
a sharp yellowish point. The flowers are papilionaceous, small, yellow,
axillary, aggregate, and furnished with cottony bractes. This species yiPlds
the gum collected in Persia, and thence transmitted southward to India
through Bagdad and Bassora, northward to Russia, and westward to Aleppo.
Tragacamh exudes spontaneously during the summer from the stems and
branches, hardening as it exudes, and assuming various forms according to
the greater or Jess abundance of the juice.
Properties. lt is in tortuous vermicular fi laments, rounded or flattened,
rolled up or extended, of a whitish or yellowish·white colour, somewhat
translucent, resembling horn in appearance . Sometimes the pieces are irre·
gularly oblong or roundish, and of a s lightly reddish colour. It is hard and
more or less frag ile, but difficult of pulverization, unless exposed to a freez·
ing temperature, or thoroughly dried, and powdered in a heated mortar.
The powder is very fine and white. Tragacanth has no smell and very
litlle taste. Its sp. gr. is l ·384. Introduced into water it absorbs a certain
proportion of that liquid, swells very much, and forms a soft adhesive paste,
but does not dissolve. lf agitated with an additional quantity of water, this
paste forms a uniform mixture; but in the course of one or two days the
greater part separates, and is deposited, leaving a portion dissolved in the
supernatant fluid. Tragacanth is wholly insoluble in alcohol. It appears
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to be composed of two different constituents, one soluble in waler and
r~sembli11g gum Arabic, the other capable of swelling in water. h.ut not
dissolv ing. The former is said to differ from gum Arabic in affording no
precipitate with silicate of potassa or sesquichloride of iron. (Perefra's Jllat.
flied.) Th~ laner, which, according to Bucholz, c~nstitute~ 43 per cen.t. of
tragacanth.• 1s ranked by some a~ong the peculm~ proximate principles
with the tide of lragacanthin. It 1s probably ident.ical with bassorin. It
has the property of becoming blue with iodine, which is not the case with
bassorin; but this property is ascribed to the presence of a small quantity of
insoluble starch. According to M. Guerin, 100 parts of tragacanth contain
5:3·3 parts of arabin or pure gum, 33· l of bassorin and insoluble starch,
and 1 J ·I of water, and yield when burned 2·5 parts of ashes. To separate
the soluble ent irely from the insoluble part, rt:>quires agitation with separate
portions of water, which are to be decanted and filtered; and the process is
to be continued till water ceases to dissolve any thing . Berzelius considers
tragacanth as a variety of mucilage. (See Linum.)
.JJ1edical Properties and Uses. Tragacanlh is demulcent, but on account
of its difficult solubil ity, is not often given internally. The great viscidity
which it imparts to water, renders it useful for the suspension of heavy
insoluble powders; and it is also em ployed in pharmacy to impart consistence to troches, for which it answers belter than gum Arabic.
Off. Prep . Confectio Opii, U.S., Lond., Dub.; Mucilago Tragacanthre,
Ed., Dub.; Pulvis Tragacanthre Compositus, Lond.
W.

TRIOSTEUM. U.S. Secondary.
Fever-root.
"The root of Triosteum perfoliatum." U. 8.
Sex. Syst. Pentandria Monogynia.-Nat. Orel. Caprifoli-

ac~~tOSTEUill.

Gen. Ch. Calyx five-cleft, persistent, nearly the length of the corolla;
segments linear, acute. Corolla tubular, five-lobed, sub-equal; base, nectariferous, gibbous. Stignia som.ewhat five-lobed, capitate. Berry threecclled, three-seeded, crowned with the calyx. Nuttall.
Ttiosteum pe1foliatum. Wille!. Sp.Pltint . i. 990 ; Bigelow, .11.m. Med.
Bot. i. 90; Barton, AJed. Bot. i. 59. This plant is indigenous and perennial. Several stems usually rise from the same root. They are simple,
erect, round, hairy, fatulous, herbaceous, and from one to four feet high.
The leaves are opposite, large, mostly connate, oval, acuminate, entire,
abruptly narrowed at the base, and pubescent on their under surface. The
flowers are of a dull purple colour, axillary, sessile, rarely solitary, sometimes in pairs, generally in triplets ol' five together in the form of whorls.
Th e germ is inferior, and the sty le projects beyond the corolla, into the
tube of which the stamens are inserted. 'fhe berry is oval and of a deep
orange colour, and contains three hard, bony seeds.
'l'he fever-root, fever-wort, or wild ipecac, as this plant is variously
called, though not very abundant, is found in most parts of the United
Scates, preferring a limestone soil and shady situations. Its flowers appear
in June. The whole plant has a biuer taste; hut the root is most active,
and is the on ly officinal part.
lt is horizontal, lon g, about three-quarters of an inch in diameter, thicker
and tuberculated near the origin of the stem, of a yellowish or brownish.
colour externally, whitish within, and furnished with fibres which may be
62
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considered as branches of the main root. \Vhen dry it is brittle and easily
pulverized. It has a sic k e1~ing odour, and a bitter nauseous tas1e. Botl1
water and alcohol take up its active properties, which are retained in the
extract.
JYiedical Properties and Uses. Fever-root is cathartic, and in large
doses emetic. The late Professor Barton observed it also to produce a diuretic effect. The bark of the root is th e part which has been usually em ployed. In the quantity of twenty or thirty grains it ordinarily acts upon
the bowels; and may bcgivenalone or in combination withcalomel at the commencement of fevers. The extract may be given in half the dose.
\V.

TRITICUM HYilERNUM. Seminum farina. Dub.
Wheat Flour.
Off. Syn. FARlN A. Triticum ~ybernum. Scm;imrm }'arina. Lontl.;
FARlNA. Flour of the seeds of Tnticum vulgare . Ed.
Farine de fromern, lh.; \raizcnmehl, Germ.; Farina di frurnento, llal.i Flor <lei trigo,
Acernite, Spa11.

TRl'ncuin. Sex. Syst. Triandria Digynia.-.Nat. Ord. Graminacere.
Gen. Ch. Ca1;lx two-valved, solitary, transverse, many -flowered, on a
flexuose, toothed recep tacle. Recs's Cyclop redia.
Triticurn hybernum. Willd. Sp.Plant. i. 411.-T.vulgare, var. 13.
hybernum. Kunth, Gramin., 438. The common winter wheal has a
fibrous root, and one or more erect, round, smooth, jointed stems, which
rise from thrC'e to five feet in height, and are furnished wjth linear, pointed,
entire, flat, many-ribbed, rough, somewhat glaucous leaves, and jagged
bearded stipu les. The flowers are in a solitary, terminal, dense, smooth
spike, two or three inches long. The calyx is four-flowered, tumid, even,
imbricated, abrupt, with a short compressed point. In tbe upper part of
the spike it is more elongated; and in this situation the corolla is more or
less awned. The grain is imbricated in four rows.
The native country of wheat is unknown; but its cullivation is supposed
to have spread from Sicily over Europe. It is now an object of cullure in
almost all countries which enjoy a temperate climate. Sown in the autumn,
it stands the winter, and ripens its seeds in the following summer. NumeTOl\S varieties have been produced by cultivation, some of which are usually
described as distinct spec ies. Among th ese may perhaps be ranked the T.
mstivum, or spring_ wheat, distinguished by its long beards, ~nd the T. compositum, or Egyptian wheat, by its compound spikes. It 1s asserted that
the latter changes, in Great Britain, into the common single·spiked wh~at.
(Loudon's Bncyc.) 'fhe seeds are too well known to need description.
They are prepared for use by grinding and sifting. by which the interior
farinaceous part is separated from the husk. The former is divided accord·
ing to its fineness into different porlions, but so far as re!!ards ils medical
relatio_ns may be considered u~der one head, that of Jari'n.a or }lour. The
lauer 1s c~llcd brnn, and constitutes from 25 to :13 per cent.
Flour 1s white, in odorous, and nearly insipid. Its chief constituents are
sta~ch, gluten, albumen, saccharine matter~ and ~um, the proportions of
which are by no mrnns constant. Vauquehn obtained, as an average product, from eight varieties of flour which he examined, 10·2.> per cent. of
water, 10·80 of gluten (including coagulated albumen). 68·08 of starch,
5·(; l of sugar, and 4 · 11 of gum. The ashes of wheat, which amollnt only
to about 0· 15 per cent., contain, according to Henry, superphosphates of
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soda, lime, and magnesia. The gummy substance fonnd in wheat flour
is not prec_isely ide~lica~ with ordma_ry gum! ~s it. contains nitrogen, a_nd
does not yield muc1c acid by the action of mtnc acid . The starch, \\'h1ch
is by far the most abundant ingredient, is much employed in a separate
state. (See .lhnylum .) Th e gluten, however, is not less important; as it
is to the large proportion of this principle in wheat flour, that it owes its
superiority over that from other grains for the preparation of bread. The
glulcn here alluded to is the substance first notic~d as a d_istinct principle
by Beccaria. hi s the soft viscid fibrous mass which remains, when wheat
flour, enclosed in a linen bag, is exposed to the action of a stream of water,
and at the Same time pressed with the fingers till the liquor comes away
colourless. But this has been ascertained to consist , in fact, of two different
substances. '\Th en boiled in alcohol, one portion of it is dissolved, while
another portion remains unaffected. Einhof appears to bave established
the fact, that the part of the glutinous mass lefl behind by alcohol is identical with vegetable albumen, while the dissolved porLion only is strictly
entitled to the appellation of glulen, which had been previously conferred
on tbe whole mass. As these two principles are contained in numerous
vegetable products, and as they are frequently referred to in this work, it
is proper that they should be briefly noticed. 'l'hey both contain nitrogen,
and bmh, when lefl lo themseh•es in a moist state, undergo putrefaction.
From these circumstances, and from their close resemblance to certain
proximate animal principles in chemical habitudes and relations, they are
sometimes oalled, in works on chemistry, vegeto-animal substances. They
are separated from each other, as they exist in the mass originally denomi nated gluten, by boiling this mass with successive portions of alcohol, till
the liquid, filtered while yet hot, ceases to become turbid on cooling. The
gluten dissolves, and may be obtained by adding water tO the solution, and
distilling off the alcohol. Large cohering flakes float in the liqu or, which,
when removed, form a viscid elastic mass, consisting of the s ubstance in
question with some slight impuriLy. The part left behind by the alcohol
is the albumen in a coagulated state.
Pure gluten, now called ·vegetable fibrin, is a pale yellow, adhesive, elastic
substance, which, by drying, becomes of a deeper yellow colou r and translucent. It is almosl insoluble in water, and quite. insoluble in ether, and in
the oils b0Li1 fixed and volalile. Hot alcohol dissolves it much more readily
than cold; and from iLs solution in ordinary alcohol, at the boiling temperature,
it is precipitated unchanged when the liquor cools. It is soluble in the dilute
acids, and in caustic alkaline solutions, in consequence of forming soluble
compounds with the acids and alkalies. 'Vi th the earths and metallic oxides
it forms nearly insoluble compounds, which are precipitated when the earthy
or metallic salts are added to the solution of gluten in liquid potassa . Corros ive sublimate precipitates it from its acid as well as alkaline solutions, and,
added in solution to moist gluten, forms with it a compound,_ which, when
dry, is hard, opaque, and incorruptible. Glute~ is also precipitated by ~n
fusion of galls. It closely resembles if it be not identical with animal fibrin.
Its name origin~ted in it~ adhesive property. Glm~n exists in most of the
farinaceous grams, and 1n the seeds of some leguminous plants.
VcffClable_albwnen is destitute of adhesiveness, and, when dried, is opaqu_e,
and of a white, gray, or brown colour. Before coagulation, it is soluble in
water, but insoluble in alcohol. By heat it coagulates and becomes insoluble in water. lt is dissolved by the solutions of the caustic alkalies. Most
of the acids, if added to its solutions in excess, precipitate compounds of the
acids respectively with the albumen, which, though soluble in pure water,
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are insoluble in that liquid when acidulated. It is not, however, precipitated
by an exce_ss of the phos.phoric or acetic acid. Its relations to the earthy
and metallic salts are similar to those of gluten. Corrosi,·e sublimate precipitates it from its solutions, except from those in phosphoric and acetic
acids, and, when added in a state of solution to moist a lbumen, forms with
it a hard, opaque compound . lt is also precipitated by infusion of galls.
rrhis principle derived its name from its very close resemblance to animal
albumen. It is associated with gluten in mo~t of the farinaceous grains, is
a constituent of all the seeds which form a milky emulsion with water, and
exists in all the vegetable juices which coagulale by heat.
The mixture of gluten and albumen which constJtules the gluten of Beccaria, exercises an important influence over starch, which, with the presence
of water and the ai<l of a moderate heat, it convert~ partly into gum and partly
into sugar. The production or saccharine maller 1n thf> germination of seeds,
and in the formation of malt, which is an exnmp~ of germination, is thus
accounted for. The gluten itself becomes acid in the process, and loses the
property of reacting on starch.
It is now thought by many chemists that vegetable albumen is identical in
all respects with animal albumen, and the gluten of vegetables with animal
fibrin; and that both these principles, as well as anotht!r named casein, found
also both in the animal and vegetable kingdoms, consist of a principle namPd
protein, combined with a very small proportion of mineral substances, such
as sulphur, phosphorus, &c. P1·otein consis~s of nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen i and its formula, according to Liebig, is N 11C 48 l-I31i0w It is procured by dissolving ~ny one of the. substances above named in a str?ng sol~
tion of pOlassa, heating for some time to 120°, and precipitating wnh acetic
acid. (Turner's Chemistry, 1th Lond. Ed.)
It is scarcely necessary to state, that bread is formed by making flour into
a paste with water, with the addition of yeast, setting it aside to ferment,
and then exposing it to the heat of an oven. The fermentation excited by
the yeast is accompanied with the extrication of carbonic acid gas, which,
being retained by the tenacity of the gluten, forms innumerable little cells
through the mass, and thus renders the bread light. It is important to
recollect that common salt is always added i as this ingredient is incompatible with some of the substances which are occasionally directed to be made
into pills with the crumb of bread.
Medical Properties and Use.'l. Wheat flour in its unaltered state is seldom
used in medicine. It is sometimes sprinkled on the skin in erysipelatous
inflammation, and various itching or burning eruptions, particularly the
nettle-rash; though rye flour is generally preferred for this purpose.
In the state of bread it is much more employed. An infusion of toasted
bread in water is an agreeable, somewhat nutritive drink, very well adapted
to febrile complaints. 'Within our experience, no drink has been found more
grateful in such cases than this infusion, S\YeetC'ned with a little molasses,
and flavoured by lemon-juice. Boiled with milk, bread constitutes the com mon suppurative poultice, which may be improved by the addition of a
small proportion of perfectly fn·sh lard . Slices of it steeped in lead-water,
or the crumb mixed with the fluid and confined within a piece of gauze,
afford a convenient mode of applying this preparation to local inflammations.
T~e crumb-mica panis-is, moreover, frequently ust>d to gi,·e bulk to
minute doses of very active medicines, administered in the form of pill. It
should be recollected, h0lveve1\ that it contains common salt, which is incompatible with certain substances, as, for example, the nitrate of silver.
Bran is sometimes used in decoction, as a demulcent in catarrhal alfections
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and complaints of the bowels. It has, when taken in substance, laxative
properties, and may be used wi~h great advantage to prevent costiveness.
Bran bread, made from the unsifted flour, forms an excellent laxative article of di et in some dyspeptic_ cases. The ac~ion of the bran is probably
altogether mechanical, consisting in the irritallon produced upon the mucous membrane of the stomach and bowels by its coarse particles.
Off. Prep. Cata plasma Fermenli, Lond., Dub.
'V.

TUSSILAGO . Land.
Coltifoot.
Tussilago Farfara." Lond.
O.IJ: Syn. TUSS lLAGO FARFARA. Folia. Flores. Dub.

0

'l'u:0::.ilagc1 Pa,. 1J:Unc, .l!'J·.; Gcmcincr Uufianig, Germ.; To::.~ilagine, Ital.; Tu!;ilngo,

Span.
TossILAGO. Sex. Syst. Syngenesia Superflua.-Nat. Orel. CompositreEupatoriacere, ne Candolfe; Asteracere, Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Receptacle naked. Pappus simple. Calyx scales equal, as long
as the disk, submembranaceous. Florets of the ray ligulate or toothless.

Willd.
Tussilago Farfara. Willd. Sp.Plant. iii. 1967; Woodv. Med. Bot. p.
45. t. 18. Cohsfoot is a perennia l herb, with a creeping root, which early
in the spring sends up several leafless, erect, simple, unift.oral scapes or
flower-stems, five or six inches high, and furnished with appressed scalelike bractes of a brownish-pink colour. The flower, which stands singly at
the end of the scape, is large, yellow, compound, with hermaphrodite florets
io the disk, and female florets in the ray. The latter are numerous. lin ear,
and twice the len gth of the former. The leaves do not make their appearance until after the ft.owers have blown. Th ey are radical, petiolate, large,
cord::ne, angular and toothed at the margin, bright green upon their upper
surface, white and downy beneath.
'l'h e plant grows spon taneously both in Europe and North America. ln
this country it is found upon the banks of streams in the l\Jiddle and Northern States, and flowers in April. The whole of it is directed by the London
College, the leaves and flowers only by that of Dublin. 'fhe leaves are
most frequenLiy employed . They should be gathered after their full expansi~n, but before they have attained their greatest magnitude. (London

i)tspensatory.)
The flowers have an agreeable odour, which they retain afler desiccation.
The dried root and leaves are inodorous, but have a rough, bitterish, muci la ginous taste. Boiling water extracts all their virtues.
Medical Properties and Uses. Coltsfoot exercises linle se nsible influence
upon the human system. It is, however, demulcent, and is sometimes used
in chronic coughs, consumption, and other affections of the lungs. Th e
expectorant properties which it was formerly thought to poss ess are not
obviou s. The leaves were smoked by the ancients in pulmonary complaints;
and in some parts of G(.>rmany they are at the present time said to be substituted for tobacco. Cullen states that he found the expressed juice of the
fresh leaves, tal(en to the extent of some ounces every day, beneficial in
several cases of scrofulous sores; and a decoction of the dried leaves as recommended by Fuller, answered a similar purpose, though it often failed
to effect a cure.
The usual form of administration is that of decoction. An ounce or two
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of the plant may be boiled in two pints of water to a pint, of which a tea·
W.
cupful may be given several times a day.

ULMUS. Lond.

Elm Bark.
"Ulmus campestris." Cortex. Lond.
Off. Syn. ULMUS CAMPESTRIS. Cortex interior. IJub.
Ecorce d'orine, Fr.; Ulmenrindc, Germ.; Scor.r.a de! olma, Ital.; Corteza de olmo,
Span.

ULMus. Sex. Syst. Pentandrja Digynia.- .Nat. Orel. Ulmacere.
Gen. Cit. Calyx five·clefl. Corolla none. Capsule (samara) compressed,
membranaceous. Tf/illd.
Utmus campestris. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1324; Woodv. Med. Bot. p.
710. t. 242. This species of elm is characterized by its doubly serrate leaves,
uneq.ual at their b~se, by its nearly sessile, clustered, pen.tandrous flowers,
and its smooth fruit. Tt is a large t ree, with strong spreading branches, and
a rough, cracked bark. It is a nalive of Europe, where the wood is
highly esteemed for certain purposes in the arts.
The inner bark of its young branches, which is the offi.cinal ~ortion , is
thin, tough , of a brownish-yellow colour, inodorous, and of a mucilaginous,
bitterish, and very slightly astringent taste. It impa rts to water its taste and
muci laginous pro'perties. The tincture of iodine indicates the presence of
starch, and Davy found somewhat more than two per cent. of tannin. A peculiar vegetable principle called ulmin or uhnic acid, now believed to be a
constituent of most barks, was first discovered in the maller which sponta·
neously exudes from the bark of the European elm. It is a dark-brown
almost black substance, without smell or taste, insoluble in cold water,
sparingly soluble in boiling water which it colours yellowish-brown, soluble
in alcohol, and readily dissolved by alkaline solutions.
JJfedical Properties and Uses . The bark of the European elm is demulcent, and very feebly tonic and astringent, and is said a lso to be diuretic . ~t
has been recommended in cutaneous affections of the leprous and herpet1c
character. Dr. Sigmond speaks in strong terms of its efficacy in all the
varieties of lepra, in lichenous eruptions, and in tinea capitis, employed
both internally and externally. (ii.led. Bot. Trans ., i. 169.) It is usually
given in the form of decoction , and in ch ronic cases .must be long continued
to produce beneficial results.
Off. Prep. Decoctum U lmi, Land., .Dub.
W.

ULMUS. U.S.
Slippery Elm Bark.
"The inner bark of Ulmus fulva." U. 8.
Uutus. See ULMUS . L-Ond.
Ulnwsjulva. Michaux, Flor . .flmeric. i. 172.- Ubnus rubra. F. Andrew. Michaux, N . .IJm. Sylv. iii. ~9. The slippery elm, called also red
ebn, is ~ lofty t.ree,. rising fifty or sixty feet in height, with a stem fifleen or
twenty inches m diameter. The bark of the trunk is brown, that of the
branches rough and whitish. The leaves arc oblong ovate, acuminate,
nearly equal at the base, unequally serrate, pubescent and very rough on
both sides, four or five inches in length by two or three in breadth, and sup·
ported on short footstalks. The buds, a fortnight before their developement,
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are COYered with a dense russet down. The flowers, which appear before
the leaves, are sessile, and in clusters at the extremity of the young shoots.
The bunches of flowers are surrounded by scales, which nre downy like the
buds. The calyx also is downy . There is no corolla. The stamens are five
in number, short, and of a pale rose colour. The fruit is a membranaceous
capsule or samara,enclosing in the middle one rou?cl seed, destitute of fringe.
This species of elm is indigenous, growing m all parts of the United
States north of Carolina, but most abundantly west of the Alleghany mountains. It flourishes in open, elevated situat_ions, and requires a firm, dry soil.
From the white elm, U. .flmericana, it is distinguished by its rough branches,
its larger, thicker, and rougher leaves, its downy buds, and the character of
its flowers and seeds. Its period of flowering is in April. The inner bark
is the part used in medicine, and is brought to the shops separated from the
epidermis.
lt is in long, nearly flat pieces, from one to two lines in thickness, of a
fibrous texture, a tawny colour which is reddish on the inner surface, a
peculiar sweetish, not unpleasant odour, aod a highly mucilaginous taste
when chewed. By grinding, it is reduced to a light, g:ayish-fawn coloured
powder. It abounds in mucilaginous matter, which 1t readily imparts to
water.
Jlfeclical Properties and Uses. Slippery elm bark is an excellent demulcent, applicable to all cases in which this class of medicines is employed.
It is especially recommended in dysentery, diarrhcea, and diseases of the
urinary passages. Like the bark of the common European elm, it has been
employed in leprous and herpetic eruptions; but neither in these, nor in any
other complaints, does it probably exert any greater powers than such as
belong to the demulcents generally . Its mucilage is highly nutritious; and
we arc told that it has proved sufficient for the support of life in the absence
of other food. The instance of a soldier is mentioned, who lived for ten <lays
in the woods on this bark and sassafras; and the Indians are said to resort to
it for nutriment in extreme emergencies.
his usually employed as a drink in the form of infusion. (See lnfuswn
Ulmi.) 'l'he powder may be used, stirred in hot water, with which it forms
a mucilage, more or less thick according to the proportion added . The bark
also serves as an emollient application in cases of external inflammation.
For this purpose the powder may be formed into a poultice with hot water,
or the bark itself may be applied, previously softened by boiling. Dr.
i\IcDowell, of Virginia, has recommended the use of slippery elm bark for
the dilatation of fistulas and strictures. (Jllfed. Examiner, i. 244, from the

West Joum . of iJJed. and Phys . Sci.)
Ojf.Prrp. lnfusum Ulmi, U.S.

W.

UV A P ASSA. U. S.

Raisins.
"The dried fruit of Vitis vinifera." U. 8.
Off. Syn. UVA. Vitis vinifera. Baccm_ exsiccatre clemptis acinis. Lond.;

UVlE P,\SSlE. Dried fruit ofVitis vimfera. Ed.; V!TIS VIN!FERA.
~iccatus. JJub.

Fructus

Rai-.i ns sec!', Fr ..- Roi;incn, Germ.: Uvc passe, Ital.;

Pa~as,

Span.

Vrns. Sex. Syst. Pentandrin Monogynia.-Nat. Orel. Vitacere.
Gen. Ch. Petals cohering at the apex, withering. Berry five-seeded,
superior. lf/"illcl.
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Vitis vinifera . Willd . Sp . Plant . i . ll80; Woodv. JJ1ed. Bot. p. 14 1. t.
57. The vim~ is too well khow n to require d('scriplion. This parlicu lar
species is distinguished by the character of its leaf, which is lobed, sinuatcd,
and naked or downy. The leaves and tendrils are somewhat astringent, and
were formerly used in diarrhrea, hemorrhages, and ot her morbid discharges.
The juice wh ich flows from the stem was also thought to be possessed of
medicinal virtues, and the prejudice still lingers among t he vulgar in some
countries. The un r ipe fruit has a harsh sour taste, and yields by expression
a very acid liquor, called verjuice, which was much esteemed by the ancients
as a refreshing drink, when diluted with water. It contains malic and tartaric acids, and another called by some chemists racemic acid, by Berzelius
paratartaric acid, from its resemblance to the tartaric, with wh ich it agrees
in composition, though differing from it in properties. The grape, when
quite ripe, is among the most pleasant and g rateful fruits brought upon the
table, and is admirably adapted, by its refreshing properties, to febrile comp laints. If largely taken, it proves diuretic and gently laxat ive. T he ripe
frui t differs from the unripe in containing more sugar and less acid, though
never entirely destitute of the lauer. The plant is supposed to have been
derived originally from Asia; but it has been cultivated in Europe and
Northern Africa from the remotest antiquity, and is now spread over all the
temperate civilized regions of the globe. The fruit is exceedingly influenced
by soil and climate, and the varieties which have resulted from culture or
situation are innumerable. Those which yield the raisins of commerce are
confined to the basin of the Mediterranea n.
Raisins are prepared either by partially cutting the stalks of the bun~hes
before the grapes are perfecdy ripe, and allowing lhem to dry upon the v1.ne;
or by picl<ing lhem in their mature state, and steeping them for a short time
previously to des iccation in an alkaline ley. Those cured by the first method
are most highly esteemed.
Several varieties of raisins are known in commerce. The best of those
brought to this country are the JJtlalaga raisins, imported from Spain. They
are large and fleshy, of a purplish-brown colour, and sweet agreeable taste.
Those produce~ in Calabria aresim~lar. TJ1e Smyrna raisins are also large,
but of a yellowish-brown colour, slightly musky odour, and less agreeable
flavour. They are originally brought from the coast of Syria. The Corinthian raisins, or currants as they are commonly called in this country, are
small, bluish-black, of a fatly appearance, with a vinous odour, and a sweet
slightly tartish taste. '!'heir name was deri\'ed from the city in the Yicinity
of which they were fo rme rly cultivated; at present they are procured chiefly
from Zante, Cephalonia, and the other Ionian Islands. In the older Phar·
macopccias they are distinguished by the title of uvie passre m.inores.
Raisins coma.in a larger proportion of sugar than recent grapes. This
principle, indeed, is often so abundant that it eftloresces on the surface, or
concretes in separate masses within the substance of the raisin. The sugar
of grapes differs slightly from that of the cane, and is said to be identical
with that produced by the action of sulphuric acid upon starch. his less
sweet than common sugar, less soluble in cold water, much less soluble in
alcohol, and forms a syrup of less consisterrce.
Medical Properties and Uses. The chief medical use of raisins is to
flavour demulcent beverages. Taken in substance they are gently laxative i
but are also flatulent and difficult of digestion, and, when largely eaten, sometimes produce unpleasant effects, especially in children.
Off. Prep . Decoctum Althrem, Dub., Eel.; Decoctum Guaiaci, Ed.;
DecoclUm Hordci Compositum, Lond., Ed., Dub.; Tinctura Cardamomi
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Composita, Lond., Ed.; 'finctura Quassire Comp., Ed.; Tinctura Rhei et
Sennre, U. S.; Tinctu ra Sennre Comp., Lone/., Ed.
W.

UV A URSI. U.S ., L ond., Ed., Dub.

Uva Ursi.
"The leaves of Arbutus Uva Ursi ." U.S. "Arctostaphylos Uva ursi.
Folia." Lond. "Leaves of Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi." Ed. "Arbutus Uva
Ursi. Fo lia.'' D ub.
Bu~sorole,

Raisin 1.l'our;o, Fr.; Il:ircntmubc, Germ.; Corbezzolo, Uni Ursina, llal.;

Gayuba,Span.

Atrnu-rus. Sex.Sys!. DecandriaMonogynia.- Nat. Ord. Ericacere.
Gen . Cit. Calyx fi\•e-parted . Corolla ovate, with a mouth, pellucid at the
base. Berry fhre·celled. ~f/illd .
./J_rbutus Uva Ursi. Willd. Sp.Plant. ii. 6 18; Bigelow,.8m. Med. Bot.
i. 66.- .fl.rctostap!tylos Uva Ursi. Sprengel, Syst. ii. 287.- T he twa ursi,
or bearberry , i~ a low evergreen shrub, with trailin~ stems, the young
branches of which rise obliquely upwards for a few mches. The leaves
are scattered, upon short pctio!t>s, obovate, acute at the base, entire, with a
rounded margin, thick , coriaceous, smooth, shining, and of a deep green
colour on their uppe r surface, paler and covered with a network of ve ins
beneath. The flowers, wbich stand on short reflexed peduncles, are col·
lected in small clusters at the ends of lh e bra nches. T he calyx is small,
five-parted, of a redd ish colour, and persistent. T he corolla is ovate or
urceolate, reddish-white, or white with a red lip, transparent at the base,
contracted at the mouth , and divided at the margin into five short reRexed
segments. The stamens are ten, with short filaments and bifid anthers;
the germ round, with a sty le longe r than the stamens, and a simple st i g~a.
The fruit is a small, round, depressed, smooth, glossy, red berry,containmg
an insipid mealy pulp, and five cohering seeds.
This humble but hardy shrub inhabits the northern lati tudes of Europe,
Asia, and America. lt is also found in the lofty mountains of Southern
Europe, such as the Pyrenees and the Alps ; and, on the American continent, extends from Hudson's Bay as far southward as New Jersey, in some
parts of which it grows in great abundance. Il prefers a barren soil, flou rishing on gravelly hills, and elevated sandy plains. The leaves are the only
part used in medicine. T hey are imported from Europe; but are also co llected within our own limits; and the market of Philadelphia is supplied
to a considerable extent from New Jersey. They should be gathered in
a1,Humn, and the green leaves only selected.
In EL1rope, the uva ursi is often adulterated with the leaves of the Vaccinium. T'itis fda:a, which are wholly destitute of its peculiar properties, and
may be distinguished by their rounder shape, their revo lute edges which
are sometimes slighlly toolhed, and the appearance of their under surface,
which is dotted, instead of being reticulated as in the genuine leaves.
Leaves of the C!timaphila umbel/ala. are sometimes found among the uva
ursi as it exists in our markets. They may be readily detectt>d by their
greate r length, their cuneiform lanceolate shape, and their serrate edges.
The leaves of the uva ursi are inodorous when fresh, but acquire a smell
not unlike that of hay whe~ dried and p~wderecl . Their taste.is bitterish,
strongly astringent, and ult1matcly sweetish .. Th~y aff~rd. a light ?rown,
weenish-yellow powde r. \ Vater extracts the1r.actn•e pnnc1ples, w.h1ch. are
also soluble in officinal alrohol. Among their ingredients are tannm, buter
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extrac1ive, resin, gum, and gallic acid; and the tannin is so abundant that
they are used for tanning in some parts of Russia. Neither this principle
nor gallic acid exists in the leaves of the T'accinium ViLis /c/:'ea.
JJiedical Properties and Uses. Uva ursi is astringent and tonic, and is
thought by some to ha\'e a specific direction to the urinary organs, for the
complaints of which it is chiefly used. Others deny that it possesses any
peculiar tendency of this kind, and ascribe all its effects to its astringent and
tonic action. It alters the colour of the urine, and its astringent principle
has been detected in that secretion. It probably, therefore, exerts a direct
influence on the kidneys and urinary passages. Though known to the
ancients, it had passed into almost entire neglect, till its uso was revived by
De Haen about the middle of the last century. ll has acquired some reputation as an antilithic, and has undoubtedly been s<.>rviceablc in gravel, partly,
perhaps, by a direct action on the kidneys, partly by giving tone to the
digestive organs, and preventing the accumulation of principles calculated to
produce a secretion or precipitation of calculous matter. In chronic nephritis
it is also a popular remedy, and is particularly recommended when there is
reason to conjecture the existence of ulceration in the kidneys, bladder, or
urinary passages. Diabetes, catarrh of the blndder 1 incontinence of urine,
gleet, leucorrhcca, and menorrhagia, are also among the diseases in which
it has occasionally proved serviceable; and testimony is not wanting to its
beneficial effects in phthisis pulmonalis. The dose of the powder is from a
scruple to a drachm, to be repeated three or four times a day; but the form
of decoction is usually preferred. (Sec Decoctwn Uvm Ursi.)
Off. Prep. DecoclUm Uvre Ursi, U.S., Lond.; Exlractum Uvre Ursi,
W.
Lond.

VALERIANA. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Valerian.
"The root of Valeriana officinalis." U.S., Ed. ·" Valcriana Officinalis.
(Sylveslris.) Radix.'' Lond.
Off. Syn. V ALER!ANA OFF!C!NAL!S. Radix. Dub.
ValCrianc, .Fr.; Wilde Baldrianwnrzcl, Germ.; \"alcriana. silvcstrc 1 Ital.; Yalr rian sit·
yestre 1 Spa11.
VALBRIANA.

Sex. Syst. Triandria Monogynia. -Nat. Ord. Valerian-

acere.

GPn. Oh. Calyx very small, finally enlarged into a feathery pappus.
Corolla monopetalous, fi\•e-lobed, regular, gibbous at lhe base. C<qmile
one-celled . (Loudon's Encyc. of Plants.) Stamens cxserted, one, two,
three, and four. (Nullall.)
Valeriana officinalis. Willd. Sp . Plant . i. 177; Woodv. Jlled. Bot. p.
77. t. 32. The oificinal, or great wild valerian is a large handsome her·

baceous plant, with a perennial root 1 and an erect, round, channeled strm,
from two to four feet high, furnished with opposite pinnate leaves, and
terminating in tlO\n•ring branches. The leaves of the stem art- attached
by short broad sheaths, the radical leaves are larger and stand on long foot·
stalks. In the former the leaflets are lanceolate and parlially dcnt:ite 1 in
the latter elliplical and deeply serrate. 'I1he flowers are small, white or
rose-coloured, odorous, and disposed in terminal corymbs, interspersed with
spear-shaped pointed bractes. The number of stamens is three. The
fruit is a capsule containing one oblong ovate, compressed seed.
The plant is a native of Europe, where it grows either in damp woods
and meadows, or on dry elevated grounds. As found in these different
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situations, it presents characters so distinct as lo ha,·e induced some botanists to make two varieties. Dufre~ne makes four, of which three prefer
marshy situations. The variety which affc~ts a dry soil (.~ylvestris, L. Ph.)
is nol more than two feet high, and is disunguished by its narrow leaves.
his superior to the others in medicinal vinue.
The root, which is the officinal portion, is collected in spring before the
stem begins to shoot, or in the autumn when the h.>~ves decay. h should
be dried quickly. and kept in a dry place. It consists of numerous, Jong,
slender, cylindrical fibres, issuing from a tubcrculated head or rhizoma.
As brought to this country it frequently has ponions of the stem attached.
The best comes from England.
Properties. The colour of the root is externally yellowish or brown, internally white. The powder is yellowish-gray. The odour, which in the
fresh root is slight, in the dried is strong and highly characteristic, and?
though rather pleasant to many persons, is very disagreeable to others.
Cats are said to be strongly auracled by it. The taste is al first sweelish,
afterwards bitter and aromalic. Valerian yields its active properties to
water and alcohol. Trommsdorff found it to consi~t of 1 ·2 parts of volatile
oil; 12·.) of a peculiar extractive manrr, soluble in wnter, insoluble in ether
and alcohol, and precipitated by metallic solutions; 18·75 of gum; 6·25 of
a soft odorous resin; and G~ of lignin. Of these constituents the most important is the essential oil, in which the virtues of the root chiefly reside.
lt is of a pale greenish colour, of the sp. gr. O·U34, with a pungent odour
of valerian, and an aromatic tas:te. lt becomes yellow and viscid by exposure. Trommsdorff ascertained that it contains a peculiar volatile acid,
upon which the name of t:ctferianic acid has been conferred. This, when
separated from the oil, is a colourless liquid, of an oleaginous consistence,
having an odour analogous to that of valerian, and a very strong, sour, disagreeable taste. It is soluble in thirty parts of water, and in all proportions
in ether and alcohol. lt combinrs with salifiable bases, forming soluble
salts, which retain, in a diminished <l.egree, the odour of the acid. (Joum.
de Plwrm., xx. al6.) Valerianic acid is obtained by distilling the impure
oil from carbonate of magnesia, decomposing by sulphuric acid the valerianate of magnesia which remains, and again distilling. M. Rabourdin, of
Orleans, has ascertained that a large proportion of the valerianic acid
remains fixed in the root by union with a base, and does not come over by
distillation alone. To procure it he adds sulphuric acid to the root with a
sufficient quantity of water, distils, separates the oil, s:aturates the liquor
with carbonate of soda, evaporates, adds a slight excess of sulphuric acid,
and again distils. (Journ. de Phttrrn. el de Chim., :Je sh., vi. 310.) The
following process by Messrs. T. and H. Smith, of Edinburgh, avoids the
inconvenience of distilling so bulky a root as valnian, while it answers the
same purpose as that of M . Rabourdin . Boil the root for three or four
hours with rather more than its bulk of water, in which an ounce of carbonate of soda is di~solved for every pound of the root, replacing the water
as it evaporates. Express strongly, and boil the residuum twice with the
snme quantity of water, expressing each time as before. i.\lix the liquids,
add two fiuidrachms of strong sulphuric acid for every pound of the root,
and distil till three-fourths of the liquid have passed over. Neutralize this
with carbonate of soda, concentrate the liquid, decompose the valerianate
of soda contained in it by sulphuric acid, and separate the valeriauic acid
now set free, either by a separatory, or by distillation. (See .llm. Journ. of
Plumn., xvii. 253.) A similar process was also proposed by Mr. Procter,
of Philadelphia. (ibid., xvii. a.)
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The roots of the Valeriana Pim and T". clioica are said to be sometimes
mingled with those of the officinal plant i but the adulteration is atteoded
with no serious consequences; as, though much wt!akt•r than the genuine
valerian, they possess similar propenies. The same cannot be said of the
roots of several of the Ranunculacere, which, according to Ebermayer, are
sometimes frau.dulently substituted in Germany. They may be readily
detected by their want of the peculiar odour of the officinal root .
.llJedical Properties and Uses. Valerian is gently stimulant, with an
especial direction to the nervous system, but without narcotic effect. In
large doses it produces a sense of heaviness and dull pain in the head, with
various other effects indicating nervous disturbance. It is useful in cases
of irregular nervous action, when not connected with inflammation, or an
excited condition of the system. Among the complaints in which it has
been particularly recommended are hysteria, hypochondriasis, Ppilepsy,
hemicrania, and low forms of fever attended with restlessness, morbid vigilance, or other nervous disorder. It has also been used in intermittPnts,
combined with Peruvian bark. At best, however, it is an uncertain remedy.
ft may be given in powder or infusion. In th e latter form, it is said by
Professor Joerg of Leipsic, who has experimenled with it, to be less apt to
irritate the alimentary canal than when administered in substance. 'fh e
dose of the powder is from thirty to ninety grains, repeated three or four
times a day. The tincture is also officinal. As the virtues of v;i\erian
reside chiefly in the volatile oil, the medicine should not be given in decoction or extract. Th e distilled water is used on the continent of Europe;
and the volatile oil is occasionally substituted with advantage for the root.
Th e dose of the oil is four or five drops.
Off Prep. Infu sum Valerianre, U.S .. Loncl., Dub.; Tinctura Valerianre,
U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Tinctura Valerianre Ammoniata, U.S., Lond.,
Ed., Dub.
W.

VERATRUM ALBUM. U.S.
White Hellebore.
'"l'he rhizoma ofVeratrum album." U.S.
O.f!: Syn. VERATRUi\11. Veratrum album. Radix. Lond.; VERATRUM. Rhizoma of Verntrum album. Ed.; VERATRUM ALBUM.
Radix.Dub.
Eltebore blanc, Fr.; \Veisse Niesswurzel, Germ., Eleboro bianco, Ital.; Veratro blanco,
Spa11.
VERATRu111. Sex. Syst. Polygamia Moncecia.-Nat. Ord. Melanthacere.
Gen. Ch. HERllIAPHRODITE. Calyx none. Corolla six-petaled. Stamens
six. Pistils three. Capsules three, many -seeded . MALE, Calyx none. Corolla six-petaled. Stamens six. Pistils a rudiment. Willd.
Botanists who reject the class Polygamict of Linnreus, place this genus
in the class and ord er Hexandria Trigynia, with the following character.
"Polygamous. Co~olla six-parted, spreading, segments sessile and wit~out
glands. Stamens rnserted upon the receptacle. Capsules three, umted,
many-seeded.'' Nuttall.
Veratrum album. Willd. Sp.Plant. iv. 805; Woo<lv. JJfed. Bot. p. 754.
t. 257. This is an herbaceous plant, with a perennial, fleshy, fusiform root
or rhizoma, yello\".'ish-wh.ite externally, pale yellowish-gray within, and
beset with long cyl10drical fibres of a grayish colour, which constitute the
true root . The stem is three or four feet high, thick, round, erect, and fur-
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n~shed wilh alterna~e leaves, which are o_val, acute, entire, plaited longitu-

dmally, about ten inches Jong by five m breadth, of a yellowish-green
colour, and embrace the stem at Lheir base. The flowers are greenish, and
arranged in a terminal panicle.
The white hellebore is a native of the mountainous regions of continental
Europe, and abounds in the Alps and Pyrenees. All parts of the plant are
said to be acrid and poisonous; but the root (rhizoma) only is officinal. This
is brought to us from Germany in the dri~d state, in pieces from one to three
inches Jong by an inch or Jess in mean dmmeter, cylmdrical or in the shape
of a truncated cone, internally whitish, externally blackish, wrinkled, and
rough with the remains of the fibres which have been cut off near their
origin. Sometimes the fibres continue attached to the root.. They are
numerous, yellowish, and of the size of a crow's quill. '.Yh1te hellebore
deteriorates by keeping.
Properties. The fresh root has a disagreeable odour, which is lost by
drying. The taste is at first sweetish, afterwards bitterish, acrid, burning.
and durable. The powdered root is grayish. Analyzed by Pellelier and
Caventou, white hellebore was found lo contain an oily matter consisting of
olein, stearin, and a volatile acid; supergallate of veratria, a yellow colouring matter, starch, gum, lignin, silica, and various salts of lime and potassa.
The medicinal properties of the root reside in the· veratria, which was first
discovered in the seeds of Veratritm Sabadilla, and probably exists in
other plants belonging to the same family . For an account of veratria, see
Sabadilla, p. 610, and the article Veratria among the preparations. Simon
believed that he had found two new vegetable alkalies in white hellebore, one
of which was named barytina, from being precipitated, like baryta, from
its solution in acetic or phosphoric acid by sulphuric acid or the sulphates;
the other jervina, from the Spanish name for a poison obtained from the root
of white hell1:bore. (Pereira's Jllctt. ltfed., from Phann. Cent. Blatt., 1837,
s. 191.)
llfedical Properties and Uses. '\Vhite hellebore is a violent emetic and
cathanic, capable of producing dangcro.us and fatal effects when. incautiously
administered. Even in small doses it has sometimes occas10ned severe
vomiting, hypercatharsis with bloody stools, and alarming symptoms of
general prostration . Like many other acrid substances, it appears, in small
doses, to be a general stimulant to the secretions . Applied externally upon
a portion of the surface denuded of the cuticle, as upon ulcers, for example,
it gives rise to griping pain in the bowels, and sometimes violent purging.
'Vhen snuffed up the nostrils, it occasions great irritation with violent
sneezing, and its use in this way is not free from danger. It was employed
by the ancients in dropsy, mania, epilepsy, leprosy, elephantiasis, and other
obstinate disorders, not without occasional advantage; but the severity of its
operation has led to its general abandonment as an internal remedy. It is
sometimes used as an errhine, diluted with some 1nild powder, in cases of
gutta serena and lethaqric affections; and, in the s.hape of decoction, or of
ointment prepared by mixing the pulverize~ root w1lh lard, has been found
beneficial as an external application in the nch, and other cutaneous eruptions. From the resemblance of its operation to that of the eau medicinale
d' Husson, so celebrated for the cure of gout, it has been conjectured to be
the chief constituent of that remedy - a reputation which has also been
enjoyed by colchicum. A mixture of the wine of white hellebore and the
wine of opium, in the proportion of three parts of the former to one of the
latter, was introduced into use by Mr. Moore, of London, as a substitute for
63
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the eau niedicinale, and has been considerably employed in gouty and rheumatic affections.
In whatever way white hellebore is used, it requires cautious management.
It has been given in doses varying from one grain to a scruple>. Not more
than two grains should be administered at first. ·when employed as an
errhine, it should be mixed with five or six parts of pulverized liquorice root,
or other inactirn powder. Ten or twelve grains of the mixmre may be
snuffed up the nostrils at one time . Veratriaacts in asimilar manner with
the white hellebore, but is much more powerful. From one-twelfth to onesixth of a grain may be_ given in the form of pill or alco~ol!c solution, and
repeated three or four times in the twe nty -four hours, rill 1t nauseates or
purges. For an account of its practical applications the reader is referred to
/'ernlritt, among the Preparations, in the second part of this work.
Off. Prep. Decoctum Veratri, Lond., Dub.; Unguentum SulphurisCompositum, Land.; Unguentum Veratri Albi, U.S., Lond., Dub.; Vinum
Yeratri Albi, U.S., Land.
W.

VERATRUM VIRIDE. U.S.

American Hellebore.
"The rhizoma of Veratrum viride." U.S.
VERATRU"·

See YERATRUM ALBUM.

ruatrum viride. Willd. Sp. Plant. iv. 896; Bigelow, .flm.. Med. Bar.
ii. 121. The American hellebore, known also by the names of Indian po/a,
poke root, and swam1>. hellebore, has a pe.rennial, thick, fleshy root or rhizoma, the upper poruon of which is tunicated, the lower solid, and beset
with numerous whitish fibrt's or radicles. The stem is annual, round,
striated, pubescent, and solid , from three to six feet in height, furnished
with green bright leaves, and terminating in a panicle of greenish-yellow
flowers. The leaves gm.dually decrease in size as they ascend . The lower
are from six inches to a foot long, oval, acuminate, plaited, nerved , and pubescent; and embrace the stem at their base, thus affording it a sheath for a
considerable portion of its length . Those on the upper part of the stem, at
the origin of the flowering branches, are oblong lanceolate. The panicle
consists of numerous flowers, distributed in racemes with downy peduncles.
Each flower is accompanied with a downy pointed bracte, much longer than
its pedicel. There is no calyx, and the corolla is divided into six oval acute
segments, thickened on the inside at their base, with the three alternate segments longe r than the others. The six stamens have recurved filaments,
and roundish two-lobed anthers. The germs are three, with recurved styles
as long as the stamens. .Some of the flowers have only the rudiments of
pistils. Those on the upper end of the branchlets are barren, those on the
lower portion fruitful. The fruit consists of three cohering capsules, separating at top, opening on the inner side, and containing flat imbricated seeds.
This indigenous species ofVeratrum is found from Canada to Carolina,
inhab iting swamps, wet meadows, and the banks of mountain streamlets.
Early in the spring, before the stem rises, it bears a slight resemblance to
t he Symplocarpusfcetidus, with which it is very frequent ly associated; but
t he laner sends forth no stem. From May to July is the season for flower·
i ng. The root should be collected in autumn, and should not be kept longer
than one year, as it dete:iorates by ti me.
T he root of the Amencan hellebore has a bitter acrid-taste, leaving a per·
manent impression in the mouth and fauces . In sensible properties it bears
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a close resemblance to white hellebore; and from this circumstance, as welt
as fr?m the ~trong botanical affinity ?f the two plants, it is highly probable
that 1t contains veratria. Th e experiments of Mr. i\litchell and Mr . 'Vorthington, of PhiladE?lphia, go to strengthen this probability. (See Jbner. Jo um.
of Phann. ix. 181. and x. 89.)
Jtfedical Properties and Uses . American hellebore resembles its European
congener in it~ effects upon the syster~, though asserted ~y Dr. C?sgood to
be wholly destitute of cathartic properties. In a<l?ition_to ns emetic action,
which is often violent and long Continued, it is said to increase most of the
secretions, and, when freely taken , to exercise a powerful influence over the
nervous system, indicated by faintness, somnolency, vertigo, headache, dimness of vision, and dilated pupils. According to Dr. Osgood, it reduces the
frequency and force of the pulse, sometimes, when taken in full doses, as
low as thirty-five strokes in the minute. It may be safely substituted for
the European root in most cases in which the latte r is employed; and is
highly recommended as a substitute for colchicum by Dr. Tully, of New
Haven. Gou ty, rheumatic, and neuralgic affections are those to which it
appears best adapted. For an account of what may be said upon the medicn. L
properties and applications of the Americnn hellebore, the reader is referred
to a paper by Dr. Charles Osgood, of Providence, in the American Journal
of lite Medical Sciences, vol. xvi . p. 206 . It may be used in substance,
tincture, or extract. Dr. Osgood states the dose in which it will generally
prove emetic at from four to six grains of the powder, one or two fluidrachms
of a tincture made in the proportion of six ounces of the fresh root to a pint
?f alcohol , and one or two grains of an extract made by in spissating the
1uice of the root. The medicine, however, should, in most cases, be given
in doses insufficient to vomit.
W.

VERBASCUM THAPSUS. Folia. Dub.
Jrlitllein Leaves.
Vrnn.\SCuill. Sex. Syst. Pentandria l\Ionogynia. - .Nat. Ord. Scrophulariaceoo.
G:en. Ch. Calyx five-parted . Corolla rotate, five.lobed, unequal. Stamens
declmcd, bearded. Stigma simple. Capsule two·celled, valves inflected,
many·se<'dt?d. Nuttall.
Verbam1m Thapsus. Willd . Sp.Plan!. i. 1001; W oodv. Med. Bot. p.
202. t. 75. This is a biennial plant, with an erect, round, rigid, hairy
st~m, which rises from three to six feet in hei_ght, and is irregularly beset
wnh large sessile, oblong or oval, somewhat pointed leaves, indented al the
margin, woolly on both sides, and decurrent at the base. 'I1he flowers are
yellow, and disposed in a long, close, cylindrical, terminal spike.
The mullein
common throughout the United States, growing along the
road-sides and m neglected fields, and springing up abundantly in newly
cleared places, at the most remote distance from cultivation . It is nevertheless considerl!d by many b~ta~ists as n. naturalized plant, introduced
originally from Europe, where 1t ts also abundant. It flowers from June
to August. The leaves and flowers have been employed; but the former
only are directed ?.Y the Dublin College. Both have a slight, somewhat
narcotic smell , which in the dried flow ers becomes agreeable. Their taste
is mucilaginous, herbaceous, and bitterish, but very feeble. They impart
their virtu es to water by infusion .
. Medi cal Properties and Uses . :\-Iullei n leaves are demulcent and emol·
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lient, and are thought to possess anodyne properties, which render them
useful in pectoral complaints. On the Continent of Europe, an infusion of
tLe flowers, strained in order to separate the rough hairs, is considerably
used in mild catarrhs. Dr. Home found a decoction of the leaves useful in
diarrhrea. The infusion or decoction may be prepared in thP. proportion of
an ounce of the leaves to a pint of water, and given in the quantily of four
fluidounces. The leaves are also employed externally, steeped in hot water,
as a feebly anodyne emollient. An ointment is prepared from them in the
recent state, and used for the same purposf"s. It may be made in the same
manner as ointment of stramonium, by boiling the leaves in lard. It will be
found advantageous to moisten them with water previously to the boi~~~·

VINUM. U.S.

Wine.
"Sherry wine." U.S.

Off. S_11n. VfNUM XERlCUM. Lond. V!NUM ALBUM. Sherry.
Ed.; VLNUM ALBUM HlSPANUM. Dub.
Vin, Fr. ; Wein, Germ.; Vino, [lal. , Sptrn

Wine is the fermented juice of the grape, the fruit of the Vitis vinifera of
botanists, the description of which will be found under another head. (See
Uva Passa.) The juice of sweet grapes consists of a considerabl.e quantity
of grape sugar, a peculiar matter of the nature of ferment or yeast, and a
small portion of extractive, tannic acid, bi tart rate of potassa, tartrate of lime,
common salt, and sulphate of potassa; the whole dissolved or suspended in
a large qua_mity of wate_r. Sour grapes contain, in addition, a peculiar acid,
lsomeric with the tartaric, called paralartar-ic acid. Grape juice, therefore,
embraces all the ingredients essential to the production of the vinous fermentation, and requires only the influence of the atmosphere and a proper
temperature to convert it into wine. The theory of the vinous fermentation,
and the agency of sugar in the process have been explained under .fl.lcohol.
Preparation. Though the art of making wine varies in different countries,
yet it is regulated by general rules which require to be observed. When
the grapes are ripe, they are gathered. and trodden under foot in wood1tn
vesse~s with perforated bottoms, through which the juice, called t_he must,
runs rnto a vat placed beneath. The temperature of the air being about
00°, the fermentation gradually takes place in the mllSt, and becomt:S fully
established after a longer or shorter period . In the mean time, the must
becomes sensibly warmer, and emits a large quantity of carbonic acid, which,
c reating a kind of cften escencc, causes the more solid parts to be thrOl\ill
to the surface in a mass of froth having a hemispherical shape called the
head. 'l'he liquor from being sweet, becomes vinous, and :issumes a deep
reel colour if the product of reel grapes. After a while the fermentation
slackens, when it becomes necessary to accelerate it by thoroughly mixing
the contents of the vat. ·when the liquor has acquired a strong vinous
taste, and become perfectly clear, the wine is considered formed, and is
racked off into casks. But even at this stage of the process the fermf>ntation is not completed, but continues for several months longer. During the
whole of this period, a frothy matter is formed, which for the first few days
collects round the bung, but afterwards precipitates along with colouring
matter and tartar, forming a deposit which constitutes the wine-lees .
.Division and J.Yonienclature. \Vines, according to their colour, are
1
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divided into the red and white; and, according to their taste and other quali ties, are either spirituous, sweet, dry, light, sparkling, still, rough, or acidulous. Red u·ines are derived from the must of black grapes, fermented with.
their husks; white wines, from white grapes, or froi:i the juice of black grapes
fermented apart from their skins. The other qualities of wines, above enu·
merate<l, depend on the relative proportions of the constituents of the must,
and on the mode in which the fermentation is conducted. The essential
ingredients.of the lllust as a fermentable liquid are ~vater, sugar, and a ferment. If the juice be very saccharine, and contain sufficient ferment to
sustain t~e fermentation, the conversion of the _sugar into alcohol will proceed until checked by the production of a certam amount of the latter, and
there will be formed a spirituous or genrrous wine. If, while the juice is
hi~hly sa?charine, the ferment be deficient in quantity, the production of
alcohol Will be less, and the redundancy of sugar proportionably greater, and
a sweet wine will be formed. When the sugar and ferment are in considera·
ble amount, and in the proper relative proportions for mutual decomposition, the wine will be strong bodied and sound, without any sweetness or
acidity,and of the kind called dry. A sma ll proportion of sugar can give rise
only to a small proportion of alcohol 1 and consequently the less saccharine
grapes will generate a comparatively weak, or light wine, which will be
sound and stable in its constitution, in case the ferment is not in excess, but
otherwise liabl e to pass into the acetous fermentation and become acescent.
In case the wine is bottled before the fermentation is fully completed, the
process will proceed slowly in the bottles, and the carbonic acid ge nerated,
not having vent, will impregnate the wine, and render it effervescing and
spar/ding. The rough or astringent wines owe their flavour to a portion
of tanaic acid derived from the husks of the grape; and the acidulous wines,
to the presence of carbonic acid or an unusual proportion of tartar. Several
of the above qualities often co-exist. Thus a wine may be spirituous and
sweet, spirituous and rough, rough and sweet, light and sparkling, &c.
"\-Vines are made in many countries, and are known in commerce by
various names, according to their source. Thus, Portugal produces port and
lisbon; Spain, sherry, saint lucar, malaga, and tent; France, champagne,
burgundy, hermitage, vin de Grave, sauterne, and .claret; Germany, hock
and moselle; Hungary, tokay; Sicily, marsala or Sicily madeira, and lissa;
the Cape ef Good Hope, Constantia; Madeira, and the Canaries, madeira
and tenerilfe. In the United States, a small quantity of wine is made, for
the most part of inferior quality. The best is manufactured near Vevay, a
Swiss settlement on the banks of the Ohio. The consumption of this country is accordingly supplied almost entirely from abroad; and the wines most
extensively imported are madeira, teneriffe, sherry, and port, and the claret
wines of France.
Properties. VVine, considered as th e name of a class, may be characterizt!d as a spirituous liquid, the result of the fermentation of grape-juice,
and containing c_olouring matter, and some o~her substances, which are either
combined or intimately blended with the sp1ri~ . All its other qualities \·ary
\vith the nature of each particular wine. I t wil l not be necessary to describe
all the wines that have been enumerated; but only such as are commonly
used for medicinal purposes. Under this denomination may be included
the officinal wine sherry, together with madeira, teneri(fo, port, and claret.
Sherry is of a deep-amber colour, and whe~ good possesses a dry aromatic flavour and fragrancy, without any acidity. It ranks among the
stronger white wines, and contains between HI and 20 per cent. by measure
of alcohol of sp. gr. 0·825. The United States and British Pharmacopceias
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now agree in indicating it as the officinal wine. It is prepared in the vicinity of Xeres in Spain, and hence its English name sherry. This wine is
supposed to have been the saclc of Shakspeare, so called from the word sec
(dry), in. allusion to its being a dry wine. Its dryness, or freedom from
acidity, 1s said to arise from th e use of lime i.n its manufacture .
.Madeira is the strongest of the white wmes in general use. It is a
s~ightly acid wine,.and, when of proper ag~ and in good condition, has a
rich, nutty, aromattc flavour. As it occurs m the market, however, it is of
very variable quality, on account both of the less car.e taken in its manufacLUre than formerly, and of the adulterations and mixtures to which it is
subj ected after importation. Th e madeira consumed in this country is
generally helter than that used in England; its adulteration being practised
to a less extent with us, and our climate being more favourable to the improvement of the wine.
Teneriffe is a white wine, of a slightly acid taste, and, when of good
quality, of a fine aromatic flav our. Its average strength is about the same
as that of sherry. It is made from the same grape as madeira, to which it
bears a close resemblance.
Port is of a deep-purple colour, and, in its new state, is a rough, strong,
and slightly sweet wine. When kept a certain length of time in bottles, it
deposits a considerable portion of its astringent maller, loses the greater
part of its sweetness, acquires more flavour, and retains its strength. If
too long kept, it deposits the whole of its astringent and colouring matter,
and becoml'S det.eriorate<l. Considerable quantities of brandy arc u~ually
added to it, which causes its heating quality on the palate. It 1s the
strongest of the wines in common use.
Claret, called in France vin de Bordeaux. is also a red wine, and from
its moderate strength is ranked as a light wine. It has a deep-purple colour,
and, when good, a delicate taste, in which the vinous flavour is blended with
s light acidity and astringency. The most esteemed kinds are the Medoc
c larets, called C/uiteau·lrtfite, Chateau-111argaux, and C!tfiteau·Latour.
Another celebrated variety is th e Chftteau-llaul Brion of the Pays de
Grave. Claret is the variety of French wine most exte nsively consumed
in the United States. It is made in large quantities in the country around
Bordeaux, from which port it is shipped .
.Odulteralions. Wines arc \'ery frequently adulterated, and counterfeit
mixtures are often palmed upon the public as genuine wine. Formerly the
wine dealers were in the ha bit of puLting litharge into wines that had become acescent. The oxide of lead formed with the acetic acid acetate of
lead, which, being sweet, corrected the defect of the wine, but ~t the. s~me
time renderC'd it poisonous. At the present day, however, this criminal
practice is wholly abandoned. The adulteration is readily detected by sul·
phuretted hydrogen, which causes a black and flocculent precipitate. Mr.
Brande assures us that, among the numerous samples of wine of suspected
purity which he had examined, he had not fou~d one containin.g any pois?n·
ous ingredient fraudulently introduced. Lead, m minute quantity, accord mg
to this writer, may often be detected in wines; but it is derived invariably
from shot in the bottle, or some analogous sou rce. Spurious mixtures,
frequently containing very little of the fermented juice of the grape, which
are sold for partic~lar wines, may not be poisonous; bul are, notwithstand:ing, highly pernic10.us in their effects upon the stomach, and always pro·
duce mischief and disappointment, wheu depended on as therapeutic agents.
The wines most. frequently imitated are port and madeira; and cider is
generally the chief ingredient in the spurious mixtures. English port is
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sometimes made of a small portion of real port mixed with cider, juice of
elder berries, and brandy, coloured and rendered astringent with logwood
and alum. In the United States, of latter years, the cheapness of genuine
wines has left little motive for manufacturing these factitious imitations.
Composilion. 'Vines consist main ly of water and alcohol. They contain, besi des, sugar, gum, extractive, colouring matter, tannic, malic, and
carbonic acids, bitartrate of potassa (tartar), tartrate of lime, volatile oil, and
ccnanthic ether. The vol~tile oil has never been isola~ed, but is supposed
to be the cause of the delicate flavour and odour of wine, called the bou-

quel.

CEnanlhic elher (renantlwte of elher, amanlltate of oxide of ethyle),

was di sco vered by Pelouze and Liebig. It is obtained towards the end of
the distillation of wine on the great scale for making brandy. It forms only
about one. ten-thousandth part of the wine. It is a mobile, oily, colourless
liquid, having the peculiar unpleasant smell which is perceived in a bottle
which has contained wine. Its sp. gr. is 0 ·862, and boiling point 4:35°. Its

~~~~ru:~:~;! b~ c:?o·~~J~~~ ~~t~a~~~i~~l~i~?e~~~~~~ \~~~~·th~bnoaun;~!~
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of wine is supposed to depend. The other ingredients of wine, above enumerated, are nol to be supposed present in every wine. Thus, sugar is
present in sweet wines, tannic aciJ. in rough wine:::, and carbonic acid in
those that effervesce. Malic acid exists in minute proportion in some
wines, and is absent in others. The different kinds of wine derive their
various qualities from the mode of fermentation, the nature of the grape,
and the soil and climate in which it may have grown. The alcohol in
pure wine is that which results from the vinous fermentation, and is intimately united with the other ingredients of the liquor; but with almost all
the wines of commerce a portion of brandy is mixed, the state of union of
which is probably different from that of the natural alcohol of the wine.
By the custom-house regulations in England, ten per cent. of brandy may
be added to wines after importation; but to good ,.,-ines not more than four
or five per cent. is added.
The intoxicating ingredient in all wines is the alcohol which they contain; and hence their relative strength depends upon the quantity of this
substance entering into their composition. The alcohol, however, naturally
in wine, is so blended with its other constituents, as to be in a modified
state, which renders it less intoxicating and less injurious than the same
quantity of alcohol, separated by distillation and diluted with water. Mr.
Brande published in 1811 a very interesting table, giving the percentage
by measure of alcohol of sp. gr. 0·825 in different kinds of wine. Similar
lables have since been published by M. Julia-Fontenelle, anJ by Dr. Christison. An abstract of lheir resulls is given in the following table, the proof
spirit of Dr. Christison's table (0·920) being reduced, for the sake of comparison, to the standard of 0 ·825, the density of the spirit adopted by Mr.
Brande. The results of Julia-Fontenelle are distinguished by the letter
J.; those of Dr. Christison by the letter C. The resl are Mr. Brande's.

Table of the Proportion by Measure of .Rlcolwl (sp. gr. 0·825) contained
in 100 parts of different TFines.
25·41 1Port, mean 22·96

Lissa, (mean)

-

25·12

weakest -

-

19·00

Marsala, [Sici)y madeira]
(mean)
Port, strongest

Raisin wine, mean)

25·09
25·83

strongest (C.) mean (C.)
weakest(C.) -

20·49
18·68
16·80
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Whiteport, (C.)
Madeira, slrongest mean
weakest stronge5'(C.) Sercial madeira
Ditw(C.)
Sherry, st ron gest mE>an

weakest strongest(C.) mean (C.)
weakest(C.) Amontillado (C .)
Teneriffe
Ditto(C.)
Colares Lachryma Christi
White constantia
Red constantia
Lisbon Ditto(C.)
Bucellas
Red madeira (mean)
Cape muschat
Cape madeira (mean)
Grape wine Calcavella (mean)
Vidonia Alba flora
Zante Malaga White hermitage

17·22
2!·42
22·27
19·2-I
20·35
2HO
18·50
19·8 1
HH7
18·25
19·31
18 ·47
16·9G
15·1 8
19·79
16-61
10·75
19·70
19·75
18·92
18·94
19·09
18 ·49
20·35

Rousillon (mean)
18·13
Claret, strongest
17· I l
H>· JO
mean
weakest 12·91
ditto (J.) 14'73
vin ortlinaire (C.)
10·42
Chateau-Latou r, 1823, (C.) 9·38
first growth, 18 11, (C.)
9·32
Malmsey madeira 16·40
Ditto (C .)
15·GO
Lune! 15·52
Ditto (J.)
18· 10
Sheraaz
15·52
Ditto(C .)
15·56
Syracuse
!()·28
Sauterne
14·22
Burgundy (mean)
14·57
Hock (mean) 12·08
Nice
14·63
Barsac 13·86
Tent
Ja·30
Champagne (mean)
12·61
Ditto (J.)
12·20
Red hermitage
12·32

~g:~~ ~!~n~i~~~a(~t~:~?tes) :
18·ll
18·65
19·25
17·26
17·05
17·26
17"13

Ditto(J.)
•
Ditto (C.)
COte r6tie
Tokay •
Rudesheimer, firstqual.,(C.)
infcrior,(C .) Hambacher, first quality, (C.)

~~:~~
21·80
12·29
12·32
9·88
10·14
S·35
S·SS

Dr. Christison considers it a mistake to suppose that wines become
stronger by being kept a long time in cask. His experiments appear to
prove the reverse. While, howcnr, the wine is not rendered more alcoholic by age, its flavour is improved, and its body or apparent strength is
increased.
Besides lhe grape, a number of other fruits yield a juice susceptible of
the vinous fermentation. The infusion of malt, also, is capable of undergoing this process, and becomes converted into the different kinds of porter
and ale. The pToduct in all these cases, though not commonly called a
wine, is nevertheless a vinous liquor, and may be classed among the wines
pr.operly so called. The following is a list of these vinous liquors, together
wuh the per centage of alco hol which they contain, as ascertained by i\Tr.
Brande:-Currant w inc,20·55; gooseberry wine, 11·84; orange-wine,
11·2G; elder wine,8·i9; cider, from 5'21 to 9·87; perry, 7·26; mead, 7·:l2;
Burton ale, 8·88; Edinburgh ale, 6·20; brown stout, 6·80; London porter,
4·20; small beer, 1·28. According to L. Hoffmann, Burton ale consists, in
the 100 parts, of carbonic acid 0·04, absolute alcohol 6·62, extract of malt
14·07, and water 78·37; and pale ale, of carbonic acid 0·07, absolute alcohol 5 ·57, extract of malt 4·62, and water 89·74. (Gliem. Gaz., No. 80.
p. 78.)
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Afedical Properties and Uses. ·'Vine is consumed in most civilized
countries; but in a state of health it 1s at least useless, if not absolutely per·
nicious. The degree of mischief which it prod~ces depends very much
on the character of the wine. Thus the light wines of France are comparatively harmless; while the habitual use of the stronger ones, such as
port, madeirn, sherry, &c., even though. taken in moderation, is always injurious, as having a tendency to induce gout and apople_xy, and other
diseases dependent on plethora and over·sli~u!ation. All wines, however,
when used habitually in excess, are productive_ of bad consequences . They
weaken the stomach, produce disease of the hver, and give rise to dropsy,
gout, apoplexy, tremors, and not unfrequently mania. Nevertheless, wine
is an important medicine, productive of the best effects in certain diseases
and states of the system. As an article of the materia medica, it ranks as
a stimulant and antispasmodic. fn the convalescence from protracted fever,
and in sinking of the vital powers, it is frequently the best remedy that
can be employed. In certain stagrs of typhoid fevers, and in extensive
ulceration and gangrene, this remedy, either alone, or conjoined with bark
and opium, is often our main dependence. In low febrile affections, if it
increase the fulness and lessen the frequency of the pulse, mitigate delirium,
and produce a tendency to sleep, its further use may be deemed proper;
but, on the contrary, if it rend~~ the pulse quicker, augment the heat and
thirst, produce restlessness, or mcrease delinum, it should be immediately
laid aside as injurious. In some convulsive diseases, as for example teta·
nus, wine, liberally gi\'en, has been found useful.
Wine, when used medicinally, shou ld be sound, and good of its kind; for
otherwise it will disagref;"l with the stomach, and prove rather detrimental
than useful. The incli\•idual wine scleCted for internal exhibition must be
determined by the nature of the disease, and the particular object in view.
Sherry, when in good condition, is a fine wine, and being free from all acid,
is to be. preferred whenever the stomach. -is delicate, or has a tendency to
dyspeptic acidity. Unfortunately, however, it is of very unequal quality.
Good madeira is the most $"enerous of the white wines, particularly adapted
t~ the purpose of resuscitating debilitated constitutio_ns, and of sustaining the
smking energies of the syst_em in old.age. The slight acidity, however, of
pure madeira causes it to disagree with some stomachs, and renders it an
improper wine for go?ty persons. Teneri,!fe is a good variety of white wine
for medicinal use, being of about a medium strength, and agreeing very
well with most stomachs. Port is generally used in cases of pure debility,
especia!Jy when attended with a loose state of the bowels, unaccompanied
by inflammation. In such cases, it often acts as a powerful tonic as well as
stimulant, gidng increased activity to all the functions, especiaJ:y digestion.
Claret is much less beating, and is often useful on account of its aperient and
diureticquali1ies.
All the acid and acidnlous wines are contra-indicated in the gouty and uric
acid diatheses ; as the.y are very apt to convert the exist in g predjsposition
into disease. They are useful, however, in what is called the phosphatic
diath.t!sis, their acidity tending to prevent the deposition of the earthy phos·
phates.
The quantity of wine which may be given with advantage in disease is
necessarily very variable. ln low fevers, it may be administered to the ex·
tent of a bottle or more in twenty.four hours, either pure, or in the form of
'Wine.whey. This is ma.de by adding to a pint of boiling milk from a gill to
half a pint of wine, straining without pressure to separate the curd which is
formed, and sweetening the clear whey with loaf sugar. 'Vine-whey forms
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a peculiarly safe and grateful stimulus in typhoid fevers and other febrile
affections, which, after depletion, may tend to a state of deficient action, ancl
be accompanied with a dry skin. Under these circumstances, it often acts
as a diaphoretic, and, if used of moderate strength, without stimulating the
system mjuriously.
Pltarmaceutical Uses. Wine is employed as a mcnstruum to extract the
virtues of several plants, and the preparations thus formed are called vinous
tinctures or medicated wines. Tartar emetic is the only mineral substance
prepared in a similar manner. (See Vinwn.Onti1nonii.) For the peculiar
powers of wine as a menstruum for medicinal substances, see Vina illedi-

R

~

VIO L A. U. S. Secondary.
Violet.
"The herb of Viola pedata." U.S.

VIOLA ODORATA. Flores. Dub.
Floivers of the Smeet Violet.
Off. Syn. VIOLA. F lowers of Viola odorata. Ed.
Violette odorantc, Fr.; 'Vohlriechendes Veilchen, Germ.; Violetta, ]lal.; Violeta, Span.
V10LA. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Monogynia.- Nat . Ord. Violacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx five-leaved. Corollafive-petalle.d, irregular, horned at the
back . .11.nthers cohering. Capsule superior, three-valved, one celled.
This genus includes numerous species, of which, though perhaps all or
nearly all are possessed of anp.logous properties, two only are recognised as
officinal, the V. odorata, by the Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges, and the
Ji. pedata, by our National Pharmacopreia. The V. ouata, an indigenous
species, has been recommended as a remedy for the bite of the rattle·snak.e.
(See a paper by Dr. Williams in the .IJ.rn. Jouni. of the Jtled. Scien., xiii.
310.)
Viola odorata. Willd. Sp. Plant. i. 1103; Woodv. JJied. Bot. p. 25 1. t.
89. This is a small, pretty, creeping plant, the runners of which are fur nished with fibrous roots, and send up annually tufts of leaves and flowers .
The leaves are heart- shap~d, crenate, and supported on long petioles. ~he
flowers are at the summit of delicate, quadrangular, channeled, radical
peduncles. The leaves of the calyx are shorter than the petals, which are
obovate, obtuse, unequal, and of a bluish-purple or deep-violet colour, except
at the claws, which are whitish. ·~ he two lateral petals are spreading and
bearded towards the base, the infenor furnished with a large spur, and the
two upper reflected. In the centre are the stamens with very short filame~ts,
and anthers slightly cohering by an orange-coloured membranous expansion.
The sweet violet is a native of Europe, growing in woods, hedges, and
other shady places. It is cultivated in gardens both for its beauty and for
medical use; and ~as been introduce~ into this country. It is valued chiefly
for its flowers, which appear in April and May.
The flowers of this species of violet, bes ides their beautiful colour, have
a peculiar agreeable odour, and a very sligh_tly bitter taste. These pr~per·
ties they yield to boiling water; and their mfuslon affords a very delicate
1
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which they retain their fine colour, depends upon the care used in collecting and drying them. They should be gathered before being folly blown,
deprived of their calyx, and rapidly dried, either in a heated room, or by
exposing them to a current of very dry air. The flO\vers of other species
are often mingled with them, and, if of the same colour, are equally useful
as a chemical test.
In the root, leaves, flowers, and seeds of the V. odorafa, M. Boulay discovered a peculiar alkaline principle, bearing some resemblance to emetia,
but possessing distinct properties. He called it violine; but violia is its
proper tide, in accordance with the nomenclature adopted in this work. It
is white, soluble in alcohol, scarcely soluble in water, and forms salts with
the acids. It exists in the plant combined with malic acid, and may be
obtained by treating with distilled water the alcoholic extract of the dried
root, decomposing by means of magnesia the malate of violia contained in
the solution, and extracting the alkali from the precipitated matters by alcohol, which yields it on evaporation. To obtain it entirely pure, a more
complicated process is necessary. Orfila has ascertained that it is exceedingly active and even poisonous. 1t is probably contained in most of the
other species of Viola.

Viola pedata. \Villd. Sp. Plant. i. 1160. Curtis, Bot. Mag. 89.

This

is an indigenous species, without Mems, glabrous, with many parted oft.en
pedate leaves, the segments of which are linear lanceolate, obtuse, and
nearly entire. The flowers are .la!~e and of a beautiful b~ue colour, often
more or less variegated. The d1V1s10ns of the calyx are linear and acute.
The stigma is large, compressed at the sides, obliquely truncate and perforate at the apex. 'l'ht:> plant grows in dry sandy hills and fields, and rocky
woods, from ~ew England to Carolina, and flowers in May and June.
Aledical Properties, ~·c. of the Violets. The herbaceous parts of different species of violet are mucilaginous, emollient, and slightly laxative; and
have been used in pectoral, nephritic, and cutaneous affections. Much was
formerly thought of the Viola tricolor, or pansy, as a remedy in the crusta
lactea. A decoction in milk of a handful of the fresh, or half a drachm of
the dried herb, was taken morning and evening, and a poultice made with
the same decoction was applied to the affected part. Cures in numerous
instances are said to have been effected by this treatment persevered in for
some time. Our own Viola pedata is considered a useful expectorant and
demulcent in pectoral complaints. (Bigelow.)
In Europe, a syrup prepared from the fresh flowers of the Viola odorata
is much employed as an addition to demulcent drinks, and as a laxative for

~~f;~~:e1~ b u t ~le'~~~i~o:V~i;;ep?o;~~~ ;~~sr:o~:~v~~[c~e~~ ~b7~~~:~ea~~;:~~~
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slightly acrid taste, acts in the dose of thirty grains or a drachmas an emetic
and cathartic. It is probable that the same property is possessed by the
roots of nil the violets, as it is known to be by several species of Ionidium,
which belong to the same natural family. The existence in small proportion of the emetic principle, upon which the powers of the root probably
depend, in the le'aves and flowers, accounts for the expectorant properties
long attributed to these parts of the plant.
W.

Off.Prep. Syrupus Violre, Ed.
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Wintera.

WINT ERA. U.S. Secondary.
'Winter's Bark.
u.'~~he bark of Wintera aromatica- Drymis YVinteri (De Candolle)."

Off. Syn.

WINTERA AROMAT!CA. DRYMIS AROMATICA .

Conex . flub .
Ecorce de '\rinter, Fr.; \Vintersche Rinde, Germ.i Cortcccia Vinterana, Ital.; Corteza
'Virnerana, Spa11.
DRYMIS: Sex. Syst. Polyandria Tetragynia.-..1.Vat. Ord. Magnoliacere,
Juss.; VVinleracere, I_/indley.

Gen. Ch. Calyx wllh two or three deep divisions. Co1·olla with two or
three petals, so metimes more numerous. Stamens with the filaments thick·
e ned at the summit, and anthers having two separate cells. Ouaries from
four to eight, changing into the same number of small, many·seeded berries .

.9. Richard.
Drymis fPinteri. De Cand. Prod. ii. 78; Foster, Gen. p. 84. t. 42.Tf'inlera m•omalica. Willd. Sp. Plant. ii. 1239 ; Woodv . .Aiecl. Bot . p. 647.
This is an evergreen tree, varying very much in size, sometimes
rising forty or fifty feet in height, sometimes not more than six or eight feet.
The bark of the trunk is gray, that of the branches g reen and smooth. Its
leaves are alternate, petiolate, oblong, obtuse, somewhat coriaceous, entirely
smooth, green on their upper surface, of a pale bluish colour beneath, with
two caducous stipules at their base. The flowers are small, sometimes solitary, but more frequently in clusters of three or four, upon the summit or a
common peduncle about an inch in length, simple, or divided into as many
pedicels as there are flowers. The tree is a native of the southern part of
South Amer.i~a, growing along the Straits of Magellan, and e~tending as far
north as Chili. According to i\lartius it is found al so in Brazil. The bark
of the tree was brought to England, in the latter part of the sixteenth cemury,
by Cap tain \Vinter, who attend ed Drake in his voya~e round the world, and
while rn the Straits had learned its aromatic and medicinal properties. Since
that J_Jeriod it has been occasionally employed in medicine.
It JS in quilled pieces, usually a foot in Jength, and an inch or more in
diameter, appearing as if scraped or rubbed on the outside, where the colour
is pale yel.lowish or reddish-gray, with red elliptical spots. On th.e inside
the colour is that of cinnamon, though sometimes bluckish. The p1t ces are
sometimes fl:it and very large. 'rl1e bark is two or three lines in thickness,
hard and compact, and when broken exhibits on the exterior part of the
fracture a grayish colour, which insensibly pass~s into reddish or yellow!sh
toward s the interior. The powder resembles rn colour that or Peruvian
bark.. 'I'he odour is aromatic, the taste spicy, pungent, and even. burning.
\Vmter's bark was found by M. Henry to contain resin, volatile oil, colo~ri.ng ~aller, tannic acid, severa l salts of potassa, malate. of lime, and
ox1d1zed Hon. The presence of tannic acid and oxide of iron serves to
distinguish it essentially from the canellu alba, with which it is often confounded.
JJ/eclical Properties and Uses . It is a stimulant aromatic tonic, and was
employed by "\iYinter as a remedy for scurvy . lt may be used for similar purposes with cinr.iamon or canella alba, but is scarc~ ly known in the
medical practice of this country . The dose of the powder is about hair a
W.
drachm .
t. 226.

1
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XANTHORRHIZA. U.S. Secondary.
Yellow-root.
"The root of Xanthorrhiza apiifolia." U.S.
XANTHORRHlZA. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Polygynia.-Na/. Ord. Ranuncu·
lacere.
Gen. Ch. Calyx none. Petals five. Nectaries five, pedice1led. Capsules
five to eight, one-seeded, semibivalve. Nuttall.
Xanllwrrhiza apiifolia. Willd. Sp.Plant. i. 1568; Barton, JJ5ed. Bot. ii.
203.-X. tincloria. Woodhouse, N. Y. Med. Repos. vol. v. This is an

indigenous shrub, two or three feet in height, with a horizontal root, which
seuds off numerous suckers. The stem is simple, rather t11icker than a
goose-quill, with a smooth bark, and bright yellow wood. The leaves,
which stand thickly at the upper part of the stem, are compound, consist·
ing of several ovate lanceolate, acute, doubly serrate leaflets, sessile upon a
long petiole, which embraces the stem at its base. The flowers are small,
purple, and disposed in long, drooping, divided racemes, placed immediately
below the first leaves. The nectaries are obo\•ate and bilobed, the styles
usually about six or eight in number.
The yellow-root grows in the interior of the Southern, and in the 'Vestern
States. Nuttall says that it is abundant on the banks of the Ohio. It flowers
in April. The root is the part directed by the Pharmacopreia; but the bark
of the stem possesses the same virtues.
The root is from three inches to a foot in length, about half an inch in
thickness, of a yellow colour, and of a simple but extremely bitter taste. It
imparts its colour and taste to water. The infusion is not aflCcted by a solu~
tion of the sulphate of iron. By the late Professor Barton the bark of the
root was considered more biller than its ligneous portion.
1J1edical Pmperties and Uses. Xanthorrhiza possesses properties closely
analogous to those of columbo, quassia, and the other simple tonic bitters;
and may be used for the same purposes, and in the same manner. Dr.
Woodhouse employed it in the dose of two scruples, and found it to lie
easily upon the stomach.
"'·

XANTHOXYLUM. U.S. Secondary.
Prickly Ash.
0

The bark of Xantboxylum fraxineum." U.S.

Ju~~;X~~~~~~;ia~:~: 2~';u~~cia Pemandria. -iYat. Ord. Terebintacere,

pa~ee~~· ~~·ro~<~~Eo.ne~at;Ji~t~l:efi1:,~~te~;,p;~;::1g ,:~noe~e~:;~Ae~~. r~ft~~~ five-

Xanl!toxylwn .fraxineum. VVilld . Sp.Plant. iv. 757; Bigelow,l/m. J11ed.
Bot. iii. l5U. The prickly ash ls a shrub froi:i five to ten feet in height,
with alternate branches, which are covered with strong, sharp, scattered
prickles. The leaves are ailernate and pin~rnte, consisting of four or five
pairs of leaflets, and an odd 1crminal one, w1~h a common footstalk, which
is sometimes prickly on the back, and sometimes unarmed. The leaflets
are nearly sessile, ovate, acute, slightly serrate, and somewhat downy on
their under surface. The flowers, which are small and greenish, are disposed in sessile umbels near the origin of the young shoots. The plant is
64
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polygamous, some shrubs bearing both male and perfect flowers , others
only female. The number of ~tamens is the, of the pistils three or four in
the perfect flowers, about five rn the pistillate. Each fruitful flower is followed by as many capsules as it had germs. These capsules are stipitate,
oval, punctate, of a greenish-red colour, with two valves, and one O\'ai
blackish seed.
'l'his species of Xanthoxylum is indigenous. growing in woods and in
moist shady places, throughout the Northern, Middle, and Western States.
The flowers appear in April and May, before the foliage. The leaves and
capsules have an aromatic odour recalling that of the oil of lemons. The
bark is the officinal portion.
This, as found in the shops, is in pieces more or less quilled, from one
to two lines in thickness, of a whitish colour, internally somewhat shining,
with an ash-coloured epidermis, which in some specimens is partially or
wholly removed, and in those derived from the small branches is armed
with strong prickles. The bark is very light, brittle, of a farinaceous fracture, nearly or quite inodorous, and of a taste which is at first sweetish and
slightly aromatic, then bitterish, and ultimately acrid. The acrimony is
imparted to boiling water and alcohol, which extract the virtues of the bark.
Its constituents, according to Dr. Staples, besides fibrous substance, are volatile oil, a greenish fixed oil, resin, gum, colouring maller, and a peculiar
crystallizable principle which he calls xanthoxylin, but of which the properties are not designated. (Journ. of the Phil. Col. of Pharm ., i. 165.)
Dr. Bigelow states that the .!J.ralia spinosa, or angelica tree, which grows
in the Southern States, is occasionally confounded with the X. fraxineum,
in consequence, partly, of being sometimes called like the latter prickly as!i.
Its bark, however, in appearance and flavour, is entirely different from the
xanthoxylum .
Medical Properties and Uses. Xanthoxylum is stimulant, producing
when swallowed a sense of heat in the stomach, with more ur less general
arterial excitement, and a tendency to diaphoresis. It is thought to resemble mezereon and guaiac in its remedial action, and is given in tho same
complaints. As - a remedy in chronic rheumatism, it enjoys considerable
reputation in this country. The dose of the powder is from ten grains to
half a drachm, to be repeated three or four times a day. A decoction pre·
p~red by boiling a~ ounce in three pi.nts of water down to a quart, may be
given in the quantity of a pint, in divided doses, during the twenty-four
hours.
The powder has sometimes been employed as a topical irritant, and the
bark is a popular remedy for toothache.
W.

. ZINCUM. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Zinc.
Speltrc; Zitlc, Fr.; Zink, Germ.: Zinro1 llal., Span.

Zinc occurs native in two principal states; as a sulphuret, called blende,
and as a carbonate or silicate, denominated calamine. It is found in various
parts of the world, but most abundantly in Germany, from which country
the United States are principally supplied. The metal is extracted generally
from calamine. This is roasted and mixed with charcoal powder, and the
mixture heated in iron cylinders placed horizontally over a furnace. When
the reduction ?f the zinc commences, iron receivers are adapted to the opening of the cylinder to receive the volatilized metal as it condenses. The
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metal is then melted and run inlo moulds, and forms speltre, or tbe zinc of
comme rce. In this state it contains iron, and traces of lead, cadmium,
~rsenic, coppe!, sulphur, and charcoal. To purify it from these substances,
1t mu st be sub1ected to a second distillation in a crucible, furnished with a
tube pass in~ through its bottom and open at both .ends; its upper extremity
reaching a lmle more than half way up the interior of the crucible, and its
lower e~d terminating above a vessel of water. The impure zinc being
placed rn the crucible, the cover luted on, and the fire applied, the pure
zinc is volatilized , and, passing down the tube by a descending distillation ,
condenses in th e water below.
Properties. Zinc has a bluish-white colour, a peculiar taste, and a perceptibl e smell when rubbed. Its texture is laminated, and its fracture crystalline.
Its malleability a nd du.ctility are not very great. 'When perfectly pure, it
may be reduced to thm leaves at ordinary temperatures i but the zinc of
commerce requires to be heated toa temperatu re between 2 12 ° and 300° to
render it sufficie ntly laminable to be rolled into sheets. The softness of
zinc is peculiar, as is shown by the circumstance that it clogs the file when
the attempt is made to reduce it to filings; and hence, if it be desired to
have it in the divided form, it is necessary to submit it to fusion, and to tri turate it at the moment of so lidification. lls sp.gr. is about 7·1,its equivaJent numbn ~2·3, and symbol Zn. By experiments instituted to determine
the point, Favre mak es its equivalent 32·99, and Erdmann, 32·527. Subjected to heat, it fuses at 773"'. At full redness it boils, and in close vessels may be distilled over; but in open ones it takes fire, and burns with a
dazzling white flame, givi ng off dense white fumes . It dissolves in most
of the acids with disengagement of hydrogen, and precipitates all the
metals eit her in the metalllc state, or in that of oxide. It forms but one
well-characterized oxide (a protoxide), and but one sulphuret. A peroxide,
of uncertain composition, was obtained by Thenard. Th e protoxide is
officinal, and will be described under another head. (See Zinci Oxidum.)
Zinc of good quality dissol~es in dilute sulphuric acid, with the exception
of a scanty grayish-black residuum . If absolutely pure it would be wholly
dissoh,ed. The solut ion is colourless, and yields white precipitates with
ferrocyanuret of potassium and hydrosulphate of ammonia. Ammonia
throws down from this solution a white precipitate, which is wholly dissolved when the alka li is added in excess. If copper be present the solution
will be rendered blu e by the ammonia; and if iron be an impurit y it will
be lhrown down by this alkali, but not red issolved by its excess.
Zinc is extensively employed in the arts. It is the best metal that can
be used, in conjunction with copper, for galvanic combinations. Combined
with tin and mercury, it forms the amalgam for electrical machines. Its
solution in dilute sulphuric acid furnishes th e readiest me thod for obtaining
hydrogen. With copper it forms brass, and, in the form of sheet zinc, it
is employed to cover the roofs of houses, and for other purposes. It should
never be used for culinary vesse ls, as it is soluble in the weakest acids.
Pharmaceulical Uses. Zinc is never used as a medicine in the metallic
state; but is employed in this slate to form the officinal preparations, acetate,
sulphate, and chloride of zin c. In combination it forms a number of import·
ant medicinal preparations, a. list of which, with the synonymes, is subjoined.
Zinc is emp loyed medicinally,

I.

OXIDIZED.

Zinci Oxidum, U. 8., Ed.; Zinci Oxydum, Loncl. , flub.
Unguentum Zinci Oxidi, U. 8.; Unguentum Zinci, Lond., Ed.;
Unguentum Zinci Oxydi, fl ub.
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II.

CmmINED WITH CHLORINE.

Zinci Chloridum, U.S.

III.

Oxm1zED AND COMBINED WITH ACIDS.

ZinciAcetas, U.S.
Zinci Acetatis Tinctura, Dub.
Zinci Carbonas, U.S.; Calamina, Lond.; Zinci Carbonas Impurum.
Calamina, Dub.; Anglice, Calamine.
Zinci Carbonas Prreparatus, U. S.; Calamina Prreparata, Lond.,
Ed.; Zinci Carbonas Impurum Prreparatum, Dub.
Ceratum Zinci Carbonatis, U.S.; Ceratum Calamin re, Lond.,
Ed.; Unguentum Calaminre, Dub.; Anglice, Turner's

cerate.
Zinci Sulphas, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Liquor Aluminis Compositus, Lond.

B.

ZIN CI CARBON AS. U.S.

Carbonate

ef Zinc.

Native impure carbonate of zinc." U.S.
Off. Syn . CAL AMINA. Lond.; ZINC! CARBONAS IMPURUM.
CALAM!NA. Dub.
u

Calamine; La pis calaminaris, Lat.; Carbonate de zinc, Calamine, Fr.; Galmei, Germ.;
Giallamina, Pietra calaminaria., Ital. ; Calamina, Spmi

The term calamine is applied by mineralogists indiscriminately to two
minerals, scarcely distinguishable by their external characters, the carbonate
and silicate of zinc. The term, however, in the pharmaceutical sense, refers
to the native carbonate only. The silicate is sometimes called electric cala-

mine.
Properties,

~-c. Carbonate of zinc is found in various localities, but occurs
most abundantly in Germany and England. It is found also in the United
States. It usually occurs in compact or earthy masses, or concretions, of a
dull appearance, readily scratched by the knife, and breaking with an earthy
fracture; but sometimes it is found crystallized. [ts colour is very variablei
being, in different specimens, grayish, gray ish-yellow, reddish-yellow, and,
when impure., brown, or brownish-yellow. Its sp. g r. varies from 3·4 to 4·4.
Before the blowpipe it does not melt, but becomes yellow and sublimes.
When of good quality, it is almost entirely soluble in the dilute mineral
acids; and, unless it has been previously calcined, emits a few bubbles of
carbonic acid. lf soluble in su lphuric acid,it can contain but little carbonateof
lime, and no sulphate of baryta. Ammonia, added to the sulphuric solution,
throws down a precipitate of the oxide, mixed with the subs ulphate, and tak~s
it ~p again when added in excess. If copper be present, the ammonia wtll
stnke a blue colour; and, in case of the presence of iron, the alkali will throw
down the sesq.uioxide, not soluble in an excess of the precipitant. Carbonate
of zinc is distmguished from the other variety of calamine (si licate) by dis·
solving in warm nitric acid without gelatinizing, and by not being rendered
electric by heat.
Jmpur-ities. According to Mr. Robert Brett, calamine, as sold in the Eng·
lish shops, is frequently a spurious mixture containing only traces of zinc.
H e analyzed six specimens, and found them to contain from 78 to 87·5 per
cent. of sulphate ofbaryta, the rest consisting of sesq uioxide of iron, carbonate
of lime, sulphate of lead, and mere traces of zinc! . When acted on by
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muriatic acid, the spurious calamine, in powder, evolved sulphuretted hydrogen~ and was only in small part dissolved, the great bulk of it remaining
behmtl as sulphate of baryta. (.fl_mer. Journ. of Pharm ., ix. 173 from the
Brit . .Onnals of Mecl.) The results of Mr. Brelt have been confirmed by

Dr. R. D. Thomson, and by Mr. D. Murdock of Glasgow.

Dr. Thomson

thinks the spurious calamine is manufactured of sulphate of baryta and
chalk, coloured with Armenian bole. (Pharm. Journ. and Trans ., iv. 31.)
Even the genuine calamine of the shops is impure, containing iron and
copp_cr, and various ea rthy matters. T.hat \~hich has been calcined to render 1t more readily pulverizable, contams httle or no carbonic acid, and,
therefore, is not entitled to the name of carbonate. In view of these facts,
it would probably be an improvement jf this preparation were expunged
from .the Phar~acopreias, and the pure carbonate, obtained by precipitation,
subslttuted for 1t.
Compoliition. The crystallized variety is anhydrous, and consists of one
eq. of carbonic acid 22, and one of protoxide of zinc 40·3=62·3. The compact and earthy varieties are said to contain one eq. of water.
P!tarmaceulical Uses. Calamine requires to be brought to a state of
impalpable powder before it can be used in medicine, and in this state it
forms the Prepared Carbonate of Zinc, under which head its medical properties will be noticed.
Off. Prep. Ceratum Calaminre, Lond.; Zinci Carbonas Prreparatus,

U.

!).,

B.

Lond., flub.

.ZINGIBER. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Ginger.
11

The rhizoma of Zingiber officinale." U. 8 ., Ed. "Zingiber officinalis.
11
Amomum Zingiber. Radix ." nub .

Rhizoma." Lond.

Gingcrnbrc, Pr.; lngwcr, Germ.; Zcnzcro, ital.; Gcngibre, Span.

Z1NGIB1m. Sex .. Syst . Monandria Monogynia.- Nat. Ord. Scitaminero,
R. Brown; Zing1beracere, Lindley.
Gen. Ch. Flowers spalhaceous. Inn er limb of the corolla with one lip .
.!inf her double, with a simple recurved horn at the end. Germen inferior.
Style enclosed in the furrow formed by Lhe anther. Loudon's Encyc. of
Plants.
Zingiber officinale. Roscoe, Trans. Linn. Soc. viii. 348; .!Jmomum
Zingiber. Willd. Sp.Plant. i. 6; Woodv. Jlfed.Bot. p. 731. l. 250. The
ginge r plant has a bienn_ial or pe-rennial, creeping, tuberous root or rhizoma,
and an annual stem,_which rises two or three feet in heigl~t, is solid, round,
erect, and enclosed in an imbricated membranous sheathtng. The leaves
are lanceolate, acute, smooth, five or six inches long by about an inch in
breadth, ancl stand alternately on the sheaths of the stem . The scape or
flower stalk rises by the side of the stem from six inches to a foot high,
like it is clothed with oval acuminate sheaths, but is without leaves, and
terminates in an oval, obtuse, bracteal, imbricated spike. The flowers are
of a dingy yellow colour, and appear two or three at a time between the
bracteal scales.
The plant _is a native of Hindostan, and !s cultivated in all parts of India.
It is alsocult1vated in the \Vest Indies, whither it was transplanted from the
East. The flowers have an aromatic smell, and the stems, when bruised,
are slightly fragrant; but the root is the portion in wh·ich the virtues of ~he
plant reside. This is fit to be dug up when a year old. In the West Indies,
G4"
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the ginger crop is gathered in January and F ebruary after the stems have
withered. After having been properly cleansed, the root is scalded in boiling water, in order to prevent germination, and is then rapidly dried. Thus
prepared, ~t constitutes the ordinary ginger of commerce, or black ginger, as
it is sometimes called from the darkish colour which it acquires in the process. It is imported into this country almost exclu sively from Calcutta, and
is known to the druggists by the name of East India ginger. In Jamaictt
another varif'ty is prepared by selecting the best roots, depriving them of
their epidermis, and drying them separately and carefully in the sun. This is
called in the books white ginger, and is most highly valued. It reaches us
from England, where it is said to undergo some further preparation, by which
its appearance is improved. It is usually called in our markets Jamaica
ginger. The root is also brought immediately from the West Indies in a
recent state, and sold by the confectioners. A preserve is made from ginger
by selecting the roots while young and tender, depriving them of their cortical
covering, and boiling them in syrup. This is occasionally imported from
the East and West Indi es. When good it is translucent and tender.
The recent root is from one to four inches long, somewhat flattened on its
upper and und er su rface, knotty, obtusely and irregularly branched or lobed,
externally of a light-ash colour, and marked with circular ru gre, internally
fleshy and yellowish-white. It sometimes germinates when kept in the shops.
The common, East India, or black ginger, is of the same general shape,
but has a dark ash-coloured wrinkled epidermis, which, being removed in
some places, exhibits patches of an almost black colour, apparently the
result of exposure. Beneath the epidermis is a brownish, resinous, almost
horny cortical portion. 'l'he interior parenchyma is whitish and some·
what farinaceous. The powder is of a li ght yellowish -brown colour. This
variety is most exlensively used throughout the country.
The Jamaica or while ginger differs in being entire ly deprived of epider·
mis, and white, or yellow ish·white on the outside. The pieces are rounder
and thinner, in consequence of the loss of substance in their preparation.
Th ey afford when pulverized a beautiful yellowish -white powder, which is
brought from Liverpool in jars. This variety is firm and resinous, and has
mo_re of the sensible qualities of ginge r than the black. There is reason lo
beh~ve that a portio~ at least of the white ginqer of commerce has been
subJeCted to a bleach mg process, by which not only th e exterior, but also the
interna.1 parts are rendered whiter tha.n in the unprepared root. Trornmsdorff
found, ma specimen which he exam in ed , evidences of the presence of ch lo·
rides, sulphates, and lime; and concluded tha~ the .bleaching was effected
by chlorine, or the c~loridc of lim e and s.ulphunc acid. Havi~ g macerate~
some black ginger m water, deprived 1t of the cortical portion, treated 1t
for twenty.four hours with sulphuric acid diluted with nine times its weight
of water, and finally placed it in a mixture of chloride of lime and water, in
which .it was allowed to remain for two days, he found it, upon being washed
an~ dne~I, to present an appearance closely resembling that of the finest
'"'~~te ginger, both on the surface and internally. (Jlnnal. der Phrmn.,
xv11. 98.) Acco~ding to Brande, ginger is oflen washed in whiting and
water; and P~re1ra states that it is sometimes bleached by exposure to the
fumes of burning sulphur.
Gene~·al Properties. The odour of ginger is aromat.ic and penetralin~, the
taste spicy, pungent, hot, nnd biting. These properties gradually diminish,
and ultimately disappear when the root is long exposed. The virtues of
ginger are extracted by water and alcohol. Its constituents, according lo
M. Morin, are a volatile oil of a greenish·bl ue colour; a resinous matter, soft,
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acrid, aromatic, and soluble in ether and alcohol; .a sub-resin insoluble in
ether; a little osmazome; gum; stare~; a vegeto-animal matter; su lphur ;
acetic acid; acetate of potassa; and l1&"nin. The peculiar flavour of the
root appears to depend on the esse ntial 011. its pungency partly on the resin·
ous or resino-extractive principle. A considerable quani..ity of very pure
white starch may be obtained from it.
Those pieces of ginger which are very fibrous, light and friable, or worm·
eaten, should be rejected.
JJ1edical Properties and Uses. Ginger is a grateful stimulant and carminative., and is often given in dyspepsia, flatulent colic, and the feeble stat_e
of the alimentary canal attendant upon atonic gout. It is an excellent addition lo bitter infusions and tonic powd ers, imparting to them an agreeable,
warming, and cordial operation upon the stomach. Wh en chewed it produces much irritation of the mouth , and a copious flow of saliva; and when
snuffed up the nostrils, in a state of powder, excites violent sneezing. It
is sometim es used as a local remedy in relaxation_ of the uvula, and raralysis
of th e tongue and fauces. Externally applied, 1t acts as a rubefac1ent. It
may be given in powder or infusion. Th e dose of th e former is from ten
grains to a scruple or more. The infusion may be prepared by adding half
an ounce of the powdered or bruised root to a pint of boiling water, and may
be g iven in the dose of one or two ftuidounces.
Off.Prep. Acidum Sulphuricum Aromaticum, U.S., Ed., Dub.; Confoctio Opii, Lond., .Dub.; Confectio Scammonii, Land., .Dub.; Infu su m
Sennre, Ed., Land., .Dub.; Pilulre Gambogire Compositre, Dub., Land.; Pit.
Hydrargyri Iodidi, Land.; Pil. Sci lire Compositre, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.;
Pu Ivis Aromaticus, O.S.,Ed., Dub.; Pulvis Cinnamomi Compositus,Land.;
Pulvis Jalapm Comp., Lond.; Pulvis Rhei Comp., Ed.; Pu Ivis Scammonii
Comp., Lond., Dub.; Syrupus Rhamni , Lon~l., Ed.; Syrupus Zing~b~ris,
U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.; Tmctura Ci11namom1 Comp., U.S., Lond.j 'I'mct.
Rhei Comp., L ond.; Tinct. Zingiberis, U. S., Larul., Ed., Dub.; Vin um
W.
Aloes, U.S., Ed., Dub.

PART II.
PREPARATIONS.
preparation of medicines, which constitutes the art of Pharmacy,
comes within the peculiar province of the apothecary. It is for his guidance
thnt the various formulre of the Pharmacopceia have been arranged, and to
him that their directions are especially addressed.
A few general observations, therefore, of an explanatory nature, calculated
to facilitate the progress of the pharmaceutic student, will not be misplaced
under the present head. The duty of the apothecary is to obtain a supply
of good medicines, to preserve them with care, to prepare them properly for
use, and to dispense them. Our remarks will embrace each of these points..
The substances obtained from the mineral and animal kingdoms, and those
furnished by the chemical manufacturer, are of a nature to admit of no general precepts as to their proper condition, which would not be sugg-ested by
the common sense of the purchaser. He must receive them as offered, and
judge of their fitness for his purposes by his knowledge of the peculiar properlies of each. The same remark applies to vegetable substances from
abroad; but with respect to indigenous plants, the apothecary is frequently
called upon to exercise his judgment in relation to their collection and desiccation, and will derive ad vantage from some brief practical rules upon the
subject.
Collecting aiul .Drying of Plants. The proper mode of proceeding varies
according to the nature of the part used. The cliffe-rent parts of plants are
to be gathered at the period when the peculiar juices of the plant are most
abundant in them . In the roots of annual plants this happens just before the
time of flowering; in the roots of biennials, after the vegetation of the first
year has ceased ; and in those of perennials, in the spring before vegetation
has commenced. They should be washed, and the small fibres 1 unless they
are the part employed, should be separated from the fleshy solid part, which
is to be cut in slices previously to being dried . Bulbs are to be gathered
after the new bulb is perfected, and before it has begun to vegetate, which is
at the time the leaves decay. Barl~s, whether of the root, trunk, or branches,
shou ld be gathered in the autumn or early in the spring. The dead epidermis, and the decayed parts are to be separated. Of some trees, as the slippery elm, it is the inner bark only that is preserved. Leaves are to be
gathered after their full developement, before the fading of the flower. The
leaves of biennial plants do not attain their perfect qualities until the second
year. Flowe1·s should in general be gathered at the time of their expansion,
befo~e or i~mediate ly after they have fully opened; and some as the Rosa
Gall1ca, while in the bud. .!lromatic herbs are to be gathered when in
flower. Leaves, flowers, and herbs are to be galhered in clear dry weather,
in the morning, after the dew is exhaled. Stalks and twigs are collected
in autumn; seeds at the period of thei r full maturity.
T11E
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Vegetables should be dried as rapidly as is consistent with their
perfect
preservation. Fibrous roota may be dried in the sun, or in a room
in which
a heat of from 65° to 80° is maintained. F/es!ty roots may be cut
in transverse slices, dried in the open air till the moisture is nearly evaporated,
and
then placed in a stove heat not exceeding 100°, till perfectly dry and
hard.
Bulbs must have the outer membranes peeled ofi~ and be cut in transverse
slices, and dried in a heat not exceeding ](){)0 • Barks, woods, and
twigs,
readi ly dry in thin layers in the open air. Leaves which arc dry
and thin
do not require a heat exceeding 60° or 70? i those which are succulent
may
be exposed, by ca refu lly and slowly raising the heat, to a temperature
of
100°. Flowers must be dried carefully and rapidly in the shadei those of
the most delicate texture and odou r req uiring the greatest care.
The following tablt:, taken from the Edinburgh Dispensatory, presents
the amount yie ld ed by 1000 parts of the vegetables respective ly mentioned
after being dried.
Roots of Angelica Archangelica 263 Leaves of Digitalis purpurea
- 180
Aspidium Filix ~la s - 500
I-lyoscyamus niger - 135
Tnula He lenium - - 187
Melissa officinalis - 220
Valeriana sylvestris - 316
Salvia officinalis - - 220
Bark of the Oak • • • • • 410 Tops ofMentha piper ita
• • 2 15
Elder
- - - - 292 Flowers of Anthemis nobilis - 3:18
Elm - - - - - 375
Borago officinal is - 90
Twigs of Solan um Dulcamara - 308
Lavandula vera - - 5IO
Leaves of Atropa Belladonna - 140
Sambucus Ebulus - 256
Conium maculatum - 185 Petals of Papaver Rhceas - - 84
Datura Stramonium - 110
Rosa rubra - - - - 330
Preservation of JJ1edicines. The proper preservation of medicines
is an

~~jde~~s~~st,:en8~~a~:s~e~~l~~J~~~c;a~~s1 ~~ ~;;~~a~~:~:~ho~~eb=~~~t!~cfuud~J

from the light, and as much as possible from the air, in perfectly dry
rooms.
Boxes or barrels, with close covers, will se rve for holding roots and
batks,
after they have been thoroughly dried. Roots and bulbs, such as
liquorice
and squi ll, which are to be preserved fresh, should be buried in
dry san d.
Leaves and flowers should be kept in tin canisters, or in light boxes
lined
with lead, tin , or zinc. The apothecary shoul<l regulate hi s purchases
of
perishable drugs by the demand which he finds for them, so as
frequently
to renew th em. H e s hould frequently examine the condition
of eve ry
article, and, on the slightest appearance of mouldiness, or of the
attack of
insects, s hould clean them, and again dry them perfectly in a heat
from
70° to 100°. This examination and re-drying, which shou ld beofmade
se,•eral times a yea r in respect to the articles which are most
subject to
change, should be made early in the spring of _all the roots and barks
and
leaves in the shop; and those of which the sensible properties have
become
impaired shou ld be rejected.
. .
Drugs frequently require to be garbled, as 1t 1s termed, before th
ey are
in a proper state for use. Senna is to be separated from the sta
lk s and
Jegumes; cetraria from moss, leaves, and sticks; myrrh from bdellium,
&c.;
gum Senegal from Bassora gum and a tcrebinthinate resin i flaxseed
from
clover seed; seneka from ginseng; spigelia from the stems, n.nd both
it and
serpentaria from the adhering dirt. Seroons of cinchona should
be examined, and the barks assorted before they are put by for use.
Gums and
gu~- resins should be garbled , and t~e tears p~eserved
s~parately.
.
JP'eiglits and itlf'asures. A precise acquaintance wnh the recogmsed
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measures of weight and capacity is essential to the operations of the apothecary. The weights used by him in compounding medicines are the troy
pound and its divisions; those by which he buys and sells, the pound avoirdupois and its divisions. The former contains 5760 grains, the latter 7000
grains, so that 11 troy pounds are nearly equivalent to 9 pounds avoirdupois.
~rhe troy pound contains 12 ounces of 480 grains; the avoirdupois pound,
16 ounces of 437J grains; eleven of the former being nearly equal to twelve
of the latter. The troy ounce is divided, for the use of the apothecary, into
8 drachms of 60 grains each, and the drachm into 3 scruples of 20 grains
each. The United States and British Pharmacopreias all recognise lhe lroy
weights, and whenever in this work any term is used expre~sive of weight,
it is to be understood as being of this denomination.
The measures used by thfj apothecary, in this country, are the wine pint
and the gallon. The wine pint contains 28·875 cubic inches. The weight
of a pint of distilled water. at 62° Fahrenheit and 30° of the barometer, is
728!)·7 grains, or 1 pound 3 ounces 1 drachm 29·7 grains troy, or l pound
289·7 grains avoirdupois. The gallon is divided into 8 pints, the pint into
16 fluidounces, the ftuidounce into 8 fluidrachms, and the ftuidrachm into
60 minims. The weight of a fluidounce of water is 455J grains, being 18
grains more than an avoirdupois ounce. A drop is generally though incor~
rectly considered as equivalent to the minim . Drops vary in size according
to the nature of the fluid, and the size and shape of the lip from which they
fall. A. drop of water nearly equa ls a minim. A ftuidrachm of antimonial
wine will make, on an average, about 72 drops, one of laudanum 120 drops,
and one of alcohol 138 drops . For a table showing the relative value of
minims and drops, see the .flppendix. Measures are employed, both by
the United States and British Pharmacopceias, to express the quantity of
liquids in nearly all their formulre.
Fluids are to be dispensed from graduated measures, of which those holding from a fluidounce to a pint are hollow inverted cones; and those holding
a ftuidrachm, and graduated to every five minims, are cylindrical. For
smallerquant.ities than five minims,~ slender tube holding a fluidrac~1m may
be used, havmg the aliquot parts divided off and marked with a dmmond.
Care should be taken to verify these instruments. The following approxi mate measures a~c used in prescribing medicines; viz., a wi.neglassful
containing two ftu1dounces, a tablespoonful containing half a flu1dounce, a
dessertspoonfut two fluidrachms, and a teaspoonful a fluidrachm.
Specijic Gravity. The specific gravity of fluids affords one of the best
tests of their purity . The instrument commonly used by the apothecary
for ascertaining this is BaumC's hydrometer. This is a glass bulb loaded
at one end, and drawn out at the other into a tube on which the scale is
marked. That used for alcohol is graduated by loading it until it sinks to
the ~oot of the stem (which is marked zero) in a solution of one part of ~alt
in 1~me parts of watt•r. Lt is then. put into water, and the place to which
it smks marks 10° of the scale, which is constructed from these data . The
hyd.rometer for_ liquids h.eavier than water is made by loading it, so that in
distdle~ water ~t shall srnk to nearly the top of Lhe stem. The place lO
which 1t sinks ma solution of 15 parts of salt in 85 parts of water is then
marked as 15°,and the scale divided off. Fora table exhibiting the value
of these scales in specific gravities, see the .Bppendix.
The hydrometers commonly imported are so carelessly made that scarcely
any t\V.O will agn~e, and little dept>ndence is to be placed on thei~ accuracy.
A more certain method consists in weighing the liquid at a umform tern·
perature in a botLle, the capacity of which, in grains of distilled water1 has
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been previously ascertained . If a boule is selected which will hold exactly
1.000 grains of '~ater at G0°, the weight in grains of the quantity of any

liquid which it will hold will be the specific gravity of that liquid.

Such

boules arc so lJ in the shops. If one is not attainable, an ordinary vial may
be used, and the specific gravity obtained by dividing the weight of the
liquid examined by the weight of the water.
Gay-Lussac's centesimal alcoholmeter is a very useful instrument, being
g raduated so as to indicate the per centage of absolute alcohol in any mixture of spirit and water.
1,he specific gravity of a solid is ascertained by first weighing it in air
and then in water, and dividing the former weighl by the difference between
the two.
JJieclwnical nivision. One of the simplest means of preparing medicines is their reducLion, by mechanical means,tto a state of minute division.
'I'~is includes th~ various operations of pulverization, Jevigation, grinding,
filing, rasping, sifting, bruising, slicing, &c.
The princ ipal drugs which are sold in the state of powder, are pulverized
by persons who pursu e that occupation for a livelihood. The apothecary,
therefore, is chiefly interested in knowing the Joss sustained in this process.
'rhe following statement has been abbrevjated from a table prC'pared by MM.
Henry and Guibourt. One thousand parts of the substances mentioned
yielded, when pulverizedRooll.
Jn\np •
Rhubarb

•

Columbo
•
Liquorice root
Valerian
.
Elecampanc.
Gentian
Florenti ne orris
Rlmtany
Calamus
Virgin.iasnukcroot
lpecncuanhaSquill(bulb)·
lJark&.
Cinchona, pale
•
- -,red
- -,yellow ·

040 Cinnamon
020 Angustura
000

900
S60
850
850
S50
8GO
8 10
800

•
•
Leaves.

Hemlock
Savine •
Digitalis
•
Belladonna·
Senna.·
l-fcnhanc
}'towel's.

Chamomile ·

750 Saffron ·

820

Fr11it1.

Mustard
S75 Black ])Cppcr
880 Nux vomica ·
900 Colocynth
·

1tgt:table Prod11ct1.
890 Aloes ·
·
960
825 Tragncanth
!)10
Opium·
!)30
800 Gum Arabic ·
925
800 Scammony
915
790 Cateehu
000
785 Liquorice (extract)
810
7"20
JlnimalSi~bstances.
530 Castor ·
•
900
Spanidh flies·
.
850
850
/lfo1cnil Substances.
SOD Re<loxidcofmcrcury 080
Red sulphurctof mercu·
950
ry
·
•
950
900 Arseniousacid
950
850 Sulphurctofantimony 050
500 Tin
·
825

For the greater part of those drugs that are powdered in the shops, iron,
brass, glass, or \.Vedgwoocl mortars are to be used; the two former for hard
substancC's requiring repeated blows; the latter for those which are friable
and can be reduced to powder by trituration. The interior surface of the
mortar should be concave and nearly spherical, and care should be taken
not to impede the operation by overloading and clogging the pestle. In
powdering acrid substances, the mortar should be cot·ered with a board
perforated in the centre for the pestle, or with a large piece of pliable leather
tied round the top of the mortar and the handl e or the pestle, so as to allow
of the free motion of th e latter. The operator should guard himself a!!ainst
the fine particles or very acrid substa nces, by standing with his back to a
current of air and covering his nostrils with n wet cloth. Various means
nre used to facilitate the operation of powdering. All vegetable substances
must be carefully and thoroughly dried. Resins, gum·resins, and gu~s
must be powdered in cold frosty weather. Tragacanth and nux vom1ca
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must be dried in a storn heat, and powdered while hot.

The fibrous roots,

as liquorice and marshmallow, should be previously shaved into thin transverse slices. Agaric is to be powdered by beating it into a paste with water,
then drying and triturating it. Cloves and the aromatic seeds may be ground

in a hand-mill and afterwards triturated. Squill and colocynth, the comminution of which is sometimes aided by soaking them in mucilage of tragacanth
and then drying, are best powdered in a dry atmosphere, after being thoroughly dried in a stove heat. Camphor requires the addition of a few
drops of alcohol. The efflorescent sails may be obtained in the state of
fine powder by exsiccation; and those which are insoluble in alcohol, may
be precipitated by it, in an impalpable powder, from their aqueous solutions.
Care should be taken in powdering, pre\~iously to separate the inert portions and impurities, and to mix intimately the whole of the powder which
is reserved for use. 'rJ1e cenLral woody fibre ofipecacuanha and other roots
the virtues of which reside in the bark, is to be rejected. The first portioos
of those barks to which lichens and the dead epidermis adhere, are inert;
as are also the last particles of the fibrous roots and barks. The outer coat
of the aromatic seeds is to be reserved, and the inner albuminous part
rejected as inodorous.
In the operation of powdering, the fine particles are to be separated from
time to time by sifting. Fine sieves should be made of that sort of raw silk
called bolting cloth; coarser ones of wire, hair-cloth, or gauze. Valuable or
aromatic powders should be passed through box sieves, which are sieves
provided with cm'ers for the top and bottom, that shut up so as to prevent
all waste.
Ivory, horn, nux vomica, wood, and iron are prepared for pharmaceutic
purposes by filing or rasping; guaiacum wood by turning in a lathe; roots,
stalks, and leaves, by cultiog with a large pair of shears, such as is used by
the tinplate workers; or with a large knife fixed in a frame at one end, and
furnished with a long handle at the other. Tin and zinc are granulated by
melting them, and strongly agitating while they are cooling; carbonate of
potassa, by stirring the concentrated solution with a rod as it hardens.
Earthy insoluble substances are conveniently reduced to powder by levi·
gation. This is performed by moistening them with alcohol or water,and
rubbing them on a hard flat stone will1 a muller or rubber of the same material. 'fhe powder may be rendered impalpable by agitating it with a large
quantity of water, and pouring off the liquid to settle, after the coarser particles have subsided. The fineness of the powder depends on its specific
gravity, and the length of time which elapses before the liquid from which
it subsides is drawn off. This last operation is termed elutrialion, and the
thick pasty mass which remains, is usually dropped on an absorbent surface, and dried in the shape of small cones. Vanilla, mace, and other oily
aromatic substances, may be rubbed to powder with sugar; magnesia and
white lead, by friction on a wire or hair sieve.
Separation of Solids from Liquids. This is another mechanical operation which is frequently resorted to in practical pharmacy. It includes the
processes of decamation, filtration, straining, expression, clarification, &c.
Solids may be separated from fluids, when there exists no chemical action
between them by being allowed to subside. The supernatant liquid may
then be caref~Jly poured off; or it may be drawn off by~ syphon, or separated by filtering. Either the last operation, or expression by a stronger
force, is necessary to 8eparate the whole of the liquid.
Jars larger at bonom than at the top, and furnished with a lip for pouring,
are sold in the shops, and
be found very useful for precipitations.
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When the powder subsides very slowly, lhe precipitation may be greatly
hastened by the addition of a small quantity of the solution of gelatin.
Gelatinous precipitates, such as alumina, must be filtered to clear them from
the adhering liquid .
The most convenient material for a filter is unsized paper. This .is lo be
folded into~ cone and placed in a glass r.unnel. It will serve for filtering
tinctures, wrnes, saline solutions, watery mfusions, and essential oils. I n

some cases it may be nl"cessary to place a Emall cone of the same material
outside of the large one in order to strengthen it. 'Vhen the liquid is too
viscid to pass readily through paper, a canon or woollen bag of a conical
shape may be used. Acids may be filtered lhrough a layer of fine siliceous
sand, s upponed in the neck of a glass fnnnel by pieces of glass gradually
decreas ing in size. Castor oil, syrups, and oxymels mny be readily filtered
through coarse paper made entirely of woollen shreds. Melted fats, plasters,
resins, and wax, may be .Ylrained through muslin stretched over a square
frnmr, or a hoop . Smalt sieves of fine bolting cloth serve fo r straining
emulsions, decoctions, and infusions; and a temporary strainer for these
purposes m.ay be made by fastening a piece of muslin between the upper and
lower parts of a common pill box, and then cutting off the ends so as to
leave the rim only of the box :iround the muslin . The filtration of viscid
substances is facilitated by heat. Filtration through bone-black is practised
for muddy or dark coloured li<]uitls.
Muchinconvenienceisoflenexperienced
in the filtration of hot saturnted saline
solutions, by the coo ling of the Ji<]uid
and consequent crystallizat ion of the salt
in the filter and neck of the funnel. To
obviate this, the tin apparatus represented in the wood cut has been contrivetl
by Professor Hare. '!'he vessel is filled
with hot waler, which is kept at a boiling heat by a spirit lamp placed under
the cavity having the shape of an inn•rtrd funnel. A g lass funnel with a
filter is placed in the other cavity, and
the liquid passes through rapidly. fo
filtering alcoholic solutions, it is necessary to protect the liquid from the flame
of the lamp, and for this purpose the
partition underneath has been added.
No apothecary should be without this useful apparatus. Frames of various
sizes for holding funnels and filters will be found very useful; the wood cut
represents the one commonly used. The effio-
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sert a slender tube of glass into the funnel, long
enough to reach below the neck, while the upper
part is nearly as high as the top of the funnel. The space between the
tube and the neck must be filled wi.li1 bits of glass and fine sand, so as to
form a good filtering bed; the liquid is to be poured in, and the top of
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the funnel covered w ith a plate of glass. If this be luted on, and the funnel
luted into the neck of a boule, the process will be performed with perfect

accuracy.
Expression is required to separate the la~t portions of tinctures or infu·
sions from the dregs. A screw press is used for this purpose. The substance to be pressed is put into a cylinder of strong sheet tin, the sides of
which are pierced with small holes. This is placed on a square tray of tin
having a lip for pouring. A block of wood fits into the cylinder and is
placed on the top, and the whole is put under the screw press, the pressure
of which is gradually brought to bear u pon it.
This press is to be used for expressing the juices of fresh plants, which,
previously to being pressed, must be well beaten in a mortar, and water
added to those which are hard and dry.
The expressed oils are obtained by bruising the seeds which contain
them, and enclosing the bruised mass in strong bags, which are placed in
a firm hollow frame, an~ subjectrd. to strong sudd~n pressur~ .by driving up
~~~=~·ge . Expressed oils are clanfied from mucilage by boilmg them with

'fhe clarification of liquids may be effected by the addition of some coagulable substance, such as milk or an aque~us solution of ichthyoco!Ja. The
of an egg, beaten up with water, will coagulate by a gentle he.at, a~d
clanfy any liquid with which it bas been mixed. The vegetable acids Wiil
clarify many of the expressed juices of plants.
Separ~tlion <?f Liquids. Li.quids which have

whi~e

#

~~t;,h1~:~c~~ :~~~tit~~n~/!~1~~v\~1;~~~~ct;;::

,
\ /

mainatrest.inthe.separating.funnelrepresent.ed
in the annexed figure, and then draw mg CJff the
heavierfl.u1d . Anotherveryconvenientmethod
of separating fluids is by means of the separaLory figured in the wood cut in the margm.
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.OpplicationoJHeat. Themostefficientand
economical means of obtai111ng heat is a subject
of $'reat importance to the. pharmaceutist, on account of the
vanety of processes in n·h1ch it is required .
"W ith the small furnaces, which are now made of fire clay,
of various pat~erns and sizes, almost all the operations of the
labora.tory which require heat, can be r.erformed. The fuel
use<l is charcoal, although anthracite will burn in those of a
larger size, and is to be preferred whne a uniform heat is ne~
cessary for several hours. The apothecary should be provided with a complete set of these ust>fu l utensils, inc\~ding
one with a dome for a reverbatory fUTnace. By addrng a
p
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furnace. A small pipe of sheet iron with a cone at the lower
end, as in the figure, to fit on the furnace, will be found an
excellent n.1eans of. obtain.ing an intense heat in those of the
smallest size. For operations on a smaller scale, the most
convenient means of obtaining heat is by an alcoholic lamp.
Alcohol burns without smoke or smell, and is almost as cheap
a fuel as oil, to which it is on every other account preferable.
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The a~ncxcd figures represent the usual forms of spirit lamps. The larger

one will he found \fery

~~~1\'.&l::~~] 8

must be provided. These
should be furnished with
sets of concentric rings as in the figure, for
vessC'lsof different sizes. A very con\•enient
support is the stand and ring figured in the
wood cul, which will answer either for a
spirit lamp, or a small furnace made from a
black lead crucible, as in the
figure.
~
'!Jrntempera~
turerequiredin

c

.,,______..-

phormoccuticalfff

processes,

sel-

dom exceeds a
red heat; and

the vessels used
are crucibles of
silver,
porce-

~~~~~~~:~fJe:0d~
and fire clay (Hessian crucibles). Sih'er is used for the fusion of potassa,
porcdain for nitrate of silver, and black if'ad and Hessian crucibles for
lhe metals, glass of a_ntimony. sulphuret of potassium,_ and the ordinar~r
operations which require a great heat. They are each liable to objections;
silver fuses too readily; porcelain and Wedgwood ware do not bear sudden
changes of temperature; black lead, which bears these changes, is destroyed
by saline substances, and burns in a current of air; and the Hessian crucibles arc so porous as to absorb and waste much of the fused substance.
'fhe crucibles should be covered with a lid or an im'erted crucible, and should
be supported at a liule distance from the bottom of the grate, and surrounded
and coverrd with ignited coals. Liquefaction is performed in open earthen,
copper, or iron vessels, and care must be taken not to raise the heat so as to
char or inflame the substance.
A sand bath is an indisp1rnsable part of the pharmaceutic apparatus. lt
is usually an iron pot or a shallow vessel of sheet iron capable of holding
sand to the depth of four or six inches. It serves to regulate the action of
the heat on vessels which do not bear a rapid change of temperature. It is
sometimes heated to a red heat, as in prE>paring
the mineral acids, though more frequently used

~~b1~1Juf;:tr~l·i~~.1 :a~:!.in;a~%1 r~i~~s :C11 ~s:~g~~

y

all cases in which a heat above that of boiling
water would be injurious. A very convenil."!nt
one, figured in the wood cut, consists of two copper vessels, th~ ~1pper one
of which is well tinned. \Vhere a temperature above that of bo1hng water,
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and not exceeding 228°, is required, the waler bath may be filled with a
saturated solution of common salt.
The common still and worm, the vessels in general use for di."Jfil/ation, are
too well known to need description . A convenient still or alembic for small
operations, which may be heated bya spirit lamp, is
figured in the woodcut. The top of the head is kt-pt
filled witl1 cold water, and all escape of vapour is
prevented by having an inner ledge to the still, and

fillin.gcondensation
the spac.e i.n of1.vhich
thevnpour
he.ad fits
'.vater.
The
all the
is \\.•ith
secured
by
adapting a worm or a long tube to the apparattis .
The boiler of this still may hold one or two gallons,
and 11 will be found a very useful means of recon'ring the alcohol in making alcoholic extracts. 1t may
easily be converted into a water bath by filtrng on
the lop of the boiler a vessel of convemcnt form.
For the extrication and condensrnion or absorp·
tion of gaseous fluids, a retort and a series of three necked (or Woulfe's)
bottles are used. The bottles are partly filled with water and become satu·
rated in succession. As the tubes which convey the gas are plunged nearly
to the bottom of the liquid in the bottles, there is danger, when the opera.lion
is complete, and a vacuum formed in the retort, of the water being driven
by the atmospheric pressure in the last bottle, back through the whole series,
so as to fill the retort. To prevent thjs, safety tubes must be fitted to the
retort and the bottles. 'I' hose for the bottles are straight tubes, dipping a
small depth into the liquid i that for the retort is the common ·Welter's tube
of safety. '\Then the common glass retort and receiver are used for the
disti!lation of fluids, care should be taken not to apply the luting until the
atmospheric air is 'expelled. 'fhe chief objects to be aimed at are to keep
lhc body of the retort hot, and the neck
and recefrercool. A hood of pasteboard
or tin, as represented in the figure, will
much facilitatetheformer;andthelaLLer
wil.I be gained by ket>ping the neck .and
receiver wrapt in wet cloths, on which
a stream of cold water is kept running.
Tll!S may be conveniently done by means
of a syphon, made by dipping one end of
a strip of cotton or woollen cloth in a vessel of water, and allowing the other
t"nd to hang down upon cloths bound loosely around the receiver or the neck
of the retort.
\Vhen the object of distillation is to preserve the residuum, and this is
liable to injury from heat, as is the case with vegetable extracts, the opera·
tion is best performed in vacuo. For this purpose the still and recipient are
made so as to form an air.tight apparatus, and the lauer is furnjshed with a
stop.cock, which is kept open until the whole of the atmospheric air is
expelled by the l'apour. It is then closed, and a vacuum formed and main·
tained in the recipient by surrounding it with cold water. 'l'he distillation
is carried on in this manner at a much lower temperature than ordinary.
The vapours of some volatile solids have the property of condensing into
the solid form, either in mass, or in a state of the most minute division.
The operation in which this occurs is called sublimation. ·when lhe pro·
duct is compact, it is called a subfinwle, when slightly cohering, it is called
flowers. The operation is generally performed in a sand bath; and the
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apparatus consists of two vessels tilting each other, one bein11 inverted over
the other. The shape, size, and depth of the vessels, and° the degrel:.l of
heat to be applied, are regulated by the nature of the substance operated on.
Lutes. The most precious material f~r the ~hemist is glass, the transparency, insolubility, and hardness of which fit Jt for almost every purpose.
It is often necessary to strengthen it by means. of lutes, which will bear a
heat at which glass would soften; and the application of lutes for this purpose, and for securing the junctures of tubes and vess~ls, is also an important part of the pharmaceutic art. Those lutes which a~e required for
coati~g vessels exposed to a great heat, ~re ma~e of Stourbridge clay. The
clay 1s made inlo a paste wilh watei mixed with chopped straw, and successive coats applied as they become dry . Earthenware vessels may be
rendered impervi~us to air or vapours, by brushing ov.er them a thin paste,
made of slalrnd lune and a solution of borax containing an ounce to the
half pint. This is allowed to dry,and the vessel is then coated with slakecl
lime and linseed oil, beaten till the mixture becomes plastic. Earthenware
retorts, thus coated, may be safely used more than once, the coating being
renewed every time.
Fat lute is applied to the joinings of apparatus to prevent the escape of
corrosive vapours. It is made like g lazier's putty, pipe clay being substituted for whiting. It will bear a considerable 11eat, and great care must be
taken that the part where it is applied be perfectly dry. If it is to be
exposed to heat, slips of moistened bladder must be wrapped round it and
secured with twine.
Ro11wn cement and plaster of Paris may be applied in the same manner
as fire clay. When used for securing the joinings of apparatus, a coating
of oil or wax will render Lhem air-tight.
A very useful lute is formed by beating the white of an egg thoroughly
with an equal quantiLy of water, and mixing it with some slaked lime in
the slate of fine powder, so as to form n thin paste. This must be spread
immediately on slips of muslin, and applied to the cracks or joinings in~
tended to be luted. lL soon hardens, adheres strongly, and will bear a heat
approaching to redness without injury. A leak in this lute is readily
stopped by the application of a fresh portion. Solution of glue, or- any
liquid albuminous matter may be used in place of the white of t'ggs .
An excellent cement for surfaces of iron consists of one part of sulphur,
two of sat ammoniac, and eighty of iron filings, mixed together and slightly
moistened. It is rammed or caulked into the joints, and solidifies perfectly
rntime.
White lead ground in oil is an excellent cement for broken glass . Spread
upon linen, it forms a good coating for a cracked surface, but dries slowly.
Strips of bladder macerated in water adhere well to glass, and are very
useful.
A mixture of whiting and paste or gum water, spread upon strips of
paper, forms an excellent luting for joinings not exposed to ac rid vapours
or a great heat.
A useful lute is formed by spreading a solution of glue on strips of cloth,
and .coating them, after they are applied, with dr,ying oil.
Linseed meal bealen inlo a uniform mass with milk, lime-water, rye
paste, or thin glue, and alJplied in thick masses, adberes w~ll; and when
dry will resist most vapours'.
Cap cement is made of six parts of resin, one part of yel.low wax, and
one of Venelian red. lt is a very useful cement for fastenmg metals or
wood to glass, and for rendering joints impervious to water. Soft cement
65*
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is used for the same purposes, and is made of yellow wax, melted with
half its weight of turpentine, and coloured with a little Venetian red. It
is very useful for rendering the stoppers of bo~tles perfectly air-tight.
Chemical Operations. Some_ of the chemical processes. conducted by
the apothecary, have been explained in the former part of th is introduction.
It remains to notice some others in constant or frequent use. infusion is
the subjecting of .a substance containing sol~ble princip les to the action of
a menstruum, wl11ch is usually water. Hot infusions are made by pouring
boiling water on the sub~tance, and allowing it to remain in a covered vessel till cold. Cold infusions are made with cold water, and require several
hou rs to attain their full slrength. 1'Iaceraf'ion is the term employed to
denote the action of liquids upon mc>dicines, when allowed to remain upon
them for some time, at a heat of from 60° to 90°. .Digestion is the name
given to the same operation, when conducted at a temperature of between
U0° and 100°. It is commonly performed in glass bonles or flasks, and a
common fire or stove heat is employed . .Decoction, or boiling, is sometimes
emp loyed in extract~ng the virtues of plants; but is oflen disadvantageous,
as most of the proximate princip les o~ vegetables are altered by it, especially when long _continued. Wher~ 1t is practised, the ~bu_llition should
generally be contmued for a few mmutt:.d only, and the Iiqmd be allowed
to cool slowly in a close vesse l.
From the solutions of vegetable principles obtained by these different
processes, extracts are prepared by slow evaporation, so as to inspissale
the liquid. This process should, as has al ready been mentioned, be always
conducted at a hf"at not exceeding that of boiling water . Evaporation at a
gentle heat is also ~erformed for the concentration of saline solutions, in
?rder to pro.mole their crystalli~at~on.. 'l'he proper degree of concentration
1s auaincd, 1f a drop of the 11qu1d on a cold glass plate deposits crystals.
The slower the evaporation and the cooling, and the greater the quantity
operated on, the larger will be the cryslals.
·water wh ich is saturated with any salt is still capable of dissolving other
salts. It is jn this way, by w:ishingcrystals of impure salts with their own
saturated solutions, that the crystals are purified. Fine silky crystals,
whi~h retain their mot~er water by capillary attraction, must be drie~l by
strong expression in ~ lmen ~ag. The finest silky crystals may be entirely
freC'd from theiradhenng liquid by placing them in a fuhnel which fits closely
to one of the necks of a double mouthed bottle, and fitting a tube to the other,
through wh.ich air is draw1~ . The current of air, in passing through the
funnd, cames the water with it, and dries the crystals perfectly.
Lixiviation is a process used for separating a soluble from a porous insoluble body. It consists in placing the substance to be Jixiviated in a ''es·
sel, the bouom of which is covered with straw, &c., pouring water upon
it, allowing the water to remain until saturated, and then drawing it off
through an opening at the bottom of the vesse l. It is found that if fresh
water be poured on without dislurbing lhe mixture in the v~ssel, it.does
no.t _mix with lhe liquid a!ready there, but percolates the so~1d yar~icles,
dnvrng the ~aturated liquid before il; so that, for example Ill hxiviating
wood ashes, 1f a gallon of water had been poured upon the ashes, and
allowed to_become saturated with the alkali, we shall obtain, by this mode
of proceed mg, a gallon of strong ley, and immC'diately thereafter the water
will become aln~ost tasteless. The fact has been applied to the :service of
the pharmaceullst, and has led the way to some valuable improvements in
thf' mode of extracting the medicinal qnalities of plants.
The operation referred to is called by the French the method ofdisplacement.
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The figure in the margin represents Boullay's
filter, conslructed on this principle. Lt consists of
a long tin vessel, nearly cylindrical, but narrower
at the lower end, which has a funnel shaped termi·
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like a colander, and having a handle in the centre,
fits accurately in the lower part of the cylinder.
Upon this, previously covered with a thin layer
of carded cotton, is placed the substance upon
which it is intended to operate, and which shoul <l
be coarsely powdered or mashed in a mil!. It
must tben be saturated with th e menstruum,
which is done by pouring on the liquid from time
to time until it will absorb no more, and then
allowing them to remain for a few hours in contact.

On the

fresh
of the
are similarly.
graduallyp.and
top o. f portions
lh.e .p.owdcr
is menstruam
place. d a.no. lher
ierce.successively
d pfote, and
added, until all the sensible properties are extracted. The first
portion, that with which the powder was mixed, flows off very
highly concentrated, while the next is much less so, and the
successive infusions rapidly become weaker. A stop-cock
near the lower end of the mstrument, as represented in the
second figure, will be convenient for regulating the di scharge
of the fluid. A single example will show the value of this
process. The Messrs. Boullay, by subjecting four ounces of
bruised cinchona to. displacement with half a pmt of water,
and then adding four half pints in succession, obtained the following rrsuhs .

~~t l-1al~~.int
3d
4111
5tl1

yi~:ded

Do.
Do.
Do.

i ~~~· 4~ ~~::

dry

•

t~~act

15 grs.
9 grs.
7 grs.

Do.
Do.
Do.
in width at the base, 14 i~ches by 4.

Cylinde rs M inches long h.Y 2~
and 17 by 0, are com enient sizes for ordinary use. \Vhen
to operate llpOn a fine powder it will be found advisable •
to increru;e the h~ight of.th~ column ~f liqu.id by ~aking
the top of the cylmder nIT·llght, and msertmg a tm tube
severa l feet long, which must be k ept filled wilh the
liquid. All the Sllbstantial advantages of this method
may, however, be generally obtained without pressure,
by using the filter of Boullay. For operating upon
small quantities of a substance, an adapter or the broken
neck of a relort may be used by loosely stopping the
1

10

0
1t

is wished

\S~ru~~~as~~~:ra~~~t~di~~ ~!~LJ~~·~f fi~~~~o~.receiver ~~~~

of
tin, from which the filtered liquor may be drawn off by
a stop-cock al the most dependent part. An apparatus
of this kind is represented in the margin.
Precipitation is sometimes mechanical, as in the pro- E~~~
cess of ferigating and elutriating th e carbonate of lime,
and sometimes chemical, as in the preparation of this salt by decompo.sing
chloride of calcium. Wh en a precipitant is directed to be added unttl no
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further precipitation takes place, the fact may be ascertained by taking a
d rop of lhe liquid on a glass plate, and trying it with the precipitant. ~rhe
formation of. a precipitate is oflen much assisted by agi.tation or by heat.
The separation of the supernatant liquid from the precipitate is most effect-

ually accomplished by means of a syphon.

When the liquid is a saline

so lution, it is necessary to wash the precipitate umil the water exhibits no
trace of the salt. Jn doing this, g reat care must be taken to select the
purest and clearest water, and the ultimate drying of the precipitate must
be performed in a filter, or on a porous stone.

The .apparatus figured in the margin is very
convenient for procuring a constant and gentle
stream of water in the washing of precipitates,
and in clearing crystals of the impurities of their
mother water. It consists of a syp h.on havi~g
legs of equa l length, one of which is rnserted m
an air.tight boule nearly filled with water, and
the other dips into the funnel. A stra ight open
t.ube is a lso inserted in the bottle, the. lower end
of which is about half an inch or an inch abo\'e
the end of the syphon. lt is obvious that the
water will run from the syp hon no longer than
till the water in the funnel is level with the end
of the strait tube.
The operations which require a heat greater than that used in digesting,
are liquefaction, fusion, wlcination, ustulation, incineral'ion, distillal'ion,
and sublimation.
Li~uefaclion is the mehingof those substances that become soft previously
to fusion, as wax, tallow, plasters, &c. 'rhe heat employed is always below
that at which charring takes place.
Fusion is the melting of those substances which pass immediately from
the solid to the fluid state. It is employed in pharmacy in preparing the
nitrate of silver and caustic potassa for casting into cylind11rs. Th e former
must be melted in a porcelain, the latter in an iron crucible. The moulds
in which they arc cast arc formed of two thick plates of cast iron, with
semi -cylindrical grooves that fit accurately to each other. Fusion is abo
used in preparing the glass of antimony .
Calcinal!on is a term applied to th~ chan~es produced in mi~ernl sub·
stances by mtense heat, not attended with fusion and leaving a solid residue,
and is ofren synonymous with oxidation. The term ustulation is restricted
to the metallurgic operations of roasting ores, to drive off the volatile matters,
as arsenic, &c. Calcination is oflen used to express the ustu!ation or burning
of carbonate of magnesia. This is to be performed in an earthen vessel at
a red heat. Exposure to the heat of a potter's furnace during the burning
of the kiln, is an exce ll ent mode of performing the operation. l\1ore commonly, the ~agnesia is burnt in an iron pot, which is objectionable,. as the
heat soon ox1dates the iron, and the oxide scales off and mixes with the
magnesia, which is seldom free from iron when prepared in this way.
Incineration, as the name expresses, is the operation of burning substances
for the sake of their ashes. lt is performed in obtaining th e phosphate of
lim e- the Cornu Ustum of the London Pharmacopreia . The bones are
burnt in an open fire until all the combustible matter is consumed .
.Distillation and sublimation have already been spoken of. The former
ls used for separating a more volatile liquid, as ether or a lcohol, from one
Jess so; for impregnating a liquid with the volatile principles of plants to
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thf' exclusion of other principles, as in lhe preparation of aromatic spirits
and walers; and for separating, by means of aqueous vapour, lhe essenLial
oils and volati le proximate princip les of the vegetable kingdom . The first
process is termed rectification . 'Vhen the second process is repeated with
the same liqu id and a fresh quantity of the plant, the operation is termed
cohobation. In submitting the solid parts of the vegetables to distillation in
the two !alter processes, it will be found advisable to expose them to the
action of vapour on a grate or in a basket, so as to preserrn them from
touching the bottom of the still, whe re they would be liable to be heated so
as to become t>mpyreumatic. Distillation is also used for obtainine- the
Yo!atile products which result from the decomposition by heat of subst'ances
of animal or vegetable origin. T he oils which are obtained in this manner
arc called cmpyreunwtic oils. Sometimes tbe result is an acid, as the succinic acid, and sometimes the volatile alkal i, as in the destructi\•e distillation
of animal substances.
Dispensing of .Medicines. A large portion of the operations of the apothecary is performed in the shop extemporaneously. In dispensing medi cines from the counter, he is continually called upon to put his previous
know ledge in practice, and often to subs titu te extemporaneous for the
regularofficinal formulre. Th<'re is no part of his business which requires
~or its proper perfo r rl_'lan~e so much ready knowledge and so accurate a
JUdgm<.>nt. A few directions, suggested by running the eye ove r the list
of preparations of the Pbarmacopo::ia, may be found useful.
lL may sometimes be necessary for the apothecary to make extemporaneously an aromatic wate r which is not usually kept in the shops . In this
case he is to prepare it by rubbing a drop of essential oil with one or two
grains of carbonate of magnesia, fo r every fluidounce of wate r, and filLering.
It is sometimes desirable to ap ply plasters prepared from lhe narcotic
herbs. These may be made extempora neously by mix ing the soft extracts
of the plant with about an equal weight of melted adhesive plaster, keeping
the mixture soft, and st irring it until the moisture is evaporated . The most
suitable material on which to spread plasters is soft white leather. A margin of half an inch should be allowed to remain arou nd the plaste r. rrhe plaster iron or spatula may be h~aled over the large spirit lamp, figu red in page
75!). A skilfulnpothecarywdl be able lospread
theplaslerun iformlyandevenly,withoutover- q
heating it so as to penetrate or corrugate the
leather. A convPnientinst rumentfordetermin ing the size and prescn·ing a straight edge,
consists of two squares made of tin and gra duated to inches, as in the annexed figure: or
_
pieces of paper may be cut out and pasted on
the l_eathe~, so. as to enclose a space of the
•
,
•
•
1
1
1
required drmensions. 'l1he plaster sbou lcl first
be melted on a piece of brown paper,and then
transferred to the leathe r, in orde r to prevent
its being applied at too g reat a heat.
Dccoctions and infusions are often ~rdered in prescriptions in the q,ua~
tity of a few ounces. A very convem.ent vessel for pr~paring them m 1s
the common nursery lamp, which consists of a cylindrical vessel, open at
~he side for a spirit lamp, and at the top to receive a tea pot or tin boiler.
I nfusions and decoctions may be kept during the hot weather, and for
many mont~s. by ~training them while hoL, and pouring them at once into
boules provided with accurately ground stoppers . The bonle must be en-
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tirely filled, the stopper being made to displace its own bulk of the liquid.
A common bottle witl1 a perforated cork stopper may be used, pro\•id('d the
hole be instantly closed, and the cork covered with sealing wux. The hotter
the liquid and the fr eer from air bubbl es, the better will the infusion be pre~
sen'ed.
The neutral mixture is known to be saturated perfectly, when it does
not aRect litmus paper either in its blue state or when reddened by acid.
For preparing this and the effervescing draught, it is advisable to keep in
the sh?p a solution of carbonate of potassa, containing an ounce to the pint.
The silica which this salt contains precipitates after a few weeks, and
leaves a perfectly clear solution; whereas that prE?pared at the time it is lo
be used, always becomes turbid after being saturated. The carbonic acid
which is extricated in the preparation of the neutral mixture, combines at
first, without effervescence, with the remaining carbonate and forms a
bisalt. This circumslance may lead, unless the solution be tested, to the
supposition that the mixture is saturated.
Powders are often mixed together with difficulty, by means of a pestle
and mortar, on account of their differing great ly in weight, or of their soft·
ness and compressibility. In these cases, frequent
stirring with a pallet knife becomes necessary to
produce a perfect mixture. In dividing powders into
doses, it. is very desir_able to fold the packages neatly
and of a uniform size. The powder folder repre·
sented m the figure is very useful for this purpose.
It may be made of mahogany or other hard wood.
It is important to the apothecary to ascerlain the best means of combining
substances which have no affinity for each other. 1.'his can often be done
by means of a lhird substance. \Yater can be saturated 'vith camphor by
means of carbonate of magnesia, and an aqueous mixture of any strength
may be made with it, by triturating the camphor with magnesia and shaki~g
the mixlure before using it. Camphor softens the gum-res ins and sohd
fats and oils, and may be rendered permanently miscible with waler, in
considerable quantity, by trituration with a fiflh part of myrrh. In preparing
oily emulsions in which gum Arabic or gum and sugar are the medium, a
sufficient quantity of water must be added to convert them into a thick
mucilage before adding the oil, which must then be thoroughly mixed with
it, and the remaining water added g radually with great care. Sulphuric
ether is rendered more solub le in water by trituration with spermaceti.
The mixture should be filtered to separate the superfluous spermaceti .
Mixtures that contain the resinous tinctures, should also contain syrup,
with which the lincturc should first be mixed, and the water th en added
very gradually. If a mixture contains laudanum and a fixed oi!, the former
should be first mixed with th e syrup, and the oil afterwards incorporated,
and lastly the water. The mixture will not otherwise be uniform.
In ordering pills, care must be taken to avoid the use of deliquescent
salts, and to deprive those which are efflorescent of th eir water of crystalli·
zation . The 1~a~s must be thoroughly incorporated previously lo being
divided; and this 1s particularly important when extracts of different degrees
of hardn ess enter into the composition. A section of the mass should be
throughout of uniform colour and consistency. Pills are to be rolled and
preserved in powdered liquorice root, which ought to be kept for use in a
tin box with a pcrfo~ated lid, like a pepper-box. ·when pills are of too
soft a consistence, a little liquorice powder may be incorporated with them
to render them more firm. Pills, into the composition of which gum Arabic
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ente rs, should be softene d with syrup and not with water, as the latter

rend ers the mass difficult to roll.
The proper cleanliness qf hi s vessels is an object of great importance to
the apothecary. Open vessels, as mortars and measures, are easily cleansed,
and should be wiped dry immediately after being washed. Fats and resins
are easily remo\•ed by pearlash, or tow and damp ashes, or sand . Red precipitate and other metallic substances, may be removed by a liule nitric or
muriatic acid. Bottles may be cleansed from the depositions which accumu Jate on their sides and bottom from long use in the shop, by a few shreds of
g rocers' paper and a liule clean wate~. 'l'he)'. are to be shaken so as to gi~e
the paper and water a cenlrifugal motion, which effectually removes th~ dirt
from the sides. They IT)ay be freed from oil by means of a little strong nitric
acid.after the action of which, water will thoroughly clean them. Long sticks,
with sponge or dry cloth at the end, shou ld be provided for wiping dry the
interior of flasks and bottles. A wire, bent at th e end into a sort or hook,
will be found useful for gelling corks out of bottles. A loop of twine will
also be found a very convenient means of effecting the same object. 'W hen
the glass stopper of a bottle is fast, it may often be loosened by genliy tapping its sides alt~rnately with the han~le of a paHe~ knife. Sometime~ a
drop or two of oil, alcohol, or water, will soften or dissolve the cementing
substance . lt will sometimes answer to wrap the stoppe r in a cloth, insert
it in a crevice or hole in a table or door, and twist the bottle gently and dexterously . Sometimes the stopper may b~ loosened by quickly expanding
the neck in the flam e of a lamp, and tapprng the stoppe r befo re the heat
has rt'acbed it. When the stopper of a bonle containing caustic alkali
adheres in consequence of the neck not having been wiped thoroughly dry,
it is almost impossible to loosen it, and the neck must be cut off.
The apothecary should be provided \Vith pallet knives of wood, bone, and
horn, as well as of stet'!. ltshould bean invariabl e rnle to clean every knife
and rrraduated measure immediately after it is used, and to put th e dirty mortars ~part from those which are clean. 'l'oo much particularity and order in
all the minute details of the shop cannot be practised. The counters and
scales should be cleaned once a day, and brushed as often as they become
dusty. The botlles should be replaced as soon after being taken down and
used as possible, and should on no account be chang:ed from their accustomed place on the shelf. For the prope~ preservation of leaves, H o\~ers,
aromatic powders, calomel,
ot~er medicines to which light is injurious,
the bottles should be coated with un foil or black varnish.
No apothecary shou ld be destitute of a set of troy weights;. as without
them he will find it difficult to comply with the officinal directions for the
preparation of his medicines. In dis~ensing medicines, no vial or par~el
should be suffen'd to leave the shop wnhout its appropriate label; and tlus,
in the case of prescriptions, should always be the physic!a.n's directioi:i as
to the manner of taking it, and not the name of the med1cme 1 unless 1t be
so directed by him. The prescription or a copy of it shou ld be retained and
numbe red, and the same number marked on the bottle or pa rcel. Every
thing connected with the shop, and th~ dispensing and putting up of medicines and parcels, should be characlenzed by neatness , accuracy, system,
and competent knowledge..
.
.
.
.
The apprentice who desires to qualify himself for his busrness should
carf'fully slndy Turner's Elements of C~emistry, and Faraday 's invaluable
treatise on Chemical Manipulation, which may be termed the hand.books
of his profession.
D. B. S.
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GENERAL 0FF ICINAL DIRECTIONS.

As all the processes of the United States and British Pharmacopreias arc
either described or fully detailed in the following pages, it is proper that the
prefatory explanations of the several Pharmacopreias should be introducei.l
in this place, in order that the reader may be prepared to understand the
precise signification of the terms employed.
The Pharmacopreias recognised in this work unite in the use of the troy
or .8poL11ecaries' pound, and its divisions of ounces, drachms, scruples, and
grains, for the expression of weights. Upon this subject the United States
Pharmacopcria has the following note, to which the ptlention of Apothecaries
is particularly invited. '' Ll is highly important that those engage>d in preparing or dispensing medicines should be provided with T1·oy weights of
all denominations; but, when these are not to be had, the same end may be
attained by calculating the Avoirdupois pound at 7000 Troy grains, and the
Avoirdupois ounce at 4:.37·5 grains, and making the requisite allowance.
Thus 42·5 grains added to the Avoirdupois ounce will make it equal to the
Troy ounce, and 1240 grains deducted from the Avoirdupois pound will
reduce it to the Troy pound." As the common \veights of the country are
the arnirdupois weights, and every apothecary is in possession of the lower
denominations of the Apothecaries' weight, viz. grains, scruples, and
drachms, there can be no difficulty in complying with the officinal directions. Both in the United States and British Phannacopmias, the quantity
of fluids is generally indicated by the liquid measure, consisting of the
gallon and its divisions of pints, fluidounces, fluidrnchms, and minims. It
is highly necessary that the apothecary should undl'Tstand that this distinction is rigidly observed in all the details which follow, and that when e,rer the simp le terms pound, ounce, and drachm are employed . they must
be considered as belonging to the denomination of troy weight. This caution
is the more necessary, as these terms are often confounded with the corresponding divisions of liquid measure, viz. the pint, fluidounce, and fluidrachm. (See tables of weights and measures in the Appendix .)

The London and Edinburgh Colleges, in the last edition of their Pharmacopceias, ha·ve adopted the imperial gallon and its divisions, instead of
the u:,ine gallon 'll'hich they b.efore eniployec~. In the United States and
Dublin Pharmacopreias the wmc gallon is still retained. This discrepancy
is very unfortunate, as no one denomination of the imperial measure corresponds exactly with the same denomination of the wine measure; and the
formulre, therefore, of the London and Edinburgh Coll('ges, so far as measures are concerned, when they agree in terms with those of the United
States and Dublin Ph~rmacop~ias, differ from them in reality; while in
other cases, though diffe r ing m terms, they may be quite or very ~early
identical. ll is very important that the apothecary sbould bear this distinction in mind ; and when he has occasion to carry into effect one of the
Lond~n or Edinburgh formu lm, that he should make the due allowances.
He will find, among the Tables in the Appendix of lhis work, a statem~nt
of the relative value of the several denominations of the imperial and wine
measures, and by consulting this statement will be enabled to convert the
forme r into the latter without difficulty. The measures kept in the shop

~:~~!~g~~s~da~~a~~~ ~~~~ri~~nt~1 t!1l:i~~;~~}~ns

of the wine gatlon; as this

In the Pharm.acopmia of the United States, and in those of the Edin·
burgh and Dublin Colleges, when the specific gravity of a body is given,
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it is considered to be at lhe temperature of 60° of Fahrenheit; in the London Pltarmacopr.eia. at 62°.
The Unit~d _States and London Pharmacopreias explain the term gentle
heat as sigrnfymg a lemperature between 90° and 100°. The Dublin College employs the terms superior, medium, and inferior heat, the first signi fying a temperature between 200° and 2 12° , the second betwee n 100° and
200 ' ,and the third between 90° and 100°. Fahrenheit's scale is referred
to by all the officinal standards.
flla ceration, according to the DuUlin Col(ege, is performed at a temperature bet\veen 60° and 90°, digestion at their ."inferior heat."
The London College directs that acid, alkalme, and metallic preparations,
tlnd salts of every kind, be kept in stopped glass bottles, which, for certain
substances, should be of black or green glass; the Dublin College, that mortars, measures, funnels, and other vessels in which medicines are prepared,
should be mad e of rna(erials containing neither copper nor lead. Eanhen
vessels, glazed with lead , arc therefore imprqper.
Whenever, in the United States and London Pharmacopceias, an acid
or an alkali is directed to be saturated, the point of saturation is to be ascertained by mea ns of litmlls or turmeric. For this purpose litmus or turmeric
paper is usually employed, the latter being rendered brown by the alkalies,
the former being reddened by the acids, and having its blue colour restored
by the alkalies. (See Lacmus and Curcuma.) The Londot"t College di rects
that, unless otherwise orderrd, bibulous paper should be used both for filtering liquors and drying crystals.
Piltrati~n by displacenient, or Percolation. In relation to this process,
the foll~1v111g <lirections are given in the United Stales .Plumnacup~ia.
"The kind of filtration commonly called displ.ace~1w1t, which is employed
in many of the processes of this Pharmacopre1a, is to be effected in the following manner, unless otherwise specially directed. A hollow cylindrical
instrument is to be used, somewhat conical towards the inferior extremi ty,
having a funnel-shaped term inat ion so as to admit of being inserted into the
mouth of a bottle, and provided internally, near the lower end, with a trans, verse partition or diaphragm pierced with numerous minute holes, or, in the
absence of such a partition, obstructed with some insoluble and inert substance, in such a manner that a liquid poured into the cylinder may percolate slowly. (See page 763.) 'fhe substance to be acted upon, having been
reduced to a coarse powder, and mixed with enough of the menstruurn to
moisten it thoroughly, is, after a maceration of some hours, to be introduced
imo the instrument, <l:nd ~lig.htly compressed upon the diaphragm. Any
portion of the maceraung l1qu1d which may not have been absorbed by the
powder, is afrenvards to be poured upon the mass in the instrument, and
allowed to eercolate. Sufficient of the m.enstruum is then to be gradually
added to drive before it, or displace, the liquid contained in the mass; the
portion introduced is in like manner to be displaced by another portion; and
so ?n till the required quantity of fi!tere<l liquor is obtained. If the liquor
which first passes should be turbid, it is to be again introduced into the
instrument. Care must be taken that the powder be not, on the one hand,
loo coarse or loosely pressed, lest it should allow the liquid to pass too
quickly, nor, on the other, too fine or compact, lest. it should offer an unnecessary resistance. Should the liquor flow too rapidly, it is Lo be returned
to the instrument, which is then to be closed beneath for a time, in order
that the finer parts of the powder may subside, and thus cause a slower percolation."
66
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The Edinburgh College gives directions for percolation under
the head of Tinctures. According to that College, "the solid
materials, usually in coarse or moderately fine powder, are moist-

cnrd with a sufficiency of the solvent 10 form a thick pulp; in
twelve hours, or frequently without any delay, the mass is pm into
a cylinder of glass, porcelain, or tinne~ iron, op~n at both en?s,
but obstructed at the lower end by a piece of calico or linen, tied
tightly over it as a filter (seejigure in the margin); and the pulp
being packed by pressure, varying as to degree with various articles, the remainder of the solvent is poured into the upper pan of
the cylinder, and allowed gr::idually to percolate . Jn order to obtain
. . _ the portion of the fluid which is kept in the residuum, an additional
i:iua.ntity of the solvent is poured into the cylinder, unt.il the 1i~cture
·which has passed through, equals in amount the splfil originally
presc ribed ."
The advantages of the process of percolation or.displacement are, that the
active soluble principlt>S of medicinal substances are in general extracted by
it more speedily, thoroughly, and economically than by any other mode;
that concentrated solutions of these principles are more easily obtained; and
that no_ portion of the impregnated menstruum ne~d be lost by remaining in
the sohd mass. lt is, howe\•er, liable to the objection, that considerable
experience and skill are nrcrssary to carry it _properly in_to effect, a~d that,
if improperly performed,_ it must often result 111 preparations very different
from those contemplated 111 the formulm. It should not 1 therefore, be resorted
to in the fulfilment of officinal directions, when any alternative is given,
~nless by indi\•iduals who have acquired th~ requisite skill by m~ch practice . Hence, both the United States and Edrnburgh Phannacopreias, when
di recting displacement in any particular case, frequently gi\•e another mode
of accomplishing the same object, better adapted to inexperience in the
operator.
Th~ so~rces of failure in this process are chiefly an i_mproper degr~e. of
commrnutJon in the substance to be acted upon, and an improper condition
of the mass after it has been introduced into the instrument. 1f thematerial,
be in too fine a powder, it resists or obstructs the passage of the fluid; if
too coarse, it allows the fluid to pass too rnpidly, and at the same time
opposes its cohesion to the solvent power of the menstruum. Jf merely
bruised, especially, if fibrous pieces of some length are intermixed, it causes
the fluid to make irregular channels and thus to act upon it partially. An
improper p~cking of the materia~ O?casions similar_ inconveniences. I ~ too
compact it impedes, if too loose 1t injuriously farilnates the passage of the
soh'ent, and if not uniform, it produces an irregular flow which necessarily
vitiates the rc::mlt. The liquid, finding an easier passage at one part than
another, flows more rapidly in that di rection , and thus makes channels by
which it may in g reat measure or wholly escape 1 with linle inRuence upon
the .mass. Bes ides, the uniform prog ressio_n by which each superadded
portion displaces thut immediately beneath it 1s broken, the successive layers
become intermingll·d, and thus one of the peculiar advantages of the process
is lost. The f?llowing obse r vations may be of some use in assist111g the
operator to avoid these consequences.
T he solid m~ter~al should in general be in the state of a uniform coarse
powdcr,_to whic_h ll is most conveniently brought by grinding in a comm~n
coffee-mill. If Its texture, however, be very hard, firm , and not easily
permeable by moisture, as in certain ba rks, woods, and ligneous roots, It
should be rathe r finely powdered. If, on the contrary, the texture be loose
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and spongy, and especially if the material be-disposed to swell up and form
a viscid mass with water, so as to impcde percolation, as in the case of
gcntian and squi!J, it may be advisable merely to bruise it in a mortar; though
care shou ld be taken to do this as equably as possible; and the substances
which req~1ire this treatment when wat~r is used, may come undC'r the general rule w1th another solvent , as alcohol or ether.
lt is gen~rally ~dvisable,. before int roduc ing the mate:ial into the instru ment, to 1111x it wJth a portion of the sokcnt , and allow it to Hand for some
time in another vessel. 1t thus becomes more penetrable and more easily
acted on by the menst ruum, admits of a more uniform packing, and, if liable
to swell wili1 water, undergoes this expansion where it cannot have the
effect of checking percolation . 'l'he quantity of liquid should be sufficien t
to form a soft pulp-like mass with the powder. ln general , a weight about
lrnlf that of the solid material will be sufficient, thou gh a much larger quan tity may be used if on any account deem ed advisable . 'l'he mac eration may
continue on the average about twelve hours; but a much shorter time wil l
often answer . lt has so metimes been recomme nded to pe rform this preliminary maceration in the displacement filte r, its lower orifice being closed
for a time. "With some substances this may be done without disadrnntagf;!;
but in all those instances in which the matt•rial is liabli: to swell considerably with water1 and thus to choke the passage, the maceration should take
place in another vessel.
'l'h e packing of th e material in the instrument is that part of the process
which most requi res experience in the openuor, and about which the least
precise rult's can be give n. Wh en mixed with a considerable portion of
fluid, it will often subside of itself into the proper stale; but generally it
requires some shaking or pressure, and the degree of the latter must be in
proportion to th e looseness of texture in the materialj reference, howe\'er,
being always had to its disposition to swe ll with water . Certain substances
in which this property is found, such as gentian and r hubarb, must n ot be
pressed compactly, when water is the solven t. As the jJCrcolation advances,
and portions of the substance acted on are dissolvt><l, lh e mass often becomes
too loose, and requires lo be again pressed down. Substances which are
apt Lo form with the menstruum an adbesi\•e and impermeable mass, such
as the rPsi ns and gum -resins, may be advantageously mixed, in the state of
coarse powder, with about half their weight of perfectly clean white sand,
as suggesle d by the late ..\Ir. Duhamel. (See .flm. Journ. of Phann., x.
l::J.) The sand separates the particles of the mass, and al!o11·s the menstruum
a readier access.
After the moistened material has bee n properly packed, the upper surface
should be made quite level, and then covered with a circular disk of tin or
filtering paper pierced with numerous minute holes; and, if the disk be of
paper, it should be kept in its place by pieces of glass rod . The solvent
is thus made to enter into the mass equably, and pre\·ented from forming
partia_t passages by bearin¥ upon one or a few points. Th e liqui~ is 1_1ow
to be introduced in successive portions, as stated in the officinal dJl'ections
above gi\'en, and in the general account of the process given at page 71..ij.
The fluid which first passes is generally tmbid. This should ht returned
into the instrument i and the same thing should be done with the portions
which pass successivt'ly, until the liquid comes away perfectly clear. If the
percolation be too rapid, pressure may be made upon the upper diaphragm
so as 10 render the mass more compact, or the instrument may bt.? closed
below fo r a time, as slated in the officinal di reclions. U cnce the advantage
of hnving a slop-cock near the lower end for regulating the discharge.
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When the percolation is too slow, it may be increased by the pressure of a
column of liquid, and this plan may someti mes be advantageously resorted
to when the powder is very fine, or large masses of material are operated
upon. (Seepa{!e 763.) Wlwn the object i~ to keep up_ a constant supply
of the percolating fluid, it may be accomplished by filling a long-necked
bottl e or matrass with the fluid, and inverting it over the filtering instrument, with its mouth beneath the surface of the liquid in the lauer.
Hot liquids may be used in the process as well as col.cl, and are sometimes preferable when the substance yi~lds its acti~·e principles more largely
at an elevated temperature. But there 1s often an inconvenience in employfog hot water; as it dissolves or renders g lutin ous substances not affected
by cold water, which are not requisite, and may eve n be injurious in the
preparation, and which tend to embarrass the process by filling up the
interstices of the mass, and thus rendering it less permeable.
Th e first portion of fiilered liquid is ''ery strongly impregnated, and the
portions which subsequently come away. are successively less so. It is
sometimes desirable 10 obtain the whole of the particular solvent employed.
Thi s end may be very nearly atlained by adding, at the dose of the process,
enough of another liquid to .supply the place of that retained in the mass.
It was Boul!ay's idea that the whole of tbe liquid contained in the moist
mate rial might be thus driven out of it or displaced by the one added, without any admixture of tlH· two. 'I' his, howeYcr, has been ascertained not to
be exactly true; and, however carefully the process may be conducted, some
mixture will take place. Hence, it is recommended, when one liquid is
added in order lo displace another, to introduce first a shallow layer of the
same liquid with that contained in the mass . ln someinstancc.s,thesolvent,
if consisting of two liquids, is resolved into these in the process. Thus, when
myrrh is subjected to percolation with proof spirit , the first liquid which
comes away is alcohol holding the oil and resin of the myrrh in solution .
There are very few substances to which the mode of fihration by displacement will not be found applicable, if due attention be paid to the
circumstances which require variations in the process.
JJistillafi(m. Jn the preface to the last edition of the Edinburgh Plwrrnacopa:ia, the following remarks are made in relation to this process. "In
the process of distillation, c?mplete suCCf'S~ cannot be easily allainc.Q, especially on the small scale, wJlhout the subsutution of a difl't!rent apparatus for
the retort an~ receiver commonly ~sed. In all operations, except where
inorganic acids are to be distil!ed, 1t is greatly preferable to use a globular

matrass (a) , lo which is fitted with a cork a tube (be). cut obliquely at its
lower end (b) , cur~·ed abo 1.:c at a somewhat acute angle, :rnd fined at the
other end lo a refngeratory. This refrigeratory consists of a. long narrO\V
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cylinder ((lf) slightly inclined to the horizon, and of a tube (ce) which passes
along the centre
the cylinder, and is fixed at each end, so that the space
between them i~ air-tiglu; and by mea_ns of a funnel (git) entering at the
lower end of this interspace, and an exit tube (di) from its upper extremity,
a s~ream of cold water n:iay be kept cons~an~ly run~ing, by which refrigeration and the cond~nsatton of vapours w1thm the inner tube are far more
efl~ctually accomplished than by any other mode that has hitherto been
devised." T he object of the oblique ending of the tube at b, is to prevent

or

any of the fluid which may be d riven against it, during the ebullition, from
passing along the tube . The i nner tube of the refrigeralOry should be
made of glass or block-tin, the outer may consist of glass, brass, copper, or
comrnon tinned iron . The end e of the central tube is either straight, or
curved d.ownward so that it may be inserted into a bottle, '~'hen the liquid
distilled 1s very volatile. By connecting the funnel with a crstern by means
of a syphon, and allowing the watt~r to flow out from the bent tube di into
a bucket or sink, the distillation may be allowed to go on for a long time
without supervision . Dr. Christison !:ltatcs that a refrigeratory, with the
o~ter tube a foot long, and an inch and a quaner in diameter, will be sufficient to condense the whole \'apour from a matrass holding two pints of

alcohol briskly boiling.

W.

ACETA.

Vinegars.
Under this title, in the United States Pharmacopcria, are included both
Distilled Vinegar and those preparations usually denominated lJlcdicated
Vi1ugars . The latter are infusions or solutions of various medicinal substances in vinegar or acetic acid. The advantage of vinegar as a menstru u m
is that , in consequPnce of the acetic acid which it contains, it will dissolve
substances not readily soluble, or altogether insoluble in wate r alone. lt is
an excellent solvent of the organic alkalies, which it cmwerts into acetates ,
thereby modifying, in some measure, though not injuriously, the action of
the medicines of which they are ingredients. A.El ordinary v inegar contains
princi1Aes which promote its decomposition, it should be purified by distillation before being used as a solvent. Infusions prepared with it, even in this
state, are apt to spoil in a short time; and a portion of alcohol is usually
added to contribute to their p rese r rntion. A small <juantity o[ acetic cth1.:r
is said to result from this addition; and, on the continent of Elirope, the
place of the alcohol is frequently supplied by an equal amount of concentrated acetic aci<l. I n consequence of their liability to change, the medicated vinegars should be made in small quantities, and kept but for a shor t
time.
W.

ACETUM DESTILLATUM. U.S., Lond., Ed. ; AcETUM DISTIL·
l.ATUl\I .

Dub. Di.'llilled Vinegar.

"Take of Vinegar a gallon. Distil the Vinegar, by means of a sand-bath ,
from a glass retort into a glass receiver . Discontinue the process when
seven pints shall have been d istilled, and keep these for use ." U. 8.
The London process is the same as that of the U. S . PharmacopCI!ia .
The Edinburgh proces.s is as follows . 11 Take of Vinegar (French. by pre ·
fe rence) eight parts: d1slil o~er with a gen~te heat, seven parts: ddule the
product, if necessary, with distilled waler ~ill the density is 1·005." The
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.Dublin College distils wine vinegar. The first tenth which comes over is
rejecled, the next seven-tenths are the" distilled vinegar," having Lhe sp. gr.
l ·005, and two-tenths are left bebind in the retort.
Vinegar is a very heterogeneous liquid, containing colouring matter, gum,
1

~t~~~/n~. ) h~ii~~~~t ~~odrt~~~ ~:~i~~ 1is~~~s d~~t~l/:i ~~n a\~o\~l~~~f~J~t;oa~~t~~
1 0

spirit (acetone), these being the most volatile ingredients; next the ace1ic
acid comes over mucb purified, but weaker than it exists in the vinegar, on
account of its being less volatile than water; and, if the distillation be stopped when the purn vinegar C('ases to come over, there will be found in the
retort a liquid of a deep-brown colour, ve ry sour and emvyreumatic, and
containing free tanaric and malic acids, bitartrate of polassa, and other substances . This statement explains why the last portion is not distilled. The
proportion preserved is seven-eighths according to the U. S., London, and
Edinburgh _Ph_armacopceias, an? seven-tenths according to the Dublin. The
residuary liqmd in the retort, 1f dil.ut~d with an eq~al bulk of hot _watc_r,
may be made to yield, by a fresh dtstd!ation, a quantity of weak acetic acid
equal to the residuary liquid, and of about the strength and purity of officinal
distilled vinegar.
Wine vinegar furnishes a stronger distilled vinegar than malt or cider
vinegar . The Dublin College gives l ·000 as the density of distilled vinegar;
but the product of different vinegars is by no means necessarily of the rnme
strength or density. The Edinburgh College, assuming that distilled vinegar
wil l have the sp. gr. of at IC'ast 1·005, directs that its density, when above that
number, shall be reduced to it. When brought to this standard, the College
states tbat 100 minims of it neutralize 8 grains of carbonate of soda. Jn
the U.S. and London Pharmacopreias, the strength of distilled vinegar is
indicated exclusively by its saturat ing power. According to our national
standard, a fluidounce is saturated by about 35 grains of the crystals of
bicarbonate of potassa; and by the London College JOO grains of it are stated
to be saturated by 13 grains of the crystals of carbonate of soda. The
saturating power of the different officinal distilled vinegars indicates the
following proportions of dry acetic acid per cent. ;- U.S. Pharmacopcr.ia3·U,
London 4·6, Edinburgh :1·01. Considering the ordinary pharmaceutical
uses_ ~f distilled vinega r, va'riations in its strength, limited as they are b_y the
qua!tues of different vinegars, are not important. Its purity is the pomt of
importance. lf, however, precision is attempted, the saturating power and
not the density must be indicated; and directions should be given for bringing a distilled vinegar which varies from the standard of saturating power, to
that standard by the add ition either of pure acetic acid, or of distilled water.
The reason why density cannot be depended upon, is that the specific gravity
is not in proportion to the strength. If the vinegar contain a good deal of
alcohol and pyroacetic spirit, the distilled product will be light, but ~ot necessarily weak. This remark applies particularly to disti.lled wine v1~1egar.
The Dublin College removes in part the ambiguity of denslly as an indication
of strength, by rejecting the first tenth which distils over; but by this rejection_, the more agreeable and arornalic part of the vinegar is lost.
The different Pharmacopceias, except the Edinburgh, direct the distillation of vinegar to be conducted in glass vessels; but it is generally distilled
in a copper alembic furnished with a pewter worm as n refrigerator. The
use of these metals, however, is hazardous, on account of the danger of
metallic impregnation. Mr. Brande has suggested that the refrigerator
might be made of very thin silver, a metal not acted on by acetic acid of any
strength. If this cannot be procured, the head and worm should be of
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glass or earthenware. Empyreuma is effeclual!y prevented by distilling
by means of sLeam.
P1·opertie11. Distilled vinegar is a limpid, colourless liquid, of a weak
acetous taste and smell , less agreeable than those of common vinegar. It is
whol~y volatilized by heat. lt is not a pNfe~tly pure solution of acetic
acid in water; but contains a portion of organic matter which rises in the
distill~tion. It is on account of the partial decomposi.tio~ of this impurity,
that d1~tilled vineg~r, when saturated wi.th an alkali, is !!able to be~o~e of
a reddish or brownish colour. 'Vh en distilled in m~tall1r. vessels, Jl 1s apt
to contain traces of copper, lead, and tin. Copper 1s detected, after satu ~
rnting with ammonia, by the addit i?n of fe rrocyanu_ret of p~tassium, which
produces a bro'rn cloud; lead by JOdide of potassium, which occasions a
yellow precipitate; and tin by a solution of chloride of gold, which causes
a purplish appearance. The two latter metals are discovered also by sulphuretted hydrogen, which occasions a dark-coloured precipitate . The
non-act ion of this gas proves the absence of metals generally . Distillt>d
vinegar should have neither an empyreumatic taste nor a sulphurous smell.
As usually prepared, however, it is so1~ewhat empyreumatic. Malt vinegar
contains a small proportion of sulphunc acid; but, when it is distilled, this
acid does not come over. If, however, s ulphuric acid should be acc identally present in distilled vinegar, it may be detected by chloride of barium
or acetate of lead. If muriatic acid be present, it may be shown by a precipitate being formed with nitrate of sil\'cr; and if nitric acid be an impurity,
the vinegar will possess the property, by digestion, of dissolving sih-er,
which may be detected afterwards by muriatic acid .
.Medical Properties and Uses . Th e medical properties of distilled vinc,gar are the same as those of common vinegar (See Jlcelwn); but the former,
being purer, and not liable to spontaneous decomposition, if: preferable for
pharmaceutical purposes. 1t is employed as the basis, with but few exceptions, of the two c!asst'S of preparations called" Vinegars" and "0xymel.:i."
Off.Prep. Emplastrum Ammoniaci, L ond., Ed.; Hydrargyri Acetas,
Dub ._: L iquor Arnmonire Acetatis, Lond., Ed., Dub .; Oxymel, .Dub.;
Plumbi Acetas,.Dub.; Piumbi Subacetatis Liquor, Dub.; Potassm Acetas,
Dub.; Sodre Acetas, Dub.; Syrupus Allii , U.S.; Unguentum Plurnbi
Compos itum, L011d.
B.

ACETUM
CANT UARIDIS .
11

CANTHAR!DIS. (Epispaslicum.)
Ed . Vinegar nf Spanish Plies.

Lorul.

AcETUM

Take of Spanish Flies, in powder, two ounces; Acetic Acid a pint

~~;;,e~~~a~~~~r1 ~c~.!ial~1~;~r~~n~1111 ~ ~~;~~!~1 ~~e~ 1 ~~~~~1, ~~n~~id

for eight
11
Takc of Cantharides, in powder, three ounces; Acetic Ac1dfiuefluid01111ces; Py roligneous Acid fifleea jluidowices; Euphorbium, in coarse
powder, half an ounce. Mix the acids, add the po\~·ders, macerate for
seven days, strain and express strongly, and filter the liquor.'' Ed.
This preparation is intended exclusively for e.xternal use, as a speedy
epispastic. It is said, when lightly appl ied_ by a brush, L? act as a rubefacient; and when rubbed freely upon the skin for three mmuLes, to be folJowed, in two or thrt>u hours, by full ves:ication. The pain produced by
the application, though more se\'ere, is also _more transient than that occasion~d by t l~e blistering cerate. From ~xpenments i:iade by l\lr_. Red~vood,
it may be rnferred that the p_rcparat1on proYes ep1spastic chiefly _1r not
exclusi,,eJy in consequencu of !ls acetic acid, and that it contains lmle or
the active principle of the flies. (Lond . Phann. Ttans., Oct., 18--11.) W.
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ACETUM COLCI-IICI. U. S., Lo1ld., Ed., Dub.
Vi1legar of
Colchicwn.
"Take of[dried] Colchicum Root, bruised, two ounces; Distilled Vinegar tu·o pints; Alcohol ajluidaunce. Macerate the Colchicum Root with
the ~istilled Vinegar, in a close glass vessel, for seven days i then express
the liquor, and set it by that the dregs may subside; lastly, pour off the
clear liquor, and add the Alcohol.
"Vinegar of Colchicum may also be prepared by macerating the Colchicum Rom, in coarse powder, with a pint of Distilled Vinegar for two days,
then. put~ing th.e mixture into ~n apparatus for displace_ment, gradually
Jrnurmg 111 Distilled Vinegar until the quantity of filtered liquor equals two
pints, and lastly adding the Alcohol.
"In the above processes, Diluted Acelic Acid may be substituted for
Disl illed Vinegar." U.S.
The London and Edinburgh Colleges direct an ounce of the fresh bulb,
sixteen fluidounces of distilled vinegar, and a fluidounce of proof spirit;
the Dublin College, an ounce of the fresh bulb, a pint of distilled vinegar,
and a fluidounce of proof spirit ; all macerate for three dnys, and proceed
as directed in the first process of the U.S. Pharmacopceia, except that the
Edinburgh College filters the expressed liquid, instead of clarifying il by
~est ~nd decantation.
The res~lting prepar_ations may be considered as
1dent1cal wiLh each other, and with the American; as the dried bulb of our
shops is probably not on an average much stronger than the fresh bulb in
Europe, and the proof spirit of the British Colleges is equivalent to linle
more than half its bulk of our officinal alcohol.
Vinegar is an excellent solvent of the active principle of colchicum; and
the organic alkali of the lauer loses none of its efficacy by combination with
the acetic acid of the former. The use of the alcohol is simply to retard
the spontaneous decomposition to which this, like most of the other medicated vinegars, is liable.
A1edical Uses. This preparation has been extolled as a diuretic in dropsy,
and may be given in gout, rheumatism, and neuralgia; but the wint!S of
colchicum are usually preferred . It is recommended by Scudamore to be
given in connexion with magnesia, so as to neutralize the acetic acid of the
mcnstruum. The dose is from thirty drops to two fluidrachms.
\V.

ACETUM OPII. U.S., Ed ., Dub. Vinegar of Opium. Black
Drop.
"Take of Opium, in coarse powder, eight ounces; Nutmeg, in coarse
p~wder, an ounce and a half; Saffron half an ounce; Su~ar twelve ounces;
Distilled Vinegar a sufficient quantity. Digest the Opium, Nutmeg, and
Saffron with a pint and a half of Distilled Vinegar, on a sand-bath, with a
gentle heat, for forty-eight hours, and strain. Digest the residue with an
equal quantity of Distilled Vinegar, in the same manner, for twenty.four
hours. Then put the whole into an apparatus for displacement, and return
the filtered liquor, as it passes, until it comes away quite clear. \ Vhen the
fillration shall _have ceased, pour Dist illed Vinegar gradually upon the mate1·ia ls remaining in the inst rument, until the whole quantity of filte1ed
liquor equals three pints. Lastly,add the Sugar, and, by means ofa water
bath, evaporate to three p ints and four fluidounces.
"In the above process, Diluted Acetic Acid may be substituted for Distilled Vinegar." U.S.
11
Take of Opium four ounces; Distilled Vinegar sixteen jluidounces .
Cut the Opium into small fragments, triturate it into a pulp with a little of
the Vinegar, add the rest of the Vinegar, macerate in a closed vessel for
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seven days, and agitate occasionally. Then strain and express,strongly,
and filter lhe liquor." Ed .
The Dublin. process is essentially the same as the Edinburgh, which \ms
adopted from ll.
The vinegar of opium has been introduced into the Pharmacopceias as
an imitation of, or substilllte for a preparation which has_been long in use
under the name of Lancas!~,. or Quaker's black drop, or ~imply Ulac/.:. drop.
The formula of the first ed1t10n of the U. S. Pharmacoprem was so deficient
in precision, and consequently so uncertain in its results, that it was aban doned in the second edition; but , as this objection was obviated in a process
~y l\lr. Charles Ellis, published in t~e American Journal of Pharmacy (vol.
i1., pnge 202), and as the preparation continued lo enjoy a considerable
degree of professional and popular favour, it \Ya.S deemed proper to i.-estore
il to its officinal ra nk at t he last revision of the Pharmacopreia. The U. S.
formula above given is esse ntially that of Mr. Ellis. It is, we think, preferable to the Edin~u rgh and DUblin f?rmula. In the latter we c~nnot but
suspect that there 1s some waste of opium; as Dr. Montgomery, m his observations on the Dublin Pbarmacopreia, states that lW('nty drops are equi valent to th irty of the common tincture of opium, thou.gh, in the preparation
of the latter, somewhat less than one-third the quantity of opium is used.
As common distilled vinegar is often very '"'eak, it would be best to employ
white wine vinegar, as directed by Mr. Ellis . T he chief advantage of the
black drop ove r laudanum is, probably, that the meconate of morphia is
converted by the ace tic acid into the acetate; though this has not been posi tively proved. In the original process, published by Dr. Armstrong, who
found it among the papers of a relative of the proprietor in England, verjuice, or the juice of the wild crab, was employed instead of vinegar. Other
vegetable acids also favourably modify the narcotic operation of opium; and
lemon juice has been employed in a similar manner with \'inegar or ve rjuicC>,
and perhaps not less advantngeously.•
T he vinegar ofopium may sometimes be advantageously used whe n opium
itself, or the tincture, in consequence of pecu liarity in the disease or in the
constitution of the patient, occasions so much headach(', nausea, or nervous
disorder, as to render its employment inconvenient if not im possible. It
exhibits all the anody ne and sopo rific prope rties of the narcot ic, with less
tendency to produce these d isagreeable t>ffi:-cts, at least in many instances.
It is of aboµt double the strength of laudanum, six and a half minims co ntaining the solnble parts of about one grain of opium, suppo3ing the drug to
be completely cxbausted by the menstruum. T he dose may be stated at
from seven to ten drops or minirns.
\V .

ACETUM SCILL!E.

U.S., Land., Ed., Dub .

Vinegar

of

Squill.
"Take of Squill, bruised,/our ounces; Distilled Vi.negar/u·o pints; .Alcohol a jluidounce. Macerate the Squill with the Distilled Vinegar, in a close
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glass vessel, for seven days; then express the liquor, and set it by that the

dregs may subside; _lasliy, pour off the clear liquid, and add the Alcohol.
"Vin(•gar of Squdl may also be prep~red by macerating the Squill,. in
coarse powder, with a pint of distilled Vinegar for two days, then putting
the mixture into an apparatus for displacement, gradually pouring in Dis-

tilled Vinegar until the quantity of filtered liquor equals two pints, and lastly
adding the alcohol.
" In the above processes, Diluted Acetic Acid may be substituted for Distilled Vinegar." U. S.
0

f

pi1~~ (i~ ;~(;r~~ ~~~:fi:e i~~c~~s{fi:e;,~i~~~~~~ J~~{p~e;~~[t ~;i!~). s!t:~~-)s~
proof spirit, and maceration with a gentle heat for twenty-four hours. The
Edi11hurgh Colleg~ directs jive oimces of dried squi!I,_ two pints ( l ~p.
meas.) of distilled vmegar, threej!uidounces of proof sprnt, and macerauon
for seven.,days . The Dublin College takes half a pound of rece ntly dried
squill, three pints of distilled vinegar, and four jluidounces of rectified
spirit; and macerates for seven days.
In th~ United States process
disp!accm~nt, the w~ol~ of the vinega r employed in the maceration, and mtroduced wnh the sq mil rnto the instrument,
should be altowed to enter the mass, before t he fresh portion of vinegar is
added . T he preparations of the several Pharmacopreias arc so nearly the
same that, for all practical purposes, they may be considered idt!ntical. T he
proportion of alcohol is rather less in the United States formula than in
either of the others. In the formula of the French Codex there is none;
but the vinegar is stronger than ou rs. The only object of the. alcohol is to
retard the decomposition of the ,·inegar of squill i while its presence is mrdically injurious by rendering the preparation too stimulating. It is best, therefore, to prepare the vinegar of squill frequently, and in small qua ntities, so as
to require little alcohol for its preservation . I n the preparation of the oxymel and syrup of squill, for which purpose the vinegar is chiefly us~d in
this c?untry, it shoul.d be empl~y?d wit hoot alcohol. The v!negar_ of squill
d_epos1ts, upon standmg,_a p r~c1p1tate which consists, accordrng to Vogel, of
citrate of lime and ta n111c acid.
Aiedical Uses. This preparation has all the properties of the squi!J in
substance, and is occasionally prescribed as a diuretic and expectorant in
various forms of dropsy and of pulmonary disease; but the oxymel and
syrup are usually preferred, as they keep better, and are less unpleasant to
the taste. The dose is from thirty minims to two fluidrachms ; but the latter
quantity would be apt to produce vomiting . It should be given in cinnamonwater, mint· \\~ater, or some _other aromatic liquid calculated to conceal its
taste and obviate its nauseating effecl.
Off. Prep. Mistura Cascarillre Composita, Lond.; Oxymcl Scillre, U.S.,
JAJnd., Dub.; Syrupus Scillre, U.S., Ed.
W.

?Y

ACIDUM ACETICUM CAMPHORA'l'UM. Ed., Dub. Camphoraled .llcetic .!lcid.
"Take of Acetic Acid sixjluiclounces [six fiuidounces and a half, Ed.];
Camphor half an ounce; Rectified Spiri~ a sufficient quantity. Re_dllce the
camphor to powder by means of the spirit ; then add the acid, and dissolve.''

D ub.

.

'l'he US'e of the alcohol is simply to facilitate the pulverization of the
camphor, and a few drops are sufficient. Acetic acid in its concentrated
state readily dissolves camp~1or. l n this preparation, the wbole of the camphor is taken up by the acid'. In consequence of the powerful chemical
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agency of the solution, an? its extreme volatility, it should be kept in glass
bottles accurately filted with ground stoppers.

Camphorated acetic acid is an exceedingly pungent perfume, which, when
snuffed up the nostrils, produces a stro~gl_y e.xcitant impression.• and may be
beneficially resorted to in cases of fainting or n e rvous debiltty. It is an
officinal substirnte for Henry's aromafir spirit of vinegar.
At ~pOlhecari.es' Hall, in London, an aromatic vinegrir is prepared by
dissolvrng the otls of clans, lavender, rosemary, and calamus, in highly
concentrated acetic acid. It is used for the same purpose aJ) the officinal
camphorated .ac~tic acid, bei.ng dropped on sponge and kept in smelling
bottles. A sundar preparat ion may b.e made exlemporaneously by adding
to a drachm of acelalc of potassa, cont~med in a stoppered bottle, three drors
of one or more of tbe aromatic volatile oils, and twenty drops of sulphunc
acid. (Pereira's Mat . .fifed.)
A preparation called ftiar:'lei/les vin~gar, or thieves' vinegar (vinaigre
des qualres i:oleurs), consisting essentially of vinegar impregnated with
aromatic substances, was formerly esteemed a prophylactic against the
plague and other contagious diseases. It is said to have derived its name
and reputation from the circumstance that four thiet·es, who, during the
plague at Marseilles, had plundered the dead bodies with impunity, confessed, upon the condition of a pardon, that they owed their safety to the use
of it. The aronwlic acetic acid of the former Edinburgh Pharmacopreia
was intend rd as a simplification of this nostrnm. It was made by macerating
for a week an ounce of rosemary,an ounce of sage, half an ounce of lavender, and half a drachm of doves, with two pounds of distilled vinegar, then
expressing the liquor and filtering. Origanum was afterwards substituted
for sage, and thirty fiuidounces of acetic acid for the two pounds of dis tilled
vinegar . l n the last edition of the Pharmacopccia the preparatiolT has been
abandoned. [n the ·present state of knowledge, it is hardly necessary to
observe, that neither the origina l nostrum, nor its substitute, has any other
power of protecting the system against disease than such as may depend
on its slightly stimulant propenics, and its influence over the imagination.

w.

ACID A.
Acids.
Acids, in chemical classificntion,nre those compounds which are capable
of uniting in definite proportions wilh alkalies, eanhs, and ordinary metallic
oxides, with the effect of producing a combination, in which the properties
of its constituents arc mutually destroyed . Such combinations are said to
be neutral, and are denominated sa!t.s. Most acids hat'e a sour ta:::te, and
possess the power of changing vegetable blues to red; and, though these
properties are by no means constant, yet they afford a ready means of detecting acids, applicable in praclicc to most cases. Thr above explanation of
the nature of an acid is that usually given; but, according to strict definition,
acids are compounds ha,•inga strongelcctro-ne.gati\'e energy, and, thrrefore,
possessing a powerful affinity for eleclro-posiuvc compounds, such as alka·
lies, earths, and ordinary oxides. It is this antagornsm in the electrical
condition of these two great classes of chemical compounds that gives rise
to their mutual affinity, which is so much the stronger as thr:> conlrast in this
respect is greater. l n the majority of cases, the electr?·negative compouf!d
or acid is an oxidized body, but by no means necessarily :::o. 'Vhen an acid
does not contain oxygen, hydrogen is usually present. These peculiarities
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in composition have given rise to the
of acids by some writers into
oxacids and !tydracids. Vegetable
th~ most part, contain both
oxygen and hydrogen .
The number of acids used in medicine is small; but among these are
to be found examples of the three kinds above mentioned.
B.

ACIDUM ACET!CUM. U. 8., Lo11d., Ed., Dub.

.!lcdic Jlcid.

"Take of Acetate of Soda, in powder, a pound; Sulphuric Acid hnlf a
Pour the ~ulphuric Acid imo a
glass retort, and gradually add the Acetate of Soda: then, by means of a
sand-bath, distil with a moderate heat, into a glass receiver, till the residuum
becomes dry. Mix the resulting liquid with the Red Oxide of Lead, and
again distil, with a modc~ate heat, to dryness." U.S. The sp .. gr. or.lhis
acid is 1·06, and 100 grains of it saturate t!3·5 grains or crystallized bicarbonate of potassa .
"Take of Acetate of Soda two pounds; Sulphuric Acid nine ounces;
Distilled Water nine jluidounces [Imperial measure]. Add the Sulphuric
Acid, first mixed with the Vlater, to the Acetate of Soda put into a glass
retort; then let the acid distil from a sand-bath. Care is to be taken that
the heat be not too great towards the end ." Lond. 'I'he specific gravity of
this acid is 1·0-!S, and JOO grains of it saturate 87 grains of crystallized
carbonate of soda.
11 Take of Acetate of Potassa one hundred parts; Sulphuric Acidf!ftytwo parts. Put the acid into a tubulated retort, and, at different intervals of
time, add the Acetate of Potassa, waiting after each ~ddition until the.mix:·
ture becomes cool. Lastly, with a moderate heat, distil the acid until Lhe
residuum is dry. The specific gravity of this acid is l ·074." Dub.

pound; Red Oxide of Lead a drachm.

1

1

in·~ ·~~~~~~~~nA~:!f~~ ~: ~:=~sa~ /la c~:1~t~;e~~~ ~~,~~ ~ffle;m~~:: (~ t~~~~u~l~~
3 bismuth), to:120° F.; and stir till the fused mass concretes again: puh•erize this when cold, and heat the powder again to 320°, with frequent stirring,
till the particles cease to accrete. Add six ounces of the powder to ni11e
jluidrachnis and a half or Pure Sulphuric acid, c~ntained in a.glass matrass;
attach a proper lube and refrigeratory, and disul from a fus1blr metal bath
with a heat or :320° to complete dryness. Agitate the distilled liquid with a
few grains or Red Oxide ~f Lead to remove a little sulphurous acid, ;:i\lo.w
the vessel to rest a fow mmutes, pour off the clear liquor and redistil ll.
The density is commonly from L·06a to 1·065, but must not exceed 1·0U85."

Ed.
These processes are intended to furnish a strong acetic acid. The Unitell
&ales, London, and .D11blin formulre are similar, consisting in the decom·
position of the acetate of soda or of potassa by sulphuric acid. A sulphate
or the allmli is formed, and the disengaged acetic acid distils over. Th~
acetate or soda, however, is on several accounts the best salt for decomposition. lts advantages are, its uniform composition in the crystallized state1
its giving rise to a residuary salt (sulphate of soda) easily washed out or the
retort, and the abundance in which it can be obtained from the manufacturers
of pyroligneous acid. (See Soda: Jlcetas.) On the other hand, acetate of
potassa is a deliquescent salt, and, therefore, liable to contain a variable
quantity of water, and to yield an acid of variable strength. Besides, the
residue of the process (sulphate of potassa) is not so easily removed from
the retort . fn either process, the acetic acid is apt to pass over contaminated
with a small quantity of sulphurous acid, wbich, however, may be removed
by a redistillation from a little red oxide of lead, as is directed in the U.S.
process. I n the Edinburgh process, acetate of lead is first freed from waterof
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c~ysta11i~ation

by hea~, and then distilled with sulphuric acid which combines with the protox1de of lead, and sets free the acetic acid which distils
over. As a ?oiling temperature is not conve~i:nt for drying, nor suffi~ient
for decompos1~g the acetate of lead. the requ1~1te temperature is obtained
by a bath of 01[ or fusible metal. The red oxide of lead removes the su lphuro~s acid by combining with it in such a way as to form sulphate of
protox1de of lead, by a transfn of oxygen from the oxide to the acid. This
process, wh en carefully conducted, furnishes an acid of the maximum
strength, consisting of on e eq . of dry acid, and one of water.
·
Before. proceeding to compare the different officinal acetic ac ids as to
den si ty, 1t is necessary to explain the nomenclature adopted in the se\•eral
Pharmacopceias, w~ich is somewhat confused. All these acids may be
arranged in three divisions, according as their density is high, low,or intermediate. The following table presents a view of their names and densities.
AcLT1c Acrn.

U.S.

[

Lond.

Ed.

l

D11b.

- - - - 1 - - - - - - - Acidum Ac~----

~:;~::'.,',~,~tr

j --- --- .;p/~051·0G3

w ---

By this tnble it is shown that th e name" Acid um Aceticum" means in the
Edinburgh Pharmacopreia the acid of maximum st rength, and in the other
Pharmacopceias, the acid diluted with water in var ious degrees. The acid
of full strength was injudiciously adopted, as an officinal preparation. by the
Edinburgh College. It is too powerful for convenient medicinal rrnployment, and unnecessary in the formulas for camphorated acetic acid. vinegar
of Spanish flies, and creasote mixture, the only ones in which it is employed by the College. Its density is given with g reat want of precision.
This is stated to vary commonly from I ·063 to HW5, but must not exceed
1·0685 ! ln other words, the acid may vary from maximum strength to containing 3 per cent. of water. The intermediate acid varies in density, as
seen by the table, according to the following numbers-1·074 Dub., J·OG
U.S., l ·0-18 Lon.cl., l ·034 Ed. Dr. Christison consider the name 11 Acidum
~ce1icu.m" as belonging only. to the stro~ gcst poss ible acid, an.d objects to
Jls a pplication to the intermedrnte aci~ (injudiciously called pyrol1gneous acid
by the Edinburgh College), becam:e It contains water in dilution. It is im possible to attain entire precision in pharmaceutical nomenclature; and
hence the name of an acid may be conveniently applied to it when not of
full strength, just as the name" Acid um Hydrocyanicum" is given to medicinal prussic acid by the Edinbur~h College, witho~t meaning the anhydrous acid. The weak acid (~c1dum ~ceti.cum Dilutum) is peculiar to
the U.S. Pharmacopreia, and w ill be noticed in ti.le nf'Xt article.
The specific gravity of acetic acid increases with the strength up to the
density of l ·07a5 (maximum), after which it decreases until it reaches
1·063, the density of the strongest acid. Th e following table, condensed
from one given by Pereira, on the authority of Mohr, as containing the most
67
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re-cent experiments, exhibi~s the sp. gr. of ace tic acid of di~erent strengt hs.
The officmal a nd commercia l acids am noted opposite to theJr seve ral densities . and the corresponding number in the column on the left gives the percentage of protohydraled acid in each.

""'1

olru:id .·
p,,
WO
00
07

no
80
70
GO
54
50
40

Specifir gra vit~·

\(::.~:r'

Hli.i:l
]·005 ~Accticacid, E d.
1·068
1·0 73
1·0735 Maximumdensity

1·070
1·067
1·063
i·OGO Acetic acid, U.S.
1·051

I

Specific gravity.

30
37

J·050Eng-lish pyroli!!ncousadd.
l·0-1.8 Acetic acid,1.ond

32

1.012

30
25
20

\·040

10
5
4

i G~.~~1~~{,)~tigncous

nrid

t ·O~I Pyroligncous aeid,Ed.

t·027
1·015
1·006
1·005 Distilled \'ine::rar, Ed., Dub.

The maximum density here given on the authority of Mohr (1·07:15), is
conside rably lowe r than that fixed by Moll erat (1 ·079), and agrees best
with the determination of Dr. T. Thomson ( 1·071 :1), which is st ill lower.
U p to the specific gravity 1·062, the density of acetic acid is a pretty acc.u·
rate index of its strengt_h; but above that specific g ravity, two. acids of cl1f·
ferent strengtl~s may corncide in ~ensity. Thus, by the t~ble, 1t i~ see~ that
an acid weighing 1·063 may be enher the strongest possible liqu_1d acid, or
an acid containing only 51 per cent. of such acid. Th e ambiglllty may be
removed by diluting the acid 'vi th.. a portion of wat.er, whe n, if th e density
be increas~d, the g iven speci~en is the stro~ger acid of .the two ha\•i ng the
same deflsny. A note refe mng to the Dublin acetic acid is excluded from
the table, on account of its density bei ng given at a hi g he r number ( I ·07-1)
than even the maximum of Mohr. Th e density of English and Scotch
p~;rolign co~s ~cid (pure acetic acid from wood) is given on the authorit}r._
of Dr. Christison.
The process adoptE'd in the Frencb Codex for obtai ning acetic acid, is
th e distillation to dryness of the acetate of coppe r (cry stals of Venus).
The distillation must be performed in a stonewa re retort , and is described
in detail by The nard . The water of crystallization of the salt being evapo-rated before the acid begins to rise, there is a <leficit>ncy of the former
liquid, necessary to hold the elements of th_e acetic acid t?geth er. Accord·
ingly, a part of the acid is decomposed, being rt'solved into water, and a
compound called pyroacetic spirit or acetone, which gives to the acid a
p ec uliar fragrant smell. For an accou nt of pyroacetic spirit and of its
m e dical applications, see .!Jppemlix.
P roperties. The acetic acid of the United States: London, and Dublin
Pharmacopreias is a colourless, infiammable 1 volatile liquid, havin g an acrid
taste , and fragrant, pungent smt•ll. h unites in all proportions with water,
and dissolves to a certain extent in. alcohol. l t is incompatible with the
alkalies and alkaline earths , both pure and carbonated, with metal lic oxides,
and most substa nces act.ed on by other acids . It is wholly volatiliz~d by
h eat , and yields no prec ipitate with chloride of bari um or nitrate of sil\'er.
The prese nce of copper, lead ,o r tin may be ~elected by ne utralizing the.acid
with ammonia, and testing successively with ferrocy anuret of potassmm,
iodide of potassium, and :rn lphuretted hydrogen, in the mann e r explained
under .flcetum Destillatwn. Thi s officinal acid consists of 1he st rongest
liquid acetic acid, diluted with a variable quantity of wate r. As is shown
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by l~e table just given, the United States acid contains 50 per cent. of waler
of ddution, and the London G:l per cent. The dilution of the Dublin acid
cannot be estimated from ?ilobr's table. but calculated from Mollerat's results,
it contains 3:3J per cent. of water. The saturating strength of the United
States and London acids is given under their respective formulas. The
corresponding acid of the Edinburgh College, called pyroligneous acid by
the College, is described at p. 4 l.
Protobydrnted acetic acid (Jlcirlum .llceticum, Ed., glacial acetic acid,
or radical ·v inegar) is a colourless, volatile, inOam~able liquid, possessing
a corrosive taste, and an acid, pungent, and .refres~rng smell. At the temperature of abou.t 40::1 it becomes a crystalline solid. Its sp. gr. is 1·0~3.
The anomaly of Its having first an increasing and then a de~rea~ing dens tty
upon dilution with water, has been already noticed . Acetic acid possesses
the property of dissolving a number of substances, such as volatile oi ls,
camphor, gluten, resins and gum-resins, fibr in, albumen, &c. As it attracts
humidity from the atmosphere, it should be preserved in well-stopped bottles.
Its combinaLions with salifiable bases are called acetat€'s. It consists of one
eq. of dry acid 5 1, and one of water !.1=60. The dry acid is composed of
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, and its formula is C~H 3 0 3 •
iUedical Properties and Uses. Acetic acid acts as a stimulant and rubefacient. Owing to its volatility and pungency, irs vapour is fr«?quently
applied to the nostrils as an excitant in syncope, asphyxia, and headache.
·when employed in this manner, it is generally added to a small portion of
sulphate of potassa, so as to moisten the salt, and the mixture is put in small
glass bottles wjth ground stoppers. The concenlraled ac id is only used
externally, and acts as a rubefacient, vesicant, or caustic, according to lhe
length of time it is applied. It is sometimes employed as a substitute for
cantharides, when a speedy blister is desired; as, for example, in croup,
sorethroat, and other cases of internal inflammation. It may be applied by
means of blotting paper or cambric 1:noiste11cd with the acid. It is a good
application to warts and corns, the vitality of which it frequently destroys.
It is also a valuable remedy in scaldhead. The different officinal acetic
acids am necessarily differcm in their medical applications. For producing
a blister, the Edinburgh acid is unnecessarily strong, and the London too
weak.
Off. Pr~p . Acetum Cantha_ridis, Lone/.; Acid um Acetic Lim qa~nphoratum,
Dub.; Acid um Aceticum Odutum, U.S.; Extractum Colch1c1 Aceticllm,
Loml.; i\lorphire Acetas, U. 8., Lond.; Oxymel, Lond.; Plum bi Acetas,
Lond.; Potassre Acew.s, U.S., Lond.; Zinci Acetas, U.S.
OJ[ Prep. of ,IJ_tidwn Jlcelicum, Ed .. Acetum Cantharidis; Acidum
Acet1cum Camphoratum; Mistura Creasot1.
B.
ACIDUM ACETICUM DlLUTU~l U.S. Diluted .!lcetic .!lcid.
"Take of Acetic Acid half a pint; Dis1illcd Water jive pints. Mix
them."
The acid result ing from the abO\'C form_ula is pecu_liar to the United States
Phar_macopceia. The object of ~a\•ing this prepa1:a11on, is to po~sess a weak
solution of pure acetic acid, which may_ be subst.1l~ted for distilled vi~egar
in all formulre in which nicety is required. D1sl1!ted vinegar contarns a
portion of organic matter, which is always darkened or precipi1ated when
this acid is saturated with an alkali, an occurrence which does not take place
when the diluted acetic acid of our Pharmacopmia is employed. .As the
/lcirlmn .llceticmn (U.S.) contains 50 per cent. of the strongest liquid acid,
it is easy to determine by calculation th~t the Diluted .flcetic .llcid will contain 4·51 per cent, of tbe same acid. Fifteen parts by weight of the London
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acetic acid, mixed with eighty-five of wat('r, will form an acid, having,
according to Mr. Phillips. the strength of th e London College distilled vinegar, and containing about 4 ·0 per cent: of dry acid.
Off. Prep . Liquor Ammoni~ Acetat1s, U. S.
B.

AC!DUM BENZOJCUM.

U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.

Benzoic

.!lcid.
"Take of Benzoin, in coarse powdrr, a pound. Put the B enzoin , previously thoroughly mixed with an equal weight of fine sand., into~ suitable
vessel, and, by means of a sand -bath, with a gradually mcreasmg heat,
sublime until vapours cease to rise. Deprive the sublimed matter of oil by
pressure in bibulous paper, and again sublime." U.S.
The L ondon College proceeds as above directed, except that it does not
mix the benzoin with sand before sublimin g. Th e E dinburgh College puts
a convenient quantity of benzoin into a glass matrass, and operates in the
same mann er. Th e Dublin College directs five parts of benzoin, triturated
with one part of fresh quicklime, to be boile_d in one hundre~and thirty parts
of water for half an hour, the mixture berng constantly Sll rred with a rod.
After having cooled, the clea r liquor is decanted, and the residue is boiled
with seventy parls of water, which is also decanted when cold. Th e liquors
having been mixed are evaporated lo one.half, and filtered through paper;
and one part of muriatic acid is gradually added. The precipitate produced
is separated from tl~e supernatant liquid, wash_ed with a small quantity of
cold water, dried with a gentle heat, and submitted to sublimation.
Of the two processes abO\'e described, the first is most simp le and easy.
The acid, which exists in the benzoin combined with resin, is volatilized by
the heat, and condensed in thC' upper part of the apparatus. Unless the
temperature is very carefully regulated, a portion of the resin is decomposed,
and an oily substance generated, which rises wilh the acid and gi,•es it a
brown colour, from which it cannot beenlirely freed by bibulous paper; and
this result somt>times takes place even with the greatest caution. The pro·
cess for subliming benzoic acid is usually conducted in a g lazed earthen vessel, surmounted by a cone of paper, or by another vessel with a small opening at lop , and a band of paper pasted round the place of junction. After the
heat has been applied for an hour, the process should be suspe nded till the
condensed acid is removed from the upper vessel or paper cone, when it may
be renewe_d , and the acid again remove~1, and thus alternately till colou:ed
vapours r1se. Mohr, after many expemnents, recommends the following
plan as unobjectionable. He considers the addition of sand nseless, and
even injurious by favouring the production of empyreumatic substances.
In a round cast-iron pot, eight or nin e inches in diameter, and two inches
deep, a pound or less of coarsely powdered benzoin is placed, and uniformly
strewed over the boltom. The top of th e pot is closed by a sheet of bibulous p~per, which is secured to the sides by paste. A cylinder of thick
paper m the form of a hat, just large enough to fit closely around the sides
of the pot, is then placed ove r it, and in like manner secu red by paste. A
moderate heat is now applied by means of a sand·bat h, and continued for
three or four hours. The vapours pass through the bibulous paper, whi~h
absorbs the empyreumatic oil, and are condensed in the inside of lhe hat m
brilliant white flowers, having an agreeable odour of benzoin. (.llmwl. der
Phann., xxix . 178.) The remaining acid of the benzoin may be extracted,
if deemed advisable, by treating the residue of the balsan~ with lime or ~ar
bonate of soda. From the mode of preparing benzoic arnl by sublimation,
it was formerly called flowers of benzoin.
By the Dublin process, the acid is exlracted from the benzoin by com·
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bi1~ing it. with a salifi.able.hasc ,a~d is .subs~quently pn~cipitated by an acid.

It is purified by sublimauon, which gives 1t _the peculiar silky lustre which
distinguishes iL The process of the Du_blm College is essentially that of
Scheele. Ca~bonate of soda may ~e suhsllluted '.or th.e lime, and su_lphuric
for the muriatic acid; and the prec1pitat~d benzo1c acid may be punfied by
dissolving it in boiling water, which will deposit it upon cooling. Sten house unites the process of Scheele with one proposed by Liebig. Afler
concentrating the solut ion of benzoate of lime, procured by boiling equal
pans of benzoin. and hydrate of lime with. water, he adds a strong solution
of chloride of lim(.', and subsequently a slight excess of muriaLic acid, and
boi ls Lill the chlorine is dissipated. 'l'he bleaching effect of Lhc chlorine
on the crystals of benzoic acid is thus obtained. The acid, however, rt>qui res
to be still further purified by repeated crystallization from small portions of
1
0

~~;~::ls \~~ti~~·col~u;li~~I:. a~~:;e c;r~:~ s~~sr:ir~e ae~~ }~[~)~0~~c~e;;~~~ t~!~~ •

obtained by sublimation, but not preferable in a medicinal point of view; as
th e small quantity of oil present in the subl im ed acid adds to its stimUlant
properties, and at the same time renders it pleasant to the smell.
Several other modes of extractin g the acid have been recommended.
The following is the process of Stolzt>. One part of the balsam is dissolved
in three parts of alcohol, the so lution filtered and introduced into a retort,
and the acid saturated by carbonate of soda disso lved in a mixture of eight
parts of water and three of alcohol. The alcohol is distilled off; and tile
benzoate of soda contained in the residuary liquid 1s dt>composed by sul·
phuric acid, which precipitates the benzoic acid. This is purified by
solution in bo iling water, which lets fall the acid wbl'n it cools. By this
process S10lze obtained 18 per cent. of ac id from benzoin containing 19 ·425
per cent. By the process of Scheele (1hat of the Uublin College) he ob·
tained 1 :~ · 5 per cent.; by the agency of carbonatt' of soda, l:t per cent.; by
sublimation only 7·6 per cent. Nevertheless, Mr. Brande says that the
last process is on the whole the most economical. According to this author,
good benzoin affords by sublimati~n from IO to 1.5 per cent. of the acid
contaminated with empyreumatic oil, and about U per cent. of the purified
acid.
P1·operties. Sublimed benzoic acid is in white, soft. feathery crystals, of
a silky lustre, and not pukerulent. From solution the acid c rystallizes in
transparent prisms. 'Wh(;'n quitl~ pure it is inodorous: but prepare-cl by
sublimation from the balsam, it has a P"'culinr agreeable aromatic odour,
dependent on the presence of an oil, which may be separated by dissolving
the acid in alcohol, and precipitating it with wate r. lts taste is warm,
acrid, and acidulous . l t is unalterable in the air, but at 230° melts, and
at a somewhat higher temperature risl.'s _in suflOcali~g vapours. It is in·
flammable, burning without residue. It 1s Vt'ry s_paringly solub le in cold,
but is dissolved by about twenty·four parts of boiling waler, which deposits
it upon cooling. It is soluble in alcohol, and in concentrated sulphuric and
nitric acids, from which it is precipitated by water. Th e fixed oils also
di:::solve it. It is entirely dissoh:ed by soluti~n of potass:i, and precipitated
from the solutio~1 by muriatic acid. lt~ solu~10n rcdde_ns litmus paper, and
it forms salts \nth s:ilifiable bases; but its acid properties are not powerful.
Benzoic acid is supposed to consist of a peculiar hypothetical body callt:'d
benzyle, and oxygen; and in the ~ncombined state it always contains water.
Benzyle consists of founeen equivalents of carbon 84, fiv~ of hydrog~n 5,
and two of oxygen 16= 10.). The crystallized acid contams one equiv. of
benzyle 10:>, one of oxygen 8, and one of water 9=l22. lt cannot be de670!
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prived of its water.by heat, but sometimes loses it in combination. Benzo_ic
acid is a characteristic constituent of the balsams, and has been found m
various other vegetable, and some animal products.
Medical Properties and Uses. Benzoic acid is irritant to the alimentary
mucous membrane, and stimulant to tJ.rn system, and has been thought to
be expectorant; but it is seldom used internally except as a constituent of
one or two bfficinal preparations. It was proposed by Dr. Alexander Ure
as a remedy for uric acid depositions in the urine, and for the chalk-like
concretions, consisting of urate of soda, in the joiots of gouty individuals.
He supposed it to operate by converting the uric into hippuric acid, and
consequently the insoluble urates in lo ~oluble hippurates. lt appears, however, from the observations of Mr. Baring·Garrod and Mr. Keller, that such
a transformation of uric acid does not take place, but that the benzoic acid
jg itself converted into hippuric acid, which is always found in the urine,
when the former acid i~ taken freely. The quantity of uric acid in the
urine remai ns undiminished. In consequence of the acid state of urine
produced by thf' benzoic acid, it has bee~ found useful in the phosphatic
variety of gravel ; though its bene ficial influence, being purely chemical,
continues only during its use . (Journ. de Phann., :Je sir., ii. 3~7 . , iii . 4 1.,
jv. 307.) A convenient mode of exhibition is to give the acid with four
parts of phosphate of soda, or one part and a half of bi borate of soda. which
enable it to be readily dissolved by water. The dose is from IO to 30
grains. It is an ingredient in some cosmetic washes, and has been t-mployed by way of fumigation as a remedy in affections of the skin.
Off. Prep. Tinctura Opii Ammoniata, Ed.; Tinctura Opii Carnphorata,
U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Unguentum Sulphuris Compositum, U.S.

w.

ACIDUM HYDROCYANICUM. U.S., Ed. Acrnu>t HvnnocvLand. AcrnuM PRusstCU.l\I. Dub. Hydrocya11ic .r1cid.

AN1cuM DILUTUM.

Pnissic .!lcid. Cyanohydric .1cid.
"Take of Ferrocyanuret of Potassium two ounces; Sulphuric acid an
ounce and a half; Distilled Water a sufficient qiw~tity. Mix the acid with
four fluidounces of distilled water, and pour the m1xrnre, when cool, into a
glass retort. To th is add the Ferrocyanuret of Potassium, previously dis-

~::t~~e~n ~~te~u/~t~u~c:~oJ!a ~i:~~:~~r~a~t~~·ha~~~r ::t~~~1e~uit~~~nt:e~n°!
retort, distil, by means of a sand.bath, with a moderate heal, six flui<lounces.
Lastly, add to the product five ftuidounces of Distilled Water, or as much
as may be sufficient to render the Hydrocyanic Acid of such strength, that
12·7 grains of nitrate of silver, dissolved in distilled water, may be accurately saturated by 100 grains
the acid.
"Hydrocyanic Acid may be prepared, when wanted for immediate use,
in the following manner .
"Take of Cyanuret of Silve r fifty grains and a half; Mu riatic Acid
forty-one g_rains; Dist illed Water a jluidounce. M ix the Muriatic Acid
with the Distilled Water. add the Cyanuret of Silver. and shake the whole
in a well-stopped vial. When the insoluble matter has subsided, pour off
the clear liquor and keep it for use. Hydrocyanic Acid should be kept in
closely stopped bottles, from which the light is excluded." U.S.
rrhe processes of the London College for medicinal hydrocyan ic acid,
and for that extemporaneously obtained, are the same as those of the U.S.
Pharmacopceia; the latter having been adopted from the former.
0
Take of Ferrocyanide of Potassium three ounces; Sulphuric Acid tw,o
jluidounces; Water sixteenjluidounces [lmp . meas.]. Dissolve the salt m

or
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eleven fluidounces of 1he water, and put the solution in a matrass with a
Jiule sand : add the acid, previonsly diluted with five fluidounces of the
water a~d allowed to cool: connect the matrass with a proper refrigeratory:
distil wnh a gentle heat, by mea~s of a sand-bath or naked gas flame_, till
fourteen fluido~nces pass over, or ~di _the residnum begins to .froth up. Dilute
the product w1th distillecl water t11l 1t measures sixteen fiu1dounces ." Ed.
"'l1ak e of Cyanuret [Bicya nuret] of Mercury an ounce; Muriatic Acid
seven jluidrachms; '\i\.7ater eight jluidounces. From a glass retort, distil
into a refrigerated receiver, eight fluidounccs, to be kept in a .well stopped
bonle, in a cool and dark place . Th e specific gravity of this acid is 0·99~."
JJub.
Hydrocyanic acid was admilted as an officinal into the French Codex in
18 18, imo the first edition of the United States Pharmacopreia in 1820,
into the Dublin Pharmacopreia in 1826, into the London in JeJ;J6, and into
the Edinburgh in lel:39. 1t is now made by two officinal proccsses,-from
the ferrocyanuret of potassium in the U.S ., London, and Edinburgh Pharmac?preias, and from the bicyanuret of mercury in the Dublin. It is also
obtamed by an extemporaneous process, when wanted for immediate use, in
the U. S . and London PharmacopCEias, by decomposing the cyanuret of silver.
When ferrocyanuret of potassium is dec9mposed by sulphuric acid, the
residue in the retort is bisulplrnte of potassa, mixed wi1h a compound of two
eqs. of cyanuret of iron and one of cyanuret of potassi~m (Everitt's salt) .
Two eqs. of ferrocyanuret, 2(FeCy+2KCy), react with six eqs. of by~
drated sulphuric acid, 6(S0 3 +HO), and produce three eqs . of hydrated
bisulphate of potassa, :1(KO,:lS03 +H0), together with one eri. of E\'erin's
salt, 2FeCy+KCy, which remain in the retort, and three e~s. of hydrocyanic acid, ;JHCy, which distil over. Everilt's salt, so named from its
discoverer, called biferrocyanuret of potassium by Dr. Pereira, is yellow
according to Mr. Everitt; but Dr. Pt:'rc>ira, who prepared it with the greatest
care, always found it white. lts constitution (2FeCy+KCy) is precisely
the converse of that of ferrocyanuret of potassium (FeCy +2KCy).
The rationale of the U.S. and London process for obtaining hydrocyanic
acid extemporaneous ly is exceedingly simple. The reacting materials are
single e~uivale nts respectively of cyanuretof silver and muriatic acid. These,
by double decompos iti on, generate hydrocyanic acid which dissolves in the
water, and chloride of silve r which subsides, and from which the acid is
poured off when clear. (Sec .!/rgenli Cyanuretwn.) As the cyanuret of
silver is obtained by the use of hyclrocyanic acid, ilseems, at first view, a useless procedure to expe nd the acid to make the cyanuret, with the intention of
decomposing this afterwards to get the acid. But the extemporaneous process is useful to country practitioners; because the acid will not generally
keep. A portion of hydrocyanic acid, if kept by a practitioner, may ~poi!
on his hands, before he has occasion to use it; but if he supplies himself
with a portion of cyanuret of si lvn, he may readily at any moment prepare
a small portion of the acid, by following the directions of the formula.
1
rhe JJublin process is that of Gay-Lussac, with the use of a certain
amount of water of dilution. T1vo equivalents of hydrogen from two equivalents of muriatic acid form two equiva lents oi hydrocyanic acid with the
two equivalents of ~yanog(m in the .bicyanuret. of m~rcury, while the two
equivalents of chlorine form one equiva lent of b1chlor1de of mercu.ry, or corrosive sub limate, with the one equ i valent of mercury. The Du him College
uses a li ttle more than the equivalent quantity of muriatic acid, to ensure
the complete df"composition of the bicyanuret.
.
The French Codex of 1837 gives the following process for hydrocJ'.arnc
acid in place of the three formerly contained in that work. Take of btcya-
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nuret of mercury thirty parts; muriaLic. acid (s p. gr. 1·17) luw1ty parts.
Reduce the bicyanurel to powder, and mtroduce it into a small tubulatcd
glass retort, place~ over a f~rnace . Adapt to its neck a t.ube about 1:3 inches
Jon rr, and half an inch in d1ameter,a nd filled one.half with pieces of marble,
and° tbe remainder with chloride of calcium. To this tube, arranged nearly
horizo ntally , adapt a smaller one, bent at a riglu angle, and plunging into a
~raduated

tube.

surroun~ed

with a mixture of common sall and pounded

ice. The apparatus being thus arranged, and the junctures well luted,
add the muriatic acid; and, having allowed the action to take place for a few
moments in the cold, apply the heat gradually and cautiously. 'Vh en the
action is over, drive forward any acid which may have condensed in the
Jarge tube, by means of a live coal brought near to it and passed along its
whole hrngth. The quantity of acid found in the graduated tube is mixed
with either six times its bulk, or eiglu and a half times its weight of distilled water . In case the acid is weighed, the operator must carefully avoid
its deleterious vapours.
Th e abo\•e prncess is Gay-Lussac's, and, therefore, the sa me in principle
as the Dublin. ln the first part of it, Gay-Lussnc's strong acid is obtai ned
in the graduatl•d tube , and this is afterwards diluted to a given extent with
water . \Ve ha\'e not found it stated what is the saturating ~trength of the
CoJex acid; but from the method of preparation, we shou ld suppose it to
be mucl1 strongc~· than is ~afc for a med.icinal acid. The .o~ji::ct ?f the
marble and chloride of calcium is to detain , the former munauc acid, the
latter water; so that it is probable that the acid in the g raduated tube, if not
anhydrous, is al least prt>tly strong.
Another process for obtaining med icinal hydrocyanic acid, proposed by
Dr. Clarke, and adopted by Mr. Laming, is by th e reaction of tartaric acid
on cyanurel of potassium. in solution . Mr . Laming's .formula is as r?ll?ws.
Dissolve twenty-two grams. of the cya~uret in six flu.1drachm s .or d1st1U~d
water, and add to this soluuon fifty grams of crystallized tartari c acid dis·
solved in three fluidrachms of rectified spirit. Crystallized bitartrate of
potassa precipitat~s. and each fluidrachm of the clea r decanted liquor contains one grain of pure hydrocyanic acid. (Pereira, Elem. lllat . .Med.) Th e
reaction in this process takes place between two eqs. of tartaric acid, one
or cyanuret or potassium, and one or water. The water is decomposed, and
the tartaric acid, potassium, and oxygen unite to form the bitartrate, and the
cyanogen and hydrogen to form tht> hydrocyanic acid. Although Dr . Pe·
reira considers this process to have several advantages, yet he very properly
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(See. Potassii Cyanurelurn.)
Li ebig recommends the decomposition of cyanuret of potassium with hydrated sulph uric ac id. In this case the products of the double decomposition
are su lphate of pot?ssa and hydrocyanic acid . A n y cyanate of potassa
prese~t as a n impunty is at the same time decomposed, and the ammonia
resuhrng from the cyanic ac id unites with the sulphuric acid, so as to form
a super~ulphate .. The mode of proceedin~ is to distil one part of t!rn c~a
n~rel, di ssolved m two parts of water, wuh one part or sulphu~1c acid,
diluted w ith three parts of water. 11 he hydrocyanic acid obtained 1s much
stronger than t~~ m~dicinal acid; but it may be reduced to any desir~d stand·
ard, by ascerta1~1~g its strength by nitraie of s ilver, and then adding. a proper
proportion of d1st1lled water, as determined by an obvious calculat1on.
Th e processes, thus far given, are intended to furnish a dilute hydrocyanic acid for medicinal purposes. The methods of obtaining the anh.'Jdrous or pure acid are somewhat different. Vauquelin's process is to pass
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a ~urre~t of hydrosulphuric acid ga~ over the_ bicyanuret of mercury con ·
ta1ned m a glass tube , connected w1tl.1 a receiver kept cold by a freezing
mixture of ice and snit. The first third only of the tube is filled with the
bicyanurct; the remaining two·thi rds be ing occupied, half with carbonate of
lead, and half with chloride of calcium. Another process for the anhvdrous
acid is that of Gautier, the ~etails of wh ich are thus given by Beizrliu~.
The ferrocyanuret of potassium is fu~ed without access of air, whereby 1t
is converted into a mixture of cyanuret of potassium and carburet of iron .
The mass obtained , after having been pulverized and placed in a ffask, is
slightly moistened with water, and acted on wit~ muriatic acid, added by
small porlions al a time.. By a doub!e decomposition bel_wecn the cyunuret
and muriatic acid, chloride of potassium and hydrocyan1c acid are formed.
The flask is then plunged into hot waler, which causes the hydrocyanic
acid to be disengag~d in lhe ~orm of vapou r. This is passed through a
tube containing chloride of calc1um,and finally received in a small flask kept
cool by a freezing mixture.
The process of \ VOhler for the anhydrous acid is substantially the same
as that of Liebig, given in the preceding page. The cyanuret of potassium
selected is a black cyanuret, formed by fusing together 8 parts of dry ferrocyanuret, 3 of ignited cream of tartar, and I of charcoal in fine powder
in a covered crucible. This is better than Liebig's cyanuret, which con tains a large amount of cyanate of pOlassa. The cyanuret, while still warm,
is exhausted by(} parts of wate r, and the clea r solution, placed in a retort,
is decomposed by cold dilute sulphuric acid, gradually added . The hydrocyanic acid is condensed first in a U-shaped wbe, containing chloride of
calcium, and surrounded with ice-cold water, and afterwards in a small boute,
connected with the U~shaped conde nser by a narrow tube, a nd immerst•d
up to lhc neck in a mixture of ice and sail. After the acid has condensed
and been de hydrated in the U-tube, the cold water s urrou nding it is w ilhdrawn by a s iphon, and replaced by water al a temperature between 85°
and 90° Fah., whereby the anhydrous acid is made to distil over into the

small bottle. (Chem. Gaz., No. 9o, p. 399.)
Properties of lite 1'fedicinal //cid. 1-lydrocyanic acid , in the medicinal
dilute state, is a transparent, colourless, volatile liquid, possessing a taste at
first cooling, afterwa rds somewhat irritating, and a peculiar smell. It imparts a s light an d evanescent red colour to litmus . If it reddens litmus
strongly and perma nen tl y. the fact shows the presence of some acid im purity. It is liable to undergo decomposition if exposed to the light, but is
easily kept if the bottle ~ontai~i~g it is covered with black .paint, or black
paper. Its most usual 11npurJL1t>s a re sulphuric and muriatic acids; Lhe
former of which may be deleCted by evaporating a smaJl ponion of the SUS. pected acid , when this impu rity will remain; and the latte r, by precipitating
w ith nitrate of silver, when so much of the precipitate as may be chloride
of silver will be insoluble in boiling nitric acid, while the cyanuret of silver
is readily soluble. The presence of these acids in slight amount is injurious, only in so far as they render the strength of the acid uncrrtain . lndeed, i\J r. Barry, of LonJon, adds a small portion of muriatic acid to all his
medicinal hydrocyanic acid, in order lo preserve it. (Pereira.) Jn opposition to the idea that the mineral nci<ls are preservativf' agents, Dr. Christison
remarks _that he has known medicinal bydrocya.nic acid from ferrocyanur~t
or potass ium to keep perfectly well. ~It hough nitrate or baryta, added to 1t,
dicl not produce the slightest mud_dme~s . H le~d be µresent, it may .he
detected by means of hydrosulphunc acid gas, which will cause a blackish
discoloralion or precipilate. Hydrocyanic acid is incompatible in prescrip-
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tions with nil rate of silver, the salts of iron and copper, and most of lhe salts
of mercury.
The medicinal acid is of different strengths, as ordered by the different
phar.maccUlical aulhorities. Formerly its stren~th was indicated by its
specific gravity, which is lower in proportion as it 1s stronger ; but this mode
of estimate has been generally abandoned. The Phar macopa::ias now, with
the exception of the Dublin, rely on the saturating power as an index of
strength. According to the United States and London form~la, I OOgrains
of the acid must accurately saturate 12·7 grains of nitrate of s il ver, dissolved
in distitled water, and produce a precipitate (cyanuret of s ilver), which,
when washed and dried, shall weigh ten grains, and be wholly soluble in
boiling nitric acid .. An acid of this stre_ngth contains two p~ r ce~L. of the
pu re anhydrous acid. The t_est of enti re solubility in ~oiling nrtric ac.id,
applied to the precipitate obtained by_ nitrate of silver, is rnt~nded to ven~y
its nature; for if the hydrocyanic acid contain muriatic ac1d 1 part of this
precipitate would be ch loride of silve~, not soluble in the boiling acid. The
Edinburgh acid is directed to contain about :1·22 per cent. of anhydrous
acid. The mode laid down by the College for testing its strengL11 by nitrate
of silver, admits of a variation in this particular; the stronge r allowable acid
being one-tenth st ronger than the weaker. The Dublin acid, according to
Dr. Barker, contains l·(j per cent. of the anhydrous acid . The hydrocyanic
acid of the French Codex is evidrnlly much :stronger than any of these acids.
P1·op_erties of the .!Jnh!Jdrous .!J.cid. Hydrocya~ic acid , perfectly free !r.om
water, is a colourless, transparent, inflammable hquid, of extreme volatd1ty,
boiling at ~0°, and congea ling at 5° . Its sp. gr. as a liquid is 0·0969, at the
temperature of 04°; and as a vapour 0·942;3. I ts taste is at first cooling,
afterwards burning, with an after-taste in the throat like that of bitter
almonds ; but from its extremely poisonous natu"re, it must be tasted with
the utmost caution. [ts odour is so strong as to produce immediate headache
and giJdiness; and its vapour so deleterious that it cannot be inhaled \YiLhout
the greatest danger . Both water and alcohol dissolve it readily. It is much
more prone to undergo decomposition than the dilute acid. In the course
of a few hours it sometimes begins to assume a reddish -brown colour, which
~ecomcs gradually deeper, till at length the a~id is c?nverted into a bla~k
11quid, which exhales a strong smell of ammonia . l t 1s a very weak acid m
its chemical relations, a~d reddens litmus but slightly. It does not fonn solid
compounds with metallic oxides, but a cyanuret of the metal, the elements of
water b.eing exha ~ ed . According to Sobrero, hydrocyanic acid is generated,
in sensible quantit ies, by the action of weak nitric acid on the volatile oils
and resins. Though a product of art, it exists in some plants. It is, however, a matter of doubt, in many cases in which it is extracted from vegeta·
bles, whether it is an educt or a p_roduct. {See ./J1nygdala .!Jrnara.)
Compo~ition, ~·c. Hydrocyan1c acid co nsists of one eq. of cyanogen
26,and one of hydroge n 1= 27; or in volumes, of one vo lume of cyanogen
and one volume of hydrogen wit~oul conde_nsation. Cyw10~en i~ a colourless gas, of a slrong and penelrat1ng smell. inflammable, and burn mg with a
beautfful bluish-purple flame. Its sp. gr. is 1·8 157. It was disrO \'ered in
1 8 1 ~ by Gay-Lussac, who co nsiders it a compound radical, which 1 when
ac idified by hydrogen, becomes hydrocyanic acid . I t consists of two eqs. of
carbon J:i, and cine of nilrogen 1-l=:tG: or, in volumes, of two volumes
of carbo~ \'a pour, and one volume of n it~ogen, condensed into one volume.
The ultimate c~ustituents of hydrocyamc acid are, therefore, t1,·o eqs. of
carbon, one o( nllr?ge~, and_ one of hydrogen:
Hydrocyan1c acid, ma dilute state, was d iscovered in 1780 by Scheele,
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who correctl.v stated its constituents to be car~on, nitrogen, and hydrogen;
bnt thl' peculiar way in which tht>y am combined was firsl ascertained by
Gay-Lussac, by whom also the anhydrous acid was first obtained .
.Medical and Tu xicological Properties. [-lydrocyanic acid is the most

deadly poison known, proving-, in many case~, almost instantaneously fatal.
According to Dr. ME>yer, it acts by paralysing the heart, induced by the
topical application of the poison to the organ, conveyed in the blood.

One

or two drops of .the pure ac_id are sufficient to kill a \·igorous dog in a few
seconds. Notw1thsta.nding Its tremendous energy as. a poison~ it has been
ventu.red upon in a dilu te state as an anodyne and ant1spasmo<l1c. Though
occns1onally resorted to as a remedy previo11sly to 1Fi l7, it did not attract
much aucmion until that year, when Magendie published his observations
on its use in diseases of the chest, and recommended its empl oyment to the
proft·ssion. '\Vhf'n given in mt>dicinal closes gradually increased, it produces th<' following symptoms in different cases: - peculiar bitter taste;
increased secretion of ~aliva; irritation in the throat ; nausea; disordered
respiration; pain in the head; giddiness; fainmess; obsc u re vision; and tendency to sle1.'p. The pulse is sometimes quickened, at other times reduced
in frequency. Occasionally salivation and ulceration of th e mouth are produced. It has been most highly recommended and extensively used in
complaints of the respiratory organs, and is supposed to exert a control over
pulmonary inflammation, after the excitl"ment has been diminished by blood·
Jelling; and there is no doubt that in some instanC('S it has been found bene ~
ficial und er such circumstances. In tubercular phthisis it has no power
whatever, except as a palliati\'C for the cough. In the various affections of
lhc chf'st, ho\\'ever, allendc•d with dyspnrea or cough, such as asthma,
hooping cough, and chronic catarrh, it has often been decidedly beneficial, by allaying irritation 01· relaxing spasm . In hypertrophy of the heart,
::ind a111..·1uisrn of the norta, it has also bet>n used with advantage. In various
affections of the stomach, characterized by pain and spasm, and sometimes
atll'nded with vomiting, but unconnected with inOammation, bydrocyan ic
acid has proved beneficial in the hands of several practitioners. It has also
bf'en administered as an anodyne in several painful affeclions, as cancer,
1ic douloureux, &c., but with doubtful advantage. Sometimes it is used
cxtt"rnally, diluted with water, as a wash in cutaneous diseases . Dr. A . T.
Thom:-;on, from his personal obscrrntion, insists particularly on its efficacy
in allaying th e itching in impetiginous aflections.
ThC' dO$<' of medicinal hydrocyanic acid is from one to six or eight drops,
di~~oh•t-d in distilled water, or mixed with gum wat(' r or syrup. It requires
to bl! administered with the greatest caution, on account of the minuteness
of the do~e, and the great variableness in strength of the acid as found in the
shops. Th e proper plan, therefore, is to begin with a small dose, one drop,
for f'xample, and gradually to increase the quantity until some obvious impression is produced. H giddiness, weight a~ the top of the head, se.nse of
tightness at the stomach, or faintness comeon, Hs use should be discontinued.
In all cases in which a fresh portion of medicine is used, the dose should be
lowered to the minimum, lest thf> new sample might prove st ronger than that
prcviou~ly t'mploycd. '\Vhcn resorted to as a lotio~, from thirty minims to
a lluidrachm may be dissolved in a fluidounce of distilled water.
Hydrocyanic acid is so rapidly fatal as a poison that physicians have
seldom a n opportunity to treat its effects. '\Vh en not immediately fatal, the
symptoms produceJ are sudden loss of sense, tri~mus, difficult and ranl!ng
rt:'spiration, coldness of the extremities, a smel.l of bitter almond~ proceedrng
from Lhe mouth, smallness of the pulse, swell mg of the neck, dilatation and
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immobility and sometimes contraction of the pupils, convuls ions, &c. The
antidotes and remedies most to be reli ed on, are chlorine, ammonia, cold
affusion, and artificial respi ration. Chlorine in the form of chlorine wate r,
or weak solutions of chlorinated lime or soda, may be exhibited internally,
or applied externally. 'Vh en chlorine is not at ha nd, water of ammonia,
large ly diluted, may be given, and th e vapour arising from it cautiously
inha led . A case is related in the D ublin llfed. Juurnal, for Nov., 18 35,
of poisoning by this acid, in which the diluted aromatic spi rit of ammonia
applied to the mout h, and th e sol id carbonate assiduously applied to the
nostrils, produced speedy beneficial effects. Cold affusion was first pro.posed in 1828 by H erbst, a nd its utility was subsequentl y confirmed by
Orfila . Its e ffi cacy is strongly supported by expe riments performed in
1880 by Dr. Robinson and M. Lon.yet, who q.uickly resuscitated rabbits,
apparently dead from hydrocyanic acid, by pounng on their hl~ad an d spine
a strea m of water artificially refri gerated. Mess rs . J. & J. H. Smith, of
Edinburg h, have recommended as an antidote, a mi xture of th e su lph ates
of the protoxide and sesqui oxide of iron, associated with carbonate of potassa.
So soon as the antidote comes in contact with hy droryanic acid, su lphat e of
potassa is formed, and the poi.son is converted into Prussian blue. This
antidote i.s proposed by th e M ess rs. S mith for the medicinal acid only. lt
is of no avail against the anhydrous acid, or this acid diluted with an equal
volume of water, as has been show n by M. L arocque and ot hers.
After death from suspected poison, it is sometimes necessary to ascertain
whether the e\'e nt was caused by this acid. If death has taken place a
long time, it would be needless to search for so volatile a poison; but it has
been recognised in one instance seven days after death. The best test, in
ordinary cases, is a solution ?f nitrate of silve r, which gives a white curdy
precipiLate of cya nure t of s il ver, distinguishable from the chloride by its
exhaling the peculiar odou r of pru ssic acid on th e add ition of muriatic acid.
In cases in which the liciuid su pposf.'d to contain the poison, is disguised
by colouring and animal matler, M. Ossian Henry recommends that it
should be distilled into a pure weak solution of the nitrate; when, if the
suspected ac id be present, cya n urel of silve r will be precipitated. In order
to render it certain that t he precipitate whe n minute is the cyanuret, l\1.
H enry recommends that it be conve rted into th e fe rrocyanuret of sodium.
Th e conversion is effected by heating the cyanu ret with half its weight of
common salt , which generates chlo ride of si lve r, and cyanuret of so<liu~.
The Jauer is then taken up by water, and the sol ution filt ered. T o this
is added a small portion of th e fresh hydrated oxi de of iron, obtained by
prec ipitatin g a sol ution of sulp hate of iron by potassa. Th e sol ution 1s
agai n fiilercd, and moderately heated. Ferrocyanuret of sodiu m is thus
formed, the least trace of which st rikes a bl ue colour with th e su lphate of
sesquioxide of iron, and a brown one with the su lphate of copper. For the
tests severally of M. W ill in g and Mr. Richard Austin, jun ., of Dublin, see

Chem.. Gaz., No. M. p. 46, and No. 87, p . 220.
Off. Prep. Argenti Cyanuretum, U.S., Land.; Hydrargyri Bicyanidum,
Lond.
B.
AC!DU ~I MURIATICUM DILUTUJl'I. U.S. , Ed., Dub. AcrnuM
HYDR OC HWRT CUM D11.UTU.M . L and.
Diluted .Mu riatic .Reid.
"Take of Muriatic Acid/our jluidounces; Di stilled 'Vat er twefvejlnid·

ounces. Mix them in a glass vesse l. The specific g ravity of this acid is
l ·O·IG." U. S.
Th e London and E dinburgh directions are the same as those of the U.S.
Pharmacopce.ia. rrhe U.S. and London diluted acids are identical; but the
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Edinburgh diluted acid is somewhat stronger (1 ·050), in consequence of the
pure muriatic acid of that College having a density of l · 17, instead of 1·16
( U. S., Lond.). The Dublin College mixes ten measures of Muriatic Acid
with eleven of Distilled Water, and states the density of the acid to be

1·080.
lt is convenient to have an officinal diluted muriatic acid, and, at present,
all the Pharmacopreias give a formula for it. The acids of the U.S ., Lon·
don, and Edinburgh Pharmacopa:ias virtually agree in strength; that of the
Dublin College is nearly twice as strong. For an account of the medicinal
properties of muriatic acid, see .flcidwn .Afuriaticum. The dose of the
diluted acid is from twenty to sixty drops i of the Dublin acid, about half
that quantity, mixed with water or other convenient vehicle. The Dublin
College employs this acid, as a chemical agent, in the preparation of Calcis
Phospha.'J Pra:cipitatum .
B.

ACIDUM NITRICUM DILUTUM.
DilutedJV"itric.11cid .

U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

."Take of Nitric Acid <t fluidounce; Distilled Water ~inc fluidounces.
Mix them in a glass vessel: Thespecificgravityofthisac1d is 1·08." U. S.
~rhe London formula is the same as that of the U.S. Pharmacopceia.
"~Jix together one fluidounce of Pure Nitric Acid (D. 1·500), and nine
.fiuiclounces of Distilled Water. If the Commercial Nitric Acid of D.
1·390be u.sed,onejlu~dounce ~mlfivejluidrackm.s and a half are required.
The density of this diluted acid is 1·077." Ed.
Take of Nitric Acid .by measure, three ,Parts; Distilled '\V ater by

~~~<~~:~e~(~~;/:_~~~s;s t.1~0.~,v~~~-g

the noxious vapours.

The specific

At present all the Pharmacopreias embrace Diluted Nitric Acid, for con~
venience in prescribing. The acids of the U.S., London, and Edinburgh
Pharmacopreias are of the same strength, being for equal volumes with the
strong acid, a little more than one-tenth its strength. The acid of the Dublin
College is somewhat less than half as strong as the concentrated acid, and
is, therefore, nearly five times as strong as the other officinal acids.
The medicinal properties of the diluted acid are the same as those of the
strong acid. (See .fl<;idum Nitricum.) The dose of the U. S. 1 Lond., and
Ed. acid is from twenty to forty drops three times a day, sufficiently reduced with water at the time of taldng it; of the Dublin acid, from five to
ten drops.
Diluted nitric acid is used by the Dublin College, as a chemical agent
merely, in preparing Calomelas Prrecipitatum, Hydrargyri Acetas, and Hy~
drargyri Oxydum Nitricum. A diluted nitric acid is used by the Edinburgh
College for preparing the red oxide of mercury; but it is directed to have
the density of 1·280, and is, therefore, not the officinal diluted acid of that

College.
OJf.Prep. Argenti Nitras Fusu.m, Dub.; Argenti Nitratis Crystalli,
Dub.; Bismuthi Subnitras, JJub.; Plumbi Nitras, Ed.
B.
ACIDUM NITROMURIATICUM. U.S., Dub. JV"itromuriatic

.11cid.
"Take of Nitric Acid/our jluidounces; Muriatic Acid eightfluidounces.
Mix them in a glass vessel, and, when effervescence has ceased, keep the
product in a well-stopped glass bottle, in a cool and dark place." U.S.
1'he .Dublin formula need not be given, as it is the original of that now
for the first time introduced into the U.S. Pharmacopi:eia.
68
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Nitromuriatic acid is the aqva regia of the earlier chemists, so called
from its property of dissolving gold. Nitric and muriatic acids, when mixed
together, mutually ~~compose each other. T~e quantities neces$ary to
render the dccompos1L1~n complete are one equivalent of each. On~ eq.
of hydrogen of the muriatic acid forms water with one eq. of oxygen of the
nitric acid, which consequently becomes nitrous acid, and chlorine is set

free.

The preparation, therefore, after the reaction is over, is a solution of

nitrous acid and chlorine in water .
As the acids, considered dry, must be used in the proportion of their
equivalents, it is easy l? calculate in what proportion the offic.inal acids of
the- U.S. Pharmacopreia must be mixed, so as to contain equivalent quantities of the dry acids. 'J'hus 67·7 parts of the U . S. nitric acid, and I i4·4
parts of the U . S. muriatic acid, contain respectively one cq. of dry acid.
lt hence follows that the U.S . officinal acids, for complete decomposition,
must be mix ed in this proportion, or in the ratio of 10 to 17 nearly; and the
mixture will contain, by calculation, somewhat less than 20 per cent. of free
chlorine, assuming that nmw is lost by effervescencf'. This ratio by weight,
turned into volumes, would be 1 measure of nitric acid to 2· 19 measures of
muriatic acid . But the formula calls for 1 measure of nitric acid to 2measures of muriatic acid; and hence it is evident that the nitric acid is used in
an amount, somewhat more than sufficient to decompose the whole of the
muriatic acid. These cnlculations, of course, apply also to the Dublin nitro·
muriatic acid, theslightdirference between the officinal densities of the Dublin
and U.S. nitric acid (1·49 and 1·5) not affecting sensibly the result.
The affinity of chlorine and nitrous acid for water being much less than
that of muriatic and nilric acids for the same li<]uid, the mixture of the
strong acids is always attended with the production of effervescence. To
prevent the loss of ch.lorine, Dr. Duncan recommends the immediate dilution of the mixture with an equal quantity of water. On accounl of these
objecti ons to the use of the strong acids, it is bPst to employ gcod ordinary
acids of commerce. The strength of these may be stated as averaging
1· 15 for muriatic, and 1·34 for nitric acid; and the proportions in which
they should be mixed is about 20 parts by weight of the former to 25 of
the latter. The mixture contains about 15 per cent. of chlorine. The de·
composition 1 in this case, takes place slowly, and the resulting solution of
chlorine may be kept without inconvenience.
Properties. Nitromuriatic acid has a golden-yellow colour 1 and t'mits the
smell of chlorine. It possesses the power of dissolving gold and platinum,
owing .solely, it is generally snpposed, to the prese1.1ce of chlorine; but,
according to Millon, the. action does 1101 take place w1lhout the presence of
nitrous acid. In the opinion of Baudrimont, the efficient solvent of gold and
platinum in this .mixed acid is a c~mpound of one eq. of h,Yponitro~1s acid
and .two ?f chlorine (NOJ 1Cl 1}, which corresponds in constitution with dry
nitric acid (NO ~), two eqs. of oxygen being replaced by two of chlorine.
(Journ,. de Phann.) It requires to be kept in a cool, dark place, on account
of its liability lo lose chlorme by heat, or to have it converted, by the action
of light, into muriatic acid, in consequence of the decomposition of water.
On account of its liability to decomposition, it should not be made by the
apothecary un~il it is wanted for use, and then only in the quantity ordered;
t~e .formula be~n~ intr.oduced mer.ely as a guide for the proportions. The
nitric and murrauc acids, as sold rn the shops, are sometimes so weak that
when mixed they will not readily act on gold-leaf. ·when this is the case,
their solv~nt po\~·er may be rendered effecti.ve by the addition of a little sulphUJic acid, which, by its superior allracllon for water, concentrates the
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othe;acids, and produces an immediate action, accompanied by the evolution
of chlorine.*'
Jliedical Properties and Uses. Nitromuriatic acid was brought into
notice as a remedy, in consequence
the favourable report of its efficacy
as an external remedy in hepatitis, made by Dr. Scott, formerly of Bombay.
\Vhen thus employed, it produces a tingling sensation in the skin, thirst, a
pecul.iar taste in the mouth, and occasional soreness of the gums ~nd plentiful
ptyalism; and at the same time stimulates the liver, as is evinced by an
increased flow of bile. lt is used either by sponging. or in the form of bath.
'When applied in the former way, the acid is first diluted so as to have the
acidity of strong vinegar. When used as a balh, lhree gallons of water
contained in a deep, narrow, wooden lub, may be acidulated wilh six fluid ·
ounces of the acid. In this Lhe f{'et and legs are to be immersed for twenty
minutes or half an hour. The bad1 may be employed at first daily, and
afterwards twice or th rice a week; and the sponging may be used at the
same time . The bath is said to be effecti\•e in promoting the passage of
biliary calculi . The acid may be used also internally. principally in hepatic
and syphilitic diseases . The dose in this case is three or four drops, sufficiently diluted with water.
B.

or

ACCDUM PHOSPHORICUM DILUTUM. Lond. Diluted Plwsplwdc .llcid.
"Take of Phosphorus an ounce; Nitric Acid four .fhlidounces; Distilled
Water tcnjluidounces . Add the Phosphorus to the Nitric Aci<l, mixed with
the Water in a glass retort placed in a sand-bath; then apply heat until eight
tluidouncrs are distilled. Put these again into the retort, that eight ftuidounces may distil, which are to be rejected. Evaporate the remaining
liquor in a platinum capsule until only two ounces and six drachms remain.
Last!\!, add to the acid, when it is cold, as much. distille~ water as may be
sufficient to make it accurately measure twenty -eight flou1dounces." Lond.
The specific gravity of this acid is 1·00•!. One hundred graius of it saturate
forty-two grains of carbonate of soda. Imperial measure is to be understood
in this formula.
The process for this new officinal of the London College may be thus
explained . Phosphorus, when added to strong nitric acid, decomposes it
with explosion and rapid combustion; but wht!n distilled .with the dilUlecL
acid the action takes place slowly, the pbosphorus gradually melts and
becomes oxidized, and nitric oxide is evolved. Before, however, the whole
of tbe phosphorus is acidified, the nitric acid will have distilled over; and
hence the necessity of returning it into tbe retort, as directed by the College,
in order to complete the acidification of the phosphorus. When this has
been completed, all remains of nitric acid are driven off by the evaporation
in the platinum capsule; and the residue, which contains all the phosphoric
acid that can be generated from an ou~~e of phosp~orus, is brought to a
stagdard dt•gree of dilution, by the add1uon of sufficient distilled water to
make it measure twenty·eight fluidounces. (See .flcidwn Nitricwn and
P/w.~pliorus.)

Phosphoric acid may be obtained more economically than by the above
proce$S, by decomposing phosphate of lime (ca lcined bones) by sulphuric
acid, saturating the superphosphatc formed with carbonate of ammonia,
which generatrs phosphate of ammonia in solution with precipitation of
phosphate of lime, and finally decomposing the phosphate of ammonia by
lnrc\ationto nitromuriaticnci1l,seeapupcrin ihelhirdvolumc ofthc Journal of
tl1c Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, by Daniel B. Smith,
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a red heat in a platinum crucible. The ammonia is thus expe ll ed, and the
solid residuum will be the phosphoric acid. Wackenrod er has give n another
process for medicinal J~hosphoric acid, which requires the use of alcohol,
and is, therefore, inelig1ble. Gregory finds th at th e process for phosphoric
acid, given in his "Outlines," in which a lcoh ol is used to separa te the
phosphate of magnesia, will not answer. He accordingly g ives an amended
process, which may be found described in th e Cheni. Gaz., No. 62, p . 21().
P1·operties. Diluted phosphoric acid is .a colourless, inodorous, sour
liquid, acting strongly on litmus, and possessm.g powe rful acid properties.
A lthough evaporated ~o as to become dense, Jt is not powerfully corrosive
like the other mineral acids. From its saturatin~ powe r it is show n to
contain 10·5 per cent. of real phosphoric acid. 'Vith chloride of barium
and nitrate of silver it forms prec ip itates (the phosphates of baryta and
silve r), which arc read ii)~ soluble i? ni tric acid . If the tests mentionE>d g~ve
a precipitate not soluble rn this acid, thC'y prove th e presence- the chlonde
of barium, of sulphur ic acid or a sulphate; the n itrate of silver, of ml1riatic
acid or a chloride. lf carbonate of soda causes a precipitate, phosphate of
]ime, or some other phosphate insoluble in water, is probably held in solution . Th e presence of one-tent h of phosphorous acid, or of a minute
quantity of arsenic acid, renders the medicinal acid poisonous. ( TVeigel and
Krug.) Wh en the diluted acid is evap~ratcd to dryness and heated to
redness, it becomes a transparent, white, bnnle, fusible solid , formerly called
glacial phosphoric acid, now denominated 1nctaplwsphoric acid. Phosphoric acid consists of one eq. of phosphorus 3 1·4, and five of oxygen
40~71 · 4.

JJ[edical P roperties and Uses . D iluted phosphoric acid is deemed tonic
a nd refrigeranl. It is preferable in point of fla\ our to the diluted sulphuric
acid, and is less apt to disturb th e digestive functions. Various powers have
been ascribed to it, such as allaying pain and spasm, strengthening the
sexual organs, preventi ng the morbid secretion of bony malter, and correctfog phosphatic deposits in the urine, on the groun d of its power of disso!v·
:ing phosphate of lime. It has been recommended in leucorrha:a, when lhe
secreted fluid is thin a nd acrid, in hysteria, and diabetes. In the latter disease Dr. Paris found it to allay th e thirst more effectuall y than any other
ac id drink. The dose is from twenty drops to a teaspoonful, diluted with
water.
·
B.
1

ACIDUM SUCCINICUM . Dub. S1<cci11ic .!lcid.
"Take of Amber re~uced to coarse powder, and of pure ~a n~, each, o~~e
On the application of heat gradually increased, an acid liquor, an ml ,
and the acid in a crystallized form will distil over. Th e 'latte r should be
r~ceived on bibulo_us pape r, and exposed to a strong pressure to expel thtl
011, and agai n sublimed . By filtration through bibulous paper, the 01! may
be obtained separate from the acid li quor ." JJub.
The above formula has for its object to obtain the oil of amber. as well as
succinic acid; but our remarks will be confined in this place to th e acid,
the oil being describe_d under anolher head . (See Olewn Succini.) Amber
contains succinic acid ready formed, associated wilh volatile oil, certain
resin_s, and other substances. (See Succin-um.) \Vh en dis_tilled, it sw_el!s
cons1derably, and a yellow liquid, consisting of a sohiti on of impure succ1_mc
acid, first comes over; after which a concrete substance subli mes containing
t he same acid. (See page 6B3.) It is th is concrete substance separated from

11art.

D~~~~iC~\l~~e~il ~~~e rc~l~e~~md~~~~~·sh~~I; ~dn~~~~~~: ~ts~~~~i;oi~)~~~~~{ ~:
amber from swelling too much by the heat.
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Several processes have been proposed to eurify succinic acid. The best
is th?t .of M.orvC'au, which c?nsists m diss~lvtng the acid in twice its weight
of niLnc acid, and evaporating the sol~tioff'to dryne::::s. In this way the
oil is decomposed, while the succinic awl remains unaltered. This is then
wa~hed in a liule ice-cold water, next dissolved in boiling water, and crystallized.
P~operlies. Succinic aci~, when pure, is a white, transparent solid .. crysta!lizrng in prisms, and having a somewhat acrid taste. It reddens litmus
strongly. ll exists in the resins of certain coniferre, a nd is a product of the
oxidation of stearic and margaric acids. One of its salts, succinate of ammonia, has been used with great alleged success in delirium tremens . (Journ.
de Pharm.., ;Je sh., v. 241.) Exposed to heat it melts, and ab.ove the boilin<T
point of water is partly sublimed and parliy decomposed. It dissolves i~
five tim~s its weight of cold, and twice' its weig.ht of boiling water. It is
soluble also in cold alcohol, and much more so in boiling alcohol. When
anhydrous it consists of fcmr eqs. of carbon 24, two of hydrogen 2,and three
of oxygen 24=50 (CJ-1 20 3 ). It differs, therefore, from acetic acid, only in
containing one eq. less of hydrogen. The sublimed acid consists of two
eqs. of dry acid and one of water (2C .. HPa+ HO).
Succinic acid is at present never used in medicine, and ought to be
expu nged from the officinal catalogue. It has been abandoned by the Edinburgh College in the last revision of its Pharmacopceia.
B.

ACfDUM SULPHUR!CUM AROMATICUM. U.S., Ed., D«b .
.!lromatic Sulplmric .llcid. El·ixir rif Vitriol.
"Take of Sulphuric Acid threefluidounces and a half; Ginger, bruised,
an ounce; Cinnamon, bruised, an ounce and a half; Alcohol lwo pints.
Add th e Acid gradually to the Alcohol, and digest, in a close vessel, for
three days; then add the Ginger and Cinnamon, nn<l macerate for a week;
lastly. filter through par.er." U.S.
"'l'ake of Sulphuric• Acid (commercial) three fluidoimces and a half;
Rectified Spirit ap·i nt and ci lwif[Imp. meas.]; Cinnamon, in moderately
fine powder, an ounce and a half; Ginger, in moderately fine powder, an
ounce. Add the acid g radu~lly to the spirit, let the mixture di gest at a ~ery
gentle heat for three days m a closed vessel; mix the powders, m01sten
them with a little of the acid spirit, let the mass rest for twelve hours, and
then put it into a percolator and transmit the rest of the acid spirit. This
preparation may also be made by digesting the powders for s ix days in the
acid spirit, and then straining the liquor." Ed.
The Dublin process is substantially the same as those of the U.S . and
Edinburgh Pharmacopreins, and therefore need not be copied.
The original of the formulas here given for elixir of vitriol was the process
contained in the former Edinburgh Pharmacopceia, which. was adopted, with
sli ght alteration, in the U. S. and Dublin standards. The present formula
of the Edinburgh College differs from its original one, in substitutin g for
the weights of the acid and spirit, the nearest equivalent measures, and in
giving the alternative of preparing by displacement. The same substitution
was made in the formula when it was first adopted in the U.S. Pharmacopreia, and hence the two formulas are virtually the same. The only
difference is in the proporlion of the spirit, which is 32 wi~e fluidounces
in the U.S. formula, and 30 Imperial fl~idounces in the Edinburgh. This
circumstance makes the U.S . preparation somewhat weaker in acid than
the Edinburgh, because more diluted with spirit.
Properties. Aromatic sulphuric acid is a reddish-brown liquid, of ape68'
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culiar aromatic odour, and, when sufficiently diluted, of a grateful acid taste.
It has been supposed by some to be a kind of ether, its main ingrediems
justifying such a suspicion; but the late Dr. Duncan, who ?riginally heJd
this opinion, satisfied himself that the alcohol and sulphuric acid, in the
proportions here employed, do not produce a single particle of ether. It
must, therefore, be viewed merely as sulphuric acid diluted with alcohol,
and containing the essentia l oils of ginger and cinnamon.
Medical Properties and Uses. This valuable preparation, commonly

~sa~;~ice;i:j ~s /r'i nv;!~it~l~~~ :ff~;:rt\~~c~~~ a;~e~;tJ:~~~': o~~~lm~~~~ ~ rin~
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sulphuric acid. lt is very much employed in debility with night sweats,
in loss of app~tite, and in the convalescence from fevers, esp.ecially those
of the interm1llent type. It is oflen given in conjunction with cinchona,
the taste of which it serves to cover, and, by increasing the solubility of the
febrifuge principles of the bark , appears to increase its efficacy. (See lnfusum Cinclwnre Compositmn.) It hremoptysis. and other hemorrhages,
when not attended with obvious inflammation, it frequently proves useful
in stopping the flow of blood. The dose is from ten to thirty drops in a
wineglassful of water, repeated two or three times a day. Care must be
taken that the teeth are not injured by the acid.
Off. Prep. Infusum Cinchonre Compositum, U. S.
B.

ACIDUM SULPHURICUM DILUTUM. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Diluted Sulphuric .llcid.
"'l'ake of Sulphuric Acid a fluidounce; Distilled Water thirteen jluidounces .

Add the Acid gradually to the \Vater, in a glass vessel, and mix
them. The specific gravity of this acid is 1·09." U.S.
'' 'l1ake of Sulphuric Acid afluidounce and a half; Distilled Water fourteen jluidounccs and a half. Add the Acid gradually to the Waler, and
mix them." Lond.
u Mix together oncjluidouncc of Sulphuric Acid"and thirteenjluidounces
of Water. 'l'he density of this preparation is about 1·090." Ed.
"Take of Pure Sulphuric Acid one part; Distilled w~ter seven part~.
Gradually add the Acid to the Water. The specific gravity of this acid 1s

1·084." Dub.
This preparation is sulphuric acid, diluted to such an extent as to make
it convenient for prescription. The U.S. and Edinburgh Pharmacop<£ias
agree in making the strong acid to the water as one to thirteen in volume,
equivalent nearly to one to seven in weight, the ratio adopted by the .Dub·
Lin College. There is, accordingly, a virtual agreement in the strength and
density of the acid by these three processes; but unfortunately the formula
of the London College gives an a_cid considerably stronger. The coinc~de~t
processes afford an acid containmg about 13 per cent. of the strong liquid
acid; while the London acid contains 16 per cent., and has a specific gravity
as high as l· 11. According to Mr. Philips, a ftuidrachm (Imp. meas.) of
the Lond?n acid ~ontains about ten grains of the strong acid, and will sat~ra~e
twenty-mght grams of crystallized carbonate of soda. The strong acid is
added gradually to the water, lo guard against the too sudden production of
heat, which might cause the fracture of the vessel. During the dilution,
when commercial sulphuric acid is used, the l i9~id becomes slightly t~rbid,

~~~~~t~h~fcfe~J, a~d af:~:i ~~;;~hd~,;~s~~ju~e~r~~~dh;hvo~\t~ b:\;~~rr;~h~ff\~~
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use. This noxious salt i~ thus got rid of, but sulphate of pot~ssa, another
impurity in the strong acid, still remains in solution. To avoid these impurities, the Dublin College directs the dilution of pure sulphuric acid. The
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presence of a small portion of sulphate of potassa will do no harm; but if it
should be fraudu lently introduced inlo the strong acid to increase its specific
gravity, its amount may b.e ascertained by saturating the acid, after dilution,
with ammonia, and expelling, by a red heat, .the sul~hate of ammonia formed.
1Vhate\•er sulphate of potassa ts pres~nt will rem am behin~.
Medical Pr.opertics an<~ Us~s . J?iluted sulph~ric acid 1s tonic, refrige·
rant, and astringent. It JS given rn low typhoid fevers, and often with
ad vantage. In the convalescence from protracted fevers, it often acts beneficially as a tonic, exciting the appetite and promoting digestion. As an
a~tringent, it is employed in colliquative sweats, passive hemorrhages, and
diarrhccas dependent on a relaxed state of the mucous membrane of the
intestines. In calculous affections attended with phosphatic sediments, it
is the proper remedy , being preferable to muriatic acid, as less apt, by continued use, to disorder the stomach. Externally it is used as an ingredient
in gargles for ulcerated sorethroat and for checking excessive ptyalism, and
as a wash for cutaneous eruptions and iU-conditioned ulcers. The dose is
from ten to thi rty drops three times a day, in a wineglass or two of plain or
sweetened water. I t is added with advantage to infusions of cinchona, the
organic alkalies of which it tends to hold in solution. As it is apt to injure
0

0
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the same medical properties. An elegant form for giving it is the compound infusion of roses . (See .!lciduni 8ulphuricum .!lromaticum and

lufusum Ros;;e Compositum.)
Diluted su lphuric acid is used as a che mical agent to prepare Acidum
Citricum, f;ond ., Ed. 1 Dub .; Acidum 'l'artaricum, Land., Ed.; Aconitina,
Land.; Antimonii Sulpburetum Pr::ecipiuuum, U. 8., Land., Ed., nub.;
Strychnia, U.S., Land.; Veratria, U.S., Land.
Off. Prep. lnfusum Rosre Compositum, U. 8., Land., Ed., nub.; Morph i::c Sulphas, U.S.; Quinimn Sulphas, nub.; Zinci Su lphas, Land., Ed.

B.

ACIDUM SULPHURICUM PURUM. Ed., Dub. Pure Sulplwric
.llcid.
11 lf Commercial Sulphuric Acid conta in nitrous acid, heat eight fluid ..
ounces of it with between ten and fifteen grains of sugar, at a temperature
not quite sufficient to boil t he acid, till the dark colour at fi rst produced
shall have nearly or altogether disappeared . This process removes nitrous
acid . Other impurities may be removed by disti!lation, which on the small
scale is (•asily managed by boiling the acid, with a few p latinum chips, in
a glass retort by means of a sand-bath or gas flame, rejecting the first half
ounce." Ed.
"Take of Commercial ·Sulphuric Acid a pounc~. Put the acid into a
retort of flint glass, allach a receive r of the sall_le kind, and with the. junctures of the vessels left open, let heat be applied to the retort until onetwelflh part of the liquor shall have distilled over: this, as it contains water,
should be rejected. 'rhe receiver being again applied, the residuum is to
be distilled to dryness. A few slips of platin1:1m, put into the acid in the
retort, will restra in the ebullition, which otherwise would be too violent. The
specific gravity of this acid is l ·845. Let the acid be kept in well closed
vessels." Dub.
The object of these i;irocesses is the purification of commercial su!phuric
acid. This acid contains the sulphates of lead and potassa, amountmg not
unfrequendy to three or four per cent.; and nit rous acid is almost always
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present. The salts mentioned, not being volal ile, are effectually got rld of
by dislillation, as directed in the formula . The manner of conducting the
distillation is explained at page 48, under the head of .!lcidum 8ulplmricum.
The mode of detecting nitrous acid is pointed out at page 46. H present
in the commercia l acid, the Edinburgh College directs, before di~tilling it,
that it should he heated with a small proportion of sugar, according to the
plan of Wackenroder. The acid impurity and sugar mutually decompose
each other, and the products are dissipated by the heat. The acid is at first
rendered dark and opaque, but gradually becomes pale yellow, if kept for
two hours near the boiling point. Nitrous acid is hurtful to the sulphuric,
when the latter is used to obtain muriatic acid, which consequently becomes
contaminated with chlorine. Hence the Edinburgh College uses pure
sulphuric acid in the formula for preparing muriatic acid. If the commercial sulphuric acid contain arsenic, it should not be distilled, but rejected .
'The tt>sts for this impurity are given at page 47.
It is, perhaps, an advantage to have an officinal pure sulphuric acid. 'I1he
least danger of introducing lead into the system, when exhibit ing the preparations containing sulphuric acid, should be carefully avoided. lt is true that
the commercial acid, upon dilution, lets fall the sulphate of lead; but can we
be certain that the precipitate is always removed from the preparation into
which the diluted acid enters? When the acid is required as a mere chemical
agent, or for forming sulphates, the commercial acid is sufficiently pure.
There is a want of precision in the nomenclature of the officinal sulphuric
acids in the Edinburgh and Dublin Pharmacopceias. The Edinburgh College adopts the names" Ac idum Sulphuricum" and" Acid um Sulphuricum
Purum," and translates them in three ways in the formulas,- " commercial
su lphuric acid," "pure sulphuric acid.'' and "sulphuric acid." The last
name is ambiguous, and may mean either the commercial or pure acid.
The Dublin College adopts the names "Acidum Sulphuricum Vena!e" and
"Acid um Su lphuricum Pu rum," but, in the formu las, frequently uses the
i ndefinite term "Acidum Sulphuricum." We shall assume that the indefinite expressions of both Pharmacopceias mean the commercial acid.
According to the views here taken, pure sulphu ric acid should be used
especially in forming "diluted su lphuric acid" and 11 aromatic sulphuric
acid." In neither of these preparations is it employed by the Edinburglt
College, and only to form the diluted acid by the Dublin. Where a dilute
acid is reriui red as a chemical agent, and not as a_~edicine, it mig~t be
directed, in the formula, to be formed. by the add1t1on of a determmat_e
quantity of water to the commercial acid. The Edinburgh College cons1·
ders it necessary to use the" pure sulphuric acid," though acting mert'ly as
a chemical agent, in preparing .flcidum. .flceticum and JJ.cidum illuriaticwn

Pururn.
Off. Prep. Acid um Sulphuricum Di lutum, Dub.
B.
AC!DUM TANNICUM. U.S. Tannie .llcid. Tannin.
"Take of Galls, in powder, Sulphuric Ether, each, a stif/icienl quantity.
Put into a glass adapter, loosely closed at its lower end with ca rded cotton,
sufficient powdered Galls to fill about one half of it, and pre.ss the powder
slightly. Then fit the adapter accurately to the mouth of a recei\•ing ves·
sel, fill it with lhc Sulphuric Ether, and close the upper orifice so as to
prevent th~ escape of the ether by evaporation. The liqu_id which passes
separates rnto two unequal portions, of which the lower 1s much smaller
in quantity ancl much denser than the upper. When the ether ceases to
pass, pour fresh portions upon the Galls, until the lower stratum of liquid
in the receiver no longer increa~es . Then separate this from the upper, put
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Lastly,

rub what remains into powder.

"The upper portion of liq_uid will yield by distillation a quantity of
ether, which, whe>n washed with water, may be employed in a subsequent

operation." U.S.
This is the process of M. Pelouze.
displacrment apparatus.

It may be conducted in an ordinary
The sulphuric ether employed should be that of

the shops, containing .a small proportion of water, which is necessary to the
success of the operation. Should the ether contain no water, it should be
washed with this fluid, w hich answt?rs the double purpose of depriving it
of alcohol and rendering it sufficiently hydrous. To obtain the tannicacid
quite pure, the lower stratum may be washed with ether after the separation
of the upper, and evaporated in a vacuum with sulphuric acid. The cxpla
nation of the process first given was that the water in the ether dissolves the
tnnnic acid, to the exclusion of all the other principles of the galls, and. forms
a saturated solution, which separates from the ether, and constitutes the
lower stratum in the receiver. From the experiments of 1\1 . Beral, there is
reason to believe that the tannic acid is not merely dissolved by the water,
but forms with it and a portion of the ether, a definite compound, which is
essentially liquid, nnd is decomposed during the evaporation; the ether and
water escaping, and the solid tannic acid being left behind. The upper and
larger stratum in the receiver consists of ether, holding colouring matter
with a small proportion of gallic and ta nni c acids in solution. From 30 to
35 per cent. of Lannie acid may be obtained from galls by this process, if
properly conducted .•
For practical purposes it is unnecessary to obtain the tannic acid quite
pure. It is probably sufficiently so '~'hen extracted by the following simple
process of Leconnet, given in ChristJson's Dispe nsatory. The powder of
galls is macerated in a bottle, with just enough ether to moisten it, for
twenty-four hours, and then expressed in a powerful press; and the process of maceration and expression is repeated, in the same way, until the
powder is exhausted. The liquors are mixed, the ether distilled off, and
the residue dried by means of a vapour bath. It is stated that no per cent.
of tannic acid, but very s lightly coloured, may be got in t~is way. As gallic
acid exists but in very small proportion in galls, being chiefly produced by
the reaction of atmospheric air upon tannic acid in the process for rxtracting
lt 1 very little of that principle is found in the ethereal extract, and the amount
of colouring malter taken up by t1.1e ether, wilt scarcely interfere with the
medicinal efficacy of the prcparallon.
The term tannin was originally applied to a principle or principles existing in many vegetables, having a very astringent taste, and the property of
producing a white flocculent precipitate with the solution of gelatin, and a
black precipitate with the salts of the sesquioxide of i~on . As obtained,
ho\\"e\·er, from different plants, tannin was found to exl11bit some difference
of properties~ and chemists have recogni~ed two l~inds, one existing in oak
bark , galls, &c. 1 distinguished b.y producmga blu1sh-bla~k. pre~ipitate with
the snits of the sesquioxide of Hon, and the other ex1stmg m Peruvian
bark, calechu, &c., anrl. charncterized by producing a greenish black or dark
olive prccipitale w i l~ the same salts. 'I'he for~er is the one which has
received most attention, and from an examination of which the charac4
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ters of tannin have generally been given. It is the substance described in
this article. lt will probably be found that the latter is essentially distinct
from the tannin o~ galls, and probably different. in different vegetabl.e.s.
One striking peculiarity of the tannin of galls is its facility of conversrnn
into gallic acid, which is wanting in some at least of the other varieties.
Since the publication of the experiments of .M. Pelouze in relation to tannin,
this substance has been universally admitted to rank with the acids, and is,
therefore, no\v generally denominated tannic acid. Dr. Kane calls the
ordin ary variety procured from galls, for the sake of distinction, gallo-lan11ic
acid.
Properties. Pure tannic acid is solid, uncrystallizable, white or slightly
yellowish, inodorous, strongly astringent to the taste without bitterness,
very soluble in water, much less soluble in alcohol and ether, especially
when anhydrous, and insoluble in the fixed and volatile oils. It may be
kept unchanged in the solid state; but its aqueous solution, when exposed
to the 'air, gradually becomes turbid, and deposits a crystalline matter, con·
sisting chiefly of gallic acid. During the change, oxygen is absorbed, and
an equal volume of carbonic acid disengaged. Exposed to heat it partly
melts, swells up, blackens, takes fire. and burns with a brilliant flame. Its
solution reddens lit.erns, and it combines with most of the salifiable bases.
With potassa it forms a compound but sli ghtly soluble , and is, therefore,
precipitated by this alkali or its carbonates from a so lution which is not too
dilute, though a certain excess of alkali will cause the precipitate to be
redissolved. Its combination with soda is much more soluble; and this
alkali affords no precipitate unless with a very concentrated solution of
tannic acid. 1Vith ammonia its relations are similar to those with potassa.
Baryta, strontia, lim e , and magnesia, added in the state of hydrates, form
with it compounds of littl e solubil ity . Th e same is the case with most of
the metallic oxides, when presented, in the state of salts, to a solution of
the tannate of potassa. Many of the metallic salts are precipitated by tan·
n_ic acid even in the uncombined state, especially those of le~d, copper,
silver, uranium,chromium,mercury,and the protox1de of tin . VVitltthe salts
of sesquioxide of iron it forms a black precipitate, which is a compound of
tannic acid and the sesquioxide, and is the basis of ink. It does not
disturb the solutions of the pure salts of protoxide of iron. Several of the
alkaline salts precipitate it from i1s aqueous solution, either by the fonna tion of insoluble compounds, or by simply abstracting the solvent. Tan nie acid unites with all the v~getable alkalies, forming compounds which
are for the most part of a whitish colour, and Lut very slight ly soluble .in
water; though they are s.oluble in the veg7'table acids, especially theaceuc,
and in alcohol, and in this latter respect differ from most of the compounds
which tannic acid forms with other vegetable principles. On account of
this r:iroperty of tannic acid, it has be.en employed as a test of th.e vegetable
alk~ltes; ~nd it is so delicate, that ll will throw down a precipitate from
theu so !~ t1on, even when t~ feeble to be ~isturbed by ammonia. It has
a~ affinity for sever~l acids, and when m _solution affords l!recipitates
with the sulphuric, nitric, muriatic, phosphoric, and arsenic acids, bul not
with the oxalic, tartaric, lactic, acetic, or citric. The precipitates are com·
pounds of tannic ac~d with the respective acids mentioned, and are solub_le
in pure water, but insoluble in water with an excess of acid. Hence, m
order to insure precipitation, it is necessary to add the acid in excess to
the solution of tannic acid . It precipitates also solution s of starch, albumen, and gluten, and forms with gelatin an insoluble compound, which is
the basis of leather. Its ultimate constituents are carbon, hydrogen , and oxy~
gen; and its formula, according to Liebig, is C 18I-I80m or C 18 H!i011 +3HO.
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.ilfeclical Properties and Uses. Tannie acid, being the chief principle of
vegetable astringents, capable of exertin~ on the system the same effects
with this class of medicines, and may be given in the same complaints. It
has an advantage over the astringent extracts in the comparative smallness
of its dose, which renders it less apt to offend an irritable stomach. In most
of the vegetable astringents, it is associated with more or less bitter extractive, or other principl~ which modifies its operation, and renders the med icine less applicable than it otherwise would be, to certain cases in which
there is an indication for pure astringency without any tonic power. Such
is particularly the case with the active hemorrhages; and tannic acid, in
its separate state, is in these cases preferable to the native combinations in
which it ordinarily exists. Dr. Porta , an Italian physician, employed it
with great success in the treatment of uterine hemorrhage 1 and published
the results of his 1::xperience in 1827. M . Cavalier afterwards used it successfully in the same complaint, and found it effectual also in a case of
bleed ing from the rectum . lt has been highly recommended by Dr. Charvet
for checking f'xccssive sweats. There is no doubt that it would be found
a usefu l remedy in most forms of hemorrhage, after a sufficient reduction
of arterial action by df'pletory measures. I n diarrhrea also it '"·ould probab ly be more beneficial than ordinary astringents, as less liable to irritate
the stomach and bowels. It has been given, \vith asserted advantage, in
the advanced stages of hooping-cough. The dose is from two to five grains.
'The only disadvantage which has been experienced from it, when taken in
excess, is obstinate constipation. Mr. Druitt has employed it locally, with
much success, in excoriations, phagedenic ulcers, leucorrhrea, aphthre of
the mouth,st::\'ere salivation, sorethroat, and 1oothache. As a wash it may
be used in solution, in the propo rtion of five grains to a Auidouncc of water.

!s

(.!lm. Joun>. of Jl1ed. Sci., N. S ., ix." 192.)
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ACON IT IN A. Land.
Aconitina.

_,,,.

"Take of Aconite Root, dried and bruised, two pounds; Rectified Spirit
tliree gallons ( l mperi~l measure]; Diluted Sulp h uric Acid, Solution of
Ammonia, Purified Animal Charcoal, each, a sufficient quantity. Boil the
Aconite with a gallon of the Spirit, for an hour, in a retort with a receiver
fitted to it. Pour off the liquor, and again boil the residue with another
ga ll on of the Spirit and with the spirit recently distilled, and pour off the
liquor also. Let the same be done a third time . Then press the Aconite,
and having mixed all the liquors and filtered them, distil the spirit. Evaporate the remainder to the proper consistence of an extract. Dissolve this
in water and filter. Evaporate t he solution , with a gentle heat, to the consist~nce of syrup. To this add of Diluted Sulphuric Acid, mixed with
distilled water, sufficient to dissolve the aconitina . Next drop in Solution
of Ammonia, and dissolve the precipitated aconitina in Diluted Sulphuric
Acid, mixed as before with water . Then mix in the Animal Charcoal,
occasionally slrnking for a quarter of an hour . Lastly filter, and having
ogain dropped in Solution of Ammonia so as to precipitate the Aconitina,
wash and dry it." Lond.
The name adopted by the London College for the a lkaline principle ex·
tracted from aconite is objectionable, as of unnecessary length_, and not. i.n
accordunce with the general nomenclature oft he vegetable alkalies. Aconit1a
is a preferable name. The principle probably exists in the plant combined
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'vith a vegetable acid, forming a soluble salt. In the above process, this is
first extracted by alcohol, then taken up from the alcoholic extract by water,
an~ afterwards converted into a sulphate by the additi01! of dilu~e sulphuric
acid. The sulphate is decomposed by ammonia, which precipitates the
aconitia, and this is .JlUrified by being once more combined with sulphuric
acid, then decolorized by animal charcoal, and again precipitated by ammonia . Care is requisite, in conducting th.e process, not to add too great
an excess of the water of ammonia, which diminishes the product, probably
by dissolving- the aconitia.
Properties. Aconitia, when freshly. precipitated, is said to be white and
in the form of a hydrate; but it speedily parts with its water, and forms a
brownish, brittle mass. (Soubeiran, Trait. de Pharm., ii. 716.) I t is
thought not to be crystallizable. Obtained by evaporating its alcoholic
solution, it is described as being in the form of a transparent, colourless
mass, having a glassy lustre. In powder, it is white with a yellowish
tinge. ll is inodorous, and of a bitter and acrid taste, producing a benumb·
ing.... impression on the tongue. The acrimony, however, is ascribed by
some to a distinct principle associattd with it, from which it may be freed
by repeated solution in dilute acids and subsequent precipitation . It is unalt~rable in the air, and fusible by a gentle heat. At a high temyerature
it 1s decomposed and entirely dissipated . It is sparingly soluble 10 water,
requiring for solution 150 parts of cold and 50 of boiling water. (Pliillips.)
Alcohol and ether dissolve it readily. It neutralizes the acids; but its salts
are not crystallizable. That it contains nitrogen is proved by the evolution
of ammonia, when it is decomposed by heat.
spurious substance has
sometimes been sold under the same name, which was nearly or quite
inert. It wanted some of the properties above mentioned as characteristic
of aconitia.
flledical Properties and Uses. This vegetable principle exercises a
powerful influence over the animal economy. One-fiftieth of a grain dis·
solved in alcohol destroyed a sparrow in a few minutes; and the same
quantity administered to an elderly female is said to have nearly proved
fatal. ll is not used internally as a remedy; but Dr. Turnbull bas advantageously resorted to its external application . According to this writer, it
produces in the skin a sensation of heat and prickling, followed by numbness and a feeling of constriction; and the effect continues, according to the
quantity applied, from two to twelve hours or more. He found it not to
act a.s a rubefacient, ?rat least but slightly so. App~ied very much diluted
and m minute quantity to the eye, it causes contraction of the pupil, with
an almost intolerable sense of heat and tingling. The affections in which
Dr. Turnbull employed it with benefit, were neuralgia, goot, and rheuma·
tism. He recommends it either in a lcoholic solution, in the propo~tion of
a grain _to a fluidrachm. or in the form of an ointment, made by rubbing up
two grams of the alkali first with six drops of alcohol and then with a
drachm of lard. These proportions are sufficiently large to begin with,
but may be gradually increased to four or fi~e, or even eight grains to the
drachm. The preparation should be applied by friction over the part
affected, which should be continued till the peculiar sensation above de·
scribed is produced, and may be repeated three or four times, or more fre·
quently, during the ~ay. No good can be expected unless the sensation
alluded to be expenenced in a greater or less degree. Care should be
taken not to apply the medicine to an abraded surface, or to a mucous
membrane, for fear of dangerous constitutional effects. It is very seldom
used, and all its beneficial effects can be obtained from safer and cheaper
preparations of aconite.
W.
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.!ETHE REA.
Ethers.
Elhers are peculiar, fragrant, sweetish, very volatile, and inflammable
liquids, generated by the action of acids on alcohol. Their composition
varies with the acid employed in their formation. Sometimes this merely
acts as a chemical agent on th e alcohol, without entering into the composition
ofthe€'lhergenerated; inwhicb casetheetherconsistsofetherineand water.
In other instances the acid ~mployed unites with etherine and water (the
ether just mentioned), or wnh ethe rin e only. On the basis of these differences of composition, the medicinal ethers may be divided into three kinds:
I. those consisting of etherine and water; 2. those consisting of an acid,
etherine, and wa.ter; and 3. those composed of an acid and etberine only.
Sulphuric ether JS an example of the first kind, hyponitrous ethe r of the
second, and muriatic ethr r of the third. In medicine, the sulphuric and
hyponitrous et hers, and their modifications, are those most commonly employed; though occasionally the acetic and muri atic have been used.
Ethers, from their extreme inflammability, should nen•r be decanted in the
vicinity of flame. H e nce it is prudent not to pour them ou~ near a li g ht ed
candle. They should be kept in accurately stopped bottles ma cool place;
otherwise they are liable to considerable loss by evaporat ion.
B.

LIQUOR iET HEREUS SULPHUR!CUS. Dub. Sulplmric Ethereal Liquor. Unrect'ijied Sulphuric Ether.
"'fake of Rectified Spirit and of Sulphuric Acid, each, thirty-two ounces.
Pour the Spirit into a glass reton adapted to bt>aring a sudde n beat, and th en
pour on th e acid in a continued stream; ~ix them gradually, an.cl let twenty
flui dounces of the liquor be distilled, with a sudden and sufficH~nLly ~trong
heat, into a receiver kepl cold. If si."Cleen ouncc.s of rectified spirit be poured
upon the acid rem.aining in the retort, Sulphuric Ethereal Liquor will again
come over by distillation." Dub.
The preparation obtained by this process is sulphuric ether, comaminated
with alcohol, water, sulphurous acid, and oil of wine. In this state it is
proper only for external use. For internal e~hibition , it requires to be freed
from these impurities, when it becomes a distmct preparation, called rectified
su lphuric ether, or, simply, sulphuric ether. This is described in the next
article, in which its properties and composition, and th e theory of its formation are given.
B.
Off. Prep. lEther Sulph uricu s, Dub.

iETHJ<;R SULPHURICUS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Sulphuric
Ether. Ether.
"Take of Alcohol four pints; Sulphuric Acid a pint; Potassa six
drachms; Distilled "\Yater t.hreejluidounces. To two pints of the Alcohol,
in an open vessel, add graduall.y fourteen. fluid.ounces.of the Acid, sti rring
them frequently. Pour the mixture, while stil l hot, mto a tubulated glass
retort, placed upon a sand-bath, and connected by a long adapter with a receiver kept cold by ice or water; then raise the heat quickly until the liquid
begins to boil. 'Vhen about half a pint of ethereal liquid shall bave passed
over, introduce g radually into the retort the remainde r of the Alcohol, previously mixed with two ftuidounces of the Acid, Laking care that the mixture
shall enter in a continuous stream, ~nd in such quantity as shall supply the
place, as nearly as possible, of the liquid which distils over. This may be
69
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accomplished by connecting a vessel containing the alcoholic liquid with the
retort, by means of a tube provided with a stop-cock to regulate the discharge,
and p~ssing nearly to the bottom of the retort, through a cork accurately
fined rnto the tubulure. Wht>n all the Alcohol has been thus added, continue
the distillation until about three pints shall have passed over, or umil white
vapour shall appear in the retort.
1
' To the product thus obtained add the potassa previously dissolved in the
Distilled Water, and shake them frequently . At the end oft\venty-four hours,
pour off from the alkaline solution the supernatant ether, introduce it into a
retort, and, with a gentle ht::al, distil until two pints shall have passed over,
or until Lhe disLilled liquid shall have the specific gravity of 0·750." U.S.
"Take of Rectified Spirit fifty jluidounce~ ~ Sulphuric Acid ten.fluidounces. Pour twelve ftuidounces of the Spmt gendy over the Acid contained in an open vessel, and then stir them togelher briskly and thoroughly.
Transfer the mixture immediately into a glass malrass connected with a
refrigcrator.Y, and. raise the heat quickly to abo~t. ~0 ° . As soon as the
ethereal fluid begms to distil over, supply fresh spirit through a tube into the
maLrass in a continuous strf'am, and in such quantity as to equal that of the
fluid which distils over. This is best accomplished by connecting one end
of thC' tube with a graduated vessel containing the spirit,- passing the other
end through a cork fitted into the matrass,- and having a stop-cock on the
t~be to regulate the dischaq~e.
When forty-two [fluid] ounces have distilled over, and the whole spirit has been added, the process may be stopped.
Agitate the impure ether with sixtee.n fluidounces of a saturated solution of
muriate of lime, conlaining about half an ounce of lime recently slaked.
When all odour of sulphurous acid has been thus removed, pour off the
supernatant liquor, and distil it with a gentle heat so long as the liquid which
passes over has a density not abO\·e 0·735. More ether of the same strength
is then to be obtained from the solution of muriate of lime. From the residuum of both distillations a weaker ether may be obtained in small quantity,
which must be rectified by distilling it gently again." Ed.
"Take of Rectified Spirit three pounds; Sulphuric Acid two pounds;
Carbonate of Potassa, previously ignited, an ounce. Pour two pounds of
the spirit into a glass retort, add the acid to it, and mix. Afterwards place
it on sand, and raise the heat so th.at t?e liquor may quickly boil, and .the
Ether pass into a receiver cooled wllh ice or water. Let the liquor distil
until some heavier portion begins to pass over. To the liquor which remains
in the retort, after the heat has subsided, add the remainder of the Spirit, that
Ether may distil in the .same manner. Mix the distilled liquors, then pour
off the supernatant portion, and add to it the Carbonate of Potassa, shaking
them frequently during an hour. Lastly, distil the Ether from a large retort,
and keep it in a stopped vessel." Lond. The specific gravitv of this ether
·
is 0·750.
11
'I'al1e of Sulphuric Ethereal Liquor twenty fiuidowices; Carbonate of
Potassa, dried and powdered, two drachms. Mix them, and from a very
high retort, distil, by a very gentle heat, twelve fluidounces into a receiver
kept cold. Th~ specific gravity of the liq.uor is 0·7fi5. ,, Dub.
The objFct ol these processes is to obtain a pure sulphuric ether. The
Dublin formula is intended to purify the unrectified sulphuric ether (:iulphu·
ric ethereal liquor), which iS officinal only with that College. In tbe other
process the ether 1s formed and purified at one operation.
The preparation of su.lphuric ether embraces two. stages, its generation,
and its subse(1uent reclification to remove impurities. 'l'he formulas. all
~ agree in obtain mg it by the action of sulphuric acid on alcohol. In the United
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States process, which is adopted, with modifications, from that of th e
French Codex, half the alcohol taken is mixed with seve n-eighths of the
acid, and, while still hot from the reaction, distilled from a glass retort, by
a heat quick ly applied, into a refri ge:ated receiver. Wh en th e dis1illed
product equals one-fourth of this portion of the alcohol, the remainder of
it, mixed with the resen-ed eig hth of the acid, is allowed to enter the retort
inn continuous stream, the s upply being so regulatrd as to equal the amount
of the liquid which distils over. By a complicated reaction which will be
explained presently, the acid converts the alcohol into ethrr, and, were it
not that the aciJ becomes more and more dilute as the process procrcds, it
would be able to etherize an unlimi ted quantity of alcohol. Although
the acid. before it becomes 100 dilute, is capable of determining the de·
composition of a certain amount of alcohol, yet it is not expedient to
add this amount at once; as a considerable portion of it would distil over
with the eth er undecomposcd. The proper way of proceeding, therefore,
is that indicated in the formula; namely, to commence the process with
the use of part of the alcohol; and, when the decomposition is fully estab·
lished, and a portion of ether has distilled, to add the remainder in a gradual
mann er, so as to replace that which, every moment during the progress of
th e distillation, is disappearing by its conversion into ether. As, liowf'ver,
the acid in the retort has already become somewhat weaker, it is considered
advantngeous to mix a sma ll portion of acid with the alcohol which is thus
gradually added. \\'hen n portion of ether has distilled, equal to about
tbree·fourths of the alcohol employed, or when white vapours appear in
the retort, th e process is discontinued. These \'apours indicate the com mence ment of a series of reactions di(forent from those which generate the
ether.
The Edinb11rgh process for Lhe generation of sulphuric ether, is lhe same,
in its general features, with that of the U.S. Pharmacopooia. Less than a
fourth of the alcohol is placed in the distilling vessel. previou sly thoroughly
mixed with the whole of th e acid, which forms one-fifth of the bulk of the
alcohol, in stead of one-fourth as in the U. S. formula . As soon as the
ether begins to distil by a quick heat, the remainder of the alcohol is added
in a continuous stream as in the U.S. process, and the distillation is con·
tinued until a quantity of et her has come over, equa l to somewhat less
than six·sevcnt hs of the bulk of al! the alcohol. The ether is condensed
by means of Liebig's excellent refrigcratory, described and figured at page
772. In this process, it is perceivrd that no acid is reserved to be mixed
with the portion of alcohol gradually added to the di stilli ng vessel, and a
much smaller proportion of th e spirit is mixed with it at the commencement
of the distillation than in the U.S. formula.
Th e quantities of the alcohol and acid, in the L ondon formula, are inconveniently taken in weights instead of measures. Th e improvement of adding
the reserved portion of alcohol g radually is not adopted; but the old method
is pursued of performing a second di stillatio n with this alcohol, added to the
residu e in the retorl.
The Dublin College generates the ether, and rectifies it by separate formulas, giving the crude and re.ctified product different officinal names.
Th e process of the College for generating the ether is given in the last
article, and, being substantially the same as tbat of the London College,
need not be particularly explained.
The appearance of white vapours in the retort, or the passing over of a
heavier portion in the distillation, is the signal for discontinuing tbe process. If it were continued afterwards, the boiling point would gradually
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rise, vny little ether would be obtained, and at the temperature of 320°
there would be generated, in consequence of new reactions, sulphurous acid,
heavy oil of wine, olefianl gas, and a large quantity of resino·carbonaceous
matter, blackening and rendering thick the residuary liquid; all products
arising from the decomposition of a portion of sulphuric acid, alcohol, and
ether. Notwithstanding the process may be stopped in timE', yet the ether
obtained is contaminated with sulphurous acid, heavy oil of wine, alcohol,
and water; and hence its purification becomes necessary. This is conductrd
in various ways, according to th e different Pharmacopreias. The U.S.
Pharmacopreia directs for th is purpose an aqueous solution of potassa, the
London and Dublin Colleges carbonate of potassa, and the Edinburgh a
saturated solution of chloride of calcium (m uriate of lime), to which a portion of recently slaked lime has been added. In all cases, the crude ether
is agitated w ith the purifying agent, and submitted to a new distillation at
a gentle heat, called the rectification.
The purifying substances are potassa for sulphurous acid and water, and
water for alcohol in the U.S. formula; carbonate of potassa for acid and
water in the London and Dublin processes i and lime for acid, and a saturated solution of chloride of calcium for alcohol and water, in the Edinburgh . The Edinburgh substances for purifying are stated by Dr. Ch risti·
son to be convenient, and to act perfectly and promptly. The chloride of
calcium solution, after havi.ng been used, yields, on distillation, a furt~er
portion of t>ther of the officma l density; and by concentrating it, filtering
while hot, and separating crystals of sulphite of lime which form on coolin g, the chloride may be recovered for future operations. In the London
and Dublin processes, the ether is distilled from the purifying agent j in the
U.S. and Edinburgh, after having been poured off from it. In either case,
this distillation, which is performed at a gentle heat, completes the purifica·
tion; as the elher is the most volatile substance present, and as the process
is stopped before the whole of th e liquid comes over.
The process for forming ether is conducted with most advantage on a
Jarge scale. At Apothecaries' Hall, where the operation is performed in rhis
way, th e apparatus employed is thus described by Mr. Brande. It "consists
of a leaden still, heated by means of high pressure steam carried through it
in a contorted leaden pipe. A tube enters the upper part of the still, for the
purpose of suffering alcohol gradually to run into the acid. The still·head is
of pewter, and is connec ted, by about six feet of tin pipe, with a very capacious condensing-worm, duly cooled by a current of water. The receivers
are of pewter, with glass lids, and have a side tube to connect them with
the delivering end of the worm-pipe." (Manual of C/iernisl.ry,jiflh ed.)
Properlies. Sulphuric ether is a colourless very limpid liquid, of a strong
and sweet odour, and hot pungent taste. As prepared for medicinal use, it
usually reddens litmus sli ghtly, though this is not a property belonging to
the pure ~ubstance; but if it reddens litmus strongly, it shows that the ether
has been imperfectly prepared or too long kept. When perfectly pure it has
the specific gravity of 0·7l:l, and boils at 95°. It is not frozen by a cold
of 160° below zero. (Faraday, Phil ..111af(. and Journ. of Sci. for .lJ/arclt,
1845.) The officina l strenglh of the United States and London ether is

0·750; of the Dublin, 0·7U5; of the Edinburgh, 0·735, or under.

That

sold rn the shops varies from 0 ·7;13 to 0·765. Its sp. gr., as directed by
the French Codex, is 0·758. For medicinal purposes, its density should
not be greater than 0·750. In the opinion of Dr. Christison, it should not
exceed 0·735; because, according to this writer, commercial ether is gene·
rally of this density, and may be obtained of such purity without difficulty.
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It is a very volatile liquid, and, when of the sp. gr. 0·720, boils at about 08°,
and forrns a vapour which has tbe density of 2·58G. Its extreme volatility
c~usP.s it to evaporate speedily in the 01~en air, with the production of~ considerable degree of cold. When g-ood Jt evaroratcs from the hand Without
leaving a disagreeable odour . lls mflammabi!ity is very great, and the products of its combustion are water and carbonic acid. ln consequence of
this property the greates t caution should be used not to brin~ it in the vici·
nity of flame, as, for example, a lighted candle, for fear of Its taking fire.
One of the g reat advantages of using steam as _the so~1rce of /~eat is, th~t it
obviates, in a great measure, the danger of its acc1dental rnftammation.
When too Jong kept, it undergoes decomposition, and is converted in part
into acetic acid. lt dissolves iodine and bromine, and sulphur and phospho·
rus spa rin g ly. Th e lattt>r substance is generally exhibited in elhereal solu ·
tion . (See Plwsphoriu;.) Its solvent power ave~ corrosive ~ublimate makes
it a useful agent in the manipulations for detectrng that poison. lt is also
a solvent of volatile and fixed oils, many resins and balsams, tannic acid,
caoutchouc, and most of the organic ngetable alkalies. It does not dissolve
potassa and soda, in which respect it differs remarkably from alcohol.
Water dissolves a tenth of irs volume of ether, and reciprocally ether takes
up about the same proportion of water. It unites in all proportions with
alcohol.
Impurities and Tests. The impurities found in ether, besilles acids and
fixed substances , are alcohol, water, and heavy oil of wine. Acid s are detected
by litmus and removed by agitation with potassa; and fixed substances, by
their n•maining upon lhe evaporation of the ether . Alcohol is an admissible
substance in the officinal ethers; for it is contained in the Edinburgh eLher,
which has the lowest density of them all. Jf, however, it is present in too
large a quantity, the density of the ether will be too high. lt may be sepa·
rated by was/ting the ether, as it is called i that is, agitating it with twice
its bulk of water, which will unite with the> alcohol, forming a heavier
st ratum after rest, from which the ether may be poured off. The ether by
thi s treatment dissolves about a tenth of its bulk of watrr, from which it
may be purified by agitation with fresh burnt lim e, and subsequent distil·
lation. An easy method for detecting and measuring any alcohol which
may be present in ether, is that advised by the Edinburgh College; namely,
to agitate it, in a minim measuro, with half its volllme of a concentrated
solution of chloride of calcium. 'l1his will remove the alcohol, and the re·
duction of the volume of the ether, when it rises to the surface, will indi·
cate its amount. Heavy oil of wine may be discovered by the ether
becoming milky upon being mixed with water.
Composition, and Theory of its Production. Sulphuric ethe ~ consists
of four eqs. of carbon, five of hydrogen, and one of oxygen, and ns em pi·
rical formula is C 4 H 50 . In volumf's it consists of four volumes of carbon
vapour, five volumes of hydrogen, and half a volume o~ oxygen, condensed
into one volume of ether vapour. Its proximate constttuents may be con·
sidered to be one eq. of etherin e and one of water; or, in '-'Olumes, one
volume of ethe rine vapour and one volume of aqueous vapour, condensed
into one volume. This view mak es it a hydrate of et!terine (C 4 H 4 +H0 ).
The sp. gr. of its vapour, calculated on this constitution in volume, is :.NJS l7,
which is very near 2·58fi, the number obtained by expe rim ent. By the gene·
rality of chemists, however, the constitul'nts of the etherine, together with
the hydrogen of the alleged waler, are supposed to form a peculiar hypothetical radical, consisting ofC 4 H:;, to which the nam e of et!tyle or et/11de has
been given. 011 this view, ether is an oxide of ethyle (C 4 H 5 +0) , and
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alcohol, a hydrated oxide of ethyle. (See page 62.) By this statement of
the composition of sulphuric ether, it is p('rceived that it contains no sulphuric acid, contrary to what its name would imply. The fact is, that it is
called sulphuric ether, merely in allusion to the agency of the acid usually
employed in its preparation, but an identical ether may be obtained by the
action of other acids on alcohol. In allusion to the water which it is supposed to contain, it is sometimes called hydric ether. Etherine, considered
as a constituent of ether, is a hypothetical 4-4 carbohydrogen (C 4 H 4 ). It is
supposed to consist of four volumes of carbon vapour and four volumes of
hydrogen, condensed into one volume. On this supposition its sp. gr . would
be 1·96 1. An isomeric compound, also called etherine by some chemists,
and having the same sp. gr . as that . assum~d for the hypothetical etherine,
was discovered as a constituent of oil-gas liquor by Dr. Faraday.
\ Vith a view to determine in what manner sulphuric acid acts upon alcohol
in order to convert it into ether, it is necessary that a comparison should be
instituted between the composition of the two latter. Now alcohol is a
hydrated oxide of ethyle, and ether, oxide of ethyle without water. I t folJows, tht'refore, that to convert alcohol into ether, it is only necessary to
abstrac t the wate r of the former . The agent in effecting this abstraction is
evidently the sulphuric acid, which is known to have a strong affinity for
waler; but its action is not direct as originally supposed, but intermediate,
as was first pointed out by the late Mr. Rennell. This chemist found that
when two eqs. of sulphuric acid and one of alcohol were i:nerely mixed, the
acid lost a portion of its saturating power, and a new acid was formed, to
whic.h he gav.e the name of su!1~hovin.ic acid (the e'the~ostdp!turic <uid of
Liebig). In view of its compos1t1on it may be called a b1sulphateofalcohol,
or, wh ich is tbe same thing, a bisulphate of ether with one eq. of water, that
is , a double sulphate of ether and water. ·when one eq. of this acid is
heated it is decomposed; two eqs. of sulphuric acid with one eq. of water
remain in the retort, ''"bile one eq. of ether distils over.
If the original proportion of acid and alcohol continued the same through·
out the whole of the distillation, all the alcohol would be resoh·e<l into ether
a~d w.ate.r; but, during the progress of the process, the_ alcohol is constantly
d1min1shmg, and of wurse the relative excess of the acid becoming greater;
and at last a point of time arrives when the excess of acid is so great that
the generation of Nher ceases. As these rt>suhs depend upon the relative
defic ienc.y of the alcohol, while the acid remains but slightly changed in
amount. It is easy to understand why it is advantageous to add alcohol
gradually to. the distilling vessel d.uring the prog ress of the distillation; for,
by this addiuon, the proper proportion of the alcohol to the acid is maintained.
But the decomposing power of the acid has its limit i as it becomes at last
too dilute to act upon the alcohol, although. towards the close of the distillation, a cons iderable portion of water distils over with the ether .
.Medical Properties and Uses. Ether is a powerful diffusible stimulnnt,
thoug~ transient in its operation. 1t is also esteemed antispasmodic and
narcotic_. Its vapour, when breathed, produces a transient intoxication,
resemblmg that caused by nitrous oxide, but dangerous if carried too far.
It has recently been much used, in t his manner, to produce insensibility
during the perfor~ance of painful operations. Jn some stages of low
fevers attended with subsulLus tendinum, ether proves beneficial as a
stimulant and anti·s pasmodic. In these cases it is frequently conjoined
wiL11 laudanum. Jt is useful also in nervous headache unattended witb
vascular fulness,. and generally in nervous and painfu l diseases which
are unaccomp~med by inflammation . In catarrhal dyspnrea, and spas·
modic asthma, us vapour may be inhaled with advantage, by holding in the
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moulh a piece of sug_a r.• to which a few drops of elher have been previously
added. ln n aus~a ll 1s given as a cordi_al, and in cramp of the stomach
a nd flatulent colic it some tim es a~ts wuh si1~gular e~ca~y . It is also
useful, gi\'en alone, or mixed with. ~i i of turp e.ntme , in relit:>ving the pain or

spasm caused by the passage ~f biliary calculi.

Acco~ding

to Mr. Brande,

a s mall teaspoonful of e ther, mixed wnh a glass of white win e, is often an

effectual remedy fo r allaying the distressing symptoms of sea-sick ness.
:Whe n ex ternally applied it n:iay act ei th e r as a sti mulant or r~fr i gera nt. If
Its evapo~ation be repressed, Jt operates as a powerful rubefac1e nt ,a~d may
~ven ves1cate; but when thi s i ~ all_ow ed to take place freely, it is r~f~1gerant
rn consequence of lh e cold winch ll produces. In the latter way Jt 1s some·
limes employed in s lra ngu lated he rnia , dropped on the tumour and allowed
to evaporate. Dr. A. T. Thom son has found et her sometimes to produce
immediate relief when dropped into the ear in earache. For external use,
the unret.tified elhe r may be e mployed . The dose of s ulphuric elhe r is from
fifty drops to a teaspoonful, to be re peated frequently when the full effect of
the re medy is desired. When used habitually the dose must be much larger,
to produce a given effect. It ma y be perfectly incorporated with w ate r or
any aqueo us mixture, by rubbing it up with s permaceti, e mploy ed in the
proporli on of two grai ns for each ftuidrachm or th e ether. The et he r and
spe rmaceti are lo be rubbed together in a mortar, until the latter is pe rfectly
dissolved; and to the sol ution thus for m ed the water or mixture is to be
a dd ed, while th e whole is constantly sti rred. The incorporntion being
finished, the operation is completed by passing the mixture throu g h a piece
of mu sli n to separate the spermace ti. ( Durand.)
W ate r s;H~ratc d with e th er is highly r ecomme nd ed by Bouchardat for
the preservauon of anatomical pre parations and othe r organic bodies. Of
~ourse tbe air must bt.• care full y exclu ded from lh e c~ntaining v~ssels. A
llltle s uga r should be added to the water, to prevent lts absorpt10n by the
orga nic body. ft is a lso r ecomme nd ed by the sam e authority for the exhau stion of vegetable medici n es , espec ially in the case or extracts prepar ed
by evaporation in vacuo. (Bulletin de Tftirap .• xxv . 2SO.)
Sulphu ric ethe r is used in the preparation of M orp h ire Acetas, U. 8.
Off: Ptep . Spiritus .lEtheris Su lphurici, Ed.; Sp iritus .lEtheris Sulphurici Composit us, U.S., L ond.
B.

OLEUM iETI-IEREUM . U.S., Land. LIQUOR iETHEREUS OLEO·
sos. Dub.

Ethereal Oil.

Ileavy Oil of )Vine.

Sulphate nf Ether

and Etfterine.
"Take of Alcohol two pints; Sulphuric Acid three pints; Solution of
Potassa half ajluidowice; Distilled Water ajluidounce. Mix the Acid
cautiously with the A lcohol, allow the mixture to stand twelve hours, the n
pour it rnto a large g lass retort, to which a rccei,·er kept cool by ice or water
is adapted, and dist il by m ea ns of a sa nd-bat h until a blac k fr oth ri ses, wh e n
the retort is to be re moved immediately from the sand-?ath. Separate.th e
lighter supe rnatant liq uid in th e receiver f~om the heavier, and expose 1t to
the a zr fo r a day; then add to it the So luu on of Potassa previous ly mix<.>d
with the Di stilled '.Yater, a n d shake thrm togelher. Lastly , separate the
Ethereal Oil as so~n as it s ha ll hanJ subs ided . Th e s pecific grav ity of this

liquid is 1·096." U.S.
"Take of Rectified Spir it two pounds; Sulphuric acidfour pounds; Solution of Potassa, Distilled W ater, ra.ch, a jluidounce [ Im perial measu~eJ,
or as much as may be suffi.cienl. Mix the Acid cautiously with t he Spun.
Let lhe liquor disti l until a black froth a r ises ; then immediately remove
the retort from the fi re. Separate the lighter sup ernatant liquor from the
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heavier one, and expose the former to the air for a day. Add to it the
Solution of Potassa first mixed with the Water, and shake them together.
Lastly, when sufficitmtly washed, separate the Ethereal Oil which sub-

sides." Lond.

The specific gravity of this oi_I is l ·05.

"Take what remains in the retort after the distillation of Sulphuric Ether.
Distil dowu to one-half with a moderate heat." flub.
When alcohol is distilled with a large excess of sulphuric acid, the same
products are generated as those mentioned i11 the last article as being formed
towards the close of the distillation of ether. These were stated to be sulphurous acid, heavy oil of wine, olefiant gas, and carbonaceous maltcr. In
the U. S. process such an excess of sulphuric acid is employed, for lh e purpose of obtaining lhe oil. The product of the distillation is in two layers,
a ~eavier one, consisting of water holding_ sulphurous acid i.n solution ,. and
a lighter, formed of ether containing the 01! of wine. The lighter li_qutd is
separated and expost>d for twenty~four hours to the air, in order to dissipate
the ether by evaporation; and the oil. which is left, i.s shaken wit.ha solution
of potassa to deprive it of all traces of water or acid; afler which, as soon
a!-- it subsides, it is to be separated. The London process is substantially
the same as that of the U. S. Pharmacopceia. The d iff'erenccs are, that the
London College omits to direct a prolonged contact between the alcohol and
acid, and dispenst>s with a refrigerated receiver . The Dublin formula is
altogetht>r defective. By distilling the residue of the sulphuric ether process " down to one-half with a moderate heat," the oil of wine is no doubt
distilled over; but it is mixed with various substances, for the separation of
which no directions are gi,·en in the formula.
The nature and mode of formation of heavy oil of wine are not well
undt>rstood. It has been explained in the preceding anicle, that, in th e" early
stage of the distillation of a mixture of sulphuric acid and alcohol, sulphovinic
acid, or double sulphate of ether and water is formed . During its progress
this is decomposed so as to yield ether. When, however, the alcohol is
distilled with a large excess of sulphuric acid, the sulphovinic acid is decomposed so as to form a small quantity of the heavy oil of wine, now considered
to be a double su lphate of ether and etherine, having the formula ClIP,S03
+c~F-I~,SOJ. lt is conceived to be generated from two eqs. of sulphovinic
acid (double su lphate of ether and water), which are resolved into one eq. of
heavy o!I of wine, two of sulphu ric acid, and three of water. When the
heavy 011 is gently heated with four parts of water, it is resolved into sulpho·
vinic acid which dissolves, and an oily substance which floats on the surface,
called etherole or light oil of wine, and which is isomeric wiLh th e hypothe·
tical etherine. Etherole, as thus obtained, is not pure. When left for a long
time at a low tcmpt>rature, it is resolved imo pure etherole, and a concrete
substance in crystals, isomeric with it, called concrete oil of wine, or oil of
wine camphor, injudiciously denominated etherine by some chemists .
. P_roperties . . The ojjicinal ethereal oil (heavy oil of wine) is _a yellowi~h
l iquid, possessing an oleaginou~ consistency, a peculiar and slightly acr.1d
odour, .and rather sharp and bitter taste. ll boils at 540° . Its sp. gr. 1s,
accordrng to th e U . S. Pharmacopreia, 1·006. according to the London C.ol·
1ege, after Mr. Henn ell 's results, 1 ·05. By Dumas and Serullas its density
is slated to be .as high as l · J:J:J, which is probably the more.correct number
for thf' pure oil. It is sparing ly soluble in water, but readily so in alcohol
and ether. It is devoid of acid reaction, the sulphuric acid present in it being
completely neutralized by the ether and eth erine united with it. The sul·
phuric acid present is not precipitated by the usual reagents; because they
furnish a base, which, replacing the etherine, gives rise to one of the salts of
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sulphovinic acid, all of which are sol~ble in water and hydrous alcohol. The
process by which the heavy oil of wine is formed yields but a small product,
being only about one part in weight to thirty-one of the alcohol employed,
even when performed on the large scale; and when conducted on the small
~cale of the Pharmacopreias, the product is only one part of the oil to about
seve1uy-~ve ~f the alcohol. Pure etherole, or pure light oi~ ef wine, is a colourless oily lt9~i<l, having an aromatic odpur. ll s sp. gr. is betwee n 0·917
and 0·920, boiling poim 5;36° , and freezing point 31 ° below ze ro. lt communicates a grea~y stain to pape~. Concrete ~il of wine cry sta llizes in long,
transparent, brilliant, tasteless pnsms,soluble m alcohol and etlier, insoluble
in water, fusib le at 2:rn° 1 boiling at 500° and having the sp. gr. of 0·9ti0.
1
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1
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in lh~ densities, assigned Lo it by different authors, no doubt arise from its
containing more or less of th e concrete oil, the presence of which would
necessarily lower its specific gravity.
The officinal oil is not used in medicine in a separate stale, but forms
an ingredient of the compound spirit of sulphuric ether, or Hoffman n's ano·
dyne.
Off. Prep. Spiritus .1Etheris Sulpliurici Compositus, U.S., Lond. B.

SPJRITUS M 'L'HERIS SULPHURIC!. Ed. Spirit of Sulphui·ic
Ether .
"Take of Sulphuric Ether a pint; Rectified Spirit two 71ints. Mix.
them. The density of this preparation ought to be 0·80!)." Ed.
This preparation is merely ethe r diluted with twice its \'olume of alcohol.
Its
medical properties arc snnilar to those of ether. The dose is from one to
three fluidraclims, given with a sufficient quantity of waler.
Off. Prep. Tinclura Lobel ire .1Etherea. Ed.
B.

Wh~n prepared with m~te~ials of proper strength, its sp. gr . is O·SOfL

SPIRITUS JETHERTS SULPHURIC! COMPOSITUS. U.S.,
Lond. Compound Spirit of Sulphuric Ether. JI<f!ma1m's .!lnodyne
Liquor .
.. Take of Sulphuric Ether half a pint; Alcohol a pint; Ethereal Oil
threejluidrac/mis. Mix them ." U. S.
"Take of Sulphuric Ether eight jluidounces; Rectified Spirit sixteen
Jluidounces; Ethereal Oi l three fluidrac/nns. Mix them ." Lond.
Compound spirit of su lphuric elher is a volatile liquid, having a burning,
slightly sweetish taste, and the peculiar odour of ethereal oil. Its sp. gr.
is 0·816, according to the U.S . Pharmacopreia. When pure it is wholly
volatilized by heat and devoid of acid reaction. It becomes milky on being
mixed with water, owing lo Lhc precipitation of the ethereal oil; but this
change does not prove its goodness, as the sam~ property may be gi\•en to
the spirit of sulphuric ether, by the addition of vanousoils . One of th e authors
has been informed by Dr. Hotchkiss, that castor oil is sometimes added to
the spiri t of sulphuric ethe r, in order to give it the character of Hoffmann's
anodyne, of becoming milky when diluted with water . 'l'his sophistication
may be detected, as ascertained by Mr. VVm. Procter, jun., by mixing the
suspected preparation with water, drawing a piece of paper over the sur·
face of the liquid to absorb the oily g lobules, and exposing the paper to heat.
If the globules are castor oil, the greasy stain will be permanent, if ethe·
rea l oil, the stain will di~appear.
JUediwl Properties. This preparation is intended as a substit ute for the
anodyne liquor of Hoflinann, which it closely resembles. In the last
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edition of the U.S. P~armacopreia, it has. been made exactly after the Lon·
don'Tormula. [n add1Lion to the stimulating and antispasmodic qualities of
the ether which it contains, it possesses anodyne properties, highly useful
in nervous irritation, and want of sleep frum this cause. These additional
virtues it derives from the officinal or heavy oil of wine, which is a more
important substance than is generally supposed . Mr. Brande supposes that

the only effect of it, in the preparation under notice, is to alter the flavour of
the sulph~iricether. Jn this opinion he i~ certainly in error .. Dr. Hare, in
his Cht•m1cal Compendium, reports the opinion of Ors. Phys1ck and Dewees

in favour of the efficacy of the officinal oil of wine, d~s~ol.ved in alcohol, in
certain disturbe? states of the system, as a tranquillizing a~d anodyne
remedy. Such indeed are the generally admitted eflectsof Hoflmann's anodyne, when made with a due admixture of the ethereal oil; but a preparation
very de.ficient in oil is often improperly sold for. it, which, instead of be~oming
milky, 1s merely rendered opalescent when mixed with water. Hoffmann's
anodyne is on many occasions a useful adjunct to laudanum, to prevent the
naust>a which is excited by the latter in certain habits. Its dose is from half
a fluidrachm to two fluidrachms, given in water sweetened with suga r. B.

JETHER NlTROSUS. Dub.
Hyponitrous Ether.

.Nitrous Ether.

Nitric Ether.

Take of Purified Nitrate of Potassa, dried and coarsely powdered, a
pound and a half; ~ulphu ri c Acid a pound; Rectified Spi rit n-ineteenjlui<lounces. Put the Nitrate of Potassa mto a tu bu lated retort, placed in a bath
of cold \Vate~, and pour on it, by degrees and at intenrals, the Sulp.huric
Acid and Spirit, previou~ly mixed. and cooled after their mixture. \V nhout
almosl any exlernal heat, or at mosl a very gentle one (as of warm water
added to the bath), the ethereal liquor will begin to distil without the appli·
cation of fire. In a short time, the heat in the retort will increase sponta·
neously, and a considerable ebullition will take place, which must be mode·
rated by reducing the temperature of the bath with cold water. The receiver
must also be kept cold with water or snow, and furnished wid1 a proper
apparatus for transmitting the highly elastic vapour {bursting from the mix·
ture wi~h great violence !f the. heat be too much incrt'ased) through a pound
ofRecllfiPd Spirit comained in a cooled bottle.
"The ethereal liquor, thus spontaneously distilled, is to be received into
a boule with a ground glass stopper; and then must be added by degrees
(closing the bottle after each addition) as much very dry and powdered car·
bonate of potassa a~ will suffice to saturate the exct>ss of acid. using litmus
as the test. This is effected by the addition of about a drachm of the salt.
In a short time the Nitrous ELl1er will rise to the surface, and is to be separated by mt>ans of a funnel.
"If the Nher be required very pure, distil it again to one-half, from a
water-bath at a temperature of 140°. lts specific gravity is 0·900." Dub.
The Dublin is the only Pharmacopreia, commented on in this work, which
embraces among its preparations hyponitrous t>ther (called also nitrouli
and ni~ric ether) under a distinct name; but the Edinburgh College prepares It as the first step in the process for sweet spirit of nitre. The
mutual reaction of nitric acid and alcohol is so violent, that the formation of
this ether has justly been regarded as a process of difficulty. The mrthod
adopted ~y the Dublin College was contrived by Wolfe, and is commended
by Pelleuc>r a.swell adapted for obtaining this ether with facility and safety.
The alcohol JS not mixed directly with nitric acid, but with the matnials
necessary for generating it. Upon the addition of the mixture of sulphuric
0
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a~i~ and. alcohol lo the nitre , this salt is decomposed, and the dise_ngaged

nitric acid gradually reacts upon the alcohol, and ge nerates the ether 1n question. The heat evolved upon mixing the materials is so considerable, that
the application of ex traneous heat is unnecessary and even hazardous. Indeed, as the action advances, the temperature of the mixture must be moderated by the application of cold water. 'l'h e violent action arises from the
v~st quantity ~f ~uses_ and \•a pour~ sud.denly given of[ These are nitr.ogen,
111trous and nitric oxides, carbonic acid, and the vapours of water, nitrous
acid, and hyponitrous ether itself. No~withstanding the cold emp loyed, a
portion of the ether escapes condcnsa11on in lhe receiver, and hence the
Dublin College, lo save this portion, directs a cooled bottle to be connected
with it, containin g a pound of alcohol, into which the uncondensed et her is
allowed lo pass. The alcohol thus impregnated is subsequently emp loyed in
th e Dublin formula for swee t spiri t of nitre. (See Spiritus JA'theris Nitrici.)
The ether condensed in the receiver is not pure, but contains a liule nitrous,
nitric, and acetic acids. To remove these, th e ethereal product is s haken
with carbonate of potassa, which has the effect of saturating tht>m .
H yponitrous ether is prepared by Thenard according to the following
proc~:ss. Equal weights of alcohol and nitric acid, contained in a retort
ha,.-ing a capacity double thc>ir volume , are dist illed, by n moderate heat,
into a Wolfo's apparatus of five bottles, the first of which is empty, and.
the four others half filled with saturated brine. Each boule is placed in
an earthen pan containing a mixture of ice and salt. The apparatus being
thus arranged, a few liv e coals are placed und e r the retort, whereupon the
liquid e nters quickly into ebullition. The fire must then be imm ediate ly
withdrawn, and the ebullition moderated by allowing some water pressed
from a sponge to flow O\'er the retort . The process is terminaled when
the spontaneous ebullition ceases; at which time the liquid in the re!ort
forms a little more than a third of the quantity of alcohol and acid emp loyed.
In the first bottle, a large quantity of yellow liquid \~ill be found, consisting
of much weak alcohol, of ethe r, and of nitrou s, nitric, and acetic acids; in
the secon d, a pretty thick stratum of ether, containing a little acid and alcohol, and swimmi ng on th e s urface of the brine; in th e third, a very thin
stratum of the same nature as that in the second, and so on for the rest.
The se\'e ral layers of ether are then sepa rated by means of a funnel, mixed
together, and redisti lled, wiLh a moderate heat, into a refri ge rated receiver.
The first product is the ether, which, to be perfeclly pure and devoid of
acidity, must be allowed to remain in a bottle for half an hour, in contact
with powdered lime. From 500 pans of alcohol and 500 of acid, Thenard
obtained 100 of excellent ether.
Liebi g recommends the following process for obtaining this ethe r in a
state of purity. One part of starch and ten of nitric acid (sp.gr. l·3) are
introduced into a capacious retort, which is connected with a two-n ecked
bottle by means of a wide tube two or three feet long, bent at ri gh t angles,
and reaching toils bottom. This bott le cont~ins a mixlure ~f two parts of
alcohol of85 percent. and one of water,and 1s surrounded wJth cold water.
The second neck is connectt>d, by means of a long and wide tube, with
Liebig's refrigeratory . (For a figure of this apparatus see page 77:l.) The
retort is heated by a \\"aler-batb, and, by the reaction of the starch and
nitric acid, purn hyponitrous acid is disengaged, which, passing through
the alcohol, forms with its ether hyponitrous ethe r, which distils in a con·
tinuous stream . It is then freed from alcohol by means of water, and from
water by standing over chloride of calcium. This process is stated to be
very productive. ( Turner's Chemistry, 7th ed., p. 8 -19.)
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Dr. Hare has devised an ingenious process for obtaining this ether, in
which he avails himself of a hyponitrite ready formed. When nitre is
exposed to heat, as. in the pr?cess for obtaining o."tygen from it, about onethird is converted mto hyponitr ite of potassa. This may he obtained separate by crystallizing the nitrate from it. Fourteen parts of the hyponitrite,
thus procured, are dissolved in seve n parts of water, and mixed, in a tubulated retort, with eight parts of alcohol. 'l'h c beak of the retort is made
tapering and bent downwards, and enters a tube, occupying the axis and
descending through the neck of an inverted bell glass, so as to terminate
within a tall vial. Both the tube and vial are kept cold by ice and water.
Seven parts of sulphuric acid, diluted with its weight of water, are gradually added to the retort, and the ethe r is distilled by means of a water-bath,
kept blood-warm. (Trans. ofthe./Jmer. P!tU. Soc., vii . 277; alsoProceedings of the Society, ii. 143, Jan., 1842.)
Theory qf lite Production of Hyponitrous Ethe.r, '-5'-c. In the process of
Dr. Hare, the hyponitrous acid, ready formed, is liberated from a hyponitrite in contact with alcohol, with the ether of which the acid unites. In
Liebig's process hyponitrous acid is formed by the agency of starch, by
which two eqs. of oxygen are detached from each eq . of nitric acid, and is
passed into alcohol contained in a separate vessel. VVhen nitric acid is
mixed dircctlv with th e alcohol, the reaction is different. H ere one
eq. of .nitric 3.?id, by reacting with one eq. of alcohol, forms one eq. of
hyponitrous acid, one eq. of aldehytl, and two eqs. of water. Thus N0 5
and C 4 H 6 0 2 =N0 3 and C 4 H-10 2 and 2HO. The hyponitrous acid, as soon as
formed, reacts with a second eq. of alcohol, so as to form one eq. of hyponitrous ether, with separation of one eq. of water. h has, however, bet>n
shown by Dr. Golding Bird, that, when an excess of alcohol is used, oxalhydric (saccharic) acid is first formed, and that when the formation of the
hyponitrous ethe r has nearly ceased, aldehyd makes its appearance in the
distilled product, and simultaneously oxalic acid in the contents: of the
retort, before which time the latler cannot be discov ered. All these pro·
ducts result from the ~xidizing action of the nitric acid upon the .alcohol,
increasing the proport10n of oxygen in the substances formed, eJt~er by
removing the hydrogen , or by abstracting this ele ment and adding directly
to the oxygen at the same time . The reader who may wish to pursue this
subject, is referred to the interesting paper of Dr. Bird, contained in the

Lond.

~·Ed.

Phil. Mag., xiv.
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Properties. Pure hyponitrous ether is pale yellow, has the smell of
apples and Hungary wines, boils at 62° (be low 65° Hare), and has the
sp.gr. of 0·947 at G0°. The density of its vapour is 2·627. Litmus is not
affected by it. When it is mixed with an alcoholic solution of potassa, hyponitrite of potassa and alcohol are formed, without producing a brown
colour, showing th e a~sence of aldehyd. lt is soluble in 48 parts of water,
and in all proportions m alcohol ~r r~ctified spirit. It is highly inflamm~ble,
and burns.with a white flame without residue. The irnpurcetherobta1ned
by the ordina ry processes boils al 70°,and has the density of 0 ·886 at 40<>.
The o~cinal specific gravit ies of it are 0·900 Dub., O·b9!J Ed. (Se.e the
next art1~lc for the Edinburgh elhe r. ) Mixed with an alcoholic solution of
potassa, 1t bec~mes dark brown, with production of aldehyd resin. (See
page 15.) 'I'lllS discoloration shows the presence of aldehyd. When kepl
it becomes acid rn a short time, as shown by litmus; and nitric oxide is
given off, which often causes the bursting of the bottle. Its tendency to
become aci~ is rendered greater by the action of the air, and depends o.n
the absorption of oxygen by the aldehyd, which thereby becomes aceuc
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acid. These facts sho\V lhe propriety of preserving this ether in small,
strong bottles, kept full and ln a cool place. Hyponitrous ether consists,

it~ ~~~~~Ta i:~~~s~+o~~a~ ei~ f~, ~~~~~~~;:~~~~~~~:r~i ~~tietn~~;oe~~ :~~

nitric ether. In its pure or concentrated state it is never used in medicine.
Diluted with alcohol (rectified spirit) it forms the spirit of nitric ether, or
sweet spiri t of nitre, dt>scribed in the

TI('Xt

article.

B.

SPIRITUS j£Tl-IERIS NITRICL U.S., Land., Ed. SPIRITUS
Dub. Sr1RITUS N1TRI DuLcts. Spirit of )\r.itric

lETIIEREUS NtTRosus .

Ether.

Sweet Spirit qf Nitre .

"Take of Nitrate of Potassa, in coarse powder, two pounds; Sulphuric
Acid a pound and a half; Alcohol nine p·ints and a ha((; Diluted Alcohol
a pint; Carbonate of Potassa an ounce. Mix the Nitrate of Potassa and the
Alcohol in a large glass retort, and, having gradually poured in the Acid,
digest with a gentle heat for two hours; then raise the heat and distil a gal lon. To the distilled liquor add the Diluted Alcohol and Carbonate of Potassa. and again distil a gallon." U.S.
"Take of Rectified Spirit l~iree pounds; Nitric Acid f~11r ounce.~. Add
the acid gradually to the Spirit and mix them; then dislll thiny-two fluid ounces [ Imperial measur~J" Lond.
"Take of Rectified Spmt two pints and sixfluidounces [ Imperial measure]; Pure Nitric Acid (D. 1·500) sevm.fluidounces [Imp. meas.]. Put
fifteen fluidounces of the Spirit, with a little clean sand, into a two-pint
matrass. filled with a cork, through which are passed a saft>ty -tube terminating an inch above the Spirit, and another tube leading to a refrigeratory.
The safety-tube being filled with Pure NiLric Acid, add th.rough it gradually
three fluidounces and a half of the acid. When the ebullnion which slowly
rises is nearly over, add the rest of the acid gradually, half a fluidounce at a
time, waiting till the ebulliti on caused by each portion is nearly over before
adding more, and cooling the refrigeratory with a stream of water, iced in
summe r. The ether thus distilled over. being received in a bottlt>, is to be
agitated first with a linle milk of lime, till it ceases to redden litmus paper,
and then with half its volume of concentrated so lution of muriate of lime.
The pure hyponitrous ether thus obtained,. which should have a density of
0·89!J, is then to be mixed with the remarnder of the Rectified Spirit, or
exactly four times its volume.
"Spirit of Nitric Ether ought not to be kept long, as it always undergoes
decompositi~:m. and becomes at length strongly acid. Its density by this
process is 0·847." Ed.
"Add to the matter which remains after the distillation of Nitrous Ether,
the Rectified Spirit employE>d in that operation for condernsing the elastic
vapour, and distil till the residuum be dry, with the superior heat of a waterbath. Mix the distilled liquor with the alkaline liquor 'which remains after
the separation of the Nitrous Ether.and add, moreover, as much well dried
Carbonate of Potnssa as shall be sufficient to saturate the predominant acid.
This is made ev id ent by the test of litmus. Lastly, distil as long as any
drops come over by the medium. heat of a water-bath. The specific gravity
of this liiiuor is 0·850.
"Nitrous Elhereal Spirit may also be prepared by adding- gradually two
ounces of Nitric Acid to a pint of Rectified Spirit, and distilling twelve
ounces with a proper apparatus and the applicalion of a gentle heat." flub.
The officinal spi rit of nitric etbt'f is a mixture, in variable proportions,
of hyponitrous ether and alcohol (rectified spirit). Hyponitrous ether is
70
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always gene rated by the reaction of nitric acid and alcohol; and it matters
not whether the alcohol be mixed with nitric acid directly, or with the ma·
teria!s for generating it, namely, nitre and sulphll ric acid. When the
materials for forming the ether contain an excess of alcohol, this distils over
wi1h the ether, and forms the preparation under consideration.

The processes of the Pharmacopreias differ considerably. The U.S. and
Dublin Pharmacopreias obtain the requisite nitric acid by using the materials
for generatin g it; while the London and Edinburgh Colleges mix the acid
ready formed with the alcohol. The London and Edinburgh process~s,
however, differ in one important particular; namely, that while the London
College distils the nitric acid with an excess of alcohol , which comes over
in large proportion with the ether, forming, at once, the sweet spirit of
nitre; the Edinburgh College forms a concentrated hyponitrous ethe r in
the distillation, and dilutes it with a determinate quantity of alcohol.
The Uniled States formula is modeled after a recipe communicated by
!VI r. John Carter, manufacturing chemist, to the Philadelphia College of
Pharmacy, and recommended for adoption by a committee of that body. It
is in fact the Dublin process for obtai nin g hyponitrous ether, explained in
the preceding article, with the use of alcohol in excess. The nitre and
alcohol being mixed in th e retort, t he sulphuric acid is gradually added, and
a gentle heat applied. Nitric acid is set free, and by reacting with a part of
the a lcohol produces the hyponitrous ether, as explained in the last article.
Upon the subsequent increase of the heat, the ether and the remainder of
the alcohol distil over as the sweet spirit of nitre. The distilled product,
however, contains some acid, and hence is rectified by a distillation from
carbonate of potassa. The dilutt>d alcohol is added before commencing this
distillation, to enable the operator to obt<lin a quantity of distilled product
equa l to that procured at first, without distilling· to dryness, which would
endanger the production of empyreuma. The alcohol is first mixed with
the nitre, and 1he sulphu ri c acid afterwards gradually added . If the alcohol
and sulphuric acid are previously mixed, the risl.: would be run of generating
some sulph uric ether,beforethcyareadded to the nitre in the retort. The
retort should be of such a capacity as to be capable of holding twice the
amount of the materials employed.
The above process, as conducted by Mr. Carter on a large scale, is per·
formed in a copper still of about twenty gallons capacity;and furnished
with a pewter head and worm . The materials for the first distillation are
J S pounds of purified nitre, J2 gallons of alcohol of 34° Baume (O·S-17),
a.nd 12 pound~ of sulph?ric acid; and IO gallons are drawn off. The distdlrd product 1s then mixed with a ga llon of diluted alcohol, and rectified
by a new distillation from lime or a carbonated alkali; the same quantity
being distilled as at first. 'Vhen large quantities of this preparation are
thus obtained, the several portions require to be mixed in a large glass
vessel, to rrnder the '~hole of uniform str~ngth; a~ the portion which first
comes over in the rectification is strongest m hypon1trous ether. Previously
to the redistillation, the head and worm must be washed thoroughly wit~
\\'ah,r, to remove a little acid which comes O\'er in the first distillation.
(Joum. 9( the Phil. Col. of Pharm ., i. :!08.)
. A s1m~la~ process to t~e above '.or mo.king sweet spirit of nitre, i~ adopted
rn the prmc1pa.I laboro.torws of Philadf'lphia. As the use of metallic vessels
is attended with some risk. it would be an improvement in the above pro·
cess, if an earthenware stil l and worm were employed, as is done at Apothecaries~ Hall, London; the still being heated by the slow application of
steam to its outer surface.
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In order to understand ~he process of the Dublin College for preparing
sweet spirit of nitre, it will be necessary to revert to their formula for obtaini ng hyponitrous ether, explained in the last article. The residue of this
process consists of sulphate of potassa, fre e nitric acid not consumed in the
generation of the ether, and certain products resulling from th e oxidation of
th e alcohol by the nitric acid, as mentioned in the last article. To this residue is added the pound of alcohol, which had been employed in the process
for the purpose of absorbing the ether which ('SCapcs condensation in th e
receiver . Of course, after this addition, all the conditions are fulfilled which
are necessary for the generation of sweet spirit of nitre, namely, nitric acid
i11 contact with more alcohol than is nr:>cessary to form hyponitrous ethe r.
Accordingly, upon distillation, the ether comes over mixed with a certain
proportion of alcohol, forming tile sweet spirit of nitre. But at th e same
time, a portion of acid is distilled over, to sepa rate which the product is redistilled from a~ alkaline carbonate at a medium heat (between 100° and
200°) as long as any drops come over. To save the alkaline solution used
in purifying the ether described in the last article, it is directed to be ap plied, as far as it will go, to the purpose of saturating the free acid of this
preparation.
From th e explanations here and previou~ly give~, it is obvious that the
formulre fo r hyponitrous ether and sweet spirit of nnre of the Dublin College form in fact but one prpcess; and whenever it is des irable to obtain
hyponitrous et her, it is no doubt expedient to use the residu e and part of
the products of th e process, for procuring sweet spirit of nitre, provided the
latter preparalion can be obtained from Lhem of good quality. But when
it is recollected that the residue is load ed with newly formed acids, and
that the quantity of free nitric acid in it cannot be estimated, it may be well
doubted whether the process of the Dublin Collt!ge for sweet spirit of nitre
is an eligible one. As hyponitrous ether is never employed in medicine
in a pure state, and has very few uses, it is an objection to the Dublin
formula for sweet spirit of nitre that it requires the preparation of another
substance which may not be wanted. It is, no doubt, on this account that
the College has appended to its process for sweet spi rit of nitre, another
formula, similar to that of the London College, by which it may be obtained
independently of any other product.
In the London process, nitric acid, ready formed, is mixed with the alcohol; the proportion of acid to th e spirit being as 1 to 0 in weight. The pro portion of nitric acid to the alcohol in the U.S. formula, is nearly the same
as that in the London process, if we suppose that the nitre, by its decomposition, yields a pound and a quarter of acid, which is about the quantity
obtained in practice. This coincidence may be assumed with the greater
confidence, as the preparation obtained by the two processes has the same
specific gravity. 'l'h t3 proportion of sweet spirit of nitre drawn off to the
alcohol employed is a little over two-thirds in the London ~ormula,and fivesixths in that of the U . S. Pharmacopccia. \:V he n the disullalion is pushed
too far, the product is hi gh-coloured, specifically heavier than it should be,
very acid so as to act strongly on litmus paper, decomyoses the alkaline
carbonates with effervescence, and contains aldehyd , which gives it a pungent odour. (Dr. Golding Bi'.~d .) Th e ii:11purities arising from a distillation carried too far are, according to Dr. B1rd 1 enlire ly avoided by following
the directions of the London Pharmacopccia. The residue of the process,
if further distilled, will yield a small additional portion of sweet spirit of
nitre, nearly pure, of higher specific gra\•ity than the officinal portion; but,
on continuincr the process, the hyponitrous ether ceases to come ove_r, and
about the sa~e time aldehyd appears in the distilled product, and m the
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residue, oxalic acid. which seems to replace the oxalhydric acid, formed at

an earlier stage of the reaction . (See last article.) Admiuing Dr. Bird's
results, it is probabl e that the sweet spirit of nitre which comes over in the
first distillation of the U: S. process will contain aldehyd i as one-fourth
more of li~uid is drawn over than is distilled in the London process. Supposing this to be the case, it is presumable that this impurity would be
se parated, together with any contaminating acid, by the second distillation
from carbonate of potassa. According to Mr. Alsop and Mr. Scanlan, of
Londo~, the process of the London College is a precarious. one, and at the
sa me tun e not economical. (~fu~rm . Journ. and Trf!nS ., iii. 425. ) It is
probably not economical, but 1l gives a good preparation when the London
College directions are strictly followed .
The Edinburgh process [or sweet spirit of nitre, consists of tw~ steps:
first th_e formation of hyponitrous ether. and secondly, it_s dilution with four
tim es 1ts volume of alcohol. Dr. Christison, commenting on this process,
states that it may be conducted with safety and d espatc h, when the precautions are attended to which are enjoined by the Edinburgh College. The
conditions for success are to add no more acid to th e spirit at first than what
is nt•cessary to commence the action; to wait until the ebullitio n thus arising
sha ll have ceased; to add the rest of th e acid in small successive portionsj
to let the acid drop from the h<'ight of about an inch into the spirit; to have
some clean sand in the bottom of the matrnss; and~~ e mploy a refrigeratory,
suc h as that figured al page 772. Sho_uld the ebutlJt1on increase too rapidly,
it may be repressed by blowing cool air across the n:atrass. The presence
of the sand prevents the dangerous succussions ansing from the sudden
librration of elhereal vapour. 11 he ethereal producl is first agitated with
milk of lime lo separate acid, and then with half its volume of a concentrated solulion of chloride of calcium, lO remove water and alcohol. The
density given for this hyponitrous ether is 0 ·899, which is lower than that
of the pure ether. Th e last step in the process is to mix this ether with
the prescribed quantity of alcohol, which gives a sweet spirit of nitre of the
density of 0·847. Th e hyponitrous ether of thi s process may bo presumed
to measure, on an avnage, 7t fluidounces, and, consequently, the> sweet
sp irit of nitre obtained from it, 3S:f ftuidounces. Th e d"'gree of dilution
was fixed, so as to make it conform in ethereal strength with the same preparation of the former Edinburgh Pharmacopceia. Th e preparation is
intended to contain one-fifth of its volume of ethe r, and is probabl.v twice
or thrice as strong as the sweet spirit of nitre of the U.S. and London
Pharmacopreias. For making this preparation, Dr. Christison prefers the
present plan of the Edinburgh CollL.. ge, of diluting the pure ether to a
dt>terminate drgree, on the ground that it secures a pure and uniform preparation. Many yc>ars ago the same plan was proposed by Dr. Hare.
Properties. Spirit of nitric ether is a colourless volatile liquid, of a fragrant ethereal odour, and pungent, aromatic, sweetish, acidulous taste . Th e
Edin?urgh preparation is yellow. If perft•ctly pure it is devoid of acid
reacl!on, but it generally reddens litmus sl ight ly. Its officinal sp.gr. is
O·S:H U: S ., Lond.; 0·8.J1 Bd.; and 0·850 p ub. H igh density is ~ol
necessan!y an i_ndex of deficient. st ren gth; as It ma~ arise, as in the Edinburgh preparation, from containmg a lnr~e proportion of the pure ~ther.
If bentE'd by mt'ans of a water-bath, the U.S. sweE't spirit of nitre begms to
boil at 160°. It mixes with water and alcohol in all proportions. It is very
inflammable, and burns with a whitish flame.
Impu rities and 'i'csts. Swept spi rit of nitre, when the product of a distillation too long continued, at first contains aldehyd, which afterwards be·
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comes acetic acid by the absorption of oxygen-rapidly if the preparation
be insecurely kept. The prescn.ce of aldchyd may be detecte~ by its i~·
parting a pu~gent odour and acrid flavour, and by the prepar_auon contarnmg it assuming a yellow tint on the addition of a weak solution of potassa,
owing to the formation of aldehyd resin . [t is probable that this impurity
is not often present in large amount, being replaced by its product th e
acetic acid . As aldehyd appears_ to be the cl11ef son rce of impurity i.n
sweet spirit of nitre, and as it 1s detected by producing a charactenst1c
colour with a solution of potassa, it would seem easy to make this test
available as an index when the distillation s hould be discontinued. For if
the distilled producl were made to pass through a small portion of this
alkaline solution, it would probably give indications of th.e first. ap~ear~nce
of aldehyd, and thus enable the operator to stop the distillauon in time.
Acetic acid. as well as other acids (usually nitrogen acids) that may h~ppen
to be present, may be discovered by th e taste, by their acting on litmus
strongly, and by their decomp?sing the alkalin~ carbonates or bic~rbonates
with eflervescence. These acids often operate injuriously by their chemical reactions with other substances, when associated in mixtures. Thus
they liberate iodine from iodide of potassium, gradually decolorize infusion
of roses, and, in the compound mixture of iron, hasten the conversion of the
protoxide into the sesquioxide of iron. To obviate these effects, Mr. Han'ey,
of Leeds, keeps the sweet spirit of nitre standing on crystals of bicarbonate
of potassa, and states that if the preparation be of full strength, no appreciable portion of the alkali will be dissolved . (Phann . Jo'Um . and Trans.,
Jan., 18-12.) A deep olive colour being pro~uced with the sulphate of
protoxide of iron, shows the presence of a nitrogen oxide or acid, and a
blue tin t with tincture of guaiac, passing through various shades of green,
a nitrogen acid.
According to Mr. Bastick, sweet spirit of nitre contains about one-fiflh of
one per cent. of anhy~ro~s hydrocyanic acid, when made from hyponitrous
ether, gencraied by L1cb1g's process, namely, the action of nitric acid on
starch, &c. (See page 8 15.) The same contaminating aci? has been detected,
by i\I. Dalpaiz, 111 the preparation when made accordrng to the London
Pharmacopceia, though not detected in it by Mr. Bastick.
Other impurities, which are often fraudulently added to sweet spirit of
nitre, are water and alcohol. 'rhese may be detected in the Edinburgh
preparation, as stated by the College, by agitating it with twice its volume
of a concentrated solution of chloride of calcium. If the sweet spi rit of nitre
be of full strength, 12 per cent. of ether will slowly separate, which is
tweh'e twentieths of the quantity present. The test acts by taking up the
alcohol and water; and if less ether separates, it shows the presence of too
much of the former substances. This test is hardly applicable to the U.S.
and London preparation, which is much weakt'r than the Edinburgh. Dr.
Christison states that the London sweet spirit of nitre, when subjected to
this te~t, bas never yielded in his trials more than four.per cent. of ether.
Sometnnes it yields non e .. Specific gravity is no criteno_n of the goodness
of the preparation as obtamed by any r~rmula . The addnion of water ,~ill
raise its density; and so will lhe addition of hyponitrous ether. A high
density, in connexion with deficient ethereal qualities, would, of cour_sc,
show the presence of free acids, an excess of water, or both. A specific
graYity lower than the U.S. and London standard, would probably indicate
the presence of alcohol stronger than it should be, which might be either
in proper amount or in too large propor~ion .
The fraudulent dilution of sweet spint of nitre with alcohol and water is
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a great evi l, considering the extensive use o~ the mrdic ine, and its valuable

remedial powers \\·hen pure. VV e have been informed on good authority, that
it is variously diluted, according to the views of the vendt•1', with twice,
thrice, and even four times it.s weight of alcoh?l and ,~·ater. l n some shops
a strong and a weak preparation are kept, to suit the views of cusLOmcrs ns to

price. Some of the wholesale druggists are in the habit of diluting it, either
upon the p lea that the physician's prescriptions are .written in view o~ the use
of a weak preparation, or for the purpose of afford mg it at a low pnce. All

these evils would be corrected, if the different manufacturing chemists in the
Union would comply with the recommendation of the Philadelphia College
of Pharmacy, and adopt for preparing it the formula of the United States
Pharmacopccia . A uniform preparation being in this way furnished to tbe
druggists, all that would be necessary on their part 1 would bt! to abstain
from weakening it by the ndmixture of al~o~ol an? w~trr._
ilfedical P1·opcrties and U8es. Sweet spmt of n\lre is dmphoretic, diure·
tic , and antispasmodic. It is deservedly much esteemed as a medicine, and
is extensively employed in febrile affections, either alone, or in conjunction
with tartar emetic, for the purpose of promoting the secretions, especially
those of sweat and urine . lt often pro,·es a grateful stimulus to the stomach,
relieving nallsea and removing flatulence, and not unfrequent!y quiets restlessness and promotes sleep. On account of its tendency to the kidneys, it
is often conjoin ed with other diuretics, such as squill, digitalis, acetate of
potassa, nitre, &c., for the purpose of promoting their action in dropsical
complaints. The late Dr. Duncan praised a combinalion of it with a small
proportion of aromatic spiril of ammonia, as eminently diaphoretic and diuJetic, and well soiled to certain states of febrile dist>ase. The dose is about
a teaspoonful, given every two or three hours in a portion of water . When
used as a diuretic, it should be given in larger doses.
B.

ALCOHOL.
Preparations of Alcohol.
ALCOHOL DILUTUM. U.S. SPuuTus
Dilu.ted .!llcohol. P"°of Spirit.

TE,,UIOR.

Land., Ed., D1tb.

"Take of Alcohol, Distilled \\Tater,each,apint . Mix them. The specific
gravity of Diluted Alcohol is 0·935.' ' U.S.
uTake of Rectifit>d Spirit two pints [lmperi~l measure]; Distilled Water
~-~i{~.'~li:t~i. meas.]. Mix them. The densily of the product should be
'.J.'he London and Dublin Colleges have placed diluted nlcobol or proof
spirit in the list of the Materia Medica. The Edinburgh College has
ordered the strongest diluted alcohol, its density being 0·!) 12, which is 7
over proof. It conlains 52 per cent. of absolute alcohol, and is consider·

~b;~0~~~~~er,1~~~'1l~,~<~~~~l~~~~i~fr:Et~i1t11~f5~~eg~~r11~1~: ~~~~~r~.~~l~~a~f

th_ts .strength, It contains 49 per cent. of pure alcohol, and may be formed by
~1x111g five measures of the rectified spirit of lhat College with ~hree of dis·
tilled water at lhe temp. of 62°. In the Dublin Pharmacopccia, 1tis ordered
of the sp. gr. 0·~110, and the siatement is made in a now, that spirit of nearly
the same specifi~ gravity may be formed by mixing five and a quarter mca·
sures of the rectified spirit of that work with three of distilled water. Such
a f>pirit will cootain a little more than 49 per cent. of absolute alcohol, and
will agree very nearly in strength with the corresponding spirit of the
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London College. The diluted alcohol of the U. S. Pharmacopceia has the
sp. gr. 0·935, and contains only 42 per cent. of absolute alcohol. ll, therefore, forms th e weakestofficinal proof spiri1.
lJJedical and P/tarmaceutfral Uses. 'fhe medicinal effects of alcohol in
a diluted and modified stall', as it exists in brandy and other ardent spirits,
have been detailed under other heads. (See .8/co/wl and rinum.) As a
pure diluted spirit, howe\·er, consisting solely of alcohol and water in determinate proportions, its use is exclusively pharmaceutical. It is employed
as an addition to some of the distilled waters and preparations of vinegar,
in order to preserve them from d<!composition; as a menstruurn for extracting th e virtues of some plants, preparatory to their being brought to the
stale of extracts and syrups; and in. preparing many of th~ spirits. But it
is in forming the tinctures t~1at diluted ~Jcohol is principally en:1ployed.
Many of these are ~ormcd with the officmal alcohol (rectified spirit), but
the majority, with dduted alcohol (proof spirit) as the menstruum. As the

~~t~~o~~nt;!;~t~~~~.t!~~cn ~~;~~~~s ~~e,~~l~i~~f ~~~te;~:~1 ~s s:l~~ 1~t~~d\~~~e~c~~~

partly in alcohol . 'l'he apothecary, however, is, on no account, to substitute
the commercial proof spirit fo r diluted alcohol, even though it should be of
the same strength. On this point, the authors of the Dublin Pharrnacopreia
have very correctly remarked, that u almost all the spirit which is sold
under the oame of proof spirit, is contaminated with empyreumatic oil,
aud unfit for medical use." But when it is recollected how variable the so
called proof spirits ::ire in strength, the objection to their use in pharmacy
becomes still stronger. Thus, according to :vlr. Brand e, gin contains 51-(i
per cent. of alcohol of 0·825; and Lhe percentage of thv sn.me alcohol is
53·39 in brandy, 53·68 in rum, 53·00 in lr ish whisky, and 51 ·32 in Scotch
whisky. The alcohol on which these results are based already contains
11 percent. of water.
B.

ALUMEN.
· Preparations

ef Alum.

ALUMEN EXS!CCATUM. U.S.,Lond., Ed. ALUl\!EN SrccATU>I.
Dub. D1·ie.i .lllum.
"Take of alum any quantit.11_ . Melt it in an earthen or iron vessel over
the fire, and continue the heat till it becomes dry i then rub it into powder.''

U.S.
"Melt Alum in an earthen vessel over the fire; then increase the heat
until ebullition has ceased." Lone/.
The Edinburgh and Dublin processes agree with that of the U.S.
Pharmacopreia. When alum is heated, it quickly dissoh'es in its water of
crystallization, which, if the heat be continued, is grad~ally driven off; and
the salt swells up excerdingly, so as to make it expedient to use a vessel,
the capacity of which is at least equal to thref' ~ir:ies t!1e bulk of the alum
operated on. '.Yh en the boiling up has ceased, it 1s a sign that all the water
has been driven off.
Properties. Dried alum, sometimes called burnt alum, is in the form of
an opaque white powder, possessin~ a more astrin~ent taste than the crystallized salt. Before pulverization. ll is a light, white-, opaque', porous mass.
During the cxsiccation, it loses from 41 to 46 per cent. of its weight in
dissipated water. If, however, the heat ~e strongly urged, some of ~he
acid is driven off, and the loss becomes still grraler. Dried alum r~s1sts
the action of '<rater for a long time, sbowing that the process to which It has
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been subjected has altered its state of aggregation. In composition, it differs
watl!r.
from crystallized alum merely in the abse nce
Jlledic.al Properties and Uses . Dried alum has occasionally been given
in obstinate constipation , with the effect of gently moving the bowels, and
of affording great relief from pain. (See .!llumen.) T he <lose is about half
that of alum. Its principal medical use is as a mild escharotic for destroying fungous flesh .
B.

or

LIQUOR ALUMINIS COMPOS!TUS. Land. Componnd Solution ~f .!llum.
" Take of Alum, Sulphate of Zinc, eac h an ounce; boiling water three
pints [ imperia l measureJ. Dissolve the Alum and Sulphate of Z inc together in the '\\7ater, and afterwards strain." Lond.
'l'his was formerly called aqua a/uminosa Bateana, or Bates's alum
It is a powerful astringent solulion , and is employed for cleansing
and stimulating foul ulcers, and as an injection in gleet and leucorrhrea. lt
is also sometimes employed as a collyrium in ophthalmia afler depletion;
but when used in this way it must be diluted. A convenient formula is
half a ftuidounce of the solution, mixed with six and a half fluidounces of

u ·aLer .

B.

AMMONIA.
Preparations ef Ammonia.
AM~IONVE

BICARBONAS.

Dub.

Bicarbonate of.!lmmonia.

"Take of VVater of Carbonate of Ammonia any. quantity. Expose it,
in a suitab le apparatus , to a stream of ,ca rbonic acid gas, evoh•ed duri ng
the solution of wbite marble in Diluted Muriatic Acid, until the alkali is
saturated. Then let il rest to form crystals, which are to be dried withou t
heat , and kept in a closely stopped vessel." Dub.
This salt is officinal only in the Dublin Pharmacopreia. T he process by
which it is formed consists in saturating the sesquicarbonate (officinal carbonate) with carbonic ac id, whereby this salt becomes a bicarbonate. The
sesquicarbonate consists of three eqs. of acid and two of ammonia; and, by
gaining one eq. of carbonic acid, becomes t\\'O eqs. of bicarbonale, consisting
of four eqs . of acid and two of ammonia. Each eq. of the crystallized salt
contains two eqs. of water.
Bicarbonate of ammonia, as prepared by this procf'ss , is in the form of
crystals, which ha,•e a faint ammoniacal taste and smell, and are permanent
in the air. It is l.ess soluble in water than the sesquicarbonate, requiring
cig~t limes its weight of that liquid to dissolve it. lt possesses, thou~h in
an rnferior degrl'C, the medical properties of the latter salt. As it furnishes
the practitioner with the means of prescribing ammonia in a convenient and
palatable form, Dr. Barker deems its introduction into the officinal list of
the Dublin College a valuablt:> improv.eme nt. It ought to have been shown,
however, in what respect the Dublin preparation differs from the bicarbonate, obtained by exposing the sesquicarbonate to the ai r ; for if they be
identi?al, it cannot be nece~sary to resort to the Dublin formula for preparing
this b1sall. The dose of bicarbonate of ammonia is from six to twenty-four
grains, dissolved in cold water, as hot water decomposes it.
B.

AMMONIA;; CARBON AS . U. S., Ed., Dub. AMMONIJE SESQUI Lond. Carbonate of .!lmrnonia. .J1.1ild Volatile .!llkali.

CARBON_.s .

"Take of ~lunate of Ammonia a pound; Chalk, dried, a pound and a
Pulvenze them s~parately; then mix them thoroughly, and sublime
with a gradua lly increasrng heat." U.S.

half
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"Take of Muriate of Ammonia, pulverized and well dried, Dried Carbo·
nate of Soda, each, onr part. Put the mixture into an earthenware retort,
and with a heat gradnally increased, sublime the Carbonate of Ammonia
into a refrigerated receiver." nub.
The Lorul~n and Edinburgh processes are the same as that of the U.S.
Pharmacopccia.
In the above processes, by the reciprocal action of the salts employed, the
carbonic acid unites with the ammonia, generating carbonate of aromonia,
and the muriatic acid with the lime or soda, so as to form water and chloride
of calcium, or th e same liquid and chloride of sodium . The carbonate and
water Sl1blime together as a hydrated carbonate of ammonia, and the residue
is chloride of calcium in the U . S., Lond on , and Edinburgh processes, and
chloride of sodium, or common salt, in the Dublin. In conducting the process, the rt>tort should be of earthenware, and ha ve a wide cylindrical neck;
and the receiver shou ld be cylindrical, to facilitate th e extraction of the sublimate. The relative quantities of chalk and muriate of ammonia for mutual
decomposition, are 50·5 of the former and 53·42 of the latter, or one eq . of
each . The Phurmacopceias use a great excess of chalk. An excess is
desirable to ens ure the perfect decomposition of the muriate or ammonia,
any redundancy or which would s ublim e along with the carbonate, a nd render it impure. Th e employment of carbonate of soda, in the Dl•blin process, affords a product of greater whiteness, but is objectionable on the score
of expense. Th e proportions of the muriate and alkaline carbonate, directed
by this College, correspond almost precisely with the equivalents; but in
practice, the quantity of carbonate of soda is found insufficient.
Carbonate of ammonia is obtained on a large scale, generally by sublimi ng
the proper materials from an iron po t into a large earthe n or leaden receiver.
Sulphate of ammonia may be substituted fort he muriate with mu ch economy,
as was shown by Payen. Large quantities of this carbonate are manufactured indirectly from gas liquot and bone spirit; the ammoniacnl products
in these liquors being successively converted into sulphate, rnuriate, and
carbonate of ammonia. (See .llmnioni:e .Mul'ias.) The salt as first obtained
has a slight odour of tar, and leaves a blackish carbonaceous matter when
dissolved in acids. Hen ce it n·quires to be refined, which is effected in iron
pots, surmounted with leaden heads.
Properties. Carbonate (sesquica rbonate) of ammonia, recently prepared,
is in white, moderately hard, translucent masses, of a fibrous and crystalline
appearance, a pungent ammoniacal smell, and a sharp penetrating taste . It
possesses an alkaline reaction, and when held under a piece or turmeric
paper chan!{es it to brown, owing to the escape of mon ocarbonate of ammonia. 'Vh en long or carelessly kept, it gradually passes into the state of
bicarbonate, berorning opaqur and friable, and falling to powder. lt is soluble without residue in abollt four times its weight of cold water,and is decomposed by boiling water with effervescence.
~ccording to Dr. Barke r
( ObserNlfions on the Dublin Pharmacopa>ict), It dissolves abundantly in
diluted alcohol, as also in heated alcohol or the sp. gr. 0·~3G, with effervescence of ca rbonic acid. 'When heated on a piece of glass, it should
evaporate without resi~ue, and, if turmeric paper held over it undergoes ~o
change, it has passed into bicarbonate. \Vhcn saturated with nitric 11 c1d,
neither chlo ri de of barium nor nitrate of silver causes a precipirnte. The
non-action of these tests shows the absence of sulphate and muriate of ammonia. lt is decomposed by acids, d1 e fi.xed alkalies and th eir carbonates,
lime-water and magnesia, solution of chloride of calcium, alum , acid salts,
such as bitartrate and bisulphate or potassa, solutions of iron (except the
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tartrate of iron and polassa) 1 corrosive sublimate, the acetate and subacetate

of lead, and the sulphates of iron and zinc.
Com71osilion. lt consists of three eqs. of carbonic acid 66, two of ammonia :14, and two of water 18= 118; or, which comes to the same thing, of one
eq. of bicarbonate 61, and one of monocarbonate 39, combined with the same
quantity of water. The medicinal carbo~ate of ammonia is, therefore. when
perfect, a hydrated sesquicarbonale, as IL is called by the London College.
Dalton and Scanlan, however, have rendered it probable that it is a double
salt; for, when treated with a small quantity of cold water, monocarbonate is
dissolved and bicarbonate left. \Vhea converted into bicarbonate by exposure to the air, each eq.of the medicinal salt loses one eq . of monocarbonate,
a change which leaves the acid and base in the proper proportion to form the
bisalt. The mutual decomposition of the salts employed in its prep~ration,
wou ld generate, if no Joss occurred, the monocarbonate, and not the scsqui carbonate. The way in which thelaner salt is formed may be thus explained.
By the mutual decomposition of three eqs. of muriate of ammonia and of
chalk respectively, three eqs. of monocarbonate of ammonia, three of water,
and three of chloride of calcium are generated. During the operation , however, one eq. of ammonia and one of water, forming together oxide of ammonium, are lost; so that there remain to be sublimed, three eqs. of carbonic
acid, two of ammonia, and two of water; or, in other words, the exact con stituents of the hydrated sesquicarbonate. \Vhen this is re-sublimed in the
process of refining, two eqs. of the salt lose one eq. of carbonic acid, and
become one cq. of 5-4 carbonate of ammonia.
JJ'ledical Properties and Uses. Carbonate of ammonia is stimulant, diaphoretic, antispasmodic, powerfully antacid, and in large doses emetic.
Under certain circumstances it may prove expectorant; as when, in the last
stages of plllhisis, it facilitates, by increasing the muscular power, the excretion of the sputa. As a stimulant; it is exhibited principally in typhus
fever, and very frequently in connexion with \vine whey. Its principal
advantage, in this disease, is its power to increase the action of the heart
and arteries without undu ly exciting the brain. It is employed, with a view
to the same effect, and as an antacid, in certain stages of atonic gout, and in
the derangements of the stomach supervening on habits of irregularity and
"debauchery. As a diaphoretic, it is resorted to in gout and chronic rheumatism, particularly the latter, in conjunction with guaiac. In diabetes it has
been recommended by Dr. Barlow in England, and Bouchardat in France.
In cases of scrofula attended with languid circulation and dry skin, it is said
to produce excellent effects. ll is very seldom used as an emetic; but is supposed to act with advantage, in this way , in some cases of paralysis. As an
external application, it is rubefacient, and may be employed in several ways.
Reduced to fine powder, and mixed with some mild ointment, it is usefut in
local rheumatism. One part of it incorporated with three parts of extract of
belladonna, forms a plaster very efficacious in relieving local and spasmodic
pains. Coarsely bruised, and scented with oil of lavender, it constitutes
the commo.n smelling salts, so much used as a nasal stimulant in syncope
and hysteria. The dose as a stimulant is from five to ten grains. every two,
three, or four hours, in the form of pill, or dissolved in some aqueous vehicle; and .as an emetic, thirty grains, to be r~pcated if necessary, and assisted
by free dilution.. It s!10uld never be given rn powder, on account of its volatile nature. Pills of it may be made up with some vegetable extract, as of
chamomile for example, and should be dispensed in a wide-mouthed vial,
and not in a box.
Carbonate of ammonia is used as a chemical agent in preparing Zinci
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Ox id um, U. S., I.ond., Ed., and Ferrum Tartarizatum, Ed. It is sometimes
employed lo make effervescent draughts, with lemon juice or tartaric acid.
Off. Prep . Cuprum Ammoniatum, U.S. , Lond., Ed., Dub.; Liquor
Ammonire Acetatis, U. 8., Lond., Ed., D~tb.; Liquor Amm?nire Sesquicarbonatis, Lond., Ed., Dub.; Potassre B1carbonas, Ed.; Spirit us Ammo-

B.

nim. lJub .

LIQUOR AMMONIJE SESQUICARBONATIS. Lond. AMMONIJE
Ed.,Dub . Solution of Sesqu.i carbonateof Ammonia.
Waler of Carbonate ef .!lmmonia.
"TaJ,e of Sesquicarbonate of Ammonia four ounces; D istilled Water a

CARBONATIS AQUA.

f,~:t\.~a~!r:r~~~ ~~::~.~;J.Lon~'.ssolve the Sesquicarbonate of Ammonia in
"Take of Carbonate of Ammonia four parts; Distilled Water fifteen
parts. DissGlve the Carbonate of Ammonia in the Water, and filte r through
paper. T he specific gra\•ity of this solution is 1·090." Dub.
The Edinburgh solution is of the same strength as the London.
This preparation may be viewf'd as a satu rated aqueous solution of carbonate of ammonia. The wine pint of wate r, forme rly ordned by the Lon don CollegP, was not, according to Mr. Phillips, sufficient to dissolve the
salt. The pint now directed is the Imperial (20 fluidounces), and is adequate
for that purpose. This preparation is ve ry properly omitted in the United
States Pha rmacopreia; as it is liable to change by keeping . T he dose is
from half a fluidrachm to a fluidrachm , given in a ny bland liquid.
This solution is used by the London College in preparing the tartrate of
iron and potassa.
Off. Prep. Ammoni:t""Bicnrbonas , Dzlb.; Linimentum Ammonire Sesquicarbonatis, Lond.; Pilulre C upr i Ammoniati. Ed.
B.
A~ I MON.1£

.!lmrnonia.

HYDROSU LPHURETUM. Dub. Hydrosulp!turet

Solution

of Hydrosulpltale of .!lrnmonia.

of

"Take of Sulphurel of iron, in coarse powder,fiue JJarts; Sulphu ric Acid
seuenparfs; .,Nater thirty-two pal'ls; \ Yater of Caustic Ammonia four parts.
Put the Sulphuret into a retort; then gradually pour on the Ac id, previously
diluted with the 'Vater. and in a suitable apparatus, transmit the gas evolved
through the \.Yater of Ammonia. Towards the end of the process , apply a
gentle heat to thr retort." Dub.
This preparation is a solution of hydrosulphate of a mmonia in water, and
is fonnPd by passing a stream of hydrosulphuric acid gas (sulphuretted
h,rdro!!<'n) through a portion of water of ammonia, usually contained i n a
'rolfl! 1 S bottle'. The hydrosulphuric acid is grnerated by the action of
dilute sulphuric acid on sulphuret of iron . The water yields its oxygen
to the iron forming protoxide of iron, with which the sulphuric ac id combines; while the hydrogen of the walt>r, uniting with the sulphur, generates
the hydrosulphuric acid.
Properties. Solution of hydrosulphate of ammonia is a liquid of a grecnish yellow colour, very fetid smell, and acrid, disagreeable taste. It is characterized by giving coloured prt•cipitates with neutral metallic solutions, for
which it is much used as a test. It is decomposed by acids, which cause
the escape of hyd rosulphuric acid with eflervesce nce, and tbe deposition of
:su lphur. The salt present in it appears to be a bihydrosulphate, consisting
of two cqs. of hydrosolphuric acid :34, and one of ammonia 17=5 1.
ftledical Propertieswul Uses. This preparation operates on the system as
a sedative, lessening the action of the heart and a rteries in a remarkable degree, and producing nausea, vomiting, vertigo, and drowsiness. It has been
used in diabetes mellitus 1 in which disease it was proposed as a remedy by
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Dr. Cruickshank, for the purpose o( lessening the morbid appetite which
often auends that affection, and has been employed by Dr. Rollo and others.

The dose is from five to six drops in a tumblerful of water three or four times
a day, to be gradually increased until giddi1~ess is produced. T~is solution
has been expunged from the U.S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopre1as. B.

LIQUOR Al\IMON IJE. U. S ., Lo11d. AMMONL£ AQUA. Ed.
Dub. AQUA AmrnNilE. Solulio1t of

Arii11rnN1JE:. CAUSTrClE AQUA.

.Ammonia.

JVater

of .Ammonia.

11 Take of Muriate
of Ammonia, in fine powder, Lime, each, a pound;
Distilled \Vater a pint; Water ninejluidounces. Break the Lime in pieces,
and pour the \Vater upon it in an earthen or iron vessel; then cover the
vrssel, and set it aside till the Lime falls into powder and becomes cold.
Mix this thoroughly with the Muriate of Ammonia in a mortar, and immediately introduce the mi.xture in~o a glass retort. Place the retort upon a
sand-bath, and adapt to it a receiver, previously connected, by means of a
glass tube, with a quart bottle containing the Distilled Water. Then apply
heat, to be gradually increased till the boltom of the iron vessel containing
the sand becomes red-hot; and continue the process so long as ammonia
comes over. Remove the liquor contained in the quart bottle, and for every
fluidounce of it add three and a half fluidrachms of Distilled Water, or so
much as may be necessary to raise its specific gravity to 0·96. Keep the
solution in small bOltles we ll stopped.
••So lution of Ammonia may also be prepared by mixing one part, by
measure, of Stronger Solution of Ammonia with two parts of Distilled
Water." U.S.
"Take of Hydrochlorate [Muriate] of Ammonia ten ounces; Lime eight
ounces; \Vater two pints [Imperial measure]. Put the Lime slaked with.
'Vatn into a retort; then add the Hydrochlorate of Ammonia broken into
small pieces, and the remainder of the Water. Distil fifteen fluidounces
[lmp. meas.] of Solution of Ammonia." Lond. The specific gravily of this
SolULion is 0·9f)Q.
·•Take of Muriate of Ammonia, in powder, three parts; Lime, recently
burnl, two parts; Waler ten parts. Pour one part of the \Vater , previously
healed, on the Lime, placed in an earthen vessl'i, and cover it. Dissolve
the salt in the remainder of the \Vater, also heated. When the Lime has
fallen into powder and become cool, put it into a retort, and add to it the
saline solution also cold. Then distil five parts with a medium heat into a
refrigerated receiver. The specific gravity of this Solution is 0·9511." Dub .
The Edinburgh process includl's the formation of Liquor Ammoniai
Fortior and this preparation at one operation. The process has been quoted
at ll'ngth and explained at page 82. (See Liquor .llmnwnfre Forlior.) The
Liquor Ammon ire of this Colli•ge is directed to have the sp. gr. O·!JHO.
The object of the above processes is to ob1ain a weak aqueous solution
the allrnline gas ammonia. The muriate of ammonia is decomposed by the

or

ij~~):,r~o:i:~n°ii~~ ~:it~~~h~r~;iJ~rf~~:n:~~io~~~~~i~ali~iu~~s:~~a~~~~.nd 1~~:

ammonia is eithf'r evolved from the dry materials and passed into water, by

'\vhic~ it is abs?rbed •. as in the U.S. and Edinburgh processes, or d.istilled

over rn connexion wnh water, as directed by the London and Dublin Colleges. The lime is slaked to render it pulverull'nt, in which state it acts
more readily on the muriate of ammonia. The receiver directed in the
Unifnl Stales proc7ss is intendl'd to retain any water holding in solution
undecnmposcd muna!e, or lhe oily matte r sometimes contained in this ~alt, as
well as other impurities, which may be driven over by the heat; while the
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p~r~ gas passes forward through the glass tube into the bottle containing the

distilled water, which should not more than half fill it, on account of the
increase of bulk which the water acquires during the absorption of the gas.
The tube should continue <low~ to near the bottom of the bottle, and pass
through a cork, loosely fitting Its mouth. To prevent the regurgita~ion of
the water from the bottle into the receiver, the latter should be furnished with
a Weiler'~ tube ~f safety. Large bottles are .improper for keeping the '~ater
of ammoma ?ht.a med; as, when they.are p~rtmlly em~ty, the aLmosphenc air
contained within them is apt to furnish a little carbonic acid to the ammonia.
In the process ~f the London Pharmacopreia, which was very muc.h
changed in th e revision of 1836, a given measure of water of ammonia is
distilled over from the. materials employed. Th e m~riate of ai!1monia,
in stead of being pulverized, is directed to be broken into small pieces, in
order to avoid the loss of gas which the powdered form of the salt is apt to
occasion from the too sudden extrication of the ammonia. The present
is a decided improvement on the last London process. Time is saved in
conducting it, th~ boiling of part of the water is omitted, straining the mixed
solution is dispensed with, and a large r proportional amount of water of
ammonia i:s obtained from the materials. By the old process, Mr. Phillips
states that 11 at least fifty measures of a mixed solution of ammonia and
chloride of calcium were subjected to distillation in order to procure twelve
measures of product." In the present Plrnrmacopceia, the same quantity is
obtained by heating only thirty-two measures of the mixed solution.
The ge11eral plan of the Dublin process is the same as that of the London.
The differences consist in heating the portions of water intended to slake
the lime and dissolve the muriate, and in adding the saline solution instead
of the solid salt to the lime. Dr. Barker objects to the Dublin formula that
the ammonia is apt to be generated in th e retort faster than the water pre sent can take it up, which circumstance causes a loss. He, therefore,
believes it would be an improvement to direct that part of the water should
be placed in the receiver. Another objection to the fo rmula is the use of
hot water ; for cold water will readily slake lime, and dissolve powdered
muriate of ammonia.
The proportion of lime varies in the different formulre. The equivalent
proportions are 53·42 of salt and 28·5 of lime, a quantity of.the latt er only
a lin!e more than half the weight of the former. By comparmg these numbers with those expressing the proportions of the ingredients employed, it
will be seen that all the Pharmacopreias use an excess of lime, the excess
bei~g least in the Dublin. The earth is most in excess in the .U. S. and
Edmburgh processes, where equal parts arc used, and Mr. Phillrps alleges
that its bu lk is an inconvenience by requiring large rnssels; but the late Dr.
Hope contended that the excess of lime is useful by accelerating the disengagement of the ammonia, and by rendering a less elevated ~emperature
necessary. The excess of lime, to the exten t directed by the Dublin Coll~ge, is stated by Dr. Barker to be necessary to comp~nsaLe for the impurities in ordi1111ary iime. The use of no more lime than is absolutely required
to produce ~omplete decompositio?, has the i.ncidental advantage of rendering lhe residual solulion of chloride of calcrnm.less .impure; an object of
some importance where it is reserved for purification, as is done by the
Dublin College.
Th e three Pharmacopreias which. include Liquor .flmmoni:e Fortior
( U. S., London, and Edinburgh) give directions for its dilution so as to
bring it to the strrngth of Liquor .!l_mmo~iire. This is effecte~
mixing
one measure of the stronger preparation with two measures of d1sLJHed water
71
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( U. S., Lond.), or wiLh t_wo and a half measures (Eel.). By dilution to this
extent the stronger solution is brought uniformly to the sp. gr . of 0·900; the
Edinburg h solution requiring more water, becallse more concentrated .
Ptopert-ies. The properties of u Stronger Solution of Ammonia" have
already been indicated. (See page 83.) Those of the officinal solution of
amm6nia, described in this place, are the same in kind, but weaker in degree. Its sp. gr . in the U . S., London, and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias is
the same, O·!WO; in the Dublin, 0·950. When of the density O·UGO, 100
grains of it saturate 30 grains of officinal sulphuric acid. II is incompatible
with acids, and with acidulous and most earthy and metallic salts; but it
does not decompose Lh e sahs of lime, bar~La, or stronlia, and those of mag·
nesia only partially. If precipi_tated by lune-water, the ammonia is _partly
ca rbonated. \Vhen saturated w11h nitnc acid, it should give no precipitate
lrith carbonate of ammonia or nilrate of silver. A precipitate with the
former shows earlhy matter; with the latter muriatic acid or a chloride.
According to Dr. D. Maclagan,commercial solution of ammonia sometimes
contains _pytrole, which is detecte~ _by the ammonia becoming rapidly red,
passing mto pu_rple, 1:1ron the adclll1?n of an excess of sulphuric acid. The
source of this 1mpurily is the gas liquor, from which a large part of the
ammonia of commerce is obtained. ( l'lmn. Gaz., July 18-lG, p. 283.)
Composilion. Water i~ capable of absorbing 670 times i1s volume of
ammoniacal gas at 50° , and increases its bulk about two-thirds. But the
officinal solution of ammonia is by no means a saturated one. Thus, the
ammonia contained in the U. S., London, and Edinburgh preparation is
about 10 per cent.; in the Dublin, about 124 per cent. The following table
gives the per centage of ammoniacal gas in aqueous solutions of different
specific gravities.
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.illedical Properties and Uses.

Solution of ammonia is stimulant, sudorific, antacid, and rubefacient. It stimulates more particularly the heart
and arte ries, without unduly excit_ing the brain. Il is rarely used internally,
ot her amrnoniacal preparations being preferred. As a stimulant, it is occasionally employed in paralysis, hysteria , syncope, asphyxia, and similar
affecti ons . ln the same complaints it is often appli ed to the nostrils with
advantage. As an antacid, it is one of the best remedies in heartburn, and
for the relief of sick headache wl1en dependent on acidity of stomach. In
these cas:s it acts usefully also b_y stimu lating the stomach . Externally
appli ed, 1t may be made to act eJLher as a rubefacient or vesicant. As a
rubefacient it is employed united with oil in the form of volatile liniment.
(Sec Lin~menlum .llmmoni:E.) As a vesican l it ls applied by means of a
piece of linen wel with it. As such it has the advantages over cantharides
of acting more speedily, and of not affecting the urinary organs. (~ee
Linimenlum .flmmonfre Composilum.) The dose is from ten to thirty
drops, largely diluted with water to prevent its caustic effect on the mouth
and throat . When swallowed in an over-dose , its effects are those of a
corrosive poison. The best antidotes are vinegar and lemon·juice, which
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act by neutralizing the ammonia, and must be promptly applied to be useful.
The consecutive inflammation must be treated on gen~ral principles.
Phami. Uses . 'l'o prcpareAconitina, Lond.; Calc1s Phosphas Prrecipitatum, Dub.; Ferri Oxidum Hydratum, U, 8.; Morphia, U. S., Lond.;
Morphi re Acetas, Ed.; l\lorphirn Hydrochloras, Lontl.; Quinire Disulphas,
Lond.; Strychnia, U. S .. Lond.; Veratria, U. 8., Lond., Ed.
Off. Prep. Ammoni<e Hydrosulphu retum, Dub.; Hydrargyrum Ammoniatum, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Linimentum Ammonire, U. S ., Lond.,
Ed., .Dub.; Linimemum Camphorre Compositum, Lond., JJub.; Linimentum liydrargyri Compositum, Lond.
B.

LIQUOR AMMONL'E ACETAT!S. U.S., Lond. AMMONUE
Ed., Dub. SPIRITUS M1NDERERI. Solution of Acetate of .Jlmmon.ia. Spitit. ef JIIindererus .
"Take of Diluted Acetic Acid two pints; Carbonate of Ammonia, in
powder, a suificiettl 1uanlity. Add the Carbonate of Ammonia gradually to

AcETATIS AQUA .

the Acid until it is satu rated." U.S.
"Take of Sesquicarbonate of Ammonia four ounces and a half, or as
much as may b.e sufficient; Distilled \rinegarf~ur pints [lmpcr_jal measure] .
Add the Sesqu1carbonate of Ammonia to lhe \lmegar to saturation." Land.
"Take of Distilled Vinegar (from French Vinegar in preference) lwenty foi.tr jluidounce~ [lmperial measureJ; Carbonate of Ammonia an ounce.
Mix them ~nd d1ssolve the salt. If the solution has any bitterness, add by
degrees a little Distillrd Vinegar till that taste be removed. 'l'he density of
the Distilled Vinegar should be l ·005, and that of the Aqua Acelatis Ammonire 1·0 11." Ed.
"Take of Carbonate of Ammonia one part. Add gradual!y, and with
frequent agitation , as much warm Distilled Vinegar as may be necessary to
saturate the ammonia, namely, about thirty parts. The saturation may ht:
ascertained by means of litmus." Dub.
This preparation is an aqueous solution of acetate of ammonia. The process by which it is formed constitutes a case of single elective affinity. The
acetic acid decomposes the carbonate, combines with the ammonia, forming
the acetate of ammonia 1 and d isengages the carbonic acid with effervescence.
The British Colleges employ distilied vinegar, while, according to the
United States Pharmacopreia, the saturation is effected with a pure acetic
acid, diluted to a determinate extent with distilled water. (See /lcidwn
.flceticum Dilutum.) The use of the acid in the latter form is a decided
improvement; for, besides furnishing t.he solution of the acetate of u~iform
strength, a result which cannot be aua111ed by the employment of distilled
vinegar, unless it be carefully brought to a given density, it avoids the production of a brownish solution, which uniformly follows the use of the latter,
especially when it has been condensed in a metallic worm. The quantity
of carbonate of ammonia necessary to saturate a given weight of the acid of
average strength, cannot be laid down with precision, on account of the
variable quality of the salt. The preparation, when made with. the diluted
acetic acid of the U._ S . Pharmacopc.eia, contains si~ per cent. of acetate of
ammonia. The addition of the salt to the acid, as directed in the U. S. and
London Pharmacopccias, is more convenient than the contrary order; as the
point of saturation is thus more easily att~ined . This point is best ascertained by the alternate use of turmeric and litmus paper; and it is a go~d rule
to allow rather a slight acidity to prnvail, which will be due to carbon1.c acicl
dissolved in the liquid, and will disappear as soon as this n.cid is dissipated
by time.
Properties. Solution of acetate of ammonia, when made of pure mate-
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rials, is a limpid and colourless liquid. Its taste is saline and resembles
that of a mixture of nitre and sugar. \Vhen it contains an e:xcf'SS of alkali,
its taste is bitlerish. It should not be made in large quantities at a time; as its
acid becomes decomposed, and a portion of carbonate of ammonia i~ generated . As formerly prepared, under the name of spiritus JJ!indereri, it was

made from the impure carbonate of ammonia containing animal oil, which
modified the preparation by giving rise to a portion of ammoniacal soap.
When pure it is not coloured by hydrosulphuric acid, nor precipitated bv
nitrate of silver or chloride of barium. ' Vhen evaporated to dryness, th.e
residue is wholly dissipated by heat, with the smell of ammonia . It is
incompatible with acids, the fixed alkalies and their carbonates, lime-water,
magnesia, sulphate of magnesia, corrosive sublimate, the sulphates of iron,
copper, and zinc, and nitrate of silver. \Vhen it contains free carbonic acid,
it produces with the acetate or subacetate of lead, a precipitate of carbonate
of lt>ad, which, being mistaken for the sulphate, has somet~m~s led_to the
erroneous conclusion that sulphuric acid was present in the d1st11led vinegar,
when this has been employed. Acetate of ammonia, the salt in solution in
this preparation, is diITTcuhlycrystallizable, and very deliquescent. It may
be obtained by sublimation from a mixture of equal parts of dry acetate of
potass<l. or of lime, and muriate of ammonia. It consists of one eq. of acetic
acid 51,and one of ammonia 17=68. VVhen crystallized it contains seven
eqs. of water 63.
Medical Properties and Uses. Solution of acetate of ammonia is a ,·aluable
diaphoretic,much employed in febrile and inflammatory diseases . According
to lhc indications lo be answered by its use, it is variously combined with
nitre and antimonials, camphor and opium . If, instead of promoting its
determination to the skin by external warmth, the patient walk about in a
cool air, its action will be directed to the kidneys . It is sometimes used
externally as a discutient. Mr. Brande speaks of it as an excellent application in mumps , applied hot u pon a piece of flannel. Jn the hydrocele of
ch ildren, it is strongly recommended by Dr. Maushner, applied by means of
compresses kept constantly moist. (Journ de Phann., 3e sir., v. 317.)
Mixed in t~e qt.1.antity of a fluidoun~e with seven fluid ounces of rose -wate_r 1
and two ftu1drachms of laudanum, 1t forms a useful collyrium in chrome
ophthalmia. Dr. A. T. Thomson has used it as a lotion with good effect in
porrigo affecting the scalp. The dose is from half a flaidounce to a flnidounce and a half, every three or four hours, mixed with \Valer and sweetened
with sugar. It proves sometimes very grateful to febrile patients, when
prescribed with an equal measure of carbonic acid water.
B.

SPIRITUS AMMON!JE. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Spirit
m.onia.

of .!lm·

"Take of Muriate of Ammonia, in fine powder, Lime, each, a pountl:
Alcohol twentyjluidounces; 'Vateruinejluidounces. Slake the Lime with
tl~e \.Yater, mix it with the Muriate of Ammonia, and proceed in the manner
d1rect"d for Solution of Ammonia, the Alcohol being introduced into the
quart bottle instead of Distilled "\i\7ater. \Vhen all the ammonia has come
over, remove lhe liquor conlained in the quart bottle, and keep it in small
bottles \\ell stopped." U.S.
1

Li:~!·~~~e1:I o~~i~ ;:[~ ~~~~~t'~!r~~i! o~ ~~%i:~i:,1~~s~;~~ ;fi~r:~!~~~{e~~
1

eight ounces; W~ter sixjluidounces and a half [Imp. meas.] . Let the
Lime be slaked wnh the "\Vater in an iron or earthenware vessel, and cover
the vessel till the powder be cold; mix the Lime and Muriate of Ammonia
quickly and thoroughly in a mortar, and tr:rnsfer the mixture at once into a
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glass retort; ~d~pt to the ret?rt a tu~e. which passes nearly to the bottom of
a bottle co ntammg the R.ecufied Sptrlt; heat the retort in a sand -bath gradually, so Jong as any thing passes over, preserving the bottle cool. The
boule should be large enough to contain one-half morn than the spirit used. "

Ed.
II rrake of Hydrochlorate [i\1uriateJ of Ammonia ten ounces; Carbonate of
Potassa sixteen, owicesj Recti~e~ Spirit, ·water, each, three pints [ imperial
measure.] Mix them, and d1st1l three pints [Lmp. meas .]." Loncl.
"Take of Rectified Spirit three pint~; Carbonate o.f Ammonia, coarsely
powdered, three ounces and a half. Mix them, and dissolve the salt with a
medium heat; then filler the solution." Dub.
The spi rit of ammonia of the U.S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias is a
solution of ammonia in rectifi ed spirit; that of the London and Dublin Colleges, a solution of monocarbonate of ammonia in the same menstruum.
The proportions of the ingredients of the United States formula are so
adj usted as to give a preparation,containing between 10 and 11 per cent. of
ammonia, and capable of saturating about 30 per cent. of officinal sulphuric
acid. Accordingly it agrees, as it was intended it should, in ammoniacal
strength, with the U.S. Liquor .!Jmmoni::e. Its sp . g r. is 0·83 1, or thereabouts. The Edinburgh spirit may be rou ghly estimated to be not quite
one-third as strong as that of the U.S. Pharmacopccia; for the ammonia
extricated from the same quantity of muriate of ammonia, is passed into
three times as much rectified spirit. The density of the Edinburgh spirit
of ammonia is "about 0·8-15." As rectified spirit becomes li ghte r by the
absorption of ammoniacal gas, it is evident that the alcoholic menstruum
gains water as well as ammonia in the distillation. This addition of water
to the product is prevented by the intermediate receiver used in the U. S.
process, and consequently the spirit of ammonia obtained has a Jess specific
gravity than that of rectified spi rit. In the London process a double decomposition takes place between the muriate of ammonia and carbonate of
potassa, resulting in the formation of the monocarbonatc of ammonia which
distils over with the spirit, and chloride of potassium which remains behind
in solution. This process is somewhat wasteful; as part of the carbonate of
ammonia formed remains undissolved in the receive r, in an imperfectly
crystalline state, the spir it not being capable of dissolving the whole which
comes over. The Dublin process consists in merely dissolving the officinal
carbonate in heated rectified spi rit. The officinal carbonate is a sesquicarbonate; and, during its solution in the spi rit , just so much carbonic acid is
disengaged with e~ervescence as is necessary to convert it in to mo_nocarbonate, of which thirty grains dissoh·e in each ftuidounce. The spint·thus
obtained, thercfore 1 contains the ammonia, carbonated to the same extent
in which it exists in the London preparation.
Properties. Th e U. S . spirit of ammonia, formerly called ammonialecl
alcohol, is a transparent colourless liquid, ha ving a s~ron~ ammoniacal. odour,
and acrid taste. \Vh en good it does not effervesce wnh diluted muriatic acid;
but if old or carelessly kept, it is apt to be partially carbonated, as shown
by this test. lt, however, absorbs carbonic acid f!10rc slowly than Liquor
Ammonim. The ·Eclinbttrghyreparation agrees m nature with the U. '.').
spirit, but is only of one-thi rd 1.ts strength. 'l'he London and Dub(in spirns
have a weaker odour of ammonia. The former has the officinal den:rnyO·bGO.
Both effervesce with acids. Though carbonated, they are more pungent and
alkaline than if they contained the sesquicarbonate; as the ammonia present in them is combined with one-third less of carbonic acid.
Jlleclical Properties and 'Cses . Spirit of ammonia jg stimulant and anti71*
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spasmodic, and is given in hystC'ria, flatulent colic, and nervous debility.
lt is, however, not much used i the aromaLic spirit, which is pleasanter and
has similar properties, being preferred. The dose of th e U.S. preparation
is from ten to thirty drops in a wineglassful of wa~e.r;. of ~he Edinburgh,

somewhat larger.

The dose of the carbonated sprnt is still larger- from

thi rty drops to a teaspoonful, properly diluted. All these spirits dissolve
resins, gum-resins, camphor, and the rn!atile oils; but the caustic are more
active solvents than the carbonated preparations. The Edinburgh College
"uses its spirit for making the aromatic and fetid sp~rits of ammonia, and the
ammoniated tinctures, as is seen by the list subjoined.
Off. P1·ep. Spiritus Ammonire Aromaticus, Ed.; Spiritus Ammonire Fretidus, Ed.; TincturaCastorei Ammoniata, Ed.; Tinct. Guaiaci Ammoniata,
Ed.; Tinct. Opii Ammoniata, E'd.; Tinct. Valerianre Ammoniata, Ed., Dub.

B.

SPIRITUS AMMON IA<: AROMA TICUS.
Dub. .!lromatic Spirit ef .!lmmonia.

U. S., Lond., Ed.,

"Take of Muriate of Ammonia jive ounces; Carbonate of Potassa eight
ounces; Cin namon, bruised, Cloves, bruised, each, two drachms; Lemon
Peeljour ounces; Alcohol, ·water, cach,fivepints. Mix them and distil
seven pints and a half." U. S.
The London formula is the original of the above, and, the.refore, need not
be given.
"Take of Spirit of Ammonia eighljluidounces; Volatile Oil of Lemon
Peel cijluidrachm; Volatile Oil of Rosemary afluidrac!tm and a half.
Dissolve the Oils in the Spirit by agitation." Ed.
"Take of Spirit of Ammonia two pints; Essential Oi l of Lemons tu·o
drachms; Nutmegs, bruised, half an ounce; Cinnamon Bark, bruised,
three drachms. l\lacerate in a covered vesse l for three days, shakingocca·
sionally; then disti l a pint and a half." Dub.
The London and U. S. aromatic spirit of ammonia is made on the same
plan as the London carbonated simple spirit; namely, by impregnating the
menstruum with monocarbonate of ammonia, formed by double decomposi·
tion between muriate of ammonia and carbonate of potassa. Thu s the product
jg a spirituous so lution of the monocarbonate, impregnated with aromatics.
From the relation bct\\'cen the muriate of ammonia and the quantity of liquid
distilled, it will be found that this aromatic spirit is only one-fourth as ammoniated as the corresponding simple spirit. This aromatic spirit is also weaker
in the density of the alcohol present in it; for, while in the corresponding
simple spiri t the distilled product is just equal to the rectified spirit employed,
i n the aromatic spirit it is half as much again; the proportional excess bei~g
water. Hence it 1s that the aromatic spirit of this process is so much heavier
than tbe corresponding simple s~irit; the former, having the specific gravit.Y
0·0 14., the latter 0·860,as clete rmi_ned by the London College. Th e aro1!1at_1c
spirit of t_he !Jdinburgh College 1s a mere solution of certain v?latileoils m
the caustic simple spirit of that College. The omission to disul is a defect
in this process; for if the volatile oils contain impurity, the preparation w.ill
~e _colou re_cl and turbid . The .Dublin College makes the preparation by d1still1ng their carbonated simple spirit with the aromatics.
lJledical Proper.ties and Uses. Aromati~ spirit of ammonia is fitted to
fulfil the same indications as the simple spint; but is much more used, on
a~count of its wat?ful. taste and smell. It is advantageously emp.loyed asa
stimulant antacid m sick headache. The dose is from twenty to sixty drops
or more, sufficiently diluted with water. This spirit is compatible with sulphate of magnesia, and may be usefu lly added lo aperient draughts of that
salt, to render them less offensive to the stomach.
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Off. Prep. Tinctura Colchici Composita, Lond. Tinct. Guaiaci Ammoniata, U. 8., Dub., Lond.; Tincl. Valerianre Ammoniata, U.S., Lond. B.
SPIRITUS AMMON!£ FCETIDUS. Lond., Ed ., Dub. Fetid
Spirit '!f .llrninonia.
11
Take of Hydrochlorate [Muriate] of Ammonia ten ounce,.;; Carbonate
of ~otassa sixteen ounces; Hectified Spirit, ~Vater, each, th~ee pinls [lmpcnal measure]; Assafetida.five ounces. Mix them; then with a slow fire
distil three pints [lmp. meas.]." Lond.
1

0
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1

1

8

As ~aie~!;a £a~/~1i ~~~~~ m~ri:a~: ~h~~~~:f~~i~ a ci~~~ as~~fi ~;~~~1~:~·k

gest it in the Spirit for twelve hours, and distil over ten fluidounces and a
half by means of a vapour-bath heal." Eel.
11
Take of Spirit of Ammonia two p'ints; Assafetida an ounce and a
quarter. Macerate in a.close vessel fo.r three days, shal<ing occasionally;
then pour off the clear liquor, an<l distil a pint and a half." Dub.
These preparations differ from the corresponding spirits of ammonia of
the several Colleges, only in containing a small proportion of the volatile
oil of assafetida, which has little other effect Lhan to communicate an unpleasant odour and taste to the spirit. It is colourless at first, but becomes
brownish with age. It is given in hysteria in doses of from thirty drops to
a fluidrachm .
W.

ANTIMONIUM.
Preparations of Antimony.
ANTIMONII OXIDUN!. Ed. Oxide of .llntimony.

Teroxide

ef

.!lntimony.
"Take of sulphuret of Antimony'.in fine powder, four ounces; :\Iuriat!c Acid (c?mmcrcial) a pint [lmpenal meas ure]; Water.five pints [lmp.
meas.]. Dissolve the Sulphuret rn the Acid with the aid of a gentle heat;
boil for half an hour; filter; pour the fluid into the 'Vater; collect the precipitate on a calico filter; wash it well with cold water, then with a weak
solution of Carbonate of Soda, and again with cold water till the \Yater ceases
to affect rt>ddened litmus paper. Dry the powder over the vapour bath." Ed.
This is a new officinal of the Edinburgh College. It is formed precisely
on the same principles as the powder of Algaroth, described in the next
article. As the object of the process is to obtain a pure oxide, the precipitate is wa$hed with a weak solution of carbonate of soda to remove terchloridc, and afterwards with water to separate any remains of alkali. The
soda removes the terch!oricfe, by forming with it teroxidc of antimony and
chloride of sodium. Teroxide of antimony is a snow-white, heavy powder,
permanent in the air, insoluble in water, but readily soluble in muriatic or
tartaric acid, or in a boiling solution of bitartratc of potassa. When heated
in close vessels, it becomes yellow, fuses at a full red heat, and finally
sublimes in crystalline needles. When cooled from a state of fusion, it forms
a fibrous crystalline mass. Heated in open vessels, it suddenly becomes redhot, and, by tht> absorptioi: of oxyg.en, changes into antimonious aci~, which
difTers from the terox~de 111 being msoluble in muriatic acid, le.ss fusible, and
not volatile. This oxide is the active ingredient of all the medicinal preparations of antimony. Jt is frequently impure from contai?ing antim~nious
acid, in which case it will not be entirely soluble in muriatic acid. If 1t contain terchloride, which it is apt to do from the imperfect action of ~he solu~
tiou of carbonate of soda 1 its solution in tartaric acid will be precipitated by
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nitrate of sihrer. When antimonious acid is substituted for it, the fraud may
be detected by the spurious preparation being entirely insoluble in muriatic

aci~Ied:~a~ ~!-~1~~r~~e~~e ~f bi~f ~~f1 : ~1Iss~~~e~ht~e: ~!1~:laf~~e~~~~~fic pro0
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perties of the antimonials. lt deserves more attention than has been paid to
it, and its effects, comparatively with those.of tartar emetic, should be carefully studied. It is probable that its sedat ive operation would be found the
same, with less nausea and disturbance of the stomach. Like antimonial
powder, it is very unequal in its effects, somet imes vomiting, at other times
being apparently in ert. In the case of the French Codex oxide, prepared
by boiling the powder of Algarolh wilh a solution of bicarbonate of potassa,
these di(ferences are attributed by M. Durand, of Caen, to the presence of
more or less terchloride, which is separnte.d with difficulty. · Objecting to the
Codex oxide, M. Durand proposes to obtam it by precipitating tartar emetic
with ammonia in excess. · The oxide, thus obtained, contains no terchloride,
and does not vomi t. (Journ. de Pharm., 3e sir., ii. 364.) The dose of the
oxide is from three to ten grains, repeated every two or three hours, and
given in powder with syrup or molasses, or in pill made up with confection
of roses.
B.

ANTIMON!l OXYDUM NITROMURIA TI CUM. Dub. JV"itromuriatic Oxide of .llntimony. Powder of .lllgaroth.
"Take of Prepared Sulphuret of Antimony twenty parts; Muriatic Acid
one hundred pa_rts; Nitric Acid one part. Add ~he Sulphuret gradual_ly to
the Acids, previously mixed in a glass vessel, av01ding the vapours. Digest
with a heat gradually increased, until th e effervescence ceases, and then
boil for an hour. R eceive the cooled and .tillered liqu or in a gallon of water.
Wash the Oxide of antimony, a(ter it has subsided, repeatedly, in a suffi·
ciently large quant ity of water, until the liquor poured off is perfectly free
from acid, as known by the test of litmus. Lastly, dry the oxide on bibulous paper." Dub.
The object of this process is to obtain the oxychloride of antimony,
consisting of the tcroxide and terchloride, and formerly called powder of
.8.lgaroth. \Vhen tcrsulphuret of antimony is dissolved, by the aid of heat,
in mu riatic acid, a doub~e decomposition takes place, resulting in the forma·

(~~1r~;~~;~~~or~~~~~;~~)~~~~c~~~ert~fea\~~1i~~~"r?~~~:~e~1~~:o:W~~~~~~~~~~~~

Whe.n ~he terchloride is poured into a large quan.tity of water, the grc~ter
:part of it is convened into muriatic acid and terox1de, ~he former remaining
rn solution, and the latter falling in union with a portion of undecomposed
ter~hloride as a white ftocculent precipimte, constiluting the oxychloride of
antimony, or powder of Algaroth. The precipitate is washed for the purpose of freeing it from adhering muriatic acid. The heat should be applied
moderately at first, for f~ar the materials should unduly swell; but tO\\'ards
the close of the process it should be increased, to ensure the complete action
of the acid. The small port~on of n.itric acid used by th e College is n~t
' necessary to assi st the muriatic acid rn dissolving the 1ersulphuret: but 1t
acts us~full.Y by decoml?osing any remains of hydrosulphuric acid which
may exist in the soluuon, and which, by its presence, would impair the
whiteness of the oxychloride, when precipitated in the next step of the process by the water. There exists a defect in tlfe formula; inasmuch as the
ingred!ent~ are t~ken in parts, which are relative quantities , while the
water is directed m the absolute quantity of a gallon.
Properties. Oxychloride of antimony is a white powder, haYing a c:y~·
talline appearance if left long in contact with the solution from whicb ll 1s
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precipitated. '\Then exposed to a red heat, it enters into fusion, and forms
a yellow liquid, which, on cooling, ~oncretes into a grayish crystalline mass
of a pearly a.spect. It consists marn~y of teroxide, being composed of nine
eqs. of terox1de, and two of terchloride. (Afalagutti and Johnston.)
.Medical Properties an~l Uses. The powder of Algaroth. was formerly
used in medicine, but, owmg to its un~qual operation, from Jts being mor·e
or less perfectly washed, has been laid aside. It is employed in pharmacy in the preparation of tartar emetic, for which purpose it is placed
an:iong the preparations ~f the Duhl.in Pharmacopreia. It is also applied to. the same use 1~ the Umted States and ~dinburgh Pharmacopre1as, but without bemg rrcognised under a distinct name; being
formed as the first step of the process adopted for preparing tartar emetic
in those works . The .name given to this oxide by the ~ubl.in Colle~e is
very exceptionable. It 1s not formed on correct chemical pnnc1ples; nellher
has it any pharmaceutical convenience to recommend it.
Off.Prep. Amimonii et Potassre 'l'artras, Dub.
B.

ANTIMON![ ET POTASSJE TARTRAS. U.S.

ANTIMONII ET

Po-

PoTASSA: TARTRAS sive TARTARUM' EMETJCUM. Dub.
ANTIMONJI
TASSIO · 'l'ARTRAS . Lond.
ANTIMONIUM TARTARI7.ATU!11. Ed.
Tartrate

of .llntimony and

Polassa . 1 'J'artari=ed .flntimony. 'Tartar Emetic .
"Take of Sulphuret of Antimony, in fine powder,/our ounces; l\luriatic
Acid twenlyflve ounces; Nitric Acid two drachms; \Valer a gallon. Hav-

ing mixed the Acids together in a glass vessel, add by degrees the Sulphuret of Antimony, and digest the mixture, with a gradually increasing heat,
till effervescence ceases; then b~il for an hour. Filter the liquor when it
has become cold, and pour it into the 'Vater. w·ash the precipitated
powder frequently with water, till it is entirdy freed from acid, and then
dry it. Take of this powder two ounces; Bitartrate of Potassa, in very
fine powder, two ounces and a half; Distilled w·ater eighteenjluidounces.
Boil the Water in. a glass vessel; then add the powders previously mixed
together, and boil for an hour; lastly, filter the liquor while hot, and set it
aside to rrystallize. By further evaporation, the liquor may be made to
yield an additional quantity of crystals, which should be purified by a
second crystallization ." U. S.
"Take of Sulphurct of Antimony, iu fine powdcr,/our ounces; Muriatic

!~~~.~~ ~)7;sro~i:~) t~e 1~~Yp1~~~e~~~1i~~1~n~~~~r~~~h ~~:t:rd~r: ~~;1tt~e ~~~f;
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boil for half an J10ur; filter; pour t.he l1qu1d into the ·'Vater i collect the
precipitate on a calico filter, wash 1t with cold water till the water ceases
to redden litmus paper, dry the precipitate over the vapour-bath. Take
of this precipitate three ounces; Bitanrate of Potash,/our ounces and two
draclims; 'Vater t1cenfJJ.·Sevenjluidounces [Imp. meas .]. .Mix the powders, add the '\Vater, boil for an hour, fi!tC'r, and set the liquid aside to
crystallize. The mother-liquor, when concent~ated, yields more crystals,
but not so free of colour, and, therefore, requuing a second crysta!lization ." Ed.
"Take of Nitromuriatic Oxide of Antimony Jow· parts; Bitartrate of
Potassn, in very fine powder,jive part:s; Distilled \Vater thirtyfour parts.
Boil the \Vater in a glass vessel; then gradually throw into it the Oxide
and Bi tart rate of Potassa, previously mixed, and boil for half an hour: then
filter the liquor through paper, and crrstallize by slow cooling." D1.1b.
"Take of Sesquisulphurel of Ant1monr1 rubbed to powder, Nitrate of
Potns!'a, powdPred, each. two pounds; Bllartrate of Potnssn, powdered,
fourteen ounces; Hydrochloric [Muriatic] Acid/our jluidounces [Imperial
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Acid bei ng then added, and the powder spread upon an iron plate, ignite
it. Rub what remains, when it is cold, to very fine powder, and wash it
frequently with boiling water until it is free from taste. Mix the powder
thus prepared with the Bitartrate of Potassa, and boil for half an hour in a
gallon of Distilled Water. Strain the liquo r while yet hot, and set it aside
that crystals may form. T hese bei ng removed and dried, let the liquor
again C\'aporate that it may yield crystal~." Lond.
This preparation is a double salt, consisting of tartrate of potassa, united
with tartrate of the teroxide of antimony. The principle of its formation is
exceedingly simple, being merely the· saturation of the excess of acid in
the bitartrate (cream of tartar) with teroxide of antimony. The officinal
p rocess~s all consist in boiling a mixture of cream of tar~ar and some form
of terox1de with water. The U. S. 1 Edinburgh, and Dublin Pharmacopreias
now all agree in using the form of teroxide, catled oxychloridc of antimony
or po.wdcr of ./J.lgaroth, which is officinal under a distin.ct name in the
Dublin Pharmacopreia only, where it is called nitromuriat1c oxide of antimony: (See .!lntimonii Oxydum ~7itrom,uriat'icum, under which title it is
1

~:as:~~b~sd?ori;~ ~set~· ~;s~~!;;1 t~1~u;;r~a;~~:~~c;~~~~~~'. th~l~:~:nsdob~
College employs for making tartar emetic, the crocus of antimony. This
substance was used for the same purpose in the former Edinburgh Pharmacopreia; but upon the last revision of that work, the oxychloride was
judiciously substituted for it.
The Pharmacopreias which use the oxychloride agree in the same general
pla~ of making it. Th!! tersulphyret .of am}mony is dissolved in from .fi\·,e
to six times its weight of muriatic acid, assisted by a hundredth of nitric
acid in the U. S. and Dublin formulas, but without this acid in the Edin burgh. 'l'he solution is thrown into a large quantity of water, equal to about
twenty-five or thirty times the weight of th e sulphuret employed, and the
oxychloride is precipitated. This is mixed with from one and a quarter to
about one and a half times its weight of cream of tartar,.and boiled fro.m
half an hour to an hour, with about eight and a half times Jts weight of dts·
tilled water; and the liquor obtained is filtered while hot and set aside to
crystallize. By further evaporation the mother-liquor may be made to yield
a second crop of crystals, which, not being free from colour, must be purifird
by a second crystallization. When no more crystals can be obtained, the
liquor which is left contains, according to Knapp, a gummy salt which consists of tart rate of potassa united to the tertartrate of teroxide of antimony.
If this liquor be boiled with a fresh portion of oxychloride, as long as this
is taken up, it will furnish an addit ional quantity of crysta ls of tartar emetici
and, finally, if the new mother-liquor be saturated 'vi th carbonate of potassa,
it will furnish a fresh portion of the antimonial salt, after which the liquor
is entirely ex hausted . (Journ. de Phann., XX\'i. 136,/rom the .llnnal. der
Phar.m.) The oxychloride, as its name impo.rts, contains a portion of terchloride. This is decomposed during the bo iling, by means of the elern~nts ·
of water, into teroxide, which goes to form the tartar emetic, and munatic
acid which serves to hold in i::o!ution iron and other metallic impurities,
which otherwise would fall and contaminate the crvstals. Hence it is that
the pure teroxi?e is not so well fitted for making iartar emetic as the ~xy
chloride, in which th e teroxide is usefully associated with some terchlor1de .
In the London formula, the crocus is not prepared by a separate formula,
but formed in the first part of the process. lt is generated during the clefl.a-
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of equal weights of lt>rsulphuret of antimony and n!trate of potassa.
The nitric acid of the nitre is decomposed, nitrogen and n1tric oxide being
givf'n off, and, by furnishing oxyg.en to part of the te rsulphuret, converts
its co.nstituents into sulphuric acid and teroxide of _antimony. The sulphuric acid th~n combines with the potas~a of the nllre, to form sulphate
of potassa; while the teroxide unites or mixes with the und_ecomposed portion of the tersulphuret to constitute the crocus. From its constituents,
therefor.e, the crocus may be called an oxysulphurct of anti_mony; but its
compos ition is not uni form. The London formula is peculiar in directina
the addition, to the materials for deflagration, of a portion of muriatic acid~
the object of which is ~o neutralize some free potassa, an~ either to prevent
the formation of a portion of sulphuret of potassium, or 1mmediawly to decompose it, if formed, with the result of forming chloride of potassium.
(Phillips.) The product of the deflagration is reduced to a very fine powder, and washed to remove the sulphate of potassa and chloride of potassium.
The old plan of fusing this product before reducing it to powder, iS very
properly avoided; as 1he fused crocus, from the difficulty of reducing it to
fine powder, is not readily soluble in th e bitartrate of potassa. Crocus of
antimony, as obtained by this process, is in th e form of a saffron-brown
powder, and contains only about ~ths of its weight of tcroxide, the rest
being tersulphuret, which is not available in the process for forming the
tartar emetic. By an approximate calculation, it may be assumed, from
the quantities of tersulphuret of antimony and nitre taken in the formula,
that U ounces of the washed crocus will be obtained, which is boiled with
a little more than one and a half times its weight of cream of tartar, and
~h e solution filtered while hot. On the supposition tbat 9 ounces of crocus
are formed, the quantity of water directed is large, being about 16 times the
weight of the former. This amount may be necessary on account of the
large proponion of insoluble tersulphuret of antimony present in the crocus.
Having given a sketch of the seve ral officinal formulas, and of the pro·
portions employed, it may be useful to present them in a tabular form. The
teroxide is reduced to the same qua ntity, and the measures of water in the
U.S., London, and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias are converted into the nearest corresponding weights.
AUTHORITY.

U.~. Pharmacopa::ia.
Dublin
<lo.
}~( linl.Jurgh

do.

Fo<m.of

c~c;f~~~~.
Oxychlori<lc.
Do.

Do.

_ Lo
_ ,_1do_n _ _
do_.-~Crocus.

I

Pwpo<tion

Tcr~~i<lc.

I

Proportion
of
\Yater.·

I

l---i--5--3~
5

5·7
G·2

3l
33
65

It is seen by the table that the proportions of the U. S. and Dublin Pharmacopreias are identical. The proportion of cream of tartar increases some·
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process is not precisely known, and may have been under-estimated. If so,
the proportion of cream of tartar is given at too high a number.
[n judging of the relative eligibility of these processes, several circumstances are to be taken into view. 'l'he cream of tartar should not be in
excess; as in that case it is apt to crystallize upon cooling with the tartar
emetic formed. To avoid such a result it is better to have a slight excess of
antimonial oxide; and we are assured by Dr. Barker that the proportion
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of 4 of oxide to 5 of cream of tartar (U.S. and Dublin proportion) furnishes
such an excess. According to D~ . Chrislison, howeve r, the excess is too
great; for upon ~aking the expenment he found that there was a slight
excess of anLimonial oxide, even when using the larger proportion of cream
of tartar directed in the Edinburgh Phar~acopreia. No rule is a~plicable
to the detennina.tion of the proper proporuon of water, except that it should
be sufficient to dissolve the tartar emetic formed . The London Pharmacopceia employs a large quantity, and the probable reason wby it is ueccs~
sary has bl·en suggeste<l. The hot filtration ~irected may be conveniently
performed by means of the ~i.n apparatus, devised by Dr. Hare for _filtering
liquids at the point of ebull1t1on. (See page 757 for a figure of tl11s apparaLUs.) The U . S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias boil for an hour; the
London and Dublin, for half an hour . In all cases the salt should be
obtained in \Veil-defined crystals, unmixed with those of cream of tartar, as
the best index of its purity . The practice of some manufacturing chemists
of boili~1g the filtered liquor to dryness, whereby an impure mass_is obtained,
consisung in part only of the antimonial salt , is very reprehensible.
The London College formerly used the glass of antimony for making tartar emetic, but has very properly laid it aside, on account of the difficulty of
procuring it, and its liability to be mixed with glass of lead. The College,
on the last revision of its Pharmacopa:::ia, substituted the crocus, using a
process which is characterized by Mr. Phillips as ~conomical and easy
of execution . Its economy , compared with the Edmburgh oxychloride
process, is called in question by Dr. Christison, who tries it by the test of
the relation of the cream of tarta r expended to the sesquisulphuret employed.
But here Dr. Christison has inadvertently made a miscalculation, by assuming
that 4 to 41 is in the proportion of 100 to 125. The true ratio between the
tersulphuret and cream of ~arta r in the Edinburgh formula is as the numbers
IOO to l 06 i while the ratio of the same substances in the London process
is as 100 to 58. Thus with the same expenditure of sesquisulphuret, the
London 1?ollege u~es less crea~ of tartar, and consequently obtains less tartar emetic. But m making this comparison , the cost of all the materials
must be taken into consideration; and if the London College uses a portion
of nitre, and nearly twice as much sesquisulphuret as the Edinburgh Col·
lege; on the other hand, it must be recollected that the lauer Collrge uses
nearly 17 times as much m uriatic acid as the former. Though the use of the
crocus may not be objectionable on the score of e_xpe~se, yet we thin~ that
the London College would have made a belier choice, 1f they had substituted
for the glass the oxychloride rather than the crocus. The preference is
given to the oxychloride by Berzelius i and M. Henry , an eminent pharma·
ceutist of Paris, after a careful comparison of the differen t pro.cesses in ~?e
for preparing tartar emetic, declares in favour of throne in wh ich this oxide
is employed. This testimony in favour of the f?ublin process induced 1_he
revisers of our nati~nal ~hannacopreia to a~opt It in 1 ~30; and the ~dm
burgh College has JUdic1ously substituted n for the crocus process m its
revision of 183U.
The French Codex uses the glass of antimony in preparing tartar emetic,
and as the formula is somewhat peculiar. it may be useful to g ive it. According to the Codl'X, 300 parts of cream of tartar, in coarse powder, and 200
parts of the glass, in very fine powder, are boi led, in a silver or copper basin ,
with 2000 parts of water for ha lf an hou r,agitatingcontinually,and rrplacing
the water as it evaporates. The liquor is allowed to cool without filtering, ~nd
the crystals which form are removed,and washed repeatedly, bydecantat1on,
with the mother liquor. This is then filtered, and evaporated to dryness,
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and the residue exhausted by boiling water. The solution thus obtained is
then filtered, and allowed to crystallize by cooling. The crystals obtained
are all dissolved anew in boiling water, and the solution, after having been
clnrified with white of egg, is filtered, concentrated so as to mark 25°, and
allowed to crystallize by slow cooling.
It has been already mentioned that M. Henry prefe rs the use of the oxychlori<Je (powder of .lllgarolh) for making tartar emetic; in other words, the
Dublin process. He has thought, however, that it was susceptible of some
improvements, and has given a process on a lar~e scale, which he prefers.
As this formula may be useful to the manufactunng chemist, we subjoin it,
turning the French weights into the nearest apothecaries' weights and measures. Take of prepared sulphuret of antimony, in very fine powder, three
pounds four ounces;. n:uri~tic acid, marking 22° (sp. gr. 1·178), eighteen
pounds and a half; mtnc acid two ounces and a half. Introduce the sulphuret into a glass mntrass, of a capacity double the volume of the mixture to be
formed, and add to it from three to five pounds of the acids previously mixed,
so that the sulphuret may be thoroughly penetrated by them; then add the
remainder of the acids. Place the matrass on a sand-bath, and heat the mixture gradually to ebullition, avoiding the vapours, which are disengaged in
large quantity . Continue the heat until the vapours given off are so far
deprived of sulphuretled hydrogen as not to blacken white paper moistened
with solution of acetate of lead; after which allow the liquor to cool, and to
remain at rest until it has become clear. Decant the clear liquid, and, to obtain
the portion of it whic h may be retained by the moist residue, mix this with
a Sf!lall portion of muriatic acid, and again decant. Mix the decanted liquids,
which consist of a solution of terchloride of antimony, and add them to a
lar~e quantity of water, in or~er that the oxychloride may be precipitated i
taking care, during their adduion, to stir constantly in order that the precipitated powder may be more minutely divid€ld, to facilitate its subsequent
washing. To determine whether the water has been sufficient to decompose
the whole of the terchloride, a part of the supernatant liquid, after the
subsidence of the powder, is to be added to a fresh portion of water; and if
a precipitate take place, more water must be added to the mixture, so as to
obtain the largest possible quantity of the oxychJoride. The precipitation
being completely effected, wash the powder repeatedly with water, until
this no longer affects litmus, and then place it on linen to drain for twentyfour hours. The quantity of oxychloride thus obtained will be about three
pounds and a. half in the moist state, or two pounds nine ounces when dry.
Assuming it to be this quantity, mix it with three pounds eleven ounces of
cream of tartar, in fine powder,and add the, mixture to two gallons and five
pints of boiling water, contained in an iron kenle. Concentrate the liquor
rapidly until it marks 25° of BaumC's hydrometer for salts, and then filter.
By repose, the liquor furnishes a crop of very pure crystals, which require
only to be dried. The mother waters are treated in the following manner.
Saturate the excess of acid with chalk, filter, and concentrate to 25°. By
cooling, a second crop or crystals will be obtained; and by proceeding in a
similar manner, even a third crop. But these crystals are somewhat
coloured, and must be purified by recrystallization.
\Vith regard to the above process, it may be observed, that the proportions of the crt-am of tartar and oxychloride must be adjusted according to
the numbers given, on the assumption that the latter is dry; but it by no
means follows that the whole of the oxide should be dried. To proceed
thus would cause a waste of time. The mode of proceeding is to weigh the
whole of the moist oxide, and afterwards to weigh off a small part of it, and
72
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ascertain how much this loses in drying. Then by a calculation it is easy
to determine, how much the whole of the moist oxide would weigh in the
dry state.
Tartar emetic is not usually prepared by tbe apothecary, but made on a
large scale by the manufacturing chemist. Different processes are pursued
in different manufactories; and it is not material what plan is adopted, provided the crystals of the antimonial salt are carefully purified . Jn an extensive manufactory in London, antimony ash (see page 105) is employed for
boiling with the cream of tartar, and it is stated to form th e cheapest material
for making tartar emetic. (Pereira, Mal. Med.) Mr. Phillips recommended
the subsulphate of antimony, made by boiling metallic antimony witb twice
its weight or sulphuric acid to dryness. Mohr prefers the use or a moist
subsulphate, prepared by adding gradually an intimate mixture or one part,
each, of tersulpburet of antimony and nitrate of potassa, to a boiling mix·
ture of one part of sulphuric acid with two of water. 'I1he liquid is boiled
down nearly to dryness and allowed to cool. The gray ish -white ma~s thus
formPd, constituting the subsu!phate, is then washed thoroughly with water.
Th e details of this process are g iven by Soubeiran, by whom it is praised,
in the Journ. de Plwrm., ae sfr. iii. 227.
Properties, ~c. Tartrate of antimony and potassa was discovered in
1631 by Adrian de Mynsicht. lt is in the form of tran spare nt, colourless
crystals, which possess a nauseous, metallic, styptic taste, and have usually
the form of rhombic octohedrons. When prepared from the oxychloride,
it crystallizes in tetrahedrons. As it occurs in the shops it is in the form
of a white powd er, resulting from the puh•erization of the crystals. The
crystals, when exposed to the air, effloresce slightly and become wbite and
opaque. They are insoluble in alcohol, bul dissolve in proof spirit or wine.
(See Vinum .Hntimonii.) They are soluble in ~~out fifteen parts of water
at 60°, and in between two and three parts of boil mg water. 'rhEl late Dr.
Perceval, of Dublin, alleged that good tartar emetic dissolves in twelve parts
of water; and this state ment agrees nearly with th e results of Brandes, who
fo~nd it to be solu_ble in 12·65 parts of water at 70°.
lts aqueous solution
shghtly reddens illmus, and undergoes decomposition by keeping. Jt is
incompatible with acids, with alkalies and their carbonatt's, wilh some of the
eiuths and metals, with chloride of calcium, and with acetate and subacetate
of lead. lt is incompatible also with astringent vegetable infusions and
decoctions, such as of rhubarb, cinchona, catechu, galls, &c.; but these
substances, unless galls be an exception, do not render it inert; though they
lesse n its activity to a greater or less extent.
Characteristics and Te sts of Purity. Tartar emet ic, when pure, exhibits
its appropriate crystalline form. A crystal or two, dropped into a solution
of hydrosulphuric acid, will become covered with an orange-coloured
depos it of tersulphuret of antimony. Entire sol ubility in water is not a
character belonging exclusively to the pure salt ; for, according to tbe late
Mr. Hennell, tartar emetic may contain ten per cent. of uncombined cream
of tartar, and . y_et b~ wholly soluble in the prope r proponion of water.
(P~iillips.) Thi s being the case,_ the cha.r?cter, given 10 the U.S. and
Edinburgh Pharmacopceias, of enllre solubrhty in twt'nty parts of water is
not to be de~ended up.on. A dilute solution is not precipitated by chloride of
barium or mtrate of silver, nor rendered blue by ferrocyanuret of potassium.
A solution, containing one part of tartar eme tic in forty of water, is not disturbed by an eq ual volume of a solution of eight parts of acetate of lead in
thirty-two of water, and fifteen of acetic acid. 'l'his test is adopted in the
U. S. Pharmacopceia from the Edinburgh, and is intended to show the
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absence or uncombined bitarlrate of potassa; for when the acidulated acetate
is used as here directed, it do~s not form the white ta rtrate or lead, exct•pt
wit~ the t~rtaric acid o~ the b1tartrate, '":hen th i_s happens to be present as
an 1mpurny. ~he ac1dulated acetate 1s a delicate test or this impu~ity,
capable or detecting one per cent. of it in tartar emeLic; but Dr. Christison
finds difficultie5' in using it which render it lo? precarious for practice. Mr.
1-lennel's method of detecting uncombin_e_d buartrate, is to add a few drops
of a solution or carbonate or soda to a boding solution of the antimonial salt ,
and, if the prc>cipitate formed is not red issolved, no bitarlrate is present.
The impuriti es found in tartar emetic are, uncombined cream of tartar
from faulty preparation or fraudulent admixture, tartrate of lime, iron, su lphates, and chlorides . 'l'he mode of detecting cream of tartar has been
indicated above . Tartrate of lime is derived from the cream of tartar, which
always contains this impurity. It is apt to form on the surface of the cry stals of tartar emetic in crystalline tufts, which are easi ly brushed off. Iron
is somet imes present, especially when the antimonial sa lt has been prepared
from glass of antimony. IL is detected by a blue colou~ beingimme£~fote/.'/
produced by ferrocyanuret of potassium, added after a little acetic acid. lf
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tartar emetic will be yellow instead of colourless. Sulphates are detected
by chloride of barium. The presence of a chloride is shown by a precipi~ate being produced by nitr~te of silver, added to a dilute s_olution. Accordrng to Serullas, tartar emetic, except when well crystallized, and all the
other antimonial preparations, usually contain aminute proportion of arsenic,
derived from the native tersu lphuret of antimony, which almost always contains this dangerous metal. (For the mode of detecting it, see Jlcidum
.flrsenioswn.) Tartar emetic is somet im es sold in powder to conceal its
imperfections. It should never be bought in this state by the apothecary,
but always in crystals, in which state the salt is pure, or very nearly so,
and entirely free from arsenic . Its powder is perfectly white, and when
yellowish-white, iron is probably present. It is said that some druggists
ignorantly prefer a tartar emetic which is yellowish-white in powd er.
It has been already stated in gene ral terms, that tarlar emetic in solution
is incompatible with acids and alkalies, and with some of the earthsi but
this salt is so important, that some details in regard to the effects of particular reagents, included under these titles, seem to be necessary . Muriatic
and sulphuric acids, added to a solution of the antimonial salt, not too dilute,
throw down a white precipitate of subchloride or subsulphate of antimony
mixed with cream of tartar, which is redissolved by an excess of the pre cipitant. Nitric acid throws down a subnitrate, which is taken up by an
excess of it. Thi s effect of ~itric acid is ~iven by the Lon.don. College as
a character of good tartar emetic; but is certainly not very distinctive . \Vhen
caustic potassa is added to a tolerably concentratd solution of the antimonial
salt, it produces at first no effect, then a precipitate of teroxide, and afterwards the solution of this precipitate, if the addition of the alkali be continued. Lime-water- acts in a weaker solution, and throws down a white
precipitate, consisting of the mixed tartrates of lime and antimony. Carbonate of potassa aff€'cts still weaker solutions, throwing down a white precipitate of teroxide; but this test does not act in solutions containing less than
a quarter of a grain of the antimooial salt lo the fluidounce. Ammonia,
both pure and ca rbonated, precipitates a solu_tion of tartar emetic, throwing
down a pure tero.xide. Dr. Barker, of Dublm, has proposed the carbonate
of ammonia as a precipitant for obtaining the oxide, when wanted as a.
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medicine. (See page 836.) To lhese reagents may be added the infusion
of galls, which, when fresh and st rong, causes a dirty, yellowish·wbite
precipitate of tannate of th e teroxide of antimony.
Composition. T artar emetic consists of two eqs. of tartaric acid 132, one
of potassa 4!· 15, one of teroxide of antimony 153, and three ~f water 27=
359· 15. It 1s evident that it contains tartaric acid and potassa in the precise
proportions to form bitartrate of potassa or cream of tartar i and, accordingly,
it may be viewed as a compound of one eq. of cream of tartar, and one of
antimonial teroxide. The excess of acid in th e bitartrate may be considered
as united with the teroxide; and in that view it is a double salt, composed of
the tarlrate of potassa, united with the tartrate of teroxide of antimony.
The name, therefore, of the U.S. and Dublin Pharmacopceias is correct.
.lf!ledical Properties and Uses. Tartrate of antimony and potassa is the
most important of th e antimonials, and is capable of fulfilling numerous
indications in disease. lls general action is that of a sedative upon the
circulation; while, on the contrary, it excites most of the secretions. According to the dose, and the peculiar circumstances under which it is
administered, it acts variously, as an alterative, diaphoretic, diuretic, expectorant, PL1r~ative, ~nd emetic. _In mi~ute dos~s, it is ei:nployed, either
alone or conJoined with calomel, with a view to Its alterat1ve effects, and
has been found useful in diseases of the skin. In small doses, mostly asso·
ciated with saline remedies, such as nitre or sulphate of magnesia, and assisted by copious dilution, it is frequently resorted to in febrile complaints,
for the purpose of producing perspiration, which is often copiously induced,
especially if the remedy creates nausea. If the surface be exposed to cool
air, so as to constrict the pores, the tendency will be to the kidneys, with
the effect of producing an increased flow of urine. On the principle of exciting the secretions, it pro\•es useful, on many occasions, in pulmonary and
bronchial disease as an expectorant; and with a view to its action in this
way, it is frequently conjoined with squill, ammoniac, and simi lar remedies.
In full doses, it acts as an emetic, and as such is characterized by certainty,
strength, and permanency of operation. It remains longer in the stomach
than ipecacuanha, produces more frequent and longer continued efforts to
vomit, and exerts a more powerful impression upon the system generally.
The nausea and attendant prostration are oflen very considerable. As an
emetic, its use is indicated where the object is not merely to evacuate the
stomach, but to agitate and compress the liver and other abdominal viscera.
By the extension of its action to the duodenum, it orten causes copious discharges of bile, and hence forms an appropriate remedy in those diseases
in which there is an accumulation of that secretion. It is employed as aa
emetic in the com~encement of fevers, especially those of an intermillent or
bilious character, Jn jaundice, hooping cough, and croup, and in several diseases of the nervous system, such as mania, nmaurosis, tic douloureux, &c.
In efforts_to reduce old dislo~ations, its relaxing power over the ~uscles,
when actmg as a nauseant, JS taken advantage of, in order to facilitate the
operation. As an incidental effect to its diaphoretic and emetic operation,
tartar emetic often produces purging. Taking advantage of this tendency,
practitioners are frequently in the habit of adding it lo purgatives, the opcr~
tion of which it pro~o_les in a remarkable degree. It is contra- indicated ~n
diseases or great deb1J1ty, in the advanced stages of febrile affections, and IO
fevers attended with extreme irritability of stomach.
Of late years, on the continent or Europe, and lo a certain extent in Great
Britain nnd this country, tartar emetic has been given in large doses, with
a view to its sedative, or as it is usually termed, conlrostimulcml operation .
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This practice ori~inated with Rasori, professor ~f clin!cal medicine at ~Ii Ian,
who published his views in 1800. The principal diseases in which u has
been thus used, are peripneumony, pleurisy, bronchitis, acute rheumatism,
especially of the j~i~ts, articular dropsies, chorea, hydrocephalus, .and apople~y. The medicine is directed. in doses, varying from a gram to two
gra.ms or more, ev~ry t\~'o hours, dissolved in a small quan~ity of water; the
patient being restricted m the use of drin.ks whilst under its operation. It
is stated that when the remedy is thus given in diseases of high action, it
seldom produces vomiting, an effect which the authors of the practice wish
to avoid. The power of the system to bear Jarge doses of tartar emetic,
during the exi~tence of acute disease, was considered by R.1~ori to dep~nd
upon the coexistent high morbid excitement, ~n? the .capability of bennng
them was expre~sed by the term tolel'ance. It is 111 penpn eumo~y especially
that th e controsllmulant practice has most advocates. lt is adm1ued to have
th e effect of lowering the force and frequency of the pulse, and the Tapidi.ty
of th e respirations ; and, in not a few instances, it produces marked remedial
effects. In pleurisy and bronchitis, the advantages of the same practice
are Jess dE'cided. Thou gh we are disposed to ad mil the controllin g inrluence
of tartar emetic , when thus exhibited, in the diseases named, yet we by no
means think that its use should supersede bloodletting, or e ven form our chief
reliance. In cases, however, in which bloodlelting, both local and general,
has no effect, or has been carried as far as the circumstances of the case
will warrant, tartar emetic, administered on the controstimulant plan, may
be found useful. lf the tolerance cannot be otherwise established, laudanum
may be conjoined with the antimony, in order to bring it about. In the
treatment of articular dropsies, the d ecided benefit derived from large doses
of tartar emetic, is fully shown by M. Gimelle, who has reported twentyeight successful cases in su pport of the practice. The medicine was
gradually increased from four grains to sixteen or twenty daily, and, generally, the tolerance was established on the first day . 'fh e effusion was absorbed in a space of time varying from eight to sixteen days.
Externally, tartar emetic is sometimes employed ns a counter-irritant,
mixed with lard or cerate, or sprinkled in very fine powder on adhesive
plaster. (See Unguentwn .Bntimonii.) h causes, a~ter a lon~er or shorter
interva l, a burning sensation, accompanied by a peculiar and painful pu stu lar
eruption. This mode of producing counter-irritation is exceedingly serviceable in a nllmber of diseases i but particularly in deep-seated pains, spin al
irritation, hooping cough, and chronic inflammation of the chest threatening
consumption. Care must be taken, when the salt is applied by means of a
plaster, tbat the pu stular inflammation does not proceed too far; as, in that
event, it produces deep and very painful ulcerations, difficult to heal. Dr.
Hannay, of Glasgow, recommends tartar emetic as a counter-irritant in a solution, made by rub~ing up a drachm of the salt with a ~uidounce of boiling
water. The soluuon is rubbed for fifteen or twenty minutes, three or four
times a day, upon the part intended to be irritated. The salt, thus used,
acts with less e ne rgy than when it is employed in the ordinary way .
Tartar emetic is gene!all¥ given. in solut.ion, ~nd in an amount which
varies with the intention 111 view in Jts admin1strat1on. Its dose as an alte rative is from the thirty·second to the twelfth of a grain; as a diaphoretic or ex pectorant from the twelfth to~he sixth of a grain; and ns a nauseating sudorific ,
from a quarter to half a gram; in each case, repented once every o~e, two,
or four hours. If required to act as a purgative, a g rain may be dissolved
in half a pint of water with an ounce of Epsom salt, and two tablespoonfuls
of the solution given every two or tbree hours. As an emetic, the full dose
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is from two to three grains, though it is usually given in divided portions of
a g~in, dissolved in a tablcspo~nful of water, m·ery ten or fifteen minutes
untJl it ''Omits, the operation berng aided by warm water, or warm chamomile tea. It is often conjoined with ipecacuanha, in the proportion of one
or two grains to twenty of the vegetable emetic. For convenient administration in small doses, the Pharmacopceias order it dissolved in wine. (See
Vin.um .Bntimonii.) It is given very conveniently to children in dilute
aqueous solution, which, being nearly tasteless, is readily taken by them.
Effects as a Poison. The effects produced by a poisonous dose of tartar
emetic are an austere metallic taste; nausea; copious vomiting; frequent
hickup; burning pain in lhe stomach; colic; frequent stools and tenesmus;
fainting; small, contracted, and accelerated pulse; coldness of the skin;
sometimes intense heat; difficult respiration; loss ofsensei convulsive movements; very painful cramps in the legs; prostration; and death . To these
effects jg sometimes added difficulty of deglutition. Vomiting and purging
jn a few instances do not take place; and when they are absent, the other
symptoms are aggravated. These are the effects produced on the healthy
economy; but it has been fully pr0\ ed that the doses, which in a state of
health would prove fatal, are sometimes borne without danger in certain
morbid states of the system, attended with internal acute inflammation.
In treating a case of poisoning by tartar emetic, if it is found that the
patient has not vomited, immediate recourse must be had to tickling the
throat with a feather, and the use of abundance of warm water. Usualtv,
however, the vomiting is excessive and distressing, and here it is necessary
to use remedies calculated to decompose the poison, and to aUay the pain and
irritation. To effect the former objecti astringent decoctions and infusions,
such as of bark and common tea, are recommended as antidotes. These, how·
ever, act but imperfectly, according to the experiments of M. Tou!mouche,
who found that a decoction of cinchona had usually no power in lessening
the emetic effect of this antimonial, though it had the property of decom·
posing the excess of the salt over a certain definite amount. (.flrch. Gen.,
:Je sir., ii. 363.) Similar observations have been made by Dr. Clutterbuck. (Pereira.) The <lecoction of galls acts more decidedly; but M. Toulmouche accords the preference to the galls given in substance, as an antidote
in poisoning by tartar emetic. It no doubt acts by the tannic acid which
it contains, and which forms, with the antimonial part of the salt, the inso·
Jubie and probably inert tannate of antimony. To stop the rnmiting and
relieve pain, laudanum_ should be given, either by the month or injection,
and to combat consecutive inflammation, bleeding, both local and general,
and other antiphlogistic measures should be resorted to.
After death from suspected poisoning by tartar emetic, it is necessary to
search for the poison in the body. The substances in the :stomach should
be digested in water, acidulated wilh a little muriatic and tartaric acid. 'l~hc
former acid "·ill serve lo coagulate some organic malter; the latter to give
complete solubility lo the antimony. The solution obtained, afte r having
been filtered, is subjected to a stream of sulphuretted hydrogen, which will
throw down the orange·red lersulphuret of antimony, distinguishable from
the tersulphurel of arsenic, and all other precipitates, by its forming with
hot muriatic acid a solution, from which, whl"n added to water. a white
curtly precipitate of oxychloride of antimony is thrown down. Sulphuretted
hydrogen is by far the most delicate test for tartar emetic.
Sometimes the antimony cannot be found in tlie stomach and bowel~,
and yet may exist in other parts. 'Vhen it leaves the alimentary canal, it
has been found by Orfila especially in the liver and kidneys and their secre·
1
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lions. T.he mode yf e~t raclin g. the antimony, recommended by Orfila, is
to carbonize lhe dned viscera with pure concentrated nitric acid in a porcelain capsule, to boil the charred mass obtained for half an hour with muriatic acid, as.sisted with a fow drops of nitric acid, lo filter the liquor, and
introduce it into Mar~h's apparatus. Antimoniuretted hydro(1en will be
formed, which, being mfla.med .• will deposit the antimony on a ~old surface
of porcelain, as a black sta1~! distinguishable from the similar stain produced
by arsenic by its less volau~ity, and ~y its forming with hot muriatic acid a
solution which afiOrds a while precipitate when added to water. (See Arch.
Gen., 3e sh., vii. 51 I.)
Off.Prep. Syrupus Seil\~ Compositus,.U. S .; Unguentum Antimonii,
U.S., Lond., Ed ., .Dub.; Vmum Antimoni1, U.S., Lond.,Ed., Dub. B.

VIN UM ANTIMONII. U.S.
TRATIS.

Dub.

Lond.

VrNUM ANTIMON!l PoTASSIO-TAREd. LIQUOR TAR TARI Eri.rnncx.

VrnuM ANTIMONIALE.

.flnlimonial Wine.

"Take ofTartrate of Antimony and Potassa a scruple; Wine [S~e rr y]
tenjluidowices. Dissolve the Tartrate of Antimony and Potassa 111 the
Wine." U.S.
The London and Edinburgh Col!Pges direct two scruples of the salt to
be dissolved in a pint [ lmperial measure] of Sherry Win e. Th e Dublin
College dissolves one scruple of lh c salt in eightjh1idounces of boiling distilled water, and adds fwojluidoances of Rectified Spirit.
In the first edition of the United States Pharmacopreia, the proportion of
tartar emetic was four grains to the fluidounce of wine. In the revision of
1830, the q.uantity was reJuced to two grains ; and, ~s this is very nearly
the proporllon directed by the British Colleg~s, the highly important object
has been accomplished, of uniformity in the strength of this very popular
preparation. The seem in g discrepancy between the London and Edinburgh for.mu Ire, and that of the U . ~· Pharmacopreia, will dis~ppear when
it is considered that the imperial pmt, adopted by the two British Colleges,
contains twenty fluidounces, each very nearly equal to the fluidouncc of tbe
ordinary apothecaries' measure . The U.S. officinal name was adopted as
most convenient, sufficiently expressive, and in accordance with the nomenclature of several other metallic preparations, such as Bmplastrum Ferri,

Jllistura Ferri Composita, 4·c.
Difficulty is often expe:ienced in effecting a solution of tartar eme tic in
wine; and precipitation 1s very apt to occur after the solution has been
effected . Th ese results are attributable either to impurity in the antimonial
salt, which frequently contains bitartrate of potassa and various in.soluble
substt1.nces, or to inferiority in the character of the wine, which holds in
solution vegetable principles that form insoluble compounds with the teroxide of antimony. Dr. Paris states that he has seen the decomposition of
the tartar emetic so complete, that no traces of the salt could be detected in
the supernatant liquid. The difficulty is not avoided by the plani at one
time directed, of first dissolving the antimo~ial in water, and then adcling
the wine; for, even allowing that the soluuon may be accomplished, the
same ingredients a re present, and their mutyal reaction must ultimately
resuh in the same effects. The proper course 1s to select perfectly pure crystallized tartar emetic, and sound Sherry or Teneriffe wine , which make a
permanent solution. To obviat~ th e risk of. decomposition and c.onsequ~~t
inequality of slrength, the Du~lm College directs water and rectified spmt
in about the proportions in which thrse exist in the wines just mentioned .
The only ob~t:ction to this menstruum is the want of colour, which renders
the preparation liable to be confounded with less active liquids.
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The advantages of antimonial wine are, that it affords the means of administering minute doses of tar~ar em~tic, and is more permanent than an aqueous solution of that salt, which is liable to spontaneous decomposition. h is
usually administered in small doses as a diaphoretic or expectorant, or as an

emetic in infantile cases. VY here a consi<lcrable quantity of tartar emetic
is requisite, it should always be given in extemporaneous aqueous solution .
The dose of the wine, as an expector~nt or di~phoretic, is fro~1 ten to thirty
drops, given frequent ly; as an emetic for childre n, from tlmty drops to a
fluidrac hm, repeated every fifteen minutes till it operates.
, V,

ANTIMONII SULPHURETUM PR/EPARATUM. Dub. Prepared Sulphurel of .!intimony.
11 Take of Sulphurel of Antimony any quantity.
Reduce it to powde r,
and separate fo r use the impalpable particles, in the manner directed for
the preparation of Cha lk ." Dub.
Sulphu ret of antimony in :nass.is placed in the Mate!ia Me~ica list of all
the Pharmacopreias noticed m lJlJS work. But for use m medicine, and for
some pharmaceutical process~s, it requires to be i~ I?owder, and the above
p roce8s is intended to bring it to that state. But 1t 1s hardly necessary to
ha\'C a distinct formula to indicate the mode of proceeding, and accordi ngly
t h is pre~aration has bee~ expunged from the U.S . and Edinburgh P harmacoprerns. It was not included in the London.
Properties. Prepared sulphuret of antimony is in the form of an in soluble powder, wiLhout laste or smell, usually of a dull blackish colour,
but reddish·bro\vn, when perfectly pure. By exposure to air, it absorbs,
according to Buchner, a portion of oxygen, and becomes partially converted
into terox ide. hs impurities and composition are mentioned under another
head . (See .fJ.nlimonii Sulplmretwn.)
.Medical Ptoperlies and Uses . This preparation is very uncertain in its
operation; being somet imes ':'ithou~ effect, at other times, if it me~ts with
acid in the stomach, operatrng with extn•me violence by vomiting and
purging. The effects usually attributed to it are those of a diaphoretic and
alterati\•e; and the diseases in which it has been principally used,are scrofula, glandular obstructions, cutaneous diseases, and chronic rheumatism .
It is not employed by physicians in the United Slates, its use in this country
being exclus.ively .confined to veterinary practice. 'fhe dose is from ten
to thirty grains , given in powder or bolus.
Off.Prep. Antimonii Oxydum N itromuriaticum, Dub.; Pulvis Antimonialis, Dub.; Sulphur Antimoniatum Fuscum, Dub.
B.

ANTIMON II SULPHURETUM PRAO:CIPITATUM. U. S. AN·
Lond. ANTlMONn SuLPHURETUM AunEUM .

TIMONII OxYSULPHURETUM.

Ed.

SuLPHUR ANTIMONIATUM Fuscurti.

ef .!intimony.

Dub.

Precipitated Su lphuret

Oxysulpln.ret of .!intimony.

nTake of Sulphuret of Antimony, in fine powder , six ounces; Solution
of Potassafour pints; Distilled Wale r, Diluted Sulphuric Acid, each, a
st'.fficient quantity. Mix the S_ulphuret of Antimony with the Solution of
Potassa and twelve pints of D1st11led ·water, and boil them ove r a gentle
fire for three hours, constantly stirr ing, and occasionall)'.' adding Di~tilled
Waler so as to preserve the same mea:rnre. Strain the liquor immediately
through a .double linen cloth, and drop in.lo it, while yet hot, Diluted Sul})huric Acid so long as it produces a precipitate; then wash away the su ~
phate of potassa with hot water, dry the Precipitated Sulphuret of Anti·
mony, and rub it into a fine powder." D.S.
·
"Take of Sesquisulphuret of Antimony, p owdered, seven ounces ; Solu·
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~f~;.f:~~:~j~~iY~t~~n~~g~fr~~i~c7de~s~iif/ic;i~~s~:~:~~';;.te~~otfi:l~e~~
quisulphuret of Antimony, Solution of Potassa, and Water together, and
boil with a slow fire for two hours, frequently stirring, Distilled Water being
often added, that it may fill about the same measure .. Strain the liquor, and
gradually drop into it as much Diluted Sulphuric Acid as may be sufficient
to throw down the Oxysulphuret of Antimony; then wash away the sulphate
of potassa with water, and dry what remains with a gentle heat." Land.
"Take of Sulphuret of Antimony, in fine powder, an ounce; Solution of
Potash eleven jluidounces [Imperial measure]; Water two pints [Imp.
meas.]. Mix the 'Vater and Solution of Potash, add the Sulphuret, boil for
an hour, filter immediately, and precipitate the liquid, while hot, with an
excess of Diluted Sulphuric Acid. Collect the precipitate on a calico filter,
wash it thoroughly with water, and dry it with a gentle heat." Eel.
"Take of prepared Sulphuret of Antimony one part; Water of Caustic
Potassa eighteen parts; Diluted Sulphuric Acid eleven parts, or a Sl{fficient
1

0

~:~dt~frfor ~~dht~~r.Su~t~~i~t t~~t;J~i)i~~~r ~l~~:u~ht:r d!u~i:W~e~ ~i~~h:
and drop into it the Diluted Sulphuric Acid. Wash away the sulphate of
potassa with warm water. Dry the Brown Antimoniated Sulphur, and rub
it into fine powder." flub .
As the theory of the formation of the precipitated sulphuret of ant imony
is intimately connected with that of the production of the substances called
kermea mineral and golden sulphur, we shall first describe the Jatter pre·
pa.rations as introductory to our account of the former.
Kennes mineral, according to Thenard, may be obtained by treating the
tersulphuret of antimony in three ways; 1st with a boiling solution of the
carbonated alkalies, 2d with a boiling solution of the caustic alkalies, and 3d
with the carbonated alkalies at a red heat. These several processes give
brown powders, which vary in their shade of colour, and which, though
usually considered as identical, differ in composition. The kermes obtained
by means of the carbonated alkalies ia solution is an oxysulphuret, that is, a
mixture of teroxide of antimony with J1ydrated tersulphuret; while the pro·
duct, when either the caustic alkalies in solution, or the carbonated alkalies
at a red heat are used, is essentially a hydrated tersulphuret, though con·
taining- occasionally a little oxysulphuret.
In France the process by the use of the carbonated alkalies in solution is
preferred for preparing kermes; and the alkali selected is soda as giving a
handsomer product. The formula of Cluzel is to boil for half an hour one
part of pulverized tersulphuret of antimony with twenty-two or twenty-three
parts of crystallized carbonate of soda, in two hundred and fifty parts of
water, to filter the liquor, and receive it in warm earthen pans, which must
be covered, und allowed to cool slowly. At the end of twenty·four hours,
the kermes is deposited. It is then collected on a filter, washed with boiled
waler, cooled without contact of air, dried at the temperature of 77°, and
kept in bottles well stopped. This formula is substantially the same with
that given in the French Codex of 1837.
The rationale of the formation of kermes by this process is as follows.
A portion of the carbonate of soda is converted, by a transfer of carbonic
acid, into caustic soda and scsquicarbonate. By a double decomposition
taking place between a part of the tersulphuret of antimony and Lhe caustic
soda, teroxide of antimony, and ~ulphuret of sodi~1m are formf.>d, The tcr·
oxide then dissolves in the solution of the remain mg carbonate of soda, and
the undecomposed portion of the tersulphuret in that of the su\phurct of
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sodium. The teroxide and tersulphuret, being both more soluble in these
men strua hot than r.old, precipitate together as the liquid cools, and constitute this variety of kermes. When thus obtained, it is light, velvety, of
a dark reddish-purple colour, brilliant in the sun, and of a crystalline appearance. It consists, according to M. Henry, jun., of tersulphuret of antimony

62·5, teroxide 27·4, water JO, and soda a trace; proportions which correspond most nearly with two eqs. of tersulphuret, one of teroxide, and six of
water. ln consequence of the presence of a considerable amount of teroxide
of antimony in this variety of kermes, it must be far more active than the
other kinds, and ought, therefore, to be preferred for medical use.
Kermes, when obtained by means of the caustic alkalies, may be formed
by boiling for a quarter of an hour, two parts of the tersulphuret of antimony
with one part of caustic potassa dissolved in twenty-five or thirty parts of
water, filtering the liquor, and allowing it to cool; whereupon the kermes
precipitates. In this process, one portion of the tersulphuret, by reacting
with a portion of the potassa, gives rise to teroxide of antimony and sulphuret of potassium. A second portion dissolves in the solution of sulphuret
of potassium formed, and a third forms an insoluble compound with a part
of the teroxide. The remainder of the teroxide unites with the unclecomposed potassa, forming a compound, which, being but sparin gly soluble, is
only in part dissolved. The hot filtered liquor, therefore, contains this compound dissolved in water, and tersulphuret of antimony dissolved in the
solution of sulphuret of potassium. By refrigeration, the tersulphuret in a
hydrated state falls down, free or nearly free from teroxide, this laller being
still held in solution by means of the caust ic alkali wilh which it is united.
Kermes is obtained by the third method, that is, in the dry way, by rubbing together two parts of tersulphuret of antimony and one of the potash
of commerce, fusing the mixture in a crucible by a red heat, reducing the
fused mass to powder, and boiling it with water. As the liquor cools the
kermes is deposited. The rationale of its formation is nearly the same with
that of the formation of the second variety of kermes. An inferior kermes,
P!eparcd in the dry way, and intended fo r use in veterinary medicine, is
dJrected in the French Codex to be prepared by fusing togethe r, well mixed,
500 parts of tersulphuret of antimony, 1000 of carbonate of potassa, and 30
of washed sulphur, reducing the fused mass to powder, and boiling it w.ith
10,000 parts of water. The liquor, upon cooling, lets fall the kermcs, winch
must be washed with care and dried.
Kermes mineral is an in sipid, inodorous powder, of different shades of
brown. By the action of air and light it gradually becomes lighter coloured,
and at last yellowish-white. It first came into use as a remedy in France
about the beginning of the last century. Its mode of preparation was possessed as a secret by a French surgeon named La Ligerie. In 1720, the
recipe was purchased by the French government and made public.
Golden sulphur is formed by the addition of an acid .to the liquor w~ich
remains after the precipitation of the kermes. According to the directtons
of the French Codex, acetic acid is employed for thi s purpose. The
liquor, when caustic potassa has been used, consists at first chiefly of tersulphuret of antimony, dissolved in solution of sulphure t of potassium,
but in part also of teroxide, dissolved in solution of potassa. By the action
of the air on the liquor, ho\Vever, the sulphuret of potassium passes to a
higher state of sulphuration; and consequently, the addition of an acid,
while it throws down the tersulphuret and teroxide of antimony with disengagement of sulphurctted hydrogen, will precipitate at the same time
the excess of stdphur which the sulphu ret of potassium has gained.
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Agreeably to this explanat!on, golden sulphur is a mixed tersulphuret and
teroxide of antimony, conlaming more or less f:ee sulphur. It is in the form
o.f a P?wder of a golde ~-yellow colour. As 1t is partially decomposed by
light, It should be kept m opaque vessels. It may be worth while to men·
tion that the kermes liquor, left afler the use of the carbonated alkalies, gives
but little gold en sulphur ; while the liquors, resulting from the two other
processes, yield it in abundance.
~· Musculus (Jou rn . de Phann., for JJfay, 1836,) recomm_enJs the followrng proc~ss for preparing golde n sulphur and keri:ws mineral by the
method of displacement. H e takes 6 pans of slaked lime, 4 of carbonate
of pot.assa or of dried carbonate of soda, 2 of finely powdered ters_ulphuret
of antimony, 1 of flowers of sulphur, and 8 of well washed and dned sand.
These are accurately mixed and put into a glass or stoneware displacement
apparatus, the bottom of which is covered with little pebbles, or coarsely
powdered glass. (Se? page 763.) 'l'he mi~ture being cove.red with a layer
of sand, cold water 1s poured upon iL until the liquor which passes is no
longer precipitated by muriatic ac id. The Jiquor obtained is then diluted
with pun;, water, and treated with muriatic acid, which throws down the
golden sulphur. Thi s is carefully washed and dri ed, and amounts to about
the quantity of tersulphuret employed. In preparing the kermes the same
method is pursued, except that the sulp hur is omitted, and the liquor obtained
precipitaLed by a solution of bicarbonate of soda.
M . Boullay, who repf'ated the above process, spea ks of it with commendation, as enabling th e apothecary to operate on a sma ll scale, and without
the emp loyment of heat. Th e golden sulphu r was very handsome, but the
kermcs was heavy and imperfect in colour. These defects in the latte r, he
found might be remedied by using exclusively th e dried carbonate of soda,
a~d by diJ~ting the liqui~ \~it~ an eq ual volume of river water, deprived of
air by bo iling before prec1p1tallng. The kermes thus obtained was abundant, light, and of a very intense and beautiful colour. The ed itors of the
.Jlnnalen der Plwrrnacie also repeated the process with good resu lts. They
rema rk, however, that it is indispensable that the sand employe d should be
fr ee from iron.
From the explanati ons above gi\•en, the reader is prepa red to understand that the method of preparing the precipitated sulph uret of antimony
of the United States and British Pharmacopreias, combines lhe process
for forming the kermes mineral by means of a caustic alkali, with that for
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liule or no antimonial oxide, the sulphuric acid added would throw down
more or less of the golden sulphur. But the question here arises how far
this golden sulphur would be identical with that obtained from the mother
liquo r of kermes which has been made fo r some lime. From the explanations
given above in relation to golden sulphur, it ma.v be inferre~ as probable that
the precipitate by acids, if thrown down immediately, while the solu~ion is
hot, as directed by the Pharmacopreias, and before the air has had time to
act, would consist exclusively of tersulphuret and teroxide; but, if thrown
down from the kerrnes mother liquor, would contain more or less free sul~
phur, according as the liqu or had ~een more or Jess subject to the influence
of the air. If these views be admitted, it follows that the so-called golden
s ulphur must be a very variable preparation as to the free sulphur it contain s, dependent upon the greater or less change which the kermes liquor
may have undergone, before being used for furnishi~g the preciritate..
Properties of the Precipitated Sulplrurel. This substance 1s a bright
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orange-coloured insoluble powder, tasteless when pure, but having usually
a slighlly styptic taste. The greater portion of it is not readily acted on by
dilute acids. 'When it contains no free su lphur it is wholly soluble in nitromuriatic acid, with the escape of sulphuretted hydrogen. If free sulphur be
present, it will be left behind. If it effervesce with dilute<l sulphuric acid,
its adulteration with cha lk may be suspected. Recently prepared it is completely soluble in the officinal solution of potassa, but as it is found in the
shops, a white residuum is usually left undissolved. When boiled with a
solution of cream of tartar, about 12 per cent. of teroxide is dissolved. Exposed to heat it takes fire, burning with a greenish-blue flame, and gi,•ing off
sulphurolls acid, while the metal remains behind in the state of a grayish
oxide. Precipitated sulphuret of antimony, as analyzed by Mr. Phillips,
consists, in the 100 pans, of tersulphuret 76·5, teroxide 12, and water 11·5;
corresponding most nearly with five eqs. of tersn lphuret, one of teroxide,and
sixteen of water. ll usually, however, contains a portion of free sulphur,
as shown by the action of nitromuriatic acid. Its active ingredient is the
teroxide; and, in reference to its presence, the London College calls the
preparation oxysulp!turet of antimony. The Edinburgh College names it
incorrectly golden sulplwret of antimony; this name being properly applicable to the precipitate produced by the sole action of acids, and not to it
when obtained by the action of acids and refrigeration conjointly.
Medica_l Properties. The precipitated sulphuret of antimony is alterative,
diaphoreuc, and emetic. It is, however, an uncertain medicine, as well from
the want of uniformity in its composition, as from its liability to vary in its
action w.ith the state of the stomach . It is seldom given alone , but generally
in combmation with calomel and guaiac, in the form of Plummer's pill, as
an alterative in secondary syphilis and cutaneous eruptions, or conjoined
with hen bane or hemlock in chronic rheumatism. (See Pilul:z Hyclrargyri
Chloridi Composit:z.) During its use the patient should abstain from acidu·
lous drinks. Its dose as an alterative is from one to two grains twice a day,
in the form of pill; as an emetic, from five grains to a scruple. The kermes
obtained by means of the carbonated alkalies, as it contains between two and
three times as much teroxide as the precipitated sulphuret, is a more active
preparation, and must be used in a smaller dose. Kermes mineral is some·
times given in large doses as an antiphlogistic remedy in peripneumony and
other inflammations of the chest.
Off. Prep. Pilulro Hydrargyri Ch\oridi Comp., Lond., Ed., Dub. B.
PULVIS ANTIMONIALIS. Ed., Dub. PuLVIS ANTIMONll CoM-

POSITUS. Lond.

.!Jntimonial Powder.

Compound Powder of Anti-

mony.
"Take of Sesquisulphurct of Antimony, powdered, a pound; Horn
shavings two pounds. Mix, and throw them into a red-hot crucible, and
stir co?stantly until vapour ceases to arise. Rub the residue to powder, and
put it mto a proper crucible. Then apply heat, and raise it gradually to
redness, and keep it so for two hours. Rub the residue into a very fine
powder." f,ond .
1
'1'ake of Sulphuret of Ant im ony, in coarse powder,Hartshorn shavings,
equal weights. Mix them, put them into a red· hot iron pot, and stir con·
stantly. till they acquire an ash-gray colour, and vapours no longer arise.
Pulvenze the product, put it into a crucib le with a perforated cover, and
~xpose this .to a.gradually increasing heat till a white heat is produced, which
1s to be mamtarned for two hours. Reduce the product, when cold, to fine
powder." Ed.
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The Dublin f!ollege uses the prop?rtions of the London formula, but
treats the matenals in the manner directed in the Edinburgh Pharmacopceia.
This preparntion consists mainly of bone-phosphate of lime, or calcined
bone, mixed with antimonious acid, and is intended to furnish a substitute
f~r th~ celebrated empirical remedy of Dr. James, a~ English physician who
died m 1770, and after whom the original composition was called Jamcs's
powder. Dr. Pearson, of London, found_ the genuine powder, on analysis,
to consist of phosphate of lime and oxidized a~timony, and, guided by his
res~lt: 1 d.eviscd ~he formula ~dopted by th? Bn_tish Colle~es for producing
an 11mtat1on of ll. By burning the matenals directed whtle they are con stantly stirred, the sulphur is expelled in the form of sulphurous acid, and
the antimony oxidized; while the harts horn, which is of the nature of bone,
has its animal matter converted into charcoal. By the subsequent calcination, the charcoal is dissipated, leaving only the phosphate of lime mixed
wilh the oxidized antimony. This mixture constitules the antimonial powder. The only mat~rial difference between the processes of the Colleges
is that the London and Dublin use two parts of horn shaving$ to one of
sulphuret; while the Edinburgh College employs equal \veights, which are
also the proportions adopted in the French Codex. The use of the larger
proportion of horn is said to obviate the inconvenience of the vitrification of
part of the antimony; but the late Dr. Duncan alleged that the product thus
obtained does not correspond so well with James's powder as analyzed by
Dr. Pearson, as when the smaller proportion is employed .
In consequence of the variable nature of antimonial powder, as obtained
in thP processes of the Colleges by the agency of fire, Mr. Chenevix proposed to form it in (he humid way, by dissolving equal weights of oxychloride of antimony (7Jo~oder of .lllgaroth) and precipitated phosphate of lime
in the smallest possible quamity of muriatic acid, and precipitating this
solution by adding it to diluted water of ammonia. The soh•ent power of
the muriatic acid being destroyed by its union with the ammonia, the teroxide
of antimony and phosphate of lime arc thrown down in determinate proportions, and in a state of intimate mixture. This precipitate, Mr. Chenevix
s tates, is soluble in any acid capable of dissolving its constituents separately.
On the other hand, 2t:I per cent. of James' powder, and about 41 per cent.
of the London antimonial powder, resist the action of all acids. ll is hence
evident that i\lr. Chenevix's powder would prove far more active than those
for which it is proposed as a substitute. This objection to it might be obviated by increasing the proportion of pho.:Sphate of lime ; but still it is liable
to the defect, according to Mr. Brande, of becoming horny or gritty, and of
being difficult to pulverize.
Properties, Comvosilion, and Tests. This preparation is a tasteless,
inodorous, gritty powder, of a dull.white colour. As _often prepar€'d it is
insoluble in water: but usually a small portion,consistmgofantimoniteand
superpbosphate of lime, dissolves in boiling distilled water. Its composition
Yaries exceedingly, a circumstance which forms a strong objection to it as
a medicine. When entirely insoluble in boiling ~vater, it probablr contains
nolhi~g but antimonious acid and _phosphate of hme; for, when its soluble
constituents are absent, the terox1de is absent also. The best samples, as
stated by the Edinburgh College, are fo~med of "a mixture chiefly of antimonious acid and phosphate of litne, with some sesqui_oxide (teroxid e] 0(
antimony, and a little anti1:nonite o_f lime." To these mgredients may be
added superphosphate of lime, which was found in small quantity by Dr.
73
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D. :\faclagan, of Edinburgh. This writer obtained in his experiments about
50 per cent. of antimonious acid, 45 of phosphate of lime, 11early Ll of teroxide,

and not quite l of amimonite and superphosphate of lime. In .testing the
goodness of the preparation, the first step is to act on it with boilrng distilled
water. If any antimonite should be dissolved, the solULion will form wilh
sulphuretted hydrogen an orange-coloured precipi tate of quadrisulphuret of
antimony i if superphnsphate be present, nitrate of silver will throw down
phosphate of sih'er. \ Vhat remains of the powder, unacted on by the distilled water, is next digested with muriatic acid, which will dissolve the phos·
phate of lime, and also teroxide of antimony if present, and leave a residue
which is the antimonious acid. If teroxide is present in the muriatic solution, it will be precipitated by sulphureued hydrogen, as an orange-coloured
tersulphuret, and from the filtered solution, water of ammonia will throw
down the phosphate of lime . In this way all the ingredients of antimonia!
powder may be detected and separated . It might be supposed that the
muriatic solution would be more readily tested for the presence of teroxide
by the action of water, which is known to cause a white precipitate ofteroxide in this solution; but 1here appears to be some ambiguity in relation to
the action of water. The Edinburgh College, in its formula of tests, states
that the muriatic solution of the residue, left after the exhaustion by water,
does not become turbid by dilution; but, according to Dr. Barker and Dr.
Pereira, this effect sometimes takes place . These different results may be
explained by the different qualities of the preparation. A small quantity
of teroxide may be in the muriatic solution, and yet not be precipitated by
water; while a larger quantity will be so precipitated. On the other hand
a precipitate may be produced with water, without the fact prOl'ing the
presence of teroxide; for, unless the antimonial powder be most carefully
exhausted by the distilled water before being subjected to the acid, the
muriatic solut ion may contain antimonite of lime, which, like the teroxide,
gives it the property of becoming turbid with water .
Jlfedical Properties and Uses. This preparation is stated to be altcrative,
diaphorctic, purgati,,e, or emetic, according to the dose in which it is given .
U:ntil within a few years it was freque~tly used in febrile diseases, with a
view to its diaphoretic effect. Accordrng to Dr. A. T. Thomson, it is ad''antageously given in acute rheumatism, conjoined with camphor, calornel,
and opium, and with calomel and guaiac in several cutaneous affections. The
estimation in which this preparation is held is very various. The late Dr.
Duncan characterized it as one of the best antimonials we possess; yet he
ackno_w ledged that its effl>cts are very unequal, either from idiosyncrasy, or
variations in its composition . Dr. Thomson found it sometimes to answer
his expectations, but as oflen to disappoint tlwm. Mr. Brande admits it_s
acli\'ity sometimes, and entire inertness al others; diffe rences which he attn·
butes to the presence or absence of leroxide of antimony . Upon the whole
it appears that, whatever may .be the occasional efficacy of this medicine.' it
is too variable in its composition, from circumstances in its preparation
scarcely within the control of the pharmaceutical chemist, to make it a sare
remedy. ~o therapeutical effect can be expected from it, which cannot be
more certarnly and safely produced by tartar emetic; and it seems to be the
sentiment of ~ome of th~ bf'st practitioners, that antimonial po~vder may
very well b~ dispensed with as a remedy. Considerations of this krnd caused
it to be om1ued from the U.S. Pharmacopa::ia, upon the revision of 1830.
The dose of antimonial po\\"der as a diaphoretic, is from three to eight
grains e \•ery thi rd or fourth hour, given in the form of pill. In larger doses
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it is purt-itive or emetic.

It is impossible, however, to give precise directions as to the dose; as it sometimes pro\'es violendy emetic in moderate
doses, and at other times produces no obvious effect, even in dost>s of 100
grains.
B.

AQUA.
lVater.
AQUA DESTILLATA. U.S., Lond., Ed. AQUA D1sTILLATA. Dub.
Distilled Waler.
"Takf' of \Yater ten gtt!lons. First distil two pints, and throw them
away; then distil eig!tt gallons. Keep the Distilled Water in glass bottles."
U.S.
The London formula is the same as the above.
"Take any convenient quan~ity of Spring \Yater;_ d istil it from a proper
vessel, rejecting the first twentieth part, and preserving the first half of the
remainder." Ed.
u Take of Water twenty pounds. Put it i~t~ a glass reto.rt, and having
rejected the first pound which comes over, distil a gallon wllh a moderate
heat." Dub.
The purest natural water is not sufficiently pure for some pharmaceutica l
purposes; and hence the necessity of the above processes for its distillation.
It is best to reject the first portion which comes over, as this may contain
'Carbonic acid anti other volatile impurities; and the last portions of the
water ought not to be distilled, lest it should _p~ss over with an empyreumatic taste. The Dublin College directs the d1stdlation to be conducted in a
glass retort; but it is usually performed with the ordinary still and condenser,
and such an apparatus is evidently contemplated in the United States ancl
London formulre. .Mr. Brande stales that distilled water often derives from
the still a foreign flavour, which it is difficult to avoid . He, therefore,
recommends that a still and condenser be kept exclusively for distilling
water; or, where this cannot be done, that steam be driven through the
condensing pipe for half an hour, for the purpose of washing it out before
it is used; the worm-tub having been previously emptied.
Propulies, ~-c . Distilled water, as usually obtained, has a vapid and
disagreeable taste. lt is not perfectly purej water, to be so, requiring to be
distilled in silver vesse ls. The properties of pure water have already been
given under the head of .!Jqua. Distilled wq.ter should undergo no change
by rnlphuretted hydrogen, or on the addition of tinc_ture of so~p, subac~tate
of lead, chloride of barium, oxalate of ammonia, nllrate of silver, or limewatcr. ll is uselessly employed in some formulre, but is ~ssential in others.
As a general rule, when small quantities of active re~edzcs are to be given
in solution, and in the preparation of collyria, distilled water should be
employed. The following list contains the chief substances which require
distilled water as a solventj-tanar emetic, corrosive sublimate, nitrate of
silver, chloride of barium, acetate and subacetate of lead, the sulphates of
iron and zinc, sulphate of quinia, and the sulphate, muriate, and acetate of
morphia.
B.
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AQU1E l\l:EDICAT.cl~. U.S.
Afedicated Waters.
Under this head are included, in the United States Pharmacoprein, all
those preparations consisting of water impregnated with some medicinal
substance, which are not arranged in any other class. Among them are 1he
Distilled ·waters of the British Pharmacopreias, which therefore require
some notice in the present place.
AQU.iE D8STILLATJE.
WATERS.

Land.

AQU.iE DrsTILLAT.£.

Ditb.

DISTILLED

Ed.

"Distilled waters may be prepared from frt>sh, and generally also from
dried vegetables. In th<' latter case only half the weight of material should
be used. They may also be prepared, for the most part, by agitating the
volatile oils of the plants with water, and filtering the solution . But distilled waters obtained in this way have seldom so fine a flavour as Lhose
obtained from the plants themselves." Ed.
Many vegetables impart to watei-distilled from them their peculiar fla\•our,
and more or less of the medical properties by which they are distinguished.
The distilled waters chiefly ust>d are those prepared from aromatic plants,
the volatile oil of which rises with the aqueous vapour, and is condensed
with it in the receiver . But as water is capable of holding but a small
inoportion of the oil in solution, these prr:>paration~ are generally fee~le, and
are employed chiefly as pleasant vehicles or com gents of other medicines.
fn the preparation of the distilled waters, dried plants are sometimes
used, because the fresh are not to be had at all seasons; but the latter, at
least in the instances of herbs and flowers, should be preferred if attainable .
Flowers which lose their odour by desiccation may be preserved by incorporating them intimately with one-third of their weight of common salt, and
in this state afford distilled waters of del icate flavour.
It is necessary to observe certain practical rules in conducting the process of distillation. ·when the substance employed is dry, hard, and
fibrous, it should be mechanically divided, and macerated in \\'ater for a
short time previously to the operation. The quantity of materials should
not bear too large a propor_Lion to the c~pacity of the alembic, as the n·ater
might otherwise boil over into the receiver. The \\'ater should be brought
<juickly to the state of ebulliLion, and continued in that state till the end of
the process. Care should be taken to leave sufficient water undistilled to
cover the whole of the vegetable matter; lest a portion of the lauer, coming
in contact with the sides of the vessel. might be decomposed by the heat,
and yield empyreumatic products. Besides, when the operation is urgC"d
too vigorously or carried too far, a slimy matter is apt to form, which adheres lo the sides of the alembic abO\'e the water, and is thus exposed to
igne?us decomposition. 'I'o obviate these disadvantages, the heat may be
applied by mean.s of an oil-bath regul~tc<l by a thermometer, or of a bath of
solution of chlomle of calcium, by which any temperature may be obtained
between 21~ 0 and 270°, according to the strength of tbe solution.; or, whi.'n
the process 1s c~nducted upon a large sca~e, by means of s.tC'a~ introduced
under pressure into a ~pace around the still. If any volatile oil float upon
the surface of the distilled water, it should be separated .
But, however carefully the process may be conducted,·the distilled waters
prepared from plants always have at first an unpleasant smoky odour. They
may be freed from this by exposure for a short time to the air, before being
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enclosed in well-stopped boules, in which they should be preserved. 'Vhen
Jong kept, they are apt lo form a viscid ropy matter, and to become sour.
This result has been ascribed to other principles, which rise with the oil
in
distillation, and promote its decomposition. To prevent this decomposition,
the L ondon Collegt orders proof spirit, and the Edinburgh rectified spirit,
to be added to the water employed in the process of distillation. For
the
same purpose, the Dublin College Jir~ct~ half an ounce of rectified spirit
to be added to each pound of the d1st11\ed water. But this addition
i<;
inadequate to the intended object, and is in fact injurious, ns the alcohol
by
Jong e.xposure to the air appears to undergo the acetous fermentation.
A
better plan is lo re-distil tbe waters. \Vhen thus purified, it is said thal they
mny be kept for severa l years unchanged.
Robiquet considers the mucosity which forms in distilled waters as the
result of a vegetative process, to which the presence of air is essential.
He
has found that, so long as the water is covered with a layer of essential
otl,
it undergoes no change i but that the oil is gradually altered by exposure to
the air, and, as soon as it disappears, the water begins to be decomposed.
Ile states that camphor exercises th e same preservative influence over
the

~~s~i~!~~~v0art~~sdb!v~~~~~n~~~~ b~~~1:~~n;h~~da~~~~~~~se~in\~:;~~hh~1~:~~~

se rved that, the more distilled water is charged with volatile oil, the moro
abundant is the mucosity, when it has begun to form. Robiquet unites with.
Henry and Guibourt,nnd with Virey, in recommending that all these waters,
when intended to be kept for a considerable time, shou ld be introduced,
immediately after distillation, into bottles of a size proportionate to the probable
consumption or the water when brought into use; and that the bottles s hould
be quite filled, and then scaled or otherwise well stopped, so as entirely
to
exclude the air. Thus treated, they may be preserv~d without change
for
many years. (Journ . de Plwrm.. , xxi. 40-2.)
Another mode of preparing the distilled \vaters is to subst itute the volatile
oil, previously separated fr om the plant, for the plant itself in the process.
This mode is directed by the London and Dublm Colleges in several
instances. It is said to afford a more permanent product than the preceding;
but does not always preserve the tla\•our of the plant.
fn relation to most or the aromatics, the United States Pharmacopreia disca rd s altogether the process by distillation, and directs that water should
be
impregnated with the volatile oi l by trituration with _carbonate of magnesia,
and subsequently filtered. This is by far the mosts1mplu and easy process;
and the resulting preparation is in all respects equal to that obtained by
distillation from the oil. The aromatic solution is pure and permanent, and
is
perfectly transparent, the carbonate of magnesia being separated by the
fil tration. The carbonate of magnesia is preferable to t_hc pure earth; as
the
latter sometimes gives a browni_sh colour to the liquid, and requires to
be

~f:s~l~0cc~~~~1~r J:~~!1~~~~n~ar~n7~ 1~~~~ fr~'::i1 t1\~~,~~~~::~e~,e~f~l~~r~:1~~~:~i;niJ

is precipitated in a flocculcnt form. Besides, 1t would prove incompatible
with small quantities of sulphate of morphia, and certain metallic salts given
in minute doses, as bichloridc or mercury and nitrate of silver. The object
of the magnesia or its carbonate is simply to ena~le the oil to be brought
to
a state of minute division, and thus presented with a larger sur face to
tht:
action of the solvent. According to .'.\1r. Robert "\Varington, carbonate
of

~:~~el~~~v~e~~d 1 ~~11:~, ~~s~~,1~~~c 1:t:1~~:~~u;:~~esr:~1~~~~o~~:n°J~~~a~~~~~~:
Ga=., .\larch, 18-15, p. l I:l.)

Chalk and sugar answer a similar purpose;
73"
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but the latter, by being dissolved with the oil, renders the preparation impure.
Tbe London College, in the edition of their Pharmacopceia for 1836, recognise the above mode of preparing the distilled waters. After directions
for pr<' paring- them severally by distillation, they state that "Several of the
D1sTILLED \V ATERS may be prepared in a very short time, when wanted
fo r more speedy use, by carefully rubbing a draclun of any distilled oil with
a drachm, of Carbonate of i\Iagncsia, and then with four pints [ Imperial
measure] of Distilled \Yater, and finally filtering the liquor."
W.

AQUA ACfDr CARBONIC!. U.S. Carbonic .!lcid Water. .!lrtijicial Selt~er Waler.
"By means of a forcing pump, throw into a suitable receiver, nearly filled
with \Valer, a quantity of Carbonic Acid equal to five times the bulk of the
·water. Carbonic Acid is obtained from Marble by means of dilute Sulphu·
ricAcid." U.S.
This preparation, which is peculiar to the United States Pharmacopreia,
consists of water highly charged with carbonic acid. \Vater is found to
take up its volume of this acid under the pressure of the atmosphere; and
Dr. Henry ascertained that precisely the same volume of the compressed
gas is absorbed under a higher pressure. From this law, the bulk taken up
is constant, the quantity being different in proportion as there is more or less
driven into a given space. As the space occupied by a gas is inversely as
the compressing force, it foltows that the quantity of the acid forced into the
water will be directly as the pressure. A double pressure will force a dou·
hie quantity into a given space, and, therefore, cause a double quantity to be
absorbed; a treble pressure wHI drive a treble quantity into the same space,
and cause its absorption; and so on for higher pressures, the bulk of the
f'ompressed gas absorbed always remaining the same. From the principles
above laid down it follows, that, to saturate water with five times its volume
of carbonic acid, as directed in the formula, it must be subjected to a pressure
of five atmospheres; and this is about the strength of the carbonic acid
water manufactured in tho United States.
Carbonic acid water is familiarly called in this country "mineral wate!·"
and "soda water;" the latter name, originally applied to the preparat1 on
when it contained a small portion of carbonate of soda', being from habit
continued since the alkali has been omitle_cl._ As it. is largely consu~ed,
both as an agreeable beverage and as a med1cme, it will be proper to give a
sketch of the apparatus usually employed in its preparation. This consists
of a generator, gasometer, forcing-pump. reser\'Oir or fountain, and refrige·
rator. The gene rator is usually formed of a wooden tub somewhat like a
chl~rn, ~nto which the dilute sulphuric acid is put. On this is luted a small
cylrndrical wooden \resse!, through the bottom of which passes a wooden
st irrer. This vessel is filled with marble pO\vder, which, by the movement
of the _stirrer, is made gradually to f~ll into the acid below, o-enerating th_e
~arbonic acid, ~vhich by a lead pipe 1s conducted into the ga;ometer. This
1s a large cylindrical tub, in which another is inverted suspended by a
pulley. As so~n as the gasometer is full, which shou ld have five or six
times the .capacity of the reservoir, the operation of condensing the gas into
the latter 1~ co~mence<l. This is e_ffected by a condensing pump, the c~a.m·
her of which 1s made to communicate, by leaden tubes on opposite s1d ~s,
with the gasometer and rC'servoir. The latter, usually called the fountain,
is a very strong cylindrical copper vessel, with hemispherical extremities,
ti~ned on the inside, and, before receiving the carbonic acid, nearly filled
wllh water. "\Vhen the water has been duly charged with the acid gas, it
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is drawn off, as it is wanted , by means of a slop·cock conncctetl with a tube
which passes to the bollom of the reservoir. T~1e tube may be of any desi red length, so as to draw off the water at a distance from the reservoir.
The apparatus is usually placed in the cellar, and the tube from the reservoir is made to pass through the floor and counter of the shop, and toterminate in a stop -cock, by means of which the carbonic_acid water may be
drawn off at pleasure. [n order to have the liquid cool in summer, the tube
from the cellar generally terminates in a strong mcta~lic vesse l of convenient
shape, placed under the counter and surrounded with ice, and from this nsscl
a separate tube penetrating the counter proceeds.

m~!~1: d~~t t~s t~; ~l~~ioj;1~}r=~l~1~~~0r~c0!cit;~ t'~:~~rbi:i~~wt~~s ch~~~~:~~~~~

rials for the purpose. Chalk may also be used, but is objectionable on account of its communicating an unpleasant smell to the carbonic acid. 'Vhen
sulphuric acid is employed, sulphate of lime is formed, which interferes
with the action of the acid; and hence it is necessary to stir the mixture to
render the decomposition of the carbonate complete.
Properties. Carbonic acid water is a sparkling liquid, possessing an
agreeable, pungent, acidulous taste. It reddens litmus feebly, and is precipitated by lime-water. Being impregnated with a large quantity of the
acid gas under the influence of pressure, it effervesces strongly when freed
from restraint. Hence, to preserve i~s briskness, it should be kept in strong
well-corked bottles, placed inverted m a cool place. Several natural waters
are of a sim ilar nature; such as those of Seltzer, Spa, and Pyrmont; but
the artificial water has the ad vantage of a stronge r impregnation with the
acid gas. Carbonic acid water, when pure, is not discoloured by sulpburetted hydrogen or solution of ammonia, and yields no precipilale with
sulphate of soda or ferrocyanuret of potassium. It should be made with
every precaution to avoid metallic impurity. Hence the necessity of having the reserrnir or fountain well tinned on the inner surface. Even with
this precaution, a slight metallic impregnation is not always a\•oided, especially in the winter season, when the water is less consumed as a <lrink,
and, therefo re, allowed to remain longer in the rcsen'oir. Glass fountains
are sometimes used with advantage at this season; and a patent has been
taken out for a stoneware foumain enclosed in tinned copper, which has
been found to answer_ a go~d purpose . When leaden tubes are employed
to convey the water, It is liable to be contaminated with this meta!, which
renders it deleterious . A case of colica pictonum occurred to one of th e
authors, arising from the daily use of the first draught of carbonic acid water
from a fountain furnished with tubes of lead . Tin tubes arc sometimes
employed, enclosed in lead ones to give them strength.
Carbonic acid, formerly called fixed air •. is a colourless gas, of a slightly
pungent odour and acid taste. It reddens htmus feebly, and combines with
salifinble bases, forming salt~ catted carbonates, from which it is expelled by
all the strong acids . It cxtrnguishes flame. and is quickly fatal to animals
when respired . All ki~d s of fermented liquors, which arc ~risk ?r sparkling,
such as champagne, cider, porter, &c ., owe these properties to its presence.
Jts sp. gr. is HJ2. Jn 182:3 it was liquefied by Faraday by a pressure of 3G
atmospheres, and in 1836 solidified b,y Thilorier,_ by.taki~g advantage of the
cold generated by the sudden gasefacuon of the l1qu1d acid, when freed from
pressure. lt is composed of one eq . of carbon G, and two of oxygen Hi=22.
Carbonic acid gas has been used by Proft>ssor i\lojon, of Geneva, as an
injection in dysmenorrh<rn with the most soothing eflects. Tl is applied by
means of a flexible tube, inserted into 1he vagina, and proceeding from a
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bottle containing pieces of chalk and dilute sulphuric acid. The applicntion
is continued for five minutes, and repeated severa l times a day . (/Im.
Joum. of !lie Aied. Sci., xxii. 469, from the Bull. Gin. de TMrap. )
.Medical Propertie.y and Uses. Carbonic acid water is diaphoretic, diuretic, and anti -emetic. ll forms a very grateful drink to febrile patients,
allaying thirst, lessening nausea and gast ric distress, and promoting the
secretion of urine. The quantity taken need only be regulated by tho reasonable wishes of the patient. Lt also forms a very convenient vehicle for
the administration of ~agnesia, the carbonated alkalies, sulphate of magnesia,
and the saline cathartics ~en.er~lly ; rendering these medicin_es less unplea·
sant to the palate, and, rn 1rrllable states of the stomach, mcreasing the
chances of their being retai ned. When used for this purpose, six or eight
B.
fluidounces will be s ufl1cient.

AQUA ANETHI. Lond., Ed.
1

Dill Water .
0

flu ;t~~~l~~e~~ ~~tf~~~~Jg~;~~~:~i~/e~r:t~~~~lur~]~a/SfsS~ ;~1~~i.~:t1~~~;~
The Edinburgh College takes the same quantity of dill and of water,
with lh reefluidaunces of rectified spirit, mixes, and distils a gallon .
This is seldom if ever used in the United States.
W.

AQUA CAMPHOR.IE. U.S. M1srURA CAMPHOR.IE. Lond., Ed.,
Dub. Camphor Water.
"Take of Camphor two clrac/1ms; Alcohol/arty minims; Carbonate of
Magnesia a clrachm; Distilled VVater two pints. Rub the Camphor first
with the Alcohol, afterwards with the Carbonate of Magnesia, and lastly with
the \Vater gradually added; then filter through paper . ~' U.S.
The London College takes half a drnchrn of camphor, ten minims of
rectified spirit , and a pint [Imperial measure] of water; rubs the camphor
first with the spirit, and lhen wilh the water gradually added; and strains
through linen. The Dublin College orders ct scruple of camphor, ten drops
of alcohol, a pint of warm water, and, instead of the carbonate of magnesia,
half an ounce of sugar; and completes the process as directed in the U.S.
Pharmacopreia. The E dinburgh College directs a scruple of camphor and
half an ounce of sugar, well rubbed together, to be beat, with half an ounce
of blanched sweet almonds, into a smooth pulp; a pint [Cmp. meas.] of water
to be gradually ad<led, and the mixture to be strained.
In all these processes the object is to effect a solution of the camphor.
'Vater is ~apable of dissolving but a small proportion of this principle; ~ut
the quantny varies with the method employed. The London preparation
is very feeble. Made according to the E d inburgh and Dublin processes,
one pint of the water contains less than twenty grains of camphor; \\"hilc
our own offici~al preparation contains about fifty grains to the pint, or more
than three grains to the Jhlidounce. (.!omn . of the P_hil. Col. of Ph_ann.,
iv. 13.) The di!Tcrence is attributable to the minute division efl~cted m the
camphor by triturat_ion with the carbonate of magnesia, which is afterwards
separated by filt rati on. The use of the alcohol is simply to break down
the cohesion of the camphor, and enable it to be more easily pulverized.
Th~ process of the U . S. Pharmacopreia is much preferable to the others1
as 1.t affords a permanent solution, of sufficient strength lo be employecl ~v~th
a view to the rnfluence of the camphor on th e system; while llrn Bnush
preparations have little more than the flavour of the narcotic, and are fit only
for vehicles of other medicines. 'l1he camphor is separated by a solution of
pure potassa, and, according to Dr. Paris, by sulphate of magnesia and
several other salts.
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Camphor water is chie!ly employed in low fe"<'rs and typ1rnid diseases,
auen<led with restlessness, slig ht delirium, or other symptoms of nervous
derangement or debility. ll is u~ed also to allay uterine after-pains . It has
tl~is advantage over camphor ia substance, that the latter is with difficulty
dissolved by the liquors of the stomach; but it is not applicable to cases
~vhere ve ry large doses of the medicine are required . ll is usually given
rn the dose of one or two tablespoonfuls repeated every hour or two
~~

~

AQUA CARUl. Land., Dub .

Caraway Water.

Th e London College prepares this in the same manner as Dill T/f'ater.
(See .fl.qua .Rnelhi.) The flub/in College takes a pound of bruised caraway seeds, and sufficient water to pre\'ent empyreuma, and distils a gallon.
Caraway 'vater has the flavour and pungency of the seeds, but is not
'\V.
used in this country.

AQUA CASSIJE. Ed.

Waler

"Ta~rn of Cassia· bark, bruised.'

a.f Cassia.

.eig!ttecn ounces; \Vat.er, two gallons
mea:rnre]; RcctifiNI Sp1rll thrcefluidowues. Mix them together,
and dist1loff onc gallon." Ed.
'l'he distinction between cassia and cinnamon is not recognised in our
Pharmacopreia; so that this preparation would rank as a variety of cinnamon water. (Sec .!lqua Cinmmwmi.)
[lmpen~l

AQUA CI-ILORINI!. Dub.

CHLORINE! AQUA . Erl .

Chlorine

Waler .
"Taite of dried Muriate of Soda one hundred parts; Oxide of Manganese
thirty parts; Sulphuric Acid eig~1ty-seven 7Jarls; "'\Va ter one hundred and
lwentyfour parts. Add the Acid gradually to the \Valer, and when the
mixture has grown cold, pour it on the Muriate of Soda and Oxide of .Manganese, reduced to fine power, well mixed, and put into a retort. Then
with a proper apparatus and a moderate heat gradually increased, transmit

~~'\~~~; e~1~:r~ 1~!r:~~~~ ~l~~n;i~~~~!ut~ua~\'~~~ ~~~{:~e~/e~~;:c~~c~i~~il~~~

relort has ceased . Chlorine \Vater should be kept in well-stopped glass
bottles, and in a place impervious to the rays of light." Dub.
"Take of Muriate of Soda sixty grains; Sulphuric Acid (commr?rcial )
lrl'ojluirlrnchms [ Imperial measure]; Red Oxide of Lead three hundred
and fifty grains; Write~ eigltl j!uidounces [ lmp. meas.]. Triturate the
l\Iuriate of Soda and Oxide together; put them into the W'ater contained
in a bonle with a glass stopper; add the Acid; agitate occasionally till the
Red Oxide becomes almost all white . Allow the in solublt! matter to subside before using the liquid." Ed.
These formulro are intended to furnish a saturated solu tion of chlorine in
water. The materials employed by the Dublin College are those usually
~aken for generating chlorine ; and this, as it is e~trica.ted in a gaseous state,
1s passed into a portion of water, with a view to its bemgabsorbcd. Muriate
of soda is the chloride of sodium of modern chemists. This, when acted on
by dilute sulphuric acid and deutoxide of manganese, is decomposed, the
chlorine is extricated, and the sodium and cleutoxide of manganese, having
been converted, by a transfer of oxygen from the latter to the former, into
soda and protoxide, unite with the sulphuric acid, and form sulphate of soda
and sulphate of protoxide of manganese, which remain behind. The water
intended to receive the gas is most convenientlf placed in a '''o!fe's bottle,
connected with a common bottle containing milk of lime, to absorb auy ex·
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cess of chl?rine, which might otherwise produce i_nconve~ience by its escap~.
The chlorine may also be obtained by the action of six parts of muriatic
acid on one of bichromate of potassa, according to the new and productive

process of Profs. R. E. & W . B. Roge rs, of the University of Virginia.
(Silliman's Joum., May 1 8~6.)
The Edinburgh process differs from the Dublin in forming t he solution
in the liquid way. Red oxide of lead is substituted for the deutoxide of
manganese , and performs the same part in the play of affinities. It oxi ·
dizes the sodium, and is itself reduced to the state of protoxidc. The chlo·
,rine is se t free and dissolved by the water, and the sulp.huric acid forms
with the soda, sulphate of soda which remains in solution, and with the
protoxide of lead, sulphate of protoxide of lead which is precipitated . The
action is completed in the course of a few hours, and the sulphate of lead
having subsided, the supernatant liquid forms an aqueous solution of chlo.
rine, containing a little sulphate of soda, which does not interfere with its
medicinal properties.
Properties. The Dublin chlorine water has a pale yellowish .green
colour, an astringent taste, and the peculiar odour of the gas. L ike gaseous
chlorine it destroys vegetable colours. \Vhen cooled to about the freezing
point, it forms deep-yellow crystalline plates, consisting of hydrate of ch lo·
rine. At the temperature of50°, it contains about twice its volume of the
gas. It is decomposed by light, with the produc.tion of mu riatic acid, and
the evolution of oxygen , and hence must be kept in a dark place. Accord·
ing to MM. Riegel and Waltz, chlorine water, containing two and a half
volumes of the gas at 54°, keeps best.
Chlorine is an elementary gaseous fluid, of a greenish· yellow colour, and
characterislic and disagreeable smell and taste. It is a supporter of combustion. Its sp. gr. is 2 ·47, and equivalent number 35'42. When the
attempt is made lo bre'athe it, even much diluted, it excites cough and a
sense of suffocation, and causes a discharge from the nostrils resembling
coryza. When breathed in considerable quantities, it produces spitting of
blood, violent pains, and so01etimes death. It has been recommended in
minute doses, by Gannal, in chronic bronchitis and pulmonary consumption,
exhibited by inhalalion four o~ six times a day. Its fir:;t effect to produce
some dryness of the fauces, w1Lh increased expectoration for a lime, followed
ultimately with diminution of the sputa, and amendment. Dr. Christison
states that he has repeatedly observed these results in chronic catarrh; and
in consumption, both he and Dr. Elliotson have witnessed the temporary
melioration of the symptoms from chlorine inhalations, such as they have
never obtained by any ot her means_. The liquid in the inbalermay be forme~
of water containing from ten to thirty drops of chlorine water, or of chlori·
nated lime dissolved in forty parts of water, to 'vhich a drop or two of sul·
phuric acid must be added, each time the inhalation is practised; the in·
haler being placed in water, heated to about 100°.
JJledical Properties and Uses. Chlorine water is stimulant and antisep·
tic. Il has been used in typhus, and chronic affections of the liver; but
the diseases in which it has been most extolled are scarlatina and malignant
sorethroat. Externally it may be used, duly diluted, as a gargle in putrid
sorethroat, as a wash for ill-conditioned ulcers and cancerous sores, and as
a local _ba_th in. di~eases of the liver; thougl_1 for the !alter purpose, the ~i 
trom~natJc acid 1s usually cmplo_yed. As 1t depends upon chlorine for its
activity, its medical properties comcide generally with those of chlorinated
lime, chlorinated soda, and nitromuriatic acid, under which heads they are
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more particularly given. The dose of chlorine water is from one to four
B.
fluidrachms, properly diluted.

AQUA CINNAMOMI. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.

Cinnama"

Water.
"Take of oil of Cinnamon half a jluidraclnn; Carbonate of l\lagnesia
lu~lf a draclmi; Distilled wat~r two pi1~ts. Hub the oil of Cinnamon first
with the Carbonate of l\Jagnesm, then with the \Vater gradually added, and
filler through paper." U.S.
"Take of Cinnamon, bruised, a pound and a half, or Oil of Cinnamon
t wo drachms: Proof Spirit sevenfluidounces; 'Vatcr two gallons pmperial
measure]. Distil a gallon ." Land.
'l'he JJublin College takes a pound of cinnamon bruised, and macerated
for a day in water, or three drachms of the oil, and, with sufficient water
to prevent empy rellma, di stils a gallon. Th e Edinburgh College prepares
this from cinnamon in the same manner as the \Vater of Cassia.
Of these processes, that of the United States Pharmacopreia is decidedly
preferable, as much easier than the others, and affording a product in every
respect equal, if not superior. Cinnamon water is a favourite vehicle with
many practitioners for other less agreeable medicines; but should be used
cautiously in inflammatory affections . For ordinary purposes it is suffi.·
ciently strong when diluted with an equal measure of water.
Off: Prep . Mistura Cretre, U.S., Lond.; Mistura Guaiaci, Lond., Ed.;
Mistura SpiritUs Yini Ga!Jici, Lond.
W.

AQUA FLORUM AURANTII. Land. AuRANrn AQuA. Ed.
Orans;e Plower Water.
"Take of Orange FJO\rnrs ten pounds; Proof Spirit sPvenjluidounces;
·wmcr tu·o gallons [ Imperial measureJ. Di~til a gallon ." Lund.
This is placed by the Edinburgh College 111 their i\fateria ~1Je<lica list,
with the following exp lanation:-" Distilled water of the flowers of Citrus
Yulgaris, and sometimes of Citrus Aurantium ."
Orange flower water is not prepared in this part of the United States,
though the flowers might be imported for the purpose, if previously incor·
porated with one-third or one·quarter of their weight of common salt. It
is made in Italy and France, and the flowers of the bitter orange are pre·
ferred, as yielding the most fragrant product. It is nearly colourless, though
usually of a pale yellowish tint . In consequence of being kept in copper
bottles, it is apt to contain metallic impurity. This is chiefly carbonate or
lead, derived from the lead used as a solder to join the sheets of copper.
'l'he Edinburgh College, therefore, directs that it should not be affected by
sulphuretted hydrogen, which, if ('ither lead or copper were present, would
throw down a dark precipitate . Much colour, an offensive odour, or mouldi·
ness would indicate impurity de rived from the flowers in the process of
disti!lation. Orange flower water is used exclusively as a perfume. W.

AQUA FCEN!CULI. U.S., Land., Ed., D1tb. Fennel Water.
The U.S. Pliarmacopreia directs this to be prepared from Oil of Fennel,
in the same .manner as cinnamon water. (See .llqua_ Cimwmomi.)
The London and Edinburgh Colleges prepare it rn the same manner as
dill water (see .llq1w .fl.net/ii); the .Dublin College, in the same manner as
caraway water (see .fJqua Carui).
Fennel water is an ag reeable vehicle for other medicines, and useful when
amildaromaticisind1cated .
W.
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AQUA LAURO-CERASI. Ed ., D1tb.

Cherry-laurel Water.

"Take of Fresh Leaves of Cherry-laurel, a pound; Water two pints and
me~sure]; C?mpouncl Spiril of Lavender an ounce. Chop
Le~v~s, m1~ them with the 'Vate r, distil off one pint ( lmp. meas.],

a haif[ l mperial

down the
agitate the distilled liquid well, filter it if any milkiness remain afte r a fow
seconds of rest, and then add the Lavende r spirit." Ed.
"Take of Fresh Leaves of Cherry-laure l a pound; ' Vater three pints.

Distil a pint, and, instead of Rectified Spirit, add of Compound Spirit of
Lavender an ounce." Dub.
According to :\1. Garot, the proportion of hydrocyanic aci.d in cherry-laurel
water depends upon the time of year at which the distillation is performed;
the leaves y ielding nol more than half as much in April, as in lhe middle of
July. (.!lnnuaire de TMrap. 1813, p. 4G.) The use of compound spirit of
Javender, instead of alcohol, is in order to impart colour to the preparation,
and thus prevent it from being mistaken for common water. It is employed
in Europe as a sedative narcotic, identical in its properties with a dilute
f:olution of hydrocyanic acid; but is of very uncertain strength. The dose
is from thirty minims to a fluidrachm.
W.

AQUA MENTHE PlPERITE. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
pennint Water.

Pep-

This is prepared, according to the U.S. Pharmacopreia, from the oil of peppermint, in the manner directed for cinnamon water. (See .!lqua Cinnamomi.)
"Take of Peppermint, dried, two pounds, or Oi l of Peppermint, two
drachms; Proof Spirit seven jluidounces ; "\Vatcr tn10 gallons [ Imperial
measure]. Distil a gallon . 'When the fresh herb is used the quantity
shoold be doubled." f,ond.
Th.e Edinburgh College mixes four pounds of fre&h or two of dry pep-

~~~1d1~1~1i;i~~oa~t~~~~~lf1~n;~l~~~s.

'J3~:;h~n~~f;;;: /~~~~!!rd~~s ~~1 r~hc~

tfife
instance of Caraway "\Vater, employing a pound and a half of tbe herb i or
simp ly distils a mixture of threedrrtchms oft he oil and a gallon of water. W.

AQUA MENTHA': PULEGII. Lond.
Pennyroyal Waler .

AQuA PuLEGII. Ed., Dub.

This is prepared from the European pennyroyal or its oil , precisely in
the manner directed by the Br itish Collt'ges for peppe r mint water. ll is not
used in this country, as we have not the plant. A water prepared from the
lledeoma pulegioides, or American pennyroyal, m ight be substituted .
Pennyroyal water is employed for the same purposes as those of peppermint a nd spearmint.
Off. Ptep . Mistura Ammoniaci , Dub.; Mistu ra Assafretidm, D ub. W .

AQUA MENTHE VIRIDIS. U.S., Lond. , Ed., Dub.
mint Water.

Spear-

This is prepared, accordingtothe U.S. Pharmacopceia, from the oil of spear·
mint, in the mannC'rdirected for cinnamon \\'ater. (See .!lqutt Cimwmomi.)
By th~ British Colleges it is prepared in the manner directed by them for
peppermint water .
.The two mint wat:Ts are among the most gratefu l and most employed ?!
tl11s class of preparations. Together with cinnamon water, they are used m
this country , almost to the exclusion of all others, as the vehicle of medicines
given in the form of mixture. They se r ve not only to conceal or qualify the
taste of other medicines, but also to counteract their nauseating properties.
Peppermint w~tcr is generally thought to have a mor~ agreeable flavour than
that of spearmmt, but some prefor the latter . Their effects are the same.

w.
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AQUA PTCIS LIQUIDJE. Dub. Tar Water.
11
Take of Tar two 7Jinls; Water a gallon. Mix, stirring with a wooden
rod for fifteen minutes; then, after the Tar shall have subsided, strain the
liquor, and keep it in well stopped bottles." .Dub.
Water takes from tnr a small portion of acetic acid, empyreumatic oil, and
resinous matter, acquiring a sharp emp~reumatic taste, an.d the colour of
Madeira wi~e. Thus impregnated it is stimulant and diuretic; and, though
at present hule used, was formerly highly extolled as a remedy in pulmonary consumption. h may be given with occas ional ad\'·antage in chronic
catarrhal affections 1 and complaints of the urinary passages. From one to
two pints may be taken in the course of the day. It is also used as a wash
in chronic culaneous affections.
W.

AQUA PIMENTJE. Lond., Ed., Dub.

Pimento Water.

"Take of Pimento, bruised, a pound, or Oil of Pimento two drachms;
Spirit seven fluidounces; VVater two gallons [ Imperial measure].
Distil a gallon." Lond.
The Edinburgh College mixes a pound of bruised pimento, two gallons
[lmp. meas.] of water, and t!tree fluidounces of rectified spirit, and distils
a gallon. The Dublin College distils a gallon from half a pound of pime nto,
previously bruised, and macerated for twenty.four hours in a pint of water,
and takes care that sufficient water sha ll remain to prevent empyreuma.
Pimento water is brownish when first distilled, and upon standing deposits
a brown resinous sediment. It is used as a carminati\•e in the dose of one
or two fluidounces.
P~oof

AQUA ROSJE. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Rose Water.

"Take of Fresh Hundred -leaved Roses eig!tt pounds; Water two gallons. Mix them and distil a gallon." U.S.
The JJublin College orders a gallon of the water to be distilled from eight
pounds of lhe petals. The London College takes ten pounds of roses,
sevenjluidounces of proof spirit, and two gallons [lmperial measure] of
water, and distils a gallo n. The Edinburgh College proceeds as the London, substituting three fluidounces of rectified spirit for seven of proof
spi rit; and adds the following notice. "The petals should be preferred
when fresh; but it also answers well to use those which have been preserved by beating them with twice their weight of muriate of soda."
It should be observed that, in the nomenclature of the United States
Pharmacopc:eia, the term 11 Roses" implies only the petals of the flower.
These are directed in the recent state; but it is said that, when preserved
by being incorporated with one.third of their weight of common salt, they
retain lheir odour, and afford a water equally fragrant wit~ that prepared
from the fresh flower. Rose water is sometimes made by distilling together
water and the oil of roses.
When properly prepared, it has the delightful perfume of the rose in great
perfection. It is most successfully made on a large scale. Like the other
distilled waters it is liable to spo il when kept; and the alcohol which is
added to preserve it is incompatible with some of the purposes to which the
water is applied, and is even said to render it sour by promoting the acetous
fermentation. It is best, therefore, to avoid this addition. and to substitute
a second distillation . This distilll.'d water is chiefly employed, on account
of its agreeable odour, in collyria and other lotions. It is wholly destitute
of irritating properties, unless when it contains alcohol.
Off.Prep . Confectio Rosre, U.S.; Mistura Ferri Composita, U.S., Lond.,
Ed., Bub.; Mist. Moschi, Lond.; Ung. Aqure Rosre, U. 8.
W.
74
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AQUA S,\MBUCI. Land., Ed.

Elder Water.

"Take of Elder Flowers ten prmnds, or of Oil of Elder two drachms:
Proof Spirit seven jluidounces; Water lwo gallons [ l mperial measure].
Distil a gallon." Lond.
The Edinburgh College mixes ten 71ounds of the fresh flowers, two gallons [lmp. meas.] of water, and three jluidounces of rectified spirit, and
distils a gallon.
Elder flowers yirld very little oil upon distillation; and if the water be
nreded, it may be best prepared from the flowers . 1n this count ry it is not
used.
W.

ARGENTUM.

Preparations

ef Si?ver.

ARGENTI CYANURETUM. U.S.
Cyannret

~(

Silver.

Cyanide

ef Silver.

ARGENT<

CvANIDUM. Land.

"Take of Nitrate of Silv~r fift_een drachms; .Hydrocynnic Acid, Distilled
V\Tater, each, a pint. Having dissolved the Nitrate of Silvn in the 'Vater,
add the F--Jydrocyanic Acid, and mix them. Wash the precipitate with Distilled Water and dry it." U.S.
The London formula is the original of that above givt>n.
This preparation was introduced into the London Pharmacopreia, and
afterwards into that of the United States, for tht> purpose of being used in
the extemporaneous preparation of diluted hydrocyanic acid. (See page
786.) Its formation is a case of double decomposition between the oxide
of silver of the nitr~te,and the hydr?cyanic acid, resulting in the form.ation
of water, and a white curdy precipitate of cyanuret or cyanide o~ sdve~.
According to Messrs. Glassford and Napin, a bette r way of obtainrng it 1s
to add cyanuret of potassium to a solution of nitrate of silver, so long as a
precipitate is formed .
•
Properties. Cyanuret of silver is a tasteless white powder, insoluble in
water and co ld nitric acid , but readily soluble, with decomposition, in that
acid when boiling hot. It is ?ecornpost'd by muriatic acid, exhaling t~e
odou r of hydrncyanic acid. It is not soluble in potassa or soda, but readily
so in ammonia. hs best solvent is cyanuret of potassium. When well
dried, it is resolved by a red heat into silver and cyanogen gas. h consists
of one eq. of cyanogen 20, and one of silver 108= 134. It has no medical
uses.
B.
Off. Prep. Acid um Hydrocyanicum, U.S., Lond.

ARGENTI NITRAS. U.S., Lonrl., Ed.
Du.b.

.Nitrate

of

Silver.

ARGENTI

NITRAS Fusu>i.

Lttnar Caustic.

"Take of Silver, in small pieces, an ounce; Nitric AcidfiveJluidrachm.s;
Distilled water two jluidounces. Mix the acid with the Water, and dissolve the Silver in the mixture on a sand-bath; then gradually increase the
heat, so that the resulting salt may be dried. l\1elt this in a crucible over
a gentle fire, and continue the heat until ebullition ceases; then immediately
pour it into suitable moulds ." U.S.
"Take of Silver a.n ounce and a half; Nitric Acid a jluidounce [lmpe·
ria l meas~re]; Distill<'d \.Vater two .fluidounces [ ~ mp. meas .]. Mix the
Nitric Acid with the water, and dissolve the Silver in them on a sand-bath.
Then incrf'ase the l~l:'at g~adually that the Nitrate of Silver may be dried.
Melt this in a crnc1ble wHh a slow fire, until, the water being expelled.
ebullition has ceased; then immediately pour it into proper moulds." Land.
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"'rake of pure Silver an ~u~ue and (t ltalj; Pure Nitric Acid a j!uidounce [ l mp~r1al measure]; D1sulled Water l1coj!uidou~tces [ lrnp. meas.].
Mix the Acid and Water, add the Silver, and dissolve it \\'ilh the aid of a
gentle hrat; increase the heat g radually till a dry salt be obtained; fuse the
salt in an earthenware or pore(' lain crucible, and pour the fused matter into
iron moulds, previously hc>ated and greased slightly \Yith tallow. Preserve

the product in glass vessels." Ed .

.

Dissolve Silver in Diluted Nitric Acid [ in the manner directed in the
formula for Crystals of Nitrate of Silver]; then evaporate the solution to
dryness. Melt the residuum, placed in a crucible, over a slow fire; then
pour it out into proper moulcfs, and keep it in a glass boulc ." Dub.
Ou~ing the soluti?n of oil_ver in nitric acid, part of the acid is dccompos.ed
into nitric oxide which is given off and becomes rf>d fumes by contact wilh
the atmosphere, and oxygen which oxidizes the silver. The oxide formed
then combines with the remainder of the acid, and generates the nitrate of
silver in solution . The water is next driven off by heat, and the salt fused
and cast into little cylinders about the size ofa quill . The silver should be
pure, and the acid diluted for the purpose of promoting its action. I f the
s ilver contain copper, the solution will have a g reenish tint, not disappear·
ing on the application of heat; and, if a minute portion of gold be present, it
wi!I be left undissolved as a black powder. The acid also should be pure .
1'he commercial nitric acid, as it frequently cot1tains both muriatic and sul ·
phuricacids, should never be used in this process . The muriatic acid gives
rise to an insoluble chloride, and the sulphuric, lO the sparingly soluble
sulphate of silver. In the former London and Edinburgh Pharmacopm ias
the nitric acid was used in excess; but it was reduced to the prope r propor·
tion upon the revision of those works in 1830 and It:nU. As. the salt sinks
into a common crucib le, the fusion should be performed in one of porcelain,
as recommended by the Edinburgh Colll·ge , the :size of which should be
sufficient to hold five or six times the f)Uantity of the dry salt operated on,
in order to prevent its overflowiug in consequence of the cbulliJ.ion . Sometimes small portions of the liquid are spil"led out; and the operator should
be on his guard against this occurn:nce. \ Vhen the mass flows like oil, it
is completely fus~d. and rt.'ady to be poured into the moulds. These should
be warmed, but not greased as directed by the Edinburgh Collt'ge; as
grease furnishes organic matte r which partially decomposes the salt.
Properties. Nilrate of silver is a whiw salt, having an intensely metallic,
bitter taste . As prepa red by the abo1·e process, it is in the form of hard,
brittle sticks, at first white, but becoming gray and more or lrss dark under
the influl.'nce of light, owing to the reduction of the silver, effi•ctcd probably
by organic matter, or sulphuretted hydro!!t'n contained in the atmosphere.
1'hat the change does not depend on the sole. actio~ of light has been proved
by l\Ir. Scanlan, who finds that nitrate of stlver, 111 a clean glass tube her·
metically sealed, un<lergor>s no change. by exposure to light; _while on the
other hand it is known that the soluuon of nitrate of silver 1s discoloured
by the most min~te portion of organic matte.r, of wl~ich it is~ delicate test.
Its affinity for arnmal 1~aner . is C'vinced by !IS for~Hng definite compounds
with albumen and fibrm. The surface of the sucks often becomes dark
coloured and nearly black, and,_when they arc br?ken acro~s, they exhibit
a crystalline f~acture with a radiated surface. Nitrate of silver is soluble
in its own weight of cold water, and in four parts of alcohol. When per·
fectly pllre it is wholly soluble in distilled water; but even good san~plesof
the fused salt will not totally dissolve, a very scanty black powder being left
of reduced silrer, arising from the salt having been exposed to too high a heat
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Its solution stains the skin of an indelible black colour.

!t

·when

expost>d to .heat fuses at 426° , and at ~bout 600° undergoes decompositi~n
wilh evoluuon o! oxygen and nitrous acid, and reduction of the meta l. 'rh 1s
statement explains why it is necessnry to guard against the application of too
high a heat during the fusion of the salt. Nitrate of silver is incompatible
with ~!mos~ all spri~g and river water. on acc?unt of the common salt usually
contained m it; wnh soluble chlorides; with sulphuric, hydrosulphu ric,
muriatic, and tartaric acids, and their salts; with the alkalies and their car·
bonates; with lime·water; and with astringent vegetable infusions. It is an
anhydrous salt, and consists of one eq. of nitric acid i>4 and one of protoxide
of silver 11 6= 170.
Impurities and Tests. Nitrate of silver is liable to contain frep sih•er
from having bee.n exposed to to~ high a heat, the nitrates of lead and
copper from the impurity of the silver dissolved in the acid, and nitrate of
potassa from fraudulent admixture. Free si lver will be left undissolved as a
black powder, after the action of distilled water. A very slight residue of
this kind is hardly a voidable; but if there be much free silver, it will be shown
by the surface or'a fresh fracture of one of the sticks presenting an unusually
dark-gray colour. (Christison.) A solution of chloride of sodium in excess
should throw down the whole of the silver as a white curdy precipitate, and
nothing besides. This precipitate should be entirely soluble in ammonia.
If not entirely soluble, the insoluble part is probably chloride of lead. If
the supernatant liquid , after the removal of the above-mentioned precipitate,
be discoloured or p~ecipitatcd by sulpburetted hydrogen, the fact shO\~S the
presence of metallic matler, which 1s probably copper or some remains of
lead, or both. l n order to detect nitre, a solution of the suspected salt should
be precipitated by muriatic acid in excess, and sulphuretled hydrogen, to remove the silver, and other metals if they happen to be present. The filtered
solution, lf the salt be pure, will entirely evaporate by heat; if it contain
nitre, this will be left, easily recognizable by its properties as a nitrate. This
lmpurity sometimPs ex ists in nitrate of silver in large amount, varying, according to diffi::rent statements, from 10 to 75 per cent. According to Dr.
Christison, it may be suspected if the sticks present a colourless fracture. A
test!s given in the Edinburgh Pharrnacopceia for indicating impurity in nitrate
of silver, without detennining its nature. It depends upon the fact, that the
pure salt requires, for its conversion into chloride, a given quantity of a
muriate or chloride; and that if a little less than this quantity be used to
precipitate it. the supernatant liquid will be precipitable by more of the test.
~ow this will not be the case with the impure salt, un!~ss its impurity be
minute. In applying this test, the Edinburgh College directs that 29 grains
of the salt should be dissolved in a fluidounce of distilled water acidulated
with nitric acid, precipitated with a solution of !J grains of muriate of ammonia, briskly agitated for a few seconds, and lhen allowed to rest. If the
sail be impure, it will nol be precipitnle<l on the addition of more of the test.
il1edical Prupcrties and Uses. Nitrate of silver, as an internal remedy,
is deemed tonic and antispasmodic. The principal disPases in which it has
been ~mployed are epil~psy, chorea, angina pectoris, and othei: spasmodic
affections .. In epil_epsy 1t occ~sionally effects a cure; but the kind of cases
to which 1t is applicable and us modus operandi are not understood. It is
said to produce most good in this disease when it acts upon the bowels.
Dr. James Johnson and other practitioners have found it useful as a palliative and sedative in chronic disease of the stomach attended with pain and
vomiting. Dr. Boudin, of Marseilles, has employed it in typhoid fever as
a remedy for the inflammation and ulceration of the ileum, which constituie
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the mosl constanl lesion in th_al disease. ·when the gastric symptoms predominate, he gives the nitrate 111 pill, in doses from the founh to the half of a

grain . 'Vhen_ <liarrhcea is the principal symptom,_ he administers, night and
morning by injection, a solution of the salt containing three or four grains to
six nui<lounces of water.. Th~ injections appeared to be useful by promoung
the cicatrization of the rntestmat ulcers, and were found to extend their
operation. as high up as the small. intestines. [n chronic diar~·hrea, especially
in that kind attendant on phtbisis, Dr. Macgreggor, of Dublin, has found the
nitrate of sil~er,conjoined with opium, a valuab.le_ remedy_. Whatever may
be the remedial value of this salt internally admm1stered, ns occasional effect
of producing a blue or black discoloration of the skin, which can hard Iv be
remO\'Cd, i~ ~ great o?jection to its use. This effect proves the absoqjtion
of the medicine, and 1s alleged to show itself first on the tongue and fauces.
'fi1e discoloration is said lo be removed by a steady course of cream of tartar. Dr. A . 'l'. Thomson has suggested as a preventive of this effect, the
administration of nitric acid in conjunction \\·ith the salt; and Dr. Patlerson,
of I reland, has proposed as a substitute for the nitrate, the iodide of sil\•er,
which he supposes would have the same remedial effect, without producing
discoloration.
Externally nitrate of silver is employed as a vesicant, stimulant, and escha rotic, eithe r dissolved in water, or in the solid state. In the proportion
of about half a grain to the fluidounce of water, it has been recommended as a
mouth wash for healing ulcers produced by mercury . Dissolved to the extent
of from one to five grains in the same quantity of water, it is used fo r the
purpose of stimulating indolent ulcers, and as an injection for fistulous sores.
A soluiion containing two grains to the fluidounce is an excellent application
in ophthalmia with ulcers of the comea, in fetid discharges from the ear,
aphthous affections of the mouth , and spongy gums. h is, in general. most
conveniently applied to t1lcers by means of a camel's hair pencil. A drachm
of the salt, dissolved in a fluidounce of water, forms an escharotic solution,
which may often be resorted to with advantage. But nitrate of silver is most
frequently employed in the solid slaw; and, as it is not deliquescent nor apt to
spread, it forms the most manageable caustic that can be used . \Vhen thus
employed, it is useful to coat the caustic, as recommended by M. Dumeril. by
dipping it into melwd engravers' sealing wax, which strengthens the , stick,
prott>cts it from change. prevents it from staining the fingers, and alfords
facilities for limiting the action of the caustic to particular spots. lf it is
desired, for example, to touch a part of the throat with the caustic, it is pre pared by scraping off the wax, with a penknife, to a suitable extent from one
end . If the solid nitrate be applied three or four times to the moistened skin,
it generally vesicates, causing usually less pain than is produced by cantharides. It is employed in the solid form to destroy strictures of the urethra,
warts and excr~.scenc~s , ~ungous flesh, incipient chancres, a~d the surface of
other ulcer~ . l\lr. I-l1gg111bottom considers its free application to ulcers, so
as to cover them with an eschar, as an excellent means of expediting their
cicatrization. He alleges that, if an adherent e~char be formed, the parts un derneath heal before it falls off. The same writer recommends lunar caustic
as a topical remedy in various external inflammations, but particularly in
erysipelas, applied b~th to the inflamed and_to su~ronndin$' I.1ealthy parts. In
some cases it is sufficient to blacken the cL1t1cle; 111others1t 1s bcsl to produce
vesication. ll has also been used with good effect, in the solid state, by Dr.
Jewell in leucorrhcea, and by Ricord, Hannay, ~nd others in the gonorrhcea
of women. ln these cases the pain produced 1s much less than \\"O~ld be
expected. It has been recommended 111 gonorrhrea in the male, even 111 the
74«
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acute stage, used i.n solution containing 10 or. 12 grains to the ftuidouncei but
althougb some quick cure~ are well authenticated, the practice is extremely
dangerous . ln small-pox It has been proposed by Bretonnf'au and Serres to
caute rize each pustule after its top bas been removed, on th e first or second
day of the ~ruption, in order to arrest _its devel?pement and pr.event pitting.
The solid nitrate also forms an efficacious application to certain ulcerations
in the throat, to punctured and poisoned wounds. and to chilblains, slowly
rubbed over the moistened part. [f, unexpectedly, the pain produced by
the externa l use of the nitrate should be excessive, it may be immediatelv
allayed b~ washing th~ parts with a solution of common salt, which acts b}r
decomposing the caustic.
The dose of nitrate of silver is the fourth of a g rain, gradually increased
to four or five grains, three time~ a day . It should always be given in pill,
in which form, according to Dr. Powell, the system bears a dose three times
as large as when g iven in solution. _In the treatment of epilepsy, this physician recommends the exhibition at first of grain doses, to be g radually increased to six grains, three times a day. Its effects vary very much, owing
no doubt to the salt being more or less decomposed by the substances used
in preparing it in pill, or with which it comes in contact in th~ stomach. It
s hould not be made up into pill with crumb of bread, as this contains common salt, but with some vegetable powder and mucilage. Considering that
chloride of sodium is used in food, and exists, together with phosphates, in
the secretions, and that free muriatic acid and albuminous fluids are present m
the stomach, it is almost certain that, sooner or later, the whole of the nitrate
of silver will be converted into the chloride, phosphate, and albuminate
compounds, far less active than the original salt. The experiments of Ke!·
}er, who analyzed lhe feces of patients under the use of this salt, confirm
this view. Such being the inevitable resull when the nitrate is gi\ en, the
question arises how far it would be expedient to anticipate the change, and
give the silver as a chloride ready formed. One of the authors of this
work has tri ed the chloride in large doses, in two very unpromising cases
of epilepsy, but without advantage. The oxide qf silver, to be noticed in
the Appendix, would probably produce the remedial effects of this metal,
and is not Jiable to the objections which lie to the nitrate and chloride; to
the former on account of its unequal activity, to the latter as being extremely insoluble, and difficultly decomposable. As the fused nitrate 1s
often impure, it is safer to employ the crystallized salt for internal exhibition. (See /Jrgenti Nitratis Crysta/Ii .) Solutio ns intended fo r the eye
s hould be mad.e with distilled water; for ordinary purposes, good common
water is suffic iently pure.
Nitrate of s ilver, in an over-dose, produces the effects of the corrosive
poisons: The proper antidote is common salt, which acts .by conve~ting the
poison into the insoluble chloride of silver. Consecutive mflammat1on must
be combated by bleeding, and other antiphlogistic measures.
Off.Prep. Argenti Cyanuretum, U. S., Lond.; Liquor Argenti Nitratis,
1

Lond.
LIQUOR ARGENTI NITRATIS. Lond.
Silver.

B.
Sol«lion of Nitrate rf

pe~'iJ~:a~~ ~]t.rat~ f:s~/~~e;h~ <~f~~~~= ;oP~~i~!~ i';;~=r {V!:~~c:oa~~c:t~! ~~
t hen, the access of light being'prevented, keep it in a well-closed vessel."

Loncl.
The London College has made the above solution officinal in its revised
Pharmacopreia of 1836. According to Mr. Phillips, it is intended merely as
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a lesl for detecting the presence of muriali? acid and _soluble chlorides, with
which it gives a white curdy precipit~te, rnsoluble in acids and Lhe fixed
alkalies, but readily soluble in ammonia. This solution, however useful as
a test, is certainly out of place in a Pharmacopceia.
B.

ARGENTI NITRATIS CRYSTALLI. Dub.

ef Silver.

Crystals ef Nitrate

"Take of Silver, laminated and cu~ in p~eces, thirty-seven pai·ts; Diluted
~itric Acid sixty_ parts .. Pm the Silver in a ~lass vessel, and pour upon
1t the Acid, previously diluted with water.
Dissolve the metal with a heat
gradually increased, and, by evaporation and refrigeration, let crystals be
formed. Dry them without heat, and preserve them in a glass bottle in a
dark place." Dub.
The Dublin is the only Pharmacopreia noticed in this work which has
made the crystals of nitrate of si lver officinal ; and the moti~e for doing so
is to have a pu rer salt for internal exhibition than the fused nitrate generally
is. By an oversight in the process, the acid, though ordered to be the
officinal diluted acid, is directed to be diluted in the body of the formula.
The crystals are in colourless transparent rhomboidal plates, often of la rge
size. Their other properties, as well as their medical applications, are the
same as those of the fused nitrate, to the article on which the reader is
referred.
B.

ARSENICUM.
Preparations ef Arsenic.
ARSENIC! OXYDUM ALBUM SUBLI MATUM. Dub.
limed White Oxide of .llrsenic.

Sub -

"Reduce the Oxide of Arsenic to a coarse powder, ::i.nd. avoiding- the
vapours , expose it to heat in a suitable vessel, that the 'Vhite Oxide of
Arsenic may sublime." Dub .
The Dublin College, deeming the commercial white oxide of arsenic
(Jlcidum .llrseniosmn, U . S .. Land.) not sufficiemly pure for medicinal
employment, has given the above formula for its purification. But as the
commercial oxide itself has undergone a second sublimation, this process is
superfluous. 'I'he only prPcaution necessary to be taken, on the part of the
apothecary, is to purchase the oxide in lump; for when in powder it is apt
to be aduheraled with chalk or sulphate of lime. The chemicnl, medical,
and toxicological properlies of this substance have been given under the
head of .llcidum JJrseniosum.
B.
Off. Prep . Liquor Arsenica lis, Dub .

LIQUOR POTASSJE ARSENITIS. U.S., Lond. L1QcoR AaEd., Dub . Solution of .llrsenite of Potassa. 3rsenical
Fowler's Solution.

SENICAL!s.

Solution.

"Take of A rsenious Acid, in small fragments, Pure Carbonate of Potassa,
each, sixtyfour grains; Distilled Water a. sufficient quantity;. Compound
Spirit of Lavender half a jluidounce. Bot! the ~r.senious Acid and Carbonate of Polassa with twelve ftuidounces of D1st11led 'Vater, in a glass
vessel, till the Acid is enlirelv dissolved. To the solution, when cold, add
the Spirit of Lavender, and 3.fterwards sufficient Distilled 'Vater to make
it fill exactly the measure of a pint.". U.S.
11 Take of Arsenious Acid, broken into small pieces, Carbonate of Potassa,
each, eighty grains; Compound Tincture of Lavender fivejluidrachms;
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Dislilled ·water a pint [ lmperial measure]. Boil lh.e Arscnious Acitl and
Carbonate of Potassa wnh half a pint of the 'V ate r in a glass vessel, urui!
they are dissolved. Add the Con'!pountl Tincture of La\'ender lot be cooled
liquor . . Lastly, add besides sufficient Distilled water, that it may accurately
fill a pint measure." Lond.
The A'di11burgh form ula is substantially the same with th e L ondon, from
which it injudiciously va ri es by ordering the arsenious acid in powder, and
"·ater instead of distilled water. In it the lavender preparation is misnamed
0 tincture, 11 it being recognised as a spirit in the nomenclature of the Edin-

burgh College.
The D11blin is the same as th e U. S. formula, with .the excepti on that
the sublimeJ white oxide of arsenic or the College is used instead of the
commercial oxide, and that the quantity of the arsenious acid and carbonate
is reduced fro m sixty-fou r to sixty grains.
This preparation originated with Dr. Fowler, and was intended as a substitute for the celebrated empi ri ca l remedy known under the name of 0 the
tasteless a;;-ue drop ." It is an arsenite of potassa dissolved in water, and
ls formed by the combination of the arscnious acid with the potassa of the
carbonate, the carbonic acid being evolved . Th e name, therefore, by which
it is designatc>d in the U n ited States and London Pharmacopreias, is ob\•iously the most correct. The s pirit of lavender is added to give it taste, in
order to prevPnt its being mistaken for simple water. 'l'he United States
preparation is of about the same strength as those of the London and Edinburgh Collegrs i for, although one-fourth more acid and alkali is taken in the
London and Edinburgh than in the U.S . formula, yet it is to be recollected
that the Imperial pint is nearly onc-fomth larger than the wine pint. 'l'he
Dublin solution is one-s ixteenth weaker, in consequence of lhe very injud.icious allerat.ion from lhe stand~rd formul~, of subst!tuting sixty inst~ad of
sixty-four grams of arsenious acid lo the pmt of liquid. Dr. Barker, in his
Observations on tOe Dublin Pharmacopa::ia, informs us, that the reason for
thi~ change was the supp~sitio n that !ess danger of error wo~ld arise in
we~ghing out si.xty than. sixty-four grams ; as the former quantity could be
\re1ghed by a srngle weight.
ln making this preparation, care should be laken that the arsenious acid
is pure. This object is best secured .by u~ing the acid in small fragment~,
instead of in powder. Sulphate of lime 1s a common adulteration, and 1f
present will remain undissolved, and cause the solution to be weaker than
it should be. Hence if the arsenious acid does not entirely dissolve, the
preparation must be rejected.
Propertie:t . Solution of arsenite of potassa is a transparent liquid, having the colour. taste, and smell of the spirit of lavender. lt has a sLrong
alka~ine reaction. lt is decomposed lzy th~ usual reagents ror ars~nic, such
as nitrate of silve r, the salts of copper, lune-water, and sulpb uretted hydrogen; and is incompatible with infusions and decoctions of cinchona.
Before sulphu retted hydrogen will act, the solution must be acidulated with
some acid, as the muriatic or acetic .
./Jledicc~l Propetties and Uses. Thi$ solution has the genera~ action of
the arsemcal preparations on the animal economy . already described under
the head of .flrsenious .Reid. Its liquid form makes it convenient for exhibition and gra?ual increase; and it is the prrparation generally resorted to,
when arsenic is given internally. It is employed principally io intermittent
fever. Dr. Thoma~ D. Mitchell, of the University of Tran sylvania, has
gi1ren the ~esult .of hi s cxperi~nce, as to its efficacy and safety in this disease,
'vhen exhibited m the large dose of fifteen or twenty drops three times a day.
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It is a valuable resource in the intermittents of children, who arP. wi th difficulty induced to swallow bark or even sulphate of quinia. The late Dr.
Dewees relates the case of a child only six weeks old, affected with a
severe tertian, in which this solution was given with success. A fluidrachm
was diluted with twelve fluidrachms of water; and of this six drops were
given every four hours.
Fowler's solution appears to be peculiarly adapted to the treatment of
several diseases. It has been employed with encouraging success in lepra
and other inveterate cutaneousaffoctions. The late Dr. S. Calhoun published
an account of five cases of nodes, successfully treated by it; and in consequence of his success, Dr. Baer, of Baltimor(', and the late Dr. Eberle, were
induced lo give it a trial in this affection, and they obtained sati~factory results. S('veral cases of cholera, cured by this remedy. are reported bj'Mr.
Martin, Mr . Slater, and Dr. Gregory, in the Medico-Chirurgical Transactions of London. Two interesting cures of periodical headache, performed
by the solution, were re lated by the late Dr. Otto, of Philadelphia, in the
fourth and fifth volumes of the North American Med. and Surg. Journal.
Mr. H. Hunt found it useful in menorrhagia, but prl"fers the use of arsenious acid, as less apt to produce unpleasant effects, requiring the discontinu ance of the remedy. (See page UJ.) A diluted solution, in the proportion of
a fluidrachm to the fluidounce of water, has been used with advantage as a
topical application to foul ulcers.
Each fluidrachm of the solution contains half a grain of arsenious acid.
The average dose for an adult is ten drops two or three times a day. For
the peculiar effects which it produces in common with the other arsenical
preparations, the reader is referred to the article on .8rsenious Jlcid.
Duflos's antidote lo the poisonous t-fli:cts of Fowler's solution, and of the
other salts of the acids of arsenic, is the acetnte of the sesquioxide of iron
with excess of base, made by dissolving freshly precipitated sesquioxide in
acetic acid , adding an equal quantity of the oxide to the solution, and diluting
the whole with water to the consistence of cream . (See page 24.)
B.

BARYTA.

Preparations

of Baryta ..

EARil CHLORIDUM. U.S., Lond. BARYTlE
Chloride of Barium. Jvfariate of Bary/a.

MuRtAS.

Ed., Dub.

"Take of Carbonate of Baryta, in small fragments, a pound; l\luriatic
Acid lwe/vejluidounces; VVaterthree pints. Mix the Acid with the 'Vater,
and gradually add the Carbonate of Baryta. Towards the close of the
effen•escence apply a gentle heat, and, When the action ha_s ceased, filter the
Jiquor, and boil 1t down so that crystals may form wht>n 1l cools." U.S.
H Take of Carbonate of Baryta, broken into small pieces, ten ounces:
Hydrochloric [Muriatic] Acid half a pint (lmperial measure]; Distilled
Water two pints [Imp. meas.]. l\lix the Acid with the Water, and add the
Carbonate of Bary ta gradually to them. rrhen, heat being applied, and the
effervescence finished, strain, and boil down the liquor that crystals may
form." Lond.
The Edinburgh College gives two proces~es for obtaining this ch_loride;
one in which the native carbonate of baryta is used, the other in which Lht:l
naLive sulphate is employed. The process with thP sulphate is as follows.
"Take of Sulphate of Baryta two pounds; Charcoal, in fine powder,/our
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ounces; Pure Muriatic Acid a sufficiency.

Heat the sulphate to redness,
reduce it to fine powde r, mix the charcoal with it thoroughly, heat the mixture in a covered crucible for three hours at a low white heat. Pulverize

~~:t~~:~~~~lfo~~t ;~,~~~t~~~~ /~~~ i~vr~s~)~~~~ ~f~~~~~~~ ~~:~~~~~b~~h~o:~~~~
ol'.f the clear liquor, and_ 01tcr it if necessary, keeping it hot. Pour three
p1n~s [ Imp. me~s.J of boiling water over the res iduum, and proceed as before.

Unite the_ two l1qu1ds; and ':·hi le they are still hot, or, if cooled, afte r heating
them agarn, add pure Muriatic Acid gradually so long as effe rvescence is
occasioned. In this process the sol ution s ought to be as little exposed to the
air as possi'b!e; and in the last step the disengaged gas shou ld be discharged
by a proper tube into a chimney or the ash -pit of a furnace. Strain the
Jiguor, concentrate it, and set it aside to crystallize." Ed.
The Dublin College obtains the chloride of barium by mean s of the nati\·e
sulphate also: but as the process is in principle the same as that just quoted
from the Edinburgh Pharmacopooia, it need not be .gi.ven.
\\Th en the carbonate ofbaryta is employed for obtai n mg chloride of barium,
the reactions arc exceedingly simple. The muriatic acid displaces the
carbonic acid with effervescence; and, by reacting with the baryta, forrns
chloride of barium and water. A solution of chloride of barium being thus
obtained, it yields crystals of the chloride by concentration and cooling. The
reactions occurring in the process in which the sulphate is used, are more
complicated. 'I'he ignition with carbonaceous matter dcoxidizes its constituents, converting it into sulphuret of barium, the oxygen escaping in combina·
tion with the carbon as carbonic oxide and acid. rl 'he sulphuretofbarium,
when dissolved in water, is decomposed on the addition of muriatic acid,
sulphureued hydrogen being gi\ en off in large quantities, and chloride of
barium formed in solution, from which, in the usual manner, the solid sah is
obtained. The direction to discharge the su lphureued hydrogen into a
chimney or the ash-pit of a furnace, is intended to provide for its decomposition by smoke; for if the gas is not disposed of in this or some similar way,
it becomes exceedingly annoying lo the operator.
Of the officinal processes, that in which the native carbonate is used is
the simplest and most convenient; but as it may happen that the operator
possesses the native sulphate and not the carbonate, the additional process
abO\'e given from the Edinburgh Pharmacopceia may be useful.
Properties. Chloride of barium is a permanent white salt, possessing a
bitter and cl is.agreeable taste. lt crystallizes in rhombic tables with beveled
edges. It dissolves in about two and a half times its weight of cold water,
and in a little more than its own weight at 222°, the boilmi;t point of a
saturated solution. It is scarcely soluble in absolute alcohol, but dissolves
in rectified spirit. Alcohol, impregnated with it, burns with a yellow
flame. When exposed to heat, it decrepitates and loses its water of crystal·
Jization, and at a red heat fuses. It is decomposed by the sulphates, oxalaLes, and tartrates, and l hc alkaline phosphates, borates, and carbonates i
also by nitrate of silver, acetate and phosphate of mercury, and acetate of
lead'. \V hen pure it does not deliquesce . lts solution is not affected by ammo111a, which proves the absence of alumina and sesquiox id e of iron, or by
sulphuretted hydrogen, which shows that neither copper nor lead is present.
After. the. whole of the barium has been precipitaLed by an excess of sulphunc ac1cl, the supernatant liquid is shown to be free from lime by the nonaction of carbonate of soda. lf strontia be present, its alcoholic solution
will burn with a red flame. Like all the soluble salts of barium, it is poi1
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sonous. In consists of one eq. of chlorine 35'12,
one of barium GS·7, and
two of water 18= 122· I~. lt is used in medicine
only in solution.
Off Prep. Liquor Bani Chloridi, U.S., /,olltl ., Ed., Dub.
B.

LIQUOR BARI! Cl-ILOR!Dl. U.S., Lonrl. SoLUTIO
MuRtATIS. Ed. BARYTJE MuntATIS AQUA . Dub. Solution BAR VT.>:
ef Ct.loride '!f Barium. Solution of .l\luriale of Baryta.
"Take of Chloride of Barium ml ounce; Distilled
ouuces; Dissolve the Chloride of Barium in the Water,'.Yater three jluidand filter." U.S.
11
Tal~c of Chloride of Barium a draclnn; Distilled
·water a jluidom1ce

[ l mpcnal measure]. Dissoh•e the Chloride of Barium,
nnd strain." Land.
The Edi11burgh formula is the same as the London.
11
1'ak<• of :\luriate of Baryta one part; Distilled \Yater
three parts. Dissolve. The sp . gr. of this solu ti on should be I ·2:30."
Dub.
Chloride of barium, not being used in the solid state,
is here dissolved
for convenient exhibition. Th e U.S . and Dublin solutions
a re of about the
same strength. The London and Edinburgh preparations
are much weaker,
an ounce of the salt being dissolveJ in eight fluidounces
of wate r, instead of
three, as directed in the United States Pharmacopre
ia. The solution shou ld
Le limpid and colourless i and to make it so, the salt
in crystals, and not in
powder, shou ld be employed. Th e U . S . and Dublin
solutions are nearly
saturated ones, and are probably too strong for convenient
use.
lllrdical Properlie.'J and U:1es. This solution is deobstrucnt
and anthelmintic, and in large doses poisonous i its action, according
to some, being
analogous to that of arsenic. It was introduced into
practice by Or. Crawford as a remedy for cancer and scrofula. Its value
in the latter disease has
been particularly insisted on by Hufeland. Thi s
physician considers it to
act more particularly on the lymphatic system, in
the irritated states of
which he esteems it a valuable remedy. H ence he
rrcommends it in the
scrofu lous affi·ctions of drlicate and irritable organs,
such as the eyes, lungs,
&c. In tht• commencem ent of scrofulous phthisis,
he views it as one of
the hE'st remedies to which we can have recourse.
It is emp loyed also in
diseases of the skin, in ulcers, and ophthalmia. Th
e dose for an adult of
the U. S. solution is about five drops~ given twice or
thrice a day, and gra·
dually but cautio11sly increa!:ie<l, until it produces
nausea, or some other
st'nsiblt· impression . Wh en taken in an over.dose il
causes violent vomiting
and purging, vertigo, :111d other dangerous symptoms.
To combat its poisonous effects, n·course must be had immediately
to a weak solution of
sulph ate of magnesia, which acts by converting the
poison into the insoluble
sulphate of baryta. If vomiting does not come on,
it shou ld be induced
by tickling the fauces, or by the administratio n of
an emetic.
B.

BISMUT HUM.
Preparation of Bismuth.
BISMUTH ! SUilN!TRA S. U.S., Dub. BtsMUTIII TRISNITRA
S.
Lond. Jfos;.IUTHUM ALBUM. Ed. Subnilrale of Bi.i:mulh
. Trisnilrale
of Bi'1nuth. White Bismuth. White 0.ride of Bismuth
.

"Take of Bismuth, in fragmenls, an ow~ce; Ni_tric
Ac.id ajluicloun~e.and
a lwlf; Distillrd Water a sufficient quantity. i\11x a
flu1dounce of D_1st1lled
'Vat l•r with the Nitric Acid, and dissolve the Bismuth
in the mixture.
\Vh <'n th(' solution is complete, pour the clear liquor
into three pint~ of
Distilled \Vnter, and set tbe mixture by that the
powder may subside.
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Laslly, having poured orr the supernatant fluid, wash the Subnitrate of
Bismuth with Distilled Water, wrap it in bibulous paper, and dry it with a
gentle heat. 11 U. S.
"Take of Bismuth an ounce; Nitric Acid a fluiclounce and a haif[[m-

~r:~~ ~i~~~r:J \~~~:i~i~:it~v~~~ '~~:~~il~~J.l~fd "Jfs s~~~e ~~~ ~~~:~~h"~:
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them. Then pour off the solution. To this add the remainder of the \Yater,
and set by that the powder may subside. Aftnwards, pour off the supernatant liquor, wash the Trisnitrate of Bismuth with Distilled \Vater, and dry
it with a gentle heat." Lond.
"Take of Bismuth, in fine powder, an ounce; Nitric Acid [of commerce?]

t?~~.· ~~~s~f.ui~oa1d ~~ea~~t~/t;~~~~1f;rti~\11:e:~~r.eta;v~~~~~ l:h:ej~~~~
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wilh a genlle heat, and adding a very little Distilled Water so soon as crystals
or a white powder may be~in to form . When the solution is complete,
pour the liquor into the Water. Collect the precipitate immediately on a
calico filter, wash it quickly with cold water, and dry it in a dark place."

Ed.
"Take of Bismuth, in powder, seven parts; Diluted Nitric Acid twenty
parts; Distilled \Vaterone hundred parts. Add the Bismuth gradually to
the Acid, and dissolve by the assistance of heat. Mix the solution with the
Water, and set the mixture by that the powder may subside. Wash this
with Distilled 'Vater, and dry it on bibulous papt!r wilh a gentle hl'at." Dub.
When bismuth is added to dilute nitric acid, red fumes are copiously
given off, and the metal, oxidized by the decomposition of part of the nitric
acid, i~ dissolved by the remainder, so as to form a solution of the nitrate of
protoxide of bismuth. lt is unnecessary to have the metal in powder, as it
dissolves with great facility when added to the acid in fragments. When
the solmion is completl'd, the liquor should be added to the water, which
should be dislilll'd, and not the waler to the solution, which is not so eligible
a plan. Immediately on lhe contact of the solution wilh the water, four
eqs. of the nitrate are resolved into one eq. of ternitrate of bismuth which
remains in solution, and one eq. of lrisnitrate which precipitates. In order
to have a smooth light powder, which is most esteemed, the precipitate
should be washed and drit'd as speedily as possible.
Properties. Subnitrate of bismuth is a tasteless, inodorous, heavy powder,
of a pure white colour. It is slightly soluble in water, and readily so in the
strong acids. from which it is precipitated by water. The fixed alkalies
dissolve it sparingly, and ammonia more readily. It is darkenl'd by hy~ro
sulphuric acid gas, but not by exposure to light, unless it contains a hule
silver, or is subjected to the influence of organic maller. If it dissolves in
nitric acid without effervescence, it contains no carbonate, and if the nitric
solution is not precipitated by diluted sulphuric acid, it is free from lead.
By the earlier chemists it was called magister,y of bismuth. The perfumers,
by whom it is sold as a paint for the complexion, denominate it pearl white.
It consists of one cq. of nilric acid 54, and three of protoxide of bismuth
237~291.

JVedical Properties and Uses. This preparation is tonic and antispasmodic. It was originally introduced into practice by Dr. Odier, of Geneva,
and has been Subsequently employed with advantage both in this country
nnd in Europe. ll has been recommrnded in epilepsy, palpitation of the
he~rt, and sp.asmodic diseases generally; but m.ore particular!~ in various
parnful nffocuons of the stomach, dependent on disordered cligrsuon, such as
cardialgia, pyrosis, and gaslrodynia. Its use always blackens the stools,
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!rom lbe eIT'ect of the. intestinal, gases. _The dose is five grains, gratlually
increased to twelve or fifteen twice or thrice a day, and may be taken in pill,
or mixed with an equal weight of aromatic powder. In an' over.dose it pro-

~~l~~~ :~:~~~ 0t11!b~~!~t~~j~~~8t81ri~~~:~:~;t~;~.l~nngd ~i:;\:~fn~s~~ cor~~~:!r:~:~~~

dies a re bland and mucilaginous drinks, and, in case of inflammation, bleeding by leeches or venescction, cnemata, and emollient fomentations. B.

CALX.
Preparations of Lim e.
LIQUOR CALC!S . U. S., Lond. AQUA CALCis. Ed., D1tb. Limewater.
"Take of ~imefourounces; Distilled Water a gallon. Upon the Lime.

first slaked wllh a liule of the ·w ater, pour the remainder of the ¥later.
and stir them together; then immediately co\·er the vessel, and set it aside
for three hours. Keep the so lution, together with the undissolved Lime,
in stopped glass bottles, and pour off the clear liquor when it is wanted for
use . 'Vater free from sali ne or other obvious impurity may be employed
in this process, though not distilled. " U.S.
The London College takes /,alf a pound of lime, and twelve pints [fmperinl measure] of distilled water, and proceeds as above dir.ected.
uTake any convenient quantity of \iVater, pour a little of 1t over about a
twentieth of i1s '"·eight of Lim e; when the Lime is s lak ed, add to it the rest
of the Water in a boulc; agitate well; allow the undissolved matter to subside; pour off the clear liquor when it is wanted, replacing it with more
water, and agitating briskly as before." Ed.
11
Take of fresh burnt Lime, boiling Water,each,one part. Put the Lime
mto an earthen vessel, and sp rinkle th e "\Valer upon it, keeping the vessel
closed while the Lime grows hot and falls into powder; then jJOur upon it
thirty parts of cold water, and, having again closed the vessel, shake the
mixture frequently for twenty-four hours; last ly, after the lime has subsided,
pour off the clear solution, and keep it in closely stopped bottles." .Dub.
A solution of lime in water is th e result of these processes. By the slaking of the lime it is reduced to powder, and rendered more easi ly diffusible
through the water. According to all the Pharmacopc:eias, except the
Dublin, the solutio°' is to be kept in bottles with a. portion of undissolved
lime, which causes it always to be saturated, whatever may be the tempera·
ture, and to whawver extent it may be exposed to the air. lf care be taken
to have a. considerable quantity of the solut ion in the boule, and to avoid
unnecessary agitation, the upper portion will always remain sufficiently
clear for use. The direction of the Edinburgh College, to replace by more
water the clear liquid poured off, cannot, of course, be carried into effect
indefinitely. By the absorption of carbonic acid, the lime is gradually con,·erted into a carbonate, and thus rend e red insoluble. The employment of
Distilled \·Vater as the solvent may seem a useless refinement; and it certainly is unnecessary when pure sp ring or river water is auainable; but in
many places the common water is ''ery impure, and wholly unfit for a preparation, one of the most frequent uses of which is to allay irritation of
stomach . \Vater dissolves but a minute proportion of lime, and, contrary
to th e general law, less when hot than cold. Hence the propriety o~ employing cold water in the process. According to Mr. Phillips, a pmt of
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water (lhe wine pint of the U.S. Ph.) at 212° dissolves 5·6 grains of lime,
at 60:>, U·7 grains, and at :32°, 11·0 grains. ·when a cold saturated solution is healed, a deposition of lime takes place.
Properties. Lime-water is colourless, inodorous, and of a disagreeable
alkaline taste, changes vegetable blues to green, and forms an imperfect
soa p with oils. Exposed to the air it attracts carbonic acid, and becomes
covered with a pellicle of insoluble carbonate of lime, which, subsiding
after a time, is replaced by another, and so on successively till the whole
of the lime is exhausted. Hence the necessity of keeping lime-water either
in closely corked bottles which should be full, or, what is more convenient,
in bottles with an excess of lime.
flledical Properties and Uses. Lime-water is antacid, tonic, and astringent, and is very usefully employed in dyspepsia with acidity of stomacl.,
diarrhrea, diabetes, and gravel attended with superabundant secretion of uric
acid. Mixed with an equal measure . of milk, \vhich completely covers its
offensive taste, it is one of the best remedies in our possession for nausea
and vomiting dependent on irritability of stomach. We have found a diet
exclusively of lime-water and milk to be more effectua l than any other plan
of treatment in dyspepsia accompanied with vomiting of food . In this case,
one part of the solution to two or three parts of milk is usually sufficient.
Lime-water is also thought to be useful by dissolving the intestinal mucus
in cases of worms, and in other complaints connected with an excess of this
secretion. Externally it is employed as a wa~h in tinea capitis and scabies,
as an application to foul and gangrenous ulcers, as an injection in leucorrhcea
and ulceration of the bladder or urethra, and, mixed with linseed or olive
oil, as a liniment in burns and scalds. The dose is from two to four fluidounces taken severa l times a day . 'Vhen employed to allay nausea, it is
usually given in the dose of a tablespoonful mixed with the same quantity
of new milk, and repeated nt intervals of half an hour, an hour, or two
hours. lf too long continued it debilitates the stomach.
Off. Prep. Aqua Calcis Composita, Dub.; Infusum Sarsaparillre Compositum, Dub.; Linimentum Calcis, U.S., Ed., Dub.
W.

AQUA CALC!S COMPOS!TA. Dub.

Compound Lime.water.

'' Tak.e of Guaiacum \.Y ood, rasped, half a pound; Liquorice Root, sliced
and bruised, an o·unce ; Sassafras Bnrk, bruised, half an ounce; Coriander
Seeds three drachms; Lime-water six pints. Macerate without heat, for
two days, in a close bottle, occasionally shaking, and filter." JJub.
This is a very inert preparation, and should be ranked among the info·
sions,as the lime-water can scarcely fall to be decomposed during the process.

w.

CALCIS CARBONAS PRJEC!PITATUM. Dub. Precipitated
Carbonate of Lime.
u'fake of Water of Muriate of Lime.five parts. Add three parts of
Carbonate of Soda, dissolved in four times its weight of Distilled '.\'atcr.
\Vash the precipi~ate three times with a sufficient quantity of waterj then
collect it and dry it on a chalk-stone, or on bibulous paper." Dub .
. In this proc~ss a mutu~l interchange of principles takes place, resulting
in the production of chlonde of sodium which remains in solution, and carbonate of lime which is deposited. Of crystallized carbonale of soda 143·3
parts decompose55'92of chloride of calcium. The Dublin water of muriate
of lime contains two parls in nine of chloride of calcium. From these data
it may be deduced, that the carbonate of soda in the formula is in very slight
excess. Any peculiar advantage which this preparation may possess must
depend on the minute division of its particles. According to Dr. Bridges,
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this effP.cl is best obtained by empl_oying the solutions at the boiling temperature. (/Im. Journ. of Pharm., xvi . 1~3 . ) The preparation is said to be occasionally adulterated ~vi th sulphate of lime. ·when properly made, it is very
pure ~ar.bonatc of lime, and very finely divided, ~ut probably has no such
su penorny over prepared chalk as to counterbalance Its greater expensiveness.
Off.Prep. Hydrargyrum cum Cretfi, Dub.
W.

GRETA PHJEPARATA . U. 13., Land., Ed., Dub.
Chalk.

Prepared

.

Take of Chalk a convenient quantity. Add a little water to tht• Chalk,
and rub it into a fine powder. 'J'Ju:ow this into a large vessel nearly full of
11

water, stir briskly, and, after a shorL interval, pour the

super~atant

liquor,

while yet turbid, into another vessel. Repeat the process with the chalk
remaining in the first vessel, and set the turbid liquor by, that the powder
may subside. Lastly, pour off the water, and dry the powder." U.S.
The London College takes a po'und of chalk, and proceeds as above,
except that it does not repeat the process with that which remains afrer
the first operation. The processes of the E ,linburgh and Dublin College't
are essentially the same as that of the United States Pharmacopceia. Both
Coltege•s direct the chalk to be powdered in a mortar. The Edinburgh
orders it, after having been prepared, to be dried on n filter of linen or
calico; the Dublin, on an absorbent stone or paper.
The object of these processes is to reduce chalk to very fine powder.
The mineral, previously pulverized, is rubbed with a little water upon a
porphyry slab, by means of a rubber of the same material, and having been
thus Yery minutely divided, 'is agitated with water, which upon standing a
short time deposits the coar:ser particles, and being then poured of!~ slowly
lets fall the remainder in an impalpable state. The former pan of the process is called levigation, the latter elutriation. The soft mass which remains after the decanting of the clear liquor, is made to fall upon an absorbent surface in small portions, which when dried have a conical shape.
JJ.Iedical Properties and Uses. This is the only form in which chalk is
used in medicine. It is an excellent antacid; and as the salts which it forms
in the stomach and bowels, if not astringent, are at least not purgative, it is
admirably adapted to diarrhrea accompanied with acidity. lt is also somi::times usC'd in acidity of stomach attending dyspepsia and gout, when a laxative effect is to be avoided; is one of the best amidotes for oxalic acid; and
has been recommended in rachitis . In scrofulous affections it may sometimes do good by forming soluble salts with acid in the primre vim, and thus
finding an entrance into the blood.vessels. 1t is frequentl_y employed '_lS an
application to burns and ulcers, which it moderately sttmulates, whde It
absorbs the ichorous discharge, and thus prevents it from irritating the diseased surface, or the sound skin. lt is given iutcrnally in the form of powder, or suspended in water by the imervention of gum Arabic and sugar.
(See Jllistura Ci-etre.) 'rhe dose is from ten to forty grains or more.
Off.Prep. Confectio Arom.atica, hond., Dub .; Hydrargyrum cum Cret~,
U. S., IA>ncl., Ed., flub.; M1stura Crelm, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Pulv1s
Cretre Compositus, Lond., Ed., Dub.; Trochisci Cret<.e, U.S., EJ.; Ungllentum Plumbi Compositum, Lond.
'\V.

TESTA PRJEPARATA. U.S.

TESTJE P&JEPARATJE.

Lone!.

Prepared Oyster-Shell.
"Take of Oysler-shell a convenient quantity. Free it from extraneous
matter, wash it with boiling water, and reduce it to powder; then prepare
it in the manner directed for Chalk." U. 8.
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The London College gives similar directions.
0
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supp?sed by some physi.cian.s to render the preparat~on more acceplaLle to
a deltcate stomach. Jt is gt\'en as an antacid in dtarrhcea, in the dose of
from ten to forty grains or more, frequently repeated. A preparation has
been introduced, within a few years, into use in this country under tbe name
of Casfillon's powders, consisting of sago, salep, and tragacanth, of each, in
powder, a drachm, prepared oyster-shell a scruple, and sufficient cochineal

to give colour to the mixture.

A drachm of this is boiled in a pint of milk,

and the decoction used ad libitmn as a diet in chronic bowel affections. W.

LIQUOR CALCII CI-ILORIDI. U.S., Lond.
CA Leis MuRLms
SowTio. Ed. CALC1s l\fonuT1s AQUA. Dub. Solution of Chloride

of Calcium.

Solution

ef Mu1·iate

of Lime.

"Take of Marble, in fragments, nine ounces; Muriatic Acid a pint; Distilled Water a sufficient quantity . Mix the acid with half a pint of the
Dist illed Water, and gradually add the Marble. Towards the close of the
effervescence. apply a gentle hc:at, and, when th.e action has ceased, pour
off the clear liquor and evaporate to drym•ss. Dissolve the residuum in its
weight and a half of Distilled Water, and filter the solution." U.S.
The London College dissolves/our ounces of chloride of calc iu m in twelvt
1
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of calcium) in twelve fiuidounces (Imp . meas.) of water. The IJublin
College dissolves two parts of the salt in seven parts of distilled water, and
states the sp. gr. of the solution at l ·202.
By the U.S. process chloride of calcium is first formed, and then, as in
the other processes, is disso lved in a certain proportion of water. The
U.S. and Edinburgh preparations agree very nearly in strength, containing
l part of the chloride in about 2·5 parts of the solution. Those of the London and Dublin Colleges are only about half as strong; the latter containing l part of the chloride in 4·5 of the solution .
The solution of chloride of calcium has a disagreeable, bitter, acrid taste.
It is decomposed by sulphuric acid and the soluble sulphates; by potassa,
soda, and their carbonates; by carbonate of ammonia, tartrate of potassa and
soda, nitrate of silver, nitrate and acetate of mercury, and acetate of lead.
The mode of preparing chloride of calcinm, and its chemical properties, are
detailed under the h('ad of Calcii CMoridimi in the first part of this work .
./JfedicalProperties and Uses. Chloride of calcium is considered tonic and
deobstruent, and is said to promote the secretion of urine, perspiration, and
mucus. It was first brought into notice as a remedy by Fourcroy, and was at
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?een esp~cially recommended in tabes mesenterica. When too l_argely taken
It sometimes produces nausea, vomiting, and purging, and m excessive
doses may even produce fatal effects; but it is a much safer remedy than
chloride of barium, which has been recommended in the same complaints.
The dose of the solution is from thirty minims or drops to a fluidrachm, to
be repeated twice or three times a day, and gradually increased to two,
three, or even four .fluidrachms. Il may be given in milk or sweetened water.
OJ!. Prep. Calc1s Carbonas Prrocipitatum. Dub.
W.
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Dub.

Precipitated

Lime.

"Take of Burnt Bones, in powder, one part; Diluted Muriatic Acid,
\Vater, each, two parts. Digest together for twelve ho;.us, and filter the
solution. Add as much Water of Caustic Ammonia as will be sufficient 10
precipitate the Phosphate of Lime. Wash this with a !arge proportion of
water, and finally dry it." JJub.
The muriatic acid dissolves the pho:sphate of lime of the bones, and lets it
fall on the addition of ammonia, in a state of minute division. The ablution
is intended to free it from any adhering muriate of ammonia. The salt thus
obtained is, for the sake of distinction, called bone-phosphate of lime. It is
in the form of a white powder, without taste or :smell, insoluble in water.
but very soluble in nitric, muriatic, and acetic acids, from which it is precipitated unchanged on the addition of ammonia . By an intense heat it is
fused, but is not otherwise changed. lt consists of three equivalents of
phosphoric acid and eight of lime.
The chemical characteristics of bone -phosphate of lime, besides those
mentioned, are that with its solution in dilute nitric acid, oxalate of ammonia produces a white precipitate of oxalate of lim e, and acetate of lead a
white precipitate of phosphate of lead; and, if the nitric solution be neutralized as far as possible without causing a permanent precipitate of phosphate
of lime, ammoniacal nitrate of silver throws down from it a lemon-yellow
precipitate of phosphate of silver. (Christison's Dispensalory .)
If this preparation possesses any advantage over burnt hartshorn, it must
consist_ in the state of i:iinut_e division to which it has ~een brought by precipitation. It may be give n rn the same complaints and m the same dose; but
is probably quite inert. (See Cornu Ustum.)
W.

CORNU USTUM. Land. PuLv1s CoRNU CERVIN! UsTI.

Dub.

Burnt Hartshorn.
"Burn pieces of Hartshorn in an open vessel until they are thoroughly
white; then powder them, and prepare them in the manner directed for
Chalk." Lond.
The Dublin College g ives similar directions.
The horn must not only be heated, but also burnt, in order that the animal
matter may be entirely consumed. ~'he operation may be performed in a
common furnace or stove, the air berng freely admitted. Care should be
taken that the heat be not too violent; as otherwise the external surface of
~he horn may become ~itrified, and prevent the complete combustion of the
interior portion, while it is itself rendered Jess fit fq.r use. Burnt harts horn
consists of bone-phosphate of lime, with a minute proportion of lime derived
from the carbonate contained in the horns. It may be inferred, from the
analysis of hartshorn by M. Guillot, that the proportion of free lime in this
preparation is less than one per cent. (See Cornu.) Bon~-earth is usually
sold in the shops for burnt hartshorn. For the chemical characters of
hone-phosphate of lime, see Calcis Phosphas. Pr::ecipitatwn .
..Medical Properties and Uses. The opinion fo_rmcrly en~ertained, that
burnt hartshorn was antacid, has been abandoned smce the discovery of its
chemical nature. Its composition suggrsted its application to the cure of
racbitis and mollities ossium, of which the prominent character is a deficiency of phosphate of lime in the bones; and it is said to have been employed in some cases, in connexion with phosphate of soda, with app_are.nt
s uccess. Experience, however, has 11ot confirmed the first report 111 ns
favour. It is probably altogether inert. The dose is twenty grains or w~re.
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Carbo .llnirnalis.-Cataplasmata.

CARBO ANIMALIS.
Preparation

ef Animal Charr,oal.

CARBO ANIMALIS PURIFICA TUS. U. S., Lond., Ed.
rified .llnimal Charcoal.

Pu-

"Take of Animal Charcoal a pound; Muriatic Acid, Water, each, twelve
jluidounces . Pour th e Muriatic Acid, previously mixed with the Water,
gradually upon the Charcoal, and digest with a gentle heat for two days, occasionally stirring the mixture. Having allowed the undissolved portion to
subside, pour off the supernatant liquor, wash the Charcoal frequently with
water until it is entirely free from Acid, and lastly dry it." U.S.
Th e London and Edinburgh formulre are essentially the same as the above,
The Edinburgh College gives the additional direction of heating the charcoa l first moderately, and then to redness in a closely covered crucible.
Animal charcoal, as it is made by charring bones, necessarily contains
bone-phosphate and carbonate of lime, the presence of which does no harrn
in some decolorizing operations i but, in delicate chemical processes, these
salts would be dissolved or decomposed, and thus be a source of impurity.
It is for these reasons that animal charcoal requires to be purified from the
calcareous salts which it contains; and this is accomplished by dilute
muriatic acid, which dissolves the phosphate and decomposes the carbonate.
Purified animal charcoal is a dark brownish-black powder. If it contain
carbonate of lime, muriatic acid will cause effervescence, and the solution
obtaint'd will give a precipitate with carbonate of ammonia; and if phosphate of lime be present, the acid will dissolve the salt and yield it as a
precipitate on the addition of ammonia. Th e Edinburgh College directs
animal charcoal to be tested by incinerating it with its volume of red oxide
of mercury; when, if good, it will be dissipated with the exception of a
scanty ash.
It has been shown by Mr. 'Warington that biller vegetable substances,
including the organic alkalies, are removed from solution by passing throu gh
purified animal charcoal, especially when the action is assiste~ by heat.
l". ·w eppen finds th.at a similar effect is pro~uced. by it in removing resi~s
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substance.

Phannaceitt.ical Uses~ As a decolorizing agent in preparing Aconitina,
Lond.; Morplrne Hydroc.hloras. Lond., Ed.; Quinre Sulphas, Ed., Loncl.;
Strychnia, U.S.; Veratna, U.S., Lond.
B.

CATAPLASMATA.
Cataplasms.
Cataplasms or poultices are moist substances in tended for external appli·
cation, of such a consistence as to accommodate themselves accurately to the
su rfac~ to whi~h they are applied, without being so liquid as to spre~d over
the ne1gh.bour1ng parts, or so tenacious as to adhere fi rmly to the skrn. As
they are 10 this country scarcely ever prepared by the apothecary, they
were not deemed by the compilers of the United States Pharmacopreia proper objects forofficinaldirection.
W.

J'ART Tl .
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CATAPLASMA ALUMINIS . Dub . .Ilium Cataplasm .
"Take the Whites of two Eggs; of Alum a drac!tm . Shake them together so as to make a coagulum." .Dub.
A common mode of preparing the alum poultice is to rub the whites of
eggs briskly in a saucer with a lump of alum till the liquid coagulates. 1'he
c~rd produced by coagulating milk wilh alum is sometimes used as a substllute.
The alum cataplasm is an astringent application, occasionally employed
in incipient, purulent, or chronic ophthalmia. 1t is placed over the eye enclosed betwel'n folds of cambric or soft linen. It is also esteemed useful in
"\V.
ch ilblains when the skin is not broken.
CATAPLASMA CARBONIS LIGN I. Dub. Charcoal Cataplasm.
"Take a suJJ.icient qztantit.~ of Wood Charcoal red hot from the fire, and
having exting:u1shed it by sprinkling dry sand over it, re~uce it to. ve ry fine
powder, and rncorporate it with the Simple Cataplasm m a tepid state."
flub.
.
Charcoal, recently prepared, has the property of absorbing those principles upon which the offensive odour of putrefyinganimal substances depends.
[n the form of poultice, it is an excellent applicatjon to foul and gangrenous
ulcers, correcting their fetor, and improving the condition of the sore. It
should be frequent ly renewed.
W.
CATAPLASMA CONI L Land., Dub. Ilemlock Cataplasm.
''Take of Extract of Hemlock two ounces; V~atcr a pint [Imperial mea·
sure]. Mix, and add of bruised Flaxseed sufficient to produce a proper consistence." Lond.
'.' T ake of Dried Hemlock Leaves an oun.ce; Water a pint and a half.
Bod down lo a pint, and having strained the liquor, add as much of the powdered leaves as may be sufficient to form a cataplasm." .Dub.
This cataplasm may be advantageously emp loyed as an anodyne application to cancerous, scrofulous, syphilitic, and other painfu l ulcers: but its
liability to produce narcotic effects, in consequence of the absorption of the
"\V.
active principle of the hemlock, should not be overlooked.
CA'l'APLASMA DAUCI. Dub. Carrot Cataplasm.
"'fake of the root of the cultivated Carrot any quantity. Boil the root
in water unti l it becomes sufficiently soft to form a cataplasm." Dub.
Emollient pouhic('S may be prepared from any of the tender culinary roots,
from turnips and potatoes as well as ca rrots, by boiling them, removing tbe
skin, and mashing them into a soft pulp, which may be rendered uniform by
pressing it through a coarse sici•e or colander. But these poultices possess
no specific power, and act on the same principle with those made with bread
and milk, or flaxseed meal.
The carrot cataplasm, whe n designed to produce a pecu li ar. impression,
should ~e made by grating tbe fresh roots. Th.us prepared, 1t is slightly
stimulalmg,and is useful in weak,flabby,ill-condit10ned,and offensive ulcers.
By boiling, the stimulant property is diminished, if not lost; and the carrot
becomes a mild and nutritious article of food.
W.
CATAPLASMA FERMENT!. Land. CATAPLASMA FERMENT<
CEREVISUE . Dub . Yeasl Cataplasm.
u Take of Flour [wheat flour] a poimd; Yeast half a pint [half a p~und,
2:~;}; .A'1~Z. and expose the mixture to a gentle heat until it begins to rise."

By exposing a mixture of yeast and flour to a gentle heat, fermentation
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takes place, and carbonic acid gas is extricated, which causes the mixlure to
S\~ell, and is lhe source of its peculiar virtues. The yeast cataplasm is gently
stnnulant, and is sometimes applied with mu~h ?e~efit to foul and gangren ous ulcers, the fotor of wbich it corrects, while ll 1s supposed to hasten the
separation of the slough.
\V .

CA TAPLAS~IA LIN!. Land. Flaxseed Calaplasm.
"Take of boiling Water a pinl; Flaxseed, powdered, sufficient to produce a proper consistence . Mix them ." Land,

CATAPLASMA SIMPLEX. D1tb . Simple Cataplasm.
·"Take of the Powder for a Cataplasm any quantity; Boiling Water
sufficient to form a tepid cataplasm, the surface of which should be covered
with ol ive oil." Dub.
The Dublin "Powder for a Cataplasm," consists of one part of flaxseed
meal remaining after the exprPssion of the oil, and two parts of oat meal.
Flaxseed meal which has not been submiLted lo pressure is decidedly preferable, and answers an excellent purpose when mixed with boiling water,
without other addition, as in the London flaxseed cataplasm. Fresh lard or
olive oil, spread upon the surface of the poultice, serves to pre\•ent its adhesion to the sk in, and to preserve its softness.
'I1he use of th is and other emollient cataplasms is to relieve the tense
condition of the vessels in inflammation, and to promote suppuration . They
act simply by their warmth and moisture . The one most extensively employed, perhaps because its materials are always at hand, is that prepared by
heating together milk and the crumb of bread. The milk should be quite
sweet, and fresh lard should be incorporated with the pouhice. Mush made
with the meal of l ndian corn also forms an excellent emollient cataplasm.

w.

CATAPLASMA SINAPIS. Lond.,Dub.

J\lnstard Cataplasm.

Tak~ of Flaxseed, Mustard [seed], eac.h, in powder,

half a pound;
bo iling Vmegar, sufficient to produce the consistence of a cataplasm." Lond.
The .Dublin College orders the same seeds in the same proportion, and
states that the cataplasm may be made more stimulating by the addition of
two ounces of scraped horse-radish.
u

The simplest and most efl6ctual mode of preparing a mustard poultice, is
to mix the powdered mustard of the shops with a sufficient quantity of
warm water to give it a due consistence. 'Vhen a weaker preparation is
required, an equal portion or more of rye or wheat flour should be added.
Vinegar never increases its efficiency, and, in the case of the black mustard
seed, has been ascertained by MM. Trousseau and Blanc to diminish its
rubefacient power. A boiling temperature is also injurious by interfering
with the developement of tho volatile oil or acrid principle. (See Sinapis.)
'These poultices are frequently called sinapisms. They are powerfully
rubefacient, exciting a sense of warmth in a few minutes , and usually becoming insupportably painful in less than an hour. When removed, they
leave the surface intensely red and burning; and the inflammation fre quently terminates in desquamation, or even blistering, if the application has
been too long continued. Obstinate ulcers and gangrene also sometimes re~ult
from the protracted action of mustard, especially on parts possessed of l~ttle
vitality. Asa general rule, the poultice should be removed when the patient
complains much of the pain; and in cases of insensibility should not, unless
greatly diluted, be allowed to remain longer than one, or at mosttwo hours;
as violent inflammation, f?llowed by obstinate ulceration, is apt to occur upon
the establishment of reaction in the system. In children also particular care
is necessary to avoid this result. The poultice should be thickly spread on
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linl"n, and may be covered with gauze or unsized paper in order to prevent
ils adhesion to the skin. If hairs are present they shou ld be removed by the
razor. Sinapisms may be employed in at! cases in which it is desirable to
produce a speedy and powerful rubefacient impression.
,V,

CERA TA.
Cerates.
These are unctuous substances consisting of oil or lard, mixed with wax,
spermaceti, or resin, to which various medicaments are frequently added.
Their consistence, which is interm ediate between that of ointments and of
plasters, is suc h that they may be spread at ordinary t£'mperatures upon
linen or leather, by means of a spatula, and do not melt or run when applied
to the s kin. [n preparing them, care should usually be taken to selecl th~
oil or lard perfectly fr ee from rancidity. The liquefaction should be effected
by a very gentle heat, which may be applied by mrans of a water-bath;
and during the refrigeration the mixture shou ld be well agitated, and the
portions which solidify on the s ides of the vessel should be made to mix
again with the liquid portion, until the whole assumes the proper consistence.
VVhen a large quantity is prepared, the mortar, or other vessel into which
the mixture may be poured for cooling, should be previously heated by
means of boiling water.
W.

CERATUM CANTHAR!DlS.• U.S. EMPLASTRUM CANTllARIDIS,
Lond., Ed., Dub. E:MPLASTRUl'tI EPISPASTICUM. Cerate of Spanish
Flies. Blistering Plaster.
"Take of Spanish Fli es, in very fine powder, a pound; Yellow Wax,
Resin, Lard, each, eight ouncc.s. 'l'.o the Wa~, Resin, and Lard, previously
melted together, add the Spamsh Flies, and sttr the mixture constantly until
cool.'' U.S.
'I'be London College orders a pound of Spanish flies, a pound and a half
of wax plaster, and half et pound of lard; the Edinburgh, two ounces, each,
of flies, resin, ydlo\V wax, and suet ; and the Dublin, a pound of flies, a
pound of yellow wax, four ounces of yellow res in, half a pound of suet, and
!talf a pound of lard.
This is the common blistering plaster of the shops . As it can be readily
spread without the aid of heal, it is properly a cerate,and is therefore correctly
named in the U.S. Pharmacopreia. '!'hough essent ially the same in character
as prepared by the different processes. it varies somewhat in strength. The
U.S. and Lond on prt'parations have the same proportion of flies, but are
stronge r than those of the Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges. One of the two
former, therefore, is preferable, and our own has this advantage, that it does
not require the previous preparation of the wax plast£'r. Care has usually
been considered requisite, in making the cerate, not to injure the flies by heat.
It bas, therefore, been recommended that they should not be added to the
other in gredie nts, until immediately before these bc&iu to stiffen after having
been removed from the fire. But from the expernnents of .Mr. Donovan
(Dublin .Med. Press, Aug., 1840), and those of 1\'lr. Wm. Procter (./hn.
Journ. of P~tar'.'1., xiii . ~02), it may be infcrred that the vesicating principle
of Spanish flies 1s not in ju.red or dissip~ted by a heat unde.r 300° F., and that
an elevated temperature, mstead of berng hurtful, is posiuvely advanlageous
• Thi,:; is a different prcpar.uion from the London Ceratum Cantharidis.
oountofthisscc U11gut11l11mCa11f11aridil;Dwb.
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in lhe preparation of the blistering cerate.

The canlharidin is thus more

thorough!¥ diss~lved by the ?leaginou~ matter, and con~equ~ntly ~roug_ht
more effic iently into contact wllh the skin, than when retained m the mtenor
of the tissue of the ft y. Another ad rnntage stated by Donovan is , that the
moistu~c which usually exists to a certain extem in all the ingredients of the

cerate

IS

thus dissipated, and the rreparation

jg

Jess apt to becom~ _mould)'.",

or otherwise to undergo dccompos1tion. Instead, therefore, of wa iting unul
the melted wax , resin , and lard begin to stiffen, it is better to add the powder
before the vessel is removed from the fire. Mr. Donovan recommeuds that
as soon as the other ingredients are melted, the powdered flies should be
added, and lhe mixture stirred until the heat is shown by a thermometer to
have risen to 250°, when the \'essel is to be removed from the fire, and the
mixture stirred constantly until cool. At the heat mentioned, ebul!ition takes
place in consequence of the escape of the moisture contained in the mate rials. In the cerate thus prepared the active matter has been dissoh-ed by
the lard, and the powder may be separated, if deemed advisable, by straining
the mixture before it solidifies. Care should be taken that the temperature
be not so high as to decompose tlie ingredients; and il woulJ be beuer to
keep it within 212° by means of a water-bath, than to incur any risk from its
excess. Violent irritation and even vesication of the face of the operator
are stated to have resulted from exposure to the vapours of the liquid, at a

~1~:,P11;t~t ~{i~ ~~e~ s~;~u\~'b:':!~j~ ~~Jy ;~~llv;;;;;i<t' i~~~\~~~reJtei~P~~~i~~;1~
1
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is said to be sometimes fraudulently substituted for a ponion of the flies.
The cerate will always raise a blister in ordinary conditions of the system,
if the flies are good, and not injured in the preparation . Lt should be spread
on soft leather, though linen or even paper will answer the pu~pose when
that is not to be had. An elegant mode of preparing it for use, 1s to ~pread
a piece of leather of a proper size first with adhesive plaster, and afterwards
with the cerate, leaving a margin of the former uncovered, in order that it
may adhere to the skin. Heat is not requisite, and should not be employed
in spreading the cerate. Some sprinkle powdered flies upon the surface
of the plaster, press them lightly with a roller, and then shake off the
portion which has not adhered; but, if the flies originally employed were
good, this addition is superfluous.
Upon the application of the plaster, the skin should be moistened with
warm vinegar or other liquid ; and a good ru le is to cover the surface of the
plaster closely with very thin gauze or unsized pnper, which prevents any
of the cerate from adhering to the cuticle , and is thought by some to
diminish its liability to occasion strangury. In the cases of adults, when the
full action of the flies is desired, and the object is to produce a permanent
effect, lhe app licat ion should be continued for twelve hours, and on the
scalp for twenty-four hours. 1n very delicate persons, however, or tho~e
subject to strangury, or upon parts ofa loose texture, or when the object is
merely to produce a blister to be healed as quickly as possible, the plaster
should r~main no longer than is necessary for the production of full redness
of the skin, which generally occurs in five or six hours, or even in a shorter
time. Il should then be removed, and followed by a bread and milk poultice,
or some other emollient dressing, under which the cuticle rises, and a full
blister is usually produced. By thi~ manage1~ent the patient will g.enerally
escape strangury, and the blister will very quickly heal after the d1scha~ge
of the serum.~ ln young children, cantharides sometimes produce alarming
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and even fatal ulceralion, if too long applied, From two to four hours are
usually sufficient for.any desira~le purpose. 'W hen the head, or other ''ery
hairy parl is to be blistered, an mterval of ten or twelve hours shonld, if possible, be allowed between the shaving of the part a.nd th~ application of the
plaster; so that the abrasions may heal, and some impediment be offered to
the absorption of the active principle of the flies. After the blister has been
formed, it should be opened at the most depending parts, an<l, the cuticle
being allowed t_o remain, s~ould be dressed with simple.cerate i but, if it be
desirable to maintain the discharge for a short time, resm cerate should be
used, and the cuticle removed, if it can be done without inconvenience.
The effects of an issue may be obtained by employing savine ointment, or
the ointment of Spanish flies, as a drt>ssing. If much inflammation take
place in the blistered surface, it may be relieved by emollient poultices, or
weak lead-water. 'Vhere there is an obstinate indisposition to heal, we
have found nothing so effectual as the cerate of subacetate of lead, diluted
with an equal weight of simple cerate .. \Vhen deep and extensive ulceration
occurs in consequence of general debility, bark or sulphate of quinia should
be used, with nutritious aliment.
Various preparations of camharidt>s have been proposed and.employed as
substitutes for the cerate. They consist for the· most part of cantharidin,
more or less pure, either dissolved in olive oil and applied to the skin by
means of a piC'ce of paper saturated with it, or incorporated with wax and
spread in a very thin layer upon fine waxed cloth, silk, or paper, constituting
the blistering cloth, blistering paper, vesicating taffetas, tS·c., of the shops.
The advantages of the.se prepara~ions are that they ~ccupy less space, arc
more portable, and, bt>mg very pliable, are more easily adapted to irregularities of the surface. Absolutely pure cantharidin is expensive and not req~isite; as extracts of canthari<les, made wi~h ether, alcohol, or boiling water,
will answer every purpose. Henry aad Gu1bourt give the following formula .
Digest powdered cantharides in sulphuric ether, d~stil off_the ether, cvapo·
rate the residue by means of a salt-water bath unlll ('bull1tion ceas<>s, melt
the oily mass which remains with twice its weight of wax, and spread the
mixture upon waxed cloth . The waxed cloth may be prepared by spreading
upon linen or muslin a mixture composed of 8 parts of white wax, 4 of olive
oil, and I of turpentine, melted together. An extract of cantharides, of a
buttery consistence, said to act very efficiently when applied by means of
paper greased with it, is prepared by digesting 4 parts of flies with I part of
strong acetic acid and I 6 of alcohol, straining, filtering, and evaporating at a
moderate heat. A preparation which has received the favourable report of
a committee of the Society of Pharmacy, at Paris, is the following, proposed
by 1\I. Dubuison. Four parts of a hydro-alcoholic extract of the flies made
by macrrn.tion, is mixed with an aqueous solution of _one part of pure gelatin,
so as to obtain a solution of suitable consistence, which is then applied upon
a piece of extended waxed cloth, care being taken that the brush should
always have the same direction . 'Vhen the first layer has dried,a second,
nnd a third are to be applied in the same manner . The gelalin renders the
cloth more adhesiw! and less deliquescent. . The hydro-alcoholic extracl is
preferred to the alcoholic, because it contains less of the green oil, which
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does not rradily mix with the other ingredients.

The committee, however,

prefer the aqueous extract, as cheaper and more active. This taffeta has
been t~.ied, and found to raise blisters in four hours. (Joum: cle Pharm., 3e
.~er .. \'Iii. 67.) A strong decoction of the flies in olive oil or oil of turpentine,

applied by means of paper, would probably answn a similar purpose with
these more elaborate preparations. But none of them is likely to supersede
the officinal cerate. For very speedy nsication, an infu sion of the flies in
s tron~ acetic acid is sometimes employe.d. (See .Bcetwn Cantlwridi~.)
IL is said that the flies, by ebullit10n with water, are deprived of their pro·
perty of producing strangury, while their vesicating powers remain unaltered. (Paris'~ Plrnmwc?logia.) Dr. Theophilus Beasly, of Philadelphia,
was in the habnof emp loy mg a cerate madew1Lh cantharides prepared in this
manner, and never knew it to produce strangury in more than two or three
instances. (Journ . of the Phil. Col. of Plwrm,., iv. 18::>.) In a leuer addressed to one of the authors by Dr. James Couper, of Ne\\'Castle, Delaware,
a similar method of preparing the flies is recommended as an expedient
against strangury, both from his own experience and that of th e late Dr.
Groom, of Elkton, '.\lnrylund, from whom he derived his knowledge of the
plan.
Off. Prep. Emplastrum Picis cum Cantharide, U. S., Dub.
W.
CERATUM CETACE!. U. 8., Lond. CrnATUM SIMPLEX. Ed.
UNGUENTUM CETACEr. Dub.
Spermaceti Cerate.
11 Take of Spermaceti an ounce; 1Vhite \Vax, three owices; Olive Oil
sixjfuidoimces . i\IelL together the Spermaceti and 'Vax; then add the
Oil previously heated, and stir the mixture until cool." U. S.
The London College directs two ounces of spermace ti, eight ounces of
white wax, and a pint [ lmp. meas.] of olive oi l; the Edinburgh, six parts
of olive oil, t/uee pm·ts of white wax, and one part of spermaceti; the Dublin,
ha!{ a pound of white wax, a pound of spermaceti, and three pounds of lard.
'l'he direction to heat the oil before adding it to the other ingredients is
peculiar to the U.S. and Edinburgh Phannacopreias. If added cold 1 it is
apt to produce an irregular congelation of the wax and spermaccti, and thus
to render the preparation lumpy. 'l'bis cerate is employed as a dressing
for blisters, excoriated surfaces, and wounds; and as the basis of more active
preparations. \\Th en the ingredients ar(' pure and sweet, it is perfectly
free from initating properties.
Off. Prep. Ceratum Cantharidis, Land.; Ceratum Calaminre,Ed. W.
CERATUM HYDRARGYRI CO.VIPOSITUM. Lond. Compound
Cerate of J1lercury.
"Take of Strong Mercurial Ointment, Soap Cerate, each,four ounces;
Camphor an ounce. Rubth~m together unul they are incorporated." Lond.
This cerate is used as a d1scutient application to indolent tumours. W.
CERA TUM PLUMBI SUBACETATIS. U. 8. CERATUM Pw>rn1
CoMPOSITUM. Lond. CerateojSubacetateof Lead. Goulard's Cerate.
"Take of Solution of Subacetate .of Lead two jluidounces and a half;
'\rVhite Wax four ow1ces; Ol_ive Otl nine jluidotmce.'l; Camphor half a
drac!tm. Mix lhe Wa~, previously mehed, with eight fluidounces of the
Oil; then remove the mixture from the fire, and, when it begins to lhickeo,
gradually pour in the Solution of Subacetate of L ead, stirring constant_ly

~:~~~: i~°::!e~e;::it~~~rti~~ i~h~c~~\:~dc~~l~."L~.tl~: add the Camphor d1sThe above process is that of the former London Pliarmacopmia. In the
last edition of that work, three jluidounces of the solution of subacctate of
lead, and ltafj a pint of olive oil, were substituted for the quantities
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before employed, the process remaining in other respects unaltered. But
when it is considered that the London College now employs the Imperial

~~~~er~~i~~ ~~~p~~~.e measure, th~ change will be seca to be less than it might
This preparation received the name by which it is commonly known
from M. Gou!ard, by whom it was employed and rl'commended. It
is
used lo dry up excoriations, to relieve the inflammation of burl\$, scalds,
and chilblains, and to remove cuttm~ouseruptions . 'Ve have found it more
effectual than any other application to blistered surfaces indisposed to heal;
and, on the recommendation of the late Dr. Parrish, have used it in the
following combination with advantage in various cutaneous eruptions of a
local character. Take of cerate of subacetatc of lead, simple cerate, each
ludf an ounce; calomel 1 powdered opium, each a drac!tm; mix them. The
same preparation, without the opium, was a favourite remedy with the late
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OERATUM RESIN1E. U.S., Lond.
UNGUENTUl\I REsINlE ALB.&:.

ment.

Dub.

~

UNGUENTUM REs1xosu>1 . Ed.

Resin. Cerate.

Basilicon Oint-

"Take of Resin five ounces; Lard eight ounces; Yellow 'Vax two
ounces. Melt them together1 strain through linen, and stir them constantly
umilcool." U.S.
The proportions directed by the Edinburgh College are lhe same as the
abo\•e. The London College orders of resin and wax, each a pound, and
of olive oil sixteen jluidowices. The resin and wax are melted together

over a slow fire, the oil then added, and the mixture while hot strained
through linen. By the Dublin process, four pounds, of lard, two pound!J
of white resin, and one pound of yellow wax arc mac.le into an ointment,
and strained while hot through a sieve.
The straining is directed in consequence of the impurities which resin
often contains. Resin cerate, commonly called basilicon ointment, is much
used as a gently stimulant application to blistered surfaces, indolent ulcers,
burns, scalds, and chilblains. We have found no application more effectual
in disposing the ulcers which follow burns to heal.
Ojj: Prep. Ceratum Sabin;:c, U.S.; Linimentum Tercbinthin;:c, U.S..
Ed., flllb.; Unguentum Cantharidis, U. S.,Lorul.,Ed.,Du b.; Unguentum
Cupri Sub:icetatis, flub., Ed.
W.

CERATUM RESIN1E OOMPOSITUM. U.S.
Cerate.

Compound Resin

11
Take of Resin, Suet, Yellow ·wax, each a pound; Turpentine half a
pound; Flaxseed Oil half ct pint. l\lelt them together, strain through
linen, and stir them constantly until cool." U.S.

'I'his is somewhat more stimulating than the preceding, but is applicable
to similar purposes, particularly to the treatment of indolent ulcers . Under
the n:ime of JJesltler's salve, it is popularly employed in some parts of the
United States.
"\V.

OERATUM SAB!NJE. U.S.,Lond.,Ed .
Dub. Savine Cerate.

UNGUENTUM SABIN;>:

11 Take
of Savine, in powder, two ounces; Resin Cerate a pound. Mix
the Savine with the Cerate previously softened." U.S.
The London College orders one pound of fresh savine, bruised, to be
mixed with half a pound of wax and two pounds of lard previously melted
together, and the whole to be strained through linen. The Edinburgh
76
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College directs the same ingredients, in the same proportions, to be boiled
together till the leaves become friable, and then stra!ned . The Dublin
College employs o~ly half a 7Jowid of the leaves, wh ich it directs to be
boiled in the lard till they become crisp. The lard is then to be strained
with expression, the wax added, and the whole melted together.
As the savine used in this country is generally brought from Europe in
the drie~ state, we are compelled to resort to the mode of preparing the
cerate directed in the U.S. Pharmacopreia. Nor have we found the pre·
paration thus made to be" intolerably acrid and almost caustic," as Dr.
Duncan describes it. On the contrary, it answers very well the purpose
for which it is used- that of maintaining the di~charge from blistered surfaces. A cerate prepared in the same manaer from the leaves of the red
cedar (Juniperus Virginiana) is sometimes substituted for that of sav ine,
but is less efficient.
Prepared according to the processes of the British Colleges, savine cerate
has a fine deep-green colour, and the pdour of the leaves. It should be
kept in closely covered vessels, as its virtues are impaired by exposure.
Savine cerate is preferable to the ointment of Spanish flies as a dressing
for perpetual blisters, from the circumstance that it has no .tendency to produce strangury. The white coating which forms during its use upon the
blistered surface should be occasionally removed, as it prevents the contact
of the cer~te. It is sometimes applied to seton cords, with the view of
increasing the discharge.
W.
CERATUM SAPONIS. U.S., Lond. Soop C&rate.
"Take of Solution of Subacetate of Lead two pinfs; Soap six ounces;
White ·w·ax ten ounces; Olive Oil a pint. Boil the Solution ofSubacetate
of Lead with the Soap, over a slow fire, to the consistence of honey; then
transfer to a water-bath, and evaporate until all the moisture is dissipated;
lastly add the '\tax previously melted with the Oil, and mix." U.S.
11 Take of Soap ten ounces;
Wax twelve ounces and a half; Oxide of
Lead [litharge ], in powder,ftjteen ounces; Olive Oil a pint [lrnperial measure]; Vinegar a gallon [Imp. meas.]. Boil the Vinegar wilh the Oxide of
Lead, over a slow .fire, constantly stirring until they unite; then_ ndd the
Soap, and again boil in a similar manner, until all the moisture is dissipated i
lastly, with these mix the Wax previously dissolved in the Oil." Land.
The present U.S. formula is that of Mr. Durand, given in the Amer_ican
Journal of Pharmacy (vol. 8, p. 27), and was substituted, in the last edJti~n
of the Pharmacopo::ia, for the London formula, which had been adopted m
the previous editions. It has the advantages of being more precise in. the
directions, more easy of execution, and more uniform in its results. It yields
a perfeclly white cerate, having the same properties as the London, and a
finer appearance. The solution of subacetate of lead, which in the U.S.
process is taken already prepared, results, in the London, from the action ?f
the vinegar upon the litharge. In both processes, the subacetate of lead is
decomposed by the soap, the soda of which unites with the acetic aci~. and
the oleaginous acids with the oxide of lead, in the same manner as m the
formation of the Emplastrum Plum bi. The wax and oil subsequently adde_d
merely serve to gi.ve due consistence to the preparation. S?ap cerale is
thought to be cooling and sedative; and is sometimes used m scrofulous
swellings and other instances of chronic external inflammation~. It was
formerly employed by Mr. Pott as a dressing for fractured limbs; but
aaswers no other purpose in these cases than to yield mechanical support.
Off. Prep. Ceratum Hydrargyri Compositum, Lond.
W.
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CERATUM. Lond.

th;~::~~ :t~rLl~:dmeto~~~at~1:.1~sl~n~l~~~l~~a(/S!.tr ounces.

Simple CeMelt them toge-

The London College directs that four jluidounces of olive oil be mixed
with four ounces of wax previously melted.
'\Ve prefer the formula of the U.S. Pharmacopceia. Lard is preferable to
olive oi l, as it may always be had perfectly sweet, and is the mildest application which can be made to irritated surfaces. In the preparation of this
cerate, peculiar care should betaken that the oleaginous ingredient be entire ly
free from rancidity, and that the heat emp loyed be not sufficient to produce
the slightest decomposition; for the value of the preparation depends on its
perfect blandness. [tis used for dressing blisters, wounds, &c., in all cases
in which the object is to exclude the exte rn al air and preserve the moisture
of the part, and at the same time to avoid all irritation. It is sometimes
improperly employed as the vehicle of substances to be applied by inunction.
For this purpose lard should be used in winter, and simple ointment in
summer ; tb e cerate having too firm a consistence.
VV.

CERATUM ZINC! CARBONATIS. U. s. CERATUM CALA>fl1'1E.
Lond., Ed. UNGUENTUM CALA>IINlE. Dub. Cerate ef Carbonate of
Zinc. Cerate of Calamine . Turner's Cerate.

11
Take of Prepared Carbonate of Zinc, Yellow Wax, each, half a pound;
Lard two pounds. Melt the Wax and Lard together, and, when upon cooling they begin to thicken, add the Carbonate of Zinc, and stir the mixture
constantly until cool." U.S.
The London College orders half a pound of [pre pared calamine, half a
pound of wax, and sixteenjluidounces of ol)ve oil; the Edinburgh, one part
of prepared calamine, and five parts of simp le cerate [ Ceratum Cetacei,
U. S.J; th e Dublin, one pound of calamine, and five pounds of ointment of
yellow wax.
This cerate is an imitation of that recommended by Turner. It is mildly
astringent, and is much used in excor iations and superficia l ulcerations,
produced by the chafing of the skin, irritating secretions, burns, or other
causes.
,V,

J

CONFECTION ES. U.S., Lond.
Confections.
CoNFECTIONESj

ELECTUARIES.

CoNSERV.iEj

ELECTUARIA.

Dub.

CoNSERVES AND

Ed.

Under the general title of Confections, the Pharmacopreias of the United
States and of London include all those preparations having the form of a
soft solid, in which one or more medicinal substances arc incorporated with
saccharine matter, with a view eithe r to their preservation or more convenient admini~tration. The Edinburgh College retains the old division into
Conserves and Electuaries; and, as there is some ground for the distinction,
we shall make a few general remarks upon each division, before proceeding
to the considl:'ration of the individual preparations.
CoNsERVES consist of recent vegetable substances and refined sugar beat
into a uniform mass. By means of the sugar, the vegetable matter is enabled to resist for some time the decomposition to which it would otherwise
be exposed in the undried state, and the properties of the recent plant are
thus retained to a certain extent unaltered. But as active medicines even
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thus treated undergo some change, and those which lose their virtues by
desiccation cannot be long preserved, the few conserves now retained are
inte~ded rather as convenient vehicles of other substances than for separate
exhibition. The sugar used in their preparation should be reduced to a fine

J>owder by pounding and sifting, as otherwise it will not mix uniformly with
the other ingredient.
ELECTUARIES are mixtures consisting of medicinal substances, especially
dry powders, combined with syrup or honey, in order to render them less
unpleasant to the taste, and more convenient for internal use. They a re
usually prepared extemporaneously; and it is only when thei r complex
nature renders it convenient to keep them ready made in the shops, or some
peculiarity in the mode of mixing the ingredients requires atlention, thnt
they become proper objects for pharmaceutic direction. Their consistence
should not be so soft, on the one hand, as to allow the ingredients to separa_te, nor so firm, on the ~ther, as to prevent the~ from being swallowed
without mastication. Different substances require different proportions
of syru~. Light _vegetable pow~ers usually requirC' twice their weight,
gum·resms two-tlmds of their weight, resins somewhat less, mineral substances about Jrnlf their weight, and deliquescent salts not more than onetenth. Should the elcctuary be found, after having been kept for a short
time, to swell up and emit gas, it should be beat over again in a mortar,
so that any portion of the sugar which may have crystallized may be again
accurately incorporated with the other ingredients. Should it, on the contrary, become dry and hard from the mutual reaction of its constituents,
more syrup shoLJ!d be added, so as lo gi,re it the requisite consistence. If
the dryness result from the mere evaporation of the aqueous part, water
should be added instead of syrup, and the same remark is applicable to the
conserves. To prevent the ha!dening of electuaries, the French writers
recommend the use of syrup prepared from brown suga r, which is less
apt to crystallize than that made from the refined. Molasses would answer
the same purpose; but its taste might be considered objectionable. Some
pt>rsons employ honey, but this is not always acceptable to the stomach.

w.

CONFECTIO AMYGDALiE. Lond.
Ed.

co,.S£RVA

AMYGDALARU'1.

Dub. .lllmond Confection.
"Take of Sweet Almonds eight ounces; Gum Arabic, in powd<>r, an
ouna; Sugar.foul' ounces. Having macerated the Almonds in cold water,
CoNFECTIO AMYGDALARUM.

t!rn

a.nd deprived them of ll~cir external coat, beat all
ingredients together
till they are thoroughly incorporated. The confecuon may be kept longer,
if the A!~onds, Gum Arabic, and Sugar, separately rubbed, should be afterwards mixed. 'rllen, whenever the confection is to be used, beat the whole
together until incorporated." Lond.
The directions of the Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges are essentially ~he
same as the above, except that these Colleges do not admit the alternallve
of ~a~ing the in$"redients separately rubbed, and afterwards mixed.
.
1 his prepar~tion was adopted as affording a speedy method of prepanng
the almond mixture, which when made immediately from the Almonds
requires ~uch t~n:ie. and which cannot be kept ready made in the shops.
B~t~ from HS liabilJty to be i~jurcd by keeping, it has been omitted in the last
ed1t10n of our Pharmacopceia, which directs the almond mixture to be made
immediately from the ingredients. (See .Mistura .llmygdahe.)
W.

CONFECTIO AROMA TICA. U. 8., Lond., Dub .
ARor.rATICUM .

Ed.

ELECTUARIU><

.!Jromatic Confection.

"Take of Aromatic Powder five ounces and a ltalf; Saffron, in powder,
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half an ounce; Syrup of Orange Peel six ounces; Clarified Hon ey two
ounces. Rub the Aromatic Powder with the Saffron; then add the Syrup
and Honey, and beat them together umil thoroughly mixeJ ." U. S.
"Take of Cinnamon, Nutmegs, ench, two ounces; Cloves an ounce;
Cardamom half an ounce; Saffron two ounce~; Prepared Chalk sixteen
ounces; Sugar two pounds. Rub the dry ingredients together to a very fine
powder, and keep them in a closed vessel. But when the confection is to
be used, add water grad ually, and mix till a thorough incorporation is
effected." Lond.
The Dublin formula corresponds with that of the former London Pharmacopreia, which directed the same ingredients as in the present formula,
but added a pitit of water to the dry materials, and incorporated the who le
together at one time . The Edinburgh College directs one parl of their
aromatic powder, and two parts of syrup of orange peel, to be mixed, and
triturated into a uniform pulp.
Th e preparation of the United States Pharmacopceia contains cinnamon,
ginger, cardamom, and nutmeg, without carbonate of lime, which appears
~o u.s to be a n unnecessary if not improper ingredien.t; as it is not always
indicated in cases which call for the use of the confection, and may be added
extemporaneously when required. The aromatic confection affords a con ve ni ent method of administering the spices which enter into its composition,
and an agreeable vehicle for other medicines. It is given in debilitated states
of the stomach, alone or as an adjuvant to other substances. The dose is
from ten to s ixty grains.
Off. Prep. Pilul;e Digitalis et Scill;e. Ed.
W.

CONFECTIO AURANTII CORT!C!S. U.S.
RANTI1.

Lond.

CONSER.VA AuRANTII .

Ed.

CoNFEcTro Au-

Confection

of

Orange

Peel.
"Take of Fresh Orange Peel, separated from the fruit by g rating, a
pound; Sugar [ refined] three pounds. Beat .the Orange Peel with the Sugar
gradually added, till they are thoroughly mixed ." U. S .
The directions of the London and Edinburgh Colleges correspond with
the above . Th e rind of the bitter oran ge is intended by these Colleges,
that either of the bitter or sweet by the U. S. Pharmacopceia. By the
London process, the beating is performed in a stone mortar with a wooden
pestle.
This conft•ction is sometimes used as a grateful aromatic vehicle or
adjunct of tonic and pnrgati\'e powders.
Vii'".

CONFECTIO CASSI.IE. Lond. ELECTUARIUM CAssrn:. Dub.
fection

ef

Con-

Cassia.

"Take of Cass ia [pulp] half a pound; Manna two ounces; Tamarind
[pulp] an ounce; Syrup of Roses e~ghtjluidoim.ces. Bruise the Manna,
and dissolve it in the syrup; then mix: in the C assia and Tamarind [ pulps],
and evaporate to a proper consistence." Lond.
The formula of th e Dublin College corresponds with that of the London,
except that syrup of orange peel is substituted for the syrup of roses.
The confection of cassia is slightly laxative; but is se ldom if eve r prepared
in this coun.try, and might very properly be ex.p ungi.>d from th e cata logue
of Preparat10ns, as it is both feeble and expens ive.
W.

ELECTUARIUM CATECIIU. Ed. ELECTUARIUM CATECHU Co>rPOSITUM. Dub. Electuary of Catechu.
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Co1ifectiones .

a half; Syrup of Red Roses, reduced lo the consistence of hont>y, one pint
and ct half [ Imperial measure] . Pulverize the solids, mix the opium and
syrup, then the powders~ and beat them thoroughly into a uniform mass.''
Ed.
"Take ofCatechu/ourotm.ces; Cinnamon Bark tu:o ounces; Kina three
ounces. Rub these lo powder,and add of Turkey Opium,diffuscd in Spanish
·white 'Vine, a drachrn and a half: Syrup of Ging~r, evaporated lo the consistence of hooey, two pounds and a quatter. Mix them." Dub.
These preparations do not essentially differ. They are aromatic and astringent, containing one grain of opium in about two hundred grains of the
i:nass; and may be advantageously given in diarrhrea and chronic dysentery,
rn the dose of half a ?rachm or a drachm mar~ or ~ess frequently repeated.
They may be taken rn the fo rm of bolus, or diffused in water.
W.

CONFECTIO OPII. U. 8., Lond., Dub.

ELEcTUARIU>r OPI!. Ed.

Confection of Opium.
'' Talce of Opium, in powder, f our drachms ,and a half; Aromatic Powder six ounces; Clarified Honey fourteen ounces. Rub the Opium with.
the Aromatic Powder. then add the Honey, and beat them together until
thoroughly mixed." U. S.
"Take of Opium, in Powder, six drachms; Long Pepper an ounce;
Ginger two ounces; Caraway three ounces; 'rragacanth, in powder, two
drachms; Syrup sixteenJ!uidounces [ lmpcrial measure]. Rub them together to a very fine powder, and keep them in a covered vessel. But when
the Confection is to be used, add sixteen jluidounces of Syrup previously
heated, and mix ." Lond.
The Dublin College takes the same dry materials, and in the same quantities as the London; but first rubs the opium with a pound of heated syrup,
and then mixes with these the remaining articles reduced to powder.
" Take of Aromatic Powder, six ounces; Scncga, in fine powder, three
ow1ces; Opiu~n, diffused in a little Sherry, half an ounce; Syrup of Ginger
ct pound. Mix them together, and beat them into an electuary." Ed.
Tbis confection was intended as a substitute for those exceedingly complex and unscientific preparations which were formerly known by the names
of theriaca and milhridate, and which have been expelled from modern
pharmacy . The seneka, directed in the last edition of the Edinburgh Pharrnacopccia, was probably put inadvertently for :wrpentaria, directed in the
old Latin edition. The former medicine has no property which adapts it
to this position. The preparation is a combination of opium with spices,
which render it more st imul ant, and more grateful to a debilitated stomach.
It is given in atonic gout, flatulent colic, diarrhrea unattended with inflammati on, and in various other diseases requiring the use of a stimulan~ narcotic. Added to P eruvi an bark or sulphate of quinia, it increases considerably the efficacy of this remedy in obsti nate cases of intermittent fever. One
grai n of opium is contained in about thirty-six grains of the U. S. and London confections, in twenty-five grains of the Dublin, and in fo rty-three of
the Edinburgh.
W.

CONFECTIO PIPERIS l\'1GRI. Lond., Dub.
Ed. Conject-ion of Black Pepper.

ELECTUARIUM P1-

PER1S.

"'fake of Black Pepper, Elecampane, each, ct pound; Fennel [seeds]
three pounds; Hon ey, Sugar [refined] , each , two pounds. Rub the dry
ingredien ts together into a very fine powder, and keep them in a covered
vessel. But whenever the confection is to be used, add the Honey, and
beat them until thoroughly incorporated ." Lond.
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The pablili College takes the same materials, in the same proportions,
and in ltke manner reduces them to powd.er; but completes the process by
imrr_iediately incorporating t~1e honey '~1th the o~her in~redients. The
Echnburgh process agrees with the nublui, except in substituting powdered
liquorice root for elecampane.
This preparation was intended as a substitute for Tf7ard's paste, \\·hich
acquired some reputation in Great Britain as a remedy in piles and ulcers
of the rectum. To do good, it must be continued, according to Mr. Brodie,
for two, three, or four months. The dose is from one to two drachms repeated two or three times a day. Its stimulatin.g properties render it inapW.
plicable to cases attended with much inflammation.

CONFECTIO ROS1E. U.S. CoNFECTIO RosJE GALLTCJE. Lond.
CoNSERVA Ros1E. Ed., D<tb. Confection of Roses. Conserve ef Roses.
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ounces. Rub the Roses with the Rose 'Water at a boiling heat; lhcn add
gradually the Sugar and Honey, and beat them together until thoroughly
mixed." U.S.
·
"Take of Red R~ses [fresh] a pound; Sugar [refined] three pounds.
Beat the Rose petals rn a marble mortar; then add the Sugar,and beat again
until they are incorporated." Lond.
The Dublin process is the same as the London. The Edinburgh Col·
lege directs the petals to be beaten into a pulp with the gradual addition of
twice their weight of white sugar.
In the British processes, the unblown petals only are used, and these
should be deprived of their claws; in other words, the rose buds should be
cut off a short distance above their base, and the lower portion rejected.
In the last edjlion of the U.S. Pharmacopceia, dried roses were substituted
for the fresh, as the latter are not brought to our market. The process jg
very similar to that of lhe French Codex .
'l'his confection is slighlly astringent, but is almost exclusively used as a
vehicle of other medicines, or to impart consistence to the pilular mass. The
Edinbllrgh College employs it in most of their officinal pills.
Off. Prep. Pilulre Hydrargyri, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
W.

CONFECTIO ROSIE CANIN1E. Lond.

CoNSERVA RosE Fnuc-

Tus. Ed. Confection ef t!te Dog-rose.
"Take of Dog-rose [pulp] a pound; Sugar [refined], in powder, twenty
ounces. Expose the Pulp to a gentle heat in an earthen vesse l i then add
the Sugar gradually, and rub them together until they are thoroughly mixed."

Lond.
"Take any convenient quantity of hips, carefully deprived of their carpels, beat them to a fine pulp, adding gradually thrice their weight of white
Sugar." Ed.
'l'his preparation is acidulous and refrigerant, and is used in Europe for
forming more active medicines into pills and electuaries.
Off. Prep . Pilulm Hydrargyri lodidi. Lond.
W.

CONFECTIO RUT1E. Lond. CoNsrnu RuTlE. Dub.

of Rue.

Co1ifection

uTake of dried Rue, Caraway, Laurel Berries, each, an ounce and a
half; Sagapenum half an ounce; Bl~ck Pe~per two drac!tms; Honey [ clarified] sixteen ounces. Rub the dry ingredients together to a very fine powder, and preserve the~. Then, as often as the Confection is to be used,
add the Honey, and nux the whole together." Loncl.
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The Dubl~n process differs only in the immediate addition of the honey
to the other mgredients.
The confection of rue is antispasmodic, and in Great Britain is employed
in the form of enema in hysterical complaints and flatulent colic; but in this
country it is not used. From a scruple to a drachm may be administered,
diffused in half a pint of warm mucilaginous fluid.
W.

CONFECTIO SCAMMONII.
Dub.

Confect-ion

of Scammony.

Lond.

ELECTUARIUJ\I ScAMllIONII.

Take of Scammony, in powder, an ounce and a half; Cloves, bruised,
Ginger, in powder, each, six drachms; Oi l of Caraway half ajluidrachm;
Syrup of Roses a sufficient quantity. Rub the dry ingredients into a very
fine powder, and keep them; then, when the Confec~ion is to be used, po~r
in the Syrup, and again rub them; finally add the Oil of Caraway,and mix
them all." Lond.
The Dublin College employs the same materials in the same quantities,
but immediately incorporates the syrup and oi l with the dry ingredients.
This confection is actively cathartic in the dose of half a drachm or a
drachm; but is very liule used, and was omitted in the last edition of the
U. S. Pharmacopceia. The proportion of scammony is uncertain, from the
indefinite quantity of syrup employed.
W.
11

CONFECTIO SENNA<::. U.S., Lond.
Dub.

Confection

of Senna.

ELECTUARIUM SENNlE. Ed.,

Lenitive Elecluary.

"Take of Senna eight ounces; Coriander [seed]four ounces; Liquorice
Root. bruised, three ounces; Figs a pound; Pulp of Prunes, Pulp of Tamarinds, Pulp of Purging Cassia, each, half a pound; Sugar [refined] two
pounds and a half; Water four pints. Rub the Senna and Coriander
together, and separate ten ounces of the powder with a sieve. Boil the re~
siJue with the Figs and Liquorice Root, in the Water, to one-half; then
press out the liquor and strain. Evaporate the strained liquor, by means
of a water-bath, to a pint and a half; then add the Sugar and form a syrup .
Lastly, rub the Pulps with the syrup gradually added, and, having thrown in
the sifled powder, beat all together until thoroughly mixed." U. S.
The London process corresponds with the above. 'l'he Edinburgh College directs a pound of the pulp of prunes, and omits the pulps of tamarinds
and cassia fistula; but otherwise proceeds in the same manner. The JJub·
Lin College boils a pound of the pulp of prunes, and two ounces of the pulp
of tamarinds, in a pinl and a half of molasses, to the thickness of honey;
then adds four ounces of senna in very fine powder, and, when the mixture
cools, two draclnns of oil of caraway; and, lastly, mixes the whole inti·
mately.
The confection of senna, when properly made, is an elegant preparation.
The pulp of purging cassia is most conveniently obtained by boiling the
bruised pods in water, straining the decoction, and evaporating to the .consistence of an electuary. The pulp of prunes may be prepared by boiling
the fruit in a small quantity of water to soften it, then pressing it through a
hair sieve, and evaporating to a proper consistence. The tamarinds, when
too dry for immrdiate use, m:iy be tre:ited in the same manner. In each
case, the evaporation should be completed by means of a waler-bath, in
order to prevent the pulps from being burnt. It is common to omit the
cassia pulp in the preparation of the confection, as the pods are not ~hva.ys
to be found in the market. But as this is next to senna the most active rn·
gredient, the omission is to be regretted; and there is no doubt that a steady
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denymd for the fruit would be met by an abundant supply from the West

Indies.

This is one of our _best and most pleasant laxatives, being admirably
adapted to cases of habitual costiveness, especially in pregnant women and
per:sons affected with piles. It is also very useful in the constipation which
is apt to allcnd conv:ilescence from fevers and other acute diseases. The
mean dose is two drachms, to be taken at bed·time .
1V.

CUPRUM.
Preparations ef Copper.
CUPRI SUBACETAS PR1EPARATUM. Dub.
tate of Copper.

Prepared Subace-

"Let the Subacetate of Copper be ground to powder, and the finer parts
separated in the manner directed for the preparation of chalk." nub.
The object of this process is, by levigation and elutriation, to reduce verdigris to the state or a very fine powder. A chemical change is at the same
time produced, which was not originally contemplated. The diacetate of
copper which it contains, consisting of one equivalent of acid, two equiv.
of protoxide, and six of water, is converted by the action of water into a
soluble acetate and an insoluble trisacetaw. The latter, consisting or one
equiv. of acetic acid, three equiT. of protoxide of copper, and ?ne and a
half of water, is the Dublin prepared subacetate of copper, which, therefore, differs from commercial verdigris in composition as well as in its state
of aggregation. (See Cupri .acelas.) This preparation is used only as an
escharotic and stunulant application to unhealthy ulcers and obstinate cutaneous eruptions.
Off. Prep. Oxymel Cupri Subacetatis, Dub.; Unguent um Cupri Subacetatis, Dub .
\V.

CUPRUM

A~I~IONIATU:\I.

U.S., Ed., Dub.

CuPRr AwrnNrn-

SuLr11As. Lond. .Rmrnoniated Copper.
"Take of Sulphate of Copper half an ounce; Carbonate or Ammonia
six drachma. Rub them together in a glass mortar till the effen·escence
ceases; then wrap the Ammoniated Copper in bibulous paper, and dry it
with a gentle heat. Let it be kept in a well stopped glass bonle." U.S.
The processes of the British Colleges are essentially the same as the
above, the ingredients, proportions, and general mode of operating being
identical. The London College orders that the salt be dried in the air, and
omits the direction as to the mode of keeping it; the Edinburgh directs
that the product should be first dried in folds of blotting paper, and arterwards by exposure for a short time to the air; and the .Dublin orders the
ingredients to be triturated in an earthenware mortar.
\Vhen the two salts abo,•e mentioned arc rubbed together, a reaction takes
place between them, attended with the extrication of the water of crystal1ization of the sulphate of copper, which renders the mass moist, and the
simultaneous escape of carbonic acid gas from the carbonate (sesquicarbonate) of ?mmonia, which occasions an effervescence. The colour is at
the same time altered, passing from the light blue of the powdered sulphate of copper to a beautiful deep azure. The nature of the chcmi~al
changes which take place is not precisely known. One of the vi~ws which
have been taken is, that the blue vitriol parts with a portion or llS acid to
the ammonia of the carbonate, thus forming a subsulphate of copper and
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sulphate of ammonia, which are either mixed together, or chemically united
in lhe form of a double salt, the sulphate of copper and ammonia. According to Phillips, the sulphuric acid o.f the sulphate of copper unites with the
ammonia of a portion of the sesqu1carbonate of ammonia; while the carbonic acid of tbe decomposed sesquicarbonate partly escapes, and partly

combines with the oxide of copper i so that the resuiling preparation consists of sulphate of ammonia, carbonate of copper, and undecomposed
sesquicarbonate of ammonia. It is highly probable that the Cuprum Ammoniatum, independently of the excess of sesquicarbonatc of ammonia
which it may contain, is identical with the crystalliied salt obtained by
dropping a solulion of pure ammonia into a solution of sulphate of copper
till the subsah first thrown down is dissolved, then concentrating, and precipitating by alcohol. No~v, from the ana!y_sis o'. this salt b~ Berzelius, it
appears to contain one eqmvalent of sulphunc acid, one of oxide of copper,
two of ammonia, and one of water, which may be supposed to be combined
in the form of a double salt-the c_upro-sul.p!tate of ammonia- consisting
of one equiv. of sulphate of ammonia, one of cu prate of ammonia, in which
the oxide or copper acts the part of an acid, and one of waler of crystallization (NH3 ,S03 +NH 3 ,Cu0 +HO). But as half an ounce of sulphate of
copper would require for such a result somewhat less than the same weight
of sesquicarbonate of ammonia, there must be a considerable excess of the
latter salt, unless dissipated in the drying process. In the uncertainty
which exists as to the precise nature of the preparation, the name of ammoniated copper appears to be as appropriate for a pharmaceutical title as
any tbat could be adopted .
This salt has a beautiful deep azure-blue colour, a strong ammoniacal
odour, and a styptic, metallic taste . It is soluble in water, and the solution
has an alkaline reaction on vegetable colours; but, unless tbere be an excess
of sesquicarbonate of ammonia, the so\ulion deposits subsulphate of copper
if much diluted. ·when exposed to the air it parts with ammonia, and is
said to be ultimately converted into sulphate of ammonia and carbonate of
copper. This change is apt to occur to a greater or less extent while it is
drying. It should not, tberefore, be prepared in large quantities a~ ~time,
and should be kept in well-closed bottles. By heat, the whole of 1t 1s dissipated, except the oxide of copper. Arsenious acid precipitates a green
arsenite of copper from its solution. Potassa, soda, lime-water, and the
acids are incompatible with it.
.Medical Properties and Uses. Ammoniatcd copper is tonic, and is
thought to exercise an influence over the nervous system which renders it
antispasmodic. It has been much employed in epilepsy, in which it was
recommended by Cullen. There is good reason to believe that it has ex:·
casionally effected cures; but like all other remedies in that complaint 1t
very frequently fails. It has also been used in chorea, hysteria, and worms i
and by Swediaur as an injection in gonorrhcea and leucorrhcea. In overdoses it produces vomiting, and the poisonous effects which result from the
other preparations of copper. (See Cuprmn.) It is said, however, to be
less apt to excite nausea. The dose is a quarter or half a grain, repeated
twice a d~y. and wadually increased to four or five grains. lt may be
given in pill or solution. Th.e medicine should not be very long continued
without interruption; accordmg to Cullen, not long<'r than a month.
D_ff. Prep. Cupri Ammoniali Aqua, Bub., Lond.; Pilulre Cupri Ammo~~
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LIQUOR CuPRI AMllrnNIOSoLUTIO. Ed.
Solution of

uTake of Ammonia-Sulphate of Copper a clrachm; Distilled Water a
pint [lmperia l measure]. Dissolve the Ammonia-Sulphate of Copper in lhe
Water, and filter." Loncl.
The Edinburgh formula is the same as the London. The nublin College employs one part of the salt to one hundred parts of distilled water.
By the quantity of water employed in these processes, the ammoniated
copper, unless it contain an excess of carbonate of ammonia, which it probably does when recently prepared, is said by Mr. Phillips to be decomposed, with a precipitation of one-half of the oxide of copper. According to
the same author, a smaller portion of water dissolves it perfectly.
This solution is sometimes employed as a stimu lant to foul and indolent
ulcers, and, diluted with water, as an application to the cornea when affected
with specks or opa~ity; but it is probably in no respect superior for these
purposes to a so lution of su lphate of copper, and scarcely deserves a place
among the officinal preparations.
· W.

DECOCTA.

Decoctions.
D~coctions are solutions of vegetable principles, obtained by boiling the
substances containing these principles in water. Vegetables generally
yield their soluble ingredients more readily and in larger proportion to
water maintained at the point of ebullition, th~n to the same Jiquid at a
lower temperature. Hence decoction is occas1onally preferred to infusion
as a mode of extracting the virtues of plants, when the call for the remedy is
urgent, and the greatest possible activity in the preparation is desirable. The
process should be conducted in a covered vessel, so as to confine th e vapour
over the surface of the liquid, and thus prevent th e access of atmospheric
air, which sometimes exerts an injurious agency upon the active principle.
The boiling, moreover, should not, as a general rule, be long continued; as
the ingredients of the vegetable arc apt to react on each other, and thus lose,
to a greater or less extent, their original character. The substance submitted to decoction, should if dry be either powdered or well bruised, if
fresh should be sliced, so that it may present an extensive surface to the
action of the solvent; and previous maceration for some time in water is
occasionally useful by overcoming the cohesion of the vegetable fibre.
All vegetable substances are not proper objects for decoction. In many
the active principle is volatile at a boiling heat, in others it unde~goes some
change unfavourable to its activity, ~nd in a thir~ set is associated with
inefficient or nauseous principles, which, though msolu~le or but sli~htly
solub le in cool water, are abundantly extracted by th~t liquid at the boiling
temperature, and thus encumb:r, if ther do not positively injure the preparation. In all these instances, rnfusion is preferable to decoction. Besides,
by the latter process, more matter. is often ~i~solyed than the water can
retain in solution, so that upon coolmg a prec1pllat1on takes place, and the
liquid is rendered turbid. When the active principle is thus dissolved in
excess, the decoction should always b~ strained. whi!e hot; sot.hat the i:nat.ter
which separates on cooling, may be mixed agarn with the fluid by agitation
al the time of administering the remedy.
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In

compo~nd

decoctions, the ingredients may be advantag_eously

ad~ed

at

different periods of the process, according to the length of boiling requisite for
extracting their virtue3; and, should any one of them owe its activity to a volatile principle, the proper plan is, at the close of the process, to pour upon
it the boiling decoction, and allow the liquor to cool in a covered vessel.

As a general rule, glass or earthenware vessels should be preferred; as
those made of metal are sometimes corroded by the ingredients of the decoction, which thus becomes contaminated. Vessels of clean cast-iron or of
common tin are preferable to those of copper, brass, or zinc; but iron pots
should no.t be used when astringent _vegetable.s are c?ncerned.
Decocllons, from the mutual reacuon of their constituents, as well as from
the influence of the air, are apt to spoil in a short time. Hence they should
be prepared only when ~vanted for use~ and should not be kept, in warm
weather, for a longer penod than forty -eight hours.
,V,

DECOCTUM ALOES COMPOSITUM. Lond., Dub.
ALo£s, .Ed. Compound Decoction of .llloes.

DEcocTUM

"Take of Extract of Liquorice half an ounce; Carbonate of Potassa two
scruples; Hepatic Aloes in powder, Myrrh in powder, Saffron, each, a
drachm; Water a pint. Boil together to twelve ounces, and strain; then
addfourfluidounces of Compound Tincture of Cardamom.'' Dub.
The E'dinburgh process may be considered as identical with the Dublin,
except that a choice is allowed between the socotrine and hepatic aloes .
Take of Extract of Liquorice seven drachms; Carbonate of Potassa a
draclim; Aloes in powder, Myrrh in powder, Saffron, each, a dracltm and
a half; Compound Tincture of Cardamom seven .fluidounces; Disti/Jed
\Valer a pint and a halj[Imperial measure]. Boil the liquorice, Carbonate
of Potassa, Aloes, Myrrh, and Saffron with the Water toa pint, and strain;
then add the Compound Tincture of Cardamom." Lond.
There is no e~sential difference between the two processes. That of the
Dublin College is preferable for practical purposes in this country, as the
measures correspond with our own; while those of the London and Edinburgh Colleges, adopted at the last revision of their Pharmacopceias, being
divisions of the British Imperial gallon, are wholly inapplicable here.
The aloes, myrrh, and carbonate of potassa should be rubbed together
before the addition of the other ingredients. The effect of the alkaline carbonate is, by combining with the resin of the myrrh, and the insoluble p~r
tion (apotheme of l!erzclius) of the .aloes, to render tbem more soluble rn
water, while the liquorice assists 10 the suspension of the portion not
actually dissolved. The tincture of cardamom is useful not only by its cordial property, but also by preventing spontaneous decomposition.
. Long boiling impairs the purgative property of aloes; and the same effect
is.thought ~o be produced, to a certain e.xtent, by the alkalies, which certa1~ly quali~y its operation, and render it less apt to irritate the rectum.
This decoct1on, therefore, is milder as a cathartic than aloes itself, and not
so liable to produce or aggravate hemorrhoidal disease. At the same time
it is more tonic and cordial from the presence of the myrrh, saffron, and
cardamom, and dcri ves antacid properties from the carbonate of potassa. It
is give~ as a gent.le cathartic, tonic, and emmenagogue; and is especial!y
use[ul rn dyspepsia, habitual constipation, and tbose complicated cases m
which suppressed or retained menstruation is connected with enfeebled
digestion and a languid state of bowels. The dose is from half a fiuidounce
to two fluidounces. The decoction should nol be combined in prrscriplion
with acids, acidulous salts, or other saline bodies which are incompatible with
the alkaline carbonate employed in its preparation.
W.
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Decoc-

tion of Marsh .Matlow .
.. Take of the Herb and Root of Marsh Mallow, dried and bruised,four
ounces; Raisins, stoned, two ounces; \Vater seven pints. Boil down to
five pints, and strain the liquor; then set it by till the dregs have subsided,
and decant." Dub.
The Edinburgh College takes/our ounces of ~he root, two ounces of the
raisins, and jive pints [imperial measure] of boiling water, and proceeds as
above, boiling down to three pints.
This decoction is a simple mucilage flavoured with raisins; and may be
used advantageously as a drink, in all cases in which demulcents are indi·
cated.
W.
DECOCTUM CETRARl!E. U. S., Lond. DEcocTUM L1cnEN1s
IsLANDJCJ. Dub. Decoction of Iceland .!floss.
" Take of Iceland Moss ha{f an ounce; W nter a pint and a half. Boil
down to a pint, and strain with compression." U. 8.
The London College orders.five drachms of the moss with a pint and a
lwlf of water to be boiled to a pint and strained; but, as the Imperial measure
is used in tbe process, the proportion is in fact equivalent to about half an
ounce to the apothecaries' pint. By the Dublin process, half an ounce of
the moss is di~ested for two hours in a close vessel with a pint of boiling
water, then boiled for fifteen minutes, and the liquor strained while hot.
As the bitter principle is dissolved along with the starch of the moss, this
decoction unites an unpleasant flavour to its demulcent properties; but the
plan which has been proposed of first extracting the bitterness by maceration in water,or a very weak solution of an alkaline carbonate, and afterwards
preparing the decoction, is inadmissible; as the peculiar virtues which distinguish the medicine from the ordinary demulcents are thu.s entirely lost.
(See Cctraria.) A pint of the decoction may be taken in divided doses during the twenty-four hours.
'\V .
DECOCTUM CHAMA;;MELI COMPOSITUM. Dub. Decoction
of Chamomile.
"Take of dried Chamomile Flowers half an ounce; Fennel Seeds two
dracltms; V\'ater a pint. Boil for a short time, and strain." Dub .
In preparing this decoction, the aromatic should not be added till near the
end of the process. The virtues of chamomile are best extracted by infusion. Though the bitter principle is taken up, the aroma is dissipated by
boiling. The decoction is better calculated for fomentations and enemata
W.
than for internal use.
DECOCTUM CHIMAPHILJE. U.S., Lond. DEcocTUM PYRou:.
Dub. Decoction of Pipsissewa. Decoction of Winter Green.
" Take of Pi psissewa, bruised, an ounce; 'Yater a pint and a half. Boil
down to a pint, and strain ." U. S.
"Take of Pipsissewa, an ounce; Distilled '\Vatera pint and a half [Cmperial measure} Boil to a pint, and strain." Land.
"Take of P1psissewa an ounce; Water two pints. Macerate for six
hours; then take out the Pipsissewa, and having bruised it, return it to the
liquor, and evaporate until enough remains to afford one pint of decoction
strained with expression." Dub.
The previous maceration directed by the Dublin College is quite superfluous, especially in relation .to the fresh leaves, which may almost always
be obtained in this country. The medical properties and uses of pipsissewa
77
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ha,•e been detailed nnder the head of Chimaphila. One pint of the decocW.
tion may be given in the course of twenty-four hours.

DECOCTUM OINCIIONAi:. U. 8 ., Ed., Dub.

DEcOCTUM C1N-

cHoNA~ Cono1FOLIJ£. DECOCTUM C1NCIION1E LANCIFOLilE. DEcOCTUM
C1NcITONJE OeLONGIFOLIJlo;.

Lond. Decoction of Peruvian Bark.

"Take of Peruvian Bark, bruised, au ounce; \Vater a 71int. Boil for ten
minutes in a covered vessel, and strain the liquor while hot." U. S,
The J,ondon College directs separate decoctions of the three varieties of
bark, but in each case employs the same proportions, and proceeds in the
same way. The process is essentially th~ same ~sours . The Edinburg!t
College takt•s an ounce of either of its officmal vaneties of bark, and tu.:entyfourfhddounces [Imperial measure] of water, boils for ten minutes, allows
the decoction to cool, then filters it, and evaporates to sixteen fluidounces.
The Dublin College, w~thout specifying the length of boiling, orders an
ounce of the pale bark, 111 coarse powder, and enough water to yield a pint
of the strained decoction.
'Vlwn the physician directs the decoction according to the U.S. formula,
he should specify the variety of bark he wishes to be employed.
The virtues of Peruvian bark, though extracted more rapidly by decoction
than by infusion, are materially impaired by long Loi ling, in consequence of
the changes effected in its constituents, either by their mutual reaction, or
by the agency of atmospheric oxygen, or by both causes united. 'l'o prevent
this result, the process is directed to be performed in a covered vessel, and
to be continued only ten minutes. But. even \vith these precautions, a con·
.siderablc precipitate takes place in the decoction upon cooling, which is thus
rendere~ turbid. According to Pt!lletier, besides lhe kinates of cinchonia
and quinia,the watE'r dissolvrs gum, starch,yellow colouring matter, kinateof
lime, tannin, and a portion of cinchonic red, with a minute quantity of fatty
matter. But the tannin and starch, at the boiling temperature, united to form
a compound insoluble in cold water; an<l, when the decoction is allowed lo
cool, this compound is precipitated, togt'tlier with a portion of the cinchonic
red and fatty matter, which carry with them also a considerable quantity of
the alkaline principle of the b~rk. (Journ. de Phann ., vii. 119.) Hence the
decoction is ordered to be strained while hot, so that the portion of active
matter precipitated may be mingled
agitation with the liquor, an<l not be
lost. Pelletier recommends that a larger proportion of water, sufficient to
retain the alkali in solution, be employed, that the decoction be filtered when
cold, and then sufficiently concrntrated by evaporation. This plan has been
adopted by the Edinburgh College, but is unnecessarily tedious. A better
mode is to add to the liquid some acid which may form with the quinia and
cinchonia compounds more soluble than the native salts. Lemon juice has
been long employed as a useful addition to the decoction of cinchona, and
we can now understand the mannE'r in which it acts. Sulphuric acid in
excess answers the sam~ purpos1~. By acidulating the pinto~ water employed
in preparing the dccocuon with a fluidrachm of the aromatic or diluted sul·
phuric acid, we shall probably enable the menstruum to extract all the
virtues of the bark. The propriety of such an addition is confirmed by the
exp~riments of Mill. _llenry, Jl~IL, and Plisson, who have a!:'cerLained t!mt
porttons of the alkalies exist 1n the bark connected with the colouring
matter in the form of insoluLle compounds, and that it is impossible, there·
fore, completely to exhaust the bark by water alone. There may, however,
be some di~ersity of action in the diffe~ent salts of quinia and cincho_nia;
and the native kinates may, under certarn circumstances, be most dfic1ent.
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Numerous substances produce precipitates with this dccoction; but comparatively few affect its activity a~ a medicine. (See lnfuswn Cinc!t~n:I!.)
'l'anaic, gallic, oxalic, and tartaric acids, and the substances containing
them, should be excluded from the dt>coction; as they form salts with the
allrnline principles of the bark, which are either insol~ble or but slightly
soluble in water. The alkalies, alkaline earths, and salifiabl.e bases gene rally should also be excluded; because, uniting with the kmic acid, they
precipitate the quinia and cincbonia.
The close of the decoction is two fluidounces, to be repeated more or less
frequently according to circumstances. Two drachms of orange peel,
added to the decoction while st ill boiling hol, improve• ils flavour, and render
it more acceptable to Lhe stomach.
\:V.

DECOCTUi\I CORNUS FLORID.'E. U.S.

Decoction

ef

Dog-

wood.
"Take of Dogwood [barl,], bruised, an ounce.; Water a pint. Boil for
ten minutes in a covered \•essel, and strain the liquor while hol." U.S.
This decoction has been proposed as a substitute for that of Pt>ruvian
bark; but, though possessed of analogous properties, it is much inferior in
efficacy, an<l is not likely to be extensively employed so long as the Peruvian tonic is attainable. The dose is two fluidounces.
\V.

DECOCTUM CYDOKVE. Lond. Decoction ~(Quince Seeds.
u Take of Quince [seeds] tu·o drachm.s; Distilled \\Tater a pint [Imperia l measure] . . B?il o~e~ a s low fire for ten min~les ; then strain." Lond.
This decocl!on 1s viscid, nearly colourless, insipid, and inodorous; and
consists chiefly of the mucilaginous principle of the quince seeds dissolved
in water. For an account of the propt>nies and uses of this mucilage sec
Cydonia. It is only employed exlernally. As il speedily undergoes decomposition, it shou ld be used immediately after being prepared.
\V.
DECOCTUJ\I DULCAJ\IAIVE. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Decoc-

tion qf Bittersweet.
"Take of Bittersweet, bruised, an ounce; 'Valera pint and a lwlf. Boil
down to a pint nnd strain ." U.S.
The processes of the British Colleges correspond with the above.
The slender twigs of the bittersweet are the part employed. Their properti<'s and uses have been already detailed under the head of flulcamara.
The dose of the decoction is from one to two fluidounces three or four times
a day, or more frequently.
\V.

DECOCTUJ\I GEOFFROY 1E.

Dttb.

Decoction

of

Cabbage-tree

Bark.
''Take of Cabbage-tree Bark, bruised, an ovnce; \Yater tu·o pints.
Boil down to a pint, and to the strained liquor add two ounces of the Syrup
of Orange Peel." IJub.
This decoction has the colour of Madeira wine. [tis powerfully anthelmintic, and is a popular remedy in the West Indies. The disagreeable
effects which are said to arise from an over-dose, or from drinking cold water
during its operation, may b~ counteracted, accorc~ing to Dr. Wrig.ht, by
washing out the stomach with warm water, purgmg with caslor oil, and
adminislrring lemonade freely. 'l'he dose for_ an adult is two lluidounc~s,
for a child two or three years old 1 half a flmdounce, to be gradually rn\V.
crcased at each successive administration tiH it produces nausea.
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DECOCTUM GLYCYRRHIZA':. Dub. Decoction of Liquorice
Root.
"•rake of Liquorice Root, bruised, an ounce ancl a half; Water a pint.
Boil for ten minutes and strain." Dub.
This decoction may be used as a demulcent beverage, or as a vehicle for
medicines of unpleasant flavour.
W.

DECOCTUM GRANAT!. Lond.

.Decoction of Pomegranate.

"Take of Pomegranate [rind] two ounces; Dfatilled Water a pint and
a ha{f[Imperial measure} Bod down to a pint and strain ." Lond.
The dose of this decocuon is a fluidounce. For its uses see Granulum.

DECOCTUM GUAIACI COMPOSITUM . .Dub. DEcocTu>r Gu.uEd. Compound .Decodion of Guaiacum Wood.

.<c1.

"Take of Guaiac turnings three ounces; Raisins two ounces; Sassafras
[root] rasped_, and Liquorice R~ot bruised, each, one oi_mce; "Water eight
pints [ Imperial measure]. Boil the Guaiac and Raisins gently with 1he
'Vater down to five pints, adding the Liquorice and Sassafras towards the
end. Strain the decoction." Ed.
"Take of Guaiacum "\Vood, rasped, three ounces; Sassafras root, sliced,
ten drachms; Liquorice Root, bruised, two ounces and a ha((; Water ten
pints. Boil the Guaiacum ·wood in the Water down to one-half; near the
end of the boiling add the Liquorice and Sassafras, and strain the Ji11uor. 11
D11b.
This is th.e old decoction of the woods. .Notwithstanding its former reputation, it is little more than a demulcent drmk; for water is capable of dissolving but a minute proportion of the active matter of guaiacum wood, and
one ounce of sassafras root can impart no appreciable activity to five pints
of menstruum. It was thought useful in chronic rheumatism and cutaneous
affections, and as an adjuvant to a mercurial course in syphilis, or an alterative course of antimonials. As the patient was directed to be kept warm
during its use, it no doubt acted favourably in some instances as a mere
diluent, by promoting perspiration. From one to two pints may be taken
in the course of the day, in doses of about four ftuidounces.
W.

DECOCTUM HJEMA TOXYLI. U. 8., Ed. .Decoction of Logwood.
11
Take of Logwood, rasped, an ounce; \Vater two pints. Boil down to
a pint, and strain." U.S.
u •rake of Logwood, in chips, one ounce; Water a 71itil [Impf'rial measure]; Cinnamon, one draclan, in powder. Boil lhe Logwood in the
~dt~~e~o;~r~i~~" t£d~uidounces, adding lhe Cinnamon towards the end;

This is an excellent astri~gent in diarrhrea i. particularly in that form ~fit
which succeeds the cholera mfantum of this clunate, or occurs as an original
complaint in children during summer. The dose for an adult is two fluid·
ounces, for a child about two years old, two or three fluidrachms, repeated
several times a day. A little bruised cinnamon may often be added with
advantage at the end of the boiling, as directed by the Edinburgh Co~~~e.

DECOCTUM HORD EI. U. 8., Lond., .D1tb.

.Decoction of Barley.

04
Take of [Pearl] Barley two ounces; "\Vater four pints and a half.
Fi rst wash away, with cold water, the extraneous matters which adhere
to the Barley; then pour upon it half a pint of the "\Vater, and boil for a
short time. Having thrown away this water, pour the remainder boiling
hot upon the Barley; then boil down to two pints, and strain." U.S.
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The procC'sses of the British Colleges do not essentially differ from the
above.
Barley water, as this decoction is usually ca/l(>d, is much emp loyed as a
nutritive drink in febrile and inflammatory complaints, and, from the total
absenC(' of irritating propcrtil's, is peculiarly adapted to cases in which the
gastric or intest in a l mucous membrane is in named. As the stomach of those
for wh.om it is directed i~ often exceedingly delicate, and apt to revolt against
anything having the slightest unpleasantness of flavour, it is important that
the dccoction sl1oul<l be properly made; and, th.ough the office of preparing
it generally falls to nurses, yet the introduction of the> process into the
Pharmacopmia is not without advantage, as a formula is thus ever before the
physician, by which he mar give his directions, with the. certainty, if obeyed,
of ha\•iog a good preparauon. The use of the washing with cold water,
and of th e first shorl boiling, is completely to remo\·e any mustiness, or
other disagreeable flavour, which the barley may have acquired from exposure.
Ojf: PrPp. Enema AloCs, Lond.; Enema 'I'crebinthinre, Lond. W'.

DECOCTUM HORDE! COMPOSITUM . Lond., Dub.
HonoE1. Ed.

Compound Decoction

if Barley.

l\T1sTunA

"Take of Decoction of Barley two pints [ lmpe:ial measure]; Figs,
sliced, two ounces ancl a half; Liquorice [root} sliced and bru1sed,jive
drachms; Raisins [stoned] two ounces and a lwlj; \Vatcr a7Jinl [ Imperial
measure]. Boil down to two pints [ Tmp. m eas.], and strain." Lond.
"'fake of Pearl-Barley, Figs sliced, Raisins freed of the seeds, of each,
two ounces and a half; Liquorice .Root, sliced and bruised,jive d~achrns;
"\Yater five pints and a half[ Imperial measure]. Clean the Barley 1f necessary, by washing it with cold water; boil it with four pints and a half of
the \Vater Jown to two pints; add the Figs, Raisins, and Liquorice Root,
w ith the remain in g pint of water; and again boil down to two pints; then
strain. " Ed.
"Take of Decoclion of Barley four pints; Raisins stoned , Figs sliced,
each, two ounces; Liqu orice Root, s liced and bruised, half an ounce. During the boiling, add first the Raisins, th en the Figs, and lastly the Liquorice
Root a short time before it is finished, when th e strained decoction ought to
measure two pints." nub.
The compound decoction of barley, in addition to the demulcent and
nutritive properties of the simple, is somewhat laxati\·e, and may be preferably employed where there is a tendency to constipation . But it is so
often necessary to vary the nature of the sapid ingredients to suit the taste
of the patient, that it would be better to leave the preparation t-ntirely to
W.
extemporaneous prescription.

DECOCTUM MALVJE COMPOSITUM. Lonrl.

Compound De-

coction of J1fallows.
Take of dried 1\Jallows mi ounce; dried Chamomile Flowers half an
ounce; Water a pint [ Imperial measure]. Boil for a quarter of an hour,
and strain." Lond.
This is intended only for fomentations and c nemata.
0

DECOCTUM ~JEZEREI. Ed., Dub. Decoction of "1fezereon.
"Take of l\lezE'teon, in chips, two drachms; LiquoriCe Root, bruised,
lia!J an ounce; Water two pin~s [ Imperial measure]. Mix them and boil
down with a gentle heat to a pmt and a half, and th en strain." Ed.
77•
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The Dublin process is essentially the same as the above.
This preparation affords a convenient mode of exhibiting mezereon, the
acrimony of which is qualified by the demulcent principles of the liquorice
root. For an account of its medical applications, see .llfezereum. The
dose is from four to eight fluidounces four times a day .
1,V,

DECOCTUM PAPAVERIS. Lond., Ed., Dab.
Decoction of
Poppy.
"Take of White Poppy Capsules, sliced,four ounces; ·water.four pints
[ Imperial measure]. Boil for a quarter of an hour, and strain." Land.
The Edinburgh and nublin processes differ from the above on ly in the
p roportion of water, which in the former is three pints [Imp. meas.], in
t he latter two pints.
This decoction is used as an anodyne fomentation in painful tumours and
superficial cutaneous inflammation or excoriat ion. ll is recommended not
to reject the seeds; as their oil, susp~nded in the water by the mucilage of
the capsules, adds to the emollient vmues of the preparation.
"\V.

DECOCTUM QUERCUS ALB IE. U. 8 . Decoction of White
DEcocTU>I QuERcus. Lond., Ed., Dub. Decoction of

Oak Bark.
Oak Barie.

"Take of VVhite Oak Bark, bruised, an ounce; \Vater a pint and a half.
Boil down to a pint, and strain. " U.S.
The London and Edinburgh Co/leg.es take ten drnchms of oak bark and
tu·o pints [Imperial measure] of distilled water, and boil to a pint; the
Dublin College takes an ounce of the bark and two JJints [Apothecaries'

meT~~~eJe~~c~i:~e~~~~1n~ ti~: \~:n~~~~xtractivc,
0

and gallic acid of oak bark.
It affords precipitates with the decoction of Peruvia'n bark nnd other sub·
stances containi ng vegetable alkalies, with solution of gelat.in, an.<l with
most metallic salts, particularly those of iron. Alkaline solutions diminish
or destroy its astringency. Its uses have been already detailed. The dose
is a wineglassful, frequently repented.
W.

DECOCTUM SARSAPARILLJE. Dab. DEcocTUM S.rnz..:. Lond.,
Ed.

Decoction of Sarsaparilla.

"Take of Sarsaparilla, sliced,.five ounces; boiling Distilled Water/our

~~~trs t~~mlr::it~e~~:f,~r~~i lh~~~~~=~ear~f1: ~~~r b~~~~ i:.n P~~~~r:~~;~~~~
t he liquor, and macerate it in the ~ame manner for two hours more, then
boil down to two pints [ Imp. meas.] and strain." Lond.
The Dublin College orders/our ounces of the root, previously washed,
and four pints of boiling water, and proceeds as directed by th e London
College, except that the second maceration is omitted.
"Take of Sarza, in chips,.five ounces; boiling Water.four pints [Impe·
rial measure]. Digest the root in the \Vater for two hours at a temperature
somewhat below ebullition, take out the root, bruise it, replace it, boil down
to two pints [ Imp. meas.], and then squeeze out the decoction and strain
it." Ed.
There can be no occasion for the maceration directed by the British
Colleges : as, if the root is sliced and well bruised, all its ingredients that
are soluble ~n water may be extrac.ted by a length of boiling sufficient to
reduce the liquor to one-half. An idea was formerly entertained that the
virtues of sarsaparilla resided in its fecula, the extraction of which was,
t herefore, the main object of the decoction. Hence the long boiling ordered
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by the CollC'ges.

But this opinion is now admitted to be erroneous . The
activity of the root is believed to depend upon one or more acrid principles,
soluble to a certain extent in water cold or hot. and either ,·olatilized, or
rendered inert by chemical change, at the temperature of2t2°. This fact
appears to be demonstrated by the experiments of Pope,* Hancock,t Soubeirun,t Bera!,. and others. Hancock ma~es the following observations.
"After Jong boiling, the peculiar odour which rises abundantly on the coc·
tion of good sarsa is al~ost extinguished . From the sarsa prepared in
this way, I found no sensible results upon any patient, nor were its peculiar
nauseating, drowsy, and racking effects produced by a large quantity,
althou.gh the decoction of six <:lf eight ounces was tried at a dose. These
experiments having been earned to a sufficient length, most of the same
patients recovered under the use of the sarsa, taken from the same parcels
~s befo:e 1 but now prepared by simple maceration in hot water, i.e., affused
rn a boiling state, and kept near the boiling state for some hours. In all
cases the sarsa was dfrected to be well bruised in large mortars, and in the
mean time all other remedies were abstained from, which might, in any
way, affect the result." Soubeiran macerated one portion of bruised sarsaparilla in cold water for twenty-four hours; infused another portion in boiling water, and digested with a moderate heat for two hours; boiled a third
portion bruised, and a fourth unbruised, in water for two hours i and in
each instance used the same relative quantities. Testing these various
preparations by the taste, he found the cold and hot infusion scarcely different in this respect i and both possessed of a stronger odour and more acrid
taste than the decoctions, of which that prepared with the bruised root was
the strongest. Brral has proved that sarsaparillin, which is believed to be
the active principlE' of the drug, is volatile. From all these facts the inference is obvious, that the best method of imparting the virtues of sarsaparilla
to waler is either by cold or hot infusion. Digestion for some hours in
water maintained at a temperature of 180° or somewhat less, in a coYered
vessel, has strong testimony in its favour. Percolation in a displacement
apparatus, if properly conducted, is a convenient, and no doubt efficient
mode of exhausting the root, so far as water will effect that object. Decoctioned is the worst method; and the longer it is continued, the weaker will
be the preparation. Accordingly, in the last edition of the U. S. Pharmacopceia, an infusion of sarsaparilla has been substituted for the simple decoction. It is probable that, as in the case of the Peruvian bark, a boiling of
ten or fifteen minutes might be advantageously resorted to, when circumstances require the preparation to be made in less time than is requisite for
infusion. In every instance the root should be thoroughly bruised, or reduced to a coarse powder, thus obviating the necessity for a long maceration,
merely to overcome the cohesion of its fibres.
Precipitates are produced by various substances with the decoction of sarsaparilla; but it has not been ascertained how far such substances interfere
with its activity. Those which merely throw down the fecula do not injure
the preparation.
The simple decoction of sarsaparilla is chiefly used in the preparation of
the compound decoction . If given alone, it may be administered in the dose
of four or six fluidounces four tim"es a day.
Off.Prep. Decoctum SarsaparillreCompositum. Dub.,Lond.,Ecl. W.
• Trans. of the Medico-Chirurg. Society of London, vol. xii. p. 344.
See also
of the Phil. C~J. of

t Trans. of the J\lcdico-Botan. Soci?tY of London.

Journ.

~~·~:~ti':~ ~~~g ~~5Sou:~h1~~~~~=~it~o;;:e :efg~~~:~c:: ;;~h: ~ !~~~~:~1~~~~i~nas~
0

:j:Journ. de Pharmncie,tom. xvi. p. 38.
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DECOCTm1 SARSAPARILL!E COMPOSITUM. U. 8., Dub. DEcocTuM SARZil: Co.MPOSITUM. Lond., Ed.
Compound Decoclion of
Sarsaparilla .
'J'ake of Sarsaparilla, sliced and bruised, si.-c ounces; Bark of Sassa0

fras Root , sliced, Guaiacum '\Vood, rasped, Liquorice Root, bruis€'d , each,
Boil for a
quanl'r of an hour, and strain." U.S.
0
'l'ake of Decnction of Sarsaparilla, boiling hot, four pints [ Impe rial
measure]; Sassafras [root], sliced, Guaiacum \Vood, rasped, L i<1uorice
Root [fresh], bruised, each, ten drnchms; l\Iezereon three drachms. Boil
for a quarter of an hour, and strain." Land.
The L'dinburgh process differs from the London only in the quantity of
mezcreon, which in the former is half an owue. The JJublin College
takes four pints of the decoclion, an ounce, each, of sassafras, guaiacum
wood, and liquorice root, and three cfrach1,-1,s of rnezereon, and procC'eds as
above.
'l'he process of the U. S. Pharmacopceia differs essentially from the
others in this respect, that, instead of taking the simplt:: decoction of sarsaparilla prepared by long boiling, it mixes the bruised root immediately
with the other ingredients, and boils the whole together for a few minnles.
Thus, the sarsaparilla does not undergo a longer boiling than the other sub·
stances; and the preparation is brought more nearly into accordance with
the prC'sent state of knowledge in relation to this valuable drng. (SC'e fle coclum Sarsaparilhe.) It might, perhaps, be a still farther impron•mrnt,
if the ingredients were allowed, afler thC' completion of the boiling. to remain
in a covered vessel, in a warm place, with occasiona l agitation, for two or
three hours before straining.
Th is decoction is an imitation of the celebrated Lisbon diet drink . The
sarsaparilla and mezereon are the active ingredients; the guaiacum wood
imparting scarcely any of its virtues, and the sassafras and liquorice serving
little other purpose than to communicate a pleasant flavour.
If pre~ared with good sarsaparilla, and with a due regard to the practical
rules which may now be considerPd as established, the decoction may be
used with great advantage as a gentle diaphoretic and alterative in secondary
syphilis, either alone, or as an adjuvant to a mercurial course; also in certain
scrofulous and other depraved conditions of the system, in chronic rheumatism, and in various obstinate cutaneous affections . The dose is from four
to six fiuidounces three or four times a day. The patient during its use
should wear flanne l next the skin, and al'oid unnecessary exposure to
changes of temperature.*
W.

an 01mcc; MezcrPon, sliced, three drachm:;; \Valer four pints.
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DECOCTUM SCOPARII COMPOSITUM. Lond.
PARn.
0

Ed.

DEcocTuM Sco-

Compound Decoction of Broom.

Take of Broom, Juniper Fruit, Dandelion, each, half an ounce; Dis-

[~~~e~ait~e~s~~1;J,a:~~ a5 ::~rnp~~,~~i.al measure] .

Boil down to a pint

11
Take of Broom-tops, and Juniper-tops, of each, half an ounce; Bitartrate of Potassa two drachma wul a half; Water a pint and a half [fmperial measure]. Boil them together down to a pint [Imperial measure],
and then strain.'' Ed.
This decoction may be used as an adjuvant to more. powerful diuretics
in dropsy. From half a pint to a pint maybe taken tlurmg the day. W.

DECOCTUM SENEGA<;. U.S., Lond., Dub.

Decoction of Senelca.

"Take of Seneka, bruised, an ounce; ' Vater a pint and a half. Boil
down to a pint, and strain." U.S.
The London College boils ten drachms of the root with two pints of distilled water to a pint; but the relation of the Imperial measure used by this
College to the common wine measure is such, that the proportions in the
decoction are essentially the same as those of the U.S. Pham:1acopceia.
The JJublin College directs a pint and a half of water to be boiled down
with three clrachms of the root to eight ounces.
It is customary to add to the seneka an equal weight of liquorice root,
which serves to cover its taste , and in some measure to obtund its acrimony.
The virtues and practical applicat ion of sene ka have been already treated
of. The dose of the decoct ion is about two j!uidounces three or four times
a day, or a tablespoonful every two or three hours.
'V.

DECOCTUM TARAXACI. U. S., Ed., Dub.

Decoction

of

Dan-

delion.
"Take of Dandelion [root], bruised, two ounces; Water two pints. Boil
down to a pi nt, and stram." U.S.
The Edinburgh College takes seven ounces of the fresh herb and root,
and two pints [Imperial meas urel of water, boils to one pint [Imperial
measure l, and strains. The Dubfin College takes four ounces of the fresh
herb and root, and two pints of water, boils to a pint, expresses, and
strains.
This decoction is most efficient when prepared from the root alone. The
dose is a wineglassful two or three times a day. (See Taraxacum.) W.

DECOCTUM TORMENTILLA':. Lond.

Decoct-ion

of

Tormentil.

nTake of Tormentil, bruised, two ounces; Distilled water a pint and a
/w(f[Imperial measu re]. Boil down to a pi~t, and strain." Lond.
This decoction is astrrngent, and may be given in the dose of one or two
fluidounces, three or four times a day.
W.

DECOCTUM ULMI. Lond., Dub.

Decoction

of Elm Barie.

"Take of fresh Elm [bark], bruised, two ounces and a half; Distilled
Water two pints [Imperial measure]. Boil down to a pint, and strain."

Lond.
The Dublin College orders two ounces of the bark and two pints of
water to be reduced, by boiling, to a pint.
This decoction, being prepared from the bark ~f the European elm, is
not used in this country. It has had some repute rn England as a remedy
for certain cutaneous disorders. From four to six fluidounces are given
two or three times a day.
"\V,
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DECOCTu:ll l ;Y;E URS!. U. 8 ., Lond.

Decoction of UM Ursi.

"Take of Uva Ursi an ounce; 'Vater twentyjfuidounces . Boil down
to a pint, and strain." U.S.
"Take of Uva Ursi, bruised, rm ounce; Distilk·d 'VatPr ct pint and a
ha!f [ lmpcrial measurel. Boil don.·n 10 a pint,. and strain." Lonrl.
This decoction contains the tannin, t>xtract1ve, and gallic acid of the
leaves. For an account of its uses see Uva Ursi. The dose is f1om one
to two fluidounces three or four tiwes a day.
W.

DECOCTUM VERATR!. Lond., Dub.

Decoction of White Helle-

bore.
nTake of VVhite H ellebore, in powder, ten draclims·; Distilled Water

~~~C~n;feh~b~.:r~~\t~~~~u~~l;te~~~t~;1n~~i~~ ~~·1~!~11: ~<;~u~~:t~d,~~~ ~J~:
1

Spirit, express, and strain." Land.
The Dub/i,1 process corresponds wilh the above.
The root of the white _hellebore imparts it~ acrid properties to boiling
waler, and the decoction 1s powerfully cathartic and emetic ; but, in conse·
quencc of the har:shness of its action, it is not used internally . As an ex·
ternal application it is employed in psora, tinea capitis, lrpra, and other
cmaneous emptions, in which it sometimes proves highly beneficial.
\Vhen the skin is very irritab\f', it should be diluted with an equal mf'n·
s ure of water. Even externally applied it should be ust>d with some
caution; as the veratria, upon which its activily depends, may possibly be
absorbed. As the plam is not a native of this country, the Veratrum
viride, which is similar in rn~dical properties, may be advantageously sub·
stituted for it in the preparation of the decoction.
lf.

EMPLASTRA.
Plasters.
Plasters are solid compounds intend ed for external application, adhesive
at the temperature of lhe human body, and of such a consistrnce as to
render the aid of heal necessary in spreading lhem. Most of th('m have as
their basis a compound of olive oil and litharge, constituting the Emplas·
trum Plumbi of the United States PharmacopCF!ia. 'I1hose plasters \\'hich
contain none of the compound of oil and litharge, owe their consistence
and adhesiveness to resi nou s substances, or to a mixture of thf'Se with wax:
and oleagino_us matter. Only two of the latter class h_ave gained admi~.sion
into our national Pharmacopreia; several of those directed by the Bntish
Colleges having been rejected as superfluous , and the Emplastrum Can·
tharidis transferred to the Cerates, to which class it properly belongs.
In the preparation of the plasters, care is requisite that the heat em·
ployed be not sufficiently elevated to produce decomposition, nor so long
continued as to drive off auy volatile ingredient upon which the virtues of
the preparation may in a greater or less cleg~ee depend. After having be~n
prepared, they are usually shaped into cylmdrical rolls, and wrapped in
paper to exclude the air. Plasters shou ld be firm at ordinary temperatures,
shou ld _spread easily when heated. and_, afLer being spread, shou ld remain
soft, pliable, and adhesive, without meltmg, at lhe heat of the human body.
When long kept, th ey are apt to change colour and to become hard and
brittlei and. as this alteration is most obsrrvab!e upon their su rface, it must
depend chiefly upon the action of the air, which should therefore be as
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as possible excluded. The defect may usually be remedied by melt-

ing the plaster with a moderate heat, and adding a sufficient quantity of
oil to give it the due consistence.
Plasters are prepared for use by spreading them upon leather, linen, or
muslin, according to the particular purposes they are intended to answer.
Leather is most convenient when th e application is made to the sound skin,
linen or muslin when the plaster is used as a dressing to ulcerated or abraded
surfaces, or with the view of bringing and retaining together the sides of
wounds. The leather usu.ally preferred is white shee p skin . A margin
about a quarter or half an inch broad should usually be left uncovered, in
order to facilitate the removal of the plaster, and to prevent the clothing in
contact with its edges from being soiled. An accurate outline may be obtained by pasting upon the leather a piece of paper, so cut as to leave in the
centre a vacant space of the required dimensions, and r emo~·i n g the paper
when no longer required. Th e same object may sometimes be accomplished
by emp loying two narrow rulers of sheet tin , graduated in inches, and so
s hap ed that eac h of them may form two sides of a rectangle. (Sec th e figure,
p. 765.) These may be applied in such a manner as to e nclose within them
any given rectangu lar space, and may be fixed by weights upoll the leather
while the plaster is spread. For any other shape,as in Lhe instance of plasters
for the breast, pieces of tin may be employed having a vacuity within, corresponding to the rcqllired outline. The spreading of the plaster is most
conveniently accomplish.:)d by means of a peculiar iron instrument employed
for the purpose; though a common spatula will answer. This may be
heated by means of a spirit lamp. A sufficient portion of the plaster should
first be melted by lhe heated instrument, and, having been received on a piece
of coarse stiff paper, should, wht>n nearly cool, be transferred to the leather,
and applied even ly over its extended surface. By this plan the melted
plaster is prevented from penetrating th e leath er, as it is apt to do when
applied too hot. When linen or mu s lin is used, and the dimensions of the
portion to be spread arc large, as is often the case with adhesive plaster, the
best plan is to pass the cloth" on which the plaster has been laid, lhrough
a machine formed of a spatula, fixed by screws. at a proper distance from a
plate of polished stee l." A machine for spreading plasters is described by
l\l. Hfaent in the Joum. de Phann. et de Chini.., (:le sir., ii. 403.) W.

El\!PLASTRUM Ai\Ji\IONIACI. U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub . .llmmoniac Plaster.
"Take of Ammoniac five ounces; Vinegar half a pint. Dissolve the
Ammoniac in the Vinegar, and strain; then evaporate the solution by means
of a water· bath, sti rring constantly until it acquires a proper consistence."

U.S.
'l'h e L ondon College takes .five ounces of ammoniac, and eight jluidounces of distilled vinegar; di ssolves the ammoniac in the vinegar; and
evaporates the solution by a slow fire, stirring constantly, to the proper
consistence. The Edinburgh College t?kes flue ounces of ammoniac and
nine jluidounces of distilled vinegar; dissolve:;; the ammoniac in the vinegar, and evaporates over the vapour-bath, frequently s tirring. In the Dublin
process, the ingredients are in th e same proportmn as in ours; but pure
ammoniac is directed, the vinrgar of squill is s ubstit uted for common vinegar, the st raining is omitted, and th e t'Vaporation is conducted without the
water-bath.
As ammoniac is not usually kept purified in our shops, the straining of
the sollltion in vinegar is directed as the most convenient method of sepa·
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iron; whereas, when prepared in a glass or earthenware vessel, it has a

Je~~~~;c~l}1;~~~~~1~e~~ a;~h:~~n;~~~!~ ~1:~t~~ai~a~t~~~lant, and is applied
0

over scrofulous tumours and chronic swellings of the joints, to promote
their resolution. It often produces a papular eruption, and sometimes occasions considerable inflammation of the skin. Dr. Duncan has described
a fatal case of diffuse inflammation following its use in a case of diseased

W.
knee-joint.
EMPLASTRUM AMMOl'iIACI CUM HYDRARGYRO. Lond.,
Dub. EMPLASTRUl\I AMMONIACI ET HYDRARGYRI. Ed. Plaster of
.llmmoniac with Jl.fercury .
"Take of Ammoniac a pound; Mercu ry three ounces; Olive Oil a

fluidrachm; Su lphur eight grains . Add the Su lphur gradua lly to the
heated Oil, constantly stirring with a spatula, until they unite; then rub
the l\lercury with them until the globules disappear; lastly, gradually add
the Ammoniac, previously melted, and mix the whole together." Lond.
The Edinburgh process corresponds closely with the above.
"Take of Pure Gum Ammoniac a pound; Purified Mercury three
ounces; Common Turpentine two drachms. Rub the Mercury with the
Turpentine until the g lobules disappear, then gradually add the Ammoniac
previous ly melted, and with a moderate heat ru b them all together till they
unite." JJub.
Of these processes the latter is p referable, as the unp leasant odour of the
sulphurated oil is avoided, as well as the action of the sulphur upon the
mercury 1 with which it must form an inactive sulphuret. But it should be
recollected that the common turpentine of Great Britain is not the common
white turpentine of our shops. The former is a thick liquid, the latter a
soft solid. If the white turpentine be employed, it should be rendered
sufficiently liquid by the admixture of Venice turpentine. As ammoniac
is not fus ible by heat, it must be brought to the proper consistence by dissolving it in a small quantity of hot water, straining, and evaporating.
JIJeclical Properties and Uses. This plaster unites with the stimulant
power of the ammoniac the specific propenif's of the mercury, which is
sometimes absorbed in sufficient quantity to a!Tect the gums. It is used as
a discutient in enlargement of the glands, tumefaction of the joints, nodes,
and other indolent swellings, especially when dependent on a nnereal taint.
W.
It is also sometimes applied over the liver in chronic hepatitis.

EMPLASTRUM AROMATICUM . Dub .

. flromatic Plaster .

"Take of Frankincense [concrete juice of the Abies excelsa Jthree ounces;
Yellow \Vax half an ow1ce; Ci nnamon Bark, in powder, six drachms; Oil
of Pimento, Oil of Lemons , each, two drac/mis . Melt t he F ran kincense
and ·wax together, and strain. When llpon cooling, they be~_in to thicken,
mix in the powdered Cinnamon previously rubbed with the Oils, and make
a plaster." Dub.
As the virtues of this plaster depend chiefly upon volatile ingredients,
it cannot be kept long without injury, and should therefore be extemporaneously prepared. lt is not intended to be very adhesi\'e, as, in order to
maintain the due impression, ils application must be frequently renew~d.
The volatility of the oils requires that it should be sp read w ithout being
melted, or heated more limn is absolutely necessary to produce lhe proper
1
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degree of softness. We are therefore recommended to spread it with th6
fingers.
Medical I'rvpe:ties and Uses. This is an elegant local stimulant, calculate~, .when applied o.vcr the region of. the stomach, to allay nausea and
vomiting, to correct flatulence, and to relieve the gastric uneasiness attendant upon dyspepsia.
W.

EMPLASTRUM ASSAFCETID£. U.S., Ed. .flssojetida Plaster.
"Take of Assafetida, Lead Plaster, each, a pound; Galbanum, Yellow
Wax, each, half a pound; Diluted Alcohol three pints. Dissolve the Assafetida and Galbanum in the Alcohol with the aid of a water-bath, strain
the liquor while hot, and evaporate to the consistence of honey; then add
the Lead Plaster and \Vax previously melted together, stir the mixture well,
and evaporate to the proper consistence." U. 8.
"Take of Litharge [Lead] Plaster and Assafetida, of each, two ounces;
Galbanum and Bees'-wax, of each, one ounce. Liquefy the gum-resins
together and strain them, then add the plaster and wax also in the fluid state,
and mix them all thoroughly." Ed.
The directions of the present U.S. Pharmacopreia in relation to this plaster
are fuller than those of former editions; as they indicate the mode in which
the gum-resins may be brought to the liquid stale before being incorporated
with the other ingredients. Galban um melts sufficiently by the aid of heat
to admit of being strained; but this is not the case with assafetida, which
must be prepared by dissolving it in a small quantity of hot water or diluted
alcohol, straining, and evaporating to the consistence of honey; and even
galbanum may be most conveniently treated in the same way. Formerly
these gum-resins were ordered merely to be melted and strained, and such is
at present the direction of the Edinburgh Pharmacopreia, unless the term
"liquefy" be considered as leaving to the operator the choice of the mode
in which they should be brought into the liquid state.
This plaster may be advantageously applied over lhe stomach or abdomen,
in cases of hysteria attended with flatulence, and to the chest or between the
shoulders in hooping cough.
W.

EMPLASTRUM BELLADONNA<:.
Plaster of Belladonna.

U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

"Take of Resin Plaster three ounces; Extract of Belladonna an ounce
anti a half. Add the Extract to the Plaster, previously melted by the heat
of a water-bath, and mix. them." U. 8.
The London and Edinburgh processes are the same as the above.
"Take of the inspis.sated juice of the Deadly Nightshade [Extractum
Beltadonnre] an ounce; Soap Plaster two ounces. Make a plaster." Dub.
The most convenient method of forming this plaster, is to rub the ingre~
dients together in an earthenware mortar placed in hot water, and then,
having removed the mortar from the water-bath, to continue the trituration
till the mixture cools. The preparation is a useful anodyne application in
neuralgic and rheumatic pains, and in dysmen.orrhrea. We have seen the
constitutional effects of belladonna result from ils external use.
W'.

EMPLASTRUM CANTHARID!S. Lond., Ed., Dub. Plaster of

Sp~;;suif:.·ruM CANTHARIDIS. u. s.
76
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EMPLASTRUM CANTHARIDIS COMPOSITUM. Ed. Compound Plaster of Spanish Flies.
"'rake of Venice Turpentine four ounces <ind a half; Burgundy Pitch

h~if ~~t~:t~~::' ~~l~~~h~~t~~~1er~u~~:~; a~~ehi~vct~ ~~~JP:i;~c:/ e~~h~t'.:
drachms. Liquefy the Wax and Burgundy Pitch, a~d the _Turpentine, and
while the mixture is hot sprinkle into it the remainmg articles, previously
in fine powder, and mixed together. Stir the whole briskly as it concretes
on cooling." Ed.
This is intended to be a powerful and speedy blistering plaster, and may
probably prove beneficial in very urgent cases atlended with much torpor of
the skin; but great care sho~ld be obser~cd ~ot to allow it to re~ain on too
long, as unpleasant and tedious ulceration, 1f not gangrene, might result.
To the cases of children it is wholly inapplicable.
W.

EMPLASTRUM CERJE. Lond.
Wax Plaster.

EMPLASTRUM SIMPLEX. Ed.

"Take of Wax, Suet, each, three pounds; Resin a pound. Melt them
together and strain ." Land.
"Take of Bees'-wax three ounces; Suet and Resin, of each, two ounces.
Melt them together with a moderate heat, and stir the mixture briskly till it
concretes on cooling." Ed.
These plasters were originally intended for dressing blistered surfaces, in
order to maintain a moderate discharge, to which purpose they are adapted
by the stimulant properties of the resin. But their stiffness and adhesiveness render them unpleasant and of difficult management; and they have
been entirely superseded by the resin cerate .
Off. Prep. Emplastrum Cantharidis, Land.
W.

El\JPLASTRlJM FERRI. U. S., Ed. EluPLASTRUM 'l'HuR1s. Dub.
RonoRANS. Iron Plaster. Strengthening Plaster.

EMPLASTRUM

"Take of Subcarbonate of Iron three ounces; Lead Plaster two pounds;
Burgundy P itch half a pound. Add the Subcarbonateoflron to the Lead
Plaster and Burgundy Pitch, previously mehed together, and stir them constantly until they thicken upon cooling." U. S.
The Dublin process diff'ers from the above only in the employment of red
oxide of iron instead of the subcarbonale, and of frankincense (seepage 5-13)
instead of Burgundy pitch.
"Take of Litharge Plaster three ounces; Resin six drachms; Olive Oil
three jluidrachms and a ha{{; Bees'-wax three drachms; Red Oxide of
Iron [Subcarbonate of Iron, U . S.J one ounce. Triturate the Oxide of Iron
with the Oil, and add the mixture to the other articles previously liquefied
by gentle heat. Mix the whole thoroughly ." Ed.
The process of the present U. ~· Pharmacopreia is a great improvement
upon that of former editions, yielding a _finer, more adhesive, and more efficient plaster. The preparation has enjoyed some popular celebrity, under
the impression that it strengthens the parts to whlch it is applied; whence
it has derived the name of strengthening plaster. [tis used in those conditio_ns of the loins, larger muscles, and joints, which, though usually
ascribed to ·debilit_y, are in fact most_ frequently dependent on rheumatic
or other chronic rnflammatory affections, and, if relieved by the ~laster,
are so in consequence of the gentle excitation which it produces in ~he
vessels of the skin. It may also, in some instances, give relief by affor?mg
mechanical support; but neither in this, nor in any other respect, can it be
deemed very efficient.
W.
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Galbanum Plaster.

"Take of Litharge Plaster ~Ernplastrum Plumbi] tu·o pounds
: Galbanum half a pound; Yellow \\ ax, ~lic~d . four ounces. Add the
Litharge
Plaster and 'Vax to the Galban um prt.!v1ously melted i then melt
the whole
together with a moderate heat, and strain ." Dub.
This is essentia~ly the same in properties as the following, though
somewhat less stimulating.
,V.

EJ\IPLASTRUM GALBANI COMPOSITUM.

GAl~DANI.

Lond.

Compound Galbanum Plaster.

u. s.

EMPLASTRUM

0
'l'ake ofGalbanum eiglit ounces; Lead Plaster three pounds; Turpentine ten dracl1111s; Burgundy Pitch three ounces . To the Galbanum
and
rrurpentine, previous ly melted together a nd strained, add first the
Burgundy
Pitch, and afterwards the Lead Plaster melted over a gentle fire,
and mix
the whole together ." U.S.
The London process differs only in directing 1he common Europea
n tu rpentine instead of the white tu rpentine intended by our P harmacopre
ia ,
and the concrete juice or unprepared resin of the Abies excelsa,
instead of
Burgundy pitch or the pre.pared resin.
·
Before being employed m this process, the galbanum should be
purified,
as it often contains foreign matters which must injure the p laster.
[t may
be freed from these by melting it with a little water or diluted
alcoho l,
straining, and evaporating to the due consistence.
•
This plaster is an excellent focal stimulant in chronic scrofulous
enlargements of the glands and joint~. 'Ve have employed it in some
obsti nate
cases of this kind , which, after having resisted gene ral and loca
l depiction ,
blistering, and other measures, have yielded unde r its use. As
a discutien t
it is also employed in the induratio n which sometimes remains
after the
discharge of abscesses. It is said to have been useful in rickets
whrn applied over the whole lumbar region, and has been recommended
in chronic
gouty or rheumatic articular affections. It should not be used
in the discussion of tumours in which any considerable inflammation exists.

EMPLASTHUi\I

GUl\I~lOSU~J.

,V.

Ed.

Gum Plaster .

"Take of Litharge Plaster [Emplastrum Plumbi]/our ounces;
Ammoniac, Galbanum, and Bees'·\\"ax, of each, half an ounce. Melt
the Gum resins together and strain them; melt also together the P laster
and \ Vax;
add the former to the lauer mixture, and mix the whole thoroughly."
Ed.
The addition of ammoniac adds Iiule to the virtues of this plaster,
which
closely resembles the compound galbanum plaster in its effects.
The galbanum and ammoniac are best prepared by dissolving them in a
small quantity of hot water or diluted alcohol, straining the solution, and evaporating
it to the proper consistence for mixing with the other ingredients.
Off. Prep. Emplastrum Saponis, Rel.
W.
E~IPLASTRUl\I

Plaster.

HYDHARGYIU. U.S., Land., Ed.

Jlfercurial

"Take of Mercury six owices; Olive Oil, Resin, each, two
Olmces;
Lead Plaster a pound. Melt the Oil and Resin together, and
when they
have become cool , rub the ;\lercury with them till the globules
disappear;
then gradually add the Lead Plaster, pre\riously melted, and mix
the whole
together." U.S.
The London College takes three ounces of mercury, a pound
of lead
plaster, ajluidrae/wt of olive oil, and eight grain,1J of sulphur;
gradually
adds the sulphur lo the heated oil, constantly stirring with a spa~ula
unlit
they unile; then rubs the mercury with them until the globules
disappear;
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and finally adds by degrees the lead plaster previously melted with a slO\v
fire, and mixes the whole together. The Edinburgh process corresponds
with that of the United States Pharmacopreia, except that only one-half of
the quantity of materia ls is employed, and nine fiuidrac/uns of olive oil are
directed instead of an ounce.
The sulphuretted oil employed by the London College is intended to
facilitate the extinguishment of the mercury; but, as it operates by the
union of the sulphur with the metal forming an in efficient sulphuret, it
impairs the virtues of the plaster at least as much as jt assists in its prepaJ"ation . The melted resin and oil of the United States and Edinburgh pro-

cess are decidedly preferable.
This plaster is emp loyed to produce the local effects of mercury upon
venereal buboes, nodes, and other chronic tumefactions of the bones or soft
parts, dependent on a syphilitic taint. In these cases it sometimes acts as
a powerful discutit.:!nt. It is frequently also applied to the side in chronic
hepatitis or splenitis. In habits peculiarly susceptible to the mercurial influence, it occasionally affects the gums.
From observations made in France by Messrs. Sf'rres, Gariel, Briquet,
and others (.llrchfoes Gindrales, vi ii. 468, and :ie sdr., vi. 24), it appears
that the mercurial plaste r of the French Codex (Ernplastrum de Vigo cum
Mercurio), has the power, when applied over the eruption of small·pox,
before th e end of the third day of its appearance, to check th e progress of
the eruption and prevent suppuration and pitting. This operation of the
plaster, so far from being attended with an increase of the general symptoms, seems to relieve them in proportion to the diminution of the local
affection. It is also thought that the course of the disease is favourably
modified when the mercurial impression is produced upon the system .
That the local effect is not ascribable to the mere exclusion of air is proved
by the fact, that the use of lead plaster was not fol lowed by the same results.
It is probable that other mercurial preparations would answer the same purpose; and the common mercurial ointment has proved effectual, in our own
bands, in rend ering the eruption upon the face to a considerable extent
abortive, in one very bad case of small.pox . But as the most successful
results were obtained with the plaster above mentioned, we give the formula
of the French Codex for its preparation. The weights mentioned are
those of the French metrical pound. (See table in lite .fJppendix.)
Empla.strum de Vigo cum .Mercurio. 11 Take of simple plaster [lead
plaster] two pounds eight ounces; yellow wax two ounces; resin two ounces;
ammoniac, bdellium, o!ibanum, and myrrh, each, .five clraclmis; sa ffron
three drachms; mercury twelve ounc e~; turpentine [common European]
two ounces; liquid storax six ounces; 01! of lavender two drachms. Powder
the gum-resins and saffron, and rub the mercury with the storax and turpentine in an iron mortar until completely extin<ruis hed. Melt the plaster
with the wax and resin, and add to the mixtur: the powders and volatile
oil. When the plaster shall have been cooled, but while it is yet liquid,
add the mercurial mixture, and incorporate the whole thoroughly." This
should be spread upon leather or linen cloth, and applied so as effectually
to cover the face, or whatever other part it is desired to protect.
W.

EMPLASTRUM OP!!. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Opium Plaster.
"Take of Opium, in powder, lwo ounces; Burgundy Pitch three owices;
Lead Plaster a pound; Boiling Water/our jluidotmces. Melt tog~ther t.he
Lead Plaster and Burguody Pitch; then add the Opium pre,•iously mixed with
the Water, and boil them over a gentle fire to the proper consistence." U.S.
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"Take of Hard Opium: i~ powdt>r,. half an ounce; Resin of the Spruccfir [ unpre pared concrete 1u1ce of .!lines excelsa], in powder, three ounces;
L ead Plaster a ]JOtmd; ·water eighl jluidounces. To tbe melted Plaster add
the Resin, Opium, and Water; and boil down with a slow fire until the in-

gredients unite into a proper consistence." Land.
Take of Powder of Opium, half an ounce; Burgundy Pitch three ounces;
Litharge plaster twelve ounces. Liquefy the Plaster and Pitch, add the
Opium by degrees, and mix them thoroughly ." E'cl.
The lJublio, process is the same as the Edinburgh.
The formula of t~c U.S. ~harma~opcc~a is prcferab!e•. as contai~ing a
much larger proportion of opium, which, m the others, 1s ma quantity 100
Small for decided effecl. The use of the water is to enable the opium to be
more thoroughly incorporated with the other ingredients i but care should be
taken that the moisture be well evaporated.
The opium plaster is 1hought to relieve rheumatic and other pains in the
parts to which it is applied.
W.
E~JPLASTRUM

PICIS. Land., Ed.

Pitch Plaster.

"Take of Burgundy Pitch two pounds; Resin of the Spruce fir [ unprepared concrete juice ~f' .IJ.bies e.wel.sa] a pound; Resin, Wax, each,jour

owtces; Expressed Oil of Nutmegs an ounce; Olive Oil, Water, each, two
jluidounces. To the Pjtch, Resin, and ·wax, melted together, add first the
Resin of the Spruce-fir, then the Oil of Nutmegs, the Olive Oil, and the
"l\"'"ater. Lastly, mix the whole, and boil to the proper consistence." Lond.
''Take of Burgundy Pitch, one pound and a ha(/; Resin and Bees'-wax,
of each, two ounces; Oil of I\[ace half an ounce; Olive Oil onejluitlounce;
\Vater onejluidounce. Liquefy the Pitch, Resin, and VVax with a gentle
heat; add the other articles; mix them well together; and boil till the mixture acquires lhe proper consistence." Ed.
"\Ve presume lhat the London expressed oil of nutmegs, and the Edinburgh oil of mace, in the above formulre, though these terms are not defined
in the respective Pharmacopreias, have reference to lhe subslance denominated, in the Edinburgh Materia Medica catalogue, myristicm adeps or conc1·ete oil of nutmeg. (Sc? l llyristic:e .!ldeps, page 470.) The dri_esl white
turpentine may be substituted for the resin of the spruce fir, which is not
always to be obtained in this country.
This is a rubefacient plaster, applicable tocatarrhal and other pectoral affections, chronic inflammation of the liver, and rheumatic pains in the joints
and muscles. It oflen keeps up a serous discharge, which requires that it
should be frequently renewed. The irritation wbich it sometimes e.xcites
is so g reat as to render its remo\'al necessary.
W.

EMPLASTRUM P!CIS CUi\I CANTHAR!DE. U.S. EMPLAS·
Du.b. Plaster of Pitch with Spanish Plies.

TRUM CALEF.4.CIENS .

Warming Plaster.
"Take of Burgundy Pitch three pounds and a half; Cerate of Spanish
Flies half a pound. Melt tht;>m together by means of a water-bath, and
stir them constantly till they thicken upon cooling." U.S.
The Dublin College employs lhe same proponi~ns .
This plaster is an excellent rubefacient, more active than Burgundy pitch,
yet in general not su_fficien tly s.o _t? produce v~si_cation . St~ll, however, in
consequen~e of peculiar suscepubdny of the skin m some individuals it_ occasionally blisters; and it has been recommended to lessen the proportion of
the flies. But, while such a reduction would render the plaster insufficiently
active in most cases, it would not enti rely obviate the objec1ion; as the
78'
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smallest proportion of flies would vesicate in certain persons, and even the
Burgundy pilch a[~ne sometimes produces the same effect. In whatever
mode, therefore, this plaster may b~ prepared, it cannot always answer the
expectations which may be entertained ; and the only plan, when the skin
of any individual has bren found to be very susceptible, is to accommodate
the proportions to the particular circumstances of the case. Much, how~
ever, may be accomplished by care in the preparation of the plaster, towards
obviating its tendency to blister. If the flies of the Ceratum, Cantlmridis
have been coarsely pulverized, the larger particles, coming in contact with
the skin, will exert upon the particular part to which Lhcy may be applied
their full vesicalory effect, while, if reduced lo a very fine powder, they
would be more thoroughly enveloped in the other ingredients, and thus have
their strength much diluted. Hence the cerate, when used as an ingredient
of the warming plaster, should contain the cantharides as minutely divided
as possible, and if that usually kept is not in the proper state, a portion should
be prepared for this \Jarticular purpose. A good plan, we presume, would
be to keep the cerate used in this preparation, for a considerable time, at the
temperature of 212°, and then strain it so as to separate the flies. (See
Ceratwn Cantharidis.) The mode frequently pursued of preparing the

iu
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The warming plaster is employed in chronic rht:umatism, and various
chronic interna l diseases allended with inflammation or an inflammatory
tendency; such as catarrh, asthma, pertussis, phthisis, hepatitis, and the
sequelre of pleurisy and pneumonia.
W.

EMPLASTRUM PLUMB!. U.S., Lond. EMPLASTRUM LmBREd., Dub. Lead Plaster. Litlw1ge Plaster.

GYRI.

Take of Semi vitrified Oxide of Lead, in very fine powder,.five pounds;
Olive Oil a gallon; Water two pints. Boil them togeLher over a gentle fire,
stirring constantly, until the Oil and Oxide of Lead unite into a plaster. It
will be proper to add a little boiling water, if that employed at the commencement be nearly all consumed before the end of the process." U.S.
ThP- above process w:'.ls precisely that of the old London Pliarmacopaia.
In the ~dition of that work for JS.~6, the quantities directed are six pounds
of the ox1~e of lead, a gallon of olive oil, and two pints of water; but, as
the [mpenal measure is employed, the proportions are in fact nearly the
same as before.
The Edinburgh College orders.five ounces of litharge, twelvefluidounces
of olive oil, and lhreefluidounces of water. The .Du.blin process does not
differ materially from that of the London and U.S. Pharmacopa:ias.
The importance of this plaster, as the basis of most of the others, requires
a somewhat detailed account of the principles and manner of its preparation.
It was formerly thought that the oil and oxide of lead entered into direct
union, and that the presence of water was necessary only to regulate the
tempe~ature, and prevent the materials from being decomposed by he~t.
The discovery, however, was afterwards made, that lhis liquid was essential
to the process; and that the oil and oxide alone, though maintained at a
temperature of 220°, would not combine; whi le the addition of waler, under
these circum8tances, would produce their immediate union . It was now
supposed that the oil was capable of combining only with the hydra.led oxide
0
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of lead and 01.l would form a plaster, when heated together ~vithou~ any fr~e
water. But, since the general reception ofChevreul's views m relauon to oils
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nnd their combinations with alkalies and other metallic oxides, the former
opinions have been abandoned i a~1d it is now admiue~ tha~ the preparation
of the lead plaster affords a genuine example of saponificauon, as explained
by that chemist. A reaction takes place between the oil and water, resulting
in the developement of a sweetish substan:e called glyc_erin, and of two acid
?o<lies, the ol~ic an.d nutr~ari.c acid1J, to which, when an1!11al fat is employed
instead of olive od, a third is added, namely_, the steanc. The plaster is
formed by a union of these acids with the oxide, and, prepared accord in{)'
to
0
the directio_ns of the P.harmac~preias, is in fact an ol~o-margarate o~ lc ad.
The glycerin remains dissolved m the water, or mechanically mixed with the
plaster. That such is the correct view of the nature of this compound, is
evinced by the fact, that, if t~e oxide of lead b~ separated from the plaster by
digestion al a moderate heat m very dilute nitric acid, the fatty matter which
remains will unite with lilharge with the greatest facility , without the intervention of water. According to a more recent chemical view, the fixed oils
are compounds of ~he oily acids mentioned and ox~de of gf.yceryle. When
boiled with the oxide of lead and water, the oily acids combine with the metallic oxide to form the plaster, and the oxide of glyceryle takes an equivalent
of water and becomes glycerin. G!yceryle i~ a hypothetical compound of
carbon and hydrogen (CttH 1), which unitt'S with five equiva lents of oxygen
to form_ oxide of glyceryle (C 6 HP.:;), also a hypo~hetical substance, and with
an addJtional criuivalent of water to form glycerin. (C 6HPs+Aq.)
Other oleaginous substances and other metallic oxides are susceptible of
the same combination, and some of them form compounds having the consistence o'. a plaster; but, according to ~J. Henry, of Pa_ris, no oily matter
except animal fat can properly be substituted for olit·e od, and no metallic
oxide, not even one of the other oxides of lead, for litharge. Be ascertained,
moreover, that the English litharge is preferable for the formation of the lead
plaster to the German. From more recent experiments of Soubei,ran, it
appears that massicot or even mini um may be substituted for litharge,and a
plaster of good consistence be obtained i but that a much longer time is required for completing the process than when the officinal formula is followed.
When minium is used, the necessity for its partial deoxidation renders a
longer continuance of the process necessary than with massicot. According
to M. Davallon, professor in the School of Medicine and Pharmacy at Lyons,
it is important that the olive oil employed shou ld be pure; and, adulterated
as it frequently is in commerce, it yields an imperfect product.
Lead plaster has also been preparf'd by double decomposition between
soap and acetate or subacetate of lead; but the results have not been so advantageous as to lead to the general adoption of this process. For particular
information on the subject the reader is referred to the .!Jmericon Journal of
Phann., ix. 127, and to the Journal de Plwrmacie, xxiii. 16:1 and 322.
Preparation. The vessel in whicl_1 the lead plaster is prepared, should
be of such a size that the materials will not occupy more than two-thirds of
its capacity. The oil should be first _introduced, and the lith~rge th.en
sprinkled in by means of a sieve, the mixture being constantly stirred with
a spatula. The particles of the oxide are thus prevented from coalescing in
small masses, which the oil would not easily penGtrate, and which would
therefore delay the process. Thought.he water exerts an import~nt chemical
agency in the changes which occur, 1t is al~o useful by preventing. too high
a temperature, which would decompose the ~:ul and cause th~ ~educt10~ of the
metal. The waste must, therefore, be supplied by fresh add1tJons as directed
in the process; and the water added for this purpose should be previously
heated, as otherwise it would not only delay the operation, but by produc.~
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in~ explosion mig.ht endanger the operator .. During the continuance of the
boiling, the mater mis should be constantly st1rrnd, and th.e spall1!a should be
repeatt>dly passed along the bollom of the vessel, from side to SH.le, so as to
prevent any of the oxide, which is disposed by its greater density to sink
to the bottom, from remaining in that siLUation. The materials swt:ll up
considerably in consequence partly of _the vaporization of the .water, partly
of the escape of carbonic acid gas, which is liberated by the oily acids from
some carbonate of lead usua lly contained in the lilharge. The process
should not be continued longer than is sufficient to produce complete union
of the ingredients, and this may be known by the colour and consistence
of the mass . The colour of the litharge gradually becomes paler, and at
length almost white when the plaster is fully formed . The consistence
increases with the progress of the boiling, and is sufficiently thick, when a
portion of the plaster, taken out and allowed to cool upon the end of a
spatula, or thrown into cold w~ter, become~ solid, without adhering in this
state to the fingers .. The port10n thus s~ltdified should not present, .when
broken, _any red pomts, ~vhich would ind1c~te the presence of a portion of
uncombrneJ litharge. "\Vhen the plaster IS formed, it should be removed
from the fire, and after a short time cold water should be poured upon it.
Portions should then be detached from the mass, and, ha\ ing been well
Jrncadcd und er water, in order to separate the viscid liquid contained in the
interior, should be formed inlO cylindrical rotls, and wrapped in paper. Such
at least has been th e course of proceeding usually recommended. But M.
Davallon maintains that the presence of glycerin in the plaster is useful by
keeping it in a plastic state, and that washing and kneading are injurious,
the former by removing the glycerin, the laner by introducing parurles of
air and moisture into the mass, which is thus rendered more disposed to
rancidity. (./J.m. Jouni. of Plwnn., :xv. 274, from Joum. de C/iim.. JVid.)
JJiedical Propert·ies and Use11. This plaster, which has Jong been
known under the name of diachylon, is used as an application to excoriated
surfaces, and to slight wounds, which it serves to protect from the action
of the air. It may also be beneficial by the sedative influence of the lead
which enters into its composition. A case is on record in which lead·colic
resulted from its long.continued application to a large ulcer of the leg.
(.flm. lour. of Med. Sci., xx iii. 246.) lls chief use is in the preparation of
Olher plasters.*
O.D:Prep. Emplastrum Assafcetidre, U.S., Ed.; Emp. Ferri, U. S., Ed.,
.Dub.; Ernp. Gal bani, Dub.; Emp . Gal bani Comp .• U.S., Lond.; Emp.
Gummosum, Ed.; Emp. Hydrargyri, U.S., Land., Ed.; Emp. Opii, U.S.,
Land., .E'd., Dub.; Emp. Resinre, U.S., Lo1ul., Ed ., Dub.; Emp. Saponis,
U.S., Land., Ed., lJub .; Emp. Saponis Comp., Dub.; Unguenturn Plumbi
W.
Comp., Land.
1
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EMPLASTRUM RESINiE. U. S., Lond.
SUl\1.

Ed.

EMPLASTRUM L1THARGYR1 cuM

ADIIlESIVUM.

Resin Plaster.

EMPLASTRUM REsINo-

R£s1NA. Dub .

EMPLASTRUM

Adhesive Plaster.

T~,l~:t::~ ~:~\~~ i~Ji~;dd:;~:~~e~tfeofi;~'~dLt~~d J:l:i~~~~~r!~!t~i~1~~;
U.S., Lond.
The Edinburgh College orders.five ounces of the lead plaster. and one of
~'£5:~~ ~:t~ef.ublin, three pounds and a half of the former, and half a pound
This preparation differs from the lead plaster in being more adhesive and
somewhat more stimulating.

It is the common adhesive plaster of the

shops, and is much employed for retaining the sides of wounds in contact,
and for dressing ulcers according to the method of Baynton, by which the
edges are drawn towards each other, and a firm support is given to the
granulalions. It is usually spread for these purposes upon muslin; and the
spreading is best accomplished, on a large scale, by means of a machine,
as described in the general observations upon plasters . It is kept in the
shops ready spread; but, as the plaster becomes less adhesive by long exposure to the air, the suppl}'.' should be frequently re~ewed. When the
skin is very delicate , it occas1onally excites some irritation, and under these
circumstances a plaster may be substituted, containing a smaller proportion
of resin. That originally employed by Baynton contained on ly six drachms
of resin to the pound of lead plaster.
In order to render the plaster more adhesive, and less brittle in cold
weather, it is customary with many apothecaries to employ a considerable
proportion of Burgundy pitch or turpentine in its prepa ration; but these
additions are objectionable, as they grealiy increase the liability of the
plaste r to irritate the skin, and thus materially interfere with the purposes
for which the preparat ion was chiefl y intended. If the remarks of Dr.
Duncan on the compound soap plaster of lhe Dublin Pharmacopreia may be
relied on, Lhis might be advantageously substituted for the resin plaster in
winter. (See Emplastru.m Saponis Compositu.rn.)*
Off Prep. Emplastrum Belladonna" U.S., Lond., Ed.
W.

EMPLASTRUM SAPONIS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Soop Plaster.
"Take of Soap, sliced, half a pound; L ead Plaster three pounds. Mix
the Soap with the melted Plaster, and boil for a short time." U. S.
The London and JJublin Colleges mix the same ingredients, in the same
proportions, and boil to the proper consistence.
"Take of Litharge Plaster/our ounces; Gum Plaster two ounces; Castile Soap, in shavings, one ounce. Melt the Plasters together with a moderate heat, add the Soap, and boil for a little." Ed.
In relation to the soap plaster of the London and Dublin Colleges, and
consequently to that of the U.S. Pharmacopreia, Dr. Montgomery, in his
Observations upon the Dub lin Pharmacopreia, makes the foll~wing remark.
"I am informed by Mr. Scanlan, who prepares this plaster m large quan -
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tilies, that lhe quantity of s?ap is twi.ce too great, the plaster being, when
prepared_ by this formula, quite pulvenznblc, and falling 1_nto crumbs." This
effect is 111 some degree obviated by the gum plaster directed in the Edinburgh process . After the addition of the soap to the melted lead plaster,
it is only necessary to continue the heat for a short time, till the soap is incorporated. Boiling is not necessary.
Soap plaster is considered discutient, and is sometimes used as an application to tumours.

Off. Prep. Emp. Belladonme, Dub.; Emp. Saponis Comp., Dub. W.

Ei\IPLASTRUM SAPONIS COMPOSITUM ,·el ADH1ERENS.
Dub. Compound Soap Plaster or .lldhesive Plaster.
"Take of Soap Plaster two ounces; Litharge Plaster with Resin [Emplastrum Resinre] three ounces. .Make a plaster, which is to be melted
and spread on linen." JJub.
Dr. Duncan, in his Dispcnsatory, makes the following observations in
relation to this preparation: "The common resinous plaster is in cold
weather too brittle, and apt to crack off from the linen on which it is
spread; but by combining it in due proportion with soap plaster, it acquires
greater pliability, without losing its adhesive property . ln fact, this is the
plaster commonly spread by a machine on webs of linen, and sold under the
name of adhesive plaster."
,V,

ENEMA TA.

Clysters.
These can scarcely be considered proper objects for officinal direction;
but, having been introduced into the British Pharmacopreias, the phn of this
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evacuating the bowels, of producing the pecnliar impression of a remedy
upon the lower portion of the alimentary canal and neighbouring organs, or
of acting on ll~e system generally Lhrough Lhe medium ~f the surf~ce lo which
t~ey arc appl1t'd. They are usually emp.loyed to assist the action of reme·
dies . taken by the mouth, or to supply their place when the stomach rejects
them, or is lnsensible to their impression. Sometimes they are pre/erably
used when the seat of the disorder is in the rectum or its vicinity . As a
general rule, three times as much of any remedy is required to produce a
given impression by enema, as when taken into the stomach; but this rule
should be acted on with caution, as the relative susceptibilities of the sta.
mach and reclum are not the same in all individuals; and, with regard to
all very active remedies, the best plan is to administer less than the stated
proportion . Altl'ntion should also be paid to the fact, that, by the frequent
use of a medi~ine, the susceptibility of the stomach may be in some measure
exhausted, wnhout a proportionate diminution of that of the rectum.
-when the object is to evacuate the bowels, the quantity of liquid ad·
ministered should be considerab!t• . For an adult from ten fiuidounct'S to a
pint, for a child of eight or ten years, half that quantity, for an infant
within the year, from one to three ftuidounct>s, are about the proper propor·
tions . Much larger quantities of mild liquids may sometimes be given
with safety and adv~ntage ~as th~ bowels will occasionally feel the stimulus
of distension, when msens1ble to irritating impressions.
When the design is to produce the peculiar impression of the remedy
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upon the neighbourin~ parts or the system, it is usually desirable that the
enema should be retained; and the vehicle should therefore be bland, and
as small in quantity as is compatible with ?On~enient administration. A solution of starch, flaxseed tea, or other muc1!ag1nousfluid should be selected,
and the quantity should seldom exceed two or three tluidounces.
In every case, the patient should be ihstructed to resist any immediate
disposition to discharge the injected fluid; and his efforts to retain it should
be assisted, if necessary, by pressure with a warm folded towel upon the
fundarncnt. The best instrument for administering encmata is an accurate
metallic syringe.
W.

ENEXIA ALOES . Lond.

Clyster of .!lloes.

"Take of Aloe.is tu.:o scruples; Carbonate of Potassa .fifteen grnins; Decoction of Barley half a pint [Imperial measure]. Mix and rub them
together." Lond.
This is intended as a formula for the use of aloes in cases of ascaridcs in
the rectum, and of amenorrhrea attended with constipation .
VV.

ENEi\IA CATHARTICUM. Ed ., Dub.

Cathartic Clyster.

11
Take of Manna an ounce. Dissolve it in tenjluidounces of Compound
Decoction of Chamomile, and add of Olive Oil an ounce, Sulphate of
Magnesia !talf an ounce." Dub.
"Take of Olive oil one ounce; Sulphate of Magnesia half an ounce;
Sugar one ounce; Senna half an ounce; Boiling \tVater sixteenjluidounces.
Infuse the Senna for an hour in the \Vater; then dissolve the Salt and
Sugar; add the Oil, and mix them by agitation ." Ed.
The laxative enema most commonly employed in this country, consists
of a tablespoonful of common salt, two tablespoonfuls of lard or sweet oil,
the .same quantity of molasses, and a pint of warm water. It has the advan-
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Edinburgh, is preferable to it on ordinary occasions.
Ojf. Prep. Enema Fretidum. Ed., Dub.

ENEMA COLOCYNTllIDIS. Lond.

Clyster

W.

of Colocynth .

Talce of Compound Extract of Colocynth two scruples; Soft Soap an
ounce; Water a pint [Imperial measure] . Mix and rub them together."
11

Lond.
This may be employed whenever a very powerful purgative impreSsion
is required upon the lower bowels, as in cases of obstinate colic and constipation.
W.

ENEMA FCET!DUM. Ed., Dub. Fetid Clyster.
"This is made by adding to the Cathartic Clyster two drachms ofTincture of Assafetida." Dub., Ed.
It is carminative and antispasmodic, as well as laxative; but, when the
peculiar influence of assafetida is desired by way of enema, we prefer the
gum-re-sin itself rubbed up with hot water, in the proportion of one or two
drachms lo half a pint, of which the whole or a part may be given according
to circumstances.
W.

ENEMA OPII. Lond., Dub. ENEMA OPII vel ANODYNUM. Ed.
Clyster of Opi1tm.
"Take of Decoction of Starch four jluidounces; Tincture of Opium
thirty minims. }i'lix them." Lond.
The Edinburgh College boils half a dracfim of starch in two j!uidoimces
of water, and when it is cool enough for use, adds from thirty minims to a
jluidrac!tm of tincture of opium.
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The Dublin College mixes a jluidrachm of tincture of opium with six
fluidounccs of warm water.
Of these processes that of the London College is preferable, although
the quantity of decoction of starch is unnecessarily large. In the Dublin
formula there is too much both of the tincture and the vehicle. It must
have happened to every one in the habit of prescribing opium in this way,
to ha~e seen a much greater effect produced by a certain amount of laudanum injected into the rectum than by one-third of the quantity swallowed.
The flu idmchm contains at least one hundred drops of laudanum of the
ordinary size, and not less than one hundred and twenty as they are often
formed. From twenty to twPnty-five drops are usually considered as a
medium dose; so that the Dublin College orders five times as much by the
rectum as is given by the mouth. Sixty drops, equivalent to about thir~y
minims, are abundantly sufficient. As the object is that the enema should
remain in the rectum, the smaller the quantity of the vehicle the better; and
a mucilaginous fluid is preferable to water, as it involves the tincture, and
prevents the irritation of the alcohol before the opium begins to take effect.
The ordinary anodyne enema, employed in this country, consists of about
sixty drops of laudanum and one or two fluidounces of flaxseed tea or solution of starch.
This is an admirable remedy in obstinate vomiting, strangury from
blisters, painful affections of the kidneys, bladder, and uterus, and in the
tenesmus of dysentery. It may also frequently be employed to produce
the effects of opium upon the system, when circumstances prevent the
administration of this medicine by the mouth.
W.

ENEMA TEREBINTHINJE. Lond., Ed., Dub.

Clyster

of

Tur-

pentine.
"Take of Oil of Turpentine a fluldoimce; Yolk of Egg a sufficient
quantity. Rub them together, and add of Decoction of Barley nineteen.
fluidounces." Land.
The Edinburgh College employs the same proportions, but subslitutes
water for decoction of barle¥.
"Take of Common Turpentine half an ounce; the Yolk of one Egg.
Rub them together, and add gradually ten ounces of Water of a tempera·
ture not exceeding 100°." flub.
As the common turpentine alluded to in the Dublin formula is not usually
kept. in the shops of this country, we almost always employ the oil of turpentme, which is even more efficacious, and in no respect inferior for the
purpose. (See Oleum Terebinthinre.)
W.

EXTRACT A.
Extracts.
Extracts, as the term is employed in the U.S., London, and Edinburgh
Phar_macopreias, are soli~ substances, resulting from the evaporation of the
solut10ns ?f vegetable principles, obtained either by exposing the vegetable
to the act1?n of a solvent, or by expressing its juice in the recent state.
The Dublm College makes a d istinction between those prepared from the
infusions, decoctions, or tinctures, and those from the expressed juices of
plants, calling the former Extracta, the !alter Succi Spissati. But there
is no such essential difference between these two sets of preparations, as to
require that they shou ld be separately classed; and something is gained in
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the simplic ity of nomenclature, as well as of arrangement, which results
from their union. We shall consider them under _the. same head, taking
care. however, to detail distinctly whatever is peculiar in the mode of preparing each.
The composition of extracts varies with the nature of the vegetable, the
character of the solve nt, and the mode of ereparation. Th e o?ject is generally to obtain as much of the active principles of the plant, wnh as little of
the inert matter as possible; though sometimes it may be desirable to separate tht! active ingredients from each other, when their effects upon the system are materially different; and this may be accompli s hed by employing
a menstruu1n which, while it dissolves one, leaves the other untouched.
The proximate princi~les most commonly present in extracts ar~ gu m, sugar,
starch, tannin, e.'Ctracllve, colouring mattt>r, salts, and the peculiar principles
of plants; to which, when a sp irituous solvent is employed, may usually be
added resi nous substances, fauy matter, and frequently more or less essential oil-gum and starch being exclu ded when the menstruum is pure alcohol.
Of lhcse substances, as well as of others which, being soluble, are sometimes necessarily present in extracts, we have taken occasion to treat under
various heads in the Materia Medica. 'l'here is one, however, which, from
its suppost!d almost uniform presence in this class of preparations, and from
the inlluence it is thought to exert upon their character, de>serves particular
consideration in this place. We allude to extractive, or, as it is sometimes
called, extraclive mall er.
lt has long been observed, that in mos t vegetables there is a substance,
soluble both in water and alcohol, which, in the preparation of extracts,
undergoPs some chemical change duriog the process of evaporation, imparting to th e liquid, even if originally limpid, first a greenis h, then a yellowishbrown, and ultimately a deep-brown colour, and becoming itself in so luble.
This substance, originally called saponaceous matter by Scheele, afterwards
receind the more express ive name of extractive, derived from its very frequent presence in extracts. lts existence as a distinct principle is denied,
or at least doubted by some chemists, who consider the ph enomena supposed
to rt>sult from its presence, as depending upon the mutual reaction of other
principles; and, in relation lo Peruvian bark, it appears to have bee n proved,
that the insoluble matter which forms during its decoction in water is a
compound of starch and tannin. A similar compound mu st also be formed
in Olher cases when these two principlt•s co-exist; but they are not always
prest•nt in the same vegetable, nor can all the changes which have been attributed to ext ractive, be accounted for by their union, even when they are
present i so that till further light is shed on the subject, it is best to admit the
exisLence of a distinct substance, which, though not the same in all plants,
possesses suffici e nt identity of character to be ent itled, like sugar, resin, &c.,
to a distinctive nam e. The most interesting property of extractive is its
disposition to pass, by the influence of atmospheric air at a high temperature,
into an insoluble substance. If a vegetable infusion or decoction be evaporated in the open air to the consistence of an extract, then diluted, filtered,
and again evaporated, and the proct>ss repe~ted so long as any insoluble
matter is formed, the whole of the extractive will be separated from the liquid,
which will then contain only th e gun~, sugar, saline matters, &c., which
may have existed in the plant. lf chlonne be passed through an infusion or
decoction,a simila r precipitate is formed with much greater rapidity. The
change is usually ascribed to the absorption of o~ygt>n by the extractive,
which has, th erefore, been called, in its alte red condition, oxidized extractive i
79
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PART II.

but De Saussnre ascertained that, though oxygen is absorbed during the process, an equal measure of carbonic acid gas is given out, and the oxygen and
hydrogen of the extractive unite to form water in such a manner as to leave
the principle richer in carbon than it was originally. The name of oxidized
extractive is, therefore, obviously incorrect, and Berzelius proposes to substi-

tute for it that of apotheme, synonymous with deposit.

According to Ber-

zelius, apotheme is not completely insoluble in water, but imparts a slight
colour to that liquid when cold, and is rather more soluble in boiling water,
which becomes turbid upon cooling. It is still more soluble in alcohol, and
is freely dissolved by solutions of the alkalies and alkaline carbonates, from
which it is precipitated by acids. It has a gre-at tendency, when precipitated from solution~, to unite wiLh other prin~iples, and to c.arry them along
with it, thus acquiring properties somewhatd1fforent, according to the source
from which it is obtaint•d. In this way, also, even when the extractive ofa
plant is itself medicinally inert, its conversion intoapotheme may be injurious
by causing a precipitation of a portion of the active principle; and, in practical pharmaceutic operations, thi:'l change should always, if possible, be
avoided. With these preliminary views, we shall proceed to the consideration of the practical rules necessary to be observed in the preparation of
extracts. 'Ve shall treat of the subject under the several heads, 1. of the extraction of the soluble principles from the plant; 2. of the method of conducting the evaporation; a. of the proper condition of extracts, the changes they
are liable to undt!rgo, and the best method of pre:serving them; and 4. of
the general directions of the several Pharmacopreias in relation to them.

1. Extraction

of the

Soluble Principles.

There are two distinct modes of obtaining, in a liquid state, the principles
which we wish to extract i 1. by expression; 2. by the agency of a solvent.
I. By e:rpre.'ision. This me1hod is npplicable only to recent vegetables.
All plants cannot bl! advantqgeously treated in this way, as many have too
little juice to afford an appreciable quantity upon pressure, and of those
which are succulent, a considerable portion do not yield all their active
principles with their juice. Succulent fruits, and various acrid and narcotic
plants, are prop<'r subjects of this treatment. The plants should be operated upon, if possible, immediately after their collection. Mr. Hattley, of
London. recommends that, if not entirely fresh, tbey should be revived by
the immersion of the stalks in water for twelve or eighteen hours, and those
only used which recover their freshness by this management. They should
then be cut into pieces, and bruised in a stone mortar till brought to a pulpy
eo~si~tenrc. ·when the plant is not very succulent, it is necessary to add
a little water during this part of the process, in order to dilute the juice.
After sufficient contusion, the pulp is introduced into a linen or cam·ass
bag, and the liquid purls expressed. Mr. Brande states that light pressure
only. should be ei:nployed; as the extract is thus procured greener. of a less
glut1.nous or viscid consistenct', and. in his opinion, more active than when
consulerable force is used in the expression. (Manual of Plumrwcy.)
The juice thus obtained is opaque and usually green, in const>quenc~ of tho
presence of gr~en wax or ch!oroph~lle, and of a portion of the undissolved
vegetable fibre 1n a s:tate of minute division. By heating the juice to about
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tered, it becomes limpid and nearly colourless, and is prepared for evapora-
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tion. The clarificalion, howe\'er, is_ not absolutely. ne~essary, and is gener~lly
neglected. Sometimes the precipitate carries wnh ll a considt'rable poruon
of the active principle; in which case it should be subsequently incorporated
with the juice, when reduced by evaporation to the consistence of a syrup.
2 . By !Jolulion . The active principles of dried vegetables can be extracted only by means of a liquid solvent. The menstruum employed is
either water or alcohol, or a mixture of the two . \'\later, on account of its
cheapness, is always preferrt'd, when circumstances do not strongly call for
the use of alcohol. It has the advantage, moreover, that it may be assisted
in its action. 1f necessary, by a higher degree of heat than the latter. Pump
water is often unfit for the purpose, in consequence of the quantity of its
saline matter, which, in some instances, may exert an unfavourable influence
on the acti\•e principle, and must always be left in the c.xtract. Hain or
river, or distilled water should be preferred. Alcohol isemployrd when the
principles to be e.xtracted are insoluble, or but sliglit!y soluble in water, as
in the case of the resins; \\·hen it is dl'sirablc to avoid in the extract inert
substances, such as gum and starch, which are dissolved by water and not
by alcohol; when the heat required to evaporate the aqueous solution wou ld
dissipate or <lf'compose the active ingredients of the plant, as the volatile
oils and the active principle of sarsaparilla; when the reaction of the water
itself upon the vegetable principles is injurions, as somctimf's happens; and
finally, when the nature of the substance to Le exhausted requires so long a
maceration in water as to endanger spontaneous dc>composition . The watery
solution re11uires lo be soon evaporated, as this fluid rather promotes than
counteracts chemical changes; while an alcoholic tincture may be presPrved
unaltered for an indefinite period . An addition of alcohol to water is sufficient to answer some of the purposes for which the former is preferable; and
the employment of both fluids is essential, when the virtues or the plant
reside in two or more principles, all of which are not soluble in citlwr of
these menstrua. In this case it is usually brttcr to submit the vegetable to
the action of the two fluids successively, than to both united. Extracts
obtained by tht:! agency of ~vater, are ~ailed watery or aqueou:-; extracts, those
by means of alcohol, undiluted ot diluted, alcoholic or spitiluous eJ'/mcts.
The method of preparing the solution is by no means a matter of indifference. 'fho vegetable should be thoroughly bruised, or red'uced to the
state of coarse powder, so as to allow the access of the solveut to all its
parts, a~1d yet not so fint>ly pulverized as to prevent a. ready precipita.tion of
the undissolved and inactive portion. \Vhcn water 1s employed, it 1s customary to b.oil the medicine for a considerable lengLl1 of time. and, if the first
port!on of liquid does not completely exhaust it, to repeat the opera Lion with
successive portions, till the whole of the active maner is rxtracted . This may
be kno\\"11 by the sensiLle properties or the liquid, and by its influ£>nrc upon
reagents. But the boiling temperature produces the decomposition or many
vegetable principles, or at least so modifies them as to render them inert; aod
the extracts prepared by decoction are usually less efficient than those pre~
pared with a less degree of ht•at. From numerous experiments upon extracts,
Orfila concluded that their virtues were lt•ss in proponion lo the heat used
in their prl'paration. lt, has, therefore, been rt"commendcd to substitute for
decoction the process of maceration, digestion, or hot infusion; in the first of
which the liquid acts without heat, in the second is a~sisted by a moderatel.Y
increased temperature sustained for a considerable tune, and in the third 1s
poured boiling hot upon the vegetable maller,and allowed to stand for a short
period in a covered vessel. When the active principles are readily soluble
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in cold water, maceration ls often preferable to the other modes, as starch,
which is inert, is thus left be hin d: but in many instances th e preparation
would spoil befort> the extraction would be completed. By digestion, though
the solvent power of waler is moderately increased, the advantage is oflen
more than counter balanced by th e increased disposition to sponta neous decomposition. Hot infusion, thert>fore, is to be preferred where the vegetable does
not readily yiC> ld its virtues to cold water. lt has the advantage, moreover,
in the case of albuminous subdtances, that th e albumen is coagulated, and
thus prevented from inc.reasing the bulk of th.e extract, without any addition
to its virtues. A convenie nt mode of perform mg this process, is to introduce
the solid n.iaterial into a v~ssel with an ope ning near the bouom temporarily
closed, or in to a funnel with its mouth loosely stopped, then to pour on th e
boiling water, and, havi ng allowed it lo remain a sufficient lengt h of time, to
draw it off through the opening. This operation may be repeated till the
water comes away without any obvious impr«.>gnation. hi s always desirable
to obtain the solution in the firs t place as concentrated as possible, so as to
prevent the necessity of l?ng continued evaporation, whic h has a tendency
to injure th e extract. Il IS helter, therefore, to incur th e ri sk, both where
decoction and infu sion are employed, of lt'aving a portion oft he active mat1er
behind, than to obtain a VC'ry wPak solution . \Vh cn successive portions of
water are e ~pl oyed, those which are least im~ regnated should be brought
by evaporation to the strength of that first obtame<l before being mixed with
it, as the latter thus escapes exposure lo unnecessary heat.
\V hen alcohol is employed as a menstruum, the vegetable should be macerated in it fo r one or two WC'eks, and care should be take n that the tincture
be as nearly saturated as possible. The ext raction may be hastened by substitutin g digestion for maceration; as the moderate heat employed, while it
facilitates the action of th e alcohol, has in thi s case no effect in promoting
decomposition, and the influence of the atmospheric air may be excluded
by performing th e process in close vesse ls. \\7 hen alcohol and water are
both used, it is best, as a genera l rule, to exhaust the vegetable with each
sepa ra tely , as the two menstrua rt>quire different modes of treatment. In
whiche~erofthcse modes the extraction is effected , itreq.ui restheassistance
of occasional agitation; and , when the vegetable matter 1s very porous, and
absorbs large quantities of the solvent, expression mu~t be resorted to.
Acetic acid has rect"nlly been introduced into use as a menstruum in the
preparation of extracts. lt is supposed to bt• a better solvent of the active
principles of certain substances than eitlwr water or alcohol alone. Accordin g to Girolam o Ferrari, the ac ri d narcotics, such as aconite, hen1lock, hyoscyamus, and stramonium, yield much stronger ex tracts with distilled vinf'gar
than with water, and still stronge r lo alcohol lo which strong acetic acid has
been add_e<l. (Jouni. (~e Phann., ae 1Jel'., i. :l:J9.) This acid is used in the
preparation of lhc acetic extract of colchicum of lhe London and Edinburgh
Pharmacopreias.
The process of displacement has within a few yea rs bee n very advantageously applied lo the preparation of extracts, both with water and spirituous men~tr~a. It has the fo!!owing g reat adva11tages; I. that it enablti_s ~he
soluble prrnc1ples lo be sufficiently extracted by cold water, thereby avoid mg
the injury resulting from heat in decoction and hot infusion; 2. that it effocts
the ex traction much more quickly than can be done by maceration. thereby
not Only sav in g t!me , but also obviating the risk of spontanE>ous decomposition; and :J. t ha~ ll. a_tro~ds the opportunity of obtaining highly concentrated
solutions, thus <l1mm1~Lmg all the injurious effects of the subseque nt evaporn-
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tion . 'Vhile thus advantageous, it is less liable in this particular case than
in others to Lhe objection of yielding imperfect results if not well performed;
for, though an inexpert or careless operator may incur loss by an inco~plete
exhaustion of the substance acted on, and the extract may be deficient in
quantity, it may still be of the intended strength and quality, which is not
th~ case with infusions or tinctures unskilfully prepared upon this plan.
For an account of the mode of operating in the process of displacement,
and of the instruments used, the reader is referred to pages 763 and 76U.
Some prefer the mode of expression to that of displact>mcnt. This also
is applicable both to watery and alcoholic munstrua. The substance to be
acted upon is mixed with the menst-ruum, cold or hot according to circumstances; and the mixture is allowed to stand from twe!\'e to twtm.ty -four
hours. The liquid part is then filtered off, and the remainder submntcd to
strong pressure, in a linen bag, by means of the common screw press, or
other convenient instrument. Another portion of the menstruum may then
be added, and pressure again applied; and, if the substance is not suffic iemly
exhausted, lhe same operation may be performed a lhird time. Frequently
only a siagle expression is required, and very seldom a third. The quan tily of menstruum added must vary with the solubility of the principles to
be extracted. According to Mohr, the method of expression has the advantage ovcr 'that of displacement, that it yields solulions of more uniform concentration, that it dors not require the material to be so carefully powdt:!red
or otherwise so skilfull.v managed in order to insure favourable results,
and finally that it occupies Jess time. (.!Inna/. der Phann., xxi. 299.)

2. .llfode

of conducting the Evaporation.

In evapor(\ting the solutions obtained in the modes abo\•e described, attention should always be paid to the fact, that the extractive matter is constantly breaming insoluble at high temperatures with the access of air, and
that other chemical changes are going on, sometimes not less injurious than
this, while the volatile principles are expelled with the vapour. 'l'he operator should, therefore, o?serve two rules; I. to conduct the evaporation at
as low n temperature as 1s consistent with other objecis; 2. to exclude atmospheric air as much as possible, and, when this cannot be accomplished,
to expose the liquid the shortest possible time to its action. According to
Berzelius, the injurious influence of atmospheric air is much greater at the
boiling point of \\ ater tban at a less heat, even allowing for the longer
exposure in the latter case; and, therefore, a slow evaporation at a moderate heat is preft!rable to the more rapid effects of ebullition. Bearing these
principles in mind, we shall proceed to examine the different modes in
practice. First, however, it is proper to obsen•e, that <lecoctions generally
Jedall upon cooling a portion of insoluble matter; and it is a question whether
this should be rejected, or retained so as to form a part of the extract. Though
it is undoubtedly in many instances inert, as ia that of lhc insoluble tannate
of starch formed during the decoction of certain n::getable substances, yet,
as it frequently also contains a portion of the active principle which a boiling saturated solution necessarily depos.its on cooling, and, as it is difficult
to decide with certainty when it is active and when otherwise, the safest
plan, as a general rule, is to allow it to remain.
The mt:thoJ of evaporation usually resorted to in the case of the aqueous
solutions is rapid boiling over a ti.re. The more quickly the proc~ss is conducted the beller, provided the l1qujd is to be brought to the boiling point;
79•
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or

for lhe temperature cannot exceed this, and the length
exposure is dimii1ished . BuL even where this method is employed, it should not br continued
till the completion of the evaporation; for, when most of 1he water has escaped, the temperature can no longer be kept down to the boiling point,
and the extract is burnt. The caution, therefore, should al wars be observrd
of removing the preparation from the fire, before it has attain.cd the consist-

ence of thick syrup, and completing the evaporation either by means
water-bath, or in shalJow vessels at a modcrate heal.

o~

a

\.V hen large q uamiues

of liquid are to be evaporated, it is best to divide them into ponions, and
evaporate each separately; for, as each portion requires less time for evaporation than the whole, it \~ill thus be a shorter time exposed to heat. (Mohr.)
But the mode of ernporat1on by boiling is always more or le.ss objoctionable,
and 5hould be employed only in cases where the p rinciples of the plant are
so fixed and unchangeable as to authorize their extraction by dccoction.
E\·aporation by means of the. watcr-bad1, from the com_mencement of the
process, is safer than the plan JUSt mentioned, as it obviates all danger of
burning L1ie extract; but as the hf'at is not suppl!ed directly from the fire,
the volatilization of the water cannot go on .so rapidly, and the temperature
being the same, or very nearly so, when the water-bath is kept boiling, there
is greater risk of injurious action from the air. The us~ of the vapour-bath,
as sugges~ed
M. Henry, is pcr~aps preferable i. as it req~ires a smaller
consumption of fue l, and the heat impartC'd to the liquid, while sufficient to
evaporate it, is le.ss than 212°. We take the following- description of the
apparatus employed at the Central Pharmacy of Pari s, from M . Cheval!icr's
highly useful Manual. Lt consists of a covered boiler, containing water, the
vapour of which is conducted through a pipe into C\'apornting vessels, communicating with each other by means of metallic tubes. These vessels have
the form of an ordinary copper basin, over the top of which is soldered a
shallow tin capsule, intended to contain the liquor to be evaporated . The
vapour from the boiler circulates through these vessels, and the water into
which it condenses is allowed to escape through a stop-cock auached to the
bottom of each vessel. From the last one of the series a tu be passes into a
1•essel of water; so as to afford a slight pressure against the escape of any
excess of vapour. The liquid to be evaporated is first distributed in two
or three capsules, but when considerably concentrated is transferred to a
single one, where it is stirred towards the close of the process to hasten the
evaporation. The heat applied to the liquid, if there are four vessels, is in
that nearest the boiler about W8° F., in the fourth or most remoie, about
rn5°. An incidental advantage of this apparatus is, that it affords a large
supply of distilled water, which may be used for extracting the active matter from fresh portions of the vegetable, or for other purposes.
A good plan of evaporatio11 1 lhough slow, is lo place the liquid in a broad
shallow vessel, exposed in a slove or drying room to a lemperalureof about
100°, or a linle higher,tal<ing care that the air ha\'e free access in order to
facilit~tc the cvoporalion. 'l'his mode is particularly applicable to all those
cases m which maceration or infusion is preferred LO decoction for ex1racting Lhe acti~e principles. Berzeliu~ says that we may thus usually obtain
the extract 111 the form of a yellowish Lransparent mass, while tho~e prepared in the ordinary way are almost black, and are opaque even 111 very
thin layers. Even when the liquid is bo il ed al first, the process may of~en
be hdvantageously completed in lhis manner. It has been proposed lo efiect
the evaporation al the common temperature, by directing a strong current of
air, by means of a pair of smiths' bellows, over the surface of the li'}uid i
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and in the case of those subs1ances which alt injured by heat and not by
the action of atmosph~ric air, there is 110 doub1 that the plan would b~

found useful.
Plans. have .been propose~ ~nd carried into _exe.cution for performing
evaporation wnhout tl~e adm1ss1on of atmospheric air. The ~pparatus for
evaporation in varuo rnvcnted by Mr. Barry, and described m the Land.
Journ. of Science and Arts, vol. viii. p. :JGO, is well calculated to meet this
object, at the same time. that, by removing the atmospheric pressure, it
enables the water to rise in vu pour more rapidly, and a_l a comparatively
low temperatur~. The metl~od of B~rry consists in distilling the Jiquid
rnto n large receiver from which the air has been expf'lled by steam, and in
which the vapour is condensed by cold water applied to the surface of the
recei,•er, so as to maintain a partial \'acuum. Mr. Redwood has modified
this process by keeping an air-pump in action during the evaporation, thus
removing not only the air, but the vapour as fast as it forms, and maintaining a more complete vacuum than can be done by the condensation of the
vapour alone. (Journ. de Plumn., ae sir., i. 23 1.) Anoth~r method is to
place the liquid unde r an exhausted receiver, together with some concentrated
sulphu ric acid, or chloi'ide of calcium, which, by its affinity for water, assists
the evaporation of the liqu id . But, from the expense and trouble of these
modes of evaporation, they are not calculated for general use. Dr. Christison recommends as probably the most perfect and convenient method,
especially with wate ry infusions and <lecoctions, to evaporate the fluid in a
vacuum to the consistence of syrup, and then to complete the process in
shallow vessels, exposed to a current of air without heal.
A more convenicnl plan of exclut!ing lhe air, lhough il does not at the
same time meet the object of reducing the requisiLC degree of heat, is to
distil off the water in close vessels. Berze lius s~ys that this is the best
mode of concentration next to that in vacuo. Care, however, must be taken
that the fire be not too long app lied, lest. the extract should be burnt. T he
process should, therefore, be completed by means of the water-bath.
In the concentration of alcoholic solutions, d islillation should always be
performed; as not only is the atmospheric air thus excluded, but the alcohol
is recovered, if not absolute ly pure, certainly fit for the pu rpose to which it
was originally applied. Here a lso the water-bath should be employed, to
obviate any possible risk of injury from the fire. When the decoction or infusion, and tincture of the same vegetable have been made separately, they
shou ld be separately evaporated to the consistence of syrup, and then mixed
together, while t hey arc of such a consistence as to incorporate without
difficuhy. The object of this separate e\•aporation is, that the spirituous
extract may not be exposed to the degree of heat, or lengthened action of
the air, which is necessary in the ordinary mode of concentrating the infusion or decoction.
In every instance, care should be taken to pre\'Cnt any portion of the ext ract from becoming dry and hard on the sides of the evaporating vessel, as
in this slate it will not readily incorporate with the remaining mass . The
heat, therefore, should be applied to the bottom, and not to the sides of tho
vessel.

3. Condition and Preservation

of Extracts.

Extracts are prepared of two different degrees of consistence; soft so that
they may be readily made into pills, and hard that they may be pulverized.
Those obtained from the expressed juices of plants are apt to attract mois-
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turc from the air, in conseqnence of the deli~uescent nature of the salts
cxi~ting in the juice. They are thus rendered soflcr, and more liable to
become mouldy upon the surface. Others, especially such as contain much
chlorophylle, harden by lime, in consL·quence of the escape of their moisture; and it not unfrequently happens that small crystals of saline matter are
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The uir,moreover,exerciscsan unfavourable chemical influenceo\'Cr the

become nearly inert, by
the same changes which they undergo more rapidly in the liquid state at an
t•levated temperature. If an extract be dissolved in water, and the liquid
softer extracts, which are enfeebled, and

uhimat~ly

be saturated \\'ith common sail, or any other ''ery soluble salt of difficult
decomro_sition, t~e greater part of it is. precipitated, in consequence of the
insolubility of tb1s class of substances m salmc eolutions. The precipitate
may be again dissolved in pure water. (Berzeli11.'i.)
Extracts, in order that th<>y may keep well, should be placed in glazed
earthenware, glass, or porc1·lain jars, and completely protected from the
access of the air. This may be effected by covering their surfacr with a
layer of melted wax, or with a piece of paper moistened with strong spirit,
then closing the mouth of the vessel with a cork, spreading wa:c: or rosin
over this, and covering the whole with leather, or a piece of bladder. (Dun·
can.) The dry extracts, being less liable to be affected by atmospheric
uxygen, do not require so much care. The application of alcohol to the
surface has a tendency to prevent mouldinL'SS. A method of protecting
exuacts from the action of the air frequently rcsortt>d to, is to cover them
closely with oiled bladder; but this, though heller than to leave them uncovered, is not entirely effectual. 8hould the extract become too moist, it may
be dried by means of a water-bath; should it, on the contrary, be too dry,
the proper consistence may be restored by softening it in the same manner,
and incorporating \\"ith it a little distilled water. (C!ievaflier.)
Extracts from recent plants should always be prepared at the season when
the plant is medicinally most active; and a good rule is to prepare them
once a year.

4. General Oj/icinal Directions.
u In the preparation of the Extracts, evaporate the moisture, as q_uickly
as possible, in a broad, shallow dish, by means of a water-bath, until they
have acquired the consistence proper for forming pills; and towards the end
of the process, stir them constantly with a spatula. Sprinkle upon the softer
Extracts a small quantity of Alcohol [Rectified Spirit, Lond.J." U.S.,

Lone/.

11
Extracts are usually prepared b_y ev~porating the expressed juices of
plants, or their infusions and decocuons 111 water, proof spirit, or rectified
spirit, at a temperature not exceeding 212° F. by means of a vapour·bath.
Most of them, however, may be obtained of greatly superior quality by the
prncess of evaporation in vacuo. And the cxtrncts of t>xprcssed juices can·
not, perhaps, be better prepared than by spontaneous evaporation in shallow
vessels, exposed to a. current of air. Extracts should be evaporated to such
a consistence as to form a pill·mass when cold." .E'd.
The Dublin College places the inspissated juices under a distinct head,
and gives directions for the watecy extracts under the title of Extracla Sirnpliciorn, omitting, probably through inadvertence, the classification of the
spirituous extracts which it also orders.
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1. Succi Spitisali. nThe leaves used in the preparation or lhe inspissated juices should be gathered about the period when the herb begins to
flower. 'l' he inspissation is best effected by evaporating the superfluous
moisture with a nmliwn heat by means or a vapour-bath, and constantly
Mining with a spatula towards the close or the process." JJub.
2. E.rlracla Simpliciora . .. All simple extracts, unless otherwise ordered,
are .to be prepared accor.ding to the follo~ving rule. Boil the vegetable matter m eiglit tunes its weight or water, till tbe liquid is reduced one.hair;
tlu:n express, and arter the subsidence of the dregs filter; evaporate the
liquor with ·a superior hc>al (between 200° and 2 12°) until it begins to
tluclrnn; finally, inspissate it with a niediwn beat (between 100° and 200°)
obtained by a vapour-bath, frequently stirring, till it acquires the consistence proper for the format ion or pills." .Dub.
w.

EXTllACTUl\l ACONITI. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Dub. Extract ?f .1co11ile.

AcoN.1T1.

Succus Sr1ssATus

'flus is prepai;ed . acco rding to the U.S. Pharmncopreia, from fresh Aconite, in the manner directed for extract or stramonium leaves. (Sec .Extrac-

lum Stramonii Foliorum .)

"Take or fresh Aconite Lcavt!s a pound. Bruise them in a stone mortar,
bprinkling upon them a little water; then express the juice, and ernporale
1t, without 'straining, to the proper COll!-iistencc." Land., Dub.
•"fakt' or the Leaves or Monkshood, fresh, any contenient quanlily.
11..•at tlwm into a pulp; exprrss the juice; subject the residuum to percolation with Rectifit>d Spirit, ~o long as the Spirit passes minerially coloured;
unite the expressed juice and the spirituous infusion ; filter; disti l off the
spirit; and evaporate the residuum jn the vapour-bath, taking care to remove
the .vessel from the heat so soon as the due degree or cons istence shall be
altained. 10 Ed.
'l'hc U. S., London, and Dublin processes for this extract a re the same;
all consisting in the evaporation or the exp ressed juice of the leaves. The
reader will find the gennal officinal di rections at the close or our introducto~y observations in relation to extracts. Among these observations,
he
wil l also find rules which may be or practical use in regulati ng the various
steps or the process under consideration.
l n relation to the preparation or this extract, as well as or all others derived from the expressed juicrs or narcotic plants, the following summary
or the plan pursued by Mr. Bauley, an expe rienced apothecary of London,
may be or service . Having passed lhe expressed juice through a fine hair
siC\'C, he places it immediately upon the fire . Before it boils, a
quantity of
green matter rises to the surface, which in some plants is very abundant.
This is removed by a perforated ti n dish, and presen•ed . It ceases to appear soon arter the liquid begins to boil. 'l'he boiling is continued till
rather more thnn hair the fluid has been evaporated, when the decoction is
pou red into a conical pan and allowed to cool. An abunda nt dark-green
precipitate forms, from which the supernatant liquid is poured off, and,
having been reduced one-hair by a second boiling, is again allowed to stand.
T he precipitate wbich now falls is IC'SS green than the first. 'l'he remaining
tluid is once more placed over the fire, and allowed to boil till it assumes
the consi.stence of syrup, when it is re1~ovt'd. The matter at first collcct~d
by fillrat1on, together with that precipitated, is now incorporated with It,
and the whole placed in a metallic pan, and by means or a watt'r-bath
evapo rated to the consistence or an extract. ln the latter part or the 1~ro
cess, care is necessary to prevent any part or the extract from bardcnrng
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on the sid<'s of the vessel, as lt thus loses its fine -green colour and becomes
proportionab!y ft·eb!t'.

The superiority of this plan over a continuous boiling is, that the portions
of active muller which are deposited at different stages of the process, am
subjected for a shorter time to heat limn if allowl'J to remain in the liquor,
and are consequcntlr less deteriorated. Th.I.! mauer_which coagulates bt>fore
the fluid boils is chidly albume n, cmLracrng pornons of chlorophylle and
of the undissolved vegetable fibre . Lt might probably be thrown away
~vitbo~t diminishing the virlUes of th~ extract; but as chlorop~ylle , _tho_ugh
11self rnactin•, has often associated with it a portion of the acllve principle,
it is the mostccot;iomical plan to incorporate it with the other matters. C\lr.
Brande states, that one cwt. of fresh aconite yields about fi\'e pounds of
extract. .r~ccording to Geiger, one pound yields an ounce and. a half.
'l'he Edinburgh process, which was ad?pted from th~ Prn.ss1an Pharmacopreia, first expresses the leaves, then digests the residue in alcohol. and
evaporates the two liquids together. This is an impro\'C'mcnt on the otlll'r
proceSSj a:s thC' rc•sidue of the lt•aves afler the expression of tl1e juice is still
very acrid. But the evaporation of the expre~scd juice and that of the
tincture should be carried on separately to the consistf'nce of asyrupj sincf',
by the present plan, the uc.tive mauer of both liquids is exposed to heat
during the time necessary for the cvuporiltion of th1.• whole.
'Vhen properly prepared by mrans of a water-bath, according to the
U.S. and London process, which is that of St.:Jrck, this exlract has a yellowish-brown colour, with a tlisagrl'l.'::tble narcotic odour, alld the acrid
taste of the planL. Prepared accor<ling to the Endinburgh procl.'ss, it is
said to be more acrid and more active as a medicine. 'l'he extract of aconite may be given in the dose of one or two grains, night and morning, to
be gradually increased till the system is affected. Twenty grains or more
h~ve been given in the course of a day. Dr. 'l'ur~bull states, that he has
tried several extracts of aconite made by evaporatmg the expressed juice,
W.
and found them almost inert.

EXTRACTUJ\I ACONITI ALCOHOLICUM. U. S.

.!llcoholic Ex-

tract qf .!lconite.
"Take of Aconite, in coarse powder a pound: Diluted Alcohol four pints.
Moisten the Aconite with half a pint of the Diluted Alcohol, and, havi~g
allowed it to stand for twenty-four hours, transfer it to an apparatus ford1s·
placement, and add gradually the remainder of the Diluted Akohol. \f.hl'n
the last portion of this shall ha\•c penetratc·d the Aconite, pour in sufficient
wate~ from time to time to ·keep the powder CO\'C'r~d. Cease to filter. when
the liquid which passes begins t.o produce a prec1pitatc, as it falls, 1~ that
which has already passed. Disl1l off the Alcohol from the fiht:rcd liquor,
and C\'aporate the residue to Lhc proper consistence." U.S.
'rhis is essentially the process of the French Codex . 'l'he water added
is merely in~cndcd to expel that portion. of the spirituous solution remaining
in the aco111tt!; and the filtration is directed to cease when a precipirnte
begins to appear, because this is an indication that the waler is passing.
ll is important tbat the heat <"mployrd in the evaporntion should no.t .be
gr.eater than that produced by a \•apour-bath, as otherwise decompos1t1on
will be apt to e?sue. lf made from recently dried leavc.s, which have n?t
yet been impaired by time, this is a good preparation of aco~ite, and is
believed to b(~ more powerful, and to keep better, than the wspissate~
juice. The doE-c is half a grain or grain 1 to be. gradually increased if
necessary.
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An alcoholic extract prepart'd from the root is said to be strorwer, and
may be gi\•en in the d~se of one-six~h _or one-quarter of a ~rain thr~e times
a day, to be gradually mcr~.ased until Its effects are experienced.
1V.

EXTRACTUM ALOES PURll'ICATUM. L011d.
ALO>:s HEPATtc~:. Dub. Purified Extract of .llloes.

ExrnAcTuM

"Ta~'e of Aloes, in powder, f!fteen ounces; Boiling 'Vater a gallon
[lmpenal measure]. Macerate fol" three days with a gentle heat; then
strain the liquor, and set it by that the dregs may subside. Pour off the
clear liquor, and evaporate it to a proper consisten~e." Lond.
TJ1e Dublin College prepares this extract accord mg to the general dircctioos. (See page 933.)
The object of this process is to separate from aloes the resinous matter,
thu apotlmne of Berzelius, which is supposed to irritate the bowels , without
possessing purgative properties; but the trnth appears to be, that, when de~
prived of a small proportion of adhering extractive, this matlcr is quite inert.
ltcannot,therefore, injuriouslyaffoct the virtues of the medicine; and, as it
exists in comparatively small proportion, and during the process a part of the
extractive becomes insoluble, the preparation may be considered as at best
unnecessary. The dose of the purified aloes is from five to fifteen grains.
Off. Prep. Extractum Colocynthidis Compositum, Lond.
YV .

EXTRACTUM ANTIJEMID!S . Ed.
Dub. Extract of Chamomile.

ExTRACTUM CHAMit':MELr.

"Take of Chamomile [dried flowers] a pou~d. Boil it with a gallon
[Imperial measure] of Water down to four pints ; filter the liquor hot;
evaporate in the vapour. bath to the proper consistence." Ed.
The Du/Jlin College prepares this extract according to the general process for si.mple. extracts. (See page !):13.)
According to Mr. Brande, one cwt. of dried chamomile flowers affords
upon an average 48 pounds of extract.
~his extract bas a deep-brown colour, ~nd the hi.tter taste of chamo~ile,
but is wholly destitute of aroma, the volatile oil havmg been entirely driven
off during the process. it does not, therefore, possess the peculiar virtues
of the flowers; but is simply a m~ld bitter, wl.lich may sometimes ~e advantageou~ly combined with laxatives and mmeral tonics in debilitated
states of the digestive organs. All the effects of the flowe rs may be obtained from it by adding a liu!e of the oil of chamomile. ll is most used,
however, as a vehicle for other tonics in the pilular fo rm. It has been
omitted in tbc last edition of the U . S. Phri.rmacopreia. The dose is from
ten to twenty grains. An extract may be prc'pared, having the peculiar
flavour as well as bitterness of chamomile, by macerating the flowers in
water, and evaporating the infusion in vacuo .
W.

EXTRACTUM ARTEMISIJE ABSINTHII. Dub.

Extract

of

Wormwood .
This extract, which is di rected only by the Dublin College, is prepared
from the tops of Wormwood according to the gene~al formula of tbat Col·
l(>gc for simple extracts. (See page H3:t) It retains, to a certain extent,
the bitterness of the plant, without th e strong odour and peculiar last(> de·
pendent on the volatile oil, which is driven off by the boiling. lt is, however, in no respect supNior to other hiller extracts, and is very seldom used.
The dose is from ten to twenty grains.
W.
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EXTRACTUM BELLADONNA;:. U.S., Lond., Ed. Succus SPISsATus BELLADONNJE.

Dub.

EJ:lract of Belladonna.

This is prepared from lhe fresh leaves of the .fltropa Belladonna in lhe
manner di reeled by lhe U.S. Pharmacopreia for extract of stramonium
leaves {see Extractum Stramonii _Poliorum): and by the London and
Dublin for extract of aconite (see Extraclwn .flconiti).

"Take of Belladonna, fresh, any convenient_ ~uanlil!J.· Bruise it in a
marble mortar into a uniform pulp; express the JU Ice; moisten the residuum
with water, and E"xpress again. Unite the expressed fluids, filter them, and
evaporate the filtered liquid in the vapour-bath to the consistence of firm
extract, stirring constamly towards the close." Ed.
From the experiments of M:\T. Solon and Soubeiran, it appears that, in
relation to this extract, the insoluble matter separated from the expressed
juice by filtering, and thaL coagulated by heat, are nearly if not quite inert;
so that advantage might result from clarifying the juice by these means before evaporating it. (See General Observations on Extracts, p. 927.) Mr.
Brande states that one cwt. of fresh belladonna yields from 4 to 6 pounds
of extract. According to M. Recluz, nearly ten parts may be obtained
from one hundred. The extract employed in thiS country is brought chiefly
from England. It has usually a dark-brown colour, a slightly n~rcotic not
unpleasant odour, a biuerish taste, and a soft consistence which tt long retains. Asparagin has been found in this extract. (Journ. de Phann. xxi.

178).
Its medical properties and uses have been detailed under the head of Belladonna. A few words in relation to its mode of application may be proper
here. For the dilatation of the pupil, it is either mixed with water to the
consistence of cream and rubbed on the brow and eyelids, or dissolved in
water and dropped into the eye. In rigid it)_' of the os u~eri, it is. applied at
intervals to the neck of the uterus, mixed with simple 01ntment m the proportion of two drachms to an ounce. ln irritability of the bladde~, chordee, spasm of the urethra, and painful constriction of the rectum, 1t may
either be rubbed in the form of ointment upon the perineum.• along. t.he
urethra, &c., or may be used in the form of enema i but care 1s requ1s1te
not to introduce it too freely into the bowel. ll is sometimes smeared upon
the bougie, mixed with oil, jn the treatment of striclUre of the urethra. ln
the fo rm of ointment it has been beneficially employed in phymosis and
paraphymosis, and in that of plaster or ointment, in local pains of a neuralgic or rheumatic character. (Sec Emplastrum Belladonnre.) The dose of
the extract is uncertain on account of its variable strength. The best plan
i~ to begin with one-quarter or one-half of a grain, repeated two or thre~
times a <lay, and gradually to increase the dose till the effects of the med1·
cine are experienced. To a child two years old not morn than one-twelfth
of a grain should be administered at first.
OJ/ Prep. Emplastrum Belladonnre, U.S., lond., Ed., Dub.
W.

EXTRAC.:TUM ll.E:LLADONN1E ALCOI-IOLICU:VJ. U.S.

.fllco-

lwlic Extract of Belladonn<i.
This is directed by the U.S. Pharmacopreia to be prepared from Belladonna, in coarse powder, in the same manner as the alcoholic extract o[
aconite. (See .E'xtractmn .flconili Jllcoholi.cum.) It is a good preparatio~,
though less necessary than some other spirituous extracts of the narcotic
plants; as the inspissated juice or common extract of bellarlonna can gene·
ra lly be r.rocured of good quality._ It is one of the officinals of the French
Codex. The dose to begin with is half a grain or a grain.
W.
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EXTRACTUM C!NCHONJE. U.S., Ed., Dub.
CtNCHONiE CoRDIFOLJlE.

ExTRAcTu"

ExTRACTUM C1NCIION1E LANCIFOLllE.

TRACTUM CrncHONJE 0BLONGIFOLI1E..

Lond.

Extract

of

Ex-

Peruvian

Bark.
"Take of Peruvian Bark, in coarse powder, a pound; Alcohol four
pints; Water a siifftcient quantity. Macerate the Peruvian Bark with the
Alcohol for four days; then filter by means of an apparatus for displacement, and when the liquid ceases to pass, pour gradually upon the Bark
sufficient 'Valer to keep its surface covered. When the filtered tincture
measures four pints, set it aside, and proceed with the filtration until six
pints of infusion are obtained. Distil off the alcohol from the tincture, and
evaporate the infusion, till the liquids respectively are brought to the consistence of thin honey; then mix them, and evaporate so as to form an
extract." U.S.
"Take of Cinchona Cordifolla, brui~ed, fifteen ounces; Distilled Water
four gallons [~mperial measure]. Boil down with a gallon of Water to ~ix
pints, and strarn the liquor while hot. Jn the same manner boil down with
an equal measure of 'Yater four times, and strain. Lasdy, having mixed all
the liquors together, evaporate them to the proper consistence. Prepare the
Extract of Cinchona Lancifolia, and Cinchona Oblongifotia, in the same
manner as that of Cinchona Cordifolia." Land.
"Take of any of the varieties of Cinchona, but especially the Yellow
or Red Cinchona, in fine pow.dcr, four .ounces; Proof ~pirit twentyfour
jluidounces. Percolate the Crnchona wnh the Spirit; distil off the greater
part of the spirit; and evaporate what remains in an open vessel over the
vapour-bath to a due consistence." Ed.
The Dublin College takes a pound of coarsely powdered pale bark and
six pints of water; boils for fifteen minutes in a loosely covered vessel, and
filters the decoction while hot; boils the residue again in an equal quantity
of water, and filters as before; repeats the boiling and filtration in like manner a third time; then mixes the decoctions, and evaporates them to a proper
consistence. The College also directs that the exlract should be kept soft,
so as to be fit for forming pills, and hard, that it may be pulverized.
Of the different officinal extracts of bark for which directions are given
above, we decidedly prefer that of the United States or Edinburgh Pharmo.copceia. 'l'he extract of the London and Dublin Colleges is an injudicious
preparation. In the first place, the water does not nearly exhaust the bark,
and in the second, the boiling favours the formation of an insoluble compound of starch and tannin, which carries with it a portion of the alkaline
principles, and, though retained in the extract, is probably less efficient as a
medicine than a more soluble compound containing an equal proportion of
the active matter. According to the suggestion of M. Henry, Jun., it is not
improbable that the different colouring matters in.the bark act in relation to
the quinia and cinchonia the part of an acid, sharmg at a high temperature
these bases with the kinic acid, and forming with them insoluble if not inert
compounds. Besides, we cannot by any means· be certain that a long continued heat of 212° may not determine an actual decomposition of a portion
of these alkalies, and the formation of new principles. It is very desirable
that the evaporation, in the preparation of this extract, should be effected
at a low temperature.
A very good extract of bark was formerly p~epared, in the shop~ of ~hi
ladelpbia, by macerating cinchona for a considerable length of ume m a
large proportion of water, and slowly evaporating the infusion, by a very
80
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moderate heat, in large shallow dishes placed upon the top of a stove. Before the use of the sulphate of quinia had superseded that of most other
preparations of bark, we employed this extract with success in tlie treatment
of intermitlents, and found ten grains of it equivalent to nearly a drachm of
the powdered cinchona.
According to Mr. Brande, one cwt. of fine crown bark (best palL' bark)
yields on an average 28 pounds of watery extract, and 2f.> pounds of alcoholic extract. ll is best that the bark should be only coarsely powdt•red
when submitted to decoction or maceration; as in this state it is sufficiently
penetrable by the solvent, and more readily separated afler b.eing ~xhaustcd.
The extract should always be brought to the l~ard dry state 111 which it may
be pulverized; as it is thus !es~ apt to be injured by ~xposurr, and in the
state of powder may be more uniformly incorporated with other substances.
It is best prepared from the yellow ( Calisaya) or the red bark.
Jlfedical Uses. The extract of Peruvian bark is at present much less
employed than before the discovery of quinia. lt is still, however, occa·
sionally prescribed as a tonic in combination with other medicines; and as
it possesses, when properly prepared with a spirituous menstruum, almost
all the active princip les as they exist in the. bark itself, it may be used in
preference to the sulphate of quinia 1 whenever it is supposed that the latter
is incapable of exerting all the curative influence of cinchona. The dose
is from ten to thirty grains, equivalent to about a drachm of the powdered
bark.
W.

EXTRACTUM COLCHICI ACETICUM. Lond., Ed. .!lcetic
Extract of Colchicum .
"Take of fresh Colchicum Cormus [bulb] a pound; Aceiic Acid three
jluidounces. Bruise the Corm us, gradually sprinkling in the Acetic Acid;
tbrn express the juice. and C\'aporate it, in an earthen vessel not glazed
with lead, lo the proper consistence." Lond.
"Take of Bulb of Colchicum a pound; Pyroligneous Acid three jluidounces. Beal the Colchicum to a pulp, gradually adding the acid; express
the liquor, and evaporate it in a porcelain vessel (not glazt'd with lead) over
the vapour-bath to the due consistence." Eel.
The use of the acetic acid in this preparation, is to render more soluble
the a lkaline principle upon which the virtues of meadow-saffron are thoug~t
to depend. The acetic extract of colchicum is highly commended by Sir
C. Scudamore, who, however, prefers it made by evaporating, to the con·
sistence of honey 1 a saturated acetic infusion of the dried bulb. ( lond. Med.
Gazette, Dec. lO, 1841.) The dose of the extract is one or two grains, to
be repeated two or three times a day, and increased if necessary.
VV.

EXTRACTUM COLCHICI CORM!. Lond. Extract
Cormus.

of Colchicum

This is prepared in the manner directed for Extract of Aconite.
There scarcely srems to be occasion for both this and the preceding extract of meadow-saffi-on bu.lb. Neither of them can be generally prt:pared
in this country, as the fresh bulb is scarce. The dose is one or two grains.
In ~reat Britain a preparation called preserved .fuice of colclticum. is
given m the dose of five minims or more. It is prepared by expressmg
the fresh bulb, al lowing it to stand for forty-eight hours, so that the foculcnt
maue.r m~y be. deposited, then adding one-quarter. of its bulk ?f alcohol,
allowmg ll again to stand for a short period, and ulumately filtenng. W.
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EXTRACTUM COLOCYNTII!DTS . Land., Ed. ExrnACTUM CoLDub. Extract of Colocyntlt.

ocvNT11101s SIMPLEX .

"Take of Colocynlh, sliced, a pound; DisLilled Water two gallons [Imperial measure]. Mix th('m and boil \~'ilh a slow fire for six hours, occasionally adding DisLilled Water, so lhat 1t may always fill the same measure.
Strain the liquor while hot; and, lasdy,•!rnporate to the proper consi!ltcnce."

Land.

The Edinburgh process corresponds closely with the London.
"Take of Pulp of Colocyuth c' pound; Water a gallon. Boil down to
four pints, and strain the liquor while hot; then evaporate it to a proper

consistence.'' JJub.

In the formula of the Dublin Collrge. the proportion of colocynth is too
large, if the pulp only, without the seeds, is intended; as, in consequence
of the porous nature of the medullary matter, it absorbs nearly the whole of
the water, and almost precludes the possibility of boiling as directed . Dr.
Duncan found half a pound of Colocynth to contain 2i70 grains of seeds,
which, boiled by themselves, yicldl'd almosl nothing to wall'r, and 800
grains of pith, which was easily boiled in four pounds of water, but absorbed
almost the whole of it. The decoction, when expressed, although it contains no starch, gclatinized on cooling. By boiling the residuum in four
pounds of fresh water, he obtain<'d a decoction, which, mixed with that previously obtained, yielded upon evaporation :JOO grains of a pale-brown,
semi-transparent, dry, elastic extract, of intense bitterness.
The dccoction is ordered to be strninecl while hot, because Jhe gelatinous
consistence which it assumes on cooling prevents it from readily pas!':ing
through the strainer. The French Codex directs, instead of th(' dccoction,
an infusion prepared by maceration in cold water. But the aqueous extract
of colocynth, however made, is not an eligible preparalion; ns water is not
the best solvent of the active bitter principle, while it takes up much inert
matter, so that the officimd extract is e\'Cn feebler than colocynth itself,
without having any peculiar merit to recommend it. Besides, acC'ording to
Mr. Brande, it is invariably eithC'r mouldy, or so tough and hard as to resist
trituration and formation into pills. ft has no place in our national Ph::irmacopccia, and is little used. The dose is from five grains to half a drachm.

w.

EXTRACTUM COLOCYNTIIIDIS Cm!POSITUM. U.S., Land.,
Dub. Compound Extract of Colocynt/1.
"Take of Colocynth, d('pri,·ed of the seeds and sliced, six ounces;
Aloes, in powdl:'r, lwelve ounces; Scam1nony, in powder, four ollnces;
Cardamom, in powJer, an ounce; Soap [Castile] t~iree ounces; Dil_uted
Alcohol a gallon. l\lacerate the Colocynth in the Diluted Alcohol, with a
gentle hc>at, for four days . Express and filler the liquor, and add to it the
Aloes, Scammony, a.nd Soap; then evaporate to the proper consistence, and,
near the end of the process, mix the Cardamom with the Olher ingredients.''

U.S.
The processes of the London and flub/in Colleges correspond with the
above exct•pt in phraseology. The former College, however, directs the
purified extmct of aloes, the latter, hrpatic aloes.
The objt'Cl of the soap in this formula is to improve the consistence of the
mass, which it renders more soluble in the liqllors of the stomach when
hard('ned by time. It may possibl.r also serve the purpose of qualifying
the action of the alot's. Dilutt•d alcohol 1s a much better solvent ol the
active principle of colocynth than water. The proper consi5tencc., alluded
to in this process, is that which is adapted to the formation of pills.
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This extract is an energetic and safe cathartic, possessing the activity of
its three purgative ingredients, with comparatively little of the drastic character of the colocynth and scammony. lt may be still further and advantageously modified by combination with rhubarb, jalap, calomel, &c. 1 with
one or more of which jt is very often united in prescription. Tn such combination it is much employed wherever an active cathartic is desirable, particularly in the commencement of fevers and febrile complaints, in congestion of the liver or portal system, and in obstinate constipation. In small
doses it is an excellent laxative in that state of habitual costiveness depending
on a want of the due irritability of lhe bowels, which often occurs in old
people. The dose is from five Lo LhirLy grains, according to the effect to be
produced, and the susceptibility of the bowels. A very eligible combina·
tion is the compound cathartic pill of the U. S. Pharmacopceia.
Off. P1·ep. Enema Colocynthidis, Lond.; Pilulre Catharticre Compositre,
U&
W

EXTRACTUM CONII. U. 8., Land., Ed.

Succus Sr1ssArus

CoNir. D1Lb. Extract of Hemlock.
This is prepared from fresh Hemlock Leaves, in the manner directed by
the U.S. Pharmacopceia for extract of stramonium leaves [see Extmctum
Stramonii Foliorum ], and by the London and Dublin for ext ract of aconite
(see ExUactum. .Bconili).
"Take of Conium any convenient quantity. Beat it into a uniform pulp
in a marble mortar, express the juice, and fi!tPr it. Let tbis juice be evaporated to the consistence of a very firm extract either in a vacuum with the
aid of heat, or spontaneously in shallow vessels exposed to a strong current
of air freed of dust by gauze-screens. This extract is of good quality only
when a very strong odour of conia is disengaged by degrees on its being
carefully triturated with Aqua Potassre." Ed.
The most important point in the preparation of this extract is to evaporate the juice without an undue degree of heat. At a temperature of 212°
or upwards, its active principle undergoes rapid decomposition, being converted into resinous matter and ammonia . This is detected by the operator
by the ammoniacal odour mixed with that which is peculiar to the plant.
When evaporated over a fire, the juice always to a certain extent undergoes
thi s decomposition, and is not exempt from it even when the heat is regulated
by a watt:r-bath. Hence the propriety of the directions of the Edinburgh
College. [n Edinburgh, a very fine extract is prepared by evaporating the
juice first in a vacuum, and afterwards in shallow vessels, \Vith a current of
air, ~t common temperatures. Long-continued exposure to the air is productn·e of the same result as too much heat, so that old extracts are frequently destitute of activity .. (Journ. de Pharm., xxii. 4 W.) No one of the
extracts is more variable in its qualities than this. The season at which
the herb is collected, the place and circumstances of its growth, the method of
preparing the extract, are all points of importance. and are all too frequently
neglected. (See Conii l'olia .) In this country the process is often very
carelessly conducted; and large quantities of an extract prepared by boiling

~:~E/~~ ~~ g\~'a,~~~ea;J~Ol~~~~~;a~ ~n! l~l=l \~:~~c~~enPa~: vt~eb::~r=~~dh~~s~~f,

td
or procure it from persons in whom he can have entire confidence. That
imported from London is usually Lhe best. The.activity of any. speci_men
of the extract may be judged of by rubbing it w ith potassa, which, disengaging th? c~nia and rendering it volatile, gives rise to tl~e peculiar odour
of that principle. lf no odour be evolved under these c1rcumstances, the
extract may be deemed inert.
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Extract of hemlock should have a fresh ~live or greenish colour, a strong
narcotic somewhat fetid odour, and a bine.nsh saline taste. According to
Brande, from three to five pounds are obtained from one cwt. or the lea\•es.
1\1. Recluz got rather more th~n an ounce from sixtecn ounces. Or the
medical prOJ~t'rties and applicauon or this ex~ract, we have spoken under the
head of Conti Folia. The dose is three grains twice a day. to be gradually
increased till evir.lenc.es of its action upon the system are a(forded. 1t may
be administered Jn pill or solution.
Off. Prep. Pilulre Conii Compositre. Lond.
W.

EXTRACTUM CONI! ALCOHOL!CUM. U.S. .!llcoholic Extract of IIemloclc.
'!'his is prepared, according to the U. S. Pharmacopreia, from Hemlock
Leaves, in coarse powder, in the manner directed for alcoholic extract of
aconite. (See Extracl'mn Jlconili Jllcolwlicum.)
lt is one of the French officrnal extracts. The same caution is requisite
in evaporating in this case as in that of the inspissated juice or common extract. The dose, to begin wiLh, is two or three grains.
'V.

EXTRACTUM DlGlTA LIS. Lond., Ed.

Extract

ef

Foxglove.

This is prepared from the fresh leaves, in the manner directed by lbe

London College for extract of aconite (see E:ctraclum .Rconili), by the
L'dinburgli, for extract of hemlock (st•e E:r:traclum Conii).
It is a new preparation of the London and Edinburgh Colleges, and ap·
pears to us, considering the activity of the leaves themselves. and the at least
equal uncertainty of the extract, to be quite superfluous. The dose is from
half a grain to two grains.

"'V.

*'~~l;~~:P~·~~ a~~~~:~r ~1~~·s.~~·rm~~~';i~~ Pro:;¥;i~::~~::~t,
in coarse powder, .in the manner directed for extract of gentian .
This has been newly introduced into the U.S. Pharmacopceia. ft is a
preparation well known on the continent of Europe, but little Used in th is
country or Great Britain. The dose is from five to ten grains; but much
more may be given with impunity.
;
W.

EXTRACTUM GENTIAN£. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

ef Gentian.

Extract

"Take of Gentian, in coarse powder, a, pound; "'Vater a sufficient quantity. l\lix the Gentian with a pilll of the Water, and, after allowing the
mixture to stand for twenty-four hours, introduce it into an apparatus for
displacement, and pour Water upon it gradually until the liquid passes but
slightly impregnated with the properLies of 1he Gentian. Heat the filtered
liquid to the boiling point, strain, and evaporate to the proper consistence."

U.S.
"Take of Gentian, sliced, two pounds and a half; Boiling Distilled
\Yater two gallons [lmperial meas~rc]. l\lacerate for twenty -four hours;
then boil <lown to a gallon. and strain the liquor while hot; lastly, evaporate
to the proper consistence." Lond.
"Take of G~nt.ian any convenient quantity. Bruise it to a moderate~y
fine powdrr, mix 1t thoroughly with half its weight of Distilled Watrr; 111
twelve hours put it into a proper percolator, and exhaust it by percolatio.n
with temperate Distilled Water; concentrate the liquid, filter it befor~ it
becomes too thick, and evaporate in Lhe vapour-bath to the due consistence." Ed.

so•
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The nublin College prepares this extract according to the general process
of that College for sim71/e extracts. (See page Q;}~.)
The London and Dublin C?lleges adhere to the old mode of preparing
this extract by decoction; but m the U . S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopmias
the helter process of percolation with cold water has been adopted. Mi\1.
Guibourt and Cadet de Vaux obtained by the maceration in cold watrr an
extract not only g reater in amount, but more transparent, more bitter, anJ possessing more of the colour and smell of the root tha n that prepared by decoc-

tion. Guibourt attributes this rE>sult to the circumstance that, as gentian contains li ule, if any starch, it yields nothing 10 boiling which it will not also
yield to cold water; while decoction favours the combination of a portion of
the colouring rnatler with the lignin. For rules in relation to the proper
management of the displacement process, the reader is referred to pages 76~
and 709i and for obse r vations upon the best modes of <:>vaporation in the
fo rmation of extracts, to page !J29. Gentian, according to Brande, yields
half its weight of extract by decoction.
As ordina rily procured, the extract of gentian is nearly inodorous, very
biller, of a dark-brown colour approaching to black, shining, and tenaciou~.
It is frequently used as a tonic in the form of pill, either alone or in connexion
with metallic preparations. The dose is from ten to thirty grains.
Off. Prep. Pilula.:: Aloes Compositre, Lond.
W.

EXTRACTUM H1EMATOXYLI. U.S., Lond., Ed. ExTRACTUM
H.iEMATOXVLI CAMPl<:CHIANr .

Dub.

Extract of Logwood .

.. Take of Logwood, rasped, a pound: "\Vater a gallor1. Boil down to
four pints, and stra in the liquor while hot; then evaporate to the proper cons iste nce." U.S.
"Take of Logwood, in fin e chips, a pound; Boiling Water a gallon
[Imperial measure]. Macerate for twenty-four hours, then boil down to
four pints, strain, and concentrate in the vapour-bath to the d ue consiste nce." Ed.
The London College prepares it in the manner directed for extract of
gentian (see Extractum Gentianm); the Dublin College, according to their
general process .for simple e;rtracts. (See page 983.)
~rhe evaporation shou ld be carried so far, that the extract may be dry and
brittle when cold. About twenty pounds of it are obtained from one cwt.
of log:wood. (Brande.) lt is of a deep ruby colour, and an astringent
sweetish taste; and possesses a ll the med ical virtues of the wood from which
:it is procured. If gi,ren in pills, these should be recently made, as, when
long kept, th ey are said to become so hard as sometimes to pass unchanged
through the bowels. Th e extract, howe\'er, is best administered in solution.
The dose is from ten to thirty grains. This extract is said to be prepared
largely in Yucatan and other parts of Mexico.

EXTRACTUM HELLEBORI. U. S.

Extract

ef

Black Helle-

bore.
This is prepa red, according to th e U . S . Pharmacopreia, from Black
H ellebore, in coarse powde r, in the manner directed for alcoholic extract of
aconite. (See Extractum .llconiti .!llcoholicum.)
In consequence, probably , of the injurious inflllence of heat upon black
hell ebore, the wate ry extract prepared by decocti on is littl e if at all stronger
tha n the root. T he process of percolation with cold spirit has, therefore,
been adopted in the last edition of the U.S. Pharm:icopreia; and, if proper
a ttention be paid to conduct the evaporation at as low a temperature, and
wi th as little exposure to the air as possible, an efficient extract will proba-
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bly hr oblaincd. It operates as a drastic purge in the dose of twelve or
fihct•n grains, but is seldom employed .
The forml!r French Codex contained a process for preparing the extract
of hellebore, according to the method of Bach~~ r . Two younds of the root
nnd half a pound of carbonate of potassa are digested, with a moderate heat,
for twelve hours, in eight pounds of alcohol of 22° B. i the tincture is
strained with expression; the residuum is again digl!sted with eight pounds
of white wine for twenty-four hours j the wine is expressed, and having
stood four hours to senle is decanted; the liquors are then mixed, and with
a gentle heal evaporatl'<l Lo the consistence of an cxtracl. One ounce of
this extract, mixed with the same quantity or myrrh, and with ten scruples
or the powdered leaves or the Cemaurea benedicta 1 and made into pills or
one grain each, constitutes 1~1e preparation known as the tonic pills of
Bacher 1 formerly much used m amenorrhrea and dropsy, and probably not
without advantage, rspecially in the former or these diseases. The dose is
from ten to twenty pills during the day. An addilional quantity or diluted
alcohol might. will10u1 disadvantagc 1 be substituted for the wine in the preparation or the extract.

w.

EXTRACTUM llU~ I ULI LUPUL!. Duh.
Lond., Ed. Extract qf llops.

ExTRACTUlll LuPur,1.

The London College prepares this extract in the manner directed for
extract or gentian (see Extractmn Gnitiana>); the Edin.burgh, in the same
manner as cxtrac.1 of logwood (see E:ctra~tum 11:.ematoxyli); and the Dublin, according to Jts genera l formula for simple extracts. (Seep. 9:33.)
Since the discovery of the fact that the active properties or hops reside
chic(ly in the lupulin, this extract has not been deemed an eligible prcparation,nnd has been !tule used. lt has the peculiar biw·rness or the strobilcs,
without their aroma . Lupulin may be ad\·antageou:::ly substituled for it in
all cases in which it was formerly employed. Mr. Brande says 1 that the
avera_ge product of o~c cwt. of hops is forty pounds of the extract. The
dose 1s from ten to thirty grains.
\V.

EXTRACTUM HYOSCYAMI. U.S., Lond., Erl. Succus SPrsSATus HYoscYAML

.Dub.

.Extract of Henbane.

This is prepared from fresh Henbane Leave~ in the manner directed by
the U . S. Pharmacopmia for extract or stramonium k·aves (see Extractwn
Strmnonii Foliorum), by the London and Dublin for extract of aconite
(sec Extraclum .flconiti), and by tbe Edinburgh for extract of lwmlock

(St'e Bxtractum Conii).
M!\1. Solon and Soubeiran have shown that the insoluble malter separated from the expressed juice of henbane by filtering, and that coagulated
by heat, are nearly, if not quite, inen; so that the juice may be advantageously clarified before evaporation. (.llmer. Jouni . q.f Pharm ., viii. 228.)
Extract or henbane is derivl·d chi"'fly from England. Mr. Brande says, that
one cwt. of the fresh herb affords between four and five pounds. M. Rccluz
obtained about one part from sixteen.
The e.'<tract 1 as it rt!aches us, is of a dark-olive colour almost black, of a
narcotic rather unpleasant odour, and a bitterish, nauseous, slightly saline
taste. It retains its sorlness for a long time; bu~ at the end of three or four
years becomf's dry, and exh1bits 1 when broken, small crystals of nitrate or
potassa and chloride or sodium. (Rechtz.) Like all tbe inspissated juices
it is or variable strength, according to its age, the care used in its preparation, and the character or the leaves from which it was procured. (See
Hyoscyamus.) In its use, therefore, it is advisable to begin with a moderate
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dose, two or thr~e grains for instance, and gradually to increase the quantity

till some effect 1s experienceJ, and the degree of efficiency of the particular
parcel t>mploye<l is ascertained. ll is usually given in pill. lL is Mmetiml'S used externally for the same purposes as extract of belladonna.
Off. Prep. Pilulre Colocynthidis et !lyoscyami, Ed.
W.

EXTRACTUM HYOSCYAMI ALCOHOLICUM. U.S. .!llcolwlic
Extract of Ilenbane.
Th is is prepared, according to the U.S . Pharmacopceia, from Henbane
LC'avcs, in coarse powder, in the manner directed for alcoholic extract of

aconite. (See Extractwn .fl_conili .IJ!roholicum.)
The alcoholic extract of henbanC', 1f prepared from recently dried leaves,
is thougln to be more uniform and more powerful than the inspissated juice
or common extract. ll is one of the preparations of the French Codex.
The dose is one or two grains, to be gradually increased until its effects are
obtained.
W.

EXTRACTUM JALAPiE. U.S., Lond., Dub.

Extract of Jalap.

This is prepared, according to the U.S. Pharmacopreia, .from Ja!ap, in
coarse powder, in the manner diPCcted for extract of Peruvian bark. (See

Extractum Cinclwn:.e .)
• 1 Take of Jalap, in powder, two pounds and a half; Rectified Spirit a
gallon [lmprr ial measure]; Distilled "\i\-~ater two grdlons [ Imperial mea-

s.ure]. Mace.rate the. Jalap in the Spirit for fo u r days, and pour_ off the
tincture . Bml the residue in the \Vater down to half a gallon. Fdter the
tincture anrl decoction Sf'parately; then distil the former and evaporate the
laltt•r until they thicken . Lastly, mix the extract wid1 the resin, and evaporate to the proper consistence. Let the extract be kept soft, fit for forming
p ills:, and hard, so that it may be powdered . " Lond.
The Dublin process is essentially the same as the above.
Jalap contains a considerable quantity of starch, which is extracted by
decoction, but left behind by cold wate r. As this principle serves only to
impede the filtration or straining, and augment the bulk of the extract,
without adding to its virtues, the U.S. process, in which the water is employed at common temperatures, is preferable to the London and Dublin,
in wh ich dt'coction is resorted to . The use both of alcohol and wate r is
necessary, in order to extract all the medicinal qualities of the drug, ant.l
t hey are employed successiv('ly, under the impression that the previous
removal of the resin by the former. facilitatC's the action of the latter. The
use of percolation , as dirf'cted by the U. S. Pharmacopreia, enables the coltl
water to extract the soluble parts without the long maceration which would
oth('rwise be necessary. According to Cadet de Gassicoun, water at ordinary temperatures, and in the old mOde, acts so slowly, that fermentation
takes place before the aclive matte r is all dissolved. Hence, if the ex tract
is prepared without percolation, the residuum, after the tincture has been
decanted, s.hould be digested with water at a ht•at of about !J0° or 100° F .,
which, while it is insufficient for the solution of the sta rch, enables the solvent to take up the active matter with sufficient rapidity .
One cwt. of jatap affords, according to i\'lr. Brande, about fifty pounds of
aqueous cxtrac_t and fifteen of resin. The product of the former is somewhat less by mfusion than decoction; and the extract is proportionably
stronge r.
The extract of _jalap is of a dark-brown colour, slightly translucent. at the
edges, and lenac1ous when not perfectly dry. ft contains the resm and
gummy extractive, and, consequently, has all the medical prope rties of tbe
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root; but it is not often exh ibited alone, being chiefly used as an ingredient
of purgative pills, for which it is adapted by the comparative smallness of
its bulk. The dose is from ten to twenty grains, or rather more than half

that of jalap .
Off. Prep. Piluhc Catharticro Compositrr-, U.S.;

Pu Ivis Scammonii

Compositus, Loncl., nub.

W.

EXTRAC'l'Ulll sive RESIN A JALAP ,E, Ed. Extract or Resin of
Jalap.
"Take any convenient quantity of Jalap, in moderately fine powder;
mix it thoroughly with enough of Rectified Spirit. to moisten it well; put it
in twelve hours into a percolator, and exhaust the powder with Rectified
Spirit; distil off the greater part of the Spirit, and concentrate the residuum

over the vapour·bath to a due consistence." Ed.
This procc>ss yields the resin of jalap in an impure state. It may be
obtained pure by pouring boiling water on the roots, macerating for a day,
then cuuing them into very thin s lices, boiling them three times succc5sively
for about ten minutes in water, expressing arter each decoction, arterwards
boiling them as often and as long in alcohol, and in like manner express ing,
finally mixing,the tinctures, treating the liquor with animal charcoal, filtering,
and e\•aporating. (Nativelle, Joum. de Phann ., ;le sb., i. 228.) Another
mode is to introduce into a displacement instrument, first one part of finely
powdered animal charcoal, and afrerwards two parts mixed with an equal
'JUantity or powdered jalap, then lO pour on alcohol until the liquid which
passes equa ls the jalap, and finally to add to the tincture thus obtained twice
its volume of water, so as to precipitate the resin, which is to be washed,
and dried. (Christison's Dispensalory.) The pure resin is as white as
starch ,and in doses of from three to five grains was found to purge actively.
For practical purposes, however, the Edinburgh preparation is sufficienlly

pu~~ai;~ i ~ ~:r:·:: beu:~~:ti~~:1 ~r:~~~l:n~~~n~dae~al~l~ri~·
1

resin of jalap.
It may be de1ected by the green colour it produces when a fe\v drops of
solution or chloride of soda or of lim e is added to an alcoholic solution of the
suspected resin. (Joum. de Phann., :Je sir., x . 337.) According to G. A.
Kaiser, jalap resin may be distinguished from all other rt"sins by being
gradually dissolved by concentrated sulphuric acid, and depositing arler
some hours, a brown soft viscid matter . (Chem. Gaz., Jan. 1815, from

Liebig's .!lnnalen.)

It is now genera lly believed, that the resin of jalap is its sole purgative
principle, the gummy extractive being diure1ic. The U.S. or London extract better rc•presents the whole virtues of jalap, and should be preferred
when its peculiar hydragogue operation is required. The Edinburgh extract or resin is more powerfully purgative, but is also harsh, and apt to
operate painrully. To obviate this effect it is advised that it shou ld be trituratt!d with loaf.sugar, sulphate of potassa, almond emulsion, or olhl'r substance calculated to separate its particles. The dose is from four to twelve
grains.
"\V.

EXTRACTUJIT JUG LANDIS. U.S.

Extract

of Butternut.

This is prepared from the inner bark of the root of the Juglans cinerea,
in coarse powder, in the manner dirccled for extract of gentian. (See Ex-

tractum Gentimue.)

l\lost or this extract kept in the shops is prepared by the country people,
who are said 10 use the bark or the branches, and even lhe branches themselves, instead of the inner bark of the root, as directed by the Phannaco-
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preia. The heat is also improperly regulated, bc~ng applied. too vigorously,
or continued too lon g, so that the preparation is often i~Jurcd . That it
should have proved uncertain in the hands of many physicians is, thereforr,
not a matter of surp ri se. It should always be prepared by the apothecary,
and from the inner bark of the root gatherrd in i\lay or June.
The extract of butternut is of a black colour, sweetish odour, and bitter
astringent taste. In the dose of twenty or thirLy grains it acts as a mild

cathartic. (See .!uglans.)

W.

EXTRACTUM KRAMERIE. U.S., Ed.

Extract of Rlwtany.

This is prepared from Rhatany, in coarse powder (U . S.), or in mode·
rate ly fine powder (Ed.) , in the manner directed for extract of gentian.

(See Extrn.ctum. Gentian:.e.)

In selecung a procrss for the preparal~on of thi s ne\:' officinal, it was
undoubtedly wise to adopt the mode of dtsplacement, with cold water as
the menstruum. (See pages 4HJ and 420.) It is absolutPly nf'cessary to
the success of this process, that the root should be well and uniformly com·
minuted; and the" moderately fine powder" of the Edinburgh Pharmaco·
preia is, tb erefore, preferable to the u coarse powder" of our own. The
wood of the root yielded to :\1r. Proctt'r only U-8 per cent. of extract, while
the barl.: separated from the wood yielded :J:~ per ci.>nl. As the wood is of
difficult puhrerizntion, the inference is obvious, that, in powrlering the
roots, the ligneous portion might be rejected with advantage. (.llm. Journ.
of Pharm., xi.v . 270.) As~ prolonged exposure of th e in~usion to the air
is attended wllh th.e absorption of oxygen, and the production of insol~iblc
apotheme, it is desirable that the evaporation should be conducted rapidly
or in a vacuum. There scarcely appears to be occasion, in the case of
rhatany, for heating an<l filtering the infusion before evaporation, the only
use of which would be to gel rid of albumen, which is not among Lhe
recognised ingredients ofrhatany.
Very inferior extracts of rbatany are often found in the shops. Such is
the South American extract, which is occasionally imported. As the product obtained by decoction is greater than that afforded by the officinal
p lan, the temptation to substitute the former is not always resisted, although
it has been shown to contain ncarly.50 percent. of insoluble matter. A
substance was shown us by a respectable apothecary of this city, said to
lrn ve been imported as extract of rhatany from Europe, ,,·hich was nearly
tasteless, and was plausibly conjectured to be the dried coagulated matter
of old tincture of kino.
Extract ofrhatany should have a reddish-brown colour, a smooth shining
fracture, and a very astringent taste; and should be almost entirely soluble
in water. Its virtues may be considNed as in proportion to its solubility.
It is much used for all the purposes for which 1he astringent extracts are
employed . The dose is from ten to twenty grains.
Off. Prep. Syrup us Kramcri:n, U.S.
W.

EXTRACTmI LACTUCJE . Lond.

Extract of Lettuce.

This. extract is prepared by the /,ondon. College from fresh Lett.u~e
leaves 111 the same manner as extract of aconite . (See Extraclwn .Rcontft.)
The extract or leuuce !rns be~n relained by the London College, though
the lettuce ilself from which it 1s prepared has been rejecll•d. Its claims
10 favourable notice are at least ,·ery qut:'stionable.
Gonsi~ting chirfly of
the common sap of the plant, which is inert, with a variable, but always
small propo~tion of the milky secrt.>tion, on .which the activity of leu.uce
depends, 1t 1s at best a feeble and unccnam preparation . Lactucanum
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' possesses all its virtues, with more strength and uniformity of action. The
dose of the extract is from five to fifreen grains.
VV.

EXTRACTUM NUCIS VOM!CJE. U.S., Ed., Dub.
Nux Vomica.

Extract

of

"Take of Nux Vomica ~pound; Alcohol a sufficimt quantity. E~pose
the Nu.'I'. Vomica to steam till iL is softe ned ; then, having sliced and dried it,
g rind it into powder. Jntroduce it into an .ap~aratus for displacement, and
pour Alcohol upon it gradually until the l1qu1d passes without bitterness.
Distil off the gn·ater part of the alcohol from the filtered liquor, and evaporate
tbe residue to the proper consistence." U. 8.
Th e Edillburglt College treats 1hc Nux Vomica in the same manner,
grinding it to po,~·der in a coffee-mill; then rxhausts it with Tf'Ctified spirit,
e ither by percolalion or repeated decoction; and completes the process as
above directed .
"Take of Nux Vomica, rasped, eight ounces; Proof Spirit two pints.
Digest in a close \>·essel for three days; filter th e liquor, and ex press th e
remainder by a press. Add to the residue one pint and a half of Proof
Spirit, digest for thrt>e days, and express. Mix the liquors, ancl having reducl.'d them by distillation to one-fourth, evaporate to a proper consistence."
JJub.

.
This extract is an active preparation. of nux vomica, though not always
of uniform ~trc n gth, owing to the \'anable proportion of st rychnia in the
substance from which it is prepared . M. Rccluz obtained from sixteen
ounces of nux vomica, the average prodLlCl of one ounce and a quartn.
The dose of th e extract is from half a grain to two grains, to be repeated
three times a day .
~r.

EXTRACTUM OPII. Ed.

ExTRACTU'1 Orn Pun1 r1cATUM. Land.

ExTRACTU.M 0PII AQuosuM. Dub.
Extract of Opi,um.
11
Take o~ Op!um one pound; 'Vate r jive pints [ Imperia l mearnreJ.
Cut the Opium into small fragments, macerate it for tw enty-fou r hours in
a pint of \Vatf'r, break down the fragments with the hand; express the
liquid wilh preuy strong prf'ssure; break down the residu um again in
anotl1er pint of the \Vatf"r, let it macerate for twe nty-four hours, and express
th e liquid; repeat the maceratio n and expression in the same way till the
water is all used. Filter the succ_essivc infusions as th Py _are made, passing
them throu gh the same filtt:'r; unite and evaporate them 111 the vapour-bath
totheduecori.sistence." Ed.
11
Take of Opium, sliced, twenty ounces; Distilled ·water a gallon [lmperial mt>asureJ. Add a little of the \Vater to the Opium, and macerate for
twC'!vc hours tbat it may become soft ; then, adding gradually the remainder
of the Water, rub them u11til they are thoroughly mixed, and set the mixture
by that the dregs may subside; lastly, strain the liquor, and e\•aporate it to
n proper consistence." Lond.
11
'l'ake of Opium, sliced, two ounces; Boiling Water a pint. Rub th e
Opium "·ith the \Vater for ten minutes, and, after a short interval, pour ofI
the liquor. Triturate the rema iuin g Opium with an equal quantity of boiling 'Yater, for the same length of time, and pour o~ the liquor as before.
Hepeat the trilUration a third time; then mix the l1q11ors, and expose the
mixture to the air for two days in an open vessel. Lastly, filter lhrou gh
linen, and erapo rale the filtered liquor slowly to the consistf'nce of an extracl. " fl ub.
Of these processes, that of the Edinburgh or Dublin College should be
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preferred. But we can discover no advantage which either preparation hns'
over opium itself. Though the dose may be somewhat smalle r, yet that of

opium is sufficienlly small ; and, if there be any distinct principle in this
drug which modifies in an unpleasant manner the action of the morphia, it
is not left behind in th e preparation of the watery ext ract.

Nor has this

preparation the ad\ antage of greater uniformity; as the gum, extractive, &c.,
taken up by the water, bear no fixed proportion to the anodyne principle.
It is highly probable, moreover, that th e opium is not completely exhausted
by either process. It certainly is not by that of the London College; for
morphia may be extracted from the residuum of the operation . (Brande.)
In the preparation, therefore, of the extract of opium, there is a loss of time
1

and of active matter, without any equiva lent gain; and there is the further
disadvantage that, as the extract does not possess equally with opium those
external characters by which its quality may be decided, it is more liable
to adulteration.
should , therefore, in every instance, prefer opium to
the extract; but it is necessary that the former shoulcl be sel~cted of good
quality, and should be freed from all adhering extraneous matters .
Under the impression that the stimulating and unpleasant effects of opium
are owing to the narcotina, it has been proposed to separate this principle by
submitting the extract to the operation of ether, which dissolves the narcotina and leaves the morphia with the other ingredients. Robiquet employed
cold ether; but M. Du blanc, convinced that the whole of the narcotina was
not thus extracted, proposed the following plan. "Take of watery extract
of opium }(j ounces i dissolve it in 8 ounces of distilled water; introduce
the solution into the water-bath of a still; pour upon it 104 ounces of pure
ether; distil off24 ounces of the ether; take apart the apparatus and decant
the ether which floats on the top of the extract; wash the Jatter while hot
with the distilled ether; concentrate the residual matter, dissolve it in distilled water, filter the solution, and evaporate to a proper consistence." It
is very doubtful, however, 'vhether any useful end is gained by this expensive operation, as it is not by any means conclusively settled that narcotina
does in fact produce the unpleasant effects which have been attributed to it;
and even admitting the fact, the preparations of morphia, which are of uniform strength, are greatly preferable to the clenarcatized e:x;tract.
The dose of the extract of opium prepared by the Edinburgh or Dublin
process is about one-half that of opium itself. The London extract, according to Brande, is never stronge r, and is sometimes weaker than opium.
Recluz obtained from sixteen ounces of opium an average product of nine
ounces by hot water and six by cold.
Off.Prep. Vinum Opii, Lond.
W.

"'e

EXTRACTUM PAPAVERIS. Land., Ed.

Extract of Poppy.

u Take of Poppy [capsules], freed from their seeds, and bruised,fifteen
ounces; Boiling Distilled Water a gallon [ Imperial measure]- Mace r~t e
for twenty-four hours, then boil down to four pints, strain the liquor while
hot, and evaporate it to a proper consistence." Lond.
The Edinburgh process corresponds closely with the above; boiling
water simply, instead of boiling distilled water being employed, and evaporation over the vapour-bath directed.
Mr. Brande observes in relation to this extract, that if prepared over the
open fire it is often nearly inert. He states, moreover, that it is apt to be
or a troublesome consistence, too hard to be formed into pills, and too tough
to be pulve ri zed; and advises that it should always be carefully dried till it
becomes sufficiently brittle to admit of being reduced to powder. One cwt.
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of the capsu les, without the seeds, yields, according to this a uthor, the
average product of 35 pounds of extract.
This preparation is little used in the United States. I t possesses the
virtuPs of opium, but is much inferior and less uniform in strength. T he
dose is from five to ten groins.
W.

EXTRACTUM PARE !RJE. Lond., Ed.
Brava.

Extract

ef

Pareira

This is prepared by the London College from bruised Pareira Brava in
the manner directed for ext r~ct of gentian. (See Ex_tractum Genlian:e.)
The Edinburgh College directs the root to bl1 cut into small chips, d r ied
thoroughly with a gentle heat, then reduced to a moderately fine powde r,
and treated as directed fo r the extract of gentian.
The dose is from ten grains to half a drachm.
W.

EXTRACTUM PODOPHYLLI.

U.S.

Extract of JIIay-apple.

This is prepared from the root of Podophyllwn peltaturn, in coa rse powder, in the manner directed for the extract of Peruvian bark. (See Exlraclum Cinchon::e.)
It is possessed of the purgative properties of the root , and may be given
in the dose of from five to fifteen g rains, but is liub employed. I t might
be substituted in all cases for the extract of jalap.
\V.

EXTRACTUM QUA.SSltE. U. S., Erl.

Extract of

This is prepared, according to the U.S. Pharmacopreia, from
raspings of Quassia, in the manner directed for the extract of gentian . (See
Extraclum. Oentiana::.)
The E'dinburglt College prepares it by culling the quassia into small
chips, drying it thoroughly with a gentle heat, reducing it to a moderately
fine powder, and proceeding as directed for the extract of g~ntian .
According to M. Recluz, sixteen oLrnces of quassia y ield by infusion in
water seven drachms of extract; by maceration in alcohol of 10° Bau me,
two ounces five drachms and a half. The difference betwt-e n these quan -

~~\~~ iJe~o i3~~:~~~alr~~ \~~~~1~c~v:oq~~tc~istake

in the table of the Diction-

Thc extract of quassia is dark-brow n or black, and excessively bitter. It
is apt to brcome dry and disposed to crumble by time. It conce ntrates a
greater amount of tonic power within a given weight than any other extract
of tho simple bittNs; and may, therefore, be given with great advantage in
cases in which it is desi rable Lo administer this class of substances in as
small a bulk, and with as linle inconvenience to the patient as possible.
The dose is about five grains, to be given in th e form of pill.
"\V .

EXTRACTUM QUERCUS. Dub.

Extract of Oak Bark.

This is prepared from the bark of the Quucus Robur, according to the
general formula gi\•en by the Dublin College for the preparation of the
simple exl tw·fli. (See pae;e 9:~3.)
The Dublin College al~ne orders this preparation, which may be considered as quile superfluous. The dose is from ten grains Lo a drachm . "\V.

EXTRACTUM Rllb:l. Lond., Ed., Dub.

Extract

ef Rhubarb.

"Take of Rhubarb, in powder,jifteen ounces; Proof Spi rit a pint [Imperial measure]; Distilled V\later Beven pin ls [ l mp. meas.]. ~lacerate for
four days with a gentle beat, then strain, and set the liquor by thal the d regs
may subside. Pour off the clear liquor, and evaporatt: it to the proper con sistence." Land.
81
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The J)ublin College employs a pound of Rhubarb, a pint of Proof Spirit,
and seven pints of Water; and proceeds as above.
"Take of Rhubarb one pound; ·water.five pints [lmp. meas.]; cut the
Rhubarb into small fragments, macerate it for twenty-four hours in three
pints of the Water, fiiLer the liquor through a doth, and express it with the
Jiands or 01herwise moderately; macerate the residuum with the rest of the
\Yater for twelve hours at least, filter the liquor with the same cloth as before,
and express the residuum strongly. The lifjuors, fiiLered again if necessary,

are then to be evaporated together to a proper consistence in the vapour-bath.
'l'he extract, however, is obtained of finer quality by evaporation in a vacuum

with a gentle heat." Ed.
Rhubarb yields all its active mauer to water and alcohol; but, unless the
evaporation is performed with great care and with n very moderate heat, it
is certain that the purgative principle is, to a greater or less extent, injured
or dissipated in the process; and the extract may thus become even Jess
efficient than the root. Among other consequences which result from the
boiling temperature, is the formation of a compound of the tannin and starch,
which is insoluble in cold water, and upon its precipitation probably carries
with it a portion of the purgative principle. There is, moreover, reason
to believe that this principlf' is volatilizable by heat, and that a portion of it
escapes with the vapour. This extract may, therefore, be very well dispensed with. It is not directed by the United States Pharmacopreia. The
only advantage, if any, which it possesses over powdered rhubarb is, that
iL may be given in solution; and the same object may be accomplished by
employing the root itself in the state of infusion. The dose of the extract
is from ten to thirty grains.
Off. Prep. Pilulre Rhei ct Ferri, Ed.
W.

EXTRACTUM RUTJE. Dub.

Extract of Rue.

This is prepared by the flub/in College from the herb, in the manner
directed for ~he preparation of the simple extracts. (See page .933.)
The volatile oil, upon which the stimulant and antispasmodic properties
of rue depend, is dri,•en off in the preparation of the extract, which. therefore, answers no other purpose than that of a bitter tonic; and even in this
respect is inferior to the other bitter extracts. It is not used in this country. The dose is from ten to twenty grains.
\V.

S1JCCUS SPISSA TUS SAMBUCI. Dub.
Elder.

Inspissated Juice

of

This is prepared by the Dublin College from fresh ripe elder berries in
the same manner with the inspissated juice of aconite. (See Exlractum

,/J.coniti.)
The elder berries employed in Europe are those of the Sambucus nigra.;
but the berries of the Sambw:us Canadensis, which is a native of this country, will answer equally well. For the uses or this extract the reader is
referred to the article Smnbucus in the Materia Mcdica.
1V.

EXTRACTUM SARSAPAR!LLJE. U.S., Dub. ExTRACTUM SARLond. Extract of Sarsaparilla.

ZJE.

The U.S. Pltarmacopce-ia prepares this extract from sarsaparilla,. in
coarse powder, in the manner directed for alcoholic extract of aconite.
(See Extractum .!lconiti .!Jlcoholicum.)
uTake of Sarsaparilla root, sliced, a JJowul; Boiling \Vater a gallo~.
Macerate for twenty-four hours, and boil down to four pints; then stram
the liquor while hot, and evaporate to the proper consistence." Dub.

Extracta.
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The London College prepares the extract in the manner directed for
extract of gentian. (See Extraclurn Gentimu£.)
The extract prepared according to the London and Dublin processes can
have littlt! or no effect upon the system; as the acti\•e matter of sarsaparilla
is either dt-stroyed by chemical change or driven off at die heat of boiling
water. Besides, it appears from the experiments of Hancock and others,
that water, unless in very large proportion, is incapable of exhausting the
root; and waste would be incurred, even admitting that the extract possessed some efficiency. Very difft!rent quantities have been obtained from
different varieties of sarsaparilla, and even from dif1Crent parcels of the
same variety; but, as lhe matler taken up by boiling water consisls chiefly
of starch, no inference as lo the relative value of any particu lar specimen
of the root, can be drawn from a knowlf'dge of the quantity of extracl which
it is capnble of affording. From ten grains to a drachm of 1his preparation
may be given for a dose.
The spfrituous extract of the U.S. Pha rmacopreia, which is the same
as that of the French Codex, contains the active matter of the root. Diluted alcohol extracts all the virlUes of sarsapa rilla, leaving lhe inert fecula
which encumbers the extract obtainrd by <lecoction; while the temperature
requisite for the concentration of the tincture is insufficient to destroy the
active princip le . M. Bera! obtained from 32 ounces of sarsaparilla about
4 ounces of extract by maceration with diluted alcohol. As the product of
this operation is about one-eighth of the_sarsaparilla employed, a <lrachm
of the extract represents an ounce of the root. From ten to twenty grains
of it may be given three or four times a day. \Ve have ascertained by
aclUal observation that it possesses in a high degree the acrid taste of sarsa-

parilla.

W.

EXTRACTUM SARSAPAR!LLJE FLUTDUM. D«b. ExTRACTUM
SARzn: FwrnuM. Ed. Fluid Extract of Sarsnparilla.

"Take of Sarza in chips one pound; Boiling Water six pints [ Imperia l
measure]. D igest the root for two hours in four pints of the \ Vateri take
it out, bruise it, replace it, and boil for t\\ro hours; filter and squeeze out
the liquidi boil the residuum in the remaining two pints of Water, and filter
and squeeze out this liquor also; evaporate the united Jiquors to the consistence of thin syrup; add, when the product is coo l, as much Rectified
Spirit ::is will make in all sixteen lluidounces. Filter. This fluid extract
may be aromatized with volatile oi ls or warm aromatics." Ed.
"Take of the Root of Sarsaparilla, sliced, a pound; 'Vater twelve pints.
Boil them together for an hour, and pour off the liquor; then add twelve
pints of water, and boil and decant as before. Express the liquor strongly
from the residuary matter, and, ha\•ing mixed the decoctions, set the mixture by that the dregs may subside; then evaporate by continued boiling to
thirty ounct's [fluidounces ], and add two ounces [fluidounces] of Rectified
Spirit." Dub.
,It is to be regretted that these processes are not more.: in confo rmity with
our present knowledge in relation to the pharmaceutical management of
sarsaparilla. TherE> can be little doubt. we think, as to the almost total
inefficiency of the fluid extract of the Edinburgh and Dublin Collrges.
We should ourselves prefer the solid extract, prepared according to lhe U.S.
formula, to any conccntr:ued liquid preparation i as we cannot be certain that
the active principle is held in solution by a \•ery small proportion of water,
and if it be merely suspended, tht.>re may be a risk that due agitation may
not always be practised in dispensing and administering the medicine. But
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if the popular inclination to this mode of preparation must be gralified, we
should give a decided preference to the following formula of William

Hodgson, Jun ., over any other which we have seen .
.. Take of Sarsaparilla Root, bruised, sixteen oimces; Liquorice Root,
bruised, G uaiacum \Vood, rasped, Bark of Sassafras Root, each, I wo ounces;
Mezereon six drachma; Diluted Alcohol eight pints. Digest for fourteen

days at a common temperature; then st rain, express, and filter.

Evaporate

the tincture in a water· bath to twehre fluidounccs; then add eight ounces of

white sugar, and remove from the fire as soon as the sugar is dissolved."
(Joum. qf the Phil. College of Pharm., ii. 285.)
M r. Hodgson observes that'. during the process. a small quantity of resin
separates, and adheres lo the sides of the vessel, apparent ly derived from the
r,uaiacum wood. The ndrnntages of this process arc, that by means of the
alcohol all the virtues of the root are extracted, while the low temperature
required in its evaporation is not sufficient to impair thf'se virtues. The
p reparation has been used in Philade lphia with g reat apparent benefit in
secondary syphilis. The dose is a fluidrachm, equivalent to a drachm of
the root, three or four limes a day.
'\V.

EXTRACTUM sive RESINA SCAMMON!!. Ed. Extract or
Resin of Scammony.
"Take any ~onvenient quantity of Scammony in fine powderi boil !tin
successive portions of Proof Spirit till the Spirit ceases to dissolve any th1ngi
fi lter ; distil the liquid till but little water passes over. Then pour away
the watery solution from the resin at the bottom i agitate the resin with successive portions of boiling water till it is well washed; and lastly, dry it at
a temperature not exceeding 240°." Ed.
The only advantage of this p rocess is that it separates the active matter
of scammony from the impurities with which the drug is almost always
adulterated. '\Vhen pure \:irgin scammony can be procured the extract is
unnecessary . Prepared according to the above process, the resin is of a
dirty greenish-brown colour. with a feeble odour and taste of scammony, and
is very soluble in ether, alcohol, and boiling proof spirit. 'Vhen purified
,.,ri th animal charcoal it has a pale brownish -yellow colour, and is without
odour or taste; but retains its purgative proper~y. 'Vhen rubbed with ~n
skimmed milk it forms a uniform emulsion, undistinguishable from rich milk
itself. This is an excellent mode of administration . The resin should
always be given either rubbed up with some mild powder, or in emulsion. ·
The dose is from five to twelve grnins.
Off.Prep. Mistura Scammoni, Ed.
W.

EXTRACTUM SPARTII SCOPARII. Dub.
Tops.

Extract

of Broom

This is prepared from the tops of the Cytisus Scoparius , according to the
general formula of the Dublin College for the preparation of their simple
~xtracts . (See page 933.)
I Lhas laxative and diuret ic properties; but is not employed in this country,
a nd seldom in Europe. The dose is from thirty g rains to a drachm. W.

EXTRACTUM STRAMONII FOLIORUM. U.S.

Extract

of

Slramo11ium Leaves.
"Take of Stramonium Leaves a pound. Bruise them in a stone mortar,
sprink ling on them a litt le water; then express the juice, and, having heated
it to the boiling point, strain and evaporate to the proper consistence." U.S.
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Like nl~ the other inspissaled narcotic juices, this is an uncertain prepara·
tion, varying in strenglh accord in g to th e care used in conducting the pro·
cess, and the seaso n at which the leaves are collected. The r<'ader will find
al page 033, and in the pre liminary ob~ervations on the Extracts, some
general rules which will be found useful rn conducting this process, and all
those of which it is the offici~al type. The insoluble matter separated from
the expressed juice by filtenng, and that coagulated by heat, may be ad van·
tageously rejected i as, according to the observations of MM. Solon and
Soubeiran, they are nearly or quite in ert. M. Recluz obtained half an ounce
of the extract from sixteen ounces of the !eaves. The dose is a grain night
antl morning, to be gradually increased till it affects the system.
,V.

EXTRACTUM STRAMON!I SEMINIS. U. S. ExrnAcTU>l STRALond., Ed., Dub . Exfract of Stramonium Seed .

MON 11.

.. Take of Stramonium Seed, ground into powd er, a pound; Diluted
Alco_hol a sufficient_quanlity. Having rubbed the powder with half a pint
of Diluted Alcoho l, introduce the mixtu re into an apparatus for displacement,
and pour upon it gradually Diluted Alcohol ti ll the liquid passes colourless.
Distil off the Alcohol from the filtered liquor, and evaporate the residue to
the proper consistence." U.S.
"Take of SPeds of Stramonium any convenient quantity; grind th em
we ll in a coffee-mill . Rub the powder into a thick mass with Proof Spirit;
put the pulp into a percolator, and tra nsmit Proof Spirit till it passes colourless; distil off the spirit, and evaporate what remai ns in the vapour.bath to
a proper consistence." Ed.
'-Take of Stramonium seeds fifteen ounces; Boi ling Disti lled \ \Tater a
gallon [ Imperial measure]. Macerate fo r four hou rs in a CO\'ered \'t>Ssel
n1::ar the fire; then take out the ~eeds, and, after having bruised them in a
stone morta r, return th em to the liquor. Boil down to four pints [ Imp.
measure], aud strain the dccoction while hot. Finally, evaporate to the
proper consistence ." Lond.
Th e JJuf;/in College gives the same process as th e London; but directs
a pound of the seeds, and a win e-gallon of undistilled wat_er.
The U. 8 1 and Edinburgh processes, which may be considered identical,
are prf'forable to the London and Dublin; as the seeds yitdd their virtues
more frct>ly to spirit th an to water alone. According to the table of Recluz,
. sixteen ounces of the seeds afford two ounces and two drachmsof extract by
maceration in diluted alcohol, and one ounce and a half by decoction. The
dose to begin with is a quarter or half a grain twice a day, to be gradually
increased.
' V.

EXTRACTUM TARAXACI. U.S.,Lond.,Ed., Dub.
Dandelion.

Extract

of

This is prepared, according to the U.S . Pharmacopceia, from the fresh
bruised root of the Leontodon Tora xacum, in the manner directed for ex·
tract of logwood . (See Exlractwn l~<ematoxyli . )
The L ondon College prepares it 1n the manner dirf'cted for extract of
gentian (see Extract um. Genlirm:e); the Edinburgh, from a pound of the
fresh root and a gallon [ lmperia l measure J of boiling water, as directed for
the extract of poppy heads (see Extraclum Papaveris). The Dublin
College employs both t~e herb and root, and proc~eds according to the
general formula_ for the simp le extracts. (See page 9JJ.)
This extract 1s undoubtedly stronger, p repared from the root alone than
from the whole plant. Nor is it a maller of inditlt!rence at what season the
Bl'
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root mny be collected.

Extracta.- Ferrum.
The juice obtained f~om it by expression ln the

spring is thin, wat~ry, and of feeble flavour; m the lat~er part of summer,
and in autumn, thick, opaque, cream-coloured, very b1ner, and abundant,
amounting to one-third or one-half the weight of the root. lt may be colJected in August, and afterwards until severe frost. According to Mr. Squire,
frost hai::; the effect of diminishing the bitterness, and increas ing the sweetness
of the growin~ root . ll is probable that an extract_preparcd by the inspissation of th is juice, would b~ found much more ~ffic1ent than that prepared in
the usual way by decoct1on. The inspissat1on sbou ld be effected by exposing t he juice in shallow vessels to a current of warm dry air, or by evaporation in a vacuum, and should not be unnecessarily protracted. Long
expornre, during evaporation, is said to cause a chan~e of the bilterness of
the juice into sweetness, which is a sign of inferiority. As found in tbe
shops, the extract is dark-coloured, sweet, and in all probability nearly ine rt.
Mr. Houlton took more than an ounce of it in a day, without any sensible
effect. (Houlton and Squire, Pharm. Journ. and Ti·ansact., i. 4t l.) Mr.
Brande states that one cwt. of the fresh root affords from twenty to twentyfive pounds of extract by decoction in water. The expressed juice yields
from 11 to 25 per cent. of extract, the greatest product being obtained in
November, and the least in Ap ril and May.
This extract dC'terioratt's by keeping, and should, therefore, be renewed
annually. Jt is most conveniently gi\ en dissolved in cinnamon or mint
water. The dose is from a scruple to a drachm three times a day. W.
1

EXTRACTUM UV 1E URSI. Lond.

Extract

of

Uva Ursi.

The London College prepares this extract in the manner directed for
. extract of gentian. (See Extractum Gcnlian;:e.)
•
The dose is from five to lhirty grains.
W.

FERR UM.
Preparations
}'ERRI ACETAS. Dub.

ef Iron.

.llcetate of Iron.

"Take of Carbonate of Iron one part; Acetic Acid six parts. Digest
for three days and filter." Dub.
As the carbonate or iron or the Dublin Pharmacopreia (the lf. S. subcarbonate and the London scsquioxide) consists mainly of sesquioxide of iron,
associated with a little carbonate of protoxide, it is evident t hat this preparation is an aqueous solution of the acelatr of sesquioxide of iron, contain·
ing a small proport ion of the acetate of protoxide. From comparative ex pe riments made by Dr. Perceva l, or Dublin 1 it was found that often grains
of the following ferruginous preparations digested in two drachms of acetic
acid, sp . gr. 1·065, half a grain was dissolved of the scales of iron, one and
a quarter grains of thf.' red oxide (sesquioxide obtained by strong ca lei nation),
th ree and a quarter of iron filings, and the whole of the so-called carbonate.
I t was on accoun~ of the entire solubility of the latter preparation lhat it was
selected for solution in the acetic acid.
Properties, ~·c. This solution has a deep-red colour, and an acid and
strongly cha!ybeatc taste . When exposed to heat it yields acetic acid. l t
possesses the genera l medical properties of the preparations of iron. The
dose is from ten to twenty-five drops, taken in water. It is not used in this
country.
B.

Ferrum.

FERRI ACETATIS TINCTURA. Dub.
lron .
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Tincture of .llcetate

ef

u T:ike of Acet:ite of Pot3SS3 two parts; Sulph:ite of lron one vart;
Rectified Spirit twenty-six parts. Rub the Acet:ite of Potassa and Sul·
Jlhate of lron together in an earthenware mortar, until they unite into a
mass. Dry thi s w~th a medium heat, and triturate it with ll~e Spirit.
Digest the mixture ma well stopped bottle for se\•cn days, shaking it oc·
casionally. Lastly, pour off the tincture from the sediment, and preserve
it in a well stopped bottle." Dub.
This preparation was introduced into the Dublin Pharmacopceia by Dr.
Perceval. In the process, a double decomposition takes place between the
salts employed, resulting in tbe formation of the acetate of iron which dissolves in the spirit, and sulphate of potassa which remai11s behind, being
insoluble in that menstruum. The tincture also contains a portion of
acetate of potassa; more of this salt being employed than is necessary to
decompose th e., sulphate of iron.
Properties. This tincture is a tran sparent liquid, of a deep claret colour,
and strong cha lybeate taste. When evaporated to dryness, it yields a sal ine
matter, which is whitish from the presence of acetate of potassa . It is ex·
tremely liable to spontaneous decomposition, and is decomposed by the
alkalies and their carbonates, th e strong acids, and astringent vegetable in~
fusions.
Jlledical Properties and Uses. This preparation is repre•se nted to be an
agreeable chalybeate; but it possesses no particular virtu e, which can give
it nny advantage over other medicines of tlh~ same class . The dose is from
thirty drops to a teaspoonful, mixed with water or some other convenient

~~
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TINCTURA ACETATIS FERRI CUM ALCOHOL.
Tincture

ef .flcelale of

Dub.

Iron with Alcohol.

Take of Sulphate of Iron, Acetate of Potassa. each, an ounce; Alcohol
two ]Jints. Rub the Acetate of Potassa and Sulphate of Iron together in
an earthenware mortar, until they unite into a soft mass i then dry this with
a medium heat, and as soon as it has grown cold triturate it with the alcohol. Digest thr mixture in a well stopped boule for twenty-four hours,
shaki ng it occasionally. Lastly, pour off the clear tincture from the sedi~
ment, and keep it in a wt•ll stopped bottle." Dub.
This formula is nearly the same with the last; the points of difference
being that equal weights of th e sa lrn e materials are employed, and the men·
struum is the alcohol of the Dublin College, and not rectified spirit. The
double drcomposition takes place as in the preceding preparation, and with
the same results; but here. instead of there being an excess of acetate of
potnssa to enter into the tincture, there is an excess of su lphate of iron.
The acetate of iron formed is a mixture of the acetates of the protoxide and
ses'luioxide; but the la~ter only issolubl.e in the strong alcohol of th e Dublin
College. H ence this tmclure mny be viewed as an alcoholic solution of the
acetate of sesquioxicle of iron. 1t is necessary here not to confound the
Dublin "alcohol," which has the sp. gr. 0 810 wi1h the U.S." alcohol,"
which corresponds with the rectified spirit of the British Colleges.
This preparation is stronger, and less liable to spontaneous decomposition
than the preceding-; while its sensible and medical properties are nearly the
same. The dose is from twenty drops to a teaspoonful. A fluidounce of
it, when evaporated, yields ten grains of a crimson-coloured extract, which
0
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at first has the consistency of wax, but afterwards, when dried, is transpaB.
.rent.

FERRI CARBONAS SACCHARATUM. Ed. Saccharine Carbonate of Iron .
Take of Sulphate of Iron/our ounces; Carbonate of Soda.five ounce.,;
Pure Sugar two ounces; Water four pints [tmperial measure]. Dissolve
0

the Sulpbate and Carlionale, each, in two pints of 1he water; add the solu-

tions and mix them; collect the precipitate on a cloth filter, and immediately
1"a~h it with cold watt>r, squeeze out as much of the waler as possible, and
without delay triturate the pulp which remains with the Sugar previously in
fine powdn. Dry the mixture at a temperaLUre not much above 120° ." Ed.
When solutions of sulphate of iron and carbonate of soda are mixed
together, lhere are formed, by double deco~positi?n, sulp~ate of soda which
remains in solution, and carbonate of protox1de of iron which falls as a palebluish precipitate. This precipitate begins immediately to alter in nature by
the absorption of oxyge~, and, if :vashed and dried in lhe .ordinary way,
bf.Comes sesquioxide of iron, associated with a small quantity of the carbonate of the protoxide which has escaped ch<1nge; in other words, it is converted into the subcarbonate of iron of the U.S. Pharmacopa:ia. (See Perri
Subcarbonas.) As the preparations of iron containing the protoxideare most
estP.emed, the change which tbis precipitate undergoes was always matter of
regret, and various attempts were made to prevent it. Now sa~charine
matter tias been ascertained to possess the property of preventing this
change, and its power is brought into play, in the preparation under consideration, for preventing the protoxide of iron of the carbonate as first precipitated from passing into sesquioxide, with loss of carbonic acid .
Dr. Becker, a German physician, was the first to suggest the use of saccharine matter as a ml."ans of protection against the absorption of oxygen,
and the idea was carried Ollt by Klauer, a German chemist, who first made
the saccharine carbonate of iron. \Vhen sugar is used in the way directed
in the above formula, the prevention of oxidation is not complete; for an
absorption of oxygen takes place to a partial extent during the washing and
squeezing of the precipitate, which art" performed before the admixture witl1
the sugar. Mr. R. Phillips, jun., has improved the formula, by mixing the
washed precipitate, \Vithout being squeezed in a cloth, with tbe prescribed
quantity of sugar, first mat.le into a thick syrup, and gently e\'aporating the
mixture to dryness. (Pharrn. Journ. and Trans., iii. 576.) The protection
from o:cidation, however, is mnch more complete, when the materials and
pro<luct of this process are maintained constantly in contact with saccharine
matter: by using weak syrup both for dissolving the sails ~nd for washing the
precipitate, after the improved method of Vallet, of Pans. This improved
method of proceeding is adopted for forming the U.S. pills or carbonate of
iron, or Vallet's ferruginous pills. (See Pilulre Ferri Carbonalis, U.S.) .
Saccharine carbonate of iron is a grayish-green powder, permanent tn
the ~ir, possessing a sw~et and st.rongly chalybcate taste, and wholly and
readily soluble in muriatic acid, with brisk effervescence. lts composition
is not well made out. According to the Edinburgh Pharmacopa:ia, it co~
sists of" carbonate of protoxide of iron in an undetermined state of combination with sugar and sesquioxidc of iron." 'l1he presence of sesquioxidc
of iron is a ddect, which is avoided in Vallet's ferruginous pills.
JJ<ledical Properties. This preparation forms an excel!l."nt chalybeate,
posscssin~ the advnntages of hav.ing nearly all the iron in it in the st~te
of protox1de, and of being readily soluble in acids. lt is more acl!ve
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than the subcarbonate of iron, and must be used in a smaller dose. It is,
however, inferior to Vallet's ferruginous mass, in the preparation of which
the anti-oxidizing innuence of saccharine mauer is more fully applied.
'1'.he dose of the saccharine carbonate of iron is from five to thirty grains
given in the form of pill.
Off. Prep. Pilulro Ferri Carbonatis, Ed.
B.

FERRI ET POTASSJE TARTRAS. U. 8. FERRI PoTAssto-'l'ARLond. FEnuuM TARTARIZATUM . Ed. FERRI TARTARUM. Dub.
Tartrate of Iron and Potassa. Tartarized Iron.
1
• Tak e of Subcnrbonate of Iron three ounces; Mllriatic Acid tenjluidounces; Solution of Pmassafive pints and a half; Bitartrate of Potassa
seven ounces and a half; Distilled Water a gallon and a half. Mix the
TRAS.

Subcarbonate of iron with the Muriatic Acid, and digest for two hours;
th en pour the solution into a gallon of the Distilled ·water, set aside for an
hour, and pour off th e supernatant liquor. To this add the solution of
Potassn, wash the precipitate which is formed frequently with water, and,
while it is yet moist, mix it with the Bi tart rate of Potassa and half a gallon
of the Distilled WatPr. Keep tbe mixture at the temperature 140° for
thirty hours, frequently stir ring; then filter the solution, and evaporate by
means ofa water·bath, at the same temperature, to dryness." U.S.
"Take of Sesriuioxide [Subcarbonate] of Iron three ounces; Hydrochloric [Muriatic] Acid ha{{ a pint [ Imperial measure]; Solution of Po-

~(sp£~~~JJ;~t:e~n~~~:;~~£~rr:t;l~lj~s~ol1~tfo~1ulf/~:~q~~l~~~~K~t~i~~r1~!~
mania a pint [ Imp.meas. ] or a Slflficient quantity; Distilled VVaterthree
gallons [ lmp. meas.]. Mix the Sesquioxide of Iron with the Acid, and
dige:st for two hours in a sand-bath. To these add two gallons of the
\Vater and set aside for an houri then pour off the supernatant liquor.
The Solution of Potassa being added, wash what is precipitated frequently
with water, and, while moist, boil it with the Bitartrate of Potassa, previously mixed with a gallon of tb e Water. If the liquor shou ld be acid
when tried by litmus, drop into it the Solution of Sesquicarbonate of Ammonia until it is saturated. Lastly, strain the liquor, and evaporate it with
a gentle heat, so that the salt may remain dry." Lond.
"Take of Sulphate of Iron five ounces; Bitartrate of Potash jive ounces
and one drachm: Carbonate of Ammonia, in fine powder, a. sufficiency.
P~epare the Rust of Iron from lhe Sulphate as directed under Ferrugo,and
without drying it. Mix l~ e pulpy mass with follr pints [ Tmperia1 measure] of \Yater; add the Bnarlrate; boil till the Rust of Iron is dissolved;
let the solution cool; pour off the clear liquid, and add to this the Carbonate
of Ammonia so long as it occasions effe rvesce nce. Concentrate the liquid
over the vapour-bath to the consistence of a thick extract, or till the res iduum becomes on cooling a firm solid, which must be preserved in well
closed vessels." Ed.
0 Take of thin Iron \Vire one part; Bitartrate of Potassa, in very fine
powder,/our parts; Distilled Water eight parts or a sufficient quantity.
Mix them together, and expose them to the air for fifteen days, in a wide
vessel. Stir the mixture occasionally, and keep it constantly moist by the
daily addition of water, taking care that the i~on shall ~ot be ent irt~lr
covered by the water. Lastly, boil the product 111 a sufficient quantity of
water, and, having filtered the li quor, evaporate il to dryness over a waterbath. Keep the Tartar of Iron in a well-stopped bottle." JJub.
The object of these processes is to combine the excess of acid in the
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or

bitartrate
potassa with sesquioxide of iron. The processes of the U.S.,
London, and Edinbu.rgh Pharmacopceias are essentially the same, being
that of Soubeiran wnh modifications. In Soubeiran's process, the moist
hydrated sesquioxidc of iron is dissolved to saturation in a mixture of one
part of cream of tartar and six of water; and the solution obtained is filtered
and evaporated to dryness by a gentle heat. In the processes of the U. S.
and London Pharmacopooias, the moist sesquioxide is obtained by precipitating the sesquich loride (formed by dissolving the subcarbonate in muriatic
acid) by means of the officinal solution of potassa. Three eqs. of potassa
and one of sesquichloride of iron are decomposed , and there are formed
three eqs. o~ chloride of potassium which remain in solution . and one eq.
of sesqu iox 1de of iron which precipitates in the hydrated state (:_lKO+
Fe 2Cl 3 =3KCl+Ft>2 0 3 ). [n the Edinburgh process the sesquioxide is obtained as directed under Ferrugo, by precipitating the tersulphate of the
sesquioxide by ammonia; but as one-fourth more sulphate of iron is directed
to be converted into sesquioxide than in the Ferrugo formula, it will be
found practically inconvenient to increase the quantity of the other materials
in the same proportion. The sesqu ioxide, obtained in either way, is heated
or boiled, while yet in the moist state, with a mixture of cream of tartar
and water, in which it dissolves. The solution thus obtained contains the
tartrate of iron and potassa, and, if it should prove acid, the London and
~dinburgh Pharmacopmias direct that it be rendered neutral by the ad<lit10n of carbonate of ammonia. The solution is now filtered and evaporated
to dryness. When carbonate of ammonia is added to the solution, it is to
be presumed that lhe resulling salt will conlain a liule tartrate of ammonia.
In Lhe London formula the quantity of cream of tartar taken is excessive,
and the water used incon\•eniently large. Some of the cream of tartar is
not dissolved in the water, and that wh ich is dissolved is not fully saturated
by sesquioxide, from deficiency of the latter. It is better to have, as in the
U.S. formula, an excess of the oxide; for then the cream of tartar is fully
saturated, and the solution does not require the addition of carbonate of ammonia to render it neutral.
The formula of the U.S. Pharmacopmia is that recommended by Mr.
lVm. Procter, jun., of this city, fourided on the results of Soubciran and
Capitaine. lt is superior to the London process, not only in avoiding an
excess of water, and the necessity of adding carbonate of ammonia, which
introduces an impurity into the preparation, bUL in substituting the tf'mperature of 140° instead of that of ebullition fo r promoting the solution of
the oxide in the cream of tartar and water. :vlr. Procter finds that this
temperature,_ which is recommended by Soubeiran a~d Capitaine, cause~
the sesquiox1de of iron to be taktm up in larrrer quant it y than when ebullition is employed. (See Mr. Procter's pape~ on the Tartrate of lron and
Potassa. in the .fl_mrr. Jourri. of J!harm., xii. 188 .)
In the JJublin process metallic iron is emp loyed. By the combined
action of air and wate r it is converted into sesquioxide, which .unites with
t~e cream _of tartar to form the double salt. This process consumes much
time. and 1s now superseded by that of Soubeiran.
The wine of iron (Vinum Ferri). having been dismissed from the Londo~ Pharmacopa::ia of 18:16, is no longer officina_I in any of the Pha_rmac~
preias commented on in this work. Yet, as it is sometimes prt'scnbed. Jt
may be well to notice it in this place. The old process for making it was
to macerate iron filings in wine. The Fn"nch Codex, in which this plan
is adopted, directs it to be made by macerating for six days in a matrass,
an ounce of pure iron filings with thirty-two ounces of good white wine;
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stirring from time lo time, and afterwards decanting and filtcrinO' the liquid.
l~ the dismissed London formula a dra?h_m of iron filings wast>mixed with
six drachms of cream of tartar, and oxidized by exposure to air and moisture for six weeks, so us uhirnatcly to form the doLJble tartrate of iron
and potassa, with excess of cream of ta~tar. This wa8 then dried by a
gentle heat, rubbed to powder, dissolved in thirty flllidounces of distilled
water, ll~e solution filtered, and finally mixed with twenty ~uidounces of
pr_oof spirit. When_ thi::i preparation is made by macerating non filings in
wrne, a tartrale of iron and pota_ssa may be supposed to be formed, by
means of the tartar present in wme; but, as this substance is present in
variable proportion in different wines, the strength of the preparation, when
thus made, must necessarily vary . The prt>paration, as made by the old
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tassa to form a preparation of adequate strength . A good wine of iron may
be formed by dissolving an ounce of the double salt in 12 fluidounces of
water, mixed with 12 fiuidonnces of sherry wine. When thus formed, each
fluidounce will contain a scruple of the double tartrate. The dose of a wine
of this strength is one or two lablespoonfuls two or thrf'e times a day.
Dr. Ure has proposed the tarlrale of proloxide of iron for medical use.
He makes it by acting on clean iroa fiiings, or bits of iron wire, with a
solution of tartaric acid. The iron is protoxidized at the expense of the
water, and uniting with the tartaric acid produces the tartrnte in the form of
a powdery matter, which is obtained separute by diffusing it through the
liquid, decanting, and washing on a filter . The salt form ed is nearly white,
pulverulent, insoluble in water, and possesses a mild chalybeate taste.
Properties . Tartrate of iron and potassa, as obtained by the U.S . formula, has a dark-brown colour. \Vhe n held, in thin pieces, between the
eye and the light it is ruby · red. It is wholly soluble in about four parts of
wat0r at ()0°, and the solution has a dark-brown colour. Its taste is feebly
chalybeatc . Prepared according to the London formula, it is deliquescent
and has a dark olive-green colour. \Vhen kept for several months, the
London preparation assumes, according to Mr. Procter, a mottled, lightgreen colour, is much less soluble than when firs t made, and exhales an
ammoniacal odour. 'Vhen pure, tartrate of iron and potassa is perfectly
neutral to test paper, and at common temperatures does not yield a precipitate with potassa, soda, or ammonia. Ferrocyanuret of potass.ium does
not rende r it blue, unless a n acid be added. The non-action of this test
shows lhat the iron is in a peculia r stale of combination. ll is incompat ible
with astringent vegetable infusions, which give rise to a dark-coloured precipitate. When p rrpared by using the bitartrate and iron filings, it is apt to
contain metallic iron, detected by the magnet, and a large proportion of it is
usually insoluble in water.
Composition . \ .Vhen prer;mred accord_ing to the U.S. formula, it has
the composition assigned to Jt by Soube1ran and Capitaine; namely, one
eq. of tart rate of sesquioxide of iron, and one of tart rate of potassa. VY hen
it has this composition it contains 30 per cent. of sesquioxide of iron . According to Phill ips, the_ preparation ma~c ~ccordi_ng to the London formula
consists of one eq. of bJtartrate of sesqu1ox1de of Hon, and two of tartrate of
potassa, and contains on ly 18 per cent. of sesquioxide. The Edinburgh
preparati-on corresponds with the London .
.Medical Properties. Tart rate of iron and potassa is an agreeable chaly-.
beate, and, when made according to the U.S. formula, may be depended
upon for activity and uniformi ty of composition. From its slight taste and
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rl'ady solubility, it forms one of the best ferrugi nous preparations for exhibit ion to child.ren.

drachm. give n
form of bolus.

in

T he dose fo r an a<luh is from ten g rai~s to half a

solution, or combined with an aromatic or b1ner in the

u. s.

B.

FERR [ FERROCYANURETUM.
FERRI PERCYANIDUM.
Lond. FERRI CYANUHETUl\I. Dub. Ferrocyanurel of Iron . P ure
Prussian Blue.
"Take of Su lphate o~ Jronfour ounces; Sulphuric Acid threejluid-

drrtchms and a half; Nitric Acid six jluidrachms, or a s11J!icient quantity; Ferrocyanuret of Potassium four ounces and <t half; \Vater two
pints. D issolve the Sli~phate of lron in a pint of the W ate r, a~d,. having
added the Sulphuric Acid, boil the solution. P our into it the Nit ric Acid,
ln small portions, boiling the liquid for a minute or two after eac h addition,
until it no longer produces a dark colour; then allow the liquid to cool.
Dissolve the Ferrocyanurct of Potassium in the remaindN of the 'Va ter,
and add this so lution gradually to the first liquid, agitating th e mixture after
eac h addition j then ~our it up on a filter. ·wash the r:ecipitatc ,_vith boiling
water until th e washings pass tasteless. Lastly, dry ll an d rub 1t into pow-

der." U.S.
Prussian blue has heretofore been offi.cinal in the U.S. Pharmaropceia
in th e impu re commercial form i but, upon the last revi~ion of the work, it
w as thought advisable to introduce it in a pure state, and benco the above
formula was devised for its preparation. It is officinal also in the London
and Dublin Pharmacopceias, in which works it is placrd in the list of the
Materia Medica. In the Dublin Pharmacopccia, the commercial Prussian
blue is recognised·; in th e L ondon, the pure s ubstance is, no doubt, intended,
as tests are given for ascertaining ils purity.
In th e process above given, the sulphate of proloxide of iron in solution
is first ac idulated with sul phu ric acid , a nd then converted into the tersulphate of tbc sesquioxide by means of nitric ac id. 'fhe object of the addition
of the s~lph ur ic acid, is to provide for the hi gher satnratinfr po,~·er of the
sesqniox1de over the protoxide, and thus to prevent the prec1p1tat1on of the
subsulphate ofthescsquioxide. The tersulphate is then decomposed by the
g radu a l addition of a solution of forrocyanu ret of potassium. 'l' bree cqs. of
ferrocyanuret, a nd two of tersulphate of sesq uioxid e of iron. are mutually
decomposed, with the re~uh of forming one eq . of Prussian blue, or the 3-4
fer rocyanuret of iron w hi ch precipitates, and six eqs . of sulphate of potassa
which remain in solution. Ferrocyanogcn is a tercyanu ret of iron (FcCy3 );
,a nd , representing it by its symbol Cfy, we may compactly express t he above
reacti ons by th e followi ng equation; :3CfyK2 +2( F e20 3:3S0 3 )=3Cfy,4 F e+
6(KO,S03 ). Prussian blue contains the clements of six eqs . of willer, which
cannot be separated without the destruction of the compound. Adding these
e lements, we may suppose it to become a hydroferrocyanate of the sesqui oxide of ironi represented by the formula,3CfyH 2, F efOi;. From the formula
g~ven for the anhydrous compound, :JCfy ,4Fe, il is evident that it contains
nine eqs. of cyanogen, and seven of iron.
Preparation for Use in the .!Jrls. Prussian blue is manufactured on th e
large scale as fol lows. A mixture made of equa l parts of carbonate of r.otassa (pearlash of commcrct>), and animal matter, suc h as dried blood, hair.
the s ha\•in gs of horn, &c., is calcined at a red heat in an iron vesstd, until
it becomes pasty. 'l'he mass, when cold , is thrown, by por~ions a~ a time,
jnto twelve or fifteen times its weig ht of waler, with which IL is sti rred fo r
half an hour. Th e whole is then put upon a lin en filter; and the clear
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solution obtained is precipitated by a mixed solution of two parts of alum
and one of the sulphate of protoxide of iron. An effervescence occurs,
due principally to carbonic acid; and a v_ery abundant precipitate is thrown
down, of a blackish-brown colo~r. rfh1s precipitate IS washed by decantation, by means of a large quantity of water, which is renewed e very twelve
hours. B.y these washings, which last fro~ twenty to twenty-five days,
the preci111tate becomes, successively, greenish-brown, bluish, and finilly
deep-blue. 1Vhen of the lauer colour, it is collected and aJlowed to drain
upon a cloth, after which it is divided into cubical masses, dried, and thrown
into commerce.
Properties. Pure Prussian blue is a tasteless powder, 'insoluble in water
and alcohol, and having a rich deep-blue colour. It is insoluble in dilute
acids, decomposed by fuming nitric acid, and dissolved without decomposition by strong sulphuric acid, forming a white mass of the consistence
of paste, from which tbe ~r~ssian blue may be pre~ipitat~d uncha?ged by
water. Concentrated mnnatlc acid decomposes it, d1ssolvmg sesqu1oxide of
iron, and liberating hydroferrocyanic acid. Boiled with red oxide of mercury it generates bicyanuret of mercury. (See H:ydrargyri Cyanuretum. )
By the contact of a red-hot body it takes fire and burns slowly, leaving a
residue of sesquioxide of iron. When it is heated in close vessels, water,
hydrocyanic acid 1 and carbonate of ammonia are evolved, and carburet of
iron is left. Its composition has been given above. The Prussian blue of
comm~rce was discovered by accident, in 1710, by Diesbach, a preparer of
colours at Berlin. It has the same general properties as the pure substance.
It occurs in small rectangular masses, which are heavier than water, and
have a fracture presenting a bronzed appearance. Besides the constituents
of pure Prussian blue, it always contains alumina, derived from the alum
employed in its manufacture, and which serves to give it a body as a pig·
rnent, and uncombined sesquioxide of iron. These substances may be de·
tected by boiling the pigment with Eliluted muriatic acid, and precipitating
the filtered solution with ammonia. Pure Prussian blue, treated in a similar
manner, yields no precipitate, and may thus be discriminated from the commercial substance.
lltedical Properties, ~·c. Prussian blue is supposed to act as a tonic ,
febrifuge, and alterative. Dr. Zollickoffer, of Maryland, ha~ recommended
it as a remedy in intermittent and remittent fevers, and deems it to be par·
ticularly adapted to such cases occurring in children. on account of the small·
ness of the dose and its want of taste. He consiJers it more certain, prompt,
~nd efficacious than the bark; while it has the advantage of_ b~ingadmissible
rn the state of pyrexia, and of not disagreeing with the most 1mtable stomach.
It has also been used by Dr. Kirchoff, of Ghent, in epilepsy with good success. Dr. Bridges, of this city, exhibited it in a case of severe and protracted
facial neuralgia, with considerable relief, after the usual remedies in this
complaint had been tried with little or no benefit. ~t is sometimes employed
as an application to ill-conditioned ulcers, mixed with some simple ointment,
in the proportion of a drachm to the ounce. The dose of pure Prussian blue
for an adult is from three to five grains, repeated several times a day, and
gradually increased until some obvious effect is produced.
Off. Prep. Hy<lrargyri Cyanuretum, U.S., Dub., Lond.
B.

FERRI IODIDUM. U.S., Lond., Ed .

Iodide of Iron.

oTake of Iodine two ounces; lron Filings an ounce; Distilled Water a
pint ancl a !wlj: Mix the Iodine with a pint of the Distilled Water, in a
porcelain or glass vessel, and gradually add the Iron Filings, stirring con82
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slanlly . Heat the mixture gentlY: u1~til the liquid acqui res a li ght-greenish
colour; then filter, and afte r the liquid has passed, pour upon the filter half
a pint of the Distilled Water boiling hot. "'When this shall have passed,
evaporate the filtered liquor at a temperature not exceeding 212°, in an iron
ves5el, to dryness. Keep the dry Iodide in a closely-stopped bottle ." U.S.

'l'he London process is th e same as that of the U.S. Pharmacopreia, except that the College directs only two-thirds of the quantity of iron fil in gs,
and ord ers that the preparation should be kept from the lighl.
"Take any convenient quantity of Iodine, Iron 'Vire, and Distilled 'Water,
in the proportions for making Solution [Syrup] of Iodide of Iron. Proceed
as directed for that process; but before filtering the solution, concentrate it
to one-sixth of its volume, without removing the C'XCess of Iron 'Vire. Put
the filtered liquor quickly in an evaporating basin, along with twelve times
its weight of quicklime around the basin, in some convenient apparatus, in
w!1ich it may bP shut up accurately in a small space, not communicating
wllh the general atmosphe re. Heat the whole apparatus in a hot air-press,
or ~thenvise, until the water be entirely evaporated j and preserve the dry
iodide in small well·closed bottles." Ed.
ln this process iron is made to unite with iodine by the intervention of
water. The mixture at first is orange-coloured, from the circumstance that
all the iodine has not united with the iron; but after the application of heat it
becomes fully saturated and limpid, and assumes a greenish colour. lt is
now a solution of iodide of iron, and yields the solid salt by evaporation.
The proportion of the iron , taken in the U.S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias,
is the same, namely, half the weight of the iodine; in the London, it is onethird of the weight of the latter. The London proportion gives an excess of
iron; but as it is useful to kt:ep the iodide constanliy in contact with a cons iderable quantity of metallic iron, the greater excess of metal ordered in the
U.S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias has its advantages, and is not objectionable on th e score of expense. Fine iron wire, recently cleaned, is directed
by the Edinburgh College on account of its purity; but iron filings dissolve
more readily, and, if carefully selected, will be sufficiently pure. his exceedingly difficult to obtain the solid salt perfectly pure, so grt>at is the proneness of the. solution to absorb ox~gen, whereby the iodide becomes, in part,
~onverted rnto sesquioxide. This change is preve~ted to a certa_in extent
111 the U.S. and London Pharmacopceias, by evaporating to dryness man iron
vessel; and by the Edinburgh College, by concentrating the solution, before
filtf'ring, in contact with the excess of iron wire, and afterwards evaporating it in ·a hot air-press, subj~cted to the drying influence of quicklime ..
Properties. Iodid e of iron is a crystalline substance, exceedingly deliquescent, of a greenish-bled: colour, and styptic, chalybeate taste. •1 When
carefu.lty prepared by the Edinburgh formula, it has a dark g,rayish -black
metallic appearance, and irregularly foliated texturP, not unlike iOdme itself."
(Ch~·istison's_JJispensalory.) Its solution, by evaporation with ns Jiulecontact
of air as pos.s1blc, affords transparent, grePn, tabular crystals. \Vh~n heated
mod_erately_ JL ruses, and, on cooling, becomes an opaque crystalline mas~,
havin g _an iron-gray colour and metallic lustre. At a higher temperature it
emits v10let-coloured vapours, and the iron is left in the state ofsesquioxide.
It is very soluble both in water and alcohol. w·hen recently prepared it is
wholly solu?l e in water, forming a pale-gr1?en solution ; but if made for
some time, It almost unavoidably contains some sesquioxide of iron from a
partial decomposition, and will not be enti rely soluble. The aqueous solution is very liable to spontaneous decomposition, becoming at last ?range-red
from the generation of free iodine, and depositing sesquioxide of iron. Ac-
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cording to Mr. Richard Phillips, jun ., _the firs~ step i11 this change is the
formation of protoxide or iron and hyclnodi~ acid, from lhe decomposition of
w~ter. As the protoxide immediatelr begin~ to .be converted _into sesquiox1<l~ by absorbing oxygen from the air, and Jn this state is prec1pitatf'd, the
hydnodic acid is set free; and hence is accounted for the acidity of the solu tion from the first moment the sesquioxide is ~leposited. Afterwards, the
hydriodic acid is decomposed by the action of air and light, and iodine liberated. \Vhen. the solution is prevented from generating free.iodine, by placing in it a cod of iron wire, according lo the plan of Mr. Squire, the iron acts
by combining with the iodine of nascent hydriodic acid, and not with nascent
iodine. (Phann. Joum. and Trans., il'. 19.) The plan of i\lr. Squire does
not prevent the deposition of sesquioxide, and has, therefore, been superSt>Cled by the use of saccharine matter, which protects the solution from all
change. (See Liquor Ferri lodidi.) Iodide of iron is incompatible with alkalies and their carbonates, with lime-water, and with all o.ther ~ubstances by
which sulphate of iron is decomposed. When crystallized ll consists of
one eq. of iodine 126·3, one of iron 28, and five of water 45= !00 ·3 .
Medical Properties and Uses. Iodide of iron WAS first employed in medicine by Dr. Pierquin in 182"1. It was first used in the United States in
1Sj2 by Professor Samuel Jackson, of this city, at whose request it was
prepared in solution by l\Jr. E. Durand. Or. A. T. Thomson, of London,
presented it to the notice of the profession in England, as a remedy, in 18:34.
Its powers are those or a tonic, alterative, diuretic, and emmenagogue. As a
therapeutic agent, it ac!s more like the preparations of iron than like those of
iodine. It sometimes sharpens the appetite and promotes digestion, and
occasionally acts as a la«:ative and diuretic. \Vhen it does not operate on the
bowels, it generally augments the urine. Ils use blackens the stools and
Jessens their fetor. It is chiefly employed in scrofulous complaints, swell~
ings of the cervical glands, visceral obstructions attended with deficient action,
cblorosis, atonic amenorrh<Pa, and leucorrhcca. Tn the two diseases last mentioned, Dr. Pierquin employed it with success. In obstinate syphilitic
ulcers, M. Bau mes, of ~yons, _used it with satisfactory result~. He gave it
in lhe form of pill, conjomed with extract of opium, and sometimes increased
the dose to 20 grains in tl.1e collrse of twenty-four hours. In secondary
syphilis, occurring in debilitated and scrofulous subjects, Ricord has found
it a valuable remedy. The dose is three grains, gradually increased to eight
or more. For forming enemata, injeclions for the vag-ina, and lotions for
ulcers, one or two drachms of the salt may be cli~so l ved in a. pint of water.
It should never be given in the form of pill, on account of its deliquescent
property and proneness to decomposition, unlf:'ss it be protected by saccharine muller; and even when thus protected, the pills become soft and lose
their shape. Messrs. J. and H . Smith, of Edinburgh. have given a formula
for pills of this kind, made from the anhydrous iodide of iron with rC'fined
sugarand honey. Asimilar pill had been previously devised by Dupasquier,
and improved by Mr. l-l. ·w. Worthington, or this city, in which the protecting substances are honey and tragacanth . In view or thP Sf'rious objections which apply to the solid iodide of iron, it migf1t well be dispensed
with in the Pharmacopreias. Solutions for external use may be formed by
reducing the U.S . saccharine solution (Liquor Ferri lo.didi) wi~h wa~er t.o
any desired extent, at the moment of usrng them; and, 111 casps in which 1t
might he desirable to give the salt in Lhe solid state, t_hc Edinburgh syrup
could be rrducecl to a saccharine mass proper for malong pills by evaporation to dryness. (See next article.) i\l. Calloud has proposed to mah the
iodide of iron for pills, by double decomposition, between three parts of
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crystalli~ed s~lphate of protoxide of iron, and four of iodide of potassium.

The iodide of iron formed is of course mixed wit h a little sulphate of potassa,
the result of the double decomposition. The reacting salts are first reduC'ed
to fine powde r, then tri turatcd together, and finally brought to the pilular
consistence by the successive addition vf tragacantb, sugar, syrup, and
powder of marshmallow. (Jouni. de Phann., ix . 356.)
B.

LIQUOR FERRI IODIDI. U.S. FERRI Ioom1 SYRuPus. Ed.
Solution ef Iodide ef Iron. Syrup qf Iodide ef Iron .
"Take of Iodine f:W? ounces; Iron Filings an otmcr; Prepared Ho~ey
five jluidounces; D1st11led \Vater a sufficient quantity. Mix the Iodine
with ten fluidounces of the Distilled Water, in a porcelain or glass vessel,
and grad1rnlly add the Iron 'Filings, stirring constantly. Heat the mixture
gently unti l tbe .liquor acquires a light-greE'nish colour ; then, having added
the honey, contmue the heat a short time, and filter. Lastly, pour the
Distilled ·water upon the filter, and allow it to pass until the whole of the
filtered liquor measures twenty fluidounces. Keep the solution in closelystopped bottles." U.S.
"'i'ake of Iodine (dry) two hundred grains; fine Iron Wire, recently
cleaned , one hundred grains; White Sugar, in powder.four ounces and a
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pulsion or Iodine vapour, afterwards briskly, until about two fluidounces or
Jiquid remain . Filter this quickly, whil€' hot, into a matrass containing the
Sugar; dissolve the Sugar with a gentle heal, and add Distilled Water, if
necessary, to make up six fluidounces. Twe lve minims conta in one grain
of Iodide of Iron ." Ed.
These preparations furnish a solution of iodide of iron, protected from
change by saccharine matter. The saccharine matter se lected in the U. S .
formula is honey; in the Edinburgh, sugar. Both formulas direct a determinate quantity of the preparation to be made; but the U.S. solution
contains about 58 grains of the dry iodide of iron to the fluidounce; while
the Ed. syrup contains, in the same measure, only 40 grains. The Ed.
preparation is strictly a syrup as il is called, on account of the large quantity
of sugar it contains; whereas the honey is diluted to a very considerable
extent in the U.S. formula. The mode of making tlie iodide of iron in
both the formulas is precisPly the same as that given under the head of
Furi lodidum. The Ed . College filters, while hot, into the vessel containing the sugar; so that, for a short time, the solution is not under the protecting influence of eitl~er the iron or s~gar. In the U.S. form.ulu, the bet~er
plan is pursned of add mg the saccharine matter before filtrat10n, and while
the solution is still in contact with the excess of iron . The Ed. College
d irects the iodine to be dry, because, if moist, as the British iodine often is,
Jess iodide of iron will be formt'd, and the syrup will be proportionably
weaker. (See page 3~2 for the m~thod o.f d.rying ~o<line . )
The plan of protectmg the soluuon of 10d1de of iron from change by sac-

~;r~~i~I: fo~t~~;e o;il~:.~~~=d i~v~u:~~e~'~e~~~~~r~1·~~,~~\~aj 8~~~ P~~~!~s~:~:

plan was proposed rn a paper by Mr. Wm . Procter, Jr., contained in the
In this pap(>r, Mr. Procter
detailed bis experiments with different saccharine subs tances, in order to
dete rmine their relative protecting power, pronounced in favour of.prepared
honey for that purpose, and gave a formula for a permanent soluuon of the
iodide, which is the basis of that adopted in the U.S. Pharmacopceia. In

.llmer. Journ. of P!tannacy for April, 1840.
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the Journal de Pharmacie for :\Inrch, 1811, Dr. Dupasquier, of Lyons,
claims to hnve made 11 pure iodide of i! on, protected by the syrup of gum,
as early as 18:l8. In the Plwnnaceutical 1'ransaclions for August, ll:H l ,
Dr. A. T. Thomson gave a paper in which he confirmed the results of
~redcrki1~g and Procter, an~ propos~~ a formula for a 8frong syrup, which
1s the basis of that adopted rn the Edmburgh Pharmacopreia.
Properties. The U. S. solution of iodide of iron is a transparent liquid,
free or nearly so from sediment, and of a pale-greenish colour. lt becomes
brown on the addition of sulphuric acid, and emits violet vapours if
heated. lt should not contain any free iodine, which, if present, may 00
detected by the p roduction of a blue colour with starch . The Edinbu,·Kh.
syrup is a transparent liquid, either colourless or pale yellowish-green, and
without sediment <'Ven when exposed to the air. ' Vhen concentrated it
becomes brown, and, if evaporated to dryness, it forms a mass which may
be called the sctccharine iodide, and which is not entirely soluble ngain, a
liulc scsqu ioxide being left. This saccharine iodide, being protected by the
sugar it contains, is not liable to the same objections as the pure solid salt,

an~l:~~}{p~~~:r)::~~ pi,i~~e~~~~a~:i~e9n~~tailed under the head of Perri

lodidum.

The dose of the solution is from 30 to 75 drops, sufficiently

~J:~~f:n \:~t~1ul~.b~~~a~~a~~~h~hcm~~~~~~~~~1 t:f.~~~' ~~~:l:~lfo~~~~et~ g~~~J

against injury to the teeth, the mouth should be carefully washed afler each

dose.

B.
FERRI OXIDUM HYDRA TUM . U. 8 . FEnnuoo. Ed. Ilydrated
Oxide of Iron. Hydrated Sesquioxide of Tron.
"Take of Sulphate of Iron four ounces; Sulphuric Acid threefluidrac/im.y and alwlf; Nitric Acid sixjluidrachms, or a sufficient quantity;
Solution of Ammonia (tSl!/flcienl q11antity; \ Vatcr two pints. Di~solve the

Sulphate of lron in the \ Yater, and having ndded the Sulphuric Acid, boi l
the solution; then add the Nitric Acid in ~mall portions, boiling the liquid
for a minute or two after each addition, unti l the Acid ceases to produce a
dark colour. Filter the liquid,allow it to cool. and add Solution of Ammonia
in excess, stirring the mixture briskly. 'Vash the precipitate with water
until the washings cease to yield a precipitate with chloridf' of barium, and
keep it in close bottles with water sufficient to cover it." U.S.
"Take of Sulphate of Iron four ounces: Sulphuric Acid (commercial)
three j!uidrarlmis and a half; Nitric Acid (0. l ·:J80) ninejluidraclnns;
Stronger Aqua Ammonire three jluhlounce.<J and a ha(f: ·water two tJints
[rmp.e rial nwnsure] . Dissolve the Sulphate in the Water. add the Su lphuric Acid, and boil the solut ion; add thrn the Nitric Acid in small portions , boiling the liquid for a minute or two after each addition, umil it acquires a ycl/owish·brown colour, and yields a precipitate of the same colour
with ammonia. Filter, allow the liquid to cool, and add in a full stream the
Aqua Ammonire, sti rring the mixture briskly. Collect the precipitate on a
calico filter; wash it with wate r till the washings cease to precip itate with
nitra.te of baryta; squeeze out the wate~ as much as possible, and dry the
precipitate at a temperature not exceedmg 100°. \ Vhen this preparation
is kept as an amidote for poisoning with ar:scnic, it is prrferable to prl'Scrve
it in the moist state, after being simply squeezed.'' Ed.
.
Tbis is a new officinal of the U.S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias,
introduced on account of its importance as nn antidote to the poison of
nrsenious acid. The first step of the process is to convert the sulphate of

s2•
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protoxide of iron inlo the lcrsulphale of the sesquioxidc, precisely as is done
in the U.S. formula for pure Prnssian blue. The se-squioxi<le is then thrown
down in the hydrated state by the addition of ammonia in excess, and the
precipitate is '~as bed with water to remove adhering su lphate of ammonia,
until the washings cease to precipitate with a barytic f'alt. ln the U.S.
Pharmacopreia the prec-ipitate is directed to be kept in close bottles with
sufficient water to cover it, in which state it is most convenient for use as
an antidote. The Edinburgh College directs it to be kept in two statcs,dried at a temperature not exceeding 180° for use as a medicine, and in the
moist state as an antidote.
Properties. Hydrated oxide of iron, as directed lo be kept by the U.S.
formula, js a soft. moist, reddish-brown magma. If dried at a heat not exceeding 180°, and afterwards pulverized, it forms a reddish -brown powder,
not attracted by the magnet, being the sesquioxide in the slate of hydrate,
containing about 18 per cent. of water . Jn this state it is wholly and read ily
soluble in muriatic acid without effervescence. lf expose d to a red heat
it loses the combined water, and becomes the anhydrous sesquioxidc, less
easily soluLJe in acids, improper for medicinal use, and altogether without
effect as an antidote. Hydrated oxide of iron consists of one eq. of sesq uioxide bO, and two bf waler 18=U8, and is represented by the formula
Fe,0,+2~10 .

.ll!fcdical Properties and Uses. The hydrated oxide, being readily soluble
in acids 1 \ttould no doubt form, in tho dry state, a good fcrruginous preparation for medicinal e mploym ent. lls amidotal powt>rs in cases of poisoning
by arsenic, the mnnner in which it acts, and th e mode of using it, are fully
explained under lhe head of arsenious acid·, page2·:1. Its power of rendering
arsenious acid in solub le is readily shown by agitating a solut ion of the acid
with a considerable excess of the moisl oxide, filtering 1 and then testing the
filtered solution for arsenious acid; when not a trace of the metal can be
detected 1 even by su lphuretted hydrogen. The hydrated oxide, as oblained
by the formula above given, contains a httll"! ammonia, which is thought by
some to assist its antidotal powers. At least it has been ascertained that the
sesquioxide, precipitated by pota ssa , is a less efficient antidote to arsenic
than the officinal preparation, and must be used in quantities three or four
times as large to produce the same effect. Th e dry hydrate, rubbed up with
water, is in the same proportion weaker than the pul~y hydrate. It .has
already bren mentioned, under the head of arseni0l1s acid, that the offic1nal
subcarbonate of iron (precipitated carbonate) possesses antidotal powers to
arsenic, though in an infenor degree; but this statement will not apply to
it, if it has been_ exposed t_o a red heat, as is imeroperly done by some man~
facturing chemists. By ignition in this way 11 becomes anhydrous, and 1s
rendered altogether inefficient as an antidote.
B.

FERRI OXIDUM NIGRUM. Ed. FERRI OxvnuM NwnuM. Dub.
Black Oxide of Iron. .Martial Etltiops.
"Take of Sulphate of Iron six ounces; Sulphuric Acid (commercial)
two fluidrachrns and two fluid scruples; Pure Nitric Acid/our jluidrac.h_ms
and a half; Stronger AquaAmmonire/our jluidounces and a half; Boilmg
Wate~ ~hree pints [Imperial measure]. Diss?lve half the SuJpha_te. in h~lf
the boil mg W~te r , and a_dd the Sulphuric Acid; bo.il; add lhe Nm1c Acid
by degrees1 boding the li quid after each addition briskly for a few minute~.
Dissolve the rest of the Sulphate in the rest of the boiling Wat~r; mix
thoroughly the two solutions; and immediately add the Ammonia ma full
stream, sttrring the mixture at the same time briskly. Collect the black
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powder on a calico-filler; wash it wilh water till the water is scarcely precipilaled by solution of niLrate of baryta, and dry it at a temperature not
excC'eding 180°." Ed.
"\Vash the Scales of the Oxide of Iron, found at the blacksmith's anvil,
with water; and having dried them, separate them from impurities by means
of a magnet. Then reduce them to_ powder, of which the finest particles
are Lo be collt.!Cled in the manner directed for the preparation of chalk."
flub.
The preparations called black oxide of iron in the Edinburgh and Dublin
Pharma~opccias are not precisely identical. The oxide of th~ Edinburgh
Colll'ge 1s made by a new process, that recommended by \VOhler, which
consists in precipitating byammoriia,a solution of 1he mixed sulphates of protoxideand scsquioxide of iron. Half the sulphate of iron taken in lhe formula,
after being dissolved in water, is acidulated with sulphuric acid, and convened
into the tt.>rsulphate of the sesquioxide by ml-'ans of nitric acid . The object
of the addilion of the sulphuric acid is explained under the head of Prussian
blue. (See Perri Furocyanuretum.) The other half of the sulphate is dis~
solved in water. and the two solutions, being thoroughly mixed, form a compound soluLion of sulphate of tbe protoxitle and sulphate of the sesquioxide
of iron. From this Lhc ammonia throws down, al the same moment, both
the protoxide and sesquioxide, which unite chemically to form the black
oxide of the Edinburgh College. According to i\lr. Phillips, the black
oxide may be readily obtained by mixing boiling solutions of equivalents of
carbonate of soda and sulphate of protoxide of iron, and adding, by liule
portions at a time, somew hat less than an equivalent of chlorate of potassa.
If a whole equivalent of the chlorate be added, and at once, the hydrated
sesguiox idc would be obtained.
The black oxide of the Dublin College is obtained from the scales of the
oxide of iron. ~rhe nature and composition of these scales have been explained under the head of F1mRUM. Oxydi Squamre. By washing, lhey are
freed from accidental impurities; and as they are not at the maximum of
oxidation, they are capable of further purification by the use of the magnet,
after which they are reduced to an impalpable powder. This preparation,
besides occasionally containing metallic iron, varies in composition even
as an oxide, as explained at page 3j0, 1t is, therefore, not so eligible a
one as lbat obtained by the new process of the Edinburgh Pharmacopreia.
The black oxide of the French Codex is obtained us follows. Place fine
and pure iron filings in a stoneware dish, and add sufficient \\'ater to wet
them perf...,clly. Heap up the mixture, and abandon il lo the action of the
air. After it has become warm. stir it wi!h a spatula, and add water, so as
to keep lhe mixture constanliy moist. At the end of two or three days
the oxidation will have terminated, when the product is to be put in a mortar, and strongly triturated, in order to separate the oxide from the iron.
Throw the whole upon a fine hair sieve, and wash with abundance of
water, u~til the w~shings no longer pass of a black col?ur. ~ ~e water
thus obtarned contams the oxide, and must be decanted with rap1dny after
agitation. ~he oxide, after having subsided fr~m the decanted water, is
put upon a linen cloth, d_rained, pressed,.and rapidly drit>d,
Properties. The Edrnburgh oxide 1s a dark grayish-black powder,
unchangcablt! in the air: \ Vh(•n dried in mass and then broken, it presents
a shining fracture. 1t 1s wholly soluble in muriatic acid without effervescence, a'Od may be thrown down again, as a black precipitate, by ammonia.
·when heated in close vessels it suffers no change except the loss of water;
1
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in open vessels it absorbs oxygen, and is converted enlirely into sesquioxide.
It consists of two eqs. of protoxidc of iron, one of sesquioxide, and two of
water, and its formu la is 2FeO+Fe 2 0 3 +2HO. It is, therefore, not identical with the native black oxide, which consists of single equivalents of the
two oxides. lt is perceived by the above symbols, that the two oxrdf's are
united in it in such proportions as .to contai~1 the same quantity of iron;
and tl~is composition corresponds w~th what It should be, accordrng to the
direction given in the formula to divide the sulphate of iron into two equal
po rtions.
1l1edical P1·opr.rties. The black oxide from the scales of iron has been
long used as a chalybeate, and is highly esteemed. The dose is from five
to twenty grains, two or three times a day. The black oxide of the Edinburgh College has not beC'n tried as a medic!ne, so far a~ we know; but it
may be considered superior as a pharmaceutic~l. preparation to the ordinary
black oxide, on account of its uniform compos1t1on, and permanency under
the influence of air and moisture.
B.

FERRI OXYDUM RUBRUM. Dub .

Red Oxide of

f,.011.

"Expose Sulphme of Iron to heat, until the water of crystallization is
expelled. 'J'ht'n roast it by an intense fire as long as acid vapours arise.
Wash the rr·d oxide until the washings, when examined by litmus, appear
free from acid. Lastly, dry it on bibulous paper." Dub .
When sulphate of iron or green vitriol is heated, it swells up and undergoes the aqueous fusion, and aflerwards, by losing its water of crystallization, becnmes a dry grayish-white mass, consisting of anhydrous sulphate
of iron. This, by the application of a strong heat, is decomposed; the iron
becomes sesquioxidized at the expense of part of the acid, and sulphurous
and sulphuric acids are given off. The sesqu ioxide, however, is not perfectly
pure, but still contains a small portion of acid, to remove which it rl'quires
to be washed.
Properties, l~·c. Red oxide of iron is a reddish-brown, tasteless, insoluble
powder, called colcothar in commerce>. It should not be deliquescent, and
shou ld dissolve in muriatic acid without effervescence. If it contain copper,
its muriatic solntion will deposit this metal on a bright piece of iron. It
consists of two t>qs. of iron 56, and three of oxygen 24=80. It is, tht>refore,
a sesguio:!'irle of iron. As it is anhydrous, it has no effect as an antidote to
arsenious acid . (Orfila, Jhner. Joun~. of Plumn. , xiii . 33 1.) This i~ a useit?ss preparation and was properly dismissed from the U.S. and Edinburgh
Pharrnacopreias upon their last revision.
Off. Prep. Emplastrum Ferri, Dub.
B.

FEIUU PHOSPHAS. U.S.

Phosphate of Iron.

"Take of Sulphate of Iron five ounce&; Phosphate of Soda six ounces;
\Vater a gallon. Dissolve tht? Sulphate of Iron and Phosphate of Soda
severally in four pints of the \Vater; then mix the solutions, and set the mixture by that the powder may subside; lastly, having poured off the supernatant liquor, wash the Phosphate of [ ron with hot water, and dry it with a
gentle heat." U.S.
'~his pre~aration is the result of a double decomposition between the
sahne materials employed. The su lphuric acid combines with the soda
and remains in solution as sulphate of soda; while lhe phosphoric acid,
uniting wi_th the protoxide of _iron, falls as phosphate of iron. The amount
of water directed is useful to msure a prompt and complete mutual reaclion
of the_two salts. If the ferruginous sulphate be a perfect sulph~te of the
protox1de 1 the precipitate, as first thrown down, will be white; but 1t quickly
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absorbs oxygen and becomes bluish-white. It is in the form of an insoluble
powder of a bright slate colour. According to Berzelius, it is a mixture
of the phosphates of the two oxides of iron .
.Medical Properties and Uses. P hosphate of iron possesses the general
properties of the ferruginous prnparations, and h_as been given with ad~an
tage in amenorrhrea and some forms of dyspepsia. It was int roduced into
the U.S. Pharmacopreia at the suggestion of Dr. Hewson, of this city, who
found it, afte r an extensive experience, to be a valuable c halybeate. Th e
B.
dose is from five to ten grains.

FERRI RUBIGO. Dub. Rust of Iron.
11
Take of fron 1iVire w1.1:1 quantity. Cut it into pieces and expose it to
the air, moistened with water, until it is converted into rust. Rub this in
an iron mortar; then separate the finest pmvJer by the affusion of water,
and dry it." lJub.
Rust of iron is reduced to an impalpable powder by lcvigation and elutriation, and then made up into sma ll conical masses like prepared chalk.
According to Berzelius, it is a hyd rated sesquioxide of iron , contai ning frequently a littl e carbonate of proLOxide. It is formed in consequence of the
decomposition of the waler, the oxygen of which converts the iron chiefly
into sesquioxide, but partly also into protoxide, which absorbs carbonic acid
from th e aLmosphere. Iron, in the form of wire, on account of its greater
purity, is preferable to the filings for for min g this pre paration.
Properl'ies, ~-c. Rust of iron is in the form of a red powder of a sl ightly
styptic taste . Its medical properties a nd dose are the same as t hose of the
subcarbo nate ; but being less soluble in acids it is a less eligib le preparation.
It may be considered as a superfluo us article, anJ has been very properly
expunged from the officinal lists of the U.S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias.
Off. P rep. Muriatis F erri Liquor. D ub .
B.

FERRI SUBCARBONAS. U. S.

FERRI SESQUIOXYDUM. Lond.
Subcarbonate
Precipitated Carbonate qf Iron .
"Take of Sulphate of Iron eight 01.m.ces; Ca rbonate of Soda nine ounces;
Boiling Water a gallon. Dissolve the S ulph ate of Iron and Carbonate of

FEnnr OxmuM RueRUl\J. E'd.
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FERRI CARBONAS. Dub.

Sesquioxide of Iron.

Soda seve rally in four pints of the Water; then mix th e solutions, and,
having stirred the mixture, set it by that the powder may subside; lastly,
haring poured off the supernatant liquor, wash the Subcarbonate of Iron
with hot water, wrap it in bibulous paper, and dry it w ith a gentle heat."
U.S.
"Take of Sulphate of [ronfour pounds; Carbonate of Soda/our pounds
and tu•o ounces; Boiling Water six gallons [ Imperial measure]. Dissolve
the Sulphate of Iron and CarbonatP. of Soda, separately, in three gallons of
\Vater. ·~~hen mix tho solutions togctll'er., a nd set _them by that the powder
may subside. Lastly, Lh e supernmant liquor berng poured off, wash the
precipitate with water, nnd dry it." Lond.
"Take of Sulphate of l ronJOu1· ounces; Carbonate of Soda.five ounces;
Boiling Water half rt pint [ Impe ri al measure]; cold Water three pints and
a ha{f[lmp. meas.]. Disso lvi:: the Sulphate in th~ boiling: Water,_add the
cold \Vater, and then the Carbonate of soda, previously dissolved Ill about
thrice its weight of water. Collect the precipitate on a calico filter: wash
it with water till the water is but little affected with solution of nitrate of
baryta, and dry it in th e hot air-press, or O\'er the vapour-bath." Ed.
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Take of Sulphat_e of Iron twenty-five pm:ts: Carbonate of Soda twentysix parts: .Water eight hundted parts. Dissolve the Sulphate of Jron in
the Water, th(·n add the Carbonate of Soda, previoLisly dissolved in a sufficient qllantity of water, and completely mix. 'Vash the Carbonate of Iron
which is thrown down with warm water, and then dry it." JJub .
When the solutions of carbonate of soda and sulphate of iron are mixed
together, a hydrated carbonate of protoxide of iron, of a pale bluish colour,
jg thrown do\vn,and sulphate of soda remains in solu tion. The equivalent
quantities of the crystallized salts for mutua~ decomposition are J:HJ of
the sulphate and 143·3 of the carbonate. Tak mg the quantity of sulphate
of iron al 8 parts, the London and Dublin Pharmacopceias order of carbonate of soda 8 ·3 parts, th.e U.S. Pharmacopa:ia 9 parts,_ and the Edinbu~gh
10 parts. Tb e proportions of the London and Dublin CollC'ges coinc1d1::
most nearly with the equivalents. The precipitate, during the washing and
drying, absorbs oxygen, and loses nearly the whole of its carbonic acid,
wh ereby it becomes converted almost e ntirely into sesquiox id e of iron.
Thi s being its chemical nature, the London College, in its last Pharmacopreia, has given it the new name of Ferri Sesquioxydwn; but as this name
is applicable to the rust of iron, the red oxi de obtained by calcination from
the sulphate, and even to the hydrated oxide used as an antidote to arsenic.
the appellation aJopted in the U.S. Pharmacopceia of Ferri Subcarbona.s,
in allusion to the small quantity of carbonic acid present in it, is more dis·
tinctive. Carbonate of potassa will answe r to decompose the ferrugin9us
sulphate; but carbonate of soda is preferred, because it produces, in the
double decomposition, the sulphate of soda, which, from its greater solu·
bility, is more readily washed away than the sulphate of potassa .
Properties. Subcarbonate of iron is a reddish-brown powder, of a dis·
agreeable, sli ghtly styptic taste; insoluble in water, but dissolving readily
in muriatic acid with very slight effC'rvescence of carbonic acid . Afler pre·
cipitation from it s muriatic solution by ammon ia , which throws. do~vn the
sesquioxide of iron, the su~ernata ~t liguor shou ld give no ind1ca~10ns of
containing any other metal 1n solution. It is incompatible with acids and
acidulous salts. [n composition it is a hydrated sesquioxide of iron, con·
tainin g a liule protoxide and carbonic acid .
.Medical Properties and U1;es. Subcarbonate of iron is tonic, altcrntive,
and emmenagogue, and is employed for all the purposes to which the pre·
parations of iron are generally applicable. I t was recommended by i\lr.
Carmichael in cancer, and is said sometimes to prove useful. Mr. l:fot chi n·
son brou~ht it into notice as a remedy for neuralgia; and an extensive exp~ ·
ri ence with it in that disease has established its value . It is also useful in
chorea, in chlorosis, and, generally, in those diseases in which the blood is
deficient in colouring matter. It has been used by Dr. Woollam, Dr.
Shearman, Dr. Elliotson, and others in traumatic tetanus, with success in
twelve cases and failure in three. In the second stage of hooping-cough
Dr. Steymann represents it to be a prompt and efficacious remedy. When
prescrib~d as.a to.nic,theusual dose is from five lo thirty gra ins thre~ limes
a day, given ~n pill or powder, and freqm•ntly combi ned with ar?maucsa~d
11

~~;:~a0bjefrl~~i~s~ 8 1~nt~~~u::~~~~~~l;~1~~a, ~0d ~~:~u~;e~td i~e ~b~~;~!~~~~ ti:~

dose; its only ?bvious effect in very large dos_es being a slight nausea, aml
a sense of weight at the stomach . Its use gives the stools a black colour.
The subcarbonate of iron acts as an antidole to the poison of arsenious
acid, provided it has not been exposed to a red hcnt i and, thollgh not so
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~owerful as the hydrated oxi de in lhe form of magma, shou ld always be used

till the latter can be procured. (See page 21.)
OJr Prep . Emplastrum Ferri, U.S., Ed.; F erri Acetas, Dub.; Ferri et
Potassre T artras , U. S., Lond.; Ferrum Ammoniatum, U.S. , Land.; Tinctura Fer ri Chloridi, U.S., Lond., Ed.
B.

FER RI SULPHAS. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Sulphate

ef Iron.

Green Vitriol.
" T a ke of Iron Wire, cut in pieces, twelve ounces; Sulphuric Acid
eighteen ounces; 'Vater a gallon. Mix the Sul phuri c Acid and Water,
and add the Iron i then heat the mixture until effe rvesce nce ceases. Pour
off the solution , and, ha,·ing added half a drachm of Sulp huri c Acid, filter
through paper, allowing the lower end of the funnel lo touch the bottom of
the recei vin g vessel. Evaporate the filtered liquor in a matrass until sufficiently concentrated; then set it aside in a covered vessel to crystallize.
Drain th e crystals in a funnel, dry th em on bibulous paper, and keep them
in closely-stopped bottles." U. S .
" Take of Iron Filings eight ounces; Sulphu ri c Acid fourteen ounces;
Water/our pints [ Im peria l meas ure]. Mix the Sulphu ric Acid with the
\Vater, an d add the Iron to th em . Then apply heat, and wh en bubbles have
ceased to escape, strain th e liquor, and se t it as ide that crysta ls may form.
Evaporate the liquor poured off that it may again yield crystals, and dry
the m all." Lond.
" Jf th e Su lph ate of Iron of commrrce be not in transparent green crys·
tal~, without _dflore~cence, dissol.ve it. in its ow n weig ht of boi lin g water,
ac1dulate<l with a !1ttle Su lphunc Acid; filter, and set the sol ut ion aside to
crystallize. Prese rve the crystals in well-closed bottles." E'd.
"Take of Iron Wire four parts; Sulphu ric Acid [com mercial?] seven
ports : '.Yater sixl!J parts. Dissolve th e meta l by the a id of heat, and filter
the solu tio n through paper. Lastly , after du e eva poration, set the so lution
aside that crystals may form by slow refrigeration." Dub .
T he object of tlrn U.S., L ondon, and Dublin processes is to mal<e a pure
sulphate of the protoxide of iron by direct combination. Sul phuric acid,
iu a concentrated stale, acts but imperfectly on iron; but wh en diluted, a
Yigorous action takes place, the oxygen of the water converts the metal into
protoxide, with which the sulphuric ac id unites, and hydrogen is evolved .
'J'h e t'(j Uiva lent quantit ies for mu tua l reaction are 28 of iron to 49 of acid ,
which is the proportion tak e n by th e London and Dublin Coll eges. This
proportion is one of iron to one and three-quarters of acid. Th e U.S. propor1ion is one of iron to one and a half of acid, and gives a quantity of iron ones1xth more than the acid can dissolve. Thi s excess of iron is desirable, as
it tends to secu re th e prciduct ion of a perfect sulphate of the protoxide. The
remaining steps of the U.S. process are pecu li ar, and are intended to sec ure
the forma tion or a sa lt enti rely free from sesquioxide, by the method of
Bonsdorft: This chrmist found that when a perfect sulphate of the protoxide of iron was formed in so lution by heating dilute sulp l~uric acid with
an excess of iron, it might be crystallized free from sesg uiox1d e, provided a
little excess of sulphuric acid bH added to the liquid before it is filtered, in
ordt> r to hold in so luti on any sesquioxidc that may ha\•e been formed; at the
same time avoiding, as much as possible, th e contact of th e air. Hence the
directions in the U.S. formula to acidulate with sulphuri c acid, to cause the
funne l to touch the bottom of th e receiving vt>ssel, which avoids the dropping
of the liquid throu g h the air, and to cove r t~e vessel con tainin g tl~e concen·
trated liquid, when it is set aside to crystallize. Iron wire, as berng purer,
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is to be p~eferred to iron filings in ~a king sulphate of i~on. The Edinburgh
Coll.ege gives no formula for making this salt, but directions only. for lhe
purification of the commercial sulphate, when this happens to be impure.
The salt is dissolved in boiling water and filtered, which separates the insoluble subsulphate; after which the :::olution is acidulated with sulphuricacid
on the plan of Bonsdorff, and crystallized.
M. Berthemot has proposed a modified plan of procedure, to render
sulpbate of iron permanent. He first purifies the commercial sulphate
in the manner _direct.ed_ by the Edinburg.h College, and then _adds 11, by
portions, to boiling d1sttlled water, to which afterwards some iron filjngs
are added. The solution is then quickly filtered, while hot, inlo a vessel
containing alcohol acidulated with sulphuric acid. The pure sulphale of lhe
protoxide immediately precipitates in the form of a bluish-white crystalline
powder; while any sulphate of the sesquioxide which may have formed is
dissolved by the alcohol, and any free sesquioxide is taken up by the acid.
(Joum . de Pharm., xxv. 206.)
Sulphate of iron, under the name of green vitriol or copperas, is manufactured on the large scale, for the purposes of the arts, from the native sulphuret of iron or iron pyrites, by roasting, oxidation through exposure to air
and moisture, and lixiviation. 'l'he constituents of the mineral become sulphuric acid and protoxide of iron, which, by their union, form the sail in
question. It is made also by our manufacturers of sulphuric acid, by direct
combination, from the unconcentrated acid and scraps of old iron.
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It has a disagreeable styptic taste, and an acid reaction. As prepared by
Bonsdorff's melhod, it is blue verging to green.
hen it becomes more
green lhan blue, or entirely green, an indicalion is afforded that it contains
some scsquioxide. When exposed to the air the crystals absorb oxygen,
first become green, and are uhimalely covered with a yellow efflorescence of
subsulphate of the sesquioxide, insoluble in water. Sometimes the crystals
are quite permanent when made by Bonsdorff's method, owing to the slight
excess of acid which they contain . Sulphate of iron is soluble in about
twice its weight of cold water, and in three-fourths of its weight of boiling
water, but is insoluble in alcohol. The aqueous solution is bluish-green;
but by standing it attracts oxygen, and is rendered first green and then reddish, depositing, in the mean time, a portion of subsulphate. When heated
moderately, it loses six-sevenths of its water of crystallization, and becomes
grayish-white. - At a red heat it loses its acid, and is converted into the
anhydrous sE'squioxide of iron, called colcothar. (See Ferri Su/pitas Exsiccalum and Perri Oxydum Ruhrum.. ) It is incompatible with the alkalies and their carbonates, soaps, lime-water, the chlorides of calcium and
barium, the borate and phosphate of soda, nitrate or silver, and the acetate
and subacetate of lead . It is decomposed also by astringent vegetable
infusions, the tannic and gallic acids of which form, if any sesquioxide be
present, a black compound of the nature of ink . To what extent this
change lessens the medicinal activity of the salt, is not well ascertained.
Sulphate of iron, as it occurs in the shops, is often impure. The commercial sulphate should never be dispensed by the apolhecary, until it has undt!rgone a careful purification in the manner directed in the Edinburgh Pharmacopceia. The perfectly pure sail is precipitated white by ferrocyanuret
of potassium i but that of ordinary puri ty gives a blue precipitate, more or
less deep, with this test, owing to the presence of some ~esquioxide of iron.
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Copper may be detected by immersing io the solulion a bright piece of iron.
on wh ich a cupreous film will be deposited . Both copper and zinc may be
discovere.d by sesquioxidizing ~h_e iron by ?oiling the solut ion of the salt
with nitnc acid, an d the n prec1 p1latin g the iron by an excess of ammonia.
If th e filtered solution be blue, copper is present; and if it comain zinc, th is
will be separated in flakes of white oxide, on expelling the excess of ammonia by ebull ition. Sulphate of iron, when cry.stallized, consists of one eq.
of acid 40, one of protoxide 36, and seve n of water 6:J=ta9, and its

formula is FeO,SO,+ 7110.
illedical Properties and Uses .

Sulphate of iron is astringent and tonic.

In large doses it is apt to produce nausea and vomiting, and griping of tht'
bowels; and its use, when Jong continued, injures the stomach_.· It l~as
been recomme nd ed as a remedy for the scrofulous diathesis, conjoined n-1th
extract of bark . As an astringent, it is g iv en in diseases attended with immoderate discharges, such as passi\'e hemorrhages, colliquativc sweats, diabetes, chronic mu cous catarrh, leucorrhrea, gleet, &c. As a tonic it is used
in dyspepsia , a nd in the debility following protra cted diseases. In amcnorrhcca with deficient action, it is frequently resorted to with advantage, either
alone , or conjoined with the frtid and stimulant gums . Externally, the solution is used in eruptions of the face, c hronic ophthalmia, le ucorrh rea, and
glect, of various stre ngths, fro m one or two, to eight or ten grai ns of the salt
to the fluidounce of water. 'l'h'e dose is from one to five grai ns in the form
of pill. lf given in solution, the water should bt! previously boiled to expel
the air, which, if allowed to remain , would partially d('compose th e sail.
Taken in an over·dose it acts as a poison.
OJJ:Prep. Fe:-rri Acclatis Tinctura, JJub.; Ferri Carbonas Saccharatum.
Ed.; Ferri Ferrocyanuretum. U.S.; Ferri Oxidum Hydralum, U.S., Ed.;
Ferri Ox id. Nigrum, Ed.; F erri Oxyd. Rubrum, flub . ; F erri Phosphas,
U. S .; Ferri Subcarbonas, U. S., Land., J.::d., D ub.; Ferri Sulphas Exsiccatu m, Ed.; Ferrum 'I'artarizat um , Ed.; Mistura Ferri Composita, U. 8 .,
Land., Ed ., Dub.; Pilulm AloCs e t Ferri,Ed.; Pi!. Ferri Carbona tis, U. S.;
Pi l. F erri Comp., U.S., Land., Dub.; 'l'inctura Acetatis Ferri cum Alco-

hol, Dub.
FERRI SULPHAS EXSICCATUM. Ed.

B.

Dried Sulphate

ef Iron.

"Expose any convenient quantity of Sulphate of Iron to a mod erate heat
in a porcelain or eart henware vessel, not glazed with lead, till it is converted
into a dry grayish -white mass, which is to be reduced to powder." Ed.
ln this process, six eqs. out of seve n of the water of c rystallization of the
salt arc driven off. The heat s hould not exceed 212°, otherwise the salt
itself would s uffe r decomposition . Dried sulphat e of iron is used for making
pills, the crystallized sulphate not being well adapted for this purpose . Ifi.
prescribing dried su lphate of iron it is necessary to recollect that three grains
are eq ui va lent to five of th e crystallized s ulph ~te.
O.ff'. Prep. Pilulre Ferri Su!phatis, Ed.; Pd . Rh ei et Ferri, Ed. B.

FERRI SULPHURETUM . Ed., Dub.

Sulphurel of Iron.

u 'l'h (' best Su lphuret of Iron is mad e by heating an iron rod to a full
w hite heat in a forge, and rubbin g it with a roll ofsulphuroverad eepvessel filled with water to recei\•e tbe fused globules of Sulphuret which form.
An inferior sort, good enough, however, for pharmaceutic purpos~~' is
obta in ed by heatin g one part of Sublimed Sulphur and three of [ron F'dtngs
in a crucible in a common fire till the mixtu re begins to glow , and then
removinO" th e cruc ible and coveri ng it, until the action, which at fi rst in creases ~ons id e rably, shall come to an e nd ." E d.
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11 Expose a rod of Iron to lhe stiongest heat of a forge, unlil it becomt>s
white-boi; and upon taking it from the fire, instantly apply it to a roll of
sulphur. Rec~ive the Sulphuret of Iron in water, separate it from sulphur,
and having dned it, keep It in a well-stopped boule." Dub.
Iron and sulphur form a number of sulphurets, among which the most
important arc the protosulphuret and sesquisulphuret, correspor1ding with
the protoxide and sesquioxide of iron, the bisulphuret or cubic pyrites,
and magnetic pyrites, which is a compound of five eqs. of protosulphuret,
and one of bisulphurN. When the sulphuret is obtained by the application
of solid sulphur to white-hot iron, the product co rre!>ponds in composition

with magnelic pyrites; but when procured by heatinrr flo,\·(>rs of sulphur
with anoexcess of iron filings, as is directed in the second o~ t~e Edinburgh
processes, a protosulphuret is generated mixed with metallic iron. When
sulphur is applied to white-hot iron, the metal appears lo become hotter,
burns w ith scintillations in the vapour of the sulphur, and forms instantly
the sulphuret, which, being comparatively fusible, melts into globules, anc.1
drops into the water, which serves to extinguish them. It is essential that
the iron be raised to a white heal, for otherwise the process succeeds but
imperfectly.
Properties, t~·c. The officinal sulphuret of iron has a yeltowish ·colour
and the metallic lustre. "\Vhen obtained over water it is in the form of
brownish-yellow globules, having a somew.,rnt crystalline texture. When
pure it furnishes a yellow powder, and dissolves in dilute sulphuric or
muriatic acid without leaving a residue of sulphur, and with the production
of hydrosulphuric acid gas (sulphuretted hydrogen), free from admixture
of hydrogen. As prepared, however, by the officinal processes, it is not
entirely soluble in dilute sulphuric acid, a portion of uncombined sulphur
being left. The fused globules have the composition of 5FeS+FeS_~. or,
according tosome,5FeS+Fe 2S3 • This preparation is employed exclusively
as a pharmaceutical agent, for the production of hydrosulphuric acid gas. It
may be made to yield this gas by the acLion of diluted sulphuric acid . During the reaction water is decompo~ed; it~ hydrogen combines with the _sulphur to form hydrosulphuric acid, while the oxygen converts the non
into protoxide, with which the sulphuric acid combines . llydrosulphuric
acid is a colourless gas, having a smell like that of putrid eggs. Its sp. gr.
is l · 1762. It reddens litmus, and saturates bases, forming salts called hydrosulphates, sulplwhydrates, or hydrosulplwre/s.
B.

FERRUM AMMOKIATUM. U.S.
Lond.

.11.mmoniated Iron.

FEnRI Am10N10-CnLonrnu>1.

.8mmonio- Chloride of Iron.

· "Take of Subcarbonate of Iron tlil'ee ounces; Muriatic Acid lenjluidounces; Muriate of Ammonia two pounds and a half; Distilled '\Nater four
pints. Mix the Subcarbonate of Iron with the Muriatic Acid in a glass
vesse l, and digest for two hours; then add the Muriatc of Ammonia, previously dissolved in the Distilled Wuter, and, having filtered the liquor,
evaporate to dryness . Rub the residue to powder." U.S.
The process of the London College is the same as the above, of which it
was the original.
By the mutual action of muriatic acid and the scs1uioxide of iron of ~he
subcarbonate, water and sesquichloride of iron are formed; and the solution
of the latt~r, being evaporated along with that of the muriate of ammoni~,
yields a mixture of the two salts. If any carbonate of iron be present rn
the subcarbonate, a portion of protochloride of iron must nlso be formed,
which, however, would probably be converted into scsquichloride during the
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~>~~~~L'i:~~nd~~e~h~nf~r1~~~s~r:~~f~n°~/~~e~· ,~~r~<~~ :1~ii:~~;~'~rr~~r~;~o~
(sesquioxidc) of iron ~nd muriate o'. ammonia was submitted to sublimation.
A portion of the murmte of ammonia was decomposed, Lbe ammonia escaping, and the iouriatic acid reacting upon the scsquioxide of iron so as to form
water and sesquichloride of iron, the laller of which was sublimed with the
undecomposed muriatc of ammonia. By this mode of prepara1ion the
proponion between the two salts was variable. The present officinal plan
J1as the double advantage of uniformity in the rf'sult, and grrater facility in
the process. The re is no reason to believe that the scsquichloride of iron
and muriate of ammonia are chemically combined in the preparation. Accordi~g to Mr . Phillips, they are in the proportion of 15 parts of the sesquichlonde to 85 of the muriate.
1:foperl~es. Ammoniated iron, as usually found in the shops, is _in crystalline grams, of a yellow colour. a feeble odour, and a sharp styptic saline
taste. ll is entirely soluble in water and diluted alcohol, is deliquescent,
and requires to be kept in well-stopped bottles. By the alkalies and their
carbonates, and by lime-water, it is decomposed, with the precipi tation of
about seve.n per cent. of seSfJUioxide of iron; anO. potassa in. e~~tess occasions
the e~lution of ammonia. Like the other chalybeates, Jt 1s i ncompatible
with vegetable astringents .
.ftledical Properties and Uses. This preparation unites aperient properties with those b('longing to the chalybeates generally, and is said to ha\'e
been used with advantage in amt-no rrhcea, epilepsy, scrofula, rickets, &.c.;
but it is at best uncertain, and is now very seldom prescribed. The sublimed preparation was formerly employed under the names of fl.ores martiales a nd ensmarlis. From four to twelve grains may be given in the form
of pill, electuary, or solution, sevl'ral times a day.
Off.Prep. 'l'inctura Ferri Ammonio-Chloridi, Lond.
W.

TINCTURA FERRI AMMON!O-CHLORIDI. Lond.

of .!Jmmonio-Chloride of Iron.

Tincture

Take of Ammonio·Chloride of Iron [Ammon iated Iron] four ounce.'l;
Proof Spirit a pi"!-1 [ I mperial measure]. Dissoh•e the Ammonia-Chloride
of fron in the Spirit, and filter." Lond.
'l'his is simply a solution of the preceding preparation in diluted alcohol.
It is feeble and uncertain as a chalybeat~~, and has no particular claims to
allC'ntion.
'\V.
11

TINCTURA FERRI CHLO!UDI. U. 8.
QU ICHLORIDL

Lond.

FEURI LIQUOR. Dub .
.lluriate

of Iron.

Fr.uni

TINCTURA FERUI SES•
Ed. l\IuRIATIS
Iron. Tincture oj
.
.

.MuUIATIS T 1NCTURA.

Tincture

of

Chloride

of

"Take of Subcarbonate of Iron half a pound; Muriatic Acid a JJinl;
Alcohol three piilts. Pour the Acid upon the Subcarbonate of fro11 1 and
shake the m ixture occasionally forthn.:e days: thensel it by that the.dregs,
if there be any. may subside; lastly, pour off the liquor, and add to this lhc
Alcohol." U.S.
''Take of Sesquioxide of_fron [Subcarbonat7, U. 8.J ~ix ounces; Hydrochloric Acid a pfot [ Lmycnal measure]; Rect1~ed Spirit three pints [Imp.
measure]. Pour the Acid u pon the Sc~quioxide of I ron in a glass v.t:ssel,
and digest fo r three days, occasionally stirring. Then add the Spint and
filter." Lond.
uTake of Red 0Aide [Subcarbonale] of Iron six ounces; l\Iuriatic Acid
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(commercial) one pint. [lmp. meas.];. Rectified Spirit ':hree p_fots [[mp.
meas.]. Add the Oxide to the Acid 111 a glas.s vessel; digest with a gentle
heat, and occasional agitation, for a day, or till most of the Oxide be dis·
solved; then add the Spirit, and filter." Ed.
11
Take of Rust of Iron one part; Muriatic Acid, Rectified Spirit, each,
.~ix parts.
Pour the Acid upon the Rust in a glass vessel, and shake the
mixture occasionally for three days . Then set it by that the dregs may
subside, a;td pour otr the clear liquor. Evaporate this slowly to one -third,
and when it is cold add the spirit." Dub.
The subcarbonate of iron of the shops consists of sesquioxide of iron,
mixed with a variable, but always small proportion of carbonate of the protoxide. "'When acted on by muriatic acid it is dissolved with effervescence,
in consequ~nce. of the escape of carbonic acid ; and ~ solution of the
sesquichloride of iron, with a little protochloride is obtained . When the
muriatic acid employed is of the officinal strength (sp . gr . 1·16), the quantity
directed in the U.S. formula dissoh•cs nearly all the subcarbonate, leaving
behind, according to Mr. Phillips, less than one scruple, including accidental impurities. A reaction appears to take place between the muriatic
acid and t!te alcohol, as the preparation has a decided ethereal odour. On
exposure, the small quantity of protochloride of iron present is con,erted,
by the absorption of oxygen, into sesquichloridc and sesquioxide, the latter
of which is precipitated unless there be an excess of muriatic acid present.
In the U.S. formula no such excess exists, and the tincture may consequently deposit, ~pan standing, a little sesquioxide of_iron, and _become in
the same proportion more fr~eble; but this is a ,·ery slight objeclJon, and is
easjJy obviated, if thougbt advisable, by adding sufficient muriatic acid to
redissolve the precipitale. The London and Edinburgh preparations, which
have a considerable excess of acid, are liable to the more serious objection
of being thus rendered more irritant to the stomach. In the Dublin process
there is a great waste of acid, of which much more is employed than is
necessary to dissolve the quantity of rust of iron directed, the excess being
driven off by heat. IL is important that the apothecary should employ muriatic acid of the officinal specific gravity, as otherwise his preparation will be
of uncertain strength. A wanl of auention to this circumstance is probably the ca_use that thr_tincturc, as found in the shops. is very uneqnal. 9f
four specimens examined by Mr. Phillips, one yielded from hair a fh11dounce 20 grains of sesquioxide of iron, another 12· I grains, a third 1 l ·:J
grains, and the ~ourth only ?·:J grains. A specimen prepared by himse_!f,
precisely accordrng to the directions of the former London Pharmacoprcia,
which are at present those of our own national standard, had the sp. gr.
0·994, and yielded, from half a fluidounce, l(H:3 grains of sesquioxidc. The
present London preparation, according to the same authority, has the sp. gr.
0·002, and would afford, from half a fluidounce, nearly 15 grains of sesquioxide.
Properties . Tincture of chloride of iron is of a reddish-brown, somewhat yellowish colour, a sour and very styptic taste, and an odour resembling that of muriatic ether. The sesquichloride of iron, which results
from its evaporation, is a deliquescent compound, of a dark -orange colour,
scarcely_ crystallizablP, and consistin.g of two eqs. of iron 56, and th_ree
of chlorine J06·26= 162·2G. The trncture is decomposed by the alkalies,
alka~ine earths, and their carbonates, astringent vegetable inrusions, and the
mucilage of gum Arabic, which produces with it a brown semi-transparent
jelly. All these substances arc, therefore, incompatible with it in prescriptions.
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JJ!edical Properties and Uses . This is one of the most active and certain preparations of iron, usually acceptable to the stomach, and much employed for all the purposes to which the chalybeales generally are applied.
It has been particularly recommended as a toni_c in scrofula, in which it was
formerly often given, conjointly with the solution of chloride of calcium, or
chloride of barium. It is supposed lo be diuretic, and to have a peculiar infiul'nce on the urinary passages. Hence it has been emp loyed in gleet, old
gonorrhrea, and leucorrhcea; and is S3id to be useful in dysury dependent on
spas111odic stricture of the 1:1rethra, _in the dose of ten drops repeated every
ten minutes, till some effect is expenenced . In hemorrhages from the uterus,
kidneys, and bladder, it is thought to act advantagcou~ly, but should be confined to those of a passive character, Or employed only after sufficit'nt depletion. Externally it ha~ Eometimes proved useful in the destructioQ of venereal
warts, and as a styptic in cancerous and fungous ulcers. The dose is from
ten to thirty minims, which may be gradually irtcre.ased to one or even lwo
fluidrachms, two or Lliri:e times a day. It is given diluted wilh water. W.

GUMMI-RESINJE .
Gum-resius.
These are concrete natural juices of plants, obt<iined by spontaneous
exudation or incision, and consisting of gum and resin, associated for the
most part with more or less essemial oil, and frequently with other su bstances, such as extractive, bassorin, starch, wax, and var ious salts. The
gum and resin are essential ingredients, but exist in very different proportions in the different varieties . All the gum-resins are partially soluble in
alcohol and in water, but comp letely so in neither of these liqu ids. Diluted
alcohol, on the contrary, dissolves them almost entirely, especially if a&sisted
by heat. With water they form an opaque emulsion; the resin, es.sential
oil , and other insoluble constituents being held in suspension by the dissolved gum. Th~y are to a certain extent ~oluble in vinegar. U_1;JOn several of them, especially myrrh. and ammoniac, carbonate of potassa so reacts
as to render them soluble in water, or capable of being pennaoently retained
in suspension by that liquid.
The London College gives the following directions in relation to the
gum· resins.
"Those Gu111·RESJNs arc to be preferred, which may be chosen so perfect
as not to. require purification. But if they do not appear to be sufficiently
pure, bod them in water until they soften, and express them through a
hempen cloth; then se t them by that the resinous part may subside. Pou r
olf the supernatant liquid, and evaporate it by means of a water-bath, adding, towards the end of the process, the resinous portion, so as to incorporate it with the gum .
"1'he Gu;u·nEs1.ss which melt easily_, may
purified by pulling them

?e
1
!~t~o~; a~xtob~:~:~a~led o~~l:i~n: s~~~t~t~ ~ ~r~\~n~~~·:~~~J~~i//e~h~~ ~:~J~::

sion through a hempen cloth."
The first of these processt's is applicable to the gum -resins only when
they are intended for external use; for the essential oil, upon wh_ich their
medical virtues often in great measure depend, is more or less d1ssip~ted
by the heat employed. The latter process JS preferable whenever practicable, as it affects less the character of the medicine; but se\•eral of the gum-
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resins, such as assafetida and ammoniac, are not sufficiently fusible at the
temperature of boiling water to admit of being strai_ned with facility. It is

always best to select ~hose intended for internal exlubi~ion, of such a q_uality
as not to require purification.

As they are usually bmtle and pulvenzable

when very cold, they may be freed from the coarser impurities by powder~
ing them in the winter season, and si~ting the powder, which afterwards

agglutinates with warmth.

This plan is recommended by Mr. BraD<le, in

relation to assafetida, ammoniac, and galbanum.

The French pharmaceu·

tists purify tl~c gum-resins by dissolving them in dil~ted n:lcohol_, filtering
and evaporating the solution. This process, though liable in a still greater
degree than that of the London College to the obj~ctio_n of diminishing the
virtues of the medicine by driving off the esscnual ml, has the adrantage
of complctt-ly separating all insoluble substances, however minutely divided,
such as fine sand or other earth, which might pass through the pores of a
hempen strainer.
W.

HYDRARGYRUi\i.
Preparations of Mercury.
HYDRARGYRUM PUR!FJCATUM. Dub.

Purified Mmur.v.

"Take of Mercury six parts. Draw off four parts by slow distillation ." flub.
The mercury of commerce is usually sufficiently pure for pharmaceutical
purposes; but occasionally it contains foreign metals, such as lead, tin, zinc,
and bismllth, and hence the direction for its purification. Mercury, being
much more volatile than the contaminating metals, rises first in distillation,
while they are lefl bC'hind. But it is necessary 10 avoid pushing the distillation too far; for in that event, some of the foreign metals ureaptto be
carried over. The Dublin College, on account of this danger, directs only
two-thirds of the mercury to be distilled. The distillation ma.Y be performed over a common fire, from an iron retort. into water contamed in a
receiver. Millon has ascertained the curious fact, that the presence of so
small a quantity a.s one-thousandth or one ten-thousandth of lead or zinc in
mercury, raises its boiling point. As it is difficult and troublesome to purify
mercury by distillat ion, it is l·etter to purchase pure samples of the metal,
which niay be always found in the market, nnd thus supersede the necessity
of this P.rocess . The U.S., London, and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias do
not now include a. formula for purifying mercury by distillation.
Properties, ~·c. l\Iercury is lrnown to be pure when it is bright and perfectly mobil~. lls freedom from forei_gn metals may be usccrtained by the
negative indications of the tests mentioned under llydrarg!)ntm.
B.

H YDRARGYR ! ACETAS. Dub . •/Jcetate

ef Jllercury.

"Take of purified Mercury, Acetate of Potassa, each, nine ports; Dil ute~ N i tri~ Acid eleven parts; boiling Distilled Water one ht_mdred parts;
Distilled Vinegar a sufficient quantity . Add the Nitric Acid to the Mer·

~~rt~' dai~~ol\;;~het:e~~~rv~~~:o~~: ~~=l~~:::tec~;~~i'a~~~eis~ ~~: ~~~~~;,e;~~
add _Distilled V inrgar until acidity predominates in tht• solution. To thi.s,
boilm~ hot, ad~ the solution of the Mercury in the Nitric ~cid, and stram
the mixture quickly through u double linen cloth; then !el 1t cool that crys·
tals may form. \\Tash these with cold Distilled Water, and dry them on
pape r with a very gentle heat. In everv step of this process, glass vessels
are to be used." Dub.
·
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The object of Lhis process is lo obtain an acetate of the protoxid e of mercury. By the solution of the metal in diluted nitric acid in the proporLion
indicated, a nitrate of the prOtoxide is formed; and this, when added to the
boiling solution of acetate of potassa, causes a double decomposition, re-

su lting in

th~

formation of nitrate of potussa

whi~h re~ains

in soluLion,

and acetate of protoxide of mercury which precipitates m crystals as the
so lution cools. The nitric acid is used diluted in order to avoid deutoxidizing the metal; and for the same reason heat is not applied until the action
of the ac id has ceasl'<l in the cold, and then only moderately. Notwithstanding every precaution, it is very difficult to get a perfect nitrate of protoxide of mercury; and as water throws down a yellow s~bni trate from the
nitrate of the deutoxide if the solutions be neutral, the College orders the
solution of the acetate of potassa to be acidulated with distilled vinegar,
which effectually prevents this precipitation. The straining of the solution, while hot, is intended to separate any subnitrat e which may be accidentally formed. As the crystals of the acetate of mc.rcury may be contaminated with a little nitrate of the deutoxide, which 1s rendered yellow by
the action of water, some authorities recommend that the washing should
be performed with water, acidulated with di stilled vinegar . 'I'be drying of
the crystals is an operation which requires g reat care, as a sli ght heat is
sufficient to decompose them . On this accou nt it has been proposed to dry
them by compress ion between the fo lds of bibulous paper.
Properties, ~·c. AcNate of mercury is a white salt, in the form of thin
elastic scales of a pearly lustre. Its taste is very disagreeable, bul less so
than that of most of the other soluble sails of mercury. It is not affected
by air, bul contracts a brown tin ge by exposure to light. lt is insoluble in
alcohol, ?ut di .s~ olves readily.' with partial decomposition, in boiling wate.r,
from wluch, being only sparingly soluble in cold water, it precipitates in
crystals on cooling. Wh en it is a perfect acetate of the protoxidc, alkalies
throw down from its solution a black precipitate of protoxide; but if it be
contaminated with acetate of the deutoxide, the same reagents cause a
yellowish precipitate. lL consi sts of one eri. of acr?tic acid 51, one of protoxide of mercury 210, and four of water :Jti=297.
JJ;[edical Prop erties . Acetate of mercury was introduced into regular practice, in consequence of its being supposed to form the active ingredient
in ~eyser'.s pills, which were at one time estee~ed to .be a mild and safe
anusyphilitic remedy, and the mode of preparing which was purchased
and made public by the French governmenL. Th ese pills, however, are
very unequal in their ope ration , and have been ascertained by Hobiquet to
contain the acetate of the dt'utoxide. The officinal acetate is intended to be
an acetate of th e protoxide; but even in this state it possesses no peculiar
powe.rs which give it advantages o~er other mercurials i.n the treat~ent of
syphilis; and it is at present very little used . The dose 1s a grain, g iven in
the form of pill, twice a day. It is occasionally used as an externa l application to cutaneous eruptions, in the proportion of a grain dissolved in a
fluidounce of rose-water.
B.

1-IYDRARGYRI CIILOR!DmI CORROSIVUM. U.S. Hvmuncvn1 B1cHLORIDUM.

Lond.

SuBL l i\lATUS Connosn·us. Ed. HvnnARCon"osive Chloride of :Mercury.
Corrosil'e Subl-imate.

GYRI l\fon1As Connostrn!\r. Dub.

Bic/iloride

of .Alercury.

"Take of Mercury two pounds: .sulphunc Acid t~tree pounds: C.hlori~e
of Sodium a pound and a half Boil the Mercury with the Sulphunc Acid
until the sulphate of mercury is left dry. Rub this, when cold, with the
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Chloride of Sodium, in an earthenware mortar; then sublime with a
gradually incrC'asing heat." U.S.

The London process is the same as the above.
1 • Take of Mercury four ounces; Su~p~uric.Acid (comme rcial) twojluiclouncesarul Llueejluidrachms; Pure N1tnc Acid half afluidounce; l\luriate
of Soda three ounces. Mix the Acids; add the 1\lercury; dissolve it with
the aid of a moderate heal; .and then raise the heat so as to o~tain a dry salt.
'friturate this thoroughly with the Muriatc of Soda , and sublime in a proper
apparatus." Ed.
"Take of Persulphate of Mercury five parts; dried Muriate of Soda
two parts. Rub, them well together in an eanhenware mortar, so ~s to
reduce them to a very fine powder. Then, with a l1cat gradually raised,
sublime the Corrosive Muriale of i\lercury ialo a proper receiver." Dub.
In orde r to understand the abm•e processt'S, which are the same in prin·
ciple,it is necessary lo premise that corrosive subl imate isa bichloride of mer·
cury, co.nsisting of two eqs. of chlorine and one of mer~ury. By boiling
sulphuric acid in excess with mei:cury to dryness, a white salt is fanned,
which i~ a bisulphate oft he deutox1de of mercury. (See Hydrargyri Persul·
phas .) When this is mixed with chloride of sodium (commo n salt), and the
mixture exposed to a subliming heat, a mutual decomposition takes place.
Th e chlorine of the common salt combines with. th e mercury, and sublimes
as bichloridc of mercury; white the sodium, oxygen of the deutoxide of
mercury, and sulphuric acid unite to form sulphate of soda, which remains
behind. The quantities for mutual decomposition arc two eqs . of chloride
of sodium, consisting of two eqs. of chlorine and two of sodium; and one
eq. of the bisulphatc of the deutoxide of mercury, consisting of one cq. of
mercury, two of oxygen, and two of sulphuric acid. The two eqs. of
chlorine combine with the one cq. of mercury, to form one eq. of corrosi\'C
sublimate; and the t.wo eqs. severally, of sodium, oxyge n, and sulphuric
acid form, by their un1on, two eqs. of dry sulphate of soda . Th e Edinburgh
formnla is ''ery much changed from that give n in the previous edition of the
Ed. Pharmacopmia. lt is characterized by the small quantity of mercury
taken, and by th e use of nitric acid lo ass ist the su lphuric in oxidizing th e
metal, nccording to the method pursued by the Dublin College in forming
the Hyc.lrargyri Pf'rsulphas. Th e D ublin formula is peculiar in ord ering
the bisulphate of the deutoxide of mercury ready formed, instead of preparing it at th e first step of the process, as is done in the processes of the
other Pharmacopceias. (See Hyd rargyri Persulp~ws.)
·
The names gi\'Cn in the several Pharmacopre1as to this chloride are,
unfortunately, all di!Terent. his called a chloride, as it is admitted to be,
in the U.S . and Lond on Pharmacopreias, a muriate, agreeably to an aban·
doned. theory, in the Dublin, and corrosive su blimate, irrespective of
chemi~a~ nomenclature, in the Edinburgh. \Ve should be sorry to share
th e oem10n of the Edinburgh College that tl~e adoption of the modem
chemical nomenclature, to express pharmaceutical s ubsta nces, was a great
error, on account of its liability lo change. Syste matic nom enclature be·
]ong-s to science, and its change is the inevitable consequence of the pro·
gress of th e latter. In respect to the L ondon College name of bichloride
for corrosive sublimate, we think it nol sufficiently di stinct from chloride,
adopted by the same College for calomel. H ence we prefer the use of the
adjunct, corrosivwn, employed in the U.S. Pharmacopreia, as seniing to
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The first step is to form th e bisul;
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phate of the deutoxide of mercury, which is effected by heating the sul·
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phuric acid and metal together in an _iron ~ot, so arranged as to carry off lhe
unwholesome fumes of sulphurousac1d which are copiously generaLc<l. The
dry salt obtuim•d is then mixed with the common salt, and the mixture sublimed in an iron pot lined with clay, and covered by an inverted earthen pan.
Recently Dr. A. 'l'. Thomson, of London, has taken out a p~tent for forming
corro:sive sublimate, on the large scale, by the direct combination, by combustion, of gaseous chlorine with heated mercury. The product is stated to
be perfectly pure, and to be afforded at a lower price than the sublimate made
in the usual way. ln o~der that the combination may take place, the mercury
need not be heated to its boiling point, but only to a temperature between
:jQ0° and 400°. lt is sometimes useful to a physician to know how to
make a small quantity of corrosive sublimate on an emergency. This may
be done by dissolving deu~oxide of mercury (red precipitate) in muriatic
acid, evaporating the soluuon to dryness, dissolving the dry ma:ss in water,
nnd crystallizing. [n this case a double decomposition takes place, resulting in the formation of water and Lhe bichloride.
Properties. Corrosive ch loride of mercury, as obtained by sublimation,
is in the form of colourless crystals, or of white, semi-transparent, crystalline masses, of the sp. gr . 5-2, permanent in the air, and possessing an ex ceedingly acrid, styptic, metallic, durable taste. It dissolves in a little less
than twenty parts of cold wa~er, and in three of boiling water. A boiling
saturated solution, upon cooling, lets it fall in a confused mass of crystals.
It is soluble also in two and a third parts of cold n.Jcohol, in about its own
weight of .boiling alcohol, a~d in three parts of ether. Sulphuri~, nitric,
and muriatic acids dissolve It without alteration. \Vh en heated 1t melts,
and readily sublimes in dense, while, acrid vapours, which condense, on
cool surfaces, in white shining needles. Its aqueous solution renders green
the syrup of violets, and is precipitated brick-red, becoming yellow, by the
fixed alkalies und alkaline earths, and white by ammonia. (See llydrar-

~/1:~~~~~111~~1~i~1:i~~;~ed~~~ l;~r;r~~~s:e~~~i~~~~)~sri~; :;:ed~:~<~ ~~'~;~~!~

nica, which is obtained by mixing a drachm of corrosive sub limale with a
pint of lime-water. Corrosive sublimate forms with murialc of ammonia
and chloride of sodium, compounds which are more soluble than the un combined mercurial salt. Jt is on this account that a~ueous solutions of
sal ammoninc , or of common sail dissoke much more corrosi\'C sublimate
than simple w.ater. The combination of corros ivC' sublimate with muriate
of ammonia was formcly called sal alembroth, or salt of wisdoui. (See
Liquor

IJ.1jdrf1r~yri

Bichloridi.)

Corrosi"·e sublimate has the property of retarding putrefaction . Animal
matters, immersed in its solut.ion, shrink, acquire fir.rnness. asst~~e a white
colour, and becom(' imputresc1b!C'. On account of this property ll JS usefully
emp loyPd for preSL'rving anatomical preparations.
'lhts of P urity and Incompatibles. Pure corrosive chlo~ide of mercury
sublimes, when heated, without residue. and its powder IS entirely and
readily soluble in eth('r. Cons('quently, if a portion of any ~ample should
not wholly di:;solvc in ether, or if il should not evaporate enti rely, the pre·
scnce of somo impurity is prove.a. If calomel ~e present, it \\:ill not be
wholly solublu in water. Corrosn·c sublimate is mcompalible \~'1th many
of the metals, with the alkalies and their carbonates, with soap, lune-water,
tartar ('metic, nitrate ofsih·er, the acetates of lead, the sulphurcts of potas·
sium and sodium, and with all the hydrosulphates . 1t is also <ll•composed
by many vegL•table and some animal substances. According to Dr. A. '11.
Thomson, it produces precipitates in infusions or decoctions of the following vegetable substances ;-chnmomile, horse·rn<lish, columbo, catecbu,
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cinchona, rhubarb, senna, simaruba, and oak-bark . The experiments of l\l.
Mialhe and i\I. Lepage have shown, that corrosivl! sublimate is slowly converted into calomel by syrup of sarsaparilla and syrup of honey, bu t und~rgoes no alteration by contact with pure syrup.
B.
Medical Properties and Uses. Corrosive sublimate is a very powerful
preparation , operating quickly, and, if not properly regulated, producing very
violent dfects. It is less apt to salivate than most othe r mercurials. I n
minute doses, suitably repeated, it may exert its peculiar innuence without
a ny obvious alteration of the vita l functions, except, perhaps, a slight increase
i n the frequency of the pulse, and in the secretions from the skin and kid neys. Sometimes, howeve r, it pu rges; but this effect may be ob\•iated by
combining it w ith a little opium. In large r doses il occas ions nausea, vomiting, griping pain in the bowels, diarrhrea,and other symptoms of gastric and
intest inal irritation; and in still larger quantities produces all the efft.::cts of a
v iolent corrosive poison. lt has long been used as a remedy in syphilis, in
all ~tages of which it is highly recommended by some authors . lL is said to
remove the symptoms more speedily than other mercurialsi while its action
is less.unpleasant,as the mouth is less liable to be made sore. For the latter
reason it is much employed by empi rics, and is an ingredient in almost all
those nostrums which ha·ve at various periods gained a temporary popularity
as anti-venerea ls. But while it is extolled Ly some authors, others, among
whom is Mr. Pearson, of London , deny its extraordinary me rits, and maintain that, though occasionally useful in arresting the progress of the comp lainl, particularly in the secondary stage , it does not prodnce permanent
cures, and, in the primary stage, often fails altogether . T he general opinion at present is in favour of its employment in secondary syphilis, and
there can be no _doubt that it o~casionally does much good . It is also use~
advantageously rn cutaneous diseases of a leprous character, and in obsl!nate chronic rheumatism. It is usually associated with aherative or diaphoretic medicines, such as the antimonials, and the compound decoction or
syrup of sarsaparilla ; and, in order to obviate the irritation it is apt to produce, it may often be adrnntageously united w ith opium, or extract of hernlocl~. T~ere is no Joubt that many .or the s~~stances in connexion with
which it 1s employed a lter its chemical cond1t1on; but it does not follow
that , even in its altered state, it may not be very useful as a remedy .
Externally employed, co~rosive sublin~ate is stimulant a.nd escharot_ic.
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throat, and as a collyrium in chronic _venerea l ophthalmia. A stro~ger
solution, containing one or two grains m the fluidounce, is an efficacious
wash in lepra, and other scaly eruptions. Dissolved in '"ater, in the proporlion of five or ten grai ns to lhe fluidounce, it may be used with much
benefit in venereal ulcers of the throat, to which it should be applied by
means of a camel's hair pencil. ' Vith lime-water it forms the tu11ut]JIWgedamica of the older \\'Titers, employed as a wash for ill-conditioned ulcer:::.
'l1he powdernd chloride has been used as an escharotici but is, in cieneral,
i n ferior to nitrate of silver or caustic potassa. Jn onychia, m.aligna, however, it is employed with great advantage, mixed with an equal weigh~ of
sulphate of zmc, and sprinkled thickly upon th<:! surface of the ulcer, whrch
is then lo be _covered with a pledget of lint saturated with tincture of myr_rb.
The whole diseased surface 1s thus removed, and the necessity of resorung
to the knife avo ided . This practice was first introduced, 've b~liPve, by the
late Dr. Perkins, of Philadelphia, and ,,·as highly recommended by Dr.
Physick . ' Ve have employed it in several instances with comp lete success.
The dose of corrosive sublimalc is from the twelfth to the quarter of a
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grain, repeated three or four times a day, and given in piJI, or dissolvC'd in
"·aLPr or spirit. The pill, which is the prPferable form, is usually prepared
"'.ith crumb of bread i and care should be _taken that the med.icine be equ_ally
diffused through the pilu_lar mass_, before ll is divided. .Jtluc1l.a~inous dnnks
arc usually given to obviate tht> irritating e~ects _of the med1crn~.
Toxicologiral Properties. Swollowe<l m poisonous doses, 1t produces
burning heat in the throat, excruciating pain in the stomacb and bowels, excessivt! thirst, anxiety, nausea and frequent retching with vomiting of bloody
mucus, diarrhcea and sometimes bloody stools, small and frequent pulse, cold
sweats, general debility, difficult respiration, cramps in the extremities, faintings, insensibility, convulsions, and death. The muco11s membrnnc of the
stomach exhibits on dissection all the signs which mark the action of a violent
corro::;ive poison . These symptoms arc sometimes followed or conjoined
wilh ollwrs indicaling an excC'ssi \'e mercurial aclion upon the system, such as
inflammation of the moulh anti salivary glands, profuse salirntion,fetid breath,
&c. A case is on record of death, in an infant, from the conslitutional effects
of corrosive sublimate sp rinkled upon an excoriated surface. ln the inferior
animals, in whalevt:r mode introduced into the system. it is said to occasion
irritation of the stomach and rectum, inflammation of the lungs, oppression
of the brain, and depression if not inflammation_ of the heart. (Christison.) in
the trealment of poisoning by corrosive sublimate, Orfila recommends the
free use of the white of eggs beat up with water. The albumen forms an
insoluble and comparatively innocent com pound with thC' corrosi,resnblima.te;
and the liquid by its bulk dilutes the poison, and distends the stomach so as
to produce vomiting. It is, however, asserted by i\J. Lassaigne that this
compound of albumen and corrosive sublimate, '"'hen recently precipitated,
is solnble in acid and alkaline li quids, and in solutions of the chlorides of
potassium,sodium,and calcium. (See Joum . de Phann., xxiii . 510.) It is,
th erefore, important, at the same time that the antidote is used, to evacuate
the stomach , before the newly formed compound can be dissolved . If eggs
~annot be procured, whC'al flour may be substituted _; gluten having, accortlrng to .M. Tadd ei, the same effCct as albumen. Milk has a lso been recommende<l, in consequence of the insoluble compound which casein forms with
the poison . Besides the amidotes mentioned, Peruvian bark, meconic acid,
protosulphuret of iron, and iron filings have been proposed, all of which have
th e property of decomposing corro::iivc sul;>limate. The protosulphuret of
iron was found quilt~ successful by i\J. ~'lialhe in exper iments upon dogs, if
gi,·en immediately after the poison was swallowe d, but failed when delayed
for JO minutes. lt is of the utmost importance that whatever antidote is
used should be given \Yithom delay, and in this respect the one nearest at
hand may be cons ide red the best. Should neither of the substances mentioned be attainable, mucilaginous drinks shou ld be large ly administered;
and, in any event , the patient shou ld be made to d~ink copiously, so long
as vomiting continues, or till the symptoms are rC'heved. Should he be
unable to vomit , the stomach shou ld be washed out by means of the stomach
pump. The consecutive inflammation_ should be treated with general or
local bleeding, fomentations, and coolmg f!lucilaginous drinks, and the
attendant nervous symptoms should be alleviated by opiates.
\V,
Tests for Corrosive Sublimate. On account of the ext reme viru lence
of this chloride as a poison, the reagents by which it may be detected form
a subject of study of the utm ost importance, as connt.>cted wit_h medicoJegal im·cst igations. The brst tests for determining its mercunal na~ure,
menlione<l in the order of their delicacy, are ferrocyanuret of potassium,
lime-water, carbonate of potassa, iodide of potassium, ammonia, sulphuretted
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hydrogen, and protochloride of tin. Ferrocyanuret of polasBimn gives rise
to a white precipitate (fcrrocyanuret of mercury), becoming slow ly yellowish, and at length pale-blue. Lime-water throws down a yf'llow precipitate
of hydrated deutoxide. Carbonate ofpotassa causes a brick-red precipitate
of carbonate of mercury. i odide u/ potassiwn produces a very characteristic
pale scarlet precipitate of bin iodide of mercury. This precipitate frequently
appears at first yellow. .flmmonia gives rise to a fine, white, flocculent
precipitate, the officin~ ammoniated mercury or white precipitate. Sufp/111retted hydrogen occas1onsa black precipitate of bisulphuret of mercury. The
same effect is produced by hydrosulphate of ammonia. Finally,protocltloride
of tin calliles at first a white precipitale (calomel), and afterwards a gray ishblack one (mercury in a finely divided state), and, as a test, is not liable to
any fallacy. Takin g the results of Devergie, the relati\'C delicacy of these
tests may be exp ressed numerically as follows: - Fcrrocyanuret of potassium
H; lime-water 4; carbonate of potassa 7; iodide of potassium 8; ammonia
36 ~ sulphureued hydrogen or hydrosulphate of ammonia 60; and protochloridc of tin !:SO. To the abo\'e t~e following tests may be added, easily applied
even by those un.acquainted with chemistry._ .fl. bright plate of coppe,., immersed in a solution containing corrosive sublunate, is instantlytarnished,and,
after the lapse of half an hour, becomes covered with a grayish ·white powder.
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which was proposed by Mr. Sylvester and simplified by Dr. Paris, is conveniently applied by moistening, with the suspected solution, a gold coin or
ring, and louchin g il through lhe moislened spol with the poim of a penknife.
The object of the iron is to form with the gold a simple galra niccirc.lc, which
enables the latter metal to precipitate the mercury on its surface. Nearly
all the above tests merely show the mercurial nature of the substance acted
on . To determine whether the metal is united with chlorine, the mercurial
liquid may be precipitated by lime-water, and the filtered solution, acidulated
with nitric acid, then tested with nitrate of silver. If the mercury is in the
state of chloride, the filtered solution will be one of chloride of calcium 1
which, wit!1 nitrate of s ilver, will yield a heav.y white precipitate (chloride
of silver), msoluble in nitric acid, but soluble m ammonia. Th e nitrate of
silver m~y be added directly to the mercurial liquid; and, if it contain corrosive sublimate, chloride of silver will fall, but probably mixed with calome!.
By the co~bined indicati ons of the foregoing tests, corrosive sublimate
may be infallibly detected, unless it exists in very minute quantity, associated with organic substances, by which its presence is often g reatly obscured.
When it exists in organic mixtures, made by boiling the contents or substance of the stomach in distilled water, Dr. Christison recommends that a
preliminary trial be made with the protochloride of tin, on a small portion
filtere~ for the purpose. lf this causes a grayish-black colour, he shakes
the mixture, as recommended by Orfila, with a fourth of its bulk of eth er,
which dissolves the chloride and rises to the surface. The ethereal solution
is then evaporated to dryness, and the dry salt obtained is dissolved in hot
water, whereby a pure soluL ion is procured, in which the corrosive sublimate may b~ readily detected by the o~dinar.x tests. If the trial test sho!-lld
produce a hght gray colour, the chloride is indicated in still less quantity,
and Dr. Christison recommends to proceed in the following mannrr. T.reat
the unfiltered mixture with protochloride of tin, as Jong as any precip1ta~e
is formed, which will have a slate-gray colour. Col~ect, was!1, and dram
lt on a filter, and, havin g removed it without being dned, boil tt, in a glass
flask, with a moderately strong solution of caustic potassa, until all the
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lumps disapr.car. The nl~nli will di~solve all animal and vegetable matter;
and on allowing the solutwn to remam at rest, a heavy grayish-black powder will subside, which consists chiefly of metallic mercury, and in which
small globules of the metal may sometimes be discovered by the naked eye,
or by the aid of a magnifier.
Off.Prep. HydrargyriBinoxydum, Lond.; HydrargyrilodidumRubrum,
U.S.; Hydrargyrum Ammoniatum, U.S., Lond., Ed., JJub.; Liquor H y..
drargyri Bichloridi, Lond.
B.

LIQUOR HYDRARGYRI BICHLORIDI. Lond.

Solution

of

Bicliloride of Jlfercury.
"Take of Bichloride of Mercur;: [corrosive sublimate], Hydrochlorate
of.Ammonia, each, ten grains; Distilled Water a pint [ Imperial measure].
Dissolve the Bichloride of Mercury and Hydrochlorate of Ammonia together
in theWater."Lond.
This solution was intended to facilitate the dispensing of corrosive sublimate in small doses. The muriate of ammonia has been substituted for the
alcohol formerly added to the solution, probably in order to prevent the decomposition of the bichloride. A solution of corrosive sub limate in water
alone, under the inRuence of light, deposits calomel, while mu riatic and
ch loric acids remain in the water; nor is this decomposition prevented by
the addition of alcohol. Th e dose of the solution, of which a fluidounce
contains half a grain of corrosive sublimate, is from one to four ftuidrachms,
W.
taken in Raxseed tea.
HYDRARGYRI CHLORIDUM MITE. U.
HYDRARGYR! CHLO-

s.

Lond. CALOIHELAS . Eel. CALOl\.IELAS SunLIMATUI\L Dub . .J+Iild
Chloride of .Mercury. Calornel.
"Take of Mercury four pounds; Sulphuric Acid three pounds; Chloride
of Sodium a pound and a half; Distilled Water a sufficie1~t quantity. Boil
RIDUl\f.

two pounds of the Mercury with the Sulphuric Acid, until the sulphate of
mercury is left dry. Rub this, when cold, with the remainder of the Mercury, in an earthenware mortar, until they are thoroughly mixed. T hen
add the Chloride of Sodium, and rub it with the other ingredients till all
the g lobules disappear; afterwards sublime . Reduce the sublimed matter
to a very fine powd er, and wash it frequently with boiling Distilled \Yater,
till th e washings a!ford no precipitate upon the addition of Solution of Am~
monia; then dry it. " U. S.
Th e London formula is the same as the above, except that the testing of
the washings is not directed .
"Take of Mercury eight ounces; Sulphuric Acid (commercial) two.fluid·
ounces and th ree jluidrachms [ Imperial measure] ; Pure Nit:ic Acid half
ajluidounce [ Tmp. meas.]; Muriate of .soda three ounces. Mix the Acids,
add four ounces of the Mercury, and dissolve it with the aid of a moderate
heat. Raise the heat so as to obtain a dry salt. Triturate this with the
M uriate of Soda and the rest of th e Mercury ti ll the globules entirely disappear. Heat th e mixture by means of a sand-bath in a proper subliming
apparatus. Reduce the subl imate to fine powder; wash the powder with
boiling Distilled Water until the ·water ceases to pr~cipitate with solution
of iodide of potassium, and then dry it." Ed.
11 Take of P ersulphate of Mercury twenty-five parts: Purified l\lercury
seventeen parts; Dried Muriate of Soda ten parts. Triturate together the
Persulphate of Mercury and Purified Mercury, in an earthenware mortar,
until the metallic globules completely disappear. Then add ~he dried
Muriate of Soda, and mix them well; and from a suitable vessel, with a heat
84
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gradually raised, sublime the mixture into a receiver. Reduce the sublimate to powder, and wash it with water so long as the decanted liquid is
precipitated by Water of Caustic Potassa. Lastly dry the Sublimed Calo·
mel." JJub.
The object of the above processes, which all coincide in the principle on
which they are conducted, is to obtain the protochloride of mercury. 'l'his
chloride consists of one eq . of chlorine and one of mercury, and consequendy contains precisely ha\~ as much chlorine as corrosive sublimate,
combined with the same quantity of mercury. In the process of the U.S.
Pharmacopa:ia, as ln the case of corrosive sublimate, a bisulphate of the
deutoxide is first formed; but instead of being immediately sublimed with
the chloride of sodium, it undergoes a preparatory trituration with the same
quantity of mercury as was employed in forming it. This trituration may
be conceived to take place between one eq. of the bisulphate of the deutoxide
and one cq. of metallic mercury, which are thus converted into two equivalents of the monosulphate of the protoxide . This change wi!J be easily
understood, by adverting to the fact, that the bisulphate of the deutoxide
consists of two eqs. of _sulphuric ac.id, two of oxygen and one of mercury,
and, when rubb('d up with one additional eq. of mercury, the whole becomes
two eqs. of acid, two of oxygen, and two of mercury, evidently corresponding with two cqs. of the monosulphate of the protoxide. The two eqs. of
monosulphate thus formed, being heated with two eqs. of common salt, the
two eqs. of chlorine in the latter sublime in union with the two eqs. of
me~cury in the former, and gennate two eqs . of protochloride of mercury;
while the two <'qs., severally, of sulphuric acid, oxygen, and sodium, unite
together to form two eqs. of dry sulphate of soda, which remain as a fixed
residuE' . It is hence apparenl lhal the residue in this process and in that
for corrosive sublimate is the same.
The calomel in mass, as sublimed, is liable to contain a little corrosi,•e
sublimate; and hE"nce the directions of the U.S. Pharmacopreia, to reduce
the sublimed ma.tter to a very fine pow<ler, and to wash it with boiling distilled water unlll ammonia produces no precipitate with the washings.
Ammonia occasions a while precipitate so long as the washings contain
corrosive sublimate; and when it ceaSE'S to produce this effect the operator
may r('st satisfied that the whole of the poisonous salt has been removed.
The London Pharmacopreia prescribes a careful washing, but omits in the
formula any dir_ec.tion:; for te~ting for corrosive sublimate. The prop~r
tests for ascertammg the pumy of calomel are, howe,·er1 enumerated m
the •'Notes" of the work, prefixed to the" Preparations."
'l~he Edinburgh formula is peculiar in ordNing a small proportion of
nitn~ acid to assist the sulphuric aci.d in oxidizing the mercury, as is done
also m th~ co rrosi_ve s~blimate pro.cess. The washings ar? testt>d by iodi~e
of potassrnm, which 1s not so d1:"l1cate a test as ammonia. The D1Lblm
process includes no directions for making the bisulphate of 1~1e deutoxide
of mercury; because that salt, in the Dublin Pharmacopreia, 1s made by a
separate f~rmula, and designaled by a dis.tincl name, versulplwle of mercury. ll 1s, ~hereforc, laken ready formed, mixed with the mercury and
common salt in the usual way, and the mixture sublimE"d. The Co!lege
has omilled to mention that the water used for washing should b.e boiling
hol. The solution of causlic potassa, used to test the washings, 1s not so
delicate a reagent as either iodide of potassium or ammonia.
Preparation _on the Large Scale. The process for making calome~ by
means of the. bt~nlphate of deutoxide of merc~ry, was originally pracused
at Apothecanes Hall, London. The proporuons taken, and the mode of
proceeding, in that establishment, are, according to Mr. Brande, as follows:
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50 lbs. ?f mercury are boiled to dryness with 70 lbs. of sulphuric acid, in
a cast iron vessel; and 62 lbs. of the dry salt formed are triturated with
40~ lbs. of mercury till the globules disappear, and the whole is mixed
with :.M lbs. of common salt. 'l'he mixture is then sublimed from an earthenware retort into an earthenware receiver, and the product is from 95 to 100
lbs. of calomel. The sublimate is next ground to an impalpable powder,
and wash~d with a. la~ge quantity of distilled water.
The object of bnngrng calomel into a state of minute division is more
perfectly accomplished by the method of i\lr. Joseph Jewell, of London,
improved by M . Ossi.an Henry. lt consists in ~ausing the cal.omel in vapour
to come in contact with steam in a large receiver, whereby It is condcnsrct
into an impalpable powder, and perfectly washed from corrosive sublimate,
in the same operation . Calomel made by this process, sometimes called
Jewell.'s hydr~sublh~.ale qf mercury, is free from all .suspicion o~ co~taining
corrosive sublimate, 1s much finer than when obtamed by lev1gat10n and
elutriation, and possesses more activily as a medicine. This kind of calomel is included in lhe French Code~ un<ler a distinct nam e (mercure d~ux
la vapeut). M. Soubeiran, of Pans, has perfected a process for obtaining
calomt.>l in an impalpable powder; a process which he believes to be precisely the same as that pursued by the English manufacturers, and which
produces a calomel equal lo the best English. A description of his apparatus
may be found in the Journ . de Phann., 3e sfr., ii. 507. For an account
of the English apparatus, as described by F. C. Calvert, see Journ. de
Phann., 3e sb·., iii. 121. Both these papers are copied into the .!bn. Journ.
of Phann., xv. 89 and 03.
Properties. l\Iild chloride of mercury is a tasteless, inodorous irnbstance,
insoluble in water, alcohol, and ether, less volatile than corrosive subli mate,
unalterable in the air, but blackening by long exposure to light. ·when in
mass its form and appearance depend upon the shape and temperature of lhe
subliming vessel. ln this slate, it is generally in the form of a white fibrous
crystalline cake, soft and brittle, the interior surface of which is often studded
wid1 sh inin g tran sparent crystals, having the shape of quadrangular prisms,
and a texture somewhat horny and elastic. '\Vh en the mass is scratched it
yields a yellow streak, which is very characteristic. lts sp . gr. is 7·2. The
officinal form of this chloride is that of powder, in which state it always
exists in the shops. The powder has a light buff or ivory colour, if obtained
by the levigation of sublimed masses; but if condensed at once in the form
of an impalpable powder, as is the case wilh Jewell's calomel, it is perfecLiy
white. To protect it froro the action of the light, it should be kept in a dark
place, or in bottles painted black or covered \\'ith black paper. By the action
of the alkalies or alkaline earths it immediately becomes black, in consequence of the formation of protoxide. (See Hydrargyri Oxiclum .i\'igrum.)
The composition of calomel has already been given.
'f'.esls of Purit,lj m~d iilcompalibles . Calomel, when pure, completely
sublimes on the application of heat, and st~ikC's a black colour, f~ee from
reddish tinge, by the action o~ the fixed a!ka~1es. The buff colour indicates
the absence of corrosive sublimale; but whiteness by no means shows the
prt:'sence of impurity. hs freed?m fro~ .the .c~rrosive chloride may be ?etermined by beating a small portion of it 111 d1st1ll~d \vater, <_tnd t~1en tl:!stmg
the water with ammonia, which will cause a white precipitate rn case the
water has taken up any of this chlo~i.de. In u~ing.this test it is. best n~t to
boil the water on the calomel; as boiling wat~r 1s said to convert. it to a shght
extent into corrosive sublimate. Besides being incompatible with the alkalies and alkaline earths, it is also decomposed by the alkaline carbonates,
soaps, bydrosulphates, and, according to some authorities, by iron, lead, and
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copper. Calomel shoul~ not be given at the same time with nitromuriatic
acid, for foar of generating corrosive sublimate. One of the authors has
been infor~n~d of a case, in which deatb, with symptoms of violent gastrointestinal 1rrllation, followed their simultaneous use. Agreeably to the experiments of .M. Deschamps, calomel is decomposed by hiller almonds and
by hydrocyanic acid. In tbe former case corrosive sublimate, bicyanuret
of mcrcury,and muriate of ammonia are formed; in the latler, corrosi\'e sublimate and bicyanurct only. Hence this writer considers it very dangerous
to associate calomel with biller almonds or hydrocyanic acid in prescription.
This conclusion has been confirmed by M. l\lia!he, and M. Prenleloup i and
more recently it has been shown by Dr. E . Riegel, that cherry-laurel water
Jms the power of converting calomel into corrosive s_ublimate. According
to M. Mialhe, calomcl is in part converted in lo corrosive sublimate and metallic mercury by muriate of ammonia, and by the chlorides of sodium and
potassium, even at the temperaLurc of the body; and hence he bdierns that
the conversion may take place in the primre vi::e. Popular belief coincides
with M. l\lialhe's views in regard to the power of common sail of increasing
the activity of calomel. More recently M. Mialhe has extended his observations, and now believes that all the preparations of mercury yield a
certain quantity of corrosive sublimate, by reacting with solutions of the
chlorides of potassium, sodium, and ammonium. The deutoxi<le and similarly constituted compounds are most prone to this change. Even metallic
mercury, digested witb the chlorides named, is partly converted, under the
influence of air, into corrosive sublimate. Dr. Gardner denies the assertion
of M. Mia Ihe, that calomel is convertl·d into corrosive sublimate by chlorides
of the alkalifiable metals, maintaining that it is merely rendered .soluble by
their solutions.
B.
JJiedical Properties and Uses. Catomel unites to the general proper1ies
of the mercurials those of a purgative and anthelmintic. It is the most
valuable of the mercurial preparations, and in extent or employment is inferior to few articles of the Materia Medica. Whether the object is to bring
t~e sys~em under the general influence of mercury, or to produce its a Iterative action upon the hepatic or other secretory function, calomel, o~ account
both of its certai~ty and mildnes~, is preferred to all other r:ep~rat1ons,_with
the s.ingle except10n of the blue pd/, which, though less cenam 1 1sstill nulder,
and 1s somelimes preferably employed . "\Vhen used with the above objects,
the tendency to purge which it sometimes evinces, even in very small closes,
must b~ restrained by combini_ng it with op.iu_m. In sialagogue or alle~ativ_e
doses, It is often prescribed with other medtcrncs, which, while they gn'e 1t
a direction to certain organs, have tlwir own peculiar influence increased
by its C?·operation.. Thus it rPnders squill more diuretic, nitre and the
antimornals rnore diaphoretic, and seneka more expectorant.
As a purgative, calomel owes its chief value to its tendency to the li~·er,
the secretory function of which il powerfully stimulates. 1t is u~ually slow
~n? s~mewhat ~ncertain i1~ its cathartic e~~~t, and. tho~gh it~~lf but slig~nly
urJt_atrng, sometimes occasions se\•ere grip~11g pa_rn with b1!1ous vo~11Ling,
attnbutable to the acrid character of the bile which il causes the liver to
secrete. ~tis peculi~rly useful in the com1~1encement of bilious fevers, in
hepatitis, Jaundice, bilious and painwrs 1 colic, dysentery, especially that of
tropical climates, and all other affections attended with congestion of l_he
por~al sys_tem, or torpidity of the hepallc vt'ssels. The diffi.cul_ty with
which it 1s thrown from the stomach, renders it highly useful m some
cases of o~stinate v?miting, when other remedies are rejected . ln t~1e
cases of children, it 1s peculiarly valuable from the facility of its admimstration; and, in the febrile complaints to which they are subject, appears to
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exercise a curative influence, depending on some other cause than its mere
purgative effect, and perhaps referrible to its_action upo_n the l!ver. ln the
treatment of worms i~ is one of the most .efl'.ic1ent remedies, acting probably
not on~y as a purgauve, but also as an irritant to the worms, either by its
immediate influence, or that of the acrid bile which it causes to fl.ow. The
slowness and uncertainty of its action, and its liability to salivate if too
long retained in thl! bowels, render it proper either to follow or combine it
with other cathartics, in order to ensure its purgative effC.ct. \Vhen given
alone, it should be followed, if it do not operate in six or seve.n hou~s, by a
dose of castor oil or sulphate of magnesia. The catbarlics wah which it is
most frequently combined are jalap, rhubarb, aloes, scammony, colocynth,
and gamboge. It is often added in small quantities to purgative combina·
tions, with a view to its influence on the biliary organs.
In very large doses, catomel is supposed by some to act clirectly as a
sedative, and with this view has been given in yellow and malignant bilious
fevers, violent .d:yscntcry, malignant cholera, &c. The guan~ities which
have been adm1n1stcred i11 such afft!ctions, with asserted impunity and even
advantage, are almost incredible. A common dose is one or two scruples,
repeated every half hour, or hour, or less frequently, according to the circum·
stances of the case. 'Ve have had no experience in this mode of administer·
ing calomel.
It is sometimes used as an errhine in amaurosis, mixed with twice its
weight of sugar, or other mild powder; and in the same combination is
occasionally employed to remove specks and opacity of the cornea. For
the laucr purpose, Dupuytrcn recommended particu larly the calomel pre·
pared according to the plan of Mr. Jewell. Calame! is also sometimes
em ployed externally in ht:rpetic, and other cru ptions, in the shape of an
ointment.
The dose as an alterative in functional derangement of the liver, is from
half a grain to a grain every night, or every other night, followed in the
morning, if the bowels arc not opened, by a g<'ntle saline laxative. \Vhen
the stomach or bowels are very irritable, as in cholera and diarrhcra, frorri
an eighth to a quarter of a grain may be given every hour or two, so as to
amount to one or two grains in the course of the day. With a view to
sa livation, the dose .is from h.alf a grain to a grain three or four times a 9ay,
to be increased considerably 111 urgent cases. Whrn large doses are given
with this view, it is often necessary to combine them with opium. As a
purgative, from five to fifteen grains or more may be given. Calomel has
. the peculiarity that its cathartic action is not increased in propor~ion to the
dose, and enormous quantities have sometimes been given with impunity.
In yellow fever, tropical dysentery, &c., from twemy grains to .a drachm
have been given, and repeated at short interrnls, without producmg hypercatharsis; but this practice is justifiable only in cases of extreme urgency,
in which the constitutional action of mercury as well as purgation is indi·
cated. E\'C'll in very small doses of not morn than one, two, or three
grains, calomel purges some indiv_iduals ~riskly. In these persons, large
doses, though. they do not proportionably increase the e\•acuation, oft.en oc~
casion excessive spasmodic pain in the stomach and bowels. For children,
larger doses are generally required in proportion than for adults .. Not less
than from three to six grains should be given as n purge to a child two or
three years old, and this quantity often fails to act on the bowels,. unle~s
assisted by castor oil, or some other cathartic. Calomel may be given m
pill made with gum Arabic and syrup, or in powder mixed with syrup or
molasses.
#
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Off. Prep.

Hyd_~argyri

Oxidum Nigrurn, U.S., Lond., Dub.;

P~lulre

Calomelanos et Opn, Ed.; Pilulre Cadrnrticro Compositre, U.S.; Pduke
1-lydrarg. Chloridi Comp., Lond., Ed., nub.; Pilulre l-l ydrargyri Chloridi

Mitis,U.S.
W.
CALOMELAS PR!ECIPITATUM. Dub. Precipitated Calomel.
u Tak e of Purified Mercury seventeen 7wrfa; Diluted Nitric Acid fifteen

parts.

Pour the Acid upon the J\Jercury in a glass vessel; and when the
mixture shall have ceased to effervesce, digest \vith a medium heat, with
occasional agitation, for six hour~. 'I1hen increase the heat that the liquor
may boil for a short time, and afterwards pour it off from the residual Mercury, and quickly mix it with/our kwulred pctrls of boiling \.Yater, containing seven parts of Muriate of Soda in solut ion . W as h the powder which
subsides wilh warm Distilled Water, so long as the liquor decanted from it
is precipilated by the addition of a few drops of Water of Caustic Potassa;
Jaslly, dry it." JJub.
The method of forming calomel in the humid way, or by precipitation,
was first proposed by Scheele. IL consists of two steps; first, the forma tion of the nitrate of protoxide of mercury by dissolving the metal in weak
nitric acid; and secondly, the decomposition of this salt by means of a hot
solution of chloride of sodium (common salt). The nitric acid c~mbines with
sodium and with the oxygen of the protoxide, so as to form nilrate
soda
in solution, while the chlorine and mercury unite to form protochloride of
mercury which precipitates. Though this process is sufficiently simple in
theory, the performance of it is attended with some diffi.cuhy. It is necessary, in the first place, to prepare a pure nitrate of the protoxide, an object
which is apt to miscarry, in consequence of the liability of the metal to
become deutoxidized by the action of nitric acid. To guard against this
result, weak nitric acid is employed, more mercury is ordered than the acid
can dissolve, and a moderate heat applied, and Lhat only after the effervescence ~las. ceased. In .the next place, the operator must guard agains.t tbe
precipnallon of a submtrate, which is always thrown down by the act10.n of
waler upon ~he nitrate. To preve~t ~he pro?uction of this impurity, ~t !s
necessary slightly to acidulate the nilnc soluuon of the mercury with nitric
acid, or the solution of common salt with muriatic acid; for an excess of acid
in either of the solutions effectually prevents the formation of the subnitrate.
~rhis necessary precaution has been omitted in the directions of the Dublin
College. The reason why the deutoxidation of the metal, and consequent
production of binitrate of the deutoxide are to be avoided, is, that this salt,
by dol.1hle decomposition with the solution of chloride of sodium , generat~s
corr.os1ve sublimat~. The production of corrosive sublimate in this way will
not rnjure the precipitated calomel, pro\'idcd this be thoroughly washed; but
it is objectionable as diminishing its '.jUantity. When, however, the subnitrate is allowed. to be formed, it contaminates the _precipitated c~lomel; _as,
from its insolubility, it cannot be separated by wash mg . As, notw1thstandmg
every precaution,corrosive sublimate will be formed in this process, the liquor
poured off from the precipitated calomel should be reserved for preparing
u:hite pr~c1)Jilate, as is done by the Dublin College . (See Hydmrgyrum
.!J.m11ioniatum.)
Properties, t~·c. Precipilatcd calomel, when properly prepared, scarcely
differs in properties from sublimed calomel. It is stated to be whiter,
smoother, and lighter than when obtained by sublimalion. Another diff~rence, according to GOttling, is that it assumes a gray, wbil~ the sublimed calomel assumes a black colour, when triturated with lime-water.
The presence of subnitrate may be detected by digesting the preparation in

or
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water conlaining a little nitric acid, and then testing the acid by an alkali,
which will cause a prncipitate, if any subnitrate has been taken up. Corrosive sublimate may be discovered in the manner stated under the head of

subli.mcd calomel, page 987.
The medical propl,rties of precipitated calomel are the same as those of
sublimed calomel. By some it is supposed to be more purgative. his not
used, and may be viewl'd as a superfluous preparation.
B.

HYDRARGYRI CYANURETUM. U.S., Dub.

HYDRARGYRI

B1cYANIDUM. Lond. Cyanuret of .ll!ercury. Bicyanide of J\fercury.
Bicyanuret of J\Iercury. Prussiate of J\lercury.
"Take of Ferrocyanuret of Iron [Prussian blue]/our o ·~nces; Red Oxide
or Mercury thr ee Olmces, or a Sllj/lcient quantity; Disulled '\Tater three
pints. Put the Ferrocyanuret of Iron and three ounces of the Oxide of
Mercury, previously powdered and thoroughly mixed together, into a glass
vessel; and pour upon them two pints of the Distilled Water. Then boil
the mixture, st irrin g constantly; and, if at the end of half an hour the blue
colour remain, add small portions of the Oxide of Mercury, continuing the
ebullition until the mixture becomes of a yellowish colour; after which,
filter it through paper. 'Vash the residue in a pint of the Distilled Water
and filter as before. Mix the solution s, and evaporate till a pellicle appears;
then set the liquor aside that crystals may form. To purify the crystals,
dissolve th em in Dist illed Water, filter and evaporate the solution, and set
it aside to crystallize." U.S.

M~~~;;~e t~;i ~~:i~%:S ;i~is~rif;~n\~~1~~j~~~ ~~~~~ [~~~e~r:~c~s;a~ir:yid~o~i
1

them together for half an hour, and strain. Evaporate th e liquor that crystals
may form. Wash what remain~ frequently with boiling Distilled ·water,
and again evaporate the mixed liquors that crystals may form. Bicyanide
of Mercury may be otherwise prepared by adding as much Binoxide of
Mercury as wit! accurately salurate it to H ydrocyanic Acid, distilled from
Ferrocyanidc of Potassium with Diluted Sulphuric Acid." L ond.
1

0

M;~~:~~e [~~dc1;r~~~;i~~t:] ~~~ ~:~~~s~~sS:1~~,{f~frfa :t~ :~~;!~ ~1~~h !
Cyanuret of lron and Oxide of Mercury, and then add them to the \Vater
previously wanned. Bo~! the mixture with constant stirrin g, for half an
hour, and filter through bibulous paper. ,\I-ash the residue frequently with
warm Distilled 'Vate r. Lastly, filter the liquors, and evaporate them, so
that, upon cooling, crystals may form." nub.
The above processes are essentially the same; their object being to present cyanogen and mercury to each other under favourable circumstances for
combination . The compound formed consists of two eqs. of cyanogen, and
one of mercury. It is, therefore, properly speaking, a bicyanuret. As
Prussian blue is a compound of cyanogen and iron, the reaction which
occurs is a case of double decomposition, resulting in the formation of bicyanuret of mercury, and a mixture of the protoxide and sesquioxide of iron.

Tho renc1ion mny be thus expressed; 2Fe;Cy,+9Hg0,=9HgCy,+6FeO+
4Fe 20 9 • This formula would be exact, if nothing remained but the oxides
of iron; but in the residuum cyanogen appears to be present in an unknown
state of combination. Taking the Prussian blue at the constant quantity of
4 parts, the U.S. Pharmacopceia uses 3, the Dublin 3·3, and the Lond?n .5
parts of the red precipitate. As Prussian ~Jue is variable in quality, it is
impossible to know beforehand how muc~ oxide may be necessary to deco~
pose it. Hence the U . S. Pharmacopcern very properly leaves the quantity
to be determined in the progress of the process. Of course, the pure Prus·
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sian blue of the U.S. and London Pharmacopreias will require more of the
red precipitate than the co~mercial Prussian blue of the Dublin College.
'Vinckler prepares the b1cyanuret of mercury by the following process.
l\1ix I.:> parts of ferrocyanuret of potassium in powder with 13 parts of concentrated sulphuric acid, and 100 parts of water. Distil the mixture to
dryness into a rece iver containing 30 parts of water. The ferrocyanuret is
decomposed, bisulphate of potassa is formed in the reto rt, and hydrocyanic
acid distils over. Of the acid thus obtained reserve a portion, and mix the
remainder with 16 parts of red oxide of mercury in fine powder, and stir
the mixture till the odour of hydrocyanic acid has entirely disappeared.
Then decant the liquor, and add, for the pu rpose of saturating it, the portion
of acid that had been reserved. This process gives 12 parts of the bicya~u
ret. If the liquor \vere not treated wnh free hydrocyanic acid after havmg
acted on the red oxide, it would probably contain some of this oxide in excess, and when evaporated would yield , instead of the bicyanuret, a peculiar
salt, composed of the bicyanuret and the red oxide, which crystallizes in
small acicular crystals. This process is substantially the same with the
second process given by the London College.
Properties, o/C. Cyanuret of mercury is a white su?stance, permanent in
the air, and crystallized in anhydrous right square prisms, which are sometimes transparent, but usually white and opaque. It has a disagreeable
styptic taste. It is but sparingly soluble in alcohol, but dissolves readil.Y i.n
cold waler, and much more abundantly in hot. 1Vhen acted on by muriatic
acid, hydrocyanic acid is evolved, recognizable by its odour, and bichloride
of mercury is left. 'Vhen heated it ·yiel<ls cyanogen, and mercury remains
behind. It acLs on the animal economy as a potent poison. In medicinal
dosl's it excites nausea and vomiting, and not unfrequently ptyalism, but
does not produce epigastric pain like corrosive sublimate. lt has been
occasionally used as a remedy in syphilis, and is preferred by some pr~cti
tioners to corrosive sublimate; as 1t does not give rise to pain, and as lt i.s
not decomposed by alkalies and certain organic matters, as corrosive sublimate is. The dose is from a sixteenth to an eighth of a grain or more. Its
composition has been already given. For the properties and composition
of cyanogen, see page 790.
Off.Prep. Acidum Prussicum, Dub.
B.

HYDRARGYRI IODIDUM. U.S., Land. Iodide ef .Mercury.
Protiodide of .Mercury.
"Take of Mercury an oimce; lodinefive drachms; Alcohol a sufficient
quantity. Rub the Mercury and Iodine together, adding sufficient Alcohol
to form a soft paste, and continue the trituration tilt the globules disappear.
rrhen dry the Iodide in the dark, with a gentle heat, and keep it in a well
stopped boule from which the light is excluded." U.S.
The London process is the original of the. one above quoted .
The process abo~e given for form in~ the protiodide of mercury is. a case
?f simple combination, the alcohol facilitating the union by dissolvrng the
10dine. This iodide is also prepared by precipitation, by adding a solution
of iodide of potassium to one of the nitrate of protoxide of mercury; but as
it is difficult to prepare the nitrate of the protoxide, without being mixed
with some nilrate of deutoxide, the protiodide, when thus obtained, is apt to
be contaminated with biniodide. A better way is to decompose calomel by
iodide of potassium, in which case protiodide of mercury and cblorid? of
potassium are formed, the latter of which may be removed ~y washmg.
The formula recommended by M. Boutigny is to mix twenty-nme drachms
of calomel with twenty of pulverized iodide of potassium in a glass mortar,
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and to pour upon the mixture twelve ounces of boiling distilled water. After
cooling, the liquid is decanted, and the precipitate washed on a filter with
distilled water,and dried in the shade. (llmer. Joum. of Phann., viii. 32G,
from the Bull. Gen. cle Tltirap.)
Properties. This iodide is in the form of a greenish-yellow powder, in·
soluble in water, alcohol, or solution of chloride of sodium, but soluble in
ether. Its sp. gr. is 7 ·75. When e?<posed to the ligl~t it is partially de·
composed, and beco~es of a dark-olive colour. If quickly and cautiously

heated, it sublimes 10 red crystals which afterward become yellow. It is
composC'd of one eq. of mercury 202, and one of iodine 126·3 =328·3. Its
formula is Hgl.

Medical Properties and Uses. Iodide of mercury has been g iven in
scrofula and scrofulous syphilis. The dose is a grain daily, gradually increased to three or four . It should never be gi,•cn at the same tim e with
iodide of potassium, which converts it immediately into biniodide and
metallic mercury. (Mialhc, .Journ. de Phann., :Je _sfr., iv. 36.)
OJ(. Prep. Pilulre I-lydrargyri Iodidi, Lond.; Unguentum Hydrargyri

lodidi,/,ond.
B.
lIYDRARGYRI IODIDUM lWBRUM. U.S. livoRARGrnr Brnronmu>r. Lond., Ed. Red Iodide of .fllercury. Biniodide qf Jlfercury.
"Take of Corrosive Chloride of Mercury an ounce; Iodide of Potassium
ten drachma: Distilled Water tu·o pints. Dissolve the Chloride of Mercury in a pint and a half, and the Iodide of Potass ium in half a pint of the
Distilled \\Tater, and mix the solutions. Collect th e precipitate upon a
filter, and, having washed it with Di stilled \\Tate r, dry it with a moderate
heat, and keep it in a well-stopped bottle." U.S.
"Take of i\lercury an ounce; Iodine ten drachma; Alcohol a suj/icient
quantity . Rub the Mercury and Iodine together, adding the Alcohol gradually, until globules are no longer visible. Dry the powder with a genlle
heat, and keep it in a well-stopped vessel." Lond.
"Take of Mercury two ounces; Iodine two ounces and a half; concentrated solution of Muriate of Soda a gallon. Triturate the Mercury and
Iodin e together, adding occasionally a little Rectified Spirit till a uniform
red powder be obtained. Reduce the product to fine powder, and di ssolve
it in the solution of i\luriatc of Soda with the aid of brisk ebullition. Filter,
if necessary, through calico, kee ping the funnel hot. 'Vash and dry the
crystals which form on cooling." Ed.
ln th e U.S. process for forming the red iodide of mercury, a double
decomposition tak es place between the corrosive sublimate and iodide of
potassium, resulting in the formation of chlorid e of potassium which remains
i11 solution, and bin iodid e of mercury which precipitates.
The precipitate
formed is soluble in the reacti ng salts, and hence a loss of part of it is incurred by an excess of either. It is best, however , to have a slight excess
of the iodid e of pmassium 1 which is furni shed by th e proportion of the
U.S. formula; as then the decomposi tion of the who! e of the c?rrosive sublimate is insured, and any contamination of the biniodide by it prevented.
1.'he process of the London College is the same in principle as th e U.S.
and London processes for the protiodidej nam e ly, th e simple combinat!on
of the ingredients by trilUration with the aid. of alcohol, a doubl~ proporo_on
of iodine, of course, being taken. The Edinburgh College ~mtes the rngredicnts of t~is iodide i~ the s~1:1e mann_er; but after it 1s forn:ed, t~e
r esulting mass 1s treated with a bo1hng soluuon of common salt, which dissolves the biniodide to the exclusion of any contaminating protiodide; and
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the solution, thus obtained, on cooling, deposits the pure biniodide in
crystals.
Ptoperties .. Biniodide of mercury is a_ scarlet-red powder, of the sp. gr.
6·3, insoluble rn water, but soluble in boiling alcohol, and in s9lutions of
iodide of potassium, chloride of sodium, and of many of the mncul'ial salts.
As obtained by the Edinl~urgh proces_s 1 i~ is in splend~d crimson acicular
crystals. 'Vhen heated It fuses readily rnto a yellow liquid, and sublimes
in yellow rhombic scales, which become red on cooling. lt forms definite
compounds with the iodides of the alkalifiable metals . That formed with
iodide of potassium has been used as a ~edicine. (Sec lodo-!ty~lrnrgytale
of Potassium in the /Jppendix.) Bin10dide of mercury consists of one
eq. of mercury 202, and two of iodine 252·6= 454·(.). Its formula is Hgl 2•
1L combines with the protiodide, so as to form a yellow sesquiodide, repre·
sented by the formula Hgl+Hgl 2 , or Hg 2 [ 3 ,
.Medical Properties and Uses. Bin iodide of mercury is a powerful irritant poison. lt has been used in simi lar diseases with the protiodide,
namely, in scrofula and syphilis, bllt is much more active. The dose is a
sixteenth of a grain, gradually increased to a fourth, gi•·en in pill, or dis·
solved in alcohol.
Off.Prep. Unguentum Hydrargyri Biniodidi,Lond.
B.
lIYDRARGYRI OXIDUM NI GRUM. U. 8. HrnRARGYRI OxYnUM
N1GRLTM .

Dub.

lIYDRARGYRI

OxvnuM.

Lond.

Black Oxide of

.Mercury.
"Take of Mild Chloride of Mercury [calomel], Potas:sa, each, four
ounces; \ Vater a pint. Dissolve the Potassa in the \Yater, and . when the
dregs sha!l have subsided, pour off the clear solution. To this add the
Chloride of Mercury, and stir them constantly together till the Black Oxide
is formed. Having poured off the supernatant liquor, wash the Black
Oxide with distilled water, and dry it with a gende heat." U.S.
u Take of Sublimed Calomel one part; Water of Caustic Potassa, heated,
four parts. Rub them together until an oxide of a black colour is obtained.
Wash this frequently with water, and dry it upon bibulolls paper with a
medium. heat." .Dub.
11
Tal_w of Chloride of Mercury [ calomel] an otm.ce; Lime-water rt gallon
[Im penal measure]. Mix and frequently shake them. Set aside the mix·
tu re, and whe n the Oxide shall have subsided, pour off the liquor. Lastly,
wash it in Di~tilled ~Vater till nothing alkaline can be perceived, and, having wrapped 1t in bibu lous paper, dry it in the air." Land.
The object of these processes is to obtain th(' protoxide or black oxide
of mercury, which was at one time believed lo be the active constituent of
those preparations in which the metal is minutC'ly divided by trituration.
The U.S. and Dublin processes afford the protoxide in a purer state than
the London. The two former are essentially the same. In both, calomel
jg completely decomposed by the solution of potassa; its chlorine being c~n·
verted by union with potassium into chloride of potassium, which remams
in solution, while the mercury unites with the oxygen of the potas:sa to
form protoxide of mercury which subsides. More potassa is empl~yed
than by ~alculation would seem to be requisite; but it has been ascertained
by experiment, that a considerable excess is necessary for the complete
decomposition of the ca~omel. In the U . S. process, however, the quam.ity
is, pe_rhaps 1 unnecessarily large; being more than double the propomon
contarned in the "water of caustic polassa," directed by the Dublin College. The use of the officina l solution of potassa is preferable, on the
score of economy, to that of a solution extemporaneously prepared from
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In order to ensure the success of the process, the calo-

mel, very finely levigated, should be rub.bed quickly with the n.lkaline
solution in a mortar; and the resulting oxide should be dried in the dark
with a very gentle heat, as it is decomposed by the agency both of light

and of an elevated temperature. For the same reason it should be preserved in an opaque bottle. This mode of preparing the black oxide of
mercury was introduced into use by Mr. Donovan.
ln the London process the reaction occurs between calomel and limewater. An interchange of principles takes place; the calcium of the lime
taking the chlorine of the calomel to form chloride of calcium, which remains in solution, and th e mercury uniting with the oxygen of the lime to
form proloxide of mercury, which subsid es. But il is extremely difficult
completely to decompose calomel in this manner, on account of the obstacle
which its insolubility, and the dilute nature of the solution of lime present
to that close contact of particles which is esse ntial to chemical reaction.
H ence the protoxide, in this preparation, is almost always mixed with a
portion of ca!ome l, which is greater or less, accord in~ to the care with which
the process has been conducted. 'Vh en the proport10n is large, the powder
has a gray ish colour; when very small, i.t scarcely differs in appearance or
properties from the U . S . and Dublin oxide. From the uncertainty of its
composition it shou ld be discarded from use.
'l'he oxide may also be prepared by decomposing a so lution of the nitrate
of protoxicle of mercury by the solution of potassa. This nitrate may be
obtained by treating twenty parts of mercury with eighteen parts of nitric
acid of 25° BaumC, adding, when nitrous vapours cease to rise, ten parts of
warm distilled water, boiling for a short time, decanting the clear liquor, and
setting it aside to crystallize. Th e moth er waters by evaporation will furnish a new product of crystals of nitrate of protoxide. (Raticr's Phann.
FJ'(mt;.) The preparation, formerly officinal in the Dublin Pharmacopo::ia
under the name of Pulvis Hydrargyri Cinereus, made by adding carbonate
of ammonia to a solution of mercury in heated nitric acid, was a mixture of
subnitrate of mercury and ammonia with the protoxide of mercury.
Properties, l~·c. As fir~t prepared, this oxide is greenish-black i but as
found in the s hops it is almost always of an oli\•e colour, owing, it is supposed, to the chemical changes which it undergoes . It is inodorou s, tasteless, and insoluble in water and alkaline solulions; and consists of one
equiv. of mercury 202, and one eq uiv. of oxygen 8=210. On exposure
to light or heat it is decomposed, on~ part assuming the m etallic state, in
const>quence of the loss of its oxygen, which converts another part into the
deutoxide. The preparation, therefore, becomes a mixture of the protoxide,
the deutoxide, and metallic mercury, with which calomel is sometimes associated, in consequence of the incomplete drcomposition of that originally
employed in the process. By a strong heat it is completely dissipated, and
metallic globu l.es ar~ sublimed. Wh en yure it is soluble in acetic and nitric
acids, and ent1re.ly rnsoluble in muriatic a~id, which forms with it water
and calomel. If 1t contain the deutoxidc, this is dissolved by muriatic acid,
and may be detected in the solution by the production of a white precipitate
with water of ammonia, and of a yellow one with solution of potassa.
Calomcl, if present, may be discovered by boiling the powder with a solu t ion of potassa, thus forming chloride of potassium, which, when the solution is saturated with nitri c acid, will afford a white precipitate of chloride
of silver on the addition of nitrate of si lver. (Phillips.)
Jlledical Properties and Uses. The black oxide is alterative, sialagogue,
and purgative. It may be employed for the same purposes with calomel,
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over which, however, it has not in our hands exhibited any superiority,
,vhile, from the occasional presence of the deutoxide, it must be liable to
operate harshly. Dr. B. Coates, of this city, informs us that he uses it habitually as a 1!lercurial, and finds it to answer an excellent purpose. The idea
under which it was introduced into use, t_hat it was the basis of the blue pill,
is probably erroneous. Made into an ointment \vith lard according to the
process of Donovan, it may be applied extrrnally with good effect in bringing the system under the mercurial influence. (See u_nguentmnHydrargyri.)
Its dose as an alteratiYe is one-fourth or half a gram daily, as a s ialagogue
from one to three grains two or three times a day, given in the form of pill.
It was employed by Mr. Abernethy for mercunal fumigation; lhe patient
being placed, covered with under garments, in a vapour-bath, and exposed
for fifL:en or twenty minutes. to the vapours arising from two drachms of
the oxide, put upon heated tron within the bath.
W.

HYDRARGYRI OXIDUM RUBRUN!. U.S., Ed. HYDRARGYR!
NITR1co-OxvnuM. Lond.

H vDRARGYRI Oxvou.M NrTRICL'M. Dub.

Red Oxide of J1lercury. Red Precipitate.
"Take of Mercury, thirty-six ounces; Nitr~c Acidfourteenjluidounces;
\Yater two pints. Dissolve the Mercury, with a gentle heat, in the Acid
and \Vater previously mixed together, and evaporate to dryness. Rub the
dry mass into powder, and heat it in a very shallow vessel till red vapours
cease to rise." U.S.
·
"Take of Mercury three pounds; Nitric Acid a pound and a half; Distilled Water two pints [ lmperial measur~J. Mix in a suitable vessel, and
apply a gentle heat till the Mercury is dissolved. Boil down the solution,
and rub the residue into powder. Put this into another very shallow vessel;
then apply a gentle fire, and gradually increase it, till red vapour ceases to
rise." /,,ond.
"Take of Mercury eight ounces; Diluted Nitric Acid (D. 1 ·280) five
fluidounces [ Imperia l measure]. Dissolve half of the Mercury in the Acid
wit.h the aid of a moderate heat; and continue the heat till a dry salt is formed.
Trn~rate the rest of the Me~cury with the salt till a fine uniform po~vder be
ob~amed; heat the powder m a porce lain vessel and constantly stir it, till
acid fumes cease to be dischargrd ." Ed .
."Take of Purified .Mercury two ])(trfs; Di!L1ted !'-litric Acid three parts.
Dissolve the Mercury, and let heat be applied unu l the dried mass 1s con verted into red scales." JJub.
In these processes the mercury is first oxidized at the expense of a portion
of the nitric acid, the remainder of which unites with the oxidized metal to
from either the nitrate of the deutoxide of mercury, or a. mixture of this witll
the nitrate of the proto~ide. The resulting mass when exposed to a st rong
heat is decomposed, giving out red nitrous fumes, and assuming successively
a yellO\~, orange, and brilliant purple· red colour, which becomes orange-red
on ?~olmg. Thes~ ?han~es arc owing to the grad~al separation .and decompos1t1~n of the nitric acid, by the ox~gcn of which the. protox1de o.f mercury, if any be present, is convened mto deutoxide, while nitric oxide gas
escapes, and takes the form of nitrous aci<l rnpour on contact with the air.
The ~euloxide ?fmercury is left behind; but in general not entirely free from
the nitrate, which cannot be wholly decomposed by heat, without endanger·
ing the decomposition of the oxide itseJr, and the volatilization of the metal.
The preparati~n is, in common lan guage , called red precipitate. 'I'he
name of red oxide ofmucury, by which it is designated in the U.S. Pharmacopceia, is appropriate, as the nitrate of mercury exists in it merely as an
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incidental impurity; and there is no occasion to distinguish the preparation
from the pure deutoxide obtained by c~lcining mercury, as the lauer is not
recognised in our.Pharma~opreia, an.d 1s never employed in thi~ country.
In the preparation of this mercunal, \'arious circumstances influence in
some measure the nature of the product, and must be attended to, if we
<lf'sire to procure the oxide with that fine bright orange-red colour, and
shi ning scaly appear~nce, which are usually considered desirable. Among
these circumstances 1s the condition of the nitrale of mncury submiued to
calcination. According to Gay-Lussac, it should be employed in the form
of small crystalline grains. 1f previously pulverized, as directed in the
U.S., London, and Edinburgh processes, it will yield an orange -yeHow
powder~ if it be in the state of large and dense crystals, the oxide will have
a deep orange colour. Care must also be taken that the mercury and aci d
be free from impurities. It is highly important that sufficient nitric acid be
e mployed fully to saturate the mercury. M. Paysse, who paid great attention to the manufacture of red precipitale, rcconimf'nded 70 parts of nitric
acid from ;J4° to 38° Baum&, to 50 parts of mercury . This, however, is an
excess of acid. We have been told by a skilru l practical chemist of Philadelphia, that he has found, by repeated experiment, 7 parts of nitric acid of
35° Baum&, to be suffic ient fully to saLU rate (j parts of mercury. Less will
not answer, and more would be useless. It is not necessary that the salt
should be removed from the vessel in \.vhich it is formed; and it is even
asserted that the product is always mon• beautiful when the calcination is
performed in the sa me vessel. A matrass may be used with a large flat bottom, so that an extended surface may be ex posed, and all parts heated equally.
The metal and acid having been introduced, the matrass should be placed in
a sand-bath, and covered with sand up to the neck . Th e so lution of the
mercury should be favoured by a gentle heat, which shou ld afterwards be
g raduall y increased till red vapours make their appearance, then maintained
~s equably as possible till these vapours cease, and at la st slightly elevated
till oxygen gas begins to escape. This may be known by the increased
brilliancy with which a tap~r will burn if placed in the mouth of the matrass,
or by its rekindling if partially extinguished. Too high a temperature must
be carefully avoided, as it decomposes the oxide, and volatilizes the mercury.
At the close of the operation, the mouth of the vessel should be stopped, and
the heat gradually diminished, th e matrass being still allowed to remain in
the sand -bath . Th ese last precautions are said to be essential to the fine red
colour of the preparation. It is best to operate upon a large quantity of
materials, as the heat may be thus more steadi ly and uniformly maintained.
Th e direction of the Edinburgh College to rub a portion of mercury with the
nitrate before decomposi ng it, rend ers the process more economical; as the
nitric acid which is dissipated is thus employed in oxidizing an additional
quantity of the metal.
As the process is ordinarily conducted in chemical laboratori es, the nitrate
of mercury is decomposed in shallow earthen vessels, several of which are
placed upon a bed of sand in the chamber of an O\.•en or furnace, provided
wilh a flue for the escape of the vapours . Each vrssel may conveniently
contain ten pounds of the nitratl.". There is always some loss in the operation conducted in this way.
Properties, 4·c. Red precipitate, when well prepared, has a brilliant red
colour with a shade of orange, a shi nin g scaly appearance, and an acrid taste.
It is very slightly soluble in water, of which 1?r. Barker found 1000 part~ to
take up only 0·62 of the oxide. Dr. Christison found 1 part of the oxide
to be dissolved by about 7000 parts of boiling water, and the solution to give
85
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a black precipitate with sulphuretted hydrogen. Nitric and muriatic acids
dissoh-'e it without effervescence. At a red heat it is decomposed and entirely
dissipated. It is essentially the deutoxide (peroxide) of mercury, consisting
of one equivalent of the metal 202, and two of oxygen 16=218; but, in its
ordinary state, it always contains a minute proportion of nitric acid, probably
in the slate of subnitrate. According to Brande, when rubbed and washed
with a solution of potassa, edulcorated with di~tilled water, and carefully
dried, it may be regarded as nearly pure deutox1de. It is said to be some·
times adulterated '~ith brickdust, red lead, &c.; but these may be readily
detected, as the oxide of mercury is wholly dissipated if thrown upon redhot iron. The disengagement of red vapours when it is heated, indicates
the prese~ce of nitrate of mercury. The same or some other saline impurity
would be mdicated, should water, in which the oxide has been boiled, afford
a precipitate with lime-water.
~l!edical Prol!ertfrs ancl Uses.
This preparation is too harsh and irregu..
lar m its operatwn for internal use, but is much employed externally as a
stimulant and escharotic, either in the state of powder or of ointment. In
the former state it is sprinkled on the surface of chancres, and indolent,
flabby, or fungous ulcers; and, mixed with 8 or 10 parts of finely powdered
sugar, is sometimes blown into the eye to remove opacity of the cornea.
The powder should be finely levigated. The ointment is officinal. (See

Unguentum Hydrargyri Oxidi Rubri.)

O.ff. Prep. Hydrargyri Cyanuretum, U.S., Dub.; Unguentum Hydrargyn Oxidi Rubri, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
W.
HYDRARGYRI OXYDUM RUBRUM. Dub. Red O.ride of .llfercury.

Precipitate per se.

Calcined Mercury.

"Take of Purified Mercury any quantity. Put it into ' an open glass
vessel, with a narrow mouth and broad bottom, and expose it to a heat of
about fl00°, till it is converted into red scales." Dub.
As mercury requires for its oxi<lalion a lemperature little short of ils boiling point, it is necessary that the vessel in which it is heated be so constructed as to prevent the escape of the vapour which rises during the process. A glass matrass is usually employed, having a narrow neck, drawn
out at top into an almost capillary orifice. But the arrangement which serYes
to confine the mercurial vapour, impedes also the free access of air, so that
the process is exceedingly tedious. The mercury introduced should not
be more than sufficient to cover the bottom of the vessel, which should be
heated by means of a sand-bath till vapours begin to rise. These are condensed in the upper part of the matrass; and, by maintaining the temperature steadily at this point, a constant circulation of vapour is kept up within
the vessel. The metal very slowly combines with the oxygen, forming
first a black, and then a red powder, molecules of which begin to appear
after some days, and gradually increase till they cover the surface of the
mercury. Care must be taken not to increase the heat too much, as not
only is the mercury thus volatilized, but the oxide already formed is decompose.cl. Several weeks are requisite for the complete oxidation of a small
~orll?n of metal, and the process is necessarily expensive. The preparauon is the hydrargyrwn pr:.ecipitatum per se, or precipitate per se of the
older chemical writers.
Properties, ~·c. lt is in minute, sparkling, crystalline scales, of a deep
r~d colour becon~ing still deeper by heat, inodorous, of· an acrid taste, very
slightly soluble tn water, and freely soluble in nitric, muriatic, and some
other acids. Its aqueous solution changes the infusion of violets to green.
It consists of one equiv. of mercury 202, and two of oxygen 16=218, and
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is therefore a deutoxide. It is sometimes also called binoxide or peroxide of
mercury. At a red heat it is decomposed, oxygen being given off, and the
mercury revived. Its solutions in the acids afford, with potass~ and soda,
an ora nge-coloured precipitate of deutoxide, and with ammonia a white
precipitate, consisting of the acid, deutoxide, and ammonia. Its high price
affords an inducement for adulteration, to avoid which it should be kept in
the crystalline state. If pure, it is wholly volatilized by a red heat.
llfedical Properties and Uses. It has the general properties of the mercurial preparations, but is apt to vomit and purge, and to act o(herwise vio]ently on the stomach and bowels. Though formerly used in the treatment
of syphil is, it has been entirely abandoned. It has been employed externally for the same purposes with the red precip itate; but is much more
costly, without having any superiority. In this country it is almost
unknown as a medicine. The dose may be from one-sixth of a grain to a
grain.
W.

• 1-IYDRARGYRI BINOXYDUM. Lond.

Binoxide

ef .Mercury.

••Take of Bichloride of Mercury [corrosi\•e sublimate] four 01mces;
Solution of Potassa twenly-eiglttfluidounces [lmperia~ measure]; Distilled
\Vater six pinls [ Imp erial measure]. Dissolve theB1chloride of Mercury
in the Water, filter, and add the Solution of Potassa. Having poured off
the liquor, wash the precipitated powder in distilled water, till nothing alkaline can be perceived, and dry it with a gentle heat." Lond.
rrhis preparation differs from the preceding only in containing some
water. The process was introduced by the London College into the last
edition of th eir Pharmacopceia, as a subs titute for the much more tedious
one of oxidizing the mercury by the combined action of air and heat. When
a soluti~n of bichloride of mercury is mixed with. a solut ion of potassa, a
mutual t~terchange of principles take~ place- the two equivalents of chlorine seizrng upon two egs. of potassm~ to for.m two eqs. of chloride of
potassium, which remain 111 solution; while the liberated eq uivalent of mercury combines_wilh the two liberated cqui~alents of oxygen, constituting the
deutoxide or bmoxide of mercury, which 1s deposited.
Thus prepared, th e binoxide of mercury is in the form of an orange-red
impalpable ~owder, having the essential properties of the precipitat_e per
se. Accordmg to Phillips, if it be of a brownish colour, the solut1on of
potassa employed was defi_cient eith er in quantity or strength, and the prepa.ration contains oxychlonde of mercury. If upon bein~ dissolved in nitric
acid and .treated with nitrate of silver it affords a precipitate, the presence
of a portion of undecomposed bichloride may be suspected.
This preparation has the same medical properties, and may be employed
for the same purposes and in the same doses as that last described. {See
Hydrargyri Oxydum Rubrum.)
W.
Off.Prep. Hydrargyri Bicyanidum, Lond.

HYDRARGYRI PERSULPHAS. Dub.
cury.

Persulphate

ef

.lller-

"Take of Purified Mercury, Sulph uric Acid, each, six parts; Nitric
Acid one part. Expose them to heat in a glass vessel, and increase the
heat until the mass becomes white and perfectly dry." Dub.
Cold sulphuric acid has no action on mercury; but, when an excess of
acid is boiled to dryness upon the metal, it is deutoxidized at the expense
of part of the acid, sulphurous acid is copiously evolved, and the deutoxide
formed unites with the undecomposed portion of the sulphuric acid, so as to
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form the bisulphate of the deutoxide of mercury, which is the persulphate
of the Dublin College. In the Dublin formula, the oxidation of the metal
is assi sted by a small portion of nitric acid, the use o.f which, though not
essential to the re-suit, is stated by Dr. Barker to facilil3.te and shorten the
process, and to afford a muc.h whiter salt than when sulphuric acid alone is
employed. When .nitric acid is used, or~nge-colored fumes are given off
on the first application of heat, and the acid is totally decomposed.
Persulpbate of mercury, as obtained by a separate formula, is peculiar to
the Dublin Pharmacopreia; but it is formed as the first step of the processes
of the other Pharmacopreias for preparing corrosive sublimale, calomel, and
turpeth mineral. The adoption of a sepa rate formula and distinct officinal
name for this salt, is certainly an improvement on the part of lhe Dubli11
College; as it obviates the necessity of repeating the directions for obtaining
the same substance in several distinct formulro . On account of its import·
ant uses, it requires to be made on a large scale. by the manufacturing che·
mist, and the process is generally performed 111 a cast-iron vessel, which
should be conveniently arranged for the escape and decomposition of the
sulphurous acid fumes, which otherwise become a serious nuisance to the
neighbourhood. The best way to efifict this purpose is to allow them to
pass off through a very lofty chimney, mixed with abundance of coal
smoke.
Prope1·t'ies, ~·c. Persulphate of mercury is in the form of a white saline
mass. It consists of two eqs. of acid 80 and one of deutoxide of mercury
218=208. ll has no medical uses.
O.D: Prep. Calomclas Sublimatum, .Dub.; Hydrargyri Murias Corrosivum, .Dub.; Hydrargyri Oxydum Sulphuricum, Dub.
B.

HYDRARGYRI SULPHAS FLAVUS. U.S. HYDRARGYRr OXY·
Dlill SuLrrruarcu'I. Dub. Yellow Sulphate of Nercury. Turpeth
Jlfineral.
"Take of Mercury four ounces; Sulphuric acid six _ounces. M_ix lhem
in a g lass vessel, and boil by means of a sand-bath till a dry white mass
remains. Rub this into powder. and lhrow it into boiling water. Pour off
the supernatant liquor, and wash the yellow precipitated powder repeatedly
with hot wate r; then dry it. 11 U.S.
"Take of Persulphate of Mercury one part; warm Water twenty parts.
Rub them together in an earthenware mortar, and pour off the supernatant
l iquor. \\7ash the yellow powder with warm Distilled ·water, so long as
the decanted liquor is precipitated by the addition of a few drops of the
Water of Caustic Potassa. Lastly, dry the Slllphuric Oxide of Mercury.''
IJub.
By referring to the articles on corrosive sublimate and calomel, it will _be
found that the peculiar salt which is generated by boiling sulphuric acid wilh
mercury to dryness, is directed to be obtained as the first step for obtaining
these chlorides; and here it is perceived that in the U.S. formula, the same
salt. is again directed to be fo rmed. The J?u.blin College has very properly
avmded these repetitions, by adopting a distinct formula and name for the
salt in queslion. We have already mentioned that this salt is th.e bisulphatc of the deutoxide of mercury. When it is thrown into boiling or
even warm water it is instantly decomposed, and an insoluble salt is pre·
cipitated, which is the turpeth mineral. According to Berzelius, turpeth
mineral is a basicsesquisulphate of th e deutoxide of mercury, and the super·
natant solution contains a supersulphate, consisting of six eqs. of acid and
one of base. The same composition for turpeth mineral is given by Gay·
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Lussac; and its accuracy has been recently verified by an analysis of Sir
Robert Kane. of Dublin. (See Pltarm. Journ. and Trans. for August, 1~42.)
The composition above given of turpeth m.ineral implies the decomposition
of four eqs. of the bisulphate of the deutox1de, and the manner in which the
reaction takes place is shown by the following equation ;-4(Hg0 2,2SOs)=
turpeth mineral. 3Hg0 11 +2S03 , and supersulphate~ Hg0 2 +6S03 •
Properties, tS·c. Yellow sulphate of mercury ism the form of a powder
of a lemon-yellow colour, and possessing a somewhat acrid taste. It dissolves in 2000 parts of cold water, and in about fiOO parts of boiling waler.
When exposed to a moderate heat, it becomes first red and afterwards
brownish-red, but regains its original colour on cooling. (Barker.) At a red
heat it is decomposed and dissipated, sulphuric acid being evolved, and
metallic globules sublimed. lt was originally called turpeth mineral, from the
resemblance of its colour to that of the root of the fpomat1, Turpethmn.
Jlledical Properties and Uses. Turpeth mineral is alterative, and powerfully emetic and errhine. As Q.n aherative, it has been given in leprous
disorders and glandular obstructions. It has been employed with benefit as
an emetic, repeated every few days, in chronic enlargements of the testicle.
It operates with great promptness and sometimes excites ptyalism. Dr.
Hubbard, of Maine, considers it a valuable medicine, in cases in which the
equalizing and revulsive effect of emesis is alone desired, apart from any
cathartic effect, which he has never known it to produce. As an errhine, it
has been used with advantage in chronic ophthalmia, and in diseases of the
head; and it sometimes produces salivation when thus employed. The dose
as an alterative is from a quarter to half a grain; as an emetic, from two to
five grains. When employed as an errhine. one grain may be mixed with
B.
five grains of starch or powdered liquorice root.

HYDRARGYR! SULPHURETUM NIGRUM. U.S., Dub . HvLond. Black Sulphuret tif
Sulpliuret of .Mercury with Sulphur. Ethiops .Mineral.

DRARGYar SuLPIIURETUM CUM SuLPHURE.

;Mercury.

"Take of Mercury, Sulphur, each, a pound. Rub them together till all
the globules disappear."
The London and Dubfoi formulre are similar to the above. The Dublin
College merely adds that the trituration should be performed in a stone-ware
mortar.
Mercury and sulphur have a strong affinity for each other; as is shown by
the fact, that, when they are triturated together in quantities, the mixture
grows hot, cakes. and exhales a sulphureous odour. When rubbed together
in equal weights, as directed in the Pharmacopceias, they are supposed to
unite chemically; but the proportion of sulphur is much greater than is
necessary to form a definite compound. Only two sulphurets of mercury have
been admitted by the generality of chemists, a prot?sulphu.ret, and a bisulphuret or cinnabar; and the quanti~y of sulphur, directed in the Pharm~
copmias, is much more than sufficient to form even the latter. Thus, 1t
still remains an unsettled point, what is the exact nature of the officinal black
sulphuret, or el.hiops 1nineral. Mr. Brande, from his experiments, considers
it to be a bisulphuret mixed with sulphur. Thus he found that, when boiled
repeatedly in a solution of potassa, sulphur was dissolved, and a black insoluble powder was left, which sublimed :vithout decomposition, and gave
.
a substance having all the characters of cinnabar.
Ethiops mineral is sometimes obtained by melting the sulphur in a ~ruc1 ble,and adding the mercury to it; but, when thus prepared, the sulphur is apt
85*
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to become acidified, and the preparation to acquire an activity which does not
belong to it when obtained by trituration. The latter method, accordingly,
should always be employed .
Properties, 4·c. Black sulphuret of mercury is a heavy, tasteless, insoluble, black powder. Wh en exposed to heat, it becomes of a dark violet
colour, emits the excess of sulp hur in su lphurous acid fumes, and sublimes
in brilliant red needles without residue . If charcoal be present, it will remain
behind. When well prepared, no globules of mercury are discernible in
j1 when viewed with a magnifier; and, if rubbed on a gold ring, it should
not communicate a white stain. Irnry black is detected in it by throwing a
small portion on a red-hot iron, when a while mauer (phosphate of lime)
will be left behind . Adulteration by sulphuret of antimony is shown, if
muri~tic acid, b?il_ed on a portion ~f the po\\'.der, acquires the property of
causing a prC'c1pilatc of oxychlonde of a1~limony when added to water.
According to the views of Mr. Bra~de, eth1ops minC'ral consists of one eq.
of bisulphuret of mercury, mixed with about ten and a half eqs. of sulphur
in excess .
.Medi cal Properties and Uses. Ethiops mineral is supposed to be aherative, and as such is sometimes prescribed in g landular affections and cutant!ous diseases. It has been given in scrofulous swellings , occurring in
children; and from the mildness of its operation is considered well suited to
such cases. Th e dose generally given is from five to thirty grains, repeated
several times a day; but it h?s oflen been administered in much larger doses,
wi th out producing any obvious impression on the system . The late Dr.
Duncan stated that be bad give n it in doses of several drachms, for a conB.
siderable length of time, with scarcely any effect.

HYDRARGYRl SULPHURETUM RUBRUM. U.S., Dub. flYDRARGYRI

B1sur.PHURETUM.

ef .Merwry.

Lond .

CINNABARIS .

Bimlplmret of Jllercury.

Ed.

R ed Sulpl1urel

Cinnabar .

"Take of ~1ercury.forty ounces; Sulphur eight ounces. Mix the i\I~r
cury with the melted Su lphur over the fire; and, as soon as the mass begins
to S\Vl'll , remove the vessel from the fire;>, and cover it with considerable
force, to prevent combustion i then rub the mass into powder,and sublime."

U.S.
Th e London and Edinburg h Colleges take two ]JOtmds of mercury and
five ounces of sulphur, and treat them as in the U.S. process.
"Take of Purified ~iercury nineteen parts; Sublimed Sulphur t!tree
parts. Mix the _1\Iercury with the melted Sulphur; and, if the mixture
take fire, extingmsh the flame by covering the vessel. Reduce the mass
to powder, and sublime it." .Dub .
Mercury and sulphur, when heated together, unite with great energy, and
a product is obtained, which by sublimation becom es the red or bisulphuret
of mercury. In order to rende r thE' combination more prompt, the sulphur
is first melted; and the addition of the mercury sho uld be made gradually,
whil e the mixture is constantly sti rred. Dr. Barker recommends the addition of the metal by straining it upon the melted su lphur through a lin en
cloth, \vhereby it falls in the form of a shower, in a minutely divided state.
When the temper_ature has arrived at a certain point, the combinalion takes
place suddenly wllh a slight explosion, attended by the inflammation of the
s ulphur, which must be extinguished by covt>ring the vessel. A black mass
wi!J thus be ~orm~d, ~ontaining generally an exc~ss of sulp hur, whi?h, be·
fore the s ubhmat1on ts performed, should be got rid of by gently heatmg the
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malter reduced to powder on a sand-bath. The sublimation is best performed
on a small scale, in a loosely-stopped glass matrass, which should be placed
i.n a crucible containing sand, and, thus arranged, exposed to a red heat.
'l'hP. equ ivalent quantities for forming this sulphuret, are 32 of sulphur,
and 20:l of mercury.
Preparation on Lite Large Scale. Cinnabar is seldom or never prepared
on a small scale, being made in large quantities for the purposes of the arts.
In Holland, where it is principally manufactured, the sulphur is melted in
a cast-iron vessel, and the mercury is added in a divided stat~, by causing
it to pass through chamois lealher. As soon as the combination has taken
place, th e iron vessel is surmounted by anolher, into which the cinnabar is
sublimed. ln proportion as the quantity of the materials employed in one
operation is greater, will the product have a finer tint. It is a lso important
in the manufacture to use the materials pure, and to drive off any uncom~~~1~;.ulphur which may exist in the inass, before submiuing it to subli -

Properlies, (~·c. R ed s ulphuret of mercury is in the form of heavy, brilliant, crystalline masses, of a deep-red colour and fibrous texture. It is inodorous and tasteless, and insoluble in water and alcohol. It is not acted
on by nitric, muriatic, or cold .sulp huric acid, or by solut ions of the caustic
alkalies; but it is soluble in rntromuriatic acid, on accoum of the chlorine
which th e mixed acid contains. 'Vh en heated with potassa, it y ields globules of mercury. In the open air it is decomposed by heat, the sulphur
becoming sulphurous acid •. and t!1~ mercury bei~~ volatilized . In close
vessels at a red heat it sublimt•s without decompos1uon, and condenses in a
mass composed of a multitude of small needles. When duly levigated , it
furnishes a powder of a brilliant red colour, and in this state constitutes the
paint callt:!d verm,ilion. 1t occurs native, and forms the principal ore of
mercury, and that from which the metal is exclusively extracted . It shou ld
not be purchased in powder; as, in that state, it is sometimes adulterated
with red lead, dragon's blood, or chalk. If red lead be present, acetic acid,
digested with it, will yield a yellow precipitate (iodi de of lead) with iodide
of potassium. Dragon's blood may be detected by alcohol, which will take
up the colouring matter of this vegetable product, if present; and if chalk
be mixed with it, effe rv escence will be excited on the addition of an acid.
This sulphuret is composed of one eq. of mercury 202, and two of sulphur
32~2:14.

ll1edical Properties and Uses. Cinnaba r was formerly considered to be
alterative and anthelmintic, but is at present seld om or never given internally. It is sometimes employed in the l\'ay of fumigation, as a rapid
sialagogue, in venereal ulcers of the nose and throat, in cases in which it
is an object of importance to bring the system under the influence of mercury in the shortest possible time. The dose for interna l exhibition is from
the form of elcctuary or bolus. When used
ten grains to half a drachm,
by fumigation, half a drachm may be thrown on a red-hot iron, and the
fumes inhaled as they arise. Tbese consist of sulphurou~ acid gas and
mercurial vapour, the fo rm er of which must pro,,e highly irritating to the
patient's lungs. A bener substance for mercurial fumigation is the black
oxide of mercury.
B.

rn
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HYDRARGYRUM AMMONIATUM. U.S.
MONIO-Clll.ORlDUAI.

Lond.

HYDRARGYRI AM-

ALnu:r.x. Ed.
.flmmoniated .Afercury.

HvDRARGYRI Pa£c1P1TATUM

HYDRARGYRI SumuuRIAS AMMONlATUM.

Dub.

White Precipitate.
"Take of Corrosive Chloride of Mercury six ounces; Distilled Water a
gallon; Solution of Ammonia eight j!uidounces. Dissolve the Corrosive
Chloride of Mercury in the Water, with the aid of heat, and to ,the solution, when cold, add the Solution of Ammonia, frequently stirring. ·wash
the precipitate till it becomes tasteless, and dry it." U.S.

The London and Edinburgh processes are essentially the same as the
above .
"Add to the liquor poured off from Precipitated Calame!, as much Water
of Caustic Ammonia as may be sufficient completely to precipitate the
metallic salt. Wash the precipitate with cold Distilled Water, and dry it
on bibulous paper." Dub.
A ll the Pharmacopreias now agree in obtaining white precipitate by precipitating a solution of corrosive subliinate by ammonia. The Dublin process is not an exception; for the liquor poured off from precipitated calomel
is in ~art a solution of corrosive sublima~e. 1Vhen ammonia, in slight excess, is added to a cold solution of corrosive sublimate, muriate of ammonia
is formed in solution,and the white precipitate of the Pharmacopreiasisthrown
down, which, acc.ording to Sir Robert Kane, has a composition corresponding to one eq . of protochloride of mercury, united with one eq. of a compound represented by one eq. of ammonia, minus one eq. of hydrogen.
rro this compound, rt>presented by NH1 , he has given the name of amidogen, the amide of other chemists. The reaction may be thus explained.
Two eqs. of ammonia are decomposed into one eq. of ammonium (NH 4 )
and one eq. of amide (NH~}; and one eq. of corrosive sublimate is reso lved
into one eq. of chlorine and one eq. of calomel. The chlorine unites with
the ammonium and remains in solution as chloride of ammonium (muriate
of ammonia), and the calomel precipitates with the amide as white precipi·
tate. In symbols the reaction is thus denated; 2NH 3 +HgC 1 2 =NH~CI+
HgCl,NH 2 • For an explanation of what is meant by ammonitlrn. see page
SO. The analysis of Kane forms a virtual agreement with those of Guibourt and Rennell; for Guibourt's results, minus the elements of 1 eq. of
water, and Hennell's, minus the elements of two eqs. of the same liquid,
give exactly the constituents found by Kane.
Properties, ~-c. Ammoniated mt>rcury is in powder or pulverulent masses,
perfectly white, insoluble in water and a lcohol, and having a taste, at first
earthy and afterwards metallic. ·when heated with a solution of caustic
potassa, it yields ammonia and becomes yellow. Exposed to heat it is de composed, and resolved into nitrogen,ammonia, and protochlorideofmercu ry
or calomel. Adulteration with white lead, chalk, or sulphate of lime, may
·~e det~cted b~ exposing a sample to a strong red heat, when th~se impu~i
t1es wil.l remam. Should starch be mixed with it, a charry residuum will
be obtamed on the application of heat. Lead and starch may also be found
by digesting the white precipitate with acetic acid, and testing the acetic
solution with iodide of potassium, which, if lead be present, will give a
yellow precipitate, and if starch, a blue one. The absence of protoxide of
mercury is shown by its not being blackened when rubbed with lime-water.
Medical Properties. Ammoniated mercury is used only as an external
application, in tbe form of ointment.
Off.Prep. Unguentum Hydrargyri Ammoniati, U.S., Lond.,Ed., Dub.;
Unguentum Sulphuris Compositum, U.S.
B.
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HYDRARGYRUM CUM CRETA. U. 8., L ond, Ed., Dub. .lifer·
cury with Chalk.
"Take of Mercury three ou.nces; Prepared Chalk.five ounces. Rub them
together till all the globules disappear." U. 8., Lond., Ed.
The .Dublin College prepares it in the same manner as 11/ercury with
Jtfagnesia, only substituting precipitated carbonate of lime for carbonate of
magnesia.
VVhen mercury is triturated with certain dry and pulverulent substances,
such as chalk or magnesia, it grad ually loses its fluidity and metallic lustre,
and assumes the fo~m.of a black is~ or d~r~·gray powder. A similar change
takes place when It is rubbed wnh v1sc1d or greasy substances, such as
honey or lard. 'l'he g lobul es disappear, so as in some instances not to be
visible even through a good lens i and the mercury is said to be extinguished.
It was formerly thought that the metal was oxidized in th e process, and that
the medical activity of the preparation depended on the presence of the black
or protoxide of mercury. At present, the change is generally attributed to
the mechanical division of the metal, which in tbis state is supposed to be
capable of acting on the system. There is good reason, however, to believe
that in this, as in all the analogous preparations of mercury, in which the
metal is extinguished by trituration, a very small portion is converted into
protoxide, while by far the greater part remains in the metallic state.
Mercury with chalk is a gray ish powder, in which globules of mercury
can generally be seen with the aid of a microscope; as the metal can scarcely
be completely extinguished with chalk alone by any length of trituration.
Mr. Jacob Bell found that, by powerfully pressing it, a considerable quantity
of metal was separated in the form of globules. Mr. Phillips states that the
extinguishment of the mercury is greatly accelerated by the addition of a little
water. Mr. Stewart, of Baltimore, proposes the following process, by which
he states that the preparation may be completed in a short time, so that no
globules shall be visible with a powerful lens. Thre e ounces of mercury
and six ounces of resin are to be rubbed together for three hours; fivE' ounces
of chalk are to be added, and the triturati on continued for an hour; the mixture is then to be heated with alcohol so as to dissolve the Tesin; and the
remaining powder is to be dried on bibulous paper, and well rubbed in a.
mortar. (.11.m. Journ. of P!tarm., xv. 162.) It is said t~at a precipitated
oxide of mercury is somet im es added with n view to save time in the trituration. But this must be considered as an adulteration, until it can be shown
that the ~ame oxide exists, in the same proportion, in the preparation made
according to the officinal directions. The mercury contained in this preparation is volatilized by heat. The remaining chalk is dissolved by dilute
acetic acid, and the solution is not coloured by sulphuretted hydrogen. Th e
presence of any probable metallic impurity may be detected in this way.
flfetlical Properties and Uses. Mercury with chalk is a very mild mercurial, similar in its properties to the blue pill, but much weaker. lt is sometimes used as t'fn alterative, particula:ly in the complaints of children, attended
with deficient biliarv secret ion, indicated by while or clay-coloured stools.
The chalk is antaci"d, and, though in small quant ity, may sometimes be a
useful accorripaniment of the mercury in diarrhrea. Eight grains of the
prep~ration, according lo the G. S., London,an~ Edinburgh Pharmacopceias,
contain three grains of mercury. The dose 1s from five grains to half a
drachm twice a day. Two or three grains is the dose for a child. It should
not be given in pill with sub~tances which become hard on keeping: as t~e
contraction of the mass presses out the mercury, which, in time, appears in
globules in the interior of the pill.
W•
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HYDRARGYRUM CUM MAGNESIA. Dub. M<rmry with J.fagnesia.
"Take of Purified Mercury, Manna, eacb, two parts; Carbonate of l\fagnesia one part. Rnb the Mercury with the Manna in an earthenware mor-

~~rr,u~:0f~~n~o~~n~~~~~e~r\1::~~i~~0tifti~~e1~1~t~l~;~i~:~~~:r~00~~1t:~c:d~:
still rubbing, an eighth part of the Carbonate of Magnesia ; and, when this
is well mix ed with the other ingredients, add sixteen parts of hot water, and
agitate the mixture. L et this stand for some time that the se-di ment may
subside, and then decant the fluid. H.epeat the washing twice, that the
whole of the Manna may be removed; and with the sediment, while it is
still moist, mix the remainder of tbe Carbonate of Magnesia. Lastly, dry
the powder on bibulous paper." nub.
Th e use of the manna in this process is merely to facilitate the extinction
of the mercury; as it is wholly washed away, and the metal is left mixed
with carbonate of magnesia. 'fhis preparation has the same virtues with
the preceding, but may be preferably used in the complaints of children
W.
attended with constipation.

INF USA.
Infusions.
These are aqueous solutions obtained by treating with water, without the
aid of ebullition, vegetable products which are only partly soluble in that
liquid. The water employed may be hot or cold, according to the objects to
be accomplished. Infu sions are generally prepared by pouring boiling water
upon the vegetable substance, and macerating in a lightly closed vessel till
the liquid cools. The soluble principles are thus extracted more rapidly,
and, as a general 1ule, in large r proportion than at a lower temperature.
Some substances, moreover, are dissolved in this manner, which are nearly
or quite insol~ble in cold water. A prolonged applic~tion of heat is in some
jnstances desirable; and this may be effected by placmg the vessel near the
fire. Cold_ water is preferred, when the active principle is highly volatile,
when it is mjured by heat, or when any substance of difficult solub~lity at a
low temperature exists in the vegetable, which it is desirable to avoid in the
infusion. A longer continuance of the maceration is necessary in this case;
and, in warm weather, there is sometimes danger that spontaneous decomposition ma):' coi:imence before the process is completed. When a very
strong infusion ts required, the process by displace1nent may be advantageously resorted to. (See pages 7():J and 769.) The wateremplo~ed should
be free from salin~ impurities, which frequently produce precipitates, and
r ender the infusion turbid . Fresh river, rain, or distilled water is usually
.
preferable to that of pumps or springs.
The substance to be acted on should be sliced or bruised, or employed m
the state of powder; but this last condition is seldom requisite, and is always
inconveni ent, as it requires that the infusion should be filtered th rough paper
in order completel.y to separate the undissolved portion. In other cases, it
is sufficient to stram through fine linen or muslm. When 1 however, percolation or displacement is resorted to, the substance should be more or
less finely powdered. lnfusions are usually prepared in glazed earthenware
or porcelain .vessels fitted.with covers. Mr. Brande suggests tbe use of
clean metallic vessels, which, when finely polished, retain the heat for a
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grealer length of time ; but they are also more liable to chemical alteration,,
and may sometimes injuriously affect the preparation.
As infusions do not keep well, especially in ~v~rm weather, they should
be made extemporaneously and in small qua~t1t1es. In this count~y they
are usually prepared in families, and the propnety of their introducuon int<>'
the Pharmacopreia has been doubted; but it is desirable to have certairt
fixed standards for the convenience of the medica l practitioner; and it is
sometimes convenient to direct infusions from the apOLhecary, for whose
guidance officinal formulre are necessary. Physicians would, indeed, find

their advantage in more frequently directing them from the shops, instead
of leaving their preparation to the carelessness .or want of skill of the
attendants upon the sick. For a mode of preservmg infusions, the reader
is referred to the introductory observations, pages 765 and 76H.
As we have already treated of the chemical relations and medical pro·
perties of the substances used in infusion, it would be useless repetition to
enlarge upon these points in the following detai ls. We shall touch upon
them only in cases of peculiar interest, or where changes requiring parti·
cular notice may grow out of the nature of the process.
W.

INFUSUM ANGUSTURJE. U. S., Dub.
Lond., Ed. Infusion of .!111gustura Bark.

lNFUSUM

CusPARIJE.

u Take of Angustura Bark, bruised, half an ounce; Boiling YVater a pint.
Macerate for two hours in a covered vessel, and strain." U.S.
The London_ College d irects jive drachms to a pint [Imperial measure]
of boiling distilled water; the E'dinburgh,five drachms to a pint [Imp.
meas .] of boiling water; the
two drac/ims to half a
of boiling
water; and all proceed as above.
The dose of the infusion is two fluidounces repeated every two, three, or
four hours.
W.

Dublin,

INFUSUM ANTHEMIDIS. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Dub. lefusion of Chamomile.

pint

lNFUSUM

CHAMJE-

MELI.

"Take of Chamomile half an ounce; Boiling Water a pint. Macerate
for ten minutes in a covered vessel, and strain." U.S.
The London College orders .fi.ve drachma of lhe flowers to a pint [Im·
perial measureJ of boiling disulled water, and proceeds as abo,·e i the

fi1~~~suf!rh~ ,fe~~/;::i~~~~s. ;h~iJ~u~~~{ C::lt~~: Jta0ie; 0;~~g d;::7i~:no~

to
the flowers and half ct pint of boiling water, digests for twenty-four hours,
and strains through linen.
The infusion of chamomile has the odour and taste of the flowers. It
affords precipitates with gelatin, yellow Peruvian bark, sulphate of iron,
tincture of chloride of iron, n itrate of silver, corrosive chloride of_ mercury,
and the acetates of lead . (London Dispensatory.) As a tonic 1t is given
cold in the dose of two fluidounces several times a day. To assist the
oper~tion of emetic medicines it should be administered "in the tepid state,
and m large draughts . The infusion prepared by maceration in cold water
is more grateful to the palate and stomach than that made with boiling
water, but is less efficient as an emetic.
W.

INFUSUM ARMOHACIJE. U.S. lNFusuM AnMORACilE CoMPOLond., Dub. Infusion of Horse-radish. .

SITUM.
1

an ~~1~:ee; ~~~~~W~~!~ ~f;~~i~. ro~~~!irc~~' f~ ~~~~rio~:sef1~ 1ab~~~se r~1de~~~~
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sel, and strain." U.S.
The London College macerates an ounce of the root, and an ounce of the

ibos

Infusa.

seeds in a pint [Imp. meas.] of boiling distilled water, in a covered vessel,
for two hours, and strains; then adds a jluidowice of compound spirit of
horse·radish. The pub/in process differs from the London only in the use
of a wine·pint of boiling water, and a digestion of six hours.
This infusion is rendered turbid by the deposition of vegetable albumen,
and in warm weather speedily runs into the putrefactive fermentation. It
affords precipitates with the infusions of galls and Peruvian bark 1 with the

alkaline carbonates, nitrate of silver, and corrosive chloride of mercury.
(London nispensatory.) It has the stimulant properties of its two active
ingredients, and is o~casionally use~. in paralytic, scorbutic, and dropsical
affections attended with general debility. The dose is about two Iluidounces
three or four times a day.
,V,

INFUSUM AURANTII COMPOSITUM. Land., Dub. lNFusuM
AuRANTII. Ed . Compound Infusion of Orange Peel.
"Take of dried Orange Peel half an ounce; fresh Lemon Peel two
drachms; Clo\•es, bruised, a drachm; boiling Distilled Water a pint [lmperial measure]. Mace{ate for a quarter of an hour, in a lightly covered
vessel, and strain." Lond.
The Eclinb"!'rgh process differs from the ab~ve only in the use of boiling
water not distilled, and in straining through linen or calico. The Dublin
College takes two drarhms of dried orange peel, a drachm of fresh lemon
peel, half a drachm of bruised cloves, and half a pint of boiling water;
and digests for a quarter of an hour.
This infusion is given as a grateful stomachic in the dose of two or three
fluidounces.
W.

INFUSUM CARYOPHYLLI. U. S., Land., Ed.
Dub. Infusion of Cloves.

lNFUSUM CAR YO·

PHYLLORUM.

"Take of Cloves, bruised, two drachms; Boiling 'Vater ct pint. Macerate for two hours in a covered vessel, and strain." U.S.
The London College takes three clrackms of clo\'es, and ct pint [Imperial
measure] of boiling distilled water; the Edi11burgh. three drachms of
cloves and a pint [Imp. meas.] of boiling water; the Dubli11, a draclnn of
cloves, and half a pinl of boiling water; and all proceed as above.
The infusion of cloves affords precipitates with lime.water, and with the
soluble salts of iron, zinc, lead, siker, and antimony. (Phillips.) The do.se
is about two fluidounces.
W.
IN~'USUM

CASCARILLA':. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.

Infusion of

Cascarilla.
"Take of Cascarilla, bruised, an ounce; Boiling Water a pint. Macerate for two hours in a covered vessel, and strain." U.S.
The London College directs an ounce and a half of bruised c.ascarilla,

~I~: s~~~n~~~~~ft~:!a!tt~~s~~~~ :n~ ~~ngoi1/~~ ~!~t;~~t~~~ ~:b~~:nl~~y~::;

0
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ounce of the bark to half a pint of boiling water; and all proceed as above.
This infusion affords precipitates with lime·water, infusion of galls, nitrate
of silver, acetate and subacetate of lead, sulphate of zinc, and sulphate of
iron. (London Dispensato,r!J..) The medium dose is two fluidounces.
Off.Prep. Mistura Cnscanllre Composita, Lond.
· W.

INFUSUM CATECI-IU COMPOSITUM. U.S., Land., Dub.

IN-

Fusu>I CATEcnu. Ed. Compound lrifusion of Cateclm.
0
Take of Cate_chu, in powder, half an ounce; Ci_nnamon, bruised, a
drachm; BoilingVVater a pint. Macerate for an hour ma covered vessel,
and strain." U.S.
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"Take of Extract of Catechu, in powder, six drac!tms; Cinnamon ,
bruised, a draclun; boiling Dislilled Waler a pint [Imperial measure] .
Macerale for an hour in a lightly-covered vessel, and strain." Lond.
"Take of Catechu, in powder, six drachms; Cinnamon, in powder,
one draclmi; Syrup threefl~tidounces; .boiling 'Yater seventeen./lttidounce.s.
Jnfuse the Catt:chu and Cmnamon \v1th the Water for two hours, stram
through linen or calico, and add the Syrup." Ed.
"Take of Extract of Catechu two drachms and a half; Cinnamon.
bruised, half a drachm; boiling Water half a ]Jint. Digest for an hour in
a cov~ r ed vessel, and strain through linen." Dub.
This is an elegant mode of administering catechu. The dose is from
one to three fluidounces, repeated three or four times a day, or more frequently.
W.

INFUSUM CI-IIRETT &. Ed.

Injitsion of Chfretta.

"Take of Chirellafour drachms; boiling Water [ Imperial measure] on e
Infuse for two hours, and strain through linen or calico." Ed.
The dose of this simple bitter is from one to three fluidounces.
'\V.

pint.

INFUSUM CINCHONA;:. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Infusion of Pe'ruvian Barie.
"Take of Peruvian bark, bruised, an ounce; Boiling 'Vater a pint.
:.\'lacerate for two hours in a covered vessel, and strain.
11
This infusion may also be prepared from the same quantity of Bark, in
coarse powder, in lhe following manner:-Having moistened th e Bark
thoroughly wilh VVater, introduce it into an apparatus for displacement,
press it slightly, and pour 'Vater upon its surface so as to keep it covered . .
So long as the liquid passes turbid, return it into the apparatus; then allow
the fillratio n to continue until one pint of clear infusion is obtained." U.S.
"Take of_ Bark of the Cinchona lancifolia [pale bark], bruisi.::d, an ounce;
~oil in~ Distilled Water a pint [ Jm perial measure]. Macerate for six hours
rn a lightly-covered vessel, and strain." Lond.
''Take of any species of Cinchona, ac.:cording to prescription, one ounce
~n powder; boiling Water one pint [lmp. measure]. ln~u se for four hours
rn a covered vessel, and then strain through linen or calico." Ed.
11
Take of Bark of the Cinchona lancifolia, in coarse powder, an ounce;
cold 'Vater twelve fluidounces. Trilurate the Bark with a little of the
\Vater, and add the remainder during the trituration. Macerate for t\ventyfour hours, with frequent agitation, and decant the clear liquor." nub.
We can discover no good reason for the exclusive emp loyment by the
London and Dublin Colleges of the pale bark in the preparation of this infusion. The U.S. and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias, wisely, we think, lea vi:!
the particular variety to the choice of the physician.
Though the infusion with boiling water is more quickly prepared tha n
the cold infusion of the Dublin College, and therefore better adapted to
cases of emergency, yet the lauer is a more elegant preparation. not turbi d
like the former, and at least equally efficient. The trituration directed by
the Dublin College facilitates the process, by thoroughly wetting the. po wd ~r.
and thus enabling it to be more readily diffused through the ligu1d .. \\" e
should prefer, however, the cold infusion prepared by percolation, as directed
by the U.S. Pharmacopreia, supposing the process to be sl.:ilfully cou·
ducted. Perhaps it would be better that the bark should be in modcratdy
fine than in coarse powder.
The infusion of cinchona affords precipitates with the alka li es, alkalin e
carbonates, and alkaline earths; the soluble salts of iron, zinc, and silver ;
86
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corrosive chloride of mercury, arsenious acid, and tartar emetic; gelatinous
5

~~lau~:~~ile::~l~~~o~ c:~~=~~I~!~ ~~~~~~r:~i~~~ ~l~~:~t:~~~~:~ut,~l~::n;~.~~!~:

foxglove, senna, rhubarb, valerian, and s1maruba. In some instances the
precipitate occurs immediately, in others not for severa~ J10urs. (London
JJispen~aloty.) Few, however, of the~ sub.stances diminish the efficacy
of the infusion, as they do not affect the active principles. The alkalies,
alka!i~c earths, and vegetable astringents are really incompatible. The
same is said to be the case with tartaric and oxalic acids, and the soluble
tanrates and oxalates. For an elaborate account of the effect of the infosion:s of the different varieties of Peruvian bark on other sllhstances, the
reader is referred to a paper in the .Rm. Jourri. of Plwrm., ix. 128.
The infusion of cinchona may be advantageously administered in cases
which require tonic treatment, but do not call for the foll powers of the
bark. The medium dose is two fluidounces, to be repeated three or four
times a day, or more frequently in acute diseases.
'V.

IM'USU'.>I CINCHONA;; COMPOSITUM. U. 8. Compound Infusion of Peruvian Bark.
"Take of Peruvian Bark, in powder, an ounce; Aromatic Sulphuric
Acid aj!uidrac!tm; Water a pint. Macerate for twelve hours, occasionally shaking, and strain." U. 8.
This is an elegant and very efficient preparation. Water extracts from
bark the kinates of quinia and cinchonia, but leaves behind the compounds
which th ese principles form with the cinchonic red. The ordinary infusion, therefore, is rather feeble. But the addition of the acid ensures the
solution of all or nearly all the active matter. We have been long in the
lrnbit of using this infusion, and have had reason to be satisfied with its
efficacy. The yellow Calisaya or best red bark should be selected, when
a strong preparation is desired. The bark might be more quickly and
perhaps more thoroughly exhausted by the method of percolation, as directed
in the simple infusion; but in this case care should be taken to employ a
glass or porcelain percolator, and the acid should be ad<lt~d to the portion of
'vater first employed to moisten the powder. The medium dose of the infusion is two ftuidounces, equivalent to a drachm of the bark.
W.

IKFUSUM COLOi\JB&. U. 8., Dub.
Ed. Infusion of Columbo .

lNFusu>r CALu>rn.>E. Lond.,

"Take of Colum bo, bruised, half an ounce; Boiling ·water a pint. Macerate for two hours in a covered vessel, and strain." U.S.

me;~~r~ ~f0~~i f~~efi~t~1\:~ct~~~~ ~l~~~h})~tZ£,~~ltl;;,b~r~~cfi!i; ~f-~~I~~~~~
0
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to half a pint of boiling water; and both proceed as above.
''Take of Calumba, in coarse powder, half tm ounce; cold Water about
a pint [ Im perial measure} Triturate the Calumba with a little of the
YVater,so as to moisten it thoroughly; put it into a percolator, and transmit
cold Water till sixtee n fluidounces of infus ion be obtai ned ." Bel.
The infusion of columbo is apt to spoil very quickly, especially in warm
weather. It has been generally supposed that the cold infusion would
keep heller than the hot, because it contains no starch. Mr . Thomas
Greenish, however, upon comparing specimens of the two infusions, found
that the spontaneous change bf'ga n sooner in the cold than the hot, though
the former was cleare r. Columbo contains starch and albumen. Cold
water extracts the latter without the former; hot water the former with
comparatively little of the latte r, which is partially coagulated by the heal.
Both stivch and albumen arc liable to spontaneous change; but the former
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is much the more permanent of the two . Ucnce it is that the> hot infusion
~eeps best. Indeed, Mr: Gre.enish _ascribes the change which takes place

m the starch of the hot rnfus1on chiefly to the agency of a liule albumen,
which has escaped coagulation . According to these views, the best plan
of preparing infusion of columbo, is to exhaust the root with cold water, by
wl~ich .the starch is left behind. and then to heat the infusion to the boiling
potnt in order to coagulate the albumen . (.!Jm . Joum . <?{Phann., xviii .
141, from Plwrm. Journ.) The infusion of columbo is not disturbed by
salts of iron, and may be conveniently administered in connexion with
them. The dose is two fluidounces three or four times a day.
\\'" .

IN!cUSUM DIGITALIS. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Foxc;love.

I1!fusion rf

u Take of Foxglove [dried leaves] <t clraclnn; Boiling \Vater half a

pint: Tincture of Cinnamon a jluidounce. i\focerate the Foxglove with

the "'ater for four hours in a covered vessel, and strain; then add the Tincture of C innamon." U. S.
The London College takes a drachm of the dried leaves, afluidounce of
spirit of cinnamon, and a pint [Cmpcrial measure] of boiling distilled water;
m:icerates the leaves in the water for four hours; and, having strained the
liri.uor, adds the spirit. The Dublin process corresponds with that of the
U.S. Pharmacopreia, except that half a jluidounce of the spirit of cinnamon is employed instead of ajluidounce of the tincture. The E!dinburglt
College takes tu·o drachms of the leaves, /u·o fluidounces of spint of cinna·
man, and eigltleenjluidounces of boiling water; and, having macerated the
leaves in the water for four hours, strains through Jinen or calico, and adds
the spirit.
The U. S. infusion is essentially the same with that employed by "With·
ering. It affords p recipitates with the sulphate of iron, acetate of lead, an d
infusion of Peruvian bark. (London .Dispensalory.) The dose is usually
stated at half a fluidounce, repeated twice a day under ordinary circum·
stances, en•ry eight hours in urgent cases, until the system is afft•cted. The
proportion of digitalis is not half as great in the London preparation , nnd the
dose, of course, is proportionably larger. It will not, however, escape the
close observer, that the stated dose of digitalis in infusion is much larger tha11
in substance, for which there does not appear to be a good reason. It might
be safer to gi\•e only half the quamity, and increase if necessary. ,V ,

INFUSUM D!OSMJE. U.S., Lond. farusuM llucKu. Ed. lNrusuM
In.fusion ef Buchu.

lluc11u. Dub.

Take of Buchu [lea,·es] an ounce; Boiling "\Yater a pint. Macerate
for four hours in aco\•ercd vessel, and strain." U.S.
The London College takes an ounce of the leaves, and a pint [lmpcrial
measure] of boiling distilled water; the Edinburffh, the same quantities of
the leaves and of boiling water; the JJublin, ha!( an ounce of the leaves
and half a pint of boiling water; and all proceed essent!ally as above.
This infusion has the odour and taste, and the medical virtues of the
leaves; and affords a convenient mode of administering the medicine. The
dose is one or two fluidounccs.
\V.
11

INFUSUM EUPATOR!I. U.S. I1!fusion of

Thorou~ltworl .

Take of Thoroughwort [thr dried ht>rb] an ounce; Boiling "-ater a
Macerate for two hours in a co\·ered vessel, and strain." C. S . .
As a tonic, this infusion should be taken cold in the dose of tw~ fluid·
ounces three or four times a day, or more frequently; as an emeuc and
diaphoretic, in large tepid draughts.
,V,
0

pint.
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INFUSUM GENTIAN JE COMPOSITUM. U. S., Lond., Dub. INrusu>e GENTIAN.IE. Ed. Compound Infusion of Gentian.
"Take of Gentian, bruised, half an ounce; Orange Peel [dried peel of
the Seville orange] bruised, Coriander, bruised, each, a drachm; Diluted

~~~~c ~{i1i,i:fat:i~~ r~:c~~tir~V:r~:~\~~~~~~ :~~~~~l~rt~i~~~:i~~~er~;:s;o~~~:l~1~
0

0

hours and strain." U. S.
The above was copied from the Edinburgh formula, which differs only
in having four jluidounces (lmperial measure) of proof-spirit (Eel.), and
sixteenjluidounces (Cmp. meas.) of cold water.
The London College takes of sliced gentian and dried orange peel, each,
two drachms, of fresh lemon peel,four drachm.s, of boiling distilled water
ri pint (lmperial measure); the Dublin takes rt drachm of each of the solid
ingredients and twelvejluidounces of water; both macerate for an hour in a
lightly covered vessel, and strain.
The U.S. and Edinburgh infusion differs materially from the London and
Dublin. The former has much more gentian in proportion to the solvent
than the latter, and is therefore a much stronger biller; while, by the use
of cold instead of boiling water, less of the inert mucilaginous matter is
extracted. The use of the diluted alcohol is to assist in dissoh•ing the bitter
principle, and at the same time to contribute towards the prrservation of the
infusion , which, without this addition, is ver.v apt to spoil. The preparation,
however, may be considerrd in the light rather of a Yery weak tincture than
of an infusion, and should be used accordingly.
The dose of the infusion of the U. S. Pharmacopcria is a fluidounce, that
of the preparation of the London College two or three ftuidounces, to be
repeated three or four times a day.
Off. Prep . Mistura Gentianre Composita, Lond.
W.

INFUSUM HUMULI. U.S. !Nrusu>1 LuPULT. Lond. Infusion of
Hops.
"Take of Hops half an ounce; Boiling \Vater a pint. Macerate for two
hours in a covered vessel, and strain." l'. S.

m;~;~~~j. ~;;~~r~~~:~o~~~~~h~:ir~~~i~,i~~~lt~ll~:v~~~t~~e:sfi~~tn~I~~~~i.~!
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Lond.
The dose of this infusion is one or two ftuidounces.

'V.

INFUSUM KRAMERIJE. U.S., Lond. brfusion of Rhalany.
"Take of Rhatany, bruised, an ounce; Boiling 'Vater ct pint. Macerate
for four hours in a covered vessel, and strain ." U.S.
"Take of Rhatany an ovnce; boiling Distilled Water a pint [[mperial
measure]. Macerate for four hours in a lightly covered vessel, and strain."

Lond.
The infusion of rhatany would probably be more efficient, if prepared
by the mode of percolation with cold water from the root in a state of moderately fine pow<lf'r, as directed for Peruvian bark. The dose of the infusion
is one or two fluidounces.
W.

INFUSUM LINT. U.S., Ed. lNFUSUM L1N1 CoMPOSlTUM. Lond., Dub.
Tnjusion

of

Flaxseed.

"Take of Flaxseed half rm ounce; Liquorice Root, bruised, two draclmis;
Boiling Water a pint. .'\1.acerate for four hours in a covered vessel, and
strain.I' U.S.
The London College directs six drachma of bruised flaxseed, .'_WO
drachma of sliced liquorice root, and a pint (Imperial measure) of bo1hng
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d!st!lled water; the Edin_burgh, the same except boiling water for boiling
?1stdled water; the_flubhn, l~J~ ounce of flaxseed, ltalj an ounce of !iquor1cc root, and two pmts of boilmg water i all complete the process 10 the
ma?ner directed m the U.S. Pharmacopreia, except that the London and
Edinburgh Colleges direct the maceration to take place near the fire.
This is a useful demulcent drink in inflammatory affections of the mucous
membrane of the lungs and urinary passages. It may be taken ad libitwn.

w.

INFUSUM MENTH£ SIMPLEX. Dub.

Simple Infusion

of

.Mi11I .
"1'.ake of the D ried Leaves of Spearmint two l~rachms; boiling \Vater
sufficient lo afford six ounces [fluiclounces] of stramed liquor." Dub.
'rhis is common mint tea, and may be taken ad libitum.
,V.

INFUSUM MENTH1E COMPOSITUM. Dub .
sion of .Mini.

Compoimd bifu-

"Take of the dried Leaves of Spea rmint two drachms; boiling 'Vater
sufficient to ~fford six ounce.y [fluidounccs] of strained liquor. Digest for
half an hour in a covered vessel, and strain the liquor when cold; then add,
of Refined Sugar two drachms, Oil of Spearmint three drops dissoh,ed in
ha!f an ounce [fluidounce] of Co~pound Tincture of Cardamom." Dub.
This is an agreeable aromatic 111fusion, useful in allaying nausea and
vomiting, and affording an eligible vehicle for unpleasant medicines. The
dose is one or two fluidounces,frequently repeated.
'" ·

INFUSUM PAREIR1E. Lond., Ed.

Infusion

of Pardra

Brara.

"Tal~e of Pareira Brava six drachms; boili.ng Distilled Water a pint
[Imperial measure]. Macerate for two hours, ma lightly covered vessel,
and strain." Land.
The Edi~iburgh process differs only in having boiling water instead of
boiling distilled water.
The infusion of pareira brava is highly esteemed by some English practitioners as a remedy in irritation and chronic inflammation of the urinary
passages, and has been found useful in catarrh of the bladder. The dose
is one or two fluidounces. Brodie employed a decoction of the root, which
he prepared by boiling half an ounce in three pints of water down to a
pint, and gave in the quantity of from eight to twelve fluidounces daily.

w.

INFUSUM PRUNI YIRGINIAN1E. U.S. Infusion of Wild-cherry
Bark.
"Take of \.Vild-cherry Bark, bruised, half an ounce; Water [cold] a
pint. l\ lacerate for twenty·four hours, and strain ." U. S.
This is a peculiarly su itable object for offici.nal direction, as , in consequence of the volatile nature of one of its active ingredients, and for another
reason before s~ate<l (see page 577), it. is better prepared with cold water
than in the ordmary mode. The infus10n of wild-cherry bark is one of the
prepamtions to which the p rocess of perc~hltion or displacement is well
adapted. (See pages 763 and 7fJ!l.) Ln this way the virtues of the bark
can be more rapidly and thoroughl~r exhausted than by maceration alone.
\Vhen properly made, it is beautifully transparent, has the co lour of i\ladcira wine, and the agreeable bitterness and peculiar flavour of the barlc.
The dose is t\\'O or three fl.uidOlmces three or four times a day, or more
frequently when a strong impression is rrquired.
,V.
S(i*
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INFUSUM QUASSiiE. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Infusion of

Quassia.
"Take of Quassia, rasped, two drachms; Water [cold] a pint. Macerate for twelve hours, and strain." U.S.
The London College takes two scruples of quassia, sliced, and a pint
(lmperia_l measure) of boiling distilled water; the .Edinburgh, a drachm of
quassia m chips, and a pinl (lmp. meas-) of boil mg water; the nub/in, a
scruple of quassia, and half a pint of boding water; all macerate for two
hours.
The proportion of quassia di_rccted in .the British Pharmacopreias is much

too small.

The London infus10n contams the strength of only two grains

ofquassia in a ~uidounc~, the Dublin two gr~ins and a half,_ and the Edin-

burgh three grams; while the dose of quassia in substance 1s from twenty
grains to a drachm, and of the extract not less tban five grains. We, therefore, prefer the proportions directed by our national Pharmacopceia. Boilin~ water may be employed when it is d~sirab l e to obtain the preparation
quickly; but cold waler affords a cl earer infusion. The dose is two fluid'V.
ounces three or four times a day.

INFUSUM RHEl. U.S., Lond., Ed., Ditb.
barb.

Infusion of Rliu-

"Take of Rhubarb, bruised, a drachm; Boiling Water half a pint. Digest ror two hours in a covered vessel, and strain." U.S., JJub.
"Take of Rhubarb, sliced, three drachms; boiling Di5tilled \Vaterapint
[Imperial measure} Macerate for two hours, in a lightly covered vessel,
and strain." Lond.
"Take of Rhubarb, bruised into coarse powd er, one ounce; Spirit of
Cinnamon two fluidoun.ces; boi lin g Wate! eighteenjluidounces. Infuse the
Rhubarb for twelve hours in the '\Tater, in a covered vessel, add the Spirit,
and strain throu gh linen or calico." Bd.
In order that the rhubarb may be exhausted, it should be digested ~vith
the water near the fire, at a temperature somewhat less than that of boiling
water. It is customary to add some aromatic, such as cardamom, fcnnelseed, or nutmeg, which improves the tast<.> of the infusion, and renders it
more acceptable lo the stomach. One drachm of either of these spices may
be digested in connexion with the rhubarb.
This infusion may be given as a gentle laxati\•e, in the dose of one or two
fluidounces, every three or four hours, till it operates. It is occasionally
med as a vehicle of tonic, antacid, or more active cathartic medicines. The
stronger acids and most metallic solutions are incompatible with it. 'V.

INFOS UM ROSiE COMPOSITUM. U. S., Lond. lNFusuM Ros.IE.
Ed. lNFusuM Ros.IE AcmuM. Dub. Compound Infusion of Roses.
"Take of Red Roses [dried petals] ha{[ an ounce; Boiling Water, two
p·ints and a half; Diluted Sulphuric Acid three jluidrac/ims; Sugar
[ refined] an ounce and a half. Pour the Water upon the Roses in a
glass vessel; then add the Acid, and macerate for half an hour; lastly,
strain the li quor, and add the Sugar." U.S.
The London College takes threedrachms of dried red roses, ajluidraclmi
and a !taljof diluted su_lphuric acid, six drar!tms of sugar, and a pint (lmperial measure) of boiling distilled water, and proceeds as above, excC'pl
that it macerates for six hours instead of half an hour. The Edinburgh.
process corresponds with the London, except that boiling water is used
instead of boiling distilled water, the maceration continues only for an
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hollr, and the aciJ is added after the maceration instead of before it. The
Dublin process corr~sponds '~ith that _of the U.S . Pharmacopreia. except
that the petals are d1r(>cted w1thont their claws, and three pints of water

are employed instead of two pints and a half.
The red roses serve lilllC! other purpose than to impart a fine red colour
and a slight astringent flavour to the preparation, which owes Its medicinal
virtues almost exclusively to the sulphuric acid. It is refrigerant and astringent, and afJOrds a useful and not unpleasa.nt drink in_ ~cmorrhages and colliquative sweats. It is much used by British practll1oners as a vehicle for
saline medicines, particularly sulphate of magnesia, the taste of which it
serves to cover. lt is also employed as a gargle, usually in connexion with
acids, nitre , alum, or tincture of Cayenne pepper. The dose is from two
W.
to four fluidounces.

INFUSUM SARSAPARILLA:: . u. s. lNFUSUM SARSAPAR ILLlE
Dub. Infusion of Sarsaparilla.

CmnPOSlTUM.

"Take of Sarsaparilla, bruised, an ounce; Boiling ·water, a pint. Digest
for two hours in a covered vessel, and strain.
"This infusion may also be prepared by the process of displacement, in
the manner directed for I nfusion of Peruvian Bark." U.S. (See lnfusum

Cinchonre.)
"'fake of Sarsaparilla Root, prC'viously cleansed with cold water and
sliced, an ounce .: Lime-water a pint. Macerate for twelve hours in a covered
vessel, with occas ional agitation, and strain." 1Jub.
From the experiments of Soubeiran it appears that, by maceration in cold
water for twemy-four hours, the active principle of sarsapari lla is ext racted
as effectually as by infusion in boiling water and digestion for two hours, and
that in either case the infusion is stronger than the decoction; but the aqueous
preparation which he found to possess most of the sens ible properties of the
root, w~s made by infusing the spirituous extract in water. (Seepage !J5l.)
In all his experiments, i\l. Soubeiran employed the same proportions of the
root and of water. (Journ. de Pharm .. xvi. 43.) These observations correspond witli those long since made by Hancock, and subsequently confirmed
by Mr. T . J. Husband, of this city, so. far as relates to the greatf'r solvent
power of spirit than of water over sarsaparilla. (.!lm. Journ. of Pharm.,
xv. 6.) ' Vater does not appear competent completely to exhaust sarsaparilla of its active principle, unless employed in very large proportion. Still
the watery preparations made from the root are certainly not without efficacy; and the infere nce from the experiments of Soubeiran is, that it is of
little consequence whether the infusion be made with hot or cold water, su pposing time to be allowed in the latter case. I t is probable that percolation,
as directed by the U.S. Pharmacopreia in the second.formu la above given,
will be found the most efficacious plan. The sarsaparilla shou ld in this case
be reduced to powder. No advantage can result from the use of lime-water
as directed by the Dublin College. From two to four fluidounces of the
infusion may be taken three times a day.
W.

INFUSUM SCOPARII. Lond.

In.fusion of Broom.

m~:~~~j. of l\~~~~~t:~~roro~~e~o~~~ I~ ~ga ~~~:ll~e~o,:~~~:e(~!e{~~n~T~:'a~~i.~!
Lond.
Used occasionally as a diuretic and aperient in dropsy.
one to four fluidounces.

The dose is from
W.
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INFUSUM SENEGJE. Ed.

Infusa.
Infusion of Seneka.

u Take of Senega ten drachms; boiling "\Vater one pint [Im pc rial measure]. Infuse for four ho~rs in a co~ered vessel, and strain." Ed.
The efficacy of the officrnal decoct10n of seneka has ~een proved by so
long an expenence, that we should be cautious in allowing it to be supc>rseded by the infusion on hypothetical grounds alone. The dose of the
,V.
preparation is from one to threejluidounces.

INFUSUM SENNJE. U. 8., Ed. lNFusuM SENN.IE Co>rPos1TuM.
Lond., Dub. I1ifusion of Senna.
"Take of Senna an ounce.: Coriander, bruised, a drachm; Boiling 'Vater
Macerate for an hour in a covered vessel, and strain." U.S.
The London College orders f!fteen rltachms of .senna,. /our scruples of
sliced ginger,and a pint [Imperial measure] of boiling distilled water; the
Edinburgh, an ounce and a half of senna,four scruples of ginger, and a pint
[ Imp. meas. ] of boiling wat~r; and the Dublin, an ounce of senna, admcltm
of ginger, and a pint of boiling water. All macerate as above directed.
We decidedly prefer the formula of the U.S . Pharmacopceia. The proportions of senna directed _by the London and Edinburgh Colleges ~re
unnecessarily large; and coriander is a betLer addition than ginger to an mfusion very often gi\'en in inflammatory affections. This infusion deposits,
on exposure to th e air, a yellowish precipitate, which is said to aggravate
its griping tendency; it should, therefore, not be made in large quantities.
It is customary to connect with it manna and some one of the saline cathartics, which both increase its efficacy and render it less painful in its operation. The following is a good formula for the preparation of senna tea.
Take of senna lwlf an ounce; sulphate of magnesia, manna, each, an ounce;
fennel seed a drachm; boiling water half a pint. Macerate in a covered
vessel till the liquid cools. One-third may be given for a dose, and repeated
every four or five hours till it operates. Such a combination. as this is
called the black draught by English \vriters. The dose of the mfusion of
tho U. S. Pharma.copceia is about four Ouidounces.
Off. Prep. ~Iistura Gentian<B Composita, Lond.
VV.

a pint.

INFUSUl\l SEl\'NA!: CUM TAMARINDIS. Dub. lNrusuM SENNJE

Infu,sion of Senna with Tamarinds .
"Take of Senna one dmchm; Tamarinds one ounce; Coriander, bruised,
one clrachm; Muscovado [suga r] _half an ounce; boiling \Vnter eight jluidounces. Infuse for four hours, with occasional stirring in a covered vessel,
not glazed with lead, and then strain through linen or calico.
'"This infusion may be likewise made with twice or thrice the prescribed
quantity of senna." Ed.
The process of the Dublin College corres ponds closely with the above, but
does not admit the triple quantity of senna. In this infusion, the unpleasant
taste of the senna is covered by the acidity of the tamarinds and sweetness of
the sugar. It is aperient and refrigerant, and is well adapted to febrile complaints when a laxative operation is desired. The dose is from two to four
' \'".
tluidounces.

Co1\"1Pos1rnM. Ed.

INFUSUM SERPENTARIJE. U. 8., Lond., Ed. Infusion of Virginia Snakeroot.
"Take of Virginia. Snakeroot half an ounce; Boiling Water a pint.
Macerate for two hours in a covered vessel, and strain ." U. 8.
0
1
0
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The £.dinburgh p~o~ess ~i~ers from the London only in the use of boiling
watPr instead of boiling d1st1lled water.
This is the ordinary form in which serpentaria is employed. The dose
is one or two ftuidounces, repeated every two hours in low forms of fever,
but less frequently in chronic affections.
W.

INFUSUM SIMARUBJE. Lond., Ed., Dub.
Infusion of Simaruba .
"Take of Simaruba [bark], bruised, three drachms; boiling Distilled
·water a pint [lmperial measure]. Macerate for two hours in a lightly
covered vessel, and strain ." Lond.
The Edinburgh process differs only in the use of boiling water instead
of boiling distilled water.
The flub/in College takes half a draclnn of the bark, and half a pint of
boiling water, and proceeds as above.
This preparation is little used in the United States. The dose is two
fluidounces.
W.

INFUSUM SPIGELVE. U. S. Infusion of Pinkroot.
"Take of Pinkroot ha{j' an ounce; Boiling Water a pint. Macerate
for two hours in a covered vessel, and slrain." U. S.
The dose of this infusion, for a child two or three years old, is from four
fluidrachms to a fluidounce; for an adult, from four to eight fluidounces,
re peated morning and evening. A quantity of senna equal to that of the
spigelia is usually aJded, in order to insure a cathartic effect.
W.

INFUSUM TABACI. U.S., Dub. ENEMA TABAcr. Lond., Ed. In-

fusion of Tobacco.
"Take of Tobacco a draclnn; Boiling Water a pint. Macerate for an
hour in a covered vessel, and strain ." U. 8., .Dub.
The London College takes a drachm of tobacco, and a pint (Imperial
mrasure) of boiling distilled water, macC'rates for an hour, and strains.
The Edinburgh College takes from fifteen to thirty grnins of tobac~o, and
eightj!uidounces of boiling water, infuses for half an hour, and strams.
This is used only in the form of enema in strangulated hernia, obstinate
colic, and retention of urine from spasm of the urethra. Only half of the
pint should be employed at once; and if this should not produce relaxation
in half an hour, the remainder may be injected. Fatal consequences have
resulted from too free a use of tobacco in this way.
W.

INFUSUM ULMI. U.S.

Infusion

of Slippery El1n Barie.

''Take of Slippery Elm Bark, sliced and bruised, an. ounce; boiling
1Vater a pint. Macerate for two hours in a covered vessel, and strain.'' U. 8.
This infusion may be used ad libitum as a demulcent and nutritious
drink in catarrhal and nephritic diseases, and in inflammatory affections of
the intestinal mucous membrane.
\V.

INFUSUM VALERIANJE. U.S., Lond., Dub. Infusion of Valerian.
"Take of Valerian half an ounce; Boiling 'Yater a pint. Macerate for
an hour in a covered vessel, and strain." U.S.
The London College takes ha{{ an ounce of val€'rian, and a pint (Imperial measure) of boilin~ distilled water, macerates for half an hour m a
lightly coverecl vessel, and strains. The Dublin Collerredirects two drach?na
of valerian, in coarse powder, srvenjluidounces of boiling water, digestion
for an hour, and strainin~ arter the li911id has become cold.
.
The dose of this infusion is two fluidounces, repeated three or four times
n day, or more frequ..ently.
\V.
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Preparation of Iodine.
LIQUOR IODll\"I CQ'.l.IPOSITUS. U. S.
POS1Tus. Ed. LrQuoR
Solution of Iodine.

PoTASSII

IomNEI

LtQuon Co>1-

loDim C0Mros1Tus. Lond.

Compound

"'fake of Iodine sixdrac.!tms; Iodide of Potassium an ounce and a !ta!(;
Distilled Water a pint. Dissolve the Iodine and Iodide of Potassium rn
the Water." U. 8.
"Take of Iodine two drac!tms; Iodide of Potassium an ounce; Distilled
Water sixteen .fluidourices [lmperial measure} Dissolve the Iodide and
Iodine in the "\Vater with gentle heat and agitation ." Ed.
"Take of Iodide of Potassium ten grains; Iodine.five grains; Dislilled
Water a pint [Imperial measure]. Mix that they may dissolve." Land.
Ah hough these preparations are all aqueous solutions of iodine and iodide
of potassium, yet they dif'.er v~ry much in strength. Iod~ne is ?ut spari1~gly
soluble in water, but readily dissolves when associated with twice its weight
of iodide of potassium. The U. S. solution corresponds in strength with
Lugol's concentrated solution of iodine in iodide of potassium, and is in·
tended to facilitate the administration of the combination in drops. The
Ediuburg!t preparation i::; a weaker form of the same concentrated solution,
in which the iodide of potassium is taken at a quantity four times the amount
of the iodine, instead of twice its amount, the usual proportion adopted. On
the assumption that 16 Imperial fluidounces are 1he same as the wine pint,
and they are only 5 fluidrachms less, it will be found, on comparing the forrnulre, that the Edinburgh solution is otw-third as strong in iodine, and twothirds as strong in iodide of potassium as that of the U.S. Pharmacopreia. The
London preparation is a weak, solution, and is just twice as strong as Lugol's
ioduretled mineral water of mediwn strength, assuming the Imperial fluidounce to be the same as the French ounce. The medicinal properties of
these solulionsdepend mainly on the free iodine present in them , by which
thdir dose must be regulated, and not by the iodide of potassium. The dose
?[ ~he U. S. s~lulion is six ~rops, containing about a quarter of a grain of
10dme, three limes a day, given in four tablespoonfuls of sweetened water,
and gradually increased. For children, the dose is proportionably less.
(See page 394.) The Edinbnrgh solution may be given in doses about
th~ee times as large. The London preparation may be view~d as the foreg:01ng solutions, brou.ght nearly to the proper. degree of diluuon for E'x.hibitlo~. The dose of It is a fluidounce, containing a quarter of a gram of
iodme, to be diluted with an equal bulk of water, and gradually increased
to two fluidounces or more.
13.

LINIMENT A.
Liniments.
These are preparations intended for external use, of such a consistence
as to render them conveniently applicable lo the skin by gentle friction
with the hand. They are usually thicker than water, but thinner than the
W.
ointments; and are always liquid at the temperature of the body.

Linimenta.
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Liniment

of .flmmonia. Volatile Liniment.
uTake of Solution of Ammonia ajluidounce; Olive Oil twojluidounets.
Mix them." U. 8.
The London and Edinburgh processes agree with the above. The Dublirt College directs two jluidrachms of u YVater of Caustic Ammonia" and
two jluiclounces of the oil.
The U.S., London, and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias, having adopted a
solution of ammonia of the same strength, accord at present in the proportion of the soluti~n and_ of oil e~ptoyed in the linime~t. In this preparation,
the ammonia unnes with the 011 to form a soap, which is partly dissolved,
partly suspended in the water, producing a white, opaque emulsion . The
liniment is an excellent rubefacient, frequently employed in inflammatory
affections of the throat, catarrhal and other pectoral complaints of children,
and in rheumatic pains. It is applied by rubbing it gently upon the skin,
or placing a piece of flannel saturated with it over the affected part. Should
it occasion too much inflammation, it must be diluted with oil.
"\V.

LINJMENTUM AMMONLiE COMPOSJTUM. Ed.
Liniment of .!Jmmonia.

Compound

"Take of Stronger Aqua Ammoni~ (D. Q·880) [Stronger Solution of Ammonia.] fivejluidounces; Tinclure of Camphor two jluidoun~e~; Spirit of
Rosemary one jluidounce. Mix them well together. This 1mnnent may
be also made weak('r for some purposes with threefluidounces of Tincture
of Camphor and two of Spirit of Rosemary." Ed.
This liniment is a very close imitation of Dr. Granville's counter-irritant
lot~on. Like that, it is oft\~Ostrengtl~s; the stronger containing five-eighths
of its blllk of th e ammo111acal solution, the weaker only five-thirteenths.
They are nothing more than dilutions in different degrees of the officinal
Liquor .8rnmoni:e Fortior, which is itself too powerful for convenient use.
The tincture of camphor and spi rit of rosemary can scarcely exercise, in
this case, any peculiar therapeutical influence. These preparations are employed as prompt and powerful rubefacients, vesicatorirs , or escharotics, in
various neuralgic, gouty, rheumatic, spasmodic, and inflammatory affections,
in which strong and speedy counter-irritation is indicated. When mere
rube facLion is desired, the weaker lotion may be used; and even for blistering or cauterizing, unless a very prompt effect is necessary. In the latter
case the stronger lotion should be resorted to. They are applied by means
of linen folded several times, or a thick piece of flannel saturated with the
linimPnt. A convenient mode is to fill the wooden cover of a large pill or
ointm1•nt box, an inch or two in diameter, with patent lint, saturate this
wi1h the liquid, and press it upon the part. The ammonia is thus prevented
from escaping, and a definite boundary given to the inflammation. The
application will generally produce rubefact_ion in from one to six or e ight
minutes, vesication in from three to ten minutes, and a caustic effect in a
somewhat longer period.
'V.

L!NIMENTUM AMMONIA:: SESQUICARBONATIS. Lond.
Liniment of Sesquicarbonale of Jlmmonia.
"Take of Solution of Sesquicarbonate of Ammonia a fluidounce; Olive
Oil three jluido.unces. Shake them together until they unite." Lond.
In this, as in the liniment of ammonia, a kind of liquid soap is formed;
but th e union between the oil and alkali is Jess perfect, and after a short
time the soapy matter separates from the water. The preparation is there-
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fore less elegant i and the end which it was probably intended to answer,
of affording a 1!1ilder rubefacient, may be obtained by diluting the liniment
of ammonia with olive oil.
W.

LINIMENTUM CALCIS. U.S., Ed., Dub.

Liniment of Lime.

"Take of Lime-water, Flaxseed Oil, each, a fiuidounce.

Mix them."

U.S.
The Edinburgh College directs equal measures of the same ingredients;
the Dublin, three fiuidoun~es of lime-water~ and three of olive oil.
The lime forms a soap w1th the oil, of which there is a great excrss, that
separates ~pan standing. Olive oil, as directed by the Dublin College, is
often substt.tuted for that of flaxseed; but posses~es no other adva~tage than
that of hanng a less unpleasant odour. This 1s a very useful linimenl in
recent burns and scalds. It is someLimes called Carron oil, from having
been much employed at the iron works of that name in Scotland. lt is
recommended to be applied upon carded cotlon.
W.

LINIMENTUM CAMPHORJE. U.S., Lond., Ed.
PHORATUM .

Dub.

0LEU>I

CA>r-

Camphor Liniment.

"Take of Camphor half an ounce; Olive Oil two jluiduwices. Dissolve the Camphor in the Oil." U.S.
The London and Edinburgh Colleges direct an ounce of camphor, and
four jluidounces of olive oil; the Dublin College, a drachm of the former
and an ounce of the latter.
rrhis is employed as an anodyne embrocation in sprains, bruises, rheumatic or gouty affections of the joints, and other local pains. It is also supposed to have a discutient effect when rubbed upon glandular swellings.

LINIMENTUM CAMPHORJE

COMPOS!TUM. Lond., Dub.

Compo11,nd Camphor Liniment.
"Take of Camphor two oimces and a half; Solution of Ammonia. seven
Jlu.idounces and a half; Spirit of Lavender a pint [Imperial measure}
Mix lhe Solution of Ammonia with the Spirit; then, from a glass retorL,
with a slow fire, distil a pint; lastly, dissolve the Camphor in the distilled
liquor." Lond.
The nub/in College lakes two ounces of camphor, sixjluidounces of solution of ammonia, and a pint of spirit of lavender; and proceeds in the same
manner.
This preparation dcsenres a place rather among the Spir its or Tinctures
than the Liniments. lt may be imiLated by dissolving a little oil of lavender in lincture of camphor, and adding spirit of ammonin. It is u.sed as a
r.ubefocient and at the same time anodyne embrocation in local pams, particularly of a rheumatic character.
W.

LINIMENTUM CANTHARIDIS. U.S.
Flies.

Liniment

of

Spa11ish

Take of Spanish Flies, in powder, an ounce; Oil of Turpentine half a
pint. Digest for three hours by means of a water-bath, and strain ." U.S.
Oil of turpentine is an excellent solvent of the active principle of can·
tharides, and, when impregnated with it, acquires in addition to its own
rubefacient properties those of a powerful epispastic. This liniment was
introduced into notice by Dr. Joseph Hartshorne, of Phila<lelphia, who
employed it with great advantage as an external stimulant in the prostrate
states of typhus fever. Caution, however, is necessary in its use, both to
graduate its strength to the circumstances of the case, and not to apply it
very extensively, lest it may produce severe and troublesome, if not dan•

1
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gerous vesication. If too powerful in its undiluted state, it may be weakened
W.
by the addition of olive or linseed oil.

LINIMENTUM HYDRARGYRI COMPOSITUM. Lond.
pound liniment

of .J\lercury.

Com-

Take of Stronger Mercurial Ointment, Lard, each,/our ounces; Camph~r an ounce; Rectified Spirit a;z.uidr~tchm; Sol~t_ion of Ammonia four
jluuloimces. Rub the Camphor tirst wnh the Spmt, then with the Lard
and Mercurial Ointment; lastly, add gradually the Solution of Ammonia,
and mix tht! whole." Lond.
This is a stimulating liniment, employed for the discussion of chronic
glandular enlargements, swellings of the joints, and venereal tumours, and
to promote the absorption of collections of fluid. It is said to be more apt
to salivate than mercurial ointment. One drachm of it is to be rubbed upon
'\V.
the affected part night and morning.
11

LINIMENTUM OPIT. L ond., Ed.
vel L1NIMENTUM
Liniment.

ANoDYNUM.

Dub.

LrnmENTUM SAPONIS cu>I Ono
Liniment of Opium.

.llnodyne

"Take of Castile Soap .11ix ounces; Opium an ounce and a half; Camphor three ounces; Oil of Rosemary six jluidrachms; Rectified Spirit two

f~~ ~: ~~;~~rt,~;;~:d~r~~~ tlt~~~t~a~; ~0°:, 1~~~:~r~t:n:,;i~~~~ '~~,~~ for
1

The London and Dublin Colleges merely mix lheir liniment of soap
(Tinctura Saponis Camplwruta) with .ti~cture of opium; the former, in
the proportion of six measures of the liniment to two of the tincture; the
latter, of four parts to th1'ee.
This is commonly known by the name of anodyne liniment, and is
employed as an anodyne and gently rubefacient embrocation in sprains,
bruises, and rheumatic and gouly pains. It differs from the camphorated
tincture of soap only in conlaining opiu.m, and is most conveniently prelaudanum, as directed
pared by extemporaneously mixing that tmcture
W.
by the London and Dublin Colleges.

with

LINIMENTUM SAPONIS CAMPHORATUM. U.S. Camplwrated
Soap Li11iment.

Opodeldoc.

"'rake of Common Soap three ounces; Camphor an ounce; Oil of
Rosemary, Oil of Origanum, each, a jluidrachm; A lcohol a pint. Digest
the Soap with the Alcohol, by means of a sand-bath, till it is dissolved; then
add the Camphor and Oils, and when they are dissolved, pour the liquor
into broad-mouthed bottles. This Liniment has, when cold, the consistence
of a soft ointment." U.S.
This preparation differs from the common soap liniment (Tinctum
Saponis Camphorata) chiefly in being prepared with common white soap,
made with animal fat, instead of Caslile soap, which is made with olive oil.
The former is peculiarly adapted to the purposes of this formula, in consequence of assuming, when its alcoholic solution cools, the consistence characteristic of the liniment. It is customary, after the solution of the soap has
been effected, to pour the liquor into small wide-mouthed glass bottles, containing about four fluidounces, in which it solidifies into a soft, semitransparent, uniform, yellowish·white mass. This liniment melts with the heat
of lhe body, and therefore becom<>s liquid when rubbed upon the skin. It
is much used, under the name of opodeldoc, as an anodyne application in
lN.
sprains, bruises, and rheumatic pnins.
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LINIMENTUM SIMPLEX. Ed.

Simple Liniment.

"Take of Olive Oil.four parts; \Vhite "1\Vaxone part. Dissolve the Wax
in the Oil with a gentle heal, and agitate well as the fused mass cools and
concretes." Bd.
This is little employed. It may be used for keeping the skin soft and
smooth in cold weather.
Off. Prep. Unguentum Zinci, Ed.
W.
LINIMENTUM TEREBINTHINJE. U,..S., Lind., Dub. Lrn1MENTuM TEnEnINTIIINATUM.

Ed.

Liniment of Tmpentine.

"Take of Oil of Turpentine half a pfot; Resin Cerate u pound. Add the
Oil of Turpentine to the Cerate previously mehed,and mix them .'' U.S., Dub.
"Take of Soft Soap two ounces; Camphor an ounce; Oil of Turpentine
sixteenjluidounces. Shake them together uutil they are mixed." Lond.
"Take of Resinous Ointment/our ounces; Oil of Turpentinejii:ejluid~
ounces; Camphor half an _ounce. ~elt the ointment, and gradually mix
wilh it the Camphor and OJ!, till a uniform liniment be obtained." Ed.
This preparation, made according to the U.S. and Dublin formulre, is the
liniment originally proposed by Dr. Kentish, and subsequently so highly
lauded as a remedy in burns and scalds. It should be applied as soon after
the occurrence of the accident as possible, and should be discontinued when
the peculiar inflammation excited by the fire is removed. The best mode of
application is to cover the burned or scalded surface with pledgets of patent
lint saturated with the liniment. It should not be allowed to come in contact
with the sound parts. Thi s liniment may also be successfully applied in
other cases of cutaneous inflammation requiring stimulation, as in certain
conditions of erysipelas. The liniment of the London College, which has
been substituted, in the last edition of their Pharmacopreia, for the mixture
of resin cerate and oil of turpentine, directed in the former ediLion, is a sLimulating mixture, applicable wherever a powerful rubefacient impression
is desired.
W.

MAGNESIA.
Preparations of l\fagnesia.
MAGNESIA. U.S., Lond., Ed., D1tb.

.A!agnesia.

"Take of Carbonate of Magnesia any quantity. Put it into an ~arth~n
vessel, and expose it to a red heat for two hours, or till the carb01uc acid
is wholly expelled." U. S.
"Take of Carbonate of Magnesia four ounces. Burn it for two hours
in a strong fire ." Lond.
"'l'~ke any convenient quantity of Carbonate of i\fognesia, expose it in
a crucible to a full red heat for t\\"O hours, or till the powder, when suspended in water, presents no effervescence on the addition of muriatic acid.
PrE'serve the product in well-closed bottles." Ed.
"Take of.Carbonate of Magnesia any quantity. Put it into a_ crucible,
and subject 1t to a st ron g heat for two hours. Whe n the l\lagnesia has become cool, preserve it in a glass vessel." Dub.
By exposure to a red heat, the water and carbon ic acid of the carbonate
of magnesia are expelled, and the earth is obtained pure. Accor_din~ to
Dr. Black, the carbonate loses seven-unlflhs of its weight by calcmallon.
Brande says that the loss varies from GO to 60 per cent. of which fro~ 1_5 to
20 per ce nt. is water. About the close of the process the earth exh.1b1t~ a
luminous or phosphorescent appearance, which is said to be a good cnter1on
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of its freedom from carbonic acid. (Duncan .) A more certain indicalion,
however, is the absence of effervescence when murialic acid is added lo a
liule of the magnesia, previously mixed with '''ater. It is an error to suppose that a very intense heat is requisite in the calcinalion. The temperature
of ignition is sufficient for the expulsion of the water and carbonic acid, and
any inc~ease serves only to render the magnesia harder, denser, less readily
so luble rn acids, and consequently less useful as a medicine. In orJer to
ensure a P.urc product, care should be taken that the carbonate employed be
free from lime. ll should be rubbed to powder befort' Lci.ng introduced into
the pot or crucible i and, as in consequence of its levity Jl occupies a very
large space, the plan has been proposed of moistenin g and compressing it in
order to reduce its bulk. The magnesia may thus be obtained of grt•ate r
density; but this is an equivocal recommendation; and th e French plmrmaceutical writers direct that the ,·essels employed should be sufficiently large
to contain a considerable quantity of the carbonate, without th e nec('ssity of
resorting to compression. The officinal direction, to keep the magnesia,
after it has been prepared, in well·sto pped glass vessels, is founded on the
~'\Ct that it absorbs carbonic acid and water from the air; but, as t~e. absorption of the acid goes on very slowly , and. that of water does not mJure the
preparation, the caution is often neglected in the shops. The g reat bulk of
the earth renders its introduction into small hollies inconvenient. A fou r
ounce bottle holds only about an ounce of the purest and finest magnesia.
But its spec ific gravity is greatly increased by trituration ; and four times th e
quantity '.1:1ay be thus got into the sa me space. (Joum. of th ~ Phil. Col. of
1:1tarm., 11i . 198.) The densi ty o'. Henry's.magnesia, which 1sat lea.st four
tunes that of the eanh prepared 111 the ordinary way, has been ascnbed to
this cause. It has also been allribUled to the influence of intense beat employed in th e calcination. l ,he conjecture ha s even been advanced, that this
magnesia, which has enjoyed so great a popularity in En gla nd and this country, is prepared by precipitating a sol ution of su lphate of magnesia by caustic
potassa; as the earth afforded by this plan is comparati\•ely dense. It is
asserted that the magnesia, prepared from the carbonate procured by precipitating ~he su lphate of magnesia with carbonate of soda, is softer to the touch,
and bears a cl oser resemblance to H enry's than that prepared from the ordinary carbonate. The fact is explained by the presence in common mag nesia
of a Jillie su lphate of potassa, from which it is difficult entirely to free it in
con~equence of the spari ng solubility of this salt, and of a portion of silica
which ori gina lly exis ted in the carbonate of potassa employed to decompose
the sulphate of magnesia, and of which the carbonate of soda is dt>stitute.
Accordi ng to i\lr. Richard Phillips, jun., if eq uivalent quantities of crystallized sulphate of magnesia and crystallized carbonate of soda be boiled
together in water, th e mixture evaporated to dryness, the residual salts calcined, and the sulphate of soda dissolved out by water, the mai?nesia obtained
will be dense. (/Jm . Journ. of Pha rm .'. xvi. 11 8 ., from the Phann. Journ.)
·The advantages of ll enry's magnesia , independently of th e convenience of
its less bulk, are its greater softness, and more ready misci bility with water.
A preparation similar to H en ry 's is prepared by Mr. 'l'. J. Hu sban d, of
Philadelphia, and sold und e r the name of Hu sband's Magnesia.
Ptoperlifs, ~-c. Magnes ia is a very light, white, inodorous powder, of
a feeble alkaline taste. Its sp . gr. is commonly stated at !NJ. It was
deemed infusible, till melted by means of th e compound blowpipe of Dr.
Bare. 'Vater sprinkled upon it is absorbed to the extent of about IS per
cent., but with scarcely any increase of temperature. 1t is almost insoluble,
0
req uiring. according to Dr. Fyfe, 5142 parts of water at (jQ , and 36.~00
parts of boiling water for solution. ·water thus impregnated has no eflect
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o~ veget~ble colours; b.ut magnesia itself ~ro~uccs a br?wn .stain

wnh moistened turrnenc paper.

by contact
Magnesia Js a metall ic ox1de,consistingof
3

0

0
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a low temperature, and convertible into magnesia by the combined action of
air and moisture . There is a hydrate of i:nagnesia consisti~g of one equiv.
of the earth and one of water. J\lagnesia forms with nitric and muriatic
acids, salts which are solub le in alcohol and very deliquescent. h is precipitated from its saline solutions by the pure alkalies in the sui.te of a hydrate,
and by the carbonate_s of potassa and soda as a carbonate; but it is not precipitated by the alkalme bicarbonates, nor by common carbonate of ammonia.
Magnesia is liable to contain, _a~ impurities, carbonate of magnesia, lime,
alumina, silica, and small quanl1tles of the soluble ~alts employed or pro.
duced in the preparation of the carbonate from which it is procured . The
presence of carbonate of magnesia is indicated by efforvt'scence when the
earth is dissolved in m':lriaticacid . Lime, which is a frequent irnpurity,and
imparts to the magnesia a more strongly alkaline and more disagreeable
taste, is detected by oxalate of ammonia or bicarbonate of potassa. Neither of
these salts disturbs a neutral solution of pure magnesia in a dilute acid; but
if lime be present, both produce precipitates, the former of oxalate, the latter of carbonate of lime. As magnesia is complete~y di:ssoh ed by mur~atic
acid, silica and other impurities insoluble in that acid would be left behrnd.
Alumina is indicated by the production of a precipitate, when ammonia is
added in excess to a solution of fifty grains of magnesia in a fluidounce of
mu riatic acid. (C!tristison's Dilipensafory.) If the magnesia contain a
soluble sulphate or carbonate, from insufficient washing of the carbonate of
magnesia from which it was prepared, chloride of barium wilt reveal it by
producing a precipitate with water digested on the magnesia.
JJJedical Properties and Uses. Magnesia is aatac ~l axative; and is
much employed, under the name of calcined magnesia, in dyspepsia, sick
headache, gout, and other complaints attended with sour stomach and constipation. It is also a favourite remedy in the complaints of children, in
which acid ity of the primre vim is often a prominent symptom. Its antacid
properties render it very useful in gravel allended with an excessive secretion of uric acid. Its advantages over carbonate of magnesia are that it
may be given in a smaller dose, and does not occasion flatulence. The dose
as a Jaxative is from thirty grains to a drachm; as an antacid merely, or
antilithi~, from ten to thi.rty grains twice a day. \ Vhen it meets with no
acid, it 1s apt to linger m the stomach or bowels, and may in this case be
followed by lemonade. It should be administered in water or milk, and
should be thoroughly triturated so as to render the mixture uniform. If
mixed with less than 14 or 15 times its weight of water, and allowed to
stand for a day or two, magnesia is apt to form with the liquid a more or less
concrete mass, owing to the production of a hydrate of the earth, and the
solidification of a portion of the water. This change does nbt take place, or
at least mucl~ less readily, wht'n magn~s i a already saturated with moisture
is employed rnstea~ of that freshly calcmed. It has been conjec~u.red, th.at
a.nhydrous magnesia might prove ~njurious ia the stomach by sohd1fyi.ng1ts
liquid contents; and the earth which has become saturated with moisture
by exposure to a damp air is preferably recommended. (Joun1. deP/tarm:•
ae sir., iv. 360, and v. 475.) Freshly precipitated hydrate of magnesia
will serve as an antidote to arsenious acid, though less efficient than the
hydrated peroxide of iron.
Off. Prep. Trochisci Magnesi::e, U.S.; Pulvis Rhei Compositus, Ed.
1
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Pure Sulphate

ef J1Iag-

" Take of Commercial Sulphuri~ Acid t wenty..ftve parts; Water one hundred parts; Carbonate of Magnesia tweni!Jfow· parts, or as much as may
be sufficient to saturate the Ac id. Mix the Sulphuric Acid and \Vater, and
then gradually add the Carbonate of :Magnesia. Lastly, evaporate the filtered liquor, so that crystals may form when it cools." JJub.
As the sulphate of magnesia prepared in the large way is sufficiently
pure for medical purposes, the above process is superfluous.
W.

MELLITA.
Preparations of Honey .
Honey is used in pharmacy only as the vehicle of more active medicines.
It is said to have this advantage over syrup, that its preparations are Jess
apt to become candied; but as it contains principles which disagree with the
stomachs of many persons, and as its variable consistence prevents the same
exact precision in regard to proportion as is attainable with a solution of
pure sugar, it is at present little employed. The preparations in which
honey and vinegar are combined are called Oxymels.
Medicated honeys are of a proper consistence, if, when a small quantity,
allowed to cool upon a plate, is divided by the edge of a spoon, the portions
do not readily coalesce. A more accurate criterion, however, is their specific gravity, which sho~ld be 1·319 (35° B.) at ordinary temperatures, and
1·261 (30° B.) at the boding point of water.
W.
MEL DESPm1ATUM. U.S., Dub. Clarified IIoney.
Take of Honey any quantity. Melt it by means of a water-bath, and
then remove the scum." U.S., flub.
Honey by the heat of the water-bath becomes so fluid, that the wax and
other lighter impurities which it contains rise to the surface, and may be
skimmed off; while the heavier substances which may have been accidentally or fraudulently added, such as sand or other earth, sink to the bottom.
The following method of clarifying honey is practised in France. Take
of white honey 3000 parts; water 750 parts; carbonate of lime, powdered
and washed, 96 parts. Mix them in a suitable v·essel, and boil for three
~inutes, stirring constantly. Then add !JO parts of animal ch~rcoal prev10usly washed, heated to redness, powdered, and sifted, and boil for a few
minutes. Lastly, add the whites of two eggs beat up with 500 parts of
water, and bring the liq~id to the boiling point. Wi.thdraw th~ v~ssel from
the fire, and, after the mixture has cooled for fifteen mrnutes, stram 1t through
flannel, and repeat the straining till the liquid passes perfectly clear._ Should
it not have the proper consistence, it should be concentrated suffic1enlly by
a quick boiling. •rhe French Codex simply directs six pounds of white
honey to be heated with three pounds of water, skimmed, concentrated to
300 B. while boiling hot, and then strained through flannel.
The following process for clarifying common honey was proposed by M.
Borde, and approved by the Society of Phan:nacy at Paris . 'fake of ~om
rnon honey 5000 parts; vegetable charcoal, 111powder,320 parts; animal
charcoal, in powder, 160 parls; nilric acid of 30° or 32° BaumC 40 parts;
water 320 parts. Rub the two kinds of charcoal, in a porc~Jain m.ortar,
with the water and acid; tben add the honey, and put the whole rnto a tinned
97•
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pan. Place the vessel over the fire, nnd allow it lo remain for eight or ten
minutes without suffering it to boil; th en add 1600 parts of milk in which the
white of an egg has been beaten, and boil for four or five minutes . Remove
the liquid from the fire, and pass it through a strainer in a warm place,
repeating the straining if the first portions are not clear. Of the nitric acid
employed in the process, a portion is saturated by the lime of the animal
charcoal, and the remainder unites with the caseous 1ftatlerofthe milk, which
it thus causes to coagulate; none remains in the honey. (Diet. des Drogues.)
11.oney clarified by these processes is ~s clear and colourless as syrup
made with sugar, but still retains a peculiar flavour. It is less disposed to
fer_ment than crude honey, and is said not to be so liable to produce griping
pam when swallowed.
Off. Prep. Confectio Aromatica, U.S.; Confectio Opii, U.S.; Confectio Rosre, U. S., Dub.; Conserva Rutre, Dub.;. Mel Boracis, Dub.; Mel
Prreparalum, U.S.; Mel Rosre, U.S., Dub.; Oxymel, Dub.; Oxymel Colchici, Dub.; Oxymel Scillre, U.S., Dub.; Pilulre Ferri Carbonatis, U.S.;
Tinctura Opii Camphorata, U.S.
W.

MEL PR&PARA TUM. U. S.

Prepared Iloney.

"Take of Clarified Honey half a pint; Diluted Alcohol a pint; Prepared
Chalk !talj an ounce. Having mixed the Honey and Diluted Alcohol, add
the Prepared Chalk, and allow the mixture to stand for two hours, occasionally stirring it. Then heat it to ebullition, filler, and by means of a waterbath evaporate the clear liquor, so that when cold it may have the specific
gravity 1·32." U.S.
This process was intended to prepare honey, so as to fit it better for
addition to the salts of protoxide of iron, as well as to the protiodide and
protochloride, in order to prevent the absorption of oxygen. The prepared
chalk neutralizes any acid which it may contain, while impurities insoluble
in diluted alcohol are left behind, and the honey is deprived of colour.
Off. Prep. Liquor Ferri Iodidi, U. S.
W.

MEL BORACIS. Lond., Ed., Dub.

lloney of Borax.

"'l'ake of Borax, in powder,a drnchrn; Honey [Clarified Honey, Dub.]
Mix them ." Lond._. Ed., Dub.
This preparation might well be left to extemporaneous prescription. It
is used in aphthous ulcerations of the mouth.
1V.

an ounce.

MEL ROS&. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Honey

ef Roses.

•

"Take of Red Roses two ounces; Clarified Honey two pints; Boiling
Water ap·int and a half. Macerate the Roses in the Water for two hours,
and strain; then add the Honey, and evaporate by means of a water-bath
to the proper consistence. 'rhe specific gravity of the Honey of Roses
should be 1·32." U.S.
The London College macerates/our ounces of dried red roses in two pints
and a ha{f [ Imperial measure] of boiling water for six hours; then strains,
adds.five poimds of honey, and evaporates by a water-bath to the proper
consistence. The Edinburgh College, operating upon the same materi~s,
in the same quantities, infuses the petals for six hours in the water, strains
with expressJOn, allows the impurities to subside, decants the clear liquor,
adds the honey, and evaporates, in the vapour-bath, to the consistence of
syrup, removing the scum which forms. 'fhe .Dublin process corresponds
with the London, except that three wine pints of water are used instead of
two and a half Imperial pints, and the scum which forms during the evaporation is directed to be removed.

.lfellita.
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This preparation has the flavour of the rose with its slight astringency,
and forms a pleasant addition to the gargles employed in inflammation and
ulceration of the mouth and throat.
W.

OXYMEL. Land., Dub.

Oxymel.

"Take of Honey ten poHnds; Acetic Acid a pint and

ci

half [Imperial

mT~~r'J1;,bl~~i~~7t:g!c:~k;~t~l~~ep~~~~l~ ~~e;~~d~yh~~:~e'd;~dL:n~int of
distilled vinegar, and boils them to the consistence of syrup, removing the
scum as it rises.
This mixture of honey and vinegar forms a pleasant addition to gargles,
and is sometimes used as a vehicle of expectorant medicines, and to impart
flavour to drinks in febrile complaints. [fit be prepared according to the
London formula, care must be taken to employ the acetic acid of the strength
directed by that College.
W.

OXYMEL COLCIDCI. Dub.

Oxymel of Colchicurn.

"Take of the fresh Bulb of Colchicum, cut into thin slices, an ounce;
Distilled Vinegar a pint; Clarified Honey two pounds. Macerate the
Colchicum with the Vinegar, in a glass vessel, for forty-eight hours. Strain
the liquor, with strong expression, from the root, and add the Honey.
Lastly, boil the mixture, frequenlly stirring it with a wooden spatula, to
the consistence of a syrup."
This. preparation is seldom used in this country, and could not, indeed, be
convemently prepared, according to the above directions, as we have not
the fresh bulbs. It is in no respect superior to the wine of colchicum, by
which it has been superseded. The dose is a fluidrachm, repeated twice
a day, and gradually increased till it produces the desired effect.
W.

.Dub.

OXYMEL CUPRI SUBACETATIS. Dub. LrnmENTu:.r ,'EnuGrn1s. Land. Oxyrnel of Subacetate of Copper.
"Take of Verdigris in powder. [Prepared Subacetate of Copper,

.Dub.]

[~1:~~~~; H~~nei,aflS~tJ!~~t~l~:;~~~;~e~ubi1:se:i~~ ~~i~;~~~;~fs %0 ~h~

Vinegar, and strain the solution through linen; then gradually add the
Honey, and boil down to the proper consistence." Lond.,
This is an external stimulant and escharotic, and was formerly called

Dub.

rnel

.11..'gypliacum. lt is employed either undiluted or mixed with some mild

ointment, to destroy fungous granulations, or to repress their growth. In the
latter state, it is a useful stimulant to flabby, indolent, and ill-conditioned
ulcers, and, largely diluted with water, has been used as a gargle in ve~ereal
ulcerations of the mouth and throat. It is sometimes also applied undiluted
to those ulcers in the fauces, by means of a camel's-hair pencil.
W.

OXYMEL SCILLA;:. U. 8., Land., Dub.

Oxymel

of Squill.

"Take of Clarified Honey t!tree pounds; Vinegar of Squill two pints.
Mix them, and evaporate by means of a water-bath to the proper consistence.
The specific gravity of the Oxymel of Squill should be l ·32." U. S.
The London College takes tllree pounds of honey and a pint and a half

~~~~e;~~1/:~1~s~~~ ;~;tisn~r~i~~;~~i~~; ::~il~u~~i;~' ~~ltf!~ug~~:s 0~Z~:~t

with a slow fire, to the proper consistence.
This preparation has the virtues of squill, but is in no respect superior
to the syrup. Prepared according to the directions of the London an.d
Du~lin Colleges, it would be very liable to be injured by heat. It 15
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chiefly used as an exp_ectorant in chronic catarrh, humoral asth~a, hoopingcough, and generally m those states of the pulmon::iry organs m which the
bronchial tubes are loaded with a viscid mucus of difficult expectorat ion.
The dose is from one to two fluidrachms. Jn large doses it is emet ic, and
as such may sometimes be given with advantage in infantile croup and
catarrh.
W.

MISTURJE.
Mixtures.
This term should be restricted, in the language of pharmacy, to those
preparations in which insoluble substances, whether solid or liquid, are
suspen ded in watery fluids by th e intervention of Gum Arabic, surrar, the
yolk of eggs, or other viscid malter. When the suspended substan°ce is of
an oleaginous nature, the mixlure is sometime.s called an emul~ion. 'l'he
object of these preparations is usually to facilitate the admimstration, to
conceal the taste, or to obviate the nauseating · effects of unpleasant medicines; and their perfection depen.ds upon the intimacy with which the
ingredients are blended. Some skill and care arc requisite for the production of a uniform and perfect mixture. As a general rule, the body to be
suspe nd ed should be thoroughly mix.eod by trituration with the substance
intended to act as the intermediurn, before the watery vehicle is added. In
the case of the liquid balsams and oils, if gum Arabic be employed as the
intermedium, it s.hould be previously brought to the state of ~ucilage of
~he consistence directed in th~ .u. S . Pharmacoprei.a. The white of e.ggs
1s frequently ordered by phys1c1ans as the suspending substance; but IL is
inferior for this purpose to the yolk, or to gum Arabic. When the white
is used it should be well beaten, and incorporated with the oleaginous or
balsamic substance before the water is added.* Mixtures are generally the
objects of extemporaneous prescription; but a few have been deemed of
sufficient importance to merit a place in the Pharmacopreias. They should
be prepared only when wanted for use.
·w.

MISTURA ACACIJE. Ed. E>ruLsIO ARADICA. Dub. Gum Arabic
Jfixture. Gum .!lrabic Emulsion.
11
Take of Mucilage [ of gum Arabic] l!treefluidounces; Sweet Almonds
one ounce and lwo drachms; Pure Sugar five drachms; \Vater two pinls

!Imperial measure]. Steep tbc Almonds in hot waterand peel them; beat
them to a smooth pulp in an earthenware or marble mortar, first with the
Sugar, and then with the Mucilage; add the 'Vater gradually, stirring constantly, then st rain through linen or calico." Ed.
"'l'ake of Gum Arabic, in powder, two drachrns; Sweet Almonds,
blanched, Refined Suga r, each, half an ounce; 'Vater ct pinl. Dissolve the
Gum in the heated Water, and when the solution is almost cold, gradually
pour it upon the Almonds, previously well beaten with the Sugar, triturating
at the same time so as to form an emulsion; then strain." Dub.
This mixture is used as a .demulcent in the dose of one or two fluidounces, or as a vehicle for var ious medicines in inflammatory affections of
the bronchial, alimentary, and urinary mucous membranes.
'\V.

.Mistur<e.
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Ammoniac .Mix-

"Take of Ammoniac two draclims; Water half a pint.

Rub the Am-

lj~~~.ac with the Water gradually added, until they are thoroughly mixed."

. The London College takes jive drac/uns of ammoniac, and a pint [ fmperial measure] of water,and proceeds as ~bove. Th e nub/in College directs
a drachm of ammoniac to be rub~ed wllh eight.fluidounces of pennyroyal
water, and the mixture to be strained through lmen.
In this mixture the insoluble part of the ammoniac is suspended by means
of the gum, imparting a milky appearance to the preparation, which, from
t his circumstance, was formerly called lac ammoniaci or milk of am:rnonfoc .
The greater portion of the resin subsides upon standi ng . The mixlure is
slig hlly curdled by acids. Th e dose is from one lo lwo tablespoonfuls.

w.

MISTURA AMYGDALiE. U.S., Lond. M1sTURA AMYGDALARUM.
Ed., Dub.

'

Almond :Mixture.

.fllmond Emulsion.

"Take of Sweet Almonds half an ounce; Gum Arabic, in powder, half
a drachm; Sugar two drac'hrns; Distilled Waler eightfluidounces. Macerate the Almonds in water, and, having removed their external coat, beat
them with the Gum Arabic and ~ugar, i~1 a marble. mortar, till they are
thoroughly mixed i then rub th e mixture wuh the Distilled Water gradually
added, and strain." 0. S.
"Take of Almond Confection two otmces and a half; Distilled 'Vater a
pint [ Imperial measure]. To the Almond Confection, while rubb!ng it,
gradually add the Water, till they are mixed; then strain throu gh linen."
Lond.
11
Take of Conserve of Almonds two ounces; Water two pints [Imp.
measure]. Add the Water grad ually to the Confection, triturating consta ntl y; and then strain through linen or calico. Or,
11
Take of Sweet Almonds one ounce and two drachms; Pure Sugar five
draclmis; Mucilage half afluidounce; Water two pints [Imp. measure].
St~ep the Aln:ionds in hot water and peel them; and proceed as for the
Y.11sturaAcac1 <e. 11 Ed.
11
Take of Sweet Almonds, blanched, an ounce and a half; Bitter Al
moods two scruples; Refined S~gar ha(f an ounc~; Water two pints and a
half. Triturate the Almonds with the Sugar, adding the 'Vater by degrees,
and strain." Dub.
Of the above modes of preparing the almond emulsion 1 w.e prefer that
of the U. S. Pharmacopreia, which was very properly substituted, in the
last edition of that work, for the mixture made with almond confection
directed in the previous edition. This confection very speedily spoils if
kept, and it would be a very unnecessary complication of the process to
prepare it each time that the emulsion might be wanted. The London and
first Edinburgh processes are, th erefore, objectionable. In the second process of the laue r College, mucilage is employed instead of powd ered gum
Arabic, which is preferable, as less likely to ha\'e undergone change. 'rhe
Dublin process is distinguished by the use of _bitter almonds, which, th.ough
in too small proportion for medicinal effect, impart a flavour which 1s not
acc.eptable to all individuals, and should be lr~t to the choice of th.e presc riber. The preparations, however, of the different Pharmacopre1as are
essentially the same. The gum Arabic in these formulre is intr~uced not
so much for its demulcent properties as to assist in the suspension of the
4
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insolubll• ingredients of the almonds. In the L\lislura Acacim above described it is the prominent ingredient. 'I'he same formula will answer for
the prepanion of an emulsion of biller almonds, which may be preferred
to the present when a slight influence of hydrocyanic acid is desired.
Th~ oleaginous maner of the almonds is suspr~ded in the water by means

of their albumen, gum, and sugar, forming a milky emulsion.

\Vhen the

almonds themselves are employed, as in tbe U . S . process, care should be

taken to reduce them to the consistence of a paste previously to the addition
of the water; and with each 5uccessive portion of fluid a uniform mixture
should be formed before another portion is added. Common water, when
not very impure, may be properly subslituted for the distilled . Great care
sh?uld b~ taken to select the almonds perfectly free from_ rancidi1y. The
mixture 1s not permanent. Upon standing, the oil rises like thick cream to
the surface. and the separation is cff€cted more quickly by heat, alcohol, and
the acids, which coagulate the albumen. It has a close analogy to milk in
chemical relations as well as in appearance. The preparation, in wnrrn
weather, soon becomes sour, and unfit for use.
The almond mixture has a bland taste, and may be used as an agreeable,
nutritive demulcent in catarrhal and dysenteric affections, and irritation of
the urinary passages. To be of service it must be freely employed. From
two to eight fluidounces may be taken at once. It is occasionally employrd
as the vehicle of less agreeable medicines; but should not be used in connexion with any considerable f]Uantity of tinctures, acidulous salts, or other
substances containing an excess of acid.
\V.

MISTURA ASSAFCETID1E. U.S., Lond. M1sTURA Ass.<:FCETIVJE.
D1tb. .llssajetida Mixture.
11
Take of Assafetida two drachms; ·water ltalfapint . Rub the Assafetida with the Water gradually added, until they are thoroughly mixed."

U.S.
The London College directs.five drachms of assafetida and a pint [ Imperial measure] of water; the Dublin, one drachm of assafetida and eight
jluidounces of pennyroyal water.
This mixture, from its whiteness and opacity, is frequently called lac assafcetid::e, or milkofassajet1"da. It is, as a general rule, the best form for the
administration of this antispasmodic, being less stimulant than the tincture,
and more prompt in its action than the pill. Its excessively disagreeable
smell and taste are, however, objections, which induce a frequent preference
of the last-mentionrd preparation . It is very often employed as an enema.
The dose is from one to two tablespoonfuls frequently repeated. From two
to four fluidounces may be given by the rectum.
W.

MISTURA CAMPIIORJE CUM MAGNESIA. Ed., Dub. Jllixture of Camphor with Jllagnesia.
"Take of Camphor twelve grains; Carbonate of Magnesia halfa drachr;i;
Water six ounces [fluidouncesJ. Tri tu rate the Camphor with the Magnesia,
adding the \Vater gradually, and mix." Dub.
The Edinburgh College takes /en gmins of camphor, twenfy·Ju;e grains
of carbonate of magnesia, and six jluidounces of water, and proceeds as
abot·e.
1
0

wh1~~: t~~e:~ [~~~a~ ;h~q%a d?~~~fv~~,.~y ~ht;ei;;~r~~1~i~~r~fc;di.~~~,a~~

of magnesia, the latter is afterwards separated by filtration. In the abo~e
mixture lhe carbonate of magnesia is retained i and an anodyne, antacid,
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an.d laxative draught is formed, which, though it may sometimes be given
with advantage, hardly deserves a place among the otficinal preparations.

w.

MISTURA CASCARILLJE COMPOSITA . Lond.
Mixture of Cascarilla.

Compound

"Take of infusion of Cascarilla seventeenjluidounces; Vinegar of Squill
a jluidounce; Compound Tincture of Camphor two jluidounces. Mix
them." Lond.
This mixture combines tonic, expectorant, and anodyne properties, and is
said to have been employed advantageously in chronic bronchial inflammation; but it would have been better left to exlemporane~us prescription.
The dose is from one to two fiuidounces twice or thrice daily.
,V.

l\IISTURA CREASOTI. Ed.

Creasote Mixture.

0
Take of Creasote and Acetic Acid, of each, sixteen niinims; Compound Spirit of Juniper and Syrup, of each, onejluidounce; Water fourteenjluidounces. Mix theCreasote with the Acid, then gradually the ·water,
and lastly the Syrup and Spirit." Ed.
The dose of this mixture is a fiuidounce, contain ing a minim of creasote.

l\IISTURA CRET JE. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
11

C!tal!c Jllixture.

Take of Prepared Chalk half an ounce; Sugar [refined], Gum Arabic

1

I;

~~11~:e~.derR~~~~;et:~o~~~~~~i:i f ~~~;a~~:~h':;:~~h ~f:~~~?h J.0~~ jluidT hc London College orders half an ounce of prepared chalk, three
drachms of sugar, a jluidounce and a ha!f of mixture (mucilage) of gum
Arabic, and eighteen jluidounces of cinnamon water; the Dublin College,
half an ounce of prepared chalk, three drachms of refined sugar, nn ounce
of mucilage of gum Arabic, and a pint of water. The Edinburgh College
lakes ten dmchms of prepared chalk,five drachms of pure sugar, threefluidounces of muci lage of gum Arabic, two ounces (flu idounces) of spirit of
cinnamon, and two bnpPrial pints of water; rubs the chalk, mucilage, and
sugar together, and then adds gradually the water and spirit of cinnamon.
This mixture is a convenient form for administering chalk, and is much
employed in looseness of the bowels accompanied with acidity. Laudanum
and kino or catechu are very often added to increase its astringency. The
dose is a tablespoonful frequently repeated.
W.

MISTURA FERRI AROMATICA. Dub .

.!lromatic Jllixture of

Iron.
"Take of Crown Bark, in coarse powder, an ounce; Columbo Root,
sliced, three drachms; Cloves, bruised, two drachms; Iron filings half an
ounce. Digest for three clays in a close vessel_, wi_th occasional agitation,
with such a quant_ity of Peppermint '.Yater as w1_ll yield a mixture of twelue
ounces after filtration; then add, of Compound Tincture of Cardamom three
ounces; Tincture of Orange Peel three drachms." Dub .
This is an aromatic infusion of Peruvian bark and columbo, and has not
lhe slightest claim to the title given it in the ~harmacopcr:ia i as it contains
but a very small proportion of iron, and that rn a state of solution, not of
mixture. ln consequence of the action of some of the vegetable principles
upon the filings, <'nough of the metal is taken up to impart a greenish -black
colour to the liquor; but the quantity is not appreciable, as the filings s.eem
to be scarcely diminished by the proce~s. The preparation may be given
as a tonic in the dose of one or two flu1dounces.

,V.

Jlfistur<I!,
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FERRI COMPOSITA. U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub . Compottnd Jffixture of Iron.
11 'l'ake of Myrrh, a. draclmi; Carbonate of Potassa twenty-jive grains;
Rose Water sevenfluidounces and a half; Sulphate of Iron, in powder, a
scruple; S.pirit of Lavender ha!f ajluidounce; Sugar [refined] a drachm.
Rub the Myrrh with the Rose Water gradually added; then mix with these
the Spirit of Lavender, Sugar, and Carbonate of Potassa, and Jastly, the
~ulphate of Iron. Pour the mixture immediately into a glass bottle, which
1s to be well stopped." U. 8.
11
Take of Myrrh, in powder, two drachms; Carbonate of Potassa a

~l;0a11c:i;~ ;p!\~~ee;~t~~:r 8e:~~;;;:8nfn~jc~o%~{}; ~;~~r~~l::~~~e~;}u~~fo~:~~eo;f

Sugar two drachms. Rub the Myrrh with the Spirit of Nutmeg and Carbonate of Potassa; and to these, while rubbing, add first the Rose Water with
the Sugar, and then the Sulphate of Iron. Put the mixture immediately into
a suitable glass vessel, and stop it." Lond.
The Edinburgh process differs from the London only in using the myrrh
bruised, and the sulphate of iron in coarse powder. The IJublin College
takes a draclnn of myrrh, twenty-five grains of carbonate of potassa, seven
ounces and a half of rose-water, a scruple of sulphate of iron, half an
ounce of spirit of nutmeg, and a drachm of refined sugar; and proceeds as
directed by the London College.
This is very nearly the same with the celebrated tonic or antihectic myrrh
mixture of Dr. Griffith. The sulphate of iron is decomposed by the carbonate
of potassa, with the production of sulphate of potassa and carbonate of protoxide of iron i while the excess of the alkaline carbonate forms a saponaceous
compound with the myrrh. The mixture is at first of a greenish colour, which
it loses upon exposure to the air, in consequence of the conversion of the
protoxide of iron of the carbonate into the red or sesquioxide. It may, however, be kept for some time without change, if the vessel in which it is
contained be well closed; but the best plan is to prepare it only when it is
wanted for use. The sugar contained in it probably contributes somewhat
to retn.rd the further oxidation of lhe protoxide of iron, and if considerably
increased in amount would act slill more efficiently. The finest pieces of
myrrh in lump should be selected, and rubbed down for the occasion with
a little of the rose water i as the pO\vdered myrrh of the shops is often impure, and does not make a good mixture .
This mixture is a good tonic in debility of the digestive organs. especi~lly
when attended with derangement of the menstrual function. Hence it 1s
used with advantage in chlorosis and hysterical affections. [t is also much
employed in the hectic fever of phlhisis and chronic catarrh. It is contrafodicated by the existence of inflammation of the gastric mucous membrane.
The dose is one or two fluidounces two or three times a day.
W.

l\i!ISTURA GENTIAN.-'£ COMPOSITA. Lond.
ture of G-entian.

Compound Jllix-

~

''Take of Compound [nfusion of Gentian lwelvej!uidounces; Compound
Infusion of Senna six jluidounces; Compound Tincture of Cardamom two
jluidounces. Mix them." Lond.
We can discover no _propriety in making such formulre as lhe above o~
cinal. Numerous combmauons prescribed every day by physicians are quite
as much entitled to a place in the Pharmacopccia. The dose is one or two
W.
fluidounces.

.111istuue.-.llforphia.
MISTURA GUATACI. Lond., Ed.
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Guaiac .llfixture.

"Take of G-uaiacum Resin three drnchms; Sugar half cm ounce; Mixture of Gum Arabic h~tlf CL jluidounce; Cinnamon Water nineteen jl.uidounces . Rub the Guruacum Resin with the Sugar, then with the Mixture
of Gum Arabic, and to these, while rubbing, add gradually the Cinnamon

\Vater. " Lond.

•

The Ed~nbttrgh process differs only in using an additional half jluid-

ounce of cinnamon water .

From one to three tablespoonfuls of this mixture may be given for a dose,
and repeated two or three times a day, or more frequently.

·w.

MTSTURA MOSCHI. Lond. .lliuslc .lllixture.
"Take of Musk, Gum Arabic in powder, Sugar, eac h, three drachms;

~~~e ,~~~t~~ea !J~':/i. ~Iad!~~i~lr:i~::fi~r~~~ rfo~eb ~:t~~~IL:,~~7.

the Sugar,
The musk should be thoroughly rubbed with the gum and sugar before
the addition of the waler. Th e mixture will be more permanent if made
with twice the quantity of gum directed . The dose is a fluidounce. 1V.
~JISTURA

SCAMMON!!. Ed.

Scaminony .llfixture.

"Take of Resin of Scammony se~en grains; unskimmed Milk three
Triturate the Re s in with a little of the Milk, and gradually
with the rest of it till a uniform emulsion is formed." Eel.
This Edinburgh officinal is an imitation of a mixture recommended by
Planche. The resin of scammony mixes admirably wi1h the vehicle, and
forms an emulsion scarcely distinguishable in appearance or taste from rich
milk. Of course, it should be prepared only when wanted for immediate
use. The whole is to be taken for a dos e.
W.

fluidounces.

MISTURA SPIRITUS VIN! GALLIC!. Lond.

Brandy Mix-

ture.
"Take of Brandy, Cinnamon "r ~ er, each,four.fluidounces; the yolks of
two Eggsi Sugar [refi ned] haif an ounce; Oil of Cinnamon two minims.
Mix them." Lone/.
A stimulant and nutritive draught, applicable to the sinking stage of low
forms of fever, but scarcely entitled to a place in the Pharmacopreia. W.

MORPHIA.
Preparations
MORPHIA. U. S ., Lond.

ef Moiphia.

;Morphia.

"Take of Opium, sliced, a pound; Distilled Water, Alcohol, each, a
su.IJ!cienl quantity; Soluti?n o~ Ammonia six jluiclounces. Macerate the
Opium with four pints of Di sti lled 1Vater for twenty-four hours, and, having
worked it with the hand, diO'est
for twenty-four hours and strain. [n like
0
manner, macerate the residu e twice successively with Distilled Wate r, and
strain. Mix the infusions, evaporate to six pints, and filter; then add first
five pin~s of Alcohol, and afterwards thre~ fluidounces of the Solution of
Ammonia, previously mixed with half a pmt of Alcohol. After twentyfour hours, pour in the remainder of the Soluti?n of A~nmonia, mixed, as
before, with half a pint of Alcohol; anJ set the hquo~ aside for twenty -four
hours, that crystals may form. To purify these, b.oil them with two pints
of Alcohol till they are dissolved, filter the solution, white hot, through
Animal Cha rcoal, and set it aside to crystallize.!J U.S.
BB
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To lbe Solution of Ammonia, with an ounce of Distilled \Vater, add the
Hydrochlorate of Morphia previously dissolved_ in a pint of the ·water,
shaking them together. ·wash the precipitate with distilled water, and dry

it \vith a gentle heat." Lond.
The London process consists in a simp le decomposition of the muriate of
morphia by means of ammonia, which takes the muriatic acid and remains
in solution as muriate of ammonia, while the morphia, being insoluble, is
deposited. The process of the U.S. PharmacopCl:'ia will be better under·
stood by a previous acquaintance with the properties and chemical relations
of the substance in qu estion .
Morphia crystallizes from alcohol in the form of small, colourless, shining
crystals. It is ino<loro~s and bitter. Exposed to a mod e rate heat .it loses
its water of crystal!izallon and the crystalline form, becoming white and
opaque. At a higher temperature it melts, forming a yellowish liquid, which
becomes white and crystalline upon cooling. Heated in the opt'n air it burns
wi th a bright flam e, and at a red h~at is wholly dissipated. It is insoluble
or nearly so in cold water, soluble in rather less than 100 parts of water at
212°, s !ighlly soluble in cold alcohol, and frel'ly so in boiling alcohol, which
drp osits it upon cooling. ft is dissohred also by the fixed and volatile oils,
but very slightly if at all by ether. Its solution restores the blue colour of
li tmus paper reddened by acids, and turns the yellow of turmeric to brown.
·with the acids it forms salts , which are generally soluble, and are decomposed by the alkalies. The solutions of potassa and soda are also capable
of dissolving morphia, which is precipitated slowly on exposure to the air,
in consequrnce of the absorption of carbonic acid. Solution of ammonia
has to a certain exlent the same solvenl power; and hence the necessity, in
prrcipitating morphia by this alkali, nnl to employ it in great excess. Morphia and ils sa lt s, by th e contact of n i~ic acid, assume a blood-red colour,
which ultimately changes to yellow. V\1 hen added to a solntioh ofiodicacid,
or an acidulous iodate, they redden the liquid and set iodine free. (Serullaa.)
They assume a fine blue colour with the sesquich loride of iron, and the salts
of the sesquioxide; at least this is true of morphia, its acetate and oxalate;
and the same effect will be produced by the other salts, if pre\'iously decomposed by an alkali. Water. acids, and alkalies, added in large quantity to
the blue compound formed, destroy its colour. According to Pelletier, however, there occasionally exists in opium a principle which he called pseudomorphia, which becomes red under the action of nitric acid, and changes
the salts of sesquioxide of iron blne, and yet is destitute of poisonous propertit>s; so that th e_occurrence of_ these phenomena, in any medico-\e~al
case, cannot be considered as certain evide nce of the presence of morphia.
(See /Jm . Journ. of Phann., viii. 77.) The terchloride of gold precipitates
morphia ~rstyel!ow,then bluish, and lastly violet. (Larocque and 1'hibierge.)
Morphia 1s prPc1pitated Crom its solutions by potassa or soda, and redissolved
by an e~cess of the alkali. ~n~u sions of gall~ and other vegetable substnnces
containing tannic acid precipitate morphia m the slate of a tannatc, which
is solnble in acetic acid; but, according to Du blanc, the alkali is not precipitated by pure gallic acid. If ammonia be added to a mixture of the solutions of chlorine and morphia, a dark-brown colour is produced, wh_ich is
d~stroyed by a f~rther addition o~ chlorine. The proportion of the rngred1ents of morphia is somewhat differently given by different writers. According to the most recent authorities, anhydrous morphia consists of one
equiv. of nitrogen 14, thirty-fi ve of carbon 210, twenty of hydrogen 20, and
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six of oxygen 48=2!l2, to which in the crystals are added two eqs. of water
18, or about 5·8 per cent.
Various processes for_ preparing morphia have been employed . In most
of them the morphia 1s extracted from opium by maceration wiLh water
either pure or acidulated, is then precipitated by ammonia, and afterwards
purified by the agency of alcohol, or by repeated solution in a dilute acid
and precipitation. According to another plan, the morphia is removed from
the infusion of opium by means of double decomposition, and obtained first
in the form of a muriate, from which the alkali is separated by solution and
precipitation. The former of these modes of proceeding will be noticed
here, the latter under the head of muriate of morphia.
Serliirner, the discoverer of morphia, made an infusion of opium in distilled \~ater, pre~ipitated the ~orphia by ammonia in excPss, dissolved the
precipllatc in dilute sulphuric acid, precipitated anew by ammonia, and
purified by solution in b~iling alcohol, and crys~allizalion:
'l'he process adopted 111 the French Codex 1s a modification of that of
Sertiirner. It is as follows . "Take of opium 1000 parts, solution of ammonia a sufficient quantity. Exhaust the opium, by means of cold water,
of all its pans soluble in this menstruum. For this purpose, it is sufficient
to treat the opium, four times consecutively, with ten parts of water to one
of the drug, provided care be taken to macerate the opium for some hours,
and to work it \yith the hands. Filter the liquors, and evaporalc them to a
quarter of their volume. Then add sufficient ammonia to render the liquor
very sensibly alkaline. Boil for some minutes, always maintaining a slight
excess of ammonia. Upon cooling, the morphia, impure and much coloured, will be precipitated in granular crystals, which are to be washed
with cold water. Reduce this coloured morphia to powder, macerate it for
twelve hours in alcohol of 2.J.° Cartier (sp. gr. about 0·900); lhen decant the
alcoholic liquid; dissolve the residuary morphia, already in great measure
deprived of colour by the cold alcohol, in boiling alcohol of 3;1° Cartier (sp.
gr. about 0·1'50); add to the solution a little animal charcoal, and filter.
Upon cooling, the morphia crystallizes in colourless needles. In this state
'he morphia always retains some narcotina. to free it from which, boil it
with sulphuric elher in a matrass with a long neck surmounted by a refrigeralor .11
The process of the U.S. Pharmacopreia is an improvemPnt upon the
nbove, and is essentiatly the same with that of Dr. Edward Staples, published in the Journal of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, vol. i. p.
15. 'Vithoul repeating a description of the process, we shat\ make such
remarks upon its several steps, as appear to us likely to be of pract~cal ad\1antage. The employment of water as the solvent is )ustified by the
almost universal practice. It is true that dilute acetic acid has sometimes
been employed, and Vogel states that the product thus o~tain:d is much
greater than when water alone is used. But when the opium IS properly
comminuted, e~ther ~y ~eing ~educed to a coarse powde: when dry, or by
being finely sliced, m !ls ordrnary state, water alone :v1ll be f?und. su~
ciently to t>xtract the morphia, by a protracted macerat_1on or d1gesuon m
successive portions o_f waler, assisLed by kneading, as d1rect~d in the Pharmacopceia. The acids have this disadvantage, that they dissolve more of
the nnrcotina than pure water, and thus render lhc ultimate product more
impure; for the narcotina which is originally taken up continues associated
with the morphia in all the subsequent steps .of th~ process. It has be~n
proposed to expose the op~um to ferment~t1011 with water and yeast, in
order to faciljtate Lhe extracuon of the morphia. By this plan ~I. Blondcaa
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succeeded in procuring more of the alkaline principle than he could obtain
by the ordinary mode; and his results we~e confirmed by the experiments
of M:_\f. Robiquet and Guibourt. According to these latter chemists, no
alcohol is prodUced during the fermentation, which appears to act merely by
disengaging the morphia from the combinations in which it naturally exi.o;ts,
and which tend to counteract the solvent power of the menstruum . Alco·
hol was proposed as the solvent by M. Guillermoncl, but is liable to the
objection that it dissolves also the resin, a portion of which is afterwards
precipitated with the morphia and embarrasses the process. Much of the
resin, however, may be separated by distilling most of the alcohol from the
tincture, and then adding water. The resin is precipitated, and the liquor
may now be treated in the same manner as the aqueolls infusion. On tht.::
whole, however, the officinal mode of extraction will probably be found most
satisfactory; and Mohr states that opium thus exhausted yields no more mor·
phia eVen to muriatic acid; but he recommends that each maceration should
be followed by strong expression. The solution of opium having been pre·
pared, the next object is to decompose the meconate or other salt of morphia
contained in it. For this purpose solution of ammonia is added, which seizes
the acid, and precipitates the vegetable alkali; but much colouring matter is
thrown down along with the latter, occasioning some trouble to :separate it, ·
unless measures are taken to obviate ~his effect. Th~ object is gained by
mixing the infusion with alcohol, prev10usly lo the addition of the ammonia,
and by employing the solution of ammonia itself in connexion with alcohol,
as directed in the Pharmacoproia. This is the peculiarity and chief merit
of the process of Dr. Staples. By the presence of the alcohol in all parts of
the liquor, the colouring matter is dissolved as soon as it is separated by the
ammonia, and the morphia is thus precipitated in a much purer state. 'rile
advantage of adding the ammonia in separate portions is, that the morphia,
being thus more slowly disengaged, can be more completely deprived of its
impurities by the alcohol of the mixture, than if the whole were liberated at
once. It is necessary to be careful that the ammonia be not in great excessj
as it has the property, under these circumstances, of dissolving the morphia
in some degree, and will therefore lessen the product, while waste is incurred
by its own unnecessary consumption . Very Jillie more should be added
than is sufficient to saturate the acid present. The solution of ammonia of
the shops is oflen much below the officinal standard, and this should always
be attended to in the process. Alcohol is mixed with the ammonia before it
is added, .in order that every ~article of the separated morphia m~y come. in
contact with the particles of this fluid, and thus have the opportumty of bemg
deprived of colouring matter. The crystals of morphia obtained by this first
operation have a !~ht yellowish colour, and ar~ much purer than when no
alco~ol is added to the infusion .before the precipitation by ammonia. Ac·
cording to Dr. Staples, opium yields from IO to 12J per c:nL of these crxs·
tals. Their purification by solution in boiling alcohol, 1s the concluding
step of .the operalion . The liquid, on cooling, deposits the morphia .in a
crystalltne state and nearly free from colour. As cold alcohol retams a
portion ~f the morphia in solution, it should not be employed in too large
a quantity .. Alcoh?l som~what reduced by water, is preferable to the
highly recllfied spint; as 1l is less capable of holding the morphia in solution when cold. It is ~ufficiently strong for th.e purpose al ~5° Daume
(sp. gr. 0 ·!)032): The impure morphia r~mainmg in lhe alcohol may be
obtained by distilling off the !utter, and when sufficienily accumulated may
be purified by a .separat~ operation . The crystals of morphia may also be
purified by soluuon in d1!Ule sulphuric acid, digestion with animal charcoal
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deprived or earlhy matter, ~ltration,. and precipitation by ammonia. If
alcohol ?e addt!d to the solullon previously lo the ammonia, the digestion
with animal charcoal may be dispensed with, as the alcohol retains the
colouring matter. Morphia procured in this way always Contains narcotina, from which it may be fret:d by ether, as directed in the French Codex
process, or in some of the modes hereafter to be indicated.
.
Magnesia was employed by Robiquet, instead of ammonia. To thesolu. tion obtained by macerating opium in water, he added magnesia in the proportion of 5 pans to 100 of the opium used; collected the precipitate on a
filter; and , having washed it with water and allowed it to dry, re moved it
from the filler, powdered it, and digested it repeatedly in alcohol of 22°
Baume, until this liquid ceased to extract any thing. The colouring matter
being thus removed, the residue was treated with successive portions of
boiling alcohol, which dissolved the morphia, and, being tillered and allowed
to cool, depos.ited it in crystals. The mother liquors afforded a fresh sup·
ply by evaporation at a low temperature . If still coloured, the morphia
was purified by boiling it with alcohol and animal charcoal, filtering the
liquid while hot, and allowing it to crystallize. But the process of Robi ·
quet was soon aban~oned, as it was found to occupy more time, to require
a greater consumption of alcohol, and to be attended with a greater loss of
morphia in consequence of the previous washing, than the processes in
whicl1 ammonia was employed as the precipitant.
A process for extracting morphia without the employment of alcohol was
devised by M.\II. Henry, Jun., and Plisson. The opium was exhausted by
water acidulated witl1 muriatic acid; the resulting solution was sufficiently
concentrated, the11 filtered, and decomposed by ammonia; the precipitate
was washed and treated with muriatic acid to saturat ion; and the muriatic
solution was boiled with animal charcoal, filtered, and evaporated. to the
point of crystallization . The crystals of muriate of morphia thus obtained
were pressed, purified by repeated solution and crysta11ization, and finally
decomposed by ammonia. (Journ. de Chim . fl,fid., Mars, 1828.)
More recently, Mohr has proposed a process founded upon the solubi lity
of morphia in water mixed with lime, which he recommends highly as the
shortest an~! easiest methoJ .~f procuring the a.lkali, without the use of alco·
ho!, and without the possibility of contamination from narcotina. Opium
is three or four times successively macerated with three parts of water, and
each time strongly expressed . 'l'he liquors are then added to a boiling hot
milk of lime, containing a quantity of lime equal to about a sixth ora quarter
of the opium used; and the mixture is boiled for a few minutes. lt is then
strained through lin en , and the residu~ washed with boiling water and expressed. The whole of the narcotina 1s left behind, as not a trace of it can
be discovered in the filtered liquor. The liquor thus obtained is evaporated
till reduced to about double the weight of the opium, then quickly filtered
thr.ou.gh paper, and heated to ebullition. Muriate of ammonia is now add~d
to it 111 the proponio~ of 1 part to W of th6: opium used; and the morphia
is abundantly precipitated . The use of animal charcoal is unne?essary in
the process, as the lime acts even more po\\'erfully as a decolorizing agenl.
The crys.tallizcd morphia obta~ned .is somewhat coloured, but m.ay be ren·
dered quite pure by solution 111 dilute m~riatic acid, boiling with milk of
lime, bltration, and precipitation by munate of ai:iimonia. (.Bnnal. der
Pharm., xxxv . lHJ, and /J.m. Joum. of Plwnn ., xiii. GO.)
Various other processes, or modifications of those above d escrib~d . han'~
been proposed; but, for the preparation of small quantities of morphia by the
apothecary, none are probably bene; ~dapted than that of the U.S. Phar·
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macopooia, unle~s indeed lhe plan of .l\Iohr should be found to equal the
representations in its favour.
It has been already stated that morphia, obtained in the ordinary manner,
contains a con'siderable proportion of narcotina. lt Is highly probable that
this ingredient exercises no influence, eithe r beneficial or injurious, upon
the operation of th e morphia; but as the contrary has been supposed, various
methods have been employed for separating it. The simplt•s t and eas iest
is to submit the mixture to the action of sulphuric ether, which dissolves the
narcotina and leaves the morphia. 'l'h e agency of acetic acid may also
be resorted to . Distilled vinegar, or diluted acetic acid of the same strength,
will di ssolve the morphia and leave the narcmina, and the former may be
recovC'red from the acetic solution by saturating the acid with ammonia.
Another mode is lo dissolve the mi.xed bases in strong ac1..•tic acid (of 7"'
Baume, or _sp. ~r. 1·0511, for examp le), and expos~ tllf• sohni?n to heat.
The narcotma 1s deposited, and tbe morphia, remain mg in solut1on, may be
precipitated by diluting the_ liquid and adding ammonia. (See Journ. de
Phann., xvii. p. 640.) ' ·\71tts1ock advises one o[ the following methods.
Dissolve the impure morphia in dilute muriatic acid, evaporate to the point
of crystallization, and strongly express t~e crystals, whil!h consist soldy of
the muriate of morphia, the narcotina bemg retained in the mother waters:
-or saturate tlle muriatic solution with common salt, which will render
the lif]u or milky, and cause the narcotina to sepurate after some days; then
preci_pitate the morphia by ammonia :-or. pou_r into the diluted m~ria~ic
solU11o n a weak _ley of caustic potassa_, which, 1~ in sli~flt excess, will dissolve the morphia at the moment of its separauon, while the narcotina is
precipitated; then immediately filter the liquor, and separate the morpbia
by ~eutralizing the al~ali. If th~ potassa be in considerable excess a small
portion 'Of tbe narcotma is redissolved. (Berzelius , Traite de Chimie.)
Mohr recommends to dissolve th e morphia in dilute muriatic acid, and to
boil the solution with lime, which throws down the narcotina and holds
the morphia dissolved. The liquid being filtered yields the morphia upon
the addition of sal ammoniac. (.!l_nnaf. der Phann., xxv. 12:l.)
The proportion of pure morphia which Turkey opium is capable of
affordin g, varies from nine per cent. or less, to fourteen per cent., according
to the quality of the dru g i but much less than the least quantity mentioned
is ortcn obtained, in consequence of the incomplete exhaustion of the opium,
or the loss in the process for preparing it.
Aledical Properties . Th e re can be no doubt that morphia is the chief,
if not the exclus iv e narcotic principle of opium, from which, however, it
difft.:rs somewhat in its mode of action. Whether the difference arises from
the peculiar.state of.combination in \~·hich morphia exists in opium, or from
other narcotic principles being associated with it, has not been determined;
but the forme r would seem to be the probable cause, from the circllmstance
that, long before the discovery of this alkali, preparations of opium were
h.abitually use.d, in which the properties of the medicine were somewhat
s imilarly modified by the ~gency of _vine~ar, lemon -juice, or other vegetable
acid. Jn consef]uence of Its in sol ubility m water, morphia in its pure state
is less certain !nits effects than some of its sali ne compounds; as the mode
and degree of Jt~ action mu st, in some measure, depend on the presence or
ab~ence of acid m the stomach, and perhaps on the pecLJliar character of the
acid. [ts sails are therefore always prefeHed . Th e acetate, sulphate, and
muriate have bee n employed. Between these there is a great similarity of
ac_tion, and what may be sai d of one, in regard to its therapeutical. effects,
will equally apply to the others. They have the anodyne, soponfic, and
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diaphoretic properties of opium; but are less stimulant, less disposed to
constipate the bawds, am!. less apt to leave behind them headache, nausea,
?r .othC'r unp leasant <'ffec.t. They are u~ually also mar~ accept?ble to the
Irritated stomach, and will often be retained, when optum or its tincture
would be rejected. They are" applicable to all cases where the object is to
relieve pain, quiet restlessnes~, promote s.leep, or allay nervo~s irritation ~n
any shape ; but are Jess efficient than opium in the suppression of morbid
discharges, and as stimulants in low fo rms of di.sense. We have found them
especially useful in the mania arising from intemperance. A gre~t advantage which they possess is the convenience of thei r external applrcation to
blistered surfaces, and the certainty of their effects when thus applied. In
cases which do not admit of the interna l use of opium or its preparations,
the acetate or su lphate of morphia, sprinkled, in trip le the ordinary dose,
upon a blistered surface denuded of the cuticle, 'vill be found to exercise
upon the system all the influence it is capable of exerting when taken into
the stomach . Applied in t his manne r, t hese salts are peculiarly useful in
re lieving vio lent neura lgic pains , and controlling obstinate sickness of the
stomach. "\Vhen inte nded to act on the system through the medium of the
skin, they shou ld be applied preferably to the epigastrium; when to act
locally, as near the affected part as possible. \ Vhen given in doses nearly,
but not quite sufficient to produce sleep, they sometimes give rise to a very
troublesome condition of the brain, amounting almost to deli rium; but this
crlways subsides spontaneously, or vanishes immediately upon the increase
of the dose .
In over-doses, morphia and its salts produce the symptoms of narcotic
poisons, though not perhaps in the same degree with a quantity of opium,
equ ivalent in anodyne efft>ct. The toxicological trt>atment is precisely tbc
same as in the case of laudanum . (See Opium .) Strong coCfee has been
employed with great apparent advantage as an antidote.
As the proportion of acid necessary to neutralize morphia is \'ery small,
the dose of the alkali is the same as that of its salts. One-sixth of a grain
may be considered <'quivalent to a grain of opium of the medium strength.
Off. Prep . Morph ire Acetas, U.S., Land., Ed.; Morph ire Muri as, U.S.;
Morph ire Sulphas, U. 8 .
1\fORPHIA'.: ACETAS. U. S., Lond., Ed. .qcetate ef J.fo1p!tia.
"Take of l\Iorphia, in powder. freed from narcotina by boiling witll
Sulphuric Ether, an ounce; Distilled Water ha(( a pint; Acetic Acid a
sujjicient quantity. Mix the Moq~hia with the Wate r ; then can!f~lly drop
in the Acid, constantly stirring, until the Morphia is saturated and dissolved.
Evaporate the so lu1ion, by means of a water-bath, to tho consistence of
syrup. Lastly, dry the Acetate with a gentle heat, and rub it into pow-

·w.

der." U.S.
"Take of Morphia six drachms; Acetic Acid three jluidrachm.<J; Distilled ~Vater jour jluidounces. Mix the_ Acid with the Water, and pour
the mixture upon tho Morphia to saturation . Evaporate the solution with
a gentle heat, so that crystals may form." Land.
"Take of ~luriate of .Morphia any convenient quantity. Dissolve it in
fourteen times.its weight of warm_ Water, and wl~en.the sol~tion is ~ool, add
Aqua Ammomre gradually and w_1tl~ constan~ ag1tat1on until there. i~ a permanent but faint odourofammon1a 1n the fluid. Col lect the prec1p1tate on
a calico filter, wash it moderately with cold water, and dissolve it by means
3
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Concentrate the solution over the vapour-bath and se t it aside to crystallize.
Drain and srp1eezc the crystals, and dry them with a gentle hem . More
Acetate of Morphia may be obtained on concenlrating the mother liquor."

Ed.
In all these processes, morphia is saturated with acetic acid; in th e first
tw? it is taken already prepared, in the la~t it is pr~cured by the decomposition of th e muriate by means ~f ammonia. ~cetic acid 1s employed in
preference to vinegar for saturating the morphia, because it can leave no
impurity in th e resu lting sah. The solution of the morphia in the water is

an indication that it is saturated. A small excess of acid is attended with no
inconvenience, as it is subseque~1tly driven off
the heat. Care is_ requisile
not to emp loy too great a heat 111. lhe ~vaporat_1on; as the acetate 1s readily
<lc>composed, a portion of the acetic acid escapmg, and leaving an equivalent
porlion of uncombined morphia. '.Yith altention to arrest the evaporation
at a certain poim, the acetate may be obtained in the state of c.rystals i but the
crystallization is attended with some difficulty, and evaporation to dryness
is almost universally preferred . Some recommend to dissolve the morphia
in boiling alcohol, instead of suspending it in waler, previously to the addition of the acetic acid. A less heat is thus required in the evaporation, and
impurities in the morphia may often be detected, as th ey are apt to be insoluble in alcohol. 'l'o ascertain, in this case, whether the morphia is saturated,
it is necessa ry to employ litmus paper, the blue colour of which should not
be restored, if previously redde ned by an acid. lf the morphia used in preparing the acetate contain narcotina, it will be best to employ as the solvc•nt
distilled vinegar,•or diluted acetic acid of the same strength, and to favour
its solvent power by the application of heat. Un<ler these circumstances it
dissolves only the morphia, leaving the narcotina nearlyorquite untouched.
(Hodgson, Journ. of the Phil. Col. of P/wrm., v. 35.)
Acetate of morphia crystallizes in the form of slender needles united in
fasciculi. It is readily dissolved by water, and Jess easily by alcohol. As
ordinarily obtained, however, by evaporation to dryn ess, it is not entirely
soluble in water, a portion of it being un combined morphia. To render it
soluble, all lhat is necessary is to add a litlle distilled vinegar.
The Edinburgh College gives the following mode of testing its purity:
"One hundred me~sures of a_solu~ion of ten grains in half a lluidounce of
water and five mirnms of acettc acid, heated near to 2 12°, and decomposed
by a faim excess of ammonia, yield by agitation a precipitate which in 24
hours occupi~s 15-5 measures of the liquid."
From an eighth to a quarter of a gram may be given for a dose, and repeated, !f necessary, in order to obt~in the anodyne and soporific effect of
the med1cin~. One.sixth of a grain 1s about equivalent to a grai n of opium.
It n:ay be give ~ in pill or solulion. It i_s frequently employed exlernally,
sprmkled on blistered surfaces, to obtain !ls effects upon the system. ·w.

?Y

MORPHIJE MURIAS. U. S., Ed .
Jlfuriate of Jl{orphia.

l\IORPHilE HYDROCIILORAS.

Land.

J!ydrochlorate of Jllorphia.

"'_I'a_ke of_ Morphia, in powder, an ounce; Distilled Water half a pint;
Munauc Acid~ st!lficien~ qucmlily . i\lix th_e l\Io'.phia with th~ 'Yater; then
carefully drop m the Acid, constantly stirrmg, till the Morphia 1s saturated
and dissoh·e?. Evaporate the solution by means of a water-bath so that it
may ~rystalt1ze ~pon co?ling. Dry the crystals upon bibulous paper." U.S.
0
1ake of Opmm, sliced, rt pound; Crystals of Chloride of L ead two
ounces, or a sufficient quantity; Purified Animal Charcoal three o_unces
and a half; Hydrochloric [Muriatic] Acid, Distilled Water, Solulion of
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Ammonia, each, a sufficient quantity. l\lacerate the Opium, for thirty
hours •. in/our pints [ lmperial measure] of Distilled \Yater, a.nd bruise it;
then digest it for twenty hours, and press it. Maceiate the residue a second
and. a third time i~ VVat~t", so that it may be deprived of taste,_and as often
bruise and press 1t. l\11x the liquors, and evaporate them wnh a heat of
140° to the consistence of syrup. Then add three pints of Distilled \Vatcr,
an.cl, when all the dregs have subsided , pour off the supernatant liquor. To
this add gradually two ounces of Chlon~l~ of L~ad, or a sufficient quantity,
previ~usly dissolved in four pints of .boiling Distilled \Vate~, until nothing
more ts th_rown down. Pour off Lhe liquor, and wasl_1 the residue frequently
with Distilled \Vatl'r. Th en evaporate the mixed liquors, as before, with a
gentle heat, and set them aside to crystallize. Press the crystals in a linen
cloth, then dissolve the111 in a pint of Distilled \\Tater, and, having digested
with an ounce and a half of Animal Charcoal, at 120°, filler the solution.
Finally, having washed the charcoal, cautiously evaporate the liquors, in
order to obtain pure crystals. To the liquor, poured off from the crystals
first .separated, add a pint of \Vatcr, and grad~ally drop in, occasional~y
shakrng , sufficient Solution of Ammoilia to precipitate all the Morphia. To
this, washed with Distilled \Vatcr, add Hydrochloric Acid so as to saturate
it; then digest with two ounces of Animal Charcoal, and filter. Lastly,
having thoroughly washed the Cha rcoal , cautiously evaporate the liquors,
so as to obtain pure crystals." L ond.
"Take of ~pium twenty ounc~s; '\Tater eight pints [ fmperial measure];
l\hmatc of Lime [chloride of calcium] oneowlce,or a slight sxcess. Mace rate the Opium Ill fragments fo r twenty-four hours in two pints of the
\Vater; and separate the infusion, squeezing well the residue. Repeat the
maceration success ively with two pints more of the VVater till the whole is
made use of. Concentrate the whole infusions over the vapour-bath to one
pint, and add th e Muriate of Lime dissolved in four fluidounces of 'Vater.
Set the whole aside to sellle; pour off the liquid; wash the sediment with
a little water, adding the washings to the liquid. Evaporate the liquid sufficiently in the vapour-bath for it to solidify on cooling. Subject the cooled
mass to very strong pressure in a cloth; redissolve the cake in a sufficiency
of warm distilled water; add a little fine powder of white marble, and filter;
acidulate the filtered fluid with a very little muriatic acid; and concentrate
a second time in the vapour-bath for crystallization . Subject the crystals
again to very strong pressure in a cloth. Repeal the process of solution ,
clarification by marble and muriatic acid, concentration, and crystallization,
until a snow -white mass be obtained.
"On the small scale trouble and loss are saved by decolorizing the solution
of muriateof morphia by means of a little purified animal charcoal after two
crystallizations. But on the large scale it is better to purify .the salt by
repeated crystallizations alone, and to tr~at all th~ expressed fluids, except
th e first, in the same way with the origmal solutton of impure muriate of
morphia. An additio~rnl quantity of salt m~y often be got from the first
dark and resino ns fluid obtained by expression, on merely allowing it to
remain at rest for a few months, when a little muriate of morphia may be
deposited in an impure condition .
11 The opium which yields the largest quantity of precip itat e by carbonate
of soda, according to th e formula [given in page 518], yields muriate of
morphia not only in greatest proponion, but likewise with the fewest crystallizations." Ed.
In relation to the process of the U.S. Pharm:i.copreia, the ren:iarks made
upon the preparation of the sulphate of morphia :ire equally apphco.ble here.
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(See Aforphire Sulphas.) The London and Edinburgh processes are .based
upon the plan, o~igmally suggested by \Vittslock, of obtaining the munate of
morphia immediately from opium without the use of alcohol. The Edinburgh process is that of Dr. 'Vm. Gregory, which was an improvement
upon Wittstock's. The London is a mo<lification, but scarcely an improvement of Gregory's. In both processes, the meconate and a small proportion
of sulphate of rhorphia extracted by water from opium are decomposed; ir1
the Edinburgh, by chloride of calcium, yielding muriate of morphia in solution,and meconate and sulphate of lime as precipitates; in the ~ondon,_ by
chloride of lead yielding muriate of morp.hi_R as in the forme~ case in soluuon,
but meconate and sulphate of lead as prec1pJtates. The remaming steps of the
operation co'Usist iu obtaining tke muriate of morphia from the solution by
evaporation and crystallization, and in freeing it from colouring impurities.
For the _latter purpose the Edinburgh College di~ects repeated s.olution,
clariflcallon by marble and muriatic acid, concentratwn, and crystallization;
advising, when the process is conducted upon a small scale, the use of animal
charcoal after two crystal!izations. The London College spares the trouble of
these repeated operat ions, and contents itself with the decolorizing influence
of the animal charcoal. The Edinburgh College prevents waste by operating
upon a.II the liquids expressed from the impure sulphate of morphia, except
that separated by the first expression, in the same manner as upon the original
infusion of opium after concentration and the addition of muriate of lime; the
London, by precipitating the mother liquors with ammonia, saturatingthe precipitated morphia with muriatic acid, and decolorizing with animal charcoal.
Points deserving of particular notice in these pr?cesse_s are, to o~tain the original infusion of op ium as concentrated as possible without leavmg morphia
behind, so as to shorten the period of evaporation; and to add the chloride of
calcium or of lead before instead of after th e concentration, as, according to
Christison, a larger and purer product is obtained, in the former way, with
fewer crystallizations. Dr. Christison says, in favour of Dr. Gregory's process, that the Edinburgh manufacturers, who follow it, produce a salt of unrivalled purity and cheapness. But it is-much better calculated for the large
laboratory of the manufacturing chemist, than for the smaller operations of
the apothecary, who will probably find the U.S. process more c01~~·cnient.
The muriate of morplua procured by the processes of the Bnush Colleges is free from narcotina; but always contains a portion of ~uriate of
codeia, which, howev~r, is scarcely suffic ient to affect its operation up~n
the system. Dr. Chnstison found the proportion to vary between a GOth.m
the muriate prepared from good Turkey opium, a 30th 111 that fro:n inff'n~r
samp les of the same variety, a nd a 12th in that from the East lndian . This
impurity may be separated by precipitating the morphia by means of ammonia; the codeia being left in solution.
Or. A . T. Thomson has published a process for procuring muriate of
morphia which he has found considerably more productive than that of the
British Colleges . After macerating the opium in waler as directed by the
Colleges for thirty hours, and expressing, he rubs it in a mortar with an
equal weight of pure white sand, and enough water to form the mixture
into a paste, which he places in a percolator, and subjects to the action of
distilled water till the fluid passes without colour and taste. He then concentrates the liquor to the consistence of a thin syrup, adds diacetate of
lead, dilutes the solution with twice its bulk of distilled water, allows it to
sta~d for t_wenty -four hours 1 decants the supernatant liquid, washes the precipll<i\te with warm water, adds the washings to the decanted solution, and
concentrates to one-half. To free the liquid from any remaining acetate of
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lead he ~dds diluted sulphuric acid in slighl excess, decants the liquid from
the prec1pilate, washes the laner. adds the washrngs to the solution, and
boils for some minu.tes to drive off acetic acid. To convert the su lphat e of
morphia now contamed in the solution into muriate, he adds a saturated
solution of chloride of barium, washes the precipitate, evaporates the conjoined wa~hings and solution to the point of crystallization, presses the
crystals, dd~tes and ag~in evaporates the m~ther liquor so long as it affords
crystals, which are punfied by m7ans of animal charcoal, ~nd by repeated
solUlion, evaporation , and crystallization. (Phann. Journ., 1. 45U.)
Murial~ of morphia crystallizes in tufts of feathery acicular crystals. It
is white, ino<lorous, bitter, solnble in 16 parts of water at H0° , and in its own
weight at 212°, and soluble also in alcohol. A saturated so lu tion in boiling
water forms a solid crystalline mass on cooling. 'fhe crystals are said to
consist of one equiva lent of morphia 292, one of muriatic acid 36·42, and
six of water 54. Dr. Christison states that he constantly found the crystals,
when dried at 150°, to contain 12·7 per cent. of water; and the Edinburgh
College states, that the loss of weight at 212° is not above 13 per cent.
The salt may be known to be a muriate by th e test of nitrate of silver, and
to contain morphia by tests for that alkali.
This preparation of morphia is much used in Great Britain, but, in this
country, less than either the sulp hate or acetate. The tlose of it, equivalent
to a g rai n of op ium, is about one.s ixth of a grain.
OJT. Prrp. l\Iorphia, Lonrl.; Morph ire Acetas, Ed.; Morph ire Muriatis
Solutia, Ed.; Trochisci Morphire, Ed.; Trochisci Morpbire et lpccac u·

nnh:E,Ed.

W.

MORPHIJE MURIATIS SOLUTIO. Ed.

Solution

of .l\fariate of

Jlforphia.
"Take of Muriate of Morphia one drachm and a half; Rectified Spirit
five J!uidounces; Distilled Water fifteen j!uidounces. Mix the Spirit and
Water, and dissolve the Muriate of Morphia in the mixture with the aid of a
gentle heat." Ed.
The use of the alcohol i::; to prevent spontaneous decomposition . The
solution was intended to han' the strength of laudanum. Eighteen minims
contain about one-sixth of a grain of the muriate, equivalent to about a grain
of opium.
W.

MORPH!iE SUL PH AS. U. 8.

Sulplwte of Jllorphia.

"Take of Morphia, in powder, an ounce; Distilled Water half a pint;
Diluted Sulphuric Acid a sufficient quantity. Mix the Morphia with the
Water, 1hen carefully drop in the Acid, constantly stirring till the Morphia
is saturated and dissolved. Evaporate the solution by means of a water·
bath, so that it may crystallize upon cooling. Dry the crystals upon bibu·
lous paper." U.S.
ln this process the morphia is known to be saturated when it is wholly
dissolved by the water. To ascertain whether the acid is added in excess,
litmus paper may be resorted to. lf the morphia employed contain narcotina, this will remain in the mother liquor, and will not contaminate the pro·
duct. The mother liquor remaining after the first crystallization may ~e
evaporated s.o as to obtain a fresh supp ly of the sull?hate; ~ut if t~e mor.p.hia
was not originally quite pure, the second product will contam the 1mpunt1cs,
and should not be used lill it has undergone fanher preparation. When
impure morphia is employed, the mother liquor should be mixed with alcohol,
or boiled with washed animal charcoal and filtered, and then decomposed by
ammonia, which will precipitate the morphia. This may then be converted
imo the sulpb:ue in the manner directed by the Pharmacopceia.
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Another mode of obtaining sulphate of morphia, is to dissolve the allrnli
in boiling alcohol of 3CP Bau me (sp. gr. 0·8428), salurate. it wbile h:it with
sulphuric acid, add animal charcoal previously washed with muriatic acid,
boil for a few minutes, and filter the solution while at the boiling temperature. Upon cooling, it deposits most of the sulphate; and the remainder
may be obtained by evaporating the mother liquor.
In the evaporation of the solution of this salt, care should be taken not to
carry the heat too far; for when pushed to incipient decomposition with an
excess of acid, a new substance is formed containing no morphia. (See .llm.
Journ. of Phann., xvii. 286.)
Sulphate of morphia crystallizes in beautifully white, minute, feathery
crystals, which are soluble in cold water, and in twice their weight of boiling \Yater. They contain, according to Liebig, in 100 parts, 10·3:1 of sulphuric acid, 75-38 of morphia, and 14·29 of water. By exposure to a heat
of 2-18° F . they lose 9·UG parts of the water, but cannot be deprived of the
remainder without decomposition. Their equivalent composition is stated
to be one equivalent of morphia 292. one of sulphuric acid 40, and six of
water 51, of which fi,·e are water of crystalli~ation, and may be ex_pell~d by
heat. The tests for il are those for sulphunc acid and for morphia.
The dose of sulphate of morphia is from an eighth to a quarter of a grain,
which may be given in pill or solution.
Off. Prep. Liquor Morphire Sulphatis, U.S.
W.

LIQUOR MORPl-IIJE SULPHATlS . U. S. Solution of Sulphate
Norphia.
"Take of Sulphate of Morphia eight grains; Distilled Water half a pint.

~f

Dissolve the Sulphate of Morphia in the ':Vater. 11 U.S.
Sulphate of morphia, as founil in the shops, is not always entirely soluble
in water. This sometimes, perhaps, arises from adulterations; but more
. frequently, in all probability, from the mode in which the sulphate is prepared. ln the preparaLion of this salt, the quantity of water employed for
the suspension of the morphia is Rometimes insufficient to hold the resuhing
sulphate in solution; and the consequence is that, upon the addition of sulphuric acid, the crystallization of the sulphate takes place before the whole
of Lhe _m~rphia has been saturated by the _acid. A portion of uncombine_d
morphia 1s therefore necessarily mixed wllh the salt. This explanation JS
re1iclcred still more probable by the facL, that the addition of a little sulphuric
acid usually remedies the defect, and renders the whole soluble. Pure sulphate ·of morphia is readily and entirely soluble in water.
This solution is ve_ry convenient, by t.'nabling the physician to prescribe a
minute d?se,_ which, In consequence of the great ene rgy of t~e preparations
of morphrn, 1s often necPssary. Jt has the advantage that 1t may be kept
for a ~·ery considerable length of time unchanged. The full dose fo r an
adult 1s ~rom one to t\\'O fluidrachms, containing from an eighth to a quarter
of a gram of the sulphate.
W.

M:UCILAGINES.
JJiucilages.
Mucilage, in the ordinary ncceptation of the term, and in the sense in which
it is employed in the U.S. Phannacopreiu, is an aqueous solution of gum or
of subs~ances closely allie~ to it. As used by the British Colll:'ges it appears
to sig~1fy any bland, vis_c1d, aqueous, vegetable solution , resembling that of
gum m sensible properties.
' V.
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MUCILAGO ACACIA':. U.S. Muc1LAGO . Ed. MucrLAGO Gumu
AnABICI.

Du.b.

M1STURA ACACIJE.

Lond.

.Mucilage

of Gu,m .llrabic.

"Take of Gum Arabic, in powder,four ounces; Boiling Waler half a

pint. Add the Water gradually to the Gum, rubbing them together till the
mucilage is formed." U.S.
The London College takes te_n. ounces . of powdered gum Arabic, and a
pint [Imperial measure J of boiling water, and proceeds as above. The
Edinburgh College directs nine ounces of gum Arabic to be dissohred in
a pint [ Lmp. meas.] of cold water, without heat, but with occasional stirring, and then to be strained through linen or calico. The Dublin College
takes four ounces of the gum, in coarse powder, and four jluidounces of
warm water, digests the ingredients with frequent agitation till the gum is
dissolved, and·strains the resulting mucilage through linen.
Straining through linen is necessary to separate the foreign substances
which are oflen mixed with gum Arabic. This mucilage is semitransparent,
almost colourless if prepared from good gum, viscid, tenacious, of a feeble
peculiar odour, and nearly tasteless. If the solution of gum should be coloured, it may be rendered colourless by the add ition of a concentrated soJu.
tion of chlorine; and, by boiling for about half an hour so as to drive off
the chlorine and muriatic acid, it may be rendered fit for use. ( Gudrin) .
By keeping, mucilage becomes sour in consequence of the spontaneous
genera1ion of acetic acid; and this happens even though it be enclosed in
well·slopped bottles. But, according to M. GuCrin, the aqueous solution
of pure gum undergoes no change in vacuo. Heat in its preparation is
said to favour the producLion of acid, in which case the Edinburgh formula
is preferable. Mucilage is employed chiefly in the formation of pills, and
for the suspension or diffusion of insoluble substances in water.
Off. Prep. Mistura Acacire, Ed.; Mistura Amygdalarum, Ed.; Mistura
W.
Cretre, Lond., Ed., Dub.; Mistura Guaiaci, Lond., Ed.

MUC!LAGO AMYL!. Ed., Dub. DEcocTuM A>rn1. Land .•Mucilage of Starch.

th;· ~~~~ceh ~~ ~~atrl~~ ~:;~~~~~d~:11yV:aaJ:~ ~th~~tb~~ l}~:~i:~::;7t~:~:~~ L~d~

The Edinburgh College takes half an ounce of st~rch and a pint [ Imp.
meas. J of water; the Dubl~n, six drachms_ of the former and a pint of the
latter; both proceed accord mg to the direct10ns of the London College:
This mucilage has an opaline appearance, and gelatinous consistence, and
is much used as a vehicle for laudanum and OLher active remedies given in
the form of enema. In consequence of its demulcent properties, it may be
usefully employed as an enema in irritation and inflammation of the mucous
coat of the rectum and large intestines. Its unpleasant flavour, when it is
prepared from ordinary starch, precludes its employment by the mouth.

Off. Prep. Enema Opii, Land.

W.

MUCILAGO . TRAGACANTHE . U.S., Ed. MucILAGO GuMMI

Dub. Mucilage of !~·agacanth.
.
"Take of Tragacanth an ounce; Boiling Water a pint. Macerate the
Tragacanth in the \Vater for twenty -four ~ours, occasionally stirring i then
triturate it so as to render the mucilage uniform, and strain forcibly through
linen." U.S.
The Edinburgh College takes two drachms of tragacanth an~ ninejluidounces of boiling water, macerates for twenty-four hours, then tnturates, and
89
TRAGACANTHA!:.
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expresses through linen or calico. The Dublin College tn.kes two draclims
of tragacanth, in powder, and _eight jluidounces of '~ater, macerates in a
covered vessel till the gum is dissolved, and then strains through linen .
A part only of tragacanth is soluble in water. The remainder swells up
and forms a soft tenacious mass, which may be mechanically mixed with
water, but does not form a proper solution. Hence trirnration is necessary
to complete the incorporation of the ingredients. This mucilage is thick
and very viscid, but not permanent,_as the water separates from the i.nsoluble
portion of the tragacanth on stand_m g. It is chiefly _used in making pills
and troches. In consequence of its great tenacity, Il may be advantage-

ously emp loyed for tbe suspension of heavy insoluble substances, such as
the metallic oxides, in water.
Off. Prep. Trochisci lpecacuanhre, U. S.; rrrochisc i Magnesire, U.S.;
Trochisci Menthre Piperitre, U.S.
W.

OLEA DESTILLA TA.
Distilled Oils.
For an account of the general properties of the volatile, essential, or distilled oils, the reader is referred to th e head of Olea Volatilia in the first
part of this work. 'l'he following are the different officinal directions for
preparing them.

OLEA DESTILLATA . U.S.
"Jn the preparation of the Distilled Oils, put the substance from which
the oil is to be extracted into a retort, or other vessel suitable for distillation,
and add enough water to cover it, then distil into a large refrigeratory. Separate the Distillrd Oil from the water which comes over with it.
" In this manner prepare 01L OF ANISE, from Anise; 01L OF CARAWAY,
from Caraway; OrL OF 'VORitISEED, from Wormseed; OIL OF FENNEL, from
Fennel-seed i OIL OF PARTRIDGE-DERR\', from Partridge-berry [leaves] ; 01L
OF PENN~ROVAL [Oleum B edeomre], from Pennyroyal; 01L OF JuNIPER,

~r;p:r r~ ~=~N~efr~~ i~~~~r:i~~'3;:»::·s~~~~1:~~f~~ ~~:~~~~~t;; g~

0 1

Olo' HoRSEM lNT, from Horsemint ;. 01L OF 0RIGANm11, from Origanum [Marjoram J; 01L OF PIMENTO, from Pimento; 01L OF RosE~IARY, from Rosemary
[tops]; 01L OF SA\'INE, from Savine; and 01L OF SASSAFRAS, from Bark of
Sassafras Root." U.S.

OLEA DESTILLATA. Lond.
"01L of ANISE, of CttAl\IOlllILE, of CARAWAY, of JoNtPER, of LAVENDER,
of PEPPERitTINT, of PENNYROYAL [Mentha Pulegium], of SPEARMINT, of
OnrnANUIU, of PnrnNTO, of RosEJ'tlARY, of ELDER FLOWERS.
"The fruit of Anise, Caraway, and Juniper, the flowers of Chamomile,
Lavender, and Elder, the berries of Pimento, the tops of Rosemary, and the
fresh herb of the other plants, are to be employed. Put any one of these
into an alembic, and add s ufficient Water to co\•er it i then distil the Oil
into a large refrigeratory." Lond.

VOLATILE OILS. Ed.
"Volatile oils are obta.ined chiefly from the flowers, leaves, fruits, barks,
and roots of plants, by distilling them with water, in which they have been
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Flowers, leaves, and fruits generally

~~:~~~~eo:~~~r~~~~~~~ e~nu!J[;~~~:I~ i(~;;;i~~v~v~=~n ~r:~e~~~edu~~db~~~~~
them mto a pulp wllh about twice their weight of muriate of soda, and
keeping the mixture in well.closed vessels.
"Substances yielding volatile oils must be disti!led with water, the proper proportion of which varies for ea~h article, and for the several qualities
of each. In all insta~ces, the quantity must be such as to pr~vent any. of
the material from being empyreumatized before the whole oil is earned
over. In operations where the material is of pulpy consistence, other contrivances must be resorted to for the same purpo$e. These consist chiefly
of particular modes of applying heat, so as to maintain a regulated temperature not much above 212° . On th e small scale, heat may be thus conveniemly applied by means of a bath of a strong solution of mu~iate of Ii.me, or
by means of an oil-bath, kept at n stationary temperature wtth the aid of a
thermometer. On the large scale , heat is often applied by means of steam
under regulated pressure. In other operations it is found sufficient to
hang the material within the still in a cage or bag of fine net-work; and
sometimes the material is not mingled with the water at all, but is s ubjected
to a cuyent of s team pass in~ through it.
"The best mode of collectmg the oil is by means of the refrigeratory described in the preface [see page 772]; from which the water and oil drop
together into a tall narrow vessel, provided with a lateral tube or lip near
the top, and another tube rising from the bottom to about a quarter of an
inch below the level of the former. It is evident that, with a receiver of
this construction, the water will escape by the lower tube; while the volatile oil, as it accumulates, will be discharged by the upper one, except in
the very few instances where the oil is heavier than the water.
"By attending to the general principles now explained, Volatile Oils
may be readily obtained of excellent quality from the flowers of ANT11EM1s
NOBIJ.IS, LAVANDULA VERA, and RUTA GRAVEOLESS; from the fruit of ANETllUJ\I GRAVEOLENS bruised, CARUM CARUI bruised, EuGENIA P1ME:"TA
bruised, F<ENICULUrtl OHICINAl.E bruised, JuNJPERUS COitUIUNIS bruised,
P1PER CunEBA ground, and PwPINELLA .AN1suill ground i from the undeveloped dried flowers of CARYOPHYLLUS AROit1AT1cus; from the tops of
JuN1PERUS SAnINA, and Rosl\IARINUS 0FF1c1NAJ..1s; from the entire herb of
MENTHA P1PERITA, MEl\'TIIA PuLEGrnitl, MENTHA vrnrn1s, and On1GANUM
!V!AJORANA [ vulgare ?] ; and also from the bruised root of SASSAFRAS 01--nc1NALE." Ed.

OLEA ESSENTIALIA. Dub.
"0 1L of ANISEED, of CARAWAY, of FENNEL, from the seeds dried with
a medium heat; of SASSAFRAS, from the bark and wood; of JuNJPER, of
PrnENTo, from the berries; of LAVENDER, from the flowers; of PEPPERMINT,
of SPEARMINT, of 01uGANUM, of PENN\.' IWYAL, of RosEitlARY, of RuE, from
the leaves and flowers of the plant while jn flower; of SAVINE, from the
leaves.
"Put the substance, previously. macerated i~1 water, into an alembic;
then, by means of the vapour of b?tling. water, distil into a receiver. Separate by a proper apparatus, the Oil which floats on the surface, or s.in.k~ to
the bottom, according as it is lighter or heavier than water . In d~stdlmg
the seeds of Caraway and Fennel, the leaves of Peppermint, Spcanmnt, a!1d
Pennyroyal, and the berries of Pimento, the liquor which comes over with
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or

the oil is to be kept for use in the manner directed under the head
Distilled Waters ." Dub.
The substances from which the volatile oils are extracted may be employed either in the recent or dried state. Certain flowers, however, such
as orange flowers and roses, must be used fresh, or preserved with salt, as
they afford liule or no oil after exsiccation. Most of the aromatic herbs
also, as peppermint, spearmint, pennyroyal, and marjoram, are usually distilled while fresh, and are directed in this state by the London Collrge;
allhough it is thought by some that, when moderately dried, they yield a
larger and more grateful product. Dried substances, before being submined
to distillation, require to be macerated in water till they are thoroughly
penetrated by this fluid; and to facilitate the action of the water, it is
necessary that, when of a hard or tough cons istence, they should be properly comminuted by slicing, shaving, rasp ing, bruising, or other similar
mechanical operation.
The water which is put with the subject of distillation into the alembic,
answers the double purpose of preventing the decomposition of tbe v~ge
table matter by regulating the temperature, and of faclli1nting the volatilization of the oil, which, though in most instances it readily rises with the
vapour of boiling water, requires, whe~ dis~illed alone, a consi~erably
highrr temperature, and is at the same time liable to be partially decomposed. Some oils, however, will not ascend readily with steam at 212°;
and in the distillation of these it is customary to use water saturated with
common salt, which does not boil under 2:30°. Hecourse may also be had
to a bath of strong solution of chloride of calcium, or to an oil-bath, the
temperature of which is regulated by a thermometer, as suggested by the
Edinburgh College in their genera l directions (see page 1047). Other oils
again may be volatilized with water at a temperature below tbe boiling
point; and, as heat exercises an injurious influence over the oils, it is desirable that the distillation should be effected at as low a temperalure as
possible. To prevent injury from heal it has been recommended to suspend the substance containing the oi l in a basket, or to place it upon a
perforated shelf, in the upper part of the alembic, so that it may be penetrated by the steam, without being in direct contact with the water. Another
mode of effecting the same object is to distil in vacuo. Dr. Duncan.slated
that the most elegant volatile oils he had ever seen were prepared m this
manner by Mr. Barry, the inventor of the process.
The quantity of water added is not a matter of indifference. An excess
above what is necessary acts injuriously by holding the oil in solution,
when the mixed vapours are condensed; and, if the proportion be very
large, it is possible that no oil whatever may be obtained separate. On the
contrary, if the quantity be too small, the whole of the oil will not be distilled; and there will be danger of the substance in the alembic adhering to
the sides of the vessel, and thus becoming burnt. Enough water should
always be added to cover the solid material, and prevent this latter accident. Dried plams require more water than those which are fresh and
succulent. The whole amount of materia ls in the alembic should not exceed three-fourths of its capacity; as otherwise there would be dan~cr of
the liquor boiling over. The form of the alembic has a considerable influence over the quanlity of waler distilled, which depends more upon the
extent ~f surface than the amount of liquid submitted to evaporation. By
employing a high and narrow vessel, we may obviate tbe disadvantage of
an excess of water. The broad shallow alembic, suitable for the distilla-
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tion of alcohol and the spirituous liquors, will nol answer so well in this
case. Sometimes the proportion of oil contained in the substance employed
is so small that it is wholly dissolved in the water distilled, even thouah

~~=e~~~!i~rti~~ ~~is1 h:a!~q ~~di!" l~~:e:~:;b~~ ~~di~~i rrl~a~e:a~: 0,::1:~s~~~~~z

times from fresh portions of the plant, till the quantity of oil exceeds its
sol vent power. This process is called co!tobation.
The more volatile of the oils pass with facility along with the steam into
the neck of the common stilt; but so~e which are .less volatile ~reap~ to
condense in the head, and th11s return mto the alembic. For the d1stillat1on
of the latler, a still should be employed with a large and very low head,
having a rim or gutter around its internal circumference, into which the oils
may be received as they condense. and thence pass into lhe neck. As,
after the distillation of any one oil, it is necessary that the apparatus should
be thoroughly cleansed before being used for the preparation of another, it
is helter th~t the condensing tube should be straight, than spi~al as in the
ordinary stilt. It should be recollected, moreover, that certam oils, such
as those of anise and fennel, become solid at a comparatively high temperature j and that, in the distillation or these, the water employed for refrigeration should not be below 42°. F.
The mixed vapours are condensed into a milky liquid, which is collected
in a receiver, and after standing for some time separates into a clear solution of the oil in water, and into the oil itself, the latter floating on the surface, or sinking to the bottom, according as it is lighter or J1eavier than
water. The distillation should be continued so long as the fluid which
comes over has this milky appearance.
The last step in lhe process is to separate the oil from the water. For
this purpose the Florence recei"Ver may be used. 'l'his is a conical glass
vessel, broad at the bottom and narrow towards the top, and very near its
base furnished with a tubulure or opening, to which is adapted, by means
of a pierced cork, a bent tube so shaped as to rise perpendicularly to seveneighths or the height or the receiver, then to pass off from it al right angles,
and near the end to bend downwards. The condensed Jiquid being admitted
through the opening at the top or the receiver, the oil separates, and rising
to the top, occupies the upper narrow part of the vessel, while the water
remains al the bottom and enters the tube ailixed to the receiver. \Vhen the
surface or the liq~id attains !11 the receiver a higher level than the top of the
tube, the watt'.'r will necessanly begin to flow out through the latter, and may
be received in bottles. The oil thus accumulates so long as the process continues; but it is evident that Lhe plan is applicable only to the oils lighter
than water. For the heavier oils, cylindrical vessels may be employed, to
be renewed as fast as they are filled. But, as all the water cannot be removed
by these plans, it is nece~sary to resort to some other m~thod of effecting a
complete separation. An instrument called a ~· eparalory 1s usually employed
for this purpose. It consists of a glass funnel, bulging a.t the top, where it
is furnished with a stopper, and prolonged at the bouo~ rnto a very narrow
tube. (See figure, page 758.) The lower opening berng closed, lhe m~xed
liquids are mtroduced nnd allowed lo stand lill they sei~arate. The orifice
nt the bottom is then opened, and the stopper al top berng a little loosened
so as lo admit the air, the heavier liquid slowly Hows out, and may be separated to the last drop from the lighter, which floats above it. If the oil is
heavier than the water, it passes out of the separatory; if lighter it remains
within. Another mode of separating the oil is to introduce into the vessel
89*
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~ontaining lhe tw? liquid~, one e?d of a cord of cotton, the other end hang-

mu
out, and termmat1ng ma smtable receptacle beneath the levt>l of that
0
lm mersed in the liquid. The oil at top passes through the cord, and may
thus be wholly removed. The last drops may be collected by pressing the
cord between the fingers:
The water saturated with oil should be preserved for future distillations,
as it can now dissolve no more of the oil, and will therefore yield a larger
product.
When first procured, the oil has a disagreeable empyreumatic odour,
from which it may be freed by allowing it to stand for some days in vessels
loosely covered with paper. lt should then be introduced into small opaque
bottles, which should be well stopped so as to exclude the air. When
altered by exposure to air, the oils may sometimf's be nearly or quite restored to their original appearance and quality by agitation with a little
recently heated animal charcoal; and the same method may be employed
for freeing oils from adhering water .
The volatile oils have the medical properties of the plants from which
they are derived; and, as their remedia l application has been mentioned
under the heads of these plants respectively, it will be unnecessary to treat
of it in this place. They may be administered dropped on a lump of sugar;
or triturated with at least ten times their weight of sugar, forming an oleo.rncclwrnm, and thrn dissolved in water; or made into an emulsion with
water, sugar, and gum Arabic. They a~e frequently kept dissolved in
alcohol under the name of essences.
'\V.

OLEUIVI ANETHI. Ed.

Oil of Dill.

The fruit of dill yields about 3·5 per cent. of volatile oi l. This is of a
pale yellow colour, with the odour of the fruit, and a hot sweetish taste.
Its specific gravity is stated at 0·881. It is employed to prepare dill water,
and may be given as a carminative in the dose of three or four drops; but
it is litt le used in this country.
W.

OLEUM ANISI. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Oil of .flnise.

The product of oil from anise is variously stated from 1·56 to 3·12 per
cent. The oil employed in this country is almost all imported. It is co lourless or yellowish, with the peculiar odour and taste of the seed. At 50° it
crystallizes in flat tables, and does not melt under 62°. Its sp. gr. increases
with age, and is variously given from 0 ·9768 to 0·9903. It is soluble in all
proportions in alcoho l of 0·806; but alcohol of 0·840 dissolves at 77° only
42 per cent. 1t consists of two oils, one solid at ordinary temperatures and
heavier than water (slearoptene), the other liquid and more volatile (eleoptene), bot h of which are said to have the same atomic constitution, and to
consi~t of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen (CioHP)· It absorbs oxygen from
the air, and becomes less disposed to concrete. Oil of anise is said to be
sometimes adulterated with spermaceti, wax, or camphor. The first two
may be detected by their insolubility in cold alcohol, the last by its odour.
The dose of th~ oil is from five to fifteen drops. Its comparative mildness
adapts it t~ i~fanti l e cases. The oil of star aniseed (oleum badiani), which
resembles 1t m flavour, is frequently substituted for it in this country:
O.(! Prep. Syrupus Sarsaparillc:e Compositus, U. S.; Tinctura Op1i Arnmomata, Ed.; Tinct. Opii Camphorata, U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Trochisci Glycyrrhizce et Opii, U.S.
W.

OLEUM ANTHEIVIIDIS. Lond., Ed.

Oil

ef

Chamomile.

This is never prepared and little used in this country.

BaumC obtained
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thirteen drachms of the oil from eighty-two pounds of the flowers . IL has
the peculiar smell of chamomile, with a punge nt somewhat aromatic taste.
When recently distilled it is of a sky-blue colour, which changes to yellow
or brownish on exposure. The sp. gr. of the English oil is said to be
0·9083. It has sometimes been used in spasms of the stomach, and as an
adjunct to pur~tive medicin<'s. T~e dose is from five to fifleen drops.
On the continent of Europe, an 011 extracted from the Matricaria Chammnilla is employed under th e name of oil of chamomile. It is dark blue,
thick, and nearly opaque, becoming brown and unctuous by time. It has the
odour of the plant from which it is derived, and an aromatic taste.
W.

OLEU!VI CARI. U. 8.

0LEUM CARITT. Lond., Ed., Dub.

Oil

of

Caraway.
This oil is prepared to a considerable extent by our distillers. The fresh
fruit yields on an average about 4·7 per cenl. (Recluz); but the product is
very variable_. The oi~ of caraway !s somewhat viscid, of a pale yellow
colour becomrng brownish by age, with the odour of the fruit. and an aromatic acrid taste. lt~ sp.gr. is 0·946 according to Baume, 0·931 ac.cording
to Brande. Its constituents are carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. ll 1s much
us~d to impart fla.vour to medicines, and to correct their nauseating and
griping effects. Th e dose is from one to ten drops.
OJ/: Prep . Confectio Scammonii, Lond., Dub.; Electuarium Sennre,
Dub.; Pilulre Aloes Compositre, Loud., Dub.; Pilulre Rhei Compositre,

Lond.

OLEUM CHENOPODII. U. 8.

W.

Oil

of Wormseed.

This oil is peculiar to the United States. It is of a light yellow colour
when recently distilled, but becomes dee per yellow, and even brownish by
age. It has in a high degree the peculin~ flavour of the plant. [1s sp. gr.
is 0·908. It is used as an anthelmintic, 10 the dose of from four to eight
drops for a child, repeated morning and eveni ng for three or four days, and
then followed by a brisk cathartic.
W.

OLEUM COPAIBJE. Ed . Oil

of Copaiba.

"Take of Copaiva one ounce; Water one pint and a half [lmperial
measure]. Distil, p~eserving the water; when most o~the '".ater has passed
over, heat it, return 1t into the still, and resume the d1stillat1on; repeat this
process so long as a sensible quantity of oil passes over with the water." Ed.
This oil is sufficiently described under Copaiba, page 211.
W.

OLEU!VI FCENICULI. U. S., Ed. Or.EUM FmN1cuL1 DuLcrs. Dub.
Oil of Fennel.
Fennel seeds yield about 2·5 per cent. of oil. That used in this country
' is imported. It is colourless or yellowish, with the odour and taste of the
seeds. Its sp. gr. is 0·997. It congeals below 50° into a crystalline mass,
separable by pressure into a solid and liquid oil (stearoptene and eleoptene),
the former heavier than water, and less volatile than the latter, which rises
first when the oil is distilled. As found in the shops, therefore, the oil of
fennel is not uniform; and Dr. Montgomery found that a specimen which

~:y~xe~~i~~sd f~;!1~J~ ~~~ng;,3!c~to;:i:·g t~t ~J~~~s~~t :n~a~~1~'ch~~:~~n, ·~~!
0

dose is from five to fifteen drops.
Off. Prep. Aqua Freniculi, U.S.

W.
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OLEUM GAUL THERl!E. U.S.

Oil

of Partridge-berry.

This oil is a prod_ucl of the United States, and is prepared chiefly in
New Jersey. It is d1rected by the Pharmacopceia to be prepared from the
leaves of the Gaultheria p7'0tumbens; but the whole plant is usually employed. It has been obtained by Mr. Wm . Procter, jun., of Philadelphia,
from the bark of the Betula lent a, and has been supposed to exist also in
the root of the Polygala paucifolia, and the roots and stems of the Spir:ea
ulmaria, Spirma lobata, and Oaultheria hispidula, which have its peculiar
flavour. The oil of partridge-berry when freshly distilled is nenrlycolourless ,
but as found in the shops has a brownish-yellow or reddish colour. ll is
of a sweetish, slightly pungent, peculiar taste, and a very agreeable characteristic odour, by which it may be readily distinguished from all other officinal oils. It is tl.1e heaviest of the known essential oils, having the sp. gr.
1·173. lts boilmg point is 412° . (.fJm. Journ. of Pharm ., iii . 199, and
xiv. 2 13.) Its ~nusual weight affords a convenient test of its purity. Mr.
Procter proYed 1t to possess acid properties, and to be closely analogous to
saliculous acid, one of the results of the decompos.itio1~ of sal.icin by sul phuric acid and bichromate of potassa, and an ingredient m the oil of Spir{J!a
ulrnaria. (See Salix, page 62:l.) By M. Cahours it has since been shown
to have the same composition as the saliculate of methylene; and a product
having its propcnies was obtainc.d by distilling a mixture of pyroxylicspirit,
saliculic acid, and sulphuric acid. (~m. Joum. of Phann., xiv. 2 11 , and
xv. 2"11.) Oil of gauhheria is used chiefly , on account of its pleasant flavour,
to cover the taste of other med icines.
Off. Prep . Syrupus Sarsapari llre Compositus, U.S.
W.

OLEUM HEDEOM.iE. U.S.

Oil of Pennyroyal.

This, though analogous in prope r ties to the oil of European pennyroya l, is derived from a distinct plant- Hedeoma pulcgioides- peculiar lo
North America. It has a light yellow colour, wilh the odour and taste of
the herb. Its sp. gr. is O·tl48. It may be used as a remedy in flat.ulent
colic and sick stomach, to correct the operation of nauseating or gnping
medicines, and to impart flavour to m ixtures . 'rl1e dose is from two to ten
~~

OLEUM JUNIPER!. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

~

Oil of Juniper.

The propol'lion of oil which juniper berries afford is stated very differently by diffe rent authors. Tromms:dorff obtai ned one per cent. The
highest quan!ity given in the table of Recluz is ~·34, the lowest 0·3 1 per
cent. The berries are most productive when bruised. The oil of juniper
c.onsumed in this countr}_' is brought from Europe. It is colourless, or of a
l ight greeni:sh -yellow, wllh a tercbinthinate odour, and a hot acrid taste.
lls sp. gr . is 0·911.
It is not very soluble in alcohol. According to
Blanchet, it contains two isomeric oils, of which one is colou rless, and the
other coloured and less volatile. It is, when pure, a carbo·hydrog~n, and is

~~itd ~~~la s~Ji~ scao~ep~~;d~~ii~~~nma~ !~i~f a~~~:e(~~:en~? d~~ Jia~~~. xdx :i~

0

f
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80.) Oil of turpentine 1s often fraudulently added, but may be detected
by the specific gravity. of the mixture, wh ich is considerably Jess than that
of the un~dulterated ml of juniper.
This Oil is stimulant, carminative, and diuretic; and may be employed
advantageously in debilitated dropsica l cases , in connexion with other med icines, especially digitalis. I t is this oil which imparts to Holland gin its
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pecu li ar flavour and diuretic power. Th e dose is from five to fifteen drops
two or three times a day, and may be considerably increased.
\V.

OLEUM LAVANDULiE. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Oil of La-

vender.
Dried lavender flowers yield from I to 1 ·5 per cent. of a very fluid,
lemon -y ellow oil, having th e fragrance of the flowers, and an aromatic ,
burning taste . That met with in com merce has the sp. gr. 0·898 at m~° F.,
which is reduced to 0·877 by rectification. (Berzelius.) Accord ing to
Brande, the sp. gr. of the oil obtained fro m the whole h erb is 0·9206. Alcohol of 0.830 d issolves the oi l of lavender in all proportions: that of0·887,
on l_y 42 per cent. (Berzelius.) Proust states that, when allowed to stand
in imperfectly stopped bottles, it lets fa ll a crystalline deposit (stearoptene),
which oft en amounts to one-fourth of the weight of the oil. I t is said that
the portion of oil first distilled is most agreeably fragrant, and is often kept
separate, and sold at a higher price. Th e oil of lavender is used chiefly as
a perfume, though possessed of carminative and sti mul ant properties, and
sometimes useful in cases of nervous languor and headache. The dose is
from one to five drops.
The oil of spike is procured from the broad-leaved variety of lavender
which g rows wi ld in Europe, the Lavandula Spica of De Candolle. Jts
odour is Jess fragrant than that of the common oil of lavender, and is somewhat analogous to that of oil of turpentine, w ith which it is said to be often
adulterated. [t is much used by artists in t he preparation of varnishes.
Off.Prep. Tinctura Ammonire Composita, Lond.
W.

OLEUM J\.lENTHiE P!PERITiE. U. S., Lond., Ed.
Dub. Oil of Peppermint.

0LEUM

MEN-

THJE P1rERITID1s.

Peppermint varies exceedingly in the quantity of oil whic h it affords .
Four pounds of the fresh herb yield , according to Baume, from a drachm and
a half to three drachms of the oi l. The product is ge neral ly less than one
per cent. This oil is large ly distilled in the United States. It is of a
g reenish-yellow colour or nearlr colourless, but becomes reddish by age.
Its odour is strong and aroma ti~; its taste, warm, camphorous, and very pungent, but succeeded, when air is admitted into the mouth, by a sense of coolness. Its sp . gr. is stated differently from 0·902 to 0·920; its boiling point
at 365°. Upon long standing it deposits a stearoptene, which, accord in g
to Kane, has the same composition as the oil , viz., C 111 H 200 2 • Berzelius
states that at 8° below ze ro the oil deposits small capillary crystals.
Oil of peppermint is stimulating and carminative, and is much used in
flatulence, nausea, spasmodic pains of the stomach and bowels, and as a
corrigent or adjuvant of othe r medicines. The dose is from one to three
drops, and is most conveniently given rubbed up with suga~ and then dis~
solved in water. The oil is also very freque.nlly employed m ~he fo r.m of
essence of peppermint, prepare~ by dissolving two fluidounces ma p1~t of
alcohol , and given u pon sugar m the dose of ten or twenty drops. This is
now officinal under the name of Tinclura Olei JJ!Jenlht£ P.iperitte.
Off. Prep. Aqua Menthre Piperitre, U. 8 ., Lond.; Pilulre Rhei Compositre,
U.S.. Ed.; Spiritus 11enthre Piperit<e, Lond., Dub.; Tincturn Olei Menth::e
Piperitm, U.S.; Trochisci Menth<.e Piperitre, U. S.
W.
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OLEU:W MENTHiE PULEGI!. Lond.
Dub. Oil of European P ennyroyal.

0LEU>I

PuLEGll. Ed.,

About I part of this oil on an average is obtained from 100 parts of lhe
plant. It is yellow ish when freshly distilled, but becomes reddish by age.
Ils sp . ~r. is stated differently from 0·925 to 0·~78. It possesses mcdic~l
properties similar to those of the oil of peppermint; but 1s seldom used 111
this country. The dose is from one to five drops.

Off. Ptep. Aqua Menthre Pulegii, Lond., Dub .; Spiritus Menth re Pulegii,
Loncl., Dub.
lrV.
OLEUM MENTHJE VIR!DIS. U.S., L ond., Ed ., Dub. Oil of
Spearmint.
Acco rding to L ew is, ten pounds of spearmint yield an ounce of oil; by
others the product is stated not to exceed one part from five hundred. The
oil is largely distilled in this country. It is pale yellow or greenish when
recently prepared, but becomes red with age, and ultimately almost of a
mahogany colour. Its flavour is analogous to that of the oil of peppermint,
but is less agreeable and less pungent. Its sp. gr. is stated differently from
0·914 to 0·975; its boiling point, at320° . Kane gives the formula C 35 H~0 1
as representing its composition. It is used for the same purposes as the oil
of pe~permint, in the dose ?f from two to five drops. An essence of $pearminl 1s prepared by dissolving two tluidounces of the oil in a pint of alcohol,
and may be given in the quant ity of from twenty to forty drops, upon a lump
of suga r. This was introduced among the offi.cinal tinctures in the last
edition of the U.S. Pharmacopceia.
Off. Prep. Aqua Menthre Viridis, U. S ., Lond., Dub.; Infu sum :\1enthre
Compositum, Dub.; Spiritus Menthre Viridis, Lond., Dub.; T inctura Olei
W.
Menthre Viri<lis, U.S.

OLEUM MONARDiE. U.S. Oil

of

Horsemint .

This is prepared by our distillers from the fresh herb of Monarda punctata . It has a reddish-amber colour, a fragrant odour, and a warm, very
pungent taste. It sometimes deposits a crystalline body, having the odour
and taste of the oil, for which Mr. Procter proposes the name of monardin.
(Am . Journ. of Phann., xvii. 87.) Applied to the skin it acts as a powerful rubefacfent, quickly producing heat, pain, redness, and even vesicaDr.
tion, This property of the oil was made known to t.he proft>ssion
Atlee, of Philadelphia, who emp loyed it externally wJth advantage 111 low
forms of typhus fever, choh:!ra infantum, chronic rheumatism, and other
affections in which rubefacients are indicated. In ordinary cases it should
be diluted before being applied. It may be given internally as a stimulant
and carminative, in the dose of two or three drops mixed with sugar and
water.
·w.

?Y

OLEUM OIUGANI. U.S., Lond., Ed ., Dub.

Oil of Origanum.

'rhis is obtained from the common marjoram, Origanum vulgare, and is

z:~:r~~~j~ ~:,~\~~l ~~laolr'~:~rjo;~:i~e~:~;)f~~~~~ ~~~~~ee~~~:~i~~~~o~ f~~~
to six parts from a thousand . The recent oil, when properly prepared, i.s
of a yellow colour; but if too much heat is used in the distillation, it is said
to be reddish , and it acquires the same tint by acrl:l. (t may be obtained
colourless by rectification. It has the odour of the plant, and a hot acrid
taste. Kane gives its sp. gr. O·tHH, its boiling point 33!0 , and its compo·
sition C 50 H~ 00. According to Lewis, its sp. gr. is 0·910, according to
Brande 0·909. It is sometimes used as an external irritant, and to allay
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the pain of toothache, by being introdur.e d, on lint or cotton, into lbe cavity
ofa carious tooth . It is not employed internally.
h can scarcely be doubted that the oil directed by the Ed.inburgh College
from the Origanum ft!la}orana, or sweet nwrjoram, was intended for that
of the 0 . vulgare; a~ th e !alter plant is indicated, under the name of Origan:um, in the Malena Medica list of the College, where the former is not
mem.ioned ; and the oil is referred to in the Index of the Pharmacopr:eia with
the title of Oleum ~rigani. The oil of sweet marjoram is obtained from
the plant by distillallon, in the quantity of from 2·5 to 6 parts from 1000.
lt is ~fa lemon-yellow colour, light, an~ camphorous, and is said upo_n Jong
stand mg to deposit a substance resemb lmg camphor. ll is not used rn this
country .
O.ff: Prep. Linimentum Saponis Camphoratum, U. S.
W.

OLEUM PIMENT iE. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Oil of Pim.ento.

The berr ies yield from 1 to more than 4 per cent. of oil, which, as found
in the shops, has a brownish-red colour, and the odour and taste of pimento,
though warmer and more pungent. It is said, when freshly distilled, to be
colourless or yellowish. Nitric acid reddens it. Bonastre slates that it
combines with salifiable bases like the oil of cloves. Its sp. gr. has been
stated at 1·02 1, but varies. It consists, like the oil of cloves, of two distinct oils, a lighter and heavier, the former of which comes over first in distillation. They may be separated by d istilling the oil with caustic potassa.
The light oil comes over, and t~e heavy remains combined with the potassa.
The latter may be obtained by distilling the residue with sulphuric acid. The
light oil is lighter than water, and is a pure Carbo-hydrogen. The heavy
has the acid property of forming crystall ine compounds with the alkalies.
The two are closely analogous to the light and heavy oils of cloves.
(Pereira.) The oi l of pimento may be given for the same purposes with
the other a romatic stimu lant oils. 'l1he dose is from three to six drops .
Off. Prep. Aqua Piment<e, Lond.; Emplastrum Aromaticum, Dub. W.

OLE UM ROSMARlNI. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Dub. Oil of Rosemary.

0LEUM RoRISMARINI.

The fresh leaves of rosemary yield, according to Baume, 0·26 per cent.
of oil; but the product is stated much higher by other authors. According
to Brande, a pound of the frr:::h herb y ie lds about a drachm of the oi l, which
is about one per cent. This oil is colourless, with an odour simi lar to that
of the plant, though Jess agreeable. I ts sp. gr. is 0·9 11 , but is reduced to
U·bStW by rectification. lL is soluble in all proportions in alcohol of 0·830;
b11t requires for solution al 64° , forty parts of alc~hol of t.he sp. gr. 0·887.
(Berzelius.) Kane gives its sp. gr. 0·897, its boding point ::Jf.i5° , an~ its
composition C 45 l-1380 2 • Kept in bottles imperfectly stopp.ed, it deposits a
stearoptene analogous to ca':11phor, and sometimes ~mounting, according to
Proust, to one-tenth of the oil . Bucholz states that 1t affords camphor when
d!g~sted with from one-half its weight to an equal_ weight .of potassa, ~nd
d1st1lled. It is said to be sometimes adulterated with the oil of turpentine,
which may be detected by mixing the su~pe?ted liquid with an equal volu~e
of pure alcohol. The oil of rosemary 1s d1ssol~ed, and that of turpentine
left. This oil is possessed of stim~tant properties, but is employed chiefly
ns an inc:rredient
of rubefacient liniments. The dose is from three to six
0
drops .
Off. Prep. Linimcntum Op ii, Ed.; ~inimPntum ~~ponis Camp.h?ratum,
U.S., Ed.; Spiritus Ammonire Aromaucus, Ed.; Spmtus Rosmanm, U.S.,
Lond., Dub.; Tinctura Saponis Camphorata, U.S., Ed.
W.
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OLEUM RUT£. Ed ., Dub.

Oil of Rue.

Rue yields a very small proportion of a yellow or greenish oil, which
becomes brown with age. It has the strong unpleasant odour of the plant,
and an acrid taste. Kane gives its sp. gr. 0 ·837, its boiling point 446°,and
its composition C.211H!IS08 • It is stimulant and supposed to be antispasmodic, and has been given in hysteria, convulsions, and amenorrhrea. The
dose is from two to five drops.
W.

OLEUl\I SABIN£. U.S., Ed., Dub.

Oil of Savine.

The statements in relation to the proportion of volatile oil obtained from
savine vary exceedingly. While according to Hoffinann and Murray the
leaves afford about 16 per cent., others state the product at considerably
less than l per cent. 'rl1e highest percentage in Recluz's table, next to
Hoffmann's, is about 1·7, in Christiso~'s table 2·5. (Dispensatory.) The
oil is nearly colourless or yellow, limpid, strongly odorous, and of a biller·
ish, extremely acrid taste . Kane gives its sp. gr. 0·915, its boiling point
:315°, and ils composition C 10 H 8 , equivalent to that of oil of turpentine.
According to Winckler, it is converted by sulphuric acid into an oil not
distin~uis~abl_e from that of thyme. (Client. Gaz .,Jan. 1847, p. 11.) The oil
of savme 1s stimulant, emmenagogue, and actively rubefac1ent; and may be
given for the same purposes as the plant in substance. lt bas been much
employed empirically in amenorrhrea, and with a view to produce abortion,
and in some instances with fatal effects. The dose is from two to five drops.

w.

OLEUM SAMBUCI. Lond.

Oil of Elder Flowers.

Elder flowers yield but a very small proponion of volatile oil, which is
of a butyraceous consistence when cold, and scarcely dt'serves a place in
the Pharmacopceia.
Off.Prep. Aqua Sambuci, Lond.
W.

OLEUM SASSAFRAS. U. S., Ed., Dub.

Oil of Sassafras.

The proportion of oil yielded by the root of sassafras is variously stated
from less than 1 to somewhat more than 2 per cent. The bark of the root,
directed by the U.S. Pharmacopreia, would afford a larger quantity. The
oil is of a yellow colour, becoming reddish by age . lt bas the fragrant
odour of sassafras, with a warm, pungent, aromatic taste. It is among the
Jleaviest of the volatile oils, having the sp. gr. l ·094. According to Bo·
nastre, it separates, by agitation with water, into two oils, one lighter, the
other heavier than water. Berzelius states that the first is often nothing
more than oil of turpentine existing as an adulteration in the oil of sassafras.
Nitric acid colours it red, and fuming nitric acid inflames it more readily
than most other oils. It has the useful property of dissolving caoutchouc.
·when kept for a long time it deposits transparent crystals, having the same
o~our as the liquid oil. It is stimulant, carminative, and supposed to be
d1aphoretic; and may be employed for the same purposes witb. the bark
from which it is derived. The dose is from two to ten drops.
Off. Prep. Syrupus Sarsaparillre Compositus, U.S.
W.

OLEUM SUCC!Nl. U.S., Dub.

Oil of .!Jmber.

"Take of Amber, in powder, any quantity. Put the Amber, previously
mixed with an equal weight of sand, into a glass retort, which is to be
only half filled; the_n distil, by me?-ns of a sand-bath, wi~h a gradually in·
creasing heat, an acid liquor, an 011, and a concrete acid 11npregnated with
oil. Separate the Oil from the other matters, and keep it in well-stopped
bottles." U.S.
The unrectified oil of amber is not among the preparations directed by
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the London College. The Dublin College obtains it by the same process
by which succinic acid is prepared . (See .llcidum Succinicum.)
The amber in this process undergoes decomposition, and affords, among
other products, an empyreumatic oil, which floats in the receiver upon the
surface of an acid liquor. rrhe heat requisite for the complete decomposi·
tion of the amber cannot be supported by a glass retort, and, in order that
all the oil which it is capable of yielding may be collected, the distillation
should be performed in a tubulated iron or earthenware retort. which may
be placed immediately upon the fin•. The sand is added to prevent the
amber from swe lling too much. Th e oil may be separated from the acid
liquor by means of the separating funnel. As first procured, it is a lhick,
very dark·coloured liquid, of a peculiar strong empyr~umatic odour. In
this state it is occasionally employed as a linim ent; but for intf'rnal use it
should be rectified . It is sai d that the scrapi ngs of copal and the resin
d(lmmar are often substit uted for amber, and yield an oil sca rcely distinguishable from the genuine. (Pereifa's Mat. Jlferl.)
Off.Prep. Oleum Succini Rectificatum, U.S., Dub.
W.

OLEUM SUCC!Nl RECTIFICATUM. U.S., Dub .
Lond. Rectified Oil ef .flmber.

0LEUJ\l

Suc-

c1N1.

"'l'ake of Oil of Amber a pint; Water .rrix pints. Mix them in a g lass
retort, and distil until four pints of the \Vater shall have passed with the
oil into the receiver; then separate the Oil from the Water, and keep it in
well stopped bonles." U.S.
The Dublin College employs a pound of oil of amber and six pints of
wate r; distils until two-thirds of the water have passed into the receiver;
and then separates the oil.
11
Put Amber into an a lembic, and distil from a sand-bath, with a beat
gradually increased, an Acid Liquor, an Oil, and a Sail contaminated with
oil; then distil the Oil a second and third time ." Lond.
By successi\•e distillations the oil of amber is rt>ndered thinner and more
limpid, till at length it is obtained colourless. The first portions which
distil are less coloured th~n those which follow, and may be separated for
keeping, while the rcmcunder is submitted to another distillation. For
practical purposes, however, the oil is sufficie ntly pure when once redistilled, as directed in the processes of the U.S. and Dublin Pharmacopreias.
As usually found in the shops, the rectified oil is of a light yellowish-brown
or amber colour. 'Vh en quite pure it is colourless, as fluid as alcohol, of
th e sp.gr. 0·758 at 75°, and boils at 186°. It has a strong, peculiar, unpleasant odour, and a hot, acrid taste. Tt imparts these properties in some
degree to water without being perceptibly dissolved . It is solub le in eight
parts of alcohol of the sp. gr. 0·8'17 at 55°, in fi\'e parts of the sp. gr. O·i:,25,
and in all proportions in absolute alcohol. The fixed oils unite with it.
On exposure to the light and air, it slowly changes in colour and consistence,
becoming ultimately black and solid. It ap~?nr~, when quite pure, to bea

~~d~-t.~~ r~f~~;~~~;!~ :1; '1~~o~~~~s~ t( g;~,~o~~;~ ~ ~~-·~~~~~{~ .o~~~~rn

i
Atedical Properties and Uses. Rectified oil of amber is st imulant and
antispasmodic, and occasionally pro~otes the secretions, particularly that
of urine. It has been employed with advantage in amenorrbrea. and in
various spasmodic and convulsive atfections, as tetanus, epilepsy, hy~teria,
hooping cough, and infantile convulsions from intestinal irritation,&c. 'I111e
dose is from five to fifteen drops, diffused in some aromatic water by means
of sugar and gum Arabic. Externally applied the oil is rubefocient, and is
considerably employed as a liniment in chronic rheumatism and palsy, and
90
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in certain spasmodic disorders, as hooping-cough and infantile convulsions.
In the !alter affection it should be rubbed along the sp in e, and was highly
recommrnded by the late Dr. Parrish, mixed with an equal measure of
laudanum, and diluted with three or four parts of olive oil and of brandy.

Off. Prep. Tinctura Ammonire Compos ita, Lond.
W.
OLEUIVI TEREBINTHIN!E PURIFICA TUM. L ond., Ed. 0LEU>!
Dub. Pu:rified Oil of Turpentine.
"Take of Oil of Turpentine a pint; Water/our pints. Carefully distil
the Oil." Lond.
11
Take of Oil of Turpentine one pint; Water four pints. Distil as long
as Oil comes over with the Water.,, Ed.
"Take of Oil of Turpentine two pints; Water four pints. Distil a pint
and a half of the Oil." Dub.

TEREBTNTHINJE RECTJFJCATUM.

Oil of turpentine becomes impure by exposure, in consequence of the
absorption of oxygen and the production of resin. From this it may be
freed by distillation, as above directed , or by th e agency of alcohol. (See
Oleum Terebinthin::e.) The process for disti.lling it is attended with some
inconvenience, in consequence of the great mflammability of the vapour,
and its rapid formation, which causes the liquid to boil over. In this
country, the apothecary can almost always purchase the oil suffici ently
pure for medical use without the necessity of rectifying it. The presence of
a little resin does not interfere with its efficiency as a medicine.
W.

PILULJE.
Pilfs.
These are small globular masses of a size convenient for swallowing.
'l'hey are well adapted for the administration of medicines which are unpleasant to the taste or smell, or insoluble in water, and do not require to
be given in large doses. Deliquescent substances should not be made into
pill:., and those which are efflorescent should be previonsly deprived of their
water of crystallization. Care should also be taken not to combine materials, the mutual reaction of which may result in a change of form.
.
Some substa nces have a consistence which enables them to be made 1mmediately into pills. Such are the softer extracts and certain gum-resins;
and the addition of a little water to the former, and a few drops of spirit to
the latt('r, will g iv e them the requisite softness and plasticity, if previously
~\·anting. Substances which are very soft, or in the liquid state, are formed
111to the pilular mass by incorporation with dry and inert powders, such as
crumb of bread, wheat flour, starch, and powdered gum Arabic. Powders
mu~t be mixed with soft solid bodies, as extracts , confections, soap, &c., or
with tenacious liquids, as syrup, molasses, honey, or mucilage. Hea vy
ml'tallic powders are most conveniently made into pills with the former;
li~ht vegetab~e P.owders with the latter. Mucilage is very ofte~1 used; Lut
ptlls made wnh 1t are apt when kept to become hard, and of difficult solubility in the liqu ors of the stomac h, and, if metallic substances are mixed
with it, the mass does not work well. A mixture of syrup and powdered
gum Arabic is not subject to the same inconveniences, and is an excellent
material for the formation of pills. Conserve of roses and molasses are
among the best excipients, when the pills are to be long kept. For. the
same purpose of keeping the pill soft, a small portion of some fixed oil or
deliquescent salt has been recommended as an addition to the mass. Many
powders require only the addition of water. Such are all those )vhich
contain ingredients capable of forming an adhesive or viscid solution with
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this liquid. Care should always be taken, that the matter added be not
incompatible with the main ingredients of the pill.
The materials should be accurately mixed together, and beat in a mortar
till formed into a perfectly uniform and plastic mass. This should be of
such a consistence that the pills may preserve their form, without beina so
hard as to resist the solvent. power of the g~stric liquors. As pills often
become very hard by tim~ 1 .1t is convenient, m some instances, to keep the
mass iu a .stat~ fi~ to be dmded w~len ~va.nted for use. This may be done
by wra1~prng It ~n bladders, putlmg Il m covered pots, and occasionally
moistenmg it as 1t becomes dry.
The ma_ss, havin g been duly prepared, is made into pills by rolling it with
a spatula into a cyli.nder of precisely the s~me thickness throu ghout, ~nd of
a length correspon.ding to the number of pills requ ired . It is the~ divided
as equally as possible by the hand, or mo re accurately by a machine made
for the purpose. The pills receive a spherical form by being rolled between
the fingers. In order to prevent their adhesion to one another, or to the
sides of the vessel in which they may be placed, it is customary to agitate
them with some dry powder, which gives them an external coating, that
serves also to conceal their taste. For this purpose, carbonate of magn es ia, ,
starch, or powdered liquorice root may be used. Carbona te of magnesia
is sometimes incompatible with one of th e ingredients of the pills, srnrch
is almost too light, and liquorice root wilt, as a general rule, be found the
best. The powder of lycopodium is much employed on the continent of
Europe; and it was formerly the custom to give th e pill a coating of gold
or si lv er leaf.
It has been proposed by M . Garot to cover pills with gelatin, which
answers the purpose of concealing their taste and odour, and counteracting
deliquescencc or chemical change from ex posure to tbe air, without interfering with their solubility in the stomach. He dips each pi II, sustained on the
point of a pin,into mehed gelatin, withdraws it witb a rotary motion, then fixes
the pin in a paste so as to allow the coating to dry in the air, and, having
prepared about fifty pills in this way, proceeds to comp lete the operation
by holding the pin in the flame of a taper so as to melt the gelatin near its
point, and then withdrawing it from the pill so as to close up the orifice.
~rhe purest glue shou ld be selected for this purpose, melted with the addition of two or tbree drachms of water to an ounce of the glue, and kept
liquid by means of a salt-bath. (See .llm. Joum. of Pharm., x. 220.)
Another plan of attaining the same objects, les:3 eftectuat, but more convenient than the above, is to introduce the pills into a spherical box, to drop
on them e nough syrup simply to moisten their surface, then to give a rotary
movement to the box until the pills are uniforml y covered , and finally to
add by degrees a powder consisting of equal parts of gum, sugar, an~
starch, shaking the box with each addition, and continuing the process unlll
nothing more will adhere to the pills. The investing materi~I may be
rendered agreeable to the taste and smell by aromatic additions, if deemed
advisable. (Journ . de Pharm., 3e sir., x. ::!2.)
Pills which are to be long kept should be put into glass bottles with
accurately fitting stoppers, so as t~ pr~vent th e escape ?f moisture.
Though t.he U. S. Pharmacopceia, m almost every mstance, ~rd~rs ~he
mass to be divided into pills; yet it should be understood rather as 111d1cating
th e number of pills to be made from a certain quantity of the mas~ when
particular directions are not given by the physician, than as requ.i rmg the
division to be made immediately after the materials have been mi.xe~. It
will generalfy be found convenient by the apothecary to keep a poruon of
the mass undivided.
W.
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PILUL.iE ALOES. U.S., Ed.

.!Jloetic Pills.
Take of Aloes, in powder, Soap, each, an ounce. Beat them with
water so as to form a mass, to be divided into two hundred and forLy
pills." U.S.
The Edinburgh College directs equal quantit·ies of Socotrine or East
India alors and Castile soap to be beat with conserve of red roses into a
mass fit for forming pills.
The soap, in this for mula , not only serves to impart a proper consistence
to th ~ aloes, but is thou ght to qualify its ope ration and diminish its liability
to irritate the rectum. Fi\'e pills, containing ten grains of aloes, mav be
given with a view to their purgative. effect i but the preparation is usUaUy
employed as a laxative in habitual costiveness, in the quantity of one, two,
or three pills, taken before breakfast or dinner, or at bedtime.
W.
PILUL.iE ALOES COMPOSITiE. Lond., Dub. Compound Pills
of ./Jloes.
.
"Take of Aloes [Hepatic Aloes, Dub.], in powder, an ounce; Extract
of Gentian half an ounce; Oil of Caraway forty minim.s; Syrup a sufficient
quantity. Beal them together, till they are thoroughly incorporated." Lond.,
11

JJub .

A reaction takes place between the aloes and extract of gentian when
rubbed together, which renders the mass so soft as someti mes to require the
addition of a lig~t powder .. The use of syrup is therefor.e unnecessary and
improper. This combination is well adapted as a laxative to the costiveness of sedentary and dyspeptic persons. The dose is from five to twenty
grains, according to th e degree of effect desired.*
W.
PILUL.iE ALOES ET ASSAF<ETID.iE. U. S., Ed. Pills of Aloes
and .!Jssafelida.
u Take of Aloes, in powder, Assafetida, Soap, each, half an ounce. Beat
them with water so as to form a mass, to be divided into one hundred and
eighty pills." U.S.
The Edinburgh College takes equal parts of Socotrine ~r East lndia aloes,
assafetida, and Castile soap, and beats them into a mass with conserve of red
roses.
These pills are peculiarly adapted, by the stimulant and carminative properties of the assafetida, to cases of costive ness attended with flatulence and
debility of the digestive organs. Each pill contains about four grains of the
W.
mass. From two to five may be given for a dose.
PILUL.iE ALOES ET FERRI. Eel . Pills of .!Jloes and Iron.
'"fake of Sulphate of lron three parts; Barbadoes Aloes two parts; Aro-
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malic Powder six parts; Conserve of Red Roses eight parts. Pulverize
the Aloes ~nd Sulphate of Iron se~ara~e l y; mix the whole ingredienls; and
beat them into a proper mass; wluch 1s to be divided into five grain piJls."

Ed.
~t ~s said that the la~at.iv~ power of a lo~s i~ incr~ased, and its tendency
to 1rrnate the rectum d1min1shed, by comb1nat1on wuh the sulphate of iron.
(Chri8fis?~i's Diapensalory .) This combimuion is ~seful in constipation
with debility of stomac h, especially when auended with amcnorrhcea. The

dose is from one to three pills.

'V.

PILUL.IE ALOES ET MYRRH£. u. s., Ed. PILULJE ALOES
Land., Dub. Pills of .llloes and .Myrrh.
"Take of Aloes, in powder, two ounces; Myrrh, in powdn, an ounce;
Saffron half an ounce; Syrup a ~i!/ficie'.lt quantity. Beat lhe whole .toge~
CUM MYRRHA.

ther so as

lO

form a mass, to be d1V1ded mto four hundred and eighty pills.'·

U.S.
Th e processes of the London and Dublin Colleges differ fr om lhe above
only in di reeling a double proportion of saffron, in Lhe specificaLio n of hepatic
aloes by the latter, and in not dividing the mass. The Edinburgh College
takes/our parts of Socolrine or East India aloes, two parts of myrrh, and
one part of sa ffron ; and beats th em with conserve of red rosf"s.
This composition has been long in use, unde r the name of Riifus's pills.
It is employed as a warm stimulan t cathartic in debilitated states of the system, attended with constipation, and rete ntion or suppression of the menses.
From three to s ix pills, or from ten to twenty grains of the mass may be
given fora dose.
W.

PILUUE ASSAf'CETJDJE. U.S . .llssajetida Pills.
"Take of Assafetida an ounce and lL half; Soap half an ounce. Beat
them with water so as to form a mass, to be divided into two hundred and

forty pills." U.S.
Each of th ese pills contains three grains of the gum-resin. They are a
convenient form for administering assafetida, the unpleasant odour and taste
of which rende r it very offensive in the liquid slale.
W.

PILUL£ CALOMELANOS COMPOSIT£. Ed., Dub . P1LULlE
Lond. Compound Calomel Pills.
of Chloride of .lllercttry.

HvonARGYRI CHLORIDI CoMrosrrJE.

Compound Pills

"Take of Chloride of Mercury [,Calomel], O~ysulphuret of Antimony,

~~:~'s::So,::a~;.~~~~1~·.uai:~cuub~l~e~~l~~~:i~c~~~~r~~~~d~'~it~a~:no~xu;:~l~

phuret of Antimony, then with the Guaiacum Resin and Molasses, so that
th ey may be incorporated." Lond.
1,he Bdinburg!t College tahs of calomel and gold en sulphuret of antimony, each, one part; g uaiac, in fine powder, and treacle, each, two parts;
mixes the solid s in fine powder, then the t reacle, and beats the whole into
a mass, to be divided into six grai n pills. The Dublin College agrees with
the London, employing half the quantity of the acti\•e ingredients, and a
sufficient quantity of molasses.
We prefer the title" compound calomel pills" or the Edinburgh and
Dublin Pharmacopre ias; as, though not scientific, it is not, like the Londo~
name, liable to be confounded with that of corrosive sublimate. T~e anllmonial employed by the Colleges is the sa~ne, though under ddfer~nt
names, and is identical with the U.S. precipitated sulphuret. Accordin~
to Voael, a reaction takes place between the calomel and sulphuret of anti mony~ resulting in the production ~ ~hloride of antimony and sulphuret of

0
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mercury. (.llnnal. der Phf!'rni., xxviii. 236:) The preparation was origi~
nally introduced to the nol1ce of the profession by_ Dr. Plummer, ':"ho found
it useful as an alterative, and upon whose authority it was atone tim e much
employed under the name of Plummer's pills. The combination is we!L
adapted to the treatment of chronic rheumatism, and of sc<ily and other
eruptive diseases of the skin, especially wh en accompanied with a syphilitic
taint. Four grains of the mass contain about one grain of calomel. From
.three to six grains or more may be g iven morning and evening.
W.

PILULJE CALOMELANOS ET OPII. Ed .
and Opium.

Pills

of

Calorrwl

" Take of Calame\ three parts; Opium one par!; Consen•e of Red Roses

a sufficiency. B eat the m into a prope r mass, which is to be divided into
pills, each containing two grains of Calom e l." Ed . .
The propor1ion in which opium is uni w<l with calomel ro meet different
indication s .is so varjo11s , that such a combination as the ab'bv.e is scarcely a
proper subject for officinal direction.
"\V.

PILUL/E CATHARTIC.JE
Cathartic Pills.

COMPOSIT£. U.S.

Compound

"Take of Compound Extract ?f Colocjnth, in powd er, half cm ounce;
Extract of Jalap. in powder, Mild Chloride of Mercu~y [calomel], each
three dntchms; Gamboge, in powder, two scruples. Mix them togNher;
then with water form them into a mass, to be divided into one hundred and

eighty pills." U. 8.
This cathartic compound was firsl made officinal in the second edition of
the U.S. Pharmacopceia . It was intend ed to combine smallnf'ss of bulk
with efficiency an.d comparative mildness of purgative action, and a peculiar
tendency to tho biliary organs . Such an officinal preparation was much
wanted in this country, in which bilious fevers, and Olher complaints at·
tended with congesti on of the liver and portal circle generally, so much
abound. The object of smallness of bulk is accomplished by employing
extracts and the more energetic cathartics; that of a peculiar tend ency to
the liver, by th e Use. of caiomel; and that of effi~iency with mildness of
operation, by the union of several pownful purgatives. IL is a fact abund·
antly pro\'t~ d by exp eri e nce, that drastic cathartics become mild er by
combinati on, without los ing.any of their purg ative P?wer. Nor is it d!ffi·
cult, in this case, to reconcile the res ult of obse rvallon with physiological
principles. Cathartic medicines act on different parts of the alimentary canal
and organs serre.ting into it. Jn small doses , both the irritation which they
occasion and their purgative effect are proporti onably lessened. lf several
are administered al the same time, each in a diminished dose, it is obdous
that th e combined purgative effect of all will be experienced; while the
irritation, be ing feeble !n t>ach part afft,cted , and diffused over a large ~pace,
will be less sens ible to thf' patient, and will more readily subside. In the compound cathartic pills, mof:'t of the aciive purgntives in common. use are
associated together in proportions c~rre s ponding with their respec~1ve doses, ·
so that an excess of any on e ingredi e nt is guarded against, and ~1olent irri·
tation from this cau se prevented. The name of the preparation may at
first sight seem ob_j ecti'onable, as it mi.ght be applied to any compound pills
possessing cathartic propeni es; but when it is considered that the ingre·
dients cannot all be e.xpressed in the title, that no one is su(fo:iently promi·
nent to give a desi g nation to the whole, and that the prrparation is intended ·
as the representative of numerous cathartics, and calculated for a wide
range of application, th~ name will not be considered an in<>xcusable devia·
tion from ordinary medical nomenclature.
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Three of the pills, containing 10~ grains of the mass, are a medium dose for
an adull. ln this quantit,y are four grains of compound extract of colocynth,
three of exl~act of _jalap, three of cnlomel, and two-thirds of a grain of gam-

boge. A single pill will generally be found to operate as a mild laxative.
In. a full dose, the prepa.ration acts vigorously on the bowels, producing
bilious stools, genera lly without much pain or disorder of the stomach. It
may b~ employed in most ins tances where a brisk cathartic is required; but
is parllcularly applicable to the early stages of bilious fevers, to hepatitis,
jaundice, and all those derangements of the alimentary cana l or of the general health which depend on congestion of the portal circle.
W.

PILUL& COLOCYNTHID!S COMPOS!T&. Dub .
Ed . Compound Pills of Colocynth .

Piwu;

CoLOCYNTHIDIS.

"Take of Socotrine or East In dia Aloes, and Scammony~ of each, eight
parts; Colocynth four parts; Sulphate of Potash and Oil of Cloves, of
each, one part; Rectified Spirit a suJficiency. Pulverize the Aloes, Scammony, and Sulphate of Potash together; mix with them the Colocynth previously Tt!duced to fine powder; add the Oil of Cloves; and with the aid of
a small quantity of Rectified Spirit beat the whole into a proper pill mass;
which is to be divided into five trrain pills." Ed.
"Take of E-1 epatic Alors, Scammony,each, an ounce; Pulp of Colocynth
halj' (lit ounce; Castile Soap two drac!trns; Sulphate of Potassa, Oil of
Cloves, each, a drachm; Molasses ci sufficient quantity. Reduce the Aloes
and Scammony to powder with the Sulphate of Potassa; then mix the Pulp
of Colocynth anti the Oil, and lastly, rub all together into a mass with the
Soap and Molasses." Dub.
The sulphate of potassa is intended to promote the more complete djvision
of the alol"s and scammony. Rectified spiril is directed in th e Edinburgl1
Pharmacopo::ia, because it is believed to be retained by the mass more firmly
than water, and thus to preserve the due consistence longer. The preparation is activ~ly cathartic in the dose of from eight to sixteen grains. W.

P!LUL1E COLOCYNTHlDIS ET HYOSCYAMI. Ed. Pills of
Colocynlh ond Henbane.
"Take of the Colocynth-pill mass two parts; Extract of Hyoscyamus
one part. Beat them well together, adding a few drops of Rectified Spirit
if necessary; and divide the mass into five grain pills." Ed.
It is asserted that the compound pill and compound extract of colocynth
are almost entirely deprived of their griping tendency by combination, as
above, with the extract of hyoscyamus, without los ing any of their purgative
power. The dose is from five to twenty grains.
'V.

P!LUL& CONII COMPOSITE. Land. Compound Pills of Hemlock.
"Take of Extra ct of Hemlock five clrachms; Ipecacuanha, in powder. a

:~:~t~:~e~~~~t ~~eti~~~~~i !:~ee1n~~r~~r~t~ ~~b1:~~1.1ficient quantity.

Beat

An anodyne and expectorant combinrition, useful in chronic bronchial diseases. The dose is five grains three times a day.
,V.

PlLULlE COPAJBiE. U.S.

Pills of Copaiba.

"Take ofCopaiba tu·o ounces; Magnesia, recently prepared, a drac!tm.
Mix them, and set the mixture as id e till it concrrtes into a pilular mass,
which is to be divided into two "hundrcd pills.l! U.S.
When copaiba is mixed with pure magnesia, ~t gradually los.l"s. ils fluidity,
forming at first a soft tenacious mas~, and ultimately beco.mmg dr~, .hard,
and brittle. 'l'he quantity of magnesia, and the length of ume requisite for
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this change, vary wilh the condition of the copaiba; being greater in pro·
portion to the fluidity of this substance, or, in other words, to its amount of
volatile oil. The quantity of magnesia directed by the Pharmacopmia, one:sixteenth of the weight of the copaiba, is sufficient to solidify the latter, as
it is often found in the shops, in the course of six or eight hours; but, when
the copaiba is fresh, or has been kept in closely stopped bottles, and retains,
therefore, nearly the whole of its oil, it is necessary either to augment the
proportion of magnesia, or to expose the mixture for a much long~r time, or
to diminish the volatile oil of the copaiba by evaporation. The magnesia
combines chemically with the resin, but, in relation to the volatile oil, acts
merely as an absorbent; for, when th e solidified mass is s ubmiued to the
action of boiling alcohol, a part is dissolved, abandoning the magnesia with
which it was mixed, while the resin combined with another portion of the
ear~h remains _undissolv~~· (Jou rn . de Ph~trm., xvii. 105.) Acco~ding to
Gu1bourt,copa1ba notsolid1fiable by magnesia, may be made so by addmgonesixth of Bordeaux or common European turpentine. (Ibid., xxv. 499.) The
magnesia employ_ed should not have been aHowed to become hydrated by
exposure to a moist air or otherwise. (Ibid., 3e sir., v. 475.) ln the preparation of the pills of copaiba, care shou ld be taken to divide the mass
before it has become too hard. Th e advantage of this preparation is, that
the copaiba is brought to tbe state of pill with little increase of bulk. Each
pill contains nearly five grains of copaiba, and from two to six may be take-n
for a dose twice or three tim es a day.
Hydrate of lim e produces the same effect as magnesia, and, as stated by
M. Thierry, in a shorter time, if employed according to his formula. He
takes 15 parts of copaiba and I part of slaked lime, mixes them in a
marble mortar, transfers the mixture to an open vessel, places this upon a
sand-bath, and sustains the heat for four hours, occasionally stirring. The
hydrate of lime must have been freshly prepared from recently burnt lime.
The mixture loses only a twenty-fourth of its weight, which is chiefly the
water of the hydrate. (Joum. de Pharm ., 3e sir., i. 310.)
W.

PILUL.IE CUPR! AMMONIATI. Ed.
Copper.

Pills of .flmmoniated

"Take of Ammoniated Copper, in fine powder, one part; Bread-crumb
six parts; Solution of Ca~bonate of Ammonia a sufficiency. Beat ~hem
into a proper mass, and divide it into pills, containing each half a gram of
ammoniatcd copper." Ed.
This is a convenient form for administering ammoniated copper. One
pill mai'. be given ni ght and morning. and the dose gradually increased to five
or six pills.
W.

PILUL.IE DIGITALIS ET SC!LL.IE. Ed. Pills of Digitalis and
Squill.
11
Take of Digitalis and Squi\l, of each, one 7lart; Aromatic Electuary
two par_ls. Beat them into a proper mass with Conserrn of Rrd Roses i

f!Jd.

and divide .the mass into four grain pills."
These _pills combine the diuretic properties of digitalis and squill, and
may be given in dropsy. One or two pills constitute a dose.
\V.

PILUL.IE FERRI CARBONATIS. U.S., Ed.
Vallet's Ferruginous Pills.

of Iron.

Pills of Carbonate

"Take or Sulphate of lronfour ounces; Carbonate of Soda.five ounces;
Clarified Hon ey two o~nces and a half; Syrup, Boiling Water, each, a
suffici~nt q~antity.
Dissolve the Sulphate of Iron and carbonate of Soda,
each, ma pint of the Water, and to each solut ion add a fluidounce of Syrup;
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then r:nix the two s.olutions in a bottle j~st large enough to contain them,
clos~ 1taccurately with a stopper, and. se.t 1t by that thP. carbonate of iron may
subside. Pour off the supernatant liquid, and, having washed the precipitate with warm watN, sweetened with Syrup in the rr.oportion of a fluidounc~ of the latter to a pint of the former, until the washings no longer have
a salme taste, place it upon a Hannel cloth, and express as much of the water
as possible; then immediately mix it with the Hon ~y. Lastly, heat the mixture, by means of a water-bath, until it attains a pilular consistence." U.S.
u Take of the Saccharine Carbonate of Iron/our parts; Conserve of Red
Roses one part. Beat them into a proper mass, to be divided inlo five grain
pills." Ed.
The effecl of sacchari ne matter in prolecting iron from oxidation has been
explained unde r the heads of Ferri l'arbonas Sacclwratum and Liquor
Ferri l odidi. The U. S. pill of carbonate of iron is another examp le of a
ferruginous preparation, in which the iron is protected from oxidation by the
same m~ans. Th e salts employed are the same as those used for obtaining
the officmal subcarbonate of iron; but, in forming that prepara1ion, the carbonate which first precipitates absorbs oxygen, and loses nearly all its carbonic acid in th e processes of washing and drying. VVh en, how ever, as in
the U.S. formula, aboYe given, th e reacting salts are dissolved in weak
syrup instead of water, and lhe washing is performed with the same substance, the absorption of oxygen and loss of carbonic acid, during the separation of the precipitate, are almost completely prevented. It only remains,
therefore, to preserve it unaltered, and to bring it to the pilular consistence,
and this is effected by admixture wit~ honey, and evaporat ion by means of
a water-bath. Of course it is essential to the success of this process, that
the sulphate of iron s hould be pure; otherwise some sesquioxide will be
present in the product. The process just explained is that of M. Vallet, of
Paris, after whom th e p:eparation is popularly called. The Edinburgh
pill of carbonate of iron 1s made in a different manner. The saccharine
carbonate,a preparation peculiar to tbe Edinburgh Pharmacopceia, is brought
to a pilular consistence by being mixed with conserve of roses. This process is inferior to that of Vallet; for, in the first place, the saccharine carbonate is admitted to contain sesquioxid e of iron, and secondly, conserve of
roses is a less efficient preservative of the pilular mass than honey. (See

Ferri Carbonas Sacclwratum.)
Prop~rties .
The U.S. preparation is in the form of a soft pilular mass,
of a uniform black colour and strong ferruginous taste. Wh en carefully
prepared, it is wholly and readily soluble in acids . It contains ~early half
its weight of carbonate ~f protoxide of iron. The Edinburgh pill may be
supposed to contain one-th1rd of ferruginous ma~ter.
JJ/edical Properties and Uses. The U.S . pill of carbon_ate of iron, or
Vallet's ferrugino_us 1:nass, is admirably adapted to.cases in which ferruginous
preparations are md1cated . It is consi_dered particularly useful in chlorosis,
amenorrhcea, and other female complaints, and appears to act favourably by
increasing the colouring matter of th~ blood, causing the capillary system to
become more fully injected, and the lips to assume a redder colour. lt may
be given in divided doses to the extent of from ten to thirty grains in the
course of the day, and cont.inued ~or a month or six weeks . if_ improvement
takes place. As the mass 1s not divided in the U. ~·formula, 1t is necessary
in prescription to indicate the weight of each pill, which may vary from
three to five grains, a~cording_ to th~ views of the prescriber. .There can be
but little doubt, that, rn cases 10 which the alteratJve effecls of iron are called
for, Vallet's preparation is superior to any other derived from that metal.
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Its chief merits are its unchangeableness and ready solubility in acids. For
further information respecting it, see the favourable report made on Vallet's
ferruginous pills to the French Royal Academy of Medicine, in 1837, by
M. Soubeiran, republished in the .!Jm. Journ. of Phann., x. 2-14, and the
paper on carbonate of iron by Mr. Wm. Procter, jun ., contained in the same

journal, x. 272.
PILULJE ~'ERRI COMPOSIT JE. U. 8., Lond., Dub.

B.

Compound

Pills of Iron.
"Take of Myrrh, in powder, two drachms; Carbonate of Soda, Sulphate
of Iron, each, a draclim; Syrup a sufficient quantity. Rub the Myrrh with
the Carbonate of Soda; then add the Sulphate of Iron, and again rub them;
lastly, beat them with the Syrup so as to form a mass, to be divided into
eighty pills." U.S.
The direclions of the British Colleges are essentially the same as the
above. The J..ondon College orders a drachm. of molasses, the Dublin, a
drachm of brown sugar, instead of the syrup. With brown s ugar alone,
the reaction of the materials in our climate does not always produce sufficient moisture to gi"e the mass a pilular consistence. The direction for
dividing the mass into pills is peculiar to our Pharmacopreia.
Thi s preparation is closely analogous to the Mistura Ferri Composita in
properties and composition. It is a good emmenagogue and anti hectic tonic.
As its peculiar advantages depend upon the presence of carbonate of protoxide of iron, which speedily changes into the sesquiox id e on e.xposu re, it
is proper that only so much of the mass should be prepared as may be wanted
for immediate use . lt is said that the iron will be better preserved in the
state of proto:r.:ide, if, instead of mixing the ingredients as directed in the
Pharmacopreia, the operator should first dissolve the sulphate of iron , finely
powdered, in the syrup, with a moderate heat, then add the carbonate of
soda, stirring till effervescence ceases, and lastly incorporate the myrrh.
From two to six pills may be gi\•en at a dose, three times a day.
\V.

PILULJE FERRI SULPHATIS. Ed. Pills of Sulphate of Iron.
"Take of Dried Sulphate of lron two parts; Extract of Taraxacumfive
parts; Conserve of Red Roses two pcirts; Liquorice-root powder three
parts. Beat them together into a proper mass, which is to be divided into
:five grain pills." Ed.
There may be some doubt of the propriety of mixing the sulphate of iron
with the confection of rose's, by the tannic acid of which it must be decom posed. The dose is from five to twenty g rains .
\V.

PILULJE GALl3ANI COMPOSITJE. U. 8., Lond., Dub.
Ed. Cornpound Pills of Galbanum.

P1LULJE

AssAFCETJDE.

"Take of Ga lbanum, Myrrh, each, an ounce and a !taif; Assafetida
ltalf an ounce; Syrup ct sufficient quantify. Bt!at th em together so as to
form a mass, to be divided into four hundred and eighty pills." U.S.
The London College directs of Galban um an ounce, of Myrrh and Sagapenum, each, an ouflCe and ct half, of Assafetida half an ounce, and of
Syrup a suf!icienl quantify; and orde rs them to be beaten together ~ntil
thoro~gh_ly 111corporated. The Dublin Collef!e gives the same directions,
substtl~ting molasses for the syrup. The Edinburgh College takes of
assafellda, galbanum, and myrrh, each, three parts, conserve of red roses
four parls or a sufficient quanlily, mixes them, and beats them into a proper
pilularmass.

rosTsh!~~o~/s~:r~~- is ~!~:nd~:ea~ f~~~p1~~n~~dti\~'ea0n1~ ~7a7n:~agogue in,t~lo
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cuE CoMPOSITlE. Lond.
P1LUL1E CAMBOGIJE. Ed.
ef Gamboge.
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"Take ofGamboge. in powder, a drachm; Aloes, in powder, a drachm
and a half; Ginger, in powder, holfa drachm; Soap two drac!tms. Mix
lhc powders logether; then acid the Soap, and beat the whole toO'ether
till
0
they are thoroughly incorporated ." Lond.
The Du~lin formul~. differs from the ab~ve only in design.ating hepatic
aloe~, and rn the add1t1on of molasses to impart more readily the pilular
consistence.
The Edinburgh College takes of gamboge, Ea.st India or Barbadoes aloes,
and aromatic powder, each, one parl,and of Castile soap two parts; pulverizes the gamboge and aloes separately, mixes all the powders, adds Lhe soap,
and then a suffic iency of syrup i and beats the whole into a proper pill mass.
This is an active purgative pill; and may be given in the dose of ten or
fifteen grains. The formula is that of Dr. George Fordyce simplified, W.
PILULE HYDRARGYRI. U. S., Lond., Ed., D<tb. .1'>1ercurial

Pills.

BluePills.

11
Ta.kc of Mercury an ounce; Confection of Roses an ounce and a half;
Liquonce Root, in powder, ha(f an ounce. Rub the Mercury with the
Confection til l all the globules disappear; then add the Liquorice Root, and
beat the whole into a mass, to be divided into four hundred and eighty
pills." U.S.
The process of the London College is the same with the above, one
<]uarter only of the quantity of materials being used. The Dublin process
differs from the London only in substituting extract of liquorice root for the
root itself. Neither of these Colleges orders the mass to be divided into
pills . The Edinburgh process corresponds witl1 that of the U.S. Pharmacopceia, except that the relative quantity of th~ ingredients is expressed
in parts, and the mass is divided into five grain pills.
rl'his preparation is very generally known by the name of blue pill. The
mercury constitutes one-third of the mass; and consequently the pill of our
Pharmacopceia, which weighs three grains, contains one grain of the metal.
The precise condition of the mercury in this preparalion is somewhat
uncertain. By far the greater portion is in a state of minute mechanical
division, and not chemically alLered. Some maintain that the whole of the
metal is in this state, others, that a small portion is converted during the
trituration into proLoxide, and that this is the ingredient upon which the
activity of the pill depends. The supposed oxidation is attributed partly
to the influence of the air upon the surface of the metal, greatly extended
by the separation of its particles, partly to the action of the substance used
in the trituration. If the mercury be not oxidized during the triturntion,
there can be little doubt that it becomes so to a slight extent by subsequent
exposure. The obvious changes which ~he mass undergoes by time can
be explained in no other way i and prolox1de of mercury is asserted to have
been actually extracted from old mercurial pill. Nevertheless, it scarcely
admits of dispute, that the metal, quile independently of oxidation out of the
body, is capable of producing the pecul.iar merc~rial effects when introduced into the stomach, probably undcrgomg chemical changes there. According to M . Mialht>, mercury
slowly convert~d into corro.sive subli1:11ate
in the stomach, under the combmed agency of air and chloride of sodium.
(Journ. de Pharm., 3e sdr ., ii. 440.) All agree that the efficacy of the
preparation is proportionate to the extinction of the mercury, in other words,
to the degree in which the metallic globules disappear. This extinction
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may be ~ff'ect~d by tr~turalion wiLh v.arious substances, and i:ianna, syrup,
honey, l1quor1ce, muc1lage, soap, guaiac, and exlracl of dandelion have been
recomm e nded, among others, for this purpose; but the confr•ction of roses
has been adopted in all the Pharmacopreias, as less liable to objection than
any other. The mercury is known to be completely extinguished. when,
upon rubbing a small portion of the mass with the end of
finger upon
a piece of paper or glass, no globules apprar. Powdered liquorice root is
added in order to give due consistence to the mass. As the trituration re·
quires to be long continued, and renders the process very laborious, it is
customary in Great Britain to prepare the mass by machinery; and al Apothecaries' Hall, in London, the lriluration is effected by the agency of steam.
The machine there employed consists of "a circular iron trough for the reception of lhe materials, in which revolve four wooden cyliude rs, having
also a motion on th_eir axis ." The pr~pa_ration slowly changes ~olo~1r upon
being kept , assuming an olive and sometimes even a r..:ddish tmt, m consequence, probably, of the fu rther oxidation of the mercury. Much of the
niercurial pill employed in this country is imported from England.*
Medfral Properties and Uses. These pills are among the mildest of the
mercurials, being less liable than most others to act upon the bowels, and
exercising the pecu liar influence of the rl'medy upon the system with less
irr itation . They are much employed fo r producing the sialagogue and
allerative action of mercury . For the former purpose, one pill may be
· g it•en two or three times a day ; and in urgent cases the dose may be increased. Even this p reparation somelimes disturbs the bowels . It should
then be given combined with a iinle opium, or in very minute doses, as
half a grain or a grain of the mass repeated eve ry hour or two through the
day , so as to allow of its absorption before a sufficient quantity has been
administered to act as an irritant. With a view lo the allerative effect npon
the digestive organs, one pill may be given every night, or every other night,
at b~tllime, and followed in the morning, if the bowels should not be opened,
by a small dose of laxali\·e medicine. From five to fifteen grains of the
mass are occasionally give n as a cathartic, in cases requiring a peculiar impression upon the lit er; but, when used for this purpose, it should always
either be combined with or speedily followed by a more certain purgative.
The blue mass may frequently be administered with advantage, suspended
in w~ter by the intervention of thick mucilage; and it forms an ex~ellent
addition to the chalk mixtu re in diarrhrea, particularly that of children,
when the biliary secretion is deficient, or otherwise deranged.
\ V,

t!ie

1

PILULA': HYDRARGYRf CHLORTD I MITIS. U. 8.
.Mild Chloride of .Mercury.

Pills of

Colome! Pills .

"Tak.e of Mild Chloride of Me rcury [ca lomel] half an ounce; Gum
Arabic, rn powder, a drachrn; Syrup a sufficient qu~antity. Mix together
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the Chloride of Mercury and the Gum; then beat them with the Syrup so
ns to form a mass, to be divided into two hundred and forty pills.11 U.S.
This is a convenient form for administering calomel,
which one grain
is contained in each pill. Soap, which was directed in the preparation of
this pill in the first edition of the Pharmacopceia, is objectionable on account
of its chemical incompatih_ility with ~alomcl. Mucilage of gum Arabic
alone does not form a suffieiendy plastic mass; but gum and syrup united,
a-s in the officinal formula, answer admirably well, forming a mass which
is easily made into pills, and which readily yields to the solvent power of
the stomach.
W.

or

PILULJE HYDRARGYRI IODIDI. Lond.

of

Pills

.Mercury.

Iodide

of

"Take of·Iodide of Mercury a drac!tm: Confection of the Dog Rose
three drachms; Ginger, in powder, a dtaclun. Beat them tog'ethcr until
they are incorporated." Lond.
The dose of this preparation is from five to ten grains.
W.

PILUL1E IPECACUANHJE COMPOSITJE . Lond.

Conipoimd

Pills qf Ipecacuanha.

cf(;;cj,~~~: ~q~~rrr~~:~tl~ ~vr1:~. 0~~~~~~~~."~~c~~o;e~~~!Ji~;·;ea;~i:::
0

0

[Mucilag~J of Gum Arabic a sufficient quantity. Beat them together until
they are incorporated ." Lond.
An anodyne, somewhat stimulating, and f'xpf'ctora.nt combination, applicable to cases of chronic bronchial disease. The dose is from five to ten
grains.
W.

PILUL1E IPECACUANH.iE ET OPII. Ed. Pills

of

Ipecacuanha

and Opium.
"'I'ake of Powder of Ipecacuanha and Op ium !!tree parts; Conserve of
Red Roses one JHtrt. Beat them into a proper mass, which is to be divided
into four grain pills." Ed.
This is merely the Dover's powder in a pilular form; as there can ~carcely
be a doubt, that the College intended by the name "powder of ipecacuanha
and opium," to designate the preparation which they now call "compound
powder of ipecacuanha." These pills are narcotic and su<lorific. The
quantity of the mass equivalent to a grain of opium is about thirteen
grainsj but it is usually employed in smaller doses.
W.

PILULJE OPII. U.S. PILULE Om sive THEBAIC;"E. Ed. Pills of
Opium.
"Take of Opium, in powder, a drachm; Soap twelve grains. Beat them
with water so as to form a mass, to be divided into sixty pills." U.S.
11 Take of Opium
one part; Sulphate of Potassa three parln Conserve
of Red Roses one part. Beat them into a proper mass, which is to be
divided into five grain pills.'' Ed.
The process of the U.S. Pharmacopreia is desi~ned merely to furnish a

convenient form_ula for putting opiun~ into th~ pil~lar form, preferable to
the mode somellmes practised of makrng the pills directly from the unpowdered mass of opium as found in commerce. The soap answers no other
purpose than to give a due consistence, and is therefore in small proportion.
Each pill contains a grain of opium.
.
. ' .
The object intended to be answered by the Edrnburgh prepa~t1on is
somewhat uncertain. The proportion of the opium corresponds with that
in the Pilulii! Saponis Composilre of the other Pharinacopreias, but the
91
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name given to the preparation indicates that there could be no intention to
conceal its nature; while the direction to divide the mass into pills of five
grains. each containing a ~rain of opium, shows that the design was not to
offer the means of exhibillng small doses of that narcotic in the pilular
form . The object probably was merely to separate the particles of opium
by the intervention of sulphate of potassa, and thus to render it more soluble
in the gastric liquors. In this case, the preparation ranks rather with the
U . S. pills of opium, with which we have placed it, than with the com-

pound pi/la of soap.
Of eithn of these pills, one is a medium dose in reference to the full
effects of opium.
W.
PILULJE PLUMB! OPIATJE. Ed. Opiate pills of Lead.
11
Take of Acetate of Lead six parts; Opium one pnrt; Conserve of Red
Roses aboul one part. Beat them into a proper mass , which is lo be divided
into four grain pills. This pill may be made also with twice the quantity
of opium." Ed.
This pill would be better left lo extemporaneous prescription; the requisite proportion of opium to the acetate of lead varying constantly in different
cases. Besides, to have two preparations under the same name, one containing twice as much opium as the other, must lead to great confusion, and
is altogether object ionable. The tannic acid of the confection of roses will
decompose a portion of the acetate; but Lhe resulting tannate of lead is not
inert. Each pit! contains three grains of acetate of lead, which is generally
too much for a commencing dose.
\V.

PILULJE QUINliE SULPHATIS. U.S.

Pills

of

Sulphate

of

Quinia.
Take of Su1phate of Quinia an ounce; Gum Arabic, in powder, two
drachms; Syrup a stif!icient quantity. Mix together the Stilphate of Quinia
and the Gum; the n beat them with the Syrup so as to form a mass, to be
divided into four hundred and eighty pills ." U.S.
Each pill contains a grain of sulphate of quinia 1 and twelve are equivale nt to an ounce of good Peruvian bark.
W.
u

PJLUL.IE RHEI. U.S., Ed.

Pills of Rhubarb.

"Take of Rhubarb, in powder, sixdraclons; Soap two drachms. Beat
them with water so as to form a mass, to be divided into one hundred and
twenty pills." U.S.
"Tuke of Rhubarb, in fine powder, nine parts; Acetate of Potash one
pnrf; Conserve of Red Roses five parts. Beat them into a proper mass,
and d ivide it into five grain pills." Ed.
Rhuburb is so often given i n the pilular form, that it is convenient both
for the physician and apothecary to have an officinal for mula, indicati ng
the mode of prepari ng the pills, as well as the quantity of rhubarb to be
contained in each. Soap, as directed by the U.S . Pharmacopreia, has
stood the _test of long experience as a good ex~ipi ent for rhu.b~rb. The
medici~e 1s sufficiently disposed to constipate wnhout the acldJt1on of the
confectJo~ of roses, ordered by the Edinburgh College. The acetate of
potassa directed by the College is probably intended to keep the pill soft.
The _U.S. formul~ is decided ly preferable. According to both, each pill
W.
contains three grams of rhubarb.

PILULlE RHEI COMPOSITlE. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Compound

Pills of Rhubarb.
"Take of Rhubarb, in powder, an ounce; A lof's, in powder, six drachms;
Myrrh, in powder, half an ounce; Oil of Peppermint half a jluiclrachm;
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Syrup of Orange Peel a suj/icient quantify. Beat the whole together so as
to form a mass, to be divided into two hundred and forty pills." U. S.
The Londo1t College takes the same qualllities of powdered rhubarb,
aloes , and ~yrrh i mixes them; then adds a draclnn of soap, half a jlttidraclwi of oil of caraway, and St!tJicienl syrup; and beats them al l toaed1er.
The Bdinburgh College takes of rhubarb twelve JWl'lS, aloes nineeparis.
myrrh and Castile soap , each , six P.arts, oi l of peppermint one part, a nJ.
conse rve of red rost?s .five p(trls; mixes them, and beats them into a mass.
which is di vided into five grain pills. This College also allows the pills to
be made w ithout oi l of peppermint, when so preferred .
'l'his is a warm tonic laxative, useful in costivene~s with debilily of sto·
mach. From two to four pills, or from ten to twenly grains of the mass,
may be taken twice a day.
W.

P ILUUE Rl-IEI ET FERRI. Ed.

Pills

~f Rhubarb

and Iron .

"Take of Dried Sulphate of Iron four parts; Extract of Rhubarb ten
parts; Con~erve of Red Roses/iv~ parts . Beat them into a proper pill
mass , and divide it into five gram pills ." Ed.
'l'onic and laxative in die dose of two or three pills.
\ V.

PILULA': SAGAPENI COMPOSIT1E. Lond.

Compound Pills of

Sagapenum.
"Take of Sagapenum an ounce; Aloes half a drachm; Syrup of Ginger
a sufficient quantity . Beat them together until thC'y are incorporated."
Lond.
A stimu lant, ant ispasmod ic, and laxat ive preparation, which may be used
in cases of fialu lent colic, with costiveness dt·pendent on deficient irrita·
bility of the bowe ls. The dose is from te n to thirty grains.
\ V.

PI LU LA': SAPONIS COMPOSIT1E. U. 8., Lond. P 1wLJE SAvocu.i 0PIO. Dub. Compound P ills of Soap.

N IS

"Take of Opium, in powder, half an ounce; Soap two ounces. Beat
theom together so as to form a pilular mass." U.S.
The directions of the London and Dublin Colleges correspond with those
of the U.S. Pha rmacopreia .
This preparation is useful by affording the opportunity of conveniently
administering opium, in a pilu lar and readily soluble fo rm, in small fracw
tions of a g rain. 'rl1e name adopted in the U.S . and London Pharmaw
copooias was probably intended to conC('aJ the nature of the preparation from
the patient. That of the Dublin College is inappropriate; as opium, thoug h
in small proporiion as to quantity, is yet the ingrediPnt of greatest imporlw
ance, and that which gives character to the pill. One grain of opium is
contained in five of the mass.
\ V.

P!LUL/E SCILLiE CO:\IPOSIT1E. U. 8., Lond., Dub. P1LUL.IE
Sc11.L1£. Ed. Compound Pills of Sguill.
1
u 1 11.'.e of Squill, iu powder, a drnchrn; Ginge r, in powder, Ammoniac,
in powder, each, two tfraclnns; Soap tlueP drachms; Syru p a ."Jujlicienl
quantity. Mix the powders together; then ~f'~t t he~n w ith the Soup, nnd
add the Syrup so as to fonn a mass, to be d1v1ded mto one hundred and
twenty pills." U.S.
Th e London College employs the same materials , in th~ same _q~rnnti~ies,
and proceeds in the same mann er. except that the mass 1s no_t d1v1tl ed 1~110
pill~. The Dublin. process differs from the London only rn. employ mg
tlirre drnchms of ginger, in adding tbe ammoniac wil11out previously pow·
dcring it, and in giving the due consistence by molasses instead of syrup.
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The Edinburgh College takes of squill, in fine powder,five parts; ammo.
niac, ginger in fine powder, and Spanish soap, each,/our parts; conserve
of red roses two parts; mixes the powders; then adds the other ingredients;
and beats them into a uniform mass, which is divided into fiv e g rain pills.
This is a stimulant expectorant compound, depending for its virtues
chiefly on the squill, and applicnble to the treatment of chronic affection s
of the bronchial mucous membrane. From five to ten grains may be given
three or four times a day . The preparation should be made when wanted
for immediate use, as the squill which it contains is liable to be injured by
keeping.
W.

PILULJE STYRACIS COMPOSIT JE. Lond. Pn,uLJE STvnAcIS.
Ed. PrLULJE E STYRACE. Dub. Compound Pills of Storax.
"Take of Storax, strained, three drachms; hard Opium, in powder,
Saffron, each, a drachm. Beat them together, until they are thoroughly
incorporated.'' Lond.
The process of the Dublin College is essentially the same as the above.
The Edinburgh College takes of opium and saffron, each, one part, and of
extract of storax two parts, and beats them into a uniform mass, which is
divided into five grain pills.
In these pills the storax and saffron are added merely to conceal the taste
and smell of the opium, as the name of the pills is intended to conceal their
real character. This contrivance is deemed necessary; as some individuals
have a prejudice again st the use of opium, which reason cannot overcome .
Five grains of the mass contain a grain of opium.
W.

PLUMBUM.
Preparations

of Lead.

LIQUOR PLUMB! SUBACETAT!S. U.S.
D1ACETATJS.

Loud.

PLUMB ! SonACETATIS

D1ACETATIS SoLUTIO. Ed.

Solution

LIQUOR Pr.uMm

LIQUOR.

Dub.

of Subacetate of Lead.

PLUMBI

"Take of Acetate of Lead sixteen ounces; Semivitrified Oxide of Lead,
ln fine powder, nine ounce$ and a half; Distilled Water/our pints . "Boil
them together in a glass or porcelain vessel for half an hour, occasionally
add ing Distilled Water so as to preserve the measure, and filter through
pa_per. Kee~ the solution in closely stopped hollies." U.S. The sp . gr. of
thi s solu tion 1s 1·207.
" Take of Acetate of Lead two pounds and three ounces_: Oxide of Lead
[l itharget, rubbed into po_wder, a pound and foul' ounces; Water six piflls

~: ;~1:!~0~ ~::u::o~~d .~~~ r:~;:~~ aoi~t~~~do~~~~~nt~1 ~as~~r/tllNi1 as~~· I;~;~~
1

lastly filter." Lond. Th e sp . g r. of the solution is 1·260.
" Take of Acetate of Lead six ounces and six drachms; Litharge, in fine
powder,four ounces; 'Vater a pint and a haif[Imperial measure]. Boil
theSalt and Lil~arg:e wilh the Water f~r half an hour,stirringoccasi_onally.
When the solution 1s cold add Water, 1f necessa ry, to make up a pint and
a half; and then filter. Preserve the solution in weJJ.closed bottles." Ed.
'''fake o~ Semivitri~ed Oxide of Lead one pal'l; Distilled Vin ega r t~velue
parts. Boil together m a glass vessel until eleven parts of the flmd re~ain; then let the liquor rest, and when the impuriti es hare subs ided , let
1t be filtered." Dub .
Crystallized acetate of lead consists of one equirnlent of acetic acid 51,
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one of protoxide of lead 11 J ·6, an~ three of wat~r 27= 18!»6. Litharge,
as usually found in the shops, is an impure protox1de of lead. \Vhen a solu~ion. of the former, is boiled with the l~uer. a large quantity of the protoxide
1s <l1ssolved, and a subacetate of lead IS formed, which remains in solution.
The precise compositi?n of the snbacetate varies with the. proportions of
acetate of lead and of lnharge employed. \Vhen the quantny of the latter
exceeds that of the former by one-half or more, the acetic acid of the acetate
unites, according to the highest cht>mical authorities, with two additional
equivalents of prmoxide, forming a trisacetate; when the t\Vo substances are
mixed in proportions corresponding with their equivalent numbers, that is,
in the proportion of 189·0 of salt to 11 1·6 of oxide, or IO to (i iwarly, only
one.additional equivalent of protoxide unites with tbe acid, and a diacetate
of lead is produced. As the quantity of litharge directed in tbe former
U.S. Pharmacopceia was intermediate betw(·en these proportions, it is probable that the solution which resulted contained both the diacetate and trisacetate. In the present edition, the proportions have been so arranged as to
result in thC' production of the diacetate; and the preparation is thus rendered
identical or nearly so with those of the London and Edinburgh Colleges.
The former of these s;olleges originally prepar~d this solution by boiling
together vinegar and lttharge; but, at thP last rev1sal of their Pharrnacopceia,
a process was adopted analogous to that of our national standard. The
preparation was newly introduced into the last c~ition of the Edinburgh
Pharmacopceia. ln executing the process, the litharge should be employed
in the state of very fine powder, and, according to Thenard, should be previously calcined in order to decompose the carbonate of lead, which it always
contains in greater or less proponion, and which is not dissolved by tbe
solution of the acetate .
rrhe process of the Dublin College also results in the production of a
sub.acetate of lea~, one equivalent of the acetic acid of the vinegar combining directly wllh two equivalents of the protoxide o.f the litharge, to form
a diacetate. That a trisacetate is not produced may be mferred from the fact,
ascertained by Dr. Barker, that distilled vinegar dissolves only about onetwelfth of its weight of the litharge, which is not nearly sufficient to afford
tln~e. equivalents of protoxide to one of the acid. Besides, according to
Phillips and Duncan, the resulting salt has been proved by the analysis of
Dr. Bostock to be composed of one equivalent of acid and two of base. The
strength of the solution necessarily varies with the strength of the vinegar,
and this is an objection against the Dublin proces$, to which the others are
not e~ually liable. We are told by Phillips, that the sp . gr. of the solution
prepared with distilled vinegar of 1·007 is 1·:.>.20, with that of J ·OO!J is
1·309; while Dr. Barker states the specific gravity of the saturated solution, prepared by himself with distilled vinegar, to be only 1· 118 at 68°.
Common vi negar yields a dark brown solution, and is therefore not employed.
Properties . The solution of subacetate of lead of lhe U.S., Edinburgh,
and London Pharmacopreias is colourles~, that of th.c Dubli~ <?olleg~ has a
pale greenish -straw colour, arising from impurities m the d1st1lled v111ega~.
Its taste is sweetish and astringent. \Vhen concenlrated by evaporation, 1t
deposits on cooling crys~alline plates, whi~h, according to Dr. Barker, _are
flat rhomboidal prisms wilh dihedral summits. It has an alkaline reaction,
tinging the.srrnp of violets green, and redden~ng turmeric paper. One of
its most striking properties is the extrem.e facility with which it is decomposed. Carbonic acid throws down a while precipitat~ of carbonate ~f lea.d,
and this happens by mere exposure to the air, or by m1xlUre ev0n with distilled water, if this has had an opportunity of absorbing carbonic acid from
9 1•
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the atmosphere. [ t affords precipitates also with the alkalies, alkaline ear1h~.
and their carbonates, with sulphuric and muriatic acids free or combined,

with hydrosulphuric acid and the hydrosulphates, with the soluble iodides
and chlorid es, and, according to 'l'h enard, with solutions of all the neutral
salts. Solutions of gum, tannin, most vegetable colouring principles, and
many animal substances, particularly albumen, produce with it precipitates
consisting of the substance added and oxide of lead . It should be kept in
well-~topped bottles. It is known to contain as.alt of acetic acid by emit.ting

an acetous smell when treatc>d with sulphuric acid; and a salt of lead by yielding a white precipitate wilh an alkaline carbonale, a yellow one with iodide
of potassium, and a black one with hydrosulphuric acid. It is di sti ngui shed
from the solution of acetate of lead by being precipitated by gum Arabic.
lJfedical Properties and Uses. Thi s soluti~n is astringent and sedative,
but is employed only as an external application. It is highly useful in
inflammation arising from sprai ns, bruises, burns, blisters, &c., 10 which it
jg applied by means of linen cloths, which should be removed as fast as they
become dry. It always, however, requires to be diluted. From four fluidrachms to a fluidounce, added to a pint of distilled water, forms a solution
sufficiently st ron g in ordinary cases of external inflammation . ·when applied
to the s kin denuded of the cuticle, the solution should be stil l weakerj as
constitutional effects might result from the absorption of the lead . Paralysis
is sa id to have been produced by its local action; but we have not witnessed
such an effect. Th e solution has the common nam e of Goulard's extract,
derived from a surgeon of Montpellier by whom it was introduct:!d into general notice, lhough previously cmploy~d.
Off.Prep. Ceratum Plumbi Subacelatis, U.S., Lond.: Ceralum Saponis,
U.S.; Liquor Plum bi Subacetatis Dilutus, U.S., Lond., Dub.; Plumbi
Oxydum Hydratum,Lond.
W.

LIQUOR PLUMB! SUBACETATIS DILUTUS. U.S. L1Quon
Pr~mmn DrACETATIS D1LUTUS.

Co>rPosrTus. Dub.

Lond.
Diluted Solution

PLUMB!

SuBACETATTS L1Q.UOR

of Subacetate of Lead.

Lead-

water.
"Take of Solut!on or Subacetate of Lead two jluidrachms; Distilled
Water a pint. Mix them. " U. 8.
The London College mixes c~jluidraclwt and a half of the solution with
a piut [Imperial measure] of distilled water, and twofluidrachms of 1~roof
spirit; th e Dublin, a jluidrachm of the solution, with a pint of disulled
water, and a jluiclrac!tm of proof.spirit.
Thi s preparation is convenient; as, in consequence of the subsidence of
~he carbonate of lead usually formed on the dilution of the strong solution,
1t enables the apothecary to furnish clear lead-water whe11 it is called for.
The st ren gth, though doubled in the last edition of the U . S. Pharmacopreia,
z:iight be still further increased without disadvantage. The British preparat10ns are much too feeble. The old French Codex directed two drachms
of the strong solution to a pound of distilled water, and an ounce of alcohol
0
1
1 0

~i~~~e B;~~~~;t~~~ ~}u~:~~~s~t\~ea~~~~ b;i~1e~·c~r i~[~'1~ C ~1~;~~a;~~ h~~~
,V,

littl e sensible effect.

PLUMBI CHLORIDUM. L ond.

Chloride

of Lead .

. "Take of J:lcetate or Lead nineteen ounces; boiling Distilled \Vater three
pints [ fmp e nal measure] ; Chloride of Sodium si1· ounces. Dissolve separately the Acetate of Lead and Chloride of Sodi nm, the former in three
vints of Distilled Water, the !alter in one pint of Distilled Water. Then
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mix the solutions, nnd wash the precipitate, after it has become cool, with

Distilled Water, and dry it." Lond.
ln this process, a mutual decomposition of the acetate of lead and chloride
of sodium takes place; the sodium of the laner changing place with the l.ead
of the former, so as to produce acetate of soda which remains in sol ut10n,
and chloride of lead which is precipitated.
Chloride of lead is soluble in thirty parts of water at 60°, and in twentytwo parts at 212°, and from its saturated boiling solution separates in small,
brilliant, anhydrous crystals. It is colourless and fusible, and, upon cooling
after fusion, assumes a horn-like appearance, from which it has recein~d the
name of horn lead. Th e London College gives as characters of it, besides
its relation with water above mentioned, that it becomes yellow with heat,
and black upon the addition of hydrosulphuric acid. It was introduced into
the last edition of the London Pharmacopceia merely as one of the substances
employed in the preparation of muriate of morphia.
W.

PLUMB! IODIDUM. Lond., Ed .

Iodide

of

Lead.

"Take of Acetate of Lt>ad nine ounces; Iodide of Potassium seven ounces;
Water a gallon [lmpe rial measure]. Dissolve th e Acetate of Lead
in six pi Ills of the Water and filter; and to these add the Iodide of Potassium previously dissolved in two pints of the ·water. Wash the precipitate
and dry it." Lond.
"Take of Iodide of Potassium and Nitrate of Lead, of each, an ounce;
Water a pint and a half [ lmperial measure]. Dissol\•e the salts separately,
each in one.half of the 'Yater; add the solutionsj collect the precipitate on
a filter of linen or calico, and wash it with water. Boil the powder in three
gal10t~s of water aci<lulated ~vith three fluidounccs of ~yr~ligneous Acid
[acellc acid]. Let a~y undissolved mattel' subside, maintaining the temperature near th e boi~ing point; and pour_ off the clear liquor, from which
the Iodide of Lead will crystallize on coolmg." Ed.
In the process of the London College, the acetate of lead gives up its metal
to the iodine from which it receives the potassium-the operation taking
place between single equi\•.alcn_ts or the several ingredients. The a~etate of
potassa thus formed remains Jn solution, while the iodi de of lead is precipitated. The saturating proportions of crystallized acetate of lead and
iodide of potassium are 189·0 or the former and 165 4;:; of the latter, or!}
to 7·83; so that the acetate is slightly in excess. Th e proportions should
be as nearly as possible those of exact saturation . An excess of the iodide
of potas~ium has the disadvantage of holding a portion of the iodide of !~ad
in solullon; while, according lo Christison, an excess of lead over the iodme
di sposes to the formation of the lemon·yellow insoluble oxyiodi~e ~f lead.
The latte r result is very apt to take place i as the acetate of lead 1s liable to
contain an excess of oxide, and the iodide of potassium is often impure.
r>

Dis~illed

~~~~~aJ:d \~ea~~~dl~~~~a!c:t~~ :~icf~~~~~ ~~l~~~~e o~nth\~es:fte~:~~~~~nii~xi~~
it with th e iodide of potassium. Besides the oxyiodide above mentioned, a
carbonate of lead is liable to be formed from the frequent presence of the
carbonate of potassa in the iodide of potassium of the shops. It is to free
the preci~itated. iodide of lead from these !mpurities. that t~e E.dinbu~gh
Collerre directs 1t to be boiled with water ac1dulated with acetic acid, which
readily dissolves any carbonate or ac~tateof lead present, as well as the iodide,
and deposits only the last upon cooling. .
.
Th e Edinburgh College employs the mt rate instead or the acetate of lead
as more easily obtaine~l pure; but the adv:intage o~ the former salt o~er the
latter is scarcely sufficient to warrant the mtroducuon of a new officrnal for
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this sole p~rpose . In the E<lin~urg~ process, a do~ble dcc~mposition takes
place, as in ~he London, resulun.g m Lhe producuon of nitrate of pota~sa
which i.s retarned in solution, and iodide of lead which falls . The saturo.trng
proportions are 1G5·~ of the nitrate and 16;)·45 of the iodide, or almost
precisPly equal quantities.
As obtainrd by the London process, iodide of lead is in the form of a
bright yellow, heavy, tasteless, and inodorous powder. It is soluble in 1 ~:35
parts of cold water (Soubeiran, Trait. de Phann.), and is considerably more
soluble in boiling wat:r, which, on coo~ing, deJ,:>0sits it in minUle, shining,
golden-yellow, crystalline scales. ln this ~ori:n ll is presented by the Edin·
burgh process. IL me ILs by heat, and is dissipated in vapours wbich are at
first yellow, and ultimately violet in consequence of the disengagemt'nt of
the iodine. It consists of one equivalent of iodine 12ti-::J, and one of lead
103·6=229·9. As a test of its purity, the Edinburgh College state that
five grains are entirely dissolved, with the aid of heat, bya ftuidrachm of their
pyroligneous acid, diluted with a flllidouncc and a half of distilled water;
and golden crystals arc copiously deposited when the solution cools.
Jlledical Properties a11d Uses . This compound is supposed to have the
resolvent properties of iodine, combined with those which are peculiar to
lead, and was at one time recommended in tuberculous diseases, in which,
however, it has pro\•ed wholly inefficient. It is saltl to have been usefully
employed in the discussion of scrofulous tumollrs and other indolent swellings, and in the cure of obstinatf" ulcers; and for these purposes has been
used both internally, and locally in the form of an ointment. According to
Dr. Cogswell, if given for some time in small doses, it produces thC' effects
of lead, but nol those of iodine, upon the system. (Christison's Dispensatory .) The dose is from half a grain to three or four grains . Dr. O'Shaugbnessy states that ten grains are borne without inconvenience.
Off. Prep . Unguentum Plumbi Iodidi, Lond.
W.

PLUMB! NITRAS. Ed.

Nitrate

of Lead.

"Tal~C' of Litharge four ounces and a half; Dilut~d Nitric Acid a pint
[Imperial rneas~reJ. Dissolve t.he Litharge to satura~1011 with the aid of a
ge1~lle he~t.
Fdte-r and set the liquor aside to crystallize. Concentrate the
residual liquid to obtain more crystals." Ed.
In this process the nitric acid unites directly with the protoxide to form
the nitrate. This is in bt!autiful white, nearly opaque, tetrahedral or octahedral crystals, which are permanent in the air, of a sweet astringent taste,
soluble in water and alcohol, and composed of one equiv. of nitric acid,
51, and one of protoxide of lead 1 11·6, without water of crvstallization .
·when heated the salt first melts and is tben decomposed, with ihe evolution
of nitrous fumes, and a residue of metallic lead.
Nitrate of lead is not employed as a medicine, and was introduced into
the Edinbur~h Pharm~acopreia merely as one of the substances employed in
the preparauon of the iod ide of lead.
Off. Prep. Plumbi Iodidum, Ed.
W.

PLUMI3! OXYDUM HYDRATUM. Lond. Hydrated Oxide of
Lead.
"Take of S~lulion of Diacetate of Lead six pints; Distilled Water three

gall~n~; Solullon.of Pota7sa six pints, or as much as. may be required 1.0

prec1pilatc the Oxide. Mix them, and wash the precipitate with water until
nothing a lkaline remains.'' Lorul.
1n this process the potassa takes the acet ic acid of the diacetate and separ~tes the proloxide of Jead, which becomes a hydrate by uniting with a portion of water at the moment of separation, and, being i nsoluble, is precipitated
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in lhe form of a white powder. It was introduced by the London College
into their Phar~acopreia as one of t.he substances employed in their process for preparing sulphate of qui~ia i but, as this process has not been
practically adopted, the hydrated o:ode of lead may be considered as altogether useless in pharmacy.
W.

POT ASSA.
Preparations of Potassa.
LIQUOR POTASSJE. U.S., Lond. PoTASSJE AQUA. Ed. PoTASSJE
CAUSTIC.IE AQUA. Dub. Solution of Potassa .
."Take of Carbonate of Pota.ssa apouncl; Lime half a pound~ Boiling
D1st1lled Water a gallon. Dissolve the Carbonate of Potassa rn half a
gallon of the ·water. Pour a Jiulc of the VVater on the Lime, and when
it is slaked, add the remainder. Mix the hot liquors, and boil for ten
minutes . stirring constantly i then set the mixture aside, in a covered vessel, until it becomes clear. Lastly, pour off the supernatant liquor, and
keep it in well stopped bottles or green glass." U.S.
"T~ke of Carbonate of Potassafif~een ounces; Lime eight ounces; boiling Distilled VVater a gallon [fmperml measure]. Dissolve the Carbonate
of Potassa in half a gallon of the Water. Sprinkle a little of the Water
upon the Lime in an earthen vessel, and, the Lime being slaked, add the
remainder of the Water. The li<]UOrs being immediately mixed together
in a close vessel, shake them frequf'mly until they are cold. Then set
the mixture by, that the carbonate of lime may subside. Lastly, pour off
the supernatant liquor, and keep it in a well stopped green glass bottle."

Lond.
"Take of Carbonate of Potash (dry)four ounces; Lime, recently burnt,
10

~~~l~~~~es;nd~~~:£~;JY~t~e ~~f: o~nl~~e C,~~h's~veea~. d~id~~~c~~e o7i~:
·water. Dissolve the Carbonate in the remaining thirty-eight fluidounces
of Water; boil the solution, and add to it the milk of lime in successive
portions, about an eighth at a time, boiling briskly for a few minutes after
each addition. Pour the whole into a deep narrow glass vessel for twenty four hours; and then withdraw with a syphon the clear liquid, which
should amount to at least thirty -five ftuidounces, and ought to have a. dens·
ity of 1·072." Ed.
"Take of Carbonate of Potassa from Pearlash, fresh burnt Lime, each,
two parts; Water }/teen parls. Sprinkle one part of the 'Yater, previously heated, on the Lim_e, placed in an earthen vessel; and wh~n it is
slaked, mix the salt with it immediately, and then ~dd the remamder of
the \Vater. 'VllCn the mixture has cooled, put it into a well·stopped
bottle, and, _shaking it frequently, keep it for three days . \Vhen the carbonate of lime has subsided, decant the supernatant liquor, and keep it in
green glass boules, well stopped. The specific gravity of this solution is

1·080." Dub.

The object of th cs!:' proce~ses is to s~~arate carbonic acid from the carbonate of potassa, so as to obtam the alkalt m a caustic statC'. This is e(focted
by hydrate of lime; and the chemical changes which take place are mo~t
intelligi~ly e:x-plained Ly supposing t~e occur~ence of a doubl.e decom1~os1·
tion . The lune of the hydrate o_f .lune, by tts superior a~nuy, coi_nbmes
with the carbonic acid, a_nd pr_ec1p1tates as carbonate of_ lime; wbtle the
water of the hydrate unues wuh the potassa, and remams in solution as
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hydrate of potassa. The proportion indlcated by theory for this decomposition would be (:)9·15 of the dry carbonate to 28·5 of lime, or one eq. of
each; but in practice it is found m>cessary to use an excess of lim e. In the
U.S. and Edinburgh formula'.! the alkaline salt is treated with half its weight
of lime; in the London, with eight-fifteen.tbs ; and in the Dublin, with its
own weight i proportions, th e lowest of which exceeds the theoretical quantity. 11 he disadvantages of using a large excess of lime, as is done by the

Dublin College, are the necessity of employing larger vessels, on account
of the bulk of the materials, and the loss of a portion of alkaline solution
which is retain ed by the spongy residuum . The proportion of water
employe~ has a decided i~fluence on the res.ult. If the water be deficient
in quantity, the decomposmg power of the lime. on account of its spari ng
solubility, will be lessened; and more of it will be required to complete the
decomposition of thr carbonate than if the solutions had been more dilute .
The quant~ty ordered is ample, i? the U.S., London, a.nd Edin~urgh formul<E, but 1s deficient in the Dublin process. 'I'hus, takmg the lim e at the
same quantity in each formula, the quantity of water directed is exp resse>d
by the following numbers nearly; 5Y Ed., 58 U.S., 52 Lond., and 22 Dub.
Straining must not be used; as the operation causes a prolonged contact
with the air, and risk of the absorption of carbonic acid, and is apt, moreover, to introduce organic matter into the solution derived from the strainer.
The direction to keep the solution in gree n glass bottles is judicious; as
white flint glass is slighdy acted 011.
As'thesolution of potassa is frequently made by the manufocturingchemist
in considerable quantities, the following delails, laken from Berzelius, of lhe
best mode of conducting the process, may not be without their use. Dissolve one part of carbonate of potassa in from seven to twelve parts of water
in a bright iron vessel, and decant th e solution afler it has becon:ie clear by
standing. Boil the solution in an iron vessel, and while it is boihng. add. :it
intervals, small quantities of s laked lime reduced to a thin paste with water;
allowing tbe solution to boil a few minutes aftt>r each addition. One and a
half parts of pure lime will be more than sufficient to decompose one part of
the carbonate. When about half the hydrate of lime has been added, take
out about a teaspoonful of th e boiling solution, and afler dilution and filtration
throu gh paper, test it by adding it to some nitric acid, or by mixing it with
an equal bulk of lime-water. lf the solution has not bren completely freed
from carbonic acid, the first reagent will cause an effervescence, and the
second a milky appearance; in either of which events the addition of the
lime must be continued as before, un ti l the above-mentioned tests give
negative indications. In conducting the process, two advantages are gained
by keeping t.he solution constantly boiling. One is that the carb~nate of
lime formed 1s in this way re nd ered granu lar and heavy,and more disposed
to s ubs~de; and the other, that it prevents the precipitated carbonatt' fr?m
coalescing into a mass at the bottom of the vessel, an occ urrence which
cau ses the ebullition, when subsequently renewed, to take placP. imperfectly and. by jerks . . The process ?ere described is essentially th e same
with that mtroduced mto ~he last edition. of tl~e ~dinburgh Pharmacop~ia.
Properties, ~·c. Solution of polassa 1s a \1mp1d, colourless liquid, without smell, and having an acrid caustic taste, and alkaline reac1ion . lt acts
rapidly on animal and vegetable substances, and when rubbed belween the
fingers, produ.ces a soapy feel, in consequence of a partial solut ion of t.he
cuticle. It dissolves gum, resins, and extroctive matter, rind by union with
oily and fatty bodies .forms soap. The offi.cinal solution is nev er perft'ctl.Y
pure, but contains elther some undecomposed carbonate, or free lime, m
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addition to minute portion~ of sulphate of potassa 1 chloride of potassium,
silica, and alumina, impunties usually present in the carbonate of potassa
obtained from pearlash, wh~ch is used 111 its preparation . Undecomposed
carbonate may be detected 111 the manner explained in the preceding paragraph, and free lime, by the production of a milky appearance on the
addition of a few drops of carbonate of potassa, whicl~ sen.'es .to precipitate
tbe lime as a carbonate. When saturated wit~ nitric acid, it giv~s Jillie
or no precipitate with carbonate of soda, chloride of barium, or nitrate of
sih-er. lt is incompatible with acids, aciclulons salts, and all metallic and
earthy preparations held in solution by an acid; as also with all ammoniacal
salts, and with calomel and corrosive sublimate. The officinal solutions
of potnssa vary in strength; the U.S. s.olution having the specific gravi.ty
of 1·0;)6; the London, of J·Ofi3; the Edinburgh, of 1·072; and the Dublrn,
of 1·080. These solutions are quite dilute; for, according to a table
given by Dalton, a solution having the sp. gr . 1·06, contains only 4·i
per cent. of <ilkali. On account of its strong attraction for carbonic acid,
the solution of potassa should be carefully preserved from contact with the
a1~
B.
Medical Properties and Uses. Solution of potassa is antacid, diuretic,
and antilithic. lt has been much employed in calculous complaints, under
the impress ion that it }ms the property of dissolving urinary concretions in
the kidneys and bladder; but experience has proved that the stone once
formed cannot be removed by remedies internally administered, and the
most that the alkaline medicines can effect, is to correct that disposition to
the superabundant secretion of uric acid, or the insoluble urates, upon which
gravel and stone oflen depend . For this purpose, however, the carbonated
alkalies are preferable to caustic potassa, as they are less apt to irritate the
stomach, and to produce injurious effects when Jong continued. It has
been proposed to diS'solve calculi by injecting immediately into the bladder
the solution of potassa in a tepid state, and so much diluted that it can be
held in the mouth; but this mode of employing it has not been found to answer
in practice. This solution has also been highly recommended in lepra,
psoriasis, and other cutaneous afftlctions; and is said to have proved peculiarly useful in scrofula; but in all these cases it probably acts simply by
its antacid property, and is not superior to the carbonate of potassa or of
~oda. Externally it. has be~n used in a diluted stale as a stimulant lotion
m rachitis and arthritic swellings, and concentrated, as an escharotic in the
bite of rabid or venomous animals. The dose is from ten to thirty minims,
rt.>peated two or three limes a day, and gradually increased in cutaneous
afft-ctions to one or twofluidrachms; but the remedy should not be too long
continued, as it is apt to d1.>bilitate the stomach. lt may be given in sweetened water or some mucilaginous fluid. Veal brOLh and table beer have
been recommended as vehicles; but the fat usually present in the former
would be liable to convert the alkali into soap, and the acid in the latter
would neutralize it. In dyspeptic cases it may be associated with the simple
biuers. l n excessive dose's it irritates, inflames. or corrodes the stomach.
Oils and the milder acitls, such ns vinegar and lemon-juice, are the antidotes to its poisonous action. They operate by neutralizing the al~a~i.
It is employed pharmaceutically in the preparation of the Prec1pnated
Sulphuret of Antimonv (U.S., Lond., Ed.). Tart rate of Iron and Potassa
(U.S., Lond.), Ethereal Oil (U.S., Lond.), Binoxide of Mercury (Lond.),
Black Oxide of Mercury (Dub.), and Hydrated Oxide of Lead (Lond.).
Off. Ptep. Potassa, U.S., /,ond., Ed., Dub.; Potassa cum Calce, Ed.,
D~

~
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POT ASSA. U.S., Ed. PoTAss,o; HvnnAs. Lond. PoTASSA CAusT1cA. Dub.
Potassa. Hydrate of Potassa. Caustic Potassa.
"Take of Solullon of Potassa a gaflon. Evaporate the water rapidly,
ln a clean iron vessel, over the fire, till ebutlition ceases, and the Potassa
melts. Pour this into suitable moulds, and keep it, when cold, in wellstopped bottles." U. S.
The London formula is essentially the same with the above.
"Take any convenient quantity of Aqua Potassre; evaporaLe it in a clean
and covered iron vessel, in~rcasing gradually the heat, till an oily-looking
fluid remains, a drop of which, when removed on a rod, becomes hard on
cooling. Then pour out the liquid upon a bright iron plate, and as soon as
it solidifies, break it quickly, and put it into glass bottles secured with glass
stoppers." Eel.
"Take of \Vater of Caustic Potassa any quantity. Evaporate it over
the fire in a perfeclly clean silver or iron vessel, until the ebullition shall
have ceased, and the saline matter, on increasing the heat, shat! remain
perfectly at rest in the vessel. Pour out the liquefied Potassa on a silver
or iron plate, and, whilst concreting, cut it into pieces of a proper size,
which are immediately to be introduced into a well stopped bottle. The
operator should carefully avoid the drops which are ejected from the vessel
during the evaporation." Dub.
'l'he concrele alkali, obtained by these processes, is the hydrate of
potassa, sufficiently pure for medical purposes . The solution of the alkali
freed from carbonic acid having been obtained by another formula (see
Liquor Potassre), the formation of the present preparation requires merely
the evaporation of this solution, unti l the whole of its uncombined water is
driven off. The evaporation is required lo be performed in metallic vessels,
as those of g lass or earthenware are acted on by the alkali ; and it should
be completed as quickly as possible, in order to abridge the period during
which the solution would be liable to absorb carbonic ac.id from the atmosphere. When poured out on a metallic plate, the cake, just as it concretes,
may be marked with a knife in the directions in which it .is to be divided,
and when cold it readily breaks in those directions. A better plan, however, is to run the fused alkali into suitable moulds, as di rected in the U.S.
and London formulre. These should be made of iron and have a cylindrical
shape, which is the most convenient form of the alkali for the use of the
surgeon. Green glass bottles with ground stoppers are the best adapted
for preserving this preparation, as wh ite flint glass is slightly acted on.
Properties, ~·c. In its officinal impure form, potassa is usually in sticks
wliic~1 ha~e a fibrous fracture, a dingy gray or greenish colour, occasionally
a bluish tmt, and the pecul iar odour of slak ing lime. It is extreme ly caustic
and very deliquescent, and disso lves in less than its weight of water. ll is
also read~ly soluble in alcohol: When exposed to a low red heat it melts,
and ?t bnght redness is volatilized. On account of its deliquescent property,
and Its strong atlraction for carbonic acid, it requires to be kept in very
accurately stopped hollies. In the state here described, the alkali always
contains com~ined water as a part of its composition. It contains also
several impurities, which, however, do not interfere with its medicinal \•alue,
such as sulpha_t~ of potassa, chloride and teroxide of potassium, ses9uioxide
of iron, lime, sil ica, alumina, and a portion of the alkali itself still m a carbonated state. 'fhe insoluble impurities, according to the Edinbu rgh Pharmacopreia, should not exceed l ·25 per cent. It may be freed from impurity
by digestion in alcohol, which takes up only the pure hydrated alkali, evaporating the alcoholic solution to dryness, and fusing the dry mass obtained.
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Pure hydrate of polassa, when thus procured, is usually called alcoholic
potassa. It is generally in the form of flat white pieces, which are dry,
hard, and brittle, and extremely caustic. Its other properties are similar to
those of the impure hydrate above described. Jt may be discriminated from
the other fixed alkalies (soda and lithia) by affording, when in solution, a
crystalline prec ipitate (cream of tartar) with an excess of tartaric acid, and
a yellow one with chloride of platinum. The officinal potassa, apart from
impurities, consists of one eq. of dry potassa 47· 151 and one of water 9 =
56· 15. Dry potassa is formed of one eq. of potassium 39· 15, and one of

oxygen 8=47· 15. (See Potassium.)
B.
Jlfedical PrOJJert·ies and UsetJ , This is the old causticum commune acer·
rimum, or stro.ngest common caustic. It is a ve.ry powerful escharotic,
quickly destroying the life of the part with which tt comes in contact, and
extending its action to a conside rable depth beneath the surface. In this
latter respect, it differs from the nitrate of silver or lunar caustic, to which
it is, therefore, preferred for the purposes of forming issues and opening
abscesses. It has been used for removing stricture of the urethra; but in
consequence of its tendency to spread, it may, unless carefully applied, pro~
duce such a destruction of the lining membrane, as to open a passage for
the urine into the cellular tissue, and thus involve the patient in dange r.
1'he most convenient mode of employing the caustic for the formation of an
issue, is to apply to the skin a piece of linen spread with adhesive plaster,
having a circular opening in its centre corresponding to the intended size of
the issue, and then to rub upon the skin, within the opening, a piece of the
caustic previously moistened at one end. The application is to be continued
till the life of the part is destroyed, when the caustic should be carefully
washed off with a wet sponge or wet tow, or neutralized by vinegar. The pre·
paration is a lso employed fo r forming solutions of potassa of definite strength,
whether for medicinal or pharmacentic use. A solution of one drachm and a
half of caustic potassa in two fluidounces of distilled wat~r, is highly recommended by Dr. Hartshorne, of Philadelphia, as an application to the spine
in tetanus. It may be applied by means of a sponge attached to the end or
a stick, which shou ld be drawn quickly along the back from the nape or the
neck to the sacrum. It produces a very powerful rubefacient effect.
The U.S. Pharmacopceia employs caustic potassa in the preparation or
the black oxide of mercury.
Off. Prep . Potassa cum Calce . Lond.
W.

POTASSA CUM CALCE. Lond., Ed.
CAtC8. Dub. Potassa with Lime.

PoTASSA CAUSTICA CUM

"Take of Hydrate of Potassa, Lime, each, an ounce. Rub them together,
and keep them in a well-stopped vessel." Lond.
u Take any convenient quantity of Aqua Potassre; evapo:ate i~ in a clean,
covered iron vessel to one-third of its volume; add slaked Lime till the fluid
has the consistence of firm pulp. Preserve the product in carefully covered
vessels." Ed.
"Evaporate Water of Caustic Potassa to one-fourth i then add as much
fresh burnt Lime, in powder, as will form a mass of the proper consistence,
which is to be preserved in a well-stopped bottle." .Dub.
.
'l'he London preparation is a mere mixture of hydrate of potassa with
lime. The Edinburgh and Dublin Col~eges employ the s~l~tion o~ potass~,
which is first concentrated, and then th 1clcened by the add1t10n of lime until
the mixture becomes apulpymass,consistingnfthe mixed hydrntesofrotassa
and lime.
92
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TheEdinburgh_and Dubl~n "potassa with lime," like the offi.cinal potassa,
is used as a causuc; but it 1s more manageable Limn the laner preparation,
owing to the presenc~ of the lime, wbich !enders it milder, slower in its
operation, and less del1quesce.nt, and causes il to sp read less beyond the part
intended to be affected. This preparation was formerly called causlicum
commune milius, or milder common caustic. The London preparation is
a powder some~imes called Vienna cau~tic, and is st.ill slower in ~roducing
an eschar. h 1s prepared for use by being made up 11110 a paste wilh a little
alcohol. The paste is applied to the part to be cauterized for ten or fifteen
minutes, and is conveniently limited in its operation by a piece of adhesive
plaster, in the manner explained under potas~a. Dr. Filhos has improved the
Vienna caustic ~y forming it in sticks. 'l'o pre~are it thus, the potassa is
perfectly fused 111 an iron spoon, and one-third ol its -weight of quicklime is
added in divided portions; the whole being sti rred with an iron rod. The
fused mass is then run into lead tubes,closedatoneend,about three inches
long, and from a quarter L_o half an inch in dian_ieter in the clear. The sticks
are. kept, still enclosed m the lead tubes, with the open end downwards,
in thick glass tubes, containing some powdered quicklime , and closed with
a cork, between which and the stick some cotton is put to steady the caustic.
\Vlwn t>mployed,as much of the caustic is uncovered at the end, byscrapiag
off the lead, as it is proposed to use. This form of caustic is particularly
recommended for cauterizing the neck of the uterus. (Journ. de Phann.,

3e ser., iv . 137.)
B.
POTASSJE ACETAS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. .llcetate of Potassa.
"Take of Acetic Acid a pint; Carbonate of Potassa a ,'l;ufficient quantity.
Add the Carbonate of P otassa gradually lo the Acetic Acid tilt it is satu rated; then filter, and evaporate cautiously, by mf>ans of a sand-bath, until
a dry salt rt>mains . Keep this in closely stopped bottles." U. S.
"Tuke of Carbonate of Potassa a pound; Acetic Acid twenty-six jiuidoun ces [!_mp. me_as.J; Distilled W'ater tu·elvejluidow1ces [ l mp . meas.].
To the ac1J 1 prcv10usly mixl'd with the "Tater, add the Carbonate of Potassa
to saturation; then strain. Evaporate the liquor in a sand-bath, with a heat
cautiously applied , unti l the salt is dried." Lone/.
"Take of Pyroligneous Acid a plnt and ct half [ f mp . meas.]; Carbonate
of Potash _(dry) seven ounces or a :sufficiency. Add the Carbonate gradually
to the Acid till complete neutralization is accomplished . Evaporate the
solution over the vapour-bath till it is so concentrated as to form a concrete
mass when cold. Allow it to cool and crystallize in a solid cake; which
must be broken up and immediately put into well closed boules." Ed.
'' T~ke of Carbo~ate of Potassa from Crys_tals of Tartar any required
quantity. Pour on 1t, by repeated_ additions, Distilled Vinegar of a medium.
heat, and in quantity about five tunes the weight of the salt. When the
efferve~cence sball ha\•e _ceased, and ~he liquor have _been evapor~ted for
some tune, repeat the addition of Dislllled Vinegar at mtervals until effer·
vesc~ncc sh~I!- have completely ceast•d. Evaporate to dryness, and, by
cauuously raising the heat, liquefy the salt. \Vhen the salt has cooled,

1rj~~lt\~ee i~~~ '. 'i;~e;~ 1~1}~~~~ e0.~o~~~il~_~g~:d 1 ~~~~ i~fd~~~~~~l~,ti ~~ ~\;~~ns~:~l~vb~
perfectly wh ite.

Put these 1mmedmtely into bottles, which should be care-

fully Slopped." Dub.
T~e pr~~ess for formi~g acetate of potassa is a case of single elective
fo~m of _acid _employed for generating the salt in the seve~al
nffinny. I
Pharrnacoprems, is acetic a.c1d (U.S. and London), pyroligneous acid (Edin-

h:
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for formi~g this salt, on account of its c~ntaining organic matter, which gives
thesolul1on,whenconcentrated,aredd1shorbrownishcolour. 'l'hiscolour·
!ng maner is destroyed in the Dublin process by fusing the sail, <l.issolving it
in water, and concentrating the solution so that it may concrete into a mass
on cooling. When this process is followed, great care must be taken not to
use too high a heat in effecting the fusion; otherwise part of the acetic acid
will be decomposed, and a colourless salt will not be obtained. H. Oenicke,
in order to avoid this decomposition, and to get the salt white, recommends
the solution of a small portion of the fused salt, as a test, in the smallest
possible quantity of water. If the solution is colourless, the salt has been
heated Jong enough. The salt is the~ dissolv~d in the smallest adeq~ate
portion of water, is acidulated with a little acetic acid, and evaporated ma
water-bath to dryness . .(Pharm. Cent . Blatt., 1843, p. :151.-) ln the other
formulre, a pure acid bemg used, it forms, when saturated with the carbonate
of potassa, a colourless so lution. ~rhis is evaporated to dryness, according
to the U.S. and London Pharmacopreias, and to such a degree as to concrete
jnto a mass when cold, according to the Edinburgh. The quantity of car·
bonate necessary for saturation cannot be accurately determined beforehand,
and, therefore, it is injudicious in the London College to attempt to fix it in
the formula. A better plan is that of the U.S. formula, in which a suffi·
cient quantity for saturation is directed to be taken, the exact amount to be
determined in the process. The s~me plan is adopte~ by the Edinburgh
College, with the addition of indicating about the f'\Llant1ty required. As a
sufficiency of the carbonate is thus ordered, it wollld seem quite unnecessary
for the College to d.irect that. it should be dry. For drying the acetate of
potassa, Dr. Christison considers the heat of a vapour-bath too low, and
that of a sand-bath apt to become too high. He, the refore, recommends the
use, when operating on a small scale, of a bath of chloride of calcium. In
conducting this process, it is best to have the solution always slightly acid;
for if the alkali predominate, it will react upon the acetic acid when the
solution is concentrated, and give rise to discoloration .
Acetate of potassa may be obtained, also, by double decomposition be·
tween acetate of lead and sulphate of potassa. When thus procured it is
very white and pure, but liable to the objection, for medical use, that it may
possibly contain lead. Another melhod by double decomposition is between
acetate of lime and sulphate of potassa.
Properties, ~·c. Acetate of potassa, when pure, is a whitf' salt, perfectly
neutral to test paper, unctuous to the touch, and possessing a warm, pungent,
saline tas!e. When unsk.ilfully ~repared, it is apt to
m?re or less coloured.
l1s state ofaggregatiqn differs wllh the manner m which 1t is prepar~d . As
obtained by evaporating the solution to dry~ess, agreeably to the directions
of the U.S. and London Pharmacopreias, it is in the form of soft fibrous
masses. As usuat\y prepared and found in the shops, it has a foliated tex ·
ture, which is O'iven to it by fusion and cooling. On account of.this appear·
ance it was for~erly calledfo/iated earth of tartar. This salt 1s extrrmely
deliquescent, and, if exposed to. the air, becomes ~onverted into a Ji.quid of
an oleaginolls appParance . ft 1s on account of this prope~ty that 1t m~st
always be preserved in '~ell~stoppe.d bottles. It dissolves rn. about ha.If. its
weight of water, and twice Jt~ \ve1ght. of alcohol. Any ~hmg. rema1ni.ng
undissolved by these menstrua is impurity. Heated above its p~mt ~f fus~on
it is decomposed into acetone and carbonate of potassa; the acetic acid being
resolved into this volatile liquid and carbo~ic acid. \.Vhen treated with
sulphuric acid, acetic acid vapours are copiously evolved, and sulphate of
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potassa is formed. The most usual impuritie~ contained in it are the sulphate and tartrate of potassa, chloride of potassium, and the salts o'. lead and
copper. A soluble sulphate may be detected by chloride of barmm; and
chloride of potassium, or any soluble chloride, by nitrate of silver added to
a dilute solution. If tartrate of potassa be present, it will remain undissolved when the salt is acted on by alcohol. Lead and copper may be
detected by su\phuretted hydrogen and ferrocyanuret of potassium; the
former test producing with the lead a blackish, and the latter with the c5pper a brown precipitate. Since the introduction of the cheap method of
obtaining pure acetic acid from wood, this salt has sc_arcely been subject lo
adulteration. Acetate of potassa is incompatible with the mineral acids,
which expel the acetic acid j with sulphate of soda and sulphate of magnesia;
with corrosive sublimate and nitrate of silver; and with several other earthy
and metallic salts. This salt exists in the juices of many plants, and espe·
ci~!ly in the sap of trees; and is the source of the cnrbo~ate of potassa
existing in the ashes of wood. It consists of one eq. of acetic acid 51, one
of potassa 47· 15, and two of water 18=116· 15.
JJ1edical Properties and Uses. Acetate of P?lassa acts as a diu~etic in
doses of from a scruple to a drachm, and as a mild cathartic when given to
the extent of two or three drachms. It is employed in dropsies, and often
with good effect. The late Dr. Duncan considered it to be a medicine of
great e~cacy, and one of our best saline deobstn:1ents. \Ve have ourselves
used it 111 dropsical affections, and can bear testunony to its powers. The
acetate, ready prepared, being an expensive preparation, the salt, equally
efficacious, may be made extemporaneously in the liquid form by saturating
distilled vinegar with the carbonate of potassa. Two drachms of the car·
bonate saturated with vinegar, will sometimes produce in hydropic cases
ten or twelve stools, and a copious discharge of urine. (Duncan.) Acetate
of potassa, like the oth~r alkaline salts containing a vegetable acid, may be
given in the uric acid diathesis, to render the urine alkaline; for the experi·
ments ofVVOhler have shown that the acid of these salts undergoes decom·
position in the digestive and assimilating proc.esses, while the a.lkali ~nters
the current of the circulation. From the decided property which this salt
possesses of increasing the secretion of the kidneys, it was formerly called
sat diureticus or diuretic salt.
Off.Prep. Acidum Aceticum, Dub.; Ferri Acetatis Tinctura, Dub.;
Hydrargyri Acetas. Dub.; Pilulre Rhei, E'd.; Tinctura Acetis Ferri cum
Alcohol, Dub.; Zinci Acetatis 'l'inctura, Dub.
B.

POTASSill CARBONAS. U.S., Lond., Ed. ' PoTASS.'E CAnnoDub. Carbonate of Potassa. Carbonate of

NAS E L1x1vo CrNERE.

Potassa from Pearlash.

J

"Take of Impure Carbo~:::ite of Potassa [pear lash three pounds; ~Vater
Dissolve the Impure Carbonate of Potassa m the
'\\rater, and filter the solution; then pour it into a clean iron vessel, and
evaporate the water over a gentle fire till the solution thickens; lastly,
remove it from the fire, and stir it constantly with an iron spatula till the salt
granulates." U. 8.
11
Take of Impure Carbonate of Potassa two vounds; Distilled 'Water a

two pints and a half.

1 1

~:i;sa:~~na t~:~~t ~ f,C:~dl ~r~~~r~t·cn ~~~:;:: tt~= s~~:i~r; i~~~~~::P;~
vessel, and evaporate the water that the liquor may thicken i afterwards sllr
it constantly with a spatula until the salt concretes. Carbonate of Potassa
may be prepared more pure from the crystals of Bicarbonate of Potassa
heated to redness." Lo11d.
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"Take of Pearlash, in coarse powder, cold Water, Pach, one part. Mix
them by trituralion , and macerate for a week, in a wide vessel, wilh occasional agitalion. Then filter lhe lixivium, and evaporate it to dryness in a
very clean silver or iron vessel. Towards the end of the evaporation, stir
the sali111~ muss constantly with an iron .s~atula. Having in this manner
reduced 1t to a coarse powder, preserve it m close vessels. lf the Pearlash
ls not suillcient.ly pure, roast it in a crucible until it becomes white, before
dissolving it in the Water." JJub.
The Edinburgh College, in the last edition of its Pharmacopreia, has re·
moved carbo?ate of pot~ssa from among the "Preparations," and placed. it
in the Matena Medica ~1st with this note. "Carbonate of potash t~ot qulle
pure, obtained by lixiviating, evaporating, and granulat ing by fusion and
refrigeration the potashes [pea rlash] of comme rce."
The object of the above processes is to purify the impure ca rbonate of
potassa or pearlash . This generally contains certain insoluble impurities,
as well as small portions of sulphate and silicate of potassa,•and chloride of
potassium, as explained u nder another head . (See Potass:e Carbonas lmpurus.) By dissolving it in a due proportion of water, and filtering the
solution, the insoluble impurities are got rid of, as well as the greater part
of the foreign salts , whic h, being much less soluble than the carbonate of
potassa, are excluded by the superior affinity of this salt fo r the water. The
proper way of conducting the purification is to mix the impure carbonate
with an equal weight of cold water, and to allow the mixture to stand for a
day or two, stirring it frequently to promote the action of the water . The
clear liquor, obtained by decantation or filtration, is then evaporated to d ry ness. The different offi.cinal processes are conducted very much in this
way; cold water being employed, and equal weights of alkali and water
being used in the Dublin formula, an d about equal weights in the processes
of the U.S. and London Pharmacopreias. The prolonged contact of the
water with the salt, and the occasional stirring of the mixture, ordered by
the Dublin College, are useful directions. In no case should the undis• solved res idue be washed w ith a fresh portion of water, as, by such a proceeding, the foreign salts, which it ls the object of the process to separate,
would be dissolved. Iron or silver vessels are directed, because these
metals a re not acted on by the alkali, while glass is attacked by it. In
granulating the salt by stirr ing, it is better lo keep it on the fire until the
process is finished tha n to remove it the moment it thickens.
According to B_erzelius, a more productive process for pl1rifying pcarlash, tho~gh the salt is not so pure a~ when obtain~d in the way just described, 1s to dissolve the impure salt rn more than lls weight of water, to
evaporate the solution till it has t he dens ity of l ·52, and then to put it in a
cool place, that the foreign salts, principally sulphate of potassa and chloride of potassium, may crystallize. The solution is then decanted, and
evaporated to dryness.
Properties, ~- Carbonate of potassa, as found in the shops, !s i n the
fo rm of a coarse granu.lar white powder, having a ~anseous, alkal~ne taste,
and acting as an alkali on vegetable. colours: .It is very.soluble m wate.r,
dissolving in its weight of that liqu id i bu.t 1s m~oluble 111 alcohol. . l t is
extremely deliquescent, and hence a pornon of ll, exposed t~ the au ~or
some time, anracts so much water as completely to dissolve mto an oily
liquid, called by the older chemists, oleum tartari per deliqu.iwn. On ~c
count of this property, carbonate of potas~a ~hould be kept m bottles wit~
accurately groun~ stoppers. If exposed •. m Jts usual state. to a red heat, 1t
retains its carbomc acid, but loses about sixteen per cent. of water. When
92*
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pure it is completely soluble in water; but, generally, a small insoluble
portio_n is left of earth.Y matter. An ~queous solution, when saturated with
an acid, slowly deposits a slight gelatmous precipitate, derived from silica.
The usual impurities are earthy maner, sulphate of potassa, ch loride of potassium, and silica in the state, probably, of silicate of potassa. 'Vhen dissolved in water and supersaturated with nitric acid, it affords a faint cloudiness with ch loride of barium, and a slight precipitate with nitrate of silver;
effects show ing the presence of minute porlions of a sulphate and of a chlo-

ride.

If the indications of these tests are more decided , the salt is below

the officinal standard of purity. It is incompatible with acids and acidulous
salts, muriate and acetate of ammonia, lime-water, chloride of calcium, sul phate of magnesia, alum, tartar emetic, nitrate of silver,ammoniated copper
and ammoniated iron, sulphate of iron and tincture of chloride of iron,
calomel and corrosive sublimate, acetate and subacetate of lead, and sulphate of zinc. It is not decomposed by tartrate of iron and potassa, and,
therefore, may he associated with it in prescriptions.
Composition. Carbonate of potassa, after .expo~ure to a red heat, is an
anhydrous salt, consisting of one eq . of carbonic acid 22, and one of potassa
47· 15=G9·15. As obtained by the officinal formulre, it is, according to Mr.
Philips, a sesquihydrate, consisting of two eqs. of carbonate and lliree of
wate r .
B.
.Medical Properties and Uses. Purified pearlash is the form of carbonate of potassa usually employed in this country, where it is frequently,
though incorrectly, called salt of tartar, the lauer name being striclly applicable to the purer carbonate, obtained by decomposing cream of tartar. It
is occasionally used as an antacid in dyspepsia, as a. diuretic in dropsy, anJ.
as an antilithic i n gravel altended with red deposits from the urine; but the
purpose to which it is most commonly applied is the formation of the neutral mixture and effervescing draught. (See Liquor Potassre Citratis.) It
is worthy of observation, that its solution, on exposure to the air, or on the
addition of an acid, deposits flocculi consisting of hydrate of silica, resulting
from the decomposition of the silicated potassa, which is always present as
an impurity. The spontaneous deposition of silica is owing to the absorp·
tion of carbonic acid. Carbonate of potassa is also used with much ad van·
tage in some cases of jaundice, in which it probably operates by entering
the circulation and directly exciting the hepatic function. It has enjoyed
some popular reputation mixed with cochineal in hooj)ing-cough, and is supposed by some, in common with other alkaline remedies, to operate favourably in those inflammations in which there is a disposition to the exudation
of coagulable lymph, or the formation of false membranes . The dose is from
ten to thirty. grains, given in some aromatic water sweetened with sugar. [n
large quantities it acts as a corrosive poison, and is capable of produc.i ng
death 111 a few hours. The antidotes are the fixed oils and vegetable acids.
Carbona~e. of Potassa is _used in the formulre fo r Sulphuric Ether (Loncl.,
nub.), Spmt of Ammonia (Lond.), Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia (U. S.,
Lond.), and Fetid Spirit of Ammonia (Lond.).
Off. Prep . Decoctum Aloes Compos1tum , Lond., Ed.; Enema Aloes,
Lond.; Liquor _Potassre, U.S., Land., Eel.; Liquor P otassre Arsenit is,
Lond., Ed.; Liquor Potassre Carbonatis, U. 8 ., Lond.; Liquor Potassre
Citratis, U.S.; Magnesire Carbonas, Dub.; Mistura Ferri Composita, U.S.,
Land., Ed., Dub.; Potassre Acetas, U.S., Lond., Ed.; Potassre Bicarbonas,
f!· S., Lond., Ed., flub.; Potassre Bisulphas, Dub.; Potassre Sulphas,
Dub.; Potassre Tnrtras, U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.; Potassii Bromidum,
Loncl.; Potassii Iodidum, U. 8., Land., Ed.; Potassii Sulphuretum, U. S.,

Lond., Ed., Dub.
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CARBO~AS PURUS. U. 8.
PoTASSJE CARDONAS
Ed. PoTASSlE CARBONAS E TARTARI CaYSTALLIS. Dub. Pure
Carbonate of Potassa . Carbonate of Potassa from Crystals of
Tartar. Salt ef Tartar.

POTASS1E

PuRuM.

"Take of Bitartrate of Potassa [cream of tartar] two pounds; Nitrate
of Potassa a pound. Rub them separately into powder; then mix and
throw them into a brass vessel heated nearly to redness. that they may
undergo combustion. From the residue prepare the Pure Carbonate of
Potassa, in the manner directed for the Carbonate." U.S.
"Pure Carbonate of Potash may be most readily obtained by heating
crystallized Bicarbonate of Potash to redness in a cruc~ble, but more cheaply
by dissolving Bitartrate of Potash in thirty parts of boiling Water, separating
and washing the crystals which form on cooling, heating these in a loosely
covered crucible to redness so long as fumes are discharged, breaking down
the mass, and roasting it in an open crucible for two hours, with occasional
stirring, lixiviating the product with Dist ill ed Water, filtering the solution
thus obtained, evaporating the solution to dryness, granulating the salt
towards the close by brisk agitation, and heating th~ granular salt nenrlyto redness. The product of either process must be kept in well·closed ,·esscls." Ed.
"Take of Crystals of Tartar any quantity . Heat them to redness in a
silver crucible, loosely covered, until they cease to emit vapours. Reduce
the residue to a coarse powder, and roast it for two hours in the same crucible, without a cover, stirring it frequently; then boil it with twice its
weight of water for a quarter of an hour, and, nfler the requisite subsidence, pour off the clear liquor. Repeat this three times. Filter the mixed
solutions, and evaporate them in a silver vessel. Granulate the residual
sa lt by frequenlly stirring it while it is becomi~g dry, and then heat it to
dull redness. Before it is perfectly cold, take 1t out of the vessel, and preserve it in well·stopped bottles." lJub .
The product of the above processes is a carbonate of potassa, purer than
that described under the preceding head. In the U. S. formula the salts
employed undergo decomposition by the dcflagration to which they are subjected ; the tartaric and nitric acids are totally decomposed, and sufficient
carbonic acid is formed, as one of the products of their decomposition, to
saturate the common base of the two sails, and thus to generate carbonate of
potassa. The alkali, however, is mixed with a portion of redundant charcoal, which gives to it a black colour i and from its colour and use in this
state it was formerly called black jlu:c. It is freed from ca~bonaceous
matter by solution in water, filtration, evaporation, and granulauon.
The Dublin College forms this carbonate by incinerat~ng the bitartrate
without nitre i and th is forms the second process of the Edmburgh Pharma~
copCI?ia. The tartaric acid, which consists of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, is decomposed, and gives rise, among other products.• to .~arbonic a~id,
which combines. with the potassa. The m_atter, after 1gn1uon, contams,
besides carbonate of potassa, certain impurities de~ived f~o~ those preexisting in the bit::i.rtrate. Th.ese are c~rbon~~e of lime, ~nsmg fr~m the
decomposition of tartrate of lune, alumina,. silica, a.nd mmut~ porllons of
the oxides of iron and manganese; and, be mg. al~ insoluble ~11 water, are
left behind when the mass is acted on by that hqmd, the alkaline carbonate
alone being taken up .
The London Colle"e does not recognise a separate preparation under the
title of "pure carbon';.le of potassa," but, to the formula for preparing the
ordinary carbonate, subjoins directio~s for o~taining the pure carbonate by
igniting the bicarbonate. (See precedmg article.) When thus prepared, the
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second equivalent of carbonic acid, and the tvater of crystallization of tbe
bicarbonat~a1~e expe lled, and nothing remains but th.ecarbonatc ina very pure
state. Tim 1s a ready and eligible mode of obtaining a pure carbonate of
potassa, and forms the first process given in thcE~inburgh Pharmacopreia.
Properties, ~·c. Pure carbonate of potassa, obtained from cream of tartar
or from the bicarbonate, differs from the same salt procured from pearlash
only in containing fewer impurities. It was formerly called salt of tartar,
in allusion to its source; but at present this name is familiarly applied to
any pure carbonate of potassa, without re fe rence to its mode of preparation. It may, indeed, be very much doubted whether the real salt of tartar
is ofLen kept in our s hops; the ordinary carbonate as purified from pt>arlash
being generally substituted for it, and answering e\•ery medicinal purpose
that could be expected from the use of th e purer salt .
.Medical Properties and Uses. These are precisely the same with those
of the carbonate of potassa described in the 1~receding article. The pure
carbonate furnishes the bes t material for forming the solution of citrate of
potassa , or neutral mixture.
Off. Prep. Liquor Potassre Arsenitis, U.S., nub.; Potassre Acetas,Dub .;
Potassre Carbonatis Aqua, nub.
B.

LIQUOR POTASSiE CARBONATIS . U.S., Lond. PoTASSJE
CARBONATIS AQUA. Dub. Solution of Carbonate of Potassa .
"Take of Carbonate of Potassa a. pound; Distilled \Vater, twelve fluid·
ounces. Dissolve the Carbonate of Potassa in the Water, and filter the
solution ." U.S.
"Take of Carbonate of Potassa twenty ounces; Distilled Water a pint
[imperial measure]. Dissolve the Carbonate of Potassa in the Water, and
strain ." Lond.
"Take of Carbonate of Potassa from Crystals of Tartar one part; Dis·
tilled ·water two parts. Dissolve and filter. The specific gravily of this
solution is 1·320." Dub.
This is simply a solution of carbonate of potassa in water, and furnishes
a convenient form for the aclminislration of the salt. An ounce is dissolved
in a fluidounce of water in the U.S. formula, and in an imperial fluidounce
in the London. This will be understood, when the fact is adverted to that
the London pint contains twenty Imperial fluidounces. The London sol ution is somewhat st ronger than that of the U . S. Pharmacopreia; because
the [mperial fluidounce weighs a little less than a fluidounce, wine measure.
Thus, the sp. gr. of the London solution is l ·473; of the U. S. sol ution,
l ·440. Th e Dublin process differs in using the pure form of the carbonate,
and in furnishing a solution considerably weaker. This solution should be
colourless and inodorous, and possess the general alkaline qua lities ~f the
salt from which it is formed. Th e dose of the U.S. or London solution is
from ten minims to a fluidrachm, sufficiently diluted with water or other

bland liquid.

Off. Prep . Potassm Hydriodas, Dub.
B.
POTASSiE BICARBONAS. U. S., L onrl., Ed., Dub. Bicarbonate
of Potassa.
H Take of Carbonate of Potassafour pounds; Distilled \Yater ten pints.
Dissolve the Carbonate of Potassa in the Water, and pass Carbonic Acid
through the solution till it is fully saturated . Th en filter and evaporate the
filtered liquor that crystals may form, taking care that the heat does not
exceed 160° . Pour off the supernatant liquid, and dry the crystals upon
bibulous paper. Carbonic Acid is obtained from Marble by the addition

of dilute Sulphuric Acid." U. S.
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"Ta~e of Carbonate of Potassa six pounds; Distilled ·water a gallon
[ Imperial measure]. Dissolve the Carbonate of Potassa in the 'Vater;
afterwards pass Carbonic .Acid through the solution to saturation . Apply
a .gentle heat, so that \~hatever cry~tals have been formed may be again
dissolved: Then set aside t~e soluuon, that crystals may be again formed;
and, having poured off the liquor, dry them . Carbonic Acid is very easily
obtained from Chalk, rubbed to powder, and mixed with water to the consistence of a syrup, upon which Sulphuric Acid is then poured, diluted
with an equal weight of water." Land.
"Take of Carbonate of Potassa from Pearlash, one part; Distilled \Vater
two parts. Dissolve, and expose the solution, in a suitable apparatus, to a
current of Carbonic Acid gas, evo lved from white marble by the action of
dilute l\[u riaticAcid, until the liquid becomes turbid._ Then filwr it, and again
expose it to the stream of Carbonic Acid gas, until the alkali is saturated.
Lastly, put the solution in a cool place, that crystals may form, which are
lo be dried without heat, and kept in a well-stopped bottle." .Dub.
"Take of Carbonate of Potash six ounces; Carbonate of Ammonia. three
ounces and a half. Triturate the Carbonate of Ammonia to a \'cry fine
powder; mix it wilh the Carbonate of Potash; triturate them thoroughly
together, adding by degrees a very little water, till a smooth and uniform
pulp be formed . Dry this gradually at a temperature not exceeding 140°,
triturating occasionally towards the close; and continue the desiccation till
a fine powde r be obtained , entirely free of ammonia.cal odour." Ed.
In these processes, the monoca rbonate of potassa, consisting of one eq.
of acid and one of base, is combined with an additional equivalent of carbonic acid. I n the U.S. , London, and Dublin processes the combination
is effected by passing a stream of this acid through a solution of the carbonate, so long as it is absorbed. The solution employed is directed of
different strengths. In the U.S. formula, the distilled water taken is about
three times the weight of the carbonate; in the London and Dublin processes, it is twice the we ight of the latter. As the bicarbonate of potassa
requires four times its weight of water to dissolve it, the quantity of water
ordered in these processes would seem not to be sufficient to dissolve the
new salt; unless it be assumed that the solution becomes heated in consequence of the reaction. The non-solution of the whole of the new salt is
not material, in case filtration is not practised, which would remove part of
the bicarbonate with the impurities. The London College omits filtration,
applies a gentle heat to ~issolve any crystals which may h~ve formed, and
allows them to form agam more perfect_ty b:y the slow cooling of t.he solution . In conducting the process filt ration 1s not necessary, prqv1ded the
carbonate of potassa employed is pe{fectly pure; but the Pharmacopreias
order the carbonate, as procu red from pearlash, and when thus obtained it
always contains silica. As, during the prog_re_ss of the saturation, the silica
is deposited, this should be got rid of by stramrng, conducted in such a way
as to avoid the removal of a part of the bicarb_onate. These two objects
might, probably, be effected by heating the solution before filtration, taking
care that the temperature does not exceed H;Q 0 • A heat thus regulated
would keep the bicarbonate in solution, without risk of it~ decomposition.
In the U.S. process filtration is per~orm cd after the s~turation is_comp~eted;
in the Dublin, so soon as the solution becomes turbid by the hberat1on of
silica. If it be questionable whether the ~roportion of water used in the
U.S. formula is sufficient, the lesser quanuty ordered by the Dublin College must be quite inadequate to hold in so~ ution th e generated salt. On a
small scale this process is best performed ma Wolfe '~ app~ratus of three
boltles, the first containing water, to wash th e carbomc acid gas, the two
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others, solutions of the carbonate. The bottles should be connected by means
of wide tubes, to prevent their being obstructed by the crystals formed.
On a large scale, the saturation is performed in strong vessels, into which
the carbonic acid is driven under pressure. Sulphuric acid is always used
by the manufacturing chemist for generating tbe carbonic acid; but for
small operations, muriatic acid, diluted with twice its bulk of water, is more
convenient; inasmuch as it generates with the marble or chalk a soluble
salt (chlori~c of calcium), which does not interfere '-vith the extrication of
the carbonic acid as the insoluble sulphate of lime does.
In the Edinburgh process, carbonate of ammonia, in very fine powd er,
is thoroughly incorporated wilh carbonate of potassa, by the assistance of a
little water, so as to form a uniform pulp, which is dried by a gentle heat.
By the combined influence of the volatility of the ammonia, and the affinity
of the carbonate of potassa for carbonic acid, the carbonate of ammonia is
totally decomposed; its carbonic acid generating the bicarbonate with the
potassa, and its ammonia being evolved during the drying of the pulp,
which is thus reduced to the state of a fine powder. This process is
alleged by Dr. Christison to be superior to the other process, "in point of
economy, dispatch , and certainty in small operations."
Mr. Brande gives the following proportions for the preparation of bicarbonate of potassa on the large scale; "100 lbs. of purified carbonate of
potassa are dissolved in 17 gallons of water, which, when saturated with
carbonic acid, yield from 35 to 40 lbs. of crystallized bicarbonate; 50 lbs. of
carbonate of potassa are then added to the mother liquor, with a sufficient
quantity of water to make up 17 gallons, and the operation repeated."
Wi::ihlerstates that charcoal, when mixed with the carbonate, facilitates, by
its porosity, in a remarkable degree, the formation of the bicarbonate. Thus
he found that when crude tartar was charred in a covered crucible, and the
carbonaceous mass, after having been slightly moistened with water, was
subjected toa stream of carbonic acid, the gas was absorbed with great rapidity,
and heated the mass soconsiderably,as to render it necessary to surround the
vessel with cold water, to prevent the decomposition of the bicarbonate that
had been formed. VVhcn the temperature diminished, the saturation was
known to be completed. The mass was lixiviated in the smallest quantity of
water at the temperature of from 85° to 100°. and the solution, after filtration
and cooling, deposited the greater part of the bicarbonate in fine crystals.
(Am,. Journ. of Plwrm ., x. ~z. from the .!J.nnalen der Physik und Chemie.)
M . Behrens has proposed to obtain bicarbonate of potassa by partially
saturating the carbonate, dissolved in an equal weight of water, with acetic
acid gradually added. Up to a certain point, no carbonic acid is extricated,
and a priicipilate takes place of pur~ bicarbonate of potassa, equal to half
the weight of the carbonate employed. After the bicarbonate is separated,
the saturation may be completed, and acetate of potassa obtained . (Joum.
de Plwrm., :le ser., iv. 464 .) A similar production of the bisalt takes
place when the carbonate is saturated with weak lemon juice, in forming
the citrat~. (Sec page 1092.)
Accordm~ to Berzelius, the cheapest method of obtaining thl' bicarbonate
of potassa 1s to suspend a CC1ncentrated solution of the purified carbonate,
contained in a stoneware dish, within a cask over a liquid undergoing the
vinous fermentation. The alkali is thns sur~ounded by an atmosph.ere of
carbonic acid, an.d, by absorbi~1g it, crystallizes into bicarbonat~ 111 the
course of five or six weeks. Distillers and brewers are enabled with great
facili~y to prepare this salt by suspending the alkaline solution in the fermentmg tun. The salt in powder called sat aifratus, which is made prin·
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cipally in lhe New England Stales, is, we believe, prepared in this way.
In composiLion it is between a carbonate and bicarbonate.
Properties, ~·c. Bicarbonate of potassa is in transparent, colourless, in?dorous crystals, slightly alkaline to lhe taste and to test paper, permanent
m the air, and having the shape of irregular eight-sided prisms with twosided summits. It dissolves in four timt>s its weight of cold water, and in
five-sixths of its weight of boiling water, by which it is panial!y decom posed, and converted into sesquicarbonatc. lL is insoluble in alcohol. Exposed to a low red heat, it loses ~0·7 per cent., comprising half its carbonic
acid and the wh~le of its water of c~ystallization, and returns to the st~le
of carbonate, which, when thus obtamed , is free from si lica, and otherwise
very pure. This method is now adopted by the Lond. and Ed. Colleges for
obtaining the pure carbonate. Supersaturated with nitric acid, it should gi\•e
a clear solution, the transpare ncy of which is not disturbed by chloride of
barium, nitrate of silver, or carbonate of soda. ·when a perft:ct bicarbonate,
its solu~ion, unless heat_cd, does not precipitate a solution of sulphate of
magnesia. This negative indication, hO\vever, cannot be depended upon
as showing the absence of carbonate; for, according to Dr. Christison, no
precipitate will be occasioned, even when fifty per cent. of this impurity is
present. Calomet is not decomposed by it, and, when dissolved in 40 parts
of water, it produces a white haze merely with a solmion of corrosive subJii:nate, instead of the brick- ~ed one caused by the carbo~ate. (Ed. Pharm.)
Bicarbonate of potassa consists of two eqs. of carbonic acid 44, one of potassa
47·15, and one of water 9=100·15 .
.Medical Properties. The medicinal properties of this salt are the same
as those of the carbonate, to which it is preferable on account of its milder
taste, and greater acceptability to the stomach. The dose is from twenty
grains to a drachm.
Off. Prep. Liquor Potassre Effervescens, Lond., Ed.; Pulveres EfferB.
vescentes, Ed.
LIQUOR POTASSi"E EFFERVESCENS. Land. Pouss.iE AQ.UA
EFFERVESCENS. Ed. Edfer·v escing 8olu,tion of Potassa.
"Take of Bicarbonate of Potassa a dtac!tm; Distilled Water a pint
[[mperial measure]. Dissoh•e the Bicarbonate of Potassa in the Water;
and pass into it Ca rbonic Acid, compressed by force, more than is sufficient
for saturation. Keep the solution in a well·stopped vessel." Lond.
The Edinburgh formula is the same as the above.
This preparation maybe considered as the bicarbonate ofpotassa dissolved
in carbonic acid water. It is, however, ailogethe r superfluous in lhis country, in consequence of the general introduction into the shops of carbonic
acid water (artificial Seltze r water), which may be readily employed for dissolving any desired proportion of ~he bic~rbonate, with the result of_forming
~ much brisker preparation. T his solution has the general_ sparklmg q_ualnies and acidulous taste of carbonic acid water; the nlkalme taste being
covered in a great measu re by the large excess of carbo_nic acid. The aftertaste is more purely saline than that of the correspond mg preparation made
·
B.
with soda. (See Liquor Sodre Ejfervescens.)

LIQUOR POTASSJE CITRATIS. U.S. Solution of Citrate of
Potassll. Neutral Jllixture.
"Take of fresh Lemon-juice ha({ a pint; Carbonate of Potassa ~ s1!fficfen.t
quantity. Adel the Carbonate of Potassa gradually to the Lemon-Juice t11l 1t
is perfectly saturated; lhen filter . Or, .
.
••Take of Citric Acid half an ounce; Oil of Lemons tu:o minims; 'V~ter
half a pint; Carbonate of Potassa a suj/lcient quantity. Rub the Citric.
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Acid with the Oil of Lemons, and afterwards with the Water till it is dis·
solved i then add the Carbonate of Potassa graduaUytill the Acid is perfectly
saturated; lastly, filter." U.S.
These are equivalent preparations; the solution of citric acid flavoured
with oil of lemons being intended as a substitute for fresh. lemon-juice when
this cannot be had . In both, the potassa of the carbonate unites with the
citric acid, and the carbonic acid is liberated. A portion of the latter remains
in the solution, and a portion escapes with effervescence. The result, there·
fore, is a solution of citrate of potassa in water impregnated with carbonic
acid. When lemon-juice is employt!d, the solution has a greenish colour;
but prepared with the pure acid it is colourless. A flocculent precipitate is,
in either case, apt to exhibit itse!f in s~al.l quantity, owing to the silicate of
potassa generally presen~ a~ an impurity m tl.1e carbonate of polassa. This
gives up its base to the citnc acid, and the si!tca is deposited in the state of a
hydrate. It is to separate this impurity that the solution is directed to be
filtered. About :33 grains of pure and perfectly dry carbonate of potassa, or
45 grains of the hydrated salt found in the shops, are sufficient to saturate a
fiuidounce of good lemon-juice; but the strength of the juice is variable, and
the carbonate is apt to absorb moisture from the air, so that precision as to
quantities cannot be readily attained. Hence the propriety of the direction
to add the alkaline carbonate to saturation. The point of saturation may be
determined by the cessation of effervescence, the absence of either an acid
or alkaline taste, and still more accurately by the teat of litmus paper, which
should not be rendered bright-red by the solution, nor restored to its blue
colour if previously reddened by an acid.
The bicarbonate of potassa has been sometimes employed instead of the
carbonate to saturate the acid. It is recommended by its greater purity; and,
as it contains no silicate of potassa, it produces no precipitate of hydrate of
silica. But as the carbonate is less expensive, and the impurities which it
contains are not such as affect its medicinal efficacy, it has been preferred
in the arrangement of the officinal formula. About one-third more of the
bicarbonate is required than of the dry carbonate to saturate the acid.
The inequality of strength in the lemon-juice renders the neutral mixture
more or less uncertain; though, if the apothecary select ripe and sound fruit,
and express the juice himself, the preparation will be found to approach sufficiently near a uniform standard for all practical p,urposes. Nevertheless,
if the physician wish absolute precision, he may order the neutral mixture
to be made with crystallized citric acid as directed in the second officinal
formula; or he may pursue the following plan suggested in former editions
of this work. Dissolve two drachms of bicarbonate of potassa in two fluid·
oun~es of water; saturate the solution with good fresh lemon-juice, a~1d
stram; and lastly add enough water to make the mixture measure six fluid·
ounces .. A fluidounce of this solution, containing the alkali in twenty grains
of the bicarbonate, may be given for a dose.
Effervescing draug!tt . Under this name, the citrate of potassa is often
prepared cxt.emporaneously, and given in the state of effervescence. The
most convenient mode of exhibition, is to add to a fluidounce of a mixture
consisting of eq.ual parts of lemon-juice and water, half a fluidounce of a
solution. containtng fifteen grains of carbonate of potassa, or twenty grains
of the bicarbonate'. Should effervescence nol occur, as sometimes happens,
~v~en the carbonate. used, in consequence of the weakness of the lemon·
Juice, more of the 1u1ce should be added; as, unless sufficient acid is present to neutralize the potassa, part of the carbonate passes into the state
of ~ic?rbo~ate, and the gas is thus pre\'ented from escaping. A solution
of cltnc acid of the strength of that directed in the officinal formula may be
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subsliluted for lemon-juice, if this is not to be had. The fifteen grains of
carbon~t~ of potassa above mentioned are sc~ rcely sufficient to sa_turate the
lemon·JUice,_1f of ordinary strength; but a lmle excess of th e nc1d renders
the preparat~on more agreeable_ to the taste. Some ~refer the bicarbonat e in
th~ preparat~on of the effe rvescmg draught, because 1t will always effe rvesce
wllh lemon-Juice, n o matter what may be the stre n oth of the latter. But
this is un objection . The carbonate serves, by th e ab~ence of effervcsc1rnce ,
to indicate _when the lemon -jui ce is very weak in acid; and the defect may
then be easily re medied by the addition of more juice. \Vh en the bicarbonate
is used, if there should be a deficiency of acid, it is not discovered; and the
pati ent takes a considerable portion of undccomposed bicarbonate, instead
of the full quantity of citrate intended.
The citrate of potassa in substa nce has within a few years been introduced into notice , and is now kept in many sho~s . It is very readily
obtained by evaporating to dryness a solution of citric acid satu ra ted by
carbon~te of potassa. lt is a deliquescent and Yery soluble sa!t, of difficult
crystallization. Its solution in water was proposf'd by l\lr. Scattergood as
a substitute for the neutral mixture, which is liabl e to the disadrnntage,
when pre pared with lemon-juice. of being of un certai n strength. According
to Mr. Scattergood, fifly grai ns of it equal th e amount of lhe salt contained
in a fluicloun ce of ordinary lcmon·juice saturated with potu.ssa. (.!ourn. o.f

the Pftil. Col. of Pftann., 1•. JG. )
JJJedical P1·operLies and Uses. The solution of citrate of potassa has
long bef'n used under the name of neutral mixture, saline mixture, or
effervescing drauf{ht. It is an excellent refrige rant diaphorctic, adapted to
almost all cases of fever with a hot dry ski n, and especially to the paroxysms
of ou,r remiue nt and intermitte nt fevers. The effervescing draught is peculiarly useful. The carbonic acid serves to cover the taste of the citrate of
potassa, and adds to the diaphoretic powers of the salt its own cordial influ ence over the stomach. No preparation with which we arc acquainted is
equally efficacious in allaying irritability of stomach, and producing diaphoresis, in our remittent fevers. It is usua lly also very grateful to the patient.
ln order to increase the sedative and diaphorctic properties of the neutral
mixture, it is customary to add to it a portion of tartar emetic; and a little
SW('et spirit of nitre will be found nn excellent adjuvant in fevers with
nervous disturbance. Should the solution irritate the bowels, us occasionally happens, it may be combin ed with a little laudanum or solution of
sulphate of morphia. Sugar may be added if desired by the pati<" nt.
The dose of the officinal solution is a tablespoonful or half a nuidounce,
which should be somewhat diluted when taken. The whole of each effervescing draught, prepared as above stated, is 10 be take n at once. The
solid citrate may be given in the quantity of twenty -five grai ns, dissolved
in a nuidounce of water. Each dose should be rep eated C\'ery hour, two,
or three hours, according to the urgency of th e symptoms.
\V.

POTASS!E NITRAS PURIFICA'l'UM. D ..b.
Potassa.

Purified J\"itrate

of

"Take of Nitrate of Potassa one part. _Dissolve it in two p_arts of boi ling \ Vater, filt e r the solution and set it as1do, so that, on cooling, crystals
may form." Dub .
Th e purified nitre of commerce is sufficiently pure for medicinal use; so
that this formula. of the Dublin College is entirely unn ecessary. The prop erties of nitre, and the mann er in which it is purified, have been fully
explained under another head. (See Potassre Niltas.)

O.f!: Prep. 1Ether Nitrosus, Dub.
93

B.
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POTASS£ SULPIIAS CUi\1 SULPHURE. Ed.
Potassa with Sulphur.

Sulphate

of

"Take of Nitrate of Potash and Sulphur equal parts. Mix them
thoroughly; throw the mixture in small successive portions into a red-hot
crucible; and when the deflagration is over, and the salt has cooled, reduce
it to powder, and preserve it in well-closed bottles." Bd.
\Vhen the mixture, indicated in this formula, is thrown into a red -hot
crucible, each successive portion melts, and the sulphur floats on the surface of the nitre with the appearance of a brown oil, burns vividly, and
gives rise to a copious evolution of sulphurous acid gas. The product of
thr deflagration is a grayish-white friable mass, intermixed apparently with
undrcomposed sulphur.
The nature of this preparation has not been well determined . On the
supposition that it is the sulphate of potassa, mixed with a portion of su lphur, as the Edinburgh name implies, its formation may be thus explained.
By the combined influence of the su lphur and of th.;i heat employed, the
nitric acid of the nitre is totally decomposed, and is thus enabled to furnish
5U~cient oxygen lo Convert a J?Ortion.of the sulphur into sulphuric acid,
which, as soon as formed, combines with the base of the nitre, to form the
sulphate of potassa. This is left mixed with a portion of sulphur which
has escaped combustion; but the greater part of the latter undergoes ordinary combustion, and is dissipated as'sulphurous acid fumes.
Supposing the saline maltcr to be a sulphate containing a little free sulphur, this combustible is evidently used in great excess; but whether this
excess is necessary to obtain the exact preparation desired by the Edinburgh
Collegf', it is not easy to determine. The late Dr. Duncan ascertained that
the product amounted only to four-tenths of the materials employed. It is,
therefore, smaller than it ought to be, e\'en supposing that the residue con·
sistt•d of nothing but sulphate of potassa.
Dr. Duncan was of opinion lhal the preparation under consideration cannot be viewed as a sulphurctted sulphate, and for the following satisfactory
reasons . In the first place, it is more soluble in water than sulphate of
potassa, and forms a yellowish solution, the water leaving undissolved only
a small residue of a black colour, which is not sulphur. In the second place,
it exhales during solut ion a sulphurous smell, and its taste is su lphu rous.
These facts seem to show that a small portion of sulphite of potassa is pre·
sent in the preparation, or at lf'ast some sulphurous acid in a state of loose
combination. It does not yield sulphuretted hydrogen on the addition of
an acid, and is not precipitated by the salts of lead. These characters are
inconsistt>nt with the opinion of Mr. John Mackay, of Edinburgh, who
believes that this preparation contains sulphuret of potassium . (See his
remarks on it, in the Pltarm. Journ. and Trans . for Jan., 1842.)
Properties, ~-c. This sail has an acid and sulphurous taste, and an acid
reaction with test paper. \-Vhcn pulverized, it yields a pale yellowishwhite powder. ll is soluble in eight times its weight of cold water. lt is,
however, not a uniform preparation; different specimens, apparently prepared with equal cart', exhibiting some points of difference in properties.
lt was called by the earlier chemists sal polycluestus Glaseri, or sol 710/yrhresl. Its other properties coincide generally with those of sulphate of
potassa, which may be considered as its basis.
JJledical Properties and Uses. The medical effects of this preparation
differ but little, if at all, from those of sulphate of potassa. Its action on
the system is stated by Dr. Duncan to resemb le that of the sulphurous
mineml waters which contain a portion of neutra l salt. rrhe dose is from

half a drachm to a drachm.
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POTASSJE BISULPHAS. Lond. ,Ed., Dub. Bisulphale of Potassa.
" Take or the Salt which remains aft('r the distillation or Nitric Acid two
pounds; S.ulphuric Acid a.powul; boiling ·water six pints [ Imperial measu re]. D1 ~solve lhe Salt m the Water, and add the Acid to it, and mix.
Lastly, boil down the solution, and set it aside that crystals may form."
Lond.
~l'he Edinburgh formula is the same with the London, the su lphuric acit.l
bemg merely taken by measure, eq uivalent to a pound by weight.
"Take or commercial Sulphuric Acid two parts; Carbonate or Potassa
from Pearlash a si.1Jici enl quanlil.'J; Water six parts. Mix one part or the
Sulphuric Acid with the Water, and saturate the mixture with the Carbonate
or Potassa; then ~dd the other part or the Acid to the liquor, and evaporate
it, so that on cooling crystals may form." Dub.
Th e Dublin process for forming this bisalt is more precise than those of
the L ondon and Edinburgh Colleges, but at the same time less economical.
Th e object being to obtain a salt, con.taining twice as 1~~c~ sulphuric acid
as exisl$ in the neutral slllp hate, it is plain that by d1v1dmg the acid emp!i.Jyed into two equa l parts, and saturating onf' or these parts with potassa,
the resulting neutral sulphate must be converted into a bisulphate by the
addition or the other part. By thi s process a pure bisulphate cannot be
obtained in crystals. H the attempt bC' made to procure them by allowing
a moderately concentrated solution to cool, crystals of neutral sulphate \Viti
be chit'fly d~posited. In order to get th e bisulphate pure by the Dublin
process, the solution must be so for concentrated as to form on cooling a
uniform cry stalline mass. In explainin g the other formulre, it is only necessary to recall to the reader's allention a part or the explanations given under
the head or Nitric .11.cid. It was th ere stated that, for the proper decomposition or nitre for the purpose of obtaining nitric acid, it is necessary to use
two eqs. ofsulphuric_aci~ to one_ofthe sal~. Consequently, the salt which
remains after the di sullat1on or rntric acid 1s really a bisulphate, and would
seem only to require to be dissolved, and the solution filtered and duly evaporated, in order to obtain the sa lt in crystals. But t\'lr. Phillips states that,
when the bisulphate or potassa is dissolved in water, and the solution is
allowed to crystallize, some sulphate and much sesquisulphate are obLained
instead or bisulphate, owing to the water retaini ng a part or lhe excess of
acid in soluti on . This resu lt is prevented by the sulphuric acid directed
to be added by lhe London and Edinburgh Colleges, and, consequently, the
real bisulphate is obtained in crystals.
Properties, ~·c. Bisulphate of potassa is a white salt, having the form
of a ri ght rhombic prism, so flattened as to be tabular, and a bitter and extremely acid ta~te . It is soluble in twice its weight of cold w_ater, and in
less than its weight of boil.ing wate.r. Alcohol does not dissolve 1t, but when
added to an aqueous so lution, precipitates the neut ral sulphate. Exposed to
the air, it efnoresces sl ig htly on the surface, and, when moderately heated,
readily melts, and run s like oil. At a red heat it loses water an~ the excess
or acid, and is r ed uced to the slate of neut ral sulphate. From its excess of
acid, it acts prec isely as an acid on the carbonates, causing them to effervesce.
It is incompatible wilh alkalies, eartbs, and their carbonates, with many of
the metals, and most oxides. T~1is s.alt was formerly called sal enia:um.
It consists or two eqs. of sulphunc acid 80, one of potassa 47· 15, and two
ofwatt::r 18=145-15.
JJfedical Properties and Uses. Bis_ulphate of potassa unites the properti es or an aperient with those of a tonic, and may be given in cases or constipation with languid appetite, such .as often occur in co~valescence from
acute diseases. Dr. Paris states that 1t for.ms a grateful adjunct to rhubarb.
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It answers, also, according to Dr. Barker, for preparing an aperient effervescing draught al little expense. Equal weights,adrachm for instance, of
the bisulphate and of carbonate of soda, may be dissoked separately, each in
twonuidouncesofwater,thenmixed,antl taken in thestatcofclfervcscence.
'fhe dose of the bisulphate is one or two drachms.
.
B.

POTASSiE TARTRAS . U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Potassa. Soluble Tartm-.

Tartrate of

" Take of Carbonate of Potassa sixteen, ounces; Bitartrate of Potassa
[cr_eam of tarwr] in fine powder, three JJOWuls or a wffic~enl quantity;
Boiling \.Yater a gallon . Di.::solve the Carbonate of Potassa 1n the \Yater;
then gradually add the Bitartrate of Potassa to the solution till it is perfectly
saturated, and boil. Filter the liquor, evaporate it until a pellicle forms,
and sPt it aside to crystallize. Pour off the liquid, and, having dried the
crystals on bibulous paper, keep them in closely stopped boules. 11 U. 8 .
"Take or Bi tart rate of Potassa, powdered, three pound.9; Carbonate of
Potassa :Jixteen ounces, or a sujjlcient quantity; boiling ·water six pints
[Imperial measure]. Dissoh•e the Carbonate or Potassa in the boiling
"\Vater; then add tile Bitartrate or Potassa,and boil. Strain the liquor, and
aftenvards boil it down tilt a pellicle appears, and set it aside that crystals
may form. The liquor being poured oft~ dry these, and again evaporate
the liquor that crystals may form. 11 Lond.
The Edinburgh process is the same as the London.
"Take of Carbonate of Potassn from Pearlash five parts; Bitartratc of
Potassafourteenparls; boiling \Vaterfortyji.ve parts. Add gradually the
Bitartrate of Potassa, in very.fine powder, to the Carbonate of Potassa, dissolved in the \.\.,.ater. Filter the solution through paper, and evaporate it,
so that on cooling crystals may form ." Dub.
ln Lhese processes, the excess or acid in the bitartrate is saturated by the
potassa of the carbonate, the carbonic acid is extricated with effervescence,
and th e neutral tartrate of potassa is obtained. On account of the greater
solubility or the carbonate than of the bi tart rate, the former is first dissolved,
and the lauer added to the solution to full saturation. As the bitartrate is
gradually added, the mu Lua! action of the sails shou ld be promoted by constant
stirring; ~nd ~he addition should be conti~ued so long as effen·esc~nce talrns
place, which is a better mode of proceedmg than to add any specified quantity of the bisalt; since, from its variable quality, it is impossible to adjust
precisely the proportions applicable to all cases. ll is necessary that the
solution should be exactly neutral, or a liule alkaline; and hence, if inadvertently too much bitartrate has been added, the proper state may be
re stored by adding a little of the alkaline carbonate . 'Vlrn n the saturation
has _been cornplet~d, the so lution is filtered in order to separate the tartrate
of lime, which appears in white flocks, and which is always present in
cream of tartar as an impurity . The evaporated liquor should then be
placed in wa.rm earthe nware vessels, to ensure a s low ref~igeration; and,
after rf'rnain1ng at rest for several days, the crystals begin to form. ln
order ~hat the crystallizatio n should proceed favourably, it is necessary,
nccordmg to BaumC, that lhe solution should be somewhat alkaline. Iron
vessels should not be used in any part of the process; as this metal is apt
to discolour the salt.
~f'artrnte of potassa is_sometimes made in the process for preparing tartaric
acid. When thus obtained, the excess of acid in the bitartrate is neutralized
by means of carbonate of lime. This generates an insoluble tart rate or lime,
and leaves ~he neutral tartrate in solution, from which it may be obtnined
by evaporation and crystallizati~n. (See JJ.cidum. 1'artaricum.)
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Properties! tS--c. Tartrate of potassa, pr~pared acc.ording to the officinal

prOCCSS('S, is I~ white crrstaJ.s, whi~h are ~lighdy deliquescent, and USualJ_y
m ~he form of irregular s 1x·s1ded prisms with dihedral summits. Ils taste 1s

~alme and bitter. Jt dissolves in about t\~icc its weight of cold water, and
rn m~ch less boiling: '':ater, and is nearly insoluble in alcohol. Exposed to
heat it und ergoes fusion, swells up, blackens, a.nd is de~omposed; being
converted !nto carbonate .of p~tass~. For m~dicmal use, 1t. shou ld always
be crystallized; but, as 1t ordinarily occurs m the shops, 1t is in a white
granular powder, obtained by evaporatin g the solution to dryness, while it is
constantly stirr~d. ln ~his state it is sa id to require four tin:ies its weight of
water for solution. It JS never purposely adulterated; but 1f it be obtained
by evaporation to dryness, it is li able to contain an excess of carbonate or of
bitartrate of potassa, when it will have either a n alkaline or acid reaction.
It is decomposed by all the strong acids, and by many acidulous salts , which
cause the precipitation of minute crystals of bitartrate of potassa, by abstracting one eq . of alkali from two of the sail. Acetate of lead occasions a white
precipitate of tart rate of lead, distinguishable from sulphate of lead by being
wholly soluble in diluted nilricacid. Tartrate of potassa is composed of one
eq. of tartaric acid 66, and one of potassa 47· 15= 113· 15. According to
Berzelius, the crystals contain no water of crystallization.
111edical Properties and Uses. Tartrate of potassa is a mild cooling
purgative, operating, like most of the neutral salts, without much pain, and
producing watery stools. It is applicable to febrile diseases, and is occa·
sionally combined with senna, the griping effects of which it has a tendency
to obviate. 'l'he dose is from a drachm to an ounce, according to the degree
of effect desired.
B.

POTASSH BROYIIDUM. Lond.

Bromide

of Potassium.

•"fake of Bromine two ounces; Carbonate of Potassa two ounces and a
~ron Filings an ounce; Distilled Water lhree pints [ Imperi al mea sure]. rirst add the Iron, and afLerwards the Bromine, to a pint and a half
of th e J?istilled \Vater. Set them by for half an hour, frequ~nt!y stirring
them with a spatula . Apply a gentle heat, and when a greemsh colour occurs, pour in the Carbonate of Pota~sa dissolved in the remainder of the
Wa~er. .Strain,.and wash what :emai~s in two pints [ [mperial measure] of
boihng D1stitled \.Vater, and again st rarn . Evaporate the mixed liquors, so
that crystals may form ." Lond.
ln the first step of this process, a solution of bromide of iron is formed;
and this, by th e addition of the solution of carbonate of potassa, is decomposed so as to generate carbonate of the protoxide of iron which precipitates, and bromide of potassium in solution. By strain in g , the precipitated
carbonate is separated, and from the strai ned liquor crystals of bromide of
potassium are obtained by due evqporation.
Properties, ~·c. Bromide of potassium is a permanent, colourless, anhydrous salt, crystalli_zing in cubes or quadrangular prisms, and. having a pungent, saline taste, similar to that_ of common sail , b~t more acrid. It is \'e ry
soluble in cold water, more so in hot, and but sl1gluly soluble in alcohol.
When heated it decri.> pitates, and, at a red heat, fuses without decomposition.
The following characters are given of bromide of potassium by the L~ndon
Collecre. "Totally sol ubl e in water. [t does not alter th e colour of hti:11us
or tu;m eric. Ch loride of barium throws down nothing from the solut1on .
Sulphuric acid and starch added. togetbe! render it yello~. Subjected. to
h eat it loses no weight. Ten grams of this salt decompose JllSt 14·2S g: ratn s
of nitrate of silver, and precipitate a yf'llowish bromide of silver, wJuch is
dissolved by ammonia, and but very spari ngly by nitric acid." The object
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of adding sulphu ric acid along with the starc h is to set the bromin e fr ee. If
iodine be set free at the same time', the starch will give rise to a violet or
feeble blue colour. To test for iodine in this salt , Lassaigne recommends to
add to its solution a few drops of a weak solut ion of chlorine, and then to
introduce a piece of starched white paper. lf iodine be present, the starch
will become violet, or faintly blue. If the salt decomposes more nitrate of
silver than is above stated, its satu ratin g po,1,·er is g reater than it should be,
and the presence of a chloride, probably
potassium or sodium , may be
suspected. Bromide of potassium consists of one eq . of bromine 78·4, and
one of potassium :39· 15 = 1 L7·5G .
.llledical Properties. Bromide of potassium is deemed alterativeand resolvent. In J828, Pourche used it wiLh benefit, both internally and in the
form of ointment, in the treatment of bronchocele and scrofula. lt was introduced into the London Pharmncopceiaof J8:lG, in consequence of Lhe favourable results obtained by Dr. \Villiam s, of London, from its use as an internal
remedy in several cases of enlarged spleen. According to Ricord, iL produces the same effCcts in secondary syphilis as the iodide of potassium, but
a~t.g more s lowly. (See page 1101.) ll may be give~ in the form of pill, or
d1ssolved in \Valer, in doses of from three to ten grams, three times a day.
The ointment may be made by mixing from a scruple to two drncbms of the
bromide with an ounce of lard. Of this from half a drachm to a drachm
may be rubbed on a scrofulous tumour, or odwr part where its local action
is desired. once in twenty-four hours. Someiimes bromine is added to this
ointment in the proportiOn of thirty minims to the ounce of lard.
B.

or

POTASS!l CYANURETUM. U.S.

Cyanuret of Potas.ium.

"Take of Ferrocyanuret of P otass ium , in powder, eight ounces; Distilled \Vater six fluidounces . Expose lhe Ferrocyanuret lo a moderate heat
until it becomes nearly white, and is wholly deprived of its water of crystallizaLion. Put the residue in an eanlwn retort, with the beak loosely stopped,
and expose it to a red heal ror two hours, or till gas ceases to be disengaged.
Withdraw the retort from ihe fire, close tht~ orifice with lute, and tben let the
whole remain umil quite cold. Break the retort , remove the black mass,
reduce it to coars-e po1l·der, introduce it in to a boule of the capacity of twelve
fJuidounces, and then add the Distilled \Yater. Agitale th e mixture occasionally for half an hour, throw it on a filter, evaporate the filtered solution
rapidly to dryn ess, and keep the dry mass in a closely stopped bottle." U. S.
In order to understand the process adopted for obtaining this new offi cinal
of the U.S. Pharmacopreia, it is necessary to bear in mind that the ferro·
cyanuret of potassium consists of two eqs. of cyanuret of potassium, one of
cyanuret of iron,and lhrce of water. Th e salt is first deprived of its water
of crystallization by exposure to a moderate heat, and tben calcined at a red
heat for two hOl~rs, ~n order to decompose the cyanuret of iron . Th e product of the calcmauon is a black, porous mass, consisting of cyanuret of
potassium, mixed with carburet of iron and charcoal. As the cyanuret is
very prone lo absorb oxygen, especially when hot, whereby it is decomposed, ~lmosphcric air is excluded fro.m lh e relort, while it is cooling. by
luting 1ls orifice. VVhen the whole 1s cold, the black mass is reduced to
coarse powd er, and exhausted by cold distilled \Valer, which dissolves the
cyanuret of potassium, and leaves the carburet of iron and charcoal behin d.
The filter_ed liquor, therefore, is an aqueous solution of cya~uret of potassiu ~ , which is obtain.ed in a soli d state by a rapid evaporation to dryn ess.
Durrng the evaporatwn~ a small porLion of th e cyanuret is decomposed,
atlended with the evolut10n of ammonia, and the production of form1ate of
potassa. A portion of this salt, therefore, contaminates the cyanuret, as
obtained by this process; but the quantity is too small to iuterfore with its
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medicinal action. The decomposition here referred to takes place between
one eq . of. cyanurel of potassium and four of water, and is represented by
the follow mg eq uation, in which the cyanoge n is expresst:d by its ful! sym bol
NC.2, and formic acid by C 2HOJ;-K.NC.2 +4HO=NH:i+K0,C.iH03 •
'I'h1s decomposition is avoided by exhausting the black ma~s with boiling
alcohol of 60 per cent. (0·8UO) instead of watt:r. The alcoholic so~ution,
by e_v~poration to a pellicle, lets full the salt , upon cooling, as a crystalline
prec1p1tat~, perfectly white and pnre.
Accordrng 10 th e process of the French Codex, this cyanuret is obtained
in the d~y way, without the use of any solvent. The calcination is perfor~ed rn a coated stone-ware retort, half.filled with the ferrocyanuret, to
which a tube is altachcd for collecting the gaseous products. '\Vhen these
cease to be di seng~ged, the heat is gradually raist!d Lo a very high t~m
perature, at which 1L is kept for a quarter of an hour. \Vh cn the calcmation is 1hus conducted, the retort will be found to contain a black matter,
covered by a fused layer of purn cyanuret of potassium, resembling white
enamel. This is detached by means of a knife, and immediately transferred to a bottle, with an accurately fining slap per. The black matte r,
under the.name of black cyanurel, is also kept for medicinal use; but the
dose of.this can not be acc~ratel}_' fixed, on account of its conta ining, at different tnnes, more or less impurity.
'fh_e French Codex p~o~css is commended by Mr .. Donovan, of J:?ublin,
as being the best for obtatnrng this salt. He has modified it by substituting
an iron mercury bottle for the stoneware retort. The details of his mode
of procee ding are gi·ven by him in the P!tarm. Journ. and Trans., ii . 578.
'l'hc process of Wiggers, which is said to excel all other.::, consists in
passing hydrocyanic acid into a receiver, containing an alcoholic solution of
potassa. The hydrocyanic acid is formed by slowly di sti lling two parts of
ferrocyanuret of potassium, contained in a retort, with one and a half parts
of sulphuric acid, previ~usly diluted with _an equal weight of water and
allowed to cool. Th e acid is made to pass rntoa cooled receiver, furnished
with a safoty tube, and containing one part of pure hydrate of potassa, dissolved in three or four parts of alcohol of 90 per cenl. (0·822) . As soon as
the ebull ition slackens , th e operation should be stopped ; and the liquor in
the recei\ er will be found thick from the precipitated cyanuretof pOlassium ,
mixed with the a lcobolic solutio n of the undecomposed potassa. The precipitate is then collected on a filter, freed from the mother-water, washed with
alcohol. and, without being removed from the filter, pressed and dried.
(Pliarm . Tran s., Dec., 181 1. ) The ferrocyanuret of potassium yields about
a tenth of its weight of cyanuret by this process. ll will be noticed that the
hydrocyanic acid is here generated by the same process as that adopted for
obtaining it in the la~t U . ~., Lond ., and Ed . Pharmacop~ias; but, instead of
being conden~ed by itse lf, Jt is allowed to pa_ss into a solut ion of potassa. (See
page 71:'.SG.) Liebig has proposed 1hc followrng proces~, which gives a large
p rodu~t of cyanurct of potassium, but contaminated w1~l1 cyanate of potassa.
M ix eight parts of fcrrocyanuret of po~assiu".1, well dned, w ith ~hree of.dry
carbonate of potassa, and throw llw in1xture mto a red-h ot H ess ran crucible,
which is to be maintained at this heat. 'fhe inelted mass becomes successively brown and yellow; and final_ly, when ~t becomes white, which will be
known by ilS co.ncreti~g. in a brilliant wh1~e mass on a warm. glass rod
dipped into the l1quid.1t 1s to be poured out into a warm porcelain capsule
to solidify . 'l'\\' o cqs . of ferrocyanuret of potassium react with two eqs . of
carbonat8 of potassa. 'l'h e iron is set fn.·e, the carbonic acid evolved , and a
compound of five eqs .. of ~yanuret.of potassium and ?ne of cy~nate of potassa
is formed. The reacuon 1s explained by the followmg equauon: - 2(FeCy,
1
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2KCy)+2(KO,C0,)=5KCy+K0,Cy0+2Fe+2CO,. (Pharm. Journ.
and Tran~., Aug. 18-12.) 'l'hc cyanat~ of pot~ssa may be rt"ndily detected
by saturating the cyanuret, as thus obtained, with an acid, whicl1 will cause
an effervescence of carbonic acid, and the generation of a salt of ammonia.
Properties . Cyanuret of potassium is a white substa~ce, having a sharp,
somewhat alkaline and biuer-almond taste, and an alkalme reaction. lf yellow it contains iron. lt is deliquescent in moist air, very soluble in water,
and sparingly soluble in strong alcohol. The salt and its solut ion, when
exposed to the air, exhale the odour of hydrocyanic acid, and become
weaker ; but the change takes place slowly. Orfila found that the salt,
after fourteen days' expos urn, by which it was almost entirely liquefied,
still possessed energetic poisonous properties. He thinks, therefore, that
the bad effects or opening the containing botlle, in dispensing the medicine,
have been exag~erated. Unrortunately, the sail varies in quality as found
in the shops, indPpendently or th e effects or time and exposure. Mr. David
Stewart, of Rlhimore, examined six samples of this cyanuret, on sale for
medicinal use, arid found them to vary considerably in purity. (.Om. Journ.
of Phann., xv. l:J"1, fro.m the .Maryland 2lfed. and Surg. Joum.) Besides
water, the usual impurities are carbonate, cyanate, and formiate of potassa.
Effervescence on the addition of an acid shows a carbonate or cyanate, and
a blackening when heated, the presence of a formiate. Cyanuret of potas·
sium consists of one eq. of cyanogen and one of potassium.
lJferlical Properties . Cyanuret of potassium is pre·eminently poisonous,
acting precisely like hydrocyanic acid as a poison and as a medicine. (See
.11.cidmn llydrocyanicmn.) The grounds on which it has been proposed
as a substitute for that acid by Robiquet and VillermC, are its unirormity
as a chemical product, and its less liability to undergo decomposition. The
dose is the eighth of a gra in, dissolved in half a fluidounce of distilled
waler, to \Vhich may be added half a fluidrachm of syrup of lemons, 1f the
prescriber wishes 10 set free hydrocyanic acid. (Donovan.) The spurious
cyanuret, formt>d by calcining dried muscular flesh with potash, consists
princip~lly or carbonate or polassa, and is but slightly poisonous. ({!1:fi.la.)
A solution, made with from one to four grains to the fluidounce or water,
has been recommended in neuralgic and mher local pains, applied by means
of pieces or linen. Mr. Guth ri e found that a solution or from three to six
grains to the fluidounce of distilled wt,1.ter 1 formed an admirable remedy,
applied by drops every other day, for removing the olive.coloured stains
of the conjunctiva, caused by nitrate or silve r.
B.

POTASSII IODIDUM. U. S., Lond., Ed.

Dub.

Iodide

of Potassium.

PoTASSJE HYDRIODAS.

Hyd1iodate of Potassa.

"Take of Iodine six ounces; Iron Filings three oimces; Carbonate of
Potassa four ounces, or a sufficient quantity; Distilled 'Vater four pints.
Mix the Iodine with three pints of the Distilled '.Valer, and add the Iron
Filings, stirring frequently with a spatula for hair an hour. Apply a gentle
heat, and, when the liquor assumes a greenish colour, add gradually the
Carbonate .or Potassa, previously dissolved in half a pint of the Distilled
VVater, until it cea~es lo produce a precipitate. Continue th e heat for half
an hour, and then filter. Wash the residuum with half a pint of the Dis~
tilled Water boiling hot, and filter. Mix the filtered liquors, and evaporate
so that crystals may form. Pour off the liquid, and dry the crystals on
bibulous paper." U. S.
The London College takes six ounces or iodine, two ounces of iron
filin.gs./our ou11ces of ca rbonate of potassa, and six pints [ Imp. meas.] of
distilled water, and proceed!'! as above; except that the quantity of carbonate
of polassa in sol uti on, added to the solution of iodide of iron. is t:ik~n :>..'. a
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fixed weight, and not left to be determined by the amount necessary to
cor:iplPte the. precipitati.on, and that, 3;fter the precipitation of the carbonate
of 1ro~, heat is not applied for some time before the liquid is filtered.
' 'Take of Iodine (dry) five ounces; fine Iron Wire three ounces; ·water

1/r~~l~~~~s ~;/;h ~1e:\J~i?~r~~~i~t;, ~~l~:~~\~1;:~);~:ar~i~~~e!o~~f~:i:r

JOdidc of iron as directed [under Fern lodidi Syru1~11s] . A~d imm t-diately,
while it is hot, the Carbonate of Potash previously dissolved rn a few ounces
of water, st ir carefu lly, filter the product, and wash the powder on the filter.
with a liule wate r. GoncenLrate the liquor at a temperature short of ebullition, till a dry salt be obtained, which is to be purified from a liule red oxide
of i~on and other impurities, by dis~~lving it in le.ss than its own weigl~t of
boiling watN, or still better by botlrng it in twice its weight of rect1fi~d
spirit, filtering the sol ution , and setting it aside to crystallize. :\1orc crystals
will be obtained by concentrating and cooling the residual liquor." E'.L.
"Take of todine one part; Sulphu ret of lron, in coarse powder, five
parts; Sulphuric Acid ~.even parts; Distil!~d Water .forty-eight Jl<trls;
Wate:r of ~arbonato of Pot.assa a siifficient quantity; R ectified Spirit six
parts. Mix the Iodine by tmuration with sixteen parts of the \Vater, and put
the mixture into a glass vessel. Pour the Acid, previously diluttid with thirtytwo parts of the 'Yater, on the Sulphuret, contained in a matrass; and by
means of a tube adapted to the neck of the matrass, and reaching to the bottom of the t'essel containing the Iodine and '\Yater, transmit the gas through
the mixture, until the Iodine entirely disappears. Filler the liquor, and immediately evaporate it, by a superior beat, to one-eighth part, and again
filter it. Then gradually add as much \Vater of Carbonate of Potassa as
will be sufficient to saturate. the acid, which is known by the cessation of
the effervescence. Then expose the mixture to heat until the residual sa lt
is dry and of a white colour. On th is pour the Spirit, and digest by the aid
of heat. Lastly. from the remaining salt, pour off the solutio n, evaporate
it to dryness, and keep the residuum in a close vessel." Dub.
In the last l'dition of the U.S.Pharmacopmia, the process ofBaup and
Cail lot' was substi tuted for that previously adopted for obtaining iodide of potassium . The French Codex and London Pharmacopreia had pre,·ious ly
adopted this process: and th e Edinburgh College, upon makin g this iodide
officinal for the fir::;t time in the la~t edition of its Pharmacopreia, has selected
it also. The first step of the process is to form the iodide of iron in solution,
precisely.as is don e in llw formula for that c.ompound; .and the second. to d~- .
compose 1t by carbo.nate of potassa, which gives ~·ise to 10dide of potass1~m 111
solution, and a r.rec1 pitatc of carbonate of protox1de of iron. 'l'h~ ~olu t1on of
iodid~ of potassium is then separated by filtration from the prec.1pnated carbonate, and evaporated. so that crystals may '.arm. As the prectpil?le~ carbonate, after the fihrauon, still retains a portion of the solution uf 10d1de of
potassium, it is washed, in ord e r LO dissolve this portion, and the resulting
solution.after filtration, is added to that first obtained . Messrs. T. anrlH.
Smith, of Edinburgl1, instead of washing the prl'cipitate, prefer the pla~ of
pressing it strongly in a cloth~ in order .to extrac.t t.he remams of the so luuon.
The mass left is broken up m a poruon of distilled water equal to a.bout
two-thirds of the weight of the iodine employed, and.p ressed a second time.
P roceeding thus, less water is used, and .lt•ss evap~ratton is n~ce~sa ry.' The
London College takes the iron at onc-tl~1rd the weight of the 1 ~d111e, instead
of one-half as in the U.S. Ph:umacopa::m; and the i\l essrs. S1n1th prefer the
London proportion, which still gi\·es the iron in e.xcess. The London process varies disadvantageously, in several particulars, from that of the U .. S.
Pharmacopreia. In the first place it is not easy to fix beforehand the quantity
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of c3rbonate of potassa necessary to decompose the iodid e of iron, on account
of the variable 'luality both of iodine and th e alkaline carbonate . his, therefore, better to add the alkaline solution only so long as it produces a precipi-

tate; and, this rule being adopted, thequa_ntity added i_n difforentoperations
will be found sometimes more and sometimes less. The direction of th e
London College to strai n immediately after the addition of the alkaline carbonate, gives rise to the inconvenience of obtaining a liquid, which becomes
turbid from a fresh formation of the ferruginous precipitate, and which requi res
a new filtration before it can be submitted to evaporatiqn. This inconvenience is avoided by continuing the heal for half an hour afrer lhe addilion
of the alkaline solution, during which inten•al the salts rully reacl on each
other, and the precip itate is rendered less bulky, and more easily separable
by the s ubsequenl fihration. The London College has erred in using in the
different st€'ps of its process, a quantity of water inconveniently large,
which causes a waste of time and fuel in bringing thesolulion of the iodide
of potassium to the necessary degree of concentration. The Edinburgh
College, for no ~bvious reason, abando~s the proportion or the iodine to the
iron of 2 to I, give n in it s formula for Ferri lodidi Syrupus, and adopts the
ratio of 2 to l ·2, lhus using a still greater excess of metal. Th e carbonate
of pota ssa is ordered in less proportion than in the U.S.and London form ul re,
because it is directed lo be dry. \\l e ha\'e already expresst>d our preference
of the plan of using a quantity of the alkaline carbonate, just adequate to
complele the decomposition of the iodide of iron; and the use of the pure
carbonate, obtained by igniting the crystallized bicarbonate, as is done by
the Messrs. Smith, would form an improvement in the procC'ss. The proportio1~ of alkaline ca_rbonate t~k~n by the London. a~d Edin_burgh <?o!leges
u; not m excess, provided the 10dine be dry; but 1f 1t con tam considerable
moisture, the carbonate ordered will be more than sufficient to decompose
the iodide of iron formed. Th e solution of iodide of potassium, obtained by
fillration, is directed by ~he Edinb~rgh College to be evaporated to dr):ness,
and the dry salt is punfie~ from iron and other impumies by solution in
water or alcohol, filtration, and crystallization. The evaporation to dryness
here directed w~uld be unnecessarr, if tl~e plan had been adopted of completing the reacllon between th e iodide of iron and alkaline carbonate, by the
appli cation of hf'at for a short lime before filtratipn. However carefully the
alkaline solution may be addt'd, so as just to ~ecompose the iodide of ir?n,
the concentrated solution prepared for crystallrzation will show an alkaline
reaction. This excess of al!.:ali is best neutralized by gradually adding a
solution of iodid e of iron, until the liquid ceases to restore the blue colo ur
of reddened litmus. A new filtration must now be practised to separate the
additional precipitate. By the Messrs . Smith this solution is evaporated to
dryness, and the dry salt carefully fused in an iron pot, in order to free it
from colour. It is tlwn dissolved: and the solution, by filtration, concentration, and cooling, fo rnishes a perfectly pure iodide nearly 10 the very last.
(Phann . .lour~i. and Trans., iii. 14.)
ln the Dubli_n pro~ess, a_ st rea~ of hydrosulph~ric acid gas being passed
throu gh \\'l1ter m wlllch iodrne is diffused, the gas 1s decomposed, its sulphur
is precipitated, and its hydrogen, by combinincr \Vith the iodine, ge nerates
hydri ?dic acid which remains in solution. Th~ sulphur being separated.by
fi!trat1on, and the solut ion dnly conCPntraLed, the acid is converted into iodide
of potassium by s?-turating il with carbonate of potassa. By evaporation
to dryness the iodide is obtained in the solid state. But lest it should be
c~ntaminated wit~ some ~odate and carbonate of potassa, the dry mass is
digested with recufit>dspint, which takes up the iodide,and leaves these salts
behind. The alcoholic solutio n is then evaporated to dryness, and the pure
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iodid.e obtained in the solid slate. This process is not an eliO'ible one; as it
requires the formation or bydriodic acid, arid the use of alcohol.
'I'l.1e ~implest process for prepari~1g iodide of potassium in quantity, is to
add 10dme to a hot solut10n of caustic potassa until the alkali is neutralized,
when iodide of potassium and iodate of potassa will be generated, to evapo·
rate to dryness, and to fuse the dry mass by a gentle red heat, in order to
decompose the iodate. The fused mass is then dissolved in water, and the
solution obtained crystallized . According to Mr. Scanlan, the dt'oxidation
of. the iodate is easily efl€cted by the intermixture of powdered charcoal
with the two salts before they are subject_ed _to heat. (Pereirn.)
Properties, ~·c. Iodide of potas~ium IS 111 opaque white or transparent
crystals, permanent in a dry air, slightly deliquescent in a moist one, and
!la.ving a sharp sa~ine taste . According to the Messrs. Smith, of Edinburgh,
1t is not at all deliquescent when perfectly pure. It generally crystallizes
in cubes . It is soluble in about two-thirds of its weight of cold water, and
freely in rectified spirit. lts solution imparts a blue colour to starch upon
th~ addition or sulphuric acid, which acts by selling the iodine free.
The
aqueous solution is cap~ble of taking .up a large quantity of iodine, forming
a liquid, containing the 10duretted iodide, of a deep brown colour. Exposed
to heat it fuses, without losing weight, into a crystalline and pearly mass,
and at a red heat is volatilized without decomposition . The most usual
impurities contained in this salt are the chlorides of potassium and sodium,
bromide of potassium, and iodate and carbonate of potassa. The presence
of a chloride may be determined by the use of nitrate of silver. This test
will throw down nothing from the pure salt but iodide of silver, which is
scarcely soluble in ammonia; while chloride of silver is readily soluble in
it. lf the n a solution of the iodide be precipitated by an excess: of nitrate
of silver, and agitated with ammonia, the laller will dissolve any chloride
which may have been thrown down, and yield it again as n white precipitate on being saturated with nitric acid . If, on the other hand, the iodide
of potassium be pure, the ammonia will only take up a minute quantity of
iodide of silver, and the addition of the nitric acid will scarcely disturb the
transparency of the solution. 'l'he i:iresent low price of brornide of potas sium, compared with that of the iodide, has caused the former to be used
to adulterate the latter. Jn order to detect bromine, M. Personne first precipilates from an aqueous solution of the suspected iodide, the whole of the
iodine as protiodide of copper, by successively adding, in excess, a solution
of sulphate of copper, and aqueous ~ulphurous acid; and then treats the
filtered liquid with ether and chlorine waler, the whole being shakeu
together and left at rest. lf · bromi~e be present, the ether, which rises to
the surface, will be tinged of a redd1sh·yellow colour. The iodate and car·
bonate may be detected by their insolubility in alco~ol. The iodate may
be detected also by ~dding a solution of t~rtaric acid. t? a solution ~f thll
suspected iodide . B1tartrate of potassa will be prec1p1tated, and, 1f the
iodide b~ pure, a yellow ~olou_r is soon developed from the action of the air
on the liberated hydriod1c_ac~d; but if any 10date be pr~sent t.he test will
set free both Jodie and hydnod1c acid, which, by their rea.ct1on, will instantly
develope free iodine. (Pereira.) Carbonate of polassa 1s generally present
in the proportion of from o~e to ten pC>r cent. Dr. Christison has detected
74k per cent. of this impurity, and Dr. Pereira as high as 77 per cent. An
adulteration by the carbonate under. ten per cent. does not alter the. crystalline appearance of the iodide, but gives 1t a greater tendency to d:J1quesce;
but when it is larger it renders the s~lt granular a~d highly deliq~es.cent.
This impurity may be detected by ltme~w~ter, which causes a i:nt1~mcss
(carbonate of lime), and by tincture of 10dme, the colour of which 1s de·
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stroyed. Iodide of potassium consists of one ef1. of iodine 126·3, and one
of pornssium :j!)·l5=W5'45. It contains no water of crystallizalion .
JUedical Pr?pcrties and f!ses: This salt produces ve~y r~arked. effects on
the secretions in general 1 which ll increases, and into which 1t readily passes.
It has a tendency to irritate the mucous membrane of the air-passages, as
is shown by its sometimes occasioning an affection like co\J in the head.
·when its use is long continued, it occasionally excite~ ptyalism; distinguishable from that produced by mercury by the absence ofmflammat1on and fetor.
!Ls obvious effects on the system are \'ery variable, arising probably either
from peculiarities of constitution, or from the unequal quality of the medicine
itse1.f. Tilus, in some cases it produces nausea , pain in the stomach, and
diarrhrea, in moderate doses; and in others is borne in large doses without
inconvenience. Sometimes it increases the appetite and the flesh . By some
pract~tioncrs it is preferred for the purpose of producing the constitutional
effects of iodine. Dr. De Renzy, of Carn cw, used it with grP.at success in
hremoptysis, and Dr. Graves, of Dublin, employed it wilh advantage in a
very obstinate eryth.ematic swelling of the hand. Dr. Williams, of London,
considers it applicable to the treatment of rn.rious forms of secondary syphilis.
He used it with success, in a majority of cases, in remo\•ing hard periosteal
nodes, and found it beneficial in the treatment of tubercular forms of venereal
eruptions. It is also considered as one of the best alterative remedies in
mercurio-syphifoic sorethroat. Ricord bears testimony to its valuable powers
in the treatment of secondary syphilis. Dr. lsaac Parrish, of this city, employed it successfol!y ir.i several cases of strumous inflammation of the eye,
given in the compound syrup of sarsaparilla. It appeared promptly to relieve the severe neuralg~c, circumorbital pain. MM. Guillot and Melsens
gave it with advantage, in doses of from a drachm to a drachm and a half
daily, in mercurial tremors and lead poison. Dr. G . L. Upshur, of Virginia, recommends its use in the suppurative stage of pneumonia. •rhe
dose is from two to ten grains or more, three times a day, gi\·cn in solution.
Ricord rarely exceeded three :scruples a day. Some practitioners have
reported the exhibition of enormous doses, such as two, four, and even six
drachms daily without inconvenience. Dr. Buchanan, of Glasgow, assures
us that he ltas given the pure salt in doses of half an ounce, without any
precaution being obscrn.·d by the patient, except that of drinking freely of
diluents . Notwithstanding this testimony, Dr. Lawrie, of the s~me city,
reports several cases of dryness and irritation o( the throat, ending 111 severe
spasmodic croup, and one case of death following the sudden occurrence of
dyspnrea, caused by the use of small doses of this iodide. There are certainly wanting new facts to exp lain these discrepancies.
Iodide of potassium passes quickly into the urine, in which it may be
detected by first adding to the cold secretion a portion of starch, and then a
few drops. of nitric acid, when a blue colour will be produced.
According to Ricord, this salt produces in some constitutions peculiar
effects; such as Yarious eruptions of the skin, excessive diuresis, vascular
injecti?n of the conjunctiva and tumefaction of the eyelids, cerebral excitement hke that produced by alcoholic drinks, and discharges from the urethra
and ~agina, resemb~i1~g blennorrhagia. These effects go off upon the suspens10n of the med1crnc.
Iodide of potassium is employed .as an external application in the form of
ointm~nt, ~ither alone or mixed with iodine. {See Uaguentum Potass::e
Hydrw.da!ts, and Unguenlmn lodini Compositum.)
Off.Prep. Hydrargyri lo<lidum Rubrum, U.S.; Liquor [odini Compositus, U.S., Lond., Bel.; Plumbi Iodidum, Lond., E'cL.; Tinclura lodini
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Composila, U. S ., Lond.; Unguentur:n Iodini Compositum, U. S., Land. ,
Ed.; Unguentum Polassro Hydriodat1s, Dub.
B.

POTASSII SULPHURETUM. U. 8., Lond., Ed. PoTAssJE SuLDub. Sulphuret of Potassium. Sulphuret of Potassa.

PHURETUM.

11
Take of Sulphur an ounce; Carbonate of Potassa tu·o ounces. Rub
the Carbonate of Potassa. pre\•iously dried, with the Sulphur i melt the
mixture in a covered crucible over the fire; then pour it out, and when it
is cold put it into a bottle, which is to be well stopped." U. 8.
"Take of Sulphur an ounce; Carbonate of Potassa/our ounces. Rub
thei:n togethc~, and place the mixture over the fire in· a covered crucible,
unlll they umte.'' Lond.
The Edinburgh and Dublin processes are essentially the same as that of
the London College.
When carbonate of potassa is melted with half its weight of sulphur, as
in the U.S. process, the carbonic acid is expelled. Four eqs. of potassa
and ten of sulphur may be supposed to react on each other. Three eqs. of
potassa are decomposed. into three egs. o~ potassium and three of oxygen.
The three eqs. of potassium unite with nine eqs. of sulphur to form three
eg.s. of tersulphuret of potassium. The three eq~. of oxygen, by uniting
with the remaining eq. of sulphur, form sulphunc acid, which combine8
with the undecomposed cg. of potassa to form sulphate of potassa. Thus
the U. S. preparation may be considered to be a mixture of tersulphuret of
potassium with sulphate of potassa; :md the French Codex sulphuret, made
from the same proportion of carbonate and sulphur, is stated in that work to
have the same composition. It may be presumed that the product of the
processes of the British Pharmacopreias has the same constituents, plus acertain proportion of undecomposed carbonate of potassa, on account of the large
excess of alkali taken. ln performing the process, the mass, after it has
become completely fused, should be poured out on a marble slab, and, as
soon as it concretes, should be broken into pieces, and immediately transferred to a well-stopped bottle.
The different Pharmacopceias use the carbonate of potassa from pearlash;
but this is considered by some as not sufficiently pure. In the process of
1\1. Henry, which is stated to be the best that has yet been devised, the
pure carbonate of potassa is employed. His formula is as follows : Mix
two parts of real salt of tartar with one of roll sulphur reduced to powder,
and put the mixture into flat-bottomed matrasses, which should be only
two-thirds filled by it. These are placed on a sand-bath, at equal distances,
and the fire is applied, so as, at first, to produce only a gentle heat, which
is afterwards increased. Care. must be taken that the necks of the matrasses do not become obstructed. The heat is continued until the matter is
brought to the state of tranquil fusion, when it is allowed to cool. The mass
~btained, which is compact~ smooth, and of a fine yellow colour, is broken
mto pieces, and preserved in well-stopped bottles.
Properties, ~··c. Sulphuret of potassium, when properly prepared, is a
hard brittle substance, having a nauseous, alkaline, and bitter taste. Its
colour is liver-brown, and hence its former name of hepar sulplmris or liver
of sulphur. The colour of the surface o~ a fresh fracture i8 brownish-yellow.
lt is inodorous when dry, but emits a slightly fetid smell when moist, owing
to the extrication of a small portion of sulphuretted hydrogen gas. It is
completely soluble in water, forming a liquid of an orange-yellow colour._and
exhaling the smell of sulphuretted hydroge~. ~y exposure to the a1.r it
attracts oxygen, and the sulphuret of potassium 1s gradually converted rnto
94
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sulphate of potassa, whe~ th~ preparation·becomes inodorous, and white on
the surface. The solullon 1s decomposed by the mineral acids, which
extricale sulphureued hydrogen, and precipitate the excess of sulphur in
the state of hydrate. It is also incompatible with solutions of most of the
B.
metals, which are precipitated as sulphurets.
Afedical ProJ1erlies and Ut;es. Sulphuret of potassium is a local irritant,
and, in small and repeated doses, is said to increase the frequency of the
pulse, the heat of skin, and the different secretions, especially the mucous.
Occasionally it vomits and purges. lt acts, moreover, as an ant~cid, and prcr
cluces the alterative effects of sulphur. By some it is maintained to be sedatin:-, and directly to reduce the action of the heart. ll probably does so,
when taken in considerable quantities, by the developement of sulphuretted
hydrogen. In over doses, it acts, according to Orfila, as a violent poison,
corroding the stomach, and depressing lhe powers of the nervous system.
The complaints in which it has been most advantageously employed are chronic rheumatism and gout, and various cutaneous affections. It has been
given .also in pain.ters' colic, asthma.• and chronic calarrh, m~d ~cquired a
short-lived reputation as a remedy m croup, afLer the publication of the
essay to which the prize offered by I\"apoleon for the best dissertation on
that disease was awarded. It is said, in some cases of cancer, to have assisted the palliative operation of hemlock. In consequence of forming insoluble sulphurets with the metallic salts, it has been proposed as an antidote
for some of the mineral poisons; but Orfila has proved that it does not prevent their effects. Dissolved in water it has proved very efficacious as an external application in cutaneous diseases, and in scabies is an almost certain
remedy. It may be used for this purpose in the form of lotion, bath, or
ointment, For a lotion it may be dissolved in water in the proportion of
from fffteen to thirty grains to the ftuidounce, and for a bath, the same quantity or rather more may be added to a gallon of water. A very small proportion of muriatic or sulphuric acid may in either case be added to the
solution. The ointment is made by mixing half a drachm of the sulphuret
with an ounce of lard.
The dose of sulphuret of potassium is from two to ten grains, repeated
several times a day, and given in pill with liquorice, or in solution with
syrup. ln infantile cases of croup, from one to four grains were .given
every three or four hours.
W.

POTASS~ SULPHURETI AQUA. Dub.

Waler

of

Sulphurel

of Polassa .
"Take of 'Vashed Sulphur one pa rt; 'Valer of Caustic Potassa eleven
Boil for ten minutes, and filtn through paper. Keep the liqnor in
well stopped bottles. The specific gru vity of this solution is I· I 17." Dub.
'Vhen sulphur is boiled with a solution of caustic potassa, sulphuret of
potassium and byposulphite of potassa are formed in solution. Accordingly,
this prcp~ration is not a. solutiot~ o.f sulphuret of potassa, as it is .called by
the Dublin Coll ege; nenher is 1l identical with an aqueous soluuon of the
preceding pre paration .
Pruperlie-<J, l~·c. This liquid has an unctuous fe('l and a deep orange
colour ..It is decompose~ by acid s, which cause an effe.rv.esc.ence of hydrosulphunc acid, and a mdky appearance from the prec1p1tat1on of sulphur.
Upon exposure to the ai.r it is gradun~ly converted into a solution of the ~ul
phate of potassa. It is similar in medical properties to the last preparation,
and is used internal ly and externally for the most part in cutaneous eruptions.
The dose is· from ten minims to a fluidrachm, diluted with water, and given
two or three times a day . When used as a bath it imparts an orange colour
to the skin.
B.

patts.
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PULPJE.
Pulps.
The following general directions are given in the Pharmacopreias in relation to the extraction of pulps.
"Fruits of wh_ich t~e pulps are to_be extractt~d. if unripe, or ripe and dry,
are to be boiled In a iill~c water unul they become soft. Thl~n the pulps ,
expressed through a hair sieve, are to be slowly evaporated to a proper con -

sistence." nub.
"Setpulpyfruits, if unripe, or ripe and dry, in a moist place to soften;
then express the pulps through a hair sieve j afterwards boil tbem with a
gentle fire, fre~uently stirring ; lastly, e\•aporate ~he water by means of a
water-bath . until the pulps become of a proper consistence. Of fruits which
are ripe and fresh, express the pulp or juice through a sieve, without boiling."

Lond.
There are very fow fruits the pulps of which are now employed in pharmacy . For these few the directions of the Dublin College are preferable to
those of the London, which are, indeed, impracticable; as dr i<'d fruits oflen do
not become sufficiently mo ist, by me re exposure in a damp place, to admit of
the subsequent treatment ordered, and, besides, wou ld almost always become
mouldy.
W.

CASSIJE FISTULJE PULPA. U.S.· CASSIA. Lond. CAss11F. PuLPA.
Ed. CASSIA F I STULA. Dub. Pulp of P1trgi11g Cassia.
"Take of Purging Cassia, bruised, a conveniMt quantity. Pour boiling
water on the bruised pods so that the pulp may be soflened; then strain, first
through a coarse sieve, and afterwards through a hair one, and evaporate by
means of a water· bath to the proper consistence." U. 8.
11
Pour boiling Water upon bruised Cassia Pods, so that the pu lp maybe
washc>d out, and press this first through a coarse sie\•e,and afterwards through
a hair sieve; then evaporate by means of a water-bath until the pulp acquires
a proper consistence." Lond.
Cassia pulp has a blackish colour, a slight rather sickly odour, and a
sweet mucilaginous taste. It is apt to become sour by exposure. For its
composition and effects, see Cassia Pistulrt.
Off: Prep. ConfoctioCassire, Lorul.; ConfectioSennre, U.S., Lond. "\V,

PRUl'<l PULPA. U. S.

Pulp of Prunes.

"Take of Prunes <t convenient quantity. Soften the Prunes in the vapour of boiling water, and, having separated the stones, beat the remainder in
a marble mortar, and press it through a hair sieve." U. S.
The prunes may be softened, as above directed, by placing them on a perforated plate or diaphragm, or a wire sieve, or suspending them in a net, over
boiling water.

Off. Prep . Confcctio Sennre, U.S.

W.

TAMARINDI PULPA. U.S. TA>tARINous. Lond., Ed. TA:UA·
RINDUS fao1cA. Dub. Pulp of Tamarinds .
"Take of Tamarinds a convenient quantity. Digest them with a small
quantity of water until they become of a uniform ~onsistence; then separate
the seeds and filaments by pressing through a hair sieve." U.S.
'!'hey should be digested in an unglazed earthenware vessel over hot ashes,
or by means of a sand-b~th.
OJ!. Pi"ep. Confectio Cassire, Land.; Confectio Sennc:e, U. S., L~~~·
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PULVERES.
Powders.
The form of powder is convenient fo r the exhibition of substances which
are not given in very large doses, are not very dis~greeable to the taste, have
no corrosive property, and do not deliquesce rapidly on exposu re. As the
t:dfec~ of pulverization is to expose a more extended surface to the a?tion of
the air, care should be taken to kee p substances which are liable to be injured
by such exposure in close ly stopped bonles. In many instances it is also
important to exclude the li ght, which exercises a ve~y deleteri.ous influence
ove r numerous medicinal agents when minutely divided. In relation to
suOstances most liable to injury from these causes, the best plan is to powder
them in small quantities as they are wanted for use.
Powders may be divided into the simple, consisting of a single substance,
and the compound, of two or more mixed togeth.er. The latter only are
embraced under the present head. In the preparation of the compound powders, the ingredients, if or different degrees or cohesion or solidity, should be
pulverized separately and then united. An exception, however, lo this
rnle, is the employment of one substance to facilitate by its hardness the
min.ute division of another, as in the JJ07:Vder of ipe~acuanha and opium,.
Deliquescent substances, and those containing fixed 01! in large proportion,
should not ente r into the composition of powders; the former, because they
render the preparation damp and liable to spoil; the latter, because they are
apt to become rancid, and impart an unpleasant odour and taste.
The lighter powders may in general be administered suspended in water
or other thin liquid; the heavier, such as those of metallic substances, require a more consistent vehicle, as sy rup , molasses, honey, or some of the
confections. Resinous powders, if given in water, require the intervention
of mucilage or sugar.
The Dublin College gives the following general directions for the prepara·
tion of powders: "The substances to be powdered, having been previously
dried, are to be beaten in an iron mortar. The powder is then to be separated,
by sifting it through a hair sieve, and is to be kept in close vessels." These
directions, are not suffic iently explicit. The whole substance in the mortar
should not be beaten till completely pulveriud; as the portion already pow·
dered interferes with the action of the pestle upon the remainder, while the
finer matter is apt to be dissipated; so that there is a loss bOLh of time and ma·
terial. The proper plan is to sift off the fine powder after a short trituration,
then to return the coarser parts to the mortar, and to repeat several times
this alternate pulverization and sifting, until the process is completed. \V.

PULVIS ALOES COll!.POSITUS. Lond., Dub. Compound Powder ef .llloes.
11
1'ake of Aloes a:i ow1ce and a half; Guaiacum Resin an ounce; Com·
pound Powder of Cinnamon half an ounce. Rub the Aloes and the Guaiacum Resin, separately, into powder; then mix them with the Compound
Powder of Cinnamon." Lond.
The .Dublin College g i\•es the same directions . particularizing the hepatic
aloes, and substituting th ei r own aromatic powder for the compound powder
of'cinnamon of the Londm~ Collcg~.
The tendency of pulverized guarnc to concrete, and the excessi,,ely bitter
taste of aloes, which is but imperfect ly concealed by the aromatic addition,
render the form of powder ineligible for the exhibition of these medicines.

PART IJ.
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The preparalion is a warm stimulant calhartic, but is little used. The
dose ts from fifteen to thirty grains.
\V.

PULVIS ALOES ET CANELLJE. U.S. PuLY!S ALOES cuM
CANELLA. Dub. Powder of .llloes and Canella. IJiera Picra.
"Take of Aloes [hepatic, Dub .] a pound_; Canella three ounces. Rub
them separately inlo a very fine powder, [mto powder, Dub.] and mix
them." U.S., Dub.
This preparation has long been known under the name of hiera picra. The
Canella serves to correct the griping property, and ilf!perfeclly to cover the
taste of the aloes; but the bitterness of the latter is still very obvious in the
mixture, which would be better given in the form of pill. It is a popular
remedy in amenorrhooa, and may be used for all the purposes to which
aloes is applied. It is sometimes administered in domestic practice, infused
\V.
in wine or spirit. The dose is from ten to twenty grains.

Compound Powder of

PULVIS ALUMINIS COMPOSITUS. Ed.
.Ilium.

0 Take of Alum four ounces; Kina one ounce.
Mix them and reduce
them to fine powder." Ed.
A solution of alum is decomposed by a solution of kino, and it is probable
that the same effect takes place when the lwo substances, mixed in the state
of powder, are introduced into the stomach; but whether their astringency
is materially affected by the change is uncertain. The preparation may be
employed in diarrhcea, menorrhagia, and hemorrhage from the stomach or
bowels, and externally to suppress hemorrhage, or as an astringent applica'\.V.
tion to flabby ulcers. The dose is from five to twenty grains.

PULVIS ARO.MATICUS . U. S., Ed., Dub.
CoMPOSITUS.

Land.

PuLv1s C1NNAMOMI

Aromatic Powder.

Take of Cinnamon, Ginger, each, two ounces; Cardamom deprived of
the capsules, Nutmeg, grated, each, an ounce. Rub them together into a
very fine powder." D.S.
The London College directs two ounces of cinnamon, an ounce and rt
lialf of cardamom, an ounce of ginger, and half an ounce of long pepper;
the Edinburgh, equal parts of cinnamon, cardamom, and ginger; the Dublin, two ounces of cinnamon, an ounce of cardamom seeds freed from their
capsules, an ounce of ginger, and a drachm of long pepper.
The cardamom seeds should always be separated from their capsules be~
fore pulverization; and the powder, when prepared, should be kept in wellstopped bottles. The London ~nd Dublin preparations are more pungent
than those of the U.S . and Edinburgh Pbarmacopooias, in consequence of
the long pepper which they contain. These powders are stimulant a~d
carminative, and may be given in the dose of from ten to thirty grains, m
cases of enfeebled digestion accompanied with flat~l~nce; but they are
chiefly used as corrigents and ~djuvant~ of other medic~nes ...
Off.Pref!. Confecti.o Aromat.1ca, U.S., Ecf.; Confect10 C?r11, f!: S ., Ed;
Pilulre Aloes et Fem, Ed.; Pilulre Cambog1re, Ed.; Pulv1s Aloes Comp.,
Lonrl., Dub.
W.
11

PULVIS ASARI COMPOSITUS. Dub.

Compoitnd Powder

of

.lbarabacca.
11

Take of dried Leaves of Asarabacca an ounce; dried Lavender Flowers
1 6

ac~~f;i~1:·an~~~e~~b~~ ;ongt;ffi~~~i~~~~~::1~'nf, ~ s~ful in ~ome ca~es of ?b·
stinate headache, toothache, and chronic ophthalmia.
94•

Five or six grams
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snuffed up the nostrils at bedtime, excite sneczi~g anrl a copious discharge
of mucus, which continues lo flow on the following dny.
'\V.

PULVIS CRETJE COMPOS!TUS . Lond., Ed., Dub.

Compound

Powder of Chalk.
"Take of Prepared Chalk lwlfa pound; Cinnamon four ounces; Tor·
mentil, Gum Arabic, each, three ounces; Long Pepper half an ounce. Rub
them separately into very fine powder, and then mix them,." Lond., Dub.
0
Take of Prepared Chalk f?w· ounces; Cinnamon, in fine powder, one
drachm and a ha({; Nutmeg, in fine powder, a drachm. 'fnturate them

well together." Ed.
ln the Edinburgh preparation, the aromatics are in too small a quantity
to serve any other purpose than to give an agreeable flavour to the chalk,
which is the only active ingredient. The powder of the Lon<lon and Dub·
lin Colleges is, on lhe contrary, warm, stimulant, and astringent, as well as
antacid; and is well calculated for diarrhcea, connected with acidity and
without inflammatory symptoms. In such a combination, however, the
proper proportion, and even the choice of the ingredients, vary so much
with the symptoms of the case, that they migbt with propriety be left to
extemporaneous prescription. The dose is from tf•n to twenty grains, given
in mucilage or sweetened water, and frequently repealed.
Off.Prep. Pulvis Cretre Comp. cum Opio, Lond., Ed., Dub.
W.

PULVIS CRET!'E COMPOS!TUS CUM OP!O. Lond., Dub.
PuLns
Opium.

CRETJE

0PIATUS.

Ed.

Compound Powder

ef

Chalk with

"Take of Compound Powder of Chalk s1'.x ounces mu/ a half; hard
Opillm, in powder,/ottr scruµles. Mix them." Lond., Dub.
"Take of Compound Chalk Powder six ounces; Powder of Opium/our
sauples. Triturate them together thoroughly." Ed.
The addition of the opium greatly increases the efficacy of the compound
powder of chalk in diarrhrea; and its equal diffusion through the powder
pres~nts this advantage, that it may be conveniently given in minu~e doses
applicable to infantile cases. Two scruples of the London or Dublin powder, and lhirty·seven grains of the Edinburgh, contain a grain of opium.
In lhe diarrhrea of adulls from ten to twenly grains may be given for a dose,
and repealed several times a day, or after each evacuation.
,V.

PULVERES EFFERVESCENTES. Ed . Effervescing Powders.
"Take of Tartaric Acid one ounce; Bicarbonate of Soda one O'Unce and
54 grains, or Bicarbonate of Potasss one ounce and 160 grains. Reduce
the Acid and either Bicarbonate separately to fine powder, and divide each
into sixteen powders. Preserve the acid and alkaline powders in separate
papers of different colours." Ed.
This is a formula, introduced into the last edition of the Ed.in burgh Phar0

11

s:~~~~:~~,~~~/ ~~~~:r:~~:o:~~~~ :~~~:;;c~ nnt~i~ t~:~n~~:Jre~~: i~a:~~~
what different proportions; consisting of twenty-five grains of the acid in
one paper, and thirty of the bicarbonate in the other. They are always
prepared wit.h Lhe bicarbonate of soda; while the Edinburgh Pharmacopreia
allows a choice between that and the bicarbonate of potassa. This want of
p~ecision is highly o?jectionable in offi.cinal formu lre. If it was thought advisable that the pr~ct1tione~ shou.ld have the opportunity of prescribing either
of these preparations at his opuon, they should have had different names.
The powders are administered in solution. An acid and an alkaline
powder may be dissolved in separate portions of water and then mixed; or
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they may be thr0tvn together, or successi\•ely into the same portion of
water. The whole draught shou ld be half a pint or somewhat less. lt
may be rendered more agreeable by adding two or three fluidrachms of
syrup of ginger or orange peel to the water before dissolving the powders.
The rationale is simp le. The tartaric acid seizes the alkali of the bicarbonate, for~ning a tartrate of soda or of potassa as the case' may be, while
the carbonic acid escapes with effervescence. The effervescing powders
are refrigera~t and very slightl_y laxative; and afford an agreeable and
refreshing drink, suitable to febnle complaints.
\V.

PULVIS IPECACUANHfil ET OPII . U. S. PuLv1s lPECACUANHJE
Lond., Ed., Dub. Powder of Ipecacuanha and Opium.
Dover's Powder.

CoMPOSITUS.

"Take of lpecacuanha, in powder, Opium, in powder, each, a drachm;
Sulphate of Potassa an ounce. Rub them together into a very fine pow-

der." U.S.
All the British Colleges emp loy the same ingredients as above, and in
the same proportions. The London College having ordered tlrnm in the
state of powder, s imply directs them to be mixed together. The Edinburgh College orders eight times the amount of the materials, and directs
them to be triturated thoroughly together. The .Dublin College first rubs
the opium and sulp ~ale of putassa together into powder, and then mixes
the pulverized ipecacuanha with them.
1'~1e sulphate of potassa in this preparation serves, by the hardness of _its
particles, to promote that minute division and consequent th orough inte rm1xture of the opium and ipecacuanha, upon which the peculiar vi rtues of the
compound depend. It also sen'CS to dilute the active ingredients, and thus
allow of their division into minute doses adapted to the complaints of children. This composition, though usually called Dover's powder, does not
precisely correspond with that originally recommended by Dr. Dover, which
was prepared as follows. Four ounces of nitrate of potassa and the same
quantity of sulp hate of potassa were mixed together in a red-hot crucible,
and afterwards very finely powdered; one ounce of op ium , sliced. was then
added, and ground to powder with the saline mixture; lastly, an ounce of
ipecacuanha and an ounce of liquorice root, in powder, were mixed with
the other ingredients. This process was adopted in the former French
Codex, and has been rel"ained with very slight change in the present.
This powder is a;{ admirable anodyne diaphoretic, n_ot surpassed, perhaps, by any other i!ombination in its power of promoting the cutaneous
secretion. Opium hself has a strong tendency to the s ~.: in, evinced b?th
by the occas ional diaphoresis, and by th e itching and ttngling sensation
which it excites. While the vessels of tho skin are stimulated by this ingredient, the secreting orifices are relaxed by the ipecacuanl.1a, and the combined effect is much greate r than that which results from ellher separatel.Y.
At the .same time the general stimulating influence of the opium, and its
tendency to operate injurioui:;ly on the brain, are counteracted; so that the
mixture may be given with safety in cases which might not admit of the
use of opium alone. The prep~ration is applicable to a~I cas~s not atte~ded
with much fever, or cerebral disease, or s ick stomach, m which there 1s an
indication for profuse diaphoresis, especially in painful affections, or those
connected with unhealthy discharges. It is ad~irably adapted ~o the p~leg
masi::e, particularly rheumatis~ and pnc~monm, whe~ c_ompl.1cated with a
typhoid tendt!ncy,or after su~cient depletion. Un~er similar circumstances,
h is useful in dysente ry, diarrhrea, and the varwus hemorrhages, especially that from the uterus. It is sometimes also given in dropsy. In boweJ
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affections, and whenever the hepatic secretion is deranged, it is frequently
combined with small doses of calomel.
Ten grains of the powder contain o~e grain of opium. T.he dose is from
five to fifteen grains, given diffUsed m water, or mixed wJth syrup, or in
the form of b_olus, and repeated at intervals of four, six, or eight hours,
wben it is desirable to maintain a cominued diaphoresis. Its action may
be materially promoted by warm drinks, such as lemonade, or balm tea,
which, however, should not be given immediately after the powder, as
they might provoke vomiting.
Off. Pl'cp. Pilul::e Jpecacuanhre Compositre, Lond.; Pilulre Ipecacuanhre
et Opii, Ed.

W.

PULVIS JALAPJE COi\IPOSITUS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Compound Powder

ef Jalap.

"Take of Ja!ap, in powder, an ounce; Bitartrate of Potassa, in powder,
tu·o ounces. Mix them." U.S.
The London College takes three ounces of jalap, six ounces of bitartrate
of potassa, and two drachms of ginger . The Edinburgh and Dublin Colleges take the same ingredients in th e same proportion as the U.S. Pharmacopceia, and direct them to be rubbed together to a very fine powder.
The bitartrate, by being rubbed with the jalap, is thought to favour its
more minute division, while it increases its hydragogue effect. A combination of these two ingredients, though with a larger proportion of cream
of tartar (see Jalapa), is much used in this country as a cathartic in dropsy
and scrofulous affections of the joints and glands. The dose of the officinal powder is from thirty grains to a drachm.
W.

PULVIS KINO COMPOSITUS. Lond., Dub . Compound Powder of
Kina.
"Take of Kinofifteen drac!tm.<J; Cinnamon half an ounce; hard Opium
a dmclnn. Rub them separately to a very fine powder, and then mix
them." Lond., Dub.
This is an anodyne astringent powder, useful in some forms of diarrhcea,
but of which the composition would be better left to extemporaneous prescription, as the proportion of the ingredients should vary with the circumstances of the case. Twenty grains contain one grain of opium. The
dose is from five grains to a scruple.
,V.

PULVIS PRO CATAPLAS,\IATE. D1tb. Powder fora Cataplasm.
"Take of Flaxseed which remains after the expression of the oil one
part; Oatmeal two parts. Mix them ." flub.
This is a good material for lhe formalion of poultices, but hardly deserves
a place among the officinal preparations. The unpressed flaxseed meal is
preferable to that which has been pressed, as the oil which it contains
causes it to retain longer a soft consistence.
W.

PULVIS RHEI COMPOSITUS. Ed . Compound Powder of Rhubarb.
"Take _of Magnesia one pound; Ginger, in fine powder, two ounces;
Rhubarb, m _fine powder,four ounces. Mix them thoroughly, and preserve
the powder m well closed bottles." Ed.
This is a very good antacid la xative combination, well adapted to bowel
complaints, especially in children. The dose for an adult is from half a
dra~hm to a drachm; for a child two or three years old, from fo·e to ten
grams.
W.
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Compound Saline

"Take or Pure Muriate or Soda, Sulphate or Magnesia,each,four ounces;
Sulphate of Pota~sa three ounces .. Dry the salts separately with a gentle
heat, and pulverize each, then tnturate th em well together, and preserve
the mixture in well closed vessels." Ed.
'l'he Dublin process is essentially the same as the above.
1:his_is an aperient powder, and may be given with advantage in costive
habJls, In the ~OSe or lWO Or three drachms, dissolved in hair a pint or ~Valer
or carbonic acid 'rnter, before breakfast.
W.

PULVIS SCAMMONI! COMPOSITUS. Lv11 d., Ed., Dub.
pounrl Powder of Scammony .

Com-

"Take of Scammony, hard Extract or Jalap, each , two ottnces; Ginger
half an ounce. Rub them separately to a very fine powder; and then mix
them.'' Lontl., Dub.
"Take of Scammony, and Biw.rtrate of Potash, equal parts. Triturate
them together to a very fine powder." Ed.
lt should be observed, that the compound or the Edinburgh College is
essentially different from that or the London and Dublin Colleges; but we
do not think that eithe r or the~ is an eligible preparalion. The cream or
tartar in the fonne1· can serve l1llle other purpose than lo assist in the pulverization of the scammony, which does not require any peculiar care in
this respect. ln the latter, though the ginger may tend to correct the
griping property or th e purgative ingredients, the extract or jalap too closely
rese~b.les the scammony .in its mode of operation to exert any important
modifying influence upon 1t. The dose or the London powder is from ten
to twenty grains, of that directed by the Edinburgh Pharmacopreia, from
'\V.
fifteen to thirty grains.

"PULVIS TRAGACANTHJE COMPOSITUS. Lond., Ed. Compound Powder of Tragacanth.
"Take of Tragacanth, in powder, Gum Arabic, in powder, Starch, each,
an ounce and a half; Sugar [refined] three ounce.IJ.

Rub the Starch and
Sugar together to powder, then add the Tragacanth and Gum Arabic, and
mix them all." L ond.
The Edinburgh process corresponds with the above.
This is applicable to the general purposes or the demulcents; but is chiefly
employed in Great Britain as a vehicle for heavy insoluble powders. The
dose is from thirty grains to a drachm.
W.

QUIN IA.
Preparations

of Quinia.

QUINVE SULPHAS. U.S. QuIN,;: D1suLPHAS. Lond. QuINiE
SuLPHAS. Ed. QurNrNJE SuLPHAS. Dub. Sulphate of Quinia.
"1'ake or Yellow Bark. in coarse powder,four j)Ounds; Muriatic Acid

threejluidounces; Lime, !n powder,.five ounces; VVat~rfive gal~ons; Su~
phuric Acid, Alcohol, Animal ~harco~ I, each_, a sujfici~nl quantity. ~o_il

the Bark in one·third of the Water mixed with one-thJrd or the Munauc
Acid 1 and strain throuuh linen. Boil the residue twice successively with the
same quantity o~ Wat~r and Acid as before, and ~tra in. ~ix the d:coctio~s,
and, while the liquor 1s hot, gradually add ~he Lttn~, ~r~v10usly mixed w1t~1
two pin1s or water, stirring ron~tant!y .unlll the qu111ra 1s completely prec1piLated. \Vash the precipitate with chst11led watcr 1 and, having pressed and
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!t, digest it i~ boiling. Alcohol.

P~ur off lhe liquor and :epeat the
d1gest1on several t~mes, until the Alcohol is no longer re ndered hllter . Mix
the liquors, and distil off the Alcohol , until a brown viscid mass remains.
Upon this substance, removed from the vessel, pour about half a gallon of
Distilled Water, and, having heated the mixture to the boiling point, add as
much Sulphuric Acid as may be necessary to d issolve the impure alkali.
Then add an ounce and a half of Animal Charcoal, boil for two minutes, filter
the liquor while hot, and set it aside to crystallize. Should the liquor, before
filtration, be entirely neutral, acidulate it very ~Lightly with Sulphuric Acid;
should it, on the contrary, change the colour of litmus paper to a bright red,
add more Animal Charcoal. Separate the crystals from t he liquor, dissolve
them in boiling water slightly acidulated with Su lphur ic Acid, add a liule
Animal Charcoal, filter, and set aside to crystallize. \Vrap the crystals in
bibulous paper, and dry them with a gentle heat. The mother-waters may Qe
made to y ield an additional quantity of Su lphate of Quinia by precipitating
tbe Quinia with Solution of Ammonia , and treating the p recipitated alkali
with Water, Sulphuric Acid, and Animal Charcoal, as before ." U. S.
The London College exhausts yellow bark by water acidulated ·with sulphuric acid, throws down the acid by hydrated oxide of lead, washes the
precipitate with distilled water, boils down the liquors toa fourth part, filters,
adds water of ammonia in order to decompose the kinate of quinia, washes
the precipitated quinia till the water ceases to be rendered alkaline, saturates
the residue with diluted sulphuric acid, digests with anima l charcoal, filters,
and finally, having thoroughly washed the charcoal, cautiously evaporates
the liquor so that it may crystallize. This process, however, has not been
found to answer well in practice. It may not be irrelevant to mention here
that the London College, though it thus gives a process for the preparation
of sulphate of quinia, places the alkali itself, under the name of Quea, in
its catalogue of the Materia Medica.
u Take of Yellow Bark, in coarse powder, one pound; Carbonate of Soda
eight ounces; Sulphuric Acid half ajluidounce; Purified Animal Charcoal
two drachms . Boil the bar k for an hour in four pints (Imperial me~sure]
of water, in which half the carbonate of soda has been dissolved; strain and
express strongly through linen or calico; moiste.n the res iduum with water and
express again; and repeat this twice. Boil the residuum for half an hour with
four pints of water and half the Sulphuric Ac id i strain, express strongly,
moist~n with water, and express again . Boil the residuum with three pints
of water and a fourth part of the Ac id; strain and squeeze as before. Boil
again the resi duum ~vzth the same quantity of water and Acid, strain and
squeeze as formerly. Concentrate the whole acid liquids to about a pint; let
the product coo l ; filter it, and dissolve in it the remainder of the Carbonate of
Soda_. Collect the impure quinia on a cloth, wash it slight ly, and sq~eeze out
the liquor with the hand. Break down the moist precipitate in a pmt of dis·
tilled water, add one fluidscruple of Sulphuric Acid, heat it to 2 12°,and stir
occasionally. Should any precipitate retain its gray colour, and the liquid be
neutral, .add Sulphuric Acid dr?p
drop, s~irring constantly, till the gray
colour disappears. Should the liquid redden litmus. neutralize iL with a linle
carbonate ~f soda . Should c_rystals fo rm on the surface , add boiling distilled
water to_ d1~solv~ them. Filter through pape r, preserving the funnel hot;
set th7 liqu~d aside_ t~ crystallize; collect and squeeze the crystals; dissolve
th~m 111 a ~rnt of d1st1~led water heated to 2 12° ; diges~ tl~e solution fo r fifteen
mmutes with the Animal Charcoal; filter and crystallize as before. Dry
t he cry~tals with a h~at not. exceeding 140° . The mother liquors of each
crystall1zation wit~ yield a liul_e more salt by concentration and cooling."
Ed. The Imperial measure is employed in the above process.

?Y
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.TheDubli~ Co!lege exhausts .the bark by digestion with wateracidulated
wtth sulphuncac1d,adds to the l1quorsufficientlime to saturate the acid,dries
tht' precipitate on ?lotting paper •. dig~sts it with rectified spirit, filters, distils
to dryness, add.s diluted sulphuric acid to the. residuum in slight excess, and
finally crystallizes by concentration and coolmg.
The present U. S, ~rocess, which is essentially that of the French Codex,
diffe~s from the one g1v~n i~ the Pharmac?preia of l b30, in the use of muriatic rnstead of sulphuric acid for acidulat111g the water first employed, and
in the g reater minuteness of th e details. Both this and the French Codex
process, as well as that of the Dublin College, are modifications of the plan
originally proposed by M. Henry, jun., of Paris, for which he received a
prize from the French Academy of Sc iences, and which has been almost
universally employed where alcohol is not too ~~pensive. Henry's process,
with all its details, may be found in pr.cvious ed1t1onsofthis work . An explanation of the severa l directions g iven 1n the U.S. Pharmacopreia will be useful
to the studelll, by enabl.ing him to comprehend each step of the process.
Th e yellow bark{Cahsaya,or royal yellow) is the varietyse\ectcd,because
this contains quinia in lh e larg('st proportion, and most free from admixture
with cinchonia. The alkali f'Xists in the bark combined with kinic acid, and
probably also with one or more of the colouring principles. as suggested by
M. Henry. As in this !alter state it is of difficult solub ility, if it be not
insoluble in water, the whole of the quinia cannot be extracted from th e bark
by means of that liquid alone. Berzelius, however,altributes the difficulty
of exhausting the bark to the circumstance, that water converts the native
neutral kinatcs into sol uble superkinates which are dissoh•ed,and insoluble
subkinates which remain. By adding muriatic or sulphu ric acid to the
water in such quantities as to be in excess in relation to the quinia, the
whole of the alkali combines with the acid to form a very soluble muriate or sulphate, in which state it exists, together with various impurities, in
the decoctions procured by the first steps of the process. By the addition
of lime to the fiilered and mix ed decoctions, the salt of quinio. is decomposed, g ivin g up its.acid to t~e lime, while lhe quinia is liberated, and, being
insoluble in water, 1s precipitated- the water reta inin g most of the impuri ties. If sulphuric acid was employed in th e commencement of the process, sulphate of lime is deposited along with the quinia; but if muriatic
acid was employed, the resulting chloride of ca lcium is retained in solution;
and a reason is thus afforded for the preference of the latter acid . But, in
either case, the excess of lime, and a compound formed of the lime and colour-

:~ft h~~ ~t~~k~[ :~ ic~~ I~: ~~:~~~~~~eb~~~ /1~~ \~:~~r ,:;s~1:1cf~ ~~·d ~~et~ l~:~~:~ed?r:~
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dissolves the former, and leaves most of the latter behind . The whole of the
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i
of this may be reservt'd, if thought ad\·isable, for the preparation of other
salts of qulnia. ~'he m~ss is treale~ with boiling dist.illed water acid~lated
with su lphuricac1d,wh1ch forrr~s a d1sulphate(theofficmal sulphate)":ith t!1e
1

1
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black the carbonate of lim e containrd in which neutralizes a portion of the
sulph,uric acid, and thus facilitates the crystalli~ation of the sulphate of qui nia when l he solution cools. Should the quantity of the bone-black added
be sufficient to render the solution quite neutral, so as in no degree to affect
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litmus paper, as much sulphuric acid should be added as will give the
paper a slightly vin_ous ti~l; for otherwise the crystallizalion may commence before the liquor 1s completely filtered. lf, on the contrary, the
bone-black has been deficient, and the solution colours litmus paper cherryred, more of that substance is to be added. rrhis, however, is merely an
incidental advantage of the animal charcoal; its chief use being to decolorize the liquid. The second crystallization is necessary to obtain the salt of
qu.inia free from colour; and sometimes, it cannot be rendered perfectly
white without a third . It is essential that the heat employed in drying the
crystals ·should be gentle, in order to prevent their efflorescence. ~rhe small
quantity of cinchonia contained in Calisaya bark is extracted in this process along with the quinia; but, as the sulphate of the former alkali is more
soluble than that of the latter, it remains in the mother liquors.
According to M. Calvert, the proportion of sulphate of quinia obtained
from bark is never certain when muriatic acid is employed as thesolyent, and
lime as the precipitant; for quinia is dissolv~d by a solution of chloride of
calciun:i, and by lime-water i and a portio~, therefore, remains in the liquid
unprecipitated, which is greater when the lime employed is in excess. Having ascertained by experime.nt that quini~ is not dissolved by~ solution of
soda, and in scarcely appreciable proportrnn by chloride of sodium, he proposes to substitute this alkali for the lime; first neutralizing the excess of acid
by the carbonate, and then precipitating the quinia by caustic soda. (Journ.
de Plwrm. et de Chim., 3e srir., ii. 388.)
The Edinburgh process was contrived so as to avoid the use of alcohol,
which is so costly in Great Britain as materially to affect the economy of
the operation. rrhe object of the first boiling with water and carbonate of
soda, is to get rid of the colouring principles, resin, and kinic acid, while the
quinia is left behind . The residuum is next exhausted by means of water
acidulated with sulphuric acid, which affords an impure solution of sulphate
of quinia. This, after being sufficiently concentrated, is decomposed by carbonate of soda, which seizes the acid and precipitates the quinia with some
colouring matter. The remaining steps of the operation are similarto those
of the U.S. process, except that animal charcoal is employed only previous
to the last crystallization; and the advantage incidentally obtained from it,
of neutralizing the acid when in excess, is gained in the Edinburgh process by the use of carbonate of soda. Both Pereira and Christison speak
favourably of this process.
According to the French Codex, 1000 parts of yellow bark ought to yield
from 2tJ to :JO parts of sulphate of quinia, when treated by the process first
described. But this amount is not often reached . The late Mr. John Farr,
of Philadelphia, who was largely concerned in the manufacture of sulphate
of quinia, informed us that the C..:alisaya bark employed by him yielded an
average product of about two per cent. of the salt.
Sulphate of quinia may be obtained from any of the varieties of Peruvian
bark by the above processes ; but should any other than the Calisaya bark
be employed, a large proportion of sulphuLc of cinchonia will result, and,
?eing mu~h more. solubl e lhan the sulphate of quinia, will remain dissolved
rn the residuary liquor aftf>r the crystal!izalion of the latter. To obtain the
cinchonia separate, the follo1Ying me1hod, originally suggested by Pelletier
~nd Caventou, may be employed. Magnesia, lime, or a ~olution of P?tassa
1s added t~ the 111ot~er water~ in excess. The c~nchonia is pre~ipllated
together wJth a portion of qumia which has remam ed in the soluuon, and
with the excess of magnt>sia or lime, if one of these earths has been employed. The precipitate is collected on a filter, \\'ashed with hot water,
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then dried, and treated with boiling alcohol, which dissolves the vegetable
alkalies. The alcoholic solution is filtered while hot, and the residue afterwa.rds treated in the same manner with successive portions of alcohol, till
quite .exhausted. The solutions having been mixed, are concentrated by
the cl.1st!Jlation of the alcohol, and allow~d to cool, when they deposit cinchonia m the crystalline state. Successive evaporations and refrigerations
afford new crops of crystals, and the process should be continued till no
more can be obtained. The cinchonia thus procured, if impure, should be
reconverted into a sulphate and treated as before, animal charcoal being
e.mployed to free it from colour. The quinia remaining in the ·mother
liquors, as it will not crystallize, may be obtained by evaporation to dry ness, or may be converted into the crystallizable sulphate by the addition
of sulphuric acid. To obtain the sulj1/wle of cinclwnia, mix the alkali
with a small quantity of water, heat the mixture, and add gradually dilute
sulphuric acid sufficient to saturate it; then boil with animal charcoal previously washed with muriatic acid, and filter the liquor while hot. Upon
cooling it will deposit cry~ tals of the sulphat~, and, by repeated evaporation
and crystallization, will yield all the salt which it holds in solution ."'"
Properties. Sulphate of quinia is in fine silky, slightly flexible, needleshaped crystals, interlaced among each other, or grouped in small star-like
tufts. lts taste is intensely bitter, rese~nbling that of the yellow bark . It
effloresces slightly on exposure to the air, and, at. a moderate heat, loses its
crystalline form in consequence of the escape of Its water of crystallization.
At the temperature of 2 12° it becomes luminous, especially when rubbed.
At about 240° it melts, assuming the appearance of wax. It is very slightly
soluble in cold ~vater, requi.ring, according to ~I. Baup, 740 parts at 5-1° F.
for solution, while at the boding point it is dissolved in thirty parts of water,
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which deposits it upon cooling. Its cold sol ution is opalescent. It is solu ble in about 60 parts of colJ. alcohol of 0 ·8:35, but only lo a very small exlt>nt in ethe r. The diluted acids, even tartaric and oxalic acids in excess,
dissolve it with g reat facility . With a n additiona l equivalent of sulphu ri c
acid it fo rms another sulphate, which is much more soluble in water than
the officinal salt, and crystallizes from its solut ion with much greater difficully. This is now ge nerally be lie,•ed to be st rictly neutral. and therefore
entitled to the nam e of sulphate of quinia; while the officinal salt is thought
to contain two eq ui valents of base to one of acid, and is therefore properly
a subsvlplwte or disulp!tate of quinia . The latte r name has bee n adopted
by the L ondon College. I n the U.S., Dublin, and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias, as well as in the French Codex, the name of sulphate of quinia, orig inal ly given to the officinal salt, under the impression that it was neutral,
is still app lied to it. Hence has arisen a confusion of nomcnclalUre which
must be embarrassing to the student. lt is the proper sul phate, formerly
ca ll ed supersulphale, which re mains in the mother waters when an excess of
acid is added in the process for procuring the sulphate of quinia .. According
to M. Baup, it is soluble in 11 parts of water at 54° F., and 111 its own
water of crystallization at the boiling point. It is very soluble in diluted,
and some\Yhat less so in absolute alcoho l. It may be obtained by adding to
a boiling concentrated sol ution of the ordi nary sulp hate, as much sulp huric
acid as already exists in the salt. and then eva porating the sol ution.
Composition. The offi.ci nal sulphate of quinia, the di sulphate of chemists,
is the only one used in medicine, and to this we have allu sion in th e present
w~rk whene,rer su lphate of quinia is menlioned without a ny di stin.guishing
epithe t. In the crystalline form it is staled lo consist of one equ ivale nt of
.sulphuric acid 40, two eqs. of quinia :32-1, and eight eqs. of water 72=4:i(i.
O n exposu re to the ai r, or to a heat of 212°, it effloresces, losing one-hal f of
its water of crystallization (according to Soubeiran, six eqs.) i and at 240°
it loses one.hal f of the re mainde r, retaining two eqs. or about 4 per cent. of
water, of which it can not be d e pri ved without decompos iti on. (PM/lips .)
Incompatibles and rests. Sulphate of quinia is decompose d by th e alkalies, their carbonates, and the alkaline eart hs. In solution, it afford s white
precipitates with potassa, soda, and ammonia, which are partly soluble in
an excess of alkali. It is also precipitated by ast ringe nt infusions , the tannic acid of which fo rm s a white insoluble compound with quinia. Th e
soluble salts of lead a nd of baryta occasion precipitates; and that produced
by the s.alts of baryta is inso~uble in the acids . A fre~hly prepared soluti on
of chlorine, added to a solutton of the su lphate of qumia, and followe d by
the addition of water of ammonia, occasions an emerald -g reen colour, and,
in certain proportions , the deposition of a green precipitate .
.!J_dulterations. Sulphate of quinia has often been aduherated .. Sulphate
of lii:n eo, and other alkaline or earthy salts, gum, suzar, m~n111te, starch,
steann or margarin, caffein, sa li cin, and sulphate of cmchonia, are among
the substances which are said to have been fraudulemly added. By attend~ng to th~ degree of solubi lity of the su lph ate in different mcnstrua, and to
Its chemical relations wit h othe r substances alreadv described, there can
be. little di fficulty in detecti~g these adulterations. ·The presence of any
mrn e r~I substance not readily vo!at ili za? le, may be at on~e ascertained by
ex posing the salt to a red hea t, which will complete ly dissipate the su lph ate
of quinia, leaving the min e ral behind. A volatile ammoniaca l salt may be
detected Uy the smell of ammonia emi tted upon the addition of potassa.
Gum an d starch are left be hind by alcohol, and fatty matt ers by water acidulated with sulphuric acid. Sugar and mannite cause a solution of the
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sal_t i_n acidulated ':'ater to have a sweet taste, after the precipitation of the
qumia by an alkaline carbonate . _Snlic_in imparts Ll1e property or becoming
red upon the contact or sulphuric acid; but, accordi ng to Pelletier, this
change of colour does not lake plac~ unless th~ proportion of salic in exceeds
one-tenth. If only in this proporuon, the salicin must be isola1ed . To 1
part of the suspected salt, U p_arts ~f concentrated sulphuric acid may be
adde~, and to the brown liquid which re~uhs, 125 parts of water. The
sa lic111 is thus separated, and may be obtaint•d by filtration, in the form of
a bitter white powder, becoming bright red wid1 sulphuric _acid. (See .lim_.
J?ur~i. qf Plwrm ., xvii. JG6.) Caffein alters the solubility of the med11

~tseu:::h~~~e~-~~~~~~an~~r~~id \~a~~~r:/:!s, ~i7~· 2:~J~t~~nao~a~~J::~~ ~f1 J:~~0e~
a precipitate soluble in an excess or the kltter; while a solution of sulphate
or ~inchoni~ or the same strt'ngth, treated in the same manner, gives a precipitate which is in~olu?le in a great excess or the reag:nt. The sa~e
effect is produced with lime-water, and so luLi on or ammonm; and solution
of chloride of calcium, while it furnishes a precipitate with a solution or
su lphate or cinchonia, yields none with a sol ution of sulphate or quinia .
(Jour"'!,. de Phann ., 3~ sir., ii. 39-1.) The Edinburgh College give_s the
follow1~g mode or_test1ng the 1~u~ity of sulphate ofriuinia. "A solution of
ten grains in a flu1dounce of dtstdled water and two or three drops of sul phuricacid, if decomposed by a solution or half an ounce of carbonate or soda
in two waters [twice its weight _of wale~], and heat~d till the precip~Late
shrinks and fuses, yields on cooling a solid ma ss, which wh en dry we ighs
7 ·4 grains, and in powder di ssolves e ntirely in sol ution of oxalic acid."
11/edical Properties and Uses. Sulphate of quinia produces upon the
system , so far as we are enabled to judge by observation, the sa me effects
wJLh Peruvian bark, without being so apt to nauseate and oppress the :s tomach. (See Cinchona.) lts effects upon the brain are even more striking
than those of cinchona, probably because it is given in larger proportiona l
doses. Even in ordinary doses, it often produces considerable cerebral
disturbance, evinced by a feeling of tightness or distension in the heud,
ringing, buzzing, or roa ring in the ("ars, hardness of hearing, &c. Some
individuals are more liable to lhese effects than others, and in some even
small doses produce them. A certain degree of this observable action on
the brain is rather desirable than otherwise, as the evidence that the medicine is affecting the system . In very large quantities, as from a scruple to
a drachm or more, besides the phenomena mentioned, it has been obse rved
t~ occasion severe headacb~, vertigo, denfoess, diminution or loss or sig_ht,
dilated and immovable pupil, loss of speech, grneral tremblings , intoxicatrnn
or delirium, coma. and great prostration . In some instances the pulse has
been remarkably diminished in frequency, down_ t<? fifty or even less in the
minute. In an instance recorded by Giacomini, m which a man took by
mistake about three drachms, the pati ent became insensible, and some hours
afterwards was found by th e physician in a state of general prostration, from
which he recovered und e r the use of laudanum and aromatic waters. (.flan.
de _TMrap., A . D. 18J:J, p. 170.) Besi~es its ~ffCct~ on t.he_ br~in 1 sulphate or
qumia sometimes occasions great gast~1c and _1ntest1n~l.1mtat1on, rna~ked by
oppression at stomach, nausea,_ abdomtnal pains, vom1t1ng, .and purging. ~n
general these effects or cxcessn'e doses gradually pas~ off, although partm l
deafness ofren continues for several clays, and some tim es much longer. It
is even said that permanent deafness has result~d . ·we have seen n? ~ve!l 
authenticated case or death from the direct action or sulphate or qutnia Jn
health . Given largely in diseased states it h<:'-s bee~1 th~ obvious caus~ of
fatal resulls, not so much howe\·er by its peculiar ucuon, as by co-opt!ratmg
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with the disease in establishing intense local irritation or inflammation.
Though capable, therefore, of doing mischief if improperly used, sulphate
of quinia can scarcely be rank ed among the poisons.
From its occasional efft:.:ct in diminishing the fr equency of th e pulse and
the genera l stre ngth, it has been supposed to be essentiall y sedat ive in large
doses. Such an opinion, unlE>ss well founded, mi g ht lead to hazardous

practice.

ln most instances in whic h the effect was observed the patient

was in a morbid state, someti mes labouring und er malignant diseases; and
in such cases it is well known that powerful stimulants often have the effect
of diminishing the frequency of the pulse. In the case observed by Giacomini, the patient was not seen until some hours after takin g the sulphate,
and might have been in the con~itio n o.f universal prnstration which follows
all excessive excitement. Besides, stim ulan ts in large doses sometimes
produce apparent prostration by an overwhelming influence upon one of
the organs essential to life. In th e present state of our knowledge, it is
safest to consider the sulphate of quinia in a greater or less degree excitant,
in whatever dose it may be taken.
Sulphate of quinia may be substituted for cinc hona in all diseases to which
the latter is applicable; and, in th e trf"atment of intermittents, has almost
entire ly superseded the bark. h ~ias the .advantage over tbat remedy, not
only that it is more easily admi111stered in large doses, and more readily
retained by the stomach, but that in cases which require an impression to be
made through the rectum or the skin, it is much more cffCctuaJ, because,
from the smallness of its bulk, it is more readily retained in th e former case,
and more speedily absorbed in the latter. Still we cannot be certain that
there are not other active principles in bark besides the quinia and cinchonia,
t he latter of which possesses properti es analogous to those of the former; nor
that the mode of combination in which these principles exist , m:-ty not in
some measure modify their therapeutic <>ffocts. Th e question can be soh•ed
only by carefu l and long-colllinu ed obserrntion. In the mean time, we may
resort to the bark if the sulphate of quinia should not answer the e~ds in
view; and instances have occurred, under our own notice, in which 1l has
proved successfu l in interrnittents afte r the salt has failed .
Sulphate of quin ia may be given in pill or s.olution, or suspended in water
by the interve ntion of syrup and mucilag('. The for m of pill is usua:ly preferred . (See Pihdre_ Quini;:e Stdp~wtis.) Th e sol _uti on may be rea?i!y
effe_cted by the addition ~fa l.iule ac1? of almost any kmd to the \~'ater. Eight
grams of th e sulp ha te will d issolve in a fluidoum:;e of water, ac1dulatcd with
about twelve minims of the di!Uled sulphuric aci d. or aromatic sulphuric acid
of th.e Pharmacopcei_as; and this is th~ most eligible mode of exhibiting the
medicine in the l1qu1d form . The addition of a small proportion of sulphate
of morphi~ or of laudanum will oflen be found advan~ageous, when 1he. sto·
mach is disposed to be sickened, or the bowels to be- disturbed by th e quinia.
Twelve grains of the su!1~bate of q u_in iaare equi_,,aJcnt to about an ounce
of good bark. The dose vanes exceedmgly, according to the circumstances
of the pati.cnt and the object t~ be accomplis hed. As a tonic si mply , a grain
may be g ~ven three or four times a day, or rno~e frequently i~ acute cases.
In mtcrrn1ttents, fr?m t1~1 elve to twenty· four grarns should bP. g ive n bet\\"cen
the paroxysms, d ivided into smaller or larger doses according to th e> condition
of the stomach, or th.e length of the intermission. F rom one to four grains
may be given at once, and some even advise the whole amount. ln malignant intermittents and remittents, the quantity may be in creased to thirty
grains or even a drachm between the paroxysms. M . :\faillot garn one
hundred and twenty ·eight grains, in the course of a few hours, in a case of
malignant fever occurring in Northern Africa, with the happiest results.
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Th~ caution, howeve.r, is necessary, not to employ this heroic practice against
easily cong~erable diseases. Very large doses of the sulphate have recently

been given m acute rheumatism, and with great asserted success; but the occurrence of at least one fatal case from inflammation of the brain shou :d le.ad
to some hesitation in this employment of the remedy . When the stomach will
not retain the medicine, it may be ~dministered with nearly as much efficacy
by enema i from six to twelve grams, with l\~O fi~1idounces of liquid starch,
and from twenty to forty drops of laudanum, being injected intO the rectum, in
ordinary ca~es, every six hours. Should. circumstances render this mode of
apylication 1mpracticable, an e4ua l quantity, diluted with arrow r.oot or other
mild powder, may be sprinkled, at the same intervals, upon a blistered surface denuded of the cuticle. The epigastrium, or the inside of the thighs
and arms, would be the proper place fo r the blister. The sulphate has also
been employed by friction in the form of ointment, in cases of malignant
intermittent. The ointment should be made by incorporating a saturated
alcoholic solution of the salt with lard, and should be applied to the inside
of the thighs and arms_. It is said t~at quinia is more readily ~bsorlwd when
united with a fatly acid. This union may be effected by mixing solutions
of soap and of a salt of quinia. The quinia soap is precipitated .
Off Prep. Pilul<e Quinire Sulpbotis, U.S.
W.

SODA.
Preparations ef Soda.
SOD1E CARBONAS EXSICCATUS. U. 8. Son.IE CARBONAs ExswcATA. Land.
SonlE c_~UBONAS SICCATU.M. Ed., Dub.
Dried Car~
bonale of Soda .
·
"Take of Carbonate of Soda a convenient quantity. Expose it to heat,
in a clean iron vessel, until it is thoroughly dried, stirrin g consta9tly with
an iron spatula ; then rub it into powder." U.S.
The London College takes <t pound of the sa lt, exposes it to heat in a
proper vessel, until it is dried, and, having subjected it lo a red heat, rubs
it to powder. The .Edinburgh College heats any convenient quantity in a
shallow vessel till it is dry, then urges it with a red heat in a crucible, and
reduces it to powder when cold.
"Liq_uefy the ~rystals of Carbonate of S_oda in a silver crucible _over the
fire. Then, havmg increased the heat, stir the li quefied salt, unnl by the
evaporation of the water, it becomes dry. Reduce the residual salt to fine
powder, and keep it in close vessels." JJub.
Carbonate of soda contains ten equiva lents of water of crystallization, and
when heated, readily undergoes the watery fusion. Upon continuing the
·heat, the water is dried off, and a white porous mass remains, which is easily
reduced to powder. The London an~ Edi~burgh Colleges expose the dry
mass to a red heat before powdering 1t. Dried carbonate of soda is in the
form of a white powder, and differs in no respect from the carbonate, except
in beinu devoid of water of crystallization. (See ~odre Carbonas .)
JJledical Properties and U1:Jes . '1'.his preparation was introduced if!tO
regular practice on the recommenda~1on of_ Dr. Beddoes, who extolled Its
vir\ues in calculous complaints. It 1.s apphc~ble to th.e cu.re of such affoc·
tions only when dependent on a mor_b1d se~ret1on of uric acid. Its advanta~e
over the common carbonate is that 1t admits of being made up into P.ills'. m
consequence of being in the dried state. As the water of crystal11zat1on
forms more lhan half of ltie carbonate, the dose of the dried salt must be
95*
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reduced in proporlion. From five to fifteen grains may be gi\'f'n
times a dny in the form of pill, _prepared with soay and aromatics.
general medical properties of this salt have been given under another
(See Sod:e Carbonas.)
Off.Prep. Sodre B1carbonas, Ed.

three
The
head.
B.

SOD1E CARBONATIS AQUA. Dub . Water of Carbonate of Soda.
"Take of Carbonate of Soda any qu~mtity. Dissolve it in Distilled
\Vatcr so as to form a solution of the specrfic gravity 1·024. A solution of
this density is obtained by dissolving an ounce of Carbonate of Soda in a
pint of Di:stilled Water." Dub.
This preparation furnishes a solution of carbonate of soda of determinate
strength, each fluidounce of which contains half a drachm of the salt. lt
is convenient for prescribing the alkali in solution, and forming effervescing
draughts, each flu!dounce being saturat('d, on an average, by half a .fluidounce of lemon juice. The dose is from one to two fiuidounces, sufficiently
diluted with water, and given two or three times a day.
B.

SODiE BICARBONAS. U. 8., Ed., Dub. Soo..: SEsQUICARBONAS.
Land. Bicarbonate of Soda. Sesguicarbonate of Soda.
"'I'ake of Carbonate of Soda, in crystals, a convenient quantity. Break
the crystals in pieces, and put them into a wooden box, having a transverse
partition near the bottom pierced with numerous small holes, and a cover
which can be tightly fitted on. To a bollle having two tubulures, and half
filled with water, adapt two tubes, one connected with an apparatus for generating carbonic acid and terminating under the water in the bottle, the other
commencing at the tubulure in which it is insened, and entering 1he box by
an opening near the bottom, beneath the partition. Then lute all the joints,
and cause a stream of Carbonic Acid to pass through the water into the box
until the Carbonate of Soda is fully saturated. Carbonic Acid is obtained
from Marble by the addition of dilute Sulphuric Acid ." U.S.
11
Fill with fragments of Marble a glass jar, open at the bottom and tu bu·
lated at the top i close the bottom in such a way as to keep in the Marble
without preventing the free passage of a fluid; connect the tubulature closely
by a brnt tube and corks with an empty bottle, and this in like manner with
another boule, filled with one part of Carbonate of Soda and two parts of
Dried Carbonate of Soda well triturated together; and let the tube be long
enough to reach the bottom of the bottle. Befor~ closin.g the last c01:k
closely, immerse the jar to the top in diluted Muriatic Acid, contained 111
any convenient vessel; when the whole apparatus is thus filled with carbonic acid gas, secure the last cork tightly; and let the nction go on till
next morning, or till the gas is no longer absorbed by the salt. Remove
the damp salt which is formed, and dry it, either in the air without heat,
or at a temperature not above 120°." Ed.
"Take of Carbonate of Soda seven pounds; Distilled Water a gallon

~::~i~1e;ri~~e~ e;:~r~~rb~;~s~~fd trn~o~~:b~~l~t~o~ft~~i~/~i~~: ~;:~ ~1~~ ~~~
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may subside. Dry this with a gentle heat, after it has been wrapped and
pressed in a linen cloth."
"Take of Carbonate of Soda, two parts; ' Valer five parts. Dissolve,
and in a proper apparatns, expose the solution to a stream of Carbonic Acid
gas, E>volved during the solution of White :\larble in dilute Muriatic Acid,
until it ceases to a.bsorb gas; and let it remain at rest that crystals may be
formed. Then, with a heat not exceeding 120°, e\•aporate the solution that
crystals may again be formed, which are to be mixed with those first obtained, dried, and preserved in a close vessel." Dub.
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The object of these processes is to combine the soda with aa additional
equivalent of carbonic acid, whereby it becomes converted into the bicarbonate .. The officinal processes are different, and, therefore, require a separate notice.
'fhc process adopted in the last U. S . Pharmacopreia, is that which has
been practised for many years in the United States, and which was described
in 18:30, by Dr. Franklin R. Smith, in the first volume of the Journal of the
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. This process is amibuted to Dr. Smith
by Soubeiran, who characterizes it as. the best that can be employed . ~A~ouv.
1'taitd cle Phami.) IL was adopted 10 the French Codex on its revision of
1837. A st~eam of carbonic acid is passe~ into a suit~ble vess~I, containing
the crystallized carbonate placed on a diaphragm, pierced with numerous
holes . As the bicarbonate combines with much less water or crystallization
than is contained in the carbonate, it follows that, during the progress of the
saturation or the carbonate, a considerable quantity of water is liberated.
This water would finally dissolve the bicarbonate formed, were it not for
the diaphragm, through which it is allowed to drain off, holding in solution
a part or the carbonate. 'Vhen the satu ration is completed, the pieces of
crystals, still supported on the diaphragm, are found to have retained their
original form, but to have become of a porous texture.
'l'h e process newly adopted in the last Edinburgh Pharmacopreia is that
of Berzelius, described in former editions of this Dispensatory. In the U . S.
process, the excess of water over the qua~tity n~cessary for the bicarbonate
is allowed to drain off; bul it holds a certain portion of carbonate in solution,
which thus escapes the action of the carbonic acid. To avoid this result it
is only necessary to prepare a carbonate, containing just sufficient water or
crystallization toaccommodatethe bicarbonate; and the process recommended
by Berzelius accomplishes this purpose . Thu s the sail which he prepares
to be submitted LO the carbonic acid, is an intimate mixture, in fine powdC'r,
of four parts of effiorrsced carbonate, with one or the crystallized salt. The
proportion adopLed by 1he Edinburgh College is different; namely, two
parts of the dried carbonate to one of the crystallized carbonate, and is such
as to affOrd a sli ght excess or water over that required to constitute the
bicarbonate. Hence the Edinburgh process furnishes a damp salt, which
is dried in the air without heat, or at a temperature not exceeding 120°.
The apparatus employ ed by the College for generating the carbonic acid
is precisely the self.regulating resen•oir de\'ised by Dr. Hare on the principle of Gay -Lussac's. '_I'~e empty bottle, placed between. the ge.nerati~g
apparatus and that contammg the salt, is intended lo detam any unpunty
which may be carried over with the stream of carbonic acid.
Artus has given a process for obtain!ng bicarbonate of soda, si milar to that
of WOhler for forming the correspond mg salt of potassa. (See page 1090.)
In this process, the efHoresced monocarbonate, mixed with half !ls weight of
freshly i.gnited_ and finely powdered c~arcoat, is satl!rated by a stream of car·
bonicac1d, derived from the fermentat ion of sugar. rhe presence of the charcoal greatly promotes the absorption . (Phann. Cent .. Blatt, 1813, p. 254.)
in

1
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wh~n saturated, lets fall ~he sparingly soluble bicarbonate in minute crystals,
which are pressed in a linen cloth, and dried by a gentle heal. In this pro-

cess, the motheMva.ter is not evaporated, althou~h it contains a considerable
portion or bicarbonate. The reason of this omission is, no doubt, the difficulty or app ly in~ h~at. in such a. manner as ~ot to .decomp?s~ the sah. The
JJublin process is snrnlar to the London. 1 he poi ms or d1fferenc~ are that
a weaker alkaline solu tion is employed, and that the mother water 1s evapo-
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rated at a heat not exceed ing 120° for the production of a second crop of
crystals. Both these processes are unproductive, and, besides, furnish. an
imperfect bicarbonate. At present they are superseded by processes similar
to those of the U.S. and Edinburgh Pharmacop~ias.
Properties, ~·c. As obtained by the U.S. formula, bicarbonate of soda is
in oparluc, porous masses, made up of numerous, aggregated crystalline
grains, and having a snow-whi te colour. For the convenience of thf' apothecary these masses are reduced to powder. As procured by the Edinburgh process, it is in small, white, opaque, irregular scales. The London
and Dublin preparation is in minute, colourless, indistinct crysta ls. Bicarbonate of soda is permanent in the air, and slightly alkaline to the taste
and LO turmeric paper. Il is soluble in thirteen parts of cold waler. ·when
the solution is exposed to heat, the salt gradually parts with carbonic acid,
and, at the temperature of 2 12°, is converted into sesquicarbonate. At a
red heat, the water of crystallization and the second equivalent of carbonic
acid are expelled, and the anhydrous monocarbonate is lefl. One eq., or
81·3 parts of _the crystallized bi~arbonate, should lose, by complete decomposition by dilute sulphuric acid, t\~O eqs. or _44 parts of carbonic aci_d.
The salt is seldom so perfect as to withstand this test ; as good commercial
samples generally contain from two to three per cent. of carbonate. The
presence of this impurity may be known by a decided alkaline taste and
reaction, by a cold solution of the salt yielding a precipitate with sulphate
of magnesia, and by a solution in forty parts of water, affording, without
agit~tion, an orange-coloured or reddish-brown. precipitate with corrosi_ve
sublimate; whereas the pure salt produces a slight opalescence only with
the latter test. This test is adopted in the Edinburgh PJiarmacopreia, and,
accordi~g to Dr. Christison, read~ly detects one per cent. of _carbonate. The
pure bicarbonate is not precipitated by chloride of platinum, or, when
supersaturated with nitric acid, by chloride of barium or nitrate of sih•er.
'l'he non-action of these tests proves the absence of salts of potassa, and of
sulphates and chlorides. Th e incompatibles of this salt a.re the same as
those of th e carbonate, except sulphate of magnesia in the cold, which de~
composes the carbo nate, but not th e bicarbonate.
Composition. Bicarbonate of soda, when perfect, consists of two eqs. of
carbonic acid 44, one of soda 3 l·3, and one of water 9=81·3; but, as found
in the shops, it seldom contains so large a proportion of carbonic acid.
The London College calls the product of its formula, a sesquicarbonate;
but, though it may contain less carbonic acid than the bicarbonate, it by no
means has a constant composition correspond in g with that of the sesquisalt .
Indeed, it has been proved by Hermann, that the ses4uicarbonate, called
trona wh en native, cannot be formed by crystallization from aqueous solutions. 'l'he London nam e for this salt should, therefore, be abandoned, as
an unsuccessful attempt to express its composition when imperfectly made.
Jt is admitted that the bicarbonate is now made nearly perfect on a large
scale; and the U.S. and Edinburgh processes furnish a pure salt .
..Medical Properties and Uses . This salt has the general medical properties of the carbonale; but, from its mild taste and le:::s irritating qualities,
proVE's more acceptable to the palate and stomach. It is often resorted to
in calc~lous case.s, characterized_ by predominant uric acid. "\.Vhen the carbonate 1s given m these cases, Jts continued use is liable to induce phosphatic deposits, after th_e removal of t_he uric acid. According to D'Arcet,
'~ho made th e observation at. the sprmgs of Vichy, this objection doC's not
lie to the bicarbonate, especially when taken in carbonic acid water; for
this salt, by its superabundant acid, has the power of maintaininj!" the phosphates in solution, even afler the alkali has caused the uric acid to disap-
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pear. The same remark is applicable to the bicarbonate of potassa. Bicarbonate of soda has been gi,•en in infantile croup, wilh apparent advantage
in promoting the expectorati on of the false membrane, in the dose or a g rain
every five minutes, dissolved in milk and water. The dose for an adult is
from t~n grai ns to a drachm, and is taken most conveniently in a glass of
carbonic acid water. Tl.1is salt is principally consumed in making ~vhat
arc ca.lled soda and Seidlitz powders. (See page 52.) It is someumcs

mai} ~J~eJ,~ze~fqe~~r (~~dre1 k°~::~~~c~~~~t,~c(f:0;J:t:isi~u1veres Efferves1

centes, Bel.; Troch isci Sodm Bicarbonatis, Ed.

B.
LIQUOR SODJE EFFE:RVESCENS. Lond. SooJEAQuA En-EREd . E.fl'ervesci11g Solution of Soda.
"Ta Ice of Sesquicarbonate of 8oda a drachm; Distilled ' Vater a pirit

VESC£NS .

[lmperial measure]. Dissolrn the Carbonate of Soda in th e Water , and
pass in.lO it, compressed by force, more Carbonic Acid than is sufficient for
saturatio n. Keep th e solutio n in a well -stopped vessel. " Lo1ul.
The Edinburgh formula corresponds with the above.
'l'his is merely a solution of bicarbonate of soda in carbonic acid water,
in the proportion of three grains to the Imperial fluidounce. Such a solu tion, however, is not a proper object of officinal direction . rl'he names
given to it arc incorrect. Ind eed , the authors of the London Pharmacopreia
appear to ha Ye been undecided what to call this preparation; as they hal'C
denominated it by another nam e, "Sodre Carbonatis Liquor Effervescens,"
in th ei r"Notes."
B.

AQUA CARBONATIS SODJE ACIDULA. Dub . .!lcidulous. Water of Carbonate of Soda.
"Take of Carbonate of Soda any quantity. Dissolve it in such a quantity of Water that each pint may contain a drachm of Carbonate of Soda.
Then, in an apparatus adapted for retaining the gas, subject it to a stream of
carbonic acid gas, evolved during the solution of pieces of White Marble

in )luriatic Acid, diluted with six times its weight of water, until the carbonic ncid is in excess." lJub .
This preparation is a sol ution of carb~nate of soda in carbonic acid water.
As, however, an excess of carbonic acid is passed into the solution, the
alkali may be presum ed to becom e a bicarbonate; and if so, the preparation
is equivalrnt to that last described . Jt corresponds wilh the solution formerly called soda waler, which was made by impregnating, und er strong
pressure, a weak solution of carbonate of soda with carbonic acid; but at
presrnt, this name is applied, in popular lan guage, to carbonic acid water
without soda. This solution , however, is superfluous as an officinal preparation; as it may be made extemporaneously by adding any desired quan tity of carbonate of soda to carbonic acid water.
B.

LIQUOR SODE CIILOH!NAT lE . U.S., Lond. Solution of Chlorinated Soda. Solution ef Chloride of Soda . Labarraque's Disinfecting Soda Liquid.
"Take of Chlorina.ted Lime a pouml; Carbonate of Soda two pounds;
\Vater a gallon and a !talj. Dissolve theCarbo.nate of Soda in three pints
of the \Valer, with theaiJ of heat. To the remainder of the 'Yater add, by
small portions. at a time, the Chlori~~ted Lime previ?usly well trituralt::d,
stirring the mixture afler each add1t10n. Set the mtxtur.e ~y for sev~r~l
hours that the dregs may subside; then decant the clcnr 1111u1d, ~nd m1xa
with the solution of Carbonate of Soda. Lastly, decant the clf'ar liquor from
the precipitated carbonate of lime, pas$ it through a linen cloth, and keep
it in bottles secluded from the light." C. 8.
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"Take of Ca rbonate of Soda a pound; Distilled Waterforty-Pight jluid-

d

~~~~z:n~s~ ~;L~i:e' :~~C~~;e~~11~1~~~.r~d1~f f~~ljl~ :u{~~;~ O~~~:~f V~:J~~~~:b~:

nate of Soda in two prnts of w·ater. Then put the Chloride of Sodium and
Binoxide of Manganese, rubbed to powder, into a retort; and add to them
the Sulphuric Acid, previously mixed with three fluidounces of Water and
cooled . H eat the mixture, and pass th e chlorine first through five fluidounces of Water, and afterwards into the sol ution of Carbonate of Soda

above directed.'' Lontl.
This solution was first brought into notice as a di sinfecting agent by Lalt was afterwards used as a medicine,
and found to possess valuable propenies. The process of the U .S. Ph11rmacopreia is that of Payen, which was adopted in the French Codex of
1837. It consists in decomposing a solution of carbonate of soda by one
of chlorinated lime. CHbonate of lime is precipitated and the chlorinated
soda remains in solution . The proportion employed gi\ es an excess of
carbonate of soda, the presence of which renders the solution more pe rmanent. Th e L ondon process is that of Labarraq ue. All the chlorine generated from the prf'scribed quantity of the materials for forming that gas, is
passed into the solution of carbonate of soda ; and when the gas is limited
to this quantity, no carbonic acid is disengaged . The chlorine is first passed
through water to free it from muriatic acid, which, if suffered to come over,
would convert the alkali into common salt.
Properties. The U.S. solution is a colourless liquid. The London
preparation has a pale-yellow colour, aud a sharp, saline, astringent taste .
When it is boiled, chlorine is not givea off; nor is its bleaching property
sensibly impaired; and, when carefully evaporated, a mass of damp crystals is obtained, which, when redissolved in water, possess the properties of
the original liquid. Both solutions contain an excess of carbonated alkali,
and, therefore, have an alkaline reaction. Hence they am precipitated by
lime-water, which throws down carbonate of lime. They both decolorizc
the solu~ion of sul~hate of indigo, and emit a slight ?dour of ch_lorine.
When dilute muriatic acid is added to them, carbonic acid and chlorine are
extricated. Exposed to th e air, carbonic acid is absorbed, and chlorine
slowly evolved . It is on this property of gradually evolving chlorine that
their disinfecting power depends.
JVarure and Composition . The chemical nature of these solutions is
~ifferent. Ass~ming the ~hlorinated lime to be essent ially hypochlorite of
lime with chlonde of ca[crnm (see page 151 ), the U.S. solution will conta~n h.ypochlo,.ite of soda with chloride of sodium. Besides these there
will b? present m.orc or J:ss carbonate of soda, according as there happens
to be 111 the chlorinated lime less or more chlorine to decompose it. In alt
cases, however. there will be an excess of carbonate; as the best chlorinated
lime does not contain sufilcient chlorine to effect its entire decomposition,
in the proportion in which it is taken in the formula. Th e conslilUtion of
the Lo_ndon preparation is m.ore complicat~d: As it is a peculiarity in its
formaLJon tbat no carbonic acid is evoked , 1t 1s necessary LO assume the presence of all the carbonic acid of the carbonate of soda; and hence it is consicle r~d to be a combination of hypocldorite of soda, chloride o/ sodium, and
bicarbonate of soda. The r~action is su pposed to take place between four
eqs. of carbonate of soda and two of chlorine. By a transfer of carbonic acid
from two.eqs. of carbonate to the remaining two cqs . of the same _salt, two
eqs. of bicarbonate are formed, and two of soda left. The sodmm and
oxygen of one eq. of soda , unite, each, with one cq. of chlorine, so as to
form one eq . of chloride of sodium, and one of hypochlorous acid . This

barrague, an apothecary of Paris.
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acid lhen unilcs with the remnining eq . or soda to form hvpochlorate of soda.
Th<' ,.jl' W here taken makes these solutions ana]ortous i"n constitution ; b1it
difltiring in one cnntnining the carbonate, the othe~ the bicarbonate of soda.
ln the London prt.>paration, half lhe soda is bicarbonated; in the U.S. solution, fr?m a h~lf to a third is mo~ocarbon.ated, according to the quality of
th~ chlorinated lnne u:::ed. Accordrng to l\ldlon's views, both solut10ns contain oxychl.or.ide of sodium (Na~0 2 CI), or, wbic_h is the same thing. chloride of
soda, contamrng two e9s. of soda to o~e of chlorine (2 NaO+C I), thus ma~ing
the compound assimrlate in constitution to the sesquioxide of sodmm
(NaiOJ)· Mr . B. Kavanagh, of Dublin, finds that a solution of alum lets fall
its alumina upon be ing added to the London chlorinated soda liquid, without
e~erv.escence of carbonic ac!d, but with the evolution of ~hlorine on the ap·
plication of heat. Hence he mf(>rs that the soda, not combined with carbonic
11.cid in the preparation, is unilf'd with chlorine and not with hypochlorous
acid, and accordingly concci\'E'S that he has proved the correctness of Mi\.
Jon's Yicws. The L ondon solution, though made on Labarraque's plan, is
considerably stronger than his preparation; for the London College dissolves
the carbonate in about three tim('S its weight of water, before transmitting
the chlorine; whereas Labarraque dissolved it in four times its \Vl'ight.
.~ledi?al Prupcrties and Uus. Solution of chlorinated soda i ~ stimulant,
anusept1c, and resolvent. Internally it has been employed m diseases
termed putrid or mulignant, as typhus fever, scarlatina maligna, &c. The
conditions which indicate the propriety of its use are great prostration of
strength, fetid evacuations, and dry and furred tongue. Under such cir·
cumstances it promotes urine, creates a moisture on the skin, and improves
th e secretions and evacuations. lt has also been given in dysentery, ac·
companied with peculiarly fetid stools, in dyspepsia attended with putrid
eructations, and in glandular en largements and chronic mucous discharg~s.
Other diseases in which it has been recommended, are secondary syphilis,
scrofula, bi lious disorders, and chronic diseases of the skin . M. Chailly
speaks in praise of it in suppressed or deficient menstruation. In asphyxia
from su lphuretted hydrogen it forms, like chlorinated lime, an efficacious
amidote. The dose of the U.S. solution is from thirty drops to a teaspoon·
fol, giren in a cupful of water or mild aqueous liquid, and repeated every
two or three hours .
As a local remedy it is susceptible of many valuable applications. It is
found useful in all affections attended with fetor, such as gangrenous, can·
cerous, scrofulous, and syphilitic ulcers, ulceration of the gums, carbuncle,
ozmna , mortification, putrid sorethroat, &c. In these cases it is applied, as
a gargle, wash. ingredient of poultices, or imbibed by lint. In the slough·
ing of th e fauces attendant .upon sev.ere cases of scarlatina, Dr. ~a~kson, ~ate
of Northumberland, found 1l efficacious, used as a gargle, or mJeCted mto
th e throat. fn the sore mouth from ptyalism, it forms a good mouth-,vash,
when diluted with eight parts
more of water . In fe.tid discharges from
th e vagina, uterus, and bladder, 1t has bee.n employed with advantage as.an
injection, dilutPd with from fifteen to tbmy .part~ of water for th e vagina
and uterus, and with sixty parts when the obJeCt 1s to wash out th e bladder
by means of a double canula. The solution of chlorinat~d soda 1.rns also
been appli~d successfu lly to burns, and t.o cutaneous. erupt10!1s 1 particularly
psoriasis, unea capitis, scabies, and o?stmate herpellc affections. In these
cases it is diluted with from ten to thirty parts of water, the strength varr·
incr accordincr to circumstances. F or the cure of sore nippl es, Dr. Cho pin
fo~nd nothing so successfu l as frequently repeated lotions with this ~olution.
Solution of cl1lorinated soda is a powerful disinfectant; and is better
suited for disinfecting operations than chlorinated lime; as it does not,
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when exposed to the air, become covered with a crust of carb?nate of lime.
Yet the com parative expensiveness of chlorinated soda will limit its use to
disinfecting operations on a small scale. ln the bt::d-chambers of thr sick,
especially with infectious diseases, it will be .found highly useful, sprinkled
on the floor or bed, and added to the vessels intended to receive the e:<cre#

B.
SODA': ET POTASSfil TARTRAS. U. S., Dub. SonlE PoTAS·
Lond. PoTASSJE ET SooJE TARTRAS. Ed. 1'artrate of
Polassa and Soda . Tartarized Soda. Rochelle Salt.
"Take of Carbonate of Soda a pound; Bitartrate of Potassa [cream of
tartar], in powder, sixteen ounces; Boiling \Vater five pints. Dissolve
s10-TARTRAS.

the Carbonate of Soda in the VVater, and gradually add the Bitartrate of
Potassa. Filter the solution, and evaporate until a pellicle forms; then set
jt aside to crystallize. Pour off the liquor, and d~y the crystals on bibulous
paper. Lastly, again evaporate the liquor, that 1t may furnish more crystals.'' U. S.
The London and Edinburgh processes correspond with the above .
"Take of Carbonate of Soda five parts; Bitartrate of Potassa, in very
fine powder, sevcnparls; boiling Water.ft}~}} parts. Dissolve the Carbonate of Soda in the Water, and gradually add the Bitartrate of Potassa.
Filter the liquor through paper, evaporate, and set it aside, so that on slow
cooling crystals may fo rm." Dub.
This is a double salt, consisting of tartrate of potassa combined with tartrate of soda. The theory of its formation is exceedingly simple, being
merely the saturation of the excess of acid in the bitarlrate of potassa by
carbonate of soda, th e carbonic acid of which is extricated with effervescence. The proper quantities of the materials for mutual saturation are
143·3 parts of carbonate to 188· 15 of bitartrate, or one eq. of each. This
gives the ratio of 10 to 13· l. The proportion adopted in the U.S., London,
and Edinburgh Pharmacopreias, is as IO to 1:3·i33, which is very near the
theoretical quantities. As the salts employed are apt to vary in composition and purity, the carbonate from the presence of more or less water of
crystallization, and the bitarlrate from that of tartrate of lim e, it is, perhaps,
best in all cases, after indicating the nearest average proportion as a general
guide, to present to the operator the alternative of using the cream of tartar
to the point of exact saturation.
Berzelius states that this salt may be formed by saturating six parts of
cream of tartar by means of carbonate of potassa, and then adding to the
resulting tartrate a solution of five parts of crystallized sulphate of soda.
On evaporation, sulphate of potassa will first crystallize, and afterwards the
tartrate of potassa and soda. The rationale is obvious .
Prop erties. Tartrnte of potassa and soda is in the form of colourless, transparent, slightly efflorescent crystals, often very large, and having the shape,
when carefully prepared, of right prisms, with ten or twelve unequal sides.
As ordinarily crystallized, they are generally in half prisms, as if split in the
direction of their axis. T~c sa lt is of a sa line and slightly bitter tas.te . It dissolves in five times its weight of cold water, and in much less boilmg water.
Any undi ssolved residue is impurity, probably tartrate of lime or bitartrate
of potassa, or both_. When exposed to a strong heat, the tartaric ~cid is destroyed, and a mi.xture of the carbonates of potassa and soda 1s left. It
sometimes contains tartrate of lime, which may be removed by solution and
crystallization; but when the crystals are large and well defined, it may be
assumed to be pure. lt is incompatible with most acids, and with all acidulous salts except the bitartrate of potassa. It is also decomposed by the
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acetate and subacetate of lead, by the soluble salts of lime, and by those of
~aryla_, unle~s the solution of the ta~tratc be considerably diluted. The way
in wh~ch acids a~t in decomposing 1t, is by combining with the soda, and
throwing down b1tartrate of potassa as a crystalline precipitate. This double
salt was discovered by Seignelte, an apothecary of Rochelle; and hence it
is frequently called SeignPllc's salt, or Rochelle salt.
_Gomposition. Tartrate of potassa and soda consists of two eqs. of tartaric
acid JtS2, one of potnssa 47· 15, one of soda 31·3, and eight of water 72=
282·4.5 i or, considered as a double salt, of oneeq. of tarlrateof potassa 113· 15,
and one of tartrate of soda 97·3, with the same quantity of water.
Aledical Properties and Uses. This salt is a mild, cooling purgative, well
suited to delicate and irritable stomachs, being among the least unpalatable
of th~ neutral salts. As it is not incompatible _with tartar emetic, it may be
associated with that salt in solution . lt is an ingredient in the effervescing
aperient called Seidlitz powders. (See page 52.) The dose as a purge is
from half an ounce to an ounce. Given in small and repeated doses it
does not purge, but is absorbed, and renders the urine alkaline. ·when this
happens, the tartaric acid may be presumed to be digested. (Millon and
Laveran, Journ. de P!tarm., ae set., vi . 22~.)
B.

SOD& MURIAS PURUl\I. Ed. Pure .llluriate
of Sodium.

of
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Clilo1~de

''Take any convenient quantit'U of Muriate of Soda; dissolve it in boiling
water; filter the solution, and boil it down over the firl", skimming off the
crystals which form. Wash the crystals quickly with cold water and dry
them." Ed.
This new formula of the Edinburgh College is unnecessary. If commercial samplt>s of chloride of sodium cannot be found pure enough to form
muriatic acid, the salt may be purified as a preparatory step lo the process
for obtaining that acid ; as is ordered by the College in lhe formula for
.Rciduni Alul'iaticum Purum, where the directions for purifying the salt
are unnecessarily repeated, after the admission of a distinct formula for that
purpose. Pure muriate of soda is ordered by the College, with needless
refinement, as an ingredient in the compound saline powder.
Off.Prep. Pulvis Salinus Compositus, Ed.
B.

SOD& PI-!OSPHAS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Phosphate of Soda.
"Take of Bone, burnt to whiteness and powdered, ten pounds; Sulphuric
Acid six pounds; Carbonate of Soda li sufficient quantity. l\1ix the powdered Bone with the Sulphuric Acid in an earthen vessel; then add a gallon
of water, and stir them well together. Digest for three days, .occasionally
adding a little water to replace that which is lost by evaporation, and frequently stir~ing the mixture. A:-t the expira.tion of this time, ~our in a
ga_l!?n of boding water, and stram through !men, gradua ll y addmg more
~odmg 1Valcr, until the liquid passes nearly.tasteless. Set by the strai~cd
liquor that the dregs may subside, from wh1~h pour off the clear solution,
and boil it down to a gallon. To this solution, poured off from the dregs
and heated in an iron vessel, add by degrees the Carbonate of Soda previously dissolved in hot water, unti l effervescence c:ases, and the. ph?sphoric acid is completely neutralized; then filter the hquor, and set 1t aside
to crystallize . Having removed th? crystals, add, if nece~sary,a small q1.rnntity or Carbonate of Soda to the liquor_, so as to render It slightly alkalme;
then ahernately evapo rate an~ crystallize, so long as crystals are produced.
Lastly, preserve the crysta ls in a well stopped bot.tit>." U.
The Edinburgh College takes the same materials and in the same pro96
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portion, and proceeds substantially as above. The two pints and four
fluidounc('S (Imperial measu re) of su lphuric acid ordered by the College
weigl~ si": P?und s . The L ondon College made this salt officinal for the
first time 10 its Pharmacopreia for 18:30, but has placed it in the list of the
MateriaMedica.
"Take of burnt Bones, in powder, ten parts; Commercial Sulphuric
Acid seven parts. Mix the powder, in an earthen \'essel, with the Sulpl~uric Acid, add gradual!)_' seven pai:ts of water, and stir the mixtu:e.
Digest for three days, occasionally addtng ~ore water to prevent the m1xtu:e. from becomin g dry, and contrnue the stirring: the!1 add seven parts of
boil ing water, and st rain through linen, repf'ate<lly pouring on boiling wate r,
until all the acid is washed oul. Set the liquor by thal the dregs may subside , from which pour it off when clear, and reduce it by evaporation loonehalf. Then add eight parls of Carbonate of Soda, dissoh,ed in hot water,
and filter; and by alternate evaporation and refrigeration, let crystals be
form ed , which are to be kept in a well -s topped vessel. lf the salt be not
s ufficien tly pure, dissolve it ag ain in water and recry stallize." Dub.
The inco?1bustible part ~f bon es, or b?ne-earth, is obtained by burning
them to whiteness, and consists of a peculmr phosphate of lime, called bonephosphate, associated with some carbonate of lime, &c. (See Os.) When
this is mixed with sulphuric acid, the carbonate of lime is entirely decomposed, giving rise to effervescence. The phosphate of lime undergoes partial decomposition; the g reater part of the lime, being detached, precipitates
as sulphate of lime, while the phosphoric acid, set free, combines with the
undccomposed portion of the phosphate, and remains in solution as a super·
phosphate of lime, holding dissolved a certain portion of the sulphate of lime.
In order to separate the superphosphate from the precipitated mass of sulphate of lime, boiling water is added to the mixture, the whole is strainedand the su lphate washed as long as superphosphate is removed, which is
known by the water passing t!irou gh in an acid state. The different liquids
which have passed th e straine r, con sistin.!j oft he solution of superphosphate
of lime, ;lrc mixed and allowed to stand, and by cooling a portion of sulphat~ o~ lii_ue is d eposited , which is go~ rid of by decantation. The bulk of
the liquid JS now reduced by eva poration, and from the diminution of the
'Yate r. a fresh portion of s ulphat e of lime is deposited, which is separated
b\• subsidence and decantation as before. 'l'he superphosphate of lime
solution, bf'ing heated, is now sattirated b_v means of a hot so lution of carbonate of soda. The carbonic acid is extricated with efferrescence, and the
alkali , combining with the exce.1s of acid of the superphosphate, generates
phosp hate of soda; while the superphosphate of lime, by the Joss of its
excess of acid, becomes the neutral phosphate, and precipitates. [tis rec_om mcndcd by the editor of th~ Dublin Hospital Ga_zett_e to have both solutio.ns boiling hot, in order to. in s ure th e full extncatJon. of the carbonic
acid , and ~h e complete preci pitation of lh e phosphate of lune . The phosphate of lime is St'paratC'd by a n ew filtrat ion; and the filtered liquor, consisting of the solution of phosphate of soda , is e \'aporated so as to crystallize.
[n the~· S . and ~diuburgh process, the calcined bone is to the acid as
IO LOG; in the Dub!m process as I 0 to 7. The proportion recommended
by Berze lius is intermediate-as 10 to 6·GH. The acid, in the ofllcinal processes, is addeJ lo the calcined bone in the conct>ntruted state, and arter~Y~rcls dilu~ed with_ more or le~s wa~er. ~n the process given by B~rzelills
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different circumstances. All the writers state that this sah crystallizes more
readily by allowing its solution to be slightly olkaline; and a remarknblt•
f~ct is th~t a neu.tral solution, when it cr)'.stallizes, leaves a supernatant
liquid which is slightly acid and uncrystall1zable. Hence it is necessary,
after ge lling each successive crop of crystals, to render the mother water
neutral or slightly alkal in e, before it will furnish an additional qualllity.
:~w. Funcke, a German chemist, has given the following method for obtain·
ing phosphate of soda, which is stated to be cheaper and more expeditious
than the process above described . Add to the powdered calcined llone,
diffused in water, sufficient dilute sulphuric acid to decompose all the carbonate of lime which it contains. As soon as the effen·escence has ceased,
the malter is acted on with nitric acid, which dissolves the phosphate of
lime, and leaves the sulphate. The nitric solution of the phosphate i~ then
treated with sulphate of soda, equal in quantity to the bone employed; and,
after th e reaction is completed, the nitric acid is recovered by distillation.
Jn consequence of a double decomposition , sulphate of lime and phosphate
of soda are formed, the lauer of which is then separated from the sulphate
by the action of water, and crystallized in the usual manner.
Properties, ~·c . Phosphate of soda is in large, colourless crystals, which
a re transparent at first, but quickly effloresce and become opaque when exposed to the air, and which have the shape of oblique rhombic prisms. lt
possesses a pure saline taste, resembling that of common salt. 'Yith tests
it displays a sl ight alkaline reaction. lt dissol\ es in four parts of cold wmer.
and two of boiling water, but is insoluble in alcohol. Before the blowpipe
it first undergoes the aqueous fusion, and afLerwards, at a red heat, melts
into a globule of limpid glass, which bt>comes opaque on cooling. Lt is not
liable to any adulterations, but sometimes contains carbonate of soda, from
this salt being added in excess; in which case it will eflervrsce with acids.
If it contain sulphate of soda, or any other soluble sulphate, the precipitate
caused by chloride of barium will be a mixture of sulphate and phosphate
of baryta, and will not be totally soluble in nitric acid. lf a chloride be present, the yellow precipitate caused by nitrate of silver will be a mixed one
of chloride and phosphatP. of silve r, not enti rely soluble in the same acid.
It is incompatible with soluble sa lts of lime, with which it gives a precipitate
of phosphate of lime, and wilh neutral metallic solutions. Phosphate of soda
is found in several of th e animal secretions, particularly the urine. \Vh l•n
crystallized it cons ists of one eq . of phosphoric acid 71 ·4, two of soda 02·6,
and twenty-five of water223=<l59. "\Vhen heated genliy, it loses twentyfour eqs. of water, retaining one.which acts the part of a base. At .a red
heat the remaining eq. of water 1s driven off, and the salt is altered 1n its
propertit>s, and becomes pyrophosphate of soda, which is characterized by
giving a white precipitate with nitrate of silver.
Jll~dical Properties and Uses. This salt was in~roduced into regular
practice abou.t the year 1800, on the recomf!lendat1on o~ Dr. Pearson. of
London. It 1s a mild purgative, and, from lls pure. saline taste, is well
adapted to the cases of ch ildren, and of pcrs?ns o.f delicate stomach. The
dose is from one to two ounces, and is best given rn gruel or weak broth, to
which it communicates a taste, as if seasoned with common salt.
1

0.IJ. Prep. Ferri Phosphas, U. S.

B.
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SPIRITUS. U. S., Land., Dub.
Spirits. Ed.
Spirits, according to the U.S. Pharmacopreia, are alcoholic solutions of
volatile principles, obtained by distillation. They are prepared chiefly from
aromatic vegetable substances, the essential oils of which rise with the vapour
of alcohol, and condense with it in the receiver. Some of the oils, however,
will not rise at the tempera.lure of boiling alcohol, but may be distilled with
water. In this case it is necessary to employ proof spirit or diluted alcohol,
with the water of which the oil comes over in the latter part of the process.
As the proof spirit of the shops is oflen imp regnated with foreign matlers,
which give it an unpleasant flavour, it is better to use alcohol which has
been carefully rectified, and to dilute it with the due proportion of wat<"r, as
directed bytbe U. S. Pharmacopceia. In preparing the spirits, care should
be taken to avoid the colour and empyreumatic fla,·our arising from the
decomposition of the vegetable matter by heat. Sufficient water must, therefore, be added to cover the vegetable matter after the alcohol shall have been
distilled; and, as a general rule, the heat should be applied by means of a
water-bath, or of steam. The aromatic should be macerated for some days
with the alcohol, before being .submitled to distillation; as the oil, being thus
d issolved, rises more readily with the spirituous vapour than when confined
in the vegetable tissue. lt is necessary, during the process, frequently to
renew the water in the refrigeratory, as otherwise a considerable portion of
the vapour will escape condensation . A good apparatus for the purpose is
desc ribed and figu red in page 772.
T he aromatic spirits are used chiefly to impart a pleasant odour and taste
to mi.xtures, and to correct the nauseating and griping ef:lects of other medicines. Th ey serve also as carminati,•es in flatulent colic, and agreeable
stimulants in debility of stomach: but their frequent use ma.y lead to the
formation of intemperate habi ts, and should, therefore, be avoided. '\V.

SPIRITUS ANIS!. Lond.

Spirit of .!lniseed.

"Take of Anise [seeds], bruised, ten ounces; Proof Spirit a gallon

S!:np~~/~~ ;;:~~\~ete~fs\~I ~l~~i[~i:~~ ~~:~~~rial
SPIRITUS Mi!SI CmJPOSITUS. Dub.
.Jln'iseed.

measure].

Mix them;

Compound Spirit of

"'l'ake of Anise Seeds, bruised, Angelica Seeds, bruised , each, half a
pound; Proof Spirit a gallon; " 7atE'r sufficient to prevent empyreuma.
Macerate for twenty-four hours, and distil a gallon ." Dub.
The dose of this and the preceding preparation, as stomachics and carminatives, is one or two fluidrachms . The compound spirit is a simplification of the I rish usquebaugh.
W.

SPIRITUS ARMORAC!JE CmIPOSITUS. Lond., Dub.

Com -

pound Spirit of Horse-radish .
1

01t:c~:;e;~1~:;~~;:~i:t9i~~t~l,.~ ~~~~; ;D{17~or°~;)~~~ ~~}til:~ic~i.~z~:~/fi
i;;r:~s~irs~1 ; :~:w:~.t~o£~:~~;.[I mp. measure]. Mix them; then, with a slow
1

T he D ublin College takes of horse-radish and orange peel, each, a 7101md;
bruised nutmeg half an ounce; proof spi riL a gallon.: and wale r Suj/iciMt to
prevent empyreuma; macerates for l\vcnty-four hours, and distils a gallon.

I
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This may be used advantageou~ly as an addition lo diuretic remedies, in
dropsy attended wi th debility, especially in the cases of drunkards. The
dose is from one to four fluidrachms.
OJ!. Prep. lu rusum Armoracire Compositum, Lond.
W.

SP!lUTUS CARUI. Lond., Ed., Dub. Spirit

ef Caraway .

"Take of Ca raway [seeds~, bruised, twenty-two ounces; Proof Spirit.a

f~~~~ h~:p~\~i~~ :::i~~~rfi~~ di~~1te: ~~~~.i,1,1tlo~i~~perial

measure].

Mix

"Take of Caraway Seeds, bruised, a pound; Proof Sp iri t a gallon;
\Vater s.zif/i.cient to prevent empyreuma. Macerate for twenty -four hours
and distil a gallon." Dub.
"Take of Caraway, bruised, half a pound; Proo( Spirit seven pints
[[mperial measure]. Macerate for two days in a covered vessel; add a
pint and a half [ Imp. meas.] of water; and di~til off seven pints." Ed.
The dose as a carminati\re is one or two flu1drachms .

SPIRITUS CASSIA':. Ed. Spirit of Cassia.
u Take of Cassia, in coarse powder, one pound.
Proceed as for the
spirit of caraway." Ed. (See Spiritus Carui.)
This is essentially th e same as the spirit of cinnamon.

SPIRITUS CINNAMOMI. Lond., Ed., Dllb.

Spirit of Cinna-

mon.
"Take of Oil of Cin namon two drac!tms; Proof Spirit, a gallon [Imperial measu.reJ; \Vater a pint [ lmperiaJ measure]. Mix them; then with
a .slow fire d1sl!I a gallon ." Land.
•
11
Take of Cinnamon Bark, bruised, a pound; Proof Spirit a gallon.;
'Vater sufficient lo prevent empy1·ewna. Macerate for twenty-four hours,
and distil a ga llon." Dub.
By the Dublin College the spirit is also prepared by distilling together
six scruples of the oi l, and a gallon of proof spirit. The Edinburgh College prepares it from a pound of cinnamon, in coarse powder, in the same
manner as spirit of caraway. (See Spiritus Carui.)
'l'he spirit of cinnamon is an agreeable aromatic cordial, and may be
given in debility of the stomach in the dose of one or two fluidrachms .
OjJ:Prep. lnfu sum Digitalis, Ed.; Infus. Rhei,Ed.; MislUraCretre,Ed.

SPIRITUS JUNIPER! COMPOSITUS. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Compound Spirit ef Juniper.
1

Fe,~:~i~::e1. Jb~~~~:a.cz:~~~:i~ ~~l~;~:!'n~l'Z ~:::~; ~j~~~:JB~:~~~~~~;;:~;

VYater lwo pints. Macerate the Juniper, Caraway, and Fennel-seed in the
Diluted Alcoho l for twt?nty-four hours; then add the VVater, and with a
slow fire distil a gallon." U.S.
"Take of Juniper Fruit, bruised, fifteen ounces; Caraway [seeds],
bruised, Fennel [seeds], bruised, each, two ounces; Proof Spirit a gallon

h~:t~:lta~ :;:l~~~r;~~ ~~~~e~ ~~Jfoif~:'lio~~~perial ~easure ] .

Mix them;

The Dublin and Edinburgh processes are essent1~lly the same with that
of the U.S. Pharrnacopreia; the Edinburgh directmg. seven pinls [lf!1P·
meas.] of Proof Spirit, and two p_ints ( Imp_. meas.] of water, macerating
for two days, and distilling seven Jmp~nal p1~Ls . .
This spirit is a useful addition to d1uret1c rnfus1ons and mixtures in debilitated cases of dropsy. The dose is from two to four fluidrachms.
Off. Prep. Mistura Crcasoti, Ed. G*
W.
9
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SPIRITUS LAVAJ\'DULJE. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.

Spirit of

Lavender.
•·Take of Fresh Lavender [flow~rs] two powu{s; Alcohol a ga/1011:
'Y ater two pints. l\Iix them, and wilh a slow fire drstil a gallon." U. S.
The London College takes two pounds and a half of the fresh flowers,

~~<~~o;~e~~7~~1~a~is~:f~ ~u~:t10~~ ~~e,~~~~lb~I',~r~~l~;:e ~~1~,1~~~t:w~f7J;:~~;;
1

of the flowers, a gallon of proof spirit, and sufficien.t water to prevent empyreuma; macerates for twenty-four l1ours; and distils five pints. The
Edinburgh College takes two pounds and a lwlf of the fres~ llowers, and

5

~ ~~l~~~~\~~~J.d~~j s.~e~~~c;~~~=~

spirit; mixes them, and with the heat of

The Dublin process, in which proof spirit is employed, is said to yield a
product less highly impregnated wilh the oil of lavender lhan the others.
Mr. Brande asserts that the dried flowe rs produce as fragrant a spirit as
the fresh. Spirit of Lavender is used chiefly as a perfume, and as an ingredient in other preparations. The perFume usually sold under the name
of lavender water is not a distilled spirit, but an alcoholic solution of the
oil, with the addition of other odorous substances. The following is given
by Mr. Brande as one of the most approved recipes for preparing it.
"Take of rectified spi rit of wine five gallons, essent ial oil of la\·ender
twenty ounces, essential oil of bergamot five ounces, essence of ambergris
[made by digesting one drachm of ambergris and eight grains of musk in
half a pint of alcohol] hal.f an ounce. Mix.''
Off. Prep. Linimentum Camphorro Compositum, Lond., D ub.; Mistura
Ferri Composita, U. S.; Spirit us Lavandulre Compositus, U. S., Lond.,
W.
Ed., Dub.

SPIRITUS LAVANDULJE COl\IPOSITUS. U. S., Ed., Dub. TINc·

Lond. Compound Spirit of Lavender.
''Take of Spirit of Lavender three pints; Spirit of Rosemary a pint;
Cinnamon, bruised, an ounce; Cloves, bruised, two drachma; Nutmeg,
bruised, half an ounce; Red Saunders, rasped, three drachma. Macerate
for fou rteen days, and filter through paper." U.S.
'rhe Lom/Qn College talrns a pint and a half [Imperial measu reJ of

TURA LA\' ANDUL1£ CoMPOSITA.

~~~~~i~~ !~~n~e~;;if~f <t[~i;:~d[~T~~·a~~~~·,le0 ~a~~ieri~u~fnti~~ei~rr6r'ufs~~

1

nutmegs, and.five druchms of sliced red saunders; and procf'eds as above.
The Edinburgh College takes tu·o pints [ Imp. meas.] of_spirit of lavender,
twelve jluidounces of spirit of rosemary, an ounce of cmnamon in coarse
powd er, two drachm.s of bruised cloves, half an ounce of bruised nutmeg,
and three drachms of red saunders; macerates for seven days, and then
strains the liquor throu gh calico. The D ublin College orders half an ounce
only. of cinnamon, and an ounce of red saunde rs, and digests for ten days i
but rn other respects conforms with the directions of th e U.S. Pharma~
copreia.
This i.s a deli ghtfu l compound of spices, much employed as an adjuvant
and comgent of other medicines, and as a remedy for gastric uneasiness,
na.usea, flatulence, a?d general languor or faintne?s . 'l'he dose is from
thlrly drops to a flu1drachm, and is most conveniently administered on a
lump of sugar.
Off. Prep. Aqua Laurocerasi, Ed.; Liquor Potassre Arsenitis, U.S. ,

Land., Ed.

W.
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Tll~n:~TU~pt~f~~!i,e~~~~IT&. Lond., Dub. SPrntTus ~IEx''. Take of Oil of Pepper~int tltree r~raclons; Proof Spirit a gallon [ Imperial measure]; \Vater a pml [ Imp erial measure]. Mix them; then with
a slow fire distil a ga llon." Lone!.
~rh e Edinburg_h G_ollege prepares this spirit fr om one pound and a half
of fre~h peppermint, m the same manner as spirit of caraway . (S1::e Spiritus

Canu.)
"Take of Oil of Peppermint, by weight, half an ounce; Rectified Spirit
Add the Spirit to the Oil, and pour on them as much water as

a gallon .

i~~!,,P~~~~t empyreuma, afler distillation; then by a gentle fire, distil a gal-

'fhe spirit of peppermint has no advantage over a simple solution of the
oil in alcohol. Such a solution is usually kept in the shops, under the
name of essence of peppermint, and was adopted among the officinal preparations, at the last revision of the U. S. Pharmacopreia, with the title of
tincture of oil of peppermint. (See Tin ctura Olei ftlenth:£ Pij1eritte.) W.

SPIRITUS MENTIVE PULEGII. Lond., Dub. Spirit of European
Pennyroyal.
This is prepared by the London Colle!fe from the oil of European pennyroyal, in th e manner directed by the same College for the preparation of
spirit of peppermint. The .Dublin College prepan:s it by distilling together
sia.: scruples of the oil and a gallon of proof spirit. lL is nt:vcr used in this
country.
'V.

SPUUTUS MENTI-IJE VIRIDIS. Lond., Dub.
mint.

Spi1-it

of

Spear-

This is prepared by the London and Dublin Colleges from the oil of
spearmint, in the manner directed by the two Colleges respectively for the
preparation of the spirit of peppermint.
The two spir its are used for the same purposes, in the dose of from
thirty drops to a fluidrachm.
W.

SPIRITUS lllYRISTIC&. U. S., Lond., Ed. SPrn1Tus Nucts MosDub. Spirit of Nutmeg.

CHATlE.

11 Take
of Nutmeg, bruised, two ounces; Diluted Alcohol a gallon;
Water a pint. Mix them, and with a slow fire distil a gallon." U.S.
The London and Edinburgh Colleges lake two ounces and a half of
bruised nulmegs, a gallon [ Imp. meas.] of proof spirit, and a pint [ Imp.
meas.] of water; mix them; and distil a gallon . Th e Dublin College macerates 1ogether for twenty-four hours two ounces of bruised nutmeg, a gallon
of proof spirit, and enough water to prevent empyreuma, and then distils
a gallon .
The sp irit of nutmeg is used chiefly for its flavour, as an addition to other
medicines. The dose is one or two fluidrachrns.
Off.Prep. Mistura Ferri Composita, Loml.,Bd.
W.

SPIRITUS PIMENTJE. U.S., Lond, Ed ., Dub.
mento.

Spirit of Pi-

Take of Pimento, bruised, two ounces; Diluted Alcohol a gallon;
'Vater a pint. l\facerate the Pimento in the Diluted Alcohol for twentyfour hours; then add the Water, and with a slow fire distil a gallon." U. 8.
The London College orders it to be prepared in the ~ame i:ianner ~s
spirit of nutmeg; the Edinburgh, from half a pound of bruised pimento, m
the same manner as spirit of caraway. The Dublin macerates together for
11
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twenty-four hours three ounces of bruised pimento, a g~ll~n of proof spirit,
and sufficient water lo prevent empyreuma, and then distils a gallon .
This preparation may be used for the general purposes of the aromatic
spirits, in the dose of one or two fluidrachms.
,V,

SP!RITUS ROSMARIN!. U.S., Land., Ed.
Dub. Spirit of Rosemary.

Srrnnus Roumu-

RINI.

"Take of Oil of .Rosemary [by weight] two dra~h!ns; Alcohol ct gallon;
\Vater a pint. Mtx them, and with a slow fire d1slJI a gallon." U. 8.
The London College takes two drac!tms of oil of rosemary, a gallon

~~~=rtih~n~e:~dr~{1~~. ~:~~\~fi=dsl~~r~t;e~~~st<ti!!~a~~~~t· ~~~~·k~n~:~~/!
College takes two pounds and a half of rosemary, and proceeds as for the
spirit of lavender. The Dublin Co/leg~ ~mploys a pound and <t lw.lf of
the fresh tops and a gallon of proof spmt, and distils fiv~ ~o~nds wnh a
moderate heat. This College also prepares the ~~irit by d1stdlrng together
.<;ix scruples of the oil, and a gallon of proof spmt.
Spirit of rosemary is a grateful perfume, and is used chiefly as an ingredient in lotions or liniments.
Off.Prep. Linimcntum Ammonire Compositum, Ed.; Linimentum Saponis, Land., Dub.; Spiritus Lavandulre Compositus, U.S., Lone!., Ed.,

Dub.

W.

SPONGIA .
Preparation of Sponge.
SPONGIA USTA. U.S.
Sponge.

PuLv1s Sro>'GI!E UsrJE. Dub.

Burnt

"Take of Sponge a convenient quantity. Cut it into pieces, .and bC'at
it, that any extraneous matters may be separated; then burn it ma close
iron vessel until it becomes black and friable; lastly, rub it into ve ry fine
powder." U.S.
The Dublin process does not materially differ from the above.
The sponge is decomposed, the volatile matters being driven off by the
heat, and a black friable coal remaining. P reuss found that, of 1000 par~s of
sponge submitted to calcination , ;J.J.:3·8--18 were dissipated; and the residue
cons isted of 327·0 parts of carbon and insoluble matlers, 112·08 of chloride of
sodium, Hi·43 of sulphate of lim e, 2 I ·422 of iodide of sodium, 7·57 of bro·
mide of magnesium, 103 ·2 of carbonate of lime, 35'0 of phosphate of lime,
4·73 of magnesia, and 28·72 of protoxide of iron. (Phann. Cent. Blatt, 18;:17,
169.) Herberger found in burnt sponge one per cent. of iodide of potassium,
and 0·5 per cent. of bromide of potassium. (.!lnnal. der Pliarm., xx. 20-1.)
~s .the r.cmediate value of burnt sponge depends chiefly upon the presence of
iodine, 1t cannot be esteemed good unless it afford purple fumes when acted
on by sulphuric acid assisted by heat. IL is said that the preparation is most
efficient as a remedy.• when the sponge is kept on the fire no longer than is
nec.essary to render Jt friable. The powder is then of a much lighter colour.

~~~~~~:\?~o~~~~d~d :ua:, ~:m~~~1dg~o:~~~~~~:~~ ~u~~~ u1d s~~l~~t~~t~ ~

1

1

0

11

roaster similar to that sometimes used for coffee, and heated over a moderate
fire till it becomes of a blackish-brown colour, that it should then be removed,
powdered, and enclosed ~n a well-stopped glass bottle. It is best when recently prepared; as the rndine is dissipated by time, and the specimens at
first richest in this principle, contain little of it at the end of a year. (Journ.
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tuent::i; so that the coarse 1:nay be selected for this operation.
Burnt sponge has bren highly rcc?mmended in goilrc, glandular swellings
of a sc~ofulous ch_a~acter, an~ obst1~ate cutaneous eruptions. It is most
convenient!)'. admm1ste~~d mixed with syr_up or honey, in the form of an
dcclUary, wnh the addn1on of some aromatic, as powdered cinnamon. The
,V,
dose is from one to three drachms.

ST ANNUM.
Preparation ef 1i'n.
PULVIS STAKKI. U. 8.
of Tin.

SrAN'11

PuLns. Ed., Dub .

Powder

"Take of Ti1~ a convenirnt .quanti~y . Meh it in an iron vessel ovn_ the
fire, and, while 1t is cooling, sllr it until it is reduced to a powder, which 1s to
Uc passed through a sieve." U.S.
":\lelt tin in an iroa vessel: pour it into an earthenware mortar, heated
a little abO\'C the mehing point of the metal; trituratc briskly as the metal
cools, cca:sing as soon as a considerable proportion is pul\-erized; sift the
product, and rept"at the proce::s with what rt•mains in the sieve." Ed .
.. Take of vrry pure Tin any quantity. Havinf! melted it over the fire,
agilate it strongly while congealing, so that it mny be converted into a powder, which, when cold, is to be passed through a s ieve." Dub.
'fin, being a very fusible metal, is easily granulated by fusion and subsequent agitation when in the act of congealing. 'l'he process is most conveniently performed, on a small scale, in a wooden box, the inside of which
has been welt rubbed with chalk. This should be afterwards washed away
by water; and, as the granulated powder is of unequal degrees of fineness,
the coarser particles must be separated by a sieve. For the properties of
this metal and the tests of its purity, see Stannum.
Jlledical Properties and Uses. Powder of tin is used exclusively as an
anthelminlic, and is supposed to acl by its mechanical properties. It is considered particularly adapted to the ex pulsion of the Ascaris lumbricoides,
and is sometimes employed lo expel the tape worm, though for this purpose
oil of tuqk'ntine is more efficacious. For internal ('xhibition it should be free
from oxidation . The dose is half an ounce, mixed with molasses, given for
several successive mornings, and then followed by a brisk cathartic. Dr.
Alston was in the habit of administering larger doses for the expulsion of the
tape worm. He began by gi\·ing an ounce on an empty stomach, which was
followed, for two successi\•e days, by half an ounce each day, and finally by

B.

a brisk purge.

STRYCHNIA.
Strychnia.
STRYCIINIA . U.S., Lond.

Stryclmfrt.

0 Take of Nux Vomica,
rasped, four pounds; Lime, in pow~cr, six
ounces; l\luriatic Acid lhreejluidounces; Alcohol, diluted Sulphuric A~id,
Sol.ution of Ammonia, Purified Animal Charcoal, 'Vater, each, a .mfficient

~l~t~~~~·~ ~ccD~,~~~ t~~t~~~:rx~ii%~ lonr \':~ t~l~~~~;l~ r0~~~ r~t7r;h~~1idbuolii ~~r'~!~.~
1

1

hours, and straia wi_th expression through~ strong.linf'n baf!. Boil the r_esiduum twice successive. in the same quantity of ac1du!ated \Vnter, each time
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st~aining as before.

Stryclmia.

Mix t~e decoct!ons and .evapor_atc tot.he consistC'l\,CC of
th1.n syrup; then add the Lune pr~v10us ly nnxed with~ prnt of \Vater, and
boil for ten minutes, frequently stirring. Pour th~ mixture into a double
linen bag, and, having washed tbe precipitate well wtth water, press, dry,and
powder it. Treat the powder repeatedly ~vi~h boiling Alcohol, until deprived
of its bitterness; mix the liquors; and distil off the Alcohol by means of a
water-bath. Mix the residue with "\Vater, and, having applied heat, drop in
sufficient Diluted Sulphuric Acid to neutralize and dissolve the Strycbnia;
then add Purified Animal Charcoal, boil for a few minutes, filter, evaporate,
and crystallize. Dissolve the crystals in ·w ater, and add sufficienl So!uLion
of Ammonia to precipilate the Strychnia. Lastly, dry the precipitate on
bibulous paper." U.S.
"Take of Nux Vomica, bruised, two pounds; Rectified Spirit three gallons [l1~perial measure]; Diluted Sulphuric Acid, Magnesia, Solution of
Ammonia, each, a sufficient quantity. Boil the Nux Vomica ~vith a gallon
of the Spirit, for an hour, in a retort, with a recei\'er fitted to lt. Pour off
the liquor, and boil the residue again, and a third time , with another gallon
of the Spirit, an<l with the Spirit recently distilled, and pour off the liquor.
Press the Nux Vomica, an~\, having mixed and fil_tered the liquors, distil t~e
Spirit. Evaporate the residue to the proper cons1stt"nce of an extract. D1ssolve this in cold water and filter. Evaporate the solution, with a gentlt, heat,
LO the consistence of syrup.
To this, while yet warm , gradually add the
Magnesia to saturation, shaking them toget her. Set aside for two days, and
then pour off the supernatant liquor. Press what Tl"mains wrapped in a
linen cloth. Boil it in Spirit, then filter, and distil the spirit. Add LO what
remains a very little Diluted Sulphuric Acid mixed with water, and macerate
with a gentle heat. Set it aside for twenty-four hours that crystals may
form. Press these and dissolve them. To their solution in water add
Ammonia, occasionally shaking, that the Slrychnia may be thrown dO\rn .
Lastly, dissolve this in boiling Spirit, and set it aside that pure crystals may
form." Land.
"Take of Nux Vomica one pound; Quicklime one ounce and a half;
Rectified Spirit a sufficiency. Subject the Nux Vomica for two hours to the
vapour of steam, chop or slice it, dry it thoroughly in the vapour·batb, or hot
air-press, and immediately grind it in a coffee-mill. Macernle it for twelve
hours in two pints [Imperial measure] of water and boil it; strain througl1
l~nen o~ calico, and _squeeze the residuum; repeat the maceration and _decoctJOn twice with a pmt and a half of \rnter. Concentrate the decoctions to
the consistence of thin syrup; add the Lime in the form of milk of lime;
dry lhe precipitate in the vapour-bath; pulverize it, and boil it with successive portions of Rectified Spirit ti!! the spirit ceases to acquire a biuer tasle.
Distil off the Spirit till the residuum be sufficiently concentrated to crystallize
on cooling. Purify the crystals by repeated crystallizations." Ed.
It should be recollE>cted that the British Imperial measure is employed by
the London and Edinburgh Colleges throughout these processes .
In. preparing strychnia, the first st~p is properly to comminute the nux
von:uca. This may be done by raspmg the seeds, or, as directed i? .the
Ed1.nburgh Ph~r~acopreia, by first softening them by steam, then slic1~g,
drymg, and grinding them . The next object is to extract the strychnia.
For this purpose water acidulated with muriatic acid is employed in the
U.S. process, alcohol ,in tl.1e London, and water alone in the E_dinburgh. In
t he ~wo lalte.r, tl~e natn·e 1gasurate of strychnia is taken up, m the first, the
mur1ale, which 1s a very soluble salt. The menstruum of the U.S. Pharmncopceia is less costly than the London, and probably more effective than
the Edinburgh. Besides, when alcohol is used, it is necessary to evaporate
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the t!ncture, and then treat the extract with water, in order to get nn a9ueous
solution of the alkali. The salt of strychnia existing in the solution is next
decomp?sed either by lime, as in the l!· S. and Edin bu rah processes, or by
magnesia, ~sin the Lond~n. T~e alk~l1.ne base is precipi~tcd along with the
excess of lime or magnesia and 11npunt1es. The strychnia is extracted from
the precipitate by boiling alcohol, and may be o~tainl•d in crystals by the
concentration of the solution. But in this state 1t is much coloured and
impure. The Edinburgh College contents itself with directing it to be puri·
fied by repeated solution and cry~tallization. In the two o~her processc~,
the impure strychnia is converted into a sulphate by the addition of sulphuric
acid, and precipitated again by ammonia; being, while in the state of the sul·
phatc, decolorized, according to the directions of the U. S. Phannacopceia,
by means of animal charcoal. The London Colleg~ proceeds o~rn step
further, and obtains: the alkali in crystals by dissolving thu precipitated
powder in boiling alcohol, and setting the solution asidl! to crystallize.
Throughout the process, the brucia contained in the nux vomica attends the
strychnia, and is only left behind in the mother liquors, when the lauer alkali
crystallizes from the alcoholic solution upon cooling i brucia being much more
soluble than strychnia in col<l alcohol. It would, therefore, be better to
conclude the U. S. process by one or more solutions and crystallizations in
alcohol, as direct('d by the London and Edinburgh Colleges. With this
addition, we should give the preference to our own officinal procrss. To
free the strychnia entirely from brucia re<Juires repeated crystallizations, and
a liu le of the latter principle is consequently almost always retained; but the
impurity is not injurious; as the effkts of the two alkalies upon the system
are very similar. The bean of Sl. Ignatius yields strychnia more easily and
more largely than nux vomica: but is less plentiful.
If thought desirable, brucia may be in great measure separated from the
strychnia of the shops, by dissolving the latte r in very dilute nitric acid,
filtering, and concentrating to th.e point of crystallization. The nitrate of
brucia crystallizes in short, thick, dense prisms, grouped together; the
nitrate of strychnia in radiated tufts of Jong, light, capillary needles. By
gt>ntle agilation with water. the latter salt is suspended and may be poured
on: leaving the former. The alkalies may be obtained by dissolving the
salts separntely in water, and precipit~ti~g with ammon~a. (Christison.)
As usually kept in the shops,strychnm 1s a grayish -white powder. \Vhcn
rapidly cn·stallized from its alcoholic solution, it has the form of a white,
granular Powdcrj when slowly. crystallized, th~t of elongated octohedra, or
quadrilateral prisms with quadr~lateral .terminations. It is permanent in the
air, inodorous, but excessively blllN, wnh a metallic afler taste . So intense
is its billerness,thatone part of it is said to communicate a sensible taste to
U00,000 parts of water. It melts like a resin , but i.s not volatile, being decomposed at a comparatively low tcmperat_ure. [t 1s soluble in U667 parts
of water at 50°, and about 2000 at the boilmg point. Boilingofficinal alco·
ho! dissolves it wilhout difficuhy, and deposits it upon cooling. Jn absolute
alcohol and in ether it is very sparingly soluble. The volatile oils dissol_ve
it freely. It has an alkaline reaction on t~st. paper, and forms salts with
the acids. Nitric acid does not redden 1t 1f perfectly pure, but almost
always reddt>ns it as found in the shops, in const>q~ence of the p~esence of
brucia. i\l. EugC'ne Marchand proposes the following test! by which aver~
minute proportion of strychnia may be detected . ~fa ~1ttle of.ll~e alkali
be rubbed with a few drops of concentrated sulphuric acid contamrng onehundredth of nitric acid, it will be dissolved without change of colour; but
if the least quanlity of peroxide of lead be added. to th~ mixture,~ ma~ni
ficcnt blue colour will be instantly developed, wh ich w1ll pass rap idly rnto
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violet, then gradually to red, and ultimately become yellow. (Jourri. de
Phann., ;le sir., iv. 200.) Professor Otto recommends as a test a minute
quantity o'. solution of chromate of potassa, which, added to the solution of
strychnia in concentrated sulphuric acid, produces~ splendid violet colour.

(j}m, Jourri. of Phann., xix. 77.)

Strychni<l:

con~1sts

of nitrogen,

ca~bon,

hydrogen, and oxy,2'el1; but the proportion of its constituents is very ddfer~
enlly given by different authors . Liebig states the composition to be
NzC~J-1 23 0~ .

'fhe salts of strychnia arP, for the most part soluble and crys-

tallizable. Their solution is decompo~ed by the alkalies and their carbonates, a1~d ~y tanr:iic, but not by ~allic acid; and .is ~lot affecled by t~e salts
of sesqu10x1de of iron. Strychn1a is apl to contain impurities, of which the
chief, besides brucia, are colouring matter, and lime or magnesia . The
Edinburgh College gives the following test of its purity. "A solution of
10 grains in 4 fluidrachms of water by m_eans of a fluidrachm of pyroligneous acid, when decomposed by one flu1dounce of concentrated solution
of carbonate of soda, yields on brisk agitation a coherent mass, weighing
when dry 10 grains, and emirely soluble in solution of oxalic acid.''
ilfedical Proper/ifs ancl Uses, ~-c. The effects of strychnia upon the
system are identical in character with those of nux vomica, and it is employed for the same purposes as a medicine. (See .Nux Vomica, page 478.)
It operates in the same way by whatever avenue it may enter into the circu lation; but is said to act most powerfully when injected into the veins or
app lied to a fresh wound. 'l'he blood of an animal under its influence produces similar effects in another if transfused into its veins. In over-doses
it is a most violent poison. Pelletier and Caventou killed a dog in half a
minute w ith one-sixth of a grain of the pure alkali. One grain or even less
might prove fata l in the human subject. According to M. Duclos, the poisonous efl€cts of strychnia upon animals subside under the application of
negative electr icity, while they are aggravated by the positive. (See Jlm.
Joum. of Pharm., xvi. 154.) Different persons a re ve ry differently susceptible to its action, and some are powerfully affected by the smallest doses.
Besides, being more or less impure as kept in the shops, it cannot be relied
on with certainty. Hence the necessity of great caution in prescribing it,
and of carefully watching the patient during its use. The best plan is
always to begin with very small doses, and gradually increase till its effects
are obse r ved. From one-twelflh to one-sixth of a grain internally, and
from a quarter to half a grain externally, upon a blistered surface, may be
employed at fir5'l; but, if the alkali is \·ery pure, the dose may be still further reduced with propriety. lt is most conveniently administered in the
form of pill. lt. may be gi\·en al.30 in the saline state, which 1s produce_d
by. dissolving it in water acidulated with sulphuric, muriatic, nitric, or acetic
~

~

STYRAX.
Preparation of Storax.
STYRAX PuRIFJCATA . U. 8 .
TRAt:TUM S T YRAC 1s.

E'd.

STYRAX CoL.<Tus. Land.

Ex-

Pu,rijied StoraJ:.

"Take of Storax, Alcohol, each, a s~1ficie11t q1~anli'11. Dissolve t_he
Storax in the Alcohol, and strain the soluuon; t hen distil ofrthealcohol with
a gent le heat, u~til the Storax a~quires the proper consistrnce." U. S.
The pllrificat1on of storax is directed by the London College, in a similar
manne r , u nder the head of the gum-resins.
"1~ake an'!/ convenient quantit,y of Storax, in fine powder. Exh~ust it
by boiling it Ill successi\'e quantiues of Rectifi~d Spirit; filter the spintuous
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solutions; distil off the greater part of the spirit; evaporate the remainder
over the vapour-bath to the consistence of a thin exlract." Ed.
Storax, as found in the shops, is usually so much adulterated as to render
~ts. purifi~ation necessary, before it can be applied to the purposes
which
it 1s offic1nally directed . As it is wholly soluble in alcohol, and little of its
active. matter is dri\•en off at the boiling point of that fluid, there can be no
chemical objection to the above process. Another method, sometimes folJowed, is to express, between heated iron plates, the balsam from the foreign
matters with which it is associated; but, if the process be not very carefully
conducted, the heat employed to melt the storax will be sufficient to dissipate a portion o.f the benzoic acid, which is one. of its essential _ingredients.
Off.Prep. Pilulre Styracis Compositre, Lond.,Ed.,Dub.; Tmctura Bcnzoini Composita, U.S., Lond., Dub.
~
·w.

!or

SULPHUR.
Preparations of Sulphur.
SULPHUR PRJECIPITATUM. U. S.
tated Slllphur. Milk of Sulplmi·.

LAc SuLr11ums.

Precipi-

Take of Sulphur [sub li~n ed] a poimd; Lime a pound and a half;
~ater two gallons; Muriatic Acid a suj/icienl quantity.
Slake the Lime
Wllh a small portion of th e Water, and, having mixed it with the Sulphur,
add the remainder of the ·water, boil for two or three hours, occasionally
adding water so as to preserve the measure, and filter. Dilute the filtered
Jiquor with an equal bulk of water; then drop into it sufficient Muriatic
A~id to precipitate the Sulphur. Lastly, wash the precipitate repeatedly
wJth water till the washings arc tasteless, and dry it." U.S.
In this process two eqs. of lime react with six of sulphur, so as to form
two eqs. of bisulphuret of calcium, and one of hyposulphurous acid, which
1atter then unites with one eq. of lime to form hyposulphite of lime . On
the addition of the muriatic acid, six eqs. of sulphur are precipitated (four
from th e two eqs. of bisulphuret of calcium and two from the one eq . of
hyposulphurous acid), and the calcium and oxygen unite with the muriatic
acid, so as to form chloride of calcium and water. This acid is the most
eligible precipitant for the sulphur, as it gives rise to chloride of calcium,
which is a very soluble sa lt, and easily washed away. Sulphuric acid is
altogether inadmissible; as it ge nerates sulphate of lime, which, from its
spa rin g solubility, becomes necessarily intermingled with the yrecipitated
sulphur. According to Schweitzer, the best material from which to precipitate the su lphur is the sulphuret of potassium, fo rm ed by boiling sulphur
with caustic potassa. Dr. Otto, of Brunswick, finds that the sulphuret of
potassium is apt to contain sulp hurct of copper, and, therefore, prefers sul·
phuret of calcium. (Pl~arm. Cent. Blatt, Jan ., 1845.)
Properties, ~- c . Precipitated sulp.hur is in fri~bl_e lumps having a white
colour, with a pale yellowish -green tint, and consisting of finely divided pa r.
ticles, sligh tly cohering tog.ether. When recently prepare~, it is d_evoid of
taste, but possesses a peculiar smell. 'Vhen long expost·~. rn a moist state,
to th e air, it becomes strongly contaminated with su lphunc acid. (.!Jnnalen
derP/wrm.,xx.151.) From its colour it was forn:ierlycalled lac s_ulphuris
or milk of sulphw·. It is insoluble in w_at~r, but ~1ssolves in a boiling solution of caustic potassa. '\Vhen of a bnll1ant white colour, the presence of
sulphate of lime may be suspected, i~ which ca~e the sulphur will not be
wholly volatilized by heat. lf pure It commumcates a harsh feel when
97
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rubbNI betwPPn the fingers, owing to the friction between the crystalline
particles. (l!r . Bridge.~.) VVe have seen a sample of so-called precipitated
sulphur, which consisted almost entirely of sulphate of lime. Precipitated
sulphur differs from sublimed sulphur, in being in a state of more minute
divi sion, nnd in presenting, after fusion , a softe r and less brittle mass. Its
peculiarities are supposed to d epend upon a portion of water, which, how-

ever, is present in too si:nnll a qu?ntity

l? constitute

a r{'gular hydrate.

According to Hose, its while colour 1s occasioned by the presence of a small
proportion of bisulphurettecl hydrogen . Soubeiran states that it always
con1ains some sulphurelted hydrogen, which causes it to differ as a therapeutic agent from sublimed sulphur .
.Medieal Proper/ifs and Uses. Precipitated sulphur possesses similar
medical properties with sublimed sulphu r, but is preferred by some practiti oners on account of its freedom from colour. Its state of extre me division
renders it more readily suspended in liquids than sublimed s ulphur; but its
liability to become acid by keeping is an objection to it. It is sometimes
selected for forming ointments, which have the advantage of appearance, ·
in being of a lighter colour than when made of sublimed sulphur. The
dose is from two to three drachms . (See Sulphur.)
.
B.

SULPHURIS IODIDUM. U.S.

Iodide of Sulphur.

"Take of lodin e/our ounces; Sulphur an ounce. Rub the Iodine and
Sulphur together in a glass, porcelain, or marble mortar until they are thoroughly mixed. Pu t the mixture in a matrass, close the orifice loosely, and
apply agende heat so as to darken the mass without melting it. ·when the
colonr has become uni formly dark throughout, increase the heat so as to
melt tbelodidc; then incline the matrass in different directions, in order lo
return into lhe mass any portions of [odine wh,ich may have condensed on
the inner su rface of the vessel; lastly, allow the matrass to cool, break it,
and put the [odid e into bottles, which arc to be well stopped ." U.S.
The above process is that of the Frencll Codex. The combination may
be conveniently effected in a Florence flask. Th e resulting iodide has a
grayish -black colour, and radiated crystalline appearance like sulp huret of
antimony. hs smell resembles that of iodine, and it stains the cuticle in a
simila r manner. It is enti rely volatilized by heat. and when boiled with
water is decomposed, iodine escaping with the steam, and sulphu r being
deposited nearly pure. It has not been analyzed, but is probably a bisulphuret. Iodide of sulphur has been used by Biett, Rayer, Lugo!, and others,
as an c>xtcrnal application in various s kin diseases, suc h as tinea capitis,
lupu s, lepra, &c. It is applit>d in the fo rm of oinlment, made by mixing
from ten to thirty grains of the iodide with an ounce of lard . Of this a
drachm may be used at each friction.
B.

SYRUPI.
Syrups.
S~rnps are ~o~cen~ratcd solutions of sugar in wat~ ry ~uids, eit~er with
or w1th?u~ medicinal impregnation. '\Vhen the sol11uon 1s made with pure
water, 1t IS nam~<l . .'Jyrup or t}imple syrup, when with water charged with
one or m~re m.ed1c1na l. agents, it is calll-'d in ge neral te rms a medicated syntp,
:~~e~~ce1ves Its particular designation from the substance or s ubstances
. M~dicaled sy.rups nre prepa rl'd by incorporating suga r with vegetable
mfus10ns, decoclwns , expressed juices, fermented liquors, or simple aqu eous
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'Yhen l~ ~ acli\•e matter of the vegetable is not readily soluble
rn water, or 1s.volalll1zed or decomp_o~ed by~ heal or 212°, it_is ~~inetimt•s
extracted ~y dilut:d alcoh.ol, the spmtu ous rngredient of which 1s subsc·
que~tly dr.1ven on . ~1ed1cate<l syrups are ab~ occasionall.v prepared by
~dd111g a .lln~ture to simple syrup , and cva 1~oratmg the alcohol. Since the
1n1ro_duct1on mto use of the procC'ss of filtrut10n by Jisplacement, it has been
applied \'ery advantageously to the preparation uf various syrups, especially ~f those made fro.in vegetables of which the activC' principl e is injured
or dissipated by decoct1on. But, unless the ope rator be at once skilful and
vt>ry careful, there wil~ be great danger of i.mrerfecdy extracting the acti\•e
mallcrs .. and t~us making a feeble prcparatJon . For Lhe mode of properly
conducting lhis process the reade r 1s referred to JJaKes 76:J and 7GO.
The quality and quantity of the sugar employed are. points of importance. B.dined sugar should always be preferred , as It often saves the
necessity of clarific~tion, and makes a clearer and be~ter flavoured syrup
than the impure kinds . 'fhe U. S . Pharmacopceia si mply directs sugar,
but explains that it. is th e purified. or refined sugar which is indicated by
that term. In relauon to the quamny of sugar, if in too small proportion,
fermentation is apt to occur i if too abundant, crystallization. 'l'he proper
proportion is about two parts to one of the liquid . A so mewhat smaller
quantity will answer where an acid, such as lemon juice or vineg-ar, is used.
As it is desi rable, in many in stances, that the active matte rs should be in
as concentrated a state as possible in the syrup, it is often necessary to evavor~te a large propo~·tion of the water.v.~uid in which they are dissolved.
TlllS may be don e eith er before the addition of thf' sugar or afterwards. In
either case, ca re is requ is ite not lo apply a heat loo great or too long continu ed, lest th~ active princip les shoul~ be injured. Wh~n these are very
volatile or easily decomposed by heat, ll is necessary to dispense wilh concentration allogether. Some substances which are \'Olatilized or decomposed
at the temperature of boiling water, remain fixed and unaltered at tbat which
is necessary fo r the evaporation of alcohol. Th esf', as before observed, may
be dissolved in dilutf'd alcohol, and the concentration effected by ernporating
the spirituous part of the solve nt. ind ependent ly of the injury which the
medicinal ingredient of the syrup may sus tain, the sy rup itself is apt to become brown by a long.continued application of heat, even when the degref'
is not excessi\·e. It is recommended, therefore, that sy rups which admit of
co11centration, should be boiled briskly over a lively fire, so as to accomplish
the o.bject as quickly as possible. Lt is important to be able to asce1:min
posittvcly when they haveaLtained the due consistence. An operator skille d
in their preparation can judge with sufficient accuracy by various familiar
signs; - such as the slow ness with which the parts ofadropofsyrn pcoalesce,
when previously separated by the edge of a blunl inslrument; and the receding of lhe last portion of each drop , when l~le syrup, after bein g cooled,
is poured out drop by d.rop. A pc!licle forming upon lh~ surface of the
syrup when it cools, ind1catt>s that it has bern too much boil~d. But these
sig ns are not to be relied on exce pt by th~s ~ who have acqm.red much e x·
pericnce. The easiest method of ascertaining the. prope r point of concentration is by the use of BaumC's hydromeler. This should stand at :l0° in
boiling syrup (:JO! in hot weath e r) and at 35° in ti.le syrup wl~ e n it JS cool.
Another very accurate though less ready method 1s to ~sce rtarn the sp. gr.
by weighing a portion of the liquid. 8yrup whrn boding should have a
sp.gr. of about t::Wl-wh en cold, about J-:Hfl . Thomson and Dunran are
mislaken in gi\•mg the proper sp.gr. of cold. syrup as 1·:3S3. We foun d
that of a spec im en of simple syrup made wllh two pounds and a half of
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sugar to a pint of water, to be I ·326 at 68° F.; and this consistence is rather
too great for practical .convenience in c~ld '~'eat her. A third method of_asce.rtaining the proper point of con~entration 1s by the thermomete.r, .wh_ich~ m
boiling syrup of the proper consts~e_nce, st_ands at 221° ~· _This ind1~at1on
is founded on the fact, that the bo1hng pomt of syrup nses Jl1 proportion to
the increase of its density.
When carefully prepared with double refined sugar, syrups generally
require no other clarification than to remove any scum which may rise to
their surface upon standing, and to pour them off from any dregs which
may subside. Should they, however, want the due degree of clearness,
they may be filtered through flannel, or, when not likely to be injured by
the treatment, may be clarified by means of the white of eggs or animal
charcoal, as mentioned under the head of Syrupus.
The medicated sy ru ps are liable to undergo various alterations, according
to their nature and mode of preparation. The acid syrups, when too much
boiled, often let fall a copious white precipitate 1 which is said to be a saccha·
rine matter analogous to the sugar of grapes, produced by the reaction of
the acid upon the sugar. It has bf.'en shown that, even at ordinary tempera·
tures, acids slo\\"ly convert common sugar into the sugar of grapes, which,
being l.ess sol~bl e than the fo1:mer, is g~adually_ deposited in the form of
crystalline grams. Syrups which conta111 too little sugar are apt to pass
into the vinous fermentation, in consequence of the presence of matters
which act as a ferment. Those which contain too much, deposit a portion
in the crystalline state ; and the crystals, attracting the sugar remaining in
solution, gradually 'veaken the sy rup , and render it liable to the same
change as when originally made with too little suga r. The want of a due
proportion of saccharine matter frequrntly also gives rise to mouldiness,
when air has access to the syrup. It is said that syrups, enclosed, while
they are still hot, in bottles, are apt to ferment; because the watery vapour,
rising to the surface and there condensing, diminishes the proportion of
sugar, so as to produce a commencement of chemical action, which gradu·
ally extends through the whole mass. When syrups undergo the vinous
fermentation, they become covered at the surface with froth, produced by
the disengagement of carbonic acid, and acquire a vinous odour from the
presence of alcohol ; while their consistence is diminished by the loss of a
portion of the sugar, which has been converted into that liquid. When the
quantity of alcohol has increased to a certain point, the fermentation ceases
or goes on more slowly, owing to the preservative influence of that prin·
ciple; and, as the active ingredient of the syrup has frrquently undergone
no material change, the preparation may often be recovered by boiling so
as to drive off' the alcohol and carbonic acid, and concentrate the liquid suf~
ficiently. A syrup thus revived is less liable afterwards to undergochange,
because the principles tvhich acted as ferments have been diminished or
consun:ied. ll is obvious that S}'.rups which depend for their virtues upon
a volatile ingredient, or one readily changeable by heat, cannot be restored
to their original condiLion.
At best, syrups are too apt to change, and various measures have been
proposed for their preservat ion. According lo Dr. l\iacculloch 1 the addition
of a little su.lphate of polassa, or of chlorate of potassa, which is tasteless,
prevents their fermentalion. M. Chereau has found sugar of milk effectual
to the s.ame end, in the instance.ofthe syrup of poppies; and it may prove
1
useful m others . 1 he proportton which he employs is :32 parts of the
sugar of milk to 1000 of the syrup. Mr. E. Durand has found that 1·3 per
cent. of Hotfmann's anodyno (Spiritus ..'Etheris Sufphurici Composilu.s),
added to syrups, has the property of completely arresting or preventing
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~erment.ation, probably through the agency chiefly of the oil of wine which
ll contarns. (Jim .. ~ourn. of Plwrm ., :Xiii. 185.) But the best plan is to
make small 9uam1L~es of syr_ups at a tune.• and to keep them, unless w~en
wantl'd for un.medmte use, rn hollies quitu full and welt stopped, which
should be pUL 1n the cellar or othe r cool place .
The following general olllcinal directions are gi,·en in relation to syrups.
11
Syrups wl_10se density is not precisely_ ~etermined by the process, should
have the specific gravity 1·2G l when boiling, and about 1·31!) at ordinary
temperatures.'' U.S.
"Let the syrups be preserVed in a place where the heat never exceeds
55°." Low/. lt would be difficult to comply exactly with such a rule in
this country.
"'Vh_en no mention is made of the wcig~t of sugar or the mode of dissolring ll, syrups nre to bt! prepared accordtng to the following rule. Take
of ~{efined Sugar, in fine powder, twenty-nine ounc_es; of the Liquor prescribed a pint. Add the Sugar by degrees, and digest it with a medium
~lea~ [from 100° to 200° F .J in a covered vessel, frequently shaking, till it
is dissolved; then set aside the solution for twenty-four hours; remo\ e the
scum, and pour off the syrup from the dregs if there be any." Dub. \V.
1

SYRUPUS. U.S., L ond.
Sirnple Syrup .

SvR~Pus

SmPLEX.

Ed., Dub.

Syrup.

"Take of Sug~r [ refined] lw~ pound~ and a ltafj; Water a pint. Dissolve tht! Sugar m the \ Vater with the aid of heat, remove any scum which
may form, and strain the so lution while hot." U.S.
"Take of Sugar [refined] ten pounds; Water tltru pints [ I mperial measnrf']. Dissolve the Sugar in the VVater wilh a gentle heat." Lond.
0

1

m~~:~~:j. rifs~~fv~~g: S:;a~~~~~:;v~~~~~~vi~ ~tI~~ ~~d.~r~i;~snh~mteC:/.~!
Ed.
"Take of Refined Sugar 1 finely powdered, twenty-nine ounces; 'Valer
a pint. Add Lhe Sugar gradually LO Lhe \ Vater, and digest it with a medium
heat [from 100° lo 200° F.l in a close vessel till it is dissolved, frequently
stirring; aflerwards pour off from the dregs if lht!rc be any." Dub.
This syrup, when properly prf'pared, is inodorous, of a sweet taste
without peculiar flavour, thick, viscid, nrarly colourless , and perfectly
transparent. If somewhat turbid, as it is apt to be when made with sugar
nol weH refined, it may be clarified by beating the white of an e~g to a
froth with three or four ounces of water, mi.xing this with th(' syrup, boiling
the mixture for a short time thm tlrn albumen may coagulate, and taking off
the scum which rises to the surface, or sepa rating it by filtrat!on through
paper or flanne l. 'f wo gatloos ?f tl~e syrup may be thus chmfied. Any
colour and peculiar flavour which it may possess, may be removed by
treating it, at the same t ime, with a small proport ion (about 5 per cenl.) of
animal charcoal.
T he white of ecrg
is beaten to a froth in order tha~, when it coagu lates, it
0
may be re ndered by the air which it contains spec1fical!y li¥hte r than the
syrup, and thus rise to the surface. lf not thus treated, It tloats, when
coagulated , in the syrup, or sinks to the bottom. Now it is obvious ~hat, if
the syrup and albumen be ~eated t~gethcr, the. latter .must be depn~ed ~ f
a portion of the air which it conta_ms, berorc . the poml or coagula~ion is
anained,and thus be rendered Jess disposed 1or1se tothesurfac~. Gu1bourt,
therefore, recommends that the albumen should not be ridded t ill the syrup
is boilinrr
hot, and should then be poured into it from a height, in order to
0
increase the quantity of air entanglf'<l in it .
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M. Salles, an apothecary of Clermond-Fi::rr::md, in France, recommends
that syrups which req.uire clarification should be treated in the following

manner. Allow the liquor with which the syrup is to be prepared, without
previously decanting or filtering it, to becm:ie quite cold; then mix with it
the white of eggs unbeaten, in the proporllon of one egg for every five or

s ix pounds (avoirdupois) of sugar employed; and, having added the sugar
oi; honey, boil the whole for half an hour, or until a portion of the syrup
upon cooling exhibits flocculi of albumen floating in a transparent medium.
During the ebullition care must be taken .to a_gitate the syrup in such a
manner as to prevent the formation of foam upon Its surface. 'Vhen allowed
to coot, the coagulated albumen with impuritie.s su~sides, and the clear
syrup floats above, and may be drawn off or decanted. In this process
the albumen sinks because not incorporated with air. M. Salles calls it
clarific~tion per descenswn, and states that it_ is applicable to all syrups of
a density below 30° Baume at the boiling pomt. (Jourr1.. de Phann., xxiv.
490.)
Syrup is very useful in the formation of pills and mixtures, and in various
other pharmaceutical operations in which sugar in solution is required.
Off. Prep. Confectio Opii, Lond., .Dub.; lnfusum Catechu,Ed.; Syrupus
Rhei Aromaticus, U. 8 .; Syrupus Tolutani, U.S., Ed., Dub .; Syrupus
Zingiberis, U. 8.
W.

SYRUPUS ACETI. Ed.

Syrup of Vinegar.

"Take of Vinegar, French in preference, elevenjluidounces; Pure Sugar
Boil them together." Ed.
Syrup of vinegar forms with water a refrigerant and grateful drink in
febrile complaints. It may be added to barley water and other farinaceous
and mucilaginous beverages and mixtures, when a vegetable acid is not
contra-indicated.
\V.

fourteen ounces.

SYRUPUS ALLII. U.S.

Syrup

of

Garlic.

"Take of Fresh Garlic, sliced, six ounces; Distilled Vinegar a pint;
Sugar [refined] two pounds. Macerate the Garlic in the Vinegar, in a glass
vessel, for four days; then express the liquor, and set it by that the dregs
may subside; lastly, add the Sugar to the clear liquor, and proceed in the
manner directed for Syrup." U. 8.
This preparation is made upon correct principles, as vinegar is a ~uch
better solvent of the active matter of garlic than wat~r. In the last ed1ti_on
of the U.S. Pharmacopreia, the proportion of garlrc was judiciously mcreased to three times its former amount. The syrup is given in chronic
catarrhal affections of the lungs, and is particularly beneficial in infantile
cases, by the stimulus which it affords to the nervous system. A teaspoonful may be gi,•en for a dose to a child a year old.
\V.

SYRUPUS ALTil!EiE. Lond., Ed., Dub.
maltow.

Syrup of Jllarsh-

"Take of Marshmallow Root, bruised, eight ounces; Sugar [refined] two
pounds a~id a half; Water four pints [Imperial measure]. Boil down the
~ater with the Root to one-half, and express the liquor when cool. Set
1t by for twenty· four hours that the drecrs may subside; then pour off the
liquor, and having added the Sugar, boil down to the proper consistence."

Lond.
The Edinburgh process corresponds with the abo\•e, except that it
closes with dissolvjng the sugar with the aid of heat, without boiling down

the syrup.
The Dublin College takes half" pound of the fresh root, iwo pounds of
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refined sugar, and/our pints of water, and proceeds in the same manner as
1

0

th~rtf~ ~~~u~ ~~en~:ins

a considerable quantity of starch, besides rnt:cilage,
and IS very liable to ferment. The French pre pare jl with cold water, and
thus avoid the starch . It is simply demulcent; but is inft>rior to the mucilage of gum Arabic, and in this country is very seldom prepared . \V.

SYRUPUS Ai\IYGDALE. U. S . Syrnp nf JJlmonds. Syrup of
Orgeat .
u Take of Sweet Almonds a pound; Bitler Almonds/our ounces: 'Vater
three ]Jints; Suga r six pounds. Having blanched the Alrnorids, r.ub them
in a mortar to a very fine paste, adding during the trituration, three fluidounces of the ~''later and a pound of the Su~ar. Mix the paste thorouCThJy
0
w ith the remamder of the Water, strain with strong expression, add the
remainder of the Sugar to the strained liquor, and dissolve it with the aid
of a ge ntle heal. Strain the Syrup through fine lin en, and, having allowed
it to cool, put it into bottles, which must be well stopped, and l.:ept in a cool
place." U.S.
This process corresponds closely with that of the French Codex. Orange·
flower water, however, which is an ingredient of the French preparation, is
wanting in ours. It may be added to the syrup in the quantity of half a
pint immediately after the sugar is dissolved .
This is an elegant syrup much ~mployed in Europe, and occasionally in
this ~ountry . IL is demulcent, nutritive, and, in consequence of the hydrocya111c acid of the bitter almonds, somewhat sedative. It is said very much
to impair the odour of musk and of assafctida, when mixed with them.
(.!lmwaire de T!tirap., 1843, p. 59.) It rr.iay be ad?cd to cough mixtures,
or used for flavouring drinks administered m complamts of the chest. W.

SYRUPUS AURANTII CORTICJS . U. S. SvRuPus AuRANTn,
Lond., Ed., Dub . S.vrup of Orange Peel .
u Take of Orange Peel, bruised, two ounces; Boiling Water a pint;
Sugar Crefined] two pounds and a half. Macerate .the Orange Peel in the
"\Yater, ma covered vessel, for.twelve hours, and st ram; then add the Sugar,
and proceed in the manner di rected for Syrup." U.S.
The British Colleges direct the fresh peel of Seville Oranges. The London College takes lu·.o otmces and ct half of lh e fresh peel, a pint [ lmperial measure] of boiling water, and three pound~ of refined sugar; macerates the peel in the water for twelve hours, ma lightly covered vessel;
then pours off the liquor, and adds the sugar to it. The Edinlmrgli College takes the same materials in the same quantities ; infuses the peel in
the water for twelve hours in a covered vessel, pours off the liquor, filters
if necessary, adds the sugar, and dissolves it with the aid of heat. The
Dublin College employs eight.ounces of theycel_. six pints of boiling water,
and the quantity of sugar in Its general d1rect1ons (page ll 45); and dissolves the sugar without heat.
In the preparation of this syrup, the solution of the sugar in the infusion
peel should be effected with as liule heat as possible, in conseof oran(Te
0
quence of the volatile nature of the active pri~ciple of the peel; and to

fac~~:t:;~:ps~~~ti~~·a~1r~:~~~rfl~hvoo~~l' ~~r \~r1~~~u=:~n~ i71se~~~Ployed.
0

A
fluidounce of the tincture of orange peel added to a pint of simple syrnp,
affords a preparation little inforior to t~rn ?fficinal, though the presence of
.
.
the spi rit may in some instance.s be ob1ect10nab le.
Off. Prep. Confectio Aromatica, U.S., Ed.; Electuanum Cass1re, nub.;
Pilu lre Rhei Compositre, U.S.
W.
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SYRUPUS CROCI. Land., Ed.

Syrup of Sq/fron.

"Tii.ke of Saffron ten clracltms; boiling 'Yater a pint [Imperinl measure]; Sugar [ refi ned ] three pounds. Macerate the Sa~ron in the \rater
for twclvt• hours, in a lightly covered vessel; then stram the liquor, and
add the Sugar." Lorul.
The Edinburgh College takes the same materials, in the same quantities,
and proceeds in the manner directed for syrup of orange peel.
This is slightly stimulant, but is valued chiefly for iLs fine colol1r. \V.

SY RU PUS IPECACUANHJE. U.S., Ed.
·
anha .

Syrup

of

Ipecacu-

"Take of Jpecacuanha, in coarse powder, an ounce; Diluted Alcohol a
pint; Syrup two 71ints. Macerate the Ipecacu~nha in the Al.coho! for
fourteen days, and filter . Ernporatc th e filtered liquor to two tlu1dounc.('S,
and again filter; lhen mix it wid1 the syrup, and evaporate by means of a
water bath to lbe proper consistence.
•• Syrnp off pccacuanha may also be prepared by putting the Ipecacuanha,
pre\ iously moi stened with Diluted Alcohol, into an apparatus for displacement; pouring upon it gradually Diluted Alcohol umil a pint of filtered
liquor is obtain ed ; thC'n crnporating to two ftuidounces, and completing
tbeprocessa.sabo\•edirected." U.S.
' 'Take of Jpecacuanha, in coarse powder,four ounces; Rectified Spirit
one pint [lmp~rial measure]; Proof_ Spirit and 'Yater, of each, Jourle_en
fiuidounces_: Syrup seven pints. Digest the Ipecacuanha in fifteen ftu1dounces of the Recllfied Spirit at a gentle heat for twenty-four hours; strain,
squeeze the residuum and filter. R e> peat this process wiLl1 the residuum
and Proof Spirit, and again with the Water. Unite the fluids, and distil off
the Spirit, till the residuum amonnt to twelve ounces; add to the residuum
five fluidounc es of the rectified spirit, and then the Syrup. 11 Ed.
By the U.S . process, a tincture ofipecacuanha is first formed with diluted
alcohol, then roncentratecl, and incorporated with syrup. The a!ternati\'e of
preparing th<." tincturr by maceration or percolation is allowed; but the laner
mode shoultl be resorted to only by those experienced in the process. The
tincture is by concentration rcducrd chiefly to an aqueous solution of the
active principles of ipecacuanha; nnd the waler contained in it is evaporated
after incorporrn~on with the ~yrup. The French .Codex di_ssolves the alcoJ10!ic extract of 1pccac uanha 111 water, and then mixes it wllh .syrup; but it
ls obvious tbat the U . S. process is preferable, ns it spares the continued
J1eat rC'quisite to rf'cluce the tincture to dryn<'ss. The Edinburgh process
jg unnecessarily complex; and the addition of the rectified spirit to the
syrup, if thought nrcessary for its presen'ation, might have been dispensed
with, had the direction been. given to concentrate the syrup.
This syrup is chiefly applicable to the cases of children. One fluidounce
of it, prep~red according to the U.S. formula, should contain the "irtues of
fifteen grams of ipecacuanha. The dose of it, as an emetic, is for an adult
from one to two fluidounces, for a child a year or two old, from one lo two
fluidrachms, to be repeated et'ery fifteen or twenty minutes tilt it operates.
As an expectorant, the dose for an adult is one or two fluidrachms, for a
1

~~~l~~t~1~a~l~e ,~~!k:;!Y

minims . The Edinburgh syrup is

somewh~ ~ut

SYRUPUS KRAMERIJE. U.S. Syrup qf Rlwlany.
Take of Extract of _Rhatany two ounces; Water ct pint; Suga r two

11

pounds and a half. Dissolve the Extract in the \ Vater and filter; then
add the S~gar, ~nd proceed in the manner directed for Syrup." U.S.
In ma long llm syrup care should Le taken to select the extract of rhatany
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as free as possible.from in solubl e matter; and that prepared according to
the U . S: process will be fout~d the best. (See E'xlraclum. K rmnerice.) This
preparauon afford~ a convenie.nt mode of exhibiting rhatany to infants. The
dose .for an .a~ult 1s half a flu1dounce, for a child a year or two old, twenty
W.
orth1rtym1mms.

SrnuPUS

SYRUPUS LIMONIS . U.S., Dub.
Syrnp of Lemons.

LIMO NUM.

Lond.,

Ed.

"'fake of Lemon-juice, strained, a pint; Sugar [refined] lll'O pounds .
Add the Sugar to the Juice, and proceed in the manner directed for 8yrup."

U.S.

tu·~ ~::1~'~; ~,~;~: ~1ra~~D;::~~~ea!~:ds~{ai; tn~~~te::~s/~i~::~,~i~f :e~~~~~
1

heat; then set it aside for twenty-four hours; afterwards remove the scum,
and pollr off the clear liquor from the dregs, if there be any." Lorul.
Tak e of Lemon-juice, freed from impurities by subs idence and filtration,
a pint [ Jmp. meas.]; Sugar tzco pounds and a half. Dissolve the Sugar in
the Lemon-juice with the ald of a gentle heat, and after twenty-four hours'
rest remove the scum, and pour the clear liqu or from the dregs ." Ed.
"Take of Juice of fresh Lemons two pints. As soon as the dregs have
subsided , put the Ju ice into a matrass, and subject it for fifteen minutes to
the heat of boiling water. ·when cold, strain it through a sieve, and form
a syrup." JJub.
This sy rup forms a cooling and gratefu l addition to beverages in febrile
complaints, and ser ves to conceal the taste of sa line purgatives given in
W.
so lution.

SYRUPUS MORI. Lond.

Syrup of .Mulberries.

re·~~:i]e ,~:o ~~~~::,?a~~licz· ,~:llj-~ e~i~ts~/:.~ t~ em~:r~:~ ~e~j1l~re~iuFb~~;
11

1

~uice, with a gentle heat, and proceed in the manner directed for Syrup of

Lemons ." Lond.
This may be used for the same purposes with lemon syrup. In like manner syrups may be prrpared from various succulent fruits, such as strawberries, ra .~pberrics, pineapples, ~·c . \Vh en the juice is thick, it may be
diluted with from one-third of it s bulk to an equal bulk of water, prrviously
to the addition of the sugar. In the preparation of raspberry syrup, which,
as ordina ril y made, is apt to gclatinize, 1\1, Blondeau recommends that the
strained juice be allowed to stand from eight to fifteen hours, according to
the temperature, in orde r to ferment. Th e juice separates into two portions, the upper thick, the lower clt'ar. Th e latter is to be separated by
straining and made into a syrup with the usual proportion of sugar. These
syrups are employed lo flavour drinks, and are much used as grateful addi~
\V .
tions to carbonic acid watrr.

SYRUPUS PAPAYERIS. Lond., Ed.
Dub. Syrup of Poppies .

SrnuPus PAPA\"ERIS So>r-

~ IFERI.

"Take of Poppy [ capsulesJ three pounds; Sugar [_refined]jh:e J)Ounds;

:i~~:g ,~:~~~r tf~~v!r~~~l~~s~ :i1~r1~~~~~e;~~~~i~. B~il dda~:~;~~e s~r:i~ ;~
0

1

liquor again to four pints, and stra1n.1t while hot. Set. it by fo twel~·e hours
that the dregs may sub.side, then boil dO\vn the clear liquor to two prnts, add

th~,~~~~r~~p:;;;.~d·;, ~~~~~t the seeds, one pound ancl a half; 1?oiling
Waterjifteeapuifs[lmpcrial measure]: Pure Sugar three pounds. Shce the
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P.oppy-he~ds, infuse them in the ·water fo r

.twelve hours , boil down to ~ve
pints, strain and express strongly through cab?o, boil again d0\\'11 to two prnts
and a half; then add the Sugar and dissolve 1t widi the aid of heat." Ed.
,, Take of the Capsules of the \V hite Poppy, dried, deprivt>d of their
seeds, and bruised, seventeen ounces; boiling \Vater two gallons . Macerate
the Capsu l ~s in the lVater for twf'nty-four hours; then, by means of a l\'aterbath, boil down to a gallon, and strongly. express. Boi l down the strained
liquor again to two pints, and strain it while hot. Set il by fortweh•e hours
that the dregs may subside ; then boil down the clea r liquor to a p int and

form a syrup." Dub.
As the capsules contain ,·ariable proportions of the narcotic principle, the
syrup prepared from them is nt>cessarily of variable strength. It is, more·
over, very apt to spoil. lls place might, with great propriety, be sllpplied
by a syrup prepared from one of the sails of morphia, which would keep
well and have the advantage of uniform strength . Four grains of the su l·
phate of morphia dissoh•ed in a pint of syrup, would afford a preparation
at least equal to the average strength of the syrup of poppies, and much
more certain in its opPration . Mr. Southall recommends that the syrup of
poppi es should be prepared with a cold infusion made by pc>rcolation; th e
same proportions being employed as directed by the L ondon Pharmacopreia.
The virtues of the capsules are thus extractf'd withont those principlt's which
cause the sy rup to ferment speedily . {.!Jm,. Jo urri. of Phann. , xv. 140, from
Lond. Pluum. Transact.)
The syrup of poppies is employed, chif'fly in infantile casPs, to allay
cough, quiet restlessness, relieve pain, and promote s leep. Th e dose is
from half a ftuidrachm to a ftuidrachm for an infant, from half a f\uidounce
toa fluidounce for an adult.
·w.

SYRUPUS RHAMNL Lond., Ed., Dub.

Syrup

of Buck/horn.

"Take of fresh Juice _of Buckthorn [be rri es] four pin.rs [imperial mea·

~~~~j fa~,~~~~t:~i~;~· ~~7~; ~i1!n J~~~~d~~; ~~~!~ ~~1~lrl<~~~ 71~~ d r~~:r ,~:~
1

1

8

subside, and the n strain it. To a pint of the clear Juice add the Gin~er
and Pimento; then macerate for four hours with a gentle heat. and _strain.
Boil down the remainder of th e Juice to a pint and a half; mix the liquors;
add the Sugar and dissolve it." Lond.
The Edinburgh prOCf'SS is thf' same as the above.
"'l'ake of the fresh Juice of Buckthorn Berries two 71i11ts and a half;
Ginger Root, sliced, Pimento Berries, in powder, each, three drarlims .
Set by the Juice that the dregs may subsidt', and then strai n it. Add the
Ginger and Pimento to ten ounces of the clear Juice, mace rate for twentyfour hours, and filler. Boil down the remaining Juice to a pint, mix the
liquors, and form a ~yrup." Dub .
The syrup of buckthorn is a briSk cathartic, but, having an unpl easant
!a~le, and being_ apt to gripe violently , is very sddom_ ~mp l oyed. lo Europe
ll 1s u sed ?ccas10nally as an adjunct to other med1cmes in cathartic and
diuretic mixtures. The dose is Crom half a fluidounce to a f\uidounc e. The
patient should drink freely of thin gruel, or other demulcent beYerage 1 during
i ts operation.
\V.

SYRUPUS RIIEI. U. S.

Syrup of Rhubarb .

"Take of Rhubarb, bruisrd, /wu ounces; Boiling VVater a pint; Sngar
[refined] lwo pounds. l\lncerale the Rhubarb in the ' Vater for twenty.four
hours, and stra in; then add the Sugar, and proceed in the manner directed
for Syrup." U. S.
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This is a mild cathartic, adapted to.the cases of infants, to whom il may
be given in lhe close of one or two flu1drachms.
It has bl"en proposed lo form the syrup of rhubarb in the manner directed
i~ the U. ~· Ph.arrnacopceia for the aromati.c syrup , by first preparing a
tincture w1lh diluted alcohol, then evaporating the spiriluous porlion by
means of a water-bath, and incorporating the remainde r with sugar. It is
q~estionable, however, whether this would be an improvement on the offi-

~~n:~1:~·rr~~1~~:; 1~s~t t~~~o~!~o~ s~~o~1l~eera~%~~1~ 1~i~;1 t ~: 1~~~~i~=~d t1;:~~~~0~!~

preparation too stimulating to meet the indication for which it was originally
intended.
W.

SY RU PUS RHEI AROMATICUS. U. S. Aromatic Syrup of Rliubarb.
"Take of Rhubarb, bruised, two ounce.s and a half; Cloves, bruised,
Cinnamon, bruised, each, half an ounce; Nutmt>g, bruised, two drachms;
Dilutt>d Alcohol two pinls; Syrup six pints. Macerate the Rhubarb and
Aromatics in the Diluted Alcohol for fourteen days, and strain; then, by
mean s of a water-bath, evaporate the liquor to a pint, and, while it is still
hot, mix it with the Syrup previously heated.
"Aromatic Syrup of Rhubarb may ahrn be prepared by putting the R lrna
barb and Aromatics, previously reduced to coarse powdPr and moi stened
with Dilutt>d Alcohol, into an apparntus fo r displacement; pouring upon
them gradually Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor arc obtained; then eva porating to a pint, and completing the process as above
directed ." U.S.
Of th ese two mod es of proceeding, the first should always be preferred
by those not experienced in conducting the process of filtration by di sp lacement. In prepa ring the syrup, the apothecary should be careful to employ
aromatics of the best quality, and to effect the eva poration of the tincture,
according to the officinal directi on , by means of a water-bath.
Th e aromatic sy rup of rhubarb is a warm stomac hic laxative, too feeble
for adult cases, but well calculated for the bowel-complaints of infants, which
are so frequent in our cities durin g the summe r season, and asa re medy for
which th is preparation, or one analogous to it, has been long in use under the
name of spiced syrup of rhubarb. Th e dose for an infant with cliarrhrea is
a flui drachrn . repeatt'd every two hours till th e passages indicate by their
colour that the medicine has opNale<l.
W.

SYRUPUS Rl-ICEADOS. Lond., Ed.
Ao1s. Dub. Syrup of R ed P oppy.
0

SvnuPus PAPAVERIS RHCE-

1 1

m~~:r~~:j ; ~ ~;:r [~r~~ress~~~~s ;};~rn~1; ~~db(~i~1;~:w ~~~t:~p~~~t~~7e~~~ad
?Ya wate r-bath, g radu ally add the Petals, occasionally st1mng ; t_hen, havrncr removed the vesse l, macerat e for twelve hours; ex press th e liquor, and
when the dregs have subsided add the Sugar, and dissolve il." Land.
Th e Edinburg h process is a close imitation of the L ondon.
"Take of the fresh P etals of the Red Poppy a pound : boiling Water
twentyjluidounces. Add the P etals g raduall y to the b_oiling \Vater: then,
havin fT n: moved the vesse l from the fire, macerate with an inferior heat
[betw~<' n !J0° and 100°] fo r twelve hou rs; ex press the liquor , and set it by
that the dregs may su bside; la::.tly, add .the Sugar, a nd form a syrup." Du~.
Th e object of introducing the petals into water hea~ed by a water-bath, IS
that they may shrink by being sca lded, as o~ h e rw1 se th ey could not be
comple ttdy imm e rsed in the quantity of water directed. After thi s has been
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accomplished, they should be immediately removed from ,the fire, lest tbe
liquor should become to~ thick and ropy. T?e fin~ red colour.of this s~rup
is its only recommendat1on. ll has no medical virtues, and is very liable
to ferment.
W.

SYRUPUS ROSiE. Land., Dub.
Ed. Syrup of Roses.

SYRUPUS Ros.IE CENTIFOLIJE.

"Take of Hundred.leaved Roses, dried, seven ounces; Sugar [refined]
six pounds; boiling VVaterthree pints [ Imperial measure]. Macerate the
petals in the water for twelve hours, and strain . Ev~porate the strained
liquor, by means of a water-bath, to two pints; then add th!! Sugar, and dissolve it." Lond.
~he JJublin process differs fr~m the above only in having four pints
[wine n:ieasure] of '""~ter, eva.rorat1n g to two pints and a half, and using the
proportion of sugar d1rected 111 its general formula. (See .P.age l l..J5. )
"Take of fresh Damask-rose Petals one pound; boding Water tliree
pints [ lmp. meas.]; Pure S_ugar lh!·ee pounds. Infuse the Petals in the
Water for twelve hours, strarn the liquor, and dissolve the Sug:ir in it with
the aid of heat." Ed.
This syrup is gently laxative, and, on account of its mildness, may be
given with advantage to infants and persons of delicate habit. It is without
the fragrance of the rose; but has a reddish colour which is rendered bright
red by acids, and green or yellow by alkalies. The dose is from two fluidrachms to one or two fiuidounces .
Off. Prep. Confectio Cassire, Lond.; Confectio Scammonii, Lond. ¥\....

SYRUPUS ROSiE GALLIC£E. Ed.

Syrup

of Red Roses.

"Take of dried Red-rose Petals two ounces; boiling Water one pint;
Pure Sugar twenty ounces. Proceed as for the Syrup of damask-rose." Ed.
The syrup of red roses is mildly astringent; but is valued more for its
fine red colour, on account of which it is occasionally added to mixtures.
OJ!. Prep. Electuarium Catechu, Ed.
W.

SYRUPUS SARSAPARILLiE. Dub.
Syrup of Sarsaparilla.

SYRUPUS SARZ.IE. L and., Ed.

"Take of Sarsaparilla, sliced,fifteen ounces; boiling Water a gallon

~~n\~~~;r To:ats\~~~~~-~~~~~ot~~e7h~~i~c:i~· do~:~~r~~~:h1~i~t~:s:~~r~:~a~~
the liquor while hot; afterwards add the Sugar and evaporate to the proper
consistence.'' Lond.
The Edinburgh process is the same as the above .
The Dublin College obtains in the same manner four pints of a concentrated str~incc~ decoction, and prepares a syrup with this, according to the

geTe~~l ~;~~c; f:~:~etshs:~;ll~~~~a~~~ ~:fien~:t4:;~paration;
1

the virtues of
sarsaparilla being only partially extracted by water, at least by the quantity
of this menstruum ordinarily employed, and being injured or destroyed by
long boiling. It is scarcely used in this country, our own compound syrup
being preferred.
W.

SYRUPUS SARSAPARILLiE COMPOSITUS. U. S.
Syrup of Sarsaparitl<t.

Compound

"Take of Sarsaparilla, bruised, two pounds; Guaiacum Wood, rasped,
three ounces; I:Jundred·leaved Roses, Senna, Liquorice Root, bruised, each,
two ounces; Oil of Sassafras,_Oil of Anise, each, five minims; Oil of Par~
tridge·berry lhreerninims; Diluted Alcohol ten pints; Sugar eight 71ouncls.
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Macerate the Sarsaparilla, Guaiacum 'Vood, Roses, Senna, and Liquorice
Root in the Diluted Alcohol for fourteen days; then express and filter.
Evaporate the tincture. by means of a ~vater-bath to four pints, filter, add
the Sugar, an<l proceed m the manner directed for Syrup. Lastly, havina
~:i~~et~!hr:~~~~~:i:~ a small quantity of the Syrup, mix them thoroughly
"Compound Syrup of Sarsaparilla may ~lso be prepared in the following manner: - Take of Sarsaparilla, ground mto coarse powder. two pounds;
Guaiacum 'Vood, rasped, three ounces; Hundred-leaved Roses. Senna,
Liquorice Root, each, in coarse powder, two ounces; Oil of Sassafras, Oil
of Anise, each,five m.inims; Oil of Partridge-berry three minims; 'Vater
a sufficient quantity; Sugar eight pounds. Mix the Sarsaparilla, Guaiacum VVood, Roses, Senna, and Liquorice Root with three pints of Water,
and allow the mixture to stand for twenty-four hours. Then transfer the.
whole to an apparatus for displacement, and pour on water gradually until
one gallon of filtered liquor is obta ined . Evaporate this to four pints; then
add the Sugar 1 and proceed in the manner directed for Syrup. Lastly,
having rubbed the Oils with a small portion of the Syrup, mix them
thoroughly with the remainder." U.S.
In the original edition of the U.S. Pharmacopreia publi shed in 1820, a
process for a syrup of sarsaparilla was adopted, intended to represent the
famous French Sirop de Cui:Jinier. This was very much improved in the
revist!d edition published in 1 8~JO; and the amended process i!=: retained with
little alteration in the present edition, being the first of the t\YO quOLed above.
In the original process, the sarsaparilla was subjected to long decoction with
water. Now it has been proved that diluted alcohol more thoroughly
extracts the acrid principle of the root, upon ,i,.-hich its activity probably
depends, than water, and that this principle is either dissipated or destroyed
by the long-continued application of a boiling heat.1'.' In the prest>nt formula,
therefore, which employs diluted alcohol as the menstrnum, the root is more
completely exhaus ted of its active matter; white the heat applied to the
concentration, being no higher than is requisite for the evaporation of the
alcohol, is insufficient to injure the preparation . The spirituous menstruum
has, moreover, the advantage of not dissolving the inert fecula, which
encumbers the syrup prepared by decoction, and renders it liable to spoil.
At the last rev ision of the Pharmacopreia, the pale or hundred-leaved roses
were very properly substituled for the red; as their slightly laxa1ive property
accords better with the character of the preparation. ~rhe operator should
be careful to comply exactly with the directions of the Pharmacopreia in
relation to t he period of maceration, and the use of the water-bath . The
essential oils, being intended solely to commun_icate an agreeable fla\'Our, are
used in very small proportion. 'l'ht> only objection to this process is th~t
a port ion of the resin, extracted by the alcphol from th? guaiacum wood, 1s
deposited during the evaporation of the tincture; but this is separated by the
filtration directed, and is therefore of no disadvantage to the preparation .
IL is perhaps unfortunate that the sec?nd pro~ess above quoted was
adopted by the revisers of the Pharm~coprern. It y1ekls a hand.some syrup,
containinrr a certain amount of the active matte r of the sarsaparilla i but has
been sho\~n by the experiments of Mr. Husband to have less of ~he sensible
properties, and consequently, in all probability, of the medical virtues of the
1
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root, than the syrup prepared with diluted alcohol. (J1m. Journ. of P!tar111.,
xv. 6.) \Ve woul<l strongly adv.ise an adherence to the first of the two
officinal formul::e. But the practitioner should be aware that much of the
sarsaparilla as it e~ists in the market is nearly or qui.te inert, and should be
prepared to meet with disappointment. in the use of this or any other preparation, unless satisfied of the good quality of the drug from which it 1s made.
Corrosive sublimate, which is often given in connexion with this syrup,
is said to be completely decomposed by it, being converted into calomel.
M. Lepage, of Gisors, proposes as a substitute the iodo-hydrargyrate of
potassium (see .Rpperulix), which he. has found not to undt!rgo decomposition . (Journ. de Pluirm., ae sir., viii. U3.)
The dose of the syrup of sarsapari lla is half a fluidonnce, equivalent to
somewhat less than a drachm of the root, to be taken three or four times a
~
~

SYRUPUS SCILLJE. U.S., Ed.

Syrup of Squill.

"Take of Vinegar of Squill a pint; Sugar [refined] two pounds. Add
the Sugar to the Vinegar of Squill, and proceed in the manner directed for
Syrup." U.S.
"Take of Vinegar of Squill three pints; Pure Sugar, in powder, seven
pounds. Dissolve the Sugar in the Vinegar of Squill, with the aid of a
gentle heat and agitation." Ed.
This sy rup is much employed as an expectorant, especia lly in combination with a solution of tartarized antimony. Th e dose is about a fluidrachm.
In infantile cases of ca.tarrh and other pectoral complaints, it is sometimes
W.
given , in the same dose, as an emetic.

SYRUPUS SCILLJE COMPOSITUS. U. 8.
Squill.

Compound Syrup

of

Hive-syrup.

"Take of Squill, bruised, Seneka, bruised, each, four ounces; Tartrate
of Antimony and Potassa.forty-eigltl grains; Water four pints; Sugar
three pounds and a half. Pour the Water upon the Squill and Seneka, and
having boiled to one-half, strain and add the Sugar; then evaporate to three
pinls, and, while the Syrup is still hot, dissolve in it the Tartrate of Anti·
mony and Potassa.
"Compound Syrup of Squill may be advantageously prepared in the
following manner by those familiar with the process of displacement:., Take of Squill, in coarse powder, Seneka, in coarse powder, each,
four ounces; Tartratc of Antimony and Potassaforty-eight grains; Alcohol half a pint; Water a su.flicienl quantity; Sugar three pounds and a
half. Mix the Alcohol with two pints and a half of 'Vater, and macerate
the Squill and Seneka. in the mixture for twenty.four hours. Put the whole
into an apparatus ford1splacement, and add as much Water as may be necessary to ~ake the filtered liquor amount to three pints. Boil the liquor for
a few mmute~, evaporate to one-half, and strain; then add the Sugar, and
evaporate until the resulting Syrup measures three pints. Lastly , dissolv e
tbe Tartrate of Antimony and Potassa in the Syrup, while' it is still hot."

U.S.
This is intended as a substit~te for that very popular ~reparation. called
Coxe's hive-syrup, from whic.h it differs cl.1ieflr in containmg sugar mstead
of ho.ne)'."· . Prei;iared accordmg to the d1recllons of the former Phar~na
coprem, 1t rnvanably fermented from the want of sufficient concentration.
'fhis defect was corr~cted at the last rev ision of the Pharmacopreia, when
s~gar was also sub~tlt~ted for honey, in consequence of the uncertain consiste nce and constitut1on of the latter. It will be observed that two for-
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mu he are given above, in the former of which the virtues of the squi11 and
se.neka are exlrac~ed by long boiling with water, in the latter, by per~olation
with water lo which a small portion of alcohol has been added. Either or
them will furnish an efficie~t product; but the lauer is preferable when skilful.ly pcrformC'd; as it avmds in great m e~s ure the injurious influence of
boilmg upon the seneka, exhausts both this and the squill more readily in
consequence of the addition of alcohol to the menstruum, and affords a solution of their activr principles less emba rrassed with inert matterscalcula.tcd to
fa~ou~ ft•rrnentation. [n this process, the filtered li.quor is raised to the boiling
point m order to coagulate the albumen. after which the evaporation should
be conducted at a lower temperature. But the inexperienced operator should
follow· th.e first formula; for, if the percolation be not properly effected, the
syrup will inevitably be weaker than it is designed to be.•
Th e compound syrup of squi ll combines the virtues of seneka, squill,and
tartar eme.tic, ~f the la~t of which it contains one grain in every fluidounce.
h is em~llc , dmphorellc, expf'ctorant, and freq.uently calhartic, and may be
given w1lh advantage in mild cases of croup, rn the latter stages of severe
cases when the object is to promote expectoration, and in other pectora.l
affect ions in which the same indication is presented. As an emetic in inflammatory croup and infantile catarrh, WP decidedly prefer a simple solution of
tartar emetic in water. Thf' dose of the compound syrup of squill is, for
child ren, from ten drops to a fluidrachm,according to the age, and should be
repeated in cases of croup every fifteen or t\1.renty minutes till it vomits. As
an expectorant for adults the dose is twenty or thirty drops.
W.

SYRUPUS SENEGiE . U. S . Syrup ef Seneka .
"Take of Seneka, bruised,/our ounces; 'Vater a ]>int; Sugar [refined]
pound.

Boil the Wnter with the Seneka lo one-half, and strain; th en add
the Sugar, and proceed in th e manner directed for Syrup. Syrup ofSeneka
may also be prepared in the following manner:"Take of Seneka, in coarse powder, four ounces; 'Vater a su.f!icie-nt
quantity; Sugar fifteen. ounces. Mix the Seneka with four fluidounces of
Water, and allow the mixture to stand for twelve hours; then put it in lo an
apparatus for displacement, and gradually pour Watf;r upon it until the
liquid passes nearly tasteless. Evaporate the filtered liquor to half a pint,
strain, and, h:wing added the Sugar, proceed in the manner directed for
<t

Syrup." U.S.
The latter of these processes is preferable for an experi~nced operator,
as it avoids the injury to the seneka result ing from lon g boiling; but tbq
who are not practically acquainted with the process of percolation should
emp loy the former.
.
This is an active preparation, and affords a very c?nvement ':lode of
exhibiting sene l<a in pectoral complaints. It may be gwen as a sl! mulant
W.
expectorant in the dose of one or two ftuidrachms.
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SYRUPUS SENN£. U.S.,Lond.,Ed.

SyrupojSenna .

"Take of Senna two ounces; Fennel-seed, bruised, an ounce; Boiling
Water a pint; Sugar .fifteen ounces. Digest the Senna and Fennel-seed in
the \.\later, with a gentle heat, for an hour; then Strain, add the Sugar, and
evaporate 10 the proper consistence." U.S.
"Take of Sennn two ounces and a half; Fennel [seeds], bruised, ten
drachms; Manna three ounces ; Sugar [ refined] fifteen ounces; b?iling
·water a pint [ lmperial measure]. }Jacer~te the Senna and Fennel rn the
Water with a gentle heat for an hour . Stram the liquor, and mix with it the
Manna and Sugar; then boil down to the proper consist~nce." Land.
"Take of Senna four ounces ; boiling Water one 7Jint and four jluidoimces [Imperial measure] ; Treacle.Jorty·eight ounces. Infuse the Se~na
in the '.Yater for twelve hours; strain and express strongly through calico,
so as to obtain a pint and two (Juidounces at least of liquid. Concentrate
the Treacle in the vapou r· bath as far as possible, or till a ltule taken out upon
a rod becomes nearly concrete on coo ling; and, while the Treacle is still hot,
add the infusion, stirring carefully, and removing the vessel from the vapourbath as soon as the mixture is complete. If Alexandrian Senna be used ror
this preparation, it must be carefully freed of Cynanchum leaves by picking
it." Ed.
The molasses in the Edinburgh syrup almost completely covers the taste
of the senna ; and the preparation, according to Dr. Christison, is very
effectual, and 8eldom occasions nausea or griping. The U. S. and London
processes are liable to the objection, that considerable evaporation is neces·
sary to bring the syrup to the proper consistence; so that, if a boiling heat
be employed, the sen na may be injured. This syrup is intended chiefly as
a cathartic for children, to \vhom it may be given in the dose of one or two
fluiclrachms .•
W.

SYRUPUS TOLUTANI. U. S. SvRuPus ToLUTANUS. Lond.,Ed.

Dub. Syrup of Tolu.
"Take of Ti~cture of Tolu ajluidounce; Syrup a pint and a half. Mix
the Tincture with the Syrup, and by means of a water·hath evaporate to the
proper consistence." U.S.
"Take of Balsam of Tolu ten drachms; boiling ·w ater a pint [ fmp.
meas.]; Sugar [refined] two pounds and a lwlf. Boil _the Bals_am in the
Water for half an hour, 111 a lightly covered vessel, occas1onally stirring, and
strain the liquor when cold; then add the Sugar and dis8olve it." Lond.
The Edinburgh College prepares this syrup by adding gradually one
ounce of the tincture of tolu to two pounds of simple syrup just prepared,
bdore it has become cold. The Dublin College pursues the same plan,
usrng an ounce of the tincture to a piltt and a half of syrup.

SYRUPUS BALSAMI ToLUTANI.
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The 1:-ondon ~rocess affords a syrup wilh a finer flavour than that prepared with the tmclUre. !he same portion of balsam is, according to Mr.
~rande, usually employed rn s.uccess1ve operations, and it long continues to
impart odour and last~ to. boding: water. The quantity of the balsam is
rather less than two grams rn a flmdounce of the syrup, prepared according
to the U.S. PharmacopCE"ia, which is about equal in strenoth to the Edinburgh and Dublin, and much stronger than the London. r£?he syrup of tolu
may, therefore, be considered inert as a medicine; and its only use is to
communicate its agreeable flavour to mixtures.
1V.

SYRUPUS V!OLJE. Ed., Dub.

S?f•:up

of

Violets.

"Take of fresh Violets one pourul; bod mg ·water two pints and a half

f\~~~;y'~}~~;·~~u~~,r~ ~1~!;~~:t~~~' fn°~:(~:~;~~ (~f~~r·or ~~~~l~=~~~~e0 '::~~;1~
strain without squeezing, and dissolve the Sugar in the filtered liquor." Ed.
"Take of the fresh Petals of the Violet two pounds; boiling Water five
JJ.ints. Macerate for t~Yenty-four hours i then filter the liquor through fine
lin en, without expressrnn ; lastly add th e Sugar [twenty-nine ounces for
every pint of liquor], and form a syrup." flub.
This syrup has a deep blue colour and an agreeable flavour. It is said
that its colour is most beautiful when it is prepared in well-cleaned pewter
vessels ; but the action .of tl~e metal has not been s~tisfactorily ex~lained.
As it is apt to fade by time, it is sometimes counterfelled with materials the
colour of which is more permanent. Th e fraud may usually be detected by
the addition of an acid o~ alkali, the ~armer of which reddens the sy rup of
violets, the latter rende rs 1t green, while they produce no such change upon
the counterfeit.
The syrup acts as a gentle laxative when given to infants in the dose of
one or two fluidrachms; but it is used chiefly as a test of acids and alkalies.
For the lauer purpose,. a syrup prepared from th e juice of the red cabbage
may be substituted in Jls place. Il is very seldom kept in our shops. V\7.

SYRUPUS ZINGIBERIS . U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Syrup of
Ginger .
11
Takc of Tincture of Ginger Ja·u rfluidounces; Syrup a gallon . Mix
the Tin cture with the Syrup, and by means of a water-bath evaporate to
the proper consistence." U. S.
The London College macerates two ounces and ~ half of sliced ginger,
for four hours. in a 11int ( lmperial measure) of boiling water, and, having
strained the infusion, adds two pounds .and a half of refined sugar, and
dissolves it. The Edinburgh College mfuses tu:o ounces and a ha{f of
bruised ginger, for four hours, in a ]Jint (Im perial measure} ?f boilin~
water, strains, adds two pounds and a half of pure sugar, and dissolves Jt
with the aid of heat. The flub/in College macerates four ounces of the
bruised root, for twenty-four hours, in three pints of boiling water, filters
the liquor, and adds twenty-nine ounces of refinf'd sugar to each pint.
The process of the U.S. Pharmacopreia ~s the m~st ea.sy, and affords a
syrup in evny resp.eel equa l to the others, wllhout being like tl~em cncum·
bered with the mucilage and starch of the r~ol. In ord er that 11 may be of
the proper strength, it is necessary that the t1~cture. should have been made
with the best J~maica ginger. The syrup. of ~inge: is much ?sed as a warm
stomachic addnion to tonic and purgative mfus10ns or mixtures, and to
impart flavour to drinks, particularly to carb?nic :icid water.
.
..
Off. Prep. Electua~ium Cat~chu Compos1tum, Dub.; Electuarium Op11,
Eel.; Pilulre Sagapem Compos1tre, Lond.
W.
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TINCTURJE.
Tinctures.
Tinctures, in the pharmaceutical sense of the term, are solution s of medicinal substances in alcohol or diluted alcohol , prepared by maceration,
digestion, or percolation. Solutions in spirit of ammonia and etherea l
spirit are embraced under the same denomination, but are severally distinguished by the titles of amm,oniated tinctures and ethPreal tinctures. 'l'he
advantages of alcohol as a menstruum are, that it dissolves principles
which are sparing ly or not at all soluble in water, and contributes to their
preservation when dissolved; while it leaves be hind some inert substances
which are dissolved bv water. [n no instance, however, is absolute alcohol
employed. The U.S. Pharmacopreia directs it of the sp. gr. 0·835; the
London and Edi~burgh, 0·838; a nd the Du~lin, O:S-10. When of these
densities it contains waler, and is capable of d1ssolv111g more or less of sub·
stances which are insoluble in anhydrous alcohol; while its solvent power,
in relation to bodies soluble in that fluid, is sufficient for all practical pur·
poses: Diluted alcohol or proof spirit is ofte~ preferable to officinal a.lcohol;
as it is capable of extracting a larger proporllon of those active J"l'inc1ples of
plants which require an aqueous menstruum, at the same time that it is
strong enough to prevent spontaneous decomposition, and has the advan·
tages of being cheaper and less stimulating. The diluted alcohol of the
different Pharmacopceias is not of the same strength, that of the United
States consisting of equal measures of oilici nal alcohol and water, and hav·
ing the sp. gr. 0 .935; while that of London has the sp. gr. 0·920, that of
Edinburgh 0·91 2, and that of Dublin 0·919. The difference, however, is
not very material. Alcohol or rectified spirit is preferred as the solvent,
when the substance to be extracted or dissolved is nearly or quite insoluble
in water, as in the instances of the resins, guaiac, camphor, and the essen·
tial oils. 'fhe presence of water is here injurious, not only by diluting the
menstruum, but by exercising an affinity for the alcohol which interferes
with its solvent power. Thus water, added to an alcoholic solution of one
of the se bodies, produces a precipitate by abstracting tbe alcohol from iL
Diluted alcohol or proof spirit is emp loyed, when the substance is soluble
both in alcohol and water, or when one or more of the ingredients are solu·
hie in the one fluid,and one or more in the other, as in the case of those vege·
tables which contain extracti\•c or ta nni n, or the native salts of the organic
alkalies, or gum united with resin or essential oil. As these include th e
greater number of medicines from which tinctures. are prepared, diluted
alcohol is most frequently used.
In the preparation of the tinctures, the medicine should be in the dry
~tate, and properly commi n~ tcd by being bruised, sliced, or pulverized. lt
~s usually better 111 the condition of a coarse than of a very fine powder; as
rn the la~ter it is apt to agglutinate, and thus present an impediment to the
p~~etrat1on of the menstruum. ·when seve ral substances differing in solu ·
bil1ty are employed, they should be added successively to the spirit, those
Jeast soluble first, those most so last; as otherwise the menstruum might
become saturated with. the ingredient for which it has the strongest affinity,
and th~s be rende~ed rncapable of dissolving a due proportion of the others .
. Unt.il recently, tl~ctures hrl\'e been universally prepared by maceration or
d1gest10n. The Edmburgh College directs digestion to be continued us~rnlly
~or seven days. Our.own Pharmacopreia follows that of London, in direct·
mg maceration at ordinary temperatures, and extending the period to two
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weeks. The latter plan is preferable, as it is more convenient and equally
effectual~ the lower temper~ture beingc~mpensated by the longer maceration.
'\Yhe~ circumstances require that the tincture should be speedily prepared,
d1gest1on may be resorted lo. Care should always be taken to keep the
vessel well stopped, in order to prevent the evaporation of the alcohol. The
materi~ls should be frequenlly shaken during the digestion or maceration;
and this caution is especially necessary when the substance acted on is in the
state of powder. The tincture should not be used till the maceration is
com~lete~; when it should be separated. from ~h.e dregs either by simply
filtering 1t through paper, or, when force is requisite, by first expressing it
through linen, and subsequently filtering.
The plan of preparing tinctures by percolation or displacement has recently been extensively adopted; and has been found to answer an excellent
purpose, when skilfully executed. In the last editions of the U.S. and
Edinburgh Pharmacopreias, this mode of preparation has been given as an
alternative in numerous instances; and would probably have been et.elusively
recommended in some, except for its liability to fail in tbe hands of inexperienced persons. The reader will find rules for the proper management of
this process at pages 763 and 769.
Another mode of exlmusting medicines by spirit, has been proposed by Dr.
H . .Surton. lt consists in suspending in the solvent, immediately under its
surface, the solid malter contained loosely in a bag. The liquid in contact
with the bag, becoming heavier by impregnation with the matters dissolved,
sinks to the bottom; its place is supplied with a fresh portion, which in its
turn sinks: and thus a current is established, which continues until the solid
substance is exhausted or the liquid saturated. During the inaceration, the
bag should be occasionally raised above the surface of the liquor in the
bou]e, beneath the cover, and allowed to drain, and then again immersed.
It is asserted that the period of maceration is much shortened in this

way. (Lond. Ned. Gaz., Aug. 30, !SH.)
Tinctures have been long in use on the Continent of Europe, and have
recently been brought into notice in Great Britain.prepared by adding alcohol
to the expressed juices of plants. They are sometimes called in England
preaerved vegetal.Jle juices. The tinctures ?f some of the narcotic plants
might no doubt be advantageously prepa~cd 10 this way, as those of c~nium,
~yoscyamus,.and belladonna. Mr. Squire and .Mr. Bentley h'.lve paid particular attention to these preparations. According to Mr. Squ1Te, the leaves
only of the plants should be used, and in the case of biennial plants those
exclusively of the second year's growth; and they should always be preferably collected when the plant !sin full flower. Mr. Bentl.ey recommends
the following mode of preparation. T? the. expressed juice, after it has
stood for twenty-four hours, and deposited its feculent matter, alcohol of
0·838 is to be added in the proportion of one part by measure to four of the
juice; and, after another period of twe~ty-four hours, the liquor i~ to be
filtered. The proportion of alcohol menuoncd has been found sufficient for
the preservation of the juicE', while it causes the precipitation of all the
suspended mucilaginous matter.
Tinctures should be kept in ?oulcs a~curately stopped, in or~er to prevent evaporation, which might, 11~ some instances, be attende~ with serious
inconvenience, by increasing t~cir strengt~1 .beyond.the.offic10al st~ndard.
Medicines are most convcn1cntly administered rn tincture, which act
powerfull.y in sin~ll doses i as the proportion. of alcohol in which th~y are
dissolved is too minute to produce an appreciable effect. Thos.e w~1ch require to be given in large doses should be cautiously employed m this form,
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lest the injury done by the menstruum should more than counterbalance
their beneficial operation. This remark is particularly applicable to chronic
cases of disease, in which the use of tincturesjs apt to result in the establishment of fatal habits of intemperance. The tinctures of the weaker medicines
are more frequently give n as adjuvants of othe r remedies than with the
view of obtaining their own full effects upon the system.
The following general directions are give n in the U. S. Plwrmacopreia.
'"Tinctures, when prepared by maceration, should be frequently shaken
during the process, which should be conducted in glass vessels well stopped.
When displacement is emp loyed, great care should be taken to observe the
direcLions given at page 4 [page 7U0 1 U.S. Dispensatory], so that the s~b
stances treated may be, as far as possible, exhausted of their soluble pnnciples, and a perfectly clear tincture obtained. 'l'o those no1 familiar with
this process, the plan or maceration is recommended."
The London College states that "all tinctures should be prepared in closed
glass ves~ls, and frequently shaken during the maceration." The general
directions or the Edinburgh College, which relate to the process of pt>rcolation, ha\•e been given at page 770.
W.

TINCTURA ACONITI. U. 8.

Tincture

ef JJconite.

"Take of Aconite four ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints. Macerate
for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"'!~his Tincture .may a lso be prepared by th.oroughly moistening the Aco·
nite, 10 powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowrng it to stand for twenty-four
hours, then transrt>rring it to an apparatus for displacement, and gradually
pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
This is a good preparation of aconite when made from the recently dried
leaves, and may be given in th e dose of twenty or thiny drops. A salurated
tincture prepared from the root is now consid~rably used. lt is much
stronger than the officinal lincture, being given in the dose of five minims.
(See .flconitwn, page 55.) Care should always be taken to distinguish these
W.
tinctures in prescription.

TINCTURA ALOES. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Tin chire of JJloes.

"Take of Aloes, in powder, an ounce; Liquorice [extract] three ounces;
Alcohol half a pint; Distilled Water a pint and a Ital/ Macerate for
fourteen days, and filter through paper." U.S.
The London process differs from the above only in the use of the Imperial, instead of the wine measure. The Edinburgh College tak es an ounce
of S_ocotrine or Indian Aloes, three ounces of liquorice, lwe/vejluidounces or
rectified spirit, and twmly·eigltt jluidounres or water; di gests for seven
days; and filters the liquor, separated from the sedimen t. The Dublin College dissolves an ounce and a half or liquorice in eight ounces of boiling
water i th.en ~dds half an oimce of Socotrine aloes and eiglitjluidounces of
proof spirit, digests the whole for seven days, and filters .
ThE:' ti.nctur~ or a lo<'s of the former U.S. Pharmacopceia was prepa.red wilh
th~ _officrna.l diluted alcohol, without the addition or water. In th~ present
edil1on it h.as ?cen made to correspond with the tincture of the Bnush College-s. It IS liule more than an infusion, with the addition of sllfficient
alcohol to prevent spontaneous d ~composition. Th e liquorice is added to
cover the taste of th e aloes; but 1l answers the end i.mrerfoctly; and ~h~
preparation, on account of its unpleasant bitterness, is little used, aloes bemg
generally administered in the form of pill. The dose is from half a fluid·
ounce to a fluidounce and a half,
W.
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TINCTURA ALOES ET MYRRH;E. u. s., Ed. TINCTURA
Awi:s CoMPOSITA . .Lond., Dub. Tincture of .!lloes and Jllyrrli.

of~~~~: t~o~~~~:'. mM~~~~~~~' :::r;:u~:~~~e~~y~~~~~nfif::r ~~~::~h~i;;!~.~~
U.S.

The London Colleg_e takes/our ounces of aloes, two ounces of saffron,
and lll'O eints .(Imperial measure ) ?f tincture of myrrh, and proceeds as
above. 'l.he direcuons of the JJublm College correspond with those of our
Pharmacopooia, except that Socotrine aloes is specified and the saffron
omiued. Th e Edinburgh Collc~e takes/our ounces of Socotrine or Indian
aloes, tu:o ow1ces of saffron, and two pints (imperial mensure) of tincture
of myrrh; digests for seven days; and filters the clear "superincumbcnt''
liquor.
This tincture is a modification of the elixir proprietatis of Paracelsus.
The saffron, which has been retained in compliance with former prejudices,
can acid little to the efficacy of th e preparation; and, being vC'ry expensive,
has with great propriety been much reduced in the present U.S. formula .
IL serves, however, to impart a richness to thC' lincture, the want of which
mig-ht be considered a defect by those accustomed to its use.
The tincture is purgative, tonic, and emmcnagogue; and is considerably
employed in chlorosis, and other disordered states of health in females,
connected with supp ressed, retained, or deficient menstrnation, and with a
constipated state of bowels. 1l may also be used as a stomachic laxative
in cold, languid habits, independently of menstrual disorder. 'l'be dose is
,V.
from one to two fluidrachms.

TINCTU!L-1.

A~JMONI&

COMPOSITA. Lond.

Compound Tinc-

ture of .fl.mmonia.
"Take of i\Iastich two drnchms; Rectified Spirit ninefluidrachms; Oil
of Lavender fourleen niinims; Oil of Amber four minims; Stronger Solu-

~~o; s :ir~7h~~niita ~a~ib! ~~:~~~~~ :~as;~~~· off~~~e~~:r t~i~!~~t;c~b~~
0

add the other ingn:dients, and shake them all together." Lond.
This is the Spiritus .Ommoni;e Succinatus of the former London Pharmacopreia, and was intended as a substitute for the eau de luce. The tincture has a milky appearance, owing to the separation of the mastich from
its alcoholic solution by the w11ter of ammonia. its properties are essentially those of its ammoniacal ingredient; the mastich having no medical
action, and the oils of lavender and amber being in too sma ll proportion to
serve any other purpose than that of imparting navour. It is used chiefly
as a powerful stimulant applied to the nostrils, in cases of fainting and
torpor. It had at one tim e considerable reputation as nn antidote to the
bite of venomous animals, but is not relied on at present. The dosE> for
internal use is from ten to thirty drops, very Jargrly diluted with water. W.

TJNCTURA ANGUSTUR;E. Dub.
of Jlngustura Bark.

Tinclllre

T1scTURA CusPARIJE. Ed.

"Take of AngusLUra Bark, in coarse powder, tu·o ounces; Proof Spirit
two pints . Macerate for fourteen days; then filter." nub.
Th e Edinburgh College takes four ou.n~es wul a half of the bark, ~nd
/u•o pints (Imperial measure) of proof spmt, and proceeds as for the tJncture of Peruvian bark.
This tincture contains the active principles of Angustura bark, and may
'V.
be given in tbe dose of one or two fluidrachms.
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TJNCTURA ASSAFCETJD.E. U. 8., Land., Ed. TrncTURA AssJEFCETIDJE. Dub. Tincture of .!lssafetida.
"Take of Assafetida, four ounces; Alcohol two pints. Macerate for
fourteen days, and filter through paper." U.S.
The London College takes.five ounces of assafetida, and two pints (Imperial measure) of rectified spirit, and proceeds as above. The Edinburgh
College, with the same quantity of materia ls, digests for seven days. and
filters the clear liquor. The Dublin process differs from that of the U . S.
Pha~macopreia only in triturating the assafotida with half a pint of water
prevwusly to the addition of the alcohol.

This tincrnre becomes milky on the addition of water, in consequence of
the separation of the resin. 1l possesses all the virtues of assafetida . The
medium dose is a fluidrachm.
OjJ. Prep. Enema Fretidum, Dub.
W.

TJNCTURA AURANTII. Land., Ed.

Tincture

of Orange

Peel.

"Take of dried Orange Pee l three ounces and a half; Proof Spirit two
pints [Imperial measure]. Macerate for fourteen days, and filter." Lond.
"Take of Biller Orange Peel, dried, three ounces and a half; Proof
Spirit two pints [ Imp . measur~]. Digest for seven days, strain and express strongly, and filter the liquor. This tincture may be prepared by
~ercolation, by cutting the Peel into small fragments . macerating it in a
lJttle of the Spirit for twelve hours, and beating the mass into a coarse pulp
before putting it into the percolalor." Ed.
It is the peel of the Seville orange which is intended by the London College; and the outer part only !:lhould be used, the inner whitish portion
being inert. The tincture of orange peel is emp loyed as a grateful addition to infusions, dccoctions, and mixtures. lt was omitted by mistake in
the last edition of the Dublin Pharmacopreia, as it is an ingredient in one
of the officinal preparations of that work.
Off. Prep. l\!JisLUra Ferri Aromatica, Dub.
w·.

TJNCTURA BELLADONNA;:. U. 8. Tincture of Belladonna.
11
Take of Belladonna [leaves] /ovr ounces; Diluted A lcohol two pints.
1\lacerate for fourteen days, cxprross, and filter through paper.
"This Tincturu may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the
Belladonna, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for
twenty-four hours, then transferring it lo an apparatus for displacement,
and gradually ponri ng upon it Diluted Alcohol unti l two pints of filtered
liquor are obtained." U.S.
This tincture is an effic i<'nt prept'.lTalion when made from the recently
dri~d JeaH•s; but the imported leaves arc of very uncertain str1•ngth, and
a tmcture prepared from the~l is less to be relied upon than the extract.
The dose 1s from fifteen to thirty d rops.
VV.

TJNCTUHA BENZOINI COMPOSITA. U. 8., Land., Ed.

T1~c

TURA BENzoEs Co~fPOSITA. Dub. Com'Pound Tincture of Ben:::oin.
"'fake of Ben:.rn1n llu·ee ounces; Punfied Storax two ounces; Balsam
of Tolu an ounce; Alo<.;s, in powder, half an ounce; Alcohol two pints.
Macerate for fourtPen days, and filter throuo-h paper." U.S.
The London Collrg e t_akes three ounc:S and a half of bcnzoin, two
otmces and a half of ~tramed storax, ten drachms of balsam of To:u,.fiue
drachms of aloes, and two pints (Imperial measure) of rectified spirit, and
proceeds as above. The Edinburgh College takesfourounces ofbenzoi~ ,
two oun ces and a half of balsam of Peru, half an ounce of East lndm
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aloes, nn<l two 71ints (rmp. meas.) of rectified spirit,dio-ests for s;.;•:en days,
p~urs off the clear liquor, and filler~ it. The Dublin°pror:ess corresponds
wuh that of the U.S. Pharmacopre1a, except that digestion for seven days
is employed instead of maceration for fourteen .
This tincture is a stimulating expectorant, occilsionally used in chronic
catarrhal a~ections, but more frt>quently as a local application to indolent
ulcers. lt is the balsamum traumaticum of the older Pharmacopreias, and
may be considered as a simplified form of certain complex compositions,
such as butane de commandeur, fflade's balsam, Friar's balsam, Jesuits'
drops, 4·c., which were formerly in repute, and are still esteemcp among
the vulgar as pectorals and vulneraries. Turlington's balsam, which is a
popular remedy in t~is country for such purposes, co~1sists, as usually prepared in Philadelphia, of the mgredients of the officinal tinclUre, with the
addition of Peruvian balsam, myrrl~, and angelica root._!f lt is scarcely necessary to state, that the applicat10n of these remedies to fresh wounds
must frequently prove injurious, by inducing too much inflammation, and
thus preventing union by the first intention. The compound tincture of
benzoin is decomposed by water. The dose is from thirty minims to two
fluidrachms . A variety of court plaster is made by applying to black silk,
by means of a brush, first a solution of isinglass, and afterwards an alcoholic solution of benzoin.
W.

TINCTURA BUCHU. Dub.
Buclm.

TINCTURA BucKu. Ed.

Tincture

of

Take of the Leaves of the Diosma crenata two ounces; Proof Spirit a
pint. Macerate for seven days, and filter." lJub.
11
Take of Buckuji1,<e ounces; Proof Spirit two pint:1 . Digest for seven
days, pour off the clear liquor, and filter it. This tincture may be conve niently and quickly made also by the process of percolation." Ed.
This tincture has the virtues of buchu leaves, and may be given in the
dose of from one to four fluidrachms, either simply diluted with water, or
as an addition to the infusion of the leaves.
W.
u

TINCTURA CAMPHORJE. U. 8 ., Lond., Ed. T1NCTURA CAMPHOsive SPIR ITUS CAMPHORATUS. Dub. Tincture of Camphor.

R.iE

"Take of Camphor four ounces; Alcohol two pints. Dissolve the Camphor in the Alcohol." U.S.
The nublin process corresponds with the above. The London College
dissolves.five ounces of camphor in two pints (Imperial measure) of rectified spirit; the Edinburgh, two oimces and a half in tu:o pints (lmperial
measure).
This is used chiefly as an anodyn~ embroc_ation in rheumalic and gouty
pains, chilblains, and lhe inflammation resultmg from sprains and bruises.
It may also be employed internally, due regard being paid to the sti~1rnlant
properties of the alcohol. The camphor is pr~cipilale<l by the addnion c:if
water, but may be suspended by the intervention of sugar. Th.e dose. is
~~~:r~ve drops to a fluidrachm, first added to sugar, and then mixed wnh

Off.Prep. Linimentum Ammonire Compositum, Ed.

,.Y.
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TINCTURA CANTHARIDIS . U. 8., Land., Ed., Dub.
of Spanish flies .

1 1incture

"Take of Spanish Flies, bruised, an ounce; Diluted Alcohol t.wo pinlts.
Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Flies,
in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing them to stand for twenty-four
hours, then transferring them to an apparatus for displacement, and gradu ally pouring upon them Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered li quor
are obtained." U.S.
The London College takes/our drachms of the flies and two pints (lmperial measure) of proof spiri t, macerates for fourteen days, and filters; the
D ublin, two drachm.y of th e former and a pint and a half of the latter, and
digests for a week. · The Edinburgh College takes the same proportions
as the London, digests for seven days, strains, expresses the residuum
strongly , and filters; or prepares the tincture by percolation, having pre·
viously moistened the coarsely powden"'d flies with a little of the spirit, and
allowed them to stand for twelve hours.
This tincture is one of the most convenient forms for the intof'rnal use of
Spanish flies, the virtue~ of which it possesses to their full extent. (See
Cantlwris.) It is occas1onally employed externally as a rubefacient; but
its liability to vesicate should be taken into consideration. The British
tinctures are all too feeble; the strongest containing the \•irtucs only of three
quarters of a grain of cantharides in a ftuidrachm. Th e dose of the U.S.
tincture is from twenty drops to a fiuidrachm, repeated three or four times
a~

TINCTURA CAPSICI. U. 8., Lond., Ed ., Dub.

~

Tincture of Cay-

enne Pepper.
"Take of Cayenne Pepper an ounce; Diluted Alcohol two pints. l\fa.
cerate for fourteen days, a nd filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the
Cayenne Pepper, in powder, with Dilllted Alcohol, putting it into an ap·
paralus for displacement, and gradually pouring upon it Di!llted Alcohol
until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained ." U.S.
The Dublin College prepares this tincture according to the first of the
above formulre. The London College takes ten draclmis of bruised Cay·
enne pepper and two pints (Tmperial measure) of proof spirit, macerates
for fourteen days, and filters; the Edinburgh takes the same proportions
as the London, digests for seven days, strains, expresses, and filters; or
prepares the tinctur_e by pcrco!atio~, having previously made the capsicum
rnto a pulp with a little of the spint.
This form of capsicum is a useful stimulant in very low states of the
system wit~ g reat gastric insensibility, as in malignant scarlet, and typhus
fevers, and 111 the cases of drunkards. It may also be used as a gargle,
dilut~d with rose water or some mucilaginous fluid. (See CaP,sicmn.)
Applied by means of a camel's hair pencil to the relaxed uvula, it some·
times produces c_ontraction, and relieves prolapsus of that part. Th e dose
\V.
is one or two lhndrachms.

TINCTURA CARDAMOM!. U. 8., Lond., Ed. Tincture of Cardamom.
"Take of Cardamom, bruised,four ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints.
Mac1;>ra~e f~.r fourteen days, express, and filter through pa~er.
11

This l mcture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening Lhe Car·
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damom, in powder, with _Dil~ted Alcohol 1 allowing it to stand for twentyfour hours, .then tran~ferr.tng 1t to an appa~atus for displacement. and gradually pouring upon Jt Diluwd Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are
obtained." U.S.
The London College takes t!tree ounces and a half of bruised cardamom,
and two pint~ [lmperial measure] of proof spirit, macerates for fourteen
days, and .filters. The Edinbu.tgh College takes four ounces ancl a half
of the bruised seeds, and fwo pmts [Imp. meas.] of proof spirit, d.igests for
seve1.1 days, strains, expresses, an~ filters; or prepares the tincture by per-

~~l~~1~;{t~~tli7;,~~~nti~hs~~r~:.ds

m a coffee-mill, and making them into a

This tincture is an agreeable aromatic, and may be advantageously added
The dose is one or two fluidrachms .
W.
Off. Prep. Tinctura Conii. Ed.

to tonic and purgative infusions.

TINCTURA CARDAMO!llI COMPOSITA. Lona., Ed., Dub. Compound Tincture of Cardamom.

"Take o~ Cardamom, Caraway, ea~h, in powder, two drac/mis and a half_;
Cochineal, 111 powder, a drac/wi; Crnnamon, bruised, five drachrns; Raisins five ounces; Proof Spirit two pints [lmperial measure]. Macerate for
fourteen days, and filter." Lond.
The Edi11burgh College. taking the same materials in the same quantities
as the London, but bruised instead of powdered, digests for seven days,
strains 1 expresses slrongly1 and filters. The same College allows the tinc ture to be prepared also by percolation; the solid materials being first
beaten together, moistened with a little spirit, and allowed to stand for
twelve hours before bein~ introduced into the inslrnme1H. The Dublin
College takes of cardamom seeds freed from their husks, and caraway, each,
two drac!tms, of cinnamon half an ounce1 and two pints of proof spirit, and
proceeds in the same manner as the London College.
This is a very agreeab le aromatic tincture, occasionally used as a carminative in the dose of one or two fl.uidrachms, but more frequently as an
addition to mixtures, infusions, &c., which it renders pleasant to the taste,
and acceptable to the stomach .
O.Q: Prep. Decoctu m Aloes Compositum, Lond, Ed.; Mistura Gentianre
W.
Composita. Lond.

Tll\CTURA CASCAHILLJE. Lond., Ed., Dub.

Tincture of Cas-

carilla .
"Take of Cascarilla, in powder, five ounce:1; Proof Spirit two pints
[ Imperial measure]. Macerate for fourteen days, and fiher.'_' Lond.
The Edinburc;h College employs.five ounces of the b.a~k1 m moderately
fine powder, and two 7>ints [ Imp. measure] of proof spmt; and proceeds
by percolation or digeslion as directed for the lincture of Pt>ruvian bar~ .
(See Tincrura Cinclionre.) The Dublin, takes four ount:es of the bark in
coarse powder, and two pints of the me nstruum, and macerates for seven

days .

.

.

.

.

This tincture has the properties of cascar1l!a, but 1s seldom 1f ever used 111
\V.
this country.

TINCT. RA CASSI.IE. Ed. Tincture ef Cassia.
,, Take of Cassia [Chinese cinnamon], in moderately fine powd~r, three
ounre.'1 and a half; Proof Spirit lll'O pints [ rmperial mt-asureJ. ~1zesl for
seven days, str~in, express the residuum strongly. and ~her. This .unct~re
is more convemently made by the process of percolauon, the Cassia being
99
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allowed to macerate in a little of the Spirit for twelve hours before being put
into the percolator." Ed.
The properties of this tincture are identica l with those of tincture of cinnamon. (See Tin clura Cimwmom:i.)
\V.

TINCTURA CASTOREI. U.S., Lond., Ed.
1'1icture ef Castor.

TrncTURA CASTOREI

llossrcr. Dub.

"Take of Castor, brui sed, two ounces; Alcohol two pints. ~facerate for
seven days, exp ress, and filter through paper." U.S.
Th e London College takes t1co ow1 cPs and a half of powdered castor, and
t wo pinf.9 [ Im perial measure] of rectified spirit, and macerates for fourteen
<lays. The Dublin College directs two ounce;;; of Russian castor, tu·o pints
of proof spirit, and ma ceratio~ for a week. 'fh e Edinlwrgh College directs
two ounces and a half of bruised castor, and two pints [ Imp. mea~.J of rectifi ed spirit, and allows the tinctur.e lo be prepared either by digestion or percolation, like th e tincture of cassia .
As castor yields liule if any of its virtues to water, alcohol is a beuer solvent than proof spirit. lt is said also to form a more g rateful preparation.
The Ru ssian castor should a lways be preferred when attainable. Thi s
t inct ure is used for the sa me purposes with castor in substance. The dose
is from thirty minims to two fiuidrachms.
,V.

TIKCTURA CASTOREI
ture of Castor.

A~L\!Ol'i!ATA.

Ed . .!Jmmoniated Tinc-

" T ake of Castor, brui sC>d , tu:o ounces and a Ital/; Assafetida, in small
fra g ments, ten clrachms; Spirit of Ammonia two pints [Impe rial measu re].
Digest for seven days in a well closed ,·essel; strain and express s1rong!y
the residuum ; and filte r the liquor.11 Ed.
This is a n active stimulam and antispasmod ic, applicable to cases of
severe spasm of th e stomach. and to various hysterica l and other nervou s
affections, unane nd ed with inRammatory sy mptoms. The dose is from thirty
min im s to two fluidrachms.
'V.

TINCTURA CATECHU.
Catechu.

U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub .

Tincture of

Take of Catechu three ounces; Cinnamon, bruised, lwo ounces; Di·
!~~~~ ~1~:l~~/~0J.i.S~s. Mace rate for fou rteen days, express, and filler
u

1

!he Dublin process differs from the abo,•e only in the period of maceration, which is seven days. 1'he L ondon College takes three ounces and
a half of catechu , two ounces and a half of cinna mon, and two pints [ l mperial meas ure of proof spirit, and macerates for fourteen days . The
Edinburg It College takes three 01mces 071:d a lwlf of catechu, in moderately
fine powder; lwo ounces aiul a ha!f of crnnamon, in fine powdt>ri and two
pints [ I mp. m eas.] of proof spi!it; digests for seven days, st ra ins, ex presses ~trongly, and filters. .This Col lf'ge yre pares the t111cture also by
percolation, int rod ucing the m1x e~ _powde rs rnto the percolator without previ ous l.y moistening th e~ with spmt.
This is a grateful astrmgent tmcture, usefu l in all casrs to which catechu
is appli cab le, and in which small f]Uantitics of spi rit are not objectio nable.
It may orten be advantageous ly add ed to creiaceous mixtures in diarrhcra .
Th e dose is from thirty minims to thre e fluidrachms, which may be given
with sweetened \Vat~ r or some muc ilaginous liquid, or in Port wine when
thi s is notcontra·ind1cated.
W.

J
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Peruvian Barie.
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Tincture of

"Take of Peruvian Bark, in powder. sia: omtcf'.'I: Diluled Alcohol two
71int~;

. ;\~~~eratc for fourteen days, express, and filter Lhrough paper .
." l h~s Lrncture may also .be J~rrpared by thorou ~hly moi!>tening the Bark
wit~ Di.luted Alcohol, allowing 1t to stand for forty-eight hours, Lhen transfo~rrng It to an appa~·atus fo~ displacement, .and gradually pouring- upon it
Diluted Alcoh?l unlll two pu~ts of filtered liquor arc obtainud." U. S .
" Tak e of Yel!ow Bark, 11~ ~ne powder (or of any other species of
Cincho~a, according to prl!SCnptton), eight ~u1ices; Pro~f Spirit two pitils
[ Lmpenal measure]. Percolale the.Bark with the Spint, the Bark being
previously moistened with a very liule Spirit, left thus for ten or tweln::
hours, and then firmly packed in tl~c cylinder. '~'his tincture may also be
prepared, though much Jess expeditiously, and with much greater loss, by
the usual process of digestion, the bark being in that case reduced to coarse
powder only ." Ed.
Th e London Colle{{e ord ers eight ounces of yellow
and two pints
[ lmp. meas .] of proof spirit, and macerates for fourteen
the .Dublin,
]'our ounces to two pints, and digests for a week.
Of these tinctures, all, except the Dublin, are very properly made with a
la rge proportion of bark; as, in the biller tinctures, it is important that the
alcohol should bear as small a proportion to the tonic principle as possible.
Even the strongest, hon-ever, cannot, in ordinary cases, be given in doses
s uffici ently large t~ obtain th~ full etr:ect of the bark, without _stimulating
too highly. The tincture of cinchona 1s used chidly as an adjunct to the
infu!sion or decoction of bark, or the solution of sulphate of quinia, to a dos e
of which it may be added in the quantity of from one to four fluidrachms.

w.

TINCTURA Cll\Cl-IO~VE COMPOSITA. U.S., Lond., Ed.,
Dub. Compound Tincture of Peruvian Bark.
11 Take of Peruvian Bark, in powder, two ounces; Orange Peel, bruised,
an ounce <uul a half; Virginia Snake Root, bruised, t//./'ee tlrac/uns; Saffron
cut, Red Saunders rasped, each a dtacltm; DiluLt::d Alcohol tweaty jluid011nces. Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
u Compound Tincture of Peruvian Bark may be prepared from the same
dry materials, by beating them well together, moistening them thoroughly
with Diluted Alcohol, allowing tlwm to stand for forty -eight hours, then
transferring them to an apparat~s for <lisp!acement, and gradually pouring
upon them Diluted Alcohol unttl twenty fluidounces of filtered liquor are
obtained." U.S.
"Take of Cinchona Jancifolia [pale bark], in powdPr,/our ounces; dried
Orange Peel three ounces; Virginia SnakerOot, bruised,sixdrachm:>; Saffron
ltl'O drachms; Cochineal, in powder, a tfrac/1111 ; Proof Spirit two pints
[Imperial measure]. l\lac erate for founecn day~, a~d filter ." Lond ...
The Edialmrgh College takes the same n~ate 1:ials m th.e same quant1t1cs
as the London, bUl specifies yellow ba.rk, which 1L orders in coarse pow.de~·,
if digestion, in fine powder, if percolation bt• t"'mploye~ . Th e serre.ntaria IS
directed in moderatrly fine P.owder. The_ process IS conducted eithe r by
digest in~ for seven days, straining, expressmg ~trongly, and filtering; o;,br
percolauon in the S?me way as compound ll.ncture of cardamom. I b.e
Dublin College specifies the pale ba rk, and dtn.!cts tzi·o scruples of coch.1neal in place of the red saunders, and ltalf wi ounce of orange peel; m
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other respects the process corresponds with the first formula of the U.S.
Pharmacopreia.
This is the prepara.tion commonly known ~y the _name of Huxham's
IL 1s an excellent s tomach1c cordial, and, thou g h too
feeble in the principles of cinchona to se rve as a substitute for that tonic

tincture of bark.

wht:'n its full eftCct upon the sys.tern is reriuired, may be very usefu lly employNI as an addition to th e decoction or infusion, or to the salts of quinia,
in low forms of fever, part.icularly in malignant in~ermittent s, and typhoid
remittrnts .. Huxhan:i wa~ m the habit of uniting with it the elixir of vitriol,
the aromatic sulphuric aCJ{I of the Pharmacopa::ias. Th e dose is from one to

fourfluidrachms.
W.
TINCTURA CIN'.'{ AThIOM I. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Tincture of
Cinnamon.
"Take of Cinnamon, bruised, three ovnces; Diluted Alcohol two pints.
Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepa red by thoroughly moiste ning the Cinnamon, in powder, 'vi th Diluted Alcohol, a!lowin.g it to stand for forty-eight
hours, th en transferring it to an apparatus for displacement, and gradually

pouri ng upon it Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtuined." U.S.
The London College takes t!tree ounces and a half of cinnamon, and l1co
pints [ lmpnial ~asure] of proof spirit, and macerates for fourteen days;
the Dublin , three ounces and a half of cinnamon and tu~o pints of proof
spirit. and macerates for fonrtf'en days; the Edinburgh, three ounces and et
0

0

1

1

~;~e fa~~:r,f~~~~~;oicne~~db~a~:~~o~;tro~ ~;~~~~:~~n~ ~~ f:ii~ ~! ~!~fa~~~i~~s~f
tincture of cassia .
This tincture has the aromatic and astringent properties of cinnamon, and
may be used as an adjuvant to c rcln cc.>ous mixtures , and astringent infusion s
or decoctions. Th e dose is from on(' to three or four fluidrachms.
Off. Prep. Infus um Digitalis, U. S .
W.

TINCTURA CJNNMJOl\[[ COl\IPOSITA. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Compound Tincture of Cinnarnon.
"Take of Cinnamon, bruised, an ounce; Cardamom [seeds], bruised,
half an ounce; Ginger, bruised, three drachms; Diluted Aicohol tu·o pints.
Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
11
Compound Tincture of Cinnamon may be prepared from the same dry
m~terials, in the state of powder, by moiste ning tbem thoroughly with
Diluted Alcohol, allo\\'ing th C' m to stand for forty-eight hours , then transferring them lo an apparatu s for displacement, and gradually pouring upon
them Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor arc obtained." U. S.
The London College orde rs rm ounce of cinnamon, half an ounre of
c~rdamom, two drach.ms and a half of long pepper, the same quantity of

~~n0g~~~:I~~. tw~{~~1j;SJ,'z~~t~-~~il ~0c1~;;;cl~~:r:o~~s~i~~~~.:nir 1~~~1~.~~~~~1 f~1~

coarse or fin e. powder, according as digestion or percolation is followed, an
ounce of bru1sccl cardamom seeds , tlttee drachms of finely g ronnd long
pepper, and two pint.s [ fmp . ~eas.J of proof spirit ; and allo\\"S the t!nc-

~~de ~~tc~~~;,e~:r~i ~;~1;~~1~Jo~11~s~;~~1 ~:~~~~~l~r:~~;tf~~.n~~~l~~~1~~s~i~~~
llue of cardamom; preferring, however, the latte r mode.
Thi s is a very ,~·arm a~omatic tincture, useful in ftalUIC'nce. spasm of th e
stomach, and gastnc debility. The dose is one or two fiuidrncbms.
\V.
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TINCTURA COLCH!Cl COMPOSITA . Lond.

Compound 1'11c-

lure <?/ Colcliicum.
"Take or Colchicum Seeds, bruised, ji1•e ounces; Aromatic Spirit of
Ammonia two pints [Imperial measure]. Macerate for fourteen days and
filter." Lond.
'11his is the Spiritus rolckici .flmmoniatus of the former London Phar·
macopreia. It may be employed for the same purposes as the wine of col·
chicum, in cases which require or admit of an active stimulant. The dose
W.
is from thirty drops to a fiuidracbm.

T!NCTURA COLCH!CI SEM!N!S . U. S. TrncTURA Co1.cH1c1.

Lond., Ed. 'frncTURA SEMlNUM CoLCHICI. Dub. Tincture of Col·
chicu,m Seed.
"TakP of Colchicum Seed, bruised,foill' ounces; Diluted Alcohol two
pints. Mricerate for fourte('n days, express, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the
Colchicum Seed, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for
twenty·four ho~rs, then t.rnnsforring it to an ap~aratus for displacement, and
gradually pouring upon tt Diluted Alcohol until two pints or filtered liquor
are obtained ." U. 8.
The London. College orders five ounces or the bruised seeds, two pints
1
1
00
1

~~b ;~~:~\v~:~~~::} o~f tb~ for~~~ ~nd ~ ~~1~~e~ft!~~ ~~~tet;~~n~et~~s ~a~~

macerati?n. The Ed~nburgh College takes five ounces of the see_d~ finely
ground in a coffee·m.dt, and two pints [Imp. m~as.J of proof sp1_fll; and
prepares the tincture rn the same manner as the tmcture or Pnuv1an bark,
either by percolation or digestion; preferring~ however, the former process.
This tincture possesses the active properties of colchicum, and may be
gin·n whenever that medicine is indicated; but the wine, which contains
Jess alcohol, is generally preferred. The_ dose is from half a ftuidrac_hm to
two fiuidracbms. The tincture is sometunes used as an embrocauon in
"\V .
rheumatic, gouty, and neuralgic pains.

'l'INCTURA COLOMBiE. U.S., Dub.
Lond., Ed. 7lncture of Columbo.

TrncTURA CALuMnJE.

"'l'al.:e or Columbo, bruised four ounces; Diluted Alcohol tu·o pints.
Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the
Columbo, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, atlowing it to stand for twenty·
four hours i then transferring it to an apparatus for displacement, and gra dually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol until l\\'O pints or filtered liquor are
obtained." U.S.
The London College takes three ~unces of sliced columbo, and two
pints [Imperial measure] of proof spirit; the nuUtin., two ounces and a
half or the former, and two pints of the latter; and both macerate for fou_rteen days. The Edinburgh College takes titre~ ounces _of c?lumbo, m
small fragments or moderately ~ne powder, according as d1g~~t1on or per·
colation is followed, and two pmts [Imp. meas.] of proof spmt ; and pre·
pares the tincture either by digesting for se~en days, ~ecanting. expressing,
and filtering,_ or by the process ~f percolation, allo\\"mg the powder _lO be
macerated mth a little spirit for six hours before being put into the ~ylmder.
The tincture of columbo of the U.S. Pharmacopc:eia was, '~Ith great
propriety, considerably increas~d _in strength at t.he last r~vis10~. The
larger the proportion or the tOlllC IS to the aJcohoJ Ill these bitter llllCtUres,
the heller are they calculated to meet the indications for which they are
99•
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usually prescribed. VVhen the proportion is Yery small, the tonic power
of the biller is overwhelmed by Lhc slimulant influence of the alcohol. The
tincture of columbo may be added to lonic infusions or decoctions, to increase their stimulant poweri bu1 1 like alt the other bitter tinctures, should
be used with caution. The dose is from one to four fluidrachms .
W.

TINCTURA CON!!. U. 8., Land., Ed., Dub. Tincture of Hemlock.
"Take of IJcmlock Leaves four
'

mmce~;

Diluted Alcohol two pints.

Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prt'pare<l by thoroughly moistening the
Hemlock Leaves, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, altowing them t.o stand
for twenty-four hours, then transferring them to an apparntus for displacement, and gradually pouring upon them Di!uled Alcohol until two pints of
filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
The London College takes five ounces of the dried leaves, an ou~ce of
bruised cardamom, and two pints [Imperial measure] of proof spirit, and
macerates for fourteen days; the Dublin, two ounces of the leaves, an
ounce of the seeds, and a pint of proof spirit, and macerates for a week.
"Take of fresh lea\'es of Conium twelve ounces; Tincture of Cardamom half a pint; Rectified Spirit one pi11t and a half Bruise the Hemlock Leaves, express the juice strongly; bruise the residuum, pack il firmly
in a percolator: transmit first the Tincture of C:irdamom, and then the
Rectified Spirit, allowing the spirituous liquors to mix with the expressed
juice a8 they pass through; atld gently water enough to the percolator for
pushing through the spirit remaining in the residuum. Filter the liquor
after agitation." Ed.
The tincture of ht>mlock necessarily partakes of the uncertainty of the
dried leavc>s from which it is prepared. There can be liule doubl lhat the
tincture of the Edinburgh College, made from the fresh leaves and their
expressed juice. is the most efficient. A JHPparation made by adding one
measure of alcohol to four of the expressed juice, has been used in England
under the_ name of preservedjidce of hemlock, and is probably quite equal
to the Edmburgh tincture . (See page J 159.) The U. ~· Pharmacopceia has
very properly excluded cardamom from this preparation ; as it can have
little influence upon its medical t"'ffects, and tends to obscure the odour
which is an indication of the activity of tbe tincture. A strong odour of
conia should be emitted by the tincture upon the addition of potassa. The
close is from thirty minims to a fluidrachm.
W.

TINCTURA CROCI. Ed.

1'inclltre

ef

Saffron .

Take of Saffron, chopped fine, two ounres; Proof Spirit two pints
This Tincture is to be prepared like Tincture.of Cinchona, enher by percolation or by digestion, the former method berng the
most con~enient and expeditious." Ed.
This tmcture possesses all the properties of snffron ; but is of lillle other
use than to impart colour to mixtures . The dose is from one to three
fluidrachms .
W.
u

[Tmperi~I measure].

T INCTURA CUBEBiE. U. 8., Land.
Dub . Tinclure of Cubebs.

TrncTURA

P 1PERIS

Cu-

llCDJE.

"Take of Cubebs, bruised, four ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints.
Mace;a~c fo~ fourteen days, express, and filler through paper.
u 1 his. Tmcture m~y al~o be prepared by thoroughly moistening the
Cubebs, m powder, w1Lh Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for twentyfour hours, then transferring it to an apparatus for displacement 1 and gra-
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dually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are
obtained ." U. S.
The London College takes jfre ounces of powdered cubcbs, and tu·o
pints [fmperial measure] of proof spirit i the .Dublin,four ounces of the
former and hl'O pints of the latteri and both macerate for fourteen days.
This may be used as a carm_i native, and has been applied with advantage
to the t.reatment of gonorrha::a m the advanced stages. The dose is one or
twoflu1drachms .
W.

TINCTURA DIGITALIS . U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Foxglove .

Tincture of

"Take ofFoxg lovefour ounces; D iluted Alcohol two pints. Macerate
for fourteen days, express, and filter through pape r.
"This '~'incture may. also. be prepared by th?rou.ghly moistening the
Foxglove, 111 powder , w1ll.1 D1_!uted Alcohol, allon-·rng .1t to stand for twenty four hours, then transferring 1t to an apparatus for displacement, and gra dually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are
obtain ed." U. S .
The London Colle~e di reels four ounces or the dried leaves, two pints
0

~~ft~,~'.~\~~e;,~~~:~ ~~ ~~Z Jri:Jril~a:~~ (~haecc1:~~~~ ~;it~~u~~j:~t:;,r:~Jh~
71int of proof spirit , a nd macrration for a week.
"Take or tJigitalis, in moderately fine powder, four ounces; Proof

~:si~i ~f ~~:r~~~~o~~ts· c?!ree~t~~c f~r ~;1h~sti\~~~l~~~eoirs c~e;:i~J~~a rel~ ~~~~~efl !~[3~
ounces of spirit be passed through, the density is O·UH, an d the solid con of a ftu id ouncc amount to twemy -four grain:s.
may also be made
d igestion ." Ed .
[n prepari ng t his tincture, greal attention should be paid to the selection
of the leaves, according to the rules laid dow n under the head of Digitalis .
From a neglect of these, it is apt to be weak or inefficie nt. The expressed
juice of the leaves, prese rved by means of alcohol, would probably be found
a powerfu l preparation. (Sec page 1159.) The ti ncture of foxglove possesses all the virtues of that narcotic, a nd affords a convenient method of
administe ring it, espec ially in mixtures . The dose is from ten to twe nty
drops, to be re peated two or three times a day, and increased, if necessary,
wit h great caution. (See Digitalis.)

tents
by

It

·w.

T!KCTURA GAL BAN!. Dub .

Tincture of Galbanum.

" Take of Gal ban um, cut into small pieces, two ounce.'>; Proof Spi rit two
]Jints. Digest fo r seve n day~, and filter." Dub.
The tincture of gal ban um is analogous in properties to that of assafetida,
but weake r and less nauseo us. It is very seldom used. The dose is from
onetothreefluidrachms.
W.

TINCTURA GALLiE. U. 8 ., Lond. T1NCTURA GALLARUM. Ed.,
Dub. Tinclztre ef Galls.
.
.

H Take or G alls, bruised.four ounces : Diluted Alcohol two pin.ts.
Ma cerate fo r fourteen days , express, and filte r through pape~··
.
"Th is T incture may also be prepared b_y thorou ghly mo1sternng the G~lls,
in powder, with Diluted Alcoho l, nllo\Yll1g them ~o sta nd for forty -eight
hours 1 the n transferrin" them to an apparatus for displacement, and grad ually p ouring upon the~ Diluted A lcohol unti l two pints of filtered liquor
are obtai ned." U. 8 .
The London College directs five ounces of powdered galls, two pints
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[Imperial measure] of proof spirit, and maceration for [ouneen clay~; the

nub/in,fou r ounces of the galls, lwo pfots of the spirit, and di gc::>uon for
seven days . The Edi11burg!t College tak es the sam_e quantity of 111alerials
as the London, and prepares the tincture either hy digestion or percolation
as directed fo r tincture of capsicum.
The tincture of galls is powerfully astringent; but is more used asa test
than as a medicine. The dose is from one to three fluidrachms .
\V .

Tll\CTIJRA GENTIAN1E COMPOSITA. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Compound Tincture of Gentian.
"'l'ake of Gentian, br_uised, two ounces; Orange Peel [dried] an
Cardamom [seeds], bruised, half an. ounce; Dilutt:d Alcohol tu:o
Macerate for fonrtl:'en days, exp ress , and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared from the same dry rnaterials, in th e
slate of powd er, by moistening them thoroughly with Diluted Alcohol,
allowing th em _to sta nd for forty-eight hours, t1.1en transferring .t.hem to an
apparatus for displacement , and gradually po_urmg upon them Dduted Alcohol until two pims of fi lte red liquor are obtamed." U.S.
The Dublin process corresponds with the first U.S. process. The London College tukl'S two owi.ccs and a half of sliced gentian, ten drat/mis of
dried orang"' pi.;d,jil.:e dracl~ms of brui sed carJamom, and two pints [Imper ial mea::.urc] of proof sp irit, and macerates for fourteen d~ys . The Edinburgh College takes two ounces and a half of bruised gentian, len dtachms
of bruised dried bitter orange peel, six drac!tms of canella in moderately
fine powd e r, half a drac!tm of bruised cochineal, and two pints [ Imp.
0

11

:i1~a~rte~~ ;p~~ :r~i~~r:!; 1t~~~1~~t~1~e s~;~ e~~~~;i~~a~~Ji;~~~~s}~~ ~l~reOI~~!~~
pound tincture of cardamom.
.
This is an elegant biurr, much used in dyspepsia, and as an addition to
tonic mixtures in debilitated states of the digestin:! organs, or of the system
g"Pnerally. There is, however, much danger of its abuse, especially in
chronic cases. The dose is one or two fluidrachms .
"\V.

'l'INCTURA GUAIACI. U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub. Tincture of
Guaiac.
"Take of Guaiac, in powder, half a pound; Alcohol two pints. l\racerate for fourteen days, and filter through paper." U.S.

riaT~~;~~i~],~r G~o:~~~ee~a;;~rft~vz~ido~~i~:e~sg~sai:~~~;.d t.~~!~:1~1~1 ~~~:

1

College orders th e sa me quantity of_matPrials as the London,_ and dige~ts
for a week . 'l'he Dublin College directs four ounces of guaiac and two
pints of alcohol, and macerates for a week.
Thi s tincture is give n in chronic rhel.1matism and gout, in the dose of from
one to three fluidrachrns three or ~o~r tunes a day_. As it is decomposed by
w~ter, it is n:i ost conveniently adrn.m1stered in mucilage, sweetened water. or
mtlk , °?Y which the separated gua1ac is held i.n temporary suspension. The
followmg is a form of tincture of guaiac which the late Dr. Dewees found
very efficient in the cure of suppression of the menses. and dysmenorrhooa .
"Take of the best Guaiac, in powder,/our ounces; Carbonate of Soda or
of Potassa one drachm and a half; Pimento, in powder, an ounce; Diluted
~lcohol a JlOund. Digest for a few days." The dose is a teaspoonful th ree
tnnes a day, to be gradually increased if necessary. Within our own experience, this remedy has proved highly useful in painful menstruation given
ln the intervals of the attacks . The quantity of alkaline carbonale is too
small to produce any sensible eflect, and the pimento can act 011ly as a spice;
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so that lhe vi rtues of the tincture rrsido in the guaiac, and the officinal tincture would probably be found equally effectual.
W.
10
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"Take of Guaiac, 1n powde r, four ow1ces; Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia
Macerate foi- fourteen days. and filter through paper."

aJ.~~t and a half.

The London College lakes ~e~enounces of guaiac, and two pints [lmpc-

~~a:s'.ne~I'1~;e){~[nZ~~-;7il~o~~~~~a~:csa~;::~ ~~~;~~~;C:t~~t~~faf~:~t~~~

London, and digests for seven days in a well-closed vessel. The Dublin
corresponds with the U.S. process, except that the maceration continues
on ly for a week.
This tincture is very celebrated in the treatment of chronic rheumatism.
It is more s.timulating and is thought to be more effectual th~n the pre.ceding.
Like that, 1t is decomposed by water, and should be admmistered rn some
viscid or tenacious vehicle which may hold the guaiac in suspension. The
dose is one or two fluidracbms.
\V .

TINCTURA HELLEBORl. U.S., Lond.
K1GR1.

Dub.

Tinctu1-e of Black Hellebore.

TrncTURA

I-lELLEnonr

"Take of Black Hellebore, bruised ,/our ow1ces; Diluted Alcohol two
pints. :\1acerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"This T incture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the
Black Hellebore, in powde r, with Diluted Alcohol. allowing it Lo stand for
forty -eight hours, then transferring it to an apparatus for displacemenl, and
gradually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol umil two pints of filtered liquor
are obtained." U. S.
The L ondon College takes.fiv.e.ounces of the bruised root, and t1vo pints
[ I mperial measure] of proof spmt, and macerates for fourteen days; the
Dublin,four owices of the former and two pints of the latter, and macerates
. for a week.
This tincture possesses the properties of black hellebore, and, upon the
recommendation of Dr. Mead, ha,; been much used in suppression of the
menses. It is sg. id to be peculiarly applicable to cases in which the grade
of action is too high for the use of chalybeatcs. At best, bowcver, it is an
uncertain remedy, and should always be administe red with caution, as it
is somf'limcs violent in its action. The dose is from thirty minims to a
W.
fluidrachm , to be taken night and morning.

TIKCTuRA HuMULI. U.S., Dub.
Tincture

ef Hops.

T1KcTUR-'

LuPuLr. Lond.

"Take of Dops jive ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints.
fourteen days, express, and filter through paper." U.S.
0

Macerate for

m;~;t~r~o~:/o;.o~~ll:~~rill:k,~sa~~~a~~~n~.~~ fouhr~~;n ~~~/:~·~n~i ~!~.e~;~p~l~t~
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Dublin process differs from ours only rn the. omiss~on of expression.
Hops are so light and bulky that, in th~ proport10n .directed, they absorb
almost all the spirit, which, after tlH• requ_isne macerat1?n, can be separated
only by strong pressure. As thi~ a.b.::;orpuon of the spirit ob.structs its proper
action on all parts of the hops, 1t 1s necessary that the mixtu~e should be
frequent!~· stirred during the maceration. By t.horougbly ~r~'Jn7 the hops
and rubbm,.,. them between tht• ha~1ds, or by cuttmg and bru1::.1ng them, t~1ey
may be bro~ght to a state of divis10n which will in a great measure obviate
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the disadrnntages alluded to . As the \·irtues of hops depend chiefly on the
lupulin, and as lhc quanlity of this substance is not the same in diITi!rent
parcels, the tincture is necessarily unequal i11 snength; and ll1e. tincture of
lupulin itselF is gready preferab le. (See 'J'in ctura Lupidinx.)
•
The tincture of hops is tonic and narcotic, and has been proposed as a

substitute for laudanum when the la1t1;•rdisagrees with the patient; butliule
reliance can be p!acrd upon it. The condition of disease to which it appears
to be best adapted, i::o the \Yakcfulness, aturnded with tremors and general
nervous derangement, to which habitual drunkards are liable, and which
frequently precedes an attack of delirium treinens. The dose is from oni.:
to three fluidrachms .
·w.

TINCTURA IIYOSCYAMI. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Ilenbane.

Tincture of

"Take of Henbane Leaves four ounces; Diluti.:d Alcohol lrL'O pints.
Macerate for fourteen days . express, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may al~o be prepared by thoroughly moistening the Henbane Lea\•es, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing them Lo stand for
twenty-four hours, then transferring them to an apparatus for displact•ment,
and gradually pouring upon them Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered
liquor are obtained." U.S.
The London College takesfiv~ ?wices of the dried !C'aves, and two pints
1
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<la;
a week. The Edinburgh College orders the same amount of materials,
the henbane being in moderately fine powder, and directs the tincture to
be prepared either by digestion, or, preforably, by percolation as directed
for the tincture of capsicum.
This tincture may be advantageously substituted, as an anodyne and
soporific, for that of opium, when the laller disagrees with the patient, or is
objectionable on account or its property or inducing constipation. \Vlwn
the tincture of henbane purges, as it sometimes does, it may be united with
a very small proportion of laudanum. The dose is a fluidrachm. The
expressed juice preserved by means of alcohol may be used for the same
purposes as the tincture. (See z)(tge 115U.)
W.

TINCTURA IODINI. U. S . T1xCTURA loDINEI. Ed.
Dub . Tincture of Iodine.

lomNn

T1NCTURA.

"Take of iodine an ounce; Alcohol a pint. Dissolve the [odine in the
Alcohol." U.S.
The Bdinbur~h College di rects two ounces a~id c~ half of iodine to ~r.
dissolved, with t~e aid of a_gentle heat and agitat10n, m two pi11ts [lmpenal
~e~sure] of rectified spinl. The Dublin College takes two scruples of
10d~ne, and an ounce, by weight, of rectified spirit, mix_es, and disso!\'cs tl~e
jodrne with the aid of heat. Both Colleges direct the tmcture to be kept 1n
well-stopped bottles.
These tinctures contain so nearly the same proportion of iodine that, for
all practical purposes, they ma'y be considered iden tical. They are of ve ry
nearly the s~re~gth of the tincture employed by Coindet, which contained
one part of 10d1ne to twelve of alcohol by weight: while the U.S . lincture
contains one part of the_ former to abo_u_t 12·7 p~rts of the !alter. It is best
to prepare the tin~ture in small quant111es at a time; as the iodine rracts on
the alcohol, especially when exposed to solar light, giving rise to chl;'mical
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changes. ~he iodine should be t~oroughly dried before being- weighed
out. The tmclure should be kept in well-~topped bottles, in order lo prf' ·
vent the evaporation of the alcohol, and the consequent crystallization of the
iodine.
The tiuc.ture of iodine has a deep brown colour. Sixteen minims, equal
to about thirty-five drops, contain one grain of iodine. [tis at present Jess
used internally than it formerly was, in consequence of an impression that
it is apt to irritate the stomach. ·water decomposes the tincture, and when
this is swallowed, it is supposed that the iodine is precipitated upon the
mucous membrane .. Besides, the tincture under~oes a ~radual change when
kPpt, owing, accordmg to Guibourt, to the reaction between the alcohol and
iodine. A portion of the latter is suppo5ed to take hydrogen from the
former, producing hydriodic acid, which combines with another portion of
the i?dine to form iodureued 11ydriodic a.cid; while the place of the hydro·
gen Ill the alcohol is thought to be supplied by iodine, giving rise to another
ioduretted compound. 'i'he new products are soluble in water; and cons~ri.uently the. tin~ture gradually loses by time the property of being prec1p1tatcd on .dilution. (Joi:rn. de P!iarm., :le sh .•. x. I la .) On these accounts, the .t11H~ture of iodine is now almost exclusively .employed as an external application . Undiluted, it acts as a powerful irritant to the skin,
producing inflammation, desquamation of the cuticle, &c. Nevertheless,
it is much ust>d in this stale in erysipelas, chilblains, and other cases of
cutaneous and subcutaneous inflammation, and often with very happy
effects. But its application requires some caution; and in erysipelas, we
are in the habit rather of surrounding the inflamed surface with a border of
the tincture, embracing a portion of both the sound and the diseased skin,
so as to prevent the progress of the inflammation, than of attempting a complete' cure by covering the whole surface affected . Dr. S. Jackson, late of
Northumberland, found it useful in. rendering the ,·ariolous erupt ion abortive. It is most conveniently applied by means of a camels' hair pencil.
Diluted with the camphorated tincture of soap, or other alcoholic liquid, it
is sometimes employed as an embrocation in scrorulous tumours and other
affections requiring the peculiar influence of iodine. 'l'he dose of the tincture is from ten to twenty drops, which may be gradually increased to thirty
or forty drops, three times a day. IL may be given in sweetened water, ancl
still better in wine when this is not contra-indicated.
VY.
TL'ICTURA IODINI COAJPOSITA. U.S. T1NcTunA louINn Co>rPostTA.

Lond.

Compound Tincture qf Iodine.

"Tuke of fodine half rtn. ounce; Iodide of Potassium an ounce; Alcohol
Dissolve the Iodine and Iodide of Potassium in the Alcohol."

a pint.
U. S.

The London Collexe takes an ounce of iodine, tw.o ounr~s of iodide of
potassium, and two pinls [ fmpcrial measure] of rectified spirit; macerates
till they are dissolved, and filters.
The. U . S. tincture is rather stronger than the London, the wine pint
employed in the former containing about one-fifth less tban the Imperial
pint employed in the latter. The differ.enc.e, however, is of no great practical importance . The advantage of this tmcture over 1he simple tincture
above described is, that the former may be diluted with water without decomposition; so that, when it is swallowed, iodine is not precipitated upon
the mucous coat of the stomach, and will not, therefore, be so likely to produce gast ric irritation. This is a good theoretical recommendation; but we
are by no means confident that the difference of the two preparations in
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irritating p~op~rties will be .foun~ very striking in practice. The ~ompo~nd
tincture of iodine may be give n mlcrnally for all the purposes which 10d1ne

is capable of answering. The dose is from fifteen to thirty drops, to be
gradually increased if necessary .
W.

TINCTURA JALAPJE. U. 8., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Tincture of
Jalap.
"Take of hlap, in powder, eight ounces; Diluted Alcohol two piats.
Macerate f~r fourteen days, express, and filter thro~gh paper.
"This Tincture may also be prC'pared by moistening the Jalap thoroughly
with Diluted Al.coho!, allowing it to stand for forty-eight hours, then transfe~ring it to an appa_ratus fo.r displacement'. and graduall_y pouring upon it
Diluted Alcohol untd two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." U. 8 .
The London College takes ten ounces or jalap, and two pints [ fmpNial
measure] or proor spirit; the DuMin, rig ht ounce:<;; or th e former and two
pin.ls of the latter; and both continue the maceration for two weeks. The
Edinburgh Collfge orders seven ounces of j~lap, in moderately fine powder, and tn·o pints [ Im p. meas.] of proof spirit, and allows the tincture to
be prepnred e ither by digestion or percolation, as directed for tincture of
cinchona.
This tincture possesses the medical virtues of jalap, and is sometimes
added to cathart ic mixtures in the quantity of one or two fluidrachms, to
increase their activity.
W.

TINCTURA KINO. Lond., Ed., Dub.

Tincture of Kino.

•

u Take of Kmo, in powder, three otmces and a half; Rectified Spirit
two pints [Imperial measure]. Macerate for fourt~en days, an<l filter."

Loncl.
The Edinburgh College takes the same ingredients in the same proportion as the London, and digests for a week; the Dublin, three ounces of
kino, and two pints of proof spirit, and macerates for a week.
This tinctllre very frrquPntly becomes gelatinous if kept, and at length
almost emirely loses its aslringency. The circumstances which favour this
change, and the characters of the chemical reaction which tnkes place, remain
to be investigated. Until some mod e is discovered of obviating this evil, the
tincture seems sca rce ly to be a proper object for officinal direclion . The
dose is one or two fluidrachms. It is used chiefly as an addition to cri.>taceous and othC'r astringent mixtures in diarrhrea.
\V.

TINCTURA

KRA~JERfJE.

U. 8 .

Tincture of Rhatany.

11
Take of Rhatany, in powder, sfa: ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints.
Macerate for fourteen days, exp ress, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by moistening lhe R~rntany thoroughly with Diluled Alcohol, allowing it to stand for forty-eight hours,
then t~am;~erring it to an apparatus for displacem ent, and g radually pouring
upon It Diluted Alcohol until lwo pints of filtered liquor are obtained."
U.S .
. According .to F. Boudet, the tincture of rhatany sometimes gelatinizes
like that of ktno. (Jotrm. de Pharm., :3e s_er ., i. ;J:.38.) "\Ve have not ~ur
se lves seen thi s result in the speci mens which have come under our notice.
This is a g~o.d preparation of rhatany in cases which admit of the use of
small quant1L1es of alcohol. The dose is one or two fluidrachms .
"\V.

TINCTURA LACTUCARII. Ed.

Tin cture of Lactucarium .

. "Take ~r~actucar_ium, in fine powder, four ounces; Proof Spirit two
This tincture is best prepared by percolation as d irected fo r tincture
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of myrrh.: but may also be prepared by digestion with coarse powder of
Lactucarium." Eel.
rl'he dose of this tincture is from thirty minims to two fluidrachms. Vl.

T INCTURA LOBEL!£. U.S., Ed.

Tincture of Lobelia.

"Take of Lobelia [the hcrb]Jour ounces: Diluted Alcohol two pints.
Macerate fo~ fourteen days. express, and filter through paper.
0
T.his. Tincture m~y a l~o be prepared by t.horoughly moistening the
Lobelia, rn powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowrng it to stand for twenty·
four hour~, then tra~sfe~ring it to an appnr~tus for ~isplacement, and gradu·
ally .pouring upon ll Diluted Alcohol unul two pints of filtered liquor are
obtained." U. S.
The Edinburgh Colle~e directs.five ounces of lobelia. i.n moderately fine
powder, and two pints [Imperial measure] of proof spifll; and states that
the tincture is best prepared by percolation as directed for tincture of cap·
sicum 1 though it may also be made by digestion.
This tincture possesses the emetic and narcotic properties of lobelia, and
is sometimes used in asthma, in the dose of one or two fluidrachms, re·
peatcd every two or three hours till its effects are experienced. The emetic
dose is half a fluidounce.

"r·

Ethereal Tincture

TINCTURA LOBELr rE 1ETHEREA. Ed.

of Lobelia.

"Take of dry Lobelia, in moderately fine powder.five ounces; Spirit of
Sulphuric ELher two pints [Imperial measure]. This tincture is best pre·
parf'd by percolation, as dirf'CLed for tincture or capsicum; but it may also
be obtained by digestion in a well-closed vessel for se\·cn days." L'd.
The stimulant operation or the ether in this preparation can scarcely
favour the relaxing and nauseating action for which lobelia is usually em·
\V.
ployed. The dose is the same as that of the alcoholic tincture.

T INCTURA LUPULlNfil. U. S.

T1NCTURA

LuPuL1. Ed.

tu:~.t{k~?ru~~n~ulinfour ounces; Alcohol two pints.

Tinc-

Macerate for four·

teen days, and filter through paper." U. S.
"Take any convenient quantity of Hops, recently dried; separate by
friction and sifting the yellowish· brown powder attached to their scales.
Then take of this ,powder.five ounces, and of rectified spirit two pints [ Im·
perial measure], and prepare the tincture by percolation or digestion, as
directed for tincture of capsicum." Ed.
'fhis is much superior to the tincture of hops of the first United States
Pharmacopreia, in the place of which it was introduced into the second
edition. In the original preparation, a certain quantity or hops was directed.
from which the lupulin was to be separated by beating, and then digested in
alcohol. As hops contain a variable proportion of lupulin, a tincture thus
made must be of unequal strength; an objection. to which t~~ tincture of
hops, even as now prepared, is in som? measu~e ha~le. (See Tt1.iclurct flu·
m11/i.) Besides. lhc amount of .lupuhn co.mamed m a~y quanlll¥ of hops
upon which alcohol can conveniently act, 1s too small .m proportion t? t~e
alcohol to afford a tincture or the due strength. The tincture or lupuhn IS,
therefo;c, in all respects, preferable. The d?se _is one or. two fluidrachms,
W.
to be cri,•en in sweetened water or some muc1lagmous fluid.

TINCTURA l\IOSCHL Dub.

Tincture of .i\foslc.

nTake of Musk, in powder, tu·o drachma; Rectified Spirit a pint.
gest for seven days, and filter." JJub.
100

Di-
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This tincture is much too feeble in musk to be capable of producing bene·
ficial effects in any dose which would not contain too large a quamity of
alcohol. Musk should always be given in substance.
W.

TINCTURA .MYRRHiE. U.S., Lond., E d., Dub.
J\!lyrrh.

Tincture of

" Take of Myrrh, bruised,four ounces ; Alcohol three pints. Macerate
for fourteen days, and filter through paper." U.S.
The London College takes tl~ree ow~ces of powdered myrrh, and two

pints [ Imperial measure] of rectified spirit, and proceeds as above. The
JJublin College takes three ounces of bruised myrrh, a pint and a half of
proof spirit, and half a pint of rectified spirit; and digests for a week.
"Take of Myrrh, in mod erately fine powder, three ounces and a half;
Rectified Spirit two pints [Imperial measureJ . Pack the Myrrh very
gently without any spirit in a percolator; the n pour on the Spirit, and when
thirty-three ftuidounces have passed through, ~git~te well to dissolve the
oleo-resinous matter which first passes, and which. hes at the bottom. This
tincture is much less conveniently obtained by the process of digestion for
seven days." Ed.
Undiluted alcohol is preferable, as a solvent of myrrh, to that fluid mixed
with wate r; because it forms a pcrfeclly clear solution, which is not attainable with the latter menstruurn . The addition of water to the tincture
renders it turbid . The tincture of myrrh is scarcely ever used internally.
As a local application it is employed to stimulate indolent and foul ulcers,
and promote the exfo liation of bones, and, diluted with water, is applied
to spongy gums, aphthous sore mouth, and ulcerations of the throat. The
dose , as a stimulant expectorant and emmenagogue, is from half a ftuidracbm to afiuidrachm.
Off. Prep. Tinctura Aloes et Myrrhre, U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. W .

TINCTURA NUCIS VOMICiE. Dub. Tincture of Nux Vomica.
"Take of Nux Vomica, rasped, two ounces; Rectified Spirit eight
ounce8. Macerate for seve_n days, and filter." J?ub ..
Th e tincture is not an eligible form for admimstenng the nux vomica, as

it is equally unce rtain with the medicine in substance, and has the disadvantage of excessive billerne sS. The alcoholic extract, or strychnia is preferable. The dose of the tincture is from five to twenty drops. It is sometimes employed externally in cases of local paralysis.
\V.

TINCTURA OLEI .MENTHiE PIPERIT./E. U.S.
Oil ~f Peppermint . E ssence of Peppermint.

~l':;·;hkee Qi~ ~i~~! if!cS ~~~,in~_ t;o jluidounces;

1

Tincture

Alcohol a pint.

ef

Dis·

This is a very popular preparation, which has long been kept in the shops
under the nam ? of essence of peppermint, and was adopted for t_hc first time
in the last edition of the Pharmacopreia. lt affOrds a convement method
of hastily admini stering a dose of the oil of peppermint; being of such a
strength tbat, wh en ~rapped on loaf sugar, it may be taken without inconvenience by th e pati e nt. The close is from ten to twenty drops, which
may be given as just mentioned, or mixed with sweetened water.

·wr.

TINCTURA OLE! .MENTII!E VIRID!S. U.S. Tincture ef Oil
of Spearmint. E ssence '!f Spearmint.
th;'~~~~ ~~e01 ~~~:i~.~rU.1~. two jluidounces; Alcohol a pint. Dissolve

1
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The remarks made upon the preceding article are applicable also to the
present.._ The dose of the essence of spearmint is from twenty to forty
drops.
W.

TINCTURA OPJJ. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.
Laudanum.

Tincture of Opium.

"Take of Opium, in powder, two ounces and a half; Diluted Alcohol
tu·o pint.~. Mact!rate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper."

U.S.
The process of the Dublin College corresponds with the above. The
London College takes three ounces of hard opium, in powder, and two
pints (fmp erial measure) of proof spirit, macerates for fourteen days, and
filters.
11
Take of Opium, sliced, three ounces; Rectified Spirit one pint and

~~?/ jl~ti~~::~f1~s Jl~~~:r/~I t~ee;tuart:~ ;at~~~c~~~~~~~er~ ~~~~l~ul;coesfo<;ntl~~
hours; break down the Opium with the hand: strain and express the infusion; macerate the residuum in the Rectified Spirit for about twenty-hours,
and then strain and express very strongly. Mix the watery and spi ritu ous
infusions, and filter.
"This Tmcture is not easily obtained by the process of p~rcolation; but
when the Opium is of fine quality, it may be prepared thus. Slice the
Op ium finely; mix the Spirit and Water; let the Opium macerate in fourteen fluidounces of the mixture for twE'lve hours, and then brE'ak it down
thorou ghly with the hand; pour the whole pulpy mass and fluid into a percolator, and let th e fluid part pass through; add the rest of the Spirit without packing the Opium in the cylinder, and continue the process of percolation till two pints are obtained." E'd.
The proportion of opium in the several offi.cinal formulre is so nearly
the same that the resulting tinctures may be considered identical. The
apparent difference between the formulre of the London and Edinburgh
Colleges and ours will vanish, when the relative value of the Imperial measure, which they emp loy, and the wine measure of our Pharmacopreia is
estimated. The drying and powdering of the opium, directed in all the
Pharmacopreias except the Edinburgh, is clearly a useful provision; as it
ensures greater uniformity in the strength· of the tincture. Crude opium
contains very variable proportions of moisture; and laudanum ·prepared
from a moist sp~cimen will obviously be much weaker than that from an
equal weight of the dried. The pulverization ensures the previous drying
of the drug, and is thus useful independently of th e greater facility which
it gives to the action of J.h e menstruum. It is troublesome, however, and
is ~ften ne~lect~d. lnnovati on .in so important a preparation, .and one in
which un1fonrnty of slrength 1s so desirable, should be avoided unless
clearly s hown to be necessary. For these reasons we object to the Edinburgh formula, and greaLly prefer the old standard of the U.S., London,
and Dublin Pharmacopreias.
In the United Slates and Great Britain, this tincture is universally known
by the name of laudanum. ~s this. term was formerly applied _to other
·preparations of opium, and stil l conunues to be so on the conunent of
Europe, the tincture is somet imes distinguished by the epithet liquidum.,
which, however, is seldom used in this country. Tinctura Thebaica is
another title by which the preparation is known.
About two-thirds of the opium used in the preparation of the tinct.ure are
dissolved, the residue consisting chiefly of inert matter. Allowmg the
opium to be wholly exhausted of its active principles, one grain would be
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represented by 12·8 minims, according lo the U . S. formula; but a small
ci.uantily qf morphia has been detected in the residua_ry matler, so that the
tincture is rather 'veaker than the proportion of opium employed would
indicate.
The tincture of opium is used for all the purposes to which opium itself
is applied. (See Opium.) The dose, equivalent to ~ ~rain of opium, is
about thirteen minims, or twenty-five drops . l\lr. Ph1ll1ps, in his translation of the London Pharmacopreia of 1830, states that, by evaporating ibe
tincture, and also by determining the quantity of opium lefl undissolved, he
found the preparation to contain one grain of opium in 19 minims; and this
quantit_y, therefore, is given as the dose equiv~lcnt to a grain of opium .
But this mode of calculation is obviously fallac10us; as the portion of the
drug <lissolved is much more acti:e than that left behind by the menstru.um .
It should be recollected that a flu1drachm or teaspoonful of laudanum (sixty
minims), will afford , on an average, about one hundred and twenty drops.
Laudanum, when long k e pt, with occa~ional expos~re to the air, becomes
thick, in consequence of the evaporation of a portion of the alcohol, and
the depos ition of opium. If given in this stnt~, it oflens acts with unexpected energy; and cases of death have resulted i~ infants from its use in
doses which would have been entirely safe if the trncture had been clear.
Off.Prep. Enema Opii, Lond., Ed., flub.; Linimentum Opii, Lond.,

Dub.

W.

TIJ\CTURA OPII ACETATA. U.S.
.!Jcetated Tincture of
Opium.
"'l'ake of Opium two ounc~s; Vinegar twelve jluidounces; Alcohol !ta{f
a pinl. Rub the Opium wllh th~ Vinegar; then add the Alcohol, and,
having macerated for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper."
U.S.
This preparation was introduced into the second edition of our Pharmacopceia as a substitu te for the .llcelum Opii or black drop of the original
work, the ad\•antages of which it was supposed to possess, without being
liable to the same objection of uncertainty of strength. The Acetum Opii,
however, having maintained its standing in the estimat ion of the profession
and of the public, was restored, in the last edition of the Pharmacopceia,
to its officinal rank, but so modified as to ensure a preparation as uniform as
is consistent with the variable quality of the opium used . (See page 776.)
At the same time the formula for the acetated tincture was retained, as
affording a useful preparation of the drug. It was originally emp loy ed by
Dr. Joseph Hartshorne, of Philadelphia.
The acetatcd tin cture of opium may often be advantageously used in
cases in which laudanum or opium itself produces unpleasant effects, such
as n~usea and vomiting, intense headache, great nervous di sorder, &c.; but
the rntroduction of the salts of morphia in to use has in a great measure
superseded the necessity of the preparation. The dose is ten minims, or
about twenty drops, equivalent to a grain of opium.
W.

TINCTURA OPII AMMONIATA. Ed .
Opium.

.!Jmrnoniated Tincture of

"Take of Benzoic Acid, and Saffron, chopped, of each, six drachma;
Opium, sliced, half an ounce; Oil of Anise a drac!tm; Spirit of Ammonia
1

tw~hf~ tt~n~~~I'eerii:lu~ee:si~r~i~tl~~~e~~~~r 8th:e~it1:~}· ;~~e~:,~cfi~~~~·i·;; ~~~
~~~e~sa!~t~n i~1 :U~~~sjt~:~t::d ~~~!~h0 ~~~~1\~~: g;:~a;~~~~~a~:~w\~h~

ther it contains morphia.

It is well known that ammonia precipitates
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morphia from its solutions; but a great excess of ammonia redissolves the
precipitate .. To decide t.he question, Mr. ~ilbert, of Nottingham, submitted
several portions of the tmcture to a chemical examination, and was unable
to detect morphia in them. (lJfed. Ea.·am., iv. 493, from Ed. JJfed. and
Surg. Journ.) But we are not informed by the experimenter, whether the
tincture w~s pre.par~d, as directed by .the Co~lege, with the Edinburgh spirit
of ammonia, which JS a strong alcoholic solut10n of the caustic alkali, or with
the London spirit, which is a comparatively feeble solution of carbonate of
ammonia. In the former case the ammonia, according to Dr. Christison, is
in sufficient excess to hold the morphia in solution. At best, however, the
preparation is of doubtful propriety; as, if the ammoniacal spirit should
not happen to have the due strength, or if the ammonia should escape or
be?omecarbonated by exposure, the strength of the tincture would be affected.
It 1s employed in spasmodic complaints, such as hooping cough and asthma.
Eighty minims should contain about a grain of opium.
W.

TINCTURA OPII CAMPHORATA. U.S., Ed., D1tb.
Lond. Camplwrated Tinct1.tre

CAl'llPHORlE CoMPOSITA .

TmcTuRA
Opium.

of

Paregoric Elixir.
"Take of Opium, in powder, Benzoic Acid, each, a drachm; Oil of
Anise ajluidrachrn; Clarified Honey two ounces; Camphor two scruples;
Diluted A lcohol two pints. Macerate for fourteen days, and filter through
paper." U. S.
'I'he London College takes fifty grains of camphor, seventy-two grains
of powdered opium, the same quantity of benzoic acid, afluidrac/mi of oil

~~:;~~e, '~~~1~ j_ft~b~;:';r~!:~e:~~~:e~~~l~ettZ[ ~?~~fes~.r~'. ~~a~1~ :::~i~~

0

omitting the honey, and employing a draclmi mstead of a jluidraclmi of
oil of anise. The Edinburgh College directs fifty grains of camphor,

~~ ~nfsc;: ~:~s t~o 7L~t~·(r~:;. %:~~jsXp~:;fz~~~rft~i~~Jt t;~~~:a;:~": ,~~et~
1

1

This is the well-known paregoric elixir. lt is a very ple~ant anodyne
and antispasmodic, much used to allay cough in chronic cata,rrh, asthma,
consumption, pertussis, &c. ; lo relieve nausea and slight pains in the stomach and bowels; to check diarrhcea; and, in infantile cases, to procure
sleep. Half a fiuidounce of the U.S., London, and Dublin tincture contains
rather less than a grain of opium; of the Edinburgh,aboutagrain. Liquorice,
which was directed in the former U.S. Pharmacopceia, has been omitted
in the present edition, in consequence of giving to the preparation the dark
colour of laudanum, and thus leading to mistake. The dose for an infant
is from five to twenty drops, for an adult from one to two f1uidrachms.*
Off.Prep. Mistura Cascarillre Composita, Lond.
W.
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TJNCTURA QUASSI.£. U. 8., Ed., Dub.

Tincture of Quassia.

"Take of Quassia, rasped, two ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints. Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filler through paper.
uThis Tincture may also be prepared by moistening the Quassia thoroughly with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for forty-eight hours,
then transferring it to an apparatus for disp lacement, and g radually pouring
upon it Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained."
U.S.
The Edinburgh College takes ten drachms of quassia, and two pints
[Imperial measure] of proof spirit, and digests for a week; the Dublin, an
ounce of quassia, and two pints of proof spirit, and macerates for a week.
In the formula of the last C'dition of the U.S. Pharmacopreia, the proportion of the quassia to the menstruum was very judiciously doubled. A
tonic tincture can scarcely contain too large a proportion of the active ingredient. The Edinburgh and Dublin preparations are much too feeble.
~rh i s tincture may be employed as an addition to tonic infusions or mixtures, in the quantity of one or two fluidrachms at a dose . Il is a pure and
intense bitter.
"\V.

TINCTURA QUASSIJE COMPOSITA. Ed.

of Quassia.

Compound Tincture

"Take of Cardamom seeds, bruised, and Cochineal, bruised, of each,
half an ounce; Cinnamon, in moderately fine powder, and Quassia in chips,
of ~uch, six draclnns; Raisins seuen ounces; Proof Spirit two pints [Imperial measure]. Digest for s~ven days, strain the liquor, express strongly
the residuum, a nd filter. This tincture may also be obtained by percolation as directed for compound tincture of cardamom, provided the Quassia
be rasped or in powder." Ed.
This is tonic and aromatic, and may be given in the dose of one or two
fluidrachms.
W.

TINCTURA RHEI. U. 8 ., Ed. Tincture

of Rhubarb.

1
"fake of Rhubarb, bruised, three ounces; Cardamom [seeds], bruised,
half an ounce; Diluted Alcohol two pints. Macerate for fourteen days,
express, an~ filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the
Rhubarb and Cardamom, in powder, wilh Diluted Alcohol, allowing them
to stand for forty-eight hours, then transferring them to an apparatus for
displacement, and gradually pouring upon them Diluted Alcohol until two
pints of filtered liquor arc obtained." U. 8.
The Edinburgh College takes three ounces and a half of rhubarb, in
moderately fine powder, half an ounce of bruised cardamom seeds, and
t~o pints [Imperial measure] of proof spirit; and prepares the tincture,
hke that of cinchona, eithe r by percolation or by digestion.
W.

~l~J.~~~l~I~~i~
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Compound Tinc-

ture of lUiubarb.
"Take of H.hubarb, sliced , two ounces and a half; Liquorice Root,
bruised, six drachma; Ginger, sliced, Saffron, each, three dracluns; Proof
Spirit two pints [lmperial measure]. Macerate for fourteen days, and
filter." Lond.
The flublin College employs two ounces of rhubarb, half an ounce of
cardamom seeds, husked and bruised, half an ounce of bruised g inger, two
drachma of saffron, and two pints of proof spirit; and macerates for seven
days.
W.

TINCTURA RHEI ET ALOES. U.S., Ed. Tincture of RhuELIXIR SACRUM .
Sacred Elixir.

barb and .flloes.

11
Talie of Rhubarb, bruised, ten dracl1ms; Aloes, in powder, six drachrns;
Cardamom [seeds], bruised, half an ounce; Diluted Alcohol two pints . Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper." U.S.
Th e Edinburgh College 1akes an ounce and a half of r.hubarb, in mod erately- fine powder, six drachms of Socotrine or East India aloes, in moderately fine powder,.five drachms of bruised cardamom seeds, and two pints
[lmperial measu re J of proof spirit; mixes the dry materials, and proceeds
W.
as for the tincture of cinchona.

TINCTURA RHEI ET GENTIAN£. U.S., Ed.

Tincture

of

Rhubarb and Gentian.
"Take of Rhubarb, bruised, two ounces; Gentian, bruised, half an ounce;
Diluted Alcohol two pints. Macerate for fourteen days. t:xpress, and filter
through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the
Rhubarb and Gentian, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing them to
stand for forty-eight hours, then transferring them to an apparatus for disp~ace ment, and g:radually pouring upon them Diluted Alcohol until two
pmts or filtered liquor arc obtained ."
The Edinburgh College takes two ounces of rhubarb, in moderately fine
powder, half an ounce of gentian. fi~ely cu_t or in coarse powder, and two
pints [ Imperial measure] of proof spirit; mixes the powders, and proceeds
as for tincture of cinchona .
The above tinctures of rhubarb are all in a greater or less degree purgative, stomachic and tonic: but, except in low states of the system, or in
cases of individuals accustomed to the use of ardent spirits, they are too
feebly cathartic in proportion to their stimulant power, to be advantageously
employed, unless as adjuvants to other medicines. Combined with the
n eutra l salts or other laxatives, or with tonic and stomachic infusions,
mixtures, &c., they serve to render them warmer and more cordial to the
stomach, and often pro\•e ben eficia l in flatulent colic, dyspepsia, the costiveness of cold irritable habits, diarrhrea, and other analogous complaints.
One of them is to be preferred to another, according as its peculiar composition may, in the judgment of the practitioner, appear to adapt it to the
circumstances of the case under treatment. [n low forms of fever, when
the indication is to evacuate the bowels, and at the same time stimulate the
patient, the si mple tincture ( Th~ctura R!tei) may be very ad~antageous~y
used jn doses of two or three ftu1drachms, repeated at proper rntervals till
it operates. The ordinary dose of these tinc_tures, as purgatives, is from
half a ftuidounce to a fiuidoun ce; as stomach1cs, from one to two or three
ftuidrachms.
W.

u. s.
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TINCTURA RHEI ET SENNJE. U.S.
and Senna.

Tincture

of

Rhubarb

"Take of Rhubarb, bruised, an ounce; Senna two dmchms; Coriander
[seeds], bruised, Fennel·seed, bruised, each, a drachm; Red Saunders,
rasped, two drachms; Saffron, Liquorice [exlract], each, half a draclim;
Raisins, deprived of their seeds, half a pound; Diluted Alcohol three
pints. Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper."
(J.S.
This is the stomachic so well known, and so much used in this country,
under the name of fiVctrner's gout cordial. It is a feeble purgative,_usually
very acceptable to the stomach, and well adapted to cases of costiveness,
with gastric uneasiness, in per5ons of a gouty habit, and accustomed to the
free use of wine or other stimulant drink. The dose is from half a fluid·
ounce to two tluidounces.
W.

TINCTURA SANGUINARIJE. U. S.

Tincture of Bloodroot.

"Take of Bloodroot, bruised, four ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints.
Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moisteniOg the
Bloodroot, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for forty·
eight hours 1 then transferring it to an apparatus for displacement, and gradu·
ally pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor are
obtained. 11 U. 8.
This will prove emetic in the dose of three or four fluidrachms; but it is
rather intended to act as a stimulant to the stomach, expectorant, or altera·
tive, for which purposes it may be given in the quantity of from thirty to
sixty drops .
VV.

T!NCTURA SAPON!S CAMPHORATA. U.S. LrnmENTUM S.<Lond., Ed., Dub. Camphorated Tincture of Soap.

PoN1s.

"Take ~f Soap [Castile soap], in shavings, four ounces; Camphor two
ounces; Otl of Rosemary half afluidounce; Alcohol two pints. Digest
the Soap with the Alcohol by means of a water-bath till it is dissolved; then
filter, and add the Camphor and Oil." U. S.
The London and Dt'tblin Colleges take three ounces of soap, an ounce of
camphor 1 and a pint [sixteen fiuidounces, Lond.J of spirit of rosemary.
The former dissolves the camphor in the spirit, then adds the soap, and
macerates with a gentle heat till it is dissolved; the latter digests the soap in
the spirit till it is dissolved, and then adds the camphor. The Edinburgh
College talrnsjive ounces of Castile soap, two ounces and a half of camphor,
six jluidracl~nis of oil of rosemary, and two pints [Imperial measure] of
rectified spint; digests the soap in the spirit for three days, adds the camphor and oil, and agitates briskly.
It is necessary, in preparing this tincture, that the soap employed should
not have been made with animal oil, as otherwise the preparation will not
be fluid at ordinary temperatures . Tbe soap indicated by the U.S. Pharmacopreia is that "prepared from soda and olive oil;" commonly called
Castile soap. Even with this, the U.S. tincture coaaulates upon cooling,
and requires the addition of a portion of water to en~ble it to retain the
liquid form. lf_ made with hard old Castile soap, the tincture becomes
solid upon cooling, an<l requires a temperate of 84° to render it again
perfectl_v: fluid; and. the. least proportion of water adequate to cause the
preparation to remam fluid bct,~·een 45° and 50° is one part, by measure, to
ten of the alcohol. Three fiu1dounces of \Yater, added to the quantity of
materials indicated in the formula, are sufficient to prevent the tincture from

1'inctur12.
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ration has been usually called soap liniment, a name which more properly
belongs to the Linimentimi Saponis Camp!toratum of the Pharmacopceia, or
common opodeldoc.
·
The camph~ratecl tincture of. soap is much used, as an anodyne and
gently ru.befac1ent embrocation, m sprai ns, bruises, and local rheumatic or
gouty parns.

OJJ-:Prep. Linimentum Opii, Land .. Dub.
TINCTURA SCILL&. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dllb.

W.
1focture qf

Squill.
0
Take of Squill/our ounces; Dilnted Alcohol two pints. Macerate for
fourteen daxs, express, and filte r through paper.
"'.fhis Tincture ~ay also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the
Squ1\I, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it Lo stand for twenty-four
hours, then transferring it to an apparatus for displacement, and gradually
pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol, until two pints of filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
The London College takes five ounces of recently drird squilt, and two
pints [ Imperial measure] of proof spirit, and macerates for fourteen days;
the IJublin,four ounces of th e former and two pints of the latter, and macerates for seven days. The Edinburgh College tak e five ounces of coarsely
powdered squill, and two pints [ lmp. meas.] of proof spirit; and pr_oceeds
by percolation, as for the tincture of PerU\·ian bark, but without pressing the
pulp firmly in the percolator. The College also allows the tincture to be
prepared by digestion from the sliced bulb.
The tincture possesses all the virlues of squ ill, and may be given for the
same purposes, whenever the spirituous menstruum is not objectionable.
The dose as an expectorant or diuret_ic is from ten to twenty minims (t\~enty
to forty drops), and the latter quantJty usually nau seates.
W.

TJNCTURA SENNA;; COMPOSITA. Lond., Dub.
Tincture of Senna.

Compound

"Take of Senna three ounces and a half.; Caraway [seeds], bruised, three
drnc!tms and a half; Ca rdamom , bruised, a drachm; Raisins.five ounces;
Proof Spirit lwo pints [ lmperia l measure]. Macerale for fourteen days,
and filter." Lond.
~
The Dublin College lakes a pound of senna, an ounce and a half of
caraway, half an ounce of cardamom seeds without the capsules, and a
gallon of proof spirit, and proceeds as above.
This tinclUre is the elixir salulis of the old Pharmacopreias. It is a
warm cordial purgative, useful in costiveness a:tended with flatulence, and
in atonic gout, especiall):' when occurrin~ in mtemperate persons. It is
also added to calhartic mfusions and mpnures. 'l'he dose is from two
fluidrachms to a fluidounce or more.
\V.

'l'INCTURA SENNJE ET JALAPA;;. u. s.
Ed. Tincture of Sem1a and Jalap.

TINCTURA SENNJE

CO.l\IPOSITA .

'"fake of Senna three ounces; Jalap, in powder, an ounce; Coriande r

··-~ ~~~d(s~Z<l~J:~~~~:~~
~::: J::~i~t; ;b~u~;:~·c~:~~~~J]oi~~o~~~:se: gf~~ed
three pints.
Alcohol

Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through

pa~¥his Tincture may also be prepared by beating wel_I toge~her the Senna,
Jalap, and Aromatics, moistening them thoroughly with Diluted Alcohol,
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allowing them to. stand for forty-eight hours, then transferring them to an
apparatus for displacement, and gradually pouring upon them Diluted
Alcohol until three pints of filtered liquor are obtained." U.S.
"Take of Sugar two ounces and a half; Coriander, bruised, one ounce;
Jalap. in moderately fine powder, six drachma; Senna/our ounces; Caraway, bruised, and Cardamom seeds, bruised, of rach,.five drachrns; Hai.sins,
bruised.four ounces; Proo~ Spirit two pints [lmperial m:asure]. Digest
for seve n days. strain the liquor, express strongly the residuum, and filter
the liquids. This tincture may be more conveniently and expeditiously
prepared by percolation, as directed for the compound tincture of cardamom." Ed.
This is another form of the elixir salutis, and scarcely differs from the
preceding in virtues. It is given for the same purposes, and in th e same

doses.

of

W.

TINCTURA SERPENTARI1E. U. 8., Lond., Ed ., Dub.

1focture

1'irginia Snakeroot.

"Take of Virginia Snakeroot, bruised, three ounces; Diluted Alcohol
iwo pints. Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepart>d by thoroughly moistening the Virginia Snakeroot, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for
twenty-four hours; then transferring it to an apparatus for displacement,
and gradually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered
liquor are obtained ." U.8.
The London College takes three ounces and a half of the root, and two
pints [ Imperial measure] of proof spirit, and macerates for fourteen days;
the .Dublin, three ounces of the former and two pints of the lau er, and macerates for seven days; the Ed·inburglt, three ounces and a half of the root,
in moderately fine powder, a draclmi of bruised cochineal, and two pints
[Imp. meas.] of proof spiril, and proceeds either by percolation or digestion
as for the tincture of Peruvian bark.
This tincture possesses the tonic and cordial properties of the root, and
may be advantageously added to the infu sion of Peru\•ian bark in low states
of the system . The dose is one or two fluidrachms.
\V.

TJNCTURA STRAMONII. U.S.

Tincture of Stramoniwn.

"'fake of Stramonil1m Seed, bruised,/our ounces; Diluted Alcohol two
Macerate for fourteen days, express, and fi!tn through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepanJd by thoroughly moistening the Stramonium Seed, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for
for ty-eight hours, then transferring it to an apparatus for displacement, and
:;:d ~~~fn!do.~.ri2f. s~1on it Diluted Alcohol until two pints of filtered liquor

pints.

0

This tincture may be used for all the purposes for which strmnonium is
given, in th? dose of from ten to twenty minims (twenty _to forty drops),
repeated twice or thrice a day, and gradually increased ull it obviously
affects the system.
\V.

TINCTURA TOLUTANI. U.S. T1NcTUnA ToLUTANA. Ed. TrncTURA BALSAMc ToLUTANI.

Lond., Dub.

'Tinclttre

of

Tolu.

"Take of Balsam of Toiu three oun.ces; Alcohol two pints. Macerate
until the Balsam is dissolved; then filter through paper." U.S.
.
The L ondon College employs two ounces of the balsam to two pints
f lmperial measure] of rectified spirit; the Edinbur~h, three ounces and a
)1a{/ of the balsa!n to two pints [ Imp. meas.] of rectified spiril; the Dubliti
an ounce to a prnt.

Tincl!m1!.
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The tinclure of lolu has the properlies of the balsam, and mav be em·
ployed as an addilion to exprctoranl mixtures in chronic catarrhal a·ffections;
but. the proportion of alcohol is too large to allow of its advantageous use in
ordinary cases. The dose is one or two fluidrachms. [n smaller quantities
lt
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Ed.; Trochisci Morph ire et [pecacuanhre, Ed.; 1'rochisci Opii, Ed. \V.

TINCTURA VALERIAN£. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.

Tincture

of Valerian.
"Take of Valerian, bruised, four ounces; Diluted Alcohol two pints.
Macerate for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
''~his '.fincture ma.y als~ be prepared by th_oro~ghly moistening the
Valerian, Ill powder, with Oduted Alcohol, allowmg Jt to stand for twentyfour hours, then transferri.ng it to an apparatus for displacement, and gra·
dual_ly pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol unti l two pints of filtered liquor are
obtained ." U. 8.
The .London College takesfi~e.ounccs of bruised valer ian, and two pints
0
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1

1

macerates for seven days; the Edinburgh,jive ounces of the former and two
pinlIJ [lmp. meas.] of the latter, and proc('eds by percolation or digestion as
for the tincture of Peruvian bark.
This tincture possesses the properties of valerian, but cannot be given in
ordinary cases, so as to produce the full efiects of the root, without stimulating too highJy in consequence of the large proponion of spirit. The
dose is from one to four fluidrachms.
W.

TINCTURA
TtNCTURA

VALERIAN£

V ALERIANlE

AMMONIATA . U.S., Ed ., Dub.
Lond. .llmmoniated Tincture of

CoMPOSITA.

Valerian.
"Take of Valeri.an , bruised ,four ounces; Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia
Macerate for founecn days, express, and filler through paper.
"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the
Valerian, in powder, wi th Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia, allowing it to stand
for twenty-four hours in a covered vessel, then lrnnsferring it to an apparatus
for displacement, and gradually pouring upon it Aromatic Spirit of Ammonia
until two pints of filtered liquo r are obtained ." U.S.
The London College takes jive ounces of bruised valerian, and two
pints [lmperial measure] of aromatic spirit of ammonia, and macerates for
fourteen days; lhe Dublin, two ounces of the powdered root, and a pint of
spirit of ammonia, and macerates for seven day~;_ the Edinburgh, five ounces
of valerian, and two pi11t.'t [ l mp. meas.] of sprnt of ammonia, and proceeds
e ither by percolation, or by digestion in a well-closed vessel, as directed for
tincture of Peruvian bark.
The ammonia in this preparation is thought l~ as~ist the solven.t powers
of the alcohol, while it co-operates with the valenan rn medical action. The
tincture is employed as an antispasmodic in hysteria and other nervous
affections. The dose is one or lWO fluidrachms, and should be given in
sweetened water, milk, or some mucilaginous fluid.
"\V.

two 71ints.

TINCTURA ZINGIBERIS. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub . Tincture of
Ginger.
u'fake of Ginger, bruised, eight ounces; Alcohol two pints. Macerate
for fourteen days, express, and filter through paper.
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"This Tincture may also be prepared by thoroughly moistening the
Ginger, in powder, with Diluted Alcohol, allowing it to stand for twentyfour hours, then transferring it to an appa~allls for displacement, and gradually pouring upon it Diluted Alcohol unul two pints of filtered liquor are

obtained." U. S.
The London College takes two ounces and a half of sliced ginger, and
two pints [ lmpcrial measure] of rectified spirit, and macerates for fourteen
days; the Dublin, two ounces and a half of coarsely powdered ginger, and
tu:o pints of rectified spirit, and macerates for seven days; the Edinburgh,
two ounces and a lwlf of coarsely pow~ered ginger, and two pints [ I mp.
meas.] of rectified spirit, and proceeds cnher by percolalion or digeslion, as
for tinclure of Peruvian ba rk.
Th e tinctures of the BriLish Colleges are too weak with ginger to be used
advantageously for any other purpose lhan me rely to impart fta~our . \V e
greatly prefer the process of the U.S. Phannacopreia, which yields a preparation in which the virtues of the gi nger are not complet1•ly swallowed up
in the menstruurn . In consequence of the mu cilaginous matler contained
in ginger, lhe tincture made with dilutrd alcoho l, or proof spirit, is apt to be
turbid. Alcohol or rectified spir it is, therefore, properly preferred . Good
Jamaica ginger should be used.
The tincture of ginger is a useful carminativP, and may often be beneficially added to tonic and purgative infusions or mixtures, in debilitated
states of the alimentary canal. It is, however, in this country, chiefly used
for the preparation of syrup of ginger, for which purpose it is necessary to
employ the strong tincture of the U . S . Pharmacopreia.
O.ff:Prep. Syrupus Zingiberis, U.S.
W.

TROCHISCI.
Troches.
Troches or lozenges are small, dry, solid masses, usually of a flatteried
shape, consisting of powders incorporated with sugar and mucilage. They
are designed to be held in the moulh, and dissolved slowly in the saliva, and
are, therefore, adapted for the administration of those medicines only which
do not require to be given in very large quantities, and are destitute of any
very disagreeable flavour. They are much more used, and more skillfully
prepared, in Europe than in this country. 'l'ragacanth, from the greater
tenacity of its mucilage, is better suited for their formation than gum Arabic.
The following directions for p reparing them are taken from the Dictionnaire
des Drogues . A mucilage of tragaca nth is first prepared wit h cold water
and strained. With this the powders, including suga r, are thoroughly mixed
by rubbing upon a marble slab, and are thus formed into a paste, which is
spread out by means of a rolle r upon the surface of the marble, previously
powdered over with a mixture of sugar and starch . The thickness of th e
extended mass is rendered uniform by a frame upon which the ends of the
roller are placed. The · upper surface is now covered with a thin layer of
sugar and sta rch , and the mass is divided into small cakes of a particular
shal?e by means of a punch .. 'l'hese cakes are placed ?Pon paper, and,
havmg been exposed to the air for twelve hours , are earned into a drying
room moderately heated . When perfectly dry th<'y are thrown upon a sieve
to separate the suga r and starch, and are then enclosed in bottles . In this
way lozenges may be prepared from almost ~ny medicine which the p~ly
sician may deem it adv isable to administer rn that form. The following
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formuln will se~ve as a guide: T ake of citric acid, in powder, a drachm;
refined sugar .eight oun~es i oil of lemons t.welve minims; mucilage of tragacanth a sufficient quantity. Form them rn the manner abO\•e directed into
troches. of twel~e gr.ains ~ach. A species of lozenge is made by uniting the
aromatic es.sential oils with suga r alone i but their preparation belongs to
the confect10L~er rath er than to the apothecary. Th e London and Dublin
VV.
Pharmacopooias have omined troches altogether.

TROCI-IISCI ACACIJE. Ed. Troclies

of Gum .!lrabic.

"Take o~ Gum Arabi~four ounces; Starch one .ounce; Pure Sugar one
i\J1x and pulvenze thC'm, and make them mto a proper mass with
rose-water for forming lozenges." Ed.
Th ese are useful in allaying the irritation of the fauces which excites
W.
coughing, and may be emp loyed at pleasure.

pound.

TROCHISCI ACJDI TARTAIUCI. Ed. Troches of Tartaric .!lcid.
11
Take of Tartaric Acid tu·o draclmis; Pure Sugar eight ounces; Volatile Oil of L emons ten nii11im.s. Pulverize the Sugar and Acid, add the
Oil, mix them thoroughly, and with Mucilage beat them into a proper mass
for making lozenges." Ed.
These may be used as an agreeable refri gerant and demulcent in s li g ht
colds and fevers; but in large quantities th ey are apt to derange the
W.
stomach.

, TROCHISCI CRETJE. U.S., Ed. Troclies of Chalk.
"Take of Prepared Chalk four ounces; Gum Arabic, in powder, an
ounce; Nutmeg, in powd er, a clrac!tm; Sugar, in powder, six ounces.
Rub them toget her until they are intimately mixed i th en with water form
them into a mass, to be divided into Troches, each weighing ten grains."
U.S.
The Edinburgh College uses the same ingredien ts in the sa me proportion,
and beats them with a little water into a proper mass for making lozenges.
'V.
Th ese are used as a gent ly astringent antacid in diarrhrea.

TROCH!SCI GLYCYRRlllZJE. Ed.

Troclies of Liquorice.

"Take of Extract of Liqu orice [ Liquorice, U. S.J. and Gum Arabic, of
each six ounces; Pure Sugar one pound. Dissolve th em in a sufficiency
of boi ling water i and th en concentrale the solution over the vapour-bath to
a proper consistence for making lozenges." Ed.
These lozenges are useful in allaying cough, but have been superseded
W.
in great measure by refined liquorice.

TROCH!SCI GLYCYRRHIZJE ET OP!!. U.S. TROCHISCI OPII.
Ed. 1'roclies of Liquorice and Opium.

"Take of Opium, in powder, half an ounce; Liquorice, in_ powder, Sugar,
in powder, Gum .Arabic, in pow.de~, each, ten ounces: Oil. of An.ise lwo
Mix th e. powders inumatel}'.i.then .add 1t~e Oil of Anise,.and
with water form them into a mass, to be d1v1ded mto lroches each wc1ghina six grains." U.S.
~•Take of Opium two dracltms; Tinclure of Tolu half an ounce; Pure
Sugar, in fine powder. six ounces: Powder of Gum Arabic, and Ext~acl of
Liquorice [Liquorice, U.S.], of each,jive o!mces. Reduce. L~ e .o~mm to
a fluid extract b_y formula [pageH l1 U.S. 01spe~satory]; mix 1L rnt1mately
wilh the Liquorice previously reduced to.the cons1s~ence of trt'acle; ?-d.d the

jluidtacltms.
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Th e U.S . formula is more easy of execution tl-an the Edinburgh, and
affords a product probably not inferior. A preparation equivalent to the
above is much used in Philadelphia under the name of fVistar's cough
lozenges..
These troches are df:'mulcent and anody.ne, and are very useful in allayin g collgh, when the state of the case admits the employment of opium, of
which each of them, prepared according to th e U . S. formula, contains
about one.tenth of a grain.
W.

TROCHISCI IPECACUANHJE. U.S. Troches

of Jpecacuanha.

"Take of Ipecacuanha, in powder, half an ounce; Sugar, in powder,
fourteen ounces; Arrow-root, in powder,jOur ounces; Mucilage of'fragacantl~ a sufficient qu_antity. Mix the .P<?wders intimately, and with the
Mucilage form them mlo a mass, to be d1v1ded inlo Troches each weighing
ten grains." U.S.
These are useful expectorant lozenges in catarrhal complaints. Each of
th em contains about one·quarter of a grain of ipecacuanha.
W.

TROCH!SCI LACTUCARII. Ed.

Troches

of

Lactucarium.

"To be prepared with Lactucarium in the same proportion and in the
same manner as the Opium Lozenge." Ed.
This is a very feeble preparation, and scarcely deserves th e officinal rank
which has been given lo it. Each lozenge contains only between the fiflh
and sixth of a grain of lactucarium.
VV.

TROCH!SCI MAGNESIJE. U.S., Ed. Troches

of Jlfagnesia.

"Take of Magnesia four ounces; Sugar a pound; Nutmeg, in powder,
a drachm; Mucilage of Tragacanth a sufficient quantity. Rub the Magnesia, Sugar, and Nutmeg together until they are thoroughly mixed i then
with the Mucilage form them into a mass, to be divided into Troches each
we ig hing ten g rains." U.S.
"Take of Carbonate of Magnesia six ounces; Pure Sugar three ounces;
Nutmeg one scruple. Pulverize them, and with Mucilage of Tragacanth
beat them into a proper m?s~ for making lozenges." Ed.
Th ese are useful in ac1day of stomach, especially when attended with
const1pallon.
W.

TROCHISCI MENTHJE PIPERITJE. U. S. Troches

of

Pepper-

rnint.
"~'ake of Oil of Peppermint a jluidrachm; Sugar, in P?wder, a pound;
M.ucilage of Tragac~nlh a sufficient quantity. Rub the
of Pepper.mint
with lhe Su~-ar until they are thor_o~ghly mixed; th en with the M~cilage

<?11

for".1 them rnto a mass, to be divided into Troch es each weighing ten
grams." U.8.
Useful in slight gastric or intestinal pains, nausea, and flatulence; but
employed more for their agreeable flavour than for their medicinal effects.

TROCHISCI MORPHIJE. Ed. Ttoches of Jllorphia .
"Take of Muriate of Morphia one scruple; TinclUre of Tolu half an
ouncej Pure Sugar twenty-five ounces. Dissolve the Muriatc of Morphia

in a little hot .water; mix It and th e Tincture of Tolu with the Sugar; and
with a suf!ic1ency of Mucilage form a proper mass for making lozenges;
each of which sho.u l ~ weigh about fifteen grains." L'd.
Useful for allevrntrng COllgh, and for ot her purposes which are answered
by minute do~es of morph.ia, of the muriate of which each lozenge contains
W.
aboul one-forueth of a gram.
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TROCl-I!SCI MORPI-JVE ET IPECACUANILK Ed.
:Morphia and Ipecacuanlta .

Troches of

" T ake of ~uriale of Morphia one scruple; Tpecacuan, in fine powder,
one drach11.i; Tincture of T olu. half a jluidounce; P~re Su.gar twenty-five
ounces. Dissolve the Muriale in a lin!e bot water; mix it wzlh the Tincwre
and the I~ecac u an and Sugar; and with a sufficie n~y of ~ ucilage. beat
the whole mto a proper mass, which is to be divided into fifteen gram lozenges ." Ed.
Expectora~t and anodyne, ~sefut especi~lly in allaying cough. Each
loz enge contams about one-fo rti eth of a gram of muriate of morphia, and
three times as much ip ecacua nha.
\V .

TROCHISCI SODA': BICARBONATIS. Ed. Troches of Bicarbonate of Soda .
,
"Take of Bicarbonate of Soda one ounce; Pure Sugar three ounces;
Gum Arabic half an ounce. Pulverize them. and with Mucilage beat them
into a proper mass for making lozenges." Ed.
Antacid and amilithic, useful in heartburn and uric acid gravel.

1V.

UNGUENT A.
Ointments.
These are fatty sub~tances , softer than cerates, of a consistence resem·
bling that of buuer, and such that they may be read ily applied to th e skin
by inunction. Many of them become rancid when long kept, and should,
therefore, be prepared in small quantities at a time, or only when wanted for
use.
W.

UNGUENTUM ACIDI NITRIC!. Dub.

Ointment of Nitric .!lcid.

"Take of Olive Oil a pound; Prepared Lard fo ·u r ounces; Nitric Acid
/we and a hrtlf jhtidracl11m. Melt the Oil and Lard togeth~r in a glass
vessel, and when they begin to c.ongt'al, add the Acid, and stir the mixture
constantly with a glass rod till it stiffens." Dub .
Th e acid is partially decomposed, evolving nitric oxide, and giving
oxygen to the fatly matter, which becomes yellow, and assumes a firm
consistence upon cooling. A similar ointment, prepared with l~r~ a~d
nitric acid, was originally employed by Al yon, under \\"hose name 1t 1s s~1 JI
known on the continent or Europe. It was formerly one of the Edrnburgh officinals, but was discarded at t~~ !ast revision of the P~arma~op.ceia.
It was used as an application lo syphd1t1c ulcers, and erupllvc affections,
particularly ps?ra and the different forms of porrigo'. but it has been super·
seded by the ointment of nitrate of mercury, which ~s more ~fficicnt. The
present Dublin ointment possesses the same properties, and 1s used fo r the
same purposes.
W.

UNGUENTUM ACID! SULPHURIC!. Dub.
phmic .!lcid.

Ointment of Sul-

Take of Sulphuric Acid a dracltm; Prepared Lard an ounce. Mix
them." Dub.
In this process the acid is partly converted into sulphurous acid which
escapes,_ and a portion of the lard i~ charr~d . 'I'h e ointment was~ fa~·ourite
appliciallonwith Dr.Duncnn,s_e n., m scabit>s:an cl we.hav e found 1l ef!"ectual
in the same complaint; but 1t shou ld be ddntrd with an equal weight of
lard. Thus diluted, it may also be used with advantage in other eruptive
u
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affections, particularly ring-worm; and, still weaker, has been used in rheumatism and neuralgia.
W.

UNGUENTUM ANTIMONII. u.s. UNGUENTUM ANT!MONIALE.
Ed. UNGUENTUM ANTIMONH PoTASSIO-TARTRATIS. Lond. UNGUENDub. Jlntimonial Ointment. Tartar Emetic
Ointment.
"Take of Tartrate of Antimon y and Potassa, in very fine powder, two

ruM TARTARI EMETICI.

draclnns; Lard an ounce. Mix them." U.S.
The London and Edinbur~h. Colleges mix an ounce of tartar emetic and

four ounces of lard; the .Dublin, a dracfmi of the former, and an ounce of
the latter.
This may be more conveniently prepared with simple ointment, as lard
is too soft to be spread on linen, and sim ple ointment is sufficiently so to be
applied by inunction .
Th e peculiar eruptive effect of tartar emetic may be procured in various
ways, by means eilher of a strong solution , or of the powder sprinkled
upon the surface of some adhesive plaster, or of the ointment as abo\'e
directed . Th e last method is, perhaps, the most convenient, and most
generally resorted to. The proportion of tarlar emetic may vary from one
drachm with the ounce of lard, as in the Dublin formula, to two drachms,
as in the other officinal formulm, or even to three drachms when a speedy
effect is required, or the sl<in is not very susceptib le to its action. A small
portion of the ointment may be rubbed twice a day, or more frequently,
upon the surface to be affected, or it may be applied sp read upon a piece of
lin en. Care shoul d be taken that the cuticle be entire, and that the application be not too Jong continued; as otherwise very severe inflammation, and
even gangrenous ulce rati on may result.
"\Ve have, however, in some
instances of great urgency, applied the ointment to a surface recently scarified in the operalion of cupping; but, under such circumstances, it should
be used with much caution.
"\V.

UNGUENTUM AQU1E ROS1E. U.S.

Ointment of Rose Water.

·~Tak e of Rose Water, Oil of Almonds, each, tzcojluidounces; Spermacet1 half an ounce; "\Vhite Wax a drachm. l\lelt together, by means of a.
water-bath , the Oil, Spermaceti, and " 7ax; then add the Rose Water, and
stir the mixture conslanlly until it is cold." U.S.
Thi s preparation is much employed under the name of cold cream. It
is a white, very soft, and elegant unguent, deriving a gmteful odour from
the rose waler, which remains incorporated with the other constituents if
~ept enclosed in glazed vessels. It is a pl easant, cooling application to
1mtated a!ld excoriated surfaces; and. may be used with great advantage for
chapped lips and hands, so frequent rn cold weather.
\V.

UNGUENTUM CANTHARID!S. U.S., Lond., Dub. UNGUENTU>t
INFUSI CANTHARIDIS .

Ed. Ointment of Sj1anish Flie~· .

Di~,t~~~l~e~a~~:'J1~~if ~Ii;~~~~ 1~~~1~r~:~~fefi;i~X~':~l~zr~e~ub~.~~:u~o~~~icte~;
Water with the Spanish Flies to one-half, and strain; then mix the Cerate
with the strained liquor, and evaporate to the proper consistence." (/, S.,

IJub.
The London Colle[Je takes an ounce of the flies, in very fine powder,
four jluidounces of distilled water, and four ounces of resin cerate, and proceeds as abo,'e.
"Take of Cantharides, in moderately fine powder, Resin, and Bees'-wax,
of each, one ounce; Venice Turpentine, and Axunge [Lard] , of each, two
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ounces; boiling Water five jluidounces.

Infuse the Cantharides in the
Wat~r for one night.• s~ueeze strong~y, ~nd filter the expressed liquid. Add
th e ~xunge, and boil till the water is dispersed. Then add the Wax and
Resin; and when these have become liquid, remove the vt>ssel from the
fire, add the Turpentine, and mix the whole thoroughly." Ed.
By these p~ocesses, the active matter of th~ flies is more uniformly diffused
through the ointment, than when they are directly incorporated, in the state
of powder, with the other ingredients. The preparation is thus better calculated to me~t the end proposed of maintaining the discharge from blistered
surfaces, without producing undue irritation. Lt has been said that the virtues
8
1

~;a~~~ fl~'~1=£~;~~~~;~ ~~ll~h;e~~~i~~d~~~~e~~~:i;~,cne ~1 f~~~~v~~ 1\~ : ~i~~:

and. a subseq~1ent boiling do\~n of the ~ltered in~usion, loses an.y advantage
wh1c~ decoctlon may have JO extractmg the virtues of th e Ates , without
avoidmg whatever disadvantage may accrue from the heat. IL is ne~essa ry,
in th e U. S., London, and Dublin processes, after the strained decoclJon and
cerate have been mixed, to stir constantly during the continuance of the evaporation, in order to prevent the former from sinking to the bottom. It should
be recollected, that this ointment is intended as a. dress ing for blisters, not to
produce vesication . The Edinburgh ointment diffe rs from the others in containing Venice turpentine, which renders it more stimulating. Dupuytren
employed, as a local application to prevent the loss of hair, an ointment made
by macerating a drachm of flies in a tluidounce of alcohol, and incorporating
W.
one part of the tincture thus formed with nine parts of lard.

UNGUENTUM CANTHAR!D IS. Ed.
Land.

Ointment

of the

Powder

of

C£RATUM CANTHARIDIS.

Spanish Flies.

"Take of Resinous Ointment seven ounces; Cantha ri des, in very fine
po\vdcr, one ounce. Melt the Ointment; sprinkle into it the Cantharides
powder, and stir the mixture briskly as it concretes on cooling." Ed.
u Take of Spanish Flies, in very fine powder, an mmce; Spe rmacet i
Cerate six ounces. ~ro the Cerate softened by heat, add the Flies, and
mix." Land.
Th is ointment, like the two preceding, is intended as a dressing fo r blistered surfaces, with a view to mainta in the discharge. The flies should be
very finely powde red, in order that they may be diffused as uniform ly as
possible through the mass . lt is unfortunate that the term ceralum cantharidis has been conferred upon this preparation by the London College; as
the same name is properly employed in the U.S . Pharmacopreia to express
the preparation of flies intended to be used as a vesicatory. None of these
ointments can be used in individuals liable to strangury from the external
application of cantharides.
W.

UNGUENTUM CETACEI. Land. Spermaceti Ointment.
"Take of Spermaceti six clraclnns; '\r\1 hite Wax lwo drachms; Olive
Oil three fluidounces. Melt them together over a slow fire, and stir them
constantly until cold." /_,end.
This ointment is emp loyed as a mild ~ressing for bli~t~rs, woun~s, and
excoriated surfaces. lt should be made m small quant1t1es at a ume, as
-w.
it is apl to become rancid when long kept.

UNGUENTUM COCCUL!. Ed.

Ointment

ef Cocculits

Indicus.

u Take any convenient quantity. of Cocculus Indicus:, separate and preserve the kernels, beat them well 111 a mortar, first alone and then with a
little Axunge [Lard]; and then add Axunge till it amounts altogether to
five times the weight of the kerne;so'~ ~Ed.
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This ointment is used for the destruction of vermin, and in the cure of
scabies and ringworm of the scalp. In the latter complaint it was found

very useful by the late Dr. Hamilton, sen., of Edinburgh.

U:'<GUENTUM CON!!. Dub.

W.

Ointment qf Hemlock.

"Take of fresh Hemlock Leavrs, Prepared Lard, each, two pounds.
Boil the Leaves in the Lard till they become crisp, and then express
through linen." Dub.
This ointment has been used as an anodyne application to irritable piles,
painful glandular swellings and scirrhous tumours, and to cancerous and
other painful ulcers; bnt there is reason to belie\·e that the virtues of the
hemlock arc impaired by the heat necessary in its preparation. An oint·
mcnt prepared by mixing good extract of hemlock with lard would probably
be more efficient.
W.

UNGUENTUl\1 CREASDTI. U.S., Lond., Ed.
Creasote.
"Take of Creasote lialf ajluidrachm; Lard an ounce.

Ointment of

Add th.e Creasote lo the Lard previously melted with a moderate heat, and stir them
constantly till they are cold." U. S.
The London College mixes half ajhddrachm of creasote and an ounce
of lard. The Edinburgh College takes a draclim of creasote and three
ounces of Jard, and proceeds as above directed.
For the use of this ointment see Creasotum. It may sometimes be advantageously diluted with lard when found to irritate.
"\V.

UNGUENTUM CUPRI SUBACETATI S. U.S., Dub.

of

of

UNGUEN-

TUM 1Eaucrn1s. Ed. Ointment
Subacetate
Copper.
"Take of Subacetate of Copper, in fine powder, a drac!tm; Simple
0.intment/ifteen drachms. Add the Subacetate of Copper to tbe Ointment
previously melted with a moderate heat, and stir them constantly till they
are cold ." U.S.
"Take of Resinous Ointment fifteen ow.ices; Verdigris, in fine po,~der,
one ounce. Melt the Ointment, sprinkle into it the powder of Verdigris,
and stir the mixture briskly as it cools and concretes." Ed.
"Take of Prepared Subace tate of Copper half an ounce; Olive Oil an
ounce; Ointment o~ 'White Resin [resin ceraLeJ a pound. Rub the Subacetate with the Oil; then add them to the Ointment previously melted,
and mix." Dub.
This ointment is employed as a mild escharotic in fungous granulations,
and, more or Jess diluted with lard, as a stimulating application to foul and
flabby ulcers, scrofulous ulcerations of the edges of the eyelids , disease of
the ex ternal meat us of the ear with puru lent discharge, to warts and corns,
a~d to cer~ain cutaneous eruptions, particularly that form of porrigo denominated ringworm of the scalp.
W.

UNGUENTUM ELEM!. Lond., Dub. Ointment ef Elemi.
"Take of Elemi a pound; Common Turpentine ten ounces; Suet two
pounds; Olive Oil two jluidounres. Melt the Elemi with the Suet, and,
having r~moved them from the fire, immediately mix them with the Tur-

pe~t~~aek::~ ~~~i~:~ Ef:~~s: ~~i~.~~ {t ~~~'t::ttif a pound; P repared
1

Lard/our pounds.

1

Make an ointment, and s train it through a s ieve while

hot." Dub.
This ointment is applied as a gentle stimulant to weak ulcers, and may be
used for maintaining the discharge of issues and setons. I t is the linimentum
m·crei of the older pharmacy.
W.
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UNGUENTUM GALLJE. U.S. UxGUENTU>r GALLARUM.
Ointment

of Galls .

Dub.

"Take of Galls, in powd e r [very fin? powder, nub.], an ounce; Lard
seven ounces [e(i::·ht ounces, Dub.]. Mix them." U.S., Dub.
This is usea chi_efly in piles and prolapsus ani, though iL may also be advantageously applted to flabby and indolent ulcers.
W.

UNGUENTUM GALLJE COMPOSITUM. Land.
GALL.1"£ ET OP11.

Ed.

Compound Ointment

of Galls.

UNGUENTUM

"Take_ of Galls, in very fine powder, lwo_ drachms; Lard two ounces;
Hard Opium, in powder, half a draclmi. !\lix them." Land.
The Edinburgh College takes two clrac!tms_ of galls, _a clraclnn of opium,
and. an ounce of lard, and rubs them together mto a uniform mass.
This combination of galls and opium is sometimes emp loyed, preferably
to the simple gall ointment, in cases of irritable piles. From half a drachm
to a drachm of camphor is sometimes added to the London ointment. W.

UNGUENTUM HYDRARGYRI. U.S., Ed., Dub.
HYDRARGYRl

FouTius. Lond.

UNGUENTUM

.Mercurial Ointment. Strong .Afercu-

rial Ointment.
"Take of Mercury. two pounds; Lard tu:cnty -three ounces; Suet an o_unce.
Rub the Mercury wllb the Suet and a small portion of the Lard until the
globu les disappear; then add the remainder of the Lard, and mix." U. 8. 1

Land.

"Take of Mercury two potmds; Axunge [Lard twenfy-three ounces;
Suet one ounce. Triturate the Mercury \vith the uet and a little or the
till globules are no longer vi~ibl~; then adJ the rest of the Axunge,
and mix the whole thoroughly. This omtment is not well prepared so long
as metallic globules may be seen in iL with a magnifier of four powers. The
Mercurial Ointment with the proportions here directed may be di luted at
pleasure with twice or thrice its weiglu or axunge." Ed.
"Take of Purifi t>d Mercury, prepared Lard, equal weights. Rub them
toget her in a marble or iron mortar, till the globules of mercury disappear."
Axun~c

Dub.
Off. Prep. Ceratum Hydrargyri Compositum, Lond.; Linimentum Hydrargyri Comp., Lortd.; Unguentum [-lydrargyri Mitius . Land.

UNGUENTUM HYDRARGYRI WTIUS. Land., Dub.

.Mild

.Mercurial Ointment.
"Take of Strong Mercurial Ointment a pound; Lard two pounds. Mix
them." Land.
The Dublin College prepares this ointment with twice the quantity of lard
used in the preparation of the stronger ointment.
The U.S. Pharmacopreia directs only one mercurial ointment, whicl1
accords in slrength with the stronges t ointment of the London and Dublin
Colleges, co~taining equal weights of_mercury and ~any matte~ . When the
physician wishes a weaker preparat10n 1 he may direct t.he orntment to be
diluted with such a proportion of lard as may answer his purposes. The
Edinburgh College, in allowing dilution of t~rn oinlment in certain fixed proportions, should have given names •. by which thes<." weaker pre parali~ns
might be designated . The milder ointment of lhe L~ndon College con tarns
one pa.rt of mercury to five of fat, that of the Dublin Co_llege,.one of the
former to two of the latter. If th e apothecary keep a milder preparation
in his shop, it shou ld be that of the London College, whicl~, from the smaller
p roport ion of mercury, is preferable to that of the Dublm College for the
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purposes to which the milder ointment is usually applied. It should always
be understood that the stronger ointment is intended by the physician, unless
the contrary is expressly stated.
In the preparation of mercurial ointment, care is requisite that the mercury should be completely extinguished. The trituration is be.st performed
in a marble mortar, as it is difficult to keep iron so clean as not to impart
more or less oxide to the ointment. The mercury is known to be extinguished, when a portion of the mass, rubbed upon paper or the back of the
hand, exhibits no metallic globules under a magnifying glass of four powers.
The operation cannot be considered as satisfactorily accdmplishf'd when the
globules are invisible merely to the naked eye. To facilitate the process,
which is· very tedious, the addition of various substances has been proposed,
calculated to hasten the disappearance of the metal. Turpentine and sulphur
ha,•e been employed, but are inadmissible; the former because it renders the
ointment too irritating, the latter because it forms with the mercury an in·
active sulphuret. Their presence in the ointment may be delt>cted by the
peculiar odour which they respectively emit when exposed to heat. Sul·
phur, moreover, gives the ointment a darker colour than it has when pure.
The addition or a little sulphuric ether, at intervals, during the tritu~ation,
is said .greatly to abbreviate the pr?cess. (Jlm . J. of Plwrm., xvii. 80.)
Rancidity in the lard employed facilitates the extinguishment or the mer·
cury, but is liable to the same objection as turpentine. though in a much less
degree. M. Fossembras found that the addition of rancid fat was required
in the proportion or only ten drachms to a pound or the ointment, in order
to enable eight pounds to be prepared in an hour. (Journ . de Pluirm., ae
sir., v. 75.) M.Guibourt recommends the addition or one-sixteenth of old
mercurial ointment. M. Simonin proposes the use or lard which has been
exposed in thin layers to a damp air for fifteen days. This facilitates the
extinguishmenl of the metal; but iL probably renders the preparaiion more
irritant by the chemical alteration of the lard. The following plan or preparing the ointment was proposed by M. Cheva!lier. A pound of mercury 1
and half a pound or fresh lard previously melted, are introduced into a stone
or glass bottle, shaken till the mixture acquires the consistence or very thick
syrup, then poured into a mortar, and incorporated by constant stirring with
an additional half pound or lard. In this manner, according to Chevalli~r,
a perfect ointment may be made in hair an hour. \Vhen prepared with
lard alone, the ointment is apt, in hot weather, to become so soft as to allow
the metal to separate. Hence the addition or suet in the processes of the
U.S., London, and Edinburgh Pharmacopceias; and even a larger propor~~~ :\~·sl~tn~e employed when the ointment is prepared for use in the sum·
Upon the whole, it may be considered doubtful whether any or the expedients for sav ing labour and time in the preparation of the ointment are
wholly unobjectionable. Dr. Christison states that the better plan is not
to co~plete the process by a continuous trituration, but to operate for a
short time every day, and aUow the ointment in the mean time to be exposed tot.he air. But so much labour is required in the process, that the
ointment 1s pr_eforably made by machinery on the large scale. The fatty
m~tlers, kept rn the Ou id stale by a temperature or about 100°, are triturated
with the metal by means or two iron balls, which are driven rapidly round
in a circular iron trough by means of sleam power. The extingu ishment
of the mercury is thus effected in about twelve hours.
A new method or preparing mercurial ointment 1 proposed by Orosi, is to
precipitate metallic mercury, in the pulverulrnt form, from a solution of
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corrosi~e ~ublimate, by an c~cess of protochloride of tin, with the addition
of mun~tJ? acid: and, havmg poured ~ff the supernalant fluid, washed
~he prc>clpilate w1tb warm water, and dried it between bibulous paper, to
J~C?rporate it with the presc~ibed. proportion of lard. To prevent the precipitated mercury from running rnt.o globules, it is recommended to cover
with fat the interior of the vessel rn which the precipitation takes place.
(Rankin{(S .!l.bfJ·fract. vol. i., part i., p. 350.)
Mercurial ointment has when newly prepared a bluish colour, which becomes
darker by age . lt was formerly thought to contain the mercury in the state of
protoxide; but it has been shown that mostof th e met~! can be separa.ted from
the lard by methods not calculated to reduce the oxide; and chemists now
ge nerally admit that by far the greate r portion of it exists in the preparation
in a stale. of minute division, not of chemical combination . lt is probable,
however, that the metal is partially oxidized; and lhe darker colour which the
ointment acquires by age is attributable to th e further oxidation of the mercury. Jf lh e ointment be kept long in a melted slate in a narrow vessel,metallic mercury subsides, a nd an oily liquid floats upon the surface. After this
has been filtered so as lo separate every thin g undissolved, it is blackened
by sulphu retled hydrogen, and yields oxide of mercury to acetic acid. Dr.
Christison states that he has exam ined various samp les of tbe ointment, and
never failed to detect oxide of mercury; and he has inferred from his observations, that the oxide amounts to rather more than one per cent. (Christison's J)ispensatory. ) But the proportion ls variable according to the age
and mode of preparation of the omtment. It scarcely admits of a doubt, that
the oxide of mercury formed enters into chemical combination with the lard,
or one of its oily acids. Mr. Donovan advanced the idea that the medicinal activity of the ointment depended exclusively on this compound of the
lard with th e me rcurial oxide. An ointment made by merely mixing lard
and black oxide of mercury has not the same effect, because there is no
chemical union between the ingredients . But, upon exposing such a mixture to a temperature of 350°, and continually agitating it for two hours, he
found that every ounce of lard dissolved and combined with twenty-one
grai ns of oxide, and the resulting compound was proved to be equally
effectual with the common ointment, and capable of being introduced into
the system in one-third of the time. (Paris's Pharmacologia.) It has been
proposed to substitute an ointment thus prepared for that made according
to the officinal direction, as being more manageable, and of more uniform
strength . Care, however, would be required in preparing it to a\•oid a temperature either too hi gh or too low; as the former might decompose the
oxide, and the latter would be insufficient to effect its union with the lard.
There would he danger, also, that the lard might be rendered irritant by
the influence of the heat.
From experiments by a committee of the C.oll~ge of Pharmacy, of New
York, it ap pears that the ointment contained m prs becomes ~omewhat unequal in stre n g~h in consequence of t~e settlin g of the metall1~ ingredient.
The inference is that, afler long standmg, the contents of the pr should be
trituratcd so ns to restore an equable strength before being dispensed.
(Jlni. Journ. of P!tarm., xvi. 2.)
ft.ledical Uses . Mercurial ointment, when rubbed upon the surface of the
body, produces, in consequence of its ~bsorption, the same g~neral effCcts
upon the system as .the other preparations of .the metal. h. 1s resorted to
either alone, when circumstances prevent or discourage the 111ternal use of
mercury, or conjointly with the internal use of the medicine, to produce a
more sf>eedy or powerful effect in urgent cases. IL may also be advantage..
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ously employed as a resolvent in local affections; as in the case oi venereal
buboes, and of cbrouic glandular swellings, upon which it may be made to
operate directly by being applied in the course of the absorbents passing
through the enlarged glands. The proper quantity to be employed ut one
time, with a view to salivation, is about a drachm, which should be applied
night and morning, by means of friction, to the inner surface of the thigbs,

legs, or arms, and continued till the system is affected.
In urgent cases, or in local affections, it may also be rubbed on other parts
of the body, or applied to blislered surfaces. The friction should on each
occasion be continued tit! the whole of the ointment is absorbed. Whrn
frequrnLly rubbed upon Lhe same part, it is apt to produce a disagreeable
eruption which inte rferes with its continued application. Camphor is sometimes added, in order to render it more easy of absorption; but, without
p roducing this effect, it increases the liability of the ointment to irritate the
skin, aud is of no other advantage than to soflen its consistence when too
firm from a large proportion of suet. Mercurial ointment has been employed, with some success •. to prevent th~ maturation of the small-.pox pustule, and the conseq uent pilling. For this purpose it may be applied to the
face or other part, t bicldy spread on patent lint or muslin, care b~ing taken
to prevent the access of the ai r to the covered part. To be successful it must
be applied before the third or fourth day of the eruption. The ointment
has been recommended also in erysipelas and chilblains. Iodide of potassium rubbed with mercuria l ointment is said to favour the separation of the
mercury in the form of globu les (J ourn. de P hann., ae ser ., x. 356); but
the effect does not take p lace if the iodide is thoroughly dried and well
powdered , and the ointment added to it by small portions at a Li me. (i bid.,

x. 42 1.)
The weaker ointment is employed only as an application to ulcers, and lo
certain cutaneous eruptions.
\V.

UNGUENTUM HYDRARGYRI AMMONIA TI. U.S. UNGUEN·
Lond. UNGUENTUM PnECIPIEd. UNGUENTUM HvoRARGYRI SunMURIATIS AMMONIATI.
Dub. Ointment of .!lmmoniated .Mercury. Ointment of White Precipitate.
"Take of Ammoniated Mercury a drathrn; Simple Ointment an ounce
and a half. Add the Ammoniated Mercury to the Ointment previously

TUM HYDRARGYRI AMr.roNIO - CHLORID I.

TATI ALm.

soflened over a gentle fire, and mix them." U.S.
The processes of the British Colleges are essentially the same as the
above.
This ointment is employed chiefly in cutaneous eruptions, such as psora,
porrigo, and herpes.
\ V.

UNGUENTUM HYDRARGYRI IODIDI. Land. Ointment of Io dide of .Alerrnry.
UNGUENTUM HYDRARGYRI BINIODIDI. Land. Ointment of
Biniodide of Mercury.
Th~s~ t~o omtments are prepared by the London Collef{e from the iodide
and brn1od1~e ~f mercury, ~t'Spectively, in the manner directed by the Col·
lege fo r their ointment of nJtric oxide of mercury. (See Unguentum Hy·

clrargyri Oxidi Rubri.)
They are both employed as dressings to sc rofulous ulcers; the ointment of
the bin iodide being preferred, on account of its much greater activity, when
the ulcers are very mdolent,
tV.
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GU~;:~~~~;~~r.1j,~~Rt~:u~~;u~ofiJ~o~~!~~R~.N~;/
J\itrateof .Alercury. Citrine
1

Dub. Ointment
Ointment.
"Take of Mercury an ounce; Nitric Acid eleven jluidraclmis; Fresh
~rats-foot. Oil ninejluidounce~; Lard three ounces. Dissolve the Mercury
when they begin to
In the Acid i then melt the Oil an.d Lard together, and
stiffen upon cooling, add the soluuon and mix." U.S.
"Take of Mercury an ounce; .Nitric Acid eleven fluidrachms [Imperial
m~asur.t>]; Lard six ounces: Olive Oil four fluidounces [Lmp. measure}
mix
Firs~ dissolve the Mercury in the Acid i then, while the solution is hot,
it with the Lard and Oil previously melted together." Lond.
"Tal.:e of Purified Mercury an ounce; Nitric Acid eleven draclnns and a
~Iercury
the
Dissolve
ounces.
L~rdfour
half; Olive Oil a pint; Prepared
in the Acid, tlwn mix the solution with thr Oil and Lard previously mched
together, and form an ointment, in the manner directed for the Ointment of
Nitric Acid." Dub.
11
Take of Pure Nitric Acid eigltl jluidounces and six jluidraclnns [lmperial measure]; i\lercuryfourowue s; Axunge[lard]f!ftee nounces; Olive
Oil lltirty-twojlllidoun ces . Dissolve the Mercury in lhe Acid with the aid
of a genlle heat. Melt the Axunge in the Oil with tbe aid of a moderate
heat in a vessel capable of holding six times the quantity; and, while the
mixtme is hot, add the solution of mercury, also hot, and mix them thoroughly. If the mixture do not froth up, increase the heat a little till this
take place. Keep this ointment in t>arthenware vessels, or in glass vessels
secluded from the light." Ed. Dr. Christison in his Dispensatory states
that, in this formula, in order to meet the intentions of its framers, the quan tity of Olive Oil should be tliirty-eightjluidou nces and a!ialf, and of Nitric
Acid (sp. gr. from l ·:JSO to 1·3!l0) ninejluidounces and a half.
'l'he chemical changes which take place in the preparation of this ointment are not precisely known. They differ somewhat according to the
circumstances under whic h the operation is performed; for example, according lo the proportion and strength of the acid, the nature of lhe fatly matler,
and the degree of heat employed. The mercury, in the first step of the
process, is oxidized at the expense of a portion of the acid, nitrous fumes
escape, and the undecomposed acid unites with the oxidized metal, forming nitrute of the demoxide of mercury if heat be employed, and a mixture
of this with nitrate of the protoxide, if the process be conducted at a low
temperature. J f the officinal directions be slrictly complied with in relation
to the strenglh of the acid. this will be in excess, and it is not improbable
that a portion of nitrous or hyponitrous acid may at the same time exist in
the mixture. \Vhen the mercurial solution is added to the fatty matter, a
reaction takes place, which probably results in the production of the yellow
subnitrate of the deutoxide of mercury, of one or m~re. of the fatty acids, as
the oleic, margaric, and stearic, and of ela"idin ?T elaid1c acid, or both. (See
pogc ~ I. ) It is also highly probable that porllons of th es~ fatty acids combine with the oxide of mercury. But the degree to which these changes
take place is inRuenced greatly by t~e tt:'mperature to which t.he mixture
is exposed. If this be low tht>re is little or no escape of gas; 1f elevated ,
there is a copious evolution of nitrous fumes. Jn the former case the changes
are obviously less considerable than in the latter.
As formerly prepared, this ointment, though at first b~a.utif~llyyellow ~nd
of the proper consistence, soon began t_o change, acqmn~g rn tune a dirty
greenish and mottled colour, and becommg so hard and friable as to be unfit
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for use unless mixed with lard. These results were ascribed to various
causes, and as many different modifications of the process were proposed in
order to obvirue them . The U.S. process is based upon the fact, that the oli\•e
oil of the British processes is hardened by nitrous acid or the nitrate of mercury, while the same effect is oat produced upon neats'-foot oil. (See Olewn
Olivre, page 493.) This proc ~ss produces a good ointmen.t, which, though
it sometimes assumes a greemsh colour on exposure, reuuns permanently
a soft unctuous consistence. We have in our possession specime ns of ointment, prepared severa l years since according to the U. S. formula, which
have at thi s time. a uniform yellowish colour, and a perfectly good unctuous
consistence. It is said that the three ounces of lard of lhis formula may be
advantageously replaced by the same quantity of nl'ats'-fout oil._ (.!lm,. Joum.
of Plutrm. iv. 197.) lL is probable that other animal oils will answer the
same purpose; and it is nsserted that a good preparation may be made with
lard or butter alone. The drying vegetable oi ls do not appear , like oli\•e
oil, to be converted by nitrous acid or the nitrate of mercury imo ela"idin;
and it was a fair inference that they might be employed advantageously in
the preparation of citrine ointment. Accordingly, Dr. Fessenden, of North
Carolina, states, in his inaugura l essay, that he substituted the linseed oil
for the neats'-foot oil of the U.S . process, and succeeded in obtaining a
perfectly good and durable ointme nt . It is now stated that the want of
success with many operators who have followed the British officinal processes, has been owing not to the character of the particular oil employed,
but to deficiency of st ren gth in tl~e nitric acid, a_nd the want of a due degree
of heat. Mr. Alsop asserts that if the nitric acid be of the sp. gr. l ·5, or if
the quantity of a weaker acid be increased so as to compensate for its deficiency in strength, and if the fatty matters be mixed with the mercurial
solution at ~n elevated temperature, a permane ntly soft nod ~olden-coloured
ointment wtll r~sult. (Phann. Tran sact., Sept., 1841.) [ t 1s probable that
the discoloration which is so apt to take place in the preparation is owing
to the_ deoxidiziog influence of the fatty matter upon the mercurial oxide.
Now if, by a suffic ient excess of acid and an elevated temperature, the fats
be thoroughly oxidized during the process, they will have less affinity for
oxygen afterwards, and consequently Jess ab il ity to take it from lhe oxide
of mercury. That they are oxidized at the expense of the nitric acid when
heat is used, is proved by the abundant extrication of nitrous fumes during the
oper~tion. The pro~ess of the Edinburgh Col_lege above give n meets these
req_u1sites, and i_s said to yield an excellent omtment. The same process,
belore its adoption by the College, had been long employed by :Mr. Duncan,
a chemist and druggist of Edinburgh, who appears to have been the first to
ascertain the advantage of heat in the preparation of the ointment.
In applying heat, according to the Edinburgh process, when th e fatty
matter and mercurial solution are mixed, care must be taken that it be not
too great. Ga~ is extricated at 180°,and at 212° escapes so abundantly that
!he mixture boils over unless the vessel be very large. (Alsop.) Besides,
if the h~at be too great, a portion of th e mercury is reduced, and the colour
of the ointment_ impaired. 'Vhen large quanlities of materials are operated
upon, the reaction which occurs produces of itself a sufficient heat; but in
ordinary cases the temperature should be kept at about 190° by means of a
water-bath. It s hould always be sufficient to produce a copious extrication
of gas. 'fhe ointment should be prepared in a glass, porcelain, or wellglazed earthen vessel; and a glass rod or wooden spatula should be em})loyed for stirring the mixture.
·
lJiedical Use! . Thi s ointment is much and very ad\•antagcously employed, as a stimulant and alterative application, in porrigo, or tinea capi·
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tis, impetigo larvalis or c.rusta la~tea, psor!asis and pityriasis, certain forms
of herpe~, psoroehthalmia and mftammat1on of the eye and eyelids connected with pomgo of the face or scalp, and various other ulcerative and
eruptive affections. It should be diluted with lard, unless in cases which
req~ire a v~ry stim~lan.t application. Some ca!e is requisite in ils use, to
avoid the risk of sal1vauon. When hard and fnable, it must be rubbed up
W.
with fresh lard before it can be applied.

UNGUENTUM HYDRARGYRI OXIDI RUBRI. U.S.

UN-

UNGUENTUM Oxrn1
GUENTuni HvoRARGYRI N1TR1co-Oxvo1. Land.
Dub.
HvoRARGYRI. Ed. UNGUENTUM I-hnaARGYRI OxYDI N1TR1c1.

Ointment

of Red

Oxide

of .Mercury.

"Take of Red Oxide of Mercury, in very fine powder, an ounce; Simple
Ointment eight ounces. Add the Oxide of Mercury to the Ointment previously softened over a gentle fire, and mix them." U. S.
"Take of Nitrico-Oxide of Mercury an ounce; White Wax two ounces;
Prepared Lard six ounces. To the \Vax and Lard, melted together, add
the Nitrico-Oxide of Mercury, in very fine powder, and mix ." Lond., flub.
"Take of Red Oxide of Mercury one ounce; Axunge [lard] eight
ounces . Triturate them into a uniform mass ." Ed.
The U. S. Pharmacopreia contemplates the same red oxide of mercury
as the British Colleges, that, namely, prepared from the nitrate, and usu ally called red precipitate. It is highly important that the oxide should be
thoroughly pulverized before being mixed with the lard i as otherwise it
might prove very injurious in cases of ophthalmia, in which it is sometimes
used .
This ointment loses its fine red colou r when Jong kept, probably in con sequence of the conversion of the red oxide into the black. It is best to
prepare it only in small quantities at a time. It is a highly useful stimuJating ointment, much employed in indolent and foul ulcers, in porrigo of
the scalp, psoropht halmia, and in chronic conjunctiva! ophthalmia, especially when attended with thickening of the inner mem.brane of the eyelids,
or with specks upon the cornea. It may be diluted with lard if found too
~m~~~

~

UNGUENTUM IODIN!. U. 8. UNGUEZ<TUM Ionrn11 . Dub. Ointment of Iodine.
"Take of Iodine twenty grains; Alcohol twenty ·m inims; Lard an
ounce. Rub the Iodine first with the Alcohol and then with the Lard

until they are thoroughly mixed." U.S.
"Take of Iodine a scruple; Prepared Lard an ounce. Rub them
together so as to form an ointment." Dub.
This ointment, when rubbed upon the skin, imparts to it an orange
colour, which, however, slowly disappears with the evaporation of the
iodine. It is useful as a local application in goitre, scrofulous swellings of
the glands, and other chronic tume~actions, operatin.g pr?bably t.hrough the
medium of absorption. When continued .for some .tune, 1l ~ca~1~nally ~ro
duces a pustula r eruption upon the portion of skin to which 1l 1s applied.
Dr. Cerchiari strongly recommends it in cases of.enlarged tons~ls after ~he
disappearance of inflammation. It should be applied to the ton sils morning
and evening by means of a camel~s hair pencil. In two months, according
to the author, the enlargement disappears. (.llm. Journ.. of Pharm.'. viii.
S:J.) The ointment should be prepared only as wanted for use; for 1t ~n·
dergoes change if kept, losing its deep-orange brown colour, and becommg
W.
pale upon the surface.
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UNGUENTUM IODINI COMPOSITUM. U.S. UNGUENTUM lomNn
Co/\IPOSITUM.

Lond:

UNGUENTUM lomNEI.

Ed.

Compound Ointment

of lod·ine.
"Take of Iodine half a draclmi; Iodide of Potassium a drachm; Alcohol
a fiuidra chm; Lard two ounces. Rub lh e Iodine and [odide of Potassium
first with the Alcohol and then with the Lard until they are thoroughly
mixed." U.S.

The London formula is the same as the above. The Edinburgh. Col·
Lege directs (t dracltm, of iodine and two drachma of th e iodide of potassium
to be r~bbed togethe~,/ow· ounce.<;. of Ian~ to be graduall)' added, and the
triturat1on to be continued tillaurnformointmentisobtained.
This prep~ration is cr~1ployed for the same purposes as the preceding,
from which 1t differs ch1eAy in being somewhat stronger with iodine; as
the iodide of pota ss ium is probably not peculiar in its efiects, and the spiri t
is t>mployed only to facilitate th e admixwre.
W.

UNGUENTUM MEZEREI. U.S. Ointment

of .Mezereon.

"Take of Mezereon, sliced transversely,four ounces; Lard fourteen
Moisten the Mezereon with a little Al
cohol, and beat it in an iron mortar until reduced to a fibrous mass; then
digest it with the Lard, in a sa lHv~t e r bath,,for twel\·e hours, strain with
strong expression, and allow the st rain ed liql11d to cool slowly, so that any
undi ssolved matters may subside. From these separate the medicated
Lard, melt it with the Wax at a moderate heat, and stir them constantly
till they are cold." U.S.
This is equivalent to the pomrnade epispastique au garou of th e French
Codex, which is prepared from the bilrk of the Daphne Gnidium. Th e
ointment may also be made. as proposed by Guibourt, Ly mixing two
drachms of the alcoholic ex tract of meurt>on with nine ouncl's of lard and
one of wax. It is used as a ~timulating application to blistered surfaces in
order to maintain the discharge, and to obstinate, ill -conditioned, and indo-

ounces; White \\Tax two ounces.

4

- UNGUENTUM
~=
~
PICJS LIQUID,E. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub. Tar
Ointment.
"Take of Tar, Suet, each a pound. Add the Tar to the Suet previously melted with a moderate heat, and stir them constanlly till th ey are

cold." U.S.
The London and Dublin Colleges melt together equal parts of the tar
and suet, and strain th e mixture, th e formf>T through linen, the latter
through a sieve. The Edinburgh College takes five ounces of tar and
two ounces of bees' wax, and, having melted the wax with a gemle heat,
adds the tar, and stirs th e mixture briskly while it concretes.
Tar ointment is highly useful as a stimulant application in various scaly
and scabby eruptions, particularly in psoriasis, and in that form of porrigo
usually called tmea capitis or scald head. In the last-mentioned affection,
it should be applied night and mornin g; ond in bad cases the patient should
con~tantly wear a cap, thickly spread with the ointment upon its internal

-~
UNGUENTUM P!CIS NIGRiE. Lond.

Ointment

of

~

Black

Pitch.
"Take of Black Pitel~, 'Vax, Resin, each, nine ounces; Olive Oil sixteen flui~ounces [ Im penal measure]. Melt them together, and strain
through lmen." Land.
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'I_'his is a stimulant ointment, applicabl~ lo lhe same purposes as the pre·

W.

ceding.

UNGUENTUM PIP ERIS NIGRI. Dub. Ointment of Blark Pepper.

"Take of Prepared Lard a pound; Black Prpper, in powde r,/o ur ounces.
Make an ointment." JJub.
This is highly irritating, and has been used as a remedy in tinea capitis,
\ V.
but is not now employed .

UNGUENTUM PLUMB! ACETATIS. Ed., Dub.
l'LU>IBI AcETATIS. L ond. Ointment of .llcetate of Lead.

CERATUM

"Take of Simple. Ointment twenty ounces; Acetate of Lead, in fine pow·
dcr, one ounce. Mix them thoroughly." Ed.

~;~v: ~i~7(~~';nc:J~ef~r~d~ :1f;~;~'~;·::~Ji,;;;~t? ~~:~:ti; :tf:~Y:~~~~~~~;I~
1

of
rubbed with a .fluidounce of olive oil; and stirs with a spatula till lhey are
mixed. The Dublin College mixes an ounce of acetate of lead with a
pound mu/ a half of ointment of white wax .
This is an exce lle nt oi ntm ent in burns, and other exco riated or ulcerated
W.
surfaces, particularly blisters in an inflamed s1ate.

UNGUENTUM PLU~JBI CARBONATIS. U.S., Ed., Dub.
ment of Carbonate of Lead.

Oint-

"Take of Carbonale of Lead, in very fine powder, two ounces; Simple
Ointment a pound. Add the Carbonate of L(•ad to the Ointment previously
softened over a gentle fire, and mix them." U.S.
The Edinburgh College prepares this ointment by mixing thoroug!rly one
ounce of ca rbonat e of lead with.Jive ounces of simple ointment. The Dublin
College employs the proportions of the U.S. Pharmacopreia .
W.
This ointment is used for the same purposes as the preceding.

Compound
UNGUENTUM PLUMB! COMPOSITUM. L ond.
Ointment of Lead.
"Take of Prepared Chalk eight owices; Distilled Vinegar sixjluidounce.<J;

Lead Plaster three p~1mds; Olive Oil a pint [ Imperial mensure ]. Dissolve.
the Plaster in the Oil with a slow fire, then gradually add the Chalk pre·
viously mixed with the Vinegar, the effnvescencc having subsided, and
stir them constantly urHil they become cold." Luncl.
,V,
Employed as a dressing for indolent ulcers.

UNGUENTUM PLUMBI IODJOI. L ond.
L ead.

Ointment of Iodide

of

"Take of (odid e of L ead an ounce; Lard eight ounces. Rub and mix
them." Lond.
Employed as a discutient in chronic glandular swellings, and enlarge·
,V.
ments of the joints.

UNGUENTUM POTASSJE IIYDRIOD.\TlS. Dub.
.
. .
Jlydriodate of Potassa.

Ointment of

Take of H yd ri odate of Potassa [md1de or potassium] a scn.1ple: Preparrd Lard an ounce. Rub them tog1tther so as to fori~ a11 o~nti:ient." Dub.
It is said th~t these in gredirnls in~orpornt~ b:tter, 1f the 1od1dt! or p~tas ·
sium be first dissolved in its own we1gln or distilled waler, and then mixed
with the lard. (.!J_m . J oum. of 1l/ed. S:i., N .. S., iii. 2~:3.)
This oin lmcnt 1s employed r?r the d1~cussmn of goures, scrofot.ous tu·
mours, and other indolent swellings; and 1s usually prefl·rrt-d to th e 01ntment
of iodine, as it does not, like that, discolour the skin. 1l is probably, how·
11
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ever, of inferior virtue, and certainly contains too small a proportion of the
iodide. One drachm to the ounce of lard would not be too much, and may
sometimes be exceeded.
W.

UNGUENTUM SAMBUCI. Lond., Dub.

Elde,. Ointment.

"Take of Elder [flowers], Lard, each, two pounds. Boil the Elder
flowers in the Lard ti!J they become crisp; then express through. linen."

Lond.
'
"Take of fresh Elder Leaves three pounds; Prepared Lard/our pounds;
Prepared Mutton Suet two 7JOunds . Boil the leaves in the Lard till they
become crisp; then strain with expression; lastly, add the Suet, and melt
them together." nub.
Elder flowers impart odour to lard without adding to its virtues. The
Dublin ointment of the leaves has a green colour, and is popularly emW.
ployed as a cooling application in England .

UNGUENTUM SCROPHULARI&. Dub.

Ointment of Figwort.

"'I'ake of fresh Figwort Leaves, Prepared L~rd, each, two pounds; Prepared Mutton Suet a pound. Boil the leaves m the fat till they become
crisp, then strain with expression." Dub.
For the properties of this ointme nt, see Scrophularia Nodosa.
W.

UNGUENTUM SIMPLEX. u. s., Ed. UNGUE'1TUM CERJE ALB.iE.
Dnb. Simple Ointment.

UNGUENTUl'il CERA:: FLAVJE.

"Take of White Wax a pound; LardjOur pounds. Melt them together
with a moderate heat, and stir them constantly till they are cold." U. 8.
Tht> Edinburgh Cullege orders .fivejluidounces and a half of olive oil,
and two ounces of white wax. The Dublin College makes two preparations, one with white, the other with yellow wax, in each case mixing the
wax with lard in the same proportion as directed in the U.S. Pharmacopceia.
This is a useful emoll ient ointment, occasionally employed as a mild dressing to hl.istered or excoriated surfaces. but more frequently as a vehicle. for
the application of more active substances. It is the basis of several officmal
ointments.
Off. Prep. Unguentum Cupri Subacetalis, U.S.; Unguent. Hydrargyri
Ammoniati, U.S.; Unguent. Hydrarg. Oxidi Rubri, U.S.; Unguent. Plumbi
W.
Acetatis, Ed.; Unguent. Plumbi Carbonatis, U. S., Ed.

UNGUENTUM STRAMONII. U. S.

Ointment of Stramonium.

''Take of Fresh Stramonium Leaves, cut into pieces, <t powul; Lard tlu·ee
pounds; Yellow 'Wax half apovnd. Boil the Stramonium Leaves in the
Lard until they become friable i then strain through linen. Lastly, add the
Wax previously melted, and stir them until they are cold." U. 8.
Fresh narcoLic vegetables yield their active principles, and chlorophylle
or green colouring matter to oleaginous substances, when heated with them;
and several officina\ ointments besides the present are prepared in this manner. In the pharmacy of the continent of Europe, olive oil is frequently employed as the solvent; and the resulting preparations are called oleainfusa.
Several of these are ordered by the French Codex, as the oils of henbane,
stramonium, tobacco, &c. Lard is preferred in British and American pharmacy, as affording preparations of a more convenient consistence. The
boiling takes place at a lower temperature than that neces8ary for the evaporation of the lard or oil, and is owing to the escape of the watery parts of
the plants. It should be continued till all the water is driven off i as this,
if allowed to remain, would render the ointment more liable to spomaneous
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decomposilion; and, besides, the colouring mntter of the narcotic is not freely
extracted till after the dissipation of the water.
The ?intm_ent of stramon~um is a. usPful anodyne application in irritable
\V.
ulcers, rn painful hemorrhoids, and in some cutaneous eruptions.

UNGUENTUM SULPHURIS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
Ointment.

Sulphur

'"'fake of Sulphur a pound; Lard two pounds. Mix them." U. 8.
The L ondon College employs three ounces of sulphur, half a 71ouncl of
lard, and twenty minims of oil of bergamot i the Edinburgh, four ounces
of lard and one ounce of sublim ed su lphur; and the 1Jublin,four pounds of
prepared lard and a f!Ound of sublimed sulphur.
Sulphur oinLment 1s a specific for the itch. It shou ld be applied every
night till the complaint is cured; and it is recommended that only one-fourth
of the body shou ld be covered at a time. 'Ve have usually directed it to be
applied over the whole surface, and have found no inconvenience to result.
Four applications are usually sufficient to effect a cure. ll is thought by
some that powdered roll su lphur is more efficacious than the sublimed.Sulphur ointment, applied freely over the variolous eruption, in its early
stage, is said lo prevent the maturalion of the pustules and consequent pitting. (See .!lm. Journ. of Med. Sci., N. S., ii. 196.) The disagrerable
odour of the ointment may be in some measure concealed by a little oil of
\V.
lemons, or oil of bergamot as in th e London preparation.

UNGUENTUM SULPHURIS COMPOSITUM. U.S., Lond. Compound Sulpliur Ointment.

"Take of Sulphur an ounce; Ammoniatrd Mercury, Benzoic Acid, each,
a draclim; Oil of Bcrgamot, Sulphuric Acid, each . a jluidraclnn; Nitrate
of Potassa two draclmis; ~rd half ft pound. 'fo the Lard, previously
melted with a moderate heat, add the other ingredients, and stir them constantly till they are cold."
This ointment is essentially different from that which is directed, under
the same name, by the Lendon College. Though, perhaps, not more
efficient than the simple sulphur ointment in the cure of itch, it has a Jess
unpleasant smell, and may be ad\'antageously applied to the cure of other
eruptive afiCctions 1 such as tinea capitis and crusta lactea ..
in powder, two
1
• Take of Sulphur half a pound; White Hellebore,
ounces; Nitrate of Potassa a drachm; Soft Soap half a pound; Lard a
pound and a half; Oil of Bergamot tliirt11 minims. i\.Jix them." Lond.
This is thought to be more efficacious tlrnn the simple sulphur ointment;
,V.
but the white hellebore renders it also more irritating.

a. s.

UNGUENTUM TABACI. U. S.

Tobacco Ointment.

"Take of Fresh T obacco, cut in pieces, an ounce; Lard a 71ound. Boil
the •robacco in the Lard o\•er a gentle fire till it becomes friable; then strain
. .
.
through lin en." U. 8.
In the first edition of lhe U.S. Pharmacopcem, this ointment, under the
name of "Tobacco Liniment," was directed to be prepared with common
dri ed tobacco; but in this condition the leaves do not yield their virtues to
Jard. The error was corrected in the second edition. Though th e tobacco
plant is not an object of general cult~r~ in the. Northern Stales, it may
readily be produced in gardens. in q.uantlli_es sufficient to supply any demand
fo r the fresh lea\'es which can poss ibly arise. The remarks made under the
head of Unguentmn Stramonii, i.n rela~ion t? t_he preparation of ointments
from the fresh narcotics, are applicable 10 this msrnnce.
102•
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Tobacco ointment is useful in irritable ulcers, and various cutaneous
eruptions, particularly Linea capil·is; but great care must be taken, especially in children, not to e~ploy it in such quamities as to endanger the
production of the constitullonal effects of the narcotic.
W.

UNGUENTUM VERATRI ALBI. u. s.
Lond., Dub. Ointment of White Hellebore.

UNGUENTU!ll VERATRI.

Take of White Hellebore [root], in powder, two ounces; Oil of Lemons
twenty m.i nims; Lard eight ounces. Mix them." U. 8., Land.
The Dublin College employs the same proportion of white heUebore and
lard, but omits the oil of lemons.
This ointment is sometimes employed with advantage in the itch. It is
less disagreeable, but also less certain than the sulphur ointment. 1l should
be employed with caution in children.
W.
11

UNGUENTUM ZINC! OXIDI. U.S. UNGUENTUM Zrncr. Lond.,
Ed. UNGUENTUM Zrnc1 OxYDI. Dub. Ointment of Oxide of Zinc.
"Take of Oxide of Zinc an ounce; Lard six ounces. Mix them." U.S.,

Lond.
The Edinburgh College employs six ounces of simple liniment, and one
ounce of oxide of zinc; the Dublin, a pound of ointment of white wax
(simple ointment), and two ounces of the prepared oxide. By the latter the
ointment is melted before the addition of the oxide.
The oxide of zinc directed in the U.S., London, and Edinburgh Phar·
macopceias, is that obtained by precipitation and ignition, and, being in th e
state of fine powder, requires no previous preparation. That employed by
the Dublin College, being procured by the combustion of the metal, requires
to be levigated before it can be used for the formation of the ointment.
This preparation is employed as a mild astringent application in chronic
ophthalmia with a relaxed state of the vessels, in various cutaneous eruptions,
and in sore nipples and other instances of excoriation or ulceration. It has
taken the place of the old and discarded tmgucntum lulic:e, or lutty oinl·
menl, prepared from tutty or the impure oxide of zinc, by mixing it with
five parts of simple ointment.
W.

VERATRIA.
Veratria.
VERATRIA. U.S., Lond., Ed.

Veratria.

"Take of Cevadilla, bruised, two pounds; Alcohol three gallons; Di·
luted Sulphuric Acid, Solution of Ammonia, Purified Animal Charcoal,
Magnesia, each, a sufficient quantity. Boil the Cevadilla in a gallon of the
Alcohol, in a retort with a receiver attached, for an hour, and pour off the
liquor. To the residue add another gallon of the Alcohol, together with
the portion recently distilled, again boil for an hour, and pour off the
liquor. R~peat the boiling a third time. with the remaining Alcohol, and
with that distilled in the previous operation. Press the Cevadilla, mix and
strain the liquors, and by means of a water-bath distil off the Alcohol.
Boil the residue three or four times in water acidulated with Sulphuric
Acid, mix and strain the liquors, and evaporate to the consistence of syrup.
Add Magnesia in slight excess, shake the mixture frequently, then express,
and wash what remains. Repeat the expression and washing two or three
times, and, having dried the residue, digest it with a gentle heat several
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times in A lc.ohol, and strain arter each dii;restion. Distil off tbe Alcohol from
the mixed ltquors, boil the residue for firtcen minutes in water with a little
Sulphuric Acid and Purifi.ed An_imal Charcoal, and strain. Having thoroughly washed what remains, mix the washings with the strained liquor,
~vaporate wiLh a _moderate heat_to the consistence of syrup, and then drop
rn as much Solullon of Ammonia as may b~ necessarv to precipitate the
veratria. Lastly, separate and dry the precipitate." (}, S.
The London process is, in all essential points, the same as the above, of
which it was the original.
"Take any convenient quantity of Cevadilla; pour boiling water over it
in a covered vessel, and let it macerate for twenty-four hours i remove the
Cevadilla, squeeze it, and dry it thoroughly with a gentle heat. Beat it
now in a mortar, and separate the seeds from the capsules by a brisk agitation in a deep narrow vessel. Grind the seeds in a coffee-mill, and form
them into a thick paste with Rectified Spirit. Pack this firmly in a percolator, and pass Rectified Spirit through it till the Spirit ceases to be coloured.
Concentrate the spirilUous solutions by distillation so long as no deposit
forms; and pour the residuum while hot into twelve times its volume of
cold water. Filter through calico, and wash the residuum on the filter so
long as the washings precipi.late with ammonia. Unite the filtered liquid
with the washings, and add an excess of ammonia. Collect the precipitate on a filter, wash it slightly with cold water, and dry it first by imbibition with filtering paper, and then in the vapour-bath. A small additional
quantity may be got by concentrating the filtered ammoniacal fluid and allowing it to cool." Ed.
In the U.S. and London process the first step is to obtain a tincture of
cevadilla. In the Edinburgh process, the use of alcohol is preceded by measures calculated to bring the seeds into a proper state for its action. This is
not satisfactorily effected by mere bruising. The seeds are not thus separated from the capsules; and, on account of their elasticity, they cannot be
conveniently comminuted in a mortar. The mode of proceeding giv~n in
the Edinburgh Pharmacopceia was suggested by Christison, and is said by
him to answer the purpose. In the U.S. process, the tincture, when made,
is evaporated to the consistence or an extract. This contains the veratria
combined with some vegetable acid as it exists in the seeds. From the
extract the alkali is dissolved by the acidulated water, which at the same time
converts it in great''m easure into a sulphate, a small portion possibly remaining in the solution combined with an excess of the native acid. The magnesia combines with the acids and throws down the veratria, which is then
taken up by alcohol, and again yielded in a purer state by evaporation. To
purify it still further, it is redissolved in water by the agency of sulphuric
acid, is submitted to the action of animal charcoal, and is finally precipitated
by ammonia. In the EdinbUrgh process, the tinct~re is concent~ated until
ji begins to let fall a precipitate, and is then poure~ mto water, 'which ~brows
down the resin and oil with a portion of the colouring matter, and retains the
salt or veratria. This is then decomposed by ammonia, and the P.recipi~ated
veratria is slightly washed with cold waler.to free it fro.m adhering u.npunties.
If much water is employed in the was~mg, a considerable portion of the
veratria is lost, in consequence of being m some degree soluble in that menstruum in its ordinary impure state.
. .
.
Obtained by either or the above process~s veratn~ 1s not ent1r~ly pu:e,
though sufficiently so for medical u~e. lt I~ a grayish or ~rowmsh-whHe
powder, without odour, and or a b1ner, acnd taste, producing a sense of
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tingling or .numbness in the tongue , and exciting vi?lent sneezing and coryza
when adm1ned into the nostrils. For the properties of the pure alkal i the
reader is referred to page filO. The composition of veratria is expressed,
according to Couerbe, by ~be formula NC 34 H 2 ~0 6 • ft . may be reco~ni~ed
by its se nsible properties, mcapability of being crystallized, combusubilny,
fusibility, peculiar solubilities (see page 610), alkaline reaction, the intense
red colour it assumes upon contact with concen trated sulph uri c acid, the
yellow solution it forms with nitric acid, and the white precipitates which its
solution in dilute acetic acid yields with ammonia and the infusion of galls.
(Pereira's ll'J.al. Jlfed.) It is said soi:ietimes lo be sophislicated with lime,
which is easily dete~ted by incinerallo~, and may be separated by dissolving the powder in diluted alcohol, precipitating by sulphuric acid, filtering,
evaporating the alcohol, and precipitatingtheveratria byammoni~ . (Chem.
Gaz., Feb. 181J5, p. 73.) It may be used either in the uncombined state,
or united with acids; as in both forms it produces essentially the same
effects.
,Medical Properties and Uses. Veratria is locally irritant, and exerts a
peculiar influence on the nervous system. Rubbed upon the skin it excites
a sensation of warmth and a peculiar ting~ing, which, when the application
i::i continued for a considerable length of time, extends, according to Turnbull, over the whole surface of the body. Sometimes an evanescent blush
is produced, and Slill more rarely an eruption upon the skin, but, accordin g
to the same author, no marks of inflammation are in general evinced. Upon
th e denuded cutis, however, veratria and its salts are powerfully irritating;
in the mouth and fauces produce an almost insupportable sense of acrimony; and snuffed up the nostrils excite violent sneezing. Magendie states
that, when taken internally in th e dose of a quarter of a grain, they
promptly produce abundant al vine evacuations, and in larger doses provoke more or Jess violent vomiting. Dr. Turnbull, on the contrary, says
that he has vny seldom found them to purge, even when largely administered, and that not unfrequently constipation comes on during their employ ment. According to this author, their first effect, when give~ in moderate
doses, is a feeling of warmth in the stomach, gradually extending itself
over the abdomen and lower part of the chest, and ultimately to the head
and extremities. If the medicine is continued, this feeling of warmth is
followed by a sense of tingling. similar to that produced by the external use
of the medicine, which manifests itself in diflerent parts of the body and
sometimes over the whole surface , and is frequently accompanied by perspiration and some feeling of opp ression. Occasionally also diuresis is produced. A still further continuance of the medicine, or the nse of large
doses excites nausea and vomiting . It occasions no narcotic effects.
The diseases in which veratria has been employed are chiefly gout,
rheumatism, and neuralgia. Dr. Turnbull has found it useful also in dropsy
and in diseases of the heart, particularly those of a functional character. He
thinks he has also seen it do good in organic diseases of this organ, but chiefly
by acting as a diuretic and thereby removing effusion in the pericardium.
Veratria has also been employed in various nervous affections, as paralysis,
~ooping-cough, epilepsy, hysteria, and disorders dependent upon spinal
nritation. For internal use the salts of veratria are preferred. From onel\\'elfLh to one-sixth of a grain may be given in the form of a pill, and re~
peated every three hours tilt the effects of the medicine are experienced.
Dr. Turnbull prefers the tartrate, as less disposed to irritate th e stomach.
'l'he sulphate or acetate, however, may be used. Any one of these sahs
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m~y be readily prepared ~y treating veratria with \Vater acidulated with the
acid to perfe~t neutralizallon, and then evaporating to dryness.
. But ~eratri~ is n:uch more employed externally than by the stomach; and

ts appl.1cable m this way to all the complaints already mentioned . It may be
used either. dissolved in ~!coho!, or rubbed up with Jard or other unctuous
substance, rn the ,rroportion of from ten to twenty grains or more to the
ounce. Of the ointment thus prepared, Dr. Tur~1bull directs a portion of
the size of a large nut to be rubbed upon the skm over th~ part affected,
night and morning, from five to fifteei:i minutes, or until the more urgent
symptoms are relieved. The v7ratria may be used in this way to the
amount. of from four to eig ht grains in the day. Care must be taken that
the c~t1cle is sound over .t~e parts to which it is applied. When the skin
is irntable, smaller quant1t1es than those above mentioned mu st be used.

w.

VINA MEDICATA.
Medicated Wines.
The advantages of wine as a phar~aceutic menstruum are that, .in conse~
quence of the alcohol it contains, it dissolves substances inso luble m water,
and, to a certain extent, resists their tendency to spontaneous c~a.oge; while,
at the same time, it is lt>ss stimulant than rectified or proof sprn t, both from
its smalle r proportion of alcohol, and from the modified state in which this
fluid exists in its composition . The acid which it usually contains, serves
in some instances to increase its solvent power. But most wines, particularly the li ght varieties, are liable to undergo decomposition; and even the
strongest acquire such a liability from the principles which they extract
from vegetable substances; so that medicated wines, though they keep
much better than infusions or decoctions, are inferior in this respect to the
tinctures. The proportion of alcohol, moreover, is not constant; and the
preparations, therefore, mad e with them, are of unequal strength. ~rom
these causes, few medicated wines are at present retained. fn the choice of
wine, the purest and most generous should be selected. Sherry as directed
by the U.S. and British Pharmacopreias, 'l'eneriffe, or Madeira, should be
preferred. The medicated wines, in consequence of their liability to change,
shou ld be prepared in small quantities, without heat, and should be kept in
W.
well-stopped bonles in a cool place.

VINUJ\J ALOES. U.S., Land., Ed., Dub.

Wine of .!Jloes.

"Take of Aloes, in powdrr, an ounce; Cardamom [seeds], bruised, Ginger, bruised, each, a drachm; Win e [Sherry] a pint. Macera.te for fourteen days, with occasional agitation, and filter through pa~er." U.S.
u 'l'ake of Aloes. in powder, two ounces; Canella, 111 powder, four
drachms; Sh('rry \Vine two pints [ lmperial measure]. Macerate for fourteen days, occasionally sti rrin g, an~ filter .'' Lond.
,
"Take of Socotrine or East [ndian Aloes cm ounre and CL half; Cardamom Seeds, ground, Ginger, in coarse powder, of each, a drachm an_d a
half; Sherry two pints. Digest for seven days, and strain through hnen
or calico." Ed.
The Dublin Col/erre takes four ounces of Socotrine aloes and an ounce
of canella, powders ~hem sepa~ately, mixes them, and macerate~ for fourtren days in a menstruum, consisting of three pints of Sherry wme and a
71int ,of proof spi rit.
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The wine of aloes is a warm stomac hic purgative, us1? fol in constipation

depend ent on a want of due irritability of the alimentary canal, and in com·
plaints connected with this state of the bowels .. It has Jon~ been used in
chlorosis , amenorrhrea, dyspepsia, gout, paralysis. &c. It 1s said to leave
behind it a more lax condition of the bowels than most other cathartics.
The dose as a stomachic is one or two fluidrachms, as a purgative from half
a ftuidounce to two fluidounc es.
\V.

VINUM COLCHICI HADICIS. U. 8. V1Nu>1 CoLcH1c1. Lond., Ed.
Wine

ef Colchicum.

Root.

Take of Colchicum Root, well br~ised, a pound; Wine [Sherry] two
Mncerate for fourteen days, wnh occasional agitation; then express
strongly, and filter through paper.
"Wine of Colchicum Rool may also be prepared by macerating as
above, lhen transferring to an apparalus for displacement, and, afler the
li~uor has ceased to pass, pouring so much Wine upon the residue that the
filtered liquor obtained may measure two pints." U.S.
"Take of dried Meadow·saffron Corm us [bulb], sliced, eight ounces;
Sherry Wine lU'o pints [Imperial measure]. Macerate for fourteen days,
and filter." Lond.
The Edinburgh College directs th e same quantities of materials as the
London, and orders digestion for seven days, slraining, strong expression,
and filtering.
This is int ended to be a saturated vinous tincture of colchicum . As
the colchicum root imported into th e United States is of variable strength ,
the only method by which an active preparation can be ensured, is to
employ a large quantity of the bulb in proportion to that of the menstruum. If the former should happen to be in excess, no other injury
could result than a slight pecuniary Joss i while a deficiency in the strength
of the preparation would frequently be of serious detriment in urger1t cases
of disease. We have never been disappointed in obtaining the ~ fleet s of
colchicum from the wine which we knew to have been prepared according
to the directions of the U.S. Pharmacopceia; while that which has been made
with a smallC'r quantity of the bulb has often failed in our hands. Th e dose
is from ten minims to a Huidrachm, to be repeated three or four times a day,
or more frequently in seve re cases, till its effi:!cts are experienct•d. In gout
it is frequently given in connexion with magnesia and its sulphate ; and in
neuralgic cases we have found much advantage fr om combining it with th.e
sol~tion of sulphate of morphia, especially when we have desired to give 1t
a direction rather to the skin than the bowels. It has been e mployed externally with asserted advantage in rheumatism. In over-doses it is capable
or producing fatal effi:!cts. D ea th is said to have occurred in one in stance
from tw.o .drachms of the ~vine; but much more would probably in general
be requ1stle to produce this result.
\V.
11

pints.

VINUM COLCHICI SEMINIS. U.S.

Wine of Colchicum Seed .

J

. "Take or Colchicum Seed, bruised, four ounces;. W!ne [Sherry two
Macerate for fourteen days, with occasional agllallon; then express ,
and filter through paper." U.S.
As the seeds of colchicum are less liable to injury than the bulb, and
are, there(ore, of more uni.fo rm strength , there is not the same necessily
for prepanng a saturated l!nclure. As direcled, however, in the old Pharmacopreia, this wine was too feeble; and, in the last ed iti on, the proportion
of the seeds has very properly bee n doubled. It now corresponds in

pints.
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strength wilh the tincture of colchicum sePds. (See Tinctura Colchici
Seminis.) Dr. Williams, who introduced the seeds into use, recommend~
that they shou ld not be bruised, as their virtues reside in their outer coat;
but this caution is superfluous. The dose of this wine is one or two flui1\r.
<lrachms. Two ftuidounces have proved fatal.

VINUM ERGOTJE. U.S.

Wine of Ergot.

·

"Take of Ergot, bruised, two ounces; Wine [Sherry] a pint. Macewith occasional agitation i then express, anil filter

~~~~u~~ ~~upr~~~?

d[?.S.:

'l'he dose of this wine is for a womau in labour two or three fluidrachms;
for other purposes, one or two flui drachms, to be repeated several times a
W.
day, and gradually increased if necessary.

VINUM GENTIANJE. Ed.

Wine

of Gentian.

"Take of Gentian, in c~arse powder, half an ounce; Yellow Bark, in
coarse powder, one ounce; Bitter-orange Pi.>el,dried and sliced, two drachms;
Canella, in coarse powder, one drachrn; Proof Spirit/our fluidounces and a

~~~f/o!h:~dyb~;~r}~: ~;~~n~~~~~~~~~~,~~~~c~~e[J~~;.~i~i;ta ~~at~~:\lrin?'.~~s~

1

digest for seve n Jays more; strain and exprPss lh e residuum strongly, and
filter th e liquors." Ed.
This is a stomachic bitter, some times employ ed to promote appetite and
invigorate digestion. The dose is from four to eight fluidrachms.
1N.

VINUM IPECACUANHtE. U. S., Lond., Ed., Dub.

Wine of

lpecacuanha .
"Take of fp ecacuanha, bruised, two ounces; Wine [Sberry] two pints.
Macerate for fourleen days, with occasional agitation; then express, and
filter through paper." U.S.
The London College takes two ounces and a half of the bruised root,
and two pints (Imperial measure) of Sherry wine; th e Dublin, two ounces
of the bruised root, and two p'ints of Sherry wine; both macerate for two
weeks. Th e Edinburgh College employs the same proportion as the London, and digests for a week.
The preparations of the differe nt Pharmacopreias are virtually of the same
strength. Wine of ipecacuanha possesses all the medical properties of the
root, and may be used as a substitute when it is desirable to administer the
medicin~ in a liquid form. As it is milder, without bei ng lessel'.flcacious than
nntimonml wine, it is in some instances preferable as an emetic in infantile
cases, especially when the antimonial, as not unfrequently happens, is disposed to produce griping and irritation of the bowels. Under the same circumstances, it may be used as an expectorant and diaphoretic; and the effects
of th e Dover's powder may be obtained by combining it ~vilh laudanum_ or
other liquid preparation of opium. The do~e as an emetic ~or an .a~ull JS a
fluidounce; as an expectorant and diaphoret1c, .from ten to thirty mrn1ms. A
fluidrachm may be given ns an emeuc to a ch1l<l one or two years old, and
repeated every fifteen minutes till it operates.
W.

VINUM OPII. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
ham's Laudanum.

.Wine

of Opium.

Syden-

"Take of Opium, in powder, two ounces; <?innamon, bruised, Cloves,

~~~i:,e~~i~:c~c:sf:::t:~ta~~~~ t~~~e~i'Jre~s~~i;:ci fi~earc~~~~u~h ~~;~er~~
U.S.
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The London Colleg e takes two ounces and a half of purified extract of
opium, two drachms and a half of bruised cinnamon, the same 9uanti1y
of bruised cloves, and two pints [Imperi!l l measure] of Sherry wine; and
macerates for fourteen days. The Edinburgh College, to the .same quantity
of cinnarnon and cloves, adds three ounces of opium, and two pint Ii [Imp erial
measure] of Sherry wine, and digests for a week. The Dublin College. takes
an ounce of Turkey opium, a drachm of cinnamon, a drachm of cloves, and
a pint of Sherry wine, and macerates for eight days.
The wine made according to the directio.ns of the U. S. Pharmacopreia is
a stronger preparation than that of the Bmish Colleges, being a saturated
vinous tincture of opium. It contains about the same proportions of the
ingredients as the la!tdanum <!f Syde.nham, from which it diflf.rs only in
'van ting a drachm of saffron. The spices which it contains are thought to
adapt it to certain slates of the stomach or system, in which the simple tincture of opium is found to produce unpleasa.nt effectsj but the same end may
be obtain ed by an extemporaneous additwn of some aromatic oil to the
latter. Mr. Ware recommends it as a local application to the eye, in the
latter stages of ophthalmia, when the vessels or the conjunctiva still remain
turgid with ' blood. Two or three drops are introduced into the eye every
morning till the redness disappears. The dose of the wine of opium is the
same with that of the tincture.
W.

VINUM RHEI. U. 8., Ed.

Wine qf Rhubarb.

"Take of Rhubarb, bruised, two ounces; Canella, bruised, a drachm;
Diluted Alcoho l two j!uidounces; Wine [Sherry] a pint. Macerate for
fourteen days, with occasional agitation; then express, and filter through
paper." U.S.
The Edinburgh College takes five ounces of rhubarb, in coarse powder,
two drachms of canella, in coarse powder,jive fluidounces of proof spirit,
a~d one pint fifteenjluidounces [ l mperial measure] of Sherry wine, and
digests for seven days.
This is a warm cordia l laxative, applicable to debilitated conditions of the
system or alimentary canal requiring evacuation of the bowe ls. The dose
is from one to four fiuidrachms or more, according to the amount of effect
required, and the cond ition of the patient.
W.

VINUM TABACI. U. 8., Ed. Wi11e of Tobacco.
11
Take of Tobacco, cut in pieces, an ounce; Wine [Sherry] a pint.
Macerate for fourteen days, with occasional agitation; then express, and filter
through paper." U. S.
'I'he Edinburgh College takes three ounces and a half of tobacco and two
pints (Imperial measure) of Sherry wine, and digests for seven days.
'I'he dose of the wine of tobacco, as a diuretic, is from ten to thirty minims.
It is very seldom used.
\V .

VINUM VERATRI ALB!. U. 8. VrnuM VERATRI. Lond.
qf White Hellebore.

!Vine

J

"_Take of White Hellebore [root], bruised,four ounces; Wine [Sherry
a pint. Macerate for fourteen days, with occas iona l agitation; then express,
and filter through paper." U.S.
The .London College takes eight ounces of the sliced root, and two pints
(Imperial measure) of Sherry wine, and macerates for fourteen days.
It has been supposed that the wine of white hellebore, in consequence of
the veratria which it contains, would act in lhe same manner with colchicum
in the cure of gout and rheumatism; but it is uncerta in and occasionally
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violent in its operation, and is very little used. The dose is ten minims two
or three times a day, to be gradually increased till the peculiar effects
the

medicine are experienced.

or

W.

ZIN CUM.
Preparations of Zinc.
ZINCI ACETAS. U. 8 . .llcetate of Zinc.
11
'fake of Acetate of Lead <t pound; Zinc, granulated, nine ounces. Distilled Water three pints. Dissolve the Acetate of Lead in the Wat:r and
filter. Add the Zinc to the solution, and agitate them occasionally toaethe.r,
i~ a stopped bottle, for fiv~ or. s ix hours, or until ~he liquid yields ~o precipitate with a solution of 1od1de of potassium. Filter the liquor, evaporate
it with a moderate heat to one-fifth, and set it asi de to crystallize. Pour off
the liquid, and dry the crystals on bibulous paper. Should the crystals be
coloured, dissolve them in Distilled \Vate r, and, having heated the solution,
drop into it, while hot, a filtered solution of Chlorinated Lim e until it ceases
to let fall sesquioxide of iron; then filter the liquor, acidulate it with a few
drops of Acetic Acid, evaporate, and crystallize." U.S.
In this process the lead is wholly precipitated by the zinc. which forms
with the acetic acid the acetate of zinc in solution. In order to be sure
that the solution is entirely free from lead, it is tested with iodide of potas·
s ium, which will produce a yellow precipitate in case any of the lead remain
unprecipitated. The crystals of acetate of zinc, as first obtained, are npt to
be coloured by iron. In this case they are directed to be dissolved in dis·
tilled water, and treated with a solut ion of chlorinated lime. Chloride of cal·
cium is formed, and the oxygen from the lime sesquioxidizes the iron. On
the supposition that the iron is present as the acetate of the protoxide, it
will follow that only one· third of the sesquioxide will be precipitated; the re·
rnaining two-thirds being held in solution by the acetic acid, abandoned by
the protoxide. Ind eed, Prof. Procler has found by experiment, that chlo·
rinated lime forms but an imperfect means of separating th e iron. The
plan which he found to succeed completely in removing it, is lo boil the
coloured solution with freshly precipitated carbonale of zinc . The neces·
sary carbonate is conveniently obtained by precipitating about one·thirtie th
of the impure acetate of zinc sol ution itself, with carbonate of potassa in
slight excess. The resulting carbonate of zinc, freed from ~cetate of potassa
by washing, and added in the stale of magma to th e boilrng impure solution, will completely free it from iron. {.!lm. Journ. of Phann., xvii. 241.)
During the h eat ing •.a small portion of acetic ~cid .is lost, and hen~e.the
necessity of acidulat111g with a few drops of this acid before c~ystall1z1ng.
(See the paper of Mr. Ambrose Smith on this acetate, contained in the
seventh volume of th e .llmer. Journ. ef Pharmacy.)
.Properlie.s, 4,.c. Acetate of zinc, wh~n carefully crystallized, is in colour·
less, hexagonal plates which effloresce ma dry air. As found in the shops
it is in opaque, white, micaceous scales. IL is very soluble in water, moderately soluble in rPctified spirit, and has an astringent, metal.lie taste. The
solution yields a white precipitate with ferrocyanuret of potassium and hydrosulphate of ammonia. The precipitate thrown down byam~n?nia from th~
pure salt , is entirely redissolved by an exce~s of the prec1p1tant; ~ut ~f
oxidized iron be present, it will be left undissolved. Acetate of zinc 1s
decomposed by the mineral acids, with the escape of acetous vapours. It
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consists of one eq. of acetic acid 51. one of protoxide of zinc 40·3, and
seven of water 6:3= 154 ·3.
JJJedical Properties. Acetate of zinc is u~ed as an external remedy
onlv, for the most parl as an astringent collynum in ophthalmia, and injeclion in gonorrh<ra, after th e acute stage in th ese affections has passed.
It is officinal, in the crystallized state, only in the ~T. S. Pharmacopc:eia.
It is certainly convenient to hav e the salt in th e solid form; as when in
that state it may be prescribed in any desired proportion in solutio n. The
strength of the soluti on, usually employed, is one or two grains to a fluidounce of distilled water.
B.

ZIJ:;'CI ACETATIS TINCTURA. Dub.
Z.inc.

Tincture

of .llcetate

of

"Take of Su lph ate of Zinc, Acetate of Potassa, each, one part. Rub lhem
to~elher, a~d add ?f ~ectified Spirit si:xtecn parts. Macerate for a week,
with occasional ag11at1on, and filler through p~per." JJub .
In this process, the acetate of potassa first di ssolves in the rectified spirit,
and then reacts upon the ~u lphate of zinc; sulphate of potassa and acetate
of _zinc being formed. Of t.hese salts. the latter only is soluble in the
sptrit, while the former remains undissoh·ed, and is remov ed by fihration.
As the acetate of potassa is used in excess, this tincture may be viewed as
a spirituous solution of both the acetate of potassa and acetate of zinc.
Prop erties, 4·c. This lincture is transparent and colourless, and, when
evaporated nearly to dryness, affords crystals of acetate of zinc. (See Zinci
.8.celas.) lt is employed as an astringt:>nt collyrium and injection, but requires to be diluted with water.
B.

ZINC! CARBONAS PRJEPARATUS. U.S.

CALAMtNA PnlEPA·

Lond., Ed. Zrnct CARBONAS htPURUM PRiEPARATUM. Dub.
Prepared Carbonate of Zinc. Prepared Calamine.
"Take of Carbonate of Zinc a convenient quantity. Heat it to redness,

RATA.

and afterwards pulverize it; then reduce it to a very fine powder in the
manner directed for Prcpart'd Chalk." U.S.
The london and Dublin Colleges prepare calamine by processes ~gree·
ing wiLh the above. The Edinburgh College places the prepared substance
in the list of the Materia Medica with this explanatory note-" levigated
impure carbonate of zinc."
Th e object of this process is to bring the native carbonate of zinc to the
state of an impalpable powder. (See Zinci Carbonas.) It is first calcined,
to render it more readily pulverizable, and th e n levi g-atl:'d and elutriated.
During the calcination, water and more or less carbonic acid are driven
off; so that linl e else remains than the oxide of zinc , and the earl hy im·
puri ties originally ex isti ng in the mineral. For the nature of these im·
purities, see page 748. Considering the objec tion to this preparation on
account of impurity, it would, perhaps, be an improvement to discard the
nativo carbonate altogNhcr, and to use in its stead a pure artificial car·
bonate, obta in ed by double decomposition between sulphate of zinc and carbo~ate of amm~nia . Mr. T. S . Wi egand has recently obtained the artificial carbonate 111 this mannerj and, when used medicinally in the form of
cerate, it proved fully equal to the native calamine. (.!J.m. Joum. of P!tarm.,
xix . 91.)
P roperties , ~·c. Prepared carbonate of zinc is in the form of a pinkish
or flesh-coloured powder, of an C'arthy appearance. Somelimes it is mad e
up into small masses. It is used only as an external application, being
employed as a mild astringent and exsiccant in excoriations and superficial
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ukerations. For this purpose, it is dusted on the part, and hen ce the
necessity for its be ing very fin~ly levigated. h is often t•mployed in the
form ~ f cerate. By an oversight, t~e London College has directed the
calamine, and not the prepared calamine to make the cerate. (See Ceralum
Zind Carbona!is.)
B.
Off. Prep. Ceratu m Zinci Carbonatis, U. S., Ed., Dub.

ZrNCJ CHLORIDUM. U. S .

Chloride of Zinc. B1£tter of Zinc.

"Take of Zinc. in small pieces, two ?imces and aJudf; Nitric Acid,
Prepa.red ~halk, each a drachm; Muriatic Acid a Sl!IJicient 9uantity. ~o
the Zmc, ma g lass or porcelai n vessel, add gradually suffic ient Muriatic
Acid to di sso lve it; then st rain, add the Nitric Acid, and evaporate to dryness. Dissolve the dry mass in Water. add the Chalk, and, havin g allowed
the mixture to stand for twenty-four hours , filter, and again evaporate to
dryness." U.S.
This process is that of the French Codex slightly modified. A chloride
of zinc is first formed in so lution by dis~olving zinc in muriatic acid. The
nitric acid added has the effect to sesq uioxidizean d render insoluble any iron
which may have ex isted as an impurity in the zinc employed . By evaporating to dryness and redissol ving in water, the sesquioxide of iron is left.
Lastly, in order to remove any excess of acid, a small portion of chalk is
added; and th e mixture, after standing, is filtered to remove the excess of
chalk, and then e\•aporated to dryness. A bett er way to get rid of the iron
is to pass chlorine through the impure solution, and then to add recently
precipit~ted oxide of zinc. (Martiny and Buchner, Chem: Gaz., 75, 498.)
M. R1ghini prepares this chlorid e by double decomposition betwee n solutions of chloride of barium and su!phate of zinc. Sulphate of baryta is
precipi tated, and chloride of zinc remains in solution, from which it is obtained in white flaky crystals by due evaporation. (.fl.m. Journ . uf Phal'm.,
xiv. :350, from the Journ. de Chim. Med.)
Properties, ~·c. Chloride of zinc is a whitish, semitransparent, deliquescent substance, having the softness of wax. [tis wholly soluble in water,
alcoho l, and ether. When exposed to heat it first melts and then sublimes.
·when pure it gives white precipitates with ferrocyanuret of potassium and
hydrosulphate of ammonia. A blue precipitate with the former tes t would
indicate iron, a black one with the latter, lead . lt consists of one eq. of zinc
32·3, and one of chlorine 35·42=67·72.
ltledical Properties and Use.<;. 'fhis chloride was introduced into medicine
by Papengnth, and subsequently recomm~nded bY Prof. Haneke, ofBreslau,
and Dr. Canquoin, of Paris . Inte rnally It has been given, as an alterative
and antispasmodic, in scrofula, epilepsy, chorea, and, combined with hydrocyanic acid, in facial neuralgia. Its chief employment, however, has been
externally as an escharotic, applied to scir rh ous and cancerous affections.
and to ulce rs of an anomalous and intractable character. 'Vhen thus used
it acts not merely by destroying th e disen.sed structure, but by e~cit.ing a
nt!w and healthi er action in the su rroundin g parts. As a caustic It has
the advantage of not giving rise lo constitutional di~orde r from ~bsorption,
an effect which is sometimes prod.uced by the arsemcal preparati ons.
Dr.Canquoinprepares the chloride ofzmcas an ~scharotic, by thorou~hly
and quickly mixin~ it with wheat flour and water into a p~steof four d1ff~ r
ent strengths, containing severa lty an ounce of the chlorid e 1ncorpo~ated with
two, three, four, and five ounces.of flour; fifteen drops of ~vater ~ein~ added
for every ounce of flour, or s uffic1~nt to. forn~ the paste. lt 1s applied 111 cakes
of from a twelfth to a third of an inch m thickness, and produces an eschar
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more or less deep (from a line to an in ch and a half), according lo the lhicknessof the pasle, lhe length of the application, and the nature of the part acted
on. The strongest paste is applied to lardaccous and fibro·cartilaginous
structures; the second to carcinomalous tumours, and very painful cancers
which have not much thickness, and the third to cancerous affections in persons who have a dread of violent pain . These p reparations, applied to the
skin denuded of its cuticle by means of a blister, excite in a few minutes a
sensation of heat, and afterwards violent burning pain. The eschar, which
is white, thick, and very hard, falls off, by tbe aid of an emollient poultice,
between the eighth and twelfth day. To destroy thick cancerous tumours,
having an uneven surface, and situated in.fleshy parts, Dr. Canquoin uses a
caustic fo rmed of one part of chloride of zrnc, half a part of chloride of antimony, am! two and a half of flour, made up with water into a paste. In all
cases, the caustic is to be reapplied, after the falling off of the eschar, until
the whole morbid structure is destroyed. I nstead of flour, Dr. Alex . Ure,
of Glasgow, mixes the chloride with pure anhydroussulphate of lime in impalpable powder. llc states that. it has the ad\'antages of furnishing a porous
medium from which the cscharoucgradually exudes into the morbid structure,
and of forming afterwards, by acquiring a !inner cons istence, an impervious
case for the eschar. Mr. Calloway, of Guy's Hospital, has employed the
chloride of zinc with considerable success inthetreatmentofnrevi materni.
He rubs it at intervals on the part until the skin becomcss.liglHly discoloured.
Mr. Guthrie has used it with advantage for penelrating the hard case of new
bone which forms O\•er a sequestrum, in order to expose the latter, so as to
permit its convenient extraction . i\l.Gaudriot recommends it in gonorrhcea
in both sexes, as having remarkable remedial powe rs. For men he uses an
injeclion composed of from 24 to 3G drops of Lhe liquid chloride, mixed with
four fluidollnces of water . A small riuantity only is injected about an inch
down the urethra two or three times a. day. For women he employs a
vaginal suppository, formed of five drops of the liquid chloride, half a grain
of sulphate of morphia, and three drachms of a paste consisting of three parls
of starch, two of mucilage of tragacanth, and one of rngar. The suppository
is introduced every day, or every second dtiy . By the liquid chloride is
probably meant a neutral solution of zinc in ordinary muriaLic acid.
For internal exhibition, the most convenient form is a solution in the spirit
of sulphuric ether, in the proportion of half an ounce of the chloride to three
fiuidounces of the menstruum. Of this from four to eight drops may be
given twice a day .
B.

ZrNCl

OXIDUl\I. U. 8., Ed .

Z1Nc1 OxrnuM .

Land., Dub.

Oxide of Zinc.
Take of Sulphate of Zinc a pound: Carbonate of Ammonia sfrc ounces
and a half; Distilled Water three gallon~. Dissolve the Sulphate o.f Zinc
and Carbontite of Ammonia, separately, rn twelve pints of the Distilled
Water, strain the solutions, and mix them . \Vash the precipitate frequently
with water, and expose it to a strong heat so as to drive off the carbonic
acid." U.S.
The London process is essentially the same with the above, which was
adopted from the London Pharmacopreia .
"'fake of Sulphale of Zinc twefre ounces ; Carbonate of Ammonia six
ounces. Dissolve each in two pints [Imperial men.sure] of \Vater; mi:-:
the solutions; collect the precipilate on a filter of ltnen or calico; wash 1t
thoroughly; squeeze and dry it, and expose it for two hours to a red heat ."
11

Ed.
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. "Take or .Zinc, broken int? pieces, any quantity. Throw it at intervals
into a ~uffi.c1cntly deep crucible heated to redness, and placed with its
mouth .inclined to\\'ards the mouth of the furnace. After the injection of
each piece of Zinc, cover the crucible with another inverted over it, but
loo~ely, so .that the air may not be <'Xcluded. Preserve the light and nry
white sublimed powder for use." JJub.
Oxide of zinc is now. obtained in the U.S., London, and Edinburgh
Pharmacoptrias by precipitating a solution of sulphate of zinc by one of
carbonate of ammonia, and then igniting the carbonate of zinc thus formed
to drive off the carbonic acid. During the precipitation, half an equivalent
of carbonic acid is given off with efl~rvesct>nce from the carbonate of ammonia, which, it \:'i~I be recollected, is a sesquicurbo~ate. 'l'hc old formula
directed the pr~c1p1totion of the sulph~te by ammonia, and it was supposed
that the precipitate was the oxide of z111c; but it has been prov<'d that it is
not a pure oxide, but the oxide mixed with the subsulphate of zinc. The
London College first abandoned this process for the one above explained,
and its example has been followed by the revisers of the U.S. and Edinburgh Pharmaco.preias. Notwithstanding Lhis test.imony against the use of
ammonia to obtain the oxide from the sulphate of zinc, l\.L Soubeiran spf'aks
of it as an ad\'antageous precipilant, wilhout mentioning its liability to throw
down a subsulphatc. Ammonia is not liable to objection as a precipitant
of the oxide from a solution of the chloride of zinc, according to Lh e process of i\1. Defferre; for by this process no risk would be incurred of
throwing down a subsalt. The chloride of zinc may be obtained by
the process given in the preceding article. (See Jouni. de Phann., 3e
sir., v. 70.) Jn the process of the Dublin College the oxide is obtained by
burning the metal. Zinc melts at 773°, and immediately becomes covered
with a film of gray oxide. \Vhen the temperature reaches nearly to redness,
it"takes fire and burns with an intense white light, generating the oxide in
the form of very li~ht and \\'bite flocculi, resembling carded wool, which
quickly fill the crucible, and are in part driven into the atmosphere by the
current of air. It is to prevent loss from the l::i.ttcr circumstance, that the
crucible is inclined towards the mouth of the furnace, a position which prevents the axis of the crucible from coinciding with the direction of the
draught. The zinc is directed to be thrown into the crucible in successive
pieces; but a heller and more expeditious method is to put the whole of th e
zinc, intended to be converted into oxide, into a crucible large enough lo be
only two.thirds fillecl by it. Ilcat being applied, the zinc soon melts, and
afterwards catches fire, and the oxide, as it is formed, is remo\'ed by means
of an iron ladle with a long handle, until lhe whole of the metal is consumed.
Properties, ~·c. Oxide of zinc is an inodorous, tasteless, white powder,
insoluble in water and alcohol. It dissolves readily in acids, and in potassa,
soda, and ammonia, but not in their carbonates. ' Vhcn heated moderately
it becomes yellow; but upon cooling it regains its whit~ colour, unless iron
is present, when the yellow tint remains . At a low wl11te heat it fuses, and
at a full white one sublimes. 'Vh en prepared by combustion, it was formerly
called pompltolix, niltil album, la11a philosop!tica, and flowers of zi'!'c.
This oxide 1s often impure. l\luch of that sold .111 the shops effervesces with
acids, owing to the presence of ca~bon~te o~ zmc, or of. the cnr~onatc u~e~
to precipitate iL Its neutral sol~uon m acids should give a whit~ prec1p1 tatc with ferrocyanu ret of potassium and hydrosulphatc ~f ammonta. Jf the
precipitate with the former test is bluish-w.hite, iron is indicated i. if black
with the !alter, lead is shown . \Vhen obtarncd by means of caustic ammo..
nia, it will contain the subsulphate, the acid of which may be detected by
103•
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dissolving.the oxid~ in nitric aci<l, nnd pr:cip~tating by nitrate of bary t~.
If the oxide contain white lead or chalk, 1t will not be entirely soluble 111
dilu te sulphuric acid, but nn insoluble sulphate of lead or of lime will be
lefl behind. lf iron be present, brownish-red flocks of scsf)uioxide r:ne left
undissolved, when the muriatic solution of the oxide of zinc is treated with
ammonia in excess. Oxide of zinc consists of one eq . of zinc 32·3, and
one of oxygen

8 ~40·3.

ftledicalProperties and Uses.

0.xide of zinc is tonic and antispasmoJic,

lL has been given in chorea, epilepsy, hooping-cough, spasm of the stomach
dependent on dyspepsia, and other simllar affections. Externally, it is employed as an exsiccant to excoriated surfaces, sometimes by sprink lin g it on
the affected part, but generally in the form of ointment. (See Unguentum.
Zinci O:::idi .) Th e dose is f:om two to eight grai ns or more, several times
a day, g ive n in th e form of pdl.
Off. Prep . U nguenturn Zinci Oxidi, U. S., Lond., Ed., Bub.
B.

ZINC! SULPIIAS. U.S., Lond., Ed., Dub.
W!iite Vitriol.

Sulp!tate of Zinc.

"Take of Zinc, in small pieces, four wnces; Sulphuric Acid six ounces;
Distilled ''later four pints. To the Zinc and ·w ater, previously introduced
lnto a glass vessel, add by degrees the Sulphuric Acid, and, when the effervescence shal l have ceased, filter the solution through paper; then boil it
. down till a pelliclc begins to form, and se t it aside to crystallize.,. U.S.
"'l'ake of Zinc, in small pieces.five ounces; Dilut_e<l SulphuricA_cid ll~O
pints [ lmp?ria l measure]. Pour gradually the Diluted Su!phunc Acid
upon the pieces of Zinc, and , the effen'escence being finished, strain the
liquor; th en boil it down until a pellicle begins to appear. Lastly, set i~
aside that crystals may form." Lond.
"This salt may be prepared either by dissolving fragments of Zinc in
Diluted Sulphuric Acid till a neutral liquid be obtained, filtering the solution,
and concentrating sufficiently for it to crystallize on cooling.- or by repeatedly dissolving and crystallizing the impure Sulphate of ~inc of commerce, until the product when dissoh-ed in water does not yield a black
precipitatp with tincture of gatls, and corresponds wi1h the characters laid
down for Sulphate of Zinc in the list of the Materia Medica. 11 Ed.
"Take of Zinc broken into small pieces, thirteen parts; Sulphuric Acid
twenty parts; 'Vate r one hundred and twenty parts. Put the Zinc into a
glass vessel, and gradually add the Acid, previously diluted with the Water.
When the effervescence has ceased, digest for a little while. Then filter
and evaporate the solution, and after sufficient concentration set it aside that
crystals may form." Dub.
By this process, a pure and crystallized sulphate of zinc is obtained.
Strong sulphuric acid has very little action on zinc; but, when the acid is
dil~tcd, water is instantly decomposed, _and while its hydrogen escapes with
rapid effe r vescence, its oxygen combines with the zinc; and the oxide
form.eel, uniting ~vith the sulphuric acid, generates the sulphate of the oxide
of zinc. T?us 1t is pcrc:ived that hydrogen is a collateral prodnct of l_he
process, which, being eas ily performed, is gennally resorted to for obtaining this gas. The proportion of the zinc to the strong acid is as 4 to 6 in the
U.S . process; as 4 to 5 ·33• nearly in the London; and as 4 to 6· 15 in the
Dublin. The ec1uivalent numbers give t he ratio of 4 to 6·08; which indicates
that the U.S. numbers approach very nearly to the true proportion. If the
.. This numb~r is calc~1lated o_n th~ assumption that a fluidounce [Imperial measure]
of the London tlilutcdarudconta1nse1ghtygrniusofstrongacid.
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of
malerials be mixc>d al once, without any precaution, the efferrcsccnce
liquid.
hy~ro_gcn is apt to be exccssi\'e, and to cau:se the overflowing of the
acid
This JS arnidl'd by the London and Dublin direction to add the diluted
in
formula,
.
U.S
gra?ually to the zinc, and more completely still in the
which the solution of th e zinc is commenced by a very dilute acid, which,
by the ad ·
a~ .the acti?n slack ens, is made by degrees strange~ and stronger,
the
d1t1.on, at intervals, of small portions of fresh nc1d. Th e formula of
that
Edinburgh Pharmacoproia is a nrw one , adopted on the last re,·ision of
bi·
work. lt embra~es. directions for obt~ining the salt either by direct com
nation, or by punfymg the white vitnol of commerce from iron by repeated
solutions and crystallizations.
Preparation 011 the Large Scale. Sulphate of zinc in an impure statc,ns
it occurs in commerce, is called white vitriol. lt is manufactured Ly roasting
blcnde (native sulphuret of zinc) in a. reverberato ry furnace . This mineral,
of
besides su lphuret of zinc, contains small quantities of the sulphurets
the
iro n, copper, and lead; and by roasting is converted, in consequence of
oxidation of its constituents, into sulphate of zinc, mixed with the su lphates
the
of iron, copper, and lead . The roasted matler is then lixi\'iated, and
C\'a·
solu tion obtained, after having been allowed to settle, is concentrated by
poration; so that, on cooling, it may concrete into a white crystalline mass,
iron,
resembling lump sugar . Jn this state it always co ntains sulphate of
from
and sometimes a small portion of sulphate of copper. It may bl' purified
sol uthese metals~ to a certain extent, by dissolving it in water, and boiling the
b.Y
copper,
and
iron.
of
~ulphatC's
the
convl'rts
which
tion ~vi.di oxide of zinc,
is
solution
purified
e
Th
zinc.
of
precipitating their bases, into sulphate
then decanted or filtered, and, after due e\'aporation, allowed to crystallize.
by
It has generally been proposed to purify the white vitriol of commercc
is
d igesting its sol ution with metallic zinc , und er an impression that this
li us,
capable of r.recipitating all the foreign .metals; but, according to Berze
thoug h it Wiil prec ipitate copper n:adily, it has no action on the su lphate
of iron.
I'_roperties, tS·c. Sulphale of.zinc is a colourless, t~ansparrnt salt, ]laving
small
a d1sagreea.blc, mclallic, styptic taste, and crystallizing us ually in
ham
four·sided prisms, terminated by four-sided pyramids. lls crystals
considerable resemblance to th ose of sulphate of magnesia. lt effioresces
of
capable
still
is
slightly in dry air, and, though neutra l in composition,

1~: ,~.~~~~~ ~~ndri~i\~1~:tt 1~
~~d~o~~it~'~'l~~~~t~~ ~n b1 ~s~ ~ha~ i~!s~~!r;~ti~/~~1f
water of crystallization , whicl1
1

1

5

1

1

in alcohol. "·hen heated, it dissolves in Its
acid
g radually evaporates ; and, by a prolonged ignition, the wh ole of ~he
is expcllec.1. and th e ox ide of zinc left. Potassa, soda, and ammonia throw
down a white precipitate of mixed oxide and subsulphatc, which is redis·
solved by the alkali when added in excess. lf iron be present it is preci·
th e
pitated also, but not redissoked. Th e alkaline carbonat~s P.recipit_at~
m etal in the state of white carbonate. Pure sulphate of zmc 1s prec1p1tated
will
white by fcrrocyanuret of potassium. If copper be prese~ll , am~onia
a
c~use
produce a blue tin ge ; if iron, the ferro~yanuret of potassrnm .Wiii.
bluish-white precipitate instead of a wbne one. Sulphate of zm~ 1s mcomr,
patible with alkalies and alkaline ca rbona tes, hydrosulphates, lim e-wate

an~~~~t~~~fi~~~ ~~~~~~~~i~~f~i:;~;~

of sulphat.e of zinc, called white vitriol,
lump
is in th e form of irreoular opaque masses, havmg somc resembla nce to
sugar. The lum ps ~sually exhibit, here and th ere, on the surface, yellow
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stains, produced by the sesquioxide of iron. It is Jess soluble than the pure
salt, on account of its containing less water of crystallization.
'
Composition. Crystallized sulphate of zinc consists of one eq. of sul~

phuric acid 40, one of oxide of zinc 40·3, and seven of water 63= 14:3·;3.
'!'he white vitriol of commerce contains but three eqs. of water.
Afedical Properties and Uses . '!'his salt is tonic, astringent, and, in large
doses, a prompt emetic. As a tonic, it is supposed to be well suited to cases
of debility attt:!nded with irritation, being less heating than sulpbatc of iron.
In dyspepsia it has been used with advantage in very minute doses, as, for
instance, a quarter of a grain, repeated severa l times a day; but if its good
effects are not soon apparent, it should be laid aside. ln obslinate intermiltents, it is a valuable resource, and may be given alone or conjoined with
cinchona or sulphate of quinia. But it is in spasmodic diseases, such as
epilepsy, chorea, pertussis, &c., that it has been principally employed as
an interna l remedy. Dr. Paris speaks of its efficacy in high terms 1 in spasmodic cough, especially when combined with camphor or myrrh, and u in
affections of lhe cbest attended with inordinate secretion." As an astringent
it is chiefly employed externally. In this mode of application, its solution
constitutes a good styptic to bleeding surfaces, and is frequently resorted to
as an injection in fluor albus and the advanced stages of gonorrha:a, and as
u collyrium in ophtha!mia. In some conditions of ulcerated sorethroat, it is
found useful as a gargle. It has been used also in solution with success
as a remedy for nasa l polypi, in the proportion of two scruples gradually
increased to an ounce of the salt to seven ftuidounces of water, applied by
means of !int and by injection . (.flm. Journ. of JIJec/. Sci., xix . 25 l. ) Before lhc d1scovt~ ry of tartar emetic, sulphate of zinc was almost exclusi\'ely
employed to produce vomiting; but at present its use as an emetic is restricted principally to the d islodging of poisons, for which purpose its prop<'rty of operating rapidly renders it particularly suitable. The dose, as
a tonic, is fro111 one to two grains; as an emetic, from ten to thirty grains.
To children aflic:cted w ith hooping cough, it may be given in doses of from
an eigh~h to a _quarter of a grain two or three times a day. When used as
a collynum, injection, or gargle, or as a wash for indolent ulcers, from one to
three grains, or more, may be dissolved in a fluidounce of water. For medical purposes the crystallized salt should be used, and in no case the impure white vitriol of commerce.
Ofi'. Prep. Liquor Aluminis Compositus, Lond.; Zinci AcetatisTinctura,
Dub.; Zinci Oxidum, U. S., Load., E'd.
B.

APPENDIX.
I. DRUGS AND MEDICINES NOT OFFICINAL.•
h the progress of lhe medical art 1 numerous remedies have at different
times risen inlo notice and emp loyment, ~vhich, by the revolutions of opinion incident to onr scil'nce, or by the discovery of more efficient substitutes, have so far fallen intd disrepute as to have been discarded from general practice, and no lon ger to hold a place in the officinal catalogues. Of
these, however, some are still occasionally employed by practitioners and
refe rred to by writers. and many rctnin a popularity as domestic remedies,
or among- empirics, which thf'y have lost with the medical profession generally. Th e allention of physicians must, thl•refore, frequently be called to
them in the course of practice; and it is highly desirable to possess some
knowledge of their properties and effects, in order to be enabled to judge of
their rigt•ncy in any pnrticular c::i.sc, and at the same tin:ie to avoid the s uspicion of in compe tence which mrght attach to the exhibition of entire ignorance in rcl:nion to th em. The remark is true also of other substances,
which, though at no time ranked among regular medicines, are yet habituaUy
employed in families, and the influence of which, either rcmediate or otherwise, mu st often enter into our estimate of the causes which produce or
modify di sease. Ne.w mcdi~ines, moreover, are frequently brought f~rward,
which, without havmg obtamed the sanction of the medical authorities, are
occasionally prescribed, and therefore merit notice. To supply, to a certain
extent, th e requisite means of in for~ation in re~ard to these e~lra-officinal
remedies, is the object of the follow mg brief notices, among which are also
included accounts of s ubstances not employed as medicines, but usually kE'pt
in the drug stores for various purposes connected with the arts, or with
domestic convenience. In a work intended for the use as well of the apothecary and druggist, as of t.hc physician and medical stude nt, the introduction
of such accounts is obnollsly proper, if kept in due s ubordination to the
more important object of teaching the properties of medicines, nnd the mod es
of preparing them. The authors regret that the limits which practical convenience appea.rs to require in a Dispensatory, do. not admit of a 1:norecomplete enumeration of the various drugs and medicines of the kmd above
alluded to, or of ampler details in relation to those actually treated of, than
11
1

:hi;! s~~e~1\ ~~ ~~ ~~j~fi~ • ~;-~~l~!:gt~~~s;~~~rc:~~;r: ~f~;~~v:~setdfr~~~·=~'ti;' !~

engage th e al\cntion of the medical and pharmaceutical P.rofessions, and,
in the extent of the descriptions, to consult as fa.r as possible the relative
importance of facts, of which they could not detail th e whole. In relation
to the nomenclature employed , it may be proper to observe, that all those
vegetable remedi~s, which, not being generally kept in the shops. have no
current commercial name, are described under the scientific title of tbe
plant prod~1cing them; while ?thcr substances are designated by the names.
which ordinary usage has m~s1gned them.
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For cxtc-rnnl use, sixtc~n. grains may be mbb<'<l up with an ounce of Jani,
~~ ~~~~e;~';.,t~i.t;c()~'.)d in frictions night and morning. (See Journ. de Pliarm.,

ANTHR ISCUS CEREFOLIUM. De Cand. Clut!ropl11;lfom salivum. Lam. &andix Cere·
folium. Linn. Chervil. An annual European plant, cultirntcd in brardens as a J'Ol·
herl'i and supposed by some physicians to po;,scss medicinal powers. It has a strongly
agreeable odour, espcC'ially when rubbed, and a pungent sli~h tly bitteri~h taste. These
properties it owes to a \"Olatilc oil, which may be separated by distillation with ·wate r.
It is said to be deobstruelll, diuretic, and emmena.gogue, ;md bas been recommended by
different authors in oonsumption,scrof'ula..,<lropsy,cutaneonsand scorl.iuticallh:tiou:;,anJ
as an ci.:ternalapp!ica[iOn to swollen breasts, bruises, and other local complaint.:; or injuries. It is, however, a ''cry feeble remedy, and is more employed as an addition to
brothsthanasamedicinc.
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lil~\lit•1~m
CAT..ENDULA OFFlCINALIS.

ltfarygold.

This well-known gnrden plant wa!I

~~~cVITs ~~~~ye~~~~~{g~~ni~l ~n~~!~~~~~u:l~, ~~n: ia:~~'.iaA:~:~:r i~is:~::~~~:li~u~

~~~u~~sf;;~:t~yc~~~~:i~l:n=l~~~:o~~;:r,:I ;:s~~~~~,~~~;~1 a:~l~~~n~:~ !7c~~~~ow;;.~

p_lant was thought antispasmo<lic, sudorific, deobstruent, and cmmenagogue, and was

~~,~·~r~ ,!~c;e f~:1 ; iu{et~1~\,_~~:~r~:~ej~~~~~i~r~d~ ~~;~o~:~::U~~~-11/~~:~::1\~t~er~~e:n ~~~
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recent state, in the form of tea. An extract was also prepared, and employed with sup·
posed"advantage in cancerous and other ulcers, sick stomach, &c. At present marygold
is veryseldomifeverusedinrcgularpract.ice.
CALOTROPIS GIGANTEA. Brown. .Jlsclepias giga11tta, Linn. Under the name of
tnadar, or m1War, a medicine has been cmployctl in the East Indies, with great asserted
advantage,
numerous complaints. It is
bark of the root of speciesofCal otropis,

in

the

11

a
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/ 11dico-orienlalis. The 0. gigantea is a native of Hintlostan, and has been introduced into
the \Vest Indies, w here it is now naturalized. The bark, as employed, is destitute of
epidermis, of a whitish co\our1 nearly or quite inodorous, and of a bitter, somewhat nauseous taste. It appears to have the general properties of many other acrid medicines;
in small doscs,incrcasin3thesecretions,and in larger, producing nausea and vomiting.
According to Dr. Casanova, who published an essay upon the subject at Calcutta, it is
especially directed to the skin, the capillaries and absorbents of which it stimulates to
increased action. It is chiefly rcoommendcd as a remedy in the obstinate cutaneous
diseases of tropical climates, such aselephantiru;isantl leprosy. It has been employed
also with advantage in syphilis, dropsy, rheumatism, and hectic fever. I t is given in
substance in the dose of from three to twelve grains, three times a day, and gradually
increased till it affects the system.
'
CAM WOOD. A red dye-wood, procured from the Baphia 11itida of De Candolle, a
legum inous tree, growing on the Western Coast of Africa. The wood is usually kept in.
the shops in the ground state. It yields its colouring matter scarcely at all tocol<l water,
1
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3esfr.,v.2 11.)
CANARY SEED. The seeds of the Phalaris Oanarie11sis, an annual plant, belonging

2~;r~1~;~~~1~~~~~:~l~;:gi;~ £J~~~:~¥f;~fi;iY£~!~~i~~~;I:fi~
~~:~' i~u;a~~on~~nu;:~. ~~I~~~ ;~~~~,e~~t~\~e!~~ ~~ur:~~j~~~e~~~t~::~~~d 1~~:~
1

are used as food for Canary birds.
CANNABIS SATIVA. Hemp. An annual plant, originally from Asia, but now cuhi·

W~~I~~~~~f~~~
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C~ILO~IDE ~H"' MA?NESIUM. JJ!ag11ttii Chlorid11m. Murialt of Mug11tria. The

~~~~3i~({~~~fjf~~~:~~f&~~
CHLORIDE OF POTASSA, SOLUTION OF. Liquor Pola~ Chlcri 11ata. Jai:ellt'•

i.~:.~~i:£ :E£~~~:~~~~\:!2~:;:::~:~~!i::~~~n~'~u:°i:~:~·:,:~,~I~~'.:~:~~~ .::~:
~H~OR.IDE OF SILVER . .A~gt11ti Chloridum.

This l.1as been already refo'rr('d to as

~t~:~~I~i~~I~:~~:11~1~:;:;:~~'§:~'.~~~~~;~~,t~:::~:fi].@:'.~~\l~~;i~

the ton:,i;uc in syphiti~, and internally in epilep:sy, chronic dysentery and diarrh1r.1, and
other Ji.:ieases in which nim1tc ofsih·er bas been givC'n. The dO!!c is from 01w to three ·
grainsormorc,fouror fivctirncsa(lay. Dr. Perryadmini::;tercd it at tl1e PhilrtdC'lphia
h0::;pi1al, in chronic dysentery, with the immediate ·fJi...><:t ofdimini:!.hing tlwnurnberof

~:~~~ d~:~eo~~11~~~:;~e~7;; ~;'~~~~~e I{~~'%:,:~~:, ~~c~~~,i~~:~~ ~f~:~~,~~ :!~~~;~
in a
1

1

1

by tho as~istanceof heat, with C'hloride of eoilvcr,and allowing the liriuid to cool
stopped bottle. hcry,.tallitesin cubes, and is very liabletod1.>composition.
CHLOR1KE F.TllERS. There appe:lr to be three species of chlorine ether, each
consistill!;Ofsorncformofcarb ohydrogcn,unitedwithdifferen tproportionsofchlorine.
The first is called proloc/1/orine tther, and is formed by passing an excess of chlorine
through cold alcohol. ft consists of one cq. of chlorine and one of cthcrine. Tho
second, denominated bichlori11e ether, consi~ts of two eris. of chlorine and one of etheri ne,
andisthclongknownoilyliriui doftheDutchchcmi:.ts,obtain edbytheactionofolefiant
gas on chlorine. The third species was di:«:overed wi1h in a few years by threechemi.'lts,
independently of each othcr.-f!oubciran in France, Lid.>ig in Germany, and Guthrie in
this country. DumashasdctNmine<litscomp ositionto bcth rcceqs.ofchtorinetoono
of bicarburct of hydrogen Uormylt), and aSC('rtaincd that it difl\!rs from formic acid, into
which it is suo;ccptible ofoon'l'N~ion by the action ofpotassa,in containing an equivalent
quantity of ch lorine, in place of the oxygen of that add. On acoount of its conncx..ion

wig~fo°:efo~,a~~~·si:~~af~!~C(~;l~~;~~~~;;rie

discill~og

a gallon from a mixture ofthreo
by
pounds of chloride of lime and twogallonsofal<:ohol ofsp.gr. 0·84-1,and rC'ctifyingtl10
product by r('distillation, first from a grC"at exce:<s of chloride of lime, and afterwanls from
strong sulphuric acid. Thenard reC'ommcnd~ it to bC' obtained by di~solvini; one part of
c\1lorideoflimeinthreepnrtsof water,dpcantingtliC'solntion ,addingfromone-fiftb to
one-1cn1hofalcohol,and di,,1illing from a reiort !;utlidcn1!ycapaclous to guard against tho
ovf"rflowing of the materials when they swell. Ju chc recei\'cr water will condense,
swimming OYer an oleaginous liquid. The waler is decanted, ond the oily liquid, after
being agitated sevem l times with concC'ntra1ed sulphuric acid, and rectified from fine ly
powde red baryta,eonstitutes pure chloroform
This compouml is a colourlC'SS olea!:('inous Jiquitl, of a sweetish ethereal odour, and
bot., aromatic, peculiar taste. It lx>ilsat 142°,an<l has tlie :,p.gr.of 1·480. It is not
inflammable, but renders the flame of an alcohol lamp yellow and fulip;inous. It is

~:.~e1\~ ~~~~~~:~ ~~ s~~l1 1Ji~;:r~~ ~:ic~~~.~~~~t:!t~l, ~~\~~~~~'.\'c;.;:tt::~{o~o~~co!~~t~~~~ ~~~~r~
;:~l~~ ~t~fiiciently diluted with water, an aromatic and :;aocharine liquid of a very gra10-

1

ccs~etr~,~ ~~~fc7i~~c&~ !l~;~1;;it~:~icP~~~i~~~~ ~11~1~~~1~ ·~c ~~ .:~1~~; :rbt1~;~s~;~i~~.'~~~
<liffos1ble stunu·
1

1

1

referred to the chlorine ether of the Du«:h chcnu~csas l.x-mga grateful
Jani, when properly diluter.I. li e supposed th.at he ha~! fallen upon a cheap and ea5y
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effects. The dose for an adult is a teaspoonful 1 ililutcd wilh w:uer. In affections
characterized by difficult respiration, it may be used by inhalation. lt is employed for
medicinal purposes in alcoholic solution.
CHROME YELLOW. 111is is the neutral chromate of lead, prepared by precipitating a so\ution of the nitrate of lead with chromate of potassa. ltisofabeautifullcmonycllow colour. The subchromate of lead, consisting of one cq. of acid, and two eqs. of
base, is of a red colotu, and is sometimes used as a pigment. Chrome green is a mixture
of chrome yellow and Prussian blue.

CICHORIUl\I I NTYBUS. Succory.

A perennial herbaceom1 plant, indigenous in

Europe, but naturalized in this eourftry, where it grows in fields, and in roads along the
fences> in neighbourhoods which have been long settled. 1t is one or t\vo feet high,
with large, compound, beautifully blue flowers, which appear in July and August, and
serve to distinguish the plant at first sight. The whole plant has a bitter taste, without
acrimony, or any very peculiar flavour. The taste is strongest in the root, and weakest
in th e flowers. The leaves, when young and tender, are said to be sometimes eaten as
salad in Europe. Succory is gently tonic without being irritating, and is considered by
some authors as aperient and deobstruent. It is said to be 11seful,if freely taken> in
hepatic congestion, jaundice, and otl•cr viscera! obstructions in the earl)' stages; and it is
affirmed to have done good even .n pulmonary consumption. The usual form of administration is that of decoction, which is prepared by boiling one or two ounces of the
root, or a handful oft heherb,io apint of 'l.\'ater. The root dried and roasted is used in
certain parts of Europe, as a substitute for coffee. The gaTdcn endive is a species of
Cichorium, denominated C. Endivia.
CICUTA VIJlOSA, Water Hemlock. Oowbane. A perenn..ial, umbelliferous Emopean
plant, growing on the borders of pools and streams. lt is very poisonous, proving fatal
to most animals which feed upon it, though said to be eaten with impunity by goats and
sheep. Several instances are on record of children who have died from eating the root
by mistake for parsnep. It operates as an acrid narcotic, producing inflammation of the
stomach, together with symptoms wllich indicate cerebral disturbance, such as vertigo,
iutoxication, and convulsions. Infusion of galls is recommended as an antidote, but
should not be relict). on to the exclusion of emetics. 'Vl1en the plant YOmits, as it
frequ ently does, fatal effects arc le-ss apt to ensue. It is said to be less poisonous dried
than freshi and it has been inferred that the active principle is volatile. But the
volatile oil, obtained by distillation, was found by Simon, of Berlin, not to be poisonous.
1

1
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a medicine, having been superseded by the Conium mamfatum. Externally, it is wme·
times employed as an anodyne poultice in local pains,particularlythoseofarheumatic or
goutynanne.
The Cicula maculata or American water /remlock is closely analogous, in botanical
charactcrandeffects,tothcEuropcanspecies. I n severa linstnnees,children have been
fatallypoiooned by eating its root. his never used in medicine. For a full account of
this plant, see Bigelow 's Medical Botany, vol. i. page 125. In cases of poisoning by
either of these plants, Yomiting should be induced as speedily as possible, and maintained 1ill t11e stomach is thoroughly evacuated.
CITRATE OF Al\11\IONI A. Ammoni~ Citras. Th is is employed in the liquid form.
Th ~ solution is made by saturating lemon or lime-juice, or an equivale~t solution of
citric acid (see page 429), wit.h carbonate of ammonia, and may be given m tbe dose of

:e~b~e;~~~~~~;. 1·:1~~7fe!e;~7~0~= ~{ ~:~~~~j~7c~5 1~i~~~f..~71:~~:~~~n;~:~t~t~e~f

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~§l~~
CITRATE OF IRON.

Ferri Cilras.

The citrates of iron w ere first introduced to the

0
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having a strongly chalybeatc taste, and absorbing oxygen readily when exposed to the
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may sometimes be given advan·
C<?D-LlVER OIL. Ole11m Jecori.a .Jlsrlli. lluile de Morue, Fr. A fixed oil obtained from

~t:§~:!~¥tgJ,::~~f1~~£:~~·~~~;::;~::i~~~I:i~f§:~~F~tf:~~~
~~~t~:~~if~~~11:~g~fHf.~:¥~:~£~t~:f.~1~~r~~i~:~J.~t~fa~
thi!!ltcmpernture1sattaincd thepotistobcrcmovcd fromthefire,andit.:>content.sintroduccd into a canvru bag, through whic·h water and oil wilt flow into a ve:;sel beneath.
Aficrtwcntr·fourhours,thcoilis to be dec:mted nndfiltcrc<l through paper. In this
smtoitis pale yellow, with little odour, and a bland not <li~agrccablctaste. Asordi·
narily found in the market, nnd cmploycd for manufacturing purposes, the oil is brown,
vcryoftCnsive,andscarcelyfitforinternal use. Ontheeontincntof Europe, three, and

~o:~en~r~~v~~neltffsu~~~~~~~~~1~1tr~h~i:;!~O~;s::yi ~:~~1Y::e~v~~~~:~:~ u~~~o~~~ t;;c~~~~

of fish from whjch the oil is procured; but more commonly the difference arises from
the degree of care used in the prcpam~ion. If thi; li~c.r;; are !~lurid, or exposed to ~
great heat, or too strongly cxprc~!'Cd.or1f1hcy wereongrnallychseasedorofbadquahty,
the oil is more or less inferior. That ~hould be selec1cd for medical use which is least
offensive to the palate and nostrils.
Cod-liver oil has been found to contain variable propcmions of iodine and bromine.
Sulphur and phosphorus, altiO, arc among its con;;tituents. (Joitm. di' Pharm .. 3e sl:r. 1 vi.
25.) It has been popularly used in various diseases, but has only with'in a rew years
attmciedt hegeneral no1ice of the profession. h has been much lauded on the con1incnt of Europe, particular ly in Germany and SwitzcrJand, as a n•rnedy in chronic gou1y
und rheumatic a ffoc tions, scrofula and ricket;;, chronic pectoral complaints, tabes me.sen·
tc ricn,obstinateconstipation,ineontincnccofurine,anJintestinalworms. The dose is
a tablespoonful three or four times a day for adults, a teaspoonful repeated as frequently
fo r children, which may be gradually increased as the stomach will permit, alld continued
for a long lime. It may be taken alom•1 or mixed with 59mc mucilaginous liquid. I t is
sometimes applied externally by friction. and, in cases of ascarides or lumbricoidcs, is
injected into the rectum. Ithaslx>C'n recommended also asa local application in paralysi~, Tarious chron ic cutaneous cruptions,and opaci1y of the cornea, after the subsidenco
of inflammation. lnthela!:it·mcntioncd afl(>ction,oneortwodmpsortheoil arcapplicd
by means of it pencil to the cornea, am! clilutcd, if found too stimulating, with olive or
nlmoml oil. T he oil of the liver of tlic ·ray ( R aia clavata and R. batis) is said to be richer
in iodine, and at the same time less offemive than thccocl-liver oil. It is preferably em·
ployed in tho Nonh of F rance am! in Ud~iurn. (Jo11rri. de P harm., 3e sh., i. 503.)
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COMPTONIA ASPLENIFOLIA. Sweet F ern. A shrubby indigenous plant, named
from the resemblance of its leaves to the spfeemvcrt fern, but belonging to theLinmean class
and order Monacia Triandra. It grows in thin sanely or stony woods, from New England
to Virginia. All parts of it possess a resinous spicy odour, which is increased when the
plant is rubbed. It is said to be tonic and astringent, and to be occasionally used in
domestic practice as a remedy in diarrbrea, and various other complaints. It is employed
intheformofdecoction.
CONYALLARIA MAJ~LIS. Lily of.the Valle¥. This charming little garden ~ower
is a native of Europe, and 1s found growing wild m the United States, upon the lughest
mountains of Virginia and Carolina. The flowers have a strong delightful odour, which
is in great measure lost by drying. Their taste is nauseous, bitter, and acrid. Taken
internally they are said to be emetic and cathartic, and their extract purges actively in
the dose of half a drachm. They were formerly used in epilepsy arid against worms.
At present they are employed only as a sternutatory, for which purpose they are dried
and reduced to a coarse powder. The root, which is also bitter, ha s similar purgative
properties, and reduced topowdcr, is said tobestcrnutatory.
CONVALLAIUA POLYGONA1'Ul\f. Linn. Polygonalum m1i.flor11m. Desfontaines.
1
1

~~~e~:·~v~~;: a~d P1~:~~~~:·a~e;:~~oi~~~;v~;l~~~:~~l~ll:t~~i\' :~:~a~f :h~~~s~~o~~i~~l7;:~

bear a remote resemblance to those made by a seal, and have served to give a name to
the plant. The root is inodorous, and of a sweetish mucilaginous taste, followed by a
slight degree of bitterness and acrimony. It is said to be emetic. In former times it
was used externally in bruises, e:<pecially those about the eyes, in tumoms, wounds, and
cutaneous eruptions, and was highly esteemed as a cosmetic. At present it is not em-

~~:.::~i:~!~:~~i:!~~~~~~:~l~~s:·~,~;:~hr~:~~.:~~::~7i::f::.~i:r~:~:

gous to the preceding in properties.
COP AL. A resinous substance, brought from the East Indies, South Ame rica, and the

:;,~~::~ M:! ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~l~S~~~~~~~~l~~~h~~mb;heex~:i~~-i~.ntiThC: E'a~~~~di~ ~o~a~

has been ascribed by some writers to the Valeria Indica-of Linn., the Elll!Ocarpus oopalli11

~e;;:r~~t~~~~:s; 0~ ~;,~:11~;~zi~~~~r:{s ~:~~~a:~ t~~~=~,::~:b~fie~~1lnj~i~ti:p~~
is also the product of a Hymem.eai at least a specimen of this resin was collected by
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1'-I. :erotte~ from ~be HymtruM vtrruCO.!a, which he found growing in the Tsle of Bourbon.
This tree is a na11ve

?f

:Madagascar, and probably of 1he neighbouring parts of Africa;

tlllill\!I
;!'h~~ ~e~~~e~o~ 5~r~~~c~: :~~1~s p~~p~:a~il!~l!~ev::~~:~~~. which
1

readily dissol\·cs copal.

CORAL. A substance found at the bottom of tho Mediterranean and other seas,
formerly consideracl as a plant, but now universally admitted to belong to the animal
kingdom. The red coral (Corallium r11bn1111 of Lamarck, Jsi1 1iobili8 of Lim1.) is in the
form ofa small shru~ a foot or two in height, with a «tem sometimes an inch or two in
thickncss,fixedtotLerock by an expansion of the base, divided nbon' into branches,
and cove red with a pulpy membrane, which is properly the living part, and which i!!
removed when the coral is collected. The central portion is extremely Lard, of variowi.
shades of red, susceptible ofa brilliant polish, longitudinallys1rintcd,anrt formed of con·
centriclayers,wbich aro rendered obvious bycalcilmtion. l ts chief constituent is car.
bonate of lime, wh.ich is coloured by oxide of iron, antl united, as in similar calcareous
products, with more or less animal matter. lt was formeiiy ,·cry highly valued as a
remedy, but is in no respect superior to prepared oyster-shell, or other form of carbonate
of lime derived from the animal kingdom. It was e mployed in the form of fine powder,
or in different preparations., such astrochcs,syrups,conserve s,tincturc!',&c. At present
it is valued chiefly as an ornament.
CORTEX CARYOPHYLLATA. Cassia Caryophyllata. Clm:e JJark. These names
have been given to a bark, brought from the \Vest Indies, and derived from a tree be
longing to the family of 1be l\'fyrtacere, supposed to be the Myr/111 an-is of Schwartz. It is
usually in cylinders from one to two feet long by an inch in diameter, composed of numerous separate picces rolled around one another, having a dark·brown colour, a pungent
taste, and an odour similar to that of cloves. It is some1imes in fragm ents, of n similar
colour, taste, and smell, but sofier and lighter, and supposed IO be deri\•ed from older
branches. A simila r bark is said to be derived from the .!ifyrl:us caryophyllata of Lino.,
which grows in Ceylon. The clove bark has aromatic propertios not unlike those of the
spice from which it derived its name; but it is much inferior, and is now never used in
this country. Some authors have confounded with it a wholly different ~rk produced
by a tree growing in the Moluccas, and known by the Indian name of c11lila1va11. (See
C11.lilawan.)
CORYLUS ROSTRATA. Btaked Ha=cl. This is a small indigenous shrub, growing

§§~~~~~~;~§}§;,;~~];.§
CRABS' CLA 'VS.

Chcla Cancrorum.

The~e,

in a prepared state, were formerly

~~:!§§~~~];~~~~~~~

same dose wilh prepared chalk.
CRABSTONES. .Lapi/li Ca11crorum. Crabs' Eyti. These are concreti?ns, found in th1r
stomach, one on each side, of the European craw.fish, at the time the animal is about~
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six of water. The dose is two or three drachms. On account of its weak and variable
nature, it has been very properly laid aside in practice.
DlCTAJ\lUS ALBUS. lV71ile Fraxinella. Bastard Dittany. This is a perennial
European plant, the root of which is bittcranrlaromatic,und has been used as an anthel·
mintic, cmmenagogue, and stomachic tonic, though at present little employed in Europe,
and not at all in this country. StOrck gave it in intermittents, worms, amenorrhrea, hysteria, epilepsy, and other nervous diseases. The barkofthe rootis themostactivcpart.
The dose is fromascruplctoadrachm.
DIPPEL'S ANIMAL OIL. Oleum Cornu Cervi. This oil is obtained dnring the dis·
tillalion of animal matters, in the processes for oUtaining ammoniacal producls on a large
scale. That portion which first comes over is pale yellow; but, in the progress of the
distillation, it becomes g:mtluallydeeper colouredandthicker,andatlast black and viscid.
ltis purified and renderedcolourlessbyrcdistilla1ion,apyrogenous resin being left behind.
Thus rectified it is a colourless liquid, very limpid and volatile, and having a penetrating
extremely fetid odour, and burning taste. By repeating the distillation till a dark resi·
duurnisnolongerleftinthere1ort1 itmaybeobtainedfreefrornfetor,andofrmagreeable, aromatic odour; and in this mode it is said to have been prepared by Dippel. Four
or five distillations are necessary to this end. (.llm, Joun1. of Phan11., ix. 244.) The oil
issqonaltcred by the action of air and light, becoming thick, yellow, brown, and finally
black. 1t possesses an alkaline reaction, and probably contains the various principles
which have been di~-overed by Reichenbach in the products of the distillation of organic
substances.
This oil was formerly muC'h used in medicine, but its repulsive odour and taste, as it
is ordinarily prepared, have ca.used ittobealmoste11tirclylaidaside. It acts, in the dose
of a few drops, given with water, as a stimulant and antispasmodic. I ts presence in the
spiritnndsaltofhartshorngivestothesepreparationsmedicinalpropcrtiesdiffercntfrom
thoseofthepurespiritandcarbonateofammonia.
DlRCA PALUSTRIS. Lather 'Wood. An indigenous shru~ usually very small, but
!!Ometimesattaining the beigbtoffiveor six feet, growing in boggy woods, and other
low wet places, in almost all parts of the United States. The berries, which are small,
oval,andofanorangecolour,aresaidtobenarcotic and poisonous. Thebarkhasat·
tracted most attention. ltisextremelytough,andofverydifficultpulverization. In the
freshstateithasapeculiarrathcrnauscousodour,andanunpleasantacridtaste,and
when chewed excites a flow of saliva. It yields its acrimony completely to alcohol, but
imperfectly to water even bydccoction. 1n the dose of six or eight grains, the fresh
bark produces violent vomiting, preceded by a sense of heat in the stomach, and often
followed by purging. Applied to the skin it excites redness, and ultimately vesicates;
butitsepispasticoperation is very slow. It appearstobeanalogousin its properties to
mezercon,towhichitisbotanicallyallied.
DRAGON·s BLOOD. Sanguis Draconis. This is a resinous substance obtained from
the fruit of scvernl species of CalamU$, especially C. Rotang and C. Draco, small palms,
growinginthel\ololucca l slandsandotl1erpartsof the East Indies. On the surfaceo.
thefruit,whenripe,isanexudation,whichissepamtedbyrubbing,orshakinginabag,
orbyexposuretothevapourofboi!ingwater,orfinallybydecoction. The finest resin
is procured hy the two former methods. It comes in two forms; some1imes in small
cwaltuasses,ofasizcvaryingfrom that of a hazelnut lo that of a walnut, covered with
the leavesofthe plant. and connected together in a rowlikebeadsina necklace; some·
times in C"ylindrical sticks eighteen inches long and from a <Juarter to half an inch in
diameter, thickly covered with palm leaves, and bou nd round with slender strips of cane.
In both these forms, it is of a dark reddish·brown colour, opaquG, and readily pulverizable, affording a fine scarlet powder. [t sometimes comes also in the form of a reddish
powder, and in small irregular fmgments or tears. An inferior kind, said to be obtained
byboilingthefruitinwater,isinjf.atcirc11larcakes,1woor1hrecinchesindiameterand
half an inch thick. This also yields a fine red powder. A fourth variety, much inferior
even to the last mentioned, is in large disks. from six to twelve inches in diameter by an
inch in thickness, mixed with various impurities, as pieces of the shell, stem, &c., and
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FULIGOKALI. This preparation, proposer! by M. Deschamps1 is formed by boi ling
for an hour,20 partsofcausticpotassaand IOOofshining soot, in powder, in 2 parts or
a sufficient quantity of water. The solution, when cold, is diluted, filtered, and evaporated to dryness. Fuligokali is in the form of a black powder, or of scales, very solublo
in wawr, aml having an empyreumatic odour and mild alkaline taste. It is used in the
sameaffcctionsasat1lhrakokali. Thedoseistwoortbreegrains,repeatcdsevernltimes
a day. An ointment, containing from sUteen to thirty-two grains to the ounce of lard,
was found by Dr. Gibert, of Paris, to be detersive, resolvent, and gc11tly stimulant. (See
a notice of these preparations by the late A. Duhamel, in the .Om. Jouni. of Pharm.,
xiv.284.)
FUMARIA OFFICJNALIS. Fumitory. A small annual European plant, naturalized
in this country, growing in cultivated grounds, antl flowering from May to August. It
was formerly considerably employed as a medicine, and is still used in Europe. The
leavesaretheoflicinal part. Theyarc inodorous,havca bitter snlinetaste,andarc very
succulent, yielding by expression a juice which has the sensible and medicinal properties of the plant. An extract prepared by evaporating the expressed juice, or adecoction
of the leaves, throws out upon its surface a copious saline efttorel'!Cence. The plant, in<lced,aboundsinsaline substances, and to these, in connexion with its bitter extrac1iv<',
its medical virtucsaretobeascribed. !tis gently tonic, in largedosesissaidto be laxative and diuretic, and is thought, moreover, to have an altera1ive action. Both in ancient
and modern times it has been esteemed as a valuable remedy in visceral obstructions,
particularlythoseofthe livcr,in scorbuticaffections,and in various troublesome eruptive
diseases. Cullen speaks favourably of its influence in these last complaints. He b'B.Ve
the expressed juice in the dose of two ounces twice a day. Others have prescribed it in
much larger quantities. The leaves either fresh or dried may be used in decoction, without precise limitation as regards the dose. The inspissated juice and an extract of the
dried leaves have also been employed.
FUSTIC. A yellow dye-wood, obtained from the JJforo.s ti1idoria (Brouuonttia tint'.·
toria, Kunth), a tree growing in the \Vest Indies and South America. 1t is not used in
medicine or pharmacy. According 10 Bancroft, two different woods bear in England the
name of fustic, one the product of the tree just mentioned, distinguished as old J11stic,
probably from the greater magnitude or the billets in which it is imported; the other
derived from the Rhus Cotimis or Venice sumach, and called you11g Justic.
GALANGAL. Galanga. Two varieties are described by authors, the galanga major
and gala11ga mi11or, or large ancl small galangal. They arc considered by some as the
roots of different plants; but there is reaS(ln to believe that they are both derived from
the 1J!aranlti Galanga of Li1m. (.lllpina Galaiiga of Willd.), and that they differ in con·
sequence of the diiforent stages of growth at which they are co\\c1Jtcd. They are brought
from the East Indies. The/argeruwielyiscylindrical,thrccorfominches long, as thick
as th e thumb or thiuker,often forked, reddish·brown ex ternally,sligh~ly striated longi·
tudinally, marked with whitish circular rings, orange-brown internally, rather hard and
fibrous, difficultly pulverizable, of an agreeable aromatic odour, and a pungent, hot, spicy,
permanent taste. The small galangal resembles the preceding in shape, but is smaller,
notex:cee<ling the little finger in thickness, of a darker colour, and orastrongertasteand
smell. According to Modn 1 galanga l contains a volatile oil, an acrid resin, extractive,
1
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caUed ke111f!ferid. (.finnal. der Pharm., xxxii. 311.) The active principles arc the volatile
oil and acnd rcsm. Its medical effects are those of a stimulant aromatic. It was known
to the ancient Greeks and Arabians, and formerly entered into numerous compound prepnrations. At present it is seldom employed. Its <lose is from fifteen to thirty grains in
snbstance,andtwiceasmuchininfusion.
GALEGA OFF~CIN'ALI.S. Go~'s Ru~. A perennial herb, growing in the South of
Europe, and sometnnes cultivated m gardens. It is without smell unless bruised, when
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GALIUM APARINE.

Cfeai:ers. Goose-grass.

This is an annual, succulent plant,
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phed externally to scrofulous swellings with supposed advantage.
GALIUM VERUl\1. Yellow Ladiei Bed-straw. Cheesc-re1met. TI1is species of Galium
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certainly not constant, as the experiment has been frequently tried without success. The
bruised plant is sometimes used to colour cheese yellow, bcit1g introduced into the milk
before coagulation. It is also used for dyeing yellow. The roots of this and of most
other specics<lycre<l; and the plant eaten by animals colours tbc Lones like madder.
This plant was formerly highly esteemed as a remedy in epilepsy and hysteria, and was
applied externally in cutaneous eruptions. It may be employed either in the form of
the recently expressed juice, or of a decoction prepared from the fresh plant. Its medical properties, however, are feeble.
Of the American species, the G. tinctorium is closely allied in properties to the G.
verum. It is said to be useful in cutaneous diseases; and the root is employed by the
Indians for staining their feathersandotherornamentsred.
GALLIC ACID. .Acidurn Gallicum. This is found in most of the astringent substances which contain tannic acid1 of the kind obtained from htalls; and is supposed to
result from changes which tbetannieacid has undergone. Whcnadecoctionofgalls
is ex-posed to the air,thetannicacid is gradually converted intogallic acid, which is de-posited. To prepare the latter acid, allow the decoction of galls to stand three or four
months in a temperature of from 100° to 120° F.; water being from time to time supplied, as it evaporates. At the end of this time, collect on a filter the mould and deposited matter, wash them slightly with cold water, then boil them with water, and
filter the decoction while hot. T reat the crystals which are deposited when the liquid
cools, in like manne:>r with an additional quantity of water; and, when they are again
deposited, digest them with a lcohol and purified animal charcoal for several days, and
then heat to the boiling point. Fi lter the liquid, and evaporate ata very gentle heat.
Lastly, wash the crystals w hich for m, with spirit, dissolve them in three parts of !xiii·
.ing water, and set the solution aside to crystallize. (Sec .dm. Jourtt. of Pharm., xviii. 237.)
Gallic acid is in delicate :silky needles, usually somewhat yellowish, inodorous, and of a
harsh slightly astringent taste. 1t is dissolved, according to Braconnot1 in 100 part!
of cold and 3 parts of OOiling water, is very soluble in a lcohol, and but slightly so in
eth er. It precipitates the salts of sesquioxideof iron of a bluish·black; but does not
precipitate gelatin. On exposure to the air, its solution undergoes spontaneous dccom·

po~~?~ acid was

formerly supposed to be the astringent principle of
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but, after
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(Mtd. Exam.,vi.226.)

GENISTA TINCTORIA. Dym' Broom.

Dyers' Wttd .. Grun Weed.

A lo\v shrub,
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dose of a drachm and a half.

failed.

By some authors the)'. are said to be ~1Ure11c, and to be
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cned solution of ~Jue, and afterwards_ exposed to heat in a vertical position, so as to dry
the layer of gelatin which it has received. In the same manner a second coating may
be given, and the process ai,,rain repeated till a sufficient thickness has been obtained.
The cone being then re\·erse<l 1 the mercury flows out of the pouch, wh ich collapses, and
allows the capsule of gelatin to be removed. Jnto this the m~Jjcine may now be introduced, care being taken to avoid any coniact with the outer surface of the capsule. The
opening is next to be closed by rneans of a thin lamina of gelatin previously softened by
Steam; an<l a solution of the same substance should be applied to the edges by means
of a camel's hair pencil. Another mode of preparing the capsules is as fo llows. Take a
cylinder of iron or hard wood, foltr lines in diameter and a few inches long, and
smooth ly rounded at one end. Dip hal f an inch of this end first int0 a saturated warm
alcoholicsolu tionofsoap,audaftcrwards,w henthcsoap hasconcretedupon the surface,
into a concentrated bot solution of gelatin, and repeat the lauer immersion once or oftener
ifitbedesirecltobaveafirmcapsule. 'When the gluehasconcreted,removethecap·
sule. A !Op for it may be made in the same way, and, after the body has been filled
with tbeliquidtobegiven,istobeappliedandsecuredbyrubbingacamel'shairpencil
moistened with hot water over the line of junction. (llfed. Exam., N. S., i. 441.) For an
acoount of a process for preparinJC these capsules, invented and described by Mr. Alfred
Guillou, of Philadelphia, the reader is referred to the .4m. Jo1trn. of Pliarm., vol. ix. p.
20. T he capsules may be made of such a capacity as to contain from ten to fifteen
graiusofcopaiba.
GNAPHA LIUM MARGARITACEUM. C1tdwetd. Life-euerlasti11g. An indigenous
herbaceous perennial, growing in fields and woo<l~, 31nd floweri~g in August. The herb
of this and of 1be G. polycephalum, or sweet·samted lifHverlast.i11g, is sometimes used in the
form of tea by the country people, in diseases of the chest and of the bowels, and in
hemorrhagic affections, an.d externally, in the way of fomeHtation, in bruises, languid
tumours, and other local complaints; but it probably possesses liu\c medical virtue.
Shoepf says that it is anodyne. In Europe,diffcrent species of Gnaphalium are also
occasionally employed for similar purposes.
GOLD . .Burum. T he preparations of tliis meta l were introduced to the notice of
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the .reader is referred to Darlington's Flora Cestrica (p. 313), and to T orrey and Gray's
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that it was first introduced into regular pr.1ctice by Dr. I ves, of New Ha\•cn, Connecticut,
who considers it a valuable remedy in scrofula. Dr. lsaac Parrish, of Phi!adelphia1
informs us tl1at he has employed it with mucL apparent benefit, as an internal rcmcdy 1
in scrofulous affections of the eyes. ln a pamphlet upon the frost·wee<l by Dr. D. A.
Tyler, published at New Haven, A.D. JS4G, it is stated that the H. Corymboswn possesses
similar properties, and is indiscriminately employed with the H. Ca11ade11se. The author
found both usefol in scrofula, diarrha.~d, and secondary syphilis, and IQ('allyas a gar~le in
scarlatina, and a wash in pmrigo. The plant has been used in the forms of powder,
decoction, tincture, and syrup; and may be ~i\·e;n freely with impunity. Dr. Tyler, how·
ever,hasknownthestrongdecoctionandtheextracttoproduccvomiting. Heconsiders
two grains of 1he latter as a full dose for au adult.
HELLEBORUS FCETIDUS. Bears-fool. This is a perennial European plant, growing
in shady places, and flowering in )larch and April. ltderin~<l its botanical designation
from its offon:::iveodour. The lca\•es, which are tbe part used, have a bittcrish, pungent,
and acrid taste, and when chewed e.xcoriate the mouth. The foot·stalks are still more
acrid. ThisspeciesofhelleboreissaidbyAJlionit0bethemostacridandenergeticof
the plants belonging to the genus. 1t is powerfully emetic and cathartic, and in very
large doses produces dangerous effects. It has long: been used in Great Britain as a
domestic remedy for worms, and was brought before .the notice· of the profession by Dr.
Bisset, who found it an efficacious anthelmintic,aml prescribed it also in asthma, hysteria,
andhypochondriasis. M.Decerfshas knownitt0causethe expulsionoftrenia. !tis
given in powder or decoction. The dose for a c hild from t\vo to six years old is from
five grains to a scruple of the dried leaves, or a ftuidounceofthe decoction made by
boiling adrachmofthedried leaves in half a pint of water. This quantilyshould be
repeated morning and night for two or three days in succession. A syrup made from
the juice of the green leaves is used in England. The remedy is scarcely known in the
Uni1ed S1ates.
HEMIDESMUS INDICUS. R. Brown. Peripf.om 111dica. Willd. Jlsclepias pseudosarsa.
Roxburgh. Indian Sarsl!parilla. A climbing a.=Jclepiadaceous plant, growing in all parts
ofthepeninsulaofHindostan. Therootislong,slender,t0rtuous,cylindrical,andlittle
branched; consistingofaligneouscentre,and a brownishcorkybark,whichismarked
withlongi1udinal furrows and transverse fissures. h has a peculim aromatic odour,
and a biuerish taste. 1\1. Garden obtained from it a peculiar \"Olatilizable principle with
ac:id properties, which he named smilasperic aci1f, under the erroneous impression that the
root was derived from the Smilax aspera. P ereira proposes to call it hemidesmic acid. It
is probaQlythe acti\'e principle. The root is used in India as a substitute for sarsaparilla,
and has Ix-en introduced into Great Britain, where it was known for some time under the
name of Smilax. aspera. In some instances it is said to have proved successful in
syphilis, when that m edicine has failed; though it cannot be relied upon. ThenatiYe
practitioners in India are said 10 e mploy it in nephritic complaints, and in the sore mouth
of children. It is given in infusion ordecoction, made in the proportion of twoounceil
of the root to a pint of water. A pint may be given, in wineglasstul doses, in the course
o.f a day. A sy_mp may be prepared from it, in the same manner as syrup of sarsapar11la, and given m tablespoonful doses.
HERMODACTYLS. Hermoda ctyli. Under this name are sold in the shops of Europe
the roots or bulbs of an unceruiin plant, growing in the countri('s about the eastern
extn:mity of the Mediterranean. By some botanists the plant is considered a species of
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chiefconsu1uent is starch,amltheycontam noveratna or colchicia.

From this latter
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HlBlSCUS ABELMOSCHUS. .Bbelmosckus m0$d1atu1. Wight and Arnott. An evergreen shrub, growing in Egypt, nnd in the F...ast and \Vest Indies, and affording the seeds
known under the name of semen Jlbelmosdii, alcea .JEgypliaca, and grana moschata. These
are of about ~hesrame size as flaxseed,kidney-shaped,stria~ed,ofa grayish.brown colour,
of an odour like that of musk, and of a warm somewhat spicy taste . Th£'y were formerly
considered stimulant and antispasmodic; but are now used only in perfumery. The
Arabs flavour their coffee with them. They are said to be sometimes employed in the
adulteration of musk. Another species, the Hibiscus uciclentus, or Abefnwsdms cscuk11tus
of Wight and Arnott, is cultivated, under the name of okra, lHmdce, or gombo, in Yarious
parts or the world, for the sake of its fruit, which abounds in mucilage, and is much
employed for thickening soup. The leaves are sometimes employed for preparing emollient poultices.
HYDRASTIS CANADENSIS. Yellow root. Orange root. Tbis is an indigenous
plant, growing in different parts of the United St."lres, but most abundantly bqond the
Alleghanies. It flourishes best in rich shady woods. It has a perennial root, and an
herbaceous stem, from six inches to a foot high, with twu tmequal !('aves, an<l a single
terminal whitish or rose-coloured flower. The root oonsists ofa tortuous caudex and
numerouslongfibres,an<li.sofabrightycllowcolour. Itisju icyinthereccnls1atc,and
loses much of its weight when dried. It has a strong, somewhat narcotico<lour,an<l an
exceedingly bitter taste. It probably possesses the ordinary virtues of the vegetable
bitters,an<l issaidtobepopular\yemploye<lasa tonicinsorne parts of the country. In
theform ofinfusion,it has bcenuse<l in the Western States as a topical application in
ophthalmia; and the Indians are said to employ it in the !mme manner in old ulcers of
the legs. The notion of its eflieacy in cancer, originating in a report which reached the
late Professor Barton, that it was used in the cure of this complainl by the Cherokees,
is probably altogether grounclless. The Indians employ the juice of the root to st."lin
tbeirclothing,&c.,yellow.
HYDRIODIC ACID . .!lcidum Hydriodictim. Dr. Andrew Buchanan, of Glasgow, recommends the following formula for obtaining this acid for medicinal purposes.. Take of
iodide of pomssium 330grains, tartarieacid264 grains. Dissolve the salts, separately,
each in a fluiclounce and a half of distilled water> and mix the solutions. Filter the
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strength, each fiuidrachm of the acid contai ns five grains of iodine.

The solution of
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from being deep brown has become pale red. Add eight Auidounces of distilled water1
and, afulr trituration for a few moments, 1ransfer the whole to a flask; add hair a
draehm of hydriodic acid, prepared by the acidification of two grains of iodine, and
boil for a few moments. When the solution is cold, if it should measure less than
eight fluidounces, add. sufficient distilled water to make it fill C"xact!y that measure.
Lastly filter.
This solution hasapaleyel\owcolour,anda slightly styptic taste. ltssp. gr. i! 1·02.
It is incompatible with laudanum, and the sulphate, muriate, and acetate of morphia.
The iodides of arsenic and mercury, formed by trituration as the first step of the process,
are assumed by Mr. Donovan to become, by solution, hydriodates severally of arsenious
acid(whiteoxideofarscnic),andofdeutoxideof m crcury(peroxidc,orrcdprecipitate);
and he has taken thei;olid materials and water in such proportions as that ench fiuidrachm of the solution, on this theory of change, shal l contai.nan eighth of a grain of
arscniousacid,afourth of a grain of deutoxideofmercury,and about three·fourt.hsof a
grain of iodine in the state of hydriodicacid. Those who consult Mr. Donovan's first
paper on this solution (Dubliu .Med. Journ. for Nov., 1839) will not understand it, unless
they arc aware that lie means by protoxide of arsenic, arsenious acid (in composition a
teroxide); and by protoxide of mercury, deutoxidc of mercury or red precipitate. These
correctionsinhisnomenclaturehendmitsto benecessaryinhispaperofNov.,1842,in
which he states that he used thc crroneons terms through inadvertence. lnthis prepa·
ration the iodide of arsenic present is the 1eriodide, and the iodide of mcrcury1 the red
or biuiodide. If it be assu med !hat these iodides are capableofunitingintoadouble
io<lide, the proportion will be one eq.of the tcriodide 454·3 to one of the biniodide
454·6. On the theory of their conversion intohydrioda1esbysolution, fiveeqs.ofwa1cr
45wouldbe requircd,threcforthearsenical teriodide,and two for the mercurial bin·
iodide;andthcresultwould beoneeq.ofarseniousa.cid 90:::1'4,oneofdeutoxideofmer·
cury 218,and five ofhydriodic acid 636'5, the latter containing five eqs.of iodine 631·5.
The solution here supposed would contain about two and one-fifth times as much deul·
oxide of mercury as of arscnious acid, instead of only twice as much, as in M.r. Donovan's formula
Medical Propertiu. This preparation has been found decidedly useful as an alterative
inthetrea11nentofvariousdiscasesof1heskin,suchasthcdifferent.formsofpsoriasis,
impetigo, porrigo, lepra,pityriasis, lupus, and venereal eruptions, both papularand scaly.
In support of its eflicacy in these affections, l\Ir. Donovan has adduced the testimony of
a number of respectable practitioners, of Dublin and elsewhere, whn have communicated
to him t!Je results of their experience.
The disease in some of the cases cured had
existed for a number of years. Dr. E. I. Taylor, of New York, has employed it in a
number of cutaneous diseases, and finds that it produces more marked and prompt
effects than 1hcrcmcdicsusuallyresortcd to in the treatmentoflupus,rupia,psoriasis,
and secondary vcncr<.>al. (.llm. Journ. of 1l!ed. Sci., N.S., v. 319.) In two cases of uterine
liiscasc,chamcterizedbypaiencyoftheosmcriandvascularturgesceneeofthecervix,
and attc-nded with lumbar and pelvic pains, Dr. Kirby, of Dublin, afforded relief by the
use of the solution. Th e dose is twenty minims three times a day, given preferably in
distilled water. This dose contains a twenty·founh of a grain of arsenious acid, a twemh
of a t,rrain of deuloxide of mercury, and about a quarter of a grain of iodine. Mr. Dono·
van orib-inally proposed thirty minims as the dose; but many patients cannot bear this
quantity. Dr. Taylor never exceeded five drops, equal to four minims, three times a
day. Sometimes the medicine deranges the stomach) confines the bowels, and produces
headache, gickline!"s, and confusion of mind. V..7 hen these effects arc protluccd, it must
be laid aside and a purgative administered. Afier an intcnal varying from ten days
to three weeks, it may be resumed, but in a smaller dose. The treatment often requires
to be persevered in for several months. Sometimes the medicine produces moderate
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time that the medicine was given internally. F or further information the reader is referred to the three paper!! of Mr. DonO\·an, contained in the D11bli1l Journal of Med.
Science, for Nov., 1839, &pt., 1840,and Nov., 1842. It is the paper of the latter date, that
coniai nshiscorroctcd formula which is given inthebeginningofthisarticle.
IODIDE OF BARl~l\f. Barii Jodidiim. This compound may be formed by double
decomposition,byaddmgcarbonateofbarytatoaboilingsolutionofio<lideofiron. M.
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needles, which deliqu.esce slightly, and are very soluble in water. The solution promptly
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IODIDE OF SILVER. Jlrg1mti lodidum. This compound is formed by doubledccom·
position,byaddingasolutionofiodideofpotassiumtooneofnitrateofsilver. ltisa
grecnish·yellow powder, nearly insoluble in ammonia. It possesses the general medical
properties of the nitrate of silver, and, according to Dr. Charles Patterson, of Dublin, may
be used without any danger of producing the discoloration of the skin which sometimes
fo llows the use of that salt. Dr.Pauerson found it generally successful in curing the
stomachalfectionsofthe Irish peasantry,inthetrcatmentofwhichnitratcofsilvcrhad
been previously f~und usef~ll. H e succeed7d with it in curing several cases of hooping
c.-oughi na shortt1me,and m grcatlyrelicnng a case ofdysmcnorrhreaofthrceyears'
standing. Its effects in epilepsy were least satisfactory. The dose is one or two grains
1hreetimesaday,givcnin lheformof pill; for children, from an eighthtoafoLUthof
a ~train, according to 1hc age.
IODIDE OF STARCH. Dr. A. Buchanan, ofGlas,,,n-ow, proposes this compound as a
mcansofadminis1eringiodineinlargedoscswit11outcausingirritation oft11e stomach.
He prepares it bytriturating twenty-four grains of iodine with a Jiule water, adding
b'Tadua lly anounceof very finely powdered starch, and continuing the trituration until
!he compound assumes a uniform blue colour. The iodide is then dried by a gentle hea1,
and kept in a well-stopped lxmle. The dose is a heaped teaspoonful, given in water
gruel,threetimesaday,andaflerwardsincreasedtoatablespoonful. Nonicetyisnecessaryinapportioningthe<losc. In somecascs Dr.Buchananhasgivcnhalfounccdoscs
of thciodidethrectimcsaday,imme<liatelyincrcascdtoanouncc. Exhibited in this
state ofcombination,iodineproduces,according: totbiswriter,litt\eornoirritationofthe
alimentary canal, but is freely absorbed,asispro\·c<lby its detection in largequantityin
the secretions. Dr.Buchananconceivcsthat,bymcansof the starch, the iodine is convcrtedintoliydrio<licacid,andinthisform ofcombina1ion enters the circulation. He
prefers the iodide of starch to any other prepamtionofiodine for obtaining the alterative
apan from the irritant effects of this substance. (.fimer. Jo111'11. of Med. Sci., xx. 213 and
217.) Sce Hy driodi~./)cid, page 1261.
IODIDE OF ZINC. Zinci Jodidum. This iodide may be formed by digesting an
excess of :i:inc, in small pieces, with iodine diffused in water. Combination takes place,
and,Lyevaporation,adc!iquescent,vcrysolublesa!incmassisobtained,havingametallic
styptic taste, resembling that of sulphate of zinc. It may also be obtained by heating in
a matrass a mixture of '20 parts of zinc and 170 of iodine, and subliming into a via l
When thus prepared, it is in the form of white needles. It is very liable to undergo
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IODO-HYDRARGYRATE OF POTASSlGl\L It ~ms beeL1 ~ound by chemists that dif-
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Channing determined to make trial of one of the iodides of mercury. H e selected the
binio<lide; and, in order to have it in th e liquid form. it being insoluble in water, he dissolved it in a solution of iodide of potas~ium. He was struck with the chem ical changes
which the compound solution un<lerwcnlj and on pursuing his observations he found
that the two iodides really united by the intcrYentionof the water; forwiththeuidof

~; s~~'~:;~uc~~:,n::~:r~~:, ~~~f~:~~~;~~:~:~n ;{;~~!•: ;~~e~:~. i~;~o:O~~u;1t1i~1~0;,:~
European authorities, that .&ns<lorfl; who had taken the lead in investigating similar
compounds, had discO\'Cred th(' salt in 1826.
Dr. Channing analyzed the ,,alt with which he experimented, nnd found that it consisted of one cq.ofbiniodidcof nwrcury,and two of iodide of potnssium. This he
determined by ascertaining that an aqueous solution of a little more than eight grains of
ioditlc of potassium would di:.,solve1 and combine with. e]e\'Cn gm.ins of bin iodide of 1nereury) without being Jinble to dccoiuposition when largely diluted with water. The combination hero indicated com_
-..;ponds with one of the double iodides of mercury and
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these double iodides see a pnpcr by l\Ir. Ambrose Smith, .Jlm. Jo11r11. of Pharm., xii. 265.
Dr. Channing attributes to thi<i preparation the cJfect.s of diffusing cxci1eme111, and
equalizing the circulation. In the di 1ICrem cases in which hetriedit,hethought he
snwevitlenceofilsfa.vournblo influencconthclungs,inallayingcoughandimproving
cxpcctoration;onthenlirncntarycanal,inrcst0ringthehcalthysccre1io11s;o nthekidncys) in rcvh'ingthciracti\·ity; on the skin and cellular tissue, incicatrizing:mperficial
ulcemtion8; and on theaboorbentandcxhalentsystcms,incausingthedisappearanceof
cffu.sc<I fluid. The principal di:scas('sinwhichhcfounditu;_;cful wercchronicbronch.itis1
hooping cough, tonsillitis, chronic g-n:;tro-cntcritis,clyspcpsia,ascitc8, anasarca,amenorrlura, lcucorrhrea, eruption!', and scrofula. In some cases of phthisis, it mitigalcd the
symptoms and appeared to proloug Jifo. Dr. Hildreth, of Ohio, has tried this preparation,
andreportsfavoumblyof its effects iuorJinarydyspcpsiaunattendcdbyorganicdiscase,
enl:ugement of the spleen, amcnorrhrea, dysrnenorrh<Pa, lelworrhwa, scrofulous affections,
e.scitcs,and general dropsy. (.llm. Joun1.of 1Ued.&i.,xxvi. 312.)
The average dose of the remedy may be sta1ed at the twelfth of a grain three times a
day; but in peculiar<.-on:stitutions, uot more than the forty·cighth,the ninety-sixth, or the
two-hundredth of a grain da ily can be borne. I•'ortheconvcnicnce of physicians who
may wish w make trial of the remedy, we give the following formula, deduced from the
statemcnu in Dr. Channing's paper.-Take of iodide of potassium three and a half
grainSj biniodide of mercury (red iodide), four and a halfgrnios; distilled water a fluidounce. Dissolve fir.st the iodide of pota,.,.ium and then the biniodide of mercury in the
water. The compound salt iu this :;oluuon may be assmncd to amount to eight grains,
though there is a small excess of the iodide of potassium. Of the solution, from two 10
five drop13, containing from the tbirticth IO the twelfth of a b'l"'Rin, may be gh·en three
times a day. h may be administcr('d in compound syrup of sarsapari\la1 which does not
decompose it. (Seepage 1154.)
IONIOJUM .i\IARCUCCI. Thi<i name has been conferred by Dr. Bancroft upon a
South American plant, supposed to be the source of a medicine used wilh great as~crte<l
advantageinMaracayboand elsewhere, in some of the horrible cutanoous affections,
especinllyelcphantiasis)towhichtheinhabitantsofthetropicalregionsofthis cootinent
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by the Indians cuichum:lmlfi, and grows in the neighbourhood of Rtobamba, a small town
at the foot of the great mountain of Chimborazo. It is said to be diaphorctic,diuretic,
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Woad. Pmttl. A biennial plant, indigenous in Europe, wher&
8
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but the plant ts valua_bleonly as the source of a bluedyc-stuff,called·woad, which has
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~LJ\LlA LAT1FOL1A. Lawrel. Mount'!in Laurel. Broad-leaftd Lmrel. Ca/ico.fnuh.
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Dr. Shoemaker published, in the North American J\fodical and Surgical Journal,
two cases of poisoning which resu lted from eating a pheasant, in the craw of which
laurel leaves were found, The symptoms were nau !'~a, temporary blindness, pain in
the head, dyspnce-a., pallid countenance, cold extremities, and a very feeb le pulse, which in
one case was for some time absent at the wrist, in the other bcatonlyfortystrokesin
the minute. In both cases relief was afforded by vomiting, produced by a tablespoonful
of flour of mustard mixed with warm water.
Dr. Ba.rton was informed that the powdered leaves were employed by an empiric
with success in certain states of fever; and Dr. Thomas, in an inaugural <lissertation,
published at Philadelphia, A. D. 1802, states that an obstinate case of diarrhrea was
cured byadeooction,madc by boiling an ounce of the leaves in eight ounces of water
down to four ounces. Thirty drops were given six times a day; but this quantity pro...
ducOO vertigo, and the dose was afterwards repealed only four times daily. The leaves
arc said to have been used advantageously in syphilis. Externally applied, in the shape
of ointment or decoction,they have been found useful in tineacapiti.s, psora,and other
cutaneousaflCctions; but some caution is necessary in their applicalion 1 as,accordlngtoDr. Barton, nervous symptoms have resulted from the external use of the decoction. Dr.
Bigelow has seen the recently powdered leaves given in doses of from ten to twenty
grains,witLoutperceptibleeftCct.
It is probable that the other species of Kalmia-as the K. angustifolia, or shtqr
laurel, and the K. glauca, or swamp-laurel, have properties identical with those of the K .
laJifolia.
LABDANUM. Ladanum. A resinous substance obtained from various species of
Cistus, especially the C. Creticus, C. lad~11ifer11.:>, and C. la11nfoli11s, small evergre~n
shrubs, inhabiting the islands of the Grecian Archipelago, and the different coun_tncs
bordering on the Mediterranean. Upon the leaves and branche_s of these shr~bs a juice
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LACTIC ACID. Jlcidum L acticum. This acid was discovered by Scheele. It is intercsting as ha,•ing been found in a number of the secretions, including the healthy gastric
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of the bee1, turnip, and carrot. Indeed, it is formed whenever suboar in solution, of whatevcr kind, is placed in contact with an alkaline or earthy carbonatc1 in prcsence of a forment, as, for example, the casein of milk. (Pelou.zt.) 1t may be conveniently obtained
fromthcso\utionofimpurelacticacid,me1Hioncd inthelastarticle,byconcentratingit
toasyrupyconsiswnce,and treatingitwithatcohol,wltich dissolvestbeacidandprecipitatcs the Jactin and foreign salts. The solution is filtered, and the lactic acid is obtained pure by distilling off the alcohol. It is a oolonrless syrupy liquid, having a very
sour taste, and the sp.gr. 1·215. Wh.enlH~atcd to 4~0°,thegreaterpartofit is converted
in1oanewbodycalled concrete lact1cac1d1 or laclule, It coagulates albumen, and dissolves a large quantity of freshly precipitated phosphate of lime, a property which, doubt·
less, renders it of importance in the animal economy. The formula of the hydrated acid
is C6H505+ Ho.
Lactic acid was proposed by Magendie on theoretical grounds as a remedy in certain
forms of dyspepsia, ~nd for. the removal of ~bosphatic deposits. in the urine. Jt is most
conveniently given m solution sweetened wuh sugar, formed bke lemonade. From one
tothreedrachmsmaybetaken in thccourseof1heday.
LAKES. These arc compounds of vegetable or animal colouring principles with alu·
mina or metallic oxides, and are usually obtained by adding alum, or perchloride of tin ,
to the solution of the colouring matter in water, and preci pitating by means of an alkali.
The alumina or oxide of tin unites with the colouring matter at the moment of separation, and forms an insoluble compound. Lakes are obtained in this way from cochineal,
madder, Brazi l wood, seed lac, F rench berries, &e. They are used in paiming.
LEDUM PALUSTRE. Marsh Tea. Rosmal'imis sylvestris. A small evergreen shmb,

~~:::~~. ~1 :~~a~~s~:~t~t.~~~~~s'~:~i~~sc~i !~o:~e~~~l~~~~n1:i7~~e~: JSr;1?~~a~:~\~~~

a balsamic odour, and an aromatie,camphorous,bittertaste; anrl contain, among other
ingredients, volatile oil and tannin. Theyare thought toposscssnarcoric propcrties,and
have been e mployed in exanthcmatousdiscases to allay irri1ation,in hooping-cough, in
dysentery, and i? various cutaneousafl?ctions, particularly lepro~y and scabies. In com-
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States. The leaves have an agreeable odour and taste, and are esteemed pectoral and
tonic. They arc said to have been used as a substitute for tea during the war of independence.
LEPTANDRA VIRGTNICA. Nuttall. Veronica Virgfoica. Linn. CulrJer's Physic.
This is an indigenous perennial plant, with an herbaceous stem three or four feet high,
furnished with leaves in whorls, and terminating in a long spike of white flowers. A
variety was seen by Pursh with purple flowers. This was described and fif,rured as a
distinct species by Rafine~que, under the title of L. pwpurea. The plant grows throughout the United States, affecting particularly calcareous hills and sunny exposures, and
flowering in AugusL The root, which is the part used, is bitter and nauseous, and yields
itsactivepropertiestoboilingwnter. Whcn recentitis saidtoactvio\cntlyasacatharric,
and sometimes as an emetic. Jn the dried state it is more uncertain. The dose of the
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LIATR;JS SPICATA. Gayfeather. Bu.UM S11aktroot. Au indigenous perennial plant,
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all the tuberous-rooted species of Liatris are active plantg, anJ appear
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. Ll~USTRU~ VU LGARE. Prfoet, A shruh from four to ten feet in height, grow.
mg wild both m Europe and the United States, usually in hedges and by the roadside.
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who found a peculiar substance which he denominated ligustrin. besides mannitc, sugar,
nmco-saccharine mattcr,starch,chlorophylle, biller extractive, bitter rcsin,tannin,albu.
men, and salts. (Jlm . Journ.of Pharn1., xii. 34?.J
. ~
LILIUM CANDIDU.1\1. Common White Llly. This well-known plant is a nati\'C of
Syria and Asia l\linor, but has been long cultivated in gardens. The bulb, which consists of imbrieatcd fleshy scales, is wilhOul odour, but has a pcculiar, <lisagrecablc, somcwhat bitter, and mucilaginous taste. It contains much mucilage, anJ. a small proportion
of an acrid principle, which is dissipated or destroyed by roasting or boiling. In the
recent state it is said to have been emp loye<l with a<lvan tage in dropsy. Boiled with water
or milk it forms a good emollient catap lasm, more used in popular than in regular practice. T he flowers have an abtreeable odour, which theyimparttooilorlard; and an
ointment or liniment is sometimes prepared from them, and used as a soothing applica1ion in external inflammations.
LfQUIDAMBAR ST YRACIFLUA. Sweet -gum. An indigenous tree, growing in
different parts of the United States from New England to Louisiana, and flouris hing also
in Mexico, where, as well as in our Southern States, it sometimes attains a great magnitude. In warm latitudes a balsamic juice flows from its trunk when wounded. This
has attracted some attention in Europe, w here it is known by the name of liquidamber,
or oopabn balsam, and is sometimes, though erroneously, called liquid storax. It is not
afforded by the trees which i:;row in the Mi<ldle Stales, and is obtained from Mexioo and
Louisiana. It is a liquid of the consistence of tbin honey, more or less transparen1,ofa
yellowish colour, of a peculiar, agreeable, balsamic odour, and a bitter, warm, a1~d acrid
1
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a semi-concrete substance which rises in dis1il!ation and is separated from the water by
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asadiuretic1 uscfulincomp\aintsof the urinary passages, Jong after tho fanciful notion
in which their use originated had bcenabandonc<l. llut they arc at present considered
nearly inert,andarenotemployed.
LYCOPODIUl\·I CLA VATUM. Club-1110&1. The capsules of this moss, and of others
belonging to tlie same genus, contain a fine dust or powder, which is collected in Switzerlantl and Germany, and used in the shops of Europe under the name of lyropodi11m, or
wgetabk s1tlph1tr, This powder is oonsiderod hy some as the pollen of the plant, by others
as the seed. It is extremely fine, very light, of a delicate yellow colour, inodorous and
tasteless, and exceedingly inflammable, so much so that it takes fire like gunpowder when
dirown upon a burning body. It is said to be often adulterated with the polleno1 the
pines and firs, and sometimes with talc and starch. In medicine, it is used as an ab·
sorbcm application to excoriated surfiwc!c', especially those which occur in the folds of
the skin in infants. ln pharmacy, it answers the purpose of facilitating the rolling of the
pilular mass, and of preventing the adhesion of the pills when formed. It is not much
used in this country. The moss itself has been esteemed dimetic, antispasmodic, &e. i
and has been employed, in the form of deociction, in rheumatism, epilepsy, and complaint$
of the lungs and kidneys; but it has fallen into discredit.
JHALAMBO or l\lATIAS BARK. A bark received from S. America by Dr. Alexander
Ure, under the name of matias bark, was found to have the characters of the malambo
bark, which is held in high esteem in New Granada where it is produced, and has been
long known t0 the }~rcnch PharnmoolQb.;sts. ft is described by Dr. Ure ag being three or
four lines thick, brinli:: though somewhat fibrous,ofa brown colour, and covered with an
ash-colourcdtuberculousepidermis. lthasanaromaticodour,andabitterpungenttaste,
and yields these properties to water and alcohol. Its active ingre<l ientsnppcar to be a
volatile oil, and a bitter extractive matter. According to Dr . .Mackay, it has been used
succcssfullyinintermittcnts,convalescenccfromeon tinuedfever,hemicraniu,dyspPpsia,
nndotbcrcasesinwhichtonicremediesareuseful,a ndalsoasanadjuvanttocliuretics.
It is probably nothing more than an aromatic tonic. Dr. Ure has often administered it
with good effect as a substitute for Peruvian bark. (Phann. Journ. a11d Tra11s., iii. 169.)
.i\IAI\DRAGORA OFFICINALIS. .11.tr&pa .Mandragora. Linn. Mandrakt. Ma11dragor11. A perenn ial European plant, with spindle·shaped root, which is often forked be·
neath, and is therefore compared, in shape, to the human figure. In former times th is
root was supposed to possess magical virtues, and wa.s used as an amulet to promote
fecumlity,&c.; and the superstition is still cherished by the vulgar in some parts of
Europe. The plam is a poisonous narcotic, somewhat similar in its properties to bella·
donna, to which it is botanically allied. It was much used by the ancients with a view
to its narcotic effects; and the root has been recommended Ly some eminent modern
physicians, as an external application to scrofulous, scirrhous, and syphilitic tumours. It
isunknownasaremcdy in the United States.
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vu\nerary, ~nd internally as ;_i.phrcxlisiac (Phann. Ce11t. Blatt, 1843, p. 12~; and, accord·
mg to Dr. 8cr1n~ner, who practised medicine at Lima, they are much used m Peru locally
for arresting hemorrhage, and in the treatment of ulcers. (Jlm. Jo11rn. of Pharm., xviii.
I 75.) l n a dried specimen presented 10 one of the authors by Dr. Rusehcnberger, of the
U.S. Na\!y,the leaves are sessile or veryshortlypetiolate,ovnl lanccolatc,twoor three
inches lougbyaboutaninchinbreadth,bright-greenonthcup pcrsurface,palcranddowny
beneath,<?renate,minutelyancl strongly rcticulated 1 ofm~ agrceablearomaticodour,anda
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:MEDEOLA VIRGlNICA.

Gyromia Jlirginica. Nuttall.

Indian Cucumber.

An indi·
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though probably w!th liule other advan.tage than such as results from the com·
bmation of warmth and moisture .
.MENISPERl\lU)I CANADENSE. This is a climbing plant, growing in various parts
of the United States, from the northern boundary to the Gulf of Mexico. It is described
in the Flora of North America by Torrey and Gray, vol. i. p. 48. Jn an unpublished
inaugural di!!-Serla.tion by Dr. Geo. F. Terrell (Feb., 1844), it is stated that the root of
this plant is considerahly employed in Virginia, both in domestic practice and by physicians, as a substitute fo r sarsaparilla, in scrofulous affections. It bas a bitter taste, and
is said to be a gently stimulating lOnic.
?.IESEMBRYANTHEl\lU:O .l CRYSTALLlNUl\f. lc~·pla11t. A biennial plant, growing spoutancously in thcSouti1of Europe,undcultivatcd as a curiosity in coldercoun·
tries, by the aid of artificial warmth. T ho stem nnd under surface of the leaves arc
covered with crystalline drops, which give the plant the appearance of being coo.tt..>d with
ice. The herb is without smell, and has a saline somewhat nauseous ta:;te. It is oonsiclcred demukcnt and diuretic, and has been highly lauded as a remedy in various comp laints, especially in those alfocting tho m ucous membrane of the lungs and urinary
passages. It has also been used in dropsy. T he expressed juice is the form in which
the remedy has been generally employed.
MO.l\IORDlCA BALSAM INA. Bafsam.flpple. 1Jt1lsami11a. Anannualclimbingplant,
a nath1 e of the East Indies, but culth·atcd in our gardens for the s..'\kC of the fruit. This
is ovule, auenuated towards each extremity, angular, warty, not unlike a cucumber in
appearance, of a lively red or orange-yellow colour. easily fallin,::: when touched, and
spontaneously scparaling into several pieces. ltwas formerly highly C'stcemed as a
vulncrary, and is still in use among th<- common people. A liniment formed by iufus·
ingthofrui1,depril"edof its seeds, in olive or almond oil, is applied toehapped hands,
burns, old sores, piles, prolapsus ani, &c., an~l the fruit itself is sometimes ma:;hed and
used in the form of po11ltice. According to l\L Descourtlitz, it is poisonous whC'u taken
internally, having prO\"Cd fatal to a dog in the quantity of two or three drachms. An
extract prepared from it is said to be useful in dropsy, in the dose of from six to fif!ecn
~ations,

grains.

1'10NESIA.

Under this name, a. vegetable extract from South America was, a few
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.MUSHROOMS. Fungi This extensive family of cryptogamous plants is interesting
tothephysician,fromthe considcralion, that1 while some of themareverylargelycon·
sumedas foo<l,othersaredeletcrious in thcirnature,andcapablc,when eatcu,ofproduc·
ingpoisonous effects. Their substanceismade upofacellulartissue,whichisusually
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last,
stances; in fi~e,, nl_I suc~1 as have a ooriacoous, ligneous, or oorky consistence. The
however,arcmJur1ousmconscqucnccra thcroftheiri niligcs1iblcthanofthei rpoisonous
nature. Even mushrooms which are usually edible, may prove poisonous, if collected
that the poisonous species
too late, or in places which are too moist his said, moreover,
that
sometimes become innocent when they grow under favourable circumstances; and
''inethe most noxious may be rendered edible by boiling them in water acidulated with
other
gar. Immense quantities of mushrooms are cate11 in France, Germany, Italy, and
partsofcontinental Europe; and tlieyaresaid toconslitutethechicf fool of the people
in certain provinces.
The symptoms produced by the poisonous mushrooms are anxiety, nausea, fainmcss,
and
vomiting, and, if they are not rejected from the sromach, somnolence, stupor, small
in
intermittent pulse, tension of the ulxlomen>cold extremities, livid skin, nnd death
thirty·sixor forty·cighthours. Sometimes violent pains in the stomach and bowclsare
experienced; andOC'casionally se,·ere vomiringand purgingoccur,und save thepatieut.
free
T he remedies are emetics, if the physician is call£'d in time, accompanied with tho
use of warrn drinks, and followed by cathartics. After the evacuation of the alimentary
ent
canal,demulcentan<ln utriti,·ebeveragesshou lJ be given, and tbestrengthofthepati
and
sustained by mild tonics or stimulants. Ether is particularly recommended. (Mcral
D e.Lm.s.)
Some of thepoisonousspecicsh avebcl>n used as medicines; but in this country they
are never employed i and too litt le seems to be precisely known of their modes of action,
and their <]ualities,evcn in the sumo species,vnrytoo m uch, according to the circumstances of their growth and situation, to justify their introduction into the materia medica,
without further investigation.
MUSK, ARTI FICIAL . Muschua Facliti11s.

T his is proparcd, according to l\1. Elsner,

1111111
to a
A dd b'fil{!unlly, drop by drop, thrtt dra~hms ~nd a half of concentrated nitric ~cid
drachm of rectified oil of amber, contained ma glass tumbler, or very large wineglass.
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The mixture grows bot, and emits offensive fumes which th e operator must avoid.
'Vben the ordinary nitric acid is employed, which is not of full stre ngth, the reaction
must be assisted by heat; in which c-.1se Dr. \Villiams recommends that the vessel cont.'lining the mixed ingrcdients be placed in a plate bcfore the firc, tbey being, meanwhile,
cominually stirred with a glass rod. After the mixture has remained at rest for twentyfour hours, it acquires a resinous appearance, and divides into two portions, an acid
liquid below, and a yellow resin above resembling musk in smell. This being thoroughly wa~hed, fir st with cold and the n with hot water~ until all traces of acid are
removed, is the artificial musk. (.fim. Journ. of Pharm., viii. 14, from tLe Boston Med. a11d

Surg. Journ.)
Artificial musk is an antispasmodic and nervine, and possesses the general therapeutic properties of the natural substance, though in a weaker degree. his praised by
Dr. \Villiams in the treaunent of hooping-cough, typhoid states of fever, and nervous
cliseases generally. 'When combined with water of ammonia, compound spirit of lavender, or laudanum, he found no remedy so efficient in the sinking faintness occurring
in thelaststayeofpulmonaryconsumption. Theaveragedoseforanadultistengrains;
for a child of two years old from half a grain to a grain, repeated, in each case, every two
or three hours. It may be prepared as the musk mixture, or with almonds in the form
of emulsion. According to Berzelius, the tincture is formed by dissolving a drarhm of
artificial musk in an ounce of alcohol, equivalent to tmjfu.idrac/1ms of tl1e sp. gr. 0·835. Of
thisthedoseforan adultisateaspoonful. Thoughartificialmuskisnotcqnalinpower
to the natural substance when genuine, yet it is in all probabi!itysuperiortotbe adulterate<larticle,sofrcquently soldun<ler thenameof musk.
MYROBALANS. Jlfyrobalani. Th ese are the fruits of various East India trees, particularly of different species of Tcrmina!ia. Theyarenoticedherepartlyonaccountof
their ancient reputation, partly because they are still occasionally to be found in the
shops, though seldom, if ever, used in m ed icine. Five varieties arc distinguished by
ambors. 1. Myrobalat1i btlfirica. These are obtained from the 1'trminalia Bellirica.
Theyarcrounclishorovate,from thesizcofahazelnuttothatofawalnut,ofagrayisbbrown colour, smooth, marked with five longitudinal ribs, and sometimes furnished with
ashonthick footstalk. They consist of an exterior, thin, firm, resinous, brown,fiesby
portion, and an interior kernel, which is light brown, inodorous,an<lof a bitterish very
astringent taste. 2. j}Jyrohala11i chebula!. This variety is produced by the Termi1talia
C/1ebula. The fruit is oblong, pointe<l at each c.xtremiiy, from fifteen to eighteen lines in
length, of a dark-brown colour, smooth and shining, with five lougitudinal wrinkles, but
withoutfootstalks. ln the irinternalarrangementanclth eirtaste,theyresemblethe preceding. 3 . .Myrobala11i c:itrin<£ vel Jfava. These rue from a variety of the same tree
which affords the last-mentioned myroba.lans, from which they differ only in being some1

1

5

~:::~ ~1~:! ~de~fs~~i;~;,~~::~<~ i~rt~~l!~1:~: ~nc~~7~~d~~:hi~fn~d~r ~~er~~~~ 01;1~\~1eb!~~~~
to which, however, they bear no other resemblance than in taste. 4. Myrobalani Indica:
vel iiigrre. These a rc thougla to be the unripe fruit of the Tcrminalia Chebula, or T. BelThey a re ovate oblong, from four to eight lines long, and from two to three lines
thick,ofab!ackishcolour,wrinkled longitudinally,andprescnting,when broken,athick,
brown mass, without kernel, but with a small cavity in the centre. They are sourish
::i.nd very astringent. ri. llfyrobalani tmbliea. Th.is variety is wholly different from the
preceding, and derived from a plant having no affinity to the Terminalire-namelr, the
lirica.

~':;~r~t~'\ ~ e;:~~~:~~ ~f ~~~~:~:~·spl1~:~C:[ ~::,~~e:::;::~t~i1~ss~:P~/na t!~~e:~;,r;~es~~~~~;
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si...i: obtuse ribs with as many deep furrow s, and separating into six Yah•cs, and has a
stronglyastringentandaciduloustnste.
11
1
1 1
1
1
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1 1

been uscdasasubstitute for galls in the preparation of ink-powder.
NAPHTHALlNE. This may be obtained by subjecting conl-tar to distillation, when

!~~~~~~.~~;:;- a~f;e;6 ~1.: 11~~~~%~1~~a423~. is1 tai~v~:~b~!ii~~n:i,:i1~~r:~e~:~s~I~~~:, ~~~
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it facilitated e.xpectorat1on l.n a rema rkable degree. Being a stimulating remedy, it is
not proper in acute bronclutis, or where pulmonary inflammalion exists. The dose is
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of lead,
NAPLES YE!~LOW. A yellow pigment prepared by ~lcining a mixure
or a mixture of carbonate
~ulphuret of antm10ny, dried alum, and muriate of ammonia,
of lead, diaphoretic antimony, dried alum 1 and muria1c of ammonia. (Gray.)

NARCISSUS PSEUDO-NARCISSUS.

Daffodil. This well-known bulbous plant is

attracts
anativcofEurope, butisverycommon intheb<ardensofth iscountry,whcrcit
the bulb and
nttemion by the early appearance of its com:picuous yellow flowers. Both
odour, and both
flowers have been used in medicine. The latter ha Ye a feeble peculiar
iroperation.
haveabittermucila ginousiaste. Tbeyarecmctic,tho ughuncertaininthc
than those of the
It it proba.blc that 1hc fiowcrs of the wild plant are more powerful
extract. The
cult ivated. They may be given dried and powdere<l, or in the form of
statements of
dose of the powder, to produce an emetic eJfl:'ct, varies, according to the
is said to vomit
extract
different phy!'icians, from a scruple 10 two drachms; while the
is deproperty
emetic
in the dose of two or three grains. lt is conjectured that the
state, and,
recent
the
in
veloped by the agency of water. The bulb is most powerful
practice in this
within our own knowledge, is oa::asionally used as an emetic in domestic
grains
thirty-six
of
dose
the
in
country. 'Vhen dried and powdered, it has been given
and have
without vomiting. The flowers are said alw to possess aniispasmodic powers,
and other
been used in France, with supposed advantage, in hooping cough, epilepsy,
cases by their
convulsive afllx:tions. It is probable, however, tlmttheyoperated in these
employed
advant.,gcously
been
nauseating or emetic property. They have, moreover,
are said to
indiarrhrea,dysent cry,and intermittent fever. Other species of Narcissus
possess the same properties, though they have not been so much used.
under the
NARD. Spikenard. Several aromatic roots were known to the ancients
by the names
name of 7tardM, distinguished, according to their origin or place of growth,
to have been
of tiard1ts !ndiea, 11ard1ts Celliea, nardu.s monta11a, &c. They are supposed
referred to the
clerived from different species of J'aleriai1a. Thus the nardus lndica is
Alps, ApenV. Jatamemi of Bengal, the nardns Celtica to the V. Celtiea, inhabiting the
mountains of
nines, &c., aml the nardus montana to the V. t11brrosa, which grows in the
called Syrian
the South of Europe. The Indian nanl, or spikena rd, sometimes also
f.rOIJl one
root,
nard, is still occasiona lly to be found in the shops. ltisasmall,dcliea1e
of un agreeable
to three inches long, beset with a tuft of soft, light·brown, slender fibres,
as a mediodour, and a bitter, aromatic taste. It was formerly very highly C!'tcemed
al
tothoseoftheofficin
cine, but is now almost out of use. Its properties are analogous
valerian.
lVatercrm.
NASTURTIUM OFFICTNALE. R. Brown. Sisymbri11m .NasturtiHm. Linn.
a~d ponds,
A smal l, perennial, herbaceous, succulent plant, growing in springs, rivulets, quick penea
in North America, Europe, and some parts of Asia. The fresh herb has
en
trating odour, especially whcn rubbed, and a bitterisb,pungentta ste,butlosesbothwh
IO scurvy·grass,
dried. ln l'cnsiblc und ml"di&t.I properties il bears some rcscmlilance
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Atacama in Pel'u, where it forms n bed or variable thickness, covered with clay, of one
hundred nnd fifly miles in extent. Considerable quantities have been extracted for the
purposes of commerce. Occasionally a cargo is brought to the United States.
Nitrate of soda, when pure, is n white salt, crystallizing in rhomboidal prisms, and
havingo.sharp,coo!ing,and biuertaste. lt attracts moisture slightly from the air, and
dissolves in about twice its weight of water at 60°. It has been praised ns a remedy in
dysentery by two German physicians, Drs. Vclsen and Meyer, given in the quantity of
from half an ounce to an ounce in the course of the day, dissolved in gum water or
other mucilaginous liquid, The crude salt, as it comes from Peru, is in dirty·white saline
lumps, rather soft and friable, and damp on the surface. It is cheaper than nitre, for
which salt it mny be substituted in the manufacture of sulphuric acid, and in the preparation of nitric acid, chrome yellow, &c. According to .M. Lembert it contains iodine.
(Seepage 40.)
As nitrate of soda has been imposed upon our merclmnts for nitre, it muy be useful to
mention that the former salt may be distiuguished by its giving rise to an onmgc·yellow
flame when thrown on burning coals, and by the rhomOOidal shape of its crystals; those
ofnitre being longsix·sided prisms. (Seepage 569.)
NlTROSULPHATE OF AMl\lONIA. This compound, discovered by Pelouze in
1835, may be formed by pressing nitric oxide through a solution of sulphate of ammonia
in five or six times its volume of water of ammonia. A large number of crystals are
formed, which must be quickly washed with liquid ammonia previously refrigerated,
and dried wilhout heat. Nitrosulphate of ammonia has been used at the Hotel Dieu in
Paris, in doses of twelve grains, with apparent advantage, in typhoid fevers. Its composition corresponds with one eq. of nitric oxide, one of sulphurous acid, and one of
ammonia; but as the salt is not precipitated by barytic water, Pelouze conceives that the
nitric oxide and sulphurous acic4 together, form a peculiar acid which he calls nilrosulphuric acid, oonsisting of one eq. of nitrogen, oneofsulphur1 and four of oxygen.
NYMPH}EA ODORATA. Sweet-scented Water-lily. An indigenous herbaceous perennial, growing in most parts of the United States, in fres11 water ponds and t11e borders of
streams, and distinb'Uished by the beauty and delicious odour of its large, white, manypetaled flowers . . lts root is1 when fresh, large and fleshy, but becomes light, spongy and
friable by drying. It is very astringent and bitter, and, according 10 Dr. BigelowJ contains much tannin and gallic acid. lt is sometimes employed, in the form of poultice,
as a discutient application. The root of the Nympluxa alba 1 or European white water-lily,
·was esteemed aphrodisiac by the ancients, but has long lost this reputation. Like that
oftheAmericanplant,itisbittcrandstyptic,andmayhavebeenuscfulbyitsastringency
in some ca..o<es of leucorrhrea, gonorrhrea, dysentery, &c., in which it was Connerly employed for its reputed sedative virtues.
OCHRES. These are native mixtures of argitlaceous or calcareous earth and oxide
of iron, employed in painting. They are prepared for use by agitating them with water,
decanting the turbid liquor after the coarser particles have subsided, then allowing it to
restinordcrthntthefinerprcrtsmaybedeposited,andlastlydryingtheseclimentwhich
forms. The colour of the ochres varies with The s1.ate of oxidation of the iron, and with
the proportion which it bears to the other ingredients, and is sometimes artificially modified by the agency of hcaL Several varieties are kept in our shops under different
names, acoording to their colour or place of origin. Such are the brown, ochre, the yellow
ochre, the red ochre, the Roman. ochre of a brownish-yellow changing by heat to a purple
red, the Oxford ochre of a brownish-yellow colour less deep than the Roman, and the
French ochre which is yellow. Tbe ]ll(lian red from the Persian Gulf, and Spanish brown,
may also be ranked in this class of pigments. Sometimes ochres come i.n a powdery
'State, and sometimes in bard mosses; in the !attn state they are called stoue ochres.
OClMU~[ BASJLlCUM. BMil. An annual plant, a native of India and Persia, and

~~~~~:~:::;~{~~i·~~~~.~~l\~~:!:;%:~~~:~;,~~;~~::~::~'~it~~ ~~~2?i
pl~ts, and is m som~ place~ cons1dernbly used as a condiment.

The seeds are said by

~~~~~ictoa:ct~~: m lncha, in the form of infusion, as a remedy in gonorrha;:a and

CENANTHE CROCATA. Hemlock Waler-dropworl. A perennial umbelliferous aquatic

.
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The symptoms produced are such as attend irritation or inflammation of the
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coct1on several timesadaytotheaffectcdpart. He thinksthevirtuesofthc plant reside
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OJL OF EUPHORB IA.

slight sensation of

A fixed oil, obtained from the seeds of the Evplwrbia La-

thyris, a biennial plant gmwing wild in this country, though belicved to have been introduced from Europe. ltisoftcn found neargardcnsandincultivnted fields, and is generally called mole·plant, under the impression that moles avoid the ground s where it
grows. (Pursh.) It is the Caper 71lant of England. (LoudM's E11cyc. of Plants.) Like
the 01her species of Euphorbia, it contains a milky juice, which is extremely acrid i aml
the whole plant possesses lbe properties of a drastic purge; but the oil of the seeds is
the only part used in regular practice. This may be extracted by exp ression, or by the
agencyofalcoholorofcthcr. In the fir st case, thcbruisedseedsarepressed in a canvass
orlinenbag,andtheoilwhie:hescnpesispurified by decantingitfromthcwhitishfloc.
culentmattcrwhichitdepositsupon standing-,and by subsequent filtration. By the latter
process, the brui::1edsecds are digested in alcohol or macerated in ether, and the oil is
obtained by filtering awl evaporating the solution. According to Soobciran, however,
the oils obtained by these different processes arc not identical. That procured by ex·
pression is probably the purest.
Oil ofeuphorbia is colourless, inodorous, and, when recent, nearly insipid; but it
speedily becomes rancid, and acquiresadangcrousncrimony. Soubeiran basacertained
thatithasacomplcxoomposition,oontaining,besidestbcpurcoil,fourdistinctprox.imate
~rinciples. (Joum. de Pharm. , xxi. 2:)9.) From 40 to 44 parts are obtained by expres·
s1on from l OOofthe seed.
This oil is a powerful purge, operating with much activity in a dose varying from five
to ten drops. It was, some years since, much used by certain rtalian and French physi·
cians, who did not find it to produce inconvenient irritation of the stomach and bowels.
Its want of taste, anti the smallness of the dose, recommended it especially in the cases of
infants. ltwassaidtobelessacridandirritating tlianthecroton oil, ovcrwhichitalso
hadtheadvantageofgreaterchcapness. Some trials which havcbecnrnadewithiton
thissideoftheAtlnnticbavenot tentlctl to confirm these favourable reports. It was
found uncertain in its cathartic effect, and very liable to vomit. (Scattergood,Journ.o/
the Phil. Col. of Pharm. 1 iv. 124.) lt may be given in pill with the crumb of bread, or in
emulsion.
OIL OF JASMINE. This oil is obtained from the flowers of the Jasminwn offidnalt
or common whitejasmine1 and from those also of the J. Sam.bac and !.grandijforum. Alte~·
nate layers of the fresh flowers, and of cotton sat11ro1,ed with the ml.of betl (expressed 0 1!

~~g~~:~~::~¥~i~fl~fi~~;i!~i:~J~,f::;~{:~~=~~~.~.~~]~~~fi,~i

jasmineisusedonlyasaperfume,
ORANGE RED. Orange Mineral. Sandi:r:. Red oxide of I.cad, prepared by cal·
cining C'arbonate of tend. 1t is of a brighter colour than mimum, and is used as a
pigment.
.
OROBANCHE VJRGINlANA. Epifagta JlmericanW1. Nuttall. Bml1·drops. Ca11w·.

~°::~cl:~l1i;roi~ ~h~a::!:,i~o~s~?~~~a~1~~ :ii~~:t:e~u:~~:· l~g~~:r~~:~~~1~l ,:it~'~C:~\ ~~~a~~
scales, of a yellowish or purplish colour, and wholly destitute of verdure.

I t is found m
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all parts of North America 1 growi11g upon the roots of the beech tree, from which it obtained its popular name. It is in some places very abundant. The plant has a bitter,
nauseous, astringent taste, wh.ich is said to he diminished by drying. It has been given
internally in bowel affections; but its credit depends mainly upon the idea that it is
useful in obstinate ulcers ofncancerouscharacter,to which itis<lirectly applied in the
state of powder. The late Professor Barton conjectured that it was an ingredient of a
secret remedy, at one time famous as Marlin's cat1Ct'f'" powder, of which, however, the most
activcconstitucntwasarseniousacid.
Other species of Orobanche, grow ing in America and Europe, have been employed.
They are all para1>itic, fleshy plants, without verdure, and of a bitter, nauseous taste.
In Europe they are called broom·rape. The 0 . .fimericana and 0. u11ijlwa, of this country,
are said to be used for the same purposes as the species above noticed, and Hkeilarc
called ca1iar-raot.
ORPIMENT. King's Yellow. A native snlphuret of arsenic, consisting of one equiv.
of m etal 75·4 and thrceequiv.ofsulphur48·=123·4. It is in masses of a brilliant
lemon·yellow colour, composed of flexible laminre, and slightly translucent. It exists in
various parts of the world, but is ob1aiued for use from Persia and China. (Gi,ibourt.) It
is sometimes mixed with realgar, which gives it a reddish or orange hue. A similar
sulpburet may be made artificially by passing sulphurettcd hyclrogen through a solution
ofarsen.iousacidinmuriaticacid. Thereisrcasontobelievethatneitherthenativesulphuret, nor the artificial, when prepared in the manner just mentioned and well washed,
ispoisonoustatleastinadegreeatallcomparabletootherarsenicalcompounds.
..firtificialorpime11t is prepared for use byfusingt0getherequal parts of arseniousacicl
and sulpluu. (Turner.) In Germany, according to Guibourt, it is prepared by subliming
a mixture of these two substances. ln this case, however, it retains a large portion of
theacidundecornposed,and is therefore highly poisonous. Guibourtfoundaspecimen
which he examined to contain 96 per cent. of arsenious acid, and only 6 per cent. of the
sulphuretofarscnic.
Orpiment is an ingredient of certain depilatories . .Atkinson's depilatory is said to
consi:otofonepartoforpimentandsixpartsofquicklime,withsomeflourandayellow
colouring matter. (..fi11n. der Pllarn1., xxxiii. 348.) But this arsenical sulphuret is chiefly
used in fireworks,andasapigment.
ORYZA SATIVA. Rice. This is an annual plant, originally, perhaps, derived from
the East Indies, but now culth•ated in all parts of the globe where the climate and soil
are adapted to its growth. The rice of commerce consists of the seeds of the plant deprived of their husk. Carolina rice was found byBraconnot10 contain 85·07 percent.
of starch,3·60 of gluten, 0·71 Qf gum,0·29 of uncrystallizable sugar,0·13 of fixed oil,
4·80ofvegetable fibre,5·00ofwater,and0·40ofsa!inesubstances. This grain is highly
nutritious and of easy digestion, and constitutes the almost exclusive diet of whole nations. Being wholly free from laxative properties, it j3 admirably adapted to cases of
weak bowels, in which th.ere is a strong tendency to diatrh<.ea. Care, however, should
be taken that it be boiled till it becomes Rlfl. A decoction of rice, usually called ricewater, is a good uutrit.i\·e drink in fevers, aIJd inflammatory aOCctions of the bowels, lungs,
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niiric acid renders il more soluble m water. It combines with salifiable 00.scs, and forms
saltscallcdoxa\ates. The.most interesting of these arc 1hc three oxa!a1esofpo1assa,
severally called oxalate, binoxalatc,and quadroxalate,and the oxalate of lime. The
quaclroxalate,soldundcrthenameof binoxalate ofpotassaor salt of sorrel, sometimes
absurdly called the essenJ.ial salt of lemons, is employed for removing iron moulds from
linen, and acts by its excess of acid, which forms a soluble salt with the sesquioxide of
1ron constitutingthcstain. Oxalicacidisusedforremovinginkstainsandironmoulds,
for cleaning the leather of boot-tops, and fo r discharging colours in calico·prin1ing.
This acid has a very strong affinity for lime, and forms with it an insoluble precipitate
consisting of oxalate of lime, whenever the acid and earth arc brought into contact.
Hencc,oxalicacidanditssolublecombinations are the best tests we possess for lime;
and, conversely, a soluble salt of lime for oxalic acid. \Vhen lime is searched for, the
oxalate usually employed isthcoxalateofammonia, as being the most convenient. So
strong is the mutual auraction between this acid and lime, that the former takes the latter
even from sulphuric acid. Hence, the addition of a solubleoxalatcdistnrbs the trans·
parencyof a solution of sulphate of lime.
Oxalicaciilisdistinguished from all other acids by the form of itscrystals,andbyits
solution yielding a precipitate with lime-water, insoluble in an excess of the acid.
ComposiliM, Oxalic acid consists of two eqs. of carbon 12, and three of oxygen
24=36. When c rystallized, three cqs. of water 27 must be added, making the eq. of
tlie crystals 63. Two eqs. of this water may be driveu off by a regulated heat, by which
the acid is made to cflloresce, but the third cannot be expelled without destroying the
acid itself. Accordingly, as in tho case of nitricaci<l, we have no knowledge of anhydrousoxalicaci<l in an uncombined state.
Fromtheconstitutionofoxalicacid,asabovegi,·cn,itisplainthatthisacidcorresponds
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rcoord of iu fatal cffec~, when taken by design, or Ly mistake for
Epsom salt, we shall
feel oursch·es justifiable in. being some_what full on its 1oxi~logical
rela~ions.
Oxalic acid was first not1ceJ ns a poison by l\lr. Hoyston, m 1814;
since
it has been principally investigated in this relation by Dr. A. T. Thomson, which time
of London, Dr.
Percy, of Lausanne, Dr. Coindct, of Geneva, and Dr. Chri.;;tison, of
E(linburgh. Since its
properties of certainty and rapidity as a poison have been more
generally known, iu
employment for committing suicide bas become more frequent
From the general rescmlJlancc which the crystallized oxalic acid
bears to Epsom salt,
manyfatalmistak csbaveoccurred, since the acidbasbecomes
oextensivclyana rticlc
of commerce, i11 consequence of its being sold for that saline purgative.
Nothing, however, can be easier than to distinb'Uish them; for upon tasting a
minute portionof1ho
acid, which may be done with perfect safety, it will be-found strongly
sour, whereas the
1
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done before the victim is aware or his danger.
Oxalic aei<l acts on the eoonomy in two principal ways, according
as its solution i:i
concentrated or dilute. 'Vhen concentratecl,itro usesexf]uisitepain
,followc<l by,·iolem
efforts to vomit,thcnsudden dnlness,languor, andgreatdebility
,andfinall)'death with·
out a struggle. 'Vhen dilute, it acts in a totally different manner.
Dissolvc<l in twenty
times its weight of water, it possesses no corrosive and hardly
any irritating power,
andyetopcratesa sadeadlypoison causing dciuh by acting on
the brain, spinal mar·
1
row, and heart. This siatcment docs not accord with the observations
of Dr. Letheby,
whoassertsthatt hisacid 1 whetheri n strougorweaksol ution alwaysexhibitsac
orr00·
1
ingorsofteningpo wer.
The morbid appearances caused by oxalic acid a re various. lnad
issec1ion reported
byDr.Christiso11 ,tliemucouscoato rthethror1tandgu llethadanappearn
nceasifscaldc<l,
and that of the gullet could be easily scraped of[ The inner part
of the stomach was
pultaceous, in many points black, in others red, and that of the
imcstines,
less violently affected. l nanothercuse recorded by the sameauthor,thewsimilarly but
holevillous
coat of the stomach was either softened or removed, as well as
the inner membrane or
theresophagus; sothatthcmuscu larcoat was exposed, and this
coat exhibited a dark
1:.<angrenousappearance,being much thickened, and highly injected.
Tlicstomuchusuallycontains adarkfluid1 resembling coffoe·grounds,co nsistingchicflyofa
hered blood.
lnafewcasesafl erdcath by thisacicl,nomorb idappcaranccsha
vebeendiscovcrc d.
In 1he treatment of poisoning by oxalic acid. the remc<lial measures must
be employed
with great promptitude. If the anti<lotes are not at band and vomiting
is not free, emetiCll
will be proper. The stomach pump would be useful, but no dday
in the
other remedies is admissible, in the expectation of its use. Dr. Christison application or
object~ to the
use of warm waler to promote vomiting, from a fear that it would
increase the danger
by promoting the absorption of the poison i but it may be a question
whether this e\•il,
oonsidering the incidental benefit of the water in promoting vomiting,
is 1101 less than
that of the corrosion of the stomach, which copious dilution hasatendencytop
revent.
The proper antidote is chalk or magnesia, mixed with water; and
as soon as either can
be procured, it m ust be aJministcred in large and frequently repeated
doses. Chalk wns
first proposed for tb__is purpose by Dr. A. T. Thomson, or London.
These substances act
by neutralizing the poison, forming wi1h it an insoluble oxalale
either of lime or magnesia, both of which are inert. Thcsolublesalls ofoxalicacid,as
the oxalate of ammonia andtheoxalateso fpotassa,arc likewise poisonous, and
the antidotes for them
arethesameasfo rtbeacid.
The best tests fortheclctectiono foxnlicacid in thecontentsofth
estomachorin tbe
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oxalate<:>f copper; and the third, a dense whitepreeipi late of oxalate
of silver, which,
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sidcret:l peculiarly applicabletoc-.isesattcndcdwitl 1 deficient biliary secret ion. his sup-.
posed to be tonic and laxative. It is prepared for use by evnporating it to the consistence of an extract. The dose is from fin~ to ten grains. Rtjhitd ox-gall, much used by
limncrs and painter3, is prepared, according tO Gray1 in lhe following manner. Take•
of" fresh ox-gall one pintj boil,skim,a<l<loneounceofalm n,an<l keep it on tile fire for
some time; to another pin1, add one ounce of common salt in the same manner i keep
them Loulcd up for three m onths, then decant off the clear; m ix: them in an equal pro·
portioni a thick yellow coagulum is immediately formed, leaving the re fined gall clear
and colourless."
OXLDE OF SILVER. .Rrgtnti, Oxidum. This oxide has been proposed as a substi1ute
for nitmtcofsil vcr,ashavingthe thcrapeuticaction ofthelattcr,withoutitsescharo tic
effect, and its objectionable power of discolouring the skin. li is usually prepared by
addingasolutionofcaustiepota ss.'liuexcesstooneofnitra1cof si1Ye r. Theprecip itate
thrown down is to be carefully washed and dried, and kl-pt from the air and light.
\Vhen thu.s obtained it is an oJi,·c-brown powder. lt may also be obtained by the process
of Gregory, namely, by boiling the moist, recently prepared chloride of silver with a very
strong solution of caustic potnssa (sp.gr.1·25 to 1·30.) When thus p repared it is a
very dense pure-black: powder. Oxide of silver consists of one eq. of silver and one of

::!~,~~~.p~~e~~ce~l~lei~~!i~v~e~'a:e:~~~~1~l:i~~ i~J~~ci.i~~eB~~T~:. !~~~s c~~~

siders it to act as a sedative. .Mr. Lane has used it with m ore or less success in nausea,
carclialgia,pyrosis,,•ariouspain ful atfectionsofthestomachindepe ndentoforganiclesion,
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cases treated required the use of tonics afler the salutary 111fluence of th e oxide had
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PlEONlA OFFICINALIS. Pt<my. This well known plant is a nath'e of Southern
Europe,butiseverywherecultivatedingardensforthe beautyofitsflower11. Theroot,
flowers, and seed$ were formerly officinal. The root consists of a caudex about as thick
as 1hethumb,whichdeseendssevernlinchesintotheground,andsendsoff in all directions spindle-shaped tubers, which gradually taper into thread-like fibres, by which they
hang 1.0gether. lthasastrong,peculiar,disagreeableodour,anda nauseou11taste,which
is at first sweetish, and afterwards bitter and somewhat ac~id. The odour disappears
or is much diminished by drying. Peony-root was in very great repute among the
ancients, who used it bo1h as a charm and as a medicine in numerous complaints., particularly epilepsy. In modern times it has also been given in epilepsy and various
nervousaffections,butisatpresent seldom used. The dose of the fresh root is from
two drachms to an ounce, boiled in a pint of water down to half a pint, which should be
taken daily. ltissaidtobelessactive when dried. Tbeexpressedjuiceofthe recent
root is recommended inthedoseofanounce. It is milky,ofastrongodour,andvery
cJjsagreeabletaste. Thejfowersareusuallyofadeep·redcolour,though in some varieties
of a light·red, and even whitish. They have, when fresh, an odour similar to that of
the root, but feebler, and an astringent, sweetish, herbaceous taste. When dry, they are
inodorous. Asamedicinetheyhavelittlepower,andarcscarcelyused. Theaeedaare
roundish oval, about as large as a pea, externa lly smooth, shining, and nf'arly black,
internally whitish, inodorous when dry, and of a mild, oleaginous taste. By some authors
they are snid to be emetic and purgative, and by others are considered antispasmodic.
They may be given in the same dose with the root, but are not used in regular
practic'e.
PALM OIL. This highly valuable fixed oil is the product of the ElaU Guiniensi.3, a
palm growing on the Western coast of Africa, and cultivated in the West Indies and
South America. Tt is among the handsomest trees of its graceful family which flourish
in the tropical regions of Africa. The oil is obtained by expression from the fruit. It
is brought to this country chie fly from Liberia, and other places on the African coast,
though prepared atso in the 1Vest Indies, Cayenne, and Brazil. It is not improbable that
variousspeciesofpalmscontributetothesupplyofthisarticleofoommerce.
Palm oil has the consistence Qfbutter,a rich,orange-yetlowcolour,asweetishtaste,
and an agreeable odour, compared by some to that of violets, by others to that of the
Florentine orris. By age and exposure it becomes rancid and of a whitish colour. It
melts with the heat of the hand, and when perfectly fluid passes readily through blotting
paper. Highly rectified alcohol dissolves it at common temperatures, and in ether it
is soluble in all proportions. According to M. Henry, it consists of 31 parts of slearin
and 69 of olein. But from the experimf'nts of Fremy and Stenhouse, it appears that
the stearin has peculiar properties entitling it to be considered as a distinct principle,
and it bas accordingly received the name of palmitin. This is converted into palmitic
acid by saponification. (Kane's Chnniitry.) It appears also that a considerable proportion
of this acid, together with some glycerin, exists uncombined in tbe oil, as ascertained
hy MM. Pctouze and Boudet; so tlmt the changes which are effected in oils, through
!he agency of alkalies, in the process of saponification, take place, to a certain extent,
spontaneously in palm oil. (Journ. de Pharm., xxiv. 389.) Hence it is more easily sa·
ponified than any other fixed oil. It is said to be frequently imitated by a mixture of
lard and suet, coloured with turmeric, and scented with Florentine orris. It is much
employed in the manufacture of a toilet soap, which retains its pleasant odour. Palm oil
is emollient, and has sometimes been employed in friction or embrocation, though not
superior for this purposetomanyotberoleaginoussubstances.
PARTETARIA OFFICINALJ.S. Wall Pellitory. A perennial European herb, growing on old walls and heaps of rubbish. It is inodorous,has an herbaceous, somewhat
\·oughan<lsalinetastc,andcontainsn itredP.rivedfromthewallswhereitflourishes. It
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A pigment, consisting of chloride combined
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it a crystallizable principle which he named g1tarani11, and which seems to have been
provedbytheresearci)esofMM:.BerthcmotandDechastclustobeidenticalwithca.ffe'in.
The discovery of caffein in three plants belonging to distinct natural families, namely,
the coffee and tea plants, and the Paitllinia, is a highly interesting resultofrecentchemi·
calinvestif,'Utions. ltissnidtobemoreabundant in the paulliniatbanineithcrofthe
other vegetables. According to Bcrthcmot and Dechastelus, it exists in tlie seeds, united
with tannic acid, with which it appears tO form two compounds, one crystallizablc and
soluble in water, the other of a resinoid appearance and insoluble. Besides these ingredients, the seeds oontain also free tannic acid, gum, albumen, starch, and a greenish fixet.l
oil. (Journ.de.Pharm.,xxvi.514.)
The eff.ectsof paullinia upon the system are said to be those of a tonic; but they do
not appear to have been very accurately investigated. It is Lighlyprobable,bothfrom
its oomposition and the use made of it by the natives of Brazil, that it has an influence
over the nervous system similar to that of tea and coffee. It is habitually employed by
the Indians, either mixed with articles of diet, as with cassava or chocolate, or in the
form of drink prepared by scraping it and suspending the powder in sweetened water.
It is considered by them useful in the prevention and cure of bowel complaints. Dr.
GaVTelle, who was formerly physician to Don Pedro, in Brazil, and there became acquainted with the virtues of this medicine, called the attention of the profession to it a
fewyearssinceinFrance . He had found itadvantageousintbediarrbreaofplnhisis,
sick.headache, paralysis, tedious convalescence, and generally as a tonic. lt may be
given in substance, in the quantity of one or two drachms, scraped into powder ancl
mixed with sweetened water; btlt the most convenient form of administration is that of
1
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may also be taken along with chocolate as a drink.
PHELLANDRlUM AQUATICUM. Linn. CE·nanthe Ph£Uandrium. Lamarck. Fitieltaved 1Valer-hemlock. A biennial or perennial, umbelliferous, European water-plant, the
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the bark of the apple, pear, cherry, and plum trees.

It is most abundant m the bark of
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the root, and derived its name from this circumstance. (From two Greek words, ¢1>..ol(
bark,andp1{a.aroot.) ltis light,whitc,crystallizableinsilkyneedle~ofabitter taste,
solubiein about 1000 parts of cold and in all proportions in Uoiling water, very soluble
in alcohol, scarcely soluble in ether cold or hot, dissolved without change by solutions of
thealkalies,especiallybyammonia,deprivedofitswaterofcrystallizationat212°,and
fusibleatasomewhathighcrtemperature. his without acid or alkalinereac1ion,and
consistsofcarbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. Toobtttinit, the fresh barkoftherootofthe
apple tree should be selected, as the dried bark is saidtocontainitinmuch smaller
proportion. The bark is to be lx>iled for an hour or two successively in two separate
portionsofwater,eachsu!ficienttocoyerit,andthedeeoctionssetaside. Attheendof
thirty hours they will have deposit.::d a considerable quanti1y of coloured phlorklzin,
which may be purified by boiling for a few minutes with d istilled water and animal
charcoal,filtering,repeatingthisprocesstwoorthreetimes,andthenallowingthesolu·
tion to cool slowly. Thephloridzinisdcposite<linthecrystalline state. An additional
quantity may be obtained by cvaporating thedccoction to one-fifth of its bulk, allowing
ittocool,andpurifyingthesubstancedepositedinthesamemannerasbefore.
Phloridz in is said to possess the anti-intermittent property in a high degree, and to
have proved successful where quinia bad failed. It was employed by Dr. Konink in the
dose of ten or fifteen grains, and in this quantity effected cures in.several cases of intermittent fever.
PHOSPHATE OF AMMONIA. Jlmmoni<£ Phosphas. There are several phosphates
of ammonia; but the one here described is generally called the neutral phosphate, and
consists of one cq. of phosphoric acid, two of oxide of ammonium> and one of basic water
(2NH 40,HO+P05 ). It may be made by saturating a somewhat concentrated solution
of phosphoric acid w ith ammonia> applying heat, and setting the solution aside that
crystals may form. (See .Ocidum Phosphoricum Dilul11111.) Another mctLod of forming
it is to saturate the excess of acid in supcrphosphateoflimebymcans of carbonate of
ammonia. Phosphate of lime is precipitated, and phosphate of ammonia obtained in
solution>which,bcingdulyooncentratcd byagcntlehcat,affordsthesaltincrystalsupon
cool ing. (See the paper of l\Ir. Charles Ellis on the mode of procuring this salt, Jim. Journ.
of Pharm., X\'iii. 10.) The method of obmining the supcrphosphate of lime is given at
page 1130. Phosphate of ammonia is a white salt, crystall izing in rhombic prisms with
dihedral summits, very soluble in water, but iusoluble in alcohol. Exposed to the air it
etHoresces,losesammonia,andbccomesaeid.
This salt was first brought under the notice of the profession, as a remedy for gout and
rheumatism, by Dr. T. H. Buckler, of Baltimore, in a paper published in the Jim. Journal
<Jjthellled.Scie11ccs,for J an. l8<16. In thispaperanumberofcasesarereportedofthese
diseases, which were treated mainly by this remedy by Dr. Buckler and several of his
medical friends, an<l with apparently good effects. Dr. Buckler was led to employ the
sal t on theoretical b'TOunds. He conceives that the "matter of go11t" consists oftwo
salts, the uratcs of soda and lime, existing in the blood i and that the phosphate of ammonia, by reacting with them, would give rise to soluble salts. The new salts formed,
i f the double decomposition should take place, would be urate of ammonia, and the phosphates of soda and lime. Unfortunate ly for this theory, as furnishing the means of
eliminating uric acid, urate of ammonia is not more soluble than mate of soda. Nevertheless, apart from all theory, the therapeutic powers of phosphate of ammonia deserve to
beim·cstigated;andthethanksoftheprofessionareduetoDr.Buckler,forhavingbrought
it forward as a remedy. The dose of the salt is from ten to forty grains, three or four
timesaday,dissolvcdinatablespoonfulofwater.
PHYSALIS ALKEKENGT. Common Winter Cherry. A perennial herbaceous plant,
growing wild in the South of Europe, and culli\'ated in our gardens. The fruit is a
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a re said by Clayton to be remarkably diuretic.
PICHURIM BEANS. The seeds of an uncertain tree, growing in BraziJ, Guiana,
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the Nectandra P11ch11ry.

The beans are the kernels of the fruit separated
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PIM_PINELLA SAXIFRAGA . .small Burnet _Saxifrage.

So.xi/raga.

A perennia l
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masticatory in toothache, as a gargle in palsy of the tongue and in collections of viscid
mucusinthethroat,andextcrnallytorcmovefreckles.
PINCKNEY A PUBENS. Michaux. A large shrub or small tree, growing in South
11

5

11
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som e botanists. The bark is bitter, ancl has been used with advantage in intermittent
fever. Dr. Law 1 of Georgia, cured six out of seven cases in which he administered ii.
The dose and mode of preparation a re the same with those of cinchona. The chemical
composilion and medical properties of this bark deserve a fuller investigation th.an they
have yet received.
PLANT AGO MAJOR. Plantain. A well known p('rennial herb, growing in field'!,
by the roadsides, and in grass plats, and abounding both in Europe and in this country.
Tbe leaves are saline, bitterisb, and austere to the taste, the root saline and sweetish.
The plant has been considered refrigerant, diuretic, <leobstruent, and somewhat astringent.
The ancients esteemed it highly, and e mployed it in visceral obstructions, hemorrhage~,
particularly from the lungs, consumption, dysentery, and other complaints. 1n modern
times it has been applied to similar purposes, and the root is said to have proved useful
inint(>rmittents. At present, however, itisgenerallybclievedtobc veryfoeLle,and is
Jiule used internally. As an eXterna l application it has been recommended in ulcers of
various kinds, and in indolent scrofulous tumours. Among the vulgar it is still much
used as a vulnerary,and asadressingforb!istcrsandsprcs. Thedo:;eoftheexpressed
juiceis_fromonetofourfluidou'.1ces. Twoounccsof the fresh root or leaves may.be
boiled m a pint of water and given during the day. Externally the leaves arc applied
whole or in decoction. The Plantago media, and the P. la11cifoliaor rib·grass, which are
also indigenous, possess properties similar to those of the P. major, and may be used for
the same purposes.
Under the name of semen psylli~ the seeds of several species of Plantago, growing in
different parts of Europe, are .sometimes kept in the shops. The lx•st are obtained from
the Pla11lago Psyllium or fleawort, which grows in the South of Europe a~d Barbary.
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PLATINUM.

Jn 1826 Prof. Gmelin, of Tubingen, made

experim~nts to determine
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three may be taken morning and evening. The double chloride may be prepared for
administration by dissolving five grains of the bichlorideand eight of pure chloride of
sodium in SC\'Cll fluidounces of gum-water. This quantity may be taken by uiblcspoonfuls
in the course of twenty-four hours. Dr.Hoefer used for frictions on indolent ulcers,
an ointment composed of sixteen grains of the bichloridc, thirty-two grains of extract of
belladonna, and an ounce of Jard. (Journ. de Plwrm., xxvii. 2J3.)
PLU~IBAGO EUROP<EA LeadWQTt. Dentellaria. A perennial, herbaceous plant,
growing in the South of Europe. lt has an acrid taste, and, when chewed, excites a flow
of saliva. Thisisparticularlytl1ecasewiththeroot,whichhasbeenlongusedtorelieve
toothache. Hence the plant derived the llame of dt11telaire, by which it is known in
France. A decoction of the root in olive oil has been highly recommended for the cure
of the itch. Writers differ much in their statements in relation to the activity of the
plant, some speaking of it as rubefacient, vcsicatory, and caustic, and, when swallowed,
as violentlyemeticantl liable to produce dangerous irritation of the alimentary canal;
while others consider it nearly inert. Perhaps the difference may be ascribed in part
10 the use of the plant in the recent state in one case,aud driedorlongkeptin the other.
A crystallizablc1 acrid principle, called plumbagin, has been extracted from the root by
Dulong.
POLYPODTIJM VULGARE. Common Polypody. A fern belonging both to the old aml
newcontinents,andgrowinginthecleftsofoldwalls,rocks,anddecaycdtrunksoftrees.
Thcroot,whichisthepartconsideredmcdicina!,isratherlong,aboutasthickasagooscquill, somewhat conlOrted, covered with brown, easily separable scales, furnished with
slender radicles, and marked by numerous small tubercles. As found in the shops, it is
:;ometimcs destitute of the scales and radicles. Its colour is reddish-brown wilh a tinge
ofyellow,itsodourdisagreeabtyoleaginous,itstastepeculiar,sweetish,somewhatbitter,
and nauseous. The root of the \"arietygrowingupon the oak has been preferred, though
w ithout good reason. It was deemed purgative by the ancient.s, who employed it for
theevacuationofbileandpituitoushumours,inmelancholicandmaniacalcases. Modern
physicianshaveuscditinsimilar complaints,andasapectoral in chroniccatarrh and
asthma. At present, however, it is scarcely ever employed, being considered nearly
inert. ltwas givcnindosesvaryingfromatlrachmtoanounce,usuallyin connexion
with cathartics.
POPULUS. Poplar. Several trees belonging to this genus have attracted some attention in a medical ]lOint of view. In most of them, the leaf buds are covered with a
resinous exudation, which has a peculiar, agreeable, balsamic odour, and a bittcrish, bal·
samic, somewhat pungent taste. This is abundant in the buds of the Pop1dus tiigra or
black poplar of Europe, which are officinal in some parts of that continent. They con·
tain resin and a peculiar Yolatile oil. The buds of the P. balsamifera, growing in the
northern parts of N. America and in Siberia, arc also highly balsamic j and a resin is
saidlObefurnishc<lhythetree,whichissomctirnes,thougherroneously,calledlacamal1a.t.
The virtues of the poplar buds are probablyanatogoustothoseof the turpentines and
balsams. They have been used in pectoral, nephritic, and rheumatic complaints., in the
10rm of tincture; and a liniment. made by macerating them in oil, has been applied
externally in local rheumatism. The m1guentum populeum of European pharmacy is
made, according to the directions of the French Codex of 1837, by bruising in a marble
mortar, and boiling in 2000 parts of lard, with a gentle fire, till the moisture is dissipated,
::?:>O parts, each, of the fresh leaves of the black poppy, deadly nightshade, henbane1 ancl
black nightshade; then addin,zofthe dried buds of the black poplar> brnised, 37:> parts;
digesting for 24 hours; straining with strong expression; and finally allowing the oint·
ment to cool after defecation. This is an anodyne ointment, occasionally employed in
Europeinpainfulloca\aifections.
Tb~ ~ark o~ some species of poplar is possessed of tonic properties, and has been
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populm. It is m these, probably, that the febrifuge properties of the bark reside. They
may be obtained by precipitating a saturated decoction of the bark with solution of subacctate of lead, fi.ltering, precipitating 1hecxcessoflcad by sulphuric acid, again filtering,
1
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acidintheli9u_idbesaturatc.dby aconcentratedsolutionofcarbonateofpotassa,the.populin
will~ prec1p11a~d.. l ftlus be pressed between fo lds of blotting paper, and red1ssol"'.ed
in.boilmg water, 1tw1ll be deposilcd,upon the cooling of the liquid, in thecrystalhne
state. The leaves of the P. trem1tla also ~ITord populin 1 and more largely even than lhe
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[~~~~[S~~j~~~g~
. PORTULACA ~LERA CEA.

f!arden Pu~sla11e.

An.annual succulent plant, growing

~r#~~5:~~;~~~~~~J.~~~~~1;~:~~}~~~~i~:~~!r~:;~~;~~:~1&gf
POTE~TILLA REPTA~S.

Ci11qucfoil.

A p~renni~l, .creeping, European herb1 with
0

;~:~:~::~~~=,::~~::;,~:~~~,~:,~~ iY~,:~1,~~:fr~;~~eJ~:~~:~~~~;~~:~=-~'~' ~~~
PRUNELLA VULGARIS.

&lf-!1eal.

Heal-all.

A small perennial labiate plant,

~~~~t~:'.:fn~~~~f~~:f:~~~'.~~:~~lg;;~[iffg~l!:~ ~~;::;~;d~
PULMONARlA OFFICINALIS. I.Atngu:ort, An herbaceous perennial, indigenous in
Europe, and sometimes cultivated in this country in gardens. The leaves arc inodorous,
and have an herbaceous, somewhat mucilaginous, and feebly astringent taste. They
have been considered pectoral and demulcent, and emp\oye<l in catarrh, hremoptysis,
consumption, and other affections of the chest; but their virtues are doubtful, and they
were probably used in pectoral complaints as much on account of the supposed resemblance of their speckled surface to that of the lungs1 as from the possession of any positively useful properties.
PUI\tlCE STONE. Pumtx. A very light porous stone, found in the vicinity of aclive
orcxtinctYolcanocs,and belie\'c<l to have been thrown up during their eruption. The
pumice stone of commerce is said to be obtained chiefly from Lipari. It is used whole,
in the manner of a file, for removing the outer surface of bodies1 or for rubbing down
inequalities, and, in the state of powder, for polishing glass, metals, stones, &c. 1 purposes
towbich it is adapted by the hardness of its pa rticles.
PYRETHRUM PARTHENJUM. Wiild. Matricaria Parthenium. Linn. Chrysantl1emum Parthe11imn. Persoon. Feverfew. A perennial herbaceous plant, about two feet
high, with an erect, branching ~tern, pinnate leaves, oblong, obtuse, gashed, and dentatc
leaflets, and compound flowers borne inaeorymbupon branching peduncles. It is a
native of Europe, but culti\.-ated in our gardens. The whole herbaceous part is used.
The plant has an odour and taste analogous to those of chamomile, which it resembles
also in the appearance of its flowers, and in its medical properties. Though little employc<l> it is undoubted ly possessed of useful tonic properties.
PYROACETlC SP~IT. Pyroacttic Ether. J!-alone. Erroneous~y. ~Bed Naphtha
and H'ood-nophtha. This substance may be .obtamod by carcfully.<lisu.llmg acetace of

i!itiljl~il
with water.
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transpa:rent in thin layers, and capable of being sublimed without change. Native realgar
jg said to be innocent when taken intcrnally1 while that artificially prepared is poisonous,
in consequence, according to Guibourt,ofcontainingaliltle arsenious acid. Realgiu is
used only as a pigment.
RED CHALK. Reddfe, A mineral substance of a deep·red colour, of a compact tex·
ture, dry to the touch, adhering to the tongue, about as hard as chalk, soiling the fingers
when hanclled, and leaving a lively red trace when drawn over paper. It consists of
clay and oxide of iron, and is intermediate between bok and ud ochre, containing more
oxide of iron than the formcr 1 and less than the latter. Itisusedfordrawing lines upon
wood, &c., and is sometimes made into crayons by levigating and elutriating it, then forming it into a paste with mucilage of b'llm Arabic, moulding this into cylinders, and drying
it in the shade. It has been used intcmaUyasanabsorbentand astringent.
RESEDA LUTEOLA. Weld. Dytr1' Weed. An annual European plant, naturalized
in the United States. It i!! ino<lorous, and has a bitter taste, which is very adhesive.
Cbevereul obtained from it by sublimation a peculiar yellow colouring matter, which he
called ltdeolin. In medicine it has been employed as a diaphoretic antl diuretic, but is
now neglected. On the continent of Europe it is much employed for dyeing yel\ow,and,
before the introduction of qucrcitron into England, was extensively applied to tJ1e same
purpose in that country. The whole plant is used.
RHODODENDRUM CRYSANTHUM. Yel/J)w-jlr.nvered Rhododendron. This is a beau·
tifulevcrgreenshrub,aboutafoothigh,with spreading btanches,andoblong,obtuse,thick
leaves, narrowed towards their footstalks, reflexed at the margin, much veined 1 rugged
and deep·green upon their upper surface, forruginous or glaucous beneath, and surround·
ing the branches upon strong petioles. Thefiowersare large, yellow, on long peduncles,
and in terminal umbels. The corolla is wheel-shaped, with its border divided into five
roundish1 spreading segments. The plant is a native of Siberia, delighting in mountainous
&ituations,and flowering in June and July. The leaves arc the part used. When fresh,
they have a feeble o<lour1 saidtoresemblethatof rhubarb. In the dried state they are
inodorous1 but have an austere, astringent, bitterish taste. They yield their virtues to
water and alcohol.
They are stimulant, narcotic, and diaphoretic, producing, when first taken, increase of
heat and arterialaction,subsequentlyadiminished frequencyofthepulse,and,in large
doses, vomiting, purging, and delirium. They have been long employed in Siberia as a
remedy in rheumatism , and their use has extended to various parts of Europe. Their
action is said to be accompanied with a sensation of creeping or pricking in the affected
part,whichsubsidesinafewhours1 leaving1he part free from pain. They have been
recommended also in gout, lues venerea, and palsy. In Siberia they are prepared by
infusing two drachms of the dried leaves in about ten ounces of water, in a close vessel,
and keeping the liquid near the boiling point during the night. The strained liquor is
taken in the morning; and a repetition of the Jose three or four days successively gene·
rally effects a cure. The remedy is not used in this coumry.
RIGA BALSAM. Balsamittn Carpaticum. Bahammn Liba11i. This is a product of
the Pimui Ctmbra, a large tree growing in the moun1ainous regions and northern latitudes
of Europe and Asia. The juice exudes from the extremities of th e young twigs, and
is collected in flasks suspended from them. It is a thin white fluid, having an odom
analogous to that of juniper, and possessing 1he ordinary terel.iinthinate properties. In
thiscountryitisveryrare;butitisoc-casionallybroughtfromRib<aOrCronstadtinbottles.
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scarcely known in the United States.
ROTTEN STONE. Terra Co.riosa, An earthy mineral, occurring in light, dull, friable

~=D·e~~~~i~~ei~E~il~~c~, :~rd ~1~s~~~~ n;dli~~i~; :~;~~;wn colour.
SALEP.

It is obtained

Though not directed by any of the British Colleges, nor by our national
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to alcohol, ether, and the oil of turpentine. The sai1daraci1i of Geise, which remains
after sandarachhas beenexposedtotheactionofordinaryalcohol,isamixtureoftwo
of these resins. Sandamch was formerly given internally as a medicine, and enters into
the composition of various ointments and plasters. At present it is used chiefly as a

~~~~1;s~. p!:::n~;~t~,~~~ ~~~~!'X~~. ~sft~~c~;~~~~:~~~'.!s :C~'~:U!~l~~~':u~. upon ~aper in
SANICULA MARILANDICA. San.icle. An indigenous, umbel\ifcrous, perennial,
herbaceous plant, two or three feet in height, growing in woods and thickets, in almost
all parts of the United States, as far soulh as S. Carolina. For its botanical character
see Eaton's Botany1 and Torrey and Gray's N. Am. Fiora, vol. i., p. 601. The root is the
part used, and is popularly known in some parts of t11e country by the name of black
snakeroot. It is fibrous, of an aromatic taste, and has been used as a domestic remedy
in intermittent fe,·cr. Dr. J.B. Zabriskii has found it highly effectual in chorea. He
considers it most efficient in substance, and gives the powder to chi ldren of eight or ten
years old in the dose of half a drachm three times a day. (.fim. Journ. of .JJted. &i., N. S.,
xii.374.)
SAPONARIA OFFIClNALIS. Soapuwt, A p erennial herbaceous plan4 growing
wild in this country, in the vicin.ity of cultivation, but ptobably imroduced from Europe.
It is commonly known by the vulgar name of bouncing bet. lt is one or two feet high,
with smooth lanceolate leaves. and cluslers of conspicuous whitish or slightly purplish
flowers, which appear in July and August. The root and leaves are e mployed. They
are inodorous, and of a taste at fir st bitterish and slightly sweetish, afterwards somew hat
pungent, continuing long, and leaving a sligh t sense of numbness on the tongue. They
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SARCOCOLLA. A peculiar vegelabl~ product, exuding spontaneously _from the Pemw.
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lowish or brownish-red oolour, inodorous unless heated, when they have an agreeable
smell, and of a peculiar, bitter, sweetish, and acrid tastes SaroocoUa, according to Pelletier, consists of 65·3 per cent. of a peculiar substance, considered by Dr. Thomson, 84
holding an intermediate place between gum and sugar, and 'called sarcorolli1l or pure
saroocolla, 4·6 of gum, 3·3 of a gelatinous matter having some analogy with bassorin, and
26'8 of li~nin, &c. It is said to be purgative, but at the same time to produce serious
jnconvenience by its acrid properties. The Arabian physicians used it internally, and
by tbe'ancients it was employed as an external application to wounds and ulcers., under
the idea that it possessed the property of agglutinating the flesh, whence it:s name was
derived. ltisatpresentoutof use.
~ SASSA GUM, This name has been applied by Guibourt to a gum, occasionally
_brought into market from the East, and answering so exactly to Bruce's description of
the product of a treewhichhecalls1assa,tbatthereisreasontobelieveintheir identity.
According to Guibourt's description, it is in mammillary masse!', or in convoluted pieces
resembling an ammonite, of a reddish colour, and somewhat shining surface, and more
transparent than tragacanth. Its taste is like that of tragacanth, but slightly acrilL
When introduced ·into water, it becomes white, softens, and swells 10 four or five times
its original bulk; but it preserves its shape, neither liketragacanth forming a mucilage,
norlikeBassoragum separatingintodistinctflocculi. It is rendered blue by iodine.
SATUREJA HORTENSIS. Summer Saoory. An annual labiate plant, growing
spontaneously in the South of Europeandcul!ivated in gardensasaculinaryberb. It
has an aromatic odour and t;tste, analogous to those of thyme, and was formerly used M
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and is similarly employed.
SCOLOPENDRTUM OFFICINARUM. Smith .fisplmium &o[qpendrium. Linn. Hartstongiu. A fern indigenous in Europe and America. Its vulgar name was derived from
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oily odour. They were used as a deobstruentin visceral affoction!l,asan astringent in
hemorrhages and fluxes, and as a demulcent in pectoral complaintsj but their properties
arefeeble,andtheyhavefallenintoneglect.
SCUTELLARIA LATERIFI:"ORA Sculk:ap. This is an io<ligenous perennial herb,
belonging to the Linnrean class and order Didy11amia Gymno6]Jrn11ia, and to the nauual
order Labiata, Its stem is erect, much branched, quadrangular, smooth, and one or two
feet high. The leaves are ovate, acute, dentate, subcordateuponthestem,opposite,and
supported upon long petioles. The flowers are small, of a pale-blue colour, and disposccl
in long, lateral, leafy racemes. The calyx has an entire margin, which, after the corolla
has fallen, is closed with a helmet-shape<l lid. The tube of the corolla is elongated, the
upper lip concave and entire, the lower three lobed. The plant grows in moist places,
by the sides of ditches and ponds, in all par1sof the Union. To the senses it does not
indicate,byanypeculiiutasteorsmell,tbepossession of medicinal vinues. ltis even
destitute of the aromatic properties which are found in many of the labiate plants. When
takeninternally,itproducesnoobviouseffects. Notwitbstandingthisapparentineru1ess,
it obtained, atone period, extraordinarycreJ.itthroughoutthc United States, as a preventive of hydrophobia, and was even thought to be useful in the disease itself. A strong
infusion of the plant was given in the dose of ateacupful 1 repeatedseveral times a day,
and continued forthreeorfourmonthsafterthebitewasreccivedjwhiletheherbitself
was applied to the wound. Strong testimony bas been adduced in favour of i1s prophy·
la'ctic powers; but it has already shared the fate, which in this case is no doubt deserved,
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SEDUl\I ACRE. Biting Stone-crop. Small Hou!~leek. A small, perennial, succulent
European plan1, growing on rocks and old walls, with stems about as Jong as the finger

~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~\~
parts of Europe.

Such are the Sedum rupeatre and S. album.

The S. Ttlephium was
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vulnerary.

SEMPERVIVUM TECTORUM. Common H<JUStleek. A perennial succulent European
plant,growingonrocks,old walls, and the roofs of houses 1 andremarkableforitstenacityof life. Itisoccasionallycultivatedinthiscountrynsan ornament_tothewallsof
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state and bruised, as a cooling application to burns, stings or bees, hOJnets, &c., ulcers,
and other external alfcctions attended with inflammation. They: contain a large propor·
tionofsupermalateoflime.
SENECIO VULGARIS. Common Groundscl. An annual European "plant. introduced
into this country, and.growing in cultivated grounds. . The Whole herb is used, and should
be gathered while in flower. It has, when rubbed, a pecfili'ar mther. unpleasant odour,
and a disagreeable, herbaceous, bitterish,and saline taste, followed by a sense of acri·
mony. It is emetic in large doses, and has been given in convulsive affections, liver
oomplaints, spitting of blood, &c., but is now very little used. The bruised herb is some·
times applied externally to painful swellings and ulcers. The plant is employed also as
food for birds, which are fond of it. Other species of Senecio have also been medicinally
usedj and an indigenous species, the S. aureus or ragwort, is said by Schoepf to be a
favourite vulnerary with the Indians.
SIENNA. Tm-a di Sienna. An argillaceous mineral, compact, ofa fine texture, very
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in England.

SILENE VIRGINICA. Catch.fly.

WildPi11k.

An indigenous perennial plant_grow-

~~~;gg::~~~~;]f£~~ 1tf:g~~g~;o¥~i£i~~~~~?E~i
to Virginia, probably possesses similar properties.
SISYMBRIUM OFFICINALE. Scopoli. Eryrimum oJ!ieinale. Linn. Hedge 1'Ji1JJtard. A

~~{~~~~i~~l~

acridbiting1aste. Tbehe rbhasbcen. used exte rnallymmdolent ulcers, and the seeds
internally in worms, calculous complaints, &c.
SJUM NODfFLORUM. Watuparmqi . . A perennial.' umbellifcrous, a.q?atic E~
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given by Withering in the dose of three or four ounces every morning, was not found to
affectthehea<l,stomach,orbowcls. Hefoundit,intbisquantity,veryadvantageousin
obstinate cutaneous diseases: and the plant has been usefully employed by others in
similar complaints, and in scrofulous swellings of the lymphatic glands. It is c:onsidered
diuretic. The S. latifolium, which grows in Europe and tbe United States, and is the
common watcr-parsnep of this country, is positively asserted to be poisonous: uncl madness and even death are said to have followed the use of the root. The S. Sisarum or
skirrel, a plant of Chinese origin, cultivated in Europe, has a sweetish, somewhat aromatic
root, which is employed as food in the form of salad, and is supposed to be a useful diet
incomplaintsofthechest.
SMALT. .11.::ure. When the impure oxide of cobalt, obtained by roasting the native
arseniuret of that metal, is heated with sand and potassa, the mixture melts, and a beautiful blue glass resulls, which, when reduced to powder, receives the name of small. l t
is used chiefly in painting.
SOOT. FuligoLigni. This well known s1;bstance has a peculiar smell, and a bitter,
empyreumatic, and disagreeable taste. lts composition is very complex. Reduced to
powder and treated witJ1 water, it affords an infusion of a deep-yellow or brown colour,
the colour being deeper if heat be employed. The insoluble portion amounts to about
forty-four percent. The soluble part consists chicfly,accordingtoBerzelius,of apyrogenous resin united with acetic acid, (acid pyrclin,) saturated with potassa, time, and mag·
nesia. lt also contains sulphate of lime, chloride of potassium, acetate of ammonia.,
and traces of nitric acid. If the solution be evaporated to dryness, it furnishes a black
extract. This forms with water a blackish-brown solution, which, when treated with
any free acid except the acetic, letsfall theaci<l pyretin,in the form of a black mass re·
sembling pitch ; while the acid employed remains in solution witJ1 the bases p reviously
in combination with the pyretin. Braconnotthought he had discovered in thepyretina
peculiar principle, to which he gave the name of asbolin; but Berzelius thinks he was
mistaken. Besides these substances, Braconnot ascertained the existence in soot of an
azotized extractive matter to the amount of twe1ity per cent. This matter, when submitted todrydistillation,affordcd a considerableportionofpyrogeuousoil. The soot itself,
when subjected to a similar distillation, furnished onC-fifth of its weigh! of cmpyreuma1ic
oil. T o tbe above ingredients of soot must be added creasotc, to the presence of which
itissupposcdtooweit;;medicinalproperties.
Soot was formerly officinal with the Edinburgh CollC'ge, and the Scotch physicians
were in the habit of frequently prescribing it as a tonic and antispasmodic in the form
of tincture. ltwentverymuch out of use in regular practice; anditisonlywithin a
fewycars,thatitsemploylllent has been revived on accountofitscontainingcreasote
At present it is chiefly used as an external remedy in the form of decoction or ointment
In the Revue MCd. for June, 1834, M. Blaud details a number of cases of various affections,
such as obstinate letters, porrigo favosa., psora, fistula, cancerous and venereal ulcers,
chronic irritations of the lining mcmbrone of the mouth, exudations from the mucous
membrane ofthenose,hcrpetic cruptionsofthegenital organs,and pruritnsofthevulva,
in which the use of soot effected a cure. The deroction is made by adding two handfuls
ofsoottoapintofwater,boilingforhalfanhour,andfi\tering. ltisappliedasa lotion
to the affected parts, or injected intothefistulre,several times a day; and, in the intervals,
the part, if accessible, is dressed with an ointment, made by rubbing up a dmchm of finely
powdered soot with an ounce of lard. I n cases of pordgo, the crusts must be removed
by poultices before the soot is applied. In scrofulous ophthalmia, l\f. Caron Du.,.·illards
and .M. Baudclocque have found a collyrium, made according to the fo!lowit1g formula,
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ounces of the liquid.

his prepared for use by adding a few drops of the liquid to a
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SPANISH BROWN.

A brownislHed ochre, much used in painting.

SUL~HATE OF ALUMINA .

./Jlrmrina Sulphas.

The salts of alumina have been
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application to ulcers 1 and with favouw.ble results.

Dr. Pennypacker reports several cases
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SULPHOCYANURET OF POTASSIUl\L Potassii S1ilpliocya1111retum. This salt is
prepared by fusing in an iron vessel, at a low red heat, a mixture o r two parts of dried
ferrocyanuret of potassium, and one part of flow ers of sulphur. The mass, when cold, ii
dissolved inboilingwater,and,todecomposesomesulphocyanurctofiron,thesolutionis
treated with carbonate of potassa, which throws down the iron as a carbonate, and gives
rise to the formation of a fresh portion of su!phocyan uret of potassium. The whole iii
then boiled for a quarter of an hour, filtered to separnte the precipitated iron, and evaporated that crystals may form. These are purified from carbonate of potassa by being
dissolved in alcohol, which takes up thesulphocyanurctand leaves the carbonate. The
alcoholiesolutionisthenallowedtocrystallize. Suiphocyanuretofpotassiumisinlong,
striated, anhydrous prisms, deliquescent in a moist atmosphere, very soluble in alcohol,
and having a cooling, somewhat biting taste. It has been proposed as a medicine by
Seem mering, as a substitute for hydrocyanic acid and cyanuretof potassium, on the ground
thatitpossessesthesametherapeuticproperties,withouttheir inconveniences.
SWIETENIA FEBRIFUGA. A large tree growing in the East Indies. The bark is

:l;eap:er:b~:~:~~e~ic ~~~r~ 1~~t~na~tr~~~ei~tte~i~~~t{ ~~~~~h ;~~I;~~;:;::: ~~t~~ir~~:~a~i
infusion or decoction.

It is said to have been much used in India as a substitute for
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SYMPIIYTUM OFFICLNALE.

Comfrey.

A perennial European plant, cultivated
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which the marshmallow is applied.

It is a
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very common ingredient in the domestic cough mixtures employed in chronic catarrh,
consumption, and other pectoral affections. The most convenient form of administration
i~ that of decoction, which may be made either from the fresh or dried root. According
to Lewis, eomfrey root yields to water a larger proportion of mucilage tban the root of
theAlthrea.
SYRINGA VULGARIS. Comrrwn Lilac. The leaves and fruit of this common garden plant have a bitter and somewhat acrid taste, and have been used as a tonlc and
feb rifugt>. In some parts of France, they are said to be employed habitually by the<.'Oru\try
peop le in the cure of intermittent feverj and they were recommended by Cruveilhier in
the treatment of that complaint. The fruit was examined by MM. Petr<Y.l and Robinet,
who found a sweet and a bitter principle. The latter was afterwards obtained pure
by M. Meillet, who gave it the name of lilacin. The green capsules1 which yield it in
largcstproportion 1 are boiled in water, the decoction is concentrated,subacetateof lead
isaddcd 1 the liquor is evaporatedtotheconsistenceofsyrup,magnesiaisaddedinexces~
and the whole is evaporated to dryness. The residuum is powdered, digested .in water
at90°orI00°,andthentreatedwithboilingalcohol,andanimalcharcoal. Tbealcobolic
solution, being filtered and concentrated, yields lilacin upon cooling. This principle,
though not alkaline, is thought by M. Meillet to exist in the fruit combined with malic
acid. lt is crystallizable, bitter, and insoluble in water. (.llm. Jou,..n. of Pharm., xiv. p. 139,
from Jottrn. de Phann.)
TACAMAHAC. Tacamahaca. The resinous substance, commonly known by this
name, is supposed to be derived from the Fagara or.tandra of Linn. (Elaphrium tome""
tosum, Jacq., .llmyrU lomenlosum, Spreng.), a tree of considerable size, growing in the
island of Cura~oa, and in Venezuela. The juice exudes spontaneously, and hardens on
exposure, Asbroughtintothemarket,itisinirregularlyshaped pieces of various sizes,
some not larger than a mustard seed, others as much as an inch or two inches in
diameter. The colour is usually light-yellowish or reddish-brown; but in the larger
masses is more or less diversified. The pieces are in general transluoent,tbough fre·
quently covered with powder upon their surface, so as to render them apparently opaque.
They are heavier than water, brittle, and pulverizable, yielding a pale-yellow powder.
Their odour is resinous and agreeable, their taste bitter,balsamic,andsowewhatacrid.
Exposed to beat they melt and exhale a stronger odour. Tacamabac is partially soluble
in alcohol, and completely so in ether and the fixed oils. It consists of resin with a little
volatile oil.
Another variety is obtained from the East Indies, and called tacamaliaca oritnt.ak or
tacaniahaca in testis. It is supposed 10 be derived from the Calcpliyllu.m hwphyllum, and
comes into the market in gourd·shells covered with rush leaves. It is of a pale-yellow
colour inclining to green, slightly translucent, son and adhesive, of an agreeable odour,
and an aromatic bitterish taste. It is at present very rare in commerce.
Guiboutt describes several other varieties of tacamaba.c1 which, )l(lwe-ver, are little
known. Among them is a sofl, adhesive, dark·green rosin, said to be procured from the
Calophyllum Tocamahaca, growing in the islands of Bourbon and MmJaga!'car.
Tar·amahac was formerly highly esteemed as an intarnal reme<ly, but is now employed
medicinally only in the composition of ointments and plasters, and little even for this
~~~~::~.Its properties are analogous to those of the turpentines. It is sometimes used
TANNATE OF LEAD. This is obtained by precipitating a concentrated infusion of
ook bark with acetate of lead, added drop by drop. It has been used as an external
application with success by Dr. Fan1one11i in two cases of white swelling of the knee
join t. He employed it at first mixed with a third of its weight of larrl, and aftern-ards
pun•, the fresh precipitate admitting of application as an ointment. Au1enrieth recom·
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TEA. Tbe plant which furnii::hes tea-Tlita Chinenti&--is an evergreen shrub, be·
longing ~ the ~lass and order Mona<lelphia Polyandria of the Sexual system (Polyandria
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a man. \Vhcn from seven to ten years old, it is cut dpwn, in order that the numerous
shoots which issue from the stump may afford a large product of leaves. These are
picked separately by the hand. Three harvests, according to Krempfer, rue usually made
during the year; the first at the end of February, the second at the beginning of Aprit,aud
the third in June. As tbeyoungestleavesarethe best, the productofthefirstcollection
is most valuable, while that of the third, consisting of the oldest leaves, is comparatively
little esteemed. Sometimes only one or two harvests a re made; but care is always taken
to assort the leaves according to their age; and thus originate nnmerouscommercial
varieties of tea. Tbecharactcrofthcplant,dcpendentupon the soil, situation, climate,
and culture, hasa1soagreatinfluence upon the value of the leaves. It is said that the
best tea is procured from the shrubs which grow upon the sides of steep hills with a
southern exposure. Though the plant grows both about P ekin in the North and Canton
intbe South of China,itissaidtoauain greater perfection in the intermediate country,
in the neighbourhood of Nank.in, for instance, where the climate is neither so cold as in
the first mentioned vicinity, nor so hot as in the second. Some of the commercial varieties have their origin in this cause; and it is not impossible, though the fact has not been
ascertained, that difference in species may be another source of diversity. After having
been gathered, the lea_vcs are dried by artificia~ heat in shallow _iron pans, from which
they are remove'L wlule still hot, and rolled with the fingers, or m the palm of the hand,
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T~R~ITRATE

OF IRON, SOLUTION OF.

Liqucr Ferri Ternitratis.

Tern-itrat.e of
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set the mixture aside until the saturation of the acid with the iron is completed 1 which
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water to make the whol e measure thirty ftuidounccs. The solution, when properly pre·
pared, is transparent, and has a beautiful dark-red colour, and a very astringent but not
caustic taste. If it should become turbid upon keeping, it should be rejected. T he
srnatlporlionofmuriaticacidaddcdisinten<ledtopresen·cthcsolution from<lecomposi·
tion. The ferruginoussaltprcsentin itisth e temitmteofsesquioxideofiron>consisting
of three eqs. of the acid to one of thc·sesquioxicle. T he late l\fr. Duhamel (.llm . Journ.
of Pharm.>xvii.92) considered it a nitrate of the black oxide of iron, and as such liable
to deposite sesquioxide on keeping, to prevent w hich he proposed to form the preparation
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five drops: ~s an mJect1onbe employed tt sufficiently diluted to cause only a slight heat
andsmarungmthevagina.
TEUC~UM CHAMiEDRYS. Germander. Chamt1!drys. A small, didynamous, !ablate, perennial, European plant, the leaves and tops of which have an agreeable aromatic

~(~~:~~i~~~E:~~:~i;¥?~17f~~i~.~~~J.~~~~g:l!~~~r~

the roots of the.llriatolochia rotunda and Gentiana lutea, of the tops and leaves of the
~£ucrium Chamadrys and Erythnza Ce11lat1ri·11m, and of the leaves of the .fijuga Chama:pytu, or ground pine, ThP. dose was a drachm taken every morning before breakfast, and
continued for three months, then two scruples for three months, afterwards half a drachm
for six months, and fiually half a drachm every other day for a year. (Parr.)
Two other species of Tcucrium have been used in med.lcine---the T. Marum, cal thy~,
or Syrian herb mastich, which is a native of the South of Europe, and the T . &ordium, or
water germander, which grows in the higher latitudes of the same oontinent. The former
is a warm, stimulating, aromatic bitter, and has been recommended in hysteria, amenorrhcea., and nervous debility; the latter has the odour of garlic, and a bitter somewhat
pungent taste, and was formerly highly esteemed as a corroborant in low forms of disease; but neithe r o.f them is now much e!11ployecl The T. Marum is_errhine, and was
formerly an ingredient in the Piilvis .Asan Oomposilus. The dose of either of the three
species isabouthalfadrachm.
THUJA OCCIDENTALIS. .Orbor VilCI!. An indigenousever&rreen tree,growingwikl
from Canada to Carolina, and cultivated for ornament in gardens. The leaves, or small
twigs invested with the leaves, are the part used. They have an agreeable balsamic
odour, especially when rubbed, and a strong, balsamic, camphorous, bitter taste. Jn the
slate of decoction, they have been used in intermittent fever, and, acoording- to Schoepf,
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The distilled water is praised by Boerbaave as a remedy in dropsy. (&l~f) AyeUowishgreen volatile oil, which may be obtained from the leaves by disullat1on, bas been used
with success in worms.
THYMUS VULGARIS. Thyme. A small well known undershmb, indigenous in the
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sage, lavender, &c., and may be ~s~ for the same P1:1rposes. I~ is, however1 more e~
ployed in cookery than in medicine. The T. Serpillum, or wil~ thyme of E1:1rope, lS
ana1ogous in properties to the gar?en thyme. ~th are occas1onally used m baths,
fomentations, and poultices, along with othe r aromatic herbs.
TONKA BEAN. The seed of the Dipteri:r. odorata ofWilkl.1 the Coumarounaodcrata

~[n~~b;;;d7 i~ea:~c1:~:~~; i~c;~~~~- b~ff~~!~~~r~:;~wob:nfo:~:~;:~~I;~;
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somewhat compressed, with a dark brown, wnnkle<l, sbmmg, thm, ~d bnttle skin, a~cl
a light-brown, oily kernel. The bean has 11 ~~o;g, agreeable1 aromntJc odour1 and a bn·
1
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terish,aromatictaste. Ttsactive constituentisacrystnltizable,odoroussubstancc, analo.
gous to the volatile oi ls and camphor, and called touman'n by Guibourt. This substance
is sometimes found in a crystalline state, between the two lobes or the kernel. The
10nka bean is used to flavour snuff, being either mixed with it in the state of powder, or
put entire into the snuff.box.

TRTGONELLA F<ENUMGR£CUM. Fetiugretk.

An annual plant growing spon·

t.'1.neously in different parts of the South of Europe, and cultivated in France and Germany forthesakcofitsseeds. Theseareoneortwolinesin length,oblongcylindrical,
somewhat compressed, obliquely truncated at each extremity, brownish-yet low externally,
yellow internally, and marked with an oblique furrow running half their length. They
have a strong peculiar odour, and an oily, bitterish, farinaceous taste, and contain fixed
andvolatileoi\,m11cilage,bitterextractive,and"ayellowcolouringsubstance. Anounce
or the seeds boiled in a pint or water renders it Lhick and slimy. They yield the whole
of their odour and taste to alcohol. Their virtues depend chiefly upon tl1cir oil and
mucilage. On the continent of Europe they are employed in the preparation of emol·
lient cataplasms and enemata, and enter into the composition of some officinal oint·
mentsand plasters. They are never used internally.
T R I POLI. Terra Tripolitana. A n earthy mineral, of a whitish, yellowish, or pale
strawcolour,sometimesincliningtoredorbrown,usual!yfriable,often adhesivetothe
tongue,andpresentingtheaspectofargillaceousearlh,though differingfromclaybytlrn
roughness and hardness of its particles, and by not forming a paste with water, The
Ve11ice TnjJoli is said to come from Corfu. Tripoli is sometimes artificially prepared by
calciningcertainargillites. ltisusedforcleaningandpolishingmetals.
TRITlCUM REPENS. Co1tch·grass. Dog·grass. Quickens. A perennial European
plant, very common ingardensandcultivatedgrounds,whereitisconsideredatrouble:>0me weed. The root, which is the part medically used, is horizontal, creeping, jointed,
about as thick as astraworthicker,ino<lorous,and of an agreeable, sweetish, slightly
pungent taste, It is used in some pa rts of Europe, in the form of clecoetion, as a slightly
apcrient and nutritive drink. Great quantities of it are said to be consumed in 1he
hospitals of Paris. The decoction, in consequence of the sugnrwhich itcontains,issus·
ceptiblcofthe ''inousformentation
TOTTY. Tiit-ia. Impure Oxide of Zinc. This oxide is formed during the smelting of
li>ad ores containing zinc. I t is deposited in the chimneys of the furnaces, in the form
of incrustation!<, moderately hard and hea''Y• and studded over w ith small protuberances,
of a brownish colour on the outsidl.", and yellow ish within. As it occurs in cominercc,
the pieces occasionally present a bluish cast, from the presence of small particles of
metn.lliczinc. Sometimes a spurious substance issoldfortutty,consistingofamixture
of blue clay and copper filings, made into a paste with water, and dried on an iron rod.
Itisdistinguishcdfromthegcnuinetuttybyitsdiffusinginwaterandel.'.halinganearthy
:>mell,and by itsgrcatcrfriability.
Tuuy is used as an external application only, as an exsiccant in excoriations. To fit
it for medical use it must be l'ednccd to fine powder, which is dusted on the affected
part,orapplie<lintlieformofointment. I t has been very properly dismissed from the
F.dinburghofficinal list, its use being superseded by that or the pure oxide.
UMBER. 1'crra Um&ria. A mineral of a fine compact texture, light, dry to tJ1e touch.
shining when rubbed by the nail, and of a fme pale-brown colour, which changes to a
peculiar beautiful deep brown byheaL According to Klaproth,it containsl3partsof
silica,5ofalumina.,48ofoxideofiron,20ofmanganese,andl4ofwaterin 100. Burnt
umber, as well as tl1e mineral in its unaltered state, is used in painting. The umber of
<-ommerce is saill to be brought chiefly from the island of Cyprus.
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YALERlANAT E OF IRON. Ferri Valtrianas. Valerianateof &squioxideof Iron. This:
stltmaybeformed byadding:aooldsolutionofvalerianateofsodatoasolutionof3parts
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VALERIAN A'~'E OF ZINC. Zinci Valerianas.

This salt is formed by saturatin<T
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rianatc,andhasphysicalproperticssosimilar,asnottobedistinguishedfromtbelatter.
The two salts may be chemically distinguished, howe\•er,by testing a concentrated solution of the acid of the suspected salt, obtained by distillation with sulpburicaci<l,,vith a
concentratedsolutionofacetateofcopper. lftheacidbethebutyric,itsadditiontothe
!!Oiutionofthcacetatetlisturbsthetransparencyofthe\attcr1 bytbeformationofabluishwhite precipitate i while, if it be the valcrianic, no p erceptible change is produced.
( Larocque and Huraut, Joum . de Phann., 3e sb. ix. 430.) Valerianatc of zinc is stated
to be a powerful antispasmodic, and has been extollc<l by some of the ltalinn physicians
as a remedy in neuralgic affections. Dr. Francis Devay, of Lyons, found it useful in epi·
Jcpsy, and in the nervous affections which accompany chlorosis. The <lose is one or two
grains several times a day, given in the form of pill. F or the mode of preparing vale·
rianic acid, see page 73 L Sec also a paper by Mr. Wm. Procter, jun., in the .!Jm. Jmm1.
of Pharm. for April, 1845. As valcrianic acid has been proved to be a product of the
~ low oxidation of the volatile oil of valerian, it occurred to l\I. J. L efort that its quick
ox idationmightbccflbctcd. Accordingly, hefindsthat100partsoftheroot,whcndis·
tilled with 500 of water, 10 of sulphuric acid, and 6 of bichromate of potassa., furnish
much more valcrianic acid for saturation with carbonate of zinc than by any other process. (Jm1rn.dePhann. 1 3esb.,x.194.)
VAN ILLA. This is the fruit of the Vanilla aromatir.a of Schwartz, the Epidendrurn
Vanilla of Linn., a climbing plant, growing in the West Indies, Me.xico, and South Ame·
rica. Itissaid also to be cultivated in the falcofFrancc. The podsareco!lectcdbefore
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A dull rod ochrey substance used in painting.
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indicate the possession of medical virtues; as it is nearly inodorous, and has only a
slightly astringent bitterish taste. By the ancients it was highly esteemed OOtb as a
medicine, and as a sacred plant employed in certain religious rites. In modern times,
superstitious notions in relation to its virtues are still entertainedj and the suspension of
the root around the neck by a white riband, has been gravely recommended for the cure
of scrofula. The leaves, bruised, and made into a cataplasm, are used by the vulgar as
a remedy in severe headache, and other local puins. The plant, however, is probably
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along with the iunerbarkofthe white oak.
VERDITER. Two preparations of copper, employed as pigments, are known by this
name in commerce, and are distinguished by the epithets of blue and green. Blue verditw is prepared in London from the solution of nitrate of copper, obtained in precipita.ting silver by copper. According to Gray, this solution is poured hot upon whiting (carbcmate of lime), and the mixture stirred every day till the liquor loses its colour, when.
it is deeanted 1 and fresh portions added till the proper colour is obtained. By a process
for procuring this pigment, invented by Pelletier, the solution of nitrate of copper is decomposed by quicklime, and the precipitate, after being washed, is incorporated intimately
with another portion of quicklime. By the former process, a carbonate of copper is obtained, by the tauer a mi:r.ture of the hydrated oxide of copper and hydrate of lime.
Green vtrditer .is prepared by precipitating a solution of nitrate of copper by chalk or a
=:n::.'1, and consists of carbonate of oopper mixed with an excess of the calcareous

VERONICA OFFICINALIS. Spttd1otll. Several species of Veronica, common to Europe and this country, have been medicinally employed. or these the v. officinalis, and
V. Beccabunga or brooklime, are the most conspicuous. The V. oJ!kinafu has a biuerish,
warm, and somewhat astringent taste; has been considered diaphoretic1 diuretic, expec·
torant, tonic, &c.; and was formerly employed in pectoral and nephritic complaints,
hemorrhages, and diseases of the skin, and in the treatment of wounds. The beccabunga,
which is very succulent, was used in the fresh sta.te with the view of purifying the blood,
and as a remedy in scurvy. Both plants, however, are at present out of use.
VISCUM ALBUM. MUletoe. An European evergreen parasitic shrub, growing on
various trees, particularly the apple and other fruit trees, and forming a pendent bush
from two to five feet in diameter. The plant is famous in the history of druidical superstition. In the religious rites of the Druids, the misletoe of the oak was employed, ancl
hence was afterwards preferred when the plant came to be used as a remedy; but it is
in fact identical in all respects with those which grow upon other trees. The fresh bark
and leaves have a peculiar disagreeable odour, and a nauseous, sweetish: slightly biuer
taste. Tbebcrries,whicharewhite,andofaboutthesizeofapea,aboundin a peculiar
viscid principle, and are sometimes used in the preparation of birdlime, of which this
principle is the basis. At one time the misletoe was highly esteemed us a remedy in
epilepsy, palsy, and other nervous diseases; but it is now out of use. The leaves and
wood were giveninthedoseofadrachminsubstance,andofan ounce in decoction.
Several species ot Viscum b'TOW in the United States, but are not used.
WHITING. This is essentially the same as prepared chalk, being made by the pulverization and elutriationof crude chalk. It is used as a coarse paint, and for various
purposes in the arts, for which carbonate of lime is requisite. ParU white is a variety of
the same material.
WOORARL The name of a powerful poison prepared by the aborigines in the

llf~irLt~}t~

ZEA MAYS. /mlian Corn. Common Indian corn contains, according to the late Dr.
~rham, of Boston, ?7 per cent. of starch, 3 of a principle analogous to gluten, called
.znn, 2·5 of albumen 1 1·45 of sugar1 O·S of extractive, 1·75 of gum, 1·5 of sulphate antl
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Zcdoory is a warm, stimu\aLing aromatic, useful in flatulent colic and debilitated state's
ofthe1ligcstiveorgans. 1tisnotnowcmployed,asitpro<luccsnoc1Tectswhichcannotbe
ns well o r better obtained from ginger.

The dose is from ten grains to half a drachm.

ZERUl\IBET. Cassunumiar. Under these names an Ea.st India root was formerly
used, having some analogy in scmilJlc and medical propcnies to ginger, and ascribed t0
the Zingiber 7,numbel of Roscoe. Some consider the cassumm1jar as a di<=tinct root, and
refer it to the Zingiber Cauwmrniar of Roxburgh. The difference of opinion is of littlt»
importance, as neither of the roOls,supposing them not to be the same, is at present
to be found ia the markets. By some authors the zcrumbct has been erroneously confounded with the round zecloary. Geiger describes it ns in pieces of the size of a fig
or larger, externally grayi5h brown and wrinkled, internally yellowish, hard and tough1
ofa bitingaromatictaste1 an<l a spicy odou r.
Z l Zi'PHUS VULGARIS. Lamarck. Rha1mmsZi--yph11s. Linn. Ashrub,orsmalltrce,
growin~ on the shores of the .Me,];terranean. and cultivated in ftnly, Spain, and the South
of France. T he fruit is the part used. T his consists of oval drupes, of the size of a
large olive, with a thin, coriaceous, red or reddish-brown skin 1 a yellowish, sweet, acidu·
louspulp1 andanoblongpointedstonein the centre. Thcschavetheofficinalname of
jujuM. By drying, their pulp becomes rofter and sweeter, and acquires a vinous taste,
evincing the commencement of fermentation. They are nutritive and demulcent, ancl
are used in the form of decoction in pectoral complaints. J1ij"bt paste consists, properly,
of gum Arabic and sugar, dissolved in a dceoction of this fruit, and evaporated to the
proper consistence. As a demulcent, it is in no respect superior to a paste made with
gum Arabic and sugar alone; and the preparation commonly sold in this country under

;~;~?J~Ii~~f~1~T:!~§'z£!:I!~::~E. ;~::£i~~!·:~·~~,:~~t~if
where they grow.
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II. ART OF PRESCRIBING MEDICINES.
THE physician should be acquainted not only with the properties of
medicines, and the diseases to which they are respectively applicable, but
also with the art of prescribing them, so that they may be adapted to the
peculiarities of individual patients, and, by the mode in which they are
administered, may produce the greatest curative effect with the least possible
inconvenience. In relation to these points, a few general rules will be useful
for the guidance of the young practitioner, although much must be left to
his own judgment and discretion. We shall compress the remarks which
we have to offer, under the two heads of the quantity or dose in which
medicines may be given, and the mode of their exhibition.
1. DosE OF MEDICJNEs.-In the body of the work, the quantity has been
stated in which each medicine must ordinarily be given to produce its peculiar effects in the adult patient. But there are various circumstances which
modify the dose, and demand attention on the part of the practitioner.
The age of the patient is the most important of these circumstances. The
young require a smaller dose than those at maturity, to produce an equal
effect; and the old, though their systems are, perhaps, Jess susceptible to
the action of medicines than those of the middle-aged, cannot bear an e'lually
forcible impression. The following table of Gaubius, exhibiting the doses
proportioned to the age, is frequently referred to.

The dose for a person of middle age being
That of a person from 14 to 21 years will be
7 to 14 "
"
4 to 7 "
of 4 years
3 "
2 "
I"

I or
*or
i or
j or
tor
! or
i or
jyor

I drachm,
2 scruples,
~a drachm,
1 scruple,
15 grains,
IO grains,
8 grains,
5 grains.

We prefer the following simple scheme of Dr. Young, which we extract
from Paris's Pharmacologia.
"For children under twelve years, the doses of most medicines must be
diminished in the proportion of the age to the age increased by 12; thus at
two years to

~-viz., 2 : 12~t-

At twenty-one the full dose may be given."

To the above rule some exceptions are offered in particular medicines,
which require to be given to children in much larger proportional doses
than those above stated. Such are castor oil and calomel, a certain quantity
of which will in general not produce a greater effect in a child two or three
years old than double the quantity in an adult.
0

anf:~~~r:t::k:;~~~a;~:~L~~st~:;~r~~i~~~e ~~U::i~~~~~~fi; ~~~~i~~es~:=~
what smaller doses than males, and those of sanguine temperament than the
phlegmatic. Constitutional peculiarities, called idiosyncrasies, often exist in
i ndivitluals, rendering them more than usually susceptible or insusceptible to
the action of certain remedies, the dose of which must be modified accordingly.
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~hus in some persons a grain or two of calomel will excite salivation, while
rn otber.s scarcely any quantity which can be safely administered will. pro~uce this effect. Sometimes, moreover, a medicine operates on an individual
m a "!lanne~ wholly different from its ordinary mode. Jn all such cases
exper~en.c~ 1~ t~e only sure guide; but the occasional existence of these
pecul18:r1~1es md1cates the propriety of making particular inquiries in relation
to th~ id1osyncrasi~s of those patients, for whom we may be called for the
first time to prescnbe.
Habit is another important circumstance which modifies the dose of med~cin~s ... Generally s.peaking, the susceptibility to the action of medicines
is d1mm1shed by the ir frequent and continued use; and, in order to maintaiu.
a giv~n impre~sion, the quantity must be regularly increased. This is
especially true m regard to the narcotics, which are sometimes borne in
enormous doses by those habituated to their use. It is a good practical rule
in prescribing, when circumstances demand the continuance, for a considera·
ble length of time, of some particular effect, to vary the medicine, and em·
ploy successively several with the same general powers, so as not too rapidly
to exhaust the susceptibility to the action of any individual remedy. Another
important practical rule connected with the influence of habit is, when any
medicine, which from its natu re is of variable strength, has been employed
for some time in increasing doses, to reduce the dose upon resorting to a new
parcel, unti l its relative strength has been ascertained. A neglect of this
precaution, in cases where the last parcel happened to be more powerful than
that previously employed, has sometimes been followed by very serious
consequences.
2 . MODE OF ADMINISTERING MEDICINEs.- 'rhis has reference both to the
combination of medicines with one another, and the form in which they are
exhibiled.
Simplicity iQ prescription is always desirable when no object is to be
gained by deviating from it. Remedies should never be mixed together
without a definite purpose, nor with the vngue hope that out of the number
prescribed some one may perchance produce a salutary impression. Those
exceedingly comp lex prescriptions, formerly so much in vogue, of which the
ingredients were so numerous as to render altogether impossible a reasonable
estimate of their bearing on each other, or their effects on disease, have been
generally abandoned by modem practitioners. The only ground upon which

:"1~n°;~oeu~s~a:C ~e~~!~i:~j 1 fnr~~~~~:~ ~:a~~:t~~~i::~;:~~6:i~ i~~~a~~~~h~~utf:~

0

system may have been fully ascertained, so that they may be considere.d
rather in the light of a single remedy than a compound of ~a~y. Upon this
ground, however, no prudent physician would attempt to ongmatesuch com·
binations. In mixing medicines, we should proceed ~o fur.ther than we should
be justified in doing by a clear knowled1:r_e of the properties and mntua~ rela·
tions of the several ingredients, _and theH fitness to answ~r so~e .particular
indication in the treatment of disease . There are certain prmc1ple~ upon
which medicines may be advantageously combined, a_n_d which it may not
be amiss to mention for the benefit of the young pract1t1oner.
Remedies of the same general character "_lay b~ given in co~nexion, in
order to increase their energy, or to render their act10n more certain. It has
been well ascertained that substances thus com~ined~ill often act vig?rously,
when, severally, they would produc_e ~o~parat1vely httle effect; and it some·
times happens lhat, while their a.cllv1ty is augmented, th~y are at ~he snme
time rendered less i rritating, as rn the case of the drasllc cathartics. (See
Pilulre Catharticre Compositre.)
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Different medicines are very often mixed together, in order to meet dif·
ferent and coexisting indications, without any reference to the influence
which they may reciprocally exert on each other. Thus in the same patient
we not unfrequently meet with debility of stomach and constipation of the
bowels, connected with derangement of the hepatic function. To answer the
indications presented by these morbid conditions, we may properly combine
in the same dose, a tonic, cathartic, and mercurial alterative. For similar
reasons we often unite tonics, purgatives, a~d emmenagogues, anodynes and
diaphoretics, emetics and cathartics, antacids, astringents, and tonics; and
scarcely two medicines can be menLioned, not absolutely incompatible with
each other, which may not occasionally be combined with advantage to
counteract coexisting morbid actions .
Another very important object of combination, is the modification which is
thereby effected in the actions of medicines differing from each other in pro·
perties. In this way new powers are sometimes developed, and those pre·
viously existing are greatly increased. Examples of such a result are afforded
in the officinal powder of ipecacuanha and opium, and in the combination of
squill and calomd; the former operating as a diaphoretic, the latter as a
diuretic, beyond the capabilities of either of their constituents. The effects
of one medicine are, in numerous instances, increased by the influence of
another in augmenting the natural susc(•ptibility of the system to its action.
Thus bitters enable cathartics to operate in smaller doses; purgatives awaken
the dormant susceptibility to the action of mercury; and stimulants excite
the torpid stomach, so that it will receive impressions from various medicines
before inoperative. In some instances, the action of one medicine is pro·
mated by that of another apparently of a nature wholly opposite. Thus,
when calomel and opium are given in colic, the purgative operation of the
former is facilitated by the relaxation of intestinal spasm produced by the
1

0

~a:~;rfre~=~ ~f~ ;rs~j ~:ed ~ :!~ ;r~~~~~ :~~~~t!:s:v,~~i~~~~~ ya~ee~:ii:::~:de~;
altogether prevented by combination with other medicines; and this object
may usually be accomplished, without in Lhe least degree interfering with the
remediate influence desired. Thus the griping produced by cathartics, and
the nausea by these and various other medicines, may often be corrected by
the simultaneous use of aromatics. To cover the disagreeable taste or odour
of certain medicines, and to afford a convenient vehicle for their iidminstra~
tion, are also important objects of combination; as upon these circumstances
often depend the acceptability of the medicine to the stomach, and even
the possibility of inducing the patient to swallow it. Substances should be
prefC'rred as vehicles which are calculated to render the medicine accC'ptable
to the palate and stomach,and in other ways to correct its disagreeable effoctsj
as syrups for powders, the aromatic waters for medicines given in the form
of mixture, and carbonic acid water for the neutral salts.
Bu~ in the mixing of m~dicines, care should be taken that they are neither
chemically nor physiolog1cully incompatible; in other words, that they are
not such as will react on each othe r so as to produce new and unexpected
combinations, nor such as will exert contrary and opposite effects upon the
system. Thus when the operation of an acid is desired, an alkali should
~ot be given at the same time, as they unite to form a third substance en·
tlrely diffe~ent from ei~her;_ nor should a soluble salt of lime, baryta, or lead,
be given wJlh !SUiphuric acid or a soluble sulphatt', as decomposition would
ensue, with the production of an inert compound. So, also, in relation to
physiological incompatibility, diaphoretics and diuretics should not, as a
general rule, be united with a view to their respective effects; as these are
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to a· certain extent incompatible, one beinrr diminished by whatever has a

;~nv~~~~~ct~uisJ~r~~:~~~ %~~~~in;~h,:~~ha~e:~:~~~ ~~:;~vce;;~i~:f~~~~~i~~:~

~~l~hf:r l~h~anuc:i~~ ~J;er:~~r;i~:c~~1~:r~anuJ;~p~~~t~:r~su:~~st~:ce:a:~~fl~~Li~

before .alluded t.0 1 in which ~piu~ may be advantageously combined with

fu~Ig:~~eerss.tan~~~i ~~ct~~~r~~;~tt~~~~~h:~~de~i~rer:~~:~~~~~,t~;:_ss with a
6

0

1

sid~:a bfe i; p~~a~:~~ch B;~~:i:~fo~rtn e~:i~b;~~c~,e~~ ..~~~~rd~~ g0~J~~te 0~a~~~;

of the med1cme, the taste of the patient, or the cond1t1011 of the stomach, we
ar~ frequently enabled to secure the favourable operation of remedies, which,
\~Jtho~t such att~ntion, mig!ll prove useless or injurious. Medicines may be
~wen 10 the solt~ stale, as 10 lhe form of powder, pill, tr?che, or electuary;
1~ t~e ~late of m.1xture, in which a solid is suspended rn a liquid, or one
hqu1d 1s mechanically m ixed with another in which it is insoluble; or in the
state of solution, under which may be included the various forms of infusion,
decoction, tincture, wine, vinegar, syrup, honey, and oxymel. Of these
different forms we have already treated sufficiently at large, under their re~
spective heads, in the second part of this work.
In writing extemporaneous prescriptions, neatness, order, an<l precision
should always be observed j as, independendy of the pleasing moral effect
inseparable from these principles in all things, a positive p ractical advantage
results, in the greater accuracy which the habit of auending to them gives
to the prescriber, and the comparative certainty which they afford that his
directions will be strictly comp lied with . As a general rule, when medicines
are combined in prescription, that should come first in order which is con·
sidered as the most prominent and important, next the adj~vant or corrigent,
and lastly the vehicle. Somelimes, hm\'ever, it is important to indicate Lo
the apothecary the succession in which the substances should be combined
in reference to the perfection of the mixture, and this may render convenient
a deviation from the order above mentioned. The physician should always
be careful either to write out the full name of the medicine, or to employ
such abbreviations as are not likely, by the misunderstanding of an ill-formed
letter, to lead into error. Very serious and even fatal mistakes have been
occasioned by a neglect of this precaut ion . Th~ formulre of the several
Pharmacopceias which are detailed in. this work, will serve. as good examp!es
for the guidance of the young practitioner. The follo~mg table explams
the signs and abbreviations habitually used ~n prescription. T~~ formu.lro
afterwards given will s~rv~to illustrate the ordmary mode of presc~1bmg, \~h1le
they exhibit the combmattons of medicines frequently employed rn practice.

w.
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Table of Signs and .libbreviations.
Take.
Of each.

Coltyr. Collyrium.
Congius vel
Cong.
Congii.
Decoct. Dccoctum.
Fiat.
Ft.
Unciavelunci:l'. An ounce or
Gargarysmn.
Garg.
G,.
Granwn \'Cl
Drachma vel
Adrachmor
grana.
drachms.
drachmre.
Gtt.
Guttavelgutt<e.
A scruple or
Scrupulnsvel
Haust. Haustus.
scruples.
scrupuli.
lnfusum.
Octarius vel oc-A pint or pints. lnfus.

&

Recipe.
Ana.

lb

Libra vel libnr. A pound or
pounds.

tarii.

r3
f3
11\,

CharL

Coch.

Fluiduncia vel A fluidoun ceor
fiuidounces.
flniduncire.
Fluidrachma vel Afiuidrachmor
fluidrachms.
fi11idrachma:.
A minim or
Minimum vel
minims.
mmirna.
Chartula vel
papers.
Cbartulre.
A spoonful or
Cochlearvel
spoonfuls.
cochlearia.

M

.Misce.

Mass.
Mist.
Pil.

.Mistura,

Pulv.

A'mall papc'°'/ Q. S.
S.
Ss.

Massa.

Au eye.water.

A gallon or galIons.
A<lecoctiou.
Make.
A gargle.
A grain or
grains.
A drop or dro1>s.
A draught.
An infusion .
Mix.
Amass.
A mixture.
ApillorpiUs.

Pilula vcl
pilulm.
Pulvis vel pul-A powder or
powders.
Quantum suffi- A sufficient
quantity.
cit.
Write.
Signa.
A half.
Semis.

Examples of Common Extemporaneous Prescriptions.
POWDERS.

B

Antimonii et Potassre Tartratis gr. i.
Pulveris lpecacuanJ1re t)i.
Fiatpulvis.

"''•hnE,:~:::~.: in awincglassful of
R

HydrargyriChloridiMitis,
PulvcrisJalapae,llii. gr.x.
Mi.see.
S. To be taken in syn1p or molasses.
An exce\lemcatbarticin tbecommcncement of bilious fevers, and in hepatic con·
gestion.

B Pu!veris Jalap:.egr. .x.
Potass::eBita.rtratis3ii.
Misce.
S. To betaken in syrup or molasses.
A hydragoguccathartic,used in dropsy
andscrofulousinflammationofthejoint.s.
R Sulphuris3i.
Potassm Bitartratis 3ii.
?t1isce.
S. To be taken in syrup or molasses.
A laxativc,u.sedinpilcsandcutaneous
diseases.

& PulvcrisRheigr. .x.
Magnesiw3ss.
Fiatpulvis.
S. Tobetakcninsyrupormolasses.

A la.xa1ive and antacid, used in diarrhrea, dyspepsia, &c.

B

~f~;~i~!fr!:~,., sex dividen·

dus.
S. OnetobeU'lkcntwiceorlhrcctimcs
a day in syrup or molasses.
A diuretic emp loyed in dropsy.

B

PotassreNitra.tis3i.
AntimoniietPotassreTartratisgr.i.
Hydrarg.Cblorid.l\.litisgr.vi.
Fiat pulvis, in chanulas sex dividendus.
S. One to be takenevcrytwohours in
syrup or molasses.
A refrigerant, diaphoretic, and ahera·
tive, used in biliou!I fevers; usually culled

nitrou.apowders.

B

Pulvcris Guaiaci Resinrei
Pota.ss:ENitratis,aa3i.
Pulvcris Ipecacuanhre gr.iii.
Opiigr.ii.
Fiat pulvis, in cbartulas sex dividen·
du~

S. One to be taken every three hours
in syrup or molasses.
A stimulant diaphoretic,used in rheumatismandgoutafiersufficientdcpletion.
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R Ferri~ubcnrbonatis,
Pulvens ~lo~nb.e,
1

~r~;;~~v7;,ni~ ~r~~:i!s3~x dividendus.

S. Onetobetak entbreetime sadayin
syrup or molasses.
deb~t;.nic,used in dyspepsia and general

PlLts.

~~~~:;;: ~11~~aa 3 ss.
1

R

SaponisB1.

~:~:tl ~~~~1:n~~.u5 fi at massa in pilu·
S. Two or threoto betaken daily at
'
bed-time,orb cforeameal.
An excellenl lnxativein habitual con·
stipation.

las

B
Ins

.Massai Pilularum H ydrargyri,
PulverisAloC.s,

!~~~t~~:~~I~d!~u~ifiat

mnssa in pilu·

S. Thrceiobeta kenatbod·ti me.
Analtcrntivea ndlaxativc,u scfulinron·
stipationwith derangcd or deficient hepatic
secretion.

B

PulverisOpii gr.iv.

~~:~:;:: ~::i~~nhoo gr.xviii.
Syrupi,aa q.s.

J\.Iisce,etfiat massa in pilulas duodecim divi<lenda.
S. One to be taken after each stool.

:i~~~ aa~:~l~~l~=l~~=:i°ili~s:lo~'\~~~:
R

Pulvcris Opii,

Pulvcris lpecacuanhre ,U:l gr. iii.
H ydrarf_tyriCh! oridiMitisgr .vi.
PulvcrisAcac ire,
Syrupi,fuiq. s.
R Pul verisAloCs,
Miscc,etfiat massainpilu lastrcsdivi·
denda.
aa 3i.
S. One or more 10 00 taken at bedSyrupi, q. s.
time, or according to circumstances .
.Misce,etfiat ma ssa in pilu\as triginta
An anodyne, diapboretic, and alteradividenda.
tive, very uscful in diarrhrea, dysenwry,
S. Two to be taken once, twice, or
!ra~~1:.id pnewnonia, and various 01hcr di~·
three times a day.
Alnxative,to nie,andcarm inative,use·
fol in dyspepsia.
B Plumbi Acetatis, in pulverem triti, gr
xii.
B Pul veris Scillre 3i.
Pul vcrisOpii gr.i.
HydrargyriC h\oridiMitisg r.x.
J>uJv.Acacire ,
PulverisAcac ire,
SyTUpi, ;i.:1 q. s. ut fiat massa in piluln~
Syrupi, aa q. s.
.
M.isce, et fiat massa in pilulas decem sexdividenda
S. Onecverytw o,thrce,orfo urhour".
ilividenda.
An astringent much emplorcd in ha._
S. Oneiobetak entwoortbr ee times
moptysisand uterinehemo rrhage.
a day.

~~e~~~i~~~'.re,

MixTuRE s.
S. Onc-thirdto betakenever ythreeu
Magnesire 3i.
four hours till it operatel', the mixture:
Syrupif,3J
being shaken.
T eresimul,ct affnnde
carminativea ndmildlnxAnexcellcnt
AqmeAcidiC arboniei f,3iv.
ative in flatulence and pain in the oo,. .·el.
Fiathaustus.
S. To be mken at a draught, the mixture being wcHshakcn.
&
An agreeable mode of administering
magnesia.
f J iii.
Acaciamet sa.ccharum cum fluicJunc:ol
di~idii aqm» menlhte tere; dein olenm
adJice, et oontere; deniquo aquam rel·
quam paulatim infunde, et omnia mi~, ·e.
S. T obe taken at a draught, the mix·
turebeingwe llshaken.

B

~~~~~~~i~c~~i:~,,

!~~!a~~·e!~~i~iperkn
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OleiRicinif§:i.
Vitellmn ovi unius.
T ere.,imul,ctaddc,

~~~~i{l~~~iue

Piperitm r5u.
Ft.lmust.
S. T o betaken at a draught, the mix·
tnrebeingwellshaken.
This and the preceding formula afford
oonvenient moclcs()f administering castor
oil, when the stomach is irriUlble. Any
other fixed oil maybe given in the sam e
way.

B

~~~ic~:nb~fti~xu.
Pulv.Acrtcia"t

1~c~;a;~c~:\~1i~\riri(\is f,5iv,

S. A1ablespoonfoltobcgiven with an
equal quanti1y of water, every hour or two
hours.
An exccllentdiaphoreticin fever.

EffervescingD1·augltt.

1l r~~:~s~~~bonatis 3ii.
Li qua.

o,

R ~~~~s.~,5~i,~'lrbonatis 3iii.
Liqua.

S. Adda tablespoonful of the solution

J::!:ep::::;:usf;~~~~d0~i!:~0~-ib~~s;;:~:
fi I f

t

d

·

ti

· n

·

the

~~~~s.;~ac.;e~v~~e~;e~ c~:r;~ot:~e~~n two

:.~~~:~;~~::~~~1:~~::2~~~:£c;~:~

in f~;c;x,:';~~~~:!ah~;c~~:~:;~ti-etic

latuminfunde,etomniamiscc.
S. A tablespoonful to be taken every
honrortwohourstill itopcmtes,tbe mix·
ni.rebeingeachtimewell shaken.
Used as a gentle laxative in dysentery
aml diarrhtta. It is usually known by the

B:

nameofokaginousmixture.

R

Elateriigr.i.
SpiritQslEtherisi\itrici f;5ii.

Tinctura:Scilke,

~;;u~fl~~i~olchici, aa f,5ss.
:F t.mist.
S. A teaspoonful to be taken three or
fourtimesadayinalittlc water.
Diuretic, used liyFcrriar in dropsy.

R

Copaibre,

~~~~~~~t~;~!l: ~~~:· aa

f3ii.
Syrupi r3iii.
Simul tere; deiupaulatimaffunde

~J~~.f3iv.
· S. A tablespoonfnl to be taken four
timesadayormorefrequently.
Given in chronic catarrhs, and chronic
nephritic affections. The dose must be
lurgeringonorrhrea.

B:

lreulralMixt11re.
AcidiCitrici3ii.

OieiLirnonis1TLL
Simultere,ctaddc
Aqurof5iv.
Liqua,ct.ndde
Pota!'sre Curlx:mati ~ q. s. aJ saturand.
)Iisceet per Lintcwn cola.

o.
B

Succi Limonis rccentis f5iv.
Pota!'SOO Carbonatis q. s. ad saturan-

dum.
Misceetcola.

Brown M'r:rture.
Pulv.Extract.Glycyrrhizre,

~~~~ ~;::!:ti!~!ii~.

Liqua,ctadde
Vini Antimonii fgii.
Tinct urre Opiint.xx.
Ft.mist.
S. A
wanfu.I to be taken occa·
sionally.
Expcc1orant,demulccnt, and anodyne,
usefulincntarrhal affections.

R

Anrimonii et Potassre Tartrnti.s gr. i.
SyrupiScillre,
Liquoris Morphire Sulphatis, a.a f,5ss.
l'ulverisAcacim 3ii.

~q~!i Jt?v~~tis rg iv.

F1.mist.

S. A tablespoonful to be taken occa·
sionally.
•
An expectorant and anodyne cough

mixture.

R Acidi Nitrosi r3i.
TincturreOpiigtt.xl.
Aqure Camphorre f,5 viii.

Misce.

S. One·founll to be taken every three
or four hours.
Hope's mixture, used in dysentery1 diarrh<Ea, and cholera.

B Camphorre 3i.
Myrrhro 3 !'s.
Pulv.A caci~,

Sacchari.aa3ii.
Aquref,'5vi.

Camphoram cum alcobolis paululo in
pulvercm tere; dein cum myrrha,acaciii,
et saccbaro oontcre; denique cum aqua

paulatim instill?.ti misce.
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stools. Thedosementioncdisforachilda
yearortwoold,andmaybc repeated~ur
or six times in twenty-four hours.

:&

CrettePr reparatro 9iv.
Massre Pi!. HyJ.rarg. gr. viii
Tincturre Opii gtt.viii.
PulverisAcacire,
Sacchari1 aa.3i.
AquroCinnamomi,

t1~~ !~~?:~re,dein liquida paulatim

intertercndumadjice,etomniamisce.
S. A teaspoonful to betaken foradosc,
themixturebeingwellshaken
Anantacidaudalterativcmixture,well
adapted IO infantile diarrhrea with white

:.i~~~c:~Sacchari,iiii3ii
S. A tablespoonful to betaken fora do~._..
themixturebeingwellshaken.
Astringent and antacid, useful in<liarrhrea.

SOL UTIO NS.

R

~~~~~i~m~~rsh;~~.5i.

R MagncsireSulphatis.§i.
AntimoniietPotassreTartratisgr.i.

~~°::~ Lli~~i~is recentis f,5i.

AqureAcidi Carbonici f3vi

Miscc.
S. Tobetakenatadraught.
An agreeable mode of administering
sulphateofmagnesia.

Misce.
S. Atablespoonfultobetakcnevery tw1
hours till it operates upon the bowels.
Useful in fever;;;.

R Potassre

R

Nitra~is

3i.

Antimonii ct Pot.assm Tartratis gr.i.
Aqureftuvialisf,3:iv.
Liqua.
S. Atablespoonfultobetakeneverytwo
hours.
A refrigerant diaphoretic used in fevers.

QuiniroSuiphatisgr.xii.
AcidiSulphuriciAromaticigtt.xxiv.

~~~~i ~~,~~iue Piperitm f,5i .
~'lisce .

S. Atcaspoonfultobetakenevcry hotir
or two hours.
Agoodmodeofadministcringsulpbau·
ofquinia in solution.

IN F USI ONS.

R

Senm:cQiii.
MagnesimSuiphatis,
1\lannre, iiii ,3s~.

~~~~~~~~;:~:.~''.~

vase lc»;tc' clau·

.:o,~.~ f~eatcaeupfuleverythrecorfour
hou~~i~xi;c~f~~:t~~~gative in febrile com·

1

plaints.

R

ij: Colombmcontusa;1
Zingiberiscontus11 iiii,5ss.

~i~:~~~re;~~:a~·

in vase Jcvitcr clau·

;;~:~~:~~~~::::~: :::::~~'~

constipation and flatulence.

.

Pulveris Cinchonre Rubrre .~i.
AcidiSulpburiciAromatici f31.
AqureOi.
1Hacem per boras duodecim, subinde
agitans.
S.Awineglassfol oftheclearliquitlto
betakenforadose.
A good method of administering Peru·
vian bark in cold infusion,

lll *
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Ill. TABLES OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
APOTHECARIES' WEIGHT. U.S., Lond., Ed., ])ub.
Scruples.

Pound

fu I

12

5760
24
480
=
3
60
=
gr. 20
31
The Imperial Standard Troy weight at present recognised by the British

3I

96
8

288

3I

laws, corresponds with the Apothecaries' weight in pounds, ounces, and

grains, but differs from it in the division of the ounce, which, according to
the former scale, contains twenty pennyweights, each weighing twenty-

four grains.

AVOIRDUPO!S WEIGHT.
Troygraine.

16

256
16
dr. I

oz.I

Pound.

7000
437·5
gr. 27·34375

Relative value of Troy and .fli:oirdupois Weights.
o,
0·822857 Avoirdupois= 0
13
72·5
1·215277 Troy
= I
2
280

I Troy
=
I Avoirdupois=

APOTHECARIES' OR WINE MEASURE. U.S., ])ub.
Cong. I= 8

128
16

01

1024
128
8
r31

f3 I

61440
7680
480
llj,60

231
28·875
1·8047
·2256

IMPERIAL MEASURE,

.!ldopterl by the London and Edinburgh Colleges.

=

I

8
I

=

160
20
I

1280
160
8
I

=
=

=

76800
9600
480
GO

Relative Value of .11.pothecaries' and Imperial .Measure.
1

APOTHECARTES MEASURE,

IJ\IPERlAL MEASURE,
Pmta. Fluidounces. Fluidrachms. Minims.

I gallon
I pint
1 fluidounce
I fluidrachm

6

Ia

16
I

23
18
20

2!
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APOTJIECARtE S 1 MEASURE.

JMPERIAL MEASURE.

Gallon.

I gallon

8
38
41
58

I

1 pint
l fluidounce
1 fluidrachm

at
Relative Value of Weights and JJfeasures in Distilled irater
60° Fahrenheit.
Measure.
I. Value of Apothecarie s' Weight in Apothecarie s'
l\Imims.

Fluidoz. Fluidr.

0 79000~ 1 pints
I 0;;33376 fiu1dounces =
I ·0;;33376 fluidrachms =

1 pound =
1 ounce =
I drachm =
I scruple=
=
J grain

7·2238
25-6020
3·2002
21·0667
1·05;J:I

12
I

0
0
0

2. Value of Apothecaries' Measure in Apothecaries' Weight.
Pound$. Oz. Dr. Sc.

I
I
I
I
I

gallon
pint
fluidounce
ftuidrachm
minim

= 10· 1265-1270 pounds =
= 1·26581783 pounds=
= 0·94936382 ounces =
= 0· 9493633~ drachms=
= 0·9W36332 grains =

10
I
0
0

I
3
0
0

4
I
7
0

O
l
I
2

Grains.

G r.

8·88 = 58328·886
11·11 = 7291·1107
455·6944
15·69 =
56·9618
16·96 =
·9493

3. Value of Avoirdupois Weight in Apothecarie s' Measure.
F!mdouncea. Fluidrachms.

Pints.

Minims

53·3622
40·8351

15
0

= 0
I pound = 0·9600732 pints
I ounce = 0·9600732 fluidounces = 0

Weight.
4. Value of Apothecarie s' Measure in Avoirdupois

=

I gallon
l pint

8·33269800 pounds.
1·01158725 pounds.

=

I ftuidounce

=

1·04158725 ounces.

than \vater into
In converting the weights of liquids heavier or lighter
for specific gravity.
measures, or conversely, a correction must be made
proceed as if the
In converting weights into measures, the calculator may
the true measure in·

to
liquid was water, and the obtained measure will be
of turning meaversely as the specific gravity. In the converse operation, the obtained
and
sures into weights, the same assumption may be made,
gravity.
specific
the
as
directly
weight
true
the
to
be
will
weight

FORMER FRENCH WEIGHTS.
Pound.

l\Iarc.

1PoidsdeM arc=2
l

Apothecary

=

Onces.

=

16

=

Gros.

128

=

Deniers.

Grains.

3'<;1 =

9216

=

Troy grains

7561

Gramme&.

=

489·5058

~·5 ~ 1~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~g:~ ~ ~~!:~;~;
8 =

=

30·5941

3=

72=

59·! =

3·8242

1=

24 =

19·7=

1·2747

0·8 =

·0530

24

=

576 =

I=

472·5

.Jlppendix.
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Relative Value of Old French and English Weights.
Troy,Veight.

1
1
1
J

pound
once (ounce)
gros (drachm)
grain

=
=

Troy.

1 pound
1 ounce
ldrachm
I grain

=

1·312680 fu
·984504 oz.
·954504 dr.

Avoirdupois.

=
=
=

Poidsdei\larc.

M6180fu
l ·01574 onces
I ·01574 gros

Avoirdupois.

Poidsde l\Iarc

1 pound

0·925803 fu
0·925803 once

I ounce

Troy grains.

1·080143 fu= 7561
1·080143 OZ,= 472·5625
59·0703125
·820421
7561
585·083
73·135
1·219
French Grains.

8532·3
533·27

FRENCH DECIMAL WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
The French metrical system is based upon the idea of em ploying, as the
unity of all measures, whether of length, capacity, or weight, a uniform
-nilchangeable standard, adopted from nature, the multiples and subdivisions
of which should follow in decimal progression. To obtain such a standard,
the length of one·fourth part of the terrestrial meridian, extending from the
equator to the pole, was ascertained. The ten millionth part of this arc
was chosen as the unity of measures of length, and was denominated metre.
The cube of the tenth part of the metre was taken as the unity of measures of capacity, and denominated litre. The weight of distilled water,
at its greatest density, which this cube is capable of containing, was called
kilogramnie, of which the thousandth part was adopted as the unity of
weight, under the name of grmnme. The multiples of these measures,
proceeding in the decimal progression, are distinguished by employing the
prefixes, deca, hecto, kilo, and myria, taken from the Greek numerals; and
the subdivisions, following the same order, by deci, cenli , mili, from the
Latin numerals.
The metre, or unity of length, at 32° = 39·371 English inches at 62°.
The litre, or unity of capacity,
= 61·028 English cubic inches.
The gramme, or unity of weight,
= 15·434 Troy grains.
Upon this basis the following tables, which we take with some slight
alterations from the Edinburgh New Dispensatory, have been constructed.
It was ascertained by accurate examination at the London Mint, that the
gramme is only 15·434 Troy grains, though sometimes stated at 15-444
grains.
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MEASURES OF LENGTH.

The metre being at 32°, and the foot at 62°.
Engli1hlnche1.

Millimetre
Centimetre
Decimetre
Metre
Dccametre
Hectometre
Kilometre
Myriametre

·O"J937
·:19371
3·fl:l7 10
39·37 100 =
393·7 1000 =
3937·10000 =
39371·00000 =
393710·00000 =

3·:171
9·710
1·100
II·OOO
2·000

l
IO

109
213
156

MEASURES OF CAPACITY.
EnglishCub1clnche1

Millilitre
Centilitre
Decilitre
Litre
Decalitre
Hectoli tre
Kilolitre
Myrialitre

Apothecaries' Measure.

·06 1028 =
·610:t80 =
6· 10"...800 =
61·028000 =
610·2"'0000 =
6 102·800000
6 1028·000000
610280·000000

16-23 18 minims.

2·705a
3·38 16
2·1135
2·6419

fluidrachms.
fluidounces.
pints.
gallons.

Troy Grains.

Milligrnmme
Centigramme
Decigramme
Gramme
Decagramme
Hectogramme =
Ki logramme =
Myriag ramme =

·0 154
·1543
1·54:14
15·43-IO
154·3402 =
1543·4023 =
15434·0234 =
154340·2344 =

lb.

0
0
2
26

0
3
8
9

dr.

gr.

2
I
I
4

34·3
43·4
14
20

Though the decimal system of weights and measures was established by
law in France, it was found impossible to procure its general adoption by
the people, who obstinately adhered to the old poids de mare and its divi-

~~~n'~~i;1~t~ft~1~:f:i:i~1~: ~~:t ~=~~l;=~~~~~cTi:~~ thT~u:~~en%i%~r;~11~;,;,

which· is equal to 18,827 1lr; French grams, or 2 pounds 5 gros 35 ~
grains poid,<t de mare, was divided into two parts, and the half of it called
a pound . One reason for this adherence to the old ~veights was the convenience of division into halves, quarters, &c., or which the new were not
susceptible. To obviate this ~ifficuhy the Imperial government legalized
the employment of the half kilogramme as the unity of weight, under the
name of pound, and allowed this to be divided into half pounds, quarters,
eighths, ounces, &c., as in the old .poids de mare. The new pound is
distinguished by the na~e of metrica~ pound, and .has been adopted !O a
considerable extent; while the old weights are retamed by some, part1cu.
Jarly by the apothecaries and goldsmiths; so that three systems are now
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more or Jess in use in France-the original poids de mare, the decima
rystem, and the metrical pound with its divisions. The following table
represents the relative value of these different weights.
Decimal System

centigramme =
decigramme =
gramme
=
decagramme =
hectograrnme=
kilogramme =

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 3
2 0

gr.
0·19
1·88
18·83
44·27
10·71
35·15

0
0
0
2
2
5

Grammes.

Poidsdehlarc.

I grain
=
24 grains or 9i =
72 grains or 3i =
1 ounce
=
I pound

l\letricalPound.

Poidsdei\Tarc.

fu oz. dr.
1
1
1
I
1
1

0·0531
1 ·2747
3·8242
30·5941
489·5058

fu oz. dr.
0
0
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
3
0

0
0
0
2
I
0

gr.
0·18
1·84
18·43
40·32
43·2
0

l\feirical Pound

1

1
24
72
I
1

grain
=
grains or 3i =
grains or 3i =
ounce
=
=
pound

0·054
I ·302
3·906
31·25
500

The following table is taken from Christison's Dispensatory, and was
calculated chiefly from data furnished in Soubeiran's Traite de Pharmacie.

Table of certain foreign jjpotliecaries' Weights, exhibiting the value of
their diJ!erenl denominations in Troy Grains.
Scruplt'.

French (old)
Spanish
•
Tuscan
Roman
Austrian
German or}
Nuremburg
Russian
Prussian
Dutch
Belgian
Swedish
Piedmontese
Venetian

5670·5
5320·4
5240·3
5235·0
6495·1

472·50 59·10 19·70 0·820
Wl-49 55·44 18·47 0·769
436·67 S4·58 18·19 0·758
'136·25 54·53 18·17 0-757
541·25 67·65 22·55 1-127

5524·8

460·40

57·55

19-18

0·960

5415·1

451-26

56·40

18·80

0·940

5695·8

474·64

59·33

19·78

0·988

5500·2
4744·7
4661'4

458·34
395·39
388·45

57·29
49·45
48·55

19·09
16·48
16· 18

0·954
0·824
0·809

Of these weights, all, except the French, Spanish, Tuscan, and Roman,
"(first named_ in the table,) are divided into parts corresponding with those
of ~he English Apothecaries' weight. In these four, the drachm contains
72 rnstea~ of 60 grains, and the scruple 24 instead of 20 groins; but, as in
the English, there are 3 scruples in the drachm, 8 drachms in the ounce,
and 12 ounces in the pound.

APPROXIMATE MEASUREMENT.
For the sake of convenience, in the absence of proper instruments, we

oft~n make use of means of measurement, which, though not precise nor

u:i1form , afford results sufficiemly accurate for ordinary purposes. Of this
kmd are certain household implements, of a capacity approaching to uni-
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regular standard
formity, and corresponding to a certain extent with the
implements, with
me~sur~s .. Custom has attached.~ fixed value to these
their
wh1c~ 1t is proper that the practitioner should be familiar; allbough
that at which
exceeds
somewhat
capacity, as t.h~y are now made, generally
~
and still continue to be estimated.

they were originally

! ~f~~ila~: esti~ated ~o

con_tain

~bout [~vu: g:/J;:~~:ss., or a

A tablespoon (cochlear magnum) A teaspoon (cochlear parvum)

gill:

half a fluidounce.
a fluidrachm.

by drops, each
Sm~ll q~antities of liq~id medici~es are often ~s~imated
or the sixtieth part
of wh1~h 1s usually considered equivalent to a mm1m,
is, on an average,
of a fiu1~ra~hm. The drop of water and of watery fluids
all medicinal
with
case
about this size; but the same is by no means the
in bulk,
liquids, and the drop even of the same fluid varies exceedingly thereThis is,
according to the circumstances under which it is formed.
and should be
liquids,
of
quantity
the
estimating
of
mode
uncertain
an
fore,
superseded where minim measures can be had.
by Mr. E. Du'rhe results stated in the following table were obtained
College of Pharrand, of Philadelphia. (See Journ. of Lite P!tiladelp!tia
be conmacy, i. 169.) They may be relied on as accurate; but should by the
afforded
sidered as indicating only the relative number of drops
than those of
several liquids mentioned; for, under other circumstances
as
obtained
be
might
resuhs
different
Mr. Durand's experiments, entirely
with were those of
relates to each liquid. The preparations experimented
the first edition of the U.S. Pharmacoprei a.

to
Table, exhibiting the number of Drops of different Liquids equivalent
a Fluidrachm.
Drops

Drops.

l :lO Tincture of Assnfetida, of FoxAcid, Acetic (crystallizab le)
120
glove, of Guaiac, of Opium
45
Acid, Hydrocyanic (medicinal)
132
54 Tincture of Muriate of I ron
Acid, Muriatic
78
84 Vinegar, Distilled
Acid, Nitric
78
51 Vinegar of Colchicum
Acid, N1tric, diluted (1 to 7)
90 Vinegar of Opium (black drop) 78
Acid Sulphuric
78
Squill
of
Vinegar
120
Acid Sulphuric, Aromatic
45
.
Acid Sulphuric, Qiluted (I to 7) 51 Water, Distilled
54
138 Water of Ammoma (strong)
Alcohol (rectified spirit)
45
120 Water of Ammonia (weak)
Alcohol, Diluted (proof spirit)
78
Arsenite of Potassa, Solution of 57 Wine ('fenl!riffc)
72
Antimo~ial
W~ne,
150
Ether, Sulphuric
75
W~ne of Col.ch1cum
Oil of Aniseed, of Cinnamon, of
78 ·
Wme ofOpmm
C loves, of Peppermint, of
120
Sweet Almonds, of Olives
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IV ALPHABETICAL TABLE OF PHARMACEUTICAL
.
EQUlVALENTS.•
]{amt,

SymbolorFormula.t

C,.H:P3
Acid, acetic C,I-1,0 , +HO
crystallized
SbO,
antimonic
SbO,
antimonious AsO,
arsenic
As03
arsenious
CNH.S03
beuzoic
C,.1-1,0 ,+ HO
crystallized
BO,
boracic
C10H110,.
camphoric (protohydrated)
carbonic
CIO,
chloric CJO,
chlorous
citric
C12H.sOu
CyO
cyanic gallic (dried at 212°)
C7 Ha0.s
HI
hydriodic
HCy
hydrocyanic (prussic acid)
HS
hydrosulphuric (su lphuretted hydrogen)
CIO
hypochlorous NO,
hyponitrous PO
hypophosphorous hyposulphuric
820.s
hyposulphurous
SZO!I
IO,
iodic
kinic (crystallized) C 7H s0u
meconic (dried at 212°) 01,H~O,,
HCI
muriatic (hydrochloric acid)
NO,
nitric
NO,
nitrous -

co,

Equivale11t,

51
60

169
161

IJ5·4
99.4
113
122

34·9
100

22
7f;.42

67·42
105
34
85
127·3
27
17

43·42
38
39·4
72
48

166·3
9ti

200
:l!M2
M
46

• This table includes all the simple bodies, ahhough a number of them are not used
in medicine. It also embraces a few compounds whit'h are not used in pharmacy, but

wh.;c~Yar~~:~~h~~1~:i~~~I~; ~~:l~li~ k~:l ~~~ret.~;~~~~ted

by lette rs cal led symbol!.
The initial letter of the name is thesymbol1 whenever it is distinctive; but when several
simple bo<lies have names beginning wi1h the same lcucr, the plan adopted is to represent one of them by che initial leuer1 and the rest by the initial letter, with someuther
associated wi1h it. 'I'hus C stands for carbon, Cd for cadmium, Ca for calci um , Ce for
cerium, Cl fo r chlorine, Cr for chromium, Co for cobalt, Cu for copper, &t'. The use of
these symbols saves time and space in designating the composition of compounds. \Vherc
asingleequivalentis intendedto bedesignated,thesymbol ofthelx:Klyis simplygl veni
but where several equivalents are to be re presented, the sy mbol is preceded by a figure

~~~C:i~~. th&1~~·~11::~ t~~l:~::,:~:e~~1=q~~!a~~1~:;~1~el~~n~;c~a~~:~n~~l ~:~r:~~~:~~~~

...

fo1\owing:thesymbol ; and this plan has been adopted, in most instances, in the above
table. 'l'hegroup of lcttcrsand fi gures, 1hus used to denote thecompositionofanybody,
is called the formula o'. such body. The t<ymbols given are those employed by Berzelius,
and should not be vaned from, for four of destroying their usefulness bycre111ingconfu-

~1~nias(:U~,~~"!,~atll~~~v~~/ouC1~!~~~f;~ :~a~~w~~~r~:~~~~db:i~~~2~~ 1 ~n3~1::~::1:i~

of l\I. Berlin, of Stockholm; gold Ly I 013-GG, being a corrected number boivcn by Berze·
lim5; sulphur by 10; and uranium by 60, in accordance with llic expcrimcnlS of Peligot.
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Namt.

_
Acid, oxalic crystallized
sublimed phosphoric
phosphorous prus~i~. See Acid, hydrocyanic.
succin1c (anhydrous)
sulphuric
liquid (sp gr I ·845)
sulphurous
tanni~ (tannin from galls)
tartanc crystallized
_
_
_
Alcohol Alum. See Sulphate of alumina and potassa.
Alumina
tersulphate (salt in alum)
ALU!'111NJIJl\I

-

-

-

-

Amide Ammonia
acetate
bicarbonate
bihydrosulphate
carbonate
hidrosulphate (hy drosulphuret)
murmte (sal ammoniac)
nitrate

-

sesquicarbonate
hydrated (medic inal carbonate)
sulphate Ammonium
ANTDIONY or STmtu!'lt
oxychloride (powder of Algaroth)
oxysulphuret tartrate of te roxid e
terchloride (bune r of antimony) -

teroxide

(medicin~I

oxide) -

tersulphuret (medicinal sulphuret)
ARSf:NIC -

bisulp huret (realgar) tersulphuret (orpiment)
Atropia BARIUJ\I

-

chloride crystallized
Baryta
carbonate -

hvdrate

-

Equiraknl.

C,i01

3fi

c,o,+:mo
C,0,+HO
PO,
PO,
C,Tl,O,

so,
so,+ uo
so,
C"H,O,,
C,H,O,
C,llp,+110
C,ll,+2HO
Al ~O ,

Al,O,.:lSO,
Al

~~~:

Nll ,,C 1-1..0,

~~L;?1i·
NIJ,,CO,
NH,.IJS
N ll,,IJCI
Nll ,.NO,
2Nll ,.:ICO,
2NB,.:lC0, +2HO
NrJJ.soa

NSI~,
9Sb0 ,+2SbCI,
SbO,+bSbS, + IUHO
SbO,.C, ll ,O,
SbCI,
SbO,
SbS,
As

AsS,
A>S,
NC,)I.,O,
Ba
BuCI
BaCl+2HO
BaO

-

(j;l

45
71·4
5;;.4
50
40
49
:12
212
66
7:j

·lH
Gl·tl

171·4
l:l·7

~~

68

g:
:JO

3-l
5:1·42

71
100

1 18
u1

l ~~
1817-52
I lb2

219
2:lb·26
153
177
75·4
107·4
12:!·4
21:;9

Ba0,110

6!l·7
10 1·12
122·12
70·7
9,,.7
85·7

BaO.NOs

130·7

Bao.co,

-

niuriate. See Barium, chloride.
nitrate
s ulphate
Benzyle

112

SymboLorFormula.

Bao.so,
C,.H,O,

ll(H
10;;
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Symbol or Formula.

BmrnTn
Bi
protox1de
BiO
Lnsn1trate of protox1de
3Bi0,N05
Black ~xide of manganese. See l\langanese, _deutoxide.
ox1d~ of mercury. See Mercury, protox1de.
Illue vitriol. See C~ppcr, sulphate of protoxide.
Borax. See Soda, biborate.
BORON B
BuomNE
Br
Brucia N 11C.... £-I~0 1

(;Amll U)I

-

-

Caffcin (also the.in and guaranin)
Calamine. See Zinc, carbonate of protoxide.
CALCIU!U
chloride
crystallized
Calomel. See ;\lercury, protochloride.
Camphene Camphor
CAJUJON
Caustic potassa. See Potassa, hydrate.
soda. See Soda, hydrate.
C1rnw1u
Cerusc. See Lead, carbonate of protoxide.
Chalk. See Lime, carbonate.
C u LOR I NE
C 1rnomuM
Cinchonia
disulphate
sulphate Cinnabar. See Mercury, bisulphuret.

crystallized

-

-

-

-

-

Corrosive sublimate. See Mercury, bichloride.
Cream of tartar. See Potassa, bitartrate.
Creasote
Cyanogen
DIDVJ\ll U~I

-

Epsom salt. See Magnesia, sulphate.
En1umu -

Eihal

-

Elher, acetic -

hydric (sulphuric)

-

hyponitrous (nitric) -

71
79
291

N2CSH.502

10·9
78·4
373
55·8
97

Ca
CaCl
CaCI+61-10

20·5
55·92
109·92

Cd

68
76
6

Ce
Cl
Cr
NC.,H,,O
2NC 20H 1'1.0.S011

NC.,HtlO,SO,

COBALT -

Codcia CoLUMBIUlll or TA~TALUM
Common salt. See Sodium, chloride.
COPPER or Cul'RUM acetate of protoxide black or protoxide diacctate of protoxide (verdigris)
red or dioxide sulphate of protoxide (blue vitriol)

Equivaknt.

46
35·42
26·27
154
318
194
29·5
284
185

Cu

CuO,C_.HJOs
CuO
2Cu0,C~HJ0 3
Cu~O

Cu0,S0 3

Cu0,S0,+5HO

31-6
90·6
39·6
130·2
71·2
79·6
124·6
102

,
,

26

C,,H ..O,
242
C,H.,C, fl ,0,+ !-10
88
C,H ,,HO orC, fl,O 37
c,H.,No,+ u o
75
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Symbol or Formula.

Ka mt.

E'}11il•alrnt.

C,ll.,HCI
Ether, muriatic
nitric. S('c Ether, hyponitrous.
sulph~1ric. See Elher, hydric.
etherine.
and
ether
of
Sulphate
Sec
011.
Ether~al
cH
Ethennc

~~~;~~y~e~~~!~)

FJowcrs of zmc.
FLUORINI-~

- - See Zmc, protox1dc

-

-

-

-

Glaubcr's salt. See Soda, sulphate.
Glucina -

::b~s

[

-

IRIDJU)t hoN or Ft:RRU~T

bitartrate of sesquioxide
black oxide (med ici nal oxide)
bromide carbonatC' of protoxide
frrrocyanurr t (pure Prussian blue)
native black oxide
protiodide (r:ied icinal iodide)
crystallized
protocyanur et protoxide red or scsquioxide
hydrated ses<iuicbloride subarseniatc of protoxide
sulphate of protoxidc (green vitriol)
crystallized
tart rate of protoxide tartrate of scsquioxide
terocetate of sesquioxide

LANTANIU'.'t

or

- Fe 20 3 +2f'e0
FeBr
Fc0,C0 2
Fe;Cy9
Fe:J03 +Fe0
Fe[
Fc l +GrIO
FeCy
FE'O
Fe110 3
F e,0,+2HO
Fe';!Cl3
4Fe0,As05
FeO,SOs
- FeO,SO,+ 7l!O
Fe0,C4ll.i05
- Fe110 3 ,C,H 110.;
- Fe::03,:~C 4 H 30 3

La

PLU!ITBU/11

acctat.~ of protoxide (sugar of lead)

~~

nitrate of protoxide
•
protoxide (massicot) red oxide (red lead or minium)

196·66

I
!)

G0·2-I
126·:3
2~

Fe

Fe 20.l 1 2C~H 2 0.;

Pb
Pb0,GJI30 3
PbO,C,H,0, +:3!10
crystallized
PbO,C0 11
carbonate of protoxide (w hite lead)
PbCI
chloride
Pb011
deutoxide (puce oxide)
2Pb0,C
4 H 30 3
extract)
lard's
(Gou
e
diacetate of protoxid

LEAD

77
2H·5

9~·8

Ir
-

28
29
!06
18·68

F
G~0 3

G
GLUCINIUM
Au
GoLD or At1Ru;i1
Goulard'.s ?xlr::i.ct. See Lead, diacetatc of protoxide.
Green vunol. ~ce Iron, sulphate of protoxide.
Heavy oil of wine. See Sulphate of ether and ctherinc.
II
H\'DROGl::N
HO
p.rotoxide (wate r)
11
llmenium?
loD!NE

61·12

™

PbO,NO:~

PbO
Pb30.-

2.12

J:J:l
JOG·4
58

4:lO
ll6
151·:!
IU9·3
5-1
:l6
~o

as
162·2H

25!M
76
139
102

HG
2!l3
4-1· 15
!03·6
162·6
189·6
l:l3·6
139·0-2
119·6
274-2

229·9
!05·6
111·6
312·8
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Symbol or Ft>rmula.

Lime
bone-phosphate
carbonate (chalk)
chlorinated -

hydrate (slaked lime)
muriate. See Calcium, chloride.
oxalate
tartrate
LITllJUi'!l

28·5
4·12·2
50·5
63·92
37·5

CaO,C,O,
CaO,C,H,O,
L

64·5
94·5
6

Lunar caustic. See Silver, nitrate of protoxlde.
MgO
Magnesia
MgO,CO,
carbonate

sulphate (Epsom salt)
crystallized

-

MAOl\"ESJUl\l -

MANGANESK

deutoxide (black oxide) Manni le
Massicot. See Lead, protoxide.
MERCURY

or

HvoRARGVRUi'!l

acetate of protoxide
a~nmon_iatcd (white precipitate)

b1chlonde (corrosive sublimate)
bicyanuret (prussiiite)

biniodide
bisulphate of deutoxide
bisulpl~uret (cinnab~r)

deutox1de (red precipitate)
nitrate of deutoxide
nitrate of protoxide
protiodide

protochloride (calomel)

MgO,SO,
MgO,SO,+ 7HO
Mg
Mn
Mn02

C,Hp,
I-lg
IIgO,C,II,O,

Hff~fi,H,
HgCy,
Hg I,
Hg0 2,2S03
HgS,
HgO,
l-Ig0~.N0 5

Hg0.N0 5
Hg!
HgCI

protosulphuret
HgS
protoxide (black oxide)
HgO
sesquiodide Hg,!,
subsulphate of deutoxidc (turpeth mineral) 3Hg0 2,2S03
sulphate of protoxide
I-lg0,803
Minium . See Lead, red oxide.
MOLYBDENUM

Morphia
acetate
murmte
sulphate
Narcein
NICKEL

NionrnM

Nitre. See Potassa, nitrate.
NITROGEN
Olefiant gas
Orpiment. See Arsenic, tersulphuret.
OsM1u1u
OXYGEN

Equiualcnl

Cao
8Ca0,:SPO,
Cao.co,
CaO,CI
CaO,HO

Mo
NC3.5Hro0i;
NC 3,JJ'll:)06 ,C 4H 3Q 3
NC,.l-1.,0,,I-!Cl
NC 33 H 000 6 ,S03
NC™H.,O,,
Ni
!
N
C2 Hi1
Os
0

20·7
42·7
60·7
123·7
12·7
27·7
43·7
91
202
261
253·42
272·84
254
454·6
298
234
218
272
264
328-:3

237·42
218
210
782·9
7:34
230
47-7
292
343

328·42
332
298
29·5
!

14
14
99·7
8
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Sy111bolor Fornwla

Na mt.

53·3

Pd

PALLADlUM
P.ELOPJUM

-

P110Sl'HORUS

-

PLATINUM

1

1

p
Pt

31-4

9b·S

KO
KO,C,E-1 30 3
K0,2C0 9
K0,2CO,+H 0
K0,2C!l0 3
K0,280 3
K0,2S0,+2 ll0
K0,2C 4 H:J.0 5
KO,CO,

POlassa acelate
bicarbonate
crystallized
binoxalate (sa lt of sorrel)
bisulphatc crystallized
b1tarlrate (cream of tartar)
ca rbonate (salt of tartar)

Efjlt1l'alo1/

~;;:~~~~nat~. Se~ Pot;ssiu~, forr~cyanuret.KO,CI0
KO,HO

5

hydrate (caustic potassa)
hydriodate. See Potassium, iodide.
KO,NO,
nitrate (nitre or saltpetre) KO,C,O,
.,
oxalate
2K0,3CO,
sesquicarbona te
KO,SO,
sulphate (vitriolated tartar) KO,C,H,O,
tartrate (soluble tartar)
K
PoT1i.ss111:u or KALIUM
KBr
bromide
KC!
chloride
KCy
cyanurct 2KCy,FeCy
ferrocyanuret
2KCy,FeCy +alJO
crystallized
Kl
iodide
2Kl,Hgl,
iodo-hydrargy rate
KO,
teroxidc
KS,
tersulphuret
Prussian blue. See Iron, ferrocyanuret.
Prussialc of mercury. See Mercury, bicyanuret.
Prussic acid . See Acid, hydrocyanic.
Puce oxide of lead. See Lead, deutoxide.
Quinia
disulphatc (medicinal sulp hate)
muriate
sulphate -

H·l5
9'H5
9 1·1 5
100·15
110·1 5
127·15
145·lfJ
17!)-)5
G9·15
122·57
56·15

101·15
8!H5
100·3
87·1 5
113·15
3()·15
117·5G
74·57
65·15
IS1·3
211·3
165·45
785-5
63·1!)

87·15

IG2

364
198·42
20"2

~:~iy:;d.S~~:£see;J~'r:~s~~~~-ret.

precipitate. See .Mercury, deutoxide.

RHODlUM

-

-

-

-

-

-

Rochelle salt. See Tartrate of potassa and soda.

RuT11ENJUM

Sal ammoniac. See Ammonia, muriate.
Salicin
Salt of sorrel. See Potassa, binoxalate.
of tartar. See Potassa, carbonate.
Saltpetre. See Potassa, nitrate.
SELENTUM -

Silica

-

112'

R

Ru

52·2
52·2
457

39·6
46·5
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Symbol or Formula.

Eqt1it•altnt

Si
Ag
AgCl
AgCy
AgO,NO,
AgO

S1LICON

or ARoENTUM chloride
cyanurct nitrate of protoxide (lunar caustic)
protoxidc Slaked lime. See Lime, hydrate.
Soda acetate
biborate (borax) bicarbonate crystallized carbonate crystallized di phosphate (med icinal phosphate)
crystallized hydrate (caustic soda) muriate. See Sodium, chloride.
nitrate
sesquicarbonate hydrated
sulphate (Glaube1's salt)
crystallized tarlrate
Soorn!H or NATRJUM
chloride (common salt) sesquioxide
Soluble tartar. See Potassa, tartrate.
Starch
Strontia

S1L\'ER

STRONTIUi\I -

Nao
NaO,C,IT,O,
Na0,2B03
NaO,:!CO'l
Na0,2C0,+HO
NaO,CO,
Nao.co,+ 10no
2Na0,PO,
2Na0,P0s+25HO
Na0,1-10

31·3
82·3
101 ·1
75·3
SJ·:J
53·3
14.3.3
l:J4
35U
40·3

Na0,N0 5
2Na0,:JCO.ll
2Na0,3CO,+·lHO
NaO,SO,
NaO,SO,+IOHO
NaO,C,lI,O,
Na
NaCl
Na 110 3

85·3
128·6
](i4·6

C12H10010
SrO
Sr

162
51·8
43·8
347
171

N 11C~ 1 IIZI0 1
Strychnia CtcHu0 11
Sugar, cane
of lead. See Lead, acetate of protoxide.
Al,0,,3SO,+ 1{0,SO,
Sulphate of alumina and polassa (alum)
- C..iH50,S03 +C,.H4,S03
Sulphate of ether and etlwrinc
8
SULPHUR
Sulphuretled hydrogen. See Acid, hydrosulphuric.
Tartar emetic. See Tartrate of antimony and potassa.
Sb03 ,C4II!)0 5 +KO,C4H .05
Tartrate of antimony and potassa Fe20 3 ,C,.H,.0 5 + T<O,C 4 H~05
Tartrate of iron and potassa KO,C 4H;l05 +NaO,C,HJOs
Tarlrate of potassa and soda Te
TELLUR1U 11:1
TERBIUM

?

-

NC2.\i-I 1,.03
ThO
Th
T110RIUM
1
Sn
'I !N or STANNUM Ti
TtTANIUJll
W
TuNGSTEN or WOLFRAM
Turpeth mineral. See Mercury, subsu}phate of deutoxide.

Thebaina
Thorina

URANIUM

Urea -

-

-

-

-

-

•

-

22·5
108
143·42
l:l4
170
116

u

N~C~H.i.O~

71·:1
161·3
97·:3
23·3
5~·72

70·6

258·55
145
16
332·15
25!H5
210·45
6·1·2
?

202

67·6
59·G

58·9
24 ·3
99·7

60
60
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Symbol or Pormula.

Same.

V

\A?oiAD1UM

~:~d~~~s~

di~cetat~ of~rotoxide.

NC:J.IHEO&
See-Copp-er,
Vitriolatcd tartar. See Potassa, sulphate.
Water. Sec Hydrogen, protoxide.
White lead . See Lead, carbonate of protoxide.
precipitate. See Mercury, ammoniated.
vitriol. See Zinc, sulphate of protoxide.
YO
Yttria YTTRIU)I
ZINC

acetate of protoxide carbonate of protoxide (calamine)
chloride cyanuret iodide
protoxide (flowers of zinc)
sulphate of protoxidc (white vitriol)
crystallized
sulphuret (blende)
Zirconia ZrncoNIU~t

y

Zn
ZnO,C,H,O,
ZnO,CO,
ZnCI
Z nCy
Zn!
ZnO
Zn0,80 3
Zn0,S0,+7HO
ZnS
Zr~0 3

Zr

Bquivalt11I
68·~

2SlS

40·i
32·2
32·3
91·3
62·3
67·72
58·3
158·6
40·:1
80·:3
143·3
48·3
91'4
33·7
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V. CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN DIFFERENT THERMOMETERS.

In Fahrenheit's thermometer, which is universally employed in this
country_ and ~real Britain, the freezing point ?f water is placed at 32°, and
the boiling poull al 212°, and the number of intervening degrees is 180.

The Centigrade thermometer, '"hich has long been used in Sweden
under the name of Celsius's thermometer, and is now most generally em~
ployed on the continent of Europe, marks the freezing point =ero, and the
boiling point 100° .
In Reaumur's thermometer, used in France before the revolution , thr

freezing point is at zero, and the boiling poi?t at 80°
In De Li,<t/e's thermometer, used in Russia, the graduation begins at the
boiling point, which is marked zel'O, while the freezing point is placed at
150°.
From the above statem<'nt it is evident that 180 degrees of Fahrenheit
are equal to 100° of Lhe cemigrnde, 80° of Reaumur, and 150° of De Lisle;
or l degree of the first is C'qual to~; of a degree of the second,} of a degree
of the third, and l of a degree of lhe last. It is easy, therefore, to convert
the degrees of one into the equivalent number of degrees of the other; but
in ascertaining the corresponding points upon the diffBrent scales, it is
necessary to take into considerati1.m their different modes of graduation.
Thus, as the zero of Fahrenheit is :32° below the point at which that of the
centigrade and of Reaumur is placed, this number must he taken into
account in the calculation. The following propositions will embrace all
the cases which can arise in relation to the three last·mentioned thermo·
meters. That of De Lisle is seldom or never referred to in works which
are read in this country.
l. If any degree on the cenfi{{rade scale, either above or below zero, be
multiplied by !) and divided by 5, or if any degree of Reaurrmr above or
below zero be multiplied by 9 and divided by 4, the quotient will, in either
case, be the number of degrees above or below :32°, or the freezing point
of Fahrenheit.
2. The number of degrees brtween any point of Fahrenhcit's scale and
32°, if muluplied by 5 and divided by 9, will give the corresponding point
on the ~entigr~de; if multiplied by 4 and divided by 9, will give the cor·
respondmg pomt on the scale of Reaumur.
3. Any degree of the rentigrade multiplied by ·land divided by 5, will
give the correspo?ding degree of !l-eaumur; and conversely, any degree
of Reaumur mult1plied by 5 and divided by 4, will gi\'C th e corresponding
degree of the centigrade.
0
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VI. TABLES,
SUOWIXG THE SPECIFIC GRAV ITY CORRE SPONDING WITH TllE SEVERAL DEGREES OF DU' FERENT HYDROMETERS IN USE.

Baumli's hy~r~meter is usually employed in France. In this instrument,
t he sp. _gr. of d1st_1lled wate r is assumed as tl~ e ze ro of the descending scale,
rn relation to fluids heavier than itself, while it is ass umed as IO on the
ascending scale, in relation to li g hte r fluids. In th e Pharmacopc:eiaBatava,
a modification of the instrument has been adopted, in which the sp. gr. of
distilled water has been a::-;s umed as the ze:o of both scales. Beck's hydro·
meter is used in Ge rmany . In th e fo\lowrng tabl es, th e specific gravity of
liquids is given corresponding with the several degrees of these three
hydrometers.

For Liquids lighter than 1l'ater.
~p e cific

Spec ificGrn v it>-

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
l:l
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
Z3
21
2;,
I 2U
27
2<:I
29
30
31

1·0000
O·!J!Jll
O·!Jb8:3
(J-!)826
O·!J770
0 ·!)7 14
O·U659
O·!J(iOI
0·9550
0·9W7
0·9111
0·!):J92
O·!J:JIO
O·!J28fJ
0·92:39
0·9189
0 ·91:!9
0·9090
0·!)012
0·8!J9-l
0 ·8!Jl7
O·b!JOO

1000
99:1
987
080
971
!l07
961
954
918
91 1
9:35
929

1·0000
0 ·99:JO
92:3
0·9861
917
0·9792
911
0·9724
0·9657 \ 906
900
0·9591
8 9.;
0·0526
b~9
0·9462
8~1
0 ·9:J99
878
0·9336
b7:J
0 ·9274
b68
0·9212
86:!
0·9 151
s.;s
0·9091
852
I 0·9032
817
O·b!JH
t1rn
0·8917
s:n
O·ob60
832
O·bt!O!
828
0·8748
0 ·8693
8~

---

I

O·b~51

I

0·1>808
0.8762
0·8717
O·b673
0·8629
O.ri585
0.t;:;l:.? I
0.8500
o.8157

32
33
3-l
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
4:3
44
45
46
47
48

49
50
51
52
33
M
53
56

Gravi1y.

0·8638
819
0 ·8584 . !:!14
MS5:31
810
0·817f)
805
0·8428
800
796
0·8378
0·8:329
792
O·b281
787
0·82:3:3
782
O·t>l~!i
778
O·bl:l9
774
0·8()<J!J
770
766
O·b017
0·8001
762
0·7U50
758
751
0·7911
I 0·78!i6 750
746
0·7821
742

I

I

I g:;;~~
0·7689
0·7f,l6

I

g:~~~~

0·7518

51

0·141(;

58
59
60
61
62

0·7135
0·7:!91
0·7351
0·7311
0·7251

I

0.8-115
0·8374
0·8333
0·8292
0·8252
0·8212
0·8173
0 ·8133
0·8095
0·8056
0·8018
0 ·7981
0·7943
0·7906
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For Liquids heavier lhan T/7afer.
SpcctlicGrav ity.

~pecificGra\• ity.
Degre ~
0

~~;~i;_o-

Br lJnuin(!_

l~~~~u~~~n,

-----JOOO 1·0000
1·0000

9
10

1·0070
1·01'11
].()'21:)
J.02b6
l·O:Jf>O
l·OJ:J5
1·0511
1·0588
1·0660
1·0715

!007
! Oil
1022
1029
10:16
1014
10:>2
1000
1067
1075

1·0059
1·0119
l ·O lbO
1·02 11
l· O;JO:l
l·O:JGG
1·0 129
l· Ol!J5
J.0559
1·0025

ll

1-()&2;;

IO"l:I

1·0692

12
13
14
15
JG
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
21
25
26
'1-7
28
29
30
!J I
32
3:l

1·0900
1·09SS
1·1071

IO!JI
11 00

5
6
7

8

34

35
36
37
38
30
40

1·11,";5

1·1 240
l·I;J2fi
l·llll
1·1501
1· 1590

1·1690
1·1785
l·IS:"l2
l · WS l
1·20:02
1·2181
1·2~8

l·Zl94
1·2502
1·26 12
1·2721
1·23!lS
l ·:.!!J;)l
1·!)072
J·:llUO
1·3:l1 1
J·:l4:Jl
I·:J;JGU
l ·!lUSG
1-:3815

I

Brllaumt'!. ll nP!rnr111

Br Beck.

Hr Beck.

l.la.\ll\'ll

-- - I·:ll78
- - 1:398
-1·39-17
-4 1
I

1·07:;9
l·Oo2ti
11 08 1·0!:197
lll G 1·0908
I 125 1· 10:19
11:!1 1·1111
lll!l l · l lbl
1·1 25!:1
11 52
11 0 1 l·l:l:J3
I 17 1 1·1109
1180 1· 1486
!!!JO l·J.lij."j
IW!J 1· 161-!
1210 1·1721
1·1 806
1221
l·lt>Sl:S
12:!1
1212 l·IU72
12'.H 1·2057
1·2113
l:lOI
1275 1·2'2:10
1·2319
]~")fj
1298 1·:!4U9
1309 1·2300
J·23U3
1:121
]:J:ll 1·26b7
J:l-!G 1·27S2
IaiJ!J 1·2:;79
J:l72 1· 2U77
l !ll:S4 1·3077

42
43
41

45
·IG

47
48
49
50
51
52
5;3

I

14 12
1-10>2
1· 1219 I 1126
U -10
1·1!359
1454
J.4G0l
1170
I.4615
1185
1·47!)2
1501
1·4!ll2
1516
1·5090

I

1·52:>:3

] ;);J2

1·511;!

I 1519

1·G576

1·5742

51

l ·U!l l 2

5,j

J.li086
1·6201
J.(i\40
1·603;!
l ·fi82:1
1·701!)
1·7220
1-7127
I-ifHO

5G

57
;;i;
5\)

GO
(ii

62
63
GI
();)

66
67
68

uu
70
71
72
73
7-1
75
76
77
7l:S
7\J
80

1·7b:lts

l·&OS2
1-0>3 12
1·8548
l ·b700
H)():ll:S
l·!J2!JI

l· U5·ll:S
1·9b0U
2·007a
2·0!110
2·00 10

156()

l•Jb3
JUOI
JU IS
1U!l7
rn;;6
1Ui6

I lfi!J:l

1714
1736

11:;s

I 1779
IbO I
1;;23
H:H7
11'72

l b97
IU21
J!l!G
]!)7-1

2002
2o:i 1
2050
20b7
211.;

l·! l2~1

I ·:l:IS6
1·3W2
1-:rnoo
I·:l7JO
I·:Jl:ltl
I·:l9H
1·1050
J-.JIG7
1·42bH

1· 1107
l·J.5:JO
I· l(j5:)
l· lil:l!l
l·J912
1·5011
1·;)179

1·5:JI5
1· 7>'15-l

I

, ~·

1-5711 1
1· 5b~S

1·60:J8
J.Gl!JO
1-o:iw
J.0505
1·6607
1·6b:l2
1-7000
1·7 172
1·7:ll7
1·7526
1·7701:)
] ·7t!9;)

l ·ti0%
l·b"ll:lO

I
I

,,,,, I
H>GSl
l ·bbb9

I

I
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r~he _French 9odex employs Baume's hydrometer to indicate the density
1 1

~~~.;;~'.~s l~~:ai~~·trr~ 1~; nt·~;e~.<~rl~~~-,rZ; t~~~o~en!i~~:; ~~~~;s~~t\~r,c~~n~~=r~:~

Th is dtflers r~om BaumC's only in a slight modification of the scale. fn both,
the lowest pornt is 10°; but :lQ 0 of Cun!er corresponds with:};.!:> of Bau me,
so that 20 degree~ of the for_mer are equ1val~nt to 22 of the latter. Such •. at
least, was the original relation of the two instruments; but that of Cartier
has subsequently undergone some slight modifications. The following

table, extracted from the Codex, shows the value of the st•veral degrees of BaumC.'s scale in those of Cartie r's. rrhe cent1:/l·inwl alcoholmcter
ofGay-Lussac is applicable only to alcoho l. The scale of this instrumen t
is divided into 100 unl'qual drgrees, the zero corresponding to pure wate r ,
and I00° lo absolute alcohol j and every inte r mediate degree expresses the
per ~entage of pure alcohol conta ined in the liquors examine~. Thus, w hen
the rnstrument stands at I0°, in a ny alcoholic liquid, it indicates that 100
parts of the liquid contain 40 of pure alcohol and UO of water .. But as it
was graduated for t he temperature of 5U 0 of F ahrenheit, the liquors to be
tested should be brought to that temperatu re . In page U~ of this Dispensatory is a table in di cati ng the specific gravity corresponding with each per

~~~t~~~ i~f t~~c~~~11; ~~~e~o;~s~i~~~;~{ l~v~~~.e1~c~1v~f;~·:~ ~at:~fe~l~~i:~:z~ei~
those of the alcoholme ter is stated, the re ca n be no difficulty in conve r ti ng
t h ~ degrees of a~y one o( these instruments into th?se of another, or of ascertam ing the specific gravity to which they respectively correspond.

T able s!towing t!te Value of the DPgrees of Baumi's llydromeler in
those o/Catficr's .
I

__::___\~ 10
II

I

12
13
14
15
I()

17
18
)!)

20
21
22

10
10·92
11· 81
12·16
13·67
14·59
15·51
1 6··1~

17'35
J 8 ·26
19·18
20· 10
2 1·02

Bau me.

Cartier

- - - - - - - -I - - -

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

2 1·94
22•85
23·77
24•69
25'6 1
20·53
27'41
28 ' 38
29·29
30·3 1
3 1· 13
32·04
32·96

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
41
45
46
47
48

33·88
34·8o
35·72
36·63
37·55
38•46
39·40
40•31
4 1·22
42· 14
43•06
43•98
41·90
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Table showing the Palue of the .Degrees of Cartier's Hydrometer in those
of Oay-Lussac's centesimal .!llcoholmeler.

_:::_-I
A~:::,:t::;~~' _:::___ Ji::::,~~~:;:~,
·-1

10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

0·2
5' 1
Jl •2

18'2
25'2
3 1'6
36'9
4 1·5
45·5

49•1
52•5
55•6

22
23
24
25
26
21
28

59·7
Gl ·5
64'2
66'9
69 '4
11 ·s
74

29

1 76·3

~;

:~:~

30
31

79·4
80'5

I_::_ A~:::::1::::,~,.
,

I

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

l4

86'2
88
89'6
9 1•2
92'7
94·1
95·4

96·6

97·7
98 ' 8

~ 99·8

INDEX.
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1226

740
760

6:: .
64
653

:~;
1225
602

564
1225

l2~i
559
65
539
665
892
1029
1029

631
88,90
89,90
1226
1226

67
67,

~4
67
67

67,71
67
67,71
68
67

68
68

g
~~
71

72
72
69

~~
1060

1J~!

3

~g
76

76

Index.
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Index.

:~:~~~;tii~~ trichomanea
Assafetida mixture
Assafct1dapill1
Asliilfctida plaster
AasafWt1<la
Astragalua aristatua
AstragalusCreticus
Astragalusgummifcr

1030
1061
9 13
128
720
720
720

533 Bea\'Crtrec
S Hebcerin
1232
1233 Rebecru bark
1304
~73 Bcccabunga
1266 Bcck·s hydromelrr, value
ofthedegrccsof,inap .
671,673
1329
gr.
J3J

Barbadocatar
Rarbarygum
Barberry
llarii chloridum
Hani iodidum
Barilla
Barium

~, :,:,:,:,·!.·1i,:":' :,~.:,i"~'~l~~~: 7~ 0 g rl l ~,:,k ~ .'mci,t,:~,-1:,.!b:;,',id"e

of

-2 Bark,crown-

A1tnn;ent1

:~~~i;~u~clr;~,i~o~n~in~ Iii~ :~~~~: ~~as;o
Atropa m:i.ndragora
Atropia
Att:i.rofroses
A urantii aqua
Aurant1icorlcx
Au rant ii oleurn
Au rantiutn
Aurnrn
Avena
Avena sati\'a
A\•ena: forinn
.-\vens, purpl<'
A\'Cns, root of
Avens, water
Avoirdupoisweight
.\x ungi:l
Aydendron laurel
Azedarach
Azure

B
Bacher, tonic pills of

~~:~ustines

Bark,Iluamilies
Bark, lluanuco
Hark,Jacn
Bark, Lima
Bark, Lo:rn.
Ua rk,l\larac:iybo
Hark, new
Bark,pale
llark,Peru\'ian
Bark,pitaya
Bark, red
Bark, St. Lucia
Hark, Santa Martha
Hark, silver
Dark,ycllow
Hnrks,Carthagena
1288 Barks, false
13-1 Barley
1296 Barlcysugar
Barleywale r
Baroselenite
Barosma crenata
B:iryta
9-13 Uaryta, carbonate of

1274
138
498
863
131
132
131
1257
134
134
134
351
352
351
13 14
55

~~~ J!~~~~~: ;,~~~~~tf:na

of
712, 1230 llaryta,!l'ulphate of
Balm ofGilcad
J:275 BarJl:I! carbonas
Balsam apple
712 Baryt:c murias
Balsam 1 Canada
709 Barytairnuriatia aqua
Balsam,Carpatlii:m
1292 lhryttl!Bulphas
Balsam, ll ungarian
2i0 Baryticw:itcr
Balsam ofcopai,·a

~~J::~ :~~~lead
~:::~~ :~:u~~uhur
Balsam ofTolu
Balsam,Jliga
Balsam-weed

8, 1,,m;M

1 ;~~
1 ~~t
7 15

~:~rtna
g~:~1~~~1~~1i1~trnent

Bassorin
1292 Bastarddittany
1263 Batcm:m's drops

1275

1 _;~~;9~

7~! ~~!:~~~~~t

Ji;~ I~~~~~~~:: ~lu~~'

"''°"' ''"m """

m~:~~!rda~pring
mg~~~~~:nnin

mg~~~~~~~r
225
2.23
224
223
222
230
233
22 1
2 12
234
229
234
232
223
225
230
234
372
6Ji
905
136
30 1
135
136

I~~~

Im

water

l~~~

bll
660
660
7S4
140
784
1233
140
91, 785
1233

13 eng-nl opium
Benne
Benneoil
Benzoicacid
Benzoin

Benzoin,flowcr~of

Bcn7.oin odoriferum
Uem:oinum
Ben-iyle
Bcrherin
Bcrberis C'lnadensis
Berbcrisvulgaris
Brrgamiioleurn
BcrgamotOE oleum
.BetC'l
Betel-nut
Bcthelsdrop aloes
Betonicaofficinalis
Betony,wocid
Betulaalba
Bctula lcnta
Detulapapyracea
Bctulin
Bnoar

1233

1233
48."i
4~5

1229
1229
l.i9
1233
1233
1233
1234
1:234
1233
1231

~;~ ~:~~~~~d~f:~~:rcury

Bicarbonate ofarnmonia
Bicarbonate ofpotassa
Bicarbonate of soda
Bichloride ofmcrcury
Bicyanideofmercury
I3G Bicyanurctofmcrcury

136
136
S73
ti75
136

l

~~~
S24

tO~R

1122
979
99 1
99 1

1 ~;~ Bi~~~~cyanuret ofpotas- 1 ~~~
1285
1 ;~~ ~:n~1onia catalpa

123 1 l3in1odideofmercury
J:!fi2

993

Dino:rnlateofpotassa

1 ltil

'24 Bmo"d" ofme<my

12, 1'2:-13

:Ji!

~tll~~~:I ~E~~;~~:i l li~;}. ~
ap

113•
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Index.
1

~i:~J~~~~=~ ff~~:~~~Y lm ~~~~~~~~:~
0

~:~~.~~r:~~ 0o~~E~;ssa

Iliuer almonds
!litter cucumber
Hitter polrnala
Bittersweet

3

1rifoliata

1 ~~~ ~~~=~:~:~:~,native

FIS, !)0 Boragc
2;}!) Borago officinalis
5.J~ Borate of soda
30-1 Uorax

57"

Dlackalder

10 16

Black draught

m~~~ ~~~p

562, 1m
36;'.)
401

.Dlack hellebore
lllack ipccacuanlia
1

~:~~~ ~~~tard seeds

:~~:;i1~tt~ixturc
Braes
Brazil wood

Dlacko.tideofmcrcury
Illa.ck pepper
Black pitch

!lm ~:1~!:;

991
5!0
fJ16

British o il
British ,·incgar
Bromide ofiron

prepared

747 Calamus
1235 Calamus arornaticus

mg::::~~: ~~:ac1~g
691

6

Calcu chloridum

1

Urommum
Brooklime
Broom
Oroom,Sranish

~~ g~:~:~~~io~agncsia

~~~ ~!;~~~;::%t~a

1 ~!1 ~1•
_

)~~:
144
144

g~~
J46

l~~!

m

880
143 Calcis muri:uis aqua
l:-lbO
1301 Catcismunaussulutio
647 Calc1sphosphas pr:ecipiSS !
tatum
1297

~~~~ I g::=~~~:~n

offici nalia
tinctoria
1312 Calico bush
68 1 Brown mixture
(ll3, GI8 ! Calisaya bark
1248 Brown sugar

.Black-oak bark
.Blatldcrscnna

1235

1235
1235

098
502 Calc111cd mercury
283
I.'.i Calciscarbonas
123<> Calcu1 carbonas pr:rc1p1-

I~~~ ::~~::~F~r~lt::~~ur; ~m g£I:~;udr~::

21 1, 1203
Black sn:ikt>root
710
Blackspruce
Black sulphuret of mer100 1
cury

~:=~~bt:~y-root

~;~~ ~=1~~~::::i~

:m g:/::~:::~,

Brimstone

:1:~: ::i~: o~·'~:~~ame ~~~ ~~:~:~t ~~l~~la

72

1 ~!~

1235

J:~.;Z~G~

57 Calamina pr<eparata

Brandy

~~~ ::~:~~~:~~~:::~a
301

Rlack nightshade

alo~

763 Cnhmcicacid

BoullaJ'sfilter

~::~~n~;~nuret of potas· 1::: ~~i~~:~~!~on

Caballinc

Cmsalpina Brazilien11i9
Cresalpmacmta
Cresalp1na eclunata
Ca!salpmatmppan

m g:~~~;:cid

Im ::~;~\~~~f:~;r;:;:ine

~:!~:~c~~~=:~~~1um

~;

~~g g:~~~gc-tree bark
123ti
1235
669
669

~~~;
1269
225

12~~ ~;~~7: antidyscnterica !~~ g~\~~~c~ca ipecacmmha ;~~

~\~. ~i~i~.r-81~:.:ck

1 6:~ ::~~:~:::~ ~~~fca

m~~~\~ g
111

powdt>r 7 JG,
196
lllcsscd t111stlc
831
BJ1stermgcloth
8h7
J3hstermg paper

~l::~=~~:~:cl~s;cr,

n·';

Bryon111
Bryony
llubon galbanum

~:~~::~rian

~:~~~r~~t

~~J ::~~~~~:r: berries

rliubarb

Blue flag.
Blue gentian
Blue pills

405 Buena
3·18 Bugle, common
1067 Bugle-weed

llolcs

1235

~ii: ~~~~~:sk
1i~~ ~~;~~~t~'!itch

~l~: :~~r~!l
~~,;~t~~~vec~iadnock

Ournthartshorn

g~~ g~\:~~ 1: ~lc~~c~r?s's
1

ii~~

1068
1236 Calomcl pdls
123J Calomel p1!ls,compound
106 1
338
592,

~~~ g:::~~~;rrccipltated

ii~~

~;~ g~i::::~:~: ! ;~1~:~!~:',~m ii~~
1

213 Calophyllum mophyllum 1298
J224 Calophyllum tacamahaca 129b
1237
436 Calotropi11gig:rn1ca

I~~; Ca~~f~~~~j.';adarii ludico-1237
i~~
~~~ z::~mba
881

Cab:chl o rinata

149

~~~~~::·, ~, ~1~~~· ,.~ II~~.:-:;
1

..
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g;~~~~~:~; =~~;~:t~fof

240

238, 111 7

Cinchonic red

g/::~:~8of turpentine
Cnic111

~;J' g~~~~~ l;~tk~vee<l

126

197 Compound calomel pillslOGI

im g:~~!b~?unecdictus :m ~::~,~~:~ ::::::,:~: ~1i1;;~1020
of
2:~~.~:~:~~;:::mati- m~~~~~:~: t"t~:~~~~s mCo~f

g:::~~:~:tin

1062
41.'J
2.JI Compoundccratcofmer-

1002 Coccoloba uvifera
4ti9 Cocculus

Cinnabaris
Cinnamicacid

g:~~=:~:~: ~~~i 1~wan
8

SSS
: : und dccoction
9
261 Compound Jccoctionof

2-17 Cocculus palmatus
1
217

~~: Co~:~~eJnd dccoction of

g~~~~:~: ~~b~~~ se~~i

bruom
2tH
2;);;? Compound dccoction of

Coccus
Coccus cacti
217 Coccus lacca
!?-t7 Cochineal

2<17, 1\?LiO
Ci n namomum Lourcini 217

Cinnamomum 111t1dum
Cinnamomum ruUrurn

g~~:~~~~~~ ~~·:~~~a

~~~ I~~~~:~~;~a armoracia

C'.nnamomum Zeytanicum 240
Cinnamon
Cmnamon water
Cinquefod
Ciuampclina
Cissampelospareira

~::~~: g~;~~~~isis

215
863
1291
532
632

Ci~:~!7 :ir:potassa 1 solu-

~;~~uts

vulga ris

ollicinal1:i:

Cocmicacid
Cocoa
Cocoabutter
Codcia
, Cod-livc r oil

: ~~ii ~~:~:~ 1~rnbica

1269
C1stus ladan1fcrus
1269
Cistus laurifohus
1212
Citrate of ammonia
12"12
Citniteofiron
Citrate of iron and quinia
12.13
1093
Citrate ofpota811a
Citrateofquinia
Cilnc acid
Cit rine oinlment
Citron
Citrusacris
C1trusauran1ium
Citrus decumana
Citrus limetta
Citruslunonmm
Citrus med1ca

g~~~;~aria

Cohobat1011
Cohosh
Cohosh, red
Cohosh,white
Coke
Colchici cormus
Colchici nu.l1x
1

I 19 Compound decoction of

1 ;~: I Co~~~s~11!1i~t~i~:tract of co- 908

Jocynth
12·11
12H C.:ompound galbanum
plaster
12-11
515 Compound hooey of
sqmll
1245

:~·:~ Co~~~;~~ud infusion of

765, IO·l!l
211
1222
1222
170
25.'1
256

1 ;~i

g~:~~;:hu1

~~~

939

JOOS

Compound infusion of
gentian
Compound infusion of
mint
Compou nd infusion of
orange peel
Compound mfu1ion of

1
~~~ Co~c;~::~~ 1~1~~:ion of

1091 ~~:~:::~:ascmen
255
239 1Colch1cum autumnale
255
2~ Colchicum root
255
1199 Colchicum seed
428 Colchicum varicgatum 1260
45 1 968
429 Colcothar
115
131 Cold bath
I Hl2
131 Cold cream
4!i5 CollinsomaCanadensis 12-IS
259
429 Colocynth
2li0
•128 Colocyn1!11n

roses
Compound lime-water
Compound liniment of
ammonia
Compound liniment of
mercury
Compound mixture of
casc:mtla
Compound mixture of
gentian
Coi~!i~und mixture of

1014
878

~ ~:;!:!IH!l:i

llli!·:. Hf
Cl~·ster of oplUIO

guaiacum wood
1270
:~j Co~1fr~~~~ decoctioo of

923 Common houseleek

129-.i Compound pills of iron lOfit.i
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Index.

I

Compound pills of rhuCompound tincture of
barb
1070
Peruvian bark

Co;'e~:i;::d pills of saga1071 Co;~~~i:d tincture of

I Copaifc ra Ina
1167 CopaiferaMartii

270
270

~~~::~~~: ~:~·i~~uga

1182

~j ~

Compou. nd pills of soap 107 1 i Compound.tincture.· of.
Copa~fcra oblo.ng1.·fi.olia
Compound pdlsofsqudl
1071
rhubarb
11 83 Copa1feraollic1nahs
Compound pills ofstonu:
Compound tincture o f
Copaifora Scl lowu
1072
senna
1185 Copal
Comptonia asplcmfohn 1248 Copalchi bark
914 Concentration
762 Copalrn balsam
Concrete 011 of nutmeg 470 Copper
l lOS Concrete oi l of wme
812 Copperas a poison
Confcctio amygdal:n
892 Copper, preparations of
1109 Confect10 aromatica
892 Coppcr,subacetateo f
Confectioaura.ntiico rticis893 Copper, sulphate of
852
powder of
I
asarabacca
11 09 Confeclio pipcris nigri
894 Coptisteela

Compf'und plaster of
Spanish ll1es
Compound powder of
aloee
Compound powde r of
alum
Compound powder of

c:~~:~~y

g~~~~~~;~ ~~~~·re

~:~~r~:: ~:::::: :~

~~~f!~i!~ :~~=

11 IO
can inre
11 IO Confect10 scammonii
Confcctio sennre
111 2 Confection, a romatic

chalk with opium
Compound powder of
jalap

~:~·r~::: :::~::: :~

~:~t:::: :~::::i:

mg~~~:~~::::~o9f

:H~

~~; g:~~ai~:~p~;r11folia

m

0

I

896 Coriander
896 Coria ndrum
892 Coriandrum sativum

::~~~~!1:~

:;: : :fl~:~si~i

I 32

g~~;~~~~ :~:~~~I arum

:::

fructlls
de r
1134 Consernc
Co mpound spirit ofsul·
Conserve of roses

Cornu
1 Cornu ustum
Cornuacen·ina
Cornu9 circinata
Co rn us Fl oridn
1 Cornus scricea

~;;
275

275
275
275

276
88 1
276
276
277
278

i~: ~::i~~F~~:~~r7d~~~~;~~; 1328

1
the dog rose
Compound sol ut1011 of
Conia _
266
alum
82·1 Conii folia
261
Compound solution of
I
Couii se men
264
iodine
1018 Coni1c acid
266
Compound s pirit of aniConium
261
seed
I 132 Conium maculatum
26 1

Co~;ound spirit ofJa,•en~ 133 g~~::;::

70

mg~~f1~ras
mg~~::;i:: :~:rum

111 2
pep·
rhubarb
1112 Confcc11on ofopmm
~9·1
Compound powder of
Confection of orange peel 893
scammony
1113 Confec1ion of roses
895
Compound powder of
Confection of rue
895
tragacan th
111 3 Confection of sca mmony 896
Compouu1\ resin cerate 889 Confection of senna
896

~:;;:::: :::i;:) 1::::~

...

2i0
270
1248
184
1273
288
289
897
290
291

mercury
.
Corrosive sublimate
Corsican moslt
Corte:i:caryophyllata
Corte:.: cuhlallan
Cortex frangulre

iii z~~~~:u:~1s:rat.a

~;~ g~~~~:· explosive
891 Couchgrass
895 Coumarin

979
979
1253
1249
1250
587

lm
2~~

1302
1302

llilf1;·'. :1:11r~~;;iIJ~~;'· '.I
Coc;~~l~i~d ~incture
1

of
gcnl!an .
Compound tmctureof
iodme

1169

~~~::f~;~ ~:~'.:nc::sis

1172 CopaifNa Jaquini
CopiufcraJuss1eui
1175 j Copaifera Langsdorffii

~;~ g~~!~

alba
270 Cret'.I. pneparata
270 Crocus
270 Crocus of a ntim ony

m

879
284
B3S
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~mp~aiitrum 1aponis

921

I

! Extract of hemlock

Ethereal tincture of lobe-

9.10

1 ~i1~r~1 1 ~: :~: 1i l1i!:1
Ep~fag"'.Amen"'""'

l281 I

>~"P'to<i•mto•e<ifoli•m

319 Emoctofm.,p0<illo,

11
1
IE~j'·.:~,\.':o;P,~h;:,'.:d;e l~p;h•."c~m'i~,: !Ei1p:;h!j': l., t.1f i~ c '"l ~'; i~', j'E\:,~ : oc~:t•~:e';~l~~f
fog;'°"

P"'il"m

"

~~;~i;i:'m

Eryngium aquaticum
Eryngo, water

3

'i_,,!

316

E;piooc

31~ ~~~:~::~~~~~~Ur~
318 Evaporation
Everiu•sealt

318 1

~~~:l~~~ ~~~[!~le

g~g ~=~ft~~~~ purga

Erythra::a centnurium
Erythrrea Chilensis

Erythronium

197

E'<Ostemma Caribrea

198 1Exostemma floribunda
3
18

Expector:rnh

279 E'1<oo1'

m~~~;~~:~~ =~:~::: alco-

;
if~

76i
holicum
934
7b7 Ex LracturnaluCshcpatica::935

~~~ E.~~~~~m aloCa purifi-

234
234

935

E;i:tractum anthemidis
935
Extractum artemis1re ab·

2

sinthi1

935

~~;!~~~~:~~~:O~~i:l~~~; : : ~ ~:~~:::~0~1 oils
;~~ ~~:~=~~~:~ ~::1=~~~~= 936
~:~~:;~t~c:
13~ E:~~~~~~as~~~~~~:; of l 310 E;~~~~~i~~c~!~~m;cmcli ;3~

petit grain
Essence of ambergris
Essence ofbergamot
Eiisence ofpeppermint
EHence of roses
Essence ofspearmint
Essenceofspruce
Essential oils
482,
Essential salt of lemons
Etha\
Ethalic acid
E1her
Ether, hydric

12,

1134 Extract of aconite .
933
485 E1tractofaconite,alco1178
hol1c
934
498 1 Extract of aloes, purified 935
1178 Extractofbelladonna
936
710 Extractofbelladonna,al1046
coholic
936
Extract of bittersweet
9.t I

Extractum c1nchon:c
. 937
Extractum colch1ciacet1cum .
938
Extractum colch:ci corm1
938
Extractumcolocynthidis 939
Euractu~ colocyoth1d1s
compos1tum
939

1:~~ ~~~~=~! ~~~lr~cokmh~~;~ore :~; ~:~~~~~~: ~~::: alcoholi- 9.io
203 .Extract of butternut
805 F.xtract of chamomile
810 Extract ofcolchicum,

945
cum
935 E.1tractum digitalis
E:i:tractum dul camar:e

~~~:~:~~fr~;itroui
~~~=~: ~~~on~~1c

~:: Ex~~=~~cofcolcbicum
~~~ I Ex~~~~u:f colocynth

m

Ethl~r:al oil

~~~ I ~~!~:~ ~~~~1ng~~:e

:::

Ether rectdicat100 of
808 Bxtractofcolocynth,
Ether' sulphunc
805
compound
.
Ether' unrcctified 1ulphuExtract of dandelion

114

938

9-11
9.i I
911

~::~:~!~: :~~1 ~~i~:e ~~i
~~:~~~~~ ~~~art~~;~ ~~~
1

Extractum hetleb?ri
. 942
939 Extractum humulL lupuli 9H
953 Extract um hyoscyam1
943

E~~~~t1~:1.11~yo1cyami al-
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944,945 Ferri et po.lassie tartras 957 F~shery.tah
E1tractumjalapm
1243 F~xed a~r
945 Ferr~ et qurnire citras
.Eitractum jugland!s
960 F11ed oils
946 Fern ferrocyanuretum
Extractum kramenm

i~~~:~~~: ~~!c~~f~omicm m~:~;1 ~~i~~~rupus
~=E~~:~: :~:: ;~~i~~~~ ::: ~::~~! ;~~;~:h~·~~;~~:n
947 Ferri lactas

.Es tr:ictum opi i

948 Ferri oxidum nigrum

F.xtractum papal·eris

mt::;~! ;:~:;:~;~~~u:

!:!;~~;~~ f:~;;:ylli

949 Ferri phosphas
949 lo'erri potassio-tartras
950 Ferri rarne nta

ExtractumqucrcOs
Extractumrhei
Extractum rutre

~~~;:~~~~ :~;:~~:~:::: 950
951
fluidum
950
E1tractum s3rz;e
Extractum san.;e fluidum 951
952
.E:uractum scammonii

~:!;:~~~: :!~;:~~~
Extrnctum uvre.ursi
Eyebright

F
Faba Sancti Ignatii
Fagara octandra

~~\:~ ~~~~:tura

~:!~~a:~~8;%,!~!la

1

859
480

m~::t ~;:~~a m
m~::~~:e~rging m
m~!:~~:~t~~:~ada i~i

1270 J.'Jammul a Jovi1

1243

884

966 FlaJBeed cataplasm

968 Fleabane,Philadelphia 317
9.l7 Fle;:ibnne,variou1 leaved 317
12$9
329 Fleawort

~=;~~ :~~~~~oxidum

~~ii r.J~:.h:;~~~~.~cd asclcpiaa : ~~

Ferri subcarbonas
Ferrisulphaa
Ferri sulphas e.uiccatum
Ferri sulphuretum

969
971
973
973

m~:;;: ~:~~ar~~~as

~;~;:~!~~ s:i::~iosn~~parii

Extractum atramonii fo952
..
liorum
Extractum stramonu se953
minis

678

Fhcs,Spantah
Jo'lix weed
Florence receiver
Florentine orris

8

~~~

l~g~ ~l~~:: ~~,I~~~~~

327 Florida anise tree
Ferric acid
Ferrocyanate of po~~ea 572 Flour .
Ferrocyan:ite of qu1nia 239 Flowering aah
Flowersofben:r.oin
Ferrocyanideofpotas-

J~~ Fe rir~~yanogen

160
1295
1049
400::.

1

g;~ ~:~:::;: ~~: :~~hur

960
954 Ferrocyanuretofiron
1253 Perrocyanuretofpotas572
si um
Ferrocy:muretof:r.inc 1253
J.'erropruHiateofpotassa572
965
Ferrugo
326
1232 Ferrum
974
1298 Ferrum ammor.iatum

1263
722
447
784

1~~~

Fluid eJ:!ractofearsapa951
rilla
Fluid extractofsenna 1156
334
Fceniculum
335
Famiculumdulce
335
Famiculum officinale
335
Fceniculum vu!garc
Foliated earth of tartar 1083
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1 ~~~ :::~:: ::::i~~t~da
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Fat lute
87 }'owler•ssol ution
448 Ferulatingita na
Fatmanna
72 Foxglove
Fetid aloes
Fcburc's rcmedy for can923 J.~rangula:: cortu
.
20 Fet!d clys~e r
cer
505,
1284 Fetid spirit of ammoma 835 Frankincense
Fe\ bovinum
1233 Frasera
1230 Fever-bush
Female fern
1291 Frasera Carolinensis
334 Fe¥erfew
Fennel set'd

~~~;i~"~~~t::,

alcoholic
Fermentation ,vinous

1 ~!~

fr:~~~-,r~:~etable

68 F1cuscarica.

imt~;Jf;;~;;:~."m;~i m:.::'.:::::
974 Filtx mas

~:;:t :r~e~ia~io-tartraa g~g :::~=~~ Boullay•s

m~~:;;~~~;:;E~~:r.
331

Fraxinusornus
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87 1
297
587
543
336
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m~;~:~:~:~~d

332 Fmi.rs' balsam
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Fem cyanuretum
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1287 F um aria officinalia
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Heavy oi l of wine
Hehradendron cambo-

11 gj~~d~:

811

Hickory ashes and soot,
infusion of
1296

~~; :~:~~~cp~~~~
365
1259
1259
1226
1259
1295
447
389

lilrcin
Hirudo
Jlirudo<lecora
llirudo medicinalis
111\·e·syrup
Holfmann'sanodyne
liquor
Holly

~:d:,~:.i~,h~;~:::~~:~~

1259

:1~~1~::~~~s pyrophorus

"

IJ~~~~~~emum corym-

1259 Honey

Helianthusannuus
Hellebore, American
H ellebore,hlack
Hellebore, white

~! ::::~~;~: fretidus

1ii~ii :~~~~ein

Hel!ebornsniger

.

~:l~~o~~~~~~~:~s

~~:~:~~~ ~~~~h
Hemlock spruce

H~~~;tck

water-drop-

Hemp

m~£i~~nr::~CB

;~ Hybdr:%~ 1£u~~ydum ru-

0

I~~~ :~~~~~~~n~utg~re

372

;i;

1 ~~~

11~\: ea Guianensie
H~h~scusabe lmoschus

H1b1scuscsculentus

sulphuretum lOOl

H;~~;~~;rum

1~~;

72 l:lydrargyrum ammonia1248
tum
1004
1223 l-lydrargyrumcumcret5. 1005
462 llydrargyrum cum mag119
nesifi
1006

Ii~~ Jr~~~rg!;~i; pnecipita-

~~~ :- :~~Z~1::~~~~~mon

~~~; }1;~~:;~i~r~~n~~;~~~:tuml~~~

544 llousclcek, small

1295 Hydralc of lime

1280
1237

::~~\~rn~s8 ~~~kmel
lluanucobark

3

.

H;crr~r;~~lhs~~~huretum IOOI

g~~ ~~~~s~;~11eed

i~~ ::~~~r~e: ~U::]:s

~mmiL:€~~c

sulphas fia - 1000
Hydrargyrisulphurelum

mH;~~;~;;ri

m:~;t~~~;~\ ~\~:;;,~uu_m

1
1256
retum
1260 Hydrargyr~ chlor~dum
369 Hydrargyr1 chlor1dum

998
147

~~6 :~~~~~~:;:f~t;s~~iron l~~
223 ll ydratcdoxideoflead 1076

Im ::mrC~~~h~:~~\~~~de

810
600 ll ydriodateofammonia 1265
1292 Hydriodateofarsenic
1023
and mercury, solutionof
1265 ·
1168 Hydriodate ofpotassa 1100
780 llydriodicacid
391, 1261
978 Hydrochlorate of ammoma
84
100·1 Hydrochlorateoflimc
146
979 1-lydrochlorateofmor·
10
Hjdhri:chloric acid

ri:~:~\=~~ gummiferum ~~ :!;~~:~g~: ~:~r:~i~~;:: ~ii;
Herb Robert
Hermodactyls
llenchera

~~

;~j 11\~sargyri

m::~~~:::~~ ~::1~~u;

H enry•saromatic spirit
ll undred-leaved roses
ofvinegar
779 Hungarianbalsam.
Henry's magnesia
1023 Husband •s magnesia
Hepar. sulphlfit
110:) Huxham•stincturcof
Hepatic aloes ~
71
bark
367 Ilydraci<ls.
H epatica
Hepatica ac11tiloba
368 Hydrargyr~ acetas
I-lepatica Americana
367 llydrargynammoniollepaticatriloba
368
chloridum.
Heptree
599 Bydrargyrib1chl.,ridum

~=~~c~~ur~t~~~;~~m

•998
1

Honcyofroses .
1026 Hydrargyri precipitatum
Money, preparations of 1025
album
1004
Honey, prepared
1026 Hy<lrargyri suhmurias
Hooper's pilla
1060
ammoniatum

~:=~~;~: officinalis
~~~ ~~~~hl~~~d, wild
Hcmidesmic acid
1260 Horse aloes
H cmidesmus Indicus
Horse-balm
634, 1260 1-forsechesnut
Hemlock
265 Horsemint
Jiemlock cataplasm
883 Horse-radish
~=~:~~~ f:a~ee

Land.
994
813 Hydrargyrioxydum nitri1263
cum
996

~~~~ H[dhr~:~cyur~persulphas

366 llordeum

:::::~~;~: Zr~e~~:t~~s

nitrico-osy-

66'2 Hydrargyrioxidum ni369
grum
370 IJydrargyri oi:idum ru370
brum, U. S.
1154 Hydrargyrioxydum,

455 Hydrar_g yrioxydumsul-

:!~~=~·o~~~~:.:

1260
467
734
36.5
732

Hydrargyri murias corrosirnm

I~~~ IJyd:r~rgyri

Hcdeoma pulegioides
Hede ra helix
Hederin
Tledgegarlic
Hcdgehyssop
Hedge mustard
lledysarum Alhagi
Helcnin

~;~~~~;~~;~ :~:~,

:~

999
anhy- 786
1002
drous
789,790
985 Hydrocyanic ether
1262
Hydrogen
1218

.m ::~(€::::·::'.~~:::m ;;; :::,~.:.;::,,:~.:::~~::: ':::
1238 1-Jydrargyr~ 1odiclt1m
1261 HyJrargyn iodidum
1261
rubrum

992 Hydrosulphates
974
Hyclroeu!phuret of ammo·
993
nia
827
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ll~::~~:::asemen
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~~!~ ~~~:~~ ~::e

108,

m!~~:~~ ~~~~~~illa
~8~ }~~\~~ ~u:1~:!'w
m:~j:~:.

l!~~ :~~~~~: ~~~\~l~b;c

I~~~ :~~~:~: ~:~~~i~ll~li

1264
1265
1006
762

383 Ind1gofera t1nctor1a
1-fyper~ntheramonnga 1281 lnd1got1n
Hypencum perforatum 1262 lnfusa
445 Infusion
Hypermanganicacid
Hyoscyamus nigor.

ll{;:::xymuriate of po- 565 ln~uas;~n ofangustura

Hypochloriteoflime
Hypochloriteofaoda

~~:6

:g~:

:;~t lo~~:~: calechu compo-1008

wild

albu11

I~~ In~u:~~ 1~rmoracire com- 1007
1 ~~:: In~~:~: aurantii compo- IOOS

149 fnfusionofbroom
1126 Infusion ofbuchu

1007
Infusum chamiemeli
1009
lnfusum chirettai
1009
lufusum cinchona::
lnfusumcinchonrecom-

1007 Infu~~~~olomb:e

~g:g

1015 Infusumcugpariro
1011 Infusumd1g1talts

1007
1011

~~ffit:::~~::~:, im ;~~;~~~~~~~~~;~:m-!iii ::~~~;F~~~~ com- ::::!~~;
1275
203
387
310
303

lceplant
Iceland moss
Ichthyocolla
lcicaicicariba
lctodesfretidus

m

:~:~~!~ce acid

~::: ;:;:i~~:i~nsis

:~~~:\:~ :~~;;~s~-~~~~h

1007

Infusum kramerioo
1012
Infusum lini
Infusumlinicomposituml012
1012
Infusumlupuli
Infusummenth:ecompo1013
situm
Infusum mcnthrosimplcx
1013
1013
lnfusumpnreirro

ln~~s;m

pruni Virgini-

g~~ fnru~~~11~ of mint, simple !g!~ ~~~~:~:~~:~Sia!

~r;xntia

amara
llcxaquifolium
lle1cassina
llcxdahoon
11exmatc
llexopaca.

1008
Infusion of cloves
IOIO
lnfusionofcolumbo
1012
lnfusionofflaueed
1011
Infusionoffoxg_love
Infusionofgeotlan,com1012
pound
fnfusion ofhickoryashcs
1296
and soot
1012
lnfusionofhops

1231, 1263
1263
1263
1263
1263

1013

:g::

1014
Infusumrosroacidum
lnfusionofornnge-pcel,
1008 Infusumrosrocomposico1!1pound .
1014
tum
Infus1011ofparcirabravn 1013
1015
lnfusionofPeruvianbarkJ009 Infusumaarsaparill:e
lnfusumsarsaparilhe
InfusionofPcruvianbark,
0
01

~g:~ I 1n~u s~~o:~~;rii

~~~~ fn~u s ~~o~~~inkroot

!g:~

1016
101-1 lnfusumseneg;e
1016
J012 Infusumsennro
1014 lnfusum scnnm composi-

1263 lnfu aionofquassia
Jticin
llliciumanisaturn 103, 1263 Infusionofrhatany
1263 lnfus!on of rhubarb
Ill~cium Flori.danum

i!ii
:~~~::. ;~ !~~i~:~: : : ii~·~~~:'"'"~"m
1

J.,>pe<iol mm"'°

Impure carbonntc of po-

J314 lfof.,,,o,,of•hpp"yclm

Impure oJ:ide ofzinc

1302 Infu sion ofloba~co

India aenna
lodiancorn
Jodian cucumber

655 Infusum angustu_ra_i
1304 lnfusumanlhem~Ls
1275 Infusum ar~~r~:•a::

"'' -' "re

JOl7

1017 lnspissated~uice of elder 950

bark

lmt;~~~carbonate of soda~~~ ln~:~~n oflhorough-

~~:~:::~:fodnJUICeS

1011
1017 loula

.

.

m

389

i1~~r. -· .3 :;~~t~::: :~ !~~~~~;. :!
1258
1007 Iodide of~old
961
1007 lod1deof1ro11
1007 Iodide of iron, solution of 964
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htdex.
l l ron, precipitatedcarbonateof
Iron,preparationsof
Iron,rcdo1ideof
I ron, rust of
l ron,saccharinecarbo·
nateof

lod.ideofiron,eyrupof
lod ideoflead
Iodtdeofmercury
Iodzdenfpotassmm
lodi<leofsih•er
Iodideofstarch
IodiCeofsu lphu r

964
1075
992
11 00
1267
1267
1142

;~~:~:of

15~b :~~~: :~~~~~x~~:t:~r

zinc

I Kalmialatifolia
Kelp
Kempferid
Ke rrnesmincral
Kcyser•apills
Kinate ofcinchonia
956 Kinatcofquinia

969
9M
968
969

~~ii ~;~r::~~lolV

97 1
395,396 Iron,sulphateof
lodinebaths
973
395 Iron , sulphuretof
Iodinccauetic
l ron,t:iblcoftheprepa·
lodine,compoundsolu·
328
rations o~
1018
.
lion ?f
957
protoxidc
959
.
of
Iodine, r~ugol•s solution
327
394 Iron,tcrox.idcof
of

~~3:~: )~~i:l:llon

~ii: r;~~: ::;:~:~~e~f

;~~:~: ~~b~7a:~! :ts~;i~_ol 395 { ~~~·\=~:rianate of
395 hatistinctoria

tion

lo~~~ci

liquo r composi- JO JS

Tod in iitinctura
Tod inum

~~~~~~ydrargyrate of potassium
lodousacid
l onidium ipecacu::inha

::~~~l~~~Jjg

11 74 Issucpcag

390 Ivory-black
392
1267

391
402

~ ~~ gum

Kino
Kino\•icacid
Ki no\·icbitter
Knives, apothecaries•

~~~:~~;~:

1.269
672
125<1.
849

9i9
240
240

1~~~
4 14
236
236
767

I~~

8

Kr::imc ria
Krnmcriaixina

4 18
419

l ~~ii ~;::~:~:~ ~~~ltl ra

::~

1269 Krimearhubarb

59·l

1 ~~~

L

132,405, 1.259
17 1

: ~~~ La:~~:a11~~;~ disinfecting) 125
Labdan um
Lab rador tea
Lac

1269
1272
1270
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t~~~~~ ~~~~]~~~~um l;;g t::~~~o~:i~~u:hite mi ~:::~d~:~~;~::t:O:• 0;· ;~~
Laurus nobilie
425 1Lily ofthe va11ey
1<>4g L1nuoraithereus oteosus Sil
Laurus pichurim
1288 Lunn bark
~!~ Li~ ~~~ rethereus sulphut~:~~}~~88a:~::
t:~:~ preparntions of :~~ Li;11~~~ alumini1 compo- SN
t:~::~~~~ll vera
:;; It::~~!::t:r
~~~ t:~~~~ :::~~:~ acetatis m
:r 'H~ ti~~~:a::r:t::mpound :~i t:~~~L~~t~~~:: r:;!~o:i- 5::
Laurns cassia

'd fi

Id
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Lead aeapoison

547

Limonum oleurn

490 Liquorargenti nitratis

1
t~:~: ~~r~~ij~t~fof
tg~! tl::~~~e:~garis
!~~ t:~~~~ ~~~~in~~~~~idi
t::~: ~~d~~~~~ :~idc or 1Z~~ t:~l:~:~!: ~:~Jh"oerated 102 1 t:~~~~ ~:l~:~ chloridi

Lead,1od1dcof
Lead, nitrate of

1075
1076

soap
Linimentofammonia

1021 Liquorcupri ammonio1019
eulphaus

Liniment of lime

10 19
1020 Liquor hydrargyri bichlo-

t::tr~~:~c:rations of l ~i~ Li~~:~~tu~~ammonia,

Lead, red

55·1

t:~~: ~~~~v~~~ifi:~ oxide 55 "' Li~~i;;..~:tu~~mercury,
of
.
Lead, seequioxide of
Lead, eugar of
Lead, tannate of
Lead, white
Lead-water
Lead wort
Leather Jlower
Leather wood

t:~~::: ~:~i:~:~~m

555 I.inimentofopium

547 Liniment of sesq uicar549
bonateofammonia
1298 Liniment of Span ish
55 1
Aies

1074 Lin imentof lllrpcntin e

1290 I~iniment, simple
1243 Lin iment, volatile
12.52 Linimenta

:;~~ I t;~::~:~~:m

roruginis
Leeches
369 Lin1mentum ammon iro
Leek root
559 Limmentum ammoni;e
Lee's New London pills 71
compositum

R70

~~j

m

t:~~~~ ~!~~: :~~~tt~atis l~g~

1021
102 1
1019
1020
1022
1022
1019
10 18

Li~i~~r iodini compositus

985

JOI S
Liquor morphi;e sulphatis
IO·H
Liquor plumbi diacetatis 1072
Liquorplumbi subacetatis
1072
Liquor plumbi subacetat1sdilutus
1074
Liquor potass;e
1077
7
S l
ti s
JOSS
Liquor potau;e c hl orinatro
l.241

~g~~ t:~~~~ ~~~:::: ~:~b~i~~1019

10 19
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Lobelia
Lobeliacardinalis
Lobelia inrlata
Lobeliasyphilitica
Lobelicacid
Lobelina
Loblolly pine
Logwood
Long pepper
Long-leaved pine .
Loosestrife
Loss by pulverization,
table of
6

t~==gb ark
Lozenges
Luculia
Lunar caustic
Lung wort
Lupulin
Lupulina
Luputite

t~ieu~~~

Im I :::::r::n::d weig~~13 ' I~~

!H S:l:~J:eis
436 Mallow, common

444 Mechanical di,oision

434
434
709
363

373
II)
534
444

Malt
Maltviuegar
Maltha
Malva

542 Malvaalcea
709 Malvarotundifolia
437 l\Ialvasylvestris
l\falwa opium

1 ~~~

M

::~:ration
Macis
Macrotys racemos;t

::~:~ascar

76 Medicatedwaters
444 Mcdicatcdwines
444 MeJicinalhydrocyanic
511
acid

856
1209

~~~ ~~:~~:~~::,

preservation

::~ ~=: ~~~~~~atom

oxide of
1291 .Manganesiioxidum
375 Manganicacid
375 Manna

445 Mclprreparatum

753
455
1027

:g~~

1026
1026
446 Melscillrecompositum 1155

445 Melrosre

g~ ::~~:'c~~i:~~~~

:1~ ~:::/:~~: ~;jp !r~~\folia :~~
0

448 Melaleucaleucadeodron4S6

1m ::::~~ro

bark
1274 Marantaallouya
436 Marantaarundinacea
437 Marantaga!anga

m

~;~ ~;:::~~~~i~~or
450 Mclassicacid
4.J9 1Mclia azedarach
1254 Mefilot

:~~ ~:~:~~~ ~~tWts

618
135
1275

:~g ::Jt~~~us officinalis

I!~~

160 11\farble
451 Mclissaofficinalis
MarbledCastilesoap
632 Me!Jita
Marbledsoap
630 Meloemajalis
630 Mclocniger
M.:irgar!cacid
Margarm
56,481 i\le!oeprosc.:irnb~us

456
1025
160
166
160

mt~:~J~~3~c.i~ommon

5~~ ~~:;~~p~;:;i~iema:

472 Marjoro.m, sweet
211 Marmo~

527 1\Ienispcrmum Cana<J5 I
dense

1 ~~~ ::;~~~:~~ vulgare

602
738
876
1022
438
1024
438
439
1023

Magnesirecarbonas
Magneai~ sulphas
M.:ignesimsulphnspurum
Magnesium
Magneticpyritcs
Magnolia
.Magnol~a acuminata
Magnol~a glauc'.l
.Magnoliagrand1flora
lfagnoliatripetala

438 Mastichc
440 l\fosticin
Matiasbark
1025 1\'Iatico
1024 Matonia cardamomum
974 Matricaria
442 Matricaria chamomilla
443 1\[atricaria p.:irthenium
442 May-apple
442 May-weed
443 Mead

·153
453
1274
1274
177
454
454
1291
556
278
740

S:~;:~atJ~!~:~

:~ig S:~1}~~;~;::re

1

Marseillesvinegar
Marsh rosemary
1\'Iarshtea
Marshtrefoil
Marshwater
Marshwater-cress
Marshmallow
Marualelhiops
Marygold

::?:::::: ::~:::::i:;s I~!~ ~~::~7;~:ort

i~~
1275

:~~ ~~:~::~:;~~:;: ~:f~~lt~~ ~~~

mdamom
Madder
Madeira wine
Magisteryofbismuth
Magnesia
Magneaiaalba
1\'Iagnesia,calcined
Magncsia,carbonateof
Magnesia,Dinneford•s
Magnesia 1 Henry's

Malabathrifolia
Malambobark.

M~1·icines,

222 l\Iandragoraofficinalis 1274 Mel
556,1274 Mel JEgyptiacum
1188 Mandrake

1292 Mannito

Lutes
Lycopod!um
Lycopod1umclavatum
Lycopus
Lycopus E_ur?~reus
LycopusV1rg1nicus
Lythrums.:ilicaria
Lytta

408
517
517
1275

1 ~~~

~i:~~ir~~~ra

755

Mechoacan
Meconicacid
Meconin
MedeolaVirginica

779 l\Ientl1apiperita
686 Mentha pulegium
1272 Menthaviridis
459 I\Ienyanthes
Ill Menyanthestrifoliata
1279 Mercuredoux:Ula
75
vapcur
966 Mercurialointment
1237 l\fercurinlpills

457
458
458
459
459
987
1195
1067

m~=~~~~~~~plaster m

3~~: ,1

Mercury,acetateof
978
Mercury, ammoniated 1004
1\Tercury,bibromideof 1235
l\Iercury,bichlorideof 979
Mercury, b~c.yan.ide of
991
Mercury,b1mod1deof
993
Mercury, binox:ide of
999
Mercury, bisulphu~et of 1002
Mercury, black o:nde of 994
Mercury,blacksulphuret
of
1001
1
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247 Mcasurement,approi:i_rideof
1274
mate
1318 .Mercury,cyanuretof

979
991
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1.212
103, 1263 Succory
6.J Succus Rpi.1:1~atus aconiti 933
!) I Succus Rpi~satus L>ella·
1
conii
fiS6 Succnsspisutus hyos·
Stat1ce Cnroliniann
913
cyami
6'i6
S1nucel11noniun1
f)~,) Su cc us spissatus s:unl>uci 9;j0
f;ta\·eucrc
662
630 Suet
Stearicacitl
613
56,4"!1 Sugar
S!earin
617
483 Sugar,barlcy
Stenruptcne
Staranisred
S1nr itraBS
Starch

~~~~~~('soap

~~~ Su~~~~ ~pimtus

~~~u~'.im

~~~ ~::~~~,c~~~~vn

Sulphurvi\Uffi
Sulphur, washed
Sulphurated 011

695
694, 696
1231

~~~ ~~:::~~~~~ ~~i~~::mony ~~~

613,

Sulphuretofrnercury
with sulphur
1105
Sulphuret of potassa
Sulphuretofpotassium 110.J
Sulphurettedhydro:;en
696,974

~ : 1 ~~:~:;~;~:t:~li~vatm

l!i

6 15
61-1
613
613
019
614

79S
Sulphuric ari<l, diluted
799
Sulphuric acid, pure
Sulphuricacid,tablcof
the spec1hc gravlly of 47
805
~ulphuric et!wr
1 Sulphuricethc-r,unrec·

il:~~;:;{~~{:.::"'

:m i~m:,~:ii~~:,,Ji,,b~~:: i!~ ~:1~1r~:~,~~~~~:~; J;""",m

Stone·pme
Stone-root
Stornx
Storu,purified
Stoved salt

Sugar-house molasses
61G,618
1218
1297
G9! 1Sulphateoralumina
1 1•10 SulphatC'ofalumina
76
and pota~~a
678
136

598
Surn::ich
7JS
, Sumach,sw::imp
J56
8umatra camphor
1294
SnmmN savory
Su§p:!nsion of substances,

1270
Stick lac
81111 and worm, common 7fi0
760
St1ll,small
(i~7
.
St1U111gia
6~7
St11lrng111. S)'lv::it1ca
2
Stimulants

~~~~::;~~l~i

foJia
S1r:11nonii radix
S1r;11nonii semen
Stramon1um
Strashur1?turpentine

709

~~~ ~~:ri~~~~ ~~· ~~~~~~~ni:t

G'IS
6..,8
G~S

713

~:~~~'.'.:i~;;~'i·~E ~b:
Strong-eri;o!ution ofnrnmon1a
St~~~1gcst common caus-

..................

Sugar, , llavana
Sugar maple
Sugar,muscol"tHlo
Sugar ofi!rapes
Sugar of tca1l
Sugarofmilk

1081

,,.

S\\~~~ ;: d~~ll'OOd
1 1

238, 1117 Sw:unp hcllcl,,11re
291 Swamp sumach
!;ll'amp·l3urel
Fiil $wectalmonds

'!~l gm~~j"""
18wcetprin.ciplC' ofoilrs
1025 8weetsp1ntof1111re
10·13 t~=~~.;~~ es

1

.. .. ! ..-

m
731

ii~

1269
89,90

'fl~
m
630
817

1

..............., ....
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lnde.x .
Tincturaa99afcrtid3!
Trncturaaurantii

Ti;~c~~ra

11G2 Tinc!ura nucis \'omic::c
1162 Tinctura olc1mcntha!

balsami Tolu· I l'lfi
l!Gl
Tinctura hl'llatlonnre

Ti::~1:~;~1:IC'i mcnth:e
vindis

lliq Tincturcofchloridcof
iron

l 17b
J17s

:f:~~~~~: ~~~:~~:~~~.
compound

975

1168
116'.'i

f:i~ [~ ~ f:1Jit!:E~: :m~ ~:~ ~ ~,~ d~ ~ ~: :· ,: ~
if~i~if i~i~;~~~~~.:_·m~
~T,';~::::.
mth~~idi• :i.: T>~·~:,,, '"" . ::~; ;.::~::;: ~~;;:;,~:. \m
:

~i~~\il,: ::!I:::~~: oom~ ::; r::::~:~;~ ;,!~,: ;;;;~~:~·~: ::: figjgL~}J~:;;::»m
::~.!

~:~~:~~~:a~";;:~

1172

::~~

i:~~~~~: ~::~i~il/:;c

!:~;~

Tincturacatcchu

1160
1161

Tincture nfhcnbane

llf.i
1168

T111cturcofiodine,
compound
Tmcturcofjalap

117:5

T1ncturcnflobelia

1117

1169

Ti~~~~;:Xlobelia,

1m

11 69
ll(i9

1177
Tincturr oflupulin
Tincturcofmuriatcof

Tincturcofguo.iac,
ammoniated
11r.;1
118;) Tincturcofhemlock

1166
T1ncturacastor<'i
T1ncturacastorci ammollfiG
niata

~:::~::~~: comf :~~~~~:
posita
Tincturacinnamomi
Tincturacinnamomi

Ti~~~~~s~~~chici

~::~~~~~~ ~~ l~':t~c

:r

colchici scminis

Tincturacolombtc

~:~~!~;: ~~i~:btc

Tinctura cusp:m;e

Ti~~~~;i~;crri

11esqui-

Il l.i i

:iI,J

Ti;~~~i~~foil
mi11t

1161

:;

!g:

Tmcturcofnux vom1ca 1118
of pep-

1178

1160 Tinctureofoilofspcar-

9;:;
97:J
91

1116

:;: ~:~~~~~~ ~~ ~;~~l . :m

m~

:}:~;;~~~;: ~:~:it~~monio- l 111
chlor!di
Tincturaferrichloridi

~ !;~

~::~~~~~~ l~~~:cnium ; g~

~ :~;

T1ncturacolchicicom-

Ti~~:~~~

1171
1170
1114

f:~~~~~~ :~:~ii~:. :ice-

1118
1179

Tu"''",'°"'''m'"'"'O·

11-;3

1170
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Tincturcofsrnna :tnd

ll SS Ungucntum calaminre

89 1

jalap
IISb Trochisci acaciz
11 89 Cneucntum cantharidi9,
Tincturrofscnna,com·
Trochisciacid i tart::irici 1189
L'd.
pound
I\~;; Trochisci crctre
11~9 Uni:ucntum cantharidis,

!:mi~,1~ ;::'..:,:,~:, :~;; ~'.~~!!:::: ~;;::::::.'.:~·'; ;;; 8:~~~~:~~ ~~;~:::~J~l
I

T~ncturc

ofequill

.

l IS5 Trochisci lactuca~ii

11 90

Un;:ucntum cctacci, Lond.
1193

or ~tramonrnm l IS6 Troc\HSCL magnesi;e
l HIO
~:~~~~~~ ~~~~l,~rian : !~~ Tr1~11isci mcnthm piperi-1190 ~~~~~~~~; ~~;~"u~r

Tincture

Tincture of \'illerian,

ammoniatc~ _
Tincture of\' 1rg1nia
snakcroot
Tinctures
Tinder
Tin-foil
Timl e\·elly sennn
Toadflax, common
Tob:icco .

:~~~~.c~~,~~~:~nt
Tolu1fera bahmmum
Tolutanum
'fonies
Tonka bean
Toothache tree
Tormentil
Tormrntilla
Tormcntilla ercc.ta
T ormcntil la ollicrnalis
Touch-me-not
Touchwood.
Tous lcs mo1s
Tm.:icotlendron
Tragacanth

j;::~~:~~::fr1

Trochisci morphim

1190 Ungucntum conii

1187 Trochisci morphi:e et ipccacuanh:c
1191
1186 Trochiscisod:!!bicarbon11 58
atis
1191
1223 Trona
672
(i84 Tulip-trCC! bark
432
655 Tunbrirlgn water
11 3
1229 T urkey gum
7
697 Turkeyopi11rn
509
1

;~~ :::~~~i~~~~ :, :~~:1sam
1 1

~ii~ u:~ 1~~ ;t~ :1l hydrargyri
1

1
715 Turmeric
293
71 5 Turner·s cerate
S9\
2 Turnsot
420
1301 Turpentine
708
117 Turpentine, Borde:iux
711
716 Turpentine, Canada 70S, 712
71G Turpcmine, Chi:rn 70~, 713
71(i Turpentinr, common
71G
Au1erican
7 11
1263 Turpentine, common
1223
European
70S, 711
1.39 T urpentml.', Oamarra
713
717 Turpc11t111c, Dombcya.
713
719 Turpentine, Strasburg
713

~~~ +::~ri:::~~~~: ~~:~~cc

~~ ii~

119·1

Ungucntum creasoti
11 94
Ungucntum cupri subaccta t1a
11 9-1
Unguentum elemi
11 9<1
Unguentum gal!re
11 95
Ung uentum gallre compositum
1195
Unguentum hydrargyri 11 95
llnguentum_l1ydrargyri

70S, ~:i

1

1

1

b1111od1d1
Ungucntum hydrargyri
fortius
Unguentum hydrargyri
iodidi
l'nguentum hydrargyri
nutius
Un~ucntum hydrargyri
111tratis
Ungucntum hytlrarg}fi
11 1trico-o'Cy<li
Ungul.'ntum hydrnrgyri
oxi<li rubn
Cngucntum hydrargyri

Un°;!:,:t~:~ ~~fusi ca:nha~!!O I
1

g~:~,~;~~:1~~::g,.c·~::! Irnt1~~~:::,~'.'.'. :m~igi~~= :::~::.:;·m- :~;;
m:!:~~~~ointment
f~i~~L~~~~f~t~~~Uth m . . u

g~~ ~~~l~!::~: :::: 1~:~ird:-~i~~

~~::~~'~"l;~t~~~8um

1:11111c acid

726

~,::::~~

;~~ Un~0~~a~~~m

J.~l~!\~:;1~: pcrfoliatum
Tr1~1cum

compos1tum

1

7~2

1 ~~~

~~!~~~~~~ ~;~~£~~~~ ~;g~
tatil!

1203
plumbi ca r- 1203

~;m1~·~f~i~~~~~~:,;, i ~i ~~~~/~~~:~:.~: ,m ~i~jiJ,\t~~~::~i~~:::m~

l~~l~~::~I tl~tr~~~:Jl~ !~!lj~l~l~: .1~
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5~6 \\'incs ofdiffcrentcounWhite rl'sin
737
tric11
616,6\R
White sugar
737
113 Wince, red
\Vlutc eulphu r water
737
12.JI Wines, rough
Whitcewa!low-11ort
737
560 Wines,sparkling
\Vhilc tart.ir

Ycl:ow aulpbateofmerIOOO
cury
!!)S
Yellow wax
Ycllow-no11crcd rhodo1292
dcn(lron

1 ;:~ ~~::::~:: :~~.i~~\uous

~~~ ~~/l~~~:~;~~:cd watc~~5,

~~::~~~~~~~er lily

I~~~ w~~~c;:s1~1~ 1 ~:

737

~~::~i~;iar

I~~~ ~~::~~~~~h~~~~natica

~~J::~~ ~,:;~~~tine
Whitcwalnut

~~~::;.:;~:~:::•g0<
W1ldchamomilc

~~:l~ ~~,~~;;ber

;!; :~::::;.~!','.;;;·

WiJdJcmon
Wild lettuce
Wild pink
Wild potato

1295 Wood bctonv
269 Wood naphti1:i.

~~:~~;~·~1=~~p purple
Wine, antimonial

~~:~:·1~~~:~~:;

Wine of aloes
\Vine of colchicum root
\Vineofcolchicumseed
Wrncofergot

z,m;,

Woad

421

Wolf~banc

lozenges

:!~ ~~:~~~ ~~~j:tshade
8

riiiJ I ~~:~~~~::~1/r £uropc

m~~~i~ll~~i~ ;~~:~~:i~s

1 i~~

lm

Zinc,cl1loridcof
tq Zinc, cyanurcl of
1233 Zinc, flowers of
1291 Z111c,11npureo:tideof

1217

3~; ~:~~: ~o~l:1~eo~·'.·

1212

~:~~:~~~~~~is tinctura

Z1~1~~ whom pr:cp:ira·
Zuwichloridum
Zinri cyannrelum
Z1oc1 fCrrocpnurctum

9.)b

EH I

~:~~: ~ ,~~du~~
0

\Vine \inegar
\V inc·\\hcy
\V1nca, aciduloua

~~~:~::: ~:t~~;l~~t

~~:~::; ~:~Jdticatcu

m

1

~:~~~~~:~,~~~ 35

Y

8

TllE l:XD .

12.1 1

12,;3

~~~~

q~i
719
130.)
7-D

I ~~~

m~;~~-~\:~:j~~1~;~:is

1
ucd-str:iw

I !?\ I
121.'.i

~~.~ ~:;~7/1~~1rn;;·~~1~11;~ct~on

Zin!l'il.tcr

1222
201

~~~ ~·~f1s~\~~~~~asm

:m

Z1n!!1bcrca~sumuniar
Zin~ibl'r oflicin:ile

lU

711 Yt1rro1v
737 Yeau

im ~rn~~~: ~1~~:

:~~~

71~
Zincic.irbonu
Z111ci carhon::is impurnm 71~
Zinci c::irbonasunpurum
1211
pr;z·paratum

~~;~~ Z! ~.~~~cc~~lleborc : ;:~

~~l~~: ~:~~;riffe

121;)
1251

130~

I:!~ ~:::~: :~;~~1 ~c1 eo~f
1 ~ :~
1~~~ Zi~~~i~~1 ~!~fofthe prcpa-

1210
1211

!;: !

:~~g

~~~ ~f~:;j;~~:

~m ~:~~:~~~~~~~~~:or

X.

1209
1210

450

1 ~~~

1305

12 13
1301 Zrnc, prl'p;ir;1t1ons of
6S:.1 Z1nc,prcparedcarbon:i.te
1211
of
::wG

1301 Woorari
5 76 Wormtea
6:!2 Wormsecd

Wine of iron
Wine of opium
Wine of rhubarb

.

1269

557

~~:~: :~ f1~c~~~~anha

;otegd~"

~;1 ~~~~~al;~iuginosa

i~~ ~~::::~~~:;r1~~rnkspottcd

Im ~~i!~~:::~~lgh

\\'ild thpne
Wild-cherrybark
Willow

m

207,3-16 Zedoary

~~:t~ t~oi~~und
~~::~ ::~s:iarilla

commo" :

279 Winier-green

126 1

dock

4 10 Wincs,tal;leofthe

!~g~

